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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMErMENT: CONSTITUTIONAL OVERVIEW

HURSDAY, MAY 26, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman,of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Thurmond, Kennedy, DeConcini, Grass ley,
Leahy, and Dole.

Staff present: Stephen Markman, chief counsel; Randall Rader,
general counsel;- Phil Barker, professional staff member; Sharon
Peck, clerk; and Marci Anderson, clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, we are happy to welcome
all of you here to the first in a series of hearings by the Subcom-
mittee on the Constitution on the proposed 27th amendrne t to the
Constitutior., the equal rights amendment.

This is the first hearing on this subject by a commit of the
U.S. Congress in more than a dozen years. During this d n-year
period, the equal rights amendment has generated one of he most
turbulent debates in the constitutional history of this coun ry.

Originally proposed as an amendment to the Constit tion by
Congress in March of 1972, the ERA appeared likely to ratified
by the necessary three quarters, or 38 States, in remarkably short
order. Within a matter of hours of final Senate action, the State of
Hawaii, with virtually no debate; became the first State to approve
the amendment.

Within the first month, with equally little debate, the ERA had
gained the ratification of 14 States. Within the first year of, its 7-
year ratification period, the amendment had gained the support of

"30 States, only 8 shy of the necessary number. The ERA appeared
certain to become a permanent part of the organic law of this land.

Final ratification, however, was never to come with only five ad-
ditional States ever choosing to ratify. In 1978, in an unprecedent-
ed last-ditch effort to salvage the amendment, Congress, in a still
controversial action, voted to extend the impending ratification
deadline for the ERA by approximately 31/2 years.

This, too, was of no avail, with not a single additional State
choosing to ratify the ERA during this extension period. All told,

(1)
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the ERA, when 1, succumbed last June, had been ratified by a
mere two States during its final 8 years and not a single State
during its final 51/2 yearsthis despite the fact that in the nonrati-
fying States, there occurred more than 100 separate debates in the
State legislatures.

What can be gleaned from this history? One thing, certainly, is
that the more the equal rights amendment has been exposed to the
light of serious legislative discussion and debate, the less successful

\ it has been.
In those States, particularly some of !the early-ratifying States

where the debate was perfunctory and limited to statements of
commitment in behalf-of equal rights for women and an end to
second-class citizenship for women, the amendment did well. In
those States where there were structured hearings and debates, the
amendment did significantly less well. This is certainly not surpris-
ing, in my eyes.

To the extent that the proponents of the ERA can fashion this
debate in terms of slogans and mottoes, they are likely to prevail,
for their slogans and mottoes are good ones. There is an over-
whelming consensus in this country, I believe, in behalf of equal
opportunity and equal legal treatment for men and women. There
is an overwhelming consensus that-believes that every individual
ought to be free to fully realize his or her potential.

To the extent, however, that the equal rights a endment debate
is fashioned in terms of its concrete impact upon 2 0 million Amer-
icans, I do not believe that they are likely to preva 1.

The one thing that the ERA cannot withstand, i my opinion, is
serious scrutiny as to its effects upon the society in which we live.
Now, what do I mean by thatr The problem with the ERA, of
course, is that no one has the slightest idea of what it really
means.

As one of our witnesses today has remarked, " f adopted, the
equal rights amendment would be the only provision',, in the Consti-
tution bestowing or protecting a right w:thout identifying that
right."

What is truly remarkable about the debate \accompanied
the ERA over the past dozen years is that i as rare y ed on
whether or not what the ERA would achieve t ood, or bad. In-
stead, the debate has centered almost exclusively on what the
amendment means. This kind of constitutional debate is unique in
the constitutional history of the country.

Whatever' one thinks about amendments to prohibit abortion or
to abolish the Electoral College or to restore school prayer or to es-
tablish a 6-year Presidential term, at least it is fairly well under-
stoo6 what these amendments would achieve if ratified; at least we
can debate whether these achievements would be beneficial or det-
rimental to the Nation. This is not true with the ERA; on this
amendment there is disagreemeilt even among proponents on the
most basic and fundamental effects of the amendment.

While constitutional amendments cannot reasonably anticipate
every problem that may arise over time, the ERA does not antici-
pate even basic problems.

1.1
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Ladies and gentlemen, I will look forward to the expressions of
commitment during these hearings to the principles of equal rights
for women. I wish myself to affirm this commitment this morning.

At the same time, however, I will look forward to the statements
from our witnessesthose from academia, those from Congress,
and those from other walks of lifeadvising this committee and
advising the people of this country what specifically we are doing
to the laws and public policies of our country in adopting the equal
rights amendment.

Whatever transpires with the equal rights amendment in Con-_
gress, I think that it is essential that those on both sides of the
debate use the opportunity of these hearings to create a legislative
history that will make clear the real-world implications of this
amendment to the 50 State legislatures. They and their constitu-
entsour constituentsare entitled 'to know what the equal rights
amendment is intended to do.

What will be the impact of the amendment upon the domestic
relations laws of the 50 States? What will be its impact upon labor

Ind criminal law and education law? What will be its impact.
,1 military policies, on abortion policies, and traditional policies

regarding to homosexual relations?
What will be its impact upon the balance of constitutional au-

thority between the Cohgress and the States, the legislative and
the judicial?

; It is in the interest of every one of us to create this record, unless
it is our desire simply to transfer decisionmaking authority over
each of these issues from\ the accountable elected branches of gov-
ernment to those who are without direct ,accountability in the judi-
cial branch.

The debate of the past dozen years has been marked by claims
and counterclaims of distortion and misrepresentation and exag-
gerationon both. sides. I believe that such debate has frequently
been characterized by more heat than light coming from all sides.

I would look forward in these hearings to addressing in the most
thorough and thoughtful manner possible these alleged myths and
realities of the equal rights amendment. As with every other set of
hearings by this panel, these hearings will be fair and balanced
with opportunities for all points of view to be addressed.

No other type of hearing, in my opinion, can do justice to an
issue of as immense importance to this Nation as the equal rights
amendment. i fervently hope that the hearings that will shortly
begin in the House of Representatives will honor these same stand-
ards. I hope they will be fair, I hope they will be balanced, I hope
they will listen to both sides. I hope they will call the best people
they can find on both sides of this issue, as we intend to do. And I
think if they will, both Houses will be doing the people of this
country a tremendous service.

Justice Felix Frankfurter once remarked that:
Only those who are ignorant of the nature of the law and regardless of the intri-

cacies of the American Constitution will have the naivete to sum up women's
whole position in a meaningless and mischievous phrase about "equal rights."

If nothing else, I am hopeful that these hearings will be success-
ful in imbuing this "meaningless and mischievous" phrase with se-

12
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rious content. Only when this has been achieved can the American
people and their elected representatives make a truly informed and
intelligent decision about the effect the proposed constitutional
amendment will have upon this country.

I look forward to our witnesses this morning helping us take a
first step toward this critically important objective. We intend to
hold a series of hearings on this subject that I think will be equally
as interesting.

We have excellent witnesses today on both sides of this issue and
I am looking forward to hearing from them.

Senator DeConcini?

OPENINf; STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENNIS DeCONCINI

Senator DtCosicitli. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am
pleased that Chairman Hatch has seen fit to commence hearings
on the ERA. Many questions have been raised as to the scope of
the amendment, its meaning, and potential impact. Considered dis-
cussion of these issues will be most helpful and, I feel, serve a most
important purpose.,

As always, the chairmen has been most gracious in 'extending
truly equfil rights to the proponents of the_arriendment. I look for-
ward to workihi, \4it,h you, Senator Hatch, on this issue as we have
in the past.

Mr. Chairman, the equal rights amendment is our Nation's most
importance piece of unfinished business. It is a 24-word text that is
straightforward language. It sets out a basic principle that equal
treatment under the law shall not be abridged on accotmt of sex.

I have supported the ERA prior to coming to the Senate and
during my Senate term, and I remNalcommitted to seeing that this
is passed. t,

The proposed equal rights amendment to the U.S. Constitution
was first introduced in 1923, although it was not passed until 1972.
As has been pointed out by the chairman, a 7-year time limit was
placed on it. In 1978, the proposed amendment had been approved
by 35 States. Unfortunately, no additional States had voted for rati-
fication before the new deadline and the proposed amendment died
on June 30, 1982.

It is not really dead. On July 14, 1982, the amendment was re-
introduced in Congress, using the form devised in 1972. The amend-
ment was referred to the House and Senate Judiciary Committees,
but no further action was taken.

This year, the ERA was reintroduced in the Senate on January
21; as Senate Joint Resolution 10, with 56 cosponsors. It was re-
introduced in the House on January 3 as House Joint Resolution 1,
with 239 cosponsors.

As I understand, the subcommittee will hold a series of hearings
on Senate Joint Resolution 10 extending through the summer and
into the fall. The House Judiciary Committee will do likewise, com-
mencing June 8.

A constitutional amendment which guarantees equal rights
under the law to all persons regardless of sex is long overdue. I
personally find it difficult to understand the controversy that has
swirled around this issue. It is a simple matter. In a society of laws,

3
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which the United States is, all citizens must have equal standing.
Anything less is simply unacceptable.

I fear that too many well- meaning, - individuals have lost sight of
the simple and profound elegance of the prOposition and have gone
looking for demons and dragons. There are nonee. The equal rights
amendment is what it saysnothing more, nothing less. We all are
equal. That is all there is to it.

No one would disagree with the notion that the United States
has long been moving tcward equality of rights without the :,RA.
Indeed, great strides have been made. The reason for this is that
the entire society is suffused with the concept of equality.

But having said that, we must also acknowledge that there are
still great obstacles to overcome. Working women still lack in wage
equality with their male counterparts. Divorce, property, and re-
tirbmeni, laws still undervalue the worth of a woman's work and
services. Thousands of Federal, State, and local statutes treat citi-
zens differently depending on their sex. -

Women comprise the vast majority of the poor, and head over
one-half of America's impoverished families. Despite title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, title IX of the educational' amendments, the Equal
Pay Act, the Equal Opportunity Act, and numerous ether statutes
designed to bring equality to won4en,' women still have not been
brought into the mainstream as equals.

The time has come to make clear in the governing document of
this Nation, the Constitution, that women have earned and deserve
equal treatment under the. law: The time to act is now. An over-
whelming number of Americans-75 percentsupport equal rights
for women under the law. Today's hearing is the first step in a long
path toward passage.

We must renew the fight for the ERA. It is the right fight and
we must see it through to its conclusion.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator DeConcini.
Because Senator Grassley has a subcommittee that he must

chair, we will turn to Senator Grassley, with Senator Thurmond's
permission, at this time.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

Senator GRASSLEY. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank the
Senator from South Carolina for his cooperation. I have only a
short statement because I do have my own subcommittee hearing. I
do expect, though, Mr. Chairman, to participate in future hearings
on this proposal.

This is the third time in my duties as a legislator that I have had
to pass judgment upon this amendment. The first instance was in
March 1972 when I joined my colleagues in the Iowa Legislature in
voting to ratify the amendment less than 48 hours after its submis-
sion to the States by the CongresJ.

The overwhelming margin of the vote that day in that body was
a reflection of what we legislators believed we were voting upon
iv, simple question of whether we were for or against equal rights

women.
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The second time Milt) in 1978 when, as a Member of the U.S.
House of Representatives, 1 was called upon to vote on a resolution
to grant an extension- to the original 7-year time limit. I voted
against that extension, not because of the substantive reasons re-
!ated to the language of the proposed amendment itself, but rather
because I felt that a 10-year period would violate the implicit con-
stitutional requirement that the ratification by the States be rea-
sonably contemporaneous.

In the 11 years that have passed since first voted to ratify the
amendment, much of the focus of discussion has shifted from what
the amendment might do for women to what it might do to them.
The debate has raged from one end of the country to the other as
to what ERA would really mean to women and to' our prerogative
as legislators to, from time to time, give them preferential treat-
ment, as in the case of draft registration.

As the debate shifted, the steamroller to ratification slowed wit
a growing list of States actually rescinding earlier ratifications and
some States, my own included, defeating State ERA referenda on
the ballot by significant margins.

I hope that these hearings will supply the answers to a number
of questions which trouble me about the proposed amendment
questions such as, but certainly not limited to, why is there so
much disagreement as to the operative impact of the amendment,
should it be adopted? How would the rights of women really be im-
proved, in practical terms, by the amendment? Will Congress lose
any legislative prerogatives in granting preferential treatment to
women? Is it fair to the States to force this amendment upon them
when they have already soundly rejected it in two consecutive peri-
ods of ratification?

Finally, would passage of the amendment serve as a setback to
those of us who have worked hard to restore the right to life to the
unborn? I will be particularly interested in Congressman Hyde's
testimony on this last point.

Unfortunately, I have to leave to chair my hearing, but I would
appreciate the opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to submit questions in
writing to any of the witnesses.

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Senator Thurmond?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kennedy, I believe, would be next.
Senator HATCH. Well, I am going to go to subcommittee members

first and then I will go to Senator Kennedy.

(WEN IN(: STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN STROM THURMOND

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to
commend you for holding this series of hearings on the proposed
equal rights amendment. From past experience, I know that under
your direction these hearings will provide an open forum for a com-
plete airing of all aspects of this proposal.

This amendment and the issues that it fosters are not new to our
society. After 10 years of public discussion, the legislatures and the
people of the vast majority of the States have already spoken to
this question.

l5
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With the rIiival of this proposal, all of the old issues and m y
new questiona will undoubtedly be brought forth for our consider-
ation Due to the importance of this amendment, its far-reaching
effects, and the fart that it has already been before the States, I
will be taking a keen interest in the renewal of the effort to attain
passage of this proposed change.

As you know, I was an original cosponsor of the equal rights
amendment in 1972. Further, I support the effort to eliminate all
vestiges of discrimination against women. I remember when I was
teaching school when I first started out, the men in the school re-
ceived more money than the women. I did not think it was fair
then and I do not think it is fair now. I think one of the main
things that women want is equal pay for equal work, and they are
certainly entitled to it.

The question that is immediately presented is whether section 2
will operate to transfer from the State legislatUres to Congress
total authority over questions involving equality of the sexes. It is
my view that such a transfer would be extremely harmful to our
efforts to preserve to the States power over issues such as this
which concern the very fabric of our society.

The equal rights amendment in its current form has just ended a
10-year period of public debate and review by the American people.
From this long period of consideration, it is clear that there is no
consensus as to the meaning of this amendment, and that there are
sharp differences of opinion as to its operative effect.

These hearings should focus renewed attention on the many
questions surrounding the amendment, thereby helping to ensure
that the effects of this proposed change will be consistent with the
intention of Congress.

I do think we have got to clarify just what this amendment
means. If it can be modified to be absolutely clear what it means
and women's rights are protected, then that is one question. But if
it is not clear on that point, it is another question.

So, I think these hearings will be very helpful to hear both sides,
to hear the finest scholars in the country, to hear the laymen, to
hear the women, to hear the men, to hear everybody concerned
with this amendment.

We must have equal rights. The only question is how those rights
are best attained.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are happy to have here with us today an esteemed member

of the Judiciary Committee and a friend of all of us, Senator Ken-
nedy. Do you have any remarks?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY

Senator KENNEDY. Yes; Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I was somewhat interested in listening to your opening state-

ment, Mr. Chairman, about some of the States that acted early in
consideration of the equal rights amendment. Massachusetts was
proudly one of those States. We acted within the first, several
weeks after the. ERA passed the Congress of the United States.

1 6



And with all due respect Mr. Chairman, we knew exactly what
ve were passing in Massachusetts; we knew exactly what we were
passing. We believed in Massachusetts that women in our society
should have just as many rights and should have just as many pro-
tections under the Constitution of the United States as men should.

So, I do think we do a disservice when we make rather an elitist
iargumentand particularly from some of those who are constantly
beating the drum on behalf of all the wisdom not being here in
Washington but out in the Stateswe make rather an elitist argu-
ment when we suggest that the States themselves did not quite un-
derstand what they were doing at the time when they were ratify-
ing this particular amendment. I just want to make it extremely
clear that with regard to my State, we had a very clear idea of
what we were doing.

Second, I think it is rather interesting to hear at the start of this
debate and discussion that we are going to put aside mottoes and
slogans, because if we yield to mottoes and slogans, then those who
favor the ERA are going to prevail. Well, I hope we do eliminate
mottoes and slogans. As one who is a strong supporter of the equal
rights amendment, I think the whole argument would be better
served, and I hope that that is going to be guidance for those who
support it as well as those who are `against it.

I hear at the outset about how are we going to pass an amend-
ment when the language is not clear? I wish our former colleagues
in the Senate of the United States that passed the 14th amendment
with words like "equal protection of the laws"marvelous specific-
ity in those words; "due process"marvelous specificity in those
words; the privileges and immunities clause could hear thl, admoni-
tions of the chairman.

I hope the learned caembers of the Judiciary Committee are
going to be able to define with the kind of precision that they
expect from those who support the equal rights amendment, those
particular words that are enshrined in the Constitution of the
United States and which our Supreme Court has interpreted over a
period of years.

At least now, after 200 proud years of making choices and deci-
sions, under the Constitution, considerably less with regard to the
14th amendmentI thbk our Supreme Court has breathed life
into those particular words in a way which has eliminated some of
the aspects of prejudice and discrimination in our society, but
clearly has not done so with regard to women and we meet here to
consider how one of the important vestiges of discrimination can be
eliminated. And it is with this amendment that I believe it can.

So, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding these hear-
ings today, and for at least giving some assurance to the majority
members of the U.S. Senate who are cosponsoring this that we will
be able to get some action on this amendment. I think that that is
extremely, important.

I welcome the chance to be here to reaffirm my own strong com-
mitment to making ERA a part of the Constitution and ending the
shocking and shameful gender-based discrimination which persists
in our Nation.

I was proud to stand with Senator llayh and other leaders at the
forefront of the ERA battle more than a decade ago. And I was
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proud of the fight that we made for extension of the deadline for
the ratification of ERA in 1978. 1 welcome the opportunity to help
guide the ERA through the Judiciary Committee and this Con-
gress.

Equal opportunity for all, which is the cornerstone of our Repub-
lic, demands inclusion of the ERA in our Constitution. We must at
last recognize the essential contributions of millions of homemak-
ers in America who, in the prime of their lives, nurture our future
citizens an-!.. too often live their olden years in poverty. We can no
longer justify denying the 48 million women in our Nation's work
force their right to pursue any career and to be paid a fair and eq-
uitable wage and a comparable wage for comparable work.

I invite anyone who suggests that we do not need ERA to study
the current facts of economic discrimination against women. We
are all too familiar with the fact that women earn only 59 cents for
every dollar earned by men. Even worse, black women earn only 54
cents, while Hispanic women earn only 49 cents for every -dollar
earned by white men.

These facts are disturbing on their face, but they become dis-
graceful when we look at what they mean to American families.
There are now 8.2 million families headed by females in this coun-
try, and-they represt half of all the poor families. If working
women who are heads\enof households were paid comparable wages
to men's wages, half of the poor families in the United States
would no longer be poor.

As of September 1982, women comprised 43 percent of the total
work force. But women are not represented in all occupations in
proportion to their nutnbers. They continue to be concentrated in
low-paying jobs which of er little job security and little opportunity
for advancement.

While 99 percent of the secretaries in offices across the country
are women, only a tiny percent of the business executives support-
ed by secretaries are 'women. And pay inequity continues to be a
national disgrace. I urge those who claim that ERA is unneeded to
tell that to registered nurses who earn less than $8 per hour, while
their hospitals pay maintenance workers more than $11 per hour.

Although many statutes and executive orders affecting sex dis-
crimination are already on the books, the policies of this adminis-
tration have reminded us how fragile our fabric of laws really is.
We need the ,protection that only a constitutional amendment can
provide to prevent the arbitrary modification of regulations and ex-
ecutive orders that insure equal rights for women. Equal rights are
too important to depend on individual policies of each administra-
tion.

The ERA continues to enjoy strong, broad-based support. The
hundreds of organizations in Massachusetts and across the country
who have publicly expressed their support for ERA include groups
reflecting the entire range of opinion in America. In the U.S. Con-
gress, a majority of Members in both Houses are cosponsors. Three-
quarters.of Americans live in States which have ratified ERA.

Opponents of equal rights boasted that the expiration of the time
for ratification last year would be the death of ERA. But to para-
phrase Mark Twain, the obituaries for ERA were premature. ERA
k alive and well in every region of America, and the sooner the
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Congress under stands that ERA will not go away, the sooner this
amendment will take its rightful place in the Constitution.

I am proud to stand with the cosponsors and supporters of
Senate Joint Resolution 10 and the 60 percent of Americans who
pledged their support for ERA in a national poll last summer. We
know that ERA Is here to stay.

The failure of ratification the first time around has encouraged
women to wield their enormous poWer at the ballot box. Women ac-
tually cast more votes than men in the 1982 elections, and the po-
tential of those votes will be there in every future election in every
community in America. Every candidate fig k. public office now un-
derstands that when the votes are counted, women count, and our
democracy is better for it.

Americans in cities and towns all acipss our Nation are watching
these hearings carefully and the will spay close attention to what
is decided here. They will not allow a
to frustrate the wishes of the vast major

We have heard opponents of ERA at
tion by offering anachronistic rhetoric
protection for women. But the facts belie
opponents.

Women have fallen through the administration's safety net in
record numbers. The $1.2 billion reduction in Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and the $757 million reduction in food stamps
stripped many women and their families of the only protection
they had against abject verty. And Medicare changes requiring
elderly citizens to pay $1, more of their medical bills before they
become eligible for governmental assistance threaten to put essen-
tial medical care out of reach for half of the older women in Amer-
ica.

What protections do the opponents of equality offer to a working
woman who is denied her pension because she interrupted her
career to bear a child and did not work at the same job long
enough to become vested in a plan?

The most important protection we can provide for women, and
the beginning of all other protections, is the protection of the Con-

stitution. It is time for Congress to adopt the equal rights amend-
ment, and this time we will not rest until ERA is ratified by the
States and becomes the 27th amendment to the Constitution.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to give a very special welcome to
my colleague, the Senator from Massachusetts, Senator Tsongas,
who is the principal sponsor, and again/reaffirm, I know, his strong
and continuing commitment to this proposal, and indicate how wel-

come he is to this committee this morning.
We welcome his statements and his comments as the leader and

spearhead of this movement.
Senator HATCH. Before I call our first witness I wish to place the

prepared statement of Senator Biden ands copy of Senate Joint
Resolution 10 in the record.

[ Material follows:}
PREPAR1 '9 STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOSEPH R. BIDEN, JR.

For over 60 years, since it was first introduced in Congress, the Equal Rights
Amendment has represented the greatest of all American ideals: Equal justice

mall number of legislators
ty of citizens.
mpt to justify their posi-
bout the need for special
the solicitousness of these

I I
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under law. Hut the American people are not satisfied with symbols, and by a large
majority insist that we make the ERA a living embodiment of that ideal by enshrin-
ing it in our Constitution.

I look forward to taking part in this effort.
It is simply not sufficient to claim that existing laws provide equal protection to

the sexes. Many laws actually embody sex discrimination and even a law which is
completely six-neutral can be repealed at any time. Equal treatment unt'er law
must not be subject to the whim and caprice of some legislative body acting la satis-
fy some temporary popular sentiment.

Nor is it enough to claim that the Constitution already provides sufficient protec-
tion against sex discrimination.

Remember, it took half a century following passage of the 14th Amendment for
women to gain one of the most basic American rights of all: the right to vote. Re-
member, too, that for many years after the 14th Amendment was ratified. many
states still prohibited women from owning property and from holding certain jobs.
The history of the 14th Amendment with regard to equal protection of the sexes is,
at best, uneven.

The American people have demanded action on this issue. Let us listen to the
people and take that action.

'4:
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U

98TH CONGRESS
1HT'SESSION S. J. RES. 10
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States relative to

equal rights for women and men.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

J NUART 26 (legislative day, JANUARY 25), 1983

Mr. TBONGAR (for himself, Mt, PACKWOOD, Mr. KENNEDY, .Mr. MATHIAS, Mr.
BYRD, Mr. BIDEN, Mr. LEAHY, Mr. DECONCINI, Mr. METZENHAUM, Mr.
BAUCUS, Mr. SAEBANER, Mr. SPECTER, Mr. DODD, Mr. WEICKEE, Mrs.
KABEEEATJM, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. PERCY, Mr. DURENBERGER., Mr. 11AT-
MELD, Mr. PROXMIRE, Mr. MOTNIIIAN, Mr. COHEN, Mr. PELT, Mr. BEAD-
LET, Mr. 'CRANSTON, Mr. DANFORTH, Mr. 81%1/ENS, Mr. HEINZ, Mr.
KAGLETON, Mr. GLENN, Mr. GORTON, Mr. HART, Mr. HOLLINGS, Mr.
iNOUTE, Mr. JACKSON, Mr. LEVIN, Mr. MELCHEZ, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. BENT*
BEN, Mr. ROTH, Mr. HUDDLEBTON, Mr. BOREN, Mr. Dixon, Mr. BUMPERS,
Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. MUREOWBKI, Mr. ANDREWS, Mr.
STAFFORD, Mr. CHAFER. Mr. BURDICK, Mr. BOECJIWPTZ, kr. BINGAMAN,
Mr. LAUTENBERO, and Mr. JOHNSTON) introduced the following joint resolu-
tion; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United

States relative to equal rights for women and men.

1 Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of

2 the United Slates of America in Congress assembled (two-

3 thirds of each House concurring therein), That the following

4 article is proposed as an amendmeht to the Constitution of

5 the United States, which shall be valid to all intents and

21
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2

1 purposes as part of the Constitution when ratified by the leg-

2 islatures of three-fourths of the several States within seven

3 years from the date of its submission by the Congress:

4 "ARTICLE

5 "SECTION 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not
6 be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State
7 on account of sex.

8 "SECTION 2. The Congress shall have the power to en-
9 force, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of thii article.

10 "SEcTrox 3. This amendment shall take effect two

11 years after the date of ratification.".

22
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Senator HATCH. Our first witness for today will be the distin-
guished Senator from Massachusetts, Paul Tsongas. That is not to
say that the other Senator is not distinguished, also. [Laughter.]

Senator Tsongas, we will have you as our first witness. Senator
Tsongas is the chief Senate sponsor of Senate Joint Resolution 10,
the proposed equal rights amendment.

So, we will be happy to hear your viewpoint, Senator Tsongas. I
will have a few questions for you. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL E. TSONGAS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
11/E' STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Senator TSONGAS. Thank ycu, Mr. Chairman. Senator Packwood
had hoped to be here, but he was called away to Oregon.

Senator HATCH. I understand.
Senator TSONGAS. He is the other cosponsor of the bill and I

would like to express his support as well.
I have a statement here which has been covered by all the open-

ing statements of my colleagues, so I will submit that for the
record.

Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will put your complete
statement in the record.

[The prepared statement follows:]

2a
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL E. TSONGAS

Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this hearing and inviting me

here today to speak about what I believe is one of the most important

matters before the Congress. The Equal Rights Amendment has been

deliberated in the Senate long before any of us arrived here. It is

before this Subcommittee
this morning because Senator Packwood end

I and fifty-five of our colleagues believe its passage is necessary

to serve equal justice for all American citizens.

The Senate cosponsors are not alone in that conviction. The ERA
is overwhelmingly favored by the people of this country: Public opinion
tolls say that a clear majority of Americans

support it. When last

before the Congress, it won a decisive majority:

-84 members of the Senate and 354 House members of the

92nd Convess voted for its passage (Oct. 12, 1971; March 22, 1972);

-35 states ratified the ERA between 1972.1982,

-and todayi the fifty-seven
Senate cosponsors join two hundred

andthirty-nine members Of the House of Representatives in a companion

undertaking.

The ERA narrowly failed to win inclusion in the Constitution when

the deadline for ratification expired last July. That does not make it

unique in our history. The abolition of slavery, the unquestioned right
.

of women to vote in political elections, the extension of suffrage to

eighteen year olds, the removal of the poll tax --- all these were sought

many years before they won incorporation. That these efforts were success-

ful derives ultimately from the correctness of their aims and from the
refusal of their advocates to concede defeat after early setbacks. I

would hope, Mr. Chairman, that this is the last time we meet in these

circumstances--because the ERA will this time succeed. But if, unhappily

that does not turn out the case, I suspect we will be seeing each other

again.

Theneedfor. an Equal Rights Amendment remains in my judgement -a

clear and compelling one. It would, for the first time, grant women

full status as equal citizens under the Constitution and establish a

standard for eliminating discrimination based on sex. Only a constitutional
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amendment can adequatelyassure equal rig4ts to the women and men of this

nation. It is the only insurance that women will have fair and equal

opportunities in employment, education, benefit and retirement plans,

marriage and divorce.

Many of the opponents of ERA protest that'their disagreement is based

on tactics, not principle. They claim to favor a statutory approach rather

than a Constitutional one. I do not wish to question their..motives, Mr.

Chairman, but one has to wonder about the genuine sincerity of those who

say that they support thousands of individual, unconnected protections,

but not a single overriding guarantee.

A statute-by-statute approach to ending sex discrimination has not worked

at either the Federal or state level. The Equal Pay Act has not changed the

fact that working women still,earnionly 60$ for every dollar paid to men,

the same ratio that existed a quarter century ago. Title IX of the Education

Amendments has not altered the course set for female students, often steering

them away from the education that could pierce the barrier to Malt' paying

Jobs. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act has not eliminated over 800 sections

of what the U.S. Civil Rights Commission has identified ailderal laws

which set sex biased standards.

Since its first introduction, controversy over the ERA has

revolved around the same questions: Whether there should be room

in the law for 'reasenable' distinctions in the treatment of men

and women; whetner a constitutional amendment is the proper vehicle

for improving the legal status of women; how ERA might affect such

areas as privacy. military service, domestic relations, criminal

law, employment, education and others. Let me take a moment to

address some of these issues.

ECONOMIC EQUITY

According to the U.S. Department of labor, more women are

working than ever before.
Fifty-two percent arc in the job force

compared to thirty-nine percent in 1965. This figure will jump to

an estimated sixty-five percent by 1995. Yet women with a college

degree earn less on average than a man with an eighth grade education.

And while women account for more than forty percent of all white
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collar jobs, they hold only one in ten emporia' positioni, and one
in seven professional

jobs.

Despite the passage of equal credit laws, many woman are :till
denied creit because of their sex.

Despite the significant
contribution to the home and family,

many homemakers have no legal or economic
status and little or no

protection upon retirement or disability. In many states, support
laws, property laws, divorce. aws and 7inhetilisaceiiws

discriminate
against the homemaker.

REM OF THE Eqpt RIGHTS AMENDMENT

The ERA would have the effect of requiring the government to treat
females and males equally as citizens and

individuals under the liiMN
it would not require that any level of

government establish quotas for
women or men in any of its activities; rather, it would simply prohibit
discrimination on the basis of a porson's sex. The Amendment would apply
only to governmental

action; it would not affect private action or the
purely social relationships between women and men.

The 'adoption of the ERA would result in the elimination of the
use of sex as the gat

factor in determining,
for example, who would be

subject to the military draft, if it were reinstated; 00 in a divorce
action would be awarded custody of a child; who would brie responsibility
for family support; or who would be subject to jury duty Moreover,
public satoollicould not require higher

admission standasids for persons
of one sex than the other, and court* could not impose longer jail sentences
on convicted offenders of one sex. In essence, the Amendment would
eliminate from the law

sex-based classifications
that specifically deny

equality of rights or violate the principle
of nond(scrimination with

regard to sex.

Questions have been raised reprding
the effects of the ERA in the

areas of privacy, military
serviced marriage"and the family, protective

labor laws, and criminal laws relating to Sexual offenders. Let me speak,
to these concerns,
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Opponents of the ERA have expressed concern. that, with the adoption

of the ERA, separate restrooms, prisons, and dormitories for mules and

females would be prohibited. However, the legislative history of the

Amendment and the adoption by 16 states.of state equal rights amendments

discount these concerns. The ?.972 report of the Senate Judiciary Committee

states that two legal principles are especially significant-in this regards

One principle involves_ths-traditional power of the State to

regulate cohabitation and sexual activity by unmarvied persons.

This principle would permit the State to "requiru segregation

of the sexes for these regulatory purposes with respect to such

facilities as sleeping quarters at coeducational colleges, prison

dormitories, and m11 il4rV barracks,

Another collateral legal principle flows from the

constitutional right of privacy established by the Supreme

Court in Griswold v Connepticutv 381 U.S. 479 (1966).

This right would likewise peirmit a separation of the sexes

with respect to such places as public toilets, as well as

sleeping quarters of public institutions.

Put simply, the state's traditional regulatory powers and the

constitutional right of privacy would permit a serparation of the sexes

with respect to public restrooms, sleeping quarters in public institutions,

and prisons.

MILITARY

A critical question concerning the ERA relates to women and

military service. As I view the Amendment, women would be allowed to

volunteer for military service, including combat duty, on the same basis

as men. But thii duty would not be arbitrary. Women would net have to

serve in any capacity to which thuy wuru nut fit jus,t as mule aru not

required to serve where they are not fit.

The ERA would require Congress to treat women and men equally
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wisth respect to the draft, if a draft were reinstated. This would mean

that bah Women and man who met physical and other requirements, and who

are not exempt or deferred by the law, would be subject to conscription.

It ii important to note what will not be required by the ERA.

ERA will not require 'that ell'women must serve in the military any more

than all, men must serve. Women who are conscientious objectors, who are

unqualified for medical reasons,,who'have
dependents, or who are mothers

with children would not automatically be subject to the draft any more

than men with particular exemptions would'be.

In its effect the ERA would mean a more efficient and capable

military. Further, women in the military and as veterans would receive

the same benefits. ./

OONESTI; RELATIONS

The ERA would affect state domestic relations laws that make

distinctions based on sex For example, the Amendment would bar a state

from imposing a greater liability
on one spouse than on the other merely

because of sex. 'Child support required of each spouse would be defined

in terms of functions based, for example, on each spouse's earning powers

current resources and nonmonetary contributions to the family welfare.

Divorce laws would have to be sex - neutral so that factors other than

gender would determine the payment of alimony and the custody of children.

And contrary to the fears raised by opponents of EU., the ERA would

not destroy the family. It would not force women out of the home or

downgrade the roles of mother uld homemaker.. On the contrary, the status
of the nonsmoker would be strengthened. The Amendment would guarantee

a "partnership" in which marital property belongs to both husband and wife.

And it would ensure that outdated 144 which discriminate against women

be deleted from federal and state codes.

LABOR LEOISLATIO

Many states have labor laws which bar women, whether qualified or
not, from certain jobs -- jobs which are OP"- men. Other states
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have weight-lifting laws applicable only to women. Still others have

laws limiting the hours women can work. Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act prohibits sex discrimination in employment in certain instances where

sex is not a'"bona tide occupational qualification." Court decisions

have invalidated many state laws based on Title VII which prohibit

or limit employment of women In certain occupations. Rut many state laws

of this kind are still on the books.

Ratification of the ERA would result in equal treatment for

women and men with respect to state labor laws. State statutes which bar

women entirely from-certain occupations would be invalid. However, laws

which offer a real benefit could be extended to protect both women and

men. For example, the ERA would ensure chat laws providing rest periods

for workers or minimum wage benefits Or health and safety protections

would cover both sexes.

CRIMINAL LAW

As for the criminal law, the Amendment would prohibit a state

from providing for different punishments for women and men who commit the

same crime. Laws which are limited to one sex would have to be extended

to both, or such laws would become invalid. For example, many prostitution

UN make only the acts of women criminal and not those of men. Under

the ERA, these laws could be extended to cover both prostitttes and patrons.

But more important than the statistics and the categorical

arguments that I have just enumerated, there is a personal reason

that leads me to feel so strongly about this issue. I h. e three

young daughters, aged two through nine. By the time they are

finishing their educations I would hope that the situation I just

described has changed and that their opportunities are just as limit-

less as those of their male contemporaries. I would feel far more

confident of that outcohJ if the amendment before this committee

has become part of the fundamental law of the land.
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Senator TsoNt;As. I would like to begin by acknowledging the
work that Senator Kennedy and Senator Bayh did in bringing this
issue to the forefront in the previous reincarnation. It was my
hope, and that of the majority of this country, that that would
have settled the issue. It did not, and here we are back again.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, that there is something unseemly
about the male Members of this body saying to the women of this
country, "We know what is best for you and we are going to save
you by killing the ERA, and thereby make you free."

Senator HATCH. That might. apply both ways, Senator;
Senator TSONOAS. I think the only response to this kind of ap-

proach is to simply say thanks, but no thanks. This issue is going
to triumph, and I think it is in our interests that we resolve it here
once and for all and put the issue behind us.

To bring up. in essence, 19th century arguments to kill off a 20th
century idea, I do not think is worthy of this particular body. His-
tory does not treat well those who stand at the courthouse door.
They are remembered by history as not part of the hope and solu-
tion of America, but part of the fear and the darkness that reside
in all of us.

This is a great committee and the members of this committee are
very distinguished. I suggest that we all join together and pass the
ERA, Let us not spill blood over this issue. Let us join together and
heal what I think is an unnecessary rift between us, which will
enable us to go on to the other great issues that face. thin country.

I have two other final points. One is that one of the effects of the
nonratification of the ERA ironically has been to bring women into
the political process. They have now understood that you cannot
leave it to their male fellow citizens to do what is right;'that they
have to have their hands on the levers of power.

I think, long term, that the nonratification of the ERA is going
to bring women into the political process and you are going to hear
from them not only on this issue, but human rights, the social pro-
grams, education ---the whole range of issues before our Nation.

Those who were able, to defeat the ratification will, I think, in
time regret having succeeded.

The final point: somewhat more personally, Mr. Chairman, I
have three children. They happen not to be male; they happen to
ho female. I have three daughters between the ages of 1 and 9.
What am I supposed to tell them, that we brought them into this
world and that they are somehow different and less worthy than if
they had been born male?

The nonratification of the ERA tells them that, 'Ind I must say
that I will do all that I can to make sure that the children we
bring into this world have the same rights that they would have
hod had they been born male. That ib not a great deal to ask, and I
would hope that this body would reflect the feelings of the Ameri-
can people and the majority of our colleagues and finally do what
is right and get the issue behind us so we can all go home and look
at our children who happen to be female and say we now have
equality in the truest sense of that term.

That would be worthy of the U.S. Senate. and I would hope we
could join together in that endeavor. I thank the chairman.
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator Tsongas. Let me just ask
you a few questions that I think are important. I might add that as
the chief sponsor of the Senate version of the equal rights amend-
ment, I think your particular viewpoint would be most helpful in
clarifying the legislative history.

As you know, the principal controversies that have surrounded
the amendment over the past decade have been controversies over
its legislative impact. So that all of us can have a better under-
standing Of the intentions of the chief sponsors of the ERA, let me
just ask you a few questions about what legislative changes will be
required if the amendment becomes part of the Constitution.

But before I get to those questions, I would like to ask you two
questions that I think are very important. What precisely, in your
view, is the standard of review that the equal rights amendment
would establish for Federal and State legislation that employ sex
classifications?

Senator TSONGAS. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that what we
have on this issue is the same standard of review you have had on
every other amendment that has the Congress. Senator
Kennedy referred to some of the ambiguities in other amendments
which have passed.

There is no one who would argue that we have at this point an
exact understanding of where it will lead. There has never been an
exact understanding on any of the things which have passed.

To somehow suggest that the lack of that kind of specificity is
grounds for rejecting tie amendment, I think, is an interesting
tack, but I would suggest to you that there is no precedent in our
history for laws coming out with that kind of exactitude. And I
would suggest it is not going to be the case here; it will not be the
case on other issues in the future. And I would hope that we would
not hang our arguments against the ERA on that particular case.

Senator HATCH. Well, this is not a trivial question. This is prob-
ably the single most important question involved in the ERA. It is
an important legal question. Maybe I can clarify it a little bit.

Would the ERA equate the standards of review for sex classifica-
tions and race classifica.;ons? Would such legislation be judged by
identical standards? That is very important. Indeed, would the
equal rights amendment elevate sex classification above the race,
national origin, and religion suspect classifications that presently
exist in constitutional law by employing some form of more abso-
lute prohibition?

Senator TSONGAS. Why does not the chairman give me an exam-
ple of where the conflict would arise?

Senator HATCH. Right now, we have basically three suspect clas-
sifications. Religion, race, and national origin. Virtually all laws
that classify on these grounds are stricken.

Now, would sex classification be interpreted in the same manner
as these other three classifications?

Senator TSONGAS. If I could repeat my que tion, if you would give
me a for instance in which this would be adjudicated- -

Senator HATCH. I will do that. I think I will ask you a number of
questions, then, that will be "for instances."

Let me just go to a second question that is extremely important.
During the initial di-bates on the ERA, both the chief House spon-
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sor, Representative Martha Griffiths, and the chief Senate sponsor,
my predecessor as chairman of this subcommittee, Senator Bayh,
stated that the definitive work in understanding the meaning of
the equal rights amendment was the Yale Law Journal article in
1971 by Professor Emerson.

Would you agree with Senator Bayh and Congresswoman Grif-
fiths' endorsement of this particular article as the definitive state-
ment on the meaning of the equal rights amendment?

Senator TSONGAS Having been a graduate of the Yale Law
School, I was not compelled to read the journal. (Laughter.]

I would not suggest that I have read that, and I would be glad to
go back and read what some of my. classmates have written and
submit that for the record. But I have not read that article and if
you want me to review it and comment on it, I will.

Senator HATCH. Let me gbie you some specific illustrations of the
important questions that arise with regard to the equal rights
amendment. Let me just take veterans preference as an initial il-
lustration.

Judith Lichtman of the Women's Legal Defense Fund was sched-
uled to testify before this committee today until she canceled her
appearance late last week. Now, Ms. Lichtman was the chief litiga-
tor several years ago in a case before the Supreme Court in which
the defense fund argued that veterans' preference programs, by
which veterans are given slight hiring preference in civil service
positions, were in violation of the Constitution because more men
than women are veterans.

In the decision of Massachusetts v. Feeney, as you probably know,
the Supreme Court rejected this argument. A number of commen-
tators on the equal rights amendment have stated that veterans'
preference programs would be made unconstitutional under the
equal rights amendment.

Would you agree with that?
Senator TSONGAS. Well, when we get to the point where women

are part of the military, the issue will be moot.
Senator HATCH. Well, do you agree or do you not agree with

that?
Senator TSONGAS. Well, I do not think that that is for you or I to

say. I mean, we have what is called the Supreme Court, which is in
a position to resolve those particular matters.

Senator HATCH. So you are saying that matter will be resolved
y the court system, then?
Senator TSONGAS. That is very much what would happen, for ex-

ample, if you passed an amendment on abortion. I suspect the
Court would be very involved in adjudicating the particular details,
as you would here as well.

Senator HATCH. Barbara Brown, the author of the "Women's
Rights in Law" case book and coauthor of the Yale Law Journal
article, is one of the leading proponents of the ERA, and certainly
one of the leading authorities on this issue. She has stated that a
rule giN ing veterans preference over all qualified women applicants
for State employment is unacceptable under the ERA.

Do you agree with that?
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Senator TSONGAS. Again, I am telling you, Mr. Chairman, that

that is a matter which is going to be decided in the courts. If this
amendment is to pass, you will have it in the courts..

Is the chairman suggesting that the irresolution of that issue is
enough to not have the amendment pass?

Senator HATCH. I am suggpting that nobody has denied that the
issue of the standard of regIbw for a Constitutional amendment of
this magnitude is a very serious issue.

Let me go to another. Let us take the issue of abortion.
Senator TSONGAS. If I may respond --

. Senator HATCH. Sure. ,

Senator TSONGAS. You are going to be having hearings subse-
quently this morning on the human life amendment. Is the chair-
man suggesting that all of the constitutional issues are resolved in
that matter; that there will be no interpretation by the courts?

Senator HATCH. No, I am not suggesting that.
Senator TSONOAS. We 11,It works both ways.
Senator HATCH. I am asking you as the principal sponsor to tell

us what the amendment means. Let me give you another illustra-
tion.

You mentioned the issue of abortion. As you know, one of the
major controversies about the equal rights amendment has been its
relationship to the issue of abortion. A number of individuals have
suggested that the equal rights amendment, for example, mifht
lead to the so-called Hyde amendment, which limits public funding
for abortion, being rendered unconstitutional.

Indeed, it is my understanding that the State equal rights
amendment in your own State of Massachusetts has served as a
basis for that argument. In addition, Professor Emerson has writ-
ten, again, that the ERA "would have an important effect in
strengthening abortion rights for women."

Now, what would be your view on the impact of ERA upon the
Federal, State, and local limitations on public funding of abortions?
Would such limitations continue to be constitutional or, in your
opinion, would they be unconstitutional?

Senator TSONGAS. I can give you a personal view.
Senator HATCH. Sure. Well, that is all I am asking. Whatever

you think, as chief sponsor of the equal rights amendments, it will
stand for. That is all I am asking.

Senator TSONGAS. I happen to believe that the Supreme Court
was correct i,n the decision of Roe v. Wade, in that the issue of
abortion is a matter between a woman and her physician. I think if
you pursue that, that is a decree by the Supreme Court.

There have been matters adjudicated in terms of State legislative
actions, and I do not see that that is changed by the ERA passing.

Senator HATCH. So you feel that it would overrule the Hyde
amendment prohibiting.Federal funding of abortion?

Senator TSONOAS. I am telling you, Mr. Chairman, as I said
before, that that issue would be resolved in the courts.

Senator HATCH. Let me give you another illustration. A contro-
versy relating to the ERA concerns its impact upon private colleges
or schools which are "women only" or "men only." There are, of
course, many such institutions.qcrpss the country.
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Now, I would be interested in kno*ing the impact of the equal
rights amendment upon such institutions. For instance, the Califor-
nia Commission on the Effects of the Equal Rights Amendment has
said that after the effective date of the ERA, "litigation attempting
to place private educational institutions under the ERA is virtually
certain to ensue."

Other pro-ERA commentators have said that at the very least,
the ERA will make it unconstitutional for governments to provide
any of these institutions with financial subsidise, tax-exempt
status, or financial assistance for their students.

Now, would you agree with any of these assessments on the
impact of the equal rights amendment? Would it be unconstitution-
al, for example, for governments to provide tax-exempt status for
such institutions? Would it be unconstitutional for them to provide
individual scholarships or other public assistance to students at-,
tending those private colleges or schools?

Senator TSONGAS. Again, Mr. Chairman, I will give you my per-
sonal view.

Senator HATCH. That is all I can ask for.
Senator TSONGAS. It would not. I happen to feel that there is no

inherent problem in colleges that want to be all male or all female.
As you know, there is a movement back in that direction.

But i repeat that these issues are going to be decided in the
courts.

Senator HATCH. Would you agree, then, that the ERA would cer-
tainly outlaw single-sex public schools and universities? Would youagree with that?

Senator TSONGAS. That it would outlaw single-sex- --
Senator HATCH. Public schools and universities.
Senator TSONGAS. I do not know. I mean, I can see the arguments

that would be made, and again you would have this resolved in: the
courts.

Senator HATCH. Let me give you another issue that is extremely
important, and I think your views on it are extremely important.

There are many churches in this country which deny various
rights to women in the exercise of their religious doctrine. The
Roman Catholic Church, for instance, denies priesthood to women.
The Mormon Church limits certain positions to men. The orthodox
Jewish synagogue segregates men and women.

Now, in your opinion, would the equal rights amendment allow
such churches to continue to have tax exemptions and other public
benefits?

Senator TSONGAS. In that case, Mr. Chairman, I believe that the
issues of the ERA and the issues of freedom of religion are in some
conflict. What would happen in that case is they would go to the
courts and have it resolved.

Senator HATCH. So you are saying that, again, the courts would
have to resolve this issue?

Senator TSONGAS. As they would a lot of the issues that will be
raised if the human life amendment should pass as well.

Senator HATCH. How does this issue differ fro.11 the treatment of
the fundamentalist religion involved in the Bob Jones case where
the Government was successful in denying tax exemptions to Bob

I-) 1
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Jones University, a private, church-related institution which dis-
criminates in its practices with respect to whites and blacks?

The Government argued in that case that tax exemption ought
to be denied because Bob Jones, whatever its religious doctrine,
was violating. an important public policythe equal treatment of
the races.

I low does the Bob Jones situation differ from the situation of the
orthodox Jewish school which segregates children on the basis of
sex for certain classes?

Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, to follow the rationale through,
the fact that the Bob Jones issue had to be resolved by the Su-
preme Court would, to follow the argument, take you back to the
position where you would never pass an amendment providing

racial equality.
I do not know whether the Chairman is suggesting that, but I

would hope that that is not the case. If you are suggesting that
wherever there are unresolved issues to be litigated, issues of
equality should not be passed, be they race, religion, or whatever,
that is a very different situation.

Senator HATCH. I am beginning to wonder what is a resolved
issue. Is not the equality of sexes under the equal rights amend-
ment as important and as fundamental as equality in race, equali-
ty in national origin, and equality in religion?

Senator TSONGAS. I do not think anyone argues that case.
Senator Havre''. Let me follow up on that. The National Organi-

zation for Women, the NOW organization, has approved an official
resolution which states on this issue

Resolved, II) that churches and seminaries immediately stop their sexist doctrines

that assign a different role to men and women; (2) that seminaries recruit, enroll,
financially aid, employ, and promote women theologians and theological students on

an equal basis with men; (3) that federal statutes be amended and enforced to de-
prive churches of their right to discriminate on the basis of sex; and, (4) that tax
exemption be withdrawn from any church activity opposed to abortion or ordaining

women to the ministry.

Now, would you agree or disagree with NOW that the assigning
of a different role in churches and seminaries to men and women is
sexist? Would 'the ERA, as you have proposed it, tolerate govern-
ment accommodation of these types of policies?

Senator TSONGAS. Again, Mr. Chairman, you have an interpreta-
tion of the freedom of religion conflicting with the interpretation of
the equality by sex. You are in exactly the same situation that you
would have if you have a conflict between freedom of religion and
racial equality.

If you are arguing that the ERA should not pass because these
issues are unresolved, you have to continue the argument to the
point of argui,ig for removing the racial equality amendment be-

cause there are issues there that have gone to court.
If you go down the first road, Mr. Chairman, you have got to con-

tinue down that road to wherever that will take you.
Senator HATCH. The reason that I am raising these issues, Sena-

tor Tsongas, is because they cre very important issues.
Senator TSONGAS. am not arguing with that.
Senator HATCH. You have major organizations saying that this is

the way the equal rights amendment has to be interpreted. And,
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frankly, your answers thus far have been that the courts are going
to determine what it means.

I think we ought to determine some of these things in the Con-
gress of the United States because we are elected to determine
them rather than leave them all to unelected judges who are not
accountable.

But be that as it may, I am concerned, as a person who believes
in the first amendment freedom of religion, that if ERA is passed
and a standard of review equal to or higher than those relating to
suspect classifications for race, national origin and religion, some
of these interpretations are going to come down exactly as NOW
desires.

That would mean Government imposition of its viewpoint on the
Catholic Church, the Mormon Church, the Jewish orthodox faith,
and countless other religions in this country unless they were will-
ing to lose their tax-exempt status.

I might add that the courts determine unanticipated conflicts.
That is the purpose of the courts. But we are now discussing fully
anticipated conflicts and controversies.

Let me give you another question. This is one that is very
Senator TSONGAS. Could I respond to that?
Senator HATCH. Excuse me. Go ahead.
Senator TC3NGAS. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that if one is

concernedand I understand the legitimacy of that concernthat
there be a more definitive view of what we are passing, it seems to
me that the best way of doing it-islet us work together; let us pass
the amendment. Let us work together in terms of the legislative
history and what the intent of the Congress and the Senate would
be, as opposed to what is happening, because we have those who
are in favor and those who are opposed who are now going to
engage in legalistic arguments as to why it should not pass.

It seems to me that if we were to work together in this particular
matter, I think some of these issues will be resolved. Some will not
be resolved and will have to go to the courts.

But I would only reiterate that if that argument is sufficient to
knock off the ERA, then there is an obligation on those who do
that to go back to all the other amendments which have been
passed which have also caused legislative ambiguities and have led
to court cases, and you will viscerate the entire U.S. Constitution.
And I would suggest that nobody is in the mood to do that.

Senator HATCH. The difference is there will always be unantici-
pated conflicts and uncertainties in any constitutional amendment.

These, however, are fully anticipated conflicts; these are uncer-
tainties that I think have been discussed and considered by propo-
nents of the equal rights amendment. I think proponents of the
ERA ought to state clearly which way they think this amendment
will be applied, because once the amendment is ratified, assuming
that it is, it will then be too late to make these determinations.

I might add that it will then be virtually impossible to change
them legislatively. These issues will be "constitutionalized."

Senator T8ONGAS. Mr. Chairman, if I were to give you examples
of anticipated conflicts with the human life amendment, would you
withdraw it?
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Senator HATCH. That is not what is before us right now. [Laugh-

ter.]
You are the sponsor of the equal rights amendment. These are

not difficult questions; these are questions that have been discussed
during the past 12 years. These are questions that concern the
basic premises that will apply to this amendment.

These are anticipated problems; they are serious problems. The
Bub Jones case raises these religious problems anew.

But if you start t. eking about the Catholic Bishops Conference,
rather than Bob Ju ies University, worrying bout whether or not
they are going to be able to retain their tax-e empt status because
they are not giving the priesthood to women, that is a concern to a
great many persons.

I will give you another illustration.
Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, could I respond?
Senator HATCH. Yes, sure.
Senator TSONGAS. Do you believe that when the racial equality

laws and amendments were passed, anyone knew of Bob Jones Uni-
versity and the court case that would follow?

Senator HATCH. I believe that. there may have been some who

were concerned, but that is not the issue here today.
Let me give you an illustration.
Senator TSONGAS. If I could just respond
Senator HATCH. Sure.

.
Senator TSONGAS. 4 will make an offer to you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Go ahead.
Senator TSONGAS. If I can demonstrate to you anticipated prob-

lems in the human life amendment, and because of that and the
case you have been arguing here, you take your name off that
amendment, I will take my name off the ERA amendment.

Senator HATCH. Currently, the courts are deciding all issues
bearing on the right to life controversy. My amendment's purpose
is to provide people in State legislatures a role in the decisionmak-
ing process relative to the issue of abortion.

Senator TSONGAS. Can you commit that there will be no antici-
pated problems if your amendment passes?

Senator HATCH. Well, I think there will always be problems.
That is not the point. The point is, what does the equal rights
amendment mean with regard to anticipated problems.

I would be willing to testify on the human life amendment in re-
sponse to questions on anticipated problems. I would not keep
saying, that the courts ought to decide that.

My particular amendment on that issue will take the issues now
decided in the courts and return them to the representative
branches of government.

If the equal rights amendment is passed, you are saying it will be
exactly the opposite. The representative branch, the elected
branch, will not be able to resolve these issues because it will be
locked into the Constitution. That is the difference.

Let me ask you another question.
The Commission on Civil Rights has also observed that the equal

rights amendment "will prohibit sex-based discrimination in insur-

ance wherever Governmental action is involved." Now, given the
degree of government regulation of the insurance industry, some
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people would say that the equal rights amendment would flatly
prohibit sex-based discrimination in insurance policies and actuar-
ial tables.

That is df pite the fact that men and women, on the average,
have different life expectancies. They would pay identical amounts
for annuities, and pensions, and despite differences in accident
records, they would pay identical amounts for automobile and casu-
alty insurance policies.

Let me just ask you this: Would there be any impact upon sex-
based insurance policies as a result of the equal rights amendment,
in your opinion?

Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, if we pass this amendment, the
issue will end up in court. Mr. Chairman, if we do not pass the
amendment, this issue will end up in court.

Senator` HATCH. Well, I would much rather be able to legislative-
ly resolve it if the court does not resolve it favorably. And 1 think
if the court came down against your position, you might want to
resolve it legislatively. Once it is kcked into the Constitution, you
will not be able to do it.

Senator TSONGAS. Can the Chairman give me an example of an
amendment which has passed in whieh there were no court cases
subsequent ly?

Senator HATCH. Well, I agree with you that unanticipated prob-
lems come to court. We are talking about anticipated problems; we
are talking about problems that exist, that are concrete andcannot
be ignored.

We are talking about the Constitution of the United States. We
are talking about standards of review that could turn this country
upside down.

I do not think that the majority of the people in this country are
willing to turn everything over to the Supreme Court of the United
States, or over to the Federal judiciary in general.

But be that as it may, let me ask you about--- -
Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, if I may respond- -
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Senator TSONGAS. We passed the MX missile yesterday.
Senator HATCH. Right.
Senator TSONGAS. There are a lot of anticipated problems in that

field. It did not stop us from voting.
Senator HATCH. And we can repeal that immediately because it

is a statute. But once you pass a constitutional amendment, it is
pretty tough to repeal it. That is the difference.

Senator TSONGAS. I will join you in the repeal.
Senator HATCH. I understand that. [Laughter.i
But at least we could join together if we wanted to as Members

of the Congress and as elected representatives. If the equal rights
amendment passes, all these anticipated problems are relegated to
the courts. They may not come down the way you or I would like.
But that is when they will be decided.

Legislative bodies change, but they change in response to the will
of the people; courts do not.

Let me ask you about fair housing. It is another very current
issue. Barbara Brown, one of the leading academic authorities on
the equal rights amendment, has stated that the equal rights
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amendment would likely require that discrimination on the basis
of marital status be added to the housing discrimination laws of
the Nation because a large majority of single-parent families are
female-headed.

Would the ERA require the fair heusing laws of the country to
prohibit, as a new category of discrimination, discrimination
against married or single persons?

Senator TSONGAS. I do not believe that it would, Mr. Chairman.
But, again, you are talking about an issue that may or may not end
up in the courts.

You know, I appreciate the chairman's position and his concern.
I also have respect for the tact that the Chairman is using very
skillfully. But, ultimately, what you are saying is this: If you have
anticipated problems, nothing should pass.into the Constitution.

Senator HATCH. No, that is not what I am saying. I am saying
that we ought to at least resolve these problems in advance so we
know where we are going as a nation; we ought to do it in the in-
terests of the people of this country before the ERA is ratified.

I am not saying that anything that has problems ought not go
into the Constitution. But I think we ought to attempt to resolve
them; we should not just say let the courts resolve them.

Senator TSONGAS. Well, how many of these issues, if they were
resolved, would cause you to sign up with the ERA amendment?

Senator HATCH. A number of them. Especially the standard of
review issue. But I do not think you are resolving them for me here
today.

Senator TSONGAS. Why do we not do this? Why do you not give
me a list of all the concerns that you have? I will sit down with
Senator Packwood and we will give you answers to all of them and
resolve them in terms of the intent of the sponsors.

Senator HATCH. I am willing to do that, but let me 'take the
record today because this is an important record and you are the
princip,6 r,ponsor.

Senator TSONGAS. We will be pleased to have you sign on to the
ERA amendment.

Senator HATCH. I understand, and nothing would please me more
if we can resolve some of these conflicts.

The Yale Law Journal article has suggested that if a company
has a leave time policy for pregnant women or new mothers, they
would have to adopt an equivalent leave time policy for the hus-
bands of pregnant women or new fathers.

Now, would you agree that the ERA would prohibit gl anting
leave time only to the female parent of a child?

Senator TSONGAS. Well, I think it should be expanded to provide
leave time for all pregnant men, were that to occur. [Laughter.]

Senator HATCH. Well, that is a humorous answer, but it does not
answer my question.

Do you think men have to be given leave time, as the Yale Law
Journal says and as Senator Bayh indicated when he was the
chairman of this subcommittee?

Senator TSONGAS. It is my feeling personally that they would not.
But, again, that does not solve the problem.
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Senator Mull. Again, it would have to be resolved by the
courts, you are saying? You would disagree with Professor Emer-
son, the author of the Yale Law Journal article?

Senator TSONGAS. There are 220 million Americans. What is to
stop anybody from going to court if they have a disagreement with
any part of any amendment?

Senator HATCH. Senator, I am not trying to embarrass you. I am
trying to go over some of these issues because they are important
ones and it is important to find out what your viewpoints are.

The California Commission on the Effects of the ERA has stated
that the segregation of the \sexes in sex education classes would be
constitutionally prohibited by the ERA.

Would you agree that this would result from the ERA?
Senator' TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, why do we not call a spade a

spade here?
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Senator TSONGAS. What you are trying to do is to suggest that

there are a whole host of questions which may go to the courts.
Senator HATCH. Exactly right, exactly right.
Senator TSONGAS. And what you are doing, in essence, is provid-

ing a list of particular examples in which the questions are ambig-
uous and may end up in the courts. That is supposed to be the ar-
gument against the ERA.

I will give you an equivalent list of questions involving the issue
of abortion and I will then call upon you to follow the logic of the
argument you have made here today and withdraw your name
from the human life amendment.

Senator HATCH. I will answer every one of those questions to the
best of my ability.

Senator TSONGAS. And I will answer all of your questions in writ-
ingevery one that you can ask today and all that you can ask in
writing--and I would then call upon you to do the same thing,
which is to support the ERA.

Senator HATCH. I would be happy to do it; I have no problems
with that.

What I am saying is this. +hese are not obscure, or trivial ques-
tions. These are questions that go to the root of the ERA; these are
issues that are going to affect every American. These are questions
that you need to answer as the chief sponsor of the equal rights
amendment.

Look, I will skip over most of them. Let me just go to one- -
Senator TSONGAS. If the Chairman was really serious abouthaving- -
Senator HATCH. I am really quite serious.
Senator TSONGAS [continuing]. Particularly detailed answers to

these questions, the chairman would have provided them to myself
and to Senator Packwood before the hearing. You knew damned
well that these were specific issues--

Senator HATCH. That is right.
Senator TSONGAS [continuing]. That no one coming here unpre-

pared could answer. I will answer those questions in writing, and
would say to you that having done that, I will then call upon you,
having resolved that particular part of the argument, to join us in
ERA.
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And if you do not, then I would call upon you to at least use the

same logic applied to the human life amendment, and withdraw
the amendment because of the anticipated legal turmoil that will
take place should it pass.

Senator HATCH. I would just remind the Senator with regard to
the abortion issue that my amendment will take an issue now de-

cided by the courts and return the decisionmaking process to the
legislative bodies of this countrythe elected bodies in this. coun-
try.

Your amendment takes a series of decisions decided now by elect-

ed representatives and gives them to the courts, which are unelect-
ed and unaccountable.

Senator TSONGAS. Does the chairman suggest that the State
courts would not get involved in litigating the issue of abortion if

you returned it to the States?
Senator HATCH. I have no doubt that there will be many litigated

issues, and I would be happy to answer any and all questions. Let
me just ask you one more.

Senator TSONGAS. That is the point you are making here, that if
these things are unresolved, we should not pass it because there
will be litigation.

Senator HATCH. Not necessarily.
Senator TSONGAS. YOU just admitted that on the abortion issue,

they are going to he in the State courts ad nauseum. So, the logic

has to apply both ways. Mr. Chairman, not just in one direction.
Senator HATCH. That is fine. Let me ask you three or four more

questions. These'all involve well-known and recurrent issues. They

are genuine issues that exist today; all I want is your opinion on
how the equal rights amendmentyour proposal will be applied
with regard to these issues.

Let meo to the military issue.
The issue of the impact of the ERA upon the military has, of

course, been one of its most controversial aspects. Now, I would
just like to ask you several questions in this regard.

First, would the equal rights- -
Senator TSONGAS. If the chairman was se interested in my view-

point, why were these questions not submitted when we would
have a chance to review them and give you detailed answers?

Senator HATCH. In all the hearings I have ever held, we have

never submitted questions to the witnesses in advance. I would
have been happy to have done so you had asked, but the fact of
the ,matter is I am going to ask them. These are not difficult ques-

tions.
Senator TSONGAS. But I would be glad to get back to you so that I

have the same time to prepare the answers that your staff did pre-

paring the questions. __

Senator HATCH. Senator, these-questieni have been debated for 12

years-50 years, some people say. This is not something that is in-
comprehensible or that I am suddenly springing on you.

Senator TSONGAS. Did the chairman prepare these questions or
did staff prepare the questions?

Senator HATCH. I did a let of work on them myself.
Senator TSONGAS. Did you prepare all those questions?

4
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Senator HATCH. AS a matter of fact, I have written an article on
this, I have done a lot of--

Senator TSONGAS. Did you prepare those questions? The answer
is no.

Senator HATCH. Senator, let me ask the questions. When I come
before your committee, you can ask .me questions, OK?

Let me just ask you this. And even if staff did help, so what?
What is wrong with that?

First, would the equal rights amendment result in the overturn-
ing of the Supreme Court's decision in Rostker v. Goldberg that
Congress can limit draft registration to men? Would this policy
continue to be constitutional under the equal rights amendment?

Senator TSONGAS. I would be glad to supply a detailed, thought-
ful answer to the committee, taking the same time to respond that
the committee did to pose the question.

Senator HATCH. Can you give me a yes or no on that for today?
And then I will be happy to submit these in writing to you as well
and we will put your detailed answers into the record as well.

Senator 7'soNciAs. Well, I would appreciate the opportunity to
look at these questions in detail and submit the responses.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask you one that I think is even easier
than that. Would the ERA result in women being assigned to
combat units and related duties on an identical basis as men?

Senator TSONGAS. I did not hear the chairman.
Senator HATCH. Would the ERA milk in women being assigned

to combat units and related duties on the identical basis as men?
Senator TSONGAS. I have the same response, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. You are not going to.answer?
Senator TSONGAS. I mean, I have feelings about it, but I would

rather have the time to respond.
Senator HATCH. Well, tell ,me your feelings. That is all I want.

You know, I am not going to hold you to it. [Laughter.]
Maybe the public will, but I will not. I just want to build a

record.
Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, if you are not going to hold me

to it, then,you would have no objection to our having the same op-
portunity to respond that you did putting the questions together.

Senator HAWN. I will be happy to give you the questions in writ-
ing, but will you respond to that question?

Senator TSONGAS. I will, in writing.
Senator HATCH. All right. How about this one? Do you agree

with the U.S. Civil Rights Commission that sex harassment of
female enlisted personnel is pandemic, and that this is encouraged
by the "discriminatory environment" of the military, including a
wide variety of gender-based regulations and restrictions?

Would each of these allegedly discriminatory regulations and re-
strictions have to be eliminated under the ERA?

Senator TSONGAS. It is a question that we will take a look at and
respond to the chairman on.

Senator HATCH. Well, would you agree with Professor Emerson
that pregnancy in the military justifies only "slightly" different
conditions of szrvice for women!' VVould the military have to make
greater accommodations than they do now for pregnant women in
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the military? I believe the estimates are around 10 percent of fe-
males in the military are pregnant at any given time.
.,Could you give us your response on that?
%Senator TSONGAS. Well, I think in that case you would have cer-

tain adjustments that would have to be made for women in the
military. But, again, I would respond to that in writing as well.

Senator HATCH. Would you agree with Professor Emerson that
the former WAC units would have had to be abolished under the
equal rights amendment?

Senator TSONGAS. I do not think that it would, but I will respond

to that as well.
Senator HATCH. OK, OK.
Senator TSONGAS. We have not covered unisex toilets, Mr. Chair-

man. Do you want to get into that as well? [Laughter.]
Senator HATCH. Well, I may get there yet.
Senator TSONGAS. Well, we are on our way there.
Senator HATCH. There are enough important issue that `I do not

think we need to cover that one.
Let me ask you about seniority systems. As you know, labor se-

niority systems have come in for some criticism in recent years be-

cause their basic premise, last hired-first fired, tends sometimes to

work to the detriment of last-hired minorities.
Indeed, I believe that this issue is at present a major controversy

with respect to your own Boston firefighters and police. Minority

groups are arguing that traditional seniority practices discriminate

against them.
Now, would you agree with the U.S. CommiSsion on Civil Rights

that the ERA "will be an important legal weapon to counter such

sex-based discrimins ion" in seniority systems?
Senator TSONGAS. You will end up in the same position you are,

Mr. Chairman, because we are committed in this country to racial

equality. If you pull back on ERA because you are afraid of that
particular question being litigated, then you have the same respon-

sibility to pull back on racial equality for exactly the same reason.
Senator HATCH. So as I interpret your answer, the ERA would

call seniority systems into question?
Senator TSONGAS. What I am telling you, Mr. Chairman, is that

issue may well end up in court as well.
Senator HATCH. Well, I think all of them seem to be going to end

up in court.
Let me ask you this. Proponents of the ERA have made great fun

of critics who have suggested that the ERA would render ucconsti-
tufonal State laws against homosexual marriages. Now, these crit-

ics make the point that since the purpose of the ERA is to equate
rac and sex discrimination with respect to their judicial standard
of eview, laws against homosexual marriage would be no more
constitutional than laws against interracial marriage.

An article in the Yale I w Journal has argued that "the strin-
gent requirements of the p, .posed ERA argue strongly for removal

of the igma of deviance by granting marriage licenses to homo-

sexual couples who satisfy reasonable and nondiscriminatory classi-

fications."
My question is what would be the impact of the ERA? Would it

make laws against homosexual marriages unconstitutional?

t)
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Senator TSONGAI4. I would be glad to look at that, Mr. Chairman,
and respond to you.

Senator HATCH. OK. I might mention that Barbara Babcockone
of the authorities on sex discrimination in the law and who is for
the equal rights amendmentsaid about the effect that the ERA
will have on discrimination against homosexuals: "It is hard to jus-
tify a distinction between discrimination on the basis Of the sex of
one's sexual partners and other sex-based discrimination."

James White, who is a professor of constitutional law. at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, said:

Conceivably, a court would find that the state had to authorize maiTiage and rec-
ognize marital legal rights between members of the same sex.

Paul Freund, who is a renowned Harvard Law School professor
and one of the most distinguished constitutional scholars of the
20th century, said:

If the law must be as undiscriminating concerning sex as it is towards race it
would follow that laws outlawing wedlock between members of the same sex would
tw as invalid as laws forbidding miacegenation. Whether the opponents shrink from
these implications is not clear.

Rita Hauser, who is a distinguished New Yoylt City lawyer and
who was our U.S. representative to the U.N. Human Rights Com-
mission said:

The ERA, if adopted, would void the legal requiremeht or practice of the States
limiting marriage, which is a legal right, to partners of different sexes.

Senator TSONGAS. Is the chairman suggesting that the issue of
gay rights and gay marriages will not be litigated if the ERA does
not pass?

Senator HATCH. No. I think they may well be litigated, but there
is no evidence in the text or history of the present constitution that
they will be successful. If the equal rights amendment is passed, I
personally believe that laws that deny legal benefits to homosexual
marriages may well be ruled unconstitutional. I think the courts
will be the primary decisionmakers.

I believe that the inflexible way the equal rights amendment is
written, these laws may be stricken and that there may be whole-
sale changes in the laws in this society as a result of this very
simply worded amendment that looks so simple 0. its surface.

Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, I would be glad, on all those
issues, to give you the position of myself and Senator Packwood. If
you will give me your positions on the same issues, we will see
which ones we have a conflict on and try to sit down together and
resolve them.

Senator HATCH. I admit that I do not have the answers to all
these things; I just want to know what is the intention of the spon-
sors.

Back to that last point, the equal rights amendment uses the
term "sex." "Equality of rights shall not be denied or abridged on
account of sex.' Now, let me just create a little bit of legislative
history with you, if I can.

Is it the case that the term "sex" in this instance refers only to
distinctions between male and female and that it does not refer in
any way to the oncept of sexual preferences or sexual orientation
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or sexual affectation? Am 1 accurate in stating this, in your opin-

ion?
Senator TSONGAS. I believe that it does, Mr. Chairman, but I

would like a chance to review that in greater detail.
Senator HATCH. We will submit these to you and, of course, allow

you a sufficient period of time to answer.
Now, let me just say this. We hear a great deal about the ERA

being necessary to address the situation by which women only earn
59 cents to every $1 earned by men. Tell me what the equal rights
amendment will do about that.

Senator Tso Noss. Perhaps it would give us a situation where
women in this country do not have to organize so actively to pass
the ERA amendment. They can spend more time trying to have the
same equality that you and I have in pursuing jobs.

Senator limit hey can pursue it in court is what you are
saying.

Senator TSONGAS. Excuse me?
Senator HATCH. They can pursue it in court, then?
Senator'TSONGAS. I did not say that, Mr. Chairman. What I am

telling you is that we are in a situation where if you are born
female in this country, you have all these inequities to face.

If this Senate and this House and this country put the issue
behind us, then you could move toward a position of equality with-

out going into the courts. Try to kill the ERA again, which in es-
sence is what many would like to do, and the issue will belitigated
for a very, very long period of time.

If the argument is made that there will be no litigation if ERA is
not passed, .1 would submit to you that that has not been the histo-
ry of this country; it will not be what is going to happen in the
future.

. I admire the tactics the chairman has used and the staff work
that went into putting those questions together. You are a worthy
opponent, Mr. Chairman.

Senator HATCH. You are tough yourself, Senator.
Senator TSONGAS. I will expend the same amount of time answer-

ing the questions as your people did preparing them, and I would
hope we would have a chance to sit down, compare our answers
one to the other, see which ones are unresolved, then we will
do the same thing on the human life amendment. i

Senator HATCH. Well, my door will be open. I Aust want to say
this to you. I think Senator that These questions are not new ques-
tions, but they have been somewhat derogated through the years
by those who choose to rely only on shibboleths and slogans and
symbols. Both sides have been at flak here.

But these are serious questions; they involve the rights of every
individual in this society. We really ought to answer these ques-
tions and we ought to make sure that something is not locked into

the Constitution before they are fully answered.
We ought to make whatever changes need to be made in the lan-

guage of this amendment so that we can resolve these conflicts as
much as possible in advance.

I will just say this to you. I have a lot to learn in this area. We
intend to have the best people we can on both sides of this issue
before this committee and we will just see where things come out.
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These questions are important questions. They are not insignifi-
cant; they are not trivial. This country is going to be in an uproarfor years to come if the ERA is enacted without some reasonable
resolution of these fully anticipated questions. It is our obligation
to see that this is not the case.

I have taken enough of the time, Senator Thurmond.
Senator TSONGAS. May I respond to the chairman?
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, you are a sponsor of the

amendment to balance the budget.
Senator HATCH. That is true.
Senator TSONGAS. I remember that discussion very well andthere were a number of important questions that were raised that

would have to be resolved. For example, how does one resolve thequestion of entitlements if you do not have a balanced budget?
That would have ended up in the courts. It did not prevent the
chairman from sponsoring---

Senator HATCH. Not necessarily. We put language in the reportthat was very clear on that issue. In fact, we addressed every issuethat was raised with clear 1anuage in the report. Now, we mayhave missed some, but if you will point them out to us, we will behappy to tell you where we stand, what the amendment is intended
to mean.

On any constitutional amendment that I bring forward, I will saywhere I stand on the issues. I will not say we will let the courtsdecide the matter.
Senator TSONGAS. Do you think that if that amendment should

pass, it would not be in the courts?
Senator HATCH. I think any constitutional amendment may go tothe courts. But I think it is our duty, as legislators representing

the people of this country, to make sure we know, what an amend-ment means and to make sure the American public knows about it
so that together they can make an informed decision as to whether
or not they want to adopt an amendment.

We should look into these matters very thoroughly and carefully.
This is the Constitution of the United States, not some statute we
are talking about, and I think it is pretty important.

Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, I fully agree. I think that
marching behind slogans is reprehensible. I felt that way last 'lightwhen people who signed on to the balanced budget amendment
voted to raise the debt ceiling limit.

Senator HATCH. Before I turn to Senator Thurmond, I'd like toread a quote from Roscoe Pound, a former dean of the Harvard
Law School. He said:

If inything about this proposed amendment is clear, it is that it would transform
every provision of law concerning won n into a constitutional issue to be ultimately
resolved by the Supreme Court of the United States. Every statutory and commonlaw provision dealing with the manifold relation of women in society would befurred to run the gauntlet of attack on constitutional grounds. The range of litiga-tion im too great to be foreseen.

I would rather let elected legislative bodies resolve these issues. I
can take my losses when I disagree as long as there is a chance of
coming back and correcting problems and unintended results when
they become more apparent. But I think we ought to be very, very
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careful, that we do not put something in the Constitution that is
going to create more problems than it, solves and deny decision-
making authority to the Congress and the States.

Senator T$ONaAS. Mr. Chairman, I agree and I would hope that
the specter of litigation does not by itself cause us to turn our
backs on equality, because if we do that, in essence, we have no
choice but to go back to the beginning, when the only equality you
will have in this jountry are people who are free, who are white,
who are 21, who Eire male and who own property. If that is where
we are going, let us simply say it and we can have our 18th centu-
ry ideals returned and we will not have to worry about all these
issues. I would hope that it is the chairman's intent, unlike the
statements he has made back home, to let us try to resolve these
conflicts together. Let us see if we can have some resolution of
these particular items. If we can, tine; if we cannot, let us go
ahead.

Senator HATCH. I agree.
Senator TSONGAS. And perhaps the chairman would join us in

sponsorship with the other 57 Members of the Senat,
3'enator HATCH. Senator Thurmond?
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator, I was one of the sponsors, as stated, of this amend-

ment, the original amendment. Since then, so many questions have
arisen about it until it is very indefinite as to just what this
amendment means. That is the reason I did not cosponsor it this
time, but my mind is open.

If we can clarify the situation and make all these questions clear,
that is one thing. But if we cannot, then it might be better to pro-
ceed by statute rather than a constitutional amendment, so if we
make a mistake, we can change it by a majority vote. It is very .dif-
ficult to get two-thirds to repeal a constitutional amendment.

Senator TSONGAS. I might say that the same argument applies to
the balanced budget amendment. If I were to suggest to you ambi-
guities on that amendment, would you withdraw your sponsorship
of that as well?

The CHAIRMAN. I was the chief sponsor of the constitutional
amendment and we anticipated the various issues, and I think we
answered them in the debate. If you recall the debate, I think we
answered the various points that were raised because we had ex-
plored every facet of it and we thought we had answers.

But from your answers here this morning, I do not believe you
have got an answer to these questions, have you?

S nator TSONGAS. No, I am not suggesting that we do, Mr. Chair-
man. Some of these will be litigated. The question is, Senator Thur-
mond, whether that is enough to tip the balance against the
amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. As the chief sponsor of this amendment, it seems
that you would have had an opinion on these questions that we
just asked you. I had a lot of questions to ask you, some of them
being somewhat similar to Senator Hatch's, but he has asked them

47
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and there is no use for me to repeat them. But do you not have an
opinion on those matters that he asked you about?

Senator TsoNGAs. I will have an opinion. But, Senator Thur-
mond, I just would request that if we are going to talk about this
thing in a rational manner, I have as much right to ponder my an-
swers to these questions as the committee did putting them togeth-
er.

I would hope that I would be allowed that particular opportunity,
in that the committee would do what of per committees do, and
that is review the written responses.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Senator Hatch said he would give you that
opportunity. But as the chief sponsor of the amendment, I would
have thought that you would have anticipated and explored all the
different facets of this amendment and all the phases of it, and
been able to express yourself as to how you feel.

It may be different from the way some other people feel, or it
may not be the final answer. But it seems that if you introduce an
amendment, you have an opinion on just what it will do, and that
is what we are trying to find out here. What will this amendment
do, and what will it do on these various questions that have just
been propounded to you? But you do not seem to have a fixed opin-
ion on any of these matters.

Senator TSONGAS. Well, I gave you answers on some, but even on
those that I did respond to, Senator Thurmond, you are quite cor-
rect that you have a right to have responses to them, and those re-
sponses will be forthcoming. I simply am asking that the commit-
tee give me the right to have a chance to look at them and respond
to you.

I did not anticipate the questions; I did not anticipate the tactics.
I commend the committee on both, and I will respond as soon as I
can.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you find from your study and research
that you are now going to make evidently, -you have not made it
heretoforeif you find that there is indefiniteness or weakness or
indecision in this amendment, I imagine then that you would wish
to offer amendments that would cure those matters, would you
not?

Senator TSONGAS. I would not. I would not presume that every
question is going to be resolved, just as the human life amendment
is not going to resolve all questions. If you go dovip one path, you
go down the other and you are going to end up in the same situa-
tion.

If you apply certainty of litigation as the only test for an amend-
ment, you have to apply that test elsewhere as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you conclude now from your research
that it is unclear what the effect of this amendment will be I pre-
sume you would wish then to make further study or to consider
changes and amendments so that it is clear to carry out your
wishes, would you not?

Senator TSONGAS. Well, perhaps a preferable alternative would
be to sit down with the distinguished Senator from South Carolina
and see whether we can arrive at some accommodation.
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The CHAIRMAN. It. is not a matter of accommodation. It is a
matter of determining %1st what this amendment means, just what
the effects will be, just w broad it is.

Senator TSONGAS. Why n we not work together to do that?
The CHAIRMAN. Now, it as been suggested that the language of

the ERA is so broad that I will necessitate decades of judicial in-
terpretation. Would not the interests of the American people be
better served by an amendment that is specific enough to provide
some insight as to its overall impact on our society?

Senator TSONGAS. We would be in the same situation, Senator
Thurmond, as we were on the amendment that eliminated racial
inequality. When that amendinent passed, did anyone Suggest that
there would be no litigation? Did anyone suggest that we would not
have the Bob Jones case before the Supreme Court?

There has been litigation, but would Senator Thurmond suggest
that we turn our backs and reject the amendment on racial equali-
ty because there has been litigation? I do not think so.

The CHAIRMAN. But do we not have an obligation as Senators to
determine what is wise and not leave it to the courts to determine
what is wise? We are the legislative body; we make the policy. We
make the laws; the courts interpret the laws.

Senator TSONGAS. I think we have that responsibility, and I am
trying to indicate to the Senator from South Carolina that I am
willing to work with him to try to resolve these matters.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, it has been suggested that if ratified, the
ERA would invalidate laws and regulations preventing males and
females from residing in the same housing facilities, such as college
dormitories and military barracks.

However, it has been further theorized that present sleeping as-
signment_ segregated by sex could be perpetuated on the basis of
the constitutional right to privacy. In light of the fact that some
scholars have called the right to privacy a mere legal hypothesis, is
there any wording in the ERA that can be pointed to as guarantee-
ing that, for example, both male and female military personnel will
not have to be quartered in the same sleeping facilities?

Senator TSONGAS. Mr. Chairman, I do not believe so, but let me
say that I have no doubt that the Senator and his staff have been
able to get together an equal number of questions involving the ap-
plication of the ERA.

My problem is this: I have an 11:59 airplan. to Boston, where I
have to give a commencement speech and I would appreciate if all
these questionsand I am sure that they are without endwould
be put in writing and that I be given a chance to respond to them.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I will just ask one more then, so you can
get off on your plane.

While most aspects of the impact of the ERA are uncertain, it is
generally conceded that upon ratification women would become
mbject to the military draft. Such a result would raise the issue of
whether women should be compelledand I use the word "coin-
pelled"--to serve in combat. And if you remember the military bill
we passed 2 years ago, we specifically included in there that they
would not be subject to combat. Now, is this amendment going to
override that?
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Senator T$ONOAN. I do not believe that it would, but \again 1
would like a chance to reflect on that question and give you a writ-
ten response.

The CHAIRMAN. Women with small children also present a 'spe-
cial problem, especially if they happen to be the heads of sin e-
parent households. Now, how would you foresee thew, proble
being addressed?

Senator TSONGAS. Which problem are you referring to?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I was just speaking about the women with

small children and the women in combat.
Senator TSONGAS. I do not understand the linkage between them.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the point is that it sounds good. As Gover-

nor of South Carolina, I specifically, at my inauguration, demanded
that women have equal rights with men in every way possible. 1
have always favored equal rights in every way, and I want to see
that.

Of course, I think the basic thing they want is equal pay for
equal work. On the other hand, we do not want to put into the
Constitution something that is going to mandate things that might
happen, as, for example, some of the questions Senator Hatch just
asked you.

So, I hope you will look carefully into this and help the commit-
tee all you can and give us your opinion as to what will be the
effect of these various matters.

Senator TSONGAS. I would be glad to do that and I would hope
that the committee would look at those responses with an open
mind about potential endorsement of the. ERA amendment as the
issue proceeds.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to support this amendment, but I
am keeping my mind open because I want to be certain about what
we are doing. These various questions have arisen chiefly since the
amendment was passed and when I went on it as a cosponsor years
ago. These questions now are disturbing me and I want to see them
solved before I support it again, or maybe we could offer some
amendments that would cure this thing, because I do want to see
women, have equal rights in every way with men.

Senator TSONGAS. I will also supply for the committee a list of
anticipated ambiguities that would relate to the right to life
amendment and the amendments that have passed the Congress in
the past, and maybe we can compare them and see whether we
want to turn back the clock and reverse those which have already
been passed.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator, for your appearance.
Senator IIATCH. Senator Leahy, we will turn to you.
Senato TSONGAS. Could I reiterate my request? I have a com-

mencemel It speech in Boston and I have an 11:59 plane.
Senator HATCH. I did not realize that, Senator.
Senatt r LEAHY. I have no questions for the distinguished Senator

from M Issachusetts.
Serial or HATCH. Senator Dole, do you have any questions?
Sena or DOLE. Not if he has an 11:59, but I would not have any if

he had a 12:59. [Laughter.]

tio5 ll mr, 4
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Senator HATCH. Let me do this, Senator. If the Senator desires,
we will be happy to open this committee again for you in 'the
future if you would care to testify.

Senator TEIONGAS. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that if only. your
talents and that of your staff could be directed toward supporting
this amendment, I think we would all be a lot Setter off, and I com-
mend you on your diligence and skill. Why do we not work togeth-
er and put this issue behind us?

Senator HATCH. Well, I would like nothing better than to resolve
this issue; I have some ideas that may do it and I will be happy to
discuss them with you. We will give you adequate time to answer,
these questions.

We appreciate your being here very, very much.
Senator TSONGAS. I will make a serious effort to be more current

on the Yale Law Journal in the future.
Senator HATCH. Well, it is an important work. We appreciate

having you here. Thanks, Senator Tsongas.
Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I just might be recog-

nized for 2 or 3 minutes.
Senator HATCH. Sure, Senates Leahy.
Senator LEAHY. I have a short statement.
Senator HATCH. Sure.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PATRICK J. LEAHY

Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, the long battle over equal rights
for women has been a struggle marked by many ironies. Those who
opposed the ERA argued that women did not need the protection of
the ERA; what they needed was protection from equality.

You heard that patience would produce legislation equalizing
equality of justice for men and women, but you also heard that
equal rights and obligations for each sex were not really good for
society.

[Whereupon, Senator Thurmond assumed the chair.]
'Senator LEAHY. You heard that women were better off at home,

and you heard it from a woman attorney who spent years in air-
planes and on the road to make her point that women were better
off at home. [Laughter.]

Now, the equal rights amendment was defeated because a minor-
ity of Americans were able to sell just enough of the message that
no woman should stray very far from traditional roles. They were
able to sell the notion that any woman in a closely knit family
could not aspire to be titeated as a legal equal to the men in the
family or in the country.

The equal rights amendment cannot change who any of us is or
what kind of pets on we will become, nor would anybody in this
room want it to. It will not change the nature of love or intimacy,
nor will it redress the estrangements between people of either sex
that so often accompany modern life.

The equal rights ameniment is not about any of these things. lt,
is about simple justice. The fact is that we live in a society with
generations of official bias against women. The results of that dis-
crimination are clearer than ever in hard times when both men
and women face a superhuman struggle to make Inds meet. But

5 1
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women's struggles are nusle even harder by deeply engrained in-
equality on the job.

I hope and expect that the second struggle for the equal rights
amendment will be less over mythology and more about respect;
less about women in combat and more about paychecks; and less
about the loss of intimacy and more about the true human poten-
tial of both sexes.

This century has seen the greatest concerted effort ever made by
a single society to root out racial and religious discrimination, and
that effort is far from -aver. The same society cannot and will not
ignore as deeply rooted an evil as sex discrimination, nor will it be
bullied into believing that with equality of rights, the uniqueness
and diversity of spirit that men and women each bring to life will
be lost.

I believe that this Congress will adopt, and the Nation will
ratify, the equal rights amendment. Its passage will not transform
our society overnight, but it will provide men anc! women with the
dignity enshrined in law to work hard together towards that trans-
formation.

So, I value the hParings that begin today. I think they are ex-
tremely iinportant, and I look forward to this matter coming once
again to t'he floor of the Senate. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Marrad Tucker, .I believe, is the next witness, if she would

come. around. Will you have a seat, Ms. Tucker?
Do you have anyone with you, Ms. Tucker?
Ms. TUCKER. No, I do not, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I understood thlt Prof. Walter Berns was on the

panel with you. Is he here?
Dr. BERNS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you come around, Mr. Berns, from the

American Enterprise Institute? Have a seat.
Ms. Tucker, you may proceed.
[Whereupon, Senator Hatch resumed the chair.]
Senator HATCH. Go ahead, Ms. Tucker.
Thank you, Senator

STATEMENT OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF MAI- iNA TUCKER, AT-
TORNEY, WASHINGTON, DC, AND WALTE BEN AS, RESIDENT
SCHOLAR. AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITU ."
Ms. TUCKER. Chairman Hatch, members of the subcommittee, my

name is Marna S. Tucker. I am an attorney in the District of Co-
lumbia. 1 am in private practice and I specialize in domestic rela-
tions law and employment discrimination work.

I am a member of the Women's Legal Defense Fund, an organi-
zation which was founded' in 1971 and of which I was one of the
founding members. I am also a member of the Board of Trustees of
the National Women's Law Center. It is from these organizations
that I have gotten my interest in the equal rights amendment, but
I am testifying today on behalf of myself.

I wish to thank the subcommittee for the opportunity to testify
on Senate Joint Resolution 10, the new equal rights amendment. I
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will highlight my testimony and I would like to .43k that my formal
statement be submitted in its entirety for the record.

Senator HATCH. Thank you. Without objection, we will put your
full statement in the record.

Ms. TUCKER. I am here today to urge this committee and the
Senate to demonstrate to the women of this Nation that discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex has no place in American life by again
submitting to the States for ratification an equal rights amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States.

The equal rights amendment was first introduced 60 years ago
by the National Women's Party to complement the women's newly
won right of suffrage. And here we are 60 years later; women have
only just begun to achieve meaningful progress.

The inferior status of women in virtually every economic and pa-
litical sphere remains the norm. The exclusion of women from par-
ticipation at many levels in our society is still an embarrassing re-
ality and it is a national disgrace.

The continuing existence of laws which sanction inequality is a
governmental expression to the public that inequality of rights is
an acceptable public policy. The mere existence of these laws
makes women second-class citizens. Only an equal rights amend-
ment to the Constitution will end this shameful treatment and will
signal the Nation's clarion call once and for all to equality.

Even those rights we have painfully won over the years are in-
credibly fragile. For example, the administration during the past 2
years has effectively undermined existing Federal antidiscrimina-
tion legislation by its feverish rewriting of Federal regulations de-
signed by prior administrations to encourage equal opportunity.

Only with the passage of the equal rights amendment will our
national commitment to equality for women be unequivocally and
emphatically affirmed for all of our, citizens for all time.

During the course of these hearings, you will undoubtedly hear
many, many reasons why an ERA is needed to guarantee equality
for women. In my own testimony, I would like to limit my remarks
to a. discussion on the areas that I feel I know bestfamily law,
employment, and education as it relates, to employment.

In the area of family law, for example, every day I see in my own
practice how the institutionalized disirimination against women as
homemakers contributes to their desperate economic condition fol-
lowing divorcea kind of discrimination that will not be tolerated
under the ERA.

I am talking about an economic disparity between divorced men
and women that studies are just now beginning to corroborate.
Studies have shown that in the first year immediately following di-
vorce, the financial security of women plummets by 73 percent and
that of men increases by 43 percent. [Applause.]

As a lawyer, I find myself saying to my women clients that they
cannot expect equality of treatment in the courts in the area of
family law. I say that it is a man's world in the courtroom. I say
that sexist presumptions prevail, and the only hope we have for
equality of treatment under the current state of the law is for an
enlightened judge that will hopefully listen to the arguments I
raise.
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Child support awards are totally inadequate. Why judges feel
that they cannot award more than half a man's salary to a woman
wFm, has total responsibility for raising three-fourths of the family,
I will never understand.

Spousal support, or alimony, is chintzy..I find judges saying over
and over again, "Oh, the woman is. making $15,000 a year; that is
good pay for a woman; she does not need alimony."

Marital property distribution favors the wage earner. Why does
this happen? Why do judges respond that way? My own opinion on
that is based in a lot of the sexist presumptions that prevail in the
law. Those judges have some feeling that somehow men need
money for status more than women, and they know that women
will survive.

They know that women will not let their children go without
child care; if they have to go to work, they will not leave them on
the street. They know their children will not go without food. The
women will cut the meat a little thinner and eat less themselves.

They know that women will survive, so they have no reason to
change the rules, and they know they will survive because they
have survived for centuries. And men have traded on that, and it is
time to stop that right now in the family law courts.

Three problems that I have mentioned have found their genesis
in the underevaluation of the homemaker's contribution to the
family and to the acquisition of marital property. ,Very simply,
courts tend traditionally to view money as the controlling curren-
cy. Women want their contribution as wives and mothers to be

\ viewed as equal currency. That is what, we ask for and that is what
the ERA will give us.

In the 16 States which have incorporated an equal rights amend-
ment in their State constitutions, the experience has shown that
according legal recognition to the value of homemaker services
does insure economic protection for homemakers and equity in the
marriage.

In th41,, area of child support, State ERA's have been used to es-
tablish nOt only a mutual obligation for support of the parents, but
to accord economic value to custodial homemakers' nonmonetary
contribution of child care and nurturing. There are courts in Penn-
sylvania and Texas and Colorado who have all recognized the value
of the nonworking parent's custodial contribution and they have
begun to issue support awards in accordance with the respective
abilities for each spouse to contribute.

The importance of these rulings for the custodial, nonworking
parent is clear. Recognizing the economic value of the homemak-
er's contribution in the face of an equal and mutual obligation of
support has resulted in comparable and equivalent financial sup-
port being assessed against working, noncustodial spouses, men or
women.

In the distribution of marital property, State ERA States have
been responsible for equalizing each spouse's share of marital prop-
erty at the time of divorce. Consistent with the newly emerging
concept of marital partnership, the Pennsylvania courts, for exam-
ple, have interpreted that State's new equitable distribution law to
require a starting presumption of equal distribution.
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Finally, married women, and particularly homemakers, have
also acquired new strength in the area of spousal support as a
result of the passage of ERA's. A Pennsylvania court recently
struck down a rule imposing an arbitrary limit on a wife's right to
support, declaring the rule inherently sexist in its requirement
that a wife receive less than one-half of her husband's earnings de-
spite her own needs.

The increased value accorded the husband's labor, accompanied
by the devaluation of the wife's work as a homemaker, were
viewed by the court as violative of the spirit, if not the letter, of
Pennsylvania's equal rights amendment.

Clearly, the extension of legal rights and benefits to both men
and women and the simultaneous removal of gender-based pre-
sumptions and burdens that have been triggered by State ERA's
have laid the foundation for a changing family law system that is

more equitable and more responsible to each family member's
needs.

In the emerging system, and the system that I hope to deal with
my clients in someday, it is the needs, the abiliticd, and the unique
contributions of each family member, rather than antiquated rules
based on sex stereotypes, that form the basis of the laws, and
would inform judicial decisionmaking.

We need an equal rights amendment to the Constitution so that
these principals that we are just beginning to see emerge in the
States that have equal rights amendments will be extended to all

50 States.
I would like to call the committee s attention to another area in

which the pervasive discrimination against women clearly calls for
the remedy of the equal rights amendment. I am, of (nurse, speak-

ing of the interrelated issues of employment and edu'..ation.
As was highlighted earlier in some of the rergarks, employed

women today are paid only 60 cents for every $1 paid to men.
There are, we feel, two principal reasons for this disparity.

First, equal employment laws are inadequate and enforcement is
insufficient. Second, our system of public education tends to deny

women training for all but a handful of low-paying, dead end
women's jobs.

The enactment of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was a
significant step in addressing the more obvious problems of employ-

ment discrimination on the basis of sex. But the statute has many
gaps in its coverage. The most glaring omission is that the statute
fails to protect the employees of employers of fewer than 15 per-

sons. Another, and particularly ironic, is that title VII was written
to deny protection to the staffs of the Members of Congress and the
Federal judiciary.

But as useful as it may be and as much as the case law has de-
veloped, title VII is still only a statute, and statutes can be re-
pealed at the v. of Congress. Otily when the policies of equal
opportunity which underlie title VII are mandated by the Constitu-

tion itself will we feel truly secure that an end to discrimination in
employment will be possible.

Equal educational opportunities are effectively denied to women
by many jurisdictions through a pattern of formal restrictions and
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active discouragement of women and girls from entering vocational
programs.

Moreover, the military, as the single largest training institution
in the Nation, one of the principal discriminators against women
in these programs. Again, only an equal rights amendment will
insure that women will be able to obtain equal educational 'oppor-
tunities, and thereby break through the trap of continually being
only relegated to women's work.

Of course, the equal education opportunity laws, like title IX, are
only statutes, and as such these statutes can be repealed. Law-by-
law, State-by-State efforts at eliminating sex discrimination simply
will not do.

I think Representative Barbara Mikulski said it best when she
said that a law-by-law approach to eliminating sex discrimination
is like prohibiting slavery plantation by plantation.

We will never see an end to discrimination unless nondiscrimina-
tion in all governmental activities, including education, becomes
the fundamental law of the land.

.1 now would like to address some issues that the chairman in his
questioning of Senator Tsongas raised. When he stated that his ob-
jection to the proposed ERA was based on its ambiguotis wording
he is concerned that its proponents do not know v:hat it means.

As Senator Kennedy said, and I would like to reiterate, we know
what it means, and I would like to respond to this contention. The
Constitution and the 13111 of Rights is a living document. Many of
the phrases which are viable today are from British jurisprudence.

Phrases like "freedom of speech," "privileges and immunities,"
"equal protection of the laws," "due processes of the laws," "cruel
and unusual punishment"--these phrases are all principals that
have been set out.

The truth is that the ERA sets. out firm principles that are as
clear as any of the rights already existing in the Constitution. In
reality, today, under our current law and the interpretation of
cases under the 5th and 14th amendments, we are far more ambig-
uous in our position than we would be with an ERA.

The. concept of eqaal protection under both the 5th and 14th
amendments has not been given uniform articulation by the courts.
There has been a great deal of ambiguity about the meaning of sex
equality. ERA is designed to eliminate that ambiguity, not to foster
it. It would give less discretion to the courts. It would curtail judi-
cial lctivism in the area of sex discrimination.

Under the current standards of judicial scrutiny, a sex-based
classification must serve important governmental objectives and
must he substantially related to achievement of those objectives.
That is the current standard for sex equality, as defined by the Su-
preme Court.

That sturdard Invites courts to be super-legislatures, deciding
what the value-Innen terms like "important governmental objec-
tives.' and "suhstatitially related" would mean.

We now, under our current law, under the 14th amendment,
have the least certainty and the least pr,dictability where it con-
cerns sex discrimination If we had an equal rights amendment, we
know Ilion 'hat that means, The EliA will make it clear.
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Sex-based discrimination, like race-based discrimination, is intol-
erable. In extraordinary situations, there may be exceptions. That
is true of every constitutional principle, and it has been true of
every constitution.

Senator HATCH. By and large, you would equate sex discrimina-
tion with race discrimination under the standard of review that
you are describing here today?

MS. TUCKER. I am saying that it would be treated as race discrim-
ination would be, most likely.

Senator HATCH. Would it be treated as a suspect classification or
an absolute classification under constitutional law?
MS. TUCKER. Whether it would be treated as a suspect classifica-

tion, Senator, 1 think that might be a little too simplistic to de-
scribe it that way.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Ms. TUCKER. Let me explain that. In virtually all race cases and

virtually all national origin cases where statutes have had those
classifications, they have been struck downvirtually all of
thoseand they are called suspect classifications, but, in fact, they
have been absolute in those terms.

The only exceptions to that have been the Japanese internment
casescertainly, a blot on our past.

Senator HATCH. All of us agree with that.
Ms. TUCKER. OK. And in the sex classifications, we would antici-

pate the same kind of analysis.
Senator HATCH. Then, sex classifications would be absolutely pro-

hibited?
Ms. TUCKER. If the word "absolute" means that when an issue

comes up before a court and all of the facts and circumstances are
adjudged case by caseif that is what it means, yes.

Senator HATCH. That is what I was trying to get to with Senator
Tsongas.

Would you agree with Professor Emerson that the object of the
ERA is, as he said, to "prohibit any differentiation in legal treat-
ment on the basis of sex?" Would you agree with that?

MS. TUCKER. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Would you agree with Professor Emerson that

the ERA must be applied "comprehensively and without excep-
tion?"

Ms. TUCKER. I am not sure what he means by 'comprehensively
and without exception."

Senator HATCH. In all cases it would be prohibited, without ex-
ception?

Ms. TUCKER It means that equal protection of the laws will not
be denied on the basis of sex.

Senator HATCH. I see.
MS. TUCKER. That is what it means.
Senator HATCH. What it basically requires is equal protection?
Ms. TUCKER. Equal protection of the laws will not be denied on

the basis of sex.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with Professor Emerson that the

constitutional mandate of the ERA must be, as he said, "absolute?"
Ms. TUCKER. The constitutional rnandat? may be absolute as to

what?
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Senator HAToi. Well, an to the permissibility of sex classifica-
tions.

Ms. Timms. I believe that a classification that is based on sexshould be given the strictest judicial scrutiny on a case-by-case
basis.

Senator HATCH. So, you would apply the strictest judicial scruti-
ny?

Ms. TUCKER. Absolutely.
Senator HATCH. Which is constitutional language, establishing

sex as a suspect or absolutely prohibited classifications?
Ms. TUCKER. Yes.
Senator HATCH. You said yes?
Ms. TUCKER. Yes.
Senator HATCH. OK. Now, would you agree with Professor Emer-

son that the issue under the ERA cannot be "reasonable" "or un-
reasonable" classifications but that the ERA must be interpreted sothat sex is simply not a factor?

Ms. TUCKER. Well, Senator, I wish to point out first of all that
Professor Emerson's article was written in 1971.

Senator HATCH. Sure.
Ms. TUCKER. I have to tell you that 1972 was the last time I read

that law review article when I was teaching. Also, in 1971 when it
was written, we did not have the school of law that now exists on
constitutional principles. Even Professor Emerson there was reallypredicting it.

We have developed since that article was written at least thee
different standards of sex equality, and what I am submitting toyou today is that it is time to have that over with. We ought to
make it absolutely clear that sex equality, is forbidden by the Con-
stitution of the United States, unequivocally.

Senator HATCH. OK. I will have some other questions later, but Iwanted to clarify a few points while you were on the subject. You
have been very helpful, and I appreciate it.

Ms. TUCKER. Thank you.
Senator HATcti. Go ahead.
Senator LEAHY. Could I just ask one clarification, Mr. Chairman?
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Senator LEAHY. I am not sure whether I understood. Did you say

sex equality or sex inequality is forbidden under the---.
Ms. TUCKER. I could not hear you; I am sorry.
Senator LEAHY. In your last ansli er, did you refer to sex equality

or sex inequality as being forbidden under the Constitution?
Ms. TUCKER. Sex inequality.
Senator LEAHY. Thank you.
Ms. TUCKER. Sex equality would be guaranteed.
Senator LEAHY. Sex equality would be guaranteed and sex in-

equality would be forbidden. OK, thank you.
Ms. TUCKER. I certainly did not mean to make that mistake.
Senator LEAHY. I did not think so.
The CHAIRMAN. That was just a slip of the tongue. I am sure you

meant that sex inequality was forbidden by the Constitution. That
is what you meant, was it not?

Ms. TUCKER. That, is correct.
Senator HATCH. I understand.
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kre you finished?
111 is. TUCKER. Just in completing the testimony, Senator, if our

s of litigation and lobbying for equality have taught us any-
thi, .g, it is that discrimination against women has been woven
through the fabric of our laws. For years, we have sought to root it
out one law at a time. We have had Some success in this.

But there are too many discriminatory laws remaining for the
job to be completed in our lifetime, and new laws are being enacted
all the time. It is obvious to me that the only way by which real
progress can be achieved in making our society one in which the
opportunities and rights of women are truly equal to those of men
is for the adoption of the equal rights amendment.

And I ask you to once again submit to the States the equal rights
amendment so that America may finally become the land of equal
opportunity.

Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you. I appreciate your testimony. I under-

stand that Senator Thurmond introduced both of .you, but did not
say much about your background.

Marna Tucker is a partner in the Washington, DC, law firm of
Vosburgh, Klores, Feldesman & Tucker. She has been an adjunct
professor on women's rights at both Catholic University and
Georgetown University. She is chairperson of the American Bar
Association's Committee on Individual Rights and Responsibilities,
and a member of the National Women's Legal Defense Fund.

She testified before our committee on the subject of the bicenten-
nial of the Constitution several years ago, and I appreciated that.

She can take pride in the fact that she was recommended by the
Senate proponents as the individual wimp could best represent the
pro-ERA position to this committee at its opening hearing.

Dr. Walter Berns is an individual who has testified before this
subcommittee on a number of important occasions. He is a resident
'scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, and one of the most
distinguished constitutional scholars in the country.

Dr. Berns has taught constitutional law for more than 30 years
at such institutions as Yale University, Cornell University, the
University of Toronto, and presently at Georgetown University. He
has written a number of scholarly works on issues of constitutional
law. And if I am correct, Dr. Berns further served as the U.S. rep-
resentative to the United Nations Human Rights Commission.

(Prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARNA S. TUCKER

Chairman Hatch and Members of the Committee, I am Marna
S. Tucker. It is my privilege to appear before you today on
behalf of the Women's Legal:Defense Fund, which I helped found.

The KM' was organized in 1971 as a vehicle for educating

the public on legal and political issues of importance to women,
and for facilitating litigation attacking sex discrimination
in all forms. Over the years, we have been invited to present

our views to Congress on ddzene of matters. And, we have
participated in hundreds of law suits at all levels of federal

and state courts.

We are here today to urge this Committee, and the Senate,

to demonstrate to the women of this Nation that discrimination
on the basis of sex has no place in American life by again

submitting to the states for ratification an Equal Rights

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

The Equal Rights Amendment was first introduced sixty years

ago by the National
Women's Party, to complement women's newly

won right of suffrage. The feminists of that time recognized
that their recent victory was only the beginning of the far

more difficult struggle to obtain equality in all aspects of

American society. They were, unfortunately, very right in their

assessment of how difficult the struggle would be.

Sixty years later, women have still only begun to achieve

meaningful progress. The inferior status of women in virtually

every economic and political sphere remains the norm. The total

exclusion of women from participation at many levels in our

society is still an embarassing reality and a national disgrace.

Thy' continuing existence of laws which sanction inequality

or accept a diminished status for women have an effect far

beyond the literal meaning of their terms. Each of these laws is
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a governmental expression to the public that inequality of

rights is an acceptable public policy. Their mere existence is

an affirmation that American women remain second class citizens.

Only an Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution of the United

States will end this shameful treatment.

Without an ERA, we know that those rights which have been

painfully won are incredibly fragile. Indeed, the Reagan

Administration is proving this point beyond our worst fears.

The Administration, during the past two years, has effectively

undermined existing federal anti-discrimination legislation oy

its feverish rewriting of federal regulations designed by prior

administrations (including Republican ones) to encourage equal

opportunity. The Reagan Administration is clearly signaling

to the Nation that equal rights for women is no lOrepr an

important item on our national agenda.

Only with the passage of an Equal Rights Amendment will

our national commitment to equality for women be unequivocally

and emphatically affirmed for all of our citizens, for all time.

We have learned that there is no acceptable substitute for

an ERA. Neither the Fifth nor the Fourteenth Amendments'

guarntees of equal protection under the laws provides us the

guarantee of equality we seek. The Supreme Court has made this

clear again and again by refusing to view classification based

on sex as inherently suspect (as it does classifications bawl

on race).

During the course of these hearings, you will undoubtedly

hear many, many reasons why an ERA is needed to guarantee

equality for women. In my own testimony, I would like to limit

my remarks to a discussion of 'hr. three areas T feel I know

hest: family law, employment, and education. For me, these

three areas hold special importance because I !lee in them more

than psiticular types discrimination with which every woman

t



can identify. I also see a direct link between them and the

phenomenon of the feminization of poverty.

rn the area of family law, for example, I see every day. in

my own practice how the institutionalized discrimination against

women as homemakers contributes to their desperate economic

condition following divorce - a kind of discrimination that

would not be tolerated under an ERA. I am talking about an

economic disparity between divorced men and women that we, as

women, have always known to be true and that studies are just

now beginning to corroborate. Studies have shown then, in the

year immeeiately following divorce, the financial security of

women plummets by an average of 73% while that of their husbands

increases by 41%.

The root causes of this disparity may be found in inadequate

child support awards, unequal distribution of marital property,

and insufficient arrangements for spousal support - 'three

problems which themselves find their genesis in the under-

valtiation of the homemaker's contribution to the family and to

the acquisition of marital property.

We know that an ERA will alleviate these aspects of

discrimination because, for the past 10 years, we have been

watching the steady progress that has been made in many of the

16 states which have incorporated an equal rights amendments

into their state constitutions. The experience in these states

has shown that according legal recognition to the value of

homemaker services does ensure economic protection for

homemakers and equity in the marriage. State equal rights

amendments have been effectively applied tc achieve economic

equity in all of these cOticall; important areas.

in the area of child support, state ERA's have been used

to establish not only a mutual obligation of support by both

parents, but Also to acord economic value to the custodial
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homemaker's non-monetary contribution of child care and

nurturing. Courts in Pennsylvania, Colorado and Texas have all

recognized the value of the non-working patent's custodial

contribution, and have begun to issue support awards in

accordance with the respective abilities for each spouse to

contribute. The importance of these rulings for the economic

well-being of the custodial non-working parent is clear:

recognizing the economic value of the homemaker's contribution

in the face of an equal and mutual obligation of support his

resulted in comparable and equivalent financial support being

*assumed against the working, non-custodial spouse:

In the distribution of marital property, state ERA states

have overturned outmoded common law notions of ownership and

have been responsible or equalizing each spouse's share . of

marital property at the time of divorce. COnsistent with the

newly-emerging concept of marital partnership, the Pennsylvania

courts, fot example, have interpreted that state's new equitable

distribution llw to require (in light of Pennsylvania's ERA) a
A

starting presumption of equal, distribution.

Finally, married women and particularly homemakers have

also acquired new strength in the area of spousal support as a

result of the passage of state ERA's. A Pennsylvania court

recently struck down a rule imposing en arbitrary limit on a

wife's right to support, declaring the rule inherently sexist

in its requirement that a wife receive less than 1/2 of her

husband's earnings, despite her own needs. The increased value

accorded the husband's labor, accompanied by a ci..,aluing of the

wife's work as a homemaker, were viewed by the court as violative

of the "spirit if not the letter of the Pennsylvania Equal

Riqhts Amendment ..."

Clearly, the extension of legal rights and benefits to

both men and women, and the .,Imultaneous removal of gender-

(1)3
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based presumptions and burdens that have been triggered by state

ERA's have laid the foundation for a changing family law system

that is more equitable and responsive to each family member's

needs. in the emerging system, it is the needs, abilities, and

unique -contributions of each Dimity member, rather than

antiquated rules based on sex stereotypes, that form the basis

of the laws and inform judicial decisionmaking. The experience

in these states demonstrate the value of an equal rights

provision in enhancing women's economic and legal status, and

highlight the burning need for an Equal Rights Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States so that these principles will

be extended to all fifty states.

I would like now to call the Committee's atttention to

another area (actually two areas) in which the pervasive

discrimination against women clearly calls for the remedy of

an Equal Rights Amendment. I am, of course, speaking of the

interrelated issues of employment and education.

Employed women are today paid only 600 for every dollar

paid to men. There are, we feel, two principal reasons for

this disparity. First, existing equal employment laws are

inadequate and enforcement is insufficient. Second, our system

of public education tends to withhold from women training for

all but a handful of low paying dead-end "women's jobs."

The enactment of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1974

was a significant step in addressing the more obvious problems

of ,;ox discrimination in employment. But, the statute has many

gaps in its coverage. The most glaring omission is that the

statute fails to protect the employees of employers of fewer

than 15 persons. Another, and particularly ironic, omission

is that Title VII was written to deny protection to the staffs

of Members of Congress and the federal judiciary. One can only

speculate as to what message these exemptions convey to the

6,1
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women of America about Congress' commitment to ending job

discrimination.

As useful as it may be, Title VII is only a statute. And,

statutes can be repealed at the whim of Congress. Similarly,

a lack of commitment of an Administration to enforce statutory

policies can undermine the best intention of an earlier Congress.

As I mentioned before, we are seeing this now in the Reagan

Administration. Only when the policies of equal opportunity

which underlie Title VII are mandated by the Constitution itself

will we feel truly secure that an end to discriminition in

employment will be possible.

Equal educational opportunities are effectively denied to

women by many jurisdictions through a pattern of formal

restrictions and active discouragement of women and girls from

entering vocational training programs. Only an Equal Rights

Amendment will ensure that women will be able to obtain equal

educational opportunities and thereby break through the trap

of continually being only relegated to "women's work."

Of course, equal educational opportunity laws, like Title

IX, are only statutes and, as such, c, be repealed. Law-by-

law, state by state efforts at eliminating sex discrimination

simply will not do. We will never see an end to discrimination

unless non-discrimination in all government activities,

including education, becomes the fundamental law of the land.

Only an Equal Rights Amendment will insure that women and girls

will be given fair educational opportunities and that the wage

gap between men and women will be eliminatod.

There is another significant source of educatiOn and

training to which access by women is severely restricted and

frequently denied: that provided by the military services.

The military is the single largest educational and training

institution in the United States. It has taught millions of

" r
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persons advanced skills and occupations which they might

otherwise never have been exposed to. Indeed, military

occupation training is the route by which many poor Americans

are able to pull themselves out of poverty. Unfortunately, the

military is one of the principal discriminators against women.

Indeed, the Reagan Administration's
recent preclusion Of

women from some 23 Army military occupational specialties, which

had been open to them under the previous Administrations, has

effectively destroyed the Army careers of many women. Through

this discriminatory preclusion,women have once again been denied

access-tomany military occupation
specialties which would train

them for such non-traditional jobs as carpentry, plumbing, and

other skilled trades.

The armed services, may, in a future Administration,

reverse themselves. But such a reversal is likely to be only

transitory. Only an Equal Rights Amendment will ensure that

women members of the armed services will have equal opportunity,

based upon their individual abilities, to learn the skills that

will significantly improve their economic lot in poet-service
life. Until an Equal Rights Amendment is added to the
Constitution, a principal vehicle for lifting themselves out
of poverty (and possibly the only meaningful Ale left after the

massive social program budget cuts imposed by the Reagan

Administration) will be denied to women.

If our years of litigation and lobbying for equality have
taught us anything, it is that discrimination

against women is

embedded throughout the fabric of our laws. For years, we (and

imilar organizations) have sought to root it out one law at a

time. We have had some success in this. But, there are too

many discriminatory laws remaining for the job to be completed

in our lifetime. And, new laws are being enacted all the time.
It is obvious to us (as we believe It is to any student of

41 MR 41 RA
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women's issues) that the only way by which real progress can

be achieved in making our society one in which the wportimities

and rights of women are truly equal to those of men is for the

adoption of an Equal Rights Amendment.

The people clearly know this. The Equal Rights Amendment

is supported by a margin of two to one in virtually all regions

of the country. The will of the people has been frustrated

over the past few years by a handful of narrow-minded and cynical

state legislators. But, we have an obligation to ourselves and

our children not toAlive up.

we ask you to once again submit to the states the Equal

Rights Amendment so that America may finally become the land

of equal opportunity.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Berns, we will turn to you at this time. We

are delighted to have you here.

STATMENT OF WALTER BERNS

Dr. BEarTs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Following the example of
Senator Tsongas, I suppose I should also list among my qualifica-
tions three children, only two of whom are daughters, however.

Senator HATCH. Only two of whom are daughters?
Dr. BERNS. Only two.
Senator HATCH. Well, you are not as good as Senator. Tsongas,

but
Dr. BERNS. I am not so sure that that disqualifies me or makes

me less qualified to address this issue.
Senator HATCH. I might mention that Elaine and I have six chil-

dren, three of whom are daughters.
Dr. BERNS. I was struggling to find some example of someone

who had eight or nine; you might call him before this committee.
Senator HATCH. Good idea.
Dr. BERNS. 1 want to say at the outset that I agree absolutely

with the effort to abolish all statutes, ordinances and regulations
that discriminate against women.

Senator HATCH. So do I.
Dr. BERNS. I would suspect that there is very little argument in

this country about that right now; at least there is very little
public argument. There may be still some people who harbor that
kind of prejudice, but I think the state of opinion in this country is
now such that no one will publicly avow such an unenlightened

f;
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view. My opposition to the equal rights amendment is confined to
its ambiguity. I do not know what it means.

Senator HATCH. Can you pull your microphone just a little closer
so we can all hear you?

Dr. BERNS, I do not know what it means, and I said it in my pre-
pared statement.

Senator HATCH. We will put your complete statement in the
record, without objection.

Dr. BERNS. If you were to conduct a poll, a survey, among the
sponsors of this amendment in this SenateSenate Joint R-..1sAlu-
tion 10you would likely find a considerable amount of diskce-
ment as to its intended effect. And I find it somewhat astonishing
that this body would propose to amend the Constitution in what ev-
eryone regards as a fundamental way, an important way, without
knowing as precisely as possible what the purpose of that.change is
likely to be.

As I say, I do not know what it neans. In Senator Tsongas' testi-
mony this morning, I was confirmed in that opinion that the
Senate is not yet certain as to what it means.

I must say, it somewhat surprised me to hear him say that he
had not anticipated the questions that you asked him.

Senator HATCH. These are basic questions on this issue.
Dr. BERNS. Well, they certainly are
Senator HATCH. You ought to hear some of my difficult ques-

tions.
Dr. BERNS. I anticipated them because many of the questions you

asked are in my particular statement here. I am not going to read
that statement, largely because so much of it has to do with those
questions that you asked.

It is not my job to give you or this committee my answer to this.
Does this amendment, for example, outlaw a male-only draft? Or
would it, with reference to the Bob Jones decision yesterday, haver'
the same effect with rr.spect to private schools that segregate on
the basis of sex?

For example, to put it simply, would Wellesley College be in the
same position as Bob Jones University now if the ERA were to be
adopted?

Or to give one other example that you did not mention this
morning: What would be the effect of the adoption of this amend-
ment on what I call the second generation abortion cases? I have in
mind there specifically Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri
against Danforth, where, among other things, the court said, as I
mentioned in my sti,ementin fact, I might as well read it:

"A husband may have a deep and proper concern and interest in
his wife's pregnancy and in the growth and development of the
fetus she is carrying. But in the event of a conflict between him
and his wife with respect to that pregnancy, his interests must give
way to the wife's right to have the abortion." Now, it seems to me
that the ERA, if it is adopted, would have the effect, if the amend-
ment is read lice, ally, of elevating what the court here describes as
his "interest" in the birth of that child into a right to the birth of
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he child. The courts again have to figure out how you resolve a
conflict between the right of the father to the child and the right of
the wife to abort the child. This is one If those questionsit is
about the only one that I anticipated that you did not anticipate in
your questioning of Senator Tsongas.

I would say only one ether thing here, really. When Senators or
when anyone else tells this committee Clot these are matters to be
left to the court's, it seems to me altogether proper for you to ask
the further question, "Are you perfectly willing, Senator Tsongas,
to accept any answer to these questions that the courts give?"

Let me take an example from 14th amendment equal protection
litigation. We left that matter to the courts. That is one of the
troubles with the 14th amendment, The Congress of the United
States did not, in fact, define, as it was entitled to do under the
fifth and concluding section of the 14th amendment, the privileges
and immunities of citizens of the United States. We then had about
a hundred years of indecision with respect to the meaning of the
14th amendment. And I would submit that this is a bad example
fOr the advocates of the ERA to point to, because that set back the
cause of racial equality in this country a long, long time.

But even so, here is the equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment. What does it mean? Does it mean what the court said
in 1896, in Plessey v. Ferguson, or does it mean what the court said
in 1954 in the case of Brown v. the Board of Education of Shawnee
County, Kansas? What does it mean?

Well, it seems to me that Senator Tsongas is saying:
We will leave this matter to the court and I, who have not been able to make up

my mind on this, will be satisfied with any answer the court gives. Military draft
for womenwhatever the court says; Wellesleywhatever the court says.

I think that is improper. I think it shows a certain disrespect for
the Constitution of the United States. One further point on that:
this Congress has an obligation to the people of the United States
from whom the Constitution comes. The Constitution does not come
out of this legislative body; it comes out of the people of the United
States. The people express their opinion with respect to this and
their considered judgment of this when, in the States, they vote on
the question of the ratification to the Constitution.

The people of the United States should know what it is they are
putting into the Constitution, and this body and the House, on the
other side of the Hill, has an obligation to Le specific as to what it
is the people of the United States are going to do to the Constitu-
tion, whose authors they are.

Thank you.
(Prepared statement follows:)

C
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER BERNS

I must say at the outset that I agree with the effort to abolish all

statutes, ordinances, and regulations that discriminate against women. As

someone who has taught constitutional law for thirty years, it has always

seemed to me that the Supreme Court's decision in Oradwell v. State of

Illinois (16 Wall. 130(1(173)), upholding the right of Illinois to exclude

women from the practice of law, had to be ranked, if not, like Dred Scott

v. Sandford, among the most pernicious decisions ever to come down from that

Court, then, surely, among the least enlightened. It is astonishing now to

notice that only one member of the Court (Chief Justice Chase) saw fit to

dissent in that case and that even he was too timid to write an opinion.

But, as the cigarette ads say, we've come a long way since then.

In fact, we've come a long way since 1972 when the Congress first proposed

"his amendment in this form. At least sixteen states now have constitutional

provisions similar to the proposed ERA; Title VII, of the Civil Rights Act of

1964 has been used effectively to extend the right of women to equal employ-

ment opportunity; and, in a handful of Fourteenth Amendment-equal protection

cases, the Supreme Court has invalidated state-based discriminatory p.ovisions.

In this connection, it is of interest to note that one of the subjects debated

here in 1970 had to do with the right of young women to be accepted as students

in the service academies at Annapolis and West Point. A policy that then

seemed ill-advised to many has .since been implemented to the satisfaction of

almost everybody.

My opposition to this proposed Equal Rights Amendment is limited to its

ambiguous wording: I don't know what it means--or, to state my objection more

precisely, there no agreement as to what it means. In fact, I would wager

that a survey of congressional opinion would disclose that there is no agree-

ment here as to what it means, not even among the resolution's co-sponsors.

It speaks of equality of rights without identifying those rights. In this

respect it should be compared with Article I, section 8, where Congress is

'Resident Scholar, American Enterprise Institute; Professorial Lecturer,
Georgetown University.
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authorized to secure for limited times the "exclusive right" of authors and

inventors to their respective writings and discoveries, and with the Nineteenth

and Twenty-sixth Amendments which specifically protect the right to vote.

Such specificity is lacking in S.J. Res. 10. If adopted, it would be the

only provision in the Constitution bestowing or protecting a right without

identifying the right.

It might, of course, be said that identification is unnecessary; that

the language, being absolute in its terms, permits no exceptions or qualifica-

tions; that It means that the rights enjoyed by men cannot be denied to women

or, conversely, that the rights enjoyed by women cannot be denied to men.

That is to say, as drafted, this constitutional language forbids all laws,

federal as well as state, that classify by sex. But I know of no one who

in fact favors this interpretation, not even the authors of that landmark

article in the Yale Law joernal! They say the "constitutional mandate must

he absolute," but they don't really mean to say that all gender classifica-

tions must be forbidden. Their constitutional amendment would permit laws

taking account of physical
characteristics unique to one sex or the other- -

for example, laws respect'ng wet nurses and sperm banks.2 It would also

permit laws resting on some other constitutional right, such as the right

to privacy,
3 (This was intended to reassure

those oppu.nts of the ERA who

feared that its adoption would outlaw the separatl'.n of the sexes in public

restrooms.) Thus, while insisting that the mandate must be absolute, they

would permit exceptions which they call qualifications.
Is this what the

co-sponsors of S.J. Res. 10 mean? I don't know and. I submit, neither does

this committee.

Other supporters of the proposed amendment are even less absolutist in

their reading of its terms. Generally speaking, their
intention is to make

sex, like race, a sweet classification,
suspect--and therefore harder to

justify-but not absolutely forbidden, or suspect and
therefore subject to a

1. Barbara A. Brown, Thomas I, Emerson, Gail Falk, and Ann E. Freedman,

"Ihe Equal Rights Amendment: A Constitutional Basis (Dr Equal Rights for

Woman," Yak 1,J., Vol. 80 (April 1971), pp, R71-985.

2. Ibid., p. 894.

3. ibid., p. 901,

hy
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stricter judicial scrutiny. What this implies is that it is not necessary

to know what the language means because in due course the courts will tell

us what it means, and that it is altogether proper to delegate this authority 0--

(1'1'to the courts. If this is the intention of S.J. Res, 10, I would ask its ?e,

co-sponsors whether they are willing to accept Any meaning the courts give

its language, If so, I would charge them with treating the Constitution with

contempt; if not, I would ask them to point to the standard on the basis of

which they could charge the courts with having misinterpreted the language.

If it is said, as it was when the PRA was lest. debated here, that the

courts will be guided by "legislative history," I would reply that what is

being debated here is nut a piece of legislation. It is a constitutional

provision, and the Constitution does not derive from or come out of the

legislature. The Constitution derives from the people in their sovereign

capacity; as Hamilton made clear in Federalist 78, it is an expression of the

people's will, and it can be mended only by a "solemn and authoritative act" -/
1

of the people. That it is the people (and not the courts or the Congress)

that may so act was described by Hamilton as the 'fundamental principle of

republican government." By Article V, Congress .s authorized to propose

amendments to the Constitution, but it is the people, acting through their

representatives in the state legislatures or in the state conventions, who

adopt amendments. And they ought to know what it is they are adopting. Cr,

they ought to know, and to know precisely, what it is they are being asked

to adopt. Are the co-sponsors of S.J. Res. 10 willing to say to the people

of the United States that by adopting this constitutional amendment they would

he making sex a suspect clwisification, that they cannot be sure as to what

.'at means, but that, in due course, tie courts will let them know what that

means?

Let me he more precis.:. Are the co-sponsors willing to say to the American

people, "We don't know whether this amendment will invalidate a male-only

draft, hut, not to worry, the courts will tell yo`''? That we haven't been

able to agree a, to whether the states would still be enti6t,' to require

separate dormitories in their iolleges and universities. but that in time

the courts will decide And that if they can't come to a common decision,

a rAaitirit of thy ';iipreme Court will the matter" 'fliat, truth to tell,
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some of us are of the opinion that the EPA will outlaw separate Junior high

schools, one for boys and one for girls, and that others - -that is to say,.

other co- s--are of the opinion that it will not outlaw them, but you

the sovereign people of the United State', ought not to let that bother yout

That we all agree that Congress is already entitled to withhold financial

support from private sch 'A that segregate on the basis of race, but we

haven't been able to make up our minds as to 'whether the ERA will require

Congress to withhold it from private schools that segregate c. the basis of

sex? That most of us are persuaded that the courts are already authorized

to grant affirmative relief in order to remedy the effects of past racial

discrimination- -for example, most of us believe that benign racial quotas

are aceeptahle--hut we ale not sure about benign sex quotas, but, again, we

are :ontent to allow the cow answer that question, and answer it one way

or the other? That we confess that we never thought about the issue of sex

entitlements similar to racial entitlements- -that is to say, whether the

right of woman to vote will now be equivalent to the right of a racial

minority to vete which, as we all know, now includes the right to be represented

by a member of that racial group? tor, to be more accurate, we haven't thought

about whether a gender group's right to vote can, like a racial *ivy's, be

"diluted" when the group is not sufficiently represented.) That- -and this

will be my last example - -we have not wondered as to the effect of the ERA on

what might be called the second - generation
abortion cases, but we are delighted

to leave that issue to the courts?
4

I said at the outset that I am opposed to laws that discriminate against

women, and I meant what I said. I also said that, even without an Equal

Rights Amendment, we have made considerable progress toward the complete

elimination oC such laws; but I did not mean to suggest that we had succeeded

in eliminating all of them. There is still work to be done. But to do that

work does net require a constitutional amendment. All vestiges of discrimina-

tion can he eliminated b., simple legislative enactment, many of them by acts

4...., According to Planned_ renthood of Central Missouri v. Danforth, 428

U.':. ;1 (1976), a husband may have a "deep-Tina provr concern and interest...

in his wife's pregnancy and in the growth and development of the fetus she

is carrying," hat, in the event of a conflict, his interest malt give way to

a wife.., right to have an abort ion. Read l iteral ly, the rut. wi ild convert

his interest Into a right, a right equal to the wifu's,
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of Congress. If, for the most obvious **awl., it is the will of Congress

to draft women as well as men Into the armed forces, thereby putting an end

to s practice that discriminates
against even, Congress need only say so.

(And if the President vetoes the measure. it is clear from the number of

co-sponsors of S.J. Res. 10 that the veto will he overridden.) And if the

yietislaturos of the 35 states that, during the 1970s, ratified the ERA are

truly determined to Abolish
single-sox public schools, equalize the laws

respecting prostitution (by providing for the punishment of the men who purchase

the service, of the woman),
abolish maximum hour laws for women, and so on,

they need only say so. And it is difficult for me to believe that the remaining

fifteen states could long sustain their isolation from what would then appear

to he national public opinion in fairer of equality of treatment. 1 urge

you to leave the Constitution alone.

Contrary to what is sometimes said, it is nct a "sexist" document.

It is in fact remarkably free of references to gender. Not one of its

provisions had to be changed before a woman could serve in House or Senate

or on the Supreme Court, or would have to be changed to allow a woman to be

elected President. 'Not one of its provisions had to be changed before women

could vote. he Constitution may not be perfect, but it is a better document

now than it would be with this ERA.

That amendment should be I.oeled a judiciary act, an act extending the

jurisdiction of the federal courts, an act inviang the courts (and ultimately

the Supreme Court) to decide the particular issues that members of Congress

would appear eager to avoid. It would of necessity foster still more judicial

activism. and I am no friend of judicial activism. Unlike the friends of

judicial activism, I do not believe that the good judge is one who asks himself

what i% gond for the country and then seeks "to translate his answers to that

question into constitutional law."5 Off)cials with the power to decide "what

good for the country" are officials that I want to be able to vote out of

office when, in my judgment, they decide wrong. This, I close by saying, was

also the desire of the framers of the Coastitution.

'S. Kenneth L. Karst, "InvidiJus Discrimination: Justice Douglas and
the itetarn of the 'Natural- ..aw-laie Process Formula," U.C.L.A. Law Review,
vol. lh (hinc lq69), p. 720.
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Senator HATCH. Thank vou, Dr. Berns.
Let us turn to you, Ms. Tucker. You state in your testimony that

there are still laws which "sanction inequality. Now, I would like
you to describe several of these laws which exist at tile Federal
level, if you pleaw..

I would like to know what laws you would place in thill category.

If you cculd be exhaustive, it would be ideal; if you would like to
submit more for the record, we will be happy to keep the record
open for you But give us at least some of your feelings on this
matter now.

Ms. TUCKER. On the laws that currently exist at the Federal
level?

Senator HATCH. Which "sanction inequality"?
Ms. TUCKER. Which sanction inequality?
Senator HATCH. I am talking about the Federal level now.
Ms. TUCKER. Well, at the State level, they are running rampant,

unfortunately. At the Federal level, I think the most obvious ones
deal with the military of the ones that are present today. The mili-

tary is the prime discriminator in employment and in employment
training against women.

Only recently, in the areas where women were able to compete
for jobs, the administration, by regulation, cut back the number of
military occupation specialties available for women.

I think something like over 70 percent of the military jobs cur-
rently are denied on the basis of sex to women.

Senator HATCH. Would you have those jobs assigned the basis of
numerical equalityin other words, 50-50?

Us. TUCKER. I would have those jobs given on the most common
sense basis that I can think of.

Senator HATCH. But if you have sex as an absolute classification,

it may mean a 50-50
Ms. Tit( KER. If we have an absolute standard if review, the way

the jobs should be given is that there is no discrimination on the
basis of sex. But there may well be decisions made to classify jobs

on the basis of who is the best person to do that job.
That is what this amendment is all about, to give people i idivid-

ual treatment, to get rid of the stereotype that they cannot do the
job. I think that is the most blatant area of discrimination current-
ly existing in current Federal laws.

Senator HATCH. Now, I would like to pursue with you briefly this
idea that under the ERA, you cannot classify by sex, but that you
might be able to classify on the basis of some other functional char-
acteristic for example, the ability to lift heavy weightsand that
such a classification would be permissible even if it excluded a dis-
proportionate number of women. Frankly, I do ibt such a classifica-

tion could survive.
bet me read you the statements of several of the leading propo-

!lents of the ERA in this regard. Again, Professor Emersonand I
have' ciked him more than most becatue the prior sponsors of the
ERA in the early days of battle described his as the definitive
study on the ERA and incorporated his work in Their legislative

hi story. I do not think most ERA proponents would disagree with
that even to this day.
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Professor Emerson, for example, in his Yale Law Journal article
states that, "Admissions tests for the military must be neutral to
insure that they do not operate to disqualify more women than
men." In other words, he does not really mean that they must be
"neutral," but that they have to result in approximately the samenumbers of men and women qualifying.

It seems to me that his concept of equal opportunity is straight
affirmative action analysis. Would you disagree with that?

Ms. TUCKER. Yes, I disagree with that, Senator. I think the
reason is not to say that you should have certain numbers ofpeople in order to show that it is equal. What yr, have to do is
show that an individual is not discriminated against on the basis of
sex; that their individual qualifications are taken into consider-
ation.

Senator HATCH. Professor Berns, what do you have to say?
Dr. BERNS. Well, this is another example of where there is dis-

agreement among the leading proponents of the ERA as to what it
uwans If you are going to continue to ask me these questions, I
will answer in the kind of litany, the way Senator Tsongas did. Hesaid turn it over to the courts, and I will say, well, there is another
example of this disagreement and it will have to be resolved by the
courts. The differen.e between me and Senator Tsongas on this
point is I am not happy with having the courts deride it.

Senator HAMH. Well, neither am I.
Let me just go back to the same point. Barbara Brown, one of the

leading authorities on this subject, states in her textbook onwomen's rights that, "Neutral rules such as tests and physical re-
quirements that exclude a large percernage of women from certain
jobs are subject to strict scrutiny because of their 'disparate
impact' upon women."

She is not, in my opinion, talking about equal opportunity either,
as most people know it. I think she is talking about equal results.

First of all, do you disagree with what she said? And, second, do
you disagree with my characterization that I think she is talking
more about equal results than about equal opportunity?

Ms. TUCKER. I do not think she is talking about equal results. I
think the essence of it is she is talking about equal opportunity.
These cases are in the courts right now, Senator, and many of
these laws have been struck down, some of them on the basis of a
strict scrutiny, others on an "other standards" basis.

The problem is what has been the standard, and my point is that
the equal rights amendment will say that sex discrimination is un-
acceptable under our law, and will tell the courts that that is the
standard. They do not need to fool around anymore with all of
these varying standards they have had to over the last 12 years.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Berns?
Dr. BERNS. I would agree with that. I certainly think that, at a

minimum and by that J mean if the ERA is not interpreted liter-
ally, and I know of no one who advocates a literal interpretation,
we will have a gender classification being treated in the same way
as a racial classification is now treated, making it a SUS' Peet classifi-
cation requiring strict scrutiny, and so fOrth and so on.

That, of course, does not answer all our questions bei ause



Senator i Isms But it (local emphasize the fact that the Supreme
Court will be obligated to strictly scrutinize any classification based
on sex.

Dr. BERNS. Yes, and that leaves pending these questions, or in a
way it does not leave them pending because if the advocates of the
ERA are serious in this, meaning that if they intend gently classi-
fication to be treated the same way as racial classifications are
treated, then that leaves us with this: just as we cannot have seg-
regation of the schools on the basis of race, we cannot have segre-
gation of the schools on the basis of sex. And down the drain go all
the public schools where there is a separate school system for boys
and girls, and so forth, and down the drain goes Wellesley.College,
just as down the drain yesterday went Bob Jones University.

-Some of us might lament the oneone of my daughters is a
graduate of Wellesley, incidentallymore than the other, but taev-
ertheless that seems to me to be the conclusion.

So, all right, Ms. Tucker and I agree that sex equals race he.e
with respect to the Constitution. Next series of questionsand you
have asked them and I have asked them in my paper, and Senator
Tsongas did not answer them.

Ms. TUCKER. Senator, may I just respond to one of the state-
ments?

Senator HATCH. Sure. I am going to ask him questions and give
you the opportunity to respond.

Ms. TUCKER. You are concerned, then, that if the Supreme Court
said that once there is an equal rights amendmentevery sex clas-
sification, then, would go to the Supreme Court on the basis of a
suspect classification.

I would like to point out one thing. Once we have
Senator HATCH. That is not quite what I said, but go ahead.
MS. TUCKER. Once we have a standard that prohibits discrimina-

tion on the basis of sex, or prohibits a classification on the basis of
sexonce we have that kind of standard, the wonderful thing
about Americans in their compliance with the law is that you can
be sure that, voluntarily, State legislatures, the Federal Govern-
ment and everyone else will clean house as to that, because we are
law abiders.

Now, in those areas where we have questions, of course there
will be litigation. But for the first time, we will know that that
standard is forbidden and the laws will change without packing the
courts full of cases.

The thoughtful issues and many of the issues that you raise
t slay, of course, will have to be decided by the courts; they have to
be. We have a mechanism to decide that that has been going on for
200 ye rs; it is finely tuned.

But the fact of the matter is what i3 going to flapped% we will
get equality by the mere passage of that equal rights amendments
because our citizens will want to comply with that law.

Senator HATCH. 1 do mit think it is quite that simple. Second, I
raised the issue, and will raise it throughout tnese hearings, of
whether is wise, as Professsr Berns has 024 the issue, to allow
the courts to decide all of these very difficukand wide-ranging
problems.
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Ms. TtnitEa. But., Senator, they are already deciding it. What we
are saying is if we pass a law---

Senator HATCH. Fine, but today we can mitigate the impact of
those decisions with statutes, which we will not be able to do if the
equal rights amendment becomes part of the Constitution.

It will create a tremendous morass; even on these anticipated dif-
ficulties, nobody' sponsoring the ERA can clearly predict what the
outcomes are going to be and what we are going to have to face in
this country. And that, to me, is a very serious problem with the
equal rights amendment.

Ms. TUCKER. Senator, I have two points.
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Ms. TUCKER. First of all, I have tried to show you today that, in

fact, the equal rights amendment will give us more certainty in the
courts, and hopefully will lead to less litigation.

Senator HATCH. I do not understand that.
Ms. TUCKER. But your point about the fact that somehow you canchange legislation if you make a mistake-- I would like to submit

that there is a proven record already that there has bee', a rr'.take
in a constitutional amendment and we repealed one of those.

So, if, in fact, equal protection of the laws leads to the parade of
horribles which some opponents of the equal rights amendment
fear, then, in fact, at that day, at that time, we should repeal it.But I am saying right now the message from the people is clear.
We want equal rights for women.

Dr. BERNS. I was just thinking, Senator, if I may--
Senator HATCH. Go ahead, Dr. Berns.
Dr. BERNS. I suppose Ms. Tucker was referring to something that

I have not said today, and hoped I would not have to say today, and
that you have not said today. I refer to this business about single-
sex toilets.

Now, if the courts were, in fact, to misinterpret Ms. Tucker, and
rule that ordinances requiring separate toilet facilities for men and
women are unconstitutional, we could overrule the courts by
amending the Constitution. That is her point. Well, I am glad I amnot on the Committee that would have to draft that exception to
the ERA. It would have to take the form, "Nothing in this' Ian-
g rage means that boys and girls have to go to the same toilet."And I don't want to sully the Constitution of the United States
with such a provision.

Senator HA1rCH. Drafting an amendment to clarify any of these
problems, may be very difficult to do.

You may recall, Ms. Tucker, that Congress has engaged in exten-sive debate in recert years on whether or not constitutional civil
rights violations will be judged by the so-called intent standard,
wherein intent or motivation of alleged civil rights violators is
evaluated or by a resultagr a disparate impact standard where the
statistical impact of an action is principally considered.

Now, under the 14th i mendment, the Supreme Court has stated
clearly that sex discrimination is evaluated by an intent standard.
I cite Massachusetts v. Feeney case, decided in 1979.

Now, many ERA proponents have stated that the results or dis-
parate impact standard is more appropriate under the equal rights
amendment.
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What is your intention in supporting the ERA, that it be defined
in terms of intent analysis or effects analysis?

Ms. TUCKER. Senator, I must say when I came here today, I
hoped to enlighten the committee with things that I have knowl-
edge about. I must confess that at this point, I would feel very un-
comfortable giving to you an analysis without careful study of that.

Senator HATCH. I understand.
Dr. BERNS. If I may, Senator- -
Senator HATCH. Go ahead, Dr. Berns.
Dr. BERNS. That again is a legitimate question that arises pre-

cisely at the point when we identify sex discrimination and race
discrimination. If the two are to be equated in the law, as there
seems to be an agreement here that they would be, then this ques-
tion of entitlements does indeed arise.

For example, with the Voting Rights Act, you might recall that I
testified before this committee on my objections to the amended
section 2 that finally was not adopted because of precisely my con-

cern that it would, as you put it, have the effect of embodying the
notion of proportional representation.

I would turn to nay written statement, which I have not read,
where I raised the question about a gender group's right to vote
being equivalent to a racial group's right to vote, and whether that
right to vote could be diluted when the group is not sufficiently

represented.
I mean, that is the situation we are in now with respect to group

entitlements. And if the two are to be equated, race and sex, then
it seems to me it is at least a question as to whether the propo-
nents of the ERA intend to go as far as the proponents of racial
equality have, in fact, gone, and as far as the courts, and I suppose

a large part of this country have gone.
For example, benign quotas--
Senator HATCH. Almost any classification has been found to be

unconstitutional under the suspect facial standard.
Dr. BERNS. Yes. When Ms. Tucker said that Larne', I started to

think of some case where that term was used and where the result
was the opposite as she suggested, and I could not think of any.

Senator HATCH. Well, let me just ask you, Ms. Tucker, some of
the questions. you heard me ask Senator Tsongas earlier.

Now, what, for example in your opinion, will be the impact of
the equal rights amendment upon policies of affirmative action?
Let me give you a c ouple of specific examples. Suppose Congress
Passed a law establishing a 10-percent set-aside for female contrac-

tors on public works projects, which is something we have done for
racial minorities. Would such a program be consistent with the
equal rights amendment?

Ms. TUCKER. Senator, again I would like to say that this is not
my area of expertise. I could venture into my feeling about this,
and that is where there is a classification that aids discrimination,
as opposed to a classification to eliminate discrimination, that is s
factor that will always have to be looked at in the individual case
that will come up.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask one that I think is in your area.
Dr. BERNS. May I interrupt, Senator?
Senator HATCH. Sure.
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Dr. BERNS. lf the Congress were to do that, you would be present-
ing a lesser problem to the Department of Commerce than you ,didwith respect to that set-aside for minorities.

Senator HATCH. So, you are saying it is much more likely underthe ERA?
Dr. BARNS. Well, no. I am saying that the Commerce Department

would have much less difficulty identifying who was a man andwho was a woman than it now has in identifying who is an Hispan-ic and who is an Innuit and who is a black.
Senator HATCH. That is an interesting comment,
What about affirmative action admission programs in whichpreference is given to -men and women to establish what the ad-ministrators of a college or a university consider to be a balancedadmissions program?
If this were a public university, would such an affirmative action

program be constitutional under the equal rights amendment?Ms. 'Nom. I am not trying to dodge these questions, Senator.Senator HATCH. OK.
Ms. TUCKER. I guess I would like to, because these are formalhearings, be able to carefully consider them, as I hale been trained
consider them, a little more carefully. I will, again, respond toyou, though, that in these kinds of admissions policies, the purposeof the policy, whether it is to eliminate discrimination or whetherit is designed to foster discrimination, is one of the factors that hasto be looked at on a case-by-case basis.

Senator HATCH. Would you agree with the California Commis-
sion on the equal rights amendment that "neither benign nor com-pensatory aid will be allowable under the absolute interpretation ofthe ERA, since such programs discriminate against men solely onthe basis of sex?"

Ms. TUCKER. I think that the equal rights amendment will be ashelpful to men as it will be to women. I have not read the Califor-nia 1 eport. I am hesitant to comment on it, but I would be happy torespond to it later.
Senator HATCH. Did, you agree with the Commission in the quotethat I just read you?
Ms. TUCKER. Could you read that last part again?
Senator HATCH. Let me just read that again. They said:
Neither benign nor compensatory aid will be allowable under the absolute inter-pretation of tho ERA, since such program:; discriminate against men solely on thebasis of sex.

Ms. TUCKER. Well. I am not sure whether they do discriminate
against men on the basis of sex.

Senator HATCH. OK. Let me give you one where women havecomplained that men have the law in their favor. A number of
commentators on the ERA have stated that the so-called veterans'
preference programs, where we accord preference to veterans in
public hiring throughout this country because of the service that
they have given, will be unconstitutional under the ERA. Wouldyou agree with that?

Ms. TUCKER. Again, this is riot my area of expertise, but my un-derstanding is that classifications on the basis of sex would have to

Li!)
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be viewed with the idea that there should be no discrimination on
the basis of sex under an equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. You are familiar that the Women's Legal De-

fense Fund--
Ms. TUCKER. I am a member of that organization.
Senator HATCH [continuing]. Filed an amicus brief on precisely

that issue in the courts?
Ms. TUCKER. I am aware of that, but I myself have not read that.

We have many members in the organization, and many briefs.
Senator HATCH. All right. On the issue of abortion, irrespective

of our philosophical differences, I want to know what the ERA will
do. What would be your view on the impact of the ERA upon Fed-

eral, State, and local limitations on public fundil, of abortions?
Ms. TUCKER. Senator, again, my area of expertise has been in the

domestic relations field and I do not think I could lend light to you
as you have asked on that.

Senator HATCH. OK. What about the issue of homosexual mar-
riages? Would the ERA render laws against homosexual marriages
unconstitutional? That involves your field of domestic relations.

Ms. TUCKER. I am not an expert in the field. I can give you an
answer of some facts that might be helpful to you.

Senator HATCH. Sure.
Mr: TUCKER. Of the 16 States that have passed ERA's, 8 States

have wording that would be identical to the Federal amendment.
In those 8 States, cases have come up through the courts and it is
very clear that the issue of sexual preference is not covered in
those States.

Senator HATCH. Yes, but if the equal rights amendment is

passed.
Ms. TUCKER. But I am saying in the States, which is the only

place one can glean experience from--
Senator HA'FCirl. Right.
Ms. TUCKER [continuing]. That have the exact wording, the cases

have been in the courts and none of those cases has said that the
issue of sexual preference is covered by the equal rights amend-
ment.

Senator HATCH. As I understand it, there has only been one case
on that subject, Singer v. Tiara, not several cases. Are you aware of
other cases?

Ms. TUCKER. I do not have the names of the cases, Senator. I
would be happy to find them for you.

Senator HATCH. I would appreciate that.
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has surveyed the entire

Federal law to determine changes that would be required by the
ERA.

One of their observations was that all college fraternities and so-

rorities at public educational institutions would have to be replaced

by what they termed equal admission social societies.
Now, in your view, would the equal rights amendment re( aire

the outlawing of fraternities and sororities at public colleges and
unit'ersities?

Ms. TUCKER. Senator, this is another issue that I have not ad-
dressed, nor does my field of expertise address.

Senator lla Tem OK.

r
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Ms. TUCKER. I think there are a lot of conflicting principles
there.

Senator HATCH. Di. Berns?
Dr. BERNS. Well, my answer would be the same; it is the same as

Senator Tsongas' answer. My indecision bothers me; his indecision
does not bother him.

Senator HATCH. In other words, who knowswhat in the world
the ERA does mean?

Dr. BERNS. Yes.
Senator HATCH. That is the point of your remarks and is of great

concern to me.
Dr. BERNS. Let me reiterate a point that you just brought up on

homosexual marriages. The Constitution of the United States is
quite clear with respect to laws forbidding miscegenation. We have
a decision from the Supreme Court of the United States in Loving
against whoever it was in Virginia on that particular issue.

I do suppose that this issue will arise, and if the amendment is
given its clear meaning, then it seems to me that you are depriving
a man of a right to marry a man simply because h., is a man,
which is a right enjoyed by a woman, and vice versa. How the
courts will decide that--

Senator HATCH. Well, if it is deemed a suspect classification,
much less an absolute one, how else eould they decide it?

Dr. BERNS. Well, that, of course, again is my point. If we are
equating sex and race discrimination under the formula of suspect
classifications, then here is a question that is going to arise. You
anticipated it; I anticipated it. If my memory serves me, Brown,
Falk and Emerson anticipated it back in 1971.

Senator HATCH. Prof. Paul Freund anticipated it.
Dr. BERNS. Paul Freund anticipated it in these hearings in 1972,

or whenever it was. It is a question that is going to arise. At a min-
imum, it seems to me, the cosponsors of Senate Joint Resolution 10
are obliged to tell the people of the United States what they intend
by this language with respect to this question.

Senator HATCH. The Civil Rights Commission has also concluded
that the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, which are federally chartered
organizations, provide "separate but equal" benefits to boys and
girls. The concept of "separate but equal," in their view, would be
outlawed by the ERA with respect to the sexes, the same as it is
with respect to the races under the 14th amendment.

As a result, the Commission states that "Review of the purposes
of these clubs should be undertaken to determine whether they
perpetuate sex role stereotypes." Now, under the ERA, could the
U.S. Congress continue to grant Federal charters to "separate but
equal" organizations, such as the Boy Scoots and the Girl Scouts?

Ms. TUCKER. I do not have an opinion on it, but I will again say
that this is an issue that does need review..

Senator HATCH. So the courts will have to decide this as well?
Ms. TUCK MM. The courts will have to decide it, but if we have an

ERA. Senator, they are going to have a clearer standard than they
do now to decide it.

Senator HATCH. They might just abolish the Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts and substitute "person scouts." Is that what you are saying?
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Ms. TUCKER. That could happen, and if that does happen, I do
not know if the Nation would be any worse for that, if they decided

to do that. [Laughter.]
Senator HATCH. Well, I personally think it w.uld be worse, but

that may be my Neanderthal thinking process. [Laughter.]
Go ahead.
Dr. BERNS. Taking account of the disagreements that have, in

fact, emergeddisagreements among the proponents of thisthe
conclusion that I draw from that clearly is that these are questions
that are best handled in the discrete fashion of legislation.

A principle applied in one area, say respecting Boy Scouts or ho-
mosexual marriages, may not be applicable, in fact, it may have re-
sults that Ma Tucker does not want in another area. Now, I am
aware of the fact, as she has pointed out, that to pursue the legisla-
tive route may be more laborious than to do it in one fell swoop.

Senator HATCH. Sure.
Dr. BERNS. But the consequence of doing it with one amendment,

one swoop, is, of course, to hand these questions over to the courts
and then to sit back and say, we will be contentof necessity, we
will be contentwith whatever answer these five men, a majority
of the Supreme Court, give us. And if I may become partisan here,
there is a possibility, of course, that Mr. Reagan will, in due course,
appoint, a majority of that Court. Ar i then the proponents of the
ERA are in the position of saying, We are perfectly contentI,
Senator Tsongas, am perfectly content--to allow Mr. Reagan's Su-
preme Court to give whatever answer they want to these ques-
tions."

Senator HATCH. After all, some believe that the judicial branch
of Government is the only one that is responsible around here, and
perhaps that what we should do is abdicate our responsibilities and
let them handle these problems. I think that is what you are
saying, is it not?

Dr. BERNS. That certainly is what I am saying, yes.
Senator HATCH. And that is one. reason I have always had trou-

ble with the ERA even though I. feel very strongly and deeply
about women's rights.

I might also just correct you on one point, Ms. Tucker. Boy Scout
and CH Scout organizations are constitutional in law today; they
may not be if the ERA is adopted. I think many people would be
concerned to learn what kind of extreme determina'io, could be
made pursuant to the equal rights amendment.

Let me ask you this question. I any proponents of the ERA have
argued that true equal employment opportunity is not achievable
for women until women are fully relieved of the child care bur-
dens.

The Ohio State Task Force on the ERA states, for example, that
the ERA would require consideration of a new public policy on the
issue of child care and that child care would have to be mark avail-

'able to all families who need such oervices from the Government,
irrespective of their income level.

Now, in your opinion, would the ERA create any sort of constitu-
tional right on the par+ (f individuals to secure the benefit of Gov-
ernment-supported child care services?
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Ms. TUCKER We'll. I do MA think the ERA creates rights. What it

does is it prevents discrimination on the basis of sex. But in terms
of the problems of child care, I think indeed the problem of child
care in this country is a national disgrace.

I think that people who need child care in this country am not
getting it, and that is another problem for another day to address.But because we have a problem in child care, we should ilot saythat we should not have an equal rights ameudment or women
should he denied equality in obtaining employment because they
are needed more at home than they are needed in the work force.

Senator HATCH. That is not what I am saying. Look at what
Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg said in her article on sex bias: "In
order to achieve the equality principle of the ERA, the increasingly
common twovarer family should impel development of a compre-hensaw program of Government-supported child care." Do youagree with her?

Ms T' CKEtt. I would agree with that. I think that that. would he
a terrific solution to the child care problem, hut. I think that that is
an oidependent issue from the equal rights amendment. I think if
4eto mg employment for women compels us to address the child
are problem that we only address in times of warif that compelsus to do it, fine.
Senator IlArriat Do you have any comments on that, Dr. Berns'?
Dr Paatrqs. No, sir.
Senator IIATI tt, OK. Well, I would say this: the Ohio State Task

Force on the ERA arid Judge Ginsburg seem to think that child
care would he elevated to some sort of constitutional right.

Ms. Ttsamt. Senator, I hope I get that case to bring before Judge
f ;insburg on the 11.5. court of appeals.

Senator I OK. Laughter.
Let me ask you this one. The task force of the Virginia attorney

general on the equal rights amendment has said about. the ERA
that under it, "Separate colleges, hospitals, and prisons would have
to he sexually integrated. Not only must separate colleges and prim-
ors he abolished, but Gicilities within those institutions, such as
dormitories, would have to be sex-neutral."

This analysis was prepares by Prof'. A.E. Howard of the Universi-
ty of Virginia, one of the Nation's most highly regarded constitu-
tional scholars, and presently an advisor to Governor Robb.

Would you agree with this assessment of the impact of the ERA
or and would the ERA permit separate but equal college, hospital,and prison facilities?

Ms. Toimt. Senator, I do not think I could he of any help to you
with my answer on that.

Senator I IATru. OK. I would just point out that the California
Commissioti on the ERA has said. "It is only the physical integra
t ion of men's and women's prisons that will insure the equality
the sexes which passage of the ERA will affirm as the law of the
land. Allowing the doctrine of separate but equal to exist under the
ENA will. in het, only serve to perpetuate unequal physieal fticili
ties ki/idyll by the State for the sexes."

Di, you disagree with that, or you just do not know?
Ms. TriliEu. I do not know.
Senator II/41411. (,)1( Professor Berns, do you disagree with it'?
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Dr. BERNS. I have no comment on it
Senator HATCH. Would churches continue to be allowed tax ex-

emptions and other public benefits under the ERA if they do not
allow women to hold the priesthood ur otherwise participate equal-
ly with men in the rituals or theology or functioning of the chur h?

Ms. TUCKER. Senator, that is a terribly complicated ^.n. s ex
constitutional problem.

Senator HATCH, It sure is.
Ms. TUCKER. 1 do not think I could be of any help to you on that,
Senator HATCH. Personally, though, do you agree with the resolu-

tion of the National Organization for Women that I read earlier?
Are you a member of NOW?

Ms. TUCKER. As a matter of fact, I am not a member of NOW.
Senator IlAirn. OK.
Ms. TUCKER. But that is not because I disagree with them.
Senator HATCH. 1 was not trying to embarrass you. [Laughter.)
We are going to have order in this room. I do not care which ide-

ological side you are on in this matter. We are going to show the
witnesses and we are going to show Senators the same due respect..
Frankly, I think we have had just a few too many outbursts, so let
us just try and get into this as best we can and look. at both sides.

We have got the hest people we know of right here today, and we
will have others who are experts in this area. I think it is good to
show due deference to everybody.

The National Organization of Women has approved the following
official resolution!

ResoRlsi, (It that churches and seminaries immediately sty their sexist doctrines
that assign a different role to men and women; t2 that seminaries recruit, enti,
financially aid, employ, and promote women theologians and theological students to
an equal his with men; 1:1) that Federal statutes be amended and enforced to de-
prive Mare es of their right to discriminate on the basis of sex; and, (4 that tax
exemption bt; withdrawn from any church actively opposed to abortion or ordaining
women to the ministry.

Do you agree with that or disagree?
Ms. Turims. Senator, I cannot give you a comment on that. That

is a very complicated resolution, and that is the first time I have
seen that resolution.

Senator [Byron. OK. Let me ask you this one.
Dr. BERNS. May I offer an opinion on that.?
Servitor HATCH. Yes, go ahead.
Dr. Beams. This, of course. is merely an opinion. If the ERA is

adopted and becomes part of the Constitution, that resolution from
NOW will, in fact, be adopted by the courts I suspect that to be the

SPnat Or IATrii, MO you suspect that the Catholic Church, if it
continues not to ordain wornen priests, could lose its tax exemp-
t ion?

Dr BERNS. Yes. The suspicion is based on my understanding, of
Ale winds Of doctrine that are moving through this country now,
and there is a much stronger impetus behind one than there is
behind the ether.

What bothers me about that, of course, is that I may er may toot
agree to take' communion from a woman priest, for example. I am
on Episcopalian. Hot I do strongly support the right of church. to
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answer that kind of a question for itself. It seems to me that that is
not s question that is properly answered by political forces, if youwill.

Senate-. HATCH. I agree.
Dr. BERNS. I would have thought that the first amendment of theConstitteion settled that one in favor of the churches long ago.
Senator Milli How do you think the Rob Jones University deci-sion affects thai?
Dr. BERNS. Well, when I said I suspect that NOW's opinion will

bee' adopted by the courts, I had in mind, of course, such things asthe Bob Jones situation, when only one member of the Court, in a
watse, took into account the principle of religious freedom.Senator HATCH. MS. Tucker, Sylvia Porter, the nationally syndi-cated columnist, .vho is also a supporter of the ERA, has written
that when finally passed it will require the adoption of a home-maker tax in order to insure-

Ms. TUCKER. I did not hear that, Senator.
Senator IIMVH. I am sorry, excuse me; she has written that theERA when finally pasied will require the adoption of a homemaker

tax in ord,,n to insure that housewives or househusbands are treat-
ed fairly under Social Security.

Under this proposal, proposed originally by the International
Women's Year Conference in 1975, the homemaker would be treat-.ed either as an independent contractor or an employee of the
spouse working G!!!.....de the home. The spouse working outside the
home would he subject to Social Security taxes in order to insure
that the homemaker was independently entitled to Social Security
benefits.

Would you agree with Sylvia Porter? Would the ERA constitu-
tionaliP, the requirement of some sort of additional Social Security
1tCX on a working spouse so that the homemaking spouse--the em-ployee, as it were- -could accrue Social Security benefits? Would
this be constitutionally required under the equal rights amend-
ment?

Ms. TireKER. I do not know if I can answer tI. that specifically,
but I will say that the discrimination--

Senator Hawn. What is your Opinion?
Ms. TueNER. The discrimination on th., basis of sex that current-

ly exists in the Social Security laws v'ould have to be ,:hanged. The
ERA would mandate it.

Senator IIATen. Yes, but what about tfot specific problem'?
MS. TUCKER As to a homemaker tax and as to covering the

homemaker under Social Security, I personally think that, is a Won-derful idea, and I think it is a wonderful idea because I deal withmy clients every day, ill-year-old women whose husbands
leave them, who are riven pittance for alimony. A large js'rcentage
of them never se't' it main, and they are left in their elderly years
with nothing.

Social tirlArity laws that would require their work to he recog
nized as valid, wage-earner work in the home should Is' changed to
allow Olen' to he covered.

Senator 11A Wit What yii seem to he saying is that you person-ally tel that the sponse working outside the home ought to pay
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into the Social Sean-4y system for the spouse doing the work at
home.

Ms. TUCKER. The specifics of the system, SenatorI think I
would not be the best person to talk about 'he best way to imple-

ment it.
Senator HATCH. But, do you personally feel that way?
Ms. TUCKER. But my personal feeling is, with the limited knowl-

edge I have, that I think these women as homemakers, or men as
house husbands, as you call them, should be given the protection
and payment in their old age for work performed during their mar-
riage, yes, sir.

Senator HATCH. OK. You are an expert on property law. Several
commentators on the equal rights amendment have stated that the
41f -or -so States whi h have adopted Cie common law concept of sep-
arate property wou be required to adopt a community property
system similar to that dopted by several western States.

in fact, Barbara Br n in her textbook states that common law
property notions "violate equal rights principles," The Palifornia
Commission on the ERA describes this reform as being "one of the
most important reforms to take place ever in American law," al-
though even this may not be enough to fully satisfy the ERA."

Would the ERA render systems of property ownership that rely
on title or direct financial contributionsthe common law property
conceptuncOnstitutional, in your opinion?

Ms. TUCKER: I would like to answer the question this way. I
think the common law notions that used to follow whoever paid for
the property or whoever had title got the property, which several
States still have, by the ways and community property which is
baser) :n the idea of a comma city of the familythat both parties,
whether they are working in the home or outside the home, have
contributed to the community ----both of those laws would be under
scrutiny from the ERA.

The communi property States, although they have the concept
of recognizing the equal contribution of the homemaker in terms of
obtaining a piece of the marital piethose State laws havt: a lot of
vestiges of sex discrimination.

For instance, the men are allowed to control, the property wheth-

er or not the ives might have L Pen the ones that bought the prop-
er, N.

those l:n would he struck down.
In terms of the equal rights amendment's effect on the common

law notion, I think it will go to the fact that, you recognize the
hometeaker':, contribution as being a currency or Nue] worth to
the dollar that the other spouse outsidt. the home brings in.

Senator Wercii. But many of those laws have already been
.,4tricken down in the States under the equal protection clause.

What I was WA I:4 would COMIt1011 law principles of title and
title transfer tae st down as unconstitutional tintIer the equal
ie.)&4 amendment'?

"fitf.itiol. It they are sex lwed classifications, they would he
'ir

.4en:or II. \V '1I. ;t11 they `-4I`X based? If they are MO C1)111111t1

MIV 111'00'0 V IFftJ!,, %.4011111 they he SCX 1)1V-0,11, its ylour opinion?
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Ms. TIVKER. II it is mers,:y a title law, I do not think they would
be covered by the equal rights amendment.

Smator HATCH. OK. Now, let me ask you just a couple of ques-
tions about the military Which ; asked Senator Tsongas.

Do you believe that. the equal rights amendment would result in
the overturning of the Supreme Court's decision in Rostker v. Gold-
her that t..7ongress can limit drat': r:.gistration to men? Would that
be ov :urned?

M8. TUCKER. Senator, I am not an expert on the military,
Senator ElArcti, You did discuss it in your paper, however.
Ms. TVCKKR. Yes; but I will attempt to answer it in saying that I

believe the registration system and the draft system should not dis-
criminate on the basis of sex. In fact, with the registration system,
all men are required to register whether they are blind or lame,
and no women are required to register.

Senator ',Awn. You w old require it of women, then?
Ms. TUCKER. Yes, I would.
Senator HATCH. OK. Second, would the ERA result in women

tieing assigned to combat units and related duties on the identical
basis as men?

Ms. TuricHt. I believe I answered that before. I believe the as-
sigifirient to combat duties is based on a commonsense classification
of who is the best person to do the job. And if a woman can shoot
gun better and is able to be in combat, more power to her.

SellItOr HATCH. In a Yale Law Journal article entitled "ERA andthe Military," the following quote appears: "High physical stand-
ards or skill requirements which eliminate a large portion of
women might also he Challenged as unnecessarily restrictive at atime when 8 percent of military jobs are noncombatant." Do you
agree with that?

Ms. T:irKER. I did not hear the last part.
Senator IIAT('u. "High physical standards or skill requirements

would he stricken at. a time when 85 percent of military jobs really
art, noncombatant."

Tialmi. I do not understand. The high physical standards-
,ire they in the noncombatant jobs?

Senator FlAin. What?
Ms. Ti cKER. Are the high physical requirments in the noncom-

batant johs'.1 l that what you are saying?
Senator HATI tc. Well. orross the hoard in the military. S5 pm--

timi of our people' in Ow military are in noncombatant posts right
110,A.

Trckit. Ye::,
Sen,,t fir II,va rt Now, Wintry the military require skill require -

nn :toil physical flandards, would they be stricken unless there
were approximately equal results.

Ms. Tto.sva. I do not think they would equalize the standard.think what it would do would prohibit a general c;assifici:tion,
., :avant; anyone who Call Meet the strenuous standard can be al-
lowed to take that position. It would require that interpretation.

Senator I ATcu. Then you would disagree with that article in the
Yale Law loon-tat that stated that they would lie prohibited?

Ti,csult That they would he prohibited."
S,,nater Ilfercit Th:ot !boy would In' prohibited.



MS, TUCKER. I do not know on what basis they are prohibiting.
Senator HATCH. OK.
Ms. TUCKER. I think the equal rights amendment would say that

women as well as men can compete for those jobs, and if they can
do it, they should get it.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Berns, do you have any comments on these
military questions?

Dr. BERNS. Well, I would agree with much of what Ms. Tuckei.
said. I suspect, however, that the physical capacity to perform a job
is not the only criterion that the military uses when it assigns per-
sonnel around the world.

As someone who floated around much of the world for over 4
years on a naval vessel, I am very much aware of the fact that
there were no women on that naval vessel, much as I might have
wanted them on occasion.

Senator HATCH. OK. Pis. Tucker, as an expert in domestic rela-
tions law, let me just asli you a few queStions about the ERA vis-a-
vis domestic relations law.

First, would laws which place primary responsibility upon the
male for either family support o; child support be in violation of
the ERA?

Ms. TUCKER. If the laws placed primary support on the male?
Senator HATCH. Primary responsibility, yes.
Ms. TUCKER. Yes, they would be in violation.
Senator HATCH. Would laws establishing a presumption that a

child takes the surname of its father be in violation of the ERA?
Ms. TUCKER. I had not thought about that question, Senator. I

am unaware of any law which requires it. It is the common law
that is usually followed.

Senator HATCH. Most States do have laws that require the child
to take the surname of the father.

Would those laws be challenged as unconstitutional?
Ms. TUCKER. I suspect they would be challenged, sir; yes, I do.
Senator HATCH. Do you think that under the ERA, they would be

stricken?
Ms. TUCKER. I venture not to give you an answer to that, I think

they would be challenged. I would like to think about that one
some more.

Senator IIATrir. OK. Would laws that grant a husband a divorce
if at the time of marriage he was unaware of the pregnancy of his
wile by anothe, man be in violation of the ERA? iLaughter.1

Now, we are going to have order in here
Ms. TUCKER. I think any laws, grounds, or statutes for divorce

that are sex based would fall.
Senator IIATro. And that one would fa; '

Ms. TuemER, Yes that one would fall
Senator IIATen. Would existing alimony or child custody awards

that were given under pre-ERA non-sex-neutral statutes he opened
up at the time of passage of the ERA?

Ms. TileNER. There were too ninny negatives in that. I did not
Senate, HATC11. Let me do it again. W(rild existing alimony or

child cteitiely awardli that v (,,re given under a non-sex-netitriil stat-
liti.:4 he opt>ned op by the ERA? Would such continuing &yr...Ts be
opened up?

4
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Ms. Tut sm. I think it should be known that alimony and child
support awards are always open to the court under existingJaw--

Senator HATCH. I agree.
Ms. TUCKER (continuing). On the basis of a major change in cir-

cumstances.
Senator HATCH. So, the ERA would be a major change?
Ms. TUCKER. If the ERA is determined to be a major change in

circutnstance, I would say that indeed those laws might beopened
up. And if that means that women can come in and get increased
child support awards because their contribution was not recognized
before, I aqua!! for it.

Senator Ham!. Would you agree with Barbara Brown's textbook
ERA that, "The, use of fault as a factor in alimony and support
awards would be unconstitutional under the ERA because they
have a disparate impact upon women?"

Ms. TUCKER. Senator, 1 think the use of fault is disappearing ona State-by-State basis now anyway.
Senator HATCH. Would it be required to disappear?
Ms. TUCKER. I am unsure whether fault is a sex-based classifica-

tion or whether the disparate impact would be the standard to
apply to that.

Senator HATCH. OK. Would State laws against the recognition of
common law marriages be in violation of the equal rights amend-
ment? Some ERA commentators have argued this.

Ms. TUCKER. Could you repeat that?
Senator HATCH. Would State laws against the recognition of

common law marriages be in violation of the equal rights amend-.ment?
Ms. TUCKER. I do not have an answer for that, Senator.
Senator HATCH. OK. Would you agree that the traditional mar-riage contract in this country would be sharply redefined by the

ERA? The California commission says it would be.
Ms. TUCKER I do not know what the traditional marriage con-tract is, Senator
Senator HATCH. OK. Would you agree with the Civil Rights Com-mission that
Ms. TUCKER. Could you tell me? I would Zilen to try to answerthat question.
Senator Myren. It involves assumptions about the respective

roles of the husband and wife in the martial relationship. I am not.going to get into that thicket, either. [Laughter.]
Would you agree with the Civil Right Commission that:

me I resent 14tel structure of domestic relations represents the in corporation into
law of soetal and religious views of the' proper roles of men and women with respect
to faintly life, and that such deeply ernbcdtled .lereotypes would he uddrt,ssed by theERA.'

Ms. TttcHEtt, 1 kite to ask you this again. but could you revi,,atthat again?
Senator I IATell. Sure. The Civil Rights Commission ha.4 said that:

pr,,,,nt legal structure of iltoorstit relations represents the incorpumfion intolay: of ,mcial told viewg of the proper riAt,s Of 1111,11 Mid Wir11111/ tGii,1. respectto fondly 4ohl 1111 !41101 (1,,s,111,1/ ettillelitted stereotypy,' %mild he add/v..94'cl by
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MS. TUCKER. I agree with that.
Senator HATCH. OK. I have a number of other questions, but I

think I have already asked an awful lot. Let me just go to Dr.
Berns for a question.

Dr. Berns, waat do you mean in your testimony when you state
that the ERA is the "only provision in the Constitution bestowing
or protecting a right without identifying that right?"

Dr. BERNS. Well, in my statement I referred to other examples of
where the word "right" or "rights" is used. For example, the one
usage of the word "right" or "rights" in the unamended Constitu-
tion is to be found in article I, section 8, where the right referred to
speeifVelly is the right of authors and inventors.

And then among the amendments, for example, the 15th, 19th,
and 26th use the word "lilt, "rights," and identify it specifi-
cally as the right to vote in each of these cases. That is what I had
in mind.

In this particular cafe, what we have here is a statement,
"Equality of rights unjer the le/ shall not be denied," and so
forth, and the quo stion ;.3 what rights?

Servitor HATCH. D9 '-ou have any comments on that, Ms, Tucker?
Ms. TI57.PCIR. I think.I addressed them in my main testimony.
Scriat..ir Havre. OK, I think you did, also.
J have key . you both too long. Let .me just personally thank you

fo. the testimony you have brought to this committee, for the ef-
forts that. you hove put forth, and for the candor that both of you
ham expressed before this committee.

I resrrec'.. both of you and I think you both have proven enlighten-
ing. Fx.,, I am grateful that you would take time out of busy sched-
ules be here. Thank you for coming and we will go to our last
witness mac

Mo. Tt Team Thank you, Senator.
Dr. IhRNS. 'I hank you, Senator.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Our final witness today is the distinguished Representative from

Illinois who has appeared before this committee before, Represent-
ative Henry Hyde. Henry Hyde, besides being a respected member
of the House Judiciary Committee, is also the author of the so.
called Hyde amendment, limiting public funding for abortirns, an
ytee which has already been implicated in the present debase.

We are very glad to have you here, Congressman Hyde, and i,e
will look forward to taking your testimony at this time. 3n ahead,
Congressman ilyde.

STATENIENT (U" 110N. HENRY J. HYDE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE 1W IIA

Mr. HYDE. Thank Sena.or. I welcome this opportunity tv tes-
tify before you and your committee, and I commend yo for yo.ir
flidurano.

I am going to coarine my 1..14tiinotly to one aspect of the ERA,
and that is the relationsWp between oho. on and the ERA, There
are Loony (Aber atipeets. as you hfv.,.. indicated in your (ittestioning
4)f tlw proviouN two witnesseH about EPA, at:! I will conini.:. my tes-
innot:y fI the iihiFf I i(Pi) l'Onnert joTI,

9 1
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First of all, is there a connection between the proposed equal
rights amendment and abortion or abortion funding? Logically,there should be no connection, but as Justice Holmes has remindedus, tt.., life of the law has not been logic; it has been experience.And recent experience suggests that the ERA, if it is proposed and
ratified without an explicit provision against its use as a proabor-
tion device, will, in fact, be used to sweep away the minimal protec-tion of unborn children that the courts currently allow, and also tomandate tax funding for abortions.

Law, including constitutional amendments, should be interpreted
in accordance with the intentions of those who wrote and adoptedthem. Some of the most important supporters of the ERA haveargued and stated publicly that they regard restrictions on abor-tion, and even the refusal of legislatures to finance abortions, as aform of sex discrimination. And judges, including some Justices ofthe U.S. Supreme Court, have given reasons to believe that theywill be receptive to such arguments.

One important source of evidence about how the ERA would beinterpreted is litigation under the State equal rights amendments
in various State constitutions. In several recent controversies in-volving State ERA's, it. has become clear that the proabortion
movement regards ERA as a valuable tool in the fight against
abortion funding restrictions.

In the 1978 case of Hawaii Right to Lift!. v. Chang, a group ofdoctors argued that they had a constitutional right to be paid for
abortions with State funds. The abortionists were represented bythe American Civil Liberties Union, which has been prominent
both in the proabortion and the pro-ERA catE...s.

They argued that the State ERA secured a right to abortion
funding because

Abort ion is a mei;ical procedure performed only for women. Withdrawing 'fundinglOr ;dilations while continuing to reimburse other medical prwedures sought byboth sew, or nob; by own would he tantamount to a denial of equal rights on ac-count of vex

In the 1980 case of Moe v. King, the Massachusetts affiliate ofthe ACLU urged that the State's highest court hold that
av singling out for special treatment and effectively excluding from COVerage anolwrat ion which is unique to women. while including without con.parable limitationwide row of other operiitlIMS, including those which are unique to men, the slot-titei4 consto Ole on the basis of sex. in violation of the Massachusetts

Eq.:11 Rights Aruendttirit

In the 19:' PermsNlvania case of Fischer, Planned Parenthood, vt
of v. neeacimeut of Public WeIfizre, the American Civil Liberties

Penrmylvania argued that it is unconstitutionalunder the Pennsylvania State ERA to deny State tax funds forabortions because, "Pregnancy unique Cu v.,omen, citing sect;:mv
of the Pennsylvania CA... which eApressly &my benefits cur healtl
problems 1:rising out of pregnancy, "discrinlinates ugainEt H wren
ecipienes loveatHe of their sex."
Citing Wher stirt low. of the statute--
Thy regulatiow envied purquont thereto constitute 0 enth

violation of the Permoylvoriiii Equal itirlits Amendment, Article I, Section 28, of all'
PO1{SP4y1V111111 1)11M It Ilt 11)1
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Now, these Hawaii, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania cases were
decided on other grounds, albeit favorably to abortion funding. The
argument advanced by the abortionists in all three cases, however,
is firmly grounded in past decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Court's holdings have denied the constitutional right to a
Government-financed abortion on the ground that poor women who
desire abortions are not within any of the so-called suspect classes
against whom no law can discriminate without triggering strict
scrutiny by the courts.

Strict scrutiny almost always results in the laws being struck
(town as unconstitutional. If either sex or poverty had been desig-
nated by the Court as a suspect classification, then the Court would
almost certainly have found a right to abortion funding.

Since 1970, the ERA advocates have emphasized that the amend-
ment's principal legal effect would be to make sex a suspect classi-
fication under the Constitution. The MOS. important suspect classi-
fication at present is race. If sex discrimination were treated like
race discrimination, Government refusal to fund abortions would
be treated like a refusal to fund medical procedures that affect
members of minority races.

Suppose that the Federal Government provided funding for pro-
cedures designed to treat most diseases, but enacted a special ex-
clusion for sickle cell anemia, which affects only black people. The
courts would certainly declare that exclusion unconstitutional.

Other laws regulating abortion would be treated similarly. Con-
science clauses, for instance, which give doctors and nurses in
State-supported institutions the right to refuse to participate in
abortions, would be treated like laws giving State officials the right
to deny services to blacks but not to whites.

Nor would it avail the State to plead that abortion deserves spe-
cial treatment became of the interests of the unborn child. The
Coi, ifs decision in Roe v. Wade expressly declared that argument
imiermissible, at ,east where a woman is seeking an abortion
during the first 6 months of her pregnancy.

It should be remembered that the abortion funding cases were
decided by a divided Court. A shift of two votes in the 1977 cases or
of only one vote in the 1980 case would have resulted in a Supreme
Court order that abortions be funded on the same basis as other
operations.

Unless abortion-related cases are clearly and explicitly excluded
from the scope of the ERA, this constitutional amendment making
sex a suspect classification would provide the ACLU and other
proabortion litivnts with the argument they need to persuade the
crucial Justice.

Some of the principal architects of the ERA have been vague or
silent about the effects of the amendment on issues such as abor-
tion funding. One reason for this is suggested by the newsletter of
the Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts, explaining the organi-
iation's decision to argue the connection between abortion and the
ERA: "The State equal rights amendment provides a legal argu-
ment that was unavuilab!? to us or anyone at the Federal level.
The national equal rights amendment is in deep trouble, It was our
hors' to be able to save Medicaid payments for medically necessary
abortions through the Federal court route without having to use
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the equal rights amendment and possibly fuel the national anti-
ERA movement. But the loss in McRae was the last straw. We now
have no recourse but to turn to the State constitution for the legal
tools to save Medicaid funding for abortions."

If a Federal ERA were ratified, there would be no need for si-
lence or evasion, so we would see all laws regulating abortion chal-
lenged vigorously on the argument 'that they are unconstitutional
discriminations against women.

In the meantime, many of those that are committed both to abor-
tion and to the ERA will continue to avoid discussing the connec-tion. A particularly egregious example of one frequently encoun-
tered evasive tactic is found in the conflicting statements of Prof.
Thomas Emerson of Yale Law School, the coauthor of a 1971 arti-
cle in the Yale Law Journal that is frequently cited as the authori-
tative guide to the amendment's legal effects.

Let me inject a parenthetical remark. I. remember from that arti-cle a sentence on women serving -in the military, and he said wewill have to radically restructure our view of women in the mili-
tary, If a woman can pass a physical and carry a 50-pound pack,
there is no reason in the world..she cannot serve in combat with
men. I remembered that, if nothing dkie, from his article.

Testifying befOre the Cpnnecticut Legislature, Professor Emerson
said: t,

This ERA has nothing to do with the power of the states to stop or regulate abor-
tions, or the right of women to demand abortions. The state's power over abortionsdepends upon wholly different constitutional considerations, primarily the right ofprivacy. and would not be affected one way or the other by passage of the ERA.

Hut in a letter written in 1974, Professor Emerson took a differ-ent view:
I think that the ratification of the equal rights amendment, while it would notallisct the abortion situation directly, would indirectly hove an important effect in

strengthening abortion rights for women.

Professor Emerson gave a hint about the nature of this indirect
effect in a brief he' tiled with the U.S. Supreme Court in General
Electric v. Gilbert, in 1976, along with the other coauthors of his
1971 ERA Law Journal article.

Urging the Court to hold that. a pregnancy exclusion in a health
insuralict, plan violatid trileral laws against sex discrimination,
these pro-ERA scholars stated that if the ERA were ratified, preli.
tiancy-related classifications would be "subject to strict scrutiny,
and that State laws discriminating against women with "disabil-
ities related to pregnancy and childbirth would not survive the
scrutiny appropriate under the amer:dment."

Thus, according to Professor Emerson and his coauthors, the Su-
preme Court's right to privacy may be sufficient to secure a right
to abortion, ly.7t if the EliA is rah:led, the right to privacy will no
longer be necessary as ;t hasiA for abortion-related constitutional

Indeed, 1h+, ERA will then provide a basis for striking down all
lows that discriminate againsf pregnancyrulated disabilities, the
most important of which are the abortion funding restrictions and
other abortion regulations that have survived challenges based onthe right to privacy.
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Among the lawyers who joined Prole* rr Emerson and his
coauthors in their brief on pregnancy-related disabilities was Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, who was then the preeminent legal scholar of the
ERA'movement and who is now a Federal judge.

This is significant not only because it shows that the ERA move-
ment's scholars and advocates are virtually unanimous in their
belief,that ERA will ban pregnancy-related discrimination, but also
because it reminds us of who will be interpreting the ERA.

It is not logically necessary that the Federal judiciary hold re-
strictions on abortion unconstitutional under the ERA. But it was
not necessaryindeed, it was palpably, grotesquely incorrect--for
the courts to create a constitutional right to abortion in the first
place.

In 1973, the Federal judiciary found a right to abortion as a cor-
ollary of a right to privacy that is not even mentioned in the Con-

stitution. The judiciary is quite capable of finding an even broader
right to abortion and abortion funding in the ERA, whose advo-
cates have already provided the arguments for such a vight. Con-
gress should not give th courts this opportunity.

Supporters of the ERA have said that an amendment which ex-
pressly excludes its application to abortion is unacceptable to them.
One is left to ask why. A question has been raised about the possi-
ble effects of a constitutional amendment being considered by Con-
gress. This is a serious question about an important question of
public policy.

Those who argue that pro-life people must prove that the ERA
will enhance the right to abortion are misallocating the burden of
proof. Nobody can prove what the judges will do with the amend-
ment. As legislators, however, it is our responsibility to answer the
questions that we ern answer, rather than leaving the judiciary
free to choose whatever answers the judges like.

I can only explain the resistance to the insertion of clarifying
language in the ERA as additional evidence that many of its propo-
nents do intend to use it as a tool in the abortion struggle.

Indeed, in February 1983 the sponsors of a proposed State ERA
in Minnesota withdrew the amendment after a committee added a
clause to exclude abortion from the scope of the amendment.

I believe it is unprofessional for us as legi rlators, whether or not
we particularly care about abortion, to leave such an important
and sensitive question unanswered after it has been raised. It
would be especially tragic if legislators who do wish to minimize
the killing of pre-born children were to give pro-abortion lawyers
and pro-abortion judges a new and powerful tool with which to en-
hance and extend the abortion right, especially by mandating the
use of tax funds to pay for abortions.

An effort will be made to insert clarifying language in the ERA
so that it cannot be used to expand abortion rights. There is simply
no good reason for the rejection of such a clause, unless the ERA is
intended as an abortion rights and abortion funding amendment.

By voting for clarifying language to exclude abortion and abor-
tion funding from the scope of the ERA, members of Congress who
are genuinely committed to the ERA and who ar(4 also genuinely
committed against the expenditure of tax funds for abortion will

9 5
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have an opportunity, perhaps their only opportunity, to honor bothcommitments.
Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Congressman Hyde. Could youplease elaborate upon the relationship between the proposed EqualRights Amendment and abortion?. Do we not already have a situa-tion in this country of abortion on demand; if that is so, how could

the ERA worsen the situation from your perspective?
Mr. HYDE. Well, many of us hope that the Supreme Court would

reconsider its Roe v. Wade decision because it is based on highlyspeculative foundations of a right to privacy which nobody found
for 200 years in the Constitution.

I suspect that given another opportunity to review its rationalein that case under the present Constitution, they might find differ-ently. I do not know; at least that is the hope.
If the ERA becomes the law of the land in our Constitutionpart

of the basic law of the landit just seems to me that under thearguments made by the ACLU in these three cases, you hand anadditional constitutional weapon to them in validating and legiti-
mizing a constitutional basis for killing unborn children.

Senator HATCH. In Roe v. Wade wad, I might add, subsequent
court decisions, the Court theoretically has kept the door open for
some restraint on abortion during the last 3 months or what theycall the third trimester, although some suggest that this possibility
exists more in theory, than in practice.

Would you say that the ERA might render the right to abortion
absolute even during the third trimester of pregnancy?

Mr. HYDE. Oh, yes. The suspect classification would not make
any distinctions in trimesters. Roe v. Wade is a set of hospital
guidelines more than a decision, although it is a decision as well.

The Equal Rights Amendment is omnibus in its finding that' anylegislation that would be based on sex discrimination, and pregnan-
cy only happens to womeo, would be probably stricken. Ldid notused to think that, but lookiag at what the ACLU has 'done in
these three cases, I now do believe that and I think it ought to be
clarified.

I would like an amendment in the Constitution outlawing abor-
tion, protecting all human life.

Senator HA tCH. Right.
Mr. /11(1)E. But at least let us say in the ERA that this does not

broaden any abortion rights or create any.
Senator HATCH. You think the language of the proposed ERA

needs to he amended in order to ensure that it would not constitu-
tionally broaden the right to abortion?

Mr. HYDE. I believe that. because the arguments have already
been made in court based on State ERA's that they do grant that
right. Now, one of the main problems with the ERA. if not the
main problem. is that nobody really knows what the courts will dowith its language in this case, this case, or thin case.

I listened to a very bright, talented lawyer testify that she wasnot sure how this would work out and that would work out. Well,
it is perhaps unlhir because even courts get to think about thesethings for a while and you get confronted with a complex question
rt .ii are supposed to give an answer.
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But the point is nobody knows what courts will do under the
broad umbrella of the ERA, and this lack of certitude requires us
in passing an ERA, if indeed we do, to try and eliminate a major
sensitive public policy question that we want decided not by the
whim of the courts but by longressional affirmation.

Senator HATCH. I take it, then, that it is your viewpoint that the
Equal Rights Amendment would invalidate the Hyde amendment
on Medicaid funding for abortion, as well as similar amendments
that now exist at the State and local levels?

Mr. HYDE. I do not want to say it will do that, but I will tell you
that there is an awfully good chance that it would do that. It is
very much in doubt. I do not want to be confronted with an ERA
and a court saying, "Well, even Congressman Hyde said it would
be invalid under this." I hope that is not so, but I am in doubt, as I
think every person has to be in doubt, having read some of the
cases that I have talked about.

Sena& HATCH. What is the general perspective of the prolife
community on the Equal Rights Amendment?

Mr. HYDE. In my travels and in my years of dealing with this
issue, I have found many women and men who are supportive of
the ERA and supportive of the prolife position. I think they have
riot seen a connection between the two, but I think that is all
before the ACLU decided to utilize the State ERA's in litigation.

I think some very prominent people, such as Claire Booth Luce,
for example, and others, are going to have to rethink their support
for an ERA that is unadorned Li an appropriate amendment elimi-
nating abortion from its purview.

So, I think we all have to rethink that, seeing what has hap-
pened in the courts. I have, certainly.

Senator HATCH. Could you describe the so-called conscience
clauses that many hospitals have adopted with respect to abortion,
and comment on whether the ERA would have an effect on those
conscience clauses?

Mr. HYDE. Well, conscience clauses are a recognition of human
nature by the legislature that many nurses and surgical attend-
ants, doctors, and interns are repelled by abortion. They feel that
they are there to heal and to cure, not to exterminate, so they
refuse to participate in these by now legal, under court fiat, surgi-
cal procedures. Recognizing the right of conscience, laws have been
passed to protect these people from losing their jobs.

If, of course, the ERA is to reconfirm Roe v. Wade rather than
give us a chance to reverse Roe v. Wade, I would suspect that those
conscience statutes would be challenged and attacked. I do not
know how successful those attacks would be because you cannot
really force somebody, and you ought not to force somebody, to do
something against their conscience.

Senator HATCH. But they may very well be forced- -
Mr. HYDE. They will surely be challenged.
Senator HATCH [continuing]. If sex is treated as an absolute clas-

sification or even a suspect classification, is that right?
Mr. HYDE. Yes, they will surely be challenged and I would nei-

ther be optimistic nor pessimistic on it. But I would rather they do
not have any basis for challenge.
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Senator HATCH. I might point out that Professor Charles Rice of
the Notre Dame University Law School said the ERA would jeop-
ardize, at least with respect to public institutions and personnel,
conscience clauses which give hospitals and medical personnel the
right to refuse on grounds of conscience to perform abortions. He
feels very strongly about that.

Mr. HYDE. Well, Professor Rice is a brilliant man.
Senittst HATCH. Yes.
Mr. HYDE. And I certainly would never gainsay anything he has

said because he is a student of this and a scholar i think there are
other ways that they do that, of course. You do not get into the
best medical schools if you exhibit a resistance to performing abor-
tion.

Senator HATCH. And there is more and more of that occurring
throughout this country.

Mr. HYDE. Sure, that is right.
Senator HATCH. Well, Congressman Hyde, I want to personally

thank you for being willing to testify here today. Your testimony
has been very helpful to this committee.

I will just say that I think that this has been a most interesting
hearing, although it has lasted for quite a long time. I feel worn
out, but I can say that it has been instructive. I think we have
heard some very intelligent people testify today, not the least of
which is yourself, and I am just grateful for the experience.

Let me say this: we intend to hold a number of hearings on the
Equal Rights Amendment, and we intend to bring in, I think, the
best people on both sides of this issue. I am interested in the ERA
intellectually, from a constitutional stand' mint.

When we start to amend the Constitution of the United States,
we ought to be very careful. There have been over 10,000 proposed
amendments and only 33 have come through this system devised
by the Founding Fathers. Only 26 have made it into the Constitu-
tion. There is a heavy burden of proof upon proponents.

I just hope that the House will be equally concerned and will be
balanced in their hearings; that they will bring the best people in
from both sides, that they will not stack their hearings, and that
they will allow expressions from experts on both sides of this issue
to testify. I think it is the only approach to take.

If the ERA has deserves to be in the Constitution, it ought to
stand on its own merits and not on the basis of some cheerleading
slogans. If it does not, it ought to be defeated.

Mr. HYDE. Well, Senator, one of the main problems I see with the
ERA is that it is a leap in the dark in terms of what it means. And
you have the least responsive, the least accountable, if you will, in
terms of the consent of the governed and in terms of democracy,
branch . 5;r ,rnmentthe Federal courts, nonelected, appointedfor lice ;wet' X111 of the nuances of domestic relations, labor
law, and issues li that really ought to be left to the elected
legislators.

You can get rid of them every 2 years and vvery 6 years, but the
Federal court is forever. And the transference to the unelected
court of what is essentially enormous legislative functions is a
major flaw: it is antidemocratic.
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Second, I like to think the word "person"I kind of like that
word, "person," and the word "person' in the 14th amendment and
in the fifth amendment ought to include women, men, Catholics,
elderly, handicapped, Jews, everybody.

We guarantee every person equal protection of the law and due
process of the law, and if we say that word does not include
women, maybe it does not include fat people or handicapped
people.

Senator HATCH. Well, a lot of us feel that it ought to include the
unborn, as well as all others.

Mr. HYDE. Well, I think if it does not, the courts ought to be
about their business making sure that it does.

Sen :tor HATCH. We as legislators ought to, as well:
Mr. HYDE. Well, sure. But to' take for symbolic reasonsand I

can understand the symbolism of itsex discriminationthere are
places in my neighborhoods, and I speak in a larger sense, where
race is a much tougher area of discrimination than gender.

So, maybe we ought to elevate to the dignity of a constitutional
amendment every classification, dot just sex. But I do not think it
is needed. I think if we spend the time and the money and the
effort enforcing the laws we have now, and educating people to the
evils of discrimination, we will all be a lot farther ahead.

Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Congressman Hyde. With that
eloquent statement, we will recess these hearings until further
notice. We will hold further hearings. Thank you so much.

[Whereupon, at 1:22 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[The following was submitted for the record:]
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amendment to the Constitution of the United States, which shall be
valid to all intents and purposes se part of the Constitution whenrati-
fied by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within
seven years from the date of its submission by the Congress:

"Aancu
"Sermon 1. 'Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or

abridged by the UnitadStates or by any Stateon accounto f sex.
"Soc. t The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropri-

ate legislation, the provisions of this article.
"Sac. 3. This amendment shall take effect two years after the date

of ratification."

CARL ALBERT

Speaker of the House of Reprerestivee.

ALL 13. ELLENDER
President of the Senate pro Tampere.

I certify that this Joint Resolution originated In the House of
Representative..

W. PAT JENNINGS

Clerk.
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RATIFICATION IIINTORY or THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

(Congressional Research Service)

Alabama: Senate-rejected, 06/12/73, 26-6; rejected, 01/31/78, 24-8.
Alaska: House-ratified, 03/24/72, 38-2. Senate-ratified, 04/05/72, 16-2.
Arizona: House-rejected in committee, 02/22/73; rejected in committee 03/07/74,

7-5; rejected in House 02/25/75, 41-19. Senate-rejected in committee, 03/05/73; re-
jected in committee 04/01/74, 5-4; rejected in Senate 02/13/75, 16-14; approved on
1st 'reading 02/26/76, 16-14; rejected on 2nd reading 03/01/76, 15-15; rejected in
Senate, 05/05/77, 18-11; rejected by passing amended version striking section 2, 04/
11/78, 17-13.

Arkansas: Senate-rejected by passing amended version 02/01/73, 20-14. House-
approved a "do pass" recommendation in committee, 02/16/77, voice vote; approved
a "do not pass" recommendation in committee, 03/14/79, by a vote of 14-4.

California: Senate-ratified, 11/09/72, 29-9. House-ratified, 11/13/72, 54-16.
Colorado: House--ratified, 04/13/72, 61-0. Senate-ratified, 04/21/72, 30-1.
Connecticut: House-rejected, 04/06/72, 83-77; ratified, 03/08/73, 99-47. Senate-

ratified, 03/15/7:3, 27-9.
Delaware: Senate-ratified, 03/22/72, 16-0. House-ratified, 03/23/72, 37-0.
Florida: House-ratified, 03/24/72, 91-4; rejected, 04/17/73, 64-54; ratified, 04/10/

75, 62-58; ratified, 05/17/79, 66-53; ratified, 06/21/82, 60-58. Senate-rejected in
committee, 04/04/73, 3-3; rejected in Senate, 04/10/74, 21-19; rejected,' 04/25/75, 21-
17; rejected, 04/13/77, 21-19; rejected in committee, 04/04/79, 12-4; rejected, 05/24/
79, 19-21; rejected, 06/21/82, 22-16.

Georgia: Rouse-- rejected in committee, 02/19/73, 9-2; rejected in House, 01/28/
74, 104/70; rejected in House, 01/25/82, 116-57. Senate-rejected 02/17/75, 33-22;
rejected in committee, 01/12/78, unanimously; rejected, 01/21/80, 32-23; rejected in
House, 01/27/82, 116-57.

Hawaii: House-ratified, 03/22/72, 51-0. Senate-ratifleA., 03/22/72, 25-0.
Idaho: House-ratified, 03/24/72, 59-5; rescission defeated 02/13/74, 35-3F re-

scinded, 02/04/77, 44-22. Senate-ratified, 03/24/72, 31-4; rescinded, 1974, 2 dissent-
ing votes; rescinded, 02/08/77, 18-17.

Illinois: Senate-ratified 05/00/72, 30-21; rejected in committee, 04/04/73, 14-7;
rejected, 06/18/74, 30-24 as three-fifths majority is necessary for ratification in Illi-
nois; Senate voted to retain the rule requiring a three-fifths vote to ratify a constitu-
tional amendment, 03/05/75; Se,nate voted not to discharge measure from commit-
tee, 06/17/75, 30-28; rejected, 12/16/76, 29-22, as three-fifths majority is necessary
for ratification in 'Illinois. House-rejected 05/16/72, 75-68, rejected, 06/30/72, 82-
76; rejected, 04/04/73, 95-72; ratified, 05/01/75, 113-62; rejected a motion to change
the three-fifths majority necessary to ratify a constitutional amendment to a simple
majority, 03/09/77, 100-66; rejected, 06/02/77, 101-74, as 107 votes were-needed to
ratify; rejected 06/07/78, 101-65, as 107 votes were needed for ratification; rejected
06/22/78, 105-71, as 107 votes were needed for ratification: rejected, 06/18/80, 102-
71; rejected 06/22/82, 103-72, as 107 votes were needed for ratification.

Indiana: House-ratified, 02/14/73, 53-45; retified, 01/24/75, 61-39; ratified, 01/
12/77, 54-45. Senate-rejected, 04/02/73, 34-16; rejected in committee, 02/13/75, 8-
5; ratified, 01/18/77, 26-24.

Iowa: House-ratified, 03/24/72, 73-14. Senate-ratified, 03/24/72, 44-1.
Kansas: House-ratified, 03/28/72, 86-37; rejected rescission, 02/24/77, 66-56.

Senate-ratified, 03/28/72, 34-5.
Kentucky: House- ratified, 06-12-72, 56-31; voted to rescind, 02/18/76, 57-40;

voted to rescind, 03/16/78, 61-28. Senate-ratified, 06/15/72, 20-18; voted to rescind,
03/14/78, 23-15. 03/20/78-the Lieutenant Governor, acting with the power of the
Governor who was out of town, vetoed the rescission of Kentucky's ratification of
ERA.

Louisiana: Senate-ratified, 06/07/72, 25-13; approved an amended version of
ERA, 01/22/75, 21-16 House--rejected, 06/29/72, 64-32; rejected in committee, 06/
19/74, 10-7; rejected in committee, 06/11/75, 8-7; rejected in committee, 06/16/76,
10-6; rejected in committee, 06/07/77, 11-5; rejected in committee, 06/11/79, 11-5.

Maine: House-ratified, 02/27/73, 74-72; ratified, 01/17/74, 78-68. Senate-reject-
ed, 03/08/73, 16-15; ratified, 01/18/74, 19-11.

Maryland: House-ratified, 03/24/72, 86-32. Senate -- ratified, 03/31/72, unani-
mous.

Massachusetts: Senate-ratified, 06/19/72, voice vote. House-ratified, 06/21/72,
20f -7.

Michigan: House-ratified, 05/18/72, 90-18. Senate ratified, 05/22/72, voice vote.
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Minnesota: House-ratified, 01/17/73, 104-28. Senate-ratified, 02/08/73, 48-18.
Mississippi:'Senate-rejected in Senate Committee, 02/08/73, 7-2; rejected in com-

mittee, 03/09/76, 4-3; rejected in committee 01/28/77, 5-4.
Missouri: Senate-rejected in committee, 02/06/73, 7-3; rejected in Senate, 06/02/

75, 20-14; rejected, 03/15/77, 22-12. House-rejected, 05/09/73, 81-70; ratified, 02/07/75, 82-75.
Montana: House - ratified, 01/18/73, 73-23. Senate-rejected, 02/02/73, 25-2; rati-

fied, 01/11/74, 35-14; rejected rescission, 02/09/77, 25-25.
Nebraska: Unicameral legislature-ratified, 03/23/72, 38-0; rescinded, 03/15/73,

31-17, rejected ratification, 02/04/75, 25-25.
Nevada: Senate-rejected, 03/01/73, 16-4; rejected, 02/19/75, 12-8; ratified, 02-08-

77, 11-10; defeated, 01/16/79, 14-3, House-ratified, 02/17/75, 27-13; rejected, 02/11/77, 24-15.
New Hampshire: House-ratified, 03/23/72, 179-81. Senate-ratified, 03/23/72,21-0.
New Jersey: House-ratified, 04/17/72, 62-4. Senate-ratified, 04/17/72, 34-0.
New Mexico: House-ratified, 02/13/73, 40-22. Senate-ratified, 02/13/73, 33-8.
New York: Senate-ratified, 04/20/72, 51-4. House-ratified, 05/03/72, 117-25.
North Carolina: Senate-rejected, 03/01/73, 27-24; rejected, 03/01/77, 26-24; re-

jected in committee 02/16/79; motion to table 06/04/82, 27-23. House- rejected in
committee, 01/21/74, 10-6; approved on first reading, 04/15/75, 60-58; rejected onsecond reading, 04/15/75, 62-57; ratified, 02/09/77, 61-56,

North Dakota: Senate-ratified, 02/07/73, 30-20; ratified, 01/24/75, 28-22; reject-
ed rescission, 02/17/77, 32-18. House-rejected, 02/23/73, 51-49; ratified, 02/03/75,52-49.

Ohio: House-ratified, 03/28/73, 54-40. Senate-rejected in committee, 04/22/73,
6-3; rejected in committee, 05/08/73, 5-4; ratified, 02/07/74, 20-12,

Oklahoma: Senate-ratified, 03/23/72, voice vote. House- rejected, 03/29/72, 52-
36; rejected, 02/01/73, 53-45; rejected a "do pass" motion, 01/21/75, 51-45; rejected a"report progress" motion, 01/21/75, 51-45; approved a "do not pass" motion, 01/21/
75, 50-43; referred back to second House Committee, 03/15/77.

Oregon: Senate-ratified, 02/01/73, 23-6; reaffirmed their ratification, 02/22/77,48-14. House -- ratified, 02/08/73, 50-9.
Pennsylvania: House--ratified, 05/02/72, 178-3. Senate-ratified, 09/20/72, 43-3.
Rhode Island: Senate-ratified, 04/04/72, 39-11. House-ratified, 04/14/72;70-12.
South Carolina: House-ratified, 03/22/72, 83-0; rejected, 04/26/73, 62-44; reject-ed on a motion to table, 03/6/75, 46-43. Senate-- rejected on motion to table, 02/07/78, 23-18.
South Dakota: Senate-ratified, 01/29/73, 22-13; rejected rescission, 03/08/77.

House-ratified, 02/02/73, 43-27. 03/01/79, Senate concurred with House in holding
prior ratification of ERA null and void, effective 03/23/79.

Tennessee: House-ratified, 03/23/72, 70-0; rescinded, 04/23/74, 56-33. Senate-
ratified, 04/04/72, 25-5; rescinded, 03/19/74, 17-11.

Texas: Senate-ratified, 03/29/72, unanimously. House-ratified, 03/30/72, 137-9.
Utah: House-rejected, 01/24/73, 51-20; rejected, 02/18/75, 54-21.
Vermont: House-rejected, 1972, 59-67; ratified, 01/12/73, 120-28. Senate-rati-

fied, 02/21/73, 19-8.
Virginia: House-rejected in committee, 02/06/73, 13-2; rejected in committee,

02/27/74, 12-8; House failed in effort to change rules, 01/21/77, 62-46; rejected in
committee, 02/09178, 12-8. Senate-rejected in committee, 02/28/74, 10-5; approved
in committee, 01/17/75, 6-5; rejected in Senate, 01/21/75, 21-19; rejected in commit-
tee, 01/23/75, 8-7; rejected in committee, 01/04/76, 8-7; rejected in Senate, 01/27/
77, 20-18 as 21 votes were necessary for ratification; Senate Privileges and Elections
Committee voted 8-7 against a proposal to ratify; Senate rejected, 02/12/80, 19-20
(21 votes necessary to ratify); Senate rejected, 02/17/82, 19-20.

Washington: House-ratified, 03/09/73, 76-21. Senate-ratified, 03/22/73, 29-19.
West Virginia: Senate-ratified, 04/21/72, 31-0; rescission defeated, 02/26/74, 18-

15. House-ratified, 04/22/72; unrecorded vote.
Wisconsin: House-ratified, 04/19/72, 81-11. Senate-ratified, 04/20/72, 29-4.
Wyoming: House-ratified, 01/15/73, 41-20. Senate-ratified, 01/24/73, 17-12; de-

feated rescission, 01/22/77, 16-14.
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STANDARDS Or REVIEW: SCHEME or ANALYSIS USED UNDER THE EQUAL PROTECTION

asuss or THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

(Congressional Research Service, 1983)

Slam SCRUTINY

Most active form of judicial review.
Applied in situations where there is a suspect classification or fundamental inter-

est, e.g., race.
Classification must serve a "compelling" state interest in order to survive consti-

tutional challenge.
Easier burden on parties challenging the classification to prove it is unconstitu-

tional, but more difficult for the government to*ay the classification; most statu-
tory classifications subject to strict scrutiny are invalidated.

Government has to show that there is a "compelling" state interest necessitating
that action and that the distinctions or classifications are necessary to mach the
purpose sought to be furthered.

INTERMEDIATE REVIEW

Applies in a sex-based classification context.
Less deferential than rational basis review; but lees strict and lees fatal than sus-

pect classification /fundamental interest standard.
In gender context, sex-based classification must, in order to withstand constitu-

tional challenge, serve important governmental objectives and must be substantially
related to the a, hievement of those objectives.

This interm' diate form of review is the last of the three to be developed by the
Supreme Coin t; it has been applied in other contexts such as illegitimacy and alien-
age; there appear to be a range of intermediate review standards.

RATIONAL RAIRS, TRADITIONAL UMW

Least active form of judicial review.
As long as the classification is rationally related to some legitimate or permissible

governmental interest, then the classification will survive an equal protection chal-
lenge.

Difficult for parties challenging the classification to prove its unconstitutionality;
easier for government to justify the classification.

Most classifications reviewed under this standard survive constitutional challenge.
This rational basis standard is the first form of review of the three articulated by

the Supreme Court.

I
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: PRIVATE EDUCATION

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1983

U.S. SINAI%
SUDCOMMITTZR ON THR CONIFITrUTION,

COMMIT= ON Till JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:33 a.m., in room
SD-562, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subconunitteOpresiding.

Present: Senators Thurmond, Metsenbaum, and DeConcini.
Staff present: Stephen Markman, chief counsel; Randall Rader,

counsel; Sharon Peck, chief clerk; Leslie Leap, clerk, and Bob Feid-
ler, minority chief counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the second
day of hearings by the Subcommittee on the Constitution on the
proposed Equal Rights Constitutional Amendment. On May.26, the
subcommittee conducted the first hearing on this measure in more
than a decade, taking.testimony from the chief Senate sponsor of
the ERA, the distinguished junior Senator from Massachusetts, as
well as from constitutional scholars on both sides.

What the subcommittee initiates this morning is a series of hear-
ings focusing on the potential impact of the ERA upon specific
areas of law and public policy. As I indicated at the outset of our
last hearing, a principal objective of the committee has been to re-
orient the focus of debate on the proposed amendment. I believe
that I am not alone in suggesting that the debate of the past
decade, inside and outside Congress, inside and outside the State
legislatures, has often been unsatisfying and unenlightening one.
On the one side of the issue, we have been inundated with general-
ities and sloganeering about second-class citizenship for women and
placing women in the Constitution. On the other side of the issue,
we have been subject to equally uninstructive rhetoric relating to
unisex restrooms, lesbian rights, and so forth. While there have
been thoughtful individuals joining this debate on both sides of the
issue, I do not believe that such individuals have always been able
to make themselves heard amidst the political shorthand that has
dominated the debate thus far.

It is imperative that we know what the impact of the ERA will
be prior to its ratification by the States. We must have a far clear-
er picture than we presently have of how our laws and public poli-

(95)
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cies would be altered by the equal rights amendment; how life
would be different following passage of the ERA. What legislative
revisions would be sought? What litigation would be pursued?
What broad national policies would be called into question? If we
are going to make the alterations of society demanded by the ERA,
these alterations ought to be the subject of adequate forewarning,
not achieved surreptitiously. As Harvard law Prof. Paul Freund
has remarked about the amendment: "A change so far-reaching
and influential ought not be brought about as the half-hidden im-
plication of a constitutional motto."

The subject .of today's hearing will be the potential impact of the
equal rights amendment upon private and parochial education.
Subsequent hearings will deal with such matters as the impact of
the ERA upon military law, its impact upon the employment rela-
tionship, its impact upon family law, and so forth. When these
hearings are completed, I am confident that each of us, regardless
of our position on-the amendment, will have a far better idea of its
likely effects. Whatever happens to the ERA in Congress and in.
the State legislatures, I am confident that these hearings will con-
tribute to a better-informed decisionmaking process.

In addition to focusing upon specific areas of the law which may
be affected by the ERA, these hearings will also be characterized
by a smaller than usual number of witnesses so that the members
of this subcommittee can engage in thorough exchanges on each of
the covered topics. We will be inviting testimony from many of the
Nation's leading experts on these topics and will attempt to ensure
that each hearing is as philosophically balanced as possible.

When these hearings are completed, I hope that this panel will
have built up a legislative recorda legislative historyon the
equal rights amendment that will be unparalleled.

I cannot resist calling attention to the apparent difference in phi-
losophy this subcommittee has with our counterpart subcommittee
in the House of Representatives. Whereas our subcommittee is
making a good-faith effort to see that all points of view are reflect-
ed at these hearings in a balanced manner, I would regrettably
contrast this with the House hearings where those with reserva-
tions, about the ERA have to fight to bring in even a smell fraction
of the witnesses brought in by the leadership of that panel. Where-
as our subcommittee is attempting, as best as we are able, to allow
both sides to bring in an equal number of witnesses, the leadership
of the House subcommittee has been adamant in its refusal to
allow more than 2 minority witnesses per 14 witnesses invited by
the majority. Unfortunately, this notion of fairness appears to be
standard procedure. This concerns me a great deal because I think
the ERA deserves careful consideration by both sides and not just
by one.

Before we begin with the first witness I wish to place in the
record prepared statements of Chairman Strom Thurmond and
Senator Quentin Burdick.

[Statements follow:]
PREPARED STATEMENT RY SENATOR STROM THURMOND

Mr. Chairman: I want to commend you for holding this the second day of hearings
on Senate Joint Resolution 10, the proposed Equal Rights Amendment. From past
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experience, I know that under your able leadership that this hearing will provide
for thc. fairest possible presentation of the views from both sides of this important
issue.

As you know, I cosponsored the original ERA back in 1972. During the national
debate that ensued, many important questions were raised concerning the possible
impact of this amendment on American society. Because of these questions many
of which remain unansweredI have decided to examine this proposal anew.

From the last hearing conducted on this resolution, I found the testimony present-
ed to be interesting but not very helpful in providing the answers to some of the
questions surrounding this amendment. It is very bvident that the proponents are
not sure what the Wel effect of this proposal will be. Rather than provide the an-
swers so sorely needed by those Senators who are undecided on this issue, those
speaking in favor of the passage of the ERA simply said that much of what is un-
known about the effect of the amendment will be decided in the courts.

Simply stated, I am not pleased by such a vague and open-ended response. With
the activist stance that much of the Federal judiciary has taken in recent years, the
response that "the courts will ultimately decide" raises the unfavorable prospect of
having Federal juftes remodel American society on the basis of an absolute stand-
ard of judicial 4wone that could allow for no governmental distinctions be-tween men and women.

I believe that a proposal such as this one could bring about unexpected and, per-
haps, unwanted changes in our society as we presently know it. Therefore, it is im-
perative that we as lawmakers obtain the best and most complete information possi-
ble about this proposal. This is the only way that we can make an informed decision
before casting our votes.

Mr. Chairman, I sincerely hope that today's hearing will provide us With some of
the information on the effect of ratification that we so badly need. Again, I thank
you for the fine work that you have done in putting this hearing together. I look
forward to hearing the testimony to be given today.

PRSPARKD STATRMSNT BY SRNATOR QUI:NRIN N. BURDICK

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that you are holding additional hearings on the pro-
posed Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution.

I am a hearty supporter of this proposal. Although all of the amendments to the
Constitution are subject to interpretation by th courts, the?, do look closely at the
legislative intent of the various amendmentsi it exists or g ddance. Therefore,
these hearings should establish the legislative tent for the ERA. Considering the
controversy around this particular proposed endment, the more extensive the
legislative intent, the less difficulty the courts y have interpreting it, and the leeslitigation it will spawn.

Three specific applications that have been givn to the ERA are causing concern
among my constituents in North Dakota. I belie le that you, Mr. Chairman, are also
concerned about these applications. They includ the effect of the ERA on abortion
funding, women in the military, and nghta for homosexuals. I will discuss these
three areas and entertain for the subcommittee what I believe should be the effectof the ERA in these areas.

First of all, it is clear from constitutional law under the equal protection clause,
that before a charge of discrimination can be levied, one must pinpoint a classifica-
tion that demarcates two or more different classes and then treats those classes dif-
ferently based on the classification.

Applying this well-founded analysis to the ERA -would indicate that the ERAcould not be invoked unless some governmental action is found which distinguishes
between females and males, and then treats the two groups differently. It ie of
utmost importance that the classification be based on sex and not on some other
factor.

Abortion funding is not based on sex. It is based on pregnancy. Therefore, theERA would not affect abortion funding one way or the other. Funding for abortions,
when provided, is not given to all women, it is given to certain pregnant women.
The Supreme Court in Gedtadig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 (1974), held that exclusion of
disability based cen pregnancy from an Insurance system does not discriminate based
on sex. The tw J groups are pregnant persons and nonpregnant persons, not womenand men.

Similarly, the ERA would not affect the rights of homosexuals as such. Again, ho-mosexuality is not a sex classification. Rather, homosexuality is a distinction based
on sexual preference. The ERA would merely say that what rights male homosex-
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uals have must be afforded to female homosexuals as well, and vice versa. It would
neither grant additional, nor take away existent rights for homosexuals.

Finally, the question of combat duty for women is raised. This, I believe, is a le-
gitimate concern that would be affected by the ERA. An analogy to government em-
ployment is appropriate. The ERA would not say that an equal number of men and
women have to be employed in a given agency or job position. However, it would say
that both men and women must be equally considered for the jobs, and based strict-

ly on their qualifications, they get the jobs, promotions and salary benefits. All the
decisions are based on factors other than sex.

Likewise, in the military, the draft, if one is instated, as well as specific posi-
tionscombat or otherwisecan be based on factors legitimate to the common de-
fense and to the special functions of the military. If women meet the conditions,
then there is no reason to exclude them.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I firmly believe that the guarantee of equality be-
tween the-sexes should be raised to a heightened constitutional level by adopting
the Equal Rights Amendment. Any attempts to amend the currently proposed lan-
guage to provide for specific concerns should be resisted. Our judicial system, based
on legislative intent and established constitutional adjudication, will adequately
and in fact most appropriatelyhandle the various concerns that have already been
raised, as well as those concerns about which no one has yet speculated that are
sure to be raised in the future.

Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, we have two outstanding
witnesses before this subcommittee today who, I am confident, will
shed a great deal of light upon the impact of the ERA in the area
of private and parochial education. I very much look forward to
their testimony here today.

Our first witness today will be Prof. Jeremy Rabkin, professor of
government at Cornell University and director of the program on
courts and public policy at Corned. Professor Rabkin has contribut-
ed to many popular and academi journals and is one of the most
thoughtful observers of American education policy.

Our next witness after Prof r Rabkin will be Ms. Donna Sha-
lala, the former Assistant Secretary of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development during the Carter administration. Ms.
Shalala is currently the president of Hunter College in New York
City, one of the most important schools ln that city's system. As
with Professor Rabkin, she is also widely recognind on the issues
of educational policy. Ms. Shalala has been s' lected by ERA propo-
nents on this committee as their preferred witness on this matter.

This committee is proud to have two top experts testify before us
today, one for and one with some serious reservations about the'
equal rights amendment.

Professor Rabkin, we will turn to you, please.

STATEMENT OF JEREMY A. RABKIN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DE-
PARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT, AND DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ON
COURTS AND PUBLIC POLICY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Professor RABKIN. Thank you.
I beileve this subcommittee is performing a great service to this

country in attempting a careful assessment of the legal implica-
tions of the equal rights amendment. I feel honored at being asked
to contribute to this assessment of the legal implications of the
equal rights amendment, and I will focus my remarks on the likely
effects of the ERA on private education, a problem which I think
has not yet received the attention that it deserves.

Because the language of the equal rights amendment is ad-
dressed to the State and Federal governments, many people
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assume that its effects will be limited to public schools and to State
universities, But I think this view is certainly mistaken. I will try
in a brief space here to indicate some of the ways in which the
equal rights amendment is likely to impact on private education.

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. lready prohibits
sex discrimination in any education program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance. There are, however, a number of ex-
ceptions in title IX. Most importantly, there are a series of excep-
tions dealing with admissions, which allow private institutions to
receive Federal funding and still be single-sex institutions up to the
level and including the level of private colleges: The other excep-
tion there is for any school controlled by a religious organization to
the extent that its prohibition on sex discrimination would not be
consistent with the religious tenets of such organization.

To begin with,: it seems to me indisputable that the equal rights
amendment would prohibit direct Federal, or for that matter,
direct State grants to any single-sex institution. In the second
place, I think it is very, very likely that the equal rights amend-

it would prohibit tax exemptions for single-sex institutions and
med, tax exemptions for institutions that practice any form of

sexual differentiation.
I would have predicted that even last year, and ovei.the past sev-

eral \ years a number of scholars have predicted that. I think you
can say this with much more confidence and certainty since the de-
cision of the Supreme Court in Bob Jones University v. United
States. In that cabe, many of you will recall, Bob Jones University
was finally judged \ not eligible for tax exemption because it has a
ban oft interracial dating. This school is integrated, that is, it does
accept black students,, but it had this peripheral aspect of its policy
which was discriminatory, and the Supreme Court held that that
was enough for the IRS to deny its tax exemption.

Now, it seems 4o me if you follow that precedent with regard to
the ERA, it really is inescapable that not only single-sex schools,
but schools which maintain some kind of incidental differentiation
or, if you like, discrimination, on the basis of sex would also be dis-
qualified from receiving tax exemptions. That means, it seems to
me, not only that, for example, Catholic seminaries which exclude
women would be ineligible for tax exemptions, but Orthodox
Jewish schools which maintain separation in seating between men
and women in religious ceremonies would on the same reasoning
be ineligible for tax exemption.

Now, the significance of losing tax exemption is not only that
you may, as a school, have to pay some taxes directly; more impor-
tantly, it is that contributions to the school are not tax deductible.
And for many schools, that means losing an important source of
income. It has been estimated that as much as 20 percent of the
income of private elementary and secondary schools would be lost
to them if they lost their tax-exempt status. For private colleges
the figure is undoubtedly much higher. Since many private schools
are in a financially precarious state, I think that means for a great
many private schools, they will either conform to national stand-
ards on sex, or they will, perhaps, be driven into oblivion.

There are lots of other ways, it seems to me, in which the equal
rights amendment would very much constrain private education.
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In Norwood v. Harrison, the Supreme Court. held that States could
not provide textbooks to private schools practicing race discrimina-
tion. These were textbooks loaned directly to the students, not to

the schools, and they were made available to all the students in the
State. Again, if you follow that precedent, it seems to me fairly
clear that schools which are single-sex or schools which maintain
some pattern of sexual differentiation may forfeit participation in
State or Federal prograrqs in which some kind of incidental or
rect aid is made available to schools.

It seems to me even participation in Federal sti lent loan pro-
grams would have to be forfeited by schools that maintain some
kind of sexual distinction.

Let me, without belaboring the point or multiplying examples,

say as a general matter, the effect of this would be to very much
isolate and in effect penalize a small number of private scheols
which want to maintain a.somewhat different educational pattern

nthan has now become the norm. And I think we should think care-
fully about whether we really do want to penalize schools that are
somewhat different in regard to the way they treat men and

women or boys and girls.
If you go back to title IX, the congressional prohibition on sex

discrimination in education programs receiving Federal assistance,
Congress introduced all kinds of exceptions there because it did not
want to have an absolutely blanket, uniform 'rule. And it has over
the years introduced amendments to that statute to clarify various
things it did not want covered.

It seems to me all of these amendments reflect what is a fairly
broad public sentiment that we do not want to treat sex discrimi-
nation in quite such a rigid and unyielding way as race discrimina-
tion. If the ERA is ratified, I think it will require that sex discrimi-
nation be treated in the same way as ace discrimination, and as I
say, I think this really will have considerable, effect on What are,
after all, not a very large number of schools, but still, a fair
number of private schools that have somewhat different patterns.

Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Professor.
(The following was received for the record:
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEREMY A. RABKIN

1 believe this subcommittee is performing a great service to the

country in attempting a careful assessment of the legal implications of

the Equal Rights Amendment. And t feel honored at being aske; to

contribute to this assessment. I will focus my remarkr on the likely

effects of the E.R.A. on private education, a problem that has not yet

received the careful attention that I believe it deserves.

The language of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment is addressed to

the state and federal governments. Many people therefore assume that

its effects will be limited to public schools and state universities.

This view is certainly mistaken. In fact, because most public educa-

tional institutions are already subject to statutory prohibitions on sex

discrimination. private institutions may be much more seriously and

directly affected by the E.R.A. than their public counterparts. Propo-

nents of the amendment may welcome all the changes it would bring to

private education. My own view is that the scale of these changes ought

to give us some pause. But I will try to report my analysis of the

likely consequences here as impartially ss I can.

Effect on Direct Subsidies

It is already illegal for educational institutions to practice sex

discrimination if they are recipients of direct federal grants. Title

IX of the Education Amendments of 1912 prohibits sex discrimination in

"any education program or activity receiving federal financial assis-

tance."' The language was modeled on Title VI of the Civil) Rights Act

of 1964. which prohibits discrimination "on the basis of race, color or

national origin" in any federally funded program.
2

Title VI was under-

stood at the time of its adoption to embody a constitutional requirement

that government not give direct aid to racial discrimination. Title IX

was not conceived as implementing
a constitutional obligation in regard
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to Rex discrimination, however. Thus, while the prohibition against

funding of race discrimination is cast in absolute terms in Title VI,

the prohibition in Title IX is subject to numerous exceptions. By

constitutionalizing an absolute prohibition of government involvement in

discrimination, the Equal Rights Amendment would effectively eliminate

these exceptions in Title IX.

At present, Title IX does not apply to admissions decisions in any

elementary or secondary school (except for "Instxtntions of vocational

education") nor in any private college. In other words, it permits

private schools. up to the level of undergraduate college training, to

operate as single-sex institutions and still remain eligible for federal

funding. It also exempts any school controlled by a "religious orga-

nization" to the extent that its prohibition on sex discrimination

"would not be consistent with the religious tenets of such

organization." By contrast, the E.R.A. would almost certainly prohibit

direct federal -- or for that matter, state - grants to any single-sex

institution. Nor has any commentator argued that it would provide any

exemption for religious schools.

As it is, the Supreme Court has held that the First Amendment

prohibits direct government grants to any religious school at the

elementary or secondary level.
3

And direct grants to nonsectarian

private schools at this level are not very common or very extensive.

Rut the Supreme Court has allowed religious institutions of higher

education to receive substantial government assistance
4 and many of

these schools may not be able to comply with a requirement of absolute

non - discrimination or non-differentiation. These colleges, along with

secular women's colleges and any schools.that try to maintain a fixed

sexual ratio in their student body, may thus face some painful financial

sacrifices to retain their established character. But this is only the

beginning of the difficulties that the E.R.A. is likely to pose for

unconventional private schools.
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Effect on Tax Rxemptions

Apart from its effects on direct subsidies. the Equal Rights

Amendsent may have its greatest impact on private schools through its

implications for tax policy.

Since 1970 the Internal Revenue Service has been denying tax exempt

states to private schools that practice racial discrimination. This

policy was initiated in response to a successful 1969 suit by civil

rights groups in Green v.'Kennedy) and subsequently affirmed by the same

three-judge district court in Green v. Connally in 1971.5 As this

subcommittee is doubtless aware, the Supreme Court emphatically endorsed

the I.R.S. policy this spring in Bob Jones University v. Reg.n.6

Several aspects of the Court's decision in Bob Jones deserve

special notice. First, the Court held that recognition as a "charita-

ble" organization -- one eligible foi tax exempt atatus -- must be with-

held from institutions involved in any activity that is "contrary to a

fundamental public policy." The tax coda need not directly prohibit

this activity: it does not expressly prohibit racial discrimination.

And this activity need not actually be illegal in itself: no law

prohibits Bob Jones University from maintaining the ban on interracial

dating that got it into trouble with the IRS. The Supreme Court held

that the IRS was nonetheless justified in revoking the tax exempt status

of Bob Jones University because, if it had been a state institution,

constitutional rulings would plainly have prohibited the school from

maintaining a ban on interracial dating. This was enought to prove, as

the court saw it. that Bob Jones University was acting "contrary to

fundamental public policy."

Now I think it in indisputable that if the E.R.A. is added to the

Constitution, it will make opposition to sex discrimination a matter of

"fundamental public policy." Following the Court's ruling in Bob Jones,
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then, it seems inescapable
that all single-sox

institutions must be

denied tax exemptions.
Thus the E.R.A. would not only make all -women

colleges ineligible for tax exemptions, but also Catholic seminaries,

for example - unless they admit women for training to the priesthood.

Indeed, admitting
applicants of both sexes would not be sufficient,

according to the Bob Jones ruling, unless the institution is oblivious

to gender in all its activities. It did not save Bob Jones University.

after all, that its ban on interracial dating was rather incidental to

its basic educational
program -- which was, it appears, fully integrated

after 1976. Thus it seems inescapable that an institution like Yeshivah

University in New York, which does have coeducational programs. must

still'forfeit its tax exemption if it maintains separate
seating for men

and women in religious services. That this practice is required by

Orthodox Jewish tradition
would be of no relevance to the operation of

the tax law. In the Bob Jones case, the Court emphatically rej:cted the

claim that Bob Jones University had any First Amendment right to

exemption from the IRS policy even though its bad on interracial dating

derived from the school's understanding of Biblical precepts. The Court

insisted that the government's "fundamental, overriding interest in

eradicating racial discrimination in education...substantially outweighs

whatever burden denial of tax benefits places on petitioners exercise of

their religious beliefs
1.7

ft is tempting to regard these conclusions an simply too absurd or

too extreme for the Supreme Court to embrace. The Court would surely

try to avoid the onus of ordering Catholic seminaries to admit women

candidates for the priesthood or forfeit their tax exemptions. And I

would be the first to admit that the Court has often sacrificed logical

or doctrinal
consistency in the past to avoid unpopular or unpalatable

results. Perhaps it vould do no here, but one cannot be at all confi-

dent of that. To avoid this result, the Court would have to denigrate
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the E.R.A. itself by maintaining that it had not, after all, made

opposition to sex discrimination such a "fundamental public policy" as

opposition to race discrimination. Or it would have to repudiate the

Bob Jones decision -- which was hailed on almost every side as

expressine the evident, common sense of the law.

The Court did leave itself a possible escape hatch by resting its

decision in Bob Jones on a statutory interpretation of the tax code

rather than voicing direct constitutional standards. This may leave

room for Congress to rescue the Court, by amending the tax code to

clarify that -- the E.R.A. notwithstanding -- the "fundamental public

policy" against sex discrimination should not extend to religious

institutions or to various other private organizations. Yet a Congress

which had recently reendorsed the E.R.A. might not feel at all comfort-

ahlNe in enacting such a disclaimer. And I think it is fair to say that

many E.R.A. proponents would lobby hard to defeat such an amendment tb

the tax code -- not from any particular desire to deny tax benefits to

Cslholic seminaries or Orthodox Jewish day schools, but from a general

commic7ent to the notion that tax benefits should not be available to

institutions practicing sex discrimination. Even without ratification

of the E.R.A., the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights urged as far back as

1975 that the I.R.S. had the authority and the obligation under existing

laws to deny tax exemptions to sexually discriminatory schooL. 8 Propo-

nents of thin view will be greatly fortified in their conviction if

E.R.A. in finally added to the Constitution.

In fact. there is already a substantial body of precedent and

opinion to support the view that tax exemptions are a form of "state

action" and that the constitutional prohibitions against discrimination

by the government must equally apply to all recipients of governmental

tax benefitn. In the Bob Jones case the Court noted that many of the

nmirun briefs it received -- including the one submitted by William
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Coleman, who was appointed by the Court, itself -- argued that, whatever

the Court's interpretation of existini tax law, the "denial of

tax-exempt status is independently required by the equal protection

component of the Fifth Amendment. 09 The Court's reliance on statutory

interpretation of the tax code made it unnecessary for it to reach the

constitutional Josue, but did not dispute the force of the argument.

In fact, the Court's statutory interpretation -- which was otherwise

rather strained and unconvincing in important respects -- seemed to

reflect the Court's conviction-that any other interpretation of the tax

code would render it\constitutionally defective.") The Green court,-----

which first advanced this interpretation of the tax code, stated

explicitly that any other approach would raise "grave constitutional

issues."
11

In McGlotien v. Connally another three judge court

subsequently provided a direct holding that the Constitution forbids tax

exemptions for discriminatory in$titutions.12 The McGlotten decision

was never overruled and ies reasoning has indeed been cited with

approval by several other courts and a considerable number of scholarly

commentators.
13

Even before the ,recent decision in Bob Jones v. Regan, several

commentators had already preducted that ratification of the Equal Rights

Amendment would require the dithdraval of tax exemptions for single sex

schools and for schools practicing any form of sex discrimination.
14

After Bob Jones, this seems even more likely -- even for religious

institutions.

Effects on Other Forms of Public Assistance

First, it is worth noting that the Bob Jones case dealt not only

with direct tax exemptions but with tax exempt status generally.

institutions which qualify for Lax exemptions under 5501(c)(3) of the

internal Revenue Code do not have to pay any form of income tax them-

\
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selves. But they also benefit indirectly from this classification,

because it allows private contributors to these institutions to tcke

deductions on their own taxes for such contributions (under 1170). The

Bob Jones decision, like the IRS policy that preceded it, prohibited

deductions for "charitable" contributions to discriminatory school' --

thus undermining the fundraising capacity of these schools by depriving

would-be donors of a major incentive for making contributions. The

E.R.A. would certainly have the same effect on single-sex

discriminatory) s:hools if it is held to prohibit their

emptions.

But tax subsidies are not the only form of state assistance

threatened by the E.R.A. In Norwood v. Harrison, tee Supreme Court held

that states may not provide textbooks to private schools practicing race

discrimination.
15

The fact that the books were loaned directly to the

(or

own

sexually

tax ex-

students made no difference; not did it make any difference that the

books were available on the same basis to all students at all schools in

the state. Moreover, the constitutional ban on participation in this

program was extended to religious schools, without any hesitation or

qualification. The conclusion again seems inescapable that, if the

E.R.A. is ratified, single sex private schools or private schools

practieng any form of sexual differentiation would also have to forego

the benefits of such programs. This may affect a considerable number of

private elementary and secondary schools, since many states have adopted

surh textbook or equipment loan programs since 1968, when the Supreme

Court declared these programs to be a permissible form of state aid to
16

sectarian schools. '

At institutions of higher education, state and federal loan and

grant programs will probably have to exclude students who attend single -

sex or sexually discriminatory schools on the name reasoning. The

Department of Education jaed before 1979, the Department of Health,
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Education and Welfare) has indeed maintained that if a college enrolls

students who participate in a federal student loan or grant program, the

entire college and all its activities must comply with the federal law

prohibiting sex discrimination in "any program or activity receiving

federal financial assistance." Colleges that did not want to comply

with HEW's elaborate regulations on sex discrimination were told that

their students could no longer qualify for federal grants and loans. 1 7

The Supreme Court has not yet endorsed this approach as a proper inter-

pretation of Title IX (the statete involved), but it would certainly

have very great difficulty in disavowing the policy under the E.R.A.

If loans to students are threatened, it is hard to see how loans to

single-sex institutions themselves can be exempt from challenge. Thus

seems quite possible that such institutions would be loreed to

.withdraw from special library loan arrangements with state universities

and other joint ventures with public institutions. Nor is this all.

In Gilmore v. City the Supreme Court held that a

racially segregated private school could not be given special hours to

use the playing fields in a public park, because this would constitute

unconstitutional state involvement with racial discriminatiop.
18 Under

the E.R.A., therefore, it would seem that private schools must be

excluded from using any public facility -- using a municipal auditorium

for a graduation exercise or
student concert, for example -- if the

school itself does not observe approved standards of nondiscrimination

in regard to sex. Further it would seem that private organizations

cannot maintain any link with public schools or state universities if

they fail to meet E.R.A. standards of non-discrimination. Thus, boy

scout and girl scout troops may have to be excluded from public school

facilities and fraternities and sororities banished from state college

campuses (or at least from college owned facilities).
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Regimentation vs. Isolation:

The Moral Burden on Private Education

A few commentators have suggested that, despite its apparent

limitation to governmental activity, the Equal Rights Amendment could

directly reach all schools. public and private. There are a few strands

of constitutional doctrine and a few precedents that can be invoked to

support this claim.
19

I think it is very unlikely, however, that the

Supreme Court would give broader reach to a constitutional ban on sex

discrimination than it has accorded to the existing prohibitions on race

discrimination in the Fourteenth and the Fifth Amendments. And the

Court has never held that racially discriminatory private schools are

21E se unconstitutional.

If the Court's approach to race discrimination is any guide,

however. the Equal Rights Amendment will impose very considerable

constraints on private schools. Schools that are not prepared to forego

all forms of government assistance will have to be sexually integrated.

This does not simply mean that single-sex schools will have to admit

students of the opposite sex. This probably means that from kinder-

garten to post-graduate training all classes will have to be sexually

integrated and all school-sponsored activities as well: gym classes and

athletic programs, classes on "health" or on "women's issues" or on

religion or on fatherhood, baking clubs and "consciousness-raising"

groups and so on and so on. Indeed the implementing regulations for

Title IX suggest that even sexually differentiating "dress codes" or
vs.

counseling services may be considered "sex di!.criminstion". I do not

offer these examples to caricature or denigrate the goal of sexual

equality and I do not mean to nay themat there is anything wrong with

running schools in thin way. The question is simply whether all educa-

tional institutions should be pressured to conduct themselves according

zo such patterns.
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The E.R.A. would doubtless permit many single-sex institutions to

continue, along with many schools that hold to traditional patterns of

sexual separation or differentiation. But it would place great finan-

cial strain on such schools and a large number may not survive. It has

been estimated, for example, that loss of tax exempt status would cost

the average rr4--,:te school (at the elementary and secondary level_ over

20 percent of its annual income.
21 That exceeds the margin for survival

for many schools and those that are able to absorb such a loss will be

forced to curtail their programa and limit access (by increased tuition

and/or reduced scholarship aid provisions). Private colleges may be

even more hard hit and become even less accessible - those that survive.

And beyond all the financial blows, unconventional private schools and

colleges will suffer the stigma of public quarantine, treated as too

tainted, in effect, for any contact or cooperation with public institu-

tions. Those schools that can still attract students under these

conditions will surely be driven to embittered isolation.

Now we have done all this to private schools that persist in racial

discrimination precisely to express an unyielding abhorence to racist'.

practices. The question again is whether we want to oppose all aspects

of sexual separation or differentiation with equally uncompromising

condemnation, imposing the same financial penalties and the same moral

stigma. My own view is that there is something terribly wrong with a

constitution that puts the sexual oxclusiou of a Catholic seminary or a

traditional women's college on the same plane with the racial bigotry of

a white supremacist "segregation academy".

I will not here attempt to argue the moral differences between race

discrimination and sexual exclusion, however. I will simply record my

strong impression that Americans now seem to share this sense that

sexual differentiation should not be regarded with the same intolerance

as lace discrimination. Thus Title IX, enacted within a year of the
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origins/ congressional submission of the Equal. Rights Amendment, ex -1

pressed strong opposition to public funding of sex discrimination in

education, but the general policy was understood to require exceptions

and qualifications. In addition to the original statutory exemptions

fir religious schools and for most kinds of single sex schools, Congress

has added numerous amendments to prevent dogmatic applications of

general policy by civil rights officials. Congress has acted, for

example, to exempt school sponsorship of boy scout and girl scout

troops, of all-female beauty pageni.s, uf separate mother-daughter and

father-son banquets and of social sororities and fraternities. Most

penile seem to want this flexibility even in public schools and are

certainly prepared to tolerate greater diversity along these lines in

private education.

The Equal Rights Amendment will almost certainly eliminate such

flexibility and greatly reduce such diversity. And this will not he the

effect of sloppy draftsmanship by its current sponsors or errant dogma-

tism by its subsequeit judicial interpreters. Many sincere and thought-

ful people support the Equal Rights Amendment precisely because they

desire the kinds of legal conseqeences I have tried to sketch out in

this statement. Many people do believe that opposition to sexual

differentiation, like opposition to race discrimination, must override

our traditional regard for religious pluralism and educational diversi-

ty. The country as a whole should consider what this means, however,

before the Equal Rights Amendment is resubmitted to the states.
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through regulation and accreditation
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dividends, capitalgains from the endowments
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Senator HATCH. Ms. Shalala, let us turn to you and take yourtestimony at this time.

STATEMENT OF DONNA E. SHALALA, PRESIDENT, HUNTER
COLLEGE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Dr. SHALALA. Good morning. I am Donna Shalala, president ofHunter College of the City University of New York. I am heretoday to speak in favor of the equal rights amendment. Thatamendment would finally make it unconstitutional to deny any in-dividuals equal rights on account of sex in any area of governmentaction. No longer would women be required to rely on the patch-work of antidiscrimination laws to enforce their rights to equal op-portunity and equal treatment; nor would they bear the substantialrisk that the claim for equality is unenforceable because the Gov-ernment does not stand behind it, or insupportable because of someexception in the laws.
In no area of public life is the ERA more important than in edu-cation. In virtually every aspect of education, both public and pri-vate, sex discrimination continues to exist. And I am here today todiscuss with you the extent of that discrimination and its impacton women and on American society.
By denying equal access to education to a woman, we clearlynarrow her choices and options in employment, in income, and inmobility.
Discrimination based on sex in educational institutions creates ahost of problems for female students and female employees onevery level. While women now have better access to education,

helped substantially by title IX, they still face the heavy burdea ofproving themselves in many areas. The resulting patterns are evi-denced in tha employment of women in education, admissions,courses of study and athletics. Without a constitutional amend-ment, the gains women have won are vulnerable to political whim.
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Although title IX has outlawed discriminatory practices, the per-

cen e of women enrolled in certain courses, particularly prof'es-

si and graduate programs of study, still falls far short of full
to these programs.

In 1980, the proportion of women in medical school was 26 per-

cent; in law school, 34 percent; in dental school, 17 percent, and in
veterinary school, N percent. Women earned only 30 percent of the
doctorates awarded in this country in 1980.

The problems in secondary and post-secondary education are
even more severe. Almost half of all programs are still overwhelm-
ingly segregated by sex, and 72 percent of all women in vocational
education were still enrolled in predominantly female clerical pro-
grams or in home economics classes. An estimated 80 percent of
women currently working are now concentrated in female-dominat-
ed occupations, which are rapidly declining or becoming obsolete as

a result of technological advances.
The failure actively to recruit female studer Li into traditionally

male courses is sex-based discrimination in recruiting and training.
It effectively endorses and perpetuates the pattern a discrimina-
tion that has kept women out of high-paying blue collar skilled
craft jobs. There are particularly severe consequences to the widtin
indulged cultural bias that math and science are properly in the
male domain. In 1981, only half of the college-bound girls, com-
pared to two-thirds of college-bound boys, had completed 4 years of
high school math. The gap in enrollments, especially in advanced
courses, persists despite the assistance of title IX.

Women are likely to stay substantially unrepresented in scientif-

ic and technical fields, they are still enrolling in education for
these fields in significantly smal' sT numbers than are men. For ex-
ample, in 1980, only 30 percent of all college graduates specializing
in computer and information sciences were women; in 1976, while
women were 40 percent of the labor force, they held only 13 per-
cent of the jobs in math, computer, and life sciences.

Women have historically been missing from other expanding
career fields, including the physical sciences and engineering.

The implications of these statistics to the Nation's future are
staggering. At a time when our society is moving into an advanced
technological era, we need to develop every citizen's ability to con-
tribute. Instead, we effectively exclude half the population from

these fields.
The gains for women in the important area of athletic participa-

tion are also at risk today. The current administration wants to se-
verely limit title 1X in a way that would virtually eliminate athlet-
ics from coverage by that act. For women to lose these gains would
deny all young women the substantial career and health benefits
that come with a full range of physical education' participation.

My own experience is illustrative of the blatant discriminatory
treatment of women employed in education until the very recent
past. When I was a graduate student in the late sixties, my depart-
ment head informed me that there was to be no financial aid for
me. He argued that his statistics demonstrated that women doctor-
al students do not complete their degrees, and I had to find finan-
cial assistance from other sources within the university in order to
earn my degree. In the early seventies, when I became an assistant
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professor in another college, the Chair of my department counseledme that I need not work so hard, since the department had neverand would never grant a women tenure. My publications andteaching record, which he conceded were distinguished, wouldmake no difference whatsoever. I left that institution to go to an-other institution that awarded me early tenure. But many other
women were not so lucky.

With such active discouragement and stereotypic treatment ofwomen in professional training, it is not surprising that thenumber of women teaching in higher education is low, and manyfewer of them are untenured. And my complete testimony, Senator,has a lot of statistics on the number of tenured and untenuredwomen and male faculty members by discipline.
Senator HATCH. We will put both complete written statements inthe record. They are both excellent statements; I read both of themprior to coming here, and I want to compliment you both of you forit. But continue, ,Dr. Shalala.
Dr. SHALALA. Let me make just a couple more points.
The impact of the statistics on the loss of role models for youngwomen, leaders for all women, and lower wages mean less job secu-rity for women. We need the equal rights amendment to supple-ment the protections afforded by title VII to women employed ineducational institutions.
Lie pattern in higher education is not unique. Similar patternsare found in the employment of women in elementary and second-ary education.
At the present time, the principal laws we rely on to redress sexdiscrimination in this cot at include title IX of the EducationAmendments of 1972, title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, equalrights amendments in State constitutions and the 14th amend-ment. What are rarely addressed. are the major gaps in the cover-age of all of these laws. Title IX's provisions apply only to admis-sions practices of vocational education, professional education,graduate higher education, and to public undergraduate highereducational institutions. In other words, the statute does not pro-hibit sex-based discrimination in admissions, whether a completebar to women's enrollment, or a quota, or a demand for higher

qualifications in the Nation's elementary and secondary school, inprivate colleges, and even in public colleges, if they have always ex-cluded persons on the basis of sex. These exceptions go to the heartof discrimination in education.
Girls and women can be denied equal access with boys and mento all educational opportunities at certain institutions, even withtitle IX. The statute now precludes a claim against a school districtthat imposes different entrance requirements on the basis of sex.The primary weakness of title VII to redress discriminationagainst academically employed women is the reluctance of Federaljudges to closel examine university hiring, promotion and tenureprocedures. While I do not advocate a judicial takeover of academic

decisionmaking, the equal rights amendment would require closerjudicial scrutiny of these procedures, and it would force colleges
and universities to examine their own policies and affirmatively toremove artificial 'barriers to women's employment and advance-ment.
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Only 16 States have equal, rights provision in their constitutions.
Cases brought under State ERA's already have demonstrated to us
that the Federal ERA would be an effective tool for all women
seeking equal education.

The effect of the equal rights amendment on education is really
quite simple. Discrimination on account of sex in education will no
longer be possible. This means that unless educational policies are
justified by principles of affirmative action, schools must treat
males and females the Brine. The ERA will establish equality on a
permanent basis in a way not subject to the vagaries of administra-
tion policy. This is important, since the alternative of prohibiting
sex discrimination statute-by-statute, as Congresswoman Barbara
Mikulski says, is a little like eliminating slavery plantation by
plantation.

The ERA will do much more than any statute to ensure enforce-
ment. Although title IX was passed in 1972, Federal enforcement
has never been very rigorous.

Women now face more than neglect in government's enforce-
ment of title IX. Officials of the current administration have
launched a concerted effort to severely limit the scope and effec-
tiveness of title IX by revising the Department of Education's regu-
lations enforcing title IX, by the Department of Education's refusal
to appeal an unfavorable court interpretation of that statute, and
finally, by advocating the extremely narrow interpretation in the
Department of Justice brief to the Supreme Court in the Grove City
case.

This administration's objective is to subject to title IX only those
institutions that receive Federal funds earmarked for narrowly de-
fined specific educational programs and exclude from coverage in-
stitutions that receive Federal aid for more general purposes. For
example, this administration has claimed that federally guaranteed
school loan funds no longer trigger any obligation to comply with
title IX. These moves represent, in my judgment, a deka strategy
to turn back the clock on women's rights by reducing the number
of schools covered by title IX and limiting educational opportuni-
ties and activities which women are guaranteed access to by stat-
ute.

Many academic programs, including athletics, will be devastated
by the proposed interpretation of title IX. For ti..ase who share the
view that women are entitled to equality, the ERA would free you
and your colleagues in the House and members of the executive
and legislative branches in most States throughout this Nation to
debate the most cost-effective ways to implement women's right to
equality, not whether they are entitled to such equality. That, I be-
lieve, is what the vast majority of you would like to do and what
the vast majority of Lmericans would like you to do.

Thank you.
[The following was received for the record:)
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PREPARED STATMENT OF DONNA E. SHALALA

Good morning. I am Donna Sha tale, President of Hunter College of
the City University of New York. I am here today to speak in favor of the
Equal Rights Amendment. That Amendment would finally make it
unconstitutional to deny any individual's equal rights on account of sex in
any area of government action. No longer would women be required to rely
on the patchwork of anti-discrimination laws to enforce their rights to equal
opportunity and equal treatment; nor would they bear the substentlal risk
that the claim for equality is unenforceable, because the government does
not stand behind it, or insupportable because of some exception in the laws.

In no area of public life is the ERA more important than in education.
In virtually every aspect of education, both public and private, sex

discrimination continues to exist. Today, I am here to discuss the extent of
that discrimination and its impact on women.

I need not elaborate on the importance Hof education in determining
one's life opportunities. By denying equal access to education to a woman,
we narrow her choices and options in employment, income and mobility.

The ERA is central to ensuring women's equal right to education. It
will provide women with a permanent constitutional basis to assert that right.
It will provide an important constitutional badtckop to the statutes designed
to ensure equality and. thus, eliminate any necessity for such statutes to be
liberally construed to achieve equality. It will insulate women's rights from
political pressure's. It will end efforts to repeal existing antidiscrimination
statutes; to create special exceptions to the equality principle in
antidiscrimination statutes, and to limit the remedies or means to enforce
equality. Pinsky, it would free this Congress to implement women's equality
in an efficacious and cost effective manner.

I. Sax Discrimination in Education

Discrimination based on sex In educational Institutions creates a host
of problems fnr female students and employees on every level. While women
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now have better woos to ediKolin (helped substantially by Title IX) they

still face the heavy burden of proving themselves in many areas. The resulting

patterns are evident in employment of women in edueation, admissions, courses

of study and athletics. Without a constitutional amendment, the gains women

have won are vulnerable to political whim.

Adoksbn and Como of Obey for Women

in its 1981 report Title IX: The Heff Pull. Half Empty Glass, the

National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs described some

of the diserimbtatbn that limits women's educational opportunities. The

following examples illustrate widespread sex discriminatory policies:

Because it had few dormitories for women and would not permit

them to live off campus, the University of North Carolina accepted only one-

quarter of the women who applied for admission while admitting half of the

male applicants.

At the New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell, women

were required to have SAT scores 30 to 40 points higher than those of entering

men.

A male applicant at Penn State was five times more Ilteki to

be admitted than a female.

Although Title ... outlawed these particular discriminatory practices

especially in professional and graduate programs, the percentages of women

enrolled in certain courses of study still fall short of full access to these

programs. In 1980, the proportion of women In mediael sehool was 26 percent;

in law school 34 percent; in dental school 17 percent; and in veterinary school

39 percent. Women earned only 30 percent of doctorates awarded In 1980.

The problems In secondary and postsecondary education are oven more

severe, almost half of all programs are still overwhelmingly segregated by

sex, Seventy-two percent of all women in vow- tional education in 1978 were

still enrolled In predominantly female clerical programs or in home economics

elessm The percentage of women enrolled in training that leads to higher

paid typically !onto skills is still quite low. Seventeen percent In agricultural
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programs, 18% in trade and industrial programs, and 20% in technical
programs.1 These figures overstate the progress because these broad job
categories include predominately female trades such as, cosmetology.

The importance of skill training for women for high paid jobs, usually
reserved for men, cannot be underestimated. One half of all women in this
country work, and two-third' of them work out of economic necessity. With
rising divorce rates, the economic cushion of a spouse's income can no longer
be assumed. As noted by the National Advisory Council on Economic
Opportunity, "Poverty amolg women Is becoming one of the most compelling
social facts of this decade. If the proportion of the poor who are in female.
headed families were to Increase at the same rate as it did from 1988-1977,

the poverty population would be composed solely of women and their children
in the year 2000."

Occupations historically reserved for women are undergoing enormous
change. An estimated 80 percent of women currently working are now

concentrated in occupations which are rapidly declining or becoming obsolete
as a result of technological advances. Jobs such as bark teller, telephone

operator and clerical worker are undergoing major changes. These changes
will result in dramatically fewer available jobs in fields in which women have

been concentrated and greater technological skill requirements in the remaining
jobs. An unskilled woman will be displaced and may become permanently
unemployed.

Moreover, a variety of forces have kept women out of predominatly
"male" jobs. First and foremost is the fact that many jobs ezisi plumber,
electrician, auto mechanic are still performed almost exclusively by men
in our society. This fact alone deters many teenage girls from even considering
such fields, or from employment even if they have been trained. Just as
teenage girls do not try out for the high school football team or seek to Join
a "boys' only" school club or extracurricular activity, many do not even enroll
for the auto mechanics course that only boys take.

Not only are there subtle societal norms that give young women implicit
messages, girls are expressly discouraged from pursuing certain educational
opportunities. Discriminatory counselors believe and tell girls that "dirty"
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work is not appropriate for them. Many counselors warn girls to avoid jobs

in which they could face harrasament (verbal and physical) rather than

counseling them how to avoid the harrassment. The result is that those gin

who aclave academically despite this discouragement are Mewlse excluded

from and discouraged in the job market. Women ere harrassed In many job

environments, and many employers refuse to consider hiring females for "male"

jobs, such as plumbers, electricians, etc.2

The failure wily* to remit female students into traditionally male

courses is sex-based discrimination fri recruiting and training. It effectively

endorses and perpetuates the pattern of discrimination that has kept women

out of high-paying blue-collar. skilled craft jobs. The notion that a girl should

be discouraged or not encouraged in acquiring the special skins demanded by

these changes, unless she herself exhibits an intense desire to do so, is

economically catastrophic to women and fails to recognize the depth of the

forces deterring her.

Women are also discouraged from courses of study in math and science

with virtually the same force as they are discouraged from skilled jobs and

vocational training. The stereotype that women are not good at Ifinath end

science is still widely indulged even though these Are extremely important

areas of future employment. The result of this historic unfair exclusion of

women from math and the sciences has proven difficult to overcome.3 It Is

reflected in the counsel that girls receive as they choose a cotrse of study.

There are severe consequences to the cultural bias that math and

science are properly in the male domain. in 1981, only half of college-bound

girls, compared to two-thirds of college-bound boys, had completed four years

of high school math. The gap in enrollments, especially In advanced courses,

persists despite the assistance of Title IX.

A study of math enrollments by the Project on Equal Educational Rights

of the NOW Legal Defense in Education Fund In 113 school districts in

Michigan in the fall of 1981 confirmed this pattern. Boys outnumbered girls

two to one in computer math muses. In one school district the percentage

of girls in computer math was as low as 21 percent. Girls were 40 percent
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of the students in calculus and 43 percent of the students In trigonometry.

Advanced science courses had enrollments as low as 19 percent female.

This difference in course-taking is chiefly responsible for the lower

achievement rates of girls that many studies have reported. While boys and

girls tend to do equally well in math nt elementary school levels, girls' math

scores drop behind in junior high and fall further behind at the high school

and college level. The disparity between boys' and girls' scores disappears,

however, when the date are controlled for years of math taken in school.

These findings confirm that it is primarily lack of exposure and practice that

keeps girls behind boys' achievements in math and other technical studies.

The problem of women's exclusion from math training and their resultant

loss of opportunity is exacerbated by the fact that sex segregated schools at

the elementary and secondary level are tolerated under both Title IX and the

equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. In 1977, the U.S.

Supreme Court upheld on an equal protection challenge the exclusion of a

Philadelphia girl from the all-male Central High,4 one of the city's two

academic high schools, and the one with the best reputation and the most

prestigious graduates. The other academic school, the all-female Girls High,

was good but, not quite on a par with "Central" The appellate court ruled

in favor of "separate but equal", emphasized that Central and Girls High were

comparable in quality, academic standing and prestige and ignored the

superior science facilities and reputation of Central. Last month, a

Pennsylvannia state court ordered Central High to admit girls. However,

that decision was based in part on the state Equal Rights Amendment.5

Schools for boys typically offer superior math and science opportunities.

Girls, therefore, are often barred from entering programs in which math and

science learning is required. The evidence confirms that girls, like most

people, gain confidence in their ability to perform a difficult task only after

they have tried ILO The exclusion from a superior program of education can

be fatal to any woman's development of interest and abilities in math and

science.

.hedging from the educational programs that prepare future professionals
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In these fields, women are lately to stay substantially underrepresented in

scientific and technical fields. While the trend has been slightly upward over

the last decade, young women are still enrolling in education for these fields

in significantly smaller numbers than are men. For example, in 1980, only

30 percent of all college graduates specializing in computer and Information

sciences were women. There have been modest recent gains, but women are

still a small minority in educational programs in these fields. In 1976, while

women were 40 percent of the labor force, they held only 13 percent of the

jobs in math, computer and life science. Women have historically been missing

from other expanding career fields as well. In 1976, women held only 7.5

percent of the jobs in the physical sciences and one percent of the jobs in

engineer Ing.7

The implications of these statistics for the nation's future are

staggering. At a time when our society is moving into an advanced

technological era, we need to develop every citizen's ability to contribute.

Instead, half the population is effectively excluded from these fields.

Sports and physical activity are another important area of student life

that would be affected by the equal rights amendment. The strongly held

stereotypes about women's athletic abilities have begun to be challenged.

Today girls and women have more opportunity to participate in athletics

either for recreation or in competition than they did before the passage

of Title IX. But we have a long way to go.

Title IX has to date been interpreted to require institutions to provide

a selection of sports and a level of competition that effectively accommodate

the interests and abilities of both sexes. Women and men, boys and girls,

must be provided comparable equipment and supplies, travel and per diem

allowances, opportunity to receive coaching and academic tutoring, publicity,

scheduling of game and practice times, scholarship aid, medical, housing, and

dining facilities. Since the passage of Title IX the Increase in women' and

girls' enrollment In athletic programs reflects the active desire that girls and

women had for sports participation that was denied to them. However, the

current data on girl's participation in athletics shows how far we have to go

before programs reflect full and fair participation for women:
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Last year only 35% of the high school varsity athletes were girls.

In 1980, the average budget for a woman's athletics program

was 16.4% of the total athletics budget.

During the 1977-78 school year, the average Big 10 school athletic

budget for women was between $250,000 at smaller schools and $750,000 at
larger schools. In the same year, however, the average men's Big 10 athletic

was 3 million dollars.

While women still haVe a long way to go to achieve equality of

opportunity in athletic participation, the gains in athletics for women are at
risk today. The current Administration wants to severely limit Title IX in

a way that would virtually eliminate athletics from coverage by that Act.'
For women to lose these gains would not only deny talented women careers

in athletics. It would deny all young women the health, well-being arid

emotional and physical development that comes with sports and a full range

of physical edueatip participation. It would also guarantee that all wotnen

must continue to labor under the stereotype that women are innately weak,

because as women continue to be denied opportunities for physical development

and the incentives for that development, the stereotypes remain unchallenged

and the talented athletic woman remains an aberration.8 For girls, els much

as for boys, physical development through athletics is a crucial part of their

education. 'May, we continue to deny our girls and women this access to a

full education.

Women's Employment in Education.

My own experience is illustrative of the blatant discriminatory
treatment of women employed in education until the very recent past. When

I was a graduate student in the late sixties my department head informed
me that there would be no financial aid for me. He argued that his statistics
demonstrated that women doctoral students do not complete their degrees.
I had to find financial assistance from other sources within the university in
order to earn my degree.

In the early 1970's, when I became assistant professor in another college
the chair of my department counseled me that I need not work so hard since
the department had never and would never grant a woman tenure. My
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publications and teaching record, which he conceded were distinguished, would

mite no difference whatsoever. I left that institution to go to another

institution that awarded me early tenure. Many other women were not so

lueky.

With such ref discopragement and stereotypic treatment of women

in professional training, it is tiot surprising that the number of women teaching

in higher education in low and many fewer of them are tenured. In the

humanities, women are one third the number of men (14,500/42,200), and only

49.8 percent of those women are tenured. By contrast, the percentage of

tenured males in the humanities is 76 percent. In the category of males aged

46 or older, 90.22 percent of those men are tenured in the humanities while,

of all academically-employed female Ph.Ds aged 46 or over, only 68.7 percent

are tenured. The situation in similar in the sciences. The number of women

teaching in the sciences Is one fifth the number of males (24,200/157,000),

and only 37.6 percent of women as compared with 64.6 percent of men are

tenured. Of aU academically-employed male Ph.Ds aged 48 or older, 87.3

percent are tenured, while only 03.4 percent of women in that category are

tenured.

The breakdowns do not change markedly for professors in the younger

categories. For the humanities, in the age category 36 to 45 in which many

would have become eligble for tenure in the last ten years, there are 17,700

males of whom 73.5 percent are tenured, and only 5,900 women of whom

45.7 percent are tenured. In the sciences, for the age category 36 to 45,

there are 60,800 men who are academically employed, and 66.5 percent of

them are tenured. Only 41 percent of the 9,200 women employed in the

gelenees are tenured. in the under 35 category, many have not yet come up

for tenure. The humanities employed men (4,100) nearly twice as many than

women (2,500). Furthermore, only 21 percent of the men are on nontenure

tracks campfire(' to 32 percent of the women. In the sciences, there are

31,200 men under 35 and 7,700 women. Of these, 30.4 percent of the men

are on nontenure tracks compared to 40.4 percent of the women.9

Another way to examine the status of women's employment

opportunities in higher education is to look at the percentage of women on
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full-time instructional staff during the period 1972 to 1983. There have been

a small gal mostly among women in the lower ranks. Women lecturers

increased by 12% (from 34.4% to 47.1%); woman instructors increased by 13%

(39.9% to 53.3%); women assistant professors increased by 12% (23.8% to

35.9%); and women associate professors increased by S% (18.5% to 21.5%).

But women fell-professors increased by only one percent (9.8% to 10.8%). In

all ranks combined the number of women increased by only five pereent.10

I speak from first-hand experience and observation when I say that even for

the last ten years, the disparities are the product of continuing discrimination

against women in higher education opportunities and employment.

The impact of these statistics is the loss of role models for young

women and leaders for all women and lower wages" and less job security

for women.

The pattern in higher education is not unique. Similar patterns are

found in the employment of women In elementary and secondary education.

A brief selection of the data will illustrate my points

While seventy percent of classroom teachers are female, only

one percent of all head administrators of schools are female.12

-- Male classroom teachers earn, on the average, $3,000 more per

year than do female teachers.13

Ninety-nine percent of school superintendents are male.14

Women elementary school principals have decreased from fifty-

five percent of all such principals in 1928 to eighteen percent in 1978.15

Twenty-one percent of all vocational education administrators

are women.16

We need the equal rights amendment to supplement the protections

afforded by Title VII to women employed in educational institutions.

Discrimination in professional employment, particularly in the granting of

academic promotion and tenure is the most difficult area to challenge under

current employment discrimination law.
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II. Existing Laws Prohibiting Eta Disariminatbn in Monti=

At the present time, the principal laws relied on to redress sex

discrimination in schools include Title IX of the Education Amendments of

1972, 20 U.S.C. Sections 1681-86, Title VII of the 1)84 Civil Rights Act,

equal rights amendments in state constitutions, and the Fourteenth Amendment

to the U.S. Constitution. All of these provisions have major gaps in their

coverage. Title IX provides "(n)o person in the United States shall, on the

basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or

be subjected to discrimination under any educational program or activity

receiving Federal financial assistance." It covers most areas of school life

including admissions, access to courses, counseling and testing, scholarships

and awards, health and insurance benefits, treatment of unmarried students

and students who are parents, access to housing and other facilities and

employment. Title IX has been seen as the primary remedy for sex

discrimination in schools and is largely responsible for beginning the important

process of change toward equality for women in these aspects of education.

What are rarely addressed are the major gaps in Title IX's reach. Its

provisions apply only to the admissions practices of vocational education,

professional education, graduate higher education and to public undergraduate

higher institutions.11 In other words, the statute does not prohibit ,sex-based

discrimination in admissions whether a complete bar to women's enrollment,

a quota, or a demand for higher qualifications in all the nation's elementary

and secondary schools, private colleges, and even public colleges, if they have

always excluded persons on the basis of sex. These are not minor exceptions.

They go to the heart of discrimination in education. airs and women can

be denied equal access with boys and men to all educational opportunities at

certain institutions even with Title IX. The statute now precludes a Title

IX claim against sex-segregated elementary and secondary schools, or against

a school district that imposes different entrance requirements on the basis

of sex.1 8

Sex segregation hi schools can be extremely detrimental to girls and
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boys, reinforcing sex stereotypic roles which artificially limit the options of
both. The Vorehheimer case showed Philadelphia reserving its best science

preparation for the boys who could attend "Central" those who could be

future leaders of the nation.19 The girls attending "Girls High" presumably

did not need superior science instruction. Similarly, the all-female Winthrop

College in South Carolina was set up to prepare women fore

. . . stenography, typewri' ag, telegraphy,
bookkeeping, drawing, . . . designing, engraving,
sewing, dressmaking, millinery, art, needlework,
cooking, housekeeping, and such other industrial arts
as may be suitable to their sex and conclusive to
their support and usefulness.2°

Men at the companion state college, The Citadel, are prepared for careers

in engineering and the military. When the University of Virginia at

Charlottesville was reserved for men, great asperities between the state's

male facilities and the female facilities were revealed in litigation.21

The men's college offered the highest average faculty salaries In the state.

The state appropriation per student at the men's college was more than double

that at each of the two women's colleges. Men had access to sophisticated

astronomy and science facilities; women did not. Men could take degrees in

astronomy, batin-American studies, and nine foreign languages all

unavailable to women. The men's college offered a far greater variety of

courses in almost every departmeht, especially in government, astronomy,

economics, English, history, physics, geology, geography, sociology and

anthropology. In short, the lawyers showed in detail that the state reserved

its highest-quality educational facilities "For Men Only."

Yet these kinds of blatant violations are immune from attack under

Title IX,

The primary weakness of Title VII to redress discrimination against

academically employed women is the reluctance of federal judges to closely

examine university hiring, promotion and tenure procedures. While I do not

advocate a judicial takeover of academic decision making, the equal rights

amendment would require closer judicial scrutiny of these procedures. It
would force colleges and universities to examine their own policies end
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affirmatively to remove artifieel harriers to women's employment and

advancement.

Other major laws concerning equality for women in education are stag

equal rights amendments. Only sixteen states22 have equal rights provisions

in their constitutions. The cases under state ERAs demonstrate that the

federal ERA will be an effective tool for all womenseeking an equal education.

The United States Constitution as it is presently interpreted is of only

limited utility to overcome sex discrimination. For example, the Supre'

Court did strike down the exclusion of men from a state university nursing

school, but it did 90 with a closely divided court."

The charter of Mississippi University for Women underscores the sex

stereotypic nature of the school:

The purpose and aka of the Mississippi State College
for Women Is the moral and Intellectual
advancement of the girls of the state by the
maintenance of a first-class institution for their
education in the arts and sciences, for their training
In normal sehoo ,cethods and kindergarten, for their
instruction in bookkeeping, photography.
stenography, telegraphy, and typewriting, and in
designing, drawing, engraving, and painting, and
their industrial application, and for their instruction
in fancy, general, and practical needlework, and in
such other industrial branches as experience, from
time to time, shall suggest as necessary or grope:.
to fit them for the practical affairs of life."

This example also serves to demonstrate that sex discrimination is often a

two-edged sword. When men's opportunities are ',felted, there is usually

accompanying discrimination that limits women based on cultural stereotypes

about their abilities. With the Equal Rights Amendment, unless the purpose

of sex segregation is to implement principles of affirmative action and to

create equal access to full educational opportunities, single sex schools that

deny women access to any educational facilities and teaching would he

outlawed. Of course, in private educational institutions where sex segregation

serves specific religious principles or purposes, (as distinguished from

educational purpose), the equal rights amendment would not abrogate thy First

Amendment right to freedom of relirion,
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III. Ito Equal Rights Amendment Eliminates the Option of Dierhninatbn on

the Bemis of Gender in Education and In Other Amos of Public Life

The effect of the Equal Rights Amendment on education Is simple.

The choice of whether to discriminate on account of sex in education will

no longer be an option.

This means that unless educational policies are justified by principles

of affirmative action, schools must treat males and females the same. Every

legislator, federal and Mate exeentive and administrator, every educational

policy-maker, every school board, every educator and teacher will receive

the clear and final message that discrimination on account of sex will not

be permitted. The ERA will establish equality on a permanent basis hi a

way not subject to the vagaries of administration policy. This is important

since the alternative of prohibiting sex discrimination statute by statute, as

Congresswoman Barbara Miku WI says, "is a little Ike elimInstirg slavery

plantation by plantation."

The ERA will do much more than any statute to ensure enforcement.

Although Title IX was passed In 1972, It was not fully enforced by the

government as was contemplated. For years, HEW, now the Department of

Education, failed to comply with regulatory requirements of prompt resolution

of complaints, and compliance reviews were often incomplete. In 1974,

lawsuit was brought against HEW and the Department of Labor for failure

to enforce laws prohibiting sex discrimination in schools. That suit resulted

in an order requiring strict enforcement time frames.25 After a contempt

motion, the order was reaffirmed and strengthened, but this Administration

is challenging it on appeal. In short, federal enforcement of Title IX has

never been rigorous.

The ERA will provide a constitutional backdrop to statutory provisions

against sex discrimination Pq welt This constitutional backdrop has much

more than symbolic value. One court has held that women's rights under

Title IX are due lesser consideration and enforcement than rights guaranteed

under Title VI, because, the court reasoned, Title VI is premised on the

constitution while Title IX is merely stattttory,2d
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The ERA will also afford each woman a right to unqualified equality.

A statute, like Title IX, is the product of political trade-offs, and the resulting

statutory scheme is riddled with exceptions and limitations on remed!es. With

the ERA, a woman's right to equality will no longer be part of the bargain.

The result: Congress will no longer be assailed by lobbyists to minimize

women's rights particularly in education.

Finally, the ERA will blunt the initiative of those who would reject

the equality principle and loci* women into second place in education and

elsewhere. I mentioned that Title IX was not vigorously enforced by prior

national administrations and that, fortunately, individuals were able to assert

their rights by private lawsuits. Now women face more than neglect in the

government's enforcement of Title IX. Officials of the current administration

have launched a concerted effort to severely limit the scope and effectiveness

of Title IX by revising the Department of Education regulations enforcing

Title IX, by the Department of Education's refusal to appeal an unfavorable

court interpretation of that statute,27 and, finally, by advocating the extremely

narrow interpretation I, the Department of Justice brief to the Supreme

Court in Grove City College v. Belli now pending.

This administration's objective is to subject to Title IX only those

institutions that receive federal funds earmarked for narrowly defined snae"!f!..

educational "programs", and to exclude from coverage institutioas that receive

federal aid for more genera! purposes. For example, this administration has

elaimed that federally guaranteed school loan funds no longer trigger an

obligation to comply with Title IX. These moves represent a deer etr.....egy

to turn back the clod: on women's rights by reducing the number of schcols

covered by Title IX, and limiting educational opportunities and activities which

women are guaranteed access to by statute. Many academic programs,

including athletics, will be herd hi' by the proposed Interpretation of Title IX.

Senators, the Equal Rights Amendment would make women's right to

equality no longer a political football. For those of you who share the view

that women are entitled to equality, the ERA would free you and your

colleagues in the House, and members of executive and legislative branches
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in most states throughout this nation, to debate the most efficacious and

cost effective means to implement women's right to equality, not whether

they are entitled to that equality. That, I believe, is what the vest majority

of you would Ike to do and what the vast Majority of Americans, would Ike

you to do.
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Dr. Shalala.
Let me just before we begin questions, I would respectfully ask

both witnesses if you could be as directly responsive to questions
froM members of this subcommittee as possible. What we are at-tempting to do is create an instructive legislative history on this
extermely important amendment, and I would hope that we would
'focus on each issue in turn. Now, with only two witnesses today, I
am confident that there will be more than adequate opportunityfor both of you to make those points which you believe are the
most important each question that we ask. I would hope, hower.%
that in order to create a useful legislative record on the ERA, we
will deal with each issue in an orderly and systematic manner.

Both of you have emphasized the importance of title IX as an ex-isting tool for combatting sex discrimination at both private and
public sch, ols. Both of you, as well, have pointed out the exceptions'
that currently exist in title IX. One of these relates to the admis-
sions policies of private secondary schools and colleges. Presently,
as yoi know, title IX does not require all federally assisted private
schools and colleges to adopt a sex-neutral admissions policy.

Now, I would like to ask each of you this morning, and we will
begin with you, Dr. Shalala, this question. If the ERA becomes part
of the Constitution, would this exception be permitted? In other
words, would the ERA require all federally assisted institutions
all private schools and colleges receiving any form of Federal
fundsto become coeducational? Would single-sex schools and col-
leges be permitted to receive Federal assistance?

Dr. SHALALA. The answer is "No," Senator. There would be anexception, I believe, for the women's colleges, for example, which
demonstrated that they continued for the purposes of eliminating
past discrimination and for affirmative action.

Senator HATCH. Would that be the only exception?
Dr. SHALALA. That would be the only exception that I could

think of. Men's single-sex colleges would be eliminated under ERA.
Senator HATCH. In other words, if I understand you correctly,

you are saying that .the only exception under the ERA, would be for
those singlesex women's colleges that are set up specifically for the
purpose, or that in fact promote the purpose of eliminating past
discrimination.

Dr. SHALALA. Exactly.
Senator HATCH. But all other single-sex institutions would either

be abolished or they would lose their tax exemptions---
Dr. SHALALA. Well, Senator, let me make one more exception. I

assume we are talking about educational institutions, not about re-
ligious training institutions.

Senator HATCH. Yes.
Dr. SHALALA. As long as we , re talking about educational institu-

tions, then my statement stands, that the single exception would be
the women's colleges who could pass a strict review of their goals
and programs.

Senator HATCH. In other words, a religious school or a school
sponsored by a religion that required a single-sex policy so far as
education is concerned would be abolished or lose its tax exempt
status?

Dr. SHALALA. Well, no.
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Senator HATCH. But you would limit your exemption to schools
that teach exclusively religion. What if an institution also offered
regular academic courses and degrees?

Dr. SHALALA. The Bob Jones decision, it seemed to me, distin-
Kuished between religious institutions and educational institutions
including those essentially educational institutions which had some
religious purpose. And in the case of Bob Jones, while the court did
not compel the IRS to remove their tax exemption because of racial
discrimination, it did say that the IRS could. I would not expect the
court to go beyond that, and that is to give the IRS the option in
the case of sex discrimination if the ERA took place. The major dis-
tinction would be that single-sex women's institutions, which pro-
vided a justification based on affirmative action or eliminating pre-
vious discrimination, would be allowed.

Senator HATCH. Are you saying that all male single-sex institu-
tions would have to be abolished?

Dr. SHALALA. That is right.
Could I say one thing about those male single-sex institutions, be-

cause I think it is important that we put on the record how many
institutions that we are talking about.

Senator HATCH. Surely.
Dr. SHALALA. There are about, I believe, 100 male single-sex in-

stitutions; 90 percent of them are not educational institutions at
all, but religious training institutions for priests or rabbis. There
are 10 private institutions in this country that are single-sex for
men. Those are the ones that would be directly affected by the
ERA. There are two public institutions, VMI and the Citadel. Since
the U.S. military academies are already integrated, there is noth-
ing to demonstrate that those two institutions as public institutions
should not be integrated, and they may well be, depending on one's
interpretation of the Mississippi case. So that we are not talking
about a very large number of institutions or a major impact on
education; on 90 percent of the educational institutions in the coun-
try.

In the case of women's institutif,ns, we are talking about 125,000
students, about 1 percent of the total educational institutions in
this country. I know a great deal about the women's colleges in this
country. In the last 2 years, there have been inaugurations of two
presidents of Wellesly and Barnard, and both of them in their in-
auguration addresses clearly laid out why those institutions would
continue to exist, and the outlines of those inauguration addresses
would be the outlines that they would provide in their defense for
existing under an ERA, and I see no significant problems with
that.

Senator HATCH. OK. Professor Rabkin, would you care to com-
ment on these questions?

Professor RAHKIN. Yes; I am astonished by Dr. Shalala's claim
that single-sex institutions would be allowed to receive Federal
aidand that, I think, is what we are talking about here, Federal
aid and tax exemptions, and not whether they can exist at all,
though I may have misunderstood.

But in any case-- -
Senator METZENRAVIN. Could you repeat that, Professor Rabkin?

I did not hear what you just said.
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Professor RABKIN. Yes; I actually would like some clarification ofwhat Dr. Shalala was saying. It seems to me the ERA will not di-rectly prohibit single-sex institutions if they are private. It seemsto me what we are talking about is State involvement with privateinstitutions.
Senator HATCH. Would you care to comment?
Dr. SHALALA. Rabkin's point is fair, it seems to me, but I justdo not know of any institution in the country in which there is not

public involvement, whether it is tax exemp ion, direct aid, student
aidI may have missed one or two, but basically--

Professor RABKIN. But the point is you could continue your insti-
tution and give up your status.

Dr. SHALALA. Yes, absolutely. You are absolutely correct, yes.
Professor RABKIN. OK.
Dr. SHALALA. But since I did not know of any cases of that, I did

not begin by saying that, but he is absolutely correct, that an insti-
tution that wanted to remain single sex, male single sex, could give
up tax exernrion, direct guaranteed student loans, and any other
public involvement or public moneys and remain single sex.

Professor RABKIN. Yes; some people have argued otherwise, but I
would agree with Dr. Shalala, that the most likely interpretation is
that if you are willing to exist as a pariah, and as a pauper, you
can continue in your evil ways and be a single-sex institution, evenunder the ERA.

What I wanted to take issue with was the claim that some kind
of affirmative action principle will make it all right for all women's
colleges to continue to get tax-exempt status and other sorts of
Government aid. With all due respect, I do not think the president
of Smith College or Hunter College is in a position to write the leg-
islative history of this amendment or is in a position to decree
what are correct interpretations of the Constitution. There is
simply no parallel doctrine with regard to race discrimination. Nei-
ther the Department of Education, the Justice Department, norany court, so far as I am actre, has ever said, "If you want to be
an all-black institution for affirmative action reasons, that is allright, and you can exclude white applicants." There are, in fact,
many colleges which were founded decades ago as part of segregat-
ed State systems and were, to begin with, all black, and the Feder-
al Government is now going to great trouble to try to integrate
those institutions, force them not only to admit whites, but to un-
dertake various activities which will make them more attractive to
white students.

Since racial segregation is not allowed even for affirmative
action reasons, I cannot understand what justification there couldbe for saying, "Well, we will allow it in the case of sex discrimina-
tion, because some women think it is good for them." That seemsto me to be trying to have your cake and eat it, too.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Shalala.
Dr. SHALALA. If I may respond to that, I know of no evidencethat the Federal Government is trying to integrate all-black pri-

vate institutions in this country. There certainly is activity in rela-
tionship to public black institutions, but I do not have any evi-dence and maybe Mr. Rabkin has itthat as Government policy,
we are trying to integrate private black institutions in this coun-
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try. And I think there is some history with those black institutions
that'would be helpful.

My `point about the women's colleges could be expanded. I have
argued `that it would be possible for them under the ERA to contin-
ue their \single-sex admissions policy if they could make a case that
they were naking a positive contribution to overcoming the effects
of discrimination and promoting sex equality. The alternative for
them would be to stay as women's colleges, but to admit men; that
is to say that men are also welcome to come to those institutions. A
number of the women's colleges in this country do have men on
their campuses for programs or as part of a sharing operation.
That would be another alternative.

Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Shalala, I am disturbed, and I am
frank to admit it. The disturbance arises from the fact that I am
opposed to discrimination, whether it is women discriminating
against men, or men against women, or blacks against whites, or
whites against blacks or pinks, or whatever the case may be. And
you advance a rather intriguing judicial concept that I think Dr.
Rabkin is addressing, and you answered by saying, "I know of no
instance of any effort on the part of Government to integrate black
schools."

Dr. SHALALA. Private schools.
Senator METZENBAUM. Private schools. But that does not seem to

me to be the real issue. The real concern that I have is what judi-
cial precedent do you find for saying that it is OK for women's
schools to discriminate, but not for men's schools to discriminate,
and further, that if all women's schools were established to elimi-
nate past discriminationI would guess that not many schools that
have been qpened in recent years would fit into that category, but
if a college was established 150 years ago for that purpose, that
would justify the present-day ,discrimination. And I must tell you
that, as you well know, I am a strong supporter of ERA, but I am
not sure that I follow this legal approach of yours. I have special
regard for you since you are a former Clevelander, and anybody
who comes from Cleveland has a special warmth in my heart, and
we take pride in your accomplishments, but that does not mean I
have to agree with you if I am not sure you are right.

Dr. SHALAIA. Fair enough, Senator.
Senator HATCH. Dr. Shalala, how do you disting..ish between all

women schools based upon affirmative action precepts and all
women's schools which are not? I think this goes along with Sena-
tor Metzenbaum's question.

Senator METZENBAUM. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Who makes those determinations?
Dr. SHALALA. Well, I think the court would end up making that

determination.
Senator HATCH. So we are going to let the courts determine

which schools can receive Government aid?
Dr. SHALAI,A. Senator, since I am not a lawyer, let me end on

this point. I said that there was a possibility that if the women's
collegesthat one way the women's colleges could remain as
women's colleges is if they could demonstrate that they were
making a positive contribution to overcoming the effects of discrim-
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ination; that there was a possibility that under those narrow guide-lines, they could remain single sex and still get public aid.
If I remember correctly in my reading of the Mississippi case, inMississippi University for Women v. Hogan, the Court did say thatyou could have affirmative action as a justification for sex segrega-tion, but only on a narrow--
Senator HATCH. That was in a case invoking public schools,

though.
Dr. SHALALA. The other thing is that there wou be time limita-tions on this. What I am suggesting under the E is that for aperiod of time until there was, in fact, demonstrated equality, foraffirmative action purposes, if an institution or a pro ram demon-strated that it was there for the purposes of overcoming past dis-

crimination, it could exist for that period of time.
Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Shalala, I want the Su rem Court tounderstandand I assume that we will pass ERA this yea it willbe ratified this year, and it will be to the Supreme Court withinthe following yearthat this strong advocate of ERA is not* allin agreement with the suggestion that it is justifiable for wothen'sis to discriminate and for men's schools not to be permit tod inate. I think that ERA would not justify or legalizecrimination.
Senator HATCH. Senator, would you be willing to write that int.t,the law itself, so ilat there is no question about it? 1

Senator METZENBAUM. That really would not bother me, and Icould not really believe that women's organizations, who are obvi-ously the strongest advocates of this legislation, would attempt topreserve the right to discriminate in contradistinction to their op-position to men's schools, or nonmen's schools, nongeneric schools,
discriminating. I think it is evident from your testimony, as well asfrom the facts, that they do at the present time. That is bother-some to me.

Dr. SHALALA. Senator, my point was only to overcome the effects
of past discrimination.

Senator METZENBAUM. How do you prove that? How do you proveit?
Senator HATCH. That is my question, as well. Let me ask a differ-ent question along the same lines that might clarify it. You makeclear that programs of affirmative action which provide -prefer-ences to women would be exempt under the ERA. Now, I wouldlike you to elaborate on that. For instance, I thought that you saidthat the key to understanding the ERA was unqualified equality.Dr. SHALALA. That is correct.
Senator HATCH. Now you seem to be qualifying lhat equality al-ready, or dr I misunderstand?
Dr. SHAl %LA. I made only one qualification.
Senator tfivrcH. And that is that single female sex schools---
Dr. SHA ALA. Or programs.
Senato HA'ICH (continuing). Or programs that are designed to

overcom, the effects of past, discrimination. These would be permit-ted, and then only for a reasonable period of time.
Dr. SIIMAIA. For a period of time, yes.
Senator HATCH. But all other schools would be abolished.
Dr. SitAtAtA. Yes.

11 1111:1 I) 14:) 111 14
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Senator HATCH. OK.
Yes, Dr. Rabkin. We do not mean to be ignoring you. Go ahead.
Professor RASKIN. I still want to take issue with Dr. Shalala's ac-

count of this. I do not know of any judicial precedents in the race
area which support this interpretation. And furthermore, I don't
see the point of Dr. Shalala's compromise suggestion, which is that,
well, fine, we can have women's colleges which will just admit
some men on the side. Now, it seems to me if you want to have a
women's college, you want it to retain its character

Senator HATCH. But it would still be known as a women's college,

she said.
Professor RASKIN. Right, and I do not undeistand how that could

be done.
Senator HATCH. Under ERA, you are saying?
Professor RASKIN. In real life, unless you admit men on some

kind of a restrictive basis. That is, you say, we want primarily to
be a women's college but we will have some men. Therefore, we
will set aside 20 percent of the places, 30 percent, 10 percent what-
ever it may be. Once you throw open admissions to everybody, I do
not see how you can claim that it is still a women's college except
by saying it is somehow in spirit still a women's college, although
it is completely coeducational. At that point, it might even be dis-
criminatory to say it is in spirit more partial to half of the students
than the other half.

Senator METzEsamusi. That is just a name. Whether it was
called a women's college or a men's college, if they were indeed ac-
cepting men as well as women, then I think the name would be

quite unimportant.
Professor RASKIN. Fine, Senator. But at that point, it seems to

me it is not a women's college. And I believe Dr. Shalala's sugges-
tion was that one could somehow compromise this and admit some
men, and that would be enough to qualify you for State aid under
the ERA. And I do not think that is true. I think you would have

to be completely, rigorously impartial.
Senator HATCH. Let me ask my colleague, Senator Metzenbaum,

so that we have it on the record, are you basically saying that we
should do away with all single-sex colleges under the ERA? That is
what I interpreted you to say, that there should be no distinctions

and no exceptions.
Senator METZENSAUM. That would be my attitude, that if you are

going to eliminate discrimination, you eliminate it. Now, I do not
know any better justification for men's colleges than there is for
women's colleges being single-sex colleges. I can understand the
distinction with respect to religious institutions, but I do have
great difficulty in preserving the right of women's colleges to keep

out men. Some of them are pretty nice people. [Laughter.]
Dr. SHALALA. A lot of them, Senator.
Senator HATCH. Let me go to another question, because we could

spend all day on that, I suppose. Let me discuss another important
exception in title IX. Title IX presently exempts any school con-

trolled by a religious organization to the extent that the prohibi-
tion on sex discrimination would be inconsistent with its religious

tenets. Would this exception continue to be constitutional if the
ERA is ratified, Dr. Shalala?
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Dr. SHAIALA. I think that in Bob Jones, the Court was very care-ful to distinguish between educational institutions and religious in-stitutions, and single-sex seminaries would be allowed; religious ac-tivities that discriminated within institutions would be allowed, butthat educational institutions 'sponsored by religion would not beable to get Government aid.
Now, they would not be compelled to lose tax exemption accord-

ing to the Bob Jones decision, but they would not be able to getGovernment aid under the ERA.
Senator HATCH. Dr. Rabkin?
Professor RABKIN. I disagree with that. First of all, I think it isclear from the Bob Jones decision that this is not up to Congress orthe IRS: that the Constitution itself, under the ERA, the ERA aspart of it, would require that you deny tax-exempt status to single-

sex institutions. That is one. Second, I think Dr. Shalala really isnot accurate in saying that the Bob Jones decision makes a big dis-tinction between educational institutions which happen to be reli-gious and religious institutions which happen to be educational.
Senator HATCH. Well, all religious institutions happen to be edu-cational, don't they?
Professor RARKIN. Exactly.
Senator HATCH. Hebrew .universities, seminariesI do not seehow you make the distinction?
Professor aKIN, Exactly. I do not either,.and I do not think thecourt was making any effort to make that distinction.
Senator HATCH. If the Court allowed the IRS to remove BobJones' tax exemption, notwithstanding the exception in title IX for

religious institutions, what do you think would happen if the ERA
was ratified thus raising the issue of sex to the same suspect classi-fication level as race?

Professor RABKIN. Right. I do not think there is any questionthat under the ERA, institutions which maintain any kind of reli-gious practice that distinguishes between the sexes, those institu-
tions would have to lose their tax exemption, I really do not think
there can be question on that.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that, Dr. Shalala?
Dr. SHALALA. I agree with that, but I do not agree that seminar-

ies would be covered under that. I believe them amendmentwould prevail in this case.
Senator HATCH. You believe that seminaries. wo' id not be cov-ered under the ERA. But, Senator Tsongas, when ne was here, as-serted that the courts would have to balance the first amendment

issue and the ERA issue. Do you agree with that?
Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with the general rule of constitu-

tional interpretation, that the last amendment in time would tend
to be the controlling amendment?

Dr. SHALALA. No.
Senator HATCH. You would not agree with that as a matter of

constitutional interpretation?
Dr. SHALALA. I think the first amendment would prevail in thiscase.
Senator HATCH. How would you distinguish the first amendment

issues in this question from those involved in the Bob Jones case?
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Professor RABKIN. Could (
Senator HATCH. Sure, Dr. Rabkin. Go ahead.
Professor RABKIN. This is why I think it is important to remem-

ber that we are not talking about a direct prohibition against this
institution operating at all. I believe what we are talking about is
just the question can they retain tax exemption, can they retain
other kinds of government benefits. OK. If that is the way you
frame the questionand I agree with the previous formulation by
Senator Tsongas, that the courts would be balancing first amend-
ment claims to religious liberty against the need to preserve sexual
equalityif you do this balancing, and what you are balancing is,
on the one hand, this overriding constitutional requirement that
we not in any way give any kind of government benefits to sex dis-

crimination, and on the other hand, the institution is interested
not directly in practicing its religion but just in retaining some gov-
ernment benefit, I think almost every time the Court has generally
decided the way it did in Bob Jones, which is, "Too bad. If you have
this kind of religion which offends our constitutional principles re-
garding sexual equality, if that is your religion, we may let you
practice it, but we will not allow you to be subsidized."

Senator HATCH. That is basically what the Bob Jones case says.
Go ahead, Dr. Shalala.
Dr. SHALALA. Senator, it seems to me that if you believe that,

you have to believe that churches, synagogues, other kinds of insti-
tutions in this society that practice discrimination for religious pur-
poses would also lose their tax exemption. And they do not. I mean,
that is why I suggest to you that--

Senator HATCH. You see, that is one of the genuine questions, Dr.
Shalala, whether they will or will not. The ERA is absolute in its
language. It means that the issue of sex would be elevated to the
level of a suspect classification; we only have three suspect classifi-

cations under constitutional law right nowrace, religion, and na-
tional origin. If you create a fourth, virtually any distinction based

on sex would be stricken down as unconstitutional.
You do not disagree with that, do you, Dr. Rabkin?
Professor RABKIN. Well, the one qualification I would add is that

on the race discrimination side, the courts do seem to distinguish
between educational institutions and other kinds of institutions.
They have not said that actual churches should be denied tax ex-
emption if they practice race discrimination. They have not gone
that far though I am not sure anyone has ever tried to bring such a
challengeI mean to the tax exemption of racially discriminatory
churches. But courts have said religious schools should be denied

tax exemption if they practice race discrimination. Now, I am not
sure whether the Supreme Court really intods to make that dis-
tinction, between churches and schools, or Why they would. They
may think that education is much more important and is, in a way,
much more public, even if it happens to be a private school. If you

assume that this will be carried into the ERAand I think that is
a plausible assumptionthen you are not talking about churches
per se' losing their tax-exempt status, but just church schools. But
that already seems to me a considerable threat to religious activity,
since it seems to me it is very important to most organized reli-
gions to maintain certain kirds of educational institutions.
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Dr. SHALALA. But the key, Senator, is whether you believe that
the Court would consider a single-sex seminary to be covered under
the first amendment, or whether it would see it as an educational
institution. In my judgment, it would see it as an organization of
religion rather than an educational institution.

Senator HATCH. Well, I hope you are right, but nobody can sayfor sure.
Dr. Shalala, have you been affiliated with the NOW Legal De-fense Fund?
Dr. SHALALA. No.
Senator HATCH. You have not been. Well, let me read a NOW

resolution which I think touches on this issue. It says:
In light of the enslavement of body and mind, which the church historically hasimposed on women, we demand that the seminaries la) immediately stop and repu-diate their propagation of sexist male supremacist doctrine; (b) initiate women's

studies courses which cut through the traditional male religious mythology toexpose church and other social forces denying women their basic human dignity; lc)
actively recruit, employ and justly promote women theologians and other staff in alldepartments; Id) actively recruit, enroll, financially aid, and seek equal placementfor women theological students.

Do you agree or disagree with that?
Dr. SHALALA. Well, Senator, I do not think that my personal

view on religion and the integration of religious institutions is rele-
vant to a hearing on the ERA in education. 1 do not think the ERA
covers the NOW statement, or their views on whether the Catholic
Churchand I happen to be a Catholicought to allow women tobe priests, or whether there ought to be women rabbis in the Or-
thodox Church. I mean, I happen to very much want my chu.th to
make women priests, but I just do not think it has anything to do
with educational policy in this country.

Senator HATCH. Let me go back to the Bob Jones case in somemore detail.
Following the Court's decision in Bob Jones, would as Professor

Rabkin suggests, all single-sex institutions be denied tax exemp-tions?
Dr. SHALALA. What the court said in Bob Jones is that the IRS

can, but is not compelled to, remove tax exemption for educational
institutions ithat discriminate on the basis of race. I would expect
the court to do no more and no less than that on the subject of sex.But I keep wanting to repeat that we ought to be very precise
about what the case said, because the court did not mandateit
was short of a mandate, for the removal of tax exemption. It
simply gave the option to the IRS---

Senator HATCH. So, the IRS could remove the tax exemption at
their discretion.

Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. In any case.
Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Dr. Rabkin.
Professor RARKIN. I do not think that is an accurate character-

ization. It is true that the court did not go the last step and say,"This is absolutely required by the Constitution, whatever Congress
may say about it. But it went to very great lengths to attribute toCongress an intention which was by no means obvious as having
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been congressional intention, and it did so, I think, rather openly

for the reason that it regarded this as being required by the Consti-
tution, and therefore, something which could be attributed to Con-

gress.
Let me just add one other thing to yoiir previous question about

the effect on private institutions. I think you are talking, in the
Bob Jones case, not about a single-race institution, but an institu-
tion which has a fairly peripheral policy that is racially discrimina-
tory, and that seems to me the thing which is most striking about
the case and most alarming about its implications for the ERA. It
does seem to me you are not simply talking about single-sex insti-

tutions, but institutions which maintain some kind of sexual policy,

even if it is in a fairly peripheral aspect of the school's operation. I

gave the example at the beginning of an orthodox Jewish school
that has son-ae kind of religious service in which men and women
are separated. It seems to me under the Bob Jones case, that would
be enough for that school to lose its tax exemption, even if it is a
coed school in all other respects.

Senator HATCH. The chairman of the full Jurl.i.:;ary Committee
would like to put something in the record, and then I am going to

turn to Senator DeConcini, the ranking minority member, as soon

as Senator Thurmond is through.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I ask

unanimous consent that my opening statement follow yours in the
record, if there is no objection.

Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will put that in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, I have some questions for Dr. Shalala, and
Prof. Jeremy Rabkin, and if you would answer these for the record,

we would appreciate it.
Senator HATCH. We will submit those to you in writing, and if we

could have your vnswers as soon as possible, we would appreciate
it.'

The CHAIRMAN. We have a hearing on the Korean plane that
was shot down, and I will have to go to that, but I want to thank
you for your appearance here, and we appreciate the answers for
the record.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Senator DeConcini?
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, thank you for letting me in-

tervene at this time. I have a statement submitted for the record.
and I also have some questions, Mr. Chairman, that I would like to
submit to the witnesses, if they would he so kind as to answer
t hem)

Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will submit those ques-
tions, as well.

j P, epa red statement follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENNIS MCMINN!

I would Aue to thank Chairman Hatch for calling this hearing on the Equal

Rights Anivralment. and I weleonw today's witlics.si-s, Donna Shillala and Jorenly

' The ((1(4.4 ;1, 14 and answer-I, begin nn paw, 16(1
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itabkin I trust that today's hearings will go a long way in alleviating the concerns
of many about the impact of the Equal Rights Amendment.

Without a doubt, the ERA is one of the most important pieces of legislation pend-
ing before this Congress. As I have said before, I urge my colleagues in both the
House and the Senate to support the very crucial goal of obtaining a constitutional
guarantee of an equality of rights.

Existing laws fall far short of ensuring women equal rights in our society. The
tact that women, who now make up 42.4% of this country s workforce, only, make
51ot for every $1 a man earns is cause enough for change. But more intrinsically, it
is our longstanding belief in America that quality of opportunity is the foundation
of our Constitution and Declaration of Independence.

This Administration has given lip service to a statute-by-statute approach to en-
suring equal rights for women. Such an approach is grossly inadequate. Even moretelling is the fact that this Administration's inaction in this arena speaks louder
than it eubbe declarations.

The bqual Rights Amendment is essential if we are to establish a coherent na-
tional standard for the elimination of discrimination based upon sex. Today's focus
on education at this hearing will be further evidence that the ERA will fulfill the
true meaning of democ-acy and equal opportunity.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I want the record to show
that 1, as one cosponsor of the equal rights amendment, appreciatethe time that you have put in and your willingness to examine
both sides of this issue, in the detailed fashion that you have done.
This hearing and other hearings that are coming up are occurring
because of your sense of fairness, and I appreciate that, even
though we may disagree on the actual issues.

Mr. Chairman, I also am going to attend the briefing on the inci-
dent with the Korean Airlines plane and the Soviet Union. I
wonder if it might not be wise to recess this hearing for an hour so
that the chairman could also attend, unless he has other plans.
hate to put these witnesses to that inconvenience, but I feel that it
is paramount that we have this briefing. I ant going to have to
excuse myself if the hearing continues.

Senator HATCH. I would be happy to accommodate our ranking
minority member. My only problem is that I have got to be at a
meeting at about 11:45, and if I do not continue, we will not be able
to complete these hearings. I will try and finish this up. Let mejust ask a couple more questions.

Dr. Shalala, Professor Rabkin asserts that the ERA would not
only make single-sex colleges ineligible for tax exemptions, but also
other religious institutions as well which adopt policies that distin-
guish between men and women. Do you agree with his assertion in
this case?

Dr. SHAL.AJ.A. Yes, as long as they are educational institutions. Ithink we just answered that.
Senator ilovrit. Under the ERA, would it be constitutional for

Federal or State laws to allow charitable tax deductions to be
taken for private contributions to single-sex private educational in-stitutions?

Dr. SHALAIA. I gu-ss the answer is "No," Senator.
Senator Do ;you agree, Professor Rabkin?
Professor RAI%KIN. es.
Senator IIKrutt. You hot h agree On both of those points.
Professor Rabkin, apart from Catholic educational institutions,ate there any other religious educational '.nstitutions which prac-

tice policies relating to the sexes which may not pass constitutional
muster uncle. flu, equal rights amendment?
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Professor RABKIN. I should think a lot of them, but I do not claim

to be an expert on religious sociology or the religious practices of

lots of diverse groups.
I know there are a lot of fundamentalist churches which have set

up Bible schools, and that they have some fairly traditional ideas

about when it is proper to have mixture between the sexes and
when it is not, and I think probably a lot of their schools would be

disqualified from tax exemption if they continued their traditional
pattern, which they uncietstand to be religiously required. Similar-
ly, there are at least some Ofthodox Jewish schools which think

you ought to maintain very strict separation between the sexes, not
merely in religious services, but in all kinds of situations. I suppose

they would be in some jeopardy, too.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree, Dr. Shalala?
Dr. SHALALA. I agree, but I would make Mr. Rabkin's point, and

that is, of course these institutions could continue to exist as long
s they did not require public funds or tax exemptions or some

public activities, or did not want it.
Professor RABKIN. Yes; I think that means, again, as long as they

are willing to be pariahs, sort of outcases, which are branded as
contrary to public policy and therefore cannot have any even indi-
rect, remote contact with public policy. Financially, it might be
possible for them to continue, and it might not be, but it is putting

a very heavy burden on them.
Dr. SHALALA. While I agree it is putting a burden on them, I do

not want to associate myself with the word "pariah" for institu-
tions in this country that intend to be primarily or completely pri-

vate and do not wish to participate in Government programs or get
Government aid of any kind. I think it is their privilege under our
Constitution, and they ought to be able to do that if they want to.

Professor RABKIN. But we are talking about institutions which

would like to participate. They would like actually to get textbooks
through a State program. They would like to be part of a library-
lending system. They would like various other sorts of Government
benefits. And they are being denied them. They are being told:
"You absolutely may not participate because you are not clean

enough."
Dr. SHAI.AI.A. No; they are being denied them because they dis-

criminate on the basis of race or sex, in the case if the ERA passes,
because those are national policies that we consider so overriding

that the Government ought not, to provide funding in any way if an
institution chooses to--

Senator HATCH. As a differentiation based on sex.
Dr. SHALAI.A. Absolutely.
Senator HATCH. I see. Now, under the equal rights amendment,

Dr. Shaliila, would it be permissible for the Government to provide

textbooks or other educational supplies to private schools of a
single-sex character?

Dr SHALALA. No; textbooks, conceptually, are in my judgment no

different than guaranteed student loans, tax exemption, any kind

of aid. Subsidies are subsidies.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that, Professor Fahkin?
Professor RABKIN. Yes.
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Senator HATCH. Under the equal rights amendment, Dr. Shalala,
would it be permissible for the Government to provide scholarship
assistance or any other form of educational loan assistance to astudent attending a single-sex educational institution?

Dr. SHALALA. Only with the exception that I provided in terms of
women's colleges that could demonstrate affirmative action or
eliminating past discrimination.

Senator HATCH. But that would be the only exception?
Dr. SHALALA. That would be the only one.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that, Dr. Rabkin?
Professor RABKIN. Well, again, I do not agree with the exception.
Senator HATCH. You think there are no exceptions.
Professor RAWCIN. I think there would be no exceptions.
Senator HATCH. But Dr. Shalala agrees with you, except for that

one exception: women's colleges practicing some sort of affirmative
action principle.

Let me ask you this, Dr. Rabkin. You make the point that under
the equal rights amendment, it would not be merely the admission
policies of private schools which might be subject to review or scru-
tiny, but a wide variety of policies unrelated to admissions, as oc-curred in the Bob Jones University case.

Professor RARKIN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Could you elaborate on this point?
Professor RASKIN. Well, I will just repeat that in the Bob Jones

case, they were denied tax exemption for a fairly incidental aspect
of their program. It was quite offensiveI think almost everyone
in the country considers it to be highly offensive to maintain this
kind of ban on interracial dating, but it was hardly a fundamental
aspect of their program. And I have been told by people who know
something about Bob Jones that it is extremely incidental, because
as it happens, they have virtually a ban on any kind of dating.

Now, if you just think about possible analogies, it seems to methat some very peripheral aspect of a school's program could be
conF,idered sex discrimination. Let me give you an example. The
Education Department, previously, the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, consiciered that dress codes could be instances
of sex discrimination if they requiredand this will sound like
mockery, but it is not; I really am reporting this faithfullyif they
required women to wear dresses, but not men; if they required mento wear ties, but not women. Well I can imagine lots of schools
which think, "Yes, let us have a certain dress code. Let us main-
tain a certain sense of decorum here." It may be rather oldfash-
ioned, but again, it seems that that is a fairly peripheral aspect of
a school's program. It might in every other respect make no dis-
tinction between men and women, but it has this dress code which
does, and it seems to me, after the Bob Jones case, the likely result
is that that school will have to forfeit its tax exemption, and will
have to forfeit any other kind of indirect subsidy.

You are potentially talking about very far-reaching regulation of
the way private schools operate. Every Catholic elementary school,
for example, seems to maintain a discriminatory dress codeskirts
har girls, you know, and not for boys and they all Would therefore
be ;alerted by the ERA
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Senator HATCH. The California Commission on ERA had this, to
se : "If the absolute approach advocated in the Yale article"that
is :he Emerson article, I take it"were applied to the ERA by the
St:preme Court, hair lengths could not be regulated in only one sex
in the public schools."

Do you both agree with that statement?
Dr. SHALALA. I think that the ERA does say that both sexes have

to be treated the same, that one could not do one thing for one sex
and another thing for another.

Senator HATCH. So, hair length could not be regulated, unless it
was regulated as to both sexes.

Dr. Rabkin, at our opening day of hearings, Professor Berns
argued that Wellesley College would be in the same legal and con-
stitutional position under the ERA as Bob Jones University under
present law. Now, would you disagree with his statement on that?

Professor RABK1N. Oh, on the contrary. I most emphatically
agree. That is my main point.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree, Dr. Shalala?
Dr. SHALALA. No.
Senator HATCH. You do not agree on that. How would you distin-

guish that in this case?
Dr. SHALALA. Would you repeat the question, Senator?
Senator HATCH. The question was a recitation of what Prof.

Walter Berns said on the opening day of hearings on the ERA. He
argued that in effect, Wellesley College would be in the same legal
and constitutional position under the ERA as Bob Jones Universi-
ty.

Dr. SHALALA. Senator, as I indicated, I believe that there would
be an exception for single-sex female institutions-- -

Senator alarm Bat only that one exception.
Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. And you think Wellesley would fit within that

exception?
Dr. SHALAIA. As far as I know, Wellesley allows interracial

dating, intersex dating, and all of those thingsthe last time I was

there.
Senator HATCH. But it does not allow men into the university.
Dr. SHALALA. No; it does not, though it does have some coopera-

tive programs which allow men.
Senator HATCH. And I might add, it receives public assistance,

too.
Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. So, it does riot allow men in, it receives public

assistance?
Dr. SHALALA. That is correct.
Senator HATCH. Why wouldn't Dr. Berns' statement be correct,

then?
Dr. SHALALA. Because, as I have indicated, if Wellesley demon-

stratedand this would he closely scrutinizedthat it had a pro-
gram at that institution to eliminate past discrimination, I believe

that that would b an exctpl-Ipm.
Senator HATCH. Just a 1.6 am, and that would allow it to
Dr'. SIIAI.AI.A. No; in the iixe of the term "program," I am talking

about the entire institution.

6--
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Senator HATCH. The overall program of the institution is de-
signed to overcome evidence of past discrimination.

Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Then Wellesley would be able to continue as anall womens college.
Dr. SHALALA. For a period of time in which they continued those

goals.
Senator HATCH. And once those goals were accomplished, then

Wellesley would ha-e to become a coeducational institution.
Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. As well as all other women's institutions in the

same category.
Dr. SHALALA. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Dr. Rabkin.
Professor RASKIN. I have said before I think that is fanciful, andI want to elaborate on why this seems to me a very unreliable sort.of argument.
Dr. Shalala says, "Well, this will be permitted, but only withclose scrutiny, and it will only be permitted as long as it is neces-t,sary.
Senator HATCH. And only in girls' or women's schools.
Professor RARKIN. That is right, and only for women. Now, if youstop to think about this, what 14" to be scrutinized? Wellesley

says: "We think it is good for to have a single-sex institu-
tion of the kind that we are, which is the good kind, and it is goodfor women." How can you scrutinize that? I mean, maybe it is good
for women, maybe it is bad for women. I do not know. I just do not
see what are the facts there, what is the relation there, what is thehistory there which could possibly be scrutinized. And in the same
way, Dr. Shalala says: "Well, this will only be permitted as long asit is serving this purpose," because at some point, the courts will beable to turn around and say: "Sorry, Wellesley, your time is up.Now you have got to be co-ed." And it is very hard to understand
how the courts are going to decide that: "Yes, this has been long
enough, because now I." What? What exactly has been served?What exactly has been achieved? When will they know that? It
seems to me fairly clear on the face of it that all that is being ex-pressed here is an ideological sentiment, which incidentally, I do
not disagree withthat is to say, I am perfectly happy with the
claim that women's colleges are very good for women. Maybe they
are. And maybe men's colleges are very good for men. Maybe they
are. I do not know. But it just seems to me this kind of ideological
claim is not something that can be scrutinized; it is not something
which can be limited or measured, and therefore, it seems to meprecisely the kind of thing which the ERA is going to outlaw.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Shalala, go ahead.
Dr. SHALALA. You know, Senator, I guess my concern here is that

we have spent so much of this hearing thus far, if' I might complain
to you a little, on 1 percent of the students in this country, those
who are involved in religious seminaries or women's colleges.

Senator HATCH. I understand.
Dr. SHALALA. Well, there are 125,000 women in single-sex female

institutions. There are 3,000 institutions in this country. There areabout 100 private single-sex men's institutions. We are talking
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about a relatively small portion of the total of the student popula-
tion.

Senator HATCH. But they have their rights, too, don't they?
Dr. SHALALA. Yes. There is no question in my mind. My concern

is that the ERA has a much broader reach. I am very concerned as

an educator about what is happening to girls who are not getting
into science and math classes, about our need to come down very
hard on voc ed in this country, which is sex- segregated ---

Senator HATCH. We are all concerned about that. I deal with it
every day as chairman of the Labor Committee and we are trying
to make changes. Unfortunately we have not resolved them, but we
are trying. But what we are dealing with here is the equal rights
amendment as it applies to private institutions.

Go ahead, Professor Rabkin.
Professor RARKIN. I was just going to ask your indulgence to ad-

dress that point just for a moment, the question of the areas of
broader impact on nonprivate schools.

Senator HATCH. Surely.
Professor RABKIN. I did think that it was somewhat, well, mis-

leading and illegitimate of Dr. Shalala, with respect, to cite all
these instances of sex discrimination in schools in general, nany of

them public schools, because I do not think there is any evidence at
all to indicate that where our current laws are failing, the ERA
will suddenly do the job. I mean, if it is trueI am not sure that it
is true, but if it is trueas Dr. Shalala claims, for example, that
you cannot bring sex discrimination suits in employment against
universities because judges do not really want to second-guess uni-

versity hiring decisions, I do not see why she thinks that suddenly,
if we have the ERA, judges will want to second-guess university
hiring decisions.

If it is true that sex discrimination laws which are now on the
books are not being vigorously enforced by the Justice Department
or whoever else, I do not see why the existence of the ERA in itself
will force the Justice Department to be more vigorous, or will force

court to be more sympathetic or will force litigants to be more
active And I would just point out that you have exactly this situa-
tion in regard to race discrimination, and civil rights leaders are
constantly condemning the Reagan administration for not being
vigorous enough. They are condemning the Supreme Court for not
being staunch enough. And it does not help that there are direct
constitutional provisions against race discrimination. So the fa..t
alone that you put something in the Constitution is not going to
solve a continuing problem for you, if it is a problem. I mean, it is
not ;;ping to supply good law enforcement just by itself.

Dr. SFIALALA. Senator, my point is that title IX has already had
an impact. I think there is a measurable impact of existing civil

rights laws as they affect sex segregation in this country. Whether
you are talking about title IX or the Equal Employment Act, we
know and we can measure the impact that these statutes have had.

The fact is that it depends on who is in power as to how rigorous-

ly they are enforced. And we are in a situation now in this country
iii which the administration wants to, for all practical purposes,
sciatic, ti0f.. IX, when we know that that statute has been some-
what vlfcct iv:. in a whole set of areas.
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If I complain that it, has not been rigorous enough, it is a com-
plaint that I expected it to reach much further. The reason that we
want the constitutional amendment is clearly because of our expe-
rience with these statutes, that a broadbased constitutional amend-
ment that is firmly placed in the Constitution will give us the
strongest kind of backing for the kinds of progress that we think
ought to take place in this country.

In our experience with State ERA's, most recently, in the Phila-
delphia case, where we were not successful under Federal laws to
allow young women to o into the best high school in the city of
Philadelphia, the State ERA was helpful in that case.

The hints that we have had from our experience with State
ERA's and the successes that we have had with statutory law,
Uneven as its administration has been, have led us to believe that a
stronger constitutional amendment is precisely what we need to
get the kind of progress that all of us want in this country.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Shalala, Professor Rabkin argues in his
statement that under the equal rights amendment, private single-
sex schools would be denied a variety of opportunities to use public
facilities. He mentions, for example, the use of public parks for
specified periods of time, the use of public auditoriums for gradua-
tion, the use of public chambers for student concerts, and so forth.
Do you agree or disagree?

Dr. SHALALA. They could rent them? If you are questioning---
Senator HATCH. He talks about using these public facilities---
Dr. SHALALA. Free?
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Dr. SHALALA. I guess I do not know the answer to that.
Senator HATCH. All of which occurs today.
Dr. SHALALA. Yes. If we were strict about it, I suppose that the

concept of public aid, the use of facilities, could be carried that far.Whether the courtsif someone decided to take you to court
would consider that significant enough to bother about it, I do not
know; but yes, public facilities are like tax-exempt status, and like
guaranteed student loans, and any other public assistance.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Shalala, you said if we are trict about these
matters that private single-sex schools would be denied the use of
public facilities. If that is so, would the ERA require us to be strict
about these matters?

Dr. SHALALA. To the extent that the Constitution requires us to
be strict about everything that it touches, of course it does.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Dr. SHALALA. Whether one expect it to be implemented at that

level of fine-tuning, I simply do not know.
Senator HATCH. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has

claimed that under the Equal Rights Amendment, social fraterni-
l' .8 and sororities which exist at many public colleges would have
to be transformed into coeducation:A "social societies," or some-
thing of the sort. Do you agree with the Civil Rights Commission
on this point?

Dr. SHALALA. It depends upon whether the fraternities are re-
ceiving public aid of any kind or whether a single-sex organization
is so integrated into the academic life of an institution that it dis-
criminates against another sex.
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In the case of the Iron Arrow Honor Society at the University of
Miami, if I remember correctly, the court held that the single-sex
male honor society was so integrated into the academic life of the
institution and so important to the futures of those young people
that it, in fact, did discriminate.

Fraternities and sororities could continue to exist as separate en-
tities as lorigas they did not receive aid.

Senator HATCH. In other words, as long' as they do not partici-
pate in the university that receives aid.

Dr. SHALALA. Well, no, it is not a question of participating in the
university; as long as they were not an integrated part of the aca-
demic life of the institution.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Rabkin, do you agree?
Professor RAMON. I disagree with that. I think any sorority or

fraternity that, for example, operated in a university building, was
given office space somewhere, any kind of benefit or privilege-- -

Senator HATCH. Utilizes university facilities?
Professor RABK1N. Yes, as a fraternity. I mean, I do not think it

would go so far as to say you can be a fraternity as long as none of
your members attend the university and use the school library. But
as a fraternity, if you get some kind of benefit through the building
or whatever from the university, I think the Likelihood is that the
ERA would say that the sponsoring institution has either to cut its
ties with that fraternity, or it has got to cut its ties with Federal
and State governments, because that is essentially the way we
have dealt with race discrimination by fraternities and sororities.
It is not tolerated at all in fraternities or sororities which have any
kind of connection with a university campus.

Dr. SHALALA. I do not think we are saying that much that is that
different. We are saying that if they were supported with public
funds or they were integrated into the academic life of those insti-
tutions, they would not be allowed.

Professor RABK1N. Yes. I mean, the difference is whether youi
do not think, actually, there is a significant difference, but that it
does seem to me important how you state this. At some level of ab-
straction, it sounds as if, "Oh, well, denying them public funds is
just telling them to act on their own."

When you get right down to the nitty-gritty of what we are talk-
ing about, I do not think "hounded" is too strong a word. We really
have hounded institutions that have any taint of race discrimina-
tion, and we really want to penalize them, we really want. to ex-
clude them, we really want to make sure there is not a trace of it
on campuses that are benefiting in any indirect, remote way. And
that is, I think, what you are talking about if you have the ERA.

Senator HATCH. The original question involved citing the Civil
Rights Commission, which suggested that college fraternity and so-
rority chapters would have to be replaced under the ERA by
"social societies." Do you agree or disagree with that?

Dr. SHALALA. They would not have to he replaced by anything. I
can see in no way the ERA would tell an institution that they had
to create coeducational fraternities and sororities.

Professor RABK1N. No. They just would have to cut all of their
ties with fraternities and sororities.
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Senator HATCH. What if they have themthey have fraternities
and sororities that are single-sex fraternities and sororities.

Dr. SHALALA. If they get public aid ,
Senator HATCH. Then they would have to cut that out.
Dr. SHALALA [continuingl. They would have to cut that out. Or, ifthey are so integrated into the academic life of the institution--Professor RABKIN. That is what I am disputtng. That, I think is

wrong. Dr. Shalala is saying fraternities will only be in trouble ifthey are extensively integrated into the academic life, and that, Ithink, is just incorrect.
Dr. SHALALA. No. I said that if they also got support, public sup-port.
Professor RABKIN. No. It does not matter whether the fraternity

itself gets the aid. It matters whether the institution gets the aid.
Senator HATCH. This is extremely interesting to me. You wanted

to say something, Dr. Shalala.
Dr. SHALALA. No, that is all right. I think we have had enough offraternities and sororities.
Senator HATcH. What if the fraternity or sorority was housed in

a school dormitory? Is that sufficient?
Professor RABKIN. Yes. Again, the way it works---
Senator HATCH. These are important questions.
Dr. SHALALA. I understand that.
Professor RASKIN. Yes. The way the law now works, if my ownuniversity, Cornell University, gets money from the Federal Gov-

ernment, Cornell University has various fraternities, some ofwhich are in buildings that Cornell owns and rents to the fraterni-ty. The fact that the fraternity itself does not get Federal money isirrelevant. The fact that Cornell itself is giving only a very inciden-tal benefit to the fraternity is irrelevant. If Cornell gets Federalmoney, it cannot have a fraternity which practices race discrimina-tion, and in exactly the same way it seems to me, you are going to
say a school which gets any kind of Government assistance cannotgive any kind of indirect support to a fraternity.

Senator HATCH. And you agree with that?
Dr. SHALALA. I agree with that.
Senator HATCH. So in essence, you agree with the Civil Rights

Commission?
Dr. SHALALA. Yes, we just oppose it differently.
Professor RABKIN. Yes, but the previous-- -
Senator HATCH. Let her answer first, and then we will comeback. I know this is a good interchange, and I want to hear both ofyou, but go ahead, Dr. Shalala.
Dr. SHALALA. The ERA would not prohibit the existence of fra-ternities as purely private entities even at public institutions,

unless they themselves were supported with public funds, or they
were so integrated into the academic life of the institution.

Senator HATCH. Or they had any connection with public funds.
Dr. SHALALA. Well, if they are using the facility of an institu-t ion--
Senator HATCH. Or if they live in a dormitory or use the facili-ties.
Dr. SHALALA. That is right.
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Senator HATCH. In other words, they would have to be complete-
ly outside the institution.

Dr. SHALALA. It is the private club situation.
Senator HATCH. So they would not be college fraternities or so-

rorities. They would have to be a completely private club or organi-
zation.

Dr. SHALALA. That is right. They could call them fraternities
they could call them anything they want, Senator, as long as they
are purely private.

Senator HATCH. You both basically agree, then.
Professor RABKIN. Yes. What are we talking about? In my uni-

versity, for example, that would mean the existing fraternities
would have to relocate several miles away, to get off of university
land; they would have to get a hold of a lot of extra financing in
order to have their own buildings. They would, in a lot of different
ways, have to change the way they operate. It would be vastly
more expensive or them to operate, and I think for a lot of them,
that would mean they would cease to operate.

Senator HATCH..Dr. Rabkin, could you comment on the economic
impact of the equal rights amendment upon private educational in-
stitutions? If you are correct, for example, that their tax-exempt
status could be revoked if they did not admit sexes equally, how
many of them would find it financially difficult to survive?

Professor RABKIN. I think a viry large portion of them. I am not
sure I can be more specific than that.

Senator HATCH. You indicated in your statement, as I recall, that
the benefits from a tax xernpt staf us are estimated to be around

i20 percent of the costs of the institution.
Professor RABKIN. Yes. And my understanding is that most pri-

vate institutionsand for that matter, most public institutionsdo
not have a lot of fat.

Senator HATCH. In fact, all of them are having some difficulties
today.

Professor RABKIN. That is right. They are all having difficulties
as it is, and if you chop their financing by 20 percent, it seems to
me you are forcing them tc, raise their tuitions quite a lot, and that
is hard to do. As it is, it is very difficult for parents to find financ-
ing for private schools and I think a lot of them would just have to
close their doors.

Senator HATCH. Now, Dr. Shalala, I do not understand some of
the points that you made in your statement. You cite, for example,
a listing of "subtle forms" of sex discrimination, including discrimi-
natory counselors who believe that blue collar work is not appro-
t)riate for women, or certain areas of education are not appropriate
tor women. What, precisely, do you think ERA would do about
these types of practices?

Dr. SHALAIA. I think it would have us review with our counselorEl
the materials that we give out, what we say to young women and
young men; to make sure that we are saying to young women, for
example, the same thing we are saying to young men about health
professions, to make sure that we are not channeling women into
nursing and men into medicine. It would make us very careful and
very conscious of the impact of counseling on career development
and on career opportunities. And that has Ix en an area that has
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been reviewed in research, both a review of the materials, as well
as the impact of counseling.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Rabkin.
Professor RASKIN. There is currently in the title IX regulations a

prohibition on discrimination in counseling, and I think Dr.. Shala-
la's point is that this has not been adequately enforced. I think
there is a very good reason why it has not been adequately en-forced, and that is that the Government does not want to be
second-guessing guidance counselors, breathing down their necks
and saying, "Well, if you perhaps by your facial gesture indicate
that you did not approve of this young women's career plan . . .," I
mean, you do not really want to harrass schools in that way, and itis very hard to enforce something which is as vague as a require-
ment that you do not give different advice or different signals.

Now, I would just go back to my previous point, which is, if there
is inadequate enforcement now, there is no reason at all to think
that the ERA is suddenly going to ensure you adequate enforce-
ment. It seems to me it is purely symbolic, and the reason, Senator,
why I think it is very worthwhile to focus on yes, what are margin-al institutions or unusual cases, is that it seems to me the effect onprivate schools, the effect on the unusual case, is the real effect
that you are talking about. The kinds of things that Dr. Shalala
talked about in her statement about public education and discrimi-
nation that already exists in most other institutions, those are justthe kinds of things, it seems to me, that the ERA will not directly
address. They are just the kinds of things that a constitutional
amendment is not going to help because there are just intrinsic
problems with law enforcement there.

Senator HATCH. You are saying those things are wrong, and we
ought to be working to resolve them, but the ERA is not going to
resolve them any better than title IX does today, is it?

Professor RASKIN. To be perfectly honest, I am not even sure
how many of them are wrong. Well, I think--

Senator HATr,'H. Doesn't Dr. Shalala raise some legitimate con-
cerns?

Professor RABKIN. Some of the things going on are wrong; some
of them are not. I mean, there are just differences of opinion and
differences of interpretation, and that is why it seems to me good
to allow for diversity, so that different people can be in the schools
that they are comfortable with.

I would just give one example. If you are talking about, let us
say, a college setting, or even a high school setting, is it wrong
speak to students about the effects of pregnancy on different career
plans; is it wrong to talk to them about the difficulties of having
children if you go into this kind of job, where you are not allowed
tc take time off, or it is very difficult to take time off? Now, that
seems to m a perfectly reasonable thing for women to be interest-
ed in, and it seems to me a perfectly reasonable thing for some
kind of advisor to speak to them about. 1 mean, other people may
he very offended by that. 1 would not consider that sex discrimina-
tion.

Senator 11Ami. Rut you are not arguing with that, are you, Dr.
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Dr. SHALALA. Yes, Senator, I am arguing against that. I think it
is wrong to talk only to young, women about the responsibilities
that come with pregnancy. Everything we know about sex educa-

tion in this country tells us that discussions of pregnancy and the
implications of pregnancy and shared responsibilities for family
ought to be discussed wjth-young men and young women at the
same time, and with equ(al fervor.

Senator HATCH. Well, like can certainly agree to disagree. That is
all I can say.

Dr. SHALALA. Senator, could I comment on Mr. Rabkin --I have a
reputation for never getting angry, and I never dobut it does
seem to me that the issue of counseling is a very serious issue and
that it is not one to be dismissed lightly. We have now a generation
of girls growing up in this country who have, for all practical pur-
poses, been channeled outside of where the job opportunities are
going to be in this country. They are given less opportunities for

math training, in computer science; they are being advised to go
into areas in which they are going to be locked into professions
that may disappear in the next generation. And therefore, for
many of us who want to make sure that there are equal opportuni-
ties for women, the whole issue of counseling is quite central.

Senator HATCH. I do not d4agree with you on that, but I am
saying I think Professor Rabkin's point is well-taken. Rather than
have the Government come in under the ERA and police counsel-

ors. Perhaps it would be a better approach for us to educate coun-
selors so that they treat women equitably.

Dr. SHALALA. Senator, that is exactly what we intend to do.
Senator HATCH. Yes, but ERA is not going to ensure that.
Dr. SHALAIA. The advantage of having the ERA, which is broad-

based, which will hit elementary schools and high schools and pri-
vate and public colleges, is for the first time, we can raise, so to
speak, the consciousness of educators in this country, so we com-

pletely review every area of subtle or overt discrimination, so that

we understand that if we are going to affect young women's lives,
they are going to be affected very early on in their educational ex-
perience, and unless we do something there, then you end up talk-
ing to me about what we need to do in women's colleges or in af-

firmative action programs.
All of our experience now L selective enforcement of various sex

education laws is that we need as broad-based an approach to equal
opportunity in this country, with special emphasis on women, if we

are going to have an impact on women's lives that will give them
equal opportunities with men. And that means we have to look at

every area. In basketball language, it means that we need a full
court press.

Senator HATCTI. Dr. Rabkin, you seem to disagree.
Professor HARKIN. Yes, I disagree very much. I was saying before

that if you have problems with law enforcemeni4 the mere exist-
ence of a constitutional amendment does not eliminate those prob-
lems. I do not see how it even lessens those problems. And I say
the same thing about the educational campaign Dr. Shalala is talk-

ing about.
If guidance counselors or educators generally have not heard

about women's equality after 10 :ears of furious debate and a lot of
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publicity and a lot of effort on this, if they still have pot heard of
this, if it still has not penetrated to them, 1 do not know why she
thinks that the ERA is suddenly going to turn them around.

It seems to me to the extent that people disagree with what the
National Organization for Women or some other women's group
thinks is the proper way to advise or the proper way to run a
school, to the extent that people disagree, they disagree because
they have serious differences, and I do not think there is anything
so terrible about having a country in which different people have
different opinions, and yes, in which they run institutions sor,16-
what differently because of those opinions. It seems to me that if
Dr. Shalala is really concerned about the effects on children, the
people she should be reaching are the parents, and you should
alert parents to the fact that different schools have somewhat dif-
ferent policies, and therefore, they should be careful about the kind
of school they send their daughter o. It happens that there are a
lot of parents who want their children to be raised in a way, or
educated in a way, which Dr. Shalala does not agree with. I just do
not see why that is so terrible. I just do not see why we cannot
have room for some diversity in this country.

Dr. SHALALA. The problem, Mr. Rabkin, is there is not any diver-
sity. Women are discriminated against in most educational pro-
prams in this country; in very large percentages, they are out of
educational programs. I would like there to be an increase in diver-
sity, which would be some recognition that we have had some suc-
cess in some of these areas.

Professor RABKIN. But with all respect, I think it is preposterous
to say that there is no diversity, and all institutions are uniformly
hostile to women. I mean, that is just silly. There is quite a bit of
variation as far as how different institutions deal with sexual dif-
ferences, as well as differences on all kinds, of other things. It
really is, I think, just empty rhetoric to say there is not a wide
range of choice. Surely, Hunter College is much better than Bob
Jones University, from your point of view, on these things.

Senator HATCH. Let me move to another subject. You cite, Dr.
Shalala, approvingly, the recent Pennsylvania State decision, in
which the State ERA was used as a basis for eliminating all single-
sex public schools. Now, do you believe that this would be the
result under the equal rights amendment, as well?

Dr. SHALALA. Yes, with the exception that I noted.
Senator HATCH. With the only exception being any public all-

women's school that L. dedicated to affirmative action.
Dr. SHALALA. Right, and the religious exception for training for

religious purposes.
Senator HATCH. I am talking about public schools, now.
Dr. SHALALA. Yes, yes, in public schools.
Senator HATCH. So you are saying that they would---
Dr. SHALAIA. Yes, for public institutions, there would be an

elimination of singe -sex institutions. That case, of course, was very
important in demonstrating that even though those young women
went to the best so-called girls' schools, there were lesser opportu-
nities in term if science training and math training, which is an-
other clear example of what I have been saying about the quality
of education for women in this country.
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Senator HATCH. Now, Dr. Shalala, yeu argue that the ERA would
properly require closer judicial scrutiny of university hiring, pro-
motions, and tenure procedures. Would yoe elaborate on that'?

Dr. SHALALA. Senator, I should have said early on, but it is prob-
ably quite obvious, that I am not a lawyer, so the use of these fancy
terms is not my expertise.

Senator HATCH. That is OK. I understand.
Dr. SHALALA. I would expect that we ould have to lay out much

more carefully, our procedures on tenure, promotion, and over a
period of time, be prepared to justify those procedures as well as to
rut together firmer affirmative action plans when there were par-
ticular problems. The point is that with a consistent law that col-
leges and universities knew was not going to be scuttled periodical-
ly, I think that universities would be able to plan better in this
area and would be clearer about their goals for tenure and the
qualifications required for tenure and promotion.

Senator HATCH. Did you have a comment, Dr. Rabkin?
Professor RASKIN. Just two quick things. First, again, I do not

see why having a constitutional amendment is going to give you
better law enforcement than you already have. It is already illegal
to discriminate against women in university hiring.

Now, second, if Dr. Shalala is for some reason correct about
thisand I am really puzzled as to why this should be--but if it
really does turn out to be true that, yes, judges will now scrutinize
much more carefully these university hiring decisions, I would con-
sider that to be a very damning charge against the ERA. It seems
to me there is a very good reason why judges are reluctant to scru-
tinize these decisions too carefully, and that is because most aca-
demic decisions turn not on immediately apparent external crite-
ria; they turn on rather delicate judgments of quality.

Senator HATCH. Subjective judgments?
Professor RARKIN. Of course., they are somewhat subjective. But

certainly, they have to be highly trained. It is not enough to say,
"This person published a book. That person published two books.
Therefore, obviously, the second person should get the job or should
get tenure." I mean, one book may be a really important work with
a ;ot of original insights in it, and the two books by the other
person may be very pedestrian and very shallow and not much of a
contribution to scholarship. And I think it is very unrealistic to say
that a judge is going to be able to evaluete that. He should read
the :corks of these various academics who re competing for jobs
and decide-

Senator HATCH. There is also the problem of all the underlying
education needed to make that kind of value judgment, That is not
necessarily how judges or lawyers are trained.

Professor RABKIN. Exactly right.
Dr. SHALALA. Weis, we would expect a judge to review tile proce-

dures, not necessai ilv all of the materials for an individual deci-
sion. The question that I was asked was whether there would k'
close scrutiny of the decisions, which I would expect there to be
closer scrutiny of the decisions.

Let me say, though, on the fact that we have had these laws on
the books, it seems to ine, and I would like to repeat it, that the
Grove City caw gives us an example where there has been such un-
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evenness in the inesaagothalt the national administration has sentto college and university presidents in this country about whether
we are supposed to enforce the law or not to enforce the law. Butone thing trastecal constitutional amendment will do is make it firmand long lasting. The decision to essentially destroy title IX onGrove City has sent a message across this country to institutions
that they can wait and see and see what the courts end up doing.

Senator HATCH. Dr. Rabkin.
Professor RAMON. I very, very strongly disagree. Dr. Shalala saidearlier that there are various gaps in title IX; does not havequite the full range of coverage that ERA would have. These arenot gaps. They were deliberate decisions to set up the law one way,rather than another way. They are an expression of legislative

judgment; they are an expression of concern to be flexible and tobe reasonablebut, unfortunately, the ERA would not allow thatkind of maneuvering room.
Now, the specific issue that she is talking about here is whether

you should consider that an institution which does not receive
direct Federal funding is still ultimately somehow a recipient ofFederal aid, and all of its programs have got to be subject to this
prohibition on sex discrimination.

Grove City just has some students who receive Federal loans.
The institution itself does not receive direct Federal funding. Well,title IX has a so-called "pinpoint provision," which says that thisapplies only to the program receiving Federal aid, and it is very
ambiguous what you mean by "program." And for some time, the
Education Department has been contending that program means
the entire institution. If anywhere in that institution, there is someindirect Federal money, that means the whole institution has got
to, in every, single respect, comply with this antisex discrimination
norm. Well, I think that is not at all an obvious, necessary, or cor-
rect interpretation of the statute, and what the Reagan administra-tion has done is to say, "Now, wait a minute; is that a correct in-
terpretation of the statute?" It has not even gone that far. In fact,what it has done is to say, having lost this case in lower courts, we
are not now going in the Supreme Court to defend the Education
Department's earlier claim that the whole institution is covered
just because some students are receiving Federal loans. And it just
seems to me, it is very unfair to characterize that as, "Oh, they are
now sending a conflicting signal, they are turning the whole stat-
ute upside-down; they are eliminating enforcement." I do not thinkthere is any question at all that institutions which directly receive
Federal money into programs which are federally funded have got
to eliminate all traces of sex discrimination in those programs. I do
not think there is any ambiguity about that..

Dr. SHALAI.A. Let me point out that there did not seem to be any
ambiguity for 10 years, through two different political parties and
three administrations, and suddenly, 10 years later---

Professor RARKIN. That is absolutely wrong. There have been dis-putes--
Senator IlAWF1 There has been a real dispute on that.
Professor RAilkiN. There ha been a dispute about this from the

heginnirig
Senator I IATeil. And it a legitimate dispute.
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There is a real question whether a school like Grove City, which
does not practice discrimination and which receives no campus-
based aid, should have to comply with all of the aspects of title IX.

Now, that is a legitimate legal issue, in my opinion.
Professor RABKIN. Could I just point out that the interpretation

of title IX that Dr. Shalal:i is contending for and is saying is obvi-

ous has been not just disputed, but it has been rejected by several
Federal courts. Now, you either have to believe that there are a lot

of Federal judges out there who are just completely bonkers and
totally unreliable, or it seems to me you have got to accept that at
least it is a plausible, legitimate, alternative view of the statute. I
do not think it is terrible for the Reagan administration to agree
with several Federal judges.

Senator HATCH. We are not debating title IX today, but there are
going to be legitimate issues to resolve whether the ERA is enacted
or not. And if the ERA becomes a part of the Constitution, there
will be a a whole body of litigation under it. Everybody who has
testified so far agrees with that. There will be all kinds of intricate,
difficult questions, a number of which we have raised today.

But the purpose of this hearing, and the purpose of our other
hearing, and the purpose of the future hearings will be to examine
these matters to see what the constitutional implications are. We
are not just going to march to slogans. We are going to find out
just what does it mean. And I think both of you have given us the
best shots you have on how you feel it will be interpreted, and I

think it has been very helpful to this committee.
Let me ask this question. The California Commission on the ERA

has also stated that the amendment should be interpreted to pro-
hibit the administration of all private sex-restricted scholarships by

State institutions. Dr. Shalala, do you agree with the commission

on that matter?
Dr. SHALALA. 1 think that is true.
Senator HATCH. You think it would.
Do you agree with that?
Professor RABKIN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. The California Commission on the ERA has also

stated that the concept of "State action" developed under the 14th

amendment will rot necessarily apply to legal analysis under the
ERA. Do you agree with the commission on that point?

Dr. SHALAI.A. That is too legal a question for me.
Senator HATCH. How abJut you, Dr. Rabkin?
Professor RABKIN. Well, that is possible. My guess is that that is

unlikely. The likeliest thing, I think, is that the courts will treat
sex discrimination as being analagous to race discrimination and
they will say that where race discrimination is forbidden by the
Constitution, sex discrimination is forbidden.

Senator HATCH. I want to personally thank both of you for ap-
pearing here today. I think that this type of a hearing is a way of

finding out the real meaning of the ERA. We are making a record

so that people who are on both sides of this issue, as well as people
who are undecided at this ttoint, can at least have some record to
look at to formulate their own conclusions on this matter.

I personally appreciate the efforts both of you have put forth
here today and in the past. I think both of your statements are ex-
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cellent. They will make a very significant part of our record. So I
want to personally thank you again. I appreciate your being here.

Our next hearing will focus on the impact of the ERA upon the
military. I hope we will have equally intelligent and articulate wit-
nesses on both sides of that issue.

Thank you, and we will recess until that time.
[Whereupon, at 11:20 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[The following was submitted for the record:]
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MISCELLANSOUS MATmum.

QUESTIONS FROH CHAIRMAN STRCAI THURMONO FOR PROFESSOR

JEREMY RABKIN

1. Prof. Rabkin, in the recent case of Bob Jones University vs.

United States, the United states Supreme Court, while couching its

decision in language about charitable trusts, firmly based its opinion

on the now-well-established national policy against racial segregation.

If the Equal Rights Amendment were to become a part of our Constitu-

tion, is it not logical to assume that the Supreme Court would even-

tually rule that primte colleges and universities that are all-male

or all - female are no Ion r to be extended tax-exempt status for

federal tax purposes? There are only a handful of all-male colleges

remaining but there are over 100 all women's institutions of higher

learning. I believe you would agree that there is a great potential

here for a devastating financial blow being struck to these institu-

tions should financial contributions made to them by alumnae and

friends no longer be deductible for income tax purposes. Can you

predict how many such institutions might be forced to close because

of rinancial restrictions brought on by the passage of the ERA?

2. Aside from the possible low' of r:ontributiont and gifts because

such donations would no longer be deductions for the donor, is it not

a real likelihood ,hat colleges that restrict admissions to only one

of tho sexes and which refuse to change their admissions policies

will lose Federal aid such as grants for research? Considering the

dependence of some university research programs on Federal grants,

might such en event seriously curtai: n grant deal of scientific

reqearcl nor' being done at the university level?

some public school districts continue to oporatc

et:von-rips schools. The maintenance of such programs gen-

rally i// tfly
purpose, much al. LO house a program

for the academtcally-oifted student.. It can be summed

ttst State and local !school oiuthorttiem /owe a rational basic

cho establishment and perpetuation of such aliAle-sex

ft9/,
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schools and have exercised their best judgment in doing so.

Professor, if the E.R.A. were to become a part of the law

of this land, could we hold out any real hope that local

school officials could continue to exercise such discretion?

4. In the recently decided case of Arizona vs. Norris,

the Supreme Court held that the practice of the companies

paying retAriment benefits to the employees of the State of

Arizona were unlawfully discriminating against retired

female employees by paying them a lower monthly benefit.

This decision was based upon the 1964 Civil Rights Act pro-

viding for equal employment opportunities. This decision

represents another instance where a practice of sex discrim-

ination was ide:cilied and outlawed. Do 4 ,u see any reason

why this process of judicial identification and reversal will

not continue in the area of sex discrimination? Is this

process adequate in ynur opinion for the protection of women's

rights? If not, why not? You will note here that this de-

cision was brined on existing law.

S. It is well stablishe0 tnat physical education and
in

participation/inter-scholastic athletics is an integral

part of the mental and physical development of our youth.

It hen been speculated that the rat7IJation of the Equal

Rights Amendment would draatically alter our present system

of inter-scholastic Sports competition, that is, whore

all-boy and all-girl teams compete against like teams of

the lame sex. In light of what you have heard here today

about sex discrimination in education, how do you see the

passage of the E.R.A. affecting this system?

In Washington state, the Eupreme Court there held

that under that State's E.R.A. girls had a constitutional

right to participate on a bey'm high school football team.

con)ectured
it has been that with the passage of a national

,,quai rights amendment, participation on sports teams would

he uprlvd tip to hnth !VXOR. For example, boys would become

f,) play on what had traditionally been the gill's

1.70
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tennis team. If it true that most boys are better athletes

than moat girls, is it not possible that the result or such

relines eeuld be the deterioration-and in some cases the

elimination- of girls' sports competition as we presently

know it?

7. Under existing law, nav:ely Title IX of the 1972

Education Amendments, sex discrimination in the funding

of collegelevel athletic programs is prohibited. Despite

this fact, disparities in funding still exist and are well

documented. Opponents of thane amendments argue that this

differentiation is justified by the fact that the mens' pre-

gra,is generate most of the athletic funds. Cases often

cited are those involving the university football programs

which generate tremendous revenues that are used to subsi'ize

such programs as womens' field hockey. What Impact would

you foresee the passage of the E.E.A. as having upon these

pregtamens far funding in cor.terred?

8. Assumiag that the pasJage of the Equal Rights Amend-

ment mandated the opening of all sports teams meTbers

you
of both sexes, what implications dolsee for the personal

pr, ay of the participants? If a boy elects to participate

on the girls :softball team, for example, does he thereby

waive all rights to his privacy as far as dressing facilities

in corwerned?
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RESPONSES OF PROVESSOR JEREMY RASKIN

to

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR STROM THURMOND

I. For the reasons outlined In my prepared statement, I believe it is

indeed most "logical to assume" that the Supreme Court would find single-

sex institutions ineifeb1( for tax-exempt status If the Equal Right,

Amendment becomes part of the Constitution.
I quite agree that this

woold likely strike a "devastating financial blow" it such institutions.

It would Indeed mean that contributions from alumni and frianda would

no longer be tax deductible.
It would probably also require such institu-

tions to pay income tax on interest
and dividends and capital gains taxes

ou the solo of securities in their endowments
- another "devastating blow"

for Institutions like well iley College that finance much of their activity

from endowments. Finally, such institutions would probably be subject to

loo al property taxes and state sales taxes. Under the combined t gSt of

these blow,. I doubt there are many institutions that could continue to

operate.

2. Any institution declare(' ineligible for tax exempt statun would surely

be Ineligible for federal grants, AA well. But in truth I do not think this

would seriously curtail a great deal of scientific renearrh because there is

not very much scientific research conducted at small colleges. Major research

undertakings are found at universities with graduate programs and Title IX

of the Education Amendments of 1972 already prohibits federal grant recipients

from denying admisnion to graduate programs on the hosts of sex. In regard

to riulPntifir research, then, 1 do not think E.R.A. would impose Any signifi-

cart changes In the (Aetna qun.

1. I cannot conceive how public school
mystesm could continue to

operate Glegle-sex schools under the E.R.A. If the Amendment could

allow this, it really would be entirely
empty, it seems to me.

. Thete are certainly areas rent covered by existing law', but in sir-

teillv evory case that is because
moat people do not think it ,meld be

lepr.,,rinte to prohibit sexual differentiation
in melt areas. our cop-

tinning toleration of senor' dirtInctiona
in the military in nne exempt

.
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Unless we are prepared to say that government or laws should never treat

the sexes differently, the E.R.A. seems to me an unduly heavy-handed and

rigid approach to the challenge of protecting women's rights. On the other

hand,as the question suggests, the courts have not been at all reticent in

sserting and enforcing women's rights where statutes fin prohibit sex dis-

crimination. Indeed, on a number of occasion. the Supreme Court has rewrit-

ten state and federal laws to eliminate sexual distinctions under existing

14th Amendment doctrine.

5 6 6. This is a tricky issue. I think it is fairly clear that the

would prohibit public institutions and institutions receiving public funds

or tax exempt status - in other woids, virtually every school - from main-

taining teams or athletic programa that were officially organized on a single-

sex basis. On the other hand, the amendment would probably allow "neutral"

eligibility standards, hosed on relevant physical characteristics or capaci-

ties height, weight, 'speed, etc. "Contact sports" may also be treated dif-

ferently. for the implementing regulations for Title IX hove recognized that

considerations of privacy may justify single-sex competition in contact sports

such as wrestling. Either way, I do not think we are likely to see women in

Big Ten football, even if E.R.A. is added to the Constitution. Ironically,

the greatest impact of the Amendment would probably be on women's teams, for

many men are likely to meet the standards for "women's" teams, while my guest'

I. thin would be less comuon for womel, seeking to join "men's" teams. The

likeliest result may be the destruction of women's athletic cnspetition, as

formerly "women's" teams came to be dominated by male players.

7. Ar prenent, the implementing regulations for Title TX sanction such die-

parities so lung as there are equal expenditures on a per capita basis, in

comparing mar's and women's sports programs. This means that if there are

mire, more men Invol ed in sport. programs than women, proportionately more

al he spent on "men's" teams. As the question suggests, however, even this

approach does not allow for the fact that "men's" teams tend to be much big-

ger ,oney-wakes while, an big spectator ',ports, they may also require

larger expenditures for equipment, Incilitiee std so on. The rdueatton Depart-

mont'n interpretation of Title IX has therefore been very controversial. So

far as I AM aware, ft hog nor yet been endorsed by federal appellate courts and,

In troth, it does nut seem to have been very edunt,only enforced by the Ed-
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ucatlea Department. Under the !A.A., however, I am not even sure that thr

compromise approach in the current Title IX regulations would be tolerated

and certainly it le quite unlikely
that any more flexible approach would be

accepted.

8. Nothing Infuriateo proponents of the P.X.A. more than the suggestion

that the amendment would eliminate separate toilets or separate dressing

rooms For men and women. They have insisted from the beginning that the

amendment has an implicit "privacy"
exception to accomodate separate facil-

ities in such circumstances. This claim has by now become so entwined with

the "legislative history" of the amendment that it nay indeed oe accepted

and respected by the courts. It is quite possible, perhaps even probable,

then, that a boy on the "girls"'
softball team would not have to waive all

rights to his privacy as far se dressing facilities are concerned.

At the risk of provoking a bit
more fury, however, I will add that I

am not at all confident of this and I do not understand how the proponents

of F.R.A. can be so confident of this. The proponents usually cite the

Supreme Court's recognition of a "constitutional right to privacy," but

this seems to me simply playing with words. The Supreme Court decisions

aesociated with this "privacy right" - those dealing with abortion or birth

control - have asserted that certain issues must be left to private deciJion:

they involve "privacy" in the sense that the state or public audlortty is

kept out, not persons of the opposite vex. Fourth Amendment "search and

eJlzure" cases dealing with the "privacy" of the home seem equally unrelated.

The awkward fact remsina, on the other hand, that the courts would not hear of

separate facilities for blacks and whites and E.R.A. proponents usually any

the pnrponv of :he Amendment is to make sex as such a "suspect" or Illegitimate

classification an race now is. If an exemption is made for dressing rooms

in clef:Irene° to contemporary moral
standards. a qualification of very uneer-

flan rienpe ham been evened. In the 19th Century, moral standards were nome-

ttnpn offended by women office workers and certainly would have been offended

by women pollee or lemon conetruction workers. Today in many r, liege dormi-

tories wen and women do nha,0 the name tolletn and the SOW e/enning rooms.

It the F.R.A. to rotliien, then, and the boy in your question ie really con-

cerned nbnnt hin privacy, he might be better advised to think carefully be-

fore he in!no thra girin nnfthall team.
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RESPONSES OF PRESIDENT SRALALA

TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR DecoNcita

Question 1.

Regarding Title IX, President Sha Ida, could you comment on what the present
Administration is doing to enforce the statue and whether the existence of the ERA
would effect theft executive actions?

Question 2.

Can major civil rights legislation be made lea effective without a change in the law
simply by the way in which it is enforced?

The topic of the ERA hearings on September 13, 1984 before this Subcommittee

was not, until the very opening of the hearings, focused on the very narrow subject of

"the impact of the ERA In the area of private and parochial education." Hearing

Transcript p. 4 (opening statement of Senator Hatch). Because the Equal Rights

Amendment provides that "(e)quality of rights under the law shall not be denied or

abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex" (emphasis added), it

is widely accepted by legal scholars that the ERA, like the Equal Protection Clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment, governs only those actions or activities that constitute

"state action." Constitutional provisions that govern "state action", Including the Equal

Protection Claus, do not ordinarily reach into the private sector. As a result, the

Subcommittee Chairman's decision, stated for the first time on the day of the hearing,

to focus the inquir$ solely an the relationship of the ERA to private and parochial

education, was en odd decision. This %etudes' inquiry Into the legal application of

the ERA In the private teeter is more appropriate for witnesses who are lawyers than

for witnesses such as Mr. Rabldn, a political scientist, or for me, an educational

administrator at a public institution and a political economist.

The result of the Chairman's decision was that the entire focus of the questioning

by the Subcommittee MtS on the nos row private Interests topic dunned by Mr. Hatch.

During the questioning, Mr. Rabkln made extreme claims that, among other things, the

PRA will virtually eliminate parochial and private schools, and that the ERA will require

the intwation of seminaries and rabbinical schools. I believe that I answered clearly

and simply his claims concerning seminaries and rabbinical schools with the explanation

that the First Amendment would insulate such institutions. It is not necessary to

elaborate upon that strews. Judging from inaccurate newspaper claims about my

testimony, (se Kilpatrick, Taking the ERA Literally, Mash. Post, A24, October 15,

1983, and a "feet sheet" being circulated to the press by the Chairman purporting to

summarise my testimony, attaels_1.103 I believe it Important to clarify why the ERA
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would not reach into the private sector in the rinumar end with the Hb'eme 00sINKNOsteed

Mr. Ratak him claimed that it will. in ardor to provide an irowate explanation, I
have consulted my own mumd and she in tura has anwelted with other attorneys and
law professors knowledgeable to constitational kw including Professor Mn Freedman
of Bulger, Law School and Profaner Wendy Williams of Georgetown University Law
Canter.

tY. OCTOBER 1 4 , I 3
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The Doctrine of State Action

The Equal Rights Amendment would affect government action only. Private

colleges, Including single sex institutions, ea purely private entitles, would be exempt

from the ERA. The determination of whether actions by en apparently private Institution

are really government action is based on the tub of the government's relationship

to the institution.'

There are three basic principles governing the determination whether state action

is present for federal constitutional purposes.
Pint, "'the mere feet that (an entity)

Is subject to state regulation does not by itself carry its action into that of OA State

for purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment.'" There must be "'a sufficiently close

nexus between the State and the challenged active of the regulated entity so that the

action of the latter may be fairly treated as that of the State iteelf.'"2

Second, the state

can be held responsible for a private decision only when It
has exercised coercive power or has provided such significant
encouragement, either overt or covert, that the choice must
In law os deemed to be that of the State (onetime omitted).
Mere approval of or acquieseenee In the initiative of a private
party is not sufficient to justify holding the State responsible
for those initiativas under the terms of the Fourteenth
Amendment (citations omitted). Third, the required nexus
may be present It the private entity has exercised powers
that ere "treditionsily the exclusive prerogative of the
State."3

A recent decision of the United States Sisprema Court makes It clear that

ordinarily, under federal standards, a private educational Institution will not be construed

to be a state actor to bring it witLin the ambit of federal constitutional provisions in

moat circumstances. Last year tt. Renclell-baker v. IC 457 U.S. 830 (1982) the

Suoreme Court found that a tracher's firing by a private school was not state action

under the Fourteenth Amendment and did not require constitutional due process of law,

despite extensive government involvement in the funding and operation of the school .4

Two other oases decided lest year concerning other kinds of private institutions having

significant state involvement make clear that, like private educational institutions, other

private entities do not come within the scope of federal constitutional reciu!rements

oven where there is significant government involvement.5 These cases are consistent

with the analysis applied in Moose I wise No. 107 v. Irvin 407 U.S. 103 (1972), it

which the court concluded that the grant of a state liquor license to privet: club

that excluded individuals on the basis Sot, M8010
.stater intforyttinent to .

ettritette the discriminatory conduct to the state and, thus, did not support a finding
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that the conduct was unconstitutionel. From these cases taken together, my legal

advisors conclude that absent additional legislative or executive action, private

institutions will rarely be subject to the requirements of the ERA just as private

Institutions are now rarely subject to the 14th Amendment requirements.

Tax Exempt Status and The ERA

The argument by ERA opponents that the ERA will require integration of private

single sex schools and other institutions because it will require removal of their tax

exempt status was not Whored, but in fact was put to rest, by the Supreme Court's

decision in Bob Jones University v. United States, 75 L.F.d.2nd 159 (1953). The Bob

Jones opinion was not based an the Constitution but on a federal statute.

in Bob Jones, the Supreme Court did not take up the reasoning of certain eases

holding that tinder the Constitution the federal approval of en organisation's receipt

of tax deductible contributions or tax exempt status "call(s) forth a duty to emit*
compliance with the Fifth Amendment:41 Instead, the Court applied the analysis of a

separate line of cues holding that a federal statute the Internal Revenue Code

required the denial of tax exemptions to racially discriminating private eehools.

These eases reasoned that, in light of unambiguous national policy, the Internal Revenue

Code "can no longer be construed so as to provide private schools operating on a

racially diecriminatory premise the support of exemptions and deductions which Federal

tax law affords to charitable organizations and their sponsors."7

In short, the denial of tax exempt and tax deductw.e status at issue in Bob

Jones was based. In the Court's decision, on provisk of sections 501(c) (3) and 170 of

the Internal Revenue Code, 25 U.S.C. Section 501(e) (3), 170, and not the U.S.
comtitution. The court held, based on explicit language in section 170, the

(s)ection 501(e) (3) must. bn analyzed and construed within thu
framework of the internal Revenue Code and against the
background of the Congressional purposes. Such an examination
reveals unmistakable evidence that, underlying all relevant parts
of the code, is the intent that entitlement of tax exemption
depends on meeting certain common law standards of charity

namely, that en institution seeking tax-exempt status must
serve a public purpose and not be contrary to established public
policy.

76 1.1,.4.2d at 170. The Court went on "(w)hen the Government grants or allows

deditetions...(0110 institution's purpose must not be an at odds with the common

community conscience as to undermine any public benefit that might otherwise he

euliferred." Id. at 173-174. To establish the clear and longstanding public policy against

17.E
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racial dis-rimination In every area of life, the Court relict on the feet that all throe

branches of the federal government had taken deer action to *Unlink racial segregation

in education, and on the particular policy against racial segregation In education set

forth In Brown v. Board of Educate') 347 U.S. 483 /1954), end follower, in a lam line

of subsequent cases.

There factors mole clear that the racially discriminatory policies of Bob Jones

University, and of Goldsboro Christian Schools, Inc., so offended public policy as to

defeat any bons Me charitable purposes of those inititutions. 76 .P.d.24 at 174-76.8

In his oral testimony, Mr. RabkIn argued that Bob Jones would most certainly

compel denial of tax exemption to private singleesx Peticoli. In support of ht, view

against this result, Mr. Rabitin belittled and characterized the discrimination in Bob

Jones as de minimus and as not a "fundemental aspect of their prognim,4

I strongl disagree with Mr. Rabkin that the dieerimination of Boo Jones was so

unimportant to the university's program and to this country's public policy that it did

not strongly and overwhelmingly offend public policy. The Bob Jones rule reads:

There is to be no interracial dating

1. Students who are partners in en interracial
marriage will be expelled.
2. Students into ere members of or affilted with
any group or organisation which holds as one of its gee!"
or advocates interracial marriage will be expelled.
3. Students who date outside their oan race will be expelled.
4. Students who espouse, promote, or eneotwege others to violate
the University's dating rules and regulation will be expelled.

Bob Jona, Unlverslty v. States 7,1 I..Ed.Id 157, 167 (1983). As I interpret these

rules, a student at Bob Jonas could b" expelled for arguing that the Supreme Court's

decision overturning Virginia's entimiscegenation statue' in Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S,

1 (1967), was correct. lion can this be inciderital to the program of secular editeatiu..?

We are not addressing here the question "whether (awl. Rchools) should be forced to

make thernselvets more inviting and attractive to blacks" as Mr. itahkin so intensively

suggested in his article "Behind the Tax -Erec.pt Schools Debate^ in 67 Mt Public

Interest 21, 23 119821. Instead, Bob Joules tl en etprele, ',envy of punitive Fiction

against student,i for engaging in pri,onte nAlvity that affects virt,nstly every 0..1i pi of

their iiVet, and for eN, Aging {wraiths' /ipso ah.ntit the exerAse of citizens' rights of

ec iwintion urich the constitution.

Private single sey. siltool3 feet, on pger of having ti,- arilinkleallye

enitidatleally Intere.i the Internal Revenue ,'t t Oeny their tie ae uniato41 in.der

Ph, FHA fir 1)1 it.g ti, . Ir 011.3tivr Ignorti asfplirs.. e in that ,etrrmbtetitm, without

rponfttl elVierition of tire Y., 1.1-11 tvi,,Adttstl ht tto-h

tie 1,1Not II of ft..if.,nt govonittir,ii taiitItt-T tit, cout-1,, ttittt twcititq of fit,

'j 1j



nor Congress would be required by the holtilog in Rob JOrie9 to cut

of the tax exempt status of a private single-sex school as a rirstili of ratification of

the alone. Furthermore, according to the flupreme Court's reasoning in the Bob

Jones opinion, :here is no reason to fear that the !HS could set with impi.iity

unilah.rally to do The Court approved the IRS'n Implementation of Its policy of

tensing tax exempt 'status to racially discriminatory private !schools and found that the

had not exceeded Its authority In enforcing the policy, on the grounds that the

action WW4 taken In the context of uniform action of the executive, legislative,

and pull ^sal branches to frivilorite racial segregation and was not overriden by Congress

any ort of numerous opportunities. Under Rob Jones, a similar examination would

re., .1 tnore the rune policy were applied to sex diseriminatcry private schools.

Conclusion

In the csoilnw is clear that federal constitut!onal reach Into the

rrIV,Ite soclar I, the exception, not the rule. The exceptions, when they occur, are

,trrine find rinnpelling, and are made upon an appropriate showing by full and comfiest()

i.rrw,f n if law. It Li of the utmost Importance, for any meaningful commitment

in this Congvcs.i, to permit the possibility of reaching such cases under

rho I:it In the tame degree and under the name standard that h applied in Palf.,4

irtv.,Ivwg riot, 1,11u-silty. It would he n nnfor mistake of policy to exempt from scrutiny

privit any eirennenanees as some seek to secompiLsh by

.,1o1r111 to tt' 1.1 It
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[From Fortune Magazine, Oct. 31, 1983]

BY DANIEL SEIIGMAN

Donna's Dilemma
What has gone before: Orrin Hatch of Utah

keeps trying to find out what the Equal
Rights Amendment means. His Senate Judi-
ciary subcommittee hears testimony from
Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts, a leading
bleeder for ERA, but it turns out that Paul
has no idea what laws and institutions would
be affected by the amendment and gets sore
at Orrin for asking. Hatch decides to hold
more hearings and get witnesses who know
which end is up. Subject of the first hearing
in this new series: the effect of ERA on pri-
vate education. Principal question on the ta-
ble: could women-only colleges continue to
receive the federal aid and tax exemptions
needed for their survival If the ERA were in
place? In the witness chair: Donna Shalala,
president of Hunter College and an ERA par-
tisan. Does the question get clearly an-
swered? Are you kidding?

Cor cider Donna's dilemma. If she says
that women-only colleges would have to go,
she outrages some highly influential wom-
enalumnae of Barnard, Wellesley, Smith,
Mount Holyoke, etc., who firmly approve of
such institutions while also tending to sup-
port ERA. But if she hays that these colleges
could coexist with ERA, then she has to ex-
plain how an amendment designed to end all
sex-based discrimination could permit dis.
elimination against men. Tough problem, eh?

Donna's attempted solution: Women's col.
leges could exist under ERA if they were
there "for the purposes of eliminating past
discrimination and for affirmative action."

Huh? This answer seems to have boggled
the minds of all present. Hatch asked who
would decide whether a particular women's
college passed the affirmative-action test
Nonconfidence-inspiring answer: "I think
tht Cowl would end up making that deterini
nation." ERA fan Howard Metzenbam of
Ohio said the amendment couldn't possibly
leave room for women's coll-ges.

In the nett insiallment, we learn about thy_,
effect of EPA .n the military, or maybe not.

l81
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united tatcs iSenate
WM.PAIGTOM VC 20110

September 2), 19.'3

Several days ego. the Subcommittee on the Constitution
condictwd its seconi day of hearings on the proposed Equbl
Riihts Amendment. The focus of this hearing was the vipbet
of the ERA upon private and parochial education. During this
t14 t+4,7, a rsmerlrable legsslative history was created ,egarding
the n ening of the Amendment in this area. am takin tho
liberty of ettachIng a summary of this history as articulated
by Dr. Donna Shelala. the President of Hunter College, and the
trithvidua: selected by proponents of the URA as best equipped
to .1ecrihe the meaning of the Amendment on the issue of the
KRA end p.ivete/parochial education. I would be pleased
to mee khe transcript of this hearing availehle to you or
your stiff members.

Orrin G, fatc:h
Urtxttd 5tates Senete

ip



InACT OF THE EFA UPON PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL EDVCATION

The following inte7pretaior of the ERA was given by Dr. Donna
Shotals, President of Hunte: .-ollege, regarding its impact upon

private and Rarochiol educ:tice, at a Senate hearing on Septem-

ber 1), 1993. Dr. Shalala was :elected by ERA proponents as the

person best equipped to r,Ipresent the Amendment on this subject.

(1) Affirmative Actiof- Despite language which apparently per-

mits no exneptione regarding legal distinctions between the sexes,

the ERA allows "affirmative action" programs for women.

(2) Private Schools-- The ERA requires the integration of all
single- sex-pr vat: schools and colltgs receiving any form of

direct or indirect public funds, incit ling tax exemptions, ex-
6rpt for those all-women institutions rased upon principles of
affirmative action'. (Shalala: "I do not know of any institution
in the country in which there is not public involvement...")

(3) scholarships-- The ERA prohibits all forms of public scho-
larship assri-tance to students attending single-sex private

schools and colleges. It also prohibits the public provision
of textbooks and other school supplies to students at such in-

stitutions.

(4) Public Facilities-- The ERA requires that the use of all
publicriEirraes, e.y. parka, auditoriums, be denied to single-

lex private schools end colleges.

(5) Fraternities -- The ERA requires ':he integration of any fro-

rernity or soriiTrEy associated with either a public college, or

i l.ri.vate college receiving direct or indirect public funds.

00 Policies- The ERA requires sex-neutral policies,

nrt Limply -in the admissions prIcess of public/private schools
and colleges, but in each of its policies and facilities. For

example, rules on hair r9ririth cannot distinguish between sexes.

(7) Religious Schoo)s- Under the theory established in recent

Jt,nes univer, 4-y cane, the ERA permits IRS to deny tax exemp-

v.ns for reliGi( .-based nchools which make distinctions between

mates and females in their admissions or other policies. Courts

will balance 1st Amendment and ERA to determine whether such a

dental is required.

(q' rnlurits-- The ERA prohibits the Administration of sex-

: PI t' Ichnlat..1 g h, public Ins,Ourions, or by

1,1 I-1;p rrceivtnq direct or indirect ('abbe fundn.

Thr rnA requires the iptogrAtimn of All
Anti cnItt"leq.

,.1.1!
1
11 r ,r11
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RESPONSI,J; O' PRESIDENT SHALALA

TO QUESTIONS or nEWATOR THURMOND

Question l:

Dr. Sha Ida, over the seers regregation has been a policy and practice of exclusion.
I doubt that mons would contest this statement insofar as It applies to separation of
the mem. However, It appears that most ail - women's colleges were established for
the speolfie purpase of promoting equality between the sexes In the area of education.
Thee" all- female Institutions os a great deal to bring about equality for women by
produeing graduates win become Potentiate, educators an0 political leaders. In thbway, women's Gallegos Wanee opportunities for women. If tEe Equal Rights Amendment
were to beeome a part of our body of law, wouldn't those who have traditionally
promoted oquel opportunity for women through support of single-ass colleges be put Inan untenable phllosophleal position?

The simple answer to your question Is no, absolutely not: but let me elaborate.

Private woman's colleges, as I pointed out in my earlier reply respecting all private

institutions, vary well may not come within the sweep of the ERA because the ERA

applies only to state action. Bo it may be that the affirmative action exception for

private women's colleges will have no practical Impact.

In the unlikely event that particular private colleges do come tinder ERA, it is

important to look at the statue of women's colleges in light of the history of women's
edottetion. Most private all-women's collages were established Ina time when women

were excluded from education in male institutions. The policy and practice of exclusion

of girls and woman from education, like the policy and preutioe of racial exclusion, 13

long-standing and well documented."

Private all-women's colleges were established with the epacific purpose of

providing women the education that they would otherwise be denied on account of their
sex. Lack of resources: for women's education made any ',porpoise of promoting equality
between the sense" lofty ideal rather than a specific purpose.

Notwithstanding this lack of resourcee, women's institution,: have made a great

enotritiutinn to this ronntry and to Improving the status of women. Among other

itreomplishmenta, they have produced graduates who have become sclera /He, educators,

and priHttrial leaders of great stature in remportIone that far exceed what might he
expected from their enrollments," This may I e true In part because snob women are

twinmateri in en environment free from the wall- documented &Minteds to female

leadership to the elaretorm climate a encilwatinnal institutlenn that Is often hostile

to fronele atudenti."

The Donehatono ern: math,* action Is that the aotIon bra epee:ally designed and

serve* overcome the effects of Matfett, dlaeriminatton and to provide opportnottles

sot esivirceoneils for learning not readily nvattaltDt elsewhere, and they ?gamete equality.

This Noneept h Iflhrrorit t., the Ithithssi Amendment, not contrary to It. An all
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romen'e !Petit:J(0n that setually serves the purpose of providing education and training

that truly advances women's role' in society and that doe: not perpetuate traditional

st erentypse,1 4 Is not In an untenable philosophical position in the contest of the Equal

Tights Amendment at ell.

Until coeducational Institutions offer women and girls the same educational

opportunities and the earns supportive environment for learning u ere offered to men,

the need will continue for Institutions that are devoted to the education and advancement

of women. Dairy obiestive measures, It can be determined when the goal of equal

opportunity has been reached and affirmative action is no longer nicereary.

Question 2:

Pimps are two ways that Congress can bring about greater equality in education
for women In the field of education. One is through the enactment of specific statutes
and the other Is, supposedly, through the passage of the P.qual Rights Amendment. Do
you think that inequities In education for women can be adequately addretwed through
the enactment of epecifie pieces of legislation? If not, why not?

This question ammo that a constitutional amendment and specific piece, of

legislation can be equally effective alternatives for creating law. This assumption is

hir.emeate because it ignores the primacy of the Constitution in defining the priorities

of rights and protections concerning the relationship of the government to individuals.

The Equal Rights Amendment and statutes are not equal elternatites to the same end.

The ERA is nete'ed to 'establish once and for all that diszrimination on account of sex

r.1 trey level or branch of government In any aspect of its dealings is no longer an

notion. No statute er,collection of statutes can achieve that result.

As I noted In my written and oral testimony, this Administration's efforts to

narrow the reach of Title IX only to those specific programs receiving federal fund,

but not for programs henefith / from federal tuition aid, demo: 'Arab: dramatically how

wenlelos right to ecinailty may he undermined by executive action.t3

llespito th ovrcine Court's wilding that Title IX is modelled after Title VI ,ee.t,

cqmion v. University of t2hicaliol 441 U.n. 677 (1979), reversing 559 V.2d 1083 (7th

ir. 1978), n,,Verfli courts have cited the feet that racial diseriminatien is clearly

in,oicribed by the ctt*tItntion while sex discrimination not, In concluding that Title

Pt sh-ailt1 not receive the seine broad enforcement as Title VI, seer Hilladatess

v. fiepartment of Health Education awl Welfare, 696 F.Tti 418, 429 (6th Cir. 1982).

Wnneti need the important statemer.t of principle that "equal rights shall not

'ended .Kr Rtr(ittrit of sex," unietrdroed by exception/1 that typically appear in statute*,

rtlrts are I.,r r feT too long hey 'rail to steel by white boys and met, eontinue

IC 'INP itAirting erwt everienee in sex-neittegated echonts eiMl programs

olor vr,I Po, the of ttooltio en*1 the oresetwation of cherished ntercof*pes, A

I S 5
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prime @sample is women's long seclusion, even under Title IX, from Philadelphia's

prestigious all male Central High. This exclusion was only finally overcome lest year

under the Pentsylvante State.Cuestitutlun's ERA end Equal Protection Clause and the

Fourteenth Amewiment of the U.S. Constitution when, in v. Board of Public

Educsition, No. 5622, August Term IOU (Court of Common Pleas, Phila. Co., !apt 28,

1963), the plaintiff proved that noys In Central rrzelve three times the science, math,

and gifted student training opportunities as the girls receive in the supposedly comparable

(aria High. That cue 2ould not be It:caught under Title It because of eseeptions to
this useful, but flawed, statute.

Even vith the ERA. statutes will be needed. Statutes era the means of

implementing the equality mandate of the Constitution in an orderly and thoughtful

fashion and in a mannar that is both effillent and coat - effective. Indeed, the two-

year waiting period following ratification provide. Congress and the States the time

within which to consider and enact implementing changes in their statutes. It is In
this supportive implementing role that statetes are the most useful.

Question 3:

LW. She lela, It has neon concluded by some commentators that no law will evermake women equal not even a "constitutional law." This conclusion Is based upon
the premise that making oneself equal is the responsibility of each individual. Supposedly,
an Individual Can start the move toward full equality by developing a very real sense
of self- worth as a person by acting In such a mane r that he or she will be accepted as
an equal by thole around that itidivIdual es a matter of course. This theory ties inwith your citation of the fact that of women enrolled in ..ccetionel training, only a
very small percentage take courses that prepare them for the higher paid, typicallymale skilled lobs. Tle.esn't thl3 situation stIm more from the way women perceive
themselves In society than from sea discrimination In ye rational education?

rtin target of eirtnt rights under law Is not sameness. The opportunities for

women to develop is sense of self-worth and to benefit theanktIvea by means of drive

Ind determination are still IteRvily burdened in all aspects of education employment

in wnvn that men never (Roc. W.unen, because they are women, are frermently and

eon.dafrtitly noted 10131 O promotion or made the ohjcet of unwonted S-1111110 rinmenhtn,

riot+ tri,rit moot Is olway,t demeaning and demornliiing, riot 11 13 oven nioso, no where, ma

I; often tee: with women s'mu'ts of rthocirninntirin pot nnri pre:Ir,nt, onion optinnn ere

,,x1(0 idly ihtik; throe ,irinirnskrinocn, to 011111flill noinv the eirre t ntnittn of

aonion follttro 1aysacc,1 or develop n nerine of S1 If-worth

pnril Omit 'rattier-top of thi, pinions of tenoilori, einimeittirn, neighbors rind

onivor r"to rrooletv. tIoviover ponfirient RIO golf $1431114.11

'Ill 1114101,14' '11,1V )+, 11, .11,1L(' I. un le, oy111, f1S11 nnovIrt

3 4-
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than in other areas. In non-traditional work situations, women not only face

discrimination and harassment, they are also virtually excluded from social groupings

in the wrkplace and from informal aommurdeation networks important to learning skills

and finding better jobs, among ether things. As reported in the attached sniffle from

The Stanford Observer (Stanford University, Ontober 111131, some researchers have

concluded that men want and affirmatively ant to keep women out of welt traditionally

Innle jobs to protect their own statue.

Everi day written of great courage, individual NU-possession, drive, and

determination endure low-paying See .md :As to keep their families together and face

demeaning sexual herasernant and dieet.miosterm In the bargain. 'Ripe knowledgeable

about the extent of tilterritnination naelnst ..ad harassment of women know that the

problem rot codenttally r teas genre of :Wu -worth on the pert of women. Rather it

0 a Arn!ol of oppcrtunity fps women and the resulting perception on the women's part

that ! ec(fic the boat here, I may have no job at all."

Me ERA sill sand en authoritative message to the entire e.antry that women

entr.tel to the safer, expirations, support, and training that men min take for rented.
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question 4:

Continuing with the subject of vocational training, I believe you stated that onlyIn Ss of women enrolled In such training were enrolled in trade and industrial programs.is It not possible that the low percentage of participation In these areas which couldlead to higher paying skilled jobs l due, at lust in part, to differing physical
eharacteristics between males and tamales! VW instance, might not young women
decide to avoid courses in bolter- making and brie* masonry becesiae of the heavy physical
labor Involved as opposed to your theory that they have been "geared" by guidance
counselors away from these typically mile ocenpetions?

again referring to the October 1981 Stanford Observer report of the problems

women face In jots segregation and exclusion from employment traditionally hold by men,
I would note that so-called differences in physical characteristics Is not really the

source of the low enrollments of women in trade and Industrial vocational education

programs. Of course, counselors do often counsel girls to stay away from jobs thought

to be "too heavy", or so called dirty work, as not being "for girls." It is also true that

even women possessing considerable physical strength have been flatly excluded from

certain traditionally male jobs requiring such physical stength with the rationale that

"a man is needed." Furthermore, even where strength was not actually required for

job performance, }ohs were defined as jobs for which "a man is needed." Sometime-4,

particularly following the eneetment of Title VII, employers continue to exclude women

from such jobs by imposing height and weight requirements or physical elretsgth tests

that fee exceed any real requirements that have a demonstrated relationship to the

Jobs. In many inetences these bogus requirements serve merely a proxy for the emple7er's

preference for males in th.a Job-selection proceas. We have seen this in employment

of pollee and !It% personnel, construotion workers, coal miners, and in other occupations.

(*.owls have concluded after long trials that many physical requirements have only a

superfielelly plausible basis, end limply did not hold up under careful examination of

whet is actually necessary foe safe And successful jots pefe:matico.

My goal In the area of trade and industrial vocations) education and empic.vo+ent

1,4 1., remove riehJective mineral stereotypes from job trale'mg nnrl empt Jvee selection and

to rephyv thcce ,eotypers with open and full opportunities for women oral girls to

:2111-4An freely from the Available occupations. White nit's VII was a mbetential

4Iep in lh,-! right dt7ootion, rIke,tmlnatory trmning nrul Prineation remait, the 10,11.7.0.3 of

sregrcgiit Son.

Question r

stated that a 'varlely I it forcer." have kept women cat of pret4omII.mtly
OitoretIhly, one of the lento (*COMM for this Is rims menv

perfo-med exeh:4Ively by men And this tics th2 'feet of deterring yrnn,,t,
women from attempting .n move Into there male -tiemintstee Igtu. are some of
the...e. "forms" that you speed, of real how walla the pec.;sge ,,f the Equal Rights
Amenlment change this re-selit pltertnmenon?

in onTwer to 1.0.itimel 4 foil 5, I have 414-terlIwo ..otte ,f Iftett,FL
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Increasingly, behavioral scientists and scholars are studying and expanding documentation

on the impact of these factors on women and girls that I will not recount here. The

impact of the ERA on the metal forces and structures that carne segregated economic

optextunities would be similar to the impact of the Fourteenth Amendment upon

opportunities and options for racial minorities to move into professions end occupations

previously closed to them, following the landmark in interpretation of Brown v. the

Hoard of Education. The people finally got the message that racial inequality la simply

an unacceptable practice and violates the law of the land.

The Equal Rights Amendment would provide a firm final mandate for equality

not subject to weakening amendments or repeal, in the same easy way as a statute

would be. Furthermore, unlike Title YU that most, women included, perceive as being

primarily a race statute, the ERA should he perceived by all as a clear mandate for

equality on the basis of sea. Thus, I believe that we would no longer tolerate

discrimination as we now do.

Question em

sex

Dr. %stein, in your statement yot. corntlude that the diseouregment that many
young women receive which guides them into traditionally female positions of
employment has a catastrophic effect on the incomes of women. You also state that
this "discouragement' is sometime' overcome when, for example, a female student
exhibit.' a intense desire to acquire a special skill that will !sad her into a mere
traditional male occupation, isn't this an admission that all that Is needed for change
in many of what you perceive to be sex discriminatory aspects of life is for women to
set their goals high and r,o after what they seek with a great deal of drive and
determination?

ci re answer to qiestion 3.

Question

It has been contended by proponents of the ERA that no statute will provide
the ttedrock protection of women's rights that will be provided by a constitutional
amendment. This argument is timed, at least in part, upon the hellef that ennstItUtionally
protected rights are Immune from changes in "policy." With the increasing emphasis
on equelity in such tree.' as education, employment, and athletics for women, do you
torrsee the likelliwx1 that national policies promoting equal opportunities for women
will 'Jerome eroded or acti;elly reversed'

(leo mower to ,)c.Nition 4 end my critter. to itlmnnv.

writ ion lb

Employment praetlerl Ur Institutions of higher learning have long been 3 subject
hluldy prnteetrf! by membert of the academic rommunity Faculty .nembers of colleges
and univesrdties have hhtoriestly ;Alt forth the argument that their profession is 'nacre
aryl should he go...ernes, by a different set of standards. I am referring, to polieles
governing hiring, promotions mud the grantin4 of tenure to faculty members. 1 believe
tbst seM Anted that you do not advocate a !allelel takeover of academic decision
mebing but ',Folicr clever judicial scrutiny of Iseademic procedures, If the ERA were
evi-ntually eAtifie.1 end tic, ,4tendard of judicial review was an st.s!..1..1., ores mandating
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that there be no distinctions between men and women, wouldn't the result be totalremodellug of academic employment es we know It today?

Achieving fairness mey require that suhstantial changes be made in the process
by which many academic employmat decision are made. Responsible scholars and
bodies of lawyers to recomend that changes be made to Incorporate greater fairness
In academic decision making (See, Due Proms in Decisions Regarding Tenure In Higher
Education, Report of the Special Committee on Education and the few, Bar Anociation
of the City of New York 1964, unpublished at this date).

I do not foresee that the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment would
require the total remodeling to which the question refers. There are a number of
voluntary measures that colleges and universities could take to demonstrate
commitment to granting equal rights to women, that could reduce the poulbillty of
extensive judicial intervention.

in fact some changes have already been mandated. One federal court has ordered
disclosure of traditionally confidential Information to rejected tenure eondidate who
presented claim of discrimination under the Pourteenth Amendment, see Gray V.
Hoard of Higher Education of the City of New York, 697 Ind 901 (19112). 90 academic
Inetitutions are already required to adjust some traditional policies to accomodate the
dementia of fairness and equality under the Constitution.

There are those, however, who continue to maintain that the academic selection

process should remain entirely unexamined and that the chip's should fall where they
;nay. POI' tenured scademleism, 9396 of whom are still men, that philosophy has been
self-serving. it It they, and others like them, who characterize any change as "a total
remodeling." qo far, the unexamined process has resulted in most academic departments
recreating themselves in their own linage. 4s a result, the chips have fallen hard on
the 1 .1 women rind oth, , groups.

tioemioo

in your statement, you mentioned Winthrop College and The Citndet twoInstitotlorts of higher lenrning In my home state. You cite Winthrop its being all female;however, 1 (poi more that you ore aware that Winthrop has In the lust few years openedIlv inlotisilons to men. In feet. Winthrop hits a men's basketball team which participatesin doer-erittoginto ntriletiel. The future of these tine Institutions is of great concernme. r,,ntd yell tall me whnt you forci(4, en the future for these schools in themmnt that the ERA beenines liort of our

esurrot ilorriOnr why the Citod.i. its n Pre'diRirem enRitlerrhe", school should be

oral +duel

11011. PIP ,itcrelItypd nwlon t/`At women Iwo not engineers end do not

pi of edirestIrsi Is liar? of the ornhivin women nave I hoer, with
N,1< t h.. 1111, the ("andel will opk,n Its door] In women.

nC VII th<n, T t` ,01111,1 nether theme ,11,n1r)1,.11 tho rpwllty Aryl
f 1,0 1-
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1. See, e.g., Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 13.(4. 715, '22 (1961). It is
widely acknowledged that with Burton and since Burton, the eaten have certainly

articulated limits upon and, with fRifirger Court, s priiiiitantly cut back the reach of

state action into the private seater. See K. Davidson, R. Ginsburg and H. Kay, Sex-

Based Discriminatien, 91-92 (1974); G. Gunther, Constitutional Law, i007 -28 (10th Ems.

ilii10) and 20845 (Sapp. 1982).

2. Blum v. Yaretsky, 457 U.S. 991, 1004 (1982) citing Jecicer:tett Edison

Co., 419 U.S. 345, 3S0 and 351 (1974).

3. Blum v. Ynretsisr, 457 U.S. 991, 1004-05 (1982) citing Flagg Bros. Inc.
Iv.

Brooks,

4161) Tir(19781; Jackson v. Metr litan Edison Co. 419 U.S. 345 (1970; Moose

Lodge No. 107 v. IrvIs, t . I.! es v. . . Kress & Co., 398 1.1.§:T44

(IOTA

4. At issue was the status of the New Perspectives School, a private secondary school

in Brookline, Massachusetts for so-called problem children. Almost all of the stedents

enrolled in the school were referred by the public school system, and state funds paid

the tuition of all who were referred. Public funds accounted for 90% of the private

school's operating budget for each of several years and 99% of the budget In one year.

The staLl required the school to comply with detailed regulations ranging from
recordkeeping to student-teacher estioa as a prerequisite for the referral of stueents

from the public .school system.

5. See Blum v. Yaretsky, 457 U.S. 991, 1003-12 (1982) (private nursing home receiving

signiiriant federal funds and subject to extensive regulation); Steeiworkere v. Sadlowski,

457 U.S. 102 (1982) (private union election not within state action despite extensive

regulation of unions and union elections). During the same Tam, the Supreme Court

did find action "under color of state law" where a private party engaged In joint action

with a state official to accomplish a prejudgement deprivation of constitutionally

protected property interest by appU^stloc of e constitutionally defective state

garnishment statute, and that a 42 U.S.C. S. 1983 claim against the private party was

supportable. Lap!! v. Edmondson 011 Co.,, U.S. 922 (1982).

6. Mc0lotten v. ContAyll 338 F.Supp. 488, 456 (D.W.C. 1972) (three judge court).

See iiEFFitgr-nepartment of Revenue 333 F.Supp. 682 (E.D.Wis. 1971) (three judge

court ; PalkensteTn v. Unmet lent u 350 F.Supp. 887 (D.Or. 1972) (three julge

court) (jrant of state tax exemption to organizations that discriminate on the basis of

race In their membership violater; the Fourteenth Amendment).

7. (keen v. Connally. 330 F.Supp. 1150, 1164 (D.D.C.) (three judge court), aff'd mem.

sub. nom. Omit v. areenj 404 U.S. 997 (1971). See 76 L. Ed. at 167.

8. Interestingly, it was this kind of result reached by Is notable conservative Supreme

Court that Mr. Rebkin has complained of as "models of irresponsible judicial activism."

Robkin, Behind the Tax-Exempt Schools Debate, 67 The Public Interest 21, 27 (1982).

Cven Mr. Rabklu, however, acknowledges that the question of denial of tax-exemption

to rat-tally rliscriminetory institutions grew up 'when the pul lie schools were forced to

rtrNegrewite in the mid-1960's, at a time when private schcx;Is were being established

throughout the state... as a meting of circumventing public school integration." Id. at 26.
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a, "Well, I Just repeat that in the Bob Jones ease, they were denied tax exemption fora fairly incidental aspect of their program. It was quite offensive... but it was hardlya fundamental aspect of their program. And 1 have been told by people who knowsmoothing about Bob Jones that it is extremely incidental, because as it happens, theyhave virtually a hen on any kind of dating." Tr.p. 50 (Rabkin).
10. Title IK of The Educational Amendments of 1972 now exempts from Its requirementsadmission practices of all single sex schools, except those of graduate, professional andvocational schools. This exemption does not protect single sex public schools frum afinding of unconstitutionality under the Fourteenth Amendment, Mississippi Universityfor Women v. Hogan, 103 S.Ct. 3331 (1982)' Neuberg v. Board of Public Education, No.5g22 August Term 1982 (Court of Common Pleas, Phila. Co., September 28, 1983)(Fourteenth Amendment, state equal protection and state ERA grouncs).
II. See Jencks and Riesman, Feminism, Menu lism and Co /Education, The AcademicRevortilion, 291-311 (1968).

12. See, Tidball, Wcmen's Colleges and Women Achievers Revisited, Signs: Journal ofWomeriin Culture and Society, 1980, Vol. 5, No. 3, for a comparison between acheivementamong graduates of women's colleges and acheivement among graduates of other highereducation institutions.

13. See, general, , Lockheed, The MIxlIfieations of Female Leadership Behevior in thePresence of Males ,(Educational Testing Service, Princeton, NJ, 1978): Berger, Connerand Fisch, Expectation States Theory, 113-242 (1974) (development and application oftheory concerning the role of status characteristics in the development of expectationsfor self snd others In performance situations).

14, Compere, Mississippi University for Women v. Hogan, 103 S.Ct. 3331 (1982)(perpetuating stereotypes).

17,. rho fact that this Administration pursues such a narrowing interpretation withrespect to Title'IX of the Education Act of 1982 while continuig to rely on a broadinterpretation of Title IX's counterpart, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C.Section 794, in the now much-publicized Baby Doe enforcement efforts by theDepartment of Justice, demonstrates that the basis fcr its action is hostility to women'srights and not a principle concern about federal encroachment.
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THE STANFORD OBSERVER

Job segregation still rampant

. 'Women get a ticket to ride
after train leaves the station'

Despite the highly publicised achievements of Sally
Ride and many other individud women, occupational
segregation by sex is "no better today than it was in
1950and probe* no better than it was in 1900,"
aitureing to Associate Prof. Myra Strobes of the Stan.
fird School of Education, director of the Center for
derearch on Women (CROW).

An economist who has found significant differences
its the career progress of men and women MBA's,
Strobes believes occupational differences by sex
should be considered in a cultural context.

Several recent Stanford studies indicate that the
closer data are examined, the greater the true differ-
ences become.

"Women get a ticket to ride after the train has left the
atom" was the way Stanford students Susan and
Niched Carter sununartred their comparison of earn -
ings differences by sex in several professions.

In medicine, for example. women MD's are more
likely to work fora clinic than for themselves. In law,
women won in the less lucrative specialties.

In dentistry. one of the few professions where practi-
tioners are not being "deskihed" and where relative
incomes are still rising. women comprise only three
percent of the practitioners and four percent of the
students.

By allowing dental hygienists to do more routine
tasks. dentists have upgraded she work they perform as
profession..1s. Hygienists, of course, are overwhel-
mingly women.

While women have become proportionately greater
lune-% computer programmers and systems analysts.
the tnportance of this field may he diminishing. Sur.
prisirigly, the students found, between 1970 and 1977
women's incomes rose hum 70 percent to 80 percent
those of men `.hole their share of these jobs rose from
20 percent so 2fi percent.

Men's earnings increase less rapidly when a profes-
sion is "deskilled" and an oversupply of trained imr-
sonnet de% clops.

"Men workers are very interested in protecting their
territory %Dither fibserses. If more women enter a
predominantly male field, they increase the labor
supply At some point, men may fear their jobs could
become 'isnmen't work." with results not unlike those
of -white flight" from neighborhoods fearing residers.
nett integration.

Subtle differences in communication stale poised a

1 'I 3

powerful barrier to women enrolled in a welding
course in a Seattle community colly.ge. Cecile Andrews
found in Stanford doctoral dissertation study.

The lass included 15 men and three women. While
there was no oven sexual harrasunenh the women
were effectively ostracised, Strobes said. No one spoke
to them in class or in the college cafeteria. The womer
felt "unwanted."

In class, women asked simple direct questions
"what does this mean?" for example.

Men would take longer to ask questions. usually
supplying a potential answer. The teacher would reply
simple "yes" or "no." and "usually the men students
were right." Strobel. said.

Where the women were starting with no knowledge
of welding, the men used code words to suggest they
knew the answers. This enabled the men us view the
women as "dumb." By the end of the course, the .
women rod they were not at all sure they wanted to
become welders. They missed the chance to talk with
Mends in a "feinale" culture.

Other studies have reached similar conclusions, not-
ably Cynthia Epstein's analysis of women lawyers and
jWkis Steihm's report on women at the U.S. Air Force
Academy.

In a third Stanford study. Wanda Brewster O'Reilly .
interviewed 12 dual career couples on the interaction
between family and corporate life.

While all the couples said they were interested in
furthering both careers within the marriage. then se-
hayed in ways which advanced the husband. Sootier
said

'This makes economic sense, since in all the couples
studied, the men eirned more than the women.

Where married women in professional careers often
say they see no conflict with their family roles, further
questionning and analysis shows they have lowered
their expectations.

Strober suggests several ways in which companies
can work toward a more integrated work force:

I) Bring in more than a few token women, when
possible. Some research suggests that men may (eel
more threatened when the number of women in-
ctecues

2, Friable women to create support groups across
iorporations as well as within their employer's firm
"Women in professional careers need other women to
talk with." site notes,
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31 Provide more child care availability.
4) Consider adding. a "wide" track to the "fast"track.

an idea suggested by O'Reilly for those who recognize
family commitments as well as those to the company.

the "superwoman" syndrome has become in-
creasingly evident in business, law and several profes-
sions. where people ate paid well but expected to work
00 to 80 hours a week, Strober observed.

In one hank with a very good policy on maternity
leaves, talented women were not returned to their
original position but often were promoted into posi-
tions of "extreme overload" soon after having a child.

Even when housework is shared, women are often
responsthle for picking up youngsters from child care
or the doctors, she noted.

Between 1950 and 1980, she notes. the proportion
of women with children under age six who are in the
work force nearly quadrupled. from 12 to 45 percent.
the proportion of women with children age 6 to 17 in
the work force doubled, from 50 to 60 percent.

While women's experience in the work force in-
teased and their "exit rate" declined sharply, the

earnings gap in companion with men has increased
since i9 i5.

Among full-time emplo}Nyi working year-round,
white women's earnings fi', tiS 9 pert ent of

11 095 0 -19

those of white men by 1980.
During the past 20 years, black women's earnings

have moved up to nearly 95 percent of those of white
women, as former domestic workers have moved into
clerical, nursing and teaching jobs.

Between 1953 and 1980, there also has been a
"marked improvement" in the earnings of blackmen
compared to white men, with the ratio increasing from
60 percent to 73 percent.

But as recendy as 1979. white men with only eight
years formal education earned an average of $14,5W,
compared to only $13,000 for white warren with a
college degree.

While more than 200 different studies have ex-
amined possible reasons for this difference. only 40
percent can be attributed to such factors as differences
in years of education, work experience. skills, and
*absentee rues. And someincluding Stroberbelieve
even this figure probably is high.

Whenever women have children, the impact on
earnings is negative. But for men. having children
tends to be positively correlated with earnings.

While the prams highlights individuals moving across
traditional occupational lines. statistics tell a different
AM. Sinker notes.

Studies by June O'Neill of the Urban Institute show
that the proportion of all employed women who work-
ed in predominantly male occupations defined as
those with 60 percent or more mess.rem from 9 per-
cent in 1972 to 10 percent in 1978. The proportion of
all employed men working in predominantly female
occupations fell from 9 want to 8 percent in the
farm period. Those woeeng in "integrated" octopi-
dons (with no mom than 60 Avant of either sex) rose
from 16 percent to 22 percent.

Datmleti analysis often weak peeler segregation
than aggregate data suggest, Strober observes. Where

t statistics often lump arming guards and
tenders together, fan example the first group is
minantly women, the second mainly men.

A National Academy of Sciences study by Heidi
Hartman found that while 49 percent of all amoebicr
were women, in the auto industry the ratio was only 17
percent, while in electrical machinery it was 74 per -
cent.

In a 1979 study of 400 business establishments,
James Baron of the Stanford Graduate School of Busi-
ness and William Bielby found that in half the firms
examined, no men and women shared the same job
title. The mean index of segregation bysex was .84 on a
scale where 1.0 meant total segregation.

"The more carefully you took. the more segregation
you find." Strober comments.

In a recent study of more than 5.000 students in 23
computer camps, Prof. Robert Hess of the Stanford
School of Education found that about 75 percent of the
students were boys, 25 percent girls. The proportion of
boys was highest at the most expensive camps,suggest-
ing parents were willing to spend more for then's to
acquire this skill.

1 9 4
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Executive Soma

This paper discuses, the problem concerning the potential impact
of the proposed ERA on private single sex educational institutions. Gen -
orally, the concerns that have arisen center around whether such entities
would have to alter their admissions policies

and other aspects of the edu-
cational wpm they offer student*. In addition, two other issues have
been raised which relate to tax policies: (1) whether the ERA would cause
private single sax schools receiving no federal funds to lose their tax-
extept status (proemial:, of course, that they enjoy such a benefit); and
(2) whether the ERA would permit individual taxpayers, who kontribute to
these tax-exempt private single sex educational institutions, to continue
to take tax deductions for their respective contributions. This paper
begins by summarising the various views expressed by people who have studied
the subject.

The legal problem presented is actually quite complex. An analysis of
it, however, doss break down fairly conveniently into two parts: (1) whether
'state action" is present, thus bringing the entity within the scope of the
ERA and (2) whether taxpayer suits can he brought against the government to
cause the goverment to halt any practice which may be involving it indir-
ectly in encouraging the discriminatory practices of the nongovernmental
educational institution, e.g. funding, tax exemptions, etc.

The legal effect of the ERA is confined to 'state action", as in the
case of the Fourteenth and Fifth Amendments.

"State action' relates t5 the
nature and degree of government involvement in certain activities, e.g.
private activities. Our research and reading of the relevant cases in the
area has led us to conclude that various forms of

government aid. soi$
grants, tax exemptions, student assistance, would probably not be sufficient
to clothe the private single sex school as a "state actor' for purposes of
the Fourteenth Amendment. Ey analogy, the same conclusion would probably
be true for the proposed ERA.

With respect cocthe other side of the problem, unrelated to the issue
of 'state action" but directly concerned with suits against the government
to enjoin the government from continuing a policy that fosters discrilina-
tion, the issue is whether the state's activities violate constitutional
standards of governmental conduct. The problem is basically one of whether
the government should be permitted to continue to 'encourage' the existence
of a discriminatory practice. Soo. of our research indicates that I may be
conceivable that should the ERA be ratified, privately sponsored schools which
elect to adhere to a single sex policy may have to do so at the price of
governmental support. There is some authority for the idea that the govern-
ment would be prohibited from sustaining, through the private educational
entity, discrimination which it could not practice directly. The result
flowing from this principle Is that such an institution's eligibility for
government grants and subsidies, for tax-exempt status, and the advantage of
receiving contributions tax-deductible to the donor would likely be lost.
This conclusion can be derived from the Norwood v. Harrison line of cases.

196
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However, the question of standing surrounds the situation where the

government is the defendant and the plaintiff is a party, e.g. a taxpayer,

trying to enjoin the government from assisting a private educational insti-

tution which is carrying out a discriminatory policy. Having "standing"

to bring suit is critical to getting into court. The Supreme Court's

rulings respecting the 'standing" issue are not completely clear. There is

a divergence in the Supreme Court's precedent with respect to the law of

standing. on the one hand, there is the Court's 1976 ruling in Steen v.

Eastern Kentucky_ Welfare Rights Otani/scion. It suggests that liti-

gation concerning tax liability is a MUM between the taxpayer and IRS,

and there is very little room left for third party challenges. This case

established very stringent standing requirements as well as setting forth

very difficult criteria for a plaintiff to satisfy in order to prove his or

her case. The heavy burden imposed on a plaintiff as a result of this de-

cision indicates that if the ERA should be ratified, it would probably be

fairly difficult for an individual CO successfully challenge the government

to as co compel is to deprive private institutions, such as private single

sex schools, from enjoying a tax-exempt status simply because they do not

admit both sexes.

While Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organisation would make the suc-

cess of Suits against the government highly unlikely, there is another line

Of cases indicating that black citizens have standing to complain

against government action alleged to give aid or comfort to private schools

practicing race discrimination, Green, Harwood, and Gilmore.

Currently, pending before the Soilage Court is Ulm v. Wight,

which may he the case in which the Court clarifies the law of standing and

the rights of third parties to sue the government. This case it the follow-

up to the Court's decision in 1.121 Jones University and Inldsboro where the

Court upheld the IRS policy of either denying or withdrawing the tax-exempt

stews of private educational Institutions that discriminate on the basis of

race, a practice contrary to our nation's fundamental public policy. The

Sob Jones University and Goldsboro decisions can be distinguished from the

question of the potential impact of she ERA on private single sex schools on

the ground that these two cases involved race and not sex discrimination and

represent a statutory and not a constitutional interpretation by the Court.

levertheisss, the pending !flan v. Wright case is important because it should

shed light JO the matter of now the government can be made to enforce non-

discrimination.

Another case pending before the Supreme Court which may provide insight

into the problem of the potential impact of the propoesd ERA on private sin-

gle sex schools is Goetz- Bethke v. itb....Leyem. Here, if the Court

reaches the constitutions question, we may have a clearer undetstsnding of

what the limits are on government regarding the prevention of nongovernmental

discrimination.

This paper concludes that the proposed ERA would probably not make a

private sing.. sex school, witch is tax exempt, susceptible to a state action

challenge. There ars court decisions supporting the position that tax- exempt

1 9 7



status is insufficient government involvement to make the school "stateactor" subject to the Tourtsecth Amendment. By analogy, the same would
probably be true under the ERA. furthermore, as the current state of the
law indicates, there may be strong obstacles limiting the ability of
plaintiff to 1) establish standing

eo sue the government and 2) prove that"but for" the government's favorable
tax treatment, the private institution

would not bs engagiag in discriminatory practice. Also, there are two
pending cases before the Supreme Court this term which may provide greater
clarity respecting not only how far the government can intrude on a private
entity concerning enforcement of

nondiscrimination principle., but also thelaw regarding standing to sue.

iii
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A LEGAL ANALYSIS OF TRE POTENTLAL DIM? Of THE PROPOSED EQUAL RIGHTS

AMENDMENT (ERA) ON PRIVATE SINGLE SEX EDUCATIONAL INSTITCTIONS

Introductioa

Throughout the ongoing debate over the ratification of the proposed

Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), questions have arisen concerning the potential

upset of the amendment on private single sex educational institutions.

The issue has been expressed in various ways. Two specific queries include:

(1) whether the ERA would cause private single sex colleges receiving no

federal funds to lose their tax exempt status (Presuming, of course, that

they enjoy such a benefit); and (2) whether the ERA would permit individual

taxpayers, who contribute to these tax exempt private single sox educational

institutions, to continua to take tax deductions for their respective con-

tributions.

The legal problem presented by this inquiry is quite complex. Both

proponents and opponents of the ERA have expressed differing opinions con -i

cerning the matter. In discussing the question of whether the proposed

ERA would have an Impact on private single sex educational institutions,

one must understand the nature of the arguments and the concerns advanced

by proponents and opponents of the ERA. The purpose of this report is to

analyze the status of private single sex schools in the context of the

proposed ERA. By addressing the points that have been raised in the debate

over the ERA regarding its effect on these private educational entities

admitting only members of one sex, a legal discussion that is both thorough

and balanced should emerge.

199
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At the very outset, we discuss the arguments that have been made with

respect to the ERA and private single sex schools. After this review of

the opinions expressed by proponents and opponents of the ERA, there

follows an examination of the language of the proposed meadisent currently

pending in the 98th Congress, H.J. Ras. 1/3.J. Res. 10. This discussion

involves an explanation of the state action doctrine, the significance

of sex as prohibited classification from a constitutional perspective,

a 4 the U.S. Supreme Court' interpretation of sex based discrimination

under the Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection clause. The primary
/

focus is on the concept of state action since an understanding of the law with

respect to it is critical to comprehending the application of the proposed

ERA. The next portion of the report will apply current cane law principles

regarding state action and sex discrimination to. the problem at issues

the potential impact of the proposed ERA on private single sex schools.

This section of the paper will address the matter of whether the Supreme

Court's decision in lob Jones University v. U.S., 103 S. Ct. 2017 (1983),

a case involving tax policy with respect to private schools and race

discrimination, will be controlling in the sex discrimination context.
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DISCUSSION OF THE YARTING VMS EXPRESSED CONCERNING tiE IMPACT OF

:RE ERA ON PRIVATE SINGLE SEX EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

There is disagreement among individuals who have studied the question

concerning precisely what the nature of the intact of the proposed Equal

Rights Amendment (Ell) would be on private *lolls mss schools. In this

portion of the report, the differing opinions will be set out.

In :971, one authority wrote an article concluding that the affect

of the proposed ERA 3n single sex educational institutions would be two

fold: (I) If one were to analyse the problem from the standpoint of

"state action," the proposed ERA would be unlikely el, result in conic/cu

clonally mandated sexual integration in admissions to these institutions.

The author concluded that various foras of government aid. e.g. grant, tax

exemptions, student assistance end the like, would probably not be sufficient

to clothe the private singlesex school as a state actor" for the purposes

of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The analysis upon which this par- of the

conclusion was based was presented in the colts''r of suits against the

school designed to stop the discriminatory schissions policy. (2) After

the ERA was ratified, privately sponsored rolleges which elected to adhere

to a single sex policy mould do so at the price of governmental support.

This second portion of che author's conclusion mots reached after an

analysis in which the author focuaed on actions against the government to

stop it from providing further mid. In such suits, the same standards

for finding "state fiction" would not apply, and the government could be

enjoined from extending aid to private school that discriminated undet

291
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less rigorous standards than would apply if the suit were against the

school itself. The author felt that there was substantial authority for

the theory that government would be prohibited from sustaining, through

the private college, discrimination which it could not practice directly.

The result flowing from this principle would be that such an institution's

eligibility for government grants and subsidies, for tax-exempt status

and the advantage of receiving
contributions tax-deductible to donor,

1/

would likely be lost.

This author uummed up her conclusions as follows:

If the Equal Rights Amendment is
adopted, the nation will have an
articulated firm public policy against
governmental support of discrimination
based on sex. Public educational
institutions will be required by the
Amendment to abandon single-sex
admission policy's Since privately
sponsored colleges Irdinarily remain
sufficiently isolated from the state
to avoid the characterization of their
activities as 'state action," the
Amendment is unlikely to result in
constitutionally m dated sexual
integration in admi stone to these
institutions. fiowe er, the privately
sponsored college w ich elects to
adhere to a single- ex policy will do
so at the price of iovernmental support...

18 $t. Louis University L.J 41, at 74
(Fall, 1973).

1/ Gallagher, Conics. "Desegregation: The Effect of the Proposed
Equal Rights Amendment on Single-Sex Colleges," 18 St. Louis University
L J. 41 (Fall, 1973).

2 1 2
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Approxisately ten years after that St. Louis University Law

journal article was written, the Senate Amilciary Committee Subs

committee on the Constitution held hearings September 13, 1983, on

the question regarding the potential impact of the ERA on private

single sex institutions. The two witnesses who testified were

Donna E. Shalala, President of Hunter College, and Jeremy A. Rabkin,

Assistant Professor in the Department of Government at Cornell

University.

Dr. Shalala stated at the outset of her opening statement that:

The ERA is central to
ensuring women's equal right to
education. It will provide women
with a permanent constitutional
basis to assert that right. It will

provide an important constitutional
backdrop to the statutes designed
to ensure equality and, thus,

eliminat any necessity for such
statutes to be liberally construed
to achi e equality. It will

insulate en's rights from
political pressure'. It will
end efforts to repeal existing
antidiscrimination statutes to
create special exceptions to the
equality principle in
antidiscrimination statutes,
and to limit the remedies
or mans to enforce equality.
Finally, it would free this
Congress to imp/mint women's
equality in an efficacious
and cost effective manner.

Dr. Donna Shalala, Testimony before

Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution,

September 13, 1983, at p. 1.

2'13
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Dr. Shalala also emphasized in het' statement that

With the Equal Rights Amendment
unless the purpose of sex segregation
is to implement principles of

affirmative action and to create
equal access to full educational

opportunities, simile sex schools
the: deny women access to

any educational facilities and
teaching would be outlawed.

Id. At p. ID.

In the questioning at this hearing,
Semites Hatch, Chairman of the

Judictr vmmittme on the Constitution,
asked whether the ERA would

require al federally- assisted institutions, all private schools and

colleges receiving any form of federal funds, to become coeducational?

In other words, would single
Sex private schools be permitted to receive

federal assistance? Dr. Shalale responded that these private entities

would not be permitted to receive federal funds; however, consistent

with her formal statement, she stressed again that there would be an

'exception...for the women's colleges...which demonstrated that they

continued for the purposes of
eliminating past discrimination and for

affirmative action.' Transcripc of Proceedings, Hearing on,ERA,

Before Subcommittee on the Constitution, Senate Judiciary Committee,

September 13. 1983, at p. 21. Dr. Shelia* stated that this would be

the only exception and remarked further. however, that men's single-sex

colleges would be eliminated under the ERA. Id.

Dr. Shalals did make a distinction between educational institutions

and religious institutions. She stated:

The Bob Jones decision...

distinguished between educational
institutions and religious institu-
tions and...

2 r`,
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those essentially educational
institutions which had some

religious purpose. And in the

use of lob Jones, while the
Court did nor compel the IRS

to remove their tax exenption
because of racial dIscriminacice,
it did say that the IRS could.
I would not expect the Court
co go beyond that end that is

to give the option in the case
of sex discrimination if the
LIA cook place. She major
distinction would be that single-

s.: women's Institutions, which
provided justification based

on affirmative action or
eliminating previous discrimina-

tion would be 'Unwed.

Id. at pp. 22-23.

Senator Metsenbaum posed the question of how any single sex educational

entity could survive under the ERA. He expressed bewilderment concerning

the fact that there could be an exception, for simple, for affirmative

action purposes as stated by tr. Shelia.. Id. at pp. 27-34.

Senator Watch focused en the Supreme Court's decision in the

Bob Jones University use and posed the
question whether under the ERA

e11 single sex institutions must
be denied their tax exempt status.

Dr. Skala's'. response vast

116 What the Court said in Bob, Jones

is that the IRS can, but is
not cooroelled to. peeove tax

exemption for edue.stionil
institutions that discriminate
on the bests of race. I would

expect the court to do no more

and no less than that on the

subject of sex.
Id. et p. 41.
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Senator Hatch also asked the question whether under the ERA it

would be constitutional for federal or state laws to allow charitable

tax deductions for private contributions
to sLnale-sex private

educational institutions. Dr. Shale', responded in the negative, i.e.

such deductions would not be permlosible.

In sue, Dr. Shalala seemed to be of the opinion that the ERA would

not permit single sax private schools
to continue to receive any form

of federal assistance, be it in the fore of loans, scholarships, grants,

or textbooks. Id. at p. 49. The only exception to Dr. Sha/ala's Inter-

pretation of the ERA's ban on sex segregated educational institutions care

those which were correcting past discrimination against women, i.e. those

that could demonstrate affirmative action. Dr. Shalala also argued that,

"The ERA would not prohibit the existence of fraternities as purely

private entities even at public institutions, unless they themselves were

supported with public funds, or they were so integrated into the academic

life of the institution.' Id. at p. 66.

Assistant Professor Jeremy A. Rabkin testified at the seise hearing

on September 13, 1963, ss Dr. Shalala. Ile did not agree with a number

of the points she made concerning the potential impact of the ERA on

private single sex schools. First of all, he addressed the natter of

IRA's effect on direct subsidies. Here he drew a distinction between

Title IX of the 1972 Education
Asendatnts end Title VI of the 1964

Civil Rights. Act. Title II prohibits sex discrimination in any

advestion program or activity receiving federal financial assistance."

20 U.S.C. 1681 -1686. Title VI prohibits discrimination based on

"race, color or national origin" in any federally funded progoma.

42 U.S.C. 2000d.
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Assistant Professor Rabkin pointed out that Title VI vat understood

at the tine it vas adopted to 'embody a constitutional requirement

that government not give direct aid to racial discrimination.'

Testimony of Assistant Protestor Jeremy A. labkin, Department of Govern-

ment, Cornell University, before Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the

Constitution, September 15, 1983, at. p.2. Re distinguished Title TX

from Title VI by stating that Title IX 'was not conceived as imolemanting

a constitutional obligation in reseed to met diacrimination," and there-

fore, the prohibition in Title IX vas tublect to *reception.. Id. Re

argued that, 'Sy constitutionalizing an absolute prohibition of govern-

ment involvement in discrimination, the Equal eights Amendment would

2/
e ffectively eliminate these excapcions in Title LT.' Id. Be saw the

ERA at prohibiting direct federal grant. as well as state assistance to

any single sex school. Be further concord:1d that the ERA would provide

no exemption for religious schools. Id. at p. 3. Assistant Protettor

2/ This argument chat Title VI vat conceived as implementing a
constitutional obligation with tweet co discrimination while Title IX
was not is the tubject of much controvert, among constitutional law scholars
and it mcill an unsettled part of the law with respect to even judicial

interpretation. Ails a thorough discussion of Chi. issue is beyond the
. cope of this report, tines the argument has been made, we baileys it
nece.sary to at lomat draw attention to the controversy and to cite relevant
authority concerning the legal problee.

Sqle Abernathy, Charles F. 'Title VI and the Constitution: A Regulatory
Modelor dafining 'Ditcrisimation',' 70 Georgetown L.J. 1 (October 1981)
(Abernathy argues that en examinstion of the legislative history for Title VI
t howe chat Congress never intended to "mimic' the Constitution's equal pro-
tection clause nor to create a new rigid .cancard. Instead, he contends chat

Conte:ma adopted, as part of a complicated compromise, a regulatory model
for Title VI that gave fedaral administrative agencies the authority to
define the discrimination prohibited by Title VL.); Guardian. Mac:elation
v. Civil Service Committion, 103 S. Ct. 3221 (1983) (a deeply divided Court
ruled that Title VI, together with its implementing regulation., prohibit.
action. having a disparate impact on minoritle.; however tha Court grantad

(continued)
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labkin's primary massage wee that private single ssx collage... well

is religious educational entities, i.e. any schools that try to maintain

a fixed sexual ratio in their student
body, would probably have to "face

some painful financial sacrifices to retain their established character." Id.

Aseistiint Profeesor Rabkin saw the ERA as having its greatest Impact on

private minglm sex institutions
through its implications fot tax policy.

Harm he relied to a !arse extant on the Supreme Court's
decision in the

Bob Jones University cams. H. statedst

First, the Court held that
recognition as a "charitable"

organisation- -one mligibla
for tax 'inapt mtatur--
must be withheld from

institutions involved in
any activity that i.
"contrary to fundamental

public policy.".../hm
Supreme Court held that
the IRS well...justified in
revoking the tax exempt mtatue
of Bob Jones University becauee,
if it had been a stets institution,

constitutional rulings would
plainly have prohibited the
school trot maintaining
ban on interracial dating.

Thim wem enough to prove, as
the Court saw it, that
Bob Jones University was
acting "contrary to fundamental
public policy."

(Continued) only prospective, noncompensatory relimf for such unintentional
discrimination); Ren0111 - Sakes v. Kohn, 457 U.S. 830 (1982) (a private
school, whom income im d.rived primarily from public mouses. and which isregulated by public authorities, did not act "under 'olor of state law"when it dimcharsed curtain =pitmen)

.

See al.o the Supreme Court'. 1984 decimionm in Grove City College v.Bell. Yi U.S.L.W. 4283 (Feb. i8, 1984) and Consolidated Rail C. v.
Derrone. 52 U.S.L.W. 4301 (Feb. 28, 1984). In Consolidated Roil Corp.,
see specially footnote n. 13.
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...it is Indisputable that
if the E.R A. is added to the
Constitution, it will sake
opposition to sex discrimination
a natter of "fundamental
public polity." Followlac the

Court's ruling in Sob Jonee,
thee, it seems inescapable
that all single sex
institutions at be denied
tax exemptions. Thus the E.R.A.
would not only make all-women
tolleses iseligible for tax
exemptions, but also
Catholic seminaries, for
example -- unless they admit
women for training to the
priesthood.

Id. at '.

with respect to the Bob Jones decision, however, even Assistant Professor

Rabkin recognised that there may be a distinction between it and the ERA.

he specifically stated that the Supremd Court left itself 'a possible escape

hatch" by basing its decision in Sob Jones as an interpretation of a statute

in the tax cods rather than on direct constitutional standards. Id. at p. 6.

Thus, Assistant Professor Rabkin Mutual that, This say leave room for

Congress to rescue the Court, by amending the tax cods to clarify that --

rho E.R.A. notwithstanding -- the fundamental public policy' against sex

discrimination should not extend to religious institutions or to various

other private organisations." Id. Emmert he himself viewed that prospect

as unlikely because he saw ERA proponents as avidly lobbying against such

a move because of their general commitment to the idea that tax benefits

should not be available to institutions discriminating on the basis of sex. Id.

Assistant Professor Rabkin also viewed the ERA as affecting individuals

making charitable contributions to private single sex educational entities.
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This would derive from the denial of their right to take a tax deduction

for the contribution. Id. at p. S. He saw textbook assistance as

being similarly affected by the ERA as tax subsidies. State and federal

loan and grant programs would be affected as well. Id. at

In addition, he vent so far as to contend that,

...Under the C.P.A., therefore, it
it would seem that private schools
must be excluded from using
any public facility"- using a
municipal auditorium for a
graduation exercise or student
concert, for example -.if the school
itself does not observe approved
standards of nondiscrimination
in regard to sex. further it would
seem that private organisations
cannot maintain any link with
public schools or state universities
if they fail to meet E.R.A. standards
of non - discrimination. Thus,
bny scout and girl scout
troops may foie to be excluded
from public school facilities
and fraternities and sororities
banished from state college
caepuses (or at least from
college owned faciliti).

p. 9.

Id. at p. 10.

The major point he seemed to be making was that just as the soya `it

could not be involved in any way in encouraging racial discrimination,

so it would be true with respect to the sex discrimination ban under

the ERA.

Assistant Professor Rabkin concluded his formal statement by indicating

that private schools which are unprepared to forego all forms of govertment

assistance would have to be sexually integrated. Id. at p. 11. He did

emphasise that the ERA would allow such single sex school. to continue,

21
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but the financial cost CO them would be vary significant. The practical

result eight be that a large number would not survive. Id.

In his response to questioning at the September 13, 1983, hearing

assistant Professor Rabkrin took strong issue with Dr. Shalala's point

that private single sex institutions involved in curing past discrimination

and promoting affirmative action could survive under the ERA and still

receive tax benefits and government aid. Transcript, supra, at p. 26.

He specifically stated:

...There is simply no parallel
doctrine with regard to race
discrimination. Neither the
Department of Education, the
Justice Department, nor any
court, so far as I an
aware, has ever said, -If
you want to be an all-black
institution for affirmative action
reasons, Ow is all right, and
you can exclude white applicants."
There ere, in fact , may colleges

which were founded decades
ago as part of segregated state

systems and were, to begin with,
allblank, and the Federal
'overmans is now ping to
great trouble to cry and
integrate those institutions,
force than not only to admit

Whites, but to undertake various
activities which will asks
than more attractive to

white students.
Since racial segregation is not

allowed even for affirmative action
reasons, I cannot understand what
justification than could be

2 I 1
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for saying, "WW11, we will allow
it in the case of sex discrimination,'
because some women think it is good
for thee." 3/

Id. st p. 26.

Senator Orrin G. Hatch himself
addressed the problem of the potential

impact of the ERA on private single sex educational institutions in his

book, the E ual Ri hts Asendmentt
Myths and Realities, Chapter 13, 1983.

He expressed a concern that the ERA mill reach beyond
the public sector and

prohibit certain acts practiced by private entities as well. Hs wrote

specifically!

Althoubh the ERA purports
only to apply to equality of
rightsunder the "law" language
that would seem to limit
its application to public acts of
sex classification -- similar
language in the Fourteenth
Amendment and other constitutional

3/ It is worth noting that the State of Washington's ERA has beeninterpreted to allow affirmative action. See specifically Marchioro v.Chane y, 90 Wash. 2d 298, S82 F. 2d 487 (1978).
Democratic party memberschallenged statutes requiring, inter alia, that the two representativesfrom each county elected to the state committee be of opposite sex andthat the chairperson and vice chairperson of the state committee alsobe of opposite sex. The state supreme court ruled that the statutes didnot vti!Ate the state EM, holding that there was no discrimination ina otstatory plan designed to achieve absolute equality in numbers thusgt.trentesing equality of representation. The court interpreted theabbolute pronibiti9n standard articulated in Darrin v. Gould, 340 F.2df52 :1975), to require absolute

equality in numbers and declared that'Joe walla --ono foul," plans were a rational means to achieve equality.It should be noted that this decision represented a departure fromtht strict absolute prohibition
standard previously adopted by theDamn tours, bnd that subsequent
decisions reasserted the absolute prohibi-tion standrt0. The majority opinion in Marchioro approved affirmative

action in the gender context, i.e. by approving distinctionsin order to compensate for past discrimination. There was a strong
dissent in Marchioro arguing that the state EM prohibited all sex-baseddistinctions.
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provisions has been employed
to gradually obscure the
distinction between whet is
public and what is private.
This is psrtieularly true with
respect to racial classifications
leceltas leader classifications are
currently judged by a slightly
different standard than are
racial classifications, some
of this sass legal development
is unlikely to occur is the
are; of sex under the present
Constitution. Under the IRA,

however which attempt- to
liken els standards for race
and sex classification, this
same process of obscuring the
public and prints sectors is
likely to take place.
Hatch, Orrin C. The remit
uns? As, mtpont: ryths and

Realities, p.6? (1983).

Senator Hatch pointed to the arse of private and parochial schools

as a good example. First, he noted that the private single sex schools

which receive some form of public assistance, be it incidental or indirect,

'would almost surely be required to 'integrate' or else risk loss of all

such assistance." Id. st p. 68. According to the Senator, this would

include both the institutions which receive direct federal, state or

local assist' we and those entities whose students receive some measure

of federal scholarship aid. Id. In addition, Senator Hatch interpreted

the Sob Jones University decision as s forerunner for the Court's applica-

tion of the "fundamental public policy" doctrine to sex under the ERA.

Id. at p. 70. He concluded that:

Cuts the policy is accepted that
tax-exempt status can be restricted
in the case of private, church-related
schools which do not treat boys
and girls in accord with the

2 I 3
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dictates of the ERA, it is not a
very long step toned a policy
of denying such statue to the
religious Institutions themselves.
Those churches whose doctrine
requires differing treatment for
men and women in such
matters as ordination, attendance
at religious services, religious
education, or other ritual, would
find themselves subject to

constitutional challenge udder
the ERA, either to deny them
such public "benefits" as tar-
exempt status, or to require
them to adopt new policies in

the treatment of men end women.

Id. at p.70.

In summary, the views expressed by individuals concerning the

potential impact of the ERA on private single sex educational institutions

have been varied. Before the proposed amendment could even reach these

entities, they must in some my be "state actors." There is initially

a debate over the extent to which the goverment and the private entity

oust be intertwined to trigger the IRA's application. In other words, the

question is whether a private actor has adequate goverment contacts to

make applicable to its activities the constitutional prohibitions on

discriminatory governmental conduct. The answer to this question

lies in one's interpretation of the Supreme Court's recent precedents

regarding the "state action" doctrine. The opinions of the authorities

quoted and discussed above vary.

One scholar believed that the "state action" doctrine was such that

in and of itself it could not trigger the ERA's application to private
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stall' sex institutions requiring them to adhere to the constitutionally

required standards for government conduct. Specifically, this authority

wrote:

The number sod variety of the
forgoing cases, and the minute
attention to all the determinable
facts of state contact which they
reflect, demonstrate that the
privately sponsored single -sex

college whose admissions policies
are challenged under a theory of
governmental action under the
proposed Equal lights Amendment
must be prepared to demonstrate
the absence of significant govern-
lentil involvesent in its activities.

Such a demonstration will require
the met careful and objective
analysis of all facets of the
institution's governmental
relationships. nevertheless, it
does not issuer that there are
any oft411141, or universal

relationship f betweem,prOitelv
sponsored coil's's and govern-
ment which would ',seven; the
conclusion, that these colleens
suet be held to soverenental
standards of non-discrimination
under the proposed Amendment.

16 St. Louis University L.J. 41, 64 (Fall, 1973).

(Emphasis added.)

Dr. Shalala of Runts', College testified before the Senate Judiciary

Subcommittee on the Constitution that the ERA would require integration

of all single sex private schools receiving any fora of direct or indirect

public funds, including tax exemptions. The onl exception to her conclusion

would be those all-women schools which based their principles on affirmative

Action and were intent on eradicating the effects of past discrimination.

Assistant Professor Rabitin of Cornell University testified before

the sans subcommittee that the 'state action' doctrine would not bar

application of the EPA to private single sex educational institutions.
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Es stated: The language of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment

is addressed to the state and federal governments. Zany people

therefore muse that its effects will be limited to public

schools and state universities.
This view is certainly mistaken...

private institutions may be much more seriously and directly affected

by the E.R.A. than their public counterparts." Rabkin. Testimony,

sum, at p. 1. (Sept. 13 1983).

Semitor Orrin G. Hatch also did not regard the "state action"

doctrine as an impediment to the application of the ERA to private

entities. Hs drew attention to the "more creative Interpretation

of what constituter assistance'" and noted that should they

prevail, 'a purely private school might find itself under legal attack

because it was State-licensed, serviced
by public utilities, the subject

of distinctive tax treatment, or thd beneficiary of distinctive tax

treatment, or the beneficiary of highway or other public inproveaents.

Hatch, The Equal RihtsLAasndnLLlr.jIhsanitealitiesme,
supra, at pp.

68 -69. According to the Senator, The entire thrust of recent constitu-

tional history has been to expand the notion of what constitutes State

esistance or 'State action' and to obscure the distinction between the

public and private sectors." Id.

The other side of the problem concerning the potential impact co! the

ERA on private single sex institutions does not have anything to do with

the "state action" doctrine. instead, the second issue involves

the matter of putting the government in the position of

encouraging discriminatory practices prohibited by the Constitution.
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For example, could the government continue to give money to private

schools which only admit one sex but not the other? Dr. Shalala argued

that the government could only continue to do so with respect to the all-

female institutions which were operating under affirmative attics

principles. According to her, the allmale schools would have to

integrate. At the September 13, 1983 hearing, Senator Metzenbsum

questioned her reasoning with respect to that view which she expressed

consistently throughout her testimony.. he inquired as to how there

could be such an exception to the absolute principle of equality

between the sexes under the proposed ERA. Assistant Professor Rabkin

and Senator i'.atch both expressed the opinion that the government assistance

in whatever form would have to come to a halt with respect to those

private institutions which differentiated between the sexes. These schools

could continue :o exist, but would have to do so without the benefit of

government aid. They even saw the impact reaching parochial schools and

drew analogies from the Bob .ones Universj decision. Senator Hatch

went so far as to state that the ERA could reach into the affairs and

practices of religious institutions themselves.

The author of the 1973 St. Louis University L.J. article did not go

as far as Senator Hatch or Assistant Professor Rabkin in her conclusion

regarding the effect of the proposed ERA on public assistance (grants,

tax exemptions, student support) to the private simple sex institution,

but she did conclude that the private entity electing to adhere to a

single sex policy would do so at the price of sacrificing governmental

support in some form. She did emphasize that, "Government will be
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prohibited from sustaining, through the private college, discrimination

which it could not practice directly.' 18 St. Louis University L.J. 41,

starl at 14 (Fall, 1973).

The next portion of this report will turn to so examination of the

Language of the proposed ERA, R.J. tee. 1/S.J. Res. 10 and the "state

action" doctrine as it has evolved through Cue Supreme Court's

interpretation of the equal protection clause in the Fourteenth

Amendment.
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AND SEX AS A PROHIBITED CLASSIFICATION

The proposed Equal Rights Amendment, as reintroduced in the Seth

Congress inH.J. Res. 1 and S.J. las. 10, provides that --

Sactice 1. Equality of rights under
the law shall not be
denied or abridged by
the United States or by
say State on account
of sex.

Section 2. The Congress shall have
the power to enforce,
by appropriate legislation,
the provisions of this
article.

Section 3. This amandasnt shall talcs
effect two years after the

date of ratification.

This wording of the amentimemt is identical to that passed by the 92nd

Congress in 1972. In 1971, in response to objections from Senator Ervin

and several constitutional lawyers, the wording of the enforcement language

contained in the second section (whit! read since 1943: 'Congress and

the several States shall have power within their .aspective jurisdictions,

to enforce this article by appropriate legislation") was changed to conform

to the enforcement language of Met of the other twentysim constitutional

amendments now in effect.

Much uncertainty surrounds the meaning of the proposed language.

Clarification depends, of course, to a great extent on the legislative

history the 98th Congress develop, through the course of the hearings

hell, reperts issued, and floor debates. While an extensive legislative

record exists with respect to the 92nd Congress proposal, A.J. Res. 208,

that h.story is only instructive and not controlling with respect to
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the current measure because the actions of one Congress do not bind a

future Congress. Therefore, it is up to the 98th Congress to develop

its own legislative history for H.J. Res. 1 and S.J. Res. 10.

In addition to looking to the legislative history to determine

what the proposed ERA means, guidance may be found in contemporaneous

court dwzisions, the rationales used, and the standards of review applied

to sex-based classifications.under the
equal protection clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment.

Earlier Cowes's& have found little disagreement with the general

intent of the proposed amendment. A Senate Judiciary Committee report in

1972 (S. Rep. No. 92-689, 92d Congress, 2d lass.) interpreted the state-

ment "Equality of rights under the law *hall not be denied or abridged

by the Un ed States or by any State on account of sex" to moan that sex

should not be a factor in deterintng the legal rights of men and women;

that the Amendment would affect only goverimental action, with the private

actions and private relationships of t.en and women left unaffected unless

these rise to the level of state action; and that the only requirement of

the Amendment was equal treatment of individuals. The proposal Amendment

also Wes Congress power to enforce these provisions (the States already

possess such authority under their general police power) and provides that

the Amendment shall take effect two years after the date of ratification,

i.e. after three-fourths or 38 states have approved the proposal. The

cwo year period is provided presumably for the purpose of giving state

legislatures and the Congress time to amend their laws to bring them in

conformity with the intent of the proposed ExA.
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The effect of the ERA, according to the 1972 Senate Report,

would be to require that government at all levels, federal, state

and local, treat men and women equally as citisens and individuals

under the law. It would eliminate from she law sex-based classifi-

cations that specifically deny equality of rights or violate On

principle of nondiscrimination with regard to sex. Thus, federal

or state laws or official practices that now make a discriminatory

distinction between women end men would be invalid under the ERA,

and certain responsibilities and protections which once were, or

are now, extended only to members of one sex would have to be either

extended to both4exes or eliminated entirely.

In determining what the potentisl impact of the proposed ERA would

be on a particular subject such as abortion, the military, veterans

preference, homosexuals or private single sex educational institutions,

one would generally have to pose the same framework of analysis consisting

basically of four separate questions: (1) Is there state action? (2) /a there

a sex-based classification present? (3) If the sex-based classifications are

facially neutral, does a plaintiff have co prove intent to make out a ESE

facie case or is proof of impact sufficient to establish discrimination? (A)

What standard of review applies? rational basis, intermediate, or strict

scrutiny? With respect to the subject of private single sex educational

institutions, the major issue that has to be resolved et the very outset is

question one, i.e. is there state action?
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(a) Analysis of the 'State Action" Doctrine

Since the proposed constitutional aeendment mould apply only to cases

of discrimination involving novernmental or state action, its reach would

be similar to that of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The proposed ERA provides in pertinent parts

Section 1. Sqnality of rights under the law shall
not be denied or abridged b) the U ited States or by
any State on account of sex.

Section 2. 12!gfME!!!LJEFALJ211/211E!Eenforce, by apiwcobtepriiiiiis
of this article.

(Emphasis added.)

This proposed constitutional amendment is based largely on Section 1

of the fourteenth Amendment. That Amendment by its express terms provides

that "(n)o State..." and "nor shall any State..." engage in the proscribed

conduct. As was stated in one Supreme Court decision:

r (T)he action inhibited by the first section of the
Fourteenth Amendment is only such action as say fairly
be said to be that of the Stets*. That Amendment erects
no shield against merely private conduct, however die
crieinatory or wrongful.

Shell* v. Kraemer,
334 . . , 13 (1948).

Than, to another case, the Supreme Court poisted out:

It is State action of a particular character that
is prohibited. Individual invasion of individual
rights is not the subject matter of the amendment.
It has a deeper and broader scope. It anilines
and sakes void action of every kind, which impairs the
privileges and immunities of citizens of the United
States, or which injures them in life, liberty, or
property without due process of law, or which denies
to any of them the equal protection of the laws.

Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 11 (1883).
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It is quite clear that when a state, through its legislature, commands

a discriminatory result, that constitutes state action condemned by the first

section of the Fourteenth Amendment, and the statute enacted is void. United

4/

States v. Raines, 362 U.S. 17, 25 (1960). Justice Frankfurter once wrote,

the vital requirement Is State responsibility that somewhere, somehow, to

some extent. there be an infusion of conduct by officials, panoplied with

state power, into any scheme" to deny protected rights. Terry v. Adame,

5/

345 1.7.5. 461, 473 (1953).

The complexity of the state action doctrine becomes apparent when the

Court is confronted with challenges to conduct that is not so clearly the

action of a state but is, perhaps, the action of a minor state official

not authorised so to act and perhaps forbidden to act in such a manner by

state Law, or is, perhaps on the other hand,.the action of a private party

who has some relationship with governmentil authority.

The continuum of state action rawe from obvious legislated denial

of one of the guarantees of Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment to the

point at which private action is no longer so significantly related to

state action that the Amendment does nor apply at all. When the discrimination

is being practiced by private parties, the question is basically whether there

has been sufficient state involvement to bring the Fourteenth Amendment into

play. In short, the private action is uot constitutionally forbidden

4/ A prime example is the statutory requirement of rectally segregated

schools condemned in Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

5/ Justice Frankfurter wrote s concurring opinion in Terry v. Adams,

and he was speaking specifically of the state action requirement of the

Ftfteenth Amendment.
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"unless to acme significant extent the State in any of its manifestations

has been found to have become involved in it." Burton v. Wilmington

Parking authority, 36' U.S. 715 (1961). There is no clear formula to

apply to determine whether or not state action exists. The facts of each

situation have to be examined separately.

The Court has made clear that governmental involvement with private

persons or private corporations is not the crucial factor in determining

the existence of state action. Instead, the Court has said that, "the

inquiry must be whether there is sufficiently close nexus between the

State and the challenged action of the regulated entity so that the action

of the latter may be fairly treated as that of the State itself." Jackson v.

Metropolitan Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345, 351 (1974)(under the WO Process

Cicala). In other words, the state has to be involved with the particular

activity of the institution that actually inflicted the injury on the

plaintiff, i.e. the state action, and not the private, has to be the

subject of the complaint.

It should also be noted that the receipt of federal funds alone

does not imbue a private institution with state action. Greco v.

Orange Mem. Hoop. Corp., 513 F.2d 873 (Sth Cir.), curt den., 423 U.S.

1000 (1975); Wahba v. New York Univ., 492 F.2d 96 (2nd Cir.), cert. den.,

419 U.S. 874 (1974); 11712SVIIE2LIJ
512 F.2d 856 (god

Cir. 1976).

In 1976, the Supreme Court narrowed or tightened the state action

doctrine even further by holding that plaintiffs, seeking to have with-

drawn goN rmental tax benefits accorded to private institutions that
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41144ecly olscrimirated against corplainants and thus Involvec the govern-

:crt'in their actions nest in c7der tc be acle to bring their suit show

that revocation cf the benefit would cause ti:e institutions to cease the

:orplained of conduct. Elston v:Eap.terp_lentusky_',1elfar. Righbe Crganiza-

tion; 426 U.S. 26 (1576). See id. at 46., 63-64. Justice Brennan concurring

and dissenting.

Luring the 19E2 Term, the Supreme Court handed dew three decisions

which appear to be consistent with the trend of ustrowing or tightening

the state action doctrine: 612s, Copplasion of the row York State Desert-

tent of Social Services V. Yaretsky, 457 U S. 991 (1962) (no "state action'

Ln nursing homes' decisions to discharge or transfer Medicaid patients tc

lower levels of care; thus respondents failed to prove petitioners

violated rights secured by the Fourteunth.Amendment); Rendell-Baker v. Kohn.

457 C.S. 830 (19E2)(s private school.whose income is derived primarily from

public rources and which is regulated by public authorities. did not ect

under color of state law- when it discharged certain employees);

1ugar_v. Edmondson 01.1. Co. Inc.. 457 E.S. 922 (198Z) (no state action

insofar as petitioner alleged only misuse or abuse by respondents of Virginia

law; but state action' exists to the extent that petitioner's complaint

challenged the state ,tatute as Laing procedurally defective unoer the

rue Process Clause).

In Slum v. Yaretlky, aura; the Court looked very carefully at the

nursing hove. and their specific actions in discharging or transferring

nedicaid patients to lower levels of care. The precise question addressed

was whether the state could be held responsible for those decisions so as
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to subject them to the strictures of the
Fourteenth Amendment. In con

cluding that there was no "state action." the Court looked at the

following: (1) the fact that nursing
homes in Few York are regulated ty

the State; (2) whether the state
exercised coercive power or provided

significant encouragerent causirl the nursing homes to so act;

(3) whether the private entity. i.e. nursing homes, exercised rowers

that are traditionally the exclusive prerogative of the state. In its

decision the Court stated:

These regulations do not require the nursing homes
to rely on the forms in making discharge or transfer
decisions nor do they demonstrate that the State is
responsible for thy decision to discharge or transfer
particular patients. Those decisions ultimately turn
on medical judgment. made by private parties according
to processional sty, ards that are not established by
the State... nothing in the regulations authorizes
the officials to approve or disapprove decisions either
to retain or discharge particular

patients, and peti
tioners specifically disclaim any such responsibility.
Instead, the State is obliged to approve or disapprove
continued payment of Medicaid benefits after a change
In the patient's need for services... Adjustments in
benefit levels in response to a decision to discharge
or transfer a patient does not constitute approval or
enforcement of that decision. As we have already con
cluded, this degree of involvement is too slim a basis
on which to predicate a finding of state action in the
decision itself...

As we have previously held, privately owned enterprises
providing services that the State would not necessarily
provide, even though they are extensively regulated,
do not fall within the ambit of Burton. Jackson v.
Eetropdlitan_Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345 357-358. That
programs undertaken by the State result in substantial
funding of the activities of a private entity is no more
persuasive than the fact of regulation of such entity in
demonstrating that the State is responsible for decisions
made by the entity in the course of its business.

We are also unable to conclude that the nursing homes
perform a function that has been 'traditionally the ex-
clusive prerogative of the State.' Jackson v,iletropolitan
Edison Co., supra. at 353.

457 U.S. at 1008, 1010-1011.
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31211ArlY, is Rendell-Ssker v. Kohn, supra, decided on the same day

as 3.us v. Taretsky, the Supreme Court invoked a very stringent interpre-

tation of the state action doctrine. The Court addressed the question

:Mather a private school, whose income comes primarily from public

sources and which is regulated by public authorities, acted under color

of state law when it discharged certain employees. The Court concluded

that the school's action did not constitute state action, and in its

rationale it relied to a great extent on Slue: v. Taretsky, supra.

The Court stated specifically that:"... the school's receipt of public

funds does not stake the discharge decisions acts of the State."

457 U.S. at 840. The Court went 04 to point out:

The school, like the nursing homes, is not fundamentally

different from ahoy private corporation. whose businsis

depends primarily on contracts to build roads, bridges,

dams, ships, or submarines for the government. Acts cf

such private contractors do sot become acts of the

government by reason of their significant or even total

engagement in perforniog public contracts. Id. at 840-841.

In Rendell-taker, the Court found that the discharge decisions made

by
the\chool personnel were neither compelled nor influenced by any state

regulation. The Court observed:

. .
in contrast to the extensive regulation of the

school generally, the various regulators showed relatively

little interest in the school's personnel matters. The

most intrusive personnel regulation promulgated by the

various government agencies vas the requirement that

the Committee on Criminal Justice had the power to

approve persons hired as vocational counselors. Such

a regulation is not sufficient to make a decision to

discharge, made by private management, state action.

Id. at 841-842.
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The Court applied the "public function" tact in Rendell-Baker in

a very stringent manner also noting that the critical question was whether

the function performed was traditionally
the exclusive prerogative of the

state. There was no denying that the
education of theme maladjusted

children was a public function, but th.s was only the beginning of the

Court's analysis. The Court wrote:

Chapter 756 of the Massachusetts Act of 1972
demonstrate* that the State intends to provide
services for such students at public expense.
That legislative policy choice in no way makes
these services the exclusive province of the State..
That a private entity performs a function which
serves the public does not sake its acts state action.

Id. at 842.

Finally, in Rendell-Baker, the Court held there was no "symbiotic"

relation_110 between the state and the school. It found that the 'school's

fiscal relationship wit:t the state was no different from that of many con-

tractors perforating services for the government.

Thus, from the language quoted above in Blum v. Yaretsky and Aendell-

Baker v. Kohn, it is apparent that the SIpreme Court does not find state

action peasant in given factual situations without first applying very

strict standards. This is evident as well in the Luxor v. Edmondson

oil Co. Inc. case, 457 U.S. 922, which it decided on the same day.

The Court spelled out the striagent mode of analysis employed and the

rationale behind itt

Careful adherence to the "state action" requirement
preserves an area of individual freedom by limiting
the reach of federal law and federal judicial power.
It also avoids imposing on the state, its agencies
or officials, responsibility for conduct for which they
cannot fairly be blamed. A major consequence is to
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require the courts to respect thee limits of choir
own power as directed against state soverneents

and private interests. Whether this is good or

bad policy, it is a fundamental fact of our political
order.

Our cases h-is accordingly insisted that the
conduct allegedI, causing the deprivation of a federal
right be fairly attributable to the state. These cases
reflect s'clecppare approach to this question of "fair
attribution." first, the deprivation must be caused
by the exercise of some right or privilege created by
the state or by a rule of conduct Imposed by the state
or by a person for whom the state is responsible...
Second, the party charged with the deprivation must
be a person who say fairly be said to be a state
actor. This nay be because he is a state official,
because he has acted together with or has obtained
significant aid from state officials, or because
his conduct is otherwise chargeable to the state.
Without a limit such as this, private parties could
face constitutional litigation whenever they seek to
rely on some state rule governing their interactions
with the community surrounding thee.

457D.S, at 936-937..

It is certainly clear from the language in the proposed !RA end

frac the fact that It is modelled on the Fourteenth Amendment that to

some extent it covers situations where there is state action.

The foregoing discussion, however, has shown that the Court has over

the years narrowed its concept of what constitutes state action to

warrant bringing the Fourteenth Amendment into play. Short of actual

state enacted legislation meeting the requirements of the state action

doctrine, its existence or presence becomes less clear, and courts

have to examine the facts and weigh the circumstances in each situstioa.

In determining what might be tne potential impact of the proposed

LAA upon private single sex educational institutions, one would have

to examine the factual situation very closely and analyze the number
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and nature of the contacts the private
entity has with the government.

This would l-e the essential first
step in the consideration of the question

whether the ERA would require
such private single sex educational

institutions to integrate

It would seem safe to speculate
that the proposed ERA would

not by its own force interfere with
the practices of private single

sex schools that are purely private and
have either no involvement or

minimal connection with the federal, state or local government insuf-

ficient to meet the Supreme Court's most recent interpretation of what
6/

constitutes state action. Section 1 of the proposed ERA is prohibitory

only upon the federal
government and the state governments, and on its

face, does not reach private conduct. Ey the same token, it is possible that,

t/ the Spreme Court's recent decision In Grove City_Collem v.R II. 5: S.t 20 (Feb 2F 1964) can be distinguished from the
cuestfon cf the potential impact of the EPA on private single sex
educational institutions because the issue in Grove City revolved aroundthe scope of coverage of

a statute, scecifically Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972. Here the Court was interpreting the meaningof the language In Title I!' and was trying to determine Ccngress' intent'y examining the legislative history. Grove City was a case of statutoryconstruction. the Court held that federal assistance to students
constitutes federal aid to the private educational institution itself. thusmaking thv requirements of IX applicable to the school Therefore.if Grove City wanted to continue to admit students who were recipients of
federal funds, it would have to sign the assurance of compliance form
agreeing not to discriminate and to comply with Title Ws mandate. TheCourt went one step further however. and held that the enforcement
mechanism, i.e. cut-off of federal funds. was to be program apecific and not
institution-wide hence in the instance of Grove City the cut -off would
apply only to the financial aid program of the school.

Serails, the Court's decision in Grove City was en interpretation of a
statute and not of a provision in

the Constitetion. Congress is free to
amend the statute to change its language and meaning if it believes the
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Congress' power under Sec:ion 2 of the proposed ERA to enforce Section 1
7/

'4ouid :a similarly limited. See Civil Mkt. Casa!, 1G9 U.S. 11 (1883).

However, any conclusions as to Contrese power to reach private dis:rimina-

tion may be less clear -,cut by virtue of the lengthy statement Justice

Erennan appended to the Court's decision in United States v. Guest 383

U.S. 745 (1966), which dealt with the analogous issue in the Fourteenth

Amendment context. A majority of the Justices joined Brennan in arguing

that Congress' power was not so narrow as to be limited ty the state action

requirement.

In Crated States v. Guest, the Court upheld an indictment under if

L.S.C. :41, a statute Imposing criminal penalties for certain civil rights

violations. Specifically, section 241 prohibits conspiracies to oeprive

citizens of civil rights and is a felony offense. In Guest, the Court

upheld an Indictment under section 241 of six individuals who allegedly

had conspired to deprive blocks of their right to use state facilities

and to travel in interstate commerce. Although the Ccurt read into the

irdictment an allege:ion of state action, six Justices expressed the view

(continued) Court misinterpreted the law in question. Such would not be

possible if the Court's ruling was based on an interpretation of the Constitu-

tion, e.g. the Equal Rights Amendment. The only way the Congress can change

the Court's interpretation of a provision in the Constitution is by

proposing a constitutional amendment. However, it is possible that the

ERA would not ever reach a school like Grove City because of the absence of

state action.

7/ justice harlan s dissent reasoned that Congress had the power to

prctect rights secured by the Fourteenth Amendment against invasion by

both state and private action but also viewed places of public eccoaodstion

as serving a quasi-public function which satisfied the state action require-

tent. Id. at 46-48, 56-57.
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that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment
authorizes legislation proscribing

wholly private conduct. Responding to language in Justice Stewart's opinion

for the Court implying a 'state action" limitation on Congress' legislative

authority, Justice trennan, joined by a majority of his brethren, argued

for broader congressional authority:

Although the Amendment itself...
'speaks to the

State or to those acting
unoer the color of its

authority', legislation protectitg rights created
by that Amendment.' such as the right to utilization
of state facilities, reed not be confined to punishing
conspiracies in which state officers participate.
Father § 5 authorizes Congress to make laws that
it concludes are reasonably necessary to protect a
right created by and arising under the Amendment;
and Congress is thus fully empowered to determine
that punishment of private conspiracies interfering.
with the exercise of such a right is necessary to
Its full protection.

363 C.S. at 782,

Within that authority is the 'power to determine that in order

adequately to protect the right to equal utilization of state facilities

is is also appropriate to punish
[private) individuals' who would deny

such access. Thus. under the Guest tationale private conspiracies to

Interfere with equal protection or due process tights protected by the

Fourteenth Arendnent Tay he within the reach of Section 241. ronetheless

In light of changes In the Court's membershi,. And absent definitive ac-

ludicatinn the Tatter is not free of all doubt. furthermore. the limits

and potential of that rationale are uncertain whether it is only with

regard to 'sate facilities- that Section 241 reaches private interference.

or what 'rights' are encompassed within the concept of 'Fourteenth Amendment

rights.'
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addition, it oust be emphasised that the consensus expressed by

5/

six Justices in Guest that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment

sopowers the C.;ngress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies with or

without state action that interfere with Yourteenth Amendment rights was

dicta in the case since Justice Stewart, who authored the Court's opinion

found the allegations sufficient to sustain a charge of Statesanctioned

deprivation cf equal protection rights that he apparently deemed essenti.a.
9/

to a Section 241 prosecution.

E/ Clark 2. with the concurrence of Black and Fortes, JJ. ;oinir.1

the opinion of the Court. and Brennan, J., joined by 1:arron, Ch. J., and

touglas, I. concurring in part and dissenting in part.

9/ In this opinion, Justice Stewait stated:
In this connection. we emphasize that S 241 by its clear language

incorporates no core than the Equal Protection Clause itself; the statute

does not purport to give, substant.ve, as opposed to remecr.ol implementation

to any rights secured by that Clause... I: Is commonplace that rights

under the iqual Fotection Clause itsel.. arise only where there has been

involvement of the State or cf one acting under color of its

authority The "-lcual Protection Clause 'do-s not... add anything to the

rights which ,ne citizen has under tne Constitution against another. ..

As Mr. Justice touglas core recently put it, :he Fourteenth Amendment

protects the individual against sesta action not against wrongs done by

individuals.' (citations omitted)...

This has been the view from thy' beginning ... It

remairs the Court's view today.

lE3 U.S. at 755.

Ac the sane time, Justice Stewart narrowly limited his views to Siction 241

and did not purport to address the question of what kinds of othet and brr_acier

legislation Congress might constitutionally enact under j 5 of the 7ourteenth

Amendment to implement that Clause or any other provision of the Amendment.
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Moreover the reported Federal court decisions since Guest to sustain

a Section 241 prosecution based on due
process or equal protection

IC/violations have involved alleged
interference in state elections and11/

the right to a jury trial
where the requisite complicity of state

officials to support a finding state action was present. Thus, it may be

generally stated that the scope of Congress' authority to reach private

conduct 'nterfering with rourteenth Amendment rights has yet to be definitely

resolved.

In sum, or its face, the
proposed ERA would reach only state action.

Zr would place limitation on governmental
entittvs. prohibiting gender-

hased discriminatory
activities on their part. The proposed ERA provides

that equality of rights under the law cannot be denied or abridged by_the

Pnited_States or by ally State because of sex. (Emphasis supplied).

As such, the potential
impact of the proposed ERA on private single

sex educational institutions
using gender as a basis for admission can only

be determined After examining the spe^ific factual
circumstances surrounding

tbe particular schocl and its relationship vie a' vie the government -- federal,

1(.1 See e e. 1:nited:States v. Stallings, 501 F.2d 954 (4th Cir. 1974).tritec !,cares v.rderson, 4E1 F.2d 665 (4th Cir. 1973). aff'd 417 U.S. 2111.971.),

)l/ United States v. O'Dell, 462 F.2d 224 (6th Cir, 1972); United Statesv. Purvis, 5$h F.2d 1S3 (5th Cir. 197h).
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state or local. is recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions indicate. the

:aurr. -as tighten,' up on its interpretation of the state action doctrine.

If state action exists, then the proposed ERA would apply. In the

absence of state action, it is unsettled whether the enforcement authority

in Section 2 of the proposed ERA, which parallels Section 5 of the Fourteenth

Amendment, could reach private action.

If t,,ers is no state action, and the courts were to take a narrow view

cf Congress' enforcement authority in relation to private conduct, the pro-

posed ERA would not have an immediate impact on private single sex educational

irstitutions, Thus, there would be no need to inquire into the type of judicial

review and 'onstitutional analysis the Court would apply to the alleged sex-based

12/

classification.

12/ ',:hon the legislature passes laws is makes classifications. Not

all classifications are prohibited by the Constitution. It is only an

invidious classification wh eh offends the Constitution. A court deter-

ring' whether a classification constitutes invidious aiscrimination and Is
violative of the Constitution's equal protection clause by applying a parti-

cular standard of review. To date, he Supreme Court has articulated three

standards of review: rational basi intermediate, and strict scrutiny.

:he rational basis standard is the least stringent, and it requires very
little proof on the part of the government to justify the classification
Strict scrutiny is the most stringent form of judicial review and the

goverrment must show that the classification is necessary to satisfy a

compelling' state interest in order for the classification to survive

constitutional challenge. The intermediate standard Is less deferential

than the rational basis test and less strict (and less fatal) than ;he

strict scrutiny standard which applies only to situations involving a suspect

classification-fundamental interest. To date, under the equal protection

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court has applied the

intermediate standard to gender-based classifications and has not declared

sex to be a suspect classification as it has for race. The results concerning

whether the classification is unconstitutional are less predictable under the

intermediate standard of review then they are under strict scrutiny where

In practically all instances the classification fails to meet constitutional

muster. (continued)

4r) t]
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however, there is another aspect that must be examined to determine if these

private single sex schools would be
affected by the EPA, and this part of the

problem relates to affirmative governmental
sctioa.

One further point needs to be made concerning the Supreme Court's
standard of review analysis for challenges under the equal protection clauseof the Fourteenth Amendment. That is. the party contending that the govern-
ment discriminated has the burden of proving that there was a pretext or Intentfor the discrimination.

The intent requirement of equal protection litigationis applicable in sex classification cases. Thus, a law which is neutral
on Its face and which serves ends within the power of government to pursueis not invalid simply because it may affect a greater proportion
of one sex than of the other. tiscriminetory purpose, motive, animus
or intent must be Orin. it must be established that the decisionmaker
selected or reaffirmed a particular course of action, at least in part
because of, not merely in spite of, Its adverse effects on an identl'iablegroup. Thus, a veterans preference law which benefited limply but not
exclusively men and which had a severs impact mostly but not totally on
women was held not invalid under the equal protection clause. Possachusetts
Personnel Admn. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 236 (1979). In Feeney, the complaining
party did not show that the government intended to discriminate against
women.

2 3
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(b) Examination of the Issue Regarding Limitations

On That the Government Can Do Affirmativelt

Another side of the problem to consider concerning the potential impact of

the proposed ERA on private single sex educational institutions if totally un-

related to the issue of "state action." This aspect concerns suits against the

government, as distinguished from actions against private actors, to enjoin the

government from continuing a that fosters discrimination. Such an action

differs from a suit against a private actor. In a suit to enjoin the offensive

conduct of a private actor, the issue is whether there is "state action"--1e.

whether the state is operating through the guise of the private actor so that

the conduct in question may be attributed to the state itself. On the other

hand, in sn action to enjoin the grant of state aid or to remove the benefit of

a tax exempt status, the issue is whether the state's activities violate consti-

tutional standards of governmental conddct without even considering the effects

that the termination of such benefit would have on private conduct. The "action"

in the latter instance is clearly state action, and the problem is one of whether

tne government should be permitted to continue to "encourage" the existence of

discriminatory practice. It is conceivable that after the Equal Rights Amendment

is ratified, privately sponsored
schools which elect to adhere to a single sex

policy may have to do so at the price of governmental support. There is ease

authority for the idea that the government would be prohibited from sustaining,

through the private college, discilmination
which it could not practice directly.

T:ie result flowing from this principle is that such an institution's eligibility

for government grants and subsidise, for tax-exempt status, and the advantage of

receiving contributions tax-deductible to the donor would likely be lost. See

'orvood v. 4arrisci, 413 U.S. 455 (1973) and 74 Columbia University Lag Review

'15h, "J98 (194); also Cornelius v. Benevolent Protect ve Order-of Elks, 382

F. Sapp. 1.32 D. Coml. 1974).

2,,
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(I) Discussion of Norwood and Eastern Kentucky
Welfare Riihts Organisation Caste

In Norwood, the Supreme Court struck down a textbook lending program which

extended aid to students attending
private schools which were racially segregated.

Norwood holds that financial aid
must be withdrawn by the government from the

class of students attending schools
whose admissions policies the government

could not itself adopt. Arguably, in a suit against the school to stop the

discriminatory prectic itself, the fact that students were receiving textbooks

loaned by the state would not constitute sufficient
"state action" to make the

private school a state actor" and thus be subject to the Fourteenth Amendment.

However, the Norwood case is not concerned with the private school as a potential

defendant, but rather the focus is upon the government as a defendant and the

effort of the plaintiff would be to try to enjoin the
government from assisting a

private institution which is carrying out a discriminatory policy.

The U.S. Supreme Court decision, Simon v. Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights

Organization, 426 U.S. 26 (1976). raises some questions concerning the ease with

which a plaintiff could actually bring such an action against the government.

No' only did this case establish very stringent
standing requirements, but it

also set forth very difficult criteria for a plaintiff to satisfy in order to

prove his or her case.

In Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organisation, indigents as well as organi-

zations representing indigents brought an action against the government after the

internal Revenue Service had issued a Ruling allowing favorable tax treatment to

s nonprofit hospital that offered only emergency room services to indigents. The

plaintiffs claimed that the Ruling violated the Internal Revenue Code and the

rulemakirg procedures prescribed by the Adminietrative Procedure Act. The com-

plaint alleged that each of the indigents had been disadvantaged in seeking needed

23S
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hospital service because of their indigency; that each of the hospitals involved

in these incidents had been determined to be a tax-exempt charitable corporation;

i

and that by extending tax benefits to such hospitals the defend ants were "en-

couraging" the hospitals to deny service to the plaintiffs. The Supreme Court

held that the plaintiffs lacked standing to bring the suit because they failed

to carry the burden of establishing that, in fact, the asserted injury to indi-

gents was the consequence of the defendants' actions or that prospective relief

would remove the harm. In describing the standing requirement, the majority wrote,

...when a plaintiff's standing is brought into issue the
relevant inquiry is whether, assuming justiciability of the
claim, the plaintiff has shown an injury to himself that
is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision. Absent

wth a showing, exercise of its power by federal court

would be gratuitous and thus inconsistent with the Art. III

limitation.

The Col,rt

Id. at 38.

found that the respondents here were not injured in fact, even though

some were denied service by a hospital. The Court pointed out chat, "... injury

at the hands of a hospital is insufficient by itself to establish a case or con-

troversy in the context of this suit, for no hospital is a defendant. The only

lefendants Are officials of the Department of the Treasury, ano the only claims

of Illegal action respondents desire the courts to adjudicate are chervd to

tnose Id. at

The 'Court also discussed the problem of proof, i.e. establishing that "but

for the government's favorable tax treatment, the hospitals in question would

grant the seTvices demanded by the indigents. Justice Powell, writing for the

majority, remarked that It is purely speculative whether the denials of service

si,ecified In the complaint fairly can be traced to petitioners' 'encouragement'

or Instead result frau decisions made by the hospitals without regard to the tax

tm 'cations Id at 47-43.
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In his dissenting opinion, Justice
Brennan concludes that the majority in

Eastern I:entucky 141fareBigh,s
Orienisstion adopted a but for test which

amounts to requiring that a 'line cf
causation' linking the governmental "en.-

couragement (eg. tax exemptions) to he practice of the illegal policies by

private organisations be precisely and intricately elaborated in the complaint

in order to meet the standing requirements. From our reading of the Eastern

Fentucky_Welfere Rights Organisation
case, we believe that it is possible to

concluce that 6 plaintiff, who tries to bring a suit against the government it

an effort to compel it to remove the favorable tax treatment accorded private

Institutions which engage in discriminatory practices will have an ex-

tremely difficult task on two accounts:
(1) establishing his or her standing

to sue and (2) proving that the
private institution affecting his or her a) is

dependent upon its tax exempt status; b) would not in the absence of the govern-

meet's ruling s encouragement elect to forego favorable tax treatment; and

c) woild make the services available
to plaintiff once the allegedly illegal

governmental inducement is removed The heavy burden imposed upon a plaintiff

as a result cf this decision indicates
that if the Equal Righte Amendment is

ratified, it will be fairly difficult for an individual to successfully

challenge ...fe scvernment so as to compel it to deprive private institutions

such as the private single sex colleges
from enjoying a tar-exempt status sitrply

13/
because they do not admit both sexes. That the rigorous burden set

13/ Began v. t!right. Docket No. 81-970, pending in the 1984 Supreme
Court term, involving the standing of private litigants to challenge on
a nationwide basis IRS' methods of,implementing the nondiscrimination
policy, is discussed later in this paper.

Also note. that in Eackler_ezilathews, Docket Fo. 82-1050 (March 5
Court1984), where the Supreme rt held that the gender-based classification

of the Social Security Act's pension offset exception is constitutional
Justice Brennan, delivering the opinion for a unanimous Court, addressed

(continued)
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forth in\&%Iscern Xencockz yelfare Rights Crjanirstiop has potentially broad

rsoificatibns Is alluded to in Justice Brennan's dissent when he observed,

nay properly wonder where the Court armed

with its fatally speculative pleadings tool, will

strike next. To pick only the most obvious examples

will minority school children now have to plead and

show that in the absence of illegal soverneantal

'encouragement" of private segregated schools such

schools would not 'elect to forego" their favor-

able tax treatrent. and that this will result in

the availability- to complainants of an integrated

educational system? (Citations omitted)....Or will

black Americans be required to plead and show that

in the absence cf illegal governmental encourage-

meat, private institutions would not elect to

forego" favorable tax treatment, and that this will

-result in the availability" to complainants of ser-

vices previously denied? (Citations omitted) ...As

perusal of these reported decisions reveals, the

lower courts have not assumed that such allegations

and ;roofs were somehow required by Art. III.
Id. at 63-64.

In summary, our research
indicates that the proposed Equal Rights Amendment

would probatly not cake a private single sex college. which is-tax exempt, sus-

ceptible tc a state action challenge.
There are court decisions supporting the

position that tax - exempt status is insufficient government involvement to clothe

the college as a state ..tor subject to the mandate of the Fourteenth Amend-

r.ent by analogy, the same would probably he true under the Equal ?lights Amend-

(Continued) the standing question to some extent.. Slip Opinion at pp. 6 -11.

See especially id.. f.n. 9 at p. 11. Justice Brennan's discussion is

significant because there appears to be an expansion of eastern Kentusky

...liars Rights Grranization's
concept of standing. The implication in

the distinction made by Justice Brennan between heckler 14.1..r.sthews and

EasternKentuckelfare Rights
Organization may be that the Court is

plannin5 to broaden its law of standing. however, the resolution of

this matter must await the Cuurt's ruling in Rtlian v. Wright this tern.
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moat. Furthermore, in light of the Supreme Court's decision in Eastern Kentucky

Welfare Rights Organization, there are strong obstaclesjimiting
the ability of a

plaintiff to 1) establish standing
to sue the government and 2) prove that but

for" the government's favorable
tax treatment, the private institution would not

be engaging in a discriminatory
practice. This case makes the'euccess of suits

against the government highly unlikely. If the Supreme Court alters its views
during this 1984 Term with respect to suits against

the government and the law of
standing, this conclusion might be affected.

(2) Discussion of the Bob Jones Universit endTErds oro ases and e r uccessors

In the context of what the
government can and cannot do affirmatively reged-

ing alleged discriminatory practices in private institutions,
the Supreme Court:

recently decided a race discrimination case which might lend some in-

aght into the potential reach of the ERA with respect to private single sex

educational institutions. Bob Jones University v. United States, 639 F.2d 147
14/

(4th Cir. 1980), aff'd 103 S. Ct. 2017 (1983).--

rIn the Bob Jones University
case, supra, the Supreme Court upheld the In-

tern ti Revenue Service's (IRS) denial and revocation 4 tax-exempt status to a

private school whose admitted racial discrimination was om religious be-

lief. The Court held. 8-1, that the IRS properly construed the tax code to deny

tax-exempt status to schools that discriminate on racial grounds and that the

1

14/ Consolidated with Axil. case was Goldsboro ChrkiEl;a Schools, Inc. v.
United States, 644 F.2d 8/0 (4th Cir. 1981), aff'd 103 S. Ct. 2017 (1983).

2 4 2

41 006 0 14.6 16
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do,ernmental interest in racial nondiscrimination in education is so cc veiling as

to outweigh any burden placed on the school's exorcise of their religious be-

lists.

Currently pending before the Court is the related case of 129. v. Wright,

656 F.2d $20 (D.C. Cir. 1981), cart: gr. 103 S. Ct. 3109 (1983) (Docket No.

15/

81-970) This case involves the important question of the standing of private

litigants to challenge on a nationwide basis IRS' methods of implementing the

nondiscrimination policy.

:nder the facts of the Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools,

:nc. :am', supra, both institutions had had chair tax exemptions revoked and de-

nied, respectively, because of their racially discriminatory policies. Both

schools argued that the IRS lacked the legal authority to impose the nondiscrimini

ation condition on their tax exemption. Both argued as well that even if the IRS

had the authority, the were constitutinelly exempt from its application because

their racial aiscriminatian was mandated by their interpretation of the Bible.

:he Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit upheld IRS' legal authority to

inclose the condition of racial nondiscrimination and the application of the con-

16/

dition to religious schools. It is this decision that the Supreme Court af-

firmed on appeal upholding the IRS polity in every respect.

15/ Consolidated with this case is Allen v. Alp!, 656 1.2d 820 (D.C.

Cir.-T981), cert. gr. 103 S. Ct. 310) (1983) (DoaiE-Ro. 81-757).

16/ See Bob Jones University v. United States 468 F. Supp. 890 (D.S.C. 1978),

reversed 639 P.2d 147 (4th Cir. 1980)
and Goldsboro Christian Schools, inc. v.

L!nited Wit's. 436 F. Supp. 1314 (E.D. N.C. 077), aff'd 644 F.2d 870 (4th

Cit. i981).

2,1t
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In its decision, the Supreme Court said that the IRS properly read into Sec-

tion 501(c)(3) of the tax cods the common law meaning of the term "charitable",

that is, that an institution seeking
tax-exempt status must. serve a public pur-

pose and not be contrary to established
public policy's

History buttresses logic to sake clear that, to
warrant exemption under S i01(c)(3), an institu-
tion suet fall within category specified in
that section and must demonstrably

serve and be
in harmony with the public interest. The insti-
tution's purpose must not be so at odds with the
common community conscience as to undermine any
public benefit that might otherwise be conferred.
103 S. Ct. at 2028-29.

The courts had routinely accepted such qualification on the meaning of the term

"charitable", the Supreme Court said, and Congress manifested a similar intent

when it enacted and re- enacted the tax exemption provisions.

Ths Court cautioned that J determination that a given institution is not

charitable in the common law
penes "should be ends only where there can be no

doubt that the activity involved is contrary to a fundamental public policy " The

majority opinion cited decisions by the judicial branch and complementary ac-

tions by Congress and the Executive Branch making clear that racial nondiscrimina-

tion in education is such fundamental policy. Given IRS' broad authority to

interpret the tax laws and the "firm public policy on racial discrimination",

according to the Court, the IRS properly concluded that a private school that

discriminates is not "charitable" within the meaning of the tax code.

Moreover, the Supreme Court pointed out that Congress dellberstal, ac-

quiesced in IRS' construction of the statute subsequent to 1970. Si.'. wove

introduced on the matter, "exhaustive" hearings were held, Congress repeatedly

amended Section 501 of the tax code but it did not alter IRS' ruling regard-

ing the tax-exempt status of racially discriminatory privets schools. Even

24 4
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more significant was
that Congress in 1976 amended the tax code to deny tax-

exempt status to private clubs that discriminate and in so doing explicitly

relied on the standard that
"discrimination on account of race is inconsistent

with an educational institution's tax exempt status."

On the religious liberty issue, the Supreme Court simply asserted that the

governmental interest outweighed the burden placed on the schools' free exercise

of religion and that no less restrictive means were available to vindicate that

interest.

. . . the government has a fundamental, overriding

interest in eradicating racial discrimination in

educationdiscrimination that prevailed, with of-
ficial approval, for the first Iv years of the

Nation's history. That government interest sub-
stantially urweighe whatever ,len denial of tax

benefits pla on tionersercise of their

religious beliefs. 103 S. 1. at 2035.

Justice Powell concurred in the Court's decision but on the narrower basis

that Congress had acquiesced in, and thus ratified by implication, IRS' construc-

tion of the statute subsequent to 1970. Justice Rehnquist dissented.

:arrently, tnerefore, the tax exemption of private schools is subject to a

zondition of racial nondiscrimination. For most of the nation the standards used

to enforce that condition are
those articulated by the IRS in regulations issued

in 1971-:275--thac a school formally adopt a policy of racial nondiscrimination,

that it publicize that policy in the community it serves, and that it certify

annually to the IRS that it adheres to that policy.

The question pertinent to the analysis in this report is whether the Court's

decision in the Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian School. Inc. cases,

supra, oso any relevance with respect to the potential impact of the ERA on pri-

vate single sex educational
institutions, e.g. will they be able to continue to

.nlov a taz-exempt status, if is
fact they already have such a benefit?

2 1
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Jeremy A. Rabkin, Assistant Professor of Government at Cornell University,

testified before the Semite Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution that he

believed the ERA would make opposition to sex discrimination a matter of 'funds-
17/

mental public policy.' He specifically stated:

...Following the Court's ruling in Lob..Jong:I, then. it
seams inescapable that all single-sex institutions must be
denied tax exemptions. Thus the E.P.A. would noc only make
all-women colleges ineligible for tax exemptions, but also
Catholic seminaries, for example--unless they admit women
for training to the priesthood.

Indeed admitting applicants of both sexes would not be
sufficient, according to the Bob Jonfp ruling, unless the
institution is oblivious to gender in all its activities...

Testimony of Jeremy Rabkin
Before Senate Judiciary Subcommittee

on the Constitution, tura, at 4-5.

The Supreme Court's holdings in the Lob Jones University and Goldsboro

Christian Schodis _Inc. cases can be distinguished from the issue of whether

the ERA would have an,impact on private single sex educational institutions.

17/ A contrary view is implied In The Supreme Court,_1W:yerm. 97 harvard
L. Rev. 7G. 261 2E9 (November 1983). Specifically, this discussion noted that

In relying on a public policy requirement specific

to section 501(c)(3), the Court made clear that Its
`folding contemplated no generalized right or duty of
the IRS--or any other agencyto determine or imple-
ment public policy. Consonant with the Court's cur-
rent retreat from applying constitutional principles
in matters of racial discrimination, the opinion
avoided any mention of the constitutional dimension
of policies against discrimination in education.

Id. at pp. 261-262. (Footnote citations
omitted.) (Emphasis added).

This commentator believed that the main reason for the Bob Jones University opin-
ion's apparent weakness was 'the Court's failure to acknowledge that in any case
Involving more than a mechanical rendition of a statute, the Court's interpre-
tive role is not wholly disjunct from its role as the guardian of the Constitu-
tion." Id. at p. 266. This failing led the author to view the holding in Bob
Jones University as shedding "little light on the prospects for future, more
difficult cases involving relations between the government and discriminatory
private Institutions.' Id. at 269.

246
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all. :hese C4241 involved the Court's interpretation of a statute,

of ,t a ttostItitional provision. Not only did these two cases represent the

,upreme :ourt's statutory interpretation of the tax code, but also the type of

discrimination at issue was race and not gender-based discrimination. The

Supreme Court may have a different standard in mind concerning gender, and also,

with respect to the tax code situation, Congress could alueys amend the code

to clarify tne nature of the 'fundamental public policy" against sex discrimin-

ation. After all, the Supreme Court was not articulating constitutional stand-

ards when it decided the Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools,
18/

;MC. cases.

Anotner factor to consider when trying to distinguish these .ace iiscrin-

ination cases from the ERA private slave sex educational institution issue is

the crucial role that the particular facto play in each situation. It would be

critical to review the historice. bitceground concerning the founding of the in-

5titution, tha policies it has practiced ov,r the years, and the announced pur-

poses of Its programs. Caurts have to assess such facts in order to ascertain

- ',ether the institution is violating the Consticutl.on, he I: the Fourts.nth

amendment the proposed ERA should it become ratified.

Ir/ The Supreme Court RevieJ, 19 2 Term. 97 Harv. L. tel.,. 261-Z63

::ovember .9831 (See infra, f.n. 1;). Cf. Cover, The Supreme Court Review 1982

TermrForeword: NODS and Narrative, 97 9arv. L. Rev. 4, 60-68 (November 1983)
,'arguing that in 3o0 Jones L-niversity the schools' first coandraent intl.:reit! in
free exercise of religion were weighty enough to neces tate identifying a con-

stitutional principle to support the Court',
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Recently the Supreme
Court agreed to review Goses-Bethke v. United States

Jaycees, Docket No. 83-724 (S2 U.S.L.W. 3497
(January 10, 1984)) and decide the

question whether privets
membership groups that deal with the public have a

constitutional right to discriminate on the basis of Fax in their choice of
members. This case i? on appeal by the State of Minnesota. The U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit previously had barred the State of Minnesota
from invoking its Human Rights Act to require the Jaycees to accept women as
full *embers. Thus, the cars factually

involves a situation of sex discrimin-
ation Ly the all-male Jaycees organisation and an affirmative

ettempt by the
state to prohibit the single

sex membership policy on the theory that this pri-
vets club nes public

involvement, e.g. civic activities. At the outset, however,
the Court must decide whether the Minnesota law, which forbids see discrimination
by places of "public

accommodation", was
impermissibly vague as applied to the

Jaycees. If the Supreme Court
agrees with the Eighth Circuit's

earlier holding
that the Minnesota law does not adequately define the types of organisations to
which it applies, then

it may avoid the broader
constitutional question of whether

members of private
organisations have a constitutionally protected "freedom of

asocietion" that outweighs
the state's interest in forbidding discrimination.

However, if the Court does
reach that question, then the case could have far-

reaching irplications extending beyond sex discrimination
to race and even ethnic

discrimination. In addition, should the Court resolve that question, the consti-

tutionally permissible extent of the government's
regulation with respect to

mandating nondiscrimination in the private sector would be clarified. Such a

ruling would not be Addressing the privets single sex educational institution

9 1 '6_
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situatiou explicitly but would instead be defining the limits concerning gov-

erneenc action to onfor.e nondiscrimination respecting private organizations.

The gigntn Circuir decision had stated that the State of Minnesota', interest

in forbidding discrimination. on the basis of sex "tn places of public accommo-

dation" was not strong eocugh in the circumstances of the case to be considered

-:qmpelling" so as to override this ?trot Amendment right. (lotted States

'_yeses v. McClure, 709 F.11 1560, 1561 (8th Cir. 1983). The court also ruled

ttst the irate law wee unconstitutionally vague. However, the court did make

it clear that it v.'s not saying that or state law could be writtn to redress

,hi, Ki.rJ ,sgnvernmental" discrimination. /d. The implication in the

oollt 'oy the 7.ighth Circuit is that the organization might be guilty of

'Iongove-vmea. Incrimination and that an appropriate4y written state statute

nit overturn the men-only policy. It remains to be seen how the Supreme Court

LI ,clog to leclie 'hn tf in fact it reacher the constitutional question

It all.

The )r.!ler ..nee :urrently ;And:mg before the Supreme Court which may affect

:yerpre:A."on Jt :he potential Impact of -_he RA un private single sex

mdicatlomal tontltutionl i. Regan v. 'aright, Docket No. 31-9,0. It is consoli-

dated with Allen v. aright, Docket No. 81-757. These cases focus on the questin

of standing to bring ,-ertatn types of civil right+, CASES. They follow on the

heel of tns Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools Inc. cases,

and their significance rests primarily in clarifying procedural questions.

The Issue in Regan v. ;tat!, and Allen v. Wright is whether federal courts

^a' hear qUi19 brought by taxpayers' Aalnst the treasury Department coocerniag

enfpr:emeo: ;f toe uvemment's promittrimm of tax-exempt status for

p!iate n at ilscrminate on me wlis of 'ace. The Zourt's ner:ler
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holding in the Bob Jones Univereit:
case would lose its significance if no one

could go into court to impure that the government is enforcing its policy. How
the Court uktimately decides these two cases involving the standing to cue

question will also clarify
the matter of whether tt intend, to adhere to the

very narrow concept of standing
it articulated in 1976 in the Simon v. Eastern

Kentucky Welfare
Rigitiluanizatioucese, supra.

tun v. Wright and Allen v. Wright, ma, originated
in 1976 when

parent. of twenty-five black school children in seven states filed suit against
the Treasury Department in federal district court in the District of Columbia.
They claimed they represented

class of several million people and argued that
the IRS' manner of enforcing

its policy against tax breaks for private schools that
diecrieinte on the basis of race was inadequate. This

lawsuit originally sought

the imposition of presumption of guilt standard for judging whether 3,500 target
schools should have tax exemptions either denied or revoked. The dtstrict court

dismissed the suit and in reaching that determination relied on the Supreme

Court's ruling in Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization, supra. See

Wright v. Miller, 480 F. Sapp. 790 (D.D.C. 1979).
On appeal, however, the U.S.

of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit reversed. Wright v. Regan, 636 F.2d 820

(1981). It did acknawladge that the Eastern Kentucky WelflaillattEpaimata-
tion decision left 'the door barely ajar for third party challenges." Id. at

128. However, the court of appeals did point to a aeries of race discrimins-

tioo cases In uhich i.hi
Supreme Court "recognised the right of black citizens

to insist that their government 'steer clear' of aiding schools in their com-

munities that practice race discrimination." Id. at 812. These cases cited

)
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by the appeals court to support its holding that there was standing included Colt

v. :;teen, 404 997 (1971), aff'g mem. Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150

D.D.C.); Norwcod v. Harrison, 413 U.S. 455 (1973); and Gil_ more v. City of

Montgomery, A17 U.S. 556 (1974).

in the Federal 7overnmant's brief currently before the Supreme Court in

Irian v. Wright, the Solicitor General insists that Phe court of appeal, decision

squarely contradicts the principle established in the Eastern Kentucky Welfare

lights case and specifically asks the Court to clarify the uncertainty created

oy the appeals court ruling concerning the law of standing. The government's

Orif ateracterized the parents of :he black school children as "mere disappointed

doservere of tie governmental process who are no more injured than other citizens

oy tne government's policies.

3riefs filed on behalf of the parents called the government's position

''undamel ally erroneous" and asked the Supreme Court instead to look to its own

decision in Norwood v. 4arrison, lima, for proper guidance. it remains to be

oven how tie Supreme Court is going to resolve this dilemma regarding the stand-

:712 of :nird parties to sue tie government regarding enforcement of the govern -

rent's pruniJition of 'lx- exempt status for private schools engaging in racial

!!scriminazion. Now the Court decides this matter in the race context, and

whether it alters :he very narrow intetprecation set forth in its 1976

le,lisinn in Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization will probably be re-

vealed when the Ccurt rules in Regan v. Wright this term. The holding in that

case will he significant as well for guiding an analviiis regarding the potential

tapect .;f the proposed ERA on private siuRle sex educational institutions.
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CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed the problem
concerning the potential impact of the

proposed ERA on private single
sex educational institutions.

Generally, the con-

cerns that have arisen center around
whether such entities would haws to

alter their admissions policies and
other aspects of the

educational program they
offer students. In addition, two other issues have been raised which relate to
tax policies: (1) whether the ERA would cause private single sex schools receiving

no federal funds to lose their
tax-exempt status (presuming, of course, that they

enjoy such a benefit); and (2)
whether the ERA would permit individual taxpayers,

who contribute to these tax-exempt private single sex educational institutions.

to continue to trice tax deductions for their respective
contributions. This paper

began by summarising the various views expressed by people who have studied the

subject.

The legal problem presented is actually quits complex. An analysis of it,

however, does break down fairly conveniently into two parts: (1) whether "state

action- is present, thus bringing the entity within the scope of the ERA and (2)

whether taxpayer suits can ha brought against the government to canes the govern-

ment to halt any practice which may be involving it indi.ectly in encouraging the

discriminatory practices of the nongovernmental educational institution, e.g.

funding, tax exemptions, etc.

The legal effect of the ERA is confined to "state action", as in the cast of

the Fourteenth and Fifth Amendments. "State action' relates to the nature and

degree of government involvement in certain activities, e.g. private activities.

Out research and reading of the relevant cases in the area han led us to conclude

that various forms of government aid, e.g. grants, tax exemptions, student assistance,

would probably not be sufficient to clothe the private single sex school as a "state

ACr9V- for purtoses of the Fourteenth Amendment. Sy analogy, the ease conclusion

vouLd probably be true for the proposed ERA.
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:1th respect ro the other lids of the problem, unrelated to the Jesus of

'state actioe but directly concerned with suits against the government to

enjoin the government from cootinulog a policy chat fosters discrimination, the

issue is whether the state's activities violate constitutional standards of

governmental conduct. The problem is basically one of whether the government

should be permitted to continue to "encourage" the existence of a discrimina-

tory practice. Some of our research indicates that it may be conceivable that

should the ERA be ratified, privately sponsored schools which elect to adhere

to a single 2X policy may have to do so at the price of governmental support.

There is some authority for the ides that the government 'Jou' be prohibited

from sustaining, through the private educational entity, discrimination which

It could not Prectie directly. The result flowing from this principle is that

such an institution's eligibility for government grants and subsidies, for tax-

exempt status, And the advantage of receiving contributions tax - deductible to

:ne donor would likely oe lost. This conclusion can be derived from the Norwood

Harrison line of cases.

lowe-er, the lueitiot of standing surrounds the situation,where the govern-

sent :1 :he defendant and the plaintiff is a party, e.g. a taxpayer, trying to

enjoin the government from sosisting a private educational institution which is

.arrving out a discr:minetory policy.
Having 'standing" to bring suit is criti-

cal to getting ins ours. The Supreme Court's rulings respecting the "standing"

Issue are not completely clear. There is divergence in the Supreme Court'.

precedent with respect to the law of standing. On the one hand, there is the

Court's 197n ruing in Simon v. !astern Kentucky Welfare Rivhts Oresnitation.

sayra. 7: suggests :oat litigatiom concerning
tax liability is a matter between

the Taxpayer and !RS, and there is very little room left for third party challenges.
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This case established very stringent standing requirements as well as setting

forth very difficult criteria for a plaintiff to satisfy in order to prove his

or her case. The heavy burden imposed on a plaintiff as a result of this de-

cision indicates that if the ERA should be ratified, it would probably be

fairly difficult tar an individual to successfully challenge the government

so as to compel it to deprive private institutions,
such as private single sex

schools, from enjoying a tsx-exempt
status simply because they do not admit

both sexes.

While Lastern Kentucky Welfare Rights
Organization would make the success

of suits against the government highly
unlikely, there is another line of cases

indicating that black citizens have standing to complain against government

action alleged to give aid or comfort to private schools practicing race dis-

crimination, Green, Norwood, and Gilmore, supra.

Currently, pending before the Supreme Court is Regan v. Wright, supra which

may be the case in which the Court clarifies
the law of standing and the rights

of third parties to sue the government. This case ie the follow-up to the

Court's decision in bob lone. University
and Goldsboro where the Court upheld

the iR3 policy of either denying or withdrawing the tax-exempt status of private

ed kdtional institutions that discriminate on the basis of race, a practice

contrary to our natioo' fundamental public policy. The Bob Jones University

and Gold, sboro decisions can be distinguished from the question of the poL.ntial

impact of the ERA on private single sex schools on the ground that these two

cases involved race and not sex discrimination and represent a statutory and

not a constitutional interpretation by the Court. Nevertheless, the pending

Regan v. Wright case is important because it should shed light on the matter

of how the government can he made to enforce nondiscrimination.

4.0 a
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Another :ase pending before the Supreme Court which may provide insight into

tne proolem of the potential impact of the proposed ERA on private single sex

schools 12 (iomer-Setnke v. U.S. Jaycees, supra. 'Here, if the Court reaches the

constitutional question, we may have a clearer understanding of what the limits

ate on government regarding the prevention of nongovernmental discrimination.

This case specifically involves alleged sex discrimination on the part of the

allmale Jaycees organization and puts before the Court the question of whether

private membersnkp groups which deal with the public have a constitutional right

to diocruoinace on the basis of sex in their choice of members; however, the

:oust may decide to avoid this broader constitutional question. It could do the

:41::er Sy simply agreeing with the Eighzh Circuit that -ch. Minnesota Hunan Rights

ect's prohibition is impernissib3y vague as applied to the Jaycees. It remains

to be seen what the Court will do. Lf it does decide the merits of the question

,t whetner members of private organizations have a constitutionally protected

'freedom pf association :fat outweighs the government's interost in forbidding

liscri:laation, I:s holding could 'lave farreaching implications, extending Se

no sex ciscrimination to race as well as ethnic discrimination.

In auamarv, our research ingicetes that the proposed ERA would probably not

mace a private single sex school, which is tax exempt, susceptible to a state

action challenge. 'here are court decisions supporting the position that tax--

exempt status is insuffi:ient government involvement to make the school a "state

actor- subject to the Fourteenth Amendment. By analogy, the some would probably

be !rue under t'7e FAA. Furthermore, in light of the Court's holding in Eastern

veniarg% .eIfare limhts .:`7ganization, there are obstacles limiting the

a:i:i!y of a plaintiff :o :) es:ablish standing to sue the government and 2)

;rove that 1t far' tae goernment's favorable tax treatment, :he private in

Jmid vt be engaging in a &iacruninatory practice. Also, there are
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two pending cases before the
Supreme Court this term which may provide 'rester

clarity respecting not only how far the government
can intrude on a private

entity concerning enforcement of nondiscrimination
principles, but also the

law regarding standing to sue.

Karen J Lewis
Legiel tie Attoney
kmerica6 Law Division
March 6, 1984

r11 (1
4, El
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Statement of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

on

Civil Rights Enforcement in Education

June 14, 1953

the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights views with growing concern

administration efforts to reduce Federal civil rights enforcement in

education. The Supreme Court reoently repudiated such efforts in Bob

Jones University v. U.S. and Goldsboro Christian Schools v. U.S. There

are indications the Departments or Education and Justice still seek .o

limit longstanding equal educational opportunity guarantees. Thair

policies, unless promptly 'reversed, could jeopardise fundamental civil

riepte protecticne under Title V/ of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title

II of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973, eine the Age Discrimination Aot of 1975.

Title VI, Section 504, and the Age Discrimination Act prohibit

discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, handicap,

and age in all federally assisted programs. Title LC prohibits sex

discrimination in education programs assisted by Federal funds. These

laws include specific Federal enforcement requirements. Agencies must

establish and enforce policies consistent with the purposes of the laws.

If recipients of Federal funds, despite all negotiation situ s, refuse

to comply voluntarily wit. civil rights la,tu, agencies suet terminate

funding or enforce policies by other means, such as requesting the

Justice Department to bring suit.

r

The Oebate bout Title IX coverage haw invol%ed complex, somot mas

lifferencen between legal experts. It, however, is not

bureaucratic tug-01war or en academie exereiee. The bm9ie thus is
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whether the Federal goverrunent will continue requiring equal opportunity

in the vast majority of programs supported by taxpayer dollars or

severely limit its ability to combat discrimination. This is not a

technical legal question, but a pressing matter of fundamental national

policy doveloped over more than a quarter of a century. Chief Justice

Burger recognized as much when he affirmed broad Federal enforce-

ment authority in Bob Jones, saying "racial discrimination in education

is contrary to public policy." The Commission believes similar public

policy concerns should govern decisions about Federal efforts to eliminate

discrimination on other bases and in other areas.

the Commission, therefore, calls upon the President, as it did on

January 6, to take the steps necessary to ensure his administration will

stand, with its predecessors, for broad and effective civil rights

protections. The Commission urges the Solicitor General, who will be

responsible for the Government's brief 1 1 Grove City, to develop a

position based on the full legislative history of Federal civil rights

laws in education. Despite current klucation and Justice Department

preferences, there is convincing evidence Congress intended Title IX and

related laws to prevent any Federal financial support for discrimination.

2 r)



THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: THE MILITARY

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER , 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in roomSD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Thurmond, Grassley, DeConcini, Kennedy, andMetzenbaum.
Staff present: Stephen Markman, chief counsel; Randal) Rader,

counsel; Sharon Peck, chief clerk; Dianne Franke, clerk; and
Robert Feidler, minority chief counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH
Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the third dayof hearings by the Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution con-cerning the proposed equal rights constitutional amendment.Today, we will again hear testimony on the impact of the amend-ment on a specific area of the law. The subject for today's hearing

will 131. the impact of the ERA upon military law and policy. Forth-
coming hearings by the subcommittee will continue to focus uponthe real world impact of the ERA in a wide variety of public policyareas.

As in our earlier hearings, we will only lave a small number of
witnesses before us today. And while all responsible groups and or-ganizatiom will eventually he afforded an opportunity to testify,the principal purpose now is to learn in detail the changes that
will be effected in law and policy by the equal rights amendment.Our goal is to establish an appropriate and thorough legislative
hiqory. We are attempting to do this by allowing both proponents;Ind critic, to invite to this panel the most knowledgeable and ar-ticulate w tnesses available.

1 believe that these hearings have proven and will continue toprove most valuable in building the record on what the proposed
amendment means. If, after this record is built, the Members of'fitigro,s, and the .State legislatures, and the public wish the ERAto proceed, I. Gil' one, do not intend to impede or obstruct its pas-I do wain to insure, however, that when I hom_i VOteS COMP, no

# I t- (
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one can say that he or she dues not have available a contemporary
legislative history on what changes the ERA will require of society.

It is my understanding that the House of Representatives, follow -.
ing 4 days of hearings, plans to consider the ERA in subcommittee
as early as this Friday. After their opening 2 days of hearings, in
which 14 out of 15 witnesses testified in favor of the ERA, I am
pleased that they have subsequently allowed the opposing view-
point at least some additional opportunity to testify. I believe that
it is in everyone's interestespecially the public interestto make
clear what we are doing when we propose to amend the Constitu-
tion of the United States. There is no more serious responsibility
that we have as Members of Congress. Whatever one's perspective
about the ERA, I think that there is an interest in learning more
about its predicted impact.

I very much look forward to your hearir today. We have two
outstanding witnesses with us who will enable this body to better
understand the effects of the equal rights amendment. I welcome
both of them here today.

wotIld also observe at this point that this subcommittee recent-
ly approved legislation S. 501 that would eliminate more than 150
provisions of Federal law that unnecessarily distinguished between
men and women. At Teast 50 of those provisions relate directly to
the the military.

Thus, whatever happens to the equal rights amendment, our
Federal Code will take less cognizance of the sex of an individual if
S. 501 is approved. This matter is scheduled to be considered by the
full Judiciary Committee this Thursday, and I think it will be of
interest to everybody concerned.

Senator Metzenbaum, we will turn to you. so,
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HOWARD M. METZENBAUM

Senator METZENRAUM. Mr, Chairman, I left the hearing on Judge
('lark which just opened this morning and will have to return, but
I came over because I am concerned about time elements with re-
spect to this matter.

I know the chairman's record for fairness and I know he wants
to have a full and complete record, but having said that, I think
that the chairman would also be equally fair in recognizing that
these hearings are being drat red out considerably while we explore
each of these areas.

In all honesty, my opinion is not one vote will be changed on the
committee by reason of the extended hearings. Therefore, it oc-
curred to me if the Chair wanted to make a full and complete
record, he could do that equally as well by having written state-
ments submitted on or before a certain date.

I feel very strongly that time is of the essence, and I wonder if
the ('hair could give me some indication as to when this matter
will he disposed of and brought before the full committee for a
final determination.

senator Milli I cannot say at this point, although I have said
that I am not going to obstruct or prevent the ERA from coming to
the full committee.



Stqlit(ir NI ET/EN ItA I 'M I (OW 11;1Vt` WO U1 it now in the sub-
committee" Are we in the sitheonimittee

Senator I I ATCII. This is in the suhcomittee
Senator M ETZEN RAU M. flow long have we had it in the subcom-

mittee. Mr. Chairman?
Senator HATCH. I think since the beginning of the year, just aslong as the !lousy has had it.
Senator M ETZEN /MUM. Yes, hilt the Ilouse is novv going to act onit
tienatiu. Ilivrt 'H. That is my uaderstanding
Senator M ETZEN BAUM I wonder if the Chair would not attemptto bring it before the full committee prior to our adjournment Onor before N vernher 1
Senator Mil!. I do not think we can. There are a few more

hearings that I want to hold on this subject. I do not see any prob-lem with getting the ERA to the floor should the full committee
decide to do so.

So we will do our best, Senator Metzenbaum.
But important issues, especially proposed constitutional amend

ments, deserve ;i more thorough analysis than written statements
can provide. That is why our committee system allows for the ques-
tioning of those who have submitted statements. Senators shouldhe able to ask witnesses to more fully explain certain aspects of
their statements, to defend their conclusions and to otherwise
assist the committee in making a more informed and balanced rec-ommendation.

1 think ,ve have moved with t ispiitch and we intend to continue
to do so.

Senator Mi..TZENHAUM. A year is a lengthy time. Thtre are still
women, literally millions of them being diAcrirnlnated against. I
think that the passage of ERA is a n imperative, and I think it isdoing less than meeting our own responsibilities if we hold this
matter for a yeir in SUI1CMIIMil

I know that the chairman wants to he fair.
Senator IIATen. That is right.
Senator Mr! ZENHA1 'M But I am conceted that he may he per-ceived as being unfair if this matter goes beyond adjournment and

the full committee is not given an opportunity to vwe on it in this
session of the Corgress, and I would strongly urge upon him that
we really have permitted to leave this subcommittee, wbi , her with
or without favorahlt reemomondation, and go to the ti 11 committee
so that the full COMM Ice HUI V act and possibly even gt-, it to the
door befOre we r.diourn.

Senato, IIA Fit Well, I will take the Senator's 1,v1,:he!., into (,,n
sodisration 'MN I.; a ITN important issue.

Senator Mi-.17.nrinA M are not a woman
Senator' IIATuti. I understand that, I also understand that there

are well intOrmed women and mon on hot h sides of the-, is tie 13ot hwill he affected by the PAM, rnfortunately, Congress has neverbeen willing to reall examine the arguments these wointi and
inert offer to support their oppmuir

'Hits subcommittee has the ti frion.,ibil0 to stem Ow dim'ussion
eat the 1.:1?;\ away from emotional apio:ils in order to address some

l the iirp)rt:1111 rfne lioiir, rmod by tiosr \.11s) wli t e r I' I
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Is Hie the kind of coli...aderation it deserves. After all, it is a pro-
posed const it ut ional amorndment

Senator METzEritAtim. The ('hair has been the sponsor of certain
constitutional amendments, and in those instances, the ('hair did
not see fit to urge upon the committees considering those constitu-
tional amendments that there be these lengthy and drawn-out
hearings.

Senator IIATril I am not sure that is accurate. For example, on
the abortion amendment we had 9 days of hearings and accommo-
dated nearly 8.0 witnesses. These are important amendments that
deserve careful attention. I do not think anyone has ever accused
me of delaying these matters.

Senator METZENHAUM. It is the perception I am concerned about.
Senator HATCH. Then let us perceive what is going on the House.

I have said from the beginning that the extent of this subcommit-
tee's hearings will, in considerable measure, he determined by how
this matter is treated there. It has become obvious that if' the ERA
is to receive full and balanced consideration, it will have to be in
I he Senate

We are not dragging our feet. We are trying to look at this as
carefully as we can within the confines of all our schedules. Sena-
tor, we will do the best we can, but I doubt seriously if it will get to
the floor herone we go out this year.

Senator rassley.
Senator CHASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement.
Senator HATCH Senator Packwood, we welcome you before our

committee My regard for you is very high, not only as an individ-
ual but as someone who has spoken to these issues in a very strong
and articulate way We are happy to take your testimony at this
t line

sT VrEN1ENT 1.' EN. ROB PACK W(1111), A I '.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MEGON

Sfq1:1011. l'Ackwoon. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr Chairman, let mc thank you and the members of this sub-

CMIltnit it'V for holding this series of hearings on the proposed equal
rights amendment and for inviting nee to testify this morning. I am
extremely proud to testify in support of this amendment, adding
ft; )1C(' for equal rights for all Americans.

Nli I 'hairtnan and Senator Grassley, when enacted, the Cohst itu
tem in 1 and the Rill of Rights in 1791 extendod their full pro-
tcct lull:- only to white males over 21 who owned real property. The
hr tr,rt of expansion of liberty in this country from that time to

ill) a few exceptions, has not been the creation of new fiber
tie, r much a, the extension of existing liberties to classes of
puuldo prcyluo,ly uncovered. Blacks, defendants in criminal trials,
indirent..., children, the insane, aliens, and women. Sometimes, the
eNteotion «:e 1)N constitutional amendment, like the 1,1th amend-

!,-;unietime, the extension was by court decision such as
Rfu0,/ Ow Hut:0/ uf Vdricutruit involving segregation of blacks in
educ.(Ilun. Grdrun Rurn//17,,.,,/i/ involving indigent defendants,

1,, r MI (1(1(.11(1010 right inI criminal
1,I1-



tow evet , the i 'OW 1110, 111 1111.' (1:1y: (01'11(1N1 full pr'ote'ction
111 t)111i'll II the Court had, wr might not he here today arguing
the equal rights amendment.

So the questions to ask oun,elves today are as follows.
I do we want women to have equal rights in this country? I

ye,-; For those who think no, however, and there are some,
n, ed not ask any other questions

sfnad, it, however, you answer, f es, if you think that women
,should have equal rights, then the next questions is this;: Should
those right:- he guaranteed at the State or the Federal level? The
question. howeve. answers itself. You cannot have equal rights fir
women it those rights are disparate and can vary From State toState II you are going to have equal rights, uniform equal rights
thrImghoni the Nation, they must he federally guaranteed and fed-
eally protected,

Third, assuming, therefore, that you support equal rights for
women and realize that such rights, if they are to he truly equal,
can only he guaranteed by unifiers Federal action, then the lastquestions to ask are whether a Federal statute is adequate orwhether a C01151111/I tonal amendment is necessary.

Clearly a statute is inferior to a constitutional amendment as aguarantor of equal rights. A statute does not rise to the dignity orcertainty of the constitution. A statute will be reviewed by anycourt with less awe than is the ('e nstitut ion. And, of course, a stat-
ute can he repealed by a majority vote of Congress at any time.
Ch.aly, thet.tOre, only a constitutional amendment will guarantee
equal rights for women in this country.

,V:suming. therefore, that this committee comes to the conclusionthat it believes we have arrived at a time in our history when
women at last are to he guaranteed equal rights and assuming this
committee believes that equal rights for women can only be guar-anteed by Federal action, then all this committee need do is to.:end to the floor Senate Joint Resolution 10 which is before :t.

Mr. Chairman. I cannot accept the premise that we do not need
art equal rights amendment. A Nation founded on the ideals of
freedom of opportunity for all of its citizens cannot continue todeny ofitialit of rights to more than 50 percent of its population.
T -ay that equality can he achieved through statute' is like saying
that the first amendment is not needed to protect free speech.
Vipiatit N. it a fundamental right. Its guarantee is constitutional pro-l, thin

.1111'4' dn hi, 11h doubt that worsen roles in our society have
changed dramatically, especially in the last decade. Although many
factor- have brought about that clu,nge, the resultant effect on our,,uclk r -,wroheatit It is estimated that soon nearly half' of theN,0 11,

. vv,,rhiuvru witI he wo11r1,11: Iwo Wi1g1'4111.11Vr families pre-dimonat, childhearing is hoing postponed; divorce is on the rise;female headed flake increased dramatically. More andin,,re %%Hoon ale III -I':1/(1 and 111 111'd of the same opportunities
rnrl iii' ii :Ivadable to men and they are proving that they can

111: :11 1{1:1 the kit 1I,"110'.1111 11(41 VP 10 he 511 PiVet`11WIll 1101
,1 )1,11d velv -lop teer ward ,hould 1110 he matched or annulledwith ,w Hl,ward \'ictories -,hould not have to he won at the

fit 54;,r, 411 Iii wilt inn ;11,d 1(,b1p, Inur4ions into



Male haSt1111Vo '-111111111 WO be lei by sneers and contempt, Al-
though, Mr Chairman, no law call change attitudes overnight, the
law presently does nut even give women it fighting chance. And, al-
though law cannot change attitude; overnight, it can change ac-
tions very sonn, and attitudes will often follow actions.

Wf' need the r'qual rights amendment to guide the courts in de-
ciding ca,es 411 gender discrimination, to locus the legislatures as
We fine Will' implementing legislation and to signal to our Nation
and to the world that America will not tolerate second-class citizen-
ry and is fining something about it.

The rights amendment will clearly ;:ccomplish several cru-
cial objectives. It will strike down sex-based laws and regulations
cost raining women front achieving equality. Once the equal rights
amendment is passed, subsequent laws and regulations will be
based on a person's individual characteristics and abilities. Only a
Federal equal rights amendment will ensure that these fundamen-
tal eqaalities are both extended to the entire Nation and made in-
vulnerable to executive or congressional action.

flu- need fur and the benefit of the equal rights amendment
slinuld he obvious to everyone. It is the most powerful tool for se-
curing equal pay and equal opportunity for women in the work-
place. It would ensure that women receive equal treatment in

nrornintions, salaries, and benefits to their male counter-
parts

Instructively, State equal rights amendments have stimulated ex-
tensive reform in this area by striking down overly restrictive "pro--
tectie and other sex-stereotyped labor laws that *rvr only to
Irnlit employment opportunities for women. The operiente vvith

t'tit ate equal rights amendments has proven that a. Federal equal
rights amendment would ensure close scrutiny of joy) requirements
unnecessary for job perfUrntancT, serving only to deny women
equal access to these positions.

The equal rights amendment would strengthen the position of
women seeking income, health and retirement protection by pro-
Inhitinv, sex-based discrimination in insurance, pensions and retire-
ment security programs that involve government action, Presently,
Ih-urance companies justify higher premiums and lower pensions
hir women by using sex-hased actuarial statistics. i have argued
time and again in seeking passage of the Fair Insurance Prac,ices
Nct that insurance rates and per-pion premiums must be ha5('d on

oldivalino characteristics The equal ighk amoindmoit wonld

In-nye iiinch 4sidt.rAtiin for mniten in r'; ting Insurance and
fwrp-ion L.tandath, touched by it.

--;,!rtilicantiv, the equal HOW amendment vill he 11enefiri;i1 to
I !milli. And homemaker. The right! am-..ndment v, ill help

ieogrotIon 1)) 111i' V;11114) )(I. nom:tkpr,.. ,ithin the
I,omc coital ;miendment also hokie the eft Ill to

,cole 1er..)1 and economic' right:-. for homemaker:, 1)oili during the
Iii thy event of divorce by gitaratite( h'!; iftrlt mar

I .1.. ;1 111;;11 ii;irtw('H;hip
frif,) thr cirril 7.11;W amendment, the need, mid (ion

41,411 ion- h talinlv member. rather I 14:in willow:01,d rules
H.1.4.41 inion ".111 form the iii 1441 eovel 11111r,

171,1/ 11.11 1/IMPlqt% ',144)11.-;11 H111111'1 t



Let me take the lead in the question of tothiy's hearingsthemilitary Questions surrnuading the equal rights amendment'simpact on women and the military can best he answered with thesame emphasis on individualism that buttresses the equal rightsamendment. Military positions, like other job positions, should beFilled by the most qualified individuals available, and military as-signments should he based on the accurate assessment of job dutiesand relevant qualifications.
No constitutional atnendineot can possibly foresee every situa-tn that may arise any ino. ...an the framers foresaw the adventof electronic media in drafting the first amentliment or the ramilcations of the Commerce clause when that clause was put in theConstitution. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I have only highlighted afew of the many benefits that will be affatled to women, as well asto men, if the equal rights amendment is ratified as part of ourCmistitution. Regardless of these, opponents will argue that theequal rights amendment is not needed. Instead, they blind them-selves to the importance of this measure by shrouding it in myth.For example, many fear that the equal rights amendment willcompel military commanders to assign women to combat positions,even they ave not qualified. As have stated before, Mr. Chairman, . he equal rights amendment will ensure that combat posi-tions are filled by only the most qualified individuals for the job,whether male or female. Another myth is that the equal rightsamendment would worsen the situation in this country with e-spet to -abortion on demand." The equal rights amendment willnot affect the availability of abortions. This right is already guar-anteed by other constitutional protections. Further, many fear thatthe equal rights amendmer will eliminate or force the integrationof single sex private schools, clubs. or other private institutionssuch as fraternities and sororities. The equal rights amendmentwill not affect completely private institution; where no Stateaction is involved.

Because of these ;Ind other myths, opponents contend that sexdiscrimination should he corrected by statute, it' at all Mr. Chair-man. that simply is not enough. It is too limited. It is too late. Itwill not help the courts or the country. Although we may fine-tunethe aasterwok, the equal rights amendment, with legislation fromtraw to time, we cannot rake grand musk with fine-tuning alone.Equality of rights is too precious to he subject to shifting atti-t041es and interpretation and an occasional statute 2011 years intothe mission, the t;rne is now lo ensure the principle for all Ameri-cans.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
;enator Thank you, Senator Packwood, for your ut-'tandr, te'4111110nY. I aprinif' it.
-.,+eriaior DeConcini, do you have any qtwitions?
Senator l'W.CoNfNI Mr. Chairman. I will have 10 submit (ies,:t a 'MIT te,le becaose I have to go to a .inles Committee

!IWO mg for about an hour. 1 want lo compliment the Senator fromOregon um expressing his views as he has, particillat ty, as the ERAanpae4 on the military.
There ale 5o many %.(ilimes of information on the FBA talAvilHIM 1);1,1 heat kit h in I)11' :-Hvitc and the liow:c, that I have

1



had a chance to review...hi:A this last weekend. I have also reviewed

the line book of Senator Hatch, which t do not agree with, but,

indeed, I have finally taken the time to read. I want to stress my

agreement with the Senator from Oregon that in his opinion

combat assignoio'nt will not he based on the gender of the troop. It

will be based on the need of the commander.
Isn't that your opinion, Senator Packwood, that that, as is the

case today, the commander may choose the necessary personnel

and place them in the best position for the particular mission that

that commander is charged with'?
Senator PAckwoon. It is. to the extent that the commander is

given any freedom in that choice. We have some very severe limita-

tions on wmien in so-called combat today, although that definition

is :t very broad deli,ition.
Absent that, however, the commander is not free to say I want

Sally and Joan and Dianne because they are the best out of the 10

I have. Sometimes he cannot. send those three, but short of that, he

tries to pick the best people. This amendment will say to him, cap-

major, von pick the best 10 you have, regardless of sex.

Senator DECoNcitql. And that means that if, in fact, the mission

entails physical strength or something that a femai, might not

have, the era would certainly not mandate, as the opponents of the

ERA indicate, that women would be allowed into combat because of

this amendment
Senator PAcKwoon. It is the other way around. It is going to be

based on individual characteristics, and any commander that tried

by some kind of quota system to send half women and half men in,

when the women were not fit by physical tharacteristics, ought to

he subject to being cashiered. I want that commander to pick the

hest people that he or she has under them.
Senator DECorsicisi There is certainly no !::goo: precedent that

would indicate that a possible interpretation of this amendment

would be that the Constitution wluld mandate that the command-

(' equalize the mix of sexes in a combat situation.
Senator PArkwoon. Absolutely not.
Senator DECoNem. Just as there is not today.

Senator Pm 'K wooly There is none in race today.

Senator DECONCINI, I thank the Senator. I have no further ques-

tions at till:, time.
Senator II/ren. hark you. Sepif or DeConcini,

Senator (;rassloy.'
Senator CricAssLEY. You made clear what impact you think the

ERA would have on abortion. You said it would have none because

,trot 1!-; :1 constitutional right guaranteed by the ('onstitu

t inn
lint what would it do to the Federal funding of abortions?

Senator PACK WI on). In my iadgment, Senator Cirassley, I do not

think it would do anything to compel F-deral funding unless you

mile under the "miaow physical characteristics" test and I am not

-;1(1V how a court would come out on that.
Nlv judgment is that the courts would follow the recent Supreme

Court ca:-;( and say that they cannot COM p(' I COIlf_;1Sti to Rind

t i floe.; itet dtiattt to f1111(1 It wl)ItId he another thing if ('on

funded 'Iliortion old not do it equally. Hut f do riot think

f"!
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under the recent Supreme Court decision even the equal rights
amendment would have the practical effect of compelling Congress
to fund abortion, since the analysis falls so rigidly under the consti-
t.utiona right to privacy.

Senator II Amt. Senator Kt nnedy?
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to

have my opening statement included in an appropriate place in the
record.

Senator II Amu. Wit how objection we will place it in the record.
I Prepared statement fol tows: I

OPENIN STATEMENT OF SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY

welcome this hearing on the effect of the Equal Rights Amendment on the U.S.
Armed Forces Let me state at the outset that I am both a strong supporter of our
national defense, and a strong supporter of ERA. And Mr. Chairman, I would not
support a Coostithtional Amendment that would compromise our military readi-
ne-ks. ERA and national defense are not mutually exclusive; they are mutually com-
patible

A useful starting point for the examination of ERA and the military is the basic
purpose of ERA, which is to guarantee equality of rights under the law to men and
women To those who would exempt the military from the application of ERA. I say
that they miss the point of the amendment. You can't accomplish equality of rights
by sanctioning sex discrimination in the military, which employs more than two
million Americans. and provides its soldiers with skills and benefits that last a life-
time So an amendment to the ERA which excludes the military is unacceptable.
Those who support such an amendment are opponents of ERA and equal rights, not-
w it list mating their attempts to otherwise characterize themselves.

Let us look at the arguments made by opponents of equal rights in support of the
continuation of sex discrimination in the military: first, that the exclusion of women
from involuntary military service and all combat positions is a protection of women
which should he retained; and second, that the opening of all military positions to
qualified individuals, regardless of sex, would impair our military readiness.

The current quotas on female soldiers and combat exclusions do not protect
women from injury or death in the military. Women as nurses and other combat
support personnel have served in the combat theater of every war since World War
I Female soldiers in non-comb/it positions have been wounded, killed, and take ,1 ux
preame, in past wars. The Ai iy acknowledges that under current Army policy, in
any future war, female soldiers will serve in battlefield areas, be expected to defend
theroselve, and their units, and he exposed to the same risks of injury, death. and
c;ipilire ftwir male counterparts

tl,ii current all-volunteer force does not protect women from a future draft.
The DepartIPPlit id Defense Inc; already.developed a plan for a draft of medical per-
-,(ffin4,1 that would include own and women. Ho the argument that women currently.
Are protected from the realities of war is simply inaccurate

taponeats of FHA who churn that sex discrimination in our Armed Forces is es
oiaial to ma natiowil defense either seriously misinformed or deliberately at

liaopting to elide support for FHA by misrepresenting its effects. ERA will require
0.inlci neutral ciiierin to be 'used in recruiting, drilling, and assigning military per-

FIZA taltt 11,4 I 'quire that anyone, male or niniale, he assigned to a position
inilitari, fin khicb itr or sh is not qualified. Under ERA, military readiness

iinainue In hr tho pahtioliont coin ern of onr Armed Forces
I hop, 111,11 IMIOV and for all, flit' tipeIOIIS claim;; CO' it:Vrti

1' It 1 ntul Ow iildllitt\ haVr 1),(11 nmed hy opponents of equal right!. in au
t ro otatme tin, real of sex discrimination in the military, which is that

art fi, III it the ibirwryi of military life, but are denied rimy of the
ww.tit' 1,411 fc)14.tote the. any longer

I tool ha me from our V. IWS:-A' 111 the iubject of FHA
.11,1 tut ,,1110.1,,, Ain! 1 Au, Imp.11,1 'hot Ow. Constitiit Mimi amendment

.1, fed iii oin, li% the 1;11'V ;Ind t 11111 SPOON'

KI:N"Nif Icy i WOW pal welcotra, Senator Packwood and say
1 h : i t I l i t m.. in hi. ,:hoprnont that ht' 11;v- knokod down a lot of I he

t !1:t% liven plat mitt the wav of this, au.ndrnynt,
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awl I think in his response on this issue of the military, which is
the subject of this heainp., he has given us a very clear indication
as to what he believes would be the standard that would be used
under the ERA, and I agree with him. Individuals would be as-
signed to the military on the basis of their qualifications.

I suppose what would be reasonable to examine is whether the
qualifications which are established in the military for a particular
job category are fair and reasonable, and related to the job.

Senator IPArxwoon. The same thing we try to do in the private
employment market now. The Court has said on several cases that
the standard has to bear some relation to the job, and that y
cannot exclude people by an artificial standard that is really unre-
lated to the job.

Senator KENNEDY. I think that there are many who believe that
this may be a factor strengthening the Armed Forces.

Senator PA('kwoon. Well-
Senator Kr NNEUY. Strengthening the Armed Forces in terms of

establishing qualifications for each particular mission. So the ERA
may he helpful actually in insuring that we are using the best
qualified people to meet the dial)/ ages that are ahead.

I understand further if you are looking for the issue of qualifica-
tions, you would have to probably look at the reasonableness of the
qualifications for a particular kind of a role.

We have seen, for example, when women were brought into the
fire departments and police departments, that initially there were
qualifications or standards that were established which were really
unrelated to the particular skill needed for firefighting or police
work, and once the qualifications were really related to the par-
ticular responsibility, that women participated, and met the stand-
ards and that the various departments have had a very extraordi-
nary record of success. Would it be your understanding that under
ERA job-related qualifications in the military could stand?

Senator PArxw000. I do not think any of us advocating the equal
rights amendment are going to quarrel with fair qualifications. For
example, there are maximum-height qualification on fighter pilots.
If you are too big you cannot fit into the cockpit, and that applies
both to men and women if they are too tall, and I think also too
fat.

Senator KENNEnv. I just want to end with this. Do you not be-
lieve that many of the reasons which are raised for involving or
not involving women in the Armed Forces are similar to the argu-
ments that were raised a number of years ago to exclude blacks
and other minorities in the Armed Forces?

Senator PACKIAr(m. Absolutely, yes.
Senanir ki-ANKov. The same issues we're raised That we are not

going to he' able to keep up the morale, that we cannot expect to
have a good effective fighting force, that to maintain combat effi-
cii.ncv, we have to have separate units.

I think many of us remember the action that was taken by a
President to trim,, toward eliminating those criteria and standards

.uniber of year: ago with respect to race, but it woos to Inc. that
hear the same kind of echo at the present time when we are tall,

Mg about A'ornen in the Armed Forces that we heard prohably :
nears ago concerning racial minorities.



/Id I ,1111 111,,1 as someone who follows this issue aridhas given some thought lo it what your views are on this issue.Senator PAch.woo. It is amazing to me how rapidly things havechanged. I and going to go back to 1970 and raise the four questionsthat Senator Ervin raised in opposition to the equal rights amendrio and its effect upon the military at that time:
First Would women have to he admitted to the service acade-mies"
Sperm& Would separate women's corps such as the WAC's haveto he aLlished.!
'Third. Would women and men end u im ha-ac' training, together?
Fourth. Would women he required to perform jobs in combat/lines"

thimgh We hove not had an equal rights amendment,
women are admitted to the service academies. They are doing verywell. They graduate high in the class. They are performing excel-lently.

Would separate women's corps such as the WAC's have to heahidished? 1h 'v ahoiished a long time ago. Would men and womenend up in basic training together? The answer is yes, arid they are
101W.

Would women be required to perform jobs in combat zones? DoesSenator Frvin mean required regardless of qualifications? I thinkhe phrases it in th; wrong sense. All of these issues that just 13year--; ago were raised as myths and horror stories have all come topas and our military can still give a good account of itself, and wehave no even got the equal rights amendment.
lien, t KENNFine. Well, the time is moving on. I do not knowwhether von have seen that Army report, the HEE WAC report. Iwill get into that later on perhaps with some of the other wit-nesses It is an evaluation of the performance of women in unitswith men on extended field exercises. I think the results of it wereenormously important and impressive. I will develop that perhapslater
Senator PAck wooly You mentioned the issue of race. Historydoes change. Within the last century and a half', England Fl ill hadwhat they called 'rest Acts.- where Catholics and Jews were notallowed to serve in the military. Whether they were regarded asuntrustworthy or loyal to the Pope or loyal to somebody else, Eng-laild's laws did not allow them in the military. Times havechanged. England has now had many, many, many extraordinary

Catholic ;aid Jewish members of the military.
Society does change. Society has changed. By gosh, nowhere isthis rrlore evident then when you talk about physical qualifications.We ad have vials that we Flay. Mine happens to he squash.
I have an old Ira of in Oregon. a women, who is rrti years old.She look up squash at the age of 30. I have played it off and onsince I was in my midtwenties. She regularly beats me at squash,and i mean handsomely heats me at squash.
I 1)1,1% over here at the local club and took a lesson one day fr, nthen (MINH prOfi`titilMIll, and aFter she had beaten ow a game ort; or 1:1 i, she pat her racket up at linst the wall and she"New, Senator, i want you to bounce the ball on the groundand hit the racket Well, I hiinnefq! it times and missed the

26;1
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racket 10 times. Sin then took my racket and hit her racket 7
times out of 10.

Now, if that ability is anything akin to shooting a rifle, I want
her with me[laughter] if I have to be on combat.

Senator KENNEDY. You've convinced me, Senator. Thank you
very much.

Senator DECoNctm. Would the Chairman yield?
Senator HATCH. Yes, go ahead.
Senator DECoNciNt. Mr. Chairman, I have an opening statement.

I would like to have it appear.
Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will place it in the record.
I Prepared statement follows:I

OPENINI: STATEMENT OF SENATOR. DENNIS DECONCINI

It is a pleasure liar me to welcome Our distinguished witnesses to the hearing
today on the impact of the ERA on the military. You both have outstanding cre-
dentials and I look forward to hearing from you.

In considering the ERA, its impact on the military is always certain to beg;.i a
lively discussion. As a Member of the Senate it has been my privilege to tour nu-
merous military installations and to observe first hand the role that women play in
our national defense. By and large, the reports I have seen and the commanders I
have ..,:oken to about the performance of women in the military, have indicated
that women pull their weight and serve a vital function in the armed services.

Thus far in the Nation's history, we have not had to call upon our women to serv-
ice in combat units although many women have served with distinction in combat
areas The key question that I believe will evolve today is whether the ERA will
mandate the opportunity for women to serve in a combute role and what restriction,
it any. will the Congress or the President he able to place on their service?

I look forward to a thorough discussion of the issue. I firmly believe that the ERA
will not have a negative impact on the ability of Congress to provide for military
necessity and the national security while at the same time providing women with
all thi rights they have earned.

Senator HATCH. Bob, you indicated to Senator Grass ley that you
s(4. no relationship between the ERA and abortion funding. Do you
feel that ERA will enhance abortion rights in any of those areas in
which they are still not fully realized?

Senator PActiw000. Give me some examples and let me answer
them.

Senator ilA-rcut. Do you think the right to have the Government
pay for an abortion will be enhanced?

Senator PAckwoon. Mr. Chairman, I do not think so as a practi-
cal matter. Again, I do not want to be like James Madison trying
to guest- he commerce k lause, but I think the Court was very clear
in its recent case that it cannot compel Congress to appropriate
money.

Senator flATett. Keep in mind that Harris v. McRae was a 5-to-4
decision.

Senattir PACK W(511). 1 understand that
Senator I fArrif. Almost every feminist organization in tia . coun-

try fought against the ban.
Senator PACK WO )1). 1 understatm that
Senator IIATett. Would the ERA push that result over the other

w:iv?
Senator PAcK )(1D I was familiar with the case in the district

court when the district court held that Congress did have to appro-
priate the money, and then the Supreme Court reversed it.

Senator HATCH. Right.
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St. Our I'll 14,14,Imfii Mr. Chairman, we cannot guess what
a court will do They reversed themselves On "separate but equal."
They reversed themselves 0 the issuinp reapportionment after acentury and a half of saying it wai a political thicket that they
would not get into.

I am not going to try to duck issues. I do not think the ERA inand of itself would. as a practical matter, lead to abortion funding,
but far be it from me to say what a court might do.

Senator Ilivrcn. Given that concern that ycti are not sure what
the court will do. would you object to adding lauguage to the ERA
that makes clear that nothing in the amendmert shall affect abor-
tion rights or abortion funding?

Senator PAcKwooD. No, I would not want to out that in. I do notwant to start cluttering up the ERA with speak "but-not," "but-
not." "but-not," "but-not" amendments. So I would not.

Senator HATCH. But it is a issue. And some of the more promi-
nent opponents :tad proponents of abortion have indicated their
belief that the passage of the ERA will enhance abortion rights.

During the recent debate on the Hyde amendment you arguedthat the funding restrictions "fly in the face" of all the progressthat this country has made toward 'equal rights." Now, that raises
some ci ncet ns for me.

You mentioned the Harris v. 21,1tHae case. In that case, virtually
every major feminist organization in the country argued before the
Supreme Court that the Hyde amendment represented a violation
of the equal rights. component of the fifth amendment: Now, they
were unsuccessful, but it was a :-)-to-1 decision.

It could easily go the other way, especially with the proposedERA in the Constitution.
Abortion rights litigator Rhonda Copelon, whom you quoted ex-tensively during recent debates on abortion, stated in October I9 t :3

in Ms. magazine that "the separation of abortion from the cam-
abortion and pro(luced trun-cated

you know, abortion rights groups have sought to use the State
ERA provisions in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania and Hawaii to
promote abortion rights.

Senator l'Arkwoon. And what effect have they had on funding in

!Aenator i Lvrco. Thus tar, not much. lint, there is clearly a genu-ine vontrovery here if the equo rights amendment is passed. willthat affect t funding decision? You are ,ying you do not know.
So what abjection would you have to putting this in the hill'?

Senator PAKW011 I do riot want to mislead you, Mr. Chairman.
1,Vhio 1 ain is I do not think so. I am willing to hot you di:1-hr- itt doot;hoor.:, huv, over, if the ERA that
ia on, a caw .111(1 0.1'11110 rt 011 111(11 11;11.41ti

S1'1, 101' H. TI'11 I think wit, all know that is going to happen,
l'Ackwotia We ale a very litigious country, and I amfloor do.{. that .trtlifs ill be hroaght on that basis.

:--;eti.00t Well, then do we not have an obligation to make
k11:11 Hi, - r, 10111v! I() 1n1,1111"

S011.1101 H110'1;001) I .V0111(1 1101 ;1(.11`11t ;11/y ;1(1(1111011 10 1111';
.linclq1111111 111%01\ 1111', ihnil jun ()I ;1111'11111W eke 1 law OW ;111M'Ild
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Men! the way II ,'..t)1111,11 Tilts l'1111Mitter will have to do with it

as it wants assunnog it is going to send it out.
Senator HATCH. Individuals such as Professor Emerson of Yale's

law school, who, of course, has written very extensively, ;n his
analy;is of the ERA has stated in this article that the ERA would
enhance al ortion rights.

Do you disagree with that'? Or do you say you do not know?

Senator PM KW001). No. What I am saying is that I do not think
the ERA will, as a practical matter, compel abortion funding. If

you want to talk about other abortion rights, you can.
Senator IIAlt u. Other authorities, such as Professor Emerson of

the Yale law school, are saying that the ERA may significantly en-

hance abortion rights.
Senator PAckwoo. I understand. I would be ver. surprised if' all

witnesses say identical things. whether proponents or opponents of

this anubndment.
Senator HATCH, What you are saying then, it seems to me, is let

us leave it to the courts, and the courts will have to r,.solve this,
and whatever they do will be fine.

Senator PAumwoo. What I am saying is that I do not want the
equal rights amendment. cluttered up with abortion or with any
other provisons. I like it the way it is written.

Senator If ATCH. So the courts will have to decide it then.
Senator wool). Courts at the moment have decided on that

Senator .11ATuit. Rut when the equal rights :intendment is passed,

the courts will he the ultimate deeisiontnakers (.3 that particular

11.10.
PACK Wi 'M. They always are.

Senator linTufi. They would not have to he if we wrote the Ian -

t iage clearly We could clarify and resolve that issue right now.

Senator l'AKW(1(11). That is a decision that this committee will
have to mak, If it is included, I would try to take it out on the

floor
Sornitor You would prefer not to have it included?
Senator l'AcKwmio. Oh, very much.
Senator I 1ATC H. Doe- any of this suggest to you that opponents of

;Wort ion at least hay,. a reason; concern that there may be a
ne\u.., between the KIA and abortion?

ti,,,nator PAxwoon No, I do not think so. I think it is one more

et tort to ,teleat it, ha my hunch would be if you put the strongest
antiabortion rider on this amendment that you could dream up, it

y, mild not r ha.nee a single antiabortion vote toward the amend-

ment
,lot II.. 1 ti tt Well, there are some who are antiabortion who

aipoort the 11M, but are eoncerned about whether this issue is

:())11v; 1() eSilkeil, whether the ERA will promote abortion

riKlit it i-; a let,,itimate locern.
!-;enatoi l'Arkwoon. kVell, that is a decision you will have to

in,d,e, hot it the cHnilnlitee doe:. ;Old it, I will indicate notice. I will

tai,e it out with an amendment on the floor.
--.;eriatol. II \Tilt I personally t;elieve that a reasonable person

«Inld cuncliolt 141;11 ! a relationship between the ERA and
ion Th,o slit point Reasonable IWO( tle, I hAt'Ve, cart

4 ) ""1 d )
11,1 tC10



come to this con,'Iusion Of course, we cannot prove now who isright or wrong The only way to resolve it once and for all is towrite into the amendment specific language that will prevent theERA from affecting abortion.
Senator PAcKwoon. Well, as I said, Mr. Chairman, vou and I dis-agree on the ahortion issue, but this committee will have to dowhat it wishes to do, assuming it is going to send out the amend-ment.
Senator Ilivrea. What I am trying to do, Senator Packwood, is

create legislative history of exactly what this amendment means.Senator PAcKwoon. As I have indicated to you, I do not think theamendment will compel abortion funding.
Senator HATCH. But you do not know.
Senator PArKwoon. I do not think anyone testifying can tell youexactly whit the courts will decide or 100 years from now anymore than, Mr. Chairman, you could have predicted decisionsunder the due process clause or any of the other major provisionsof the Constitution.
Senator HATCH. Well, what would your intent he, then? Is it yourintent to enhance abortion rights with the ERA'?
Senator PAcKwoon. I would be perfectly happy if we can One daypass legislation funding abortion, and I hope we will. That fightwill come again another day, and second, I will be perfectly happyif, apart from Raiding, no other change is made in the presentright of a woman to make the choice for herself as to whether ornot to have an abortio.i.
I do not regard that as a major issue in the equal rights amend-ment. That right is secured except for funding which I. do not thinkt his amer,..ment will touch, and I think the abortion issue is atactic thrown up in an effort to defeat the ERA.
Senator HATCH Op another issue. When you and Senator Tson-

gas reintroduced the ERA last year, You said, on the Senate floor,that the ERA was "the most powerful tool" to insure women equalpay and equal opportunities in jobs.
wonder if you could elaborate on this. Would the ERA requirehaoges in the Federal Equal Pay Act or State equal pay actSenator Pialminni. Mr. Chairman. 1 am going to answer yourquestions very carefully because 1 realize we are laying a !on'.Senator flicrn. That is right.

Sellitlffl- KENNEDY While We have this hiatus, Mn'. Chairman.
what k going to he the way that we are going to proceed this morn-ou.: wt1I1 the 1.'arious wit nesses.'

Senator ii/vreu ,\s soon as Senator Packwood is through we will01 on Mr t 'uhen and Ms. Cha,es
.111:-.1 ill lt,111P-. e,f i 111111 ring of l hp wit nesse:4.

Ire k ow; ir, tollow at II) mollify ride or how ar( we going to pro-
1.191.1 f Ire yntt have some idea''

Serhour Hair tt We will make eVeybOdy hats the 0141011
s, if} .1 all III. low; they want

.'-eriati PAciicuop Nwx, we,ulel .you a,,k the question again'.'
;enator II to Yfs Mudd the equal rights amendment require

the ederal rqual Pas, Act ur State equal pay arts
f cuaiorN



Senator PALKw/ .1n Possibly It depends on how the acts are
worded You know that there will he a 2-year hiatus after ratifica-
tion before the equal rights amendment goes into effect, and that
the experience in the lii States that have Equal Rights Acts now,
although they are not all identical, has been that in this 2-year
period, legislative bodies have significantly changed their laws if
the, were completely out of phase with the State Equal Rights Act.
Consequently there have not been as many suits filed as people
predicted.

If we had State acts or Federal acts that were not in harmony
with the goal of the equal rights amendment, my hunch would be
that they would be changed or they probably would be challenged.

Senator IIATC1i. In your statement, however, you say, on page 10:
"I'lll, equal rights amendment will not affect completely private in-
stitutions where no State action is involved".

Senator PACKW(HM. That is correct, but I am not quite sure what
your point is.

Senator IIATett Well, the equal pay acts only apply to private
f 'tit et feti.

Senator l'Ackwona. When we say "private," we are talking about
no Government touching. In that case, you are saying that the
present Constitulion cannot compel private employers, General
Motors, cannot compel them to cease discriminating on the base of
race. or ndigion, or national origin. Clearly, that is' regarded as a
public action, and we have prohibited discrimination in those areas
fine a good many years.

SI matur IIAT(11. That is under the commerce clause. That is not
tar der the 1.1th amendment or under the equal rights amendment.
I )t You agree with that'?

'enator PAcKwoon. As far as I am concerned, it' the equal rights
arrtendment passes, it would accord to women the same protections
we now extend to race, religion, or national origin in those areas.

Senator IIATun. Would the State ERA require changes in title
VII of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act or of similar State
law:'

Senator PAcKwoo. Say that again.
Senator IIATrii. Would the ERA require changes in title VII of

I he Equal Employment Opportunity Act or similar State laws'?
Senator l'AcKvv(mm No: it does not compel change.
Senator I I AICII. Would the ERA apply to private-sector business

enterprises at all"
Senator PAchwoon Ito you define private action as private ern-

pH- mem, for example: I he Kart ices t:i o company like Genvral
)loi or-,'

-;t,o.it or I IA WI! Stir('
..;pluilut. PAI.Kvomm Woll, Hwy :it'r :111 :Ids, covered at the

moment in it'IIIH, hi ymploymont. Now, is pm!' question, would the
eqaal ri( ht!. amendment re(piire niir preont Fedcra; act to he
Hared"
sl.nana I lAi, if NI). I ;HI) :-,;)Ving.1)1 Min-w, I hey Mc (11\1.1141 130,

',could I lb. ERA ch,int,,i, that ill

S(.11:t(It' PACIONI OW I am trvinu, to think
;,.,11;11,,,, I IA Fril Sec. the ERA nnly :111)111:- to S1;10' ;I inn

4
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Forces to perform their wartime on's:amts. I may sum up my argu-
ment in the follewing set of propositions:

First: ERA vVOta! r-quire the imposition of sex blind criteria
throughout the In particular, it would require the aboli-
tion of the combat exclusion policy. It would send women in large
1)1Prilbyr); into combat

Second: This step would without precedent in our history.
Today. the American pew, le remain strongly opposed to sending
«i)(11()11 into rtiinhat

'Chird. No other nation tuts adopted in peacetit.e policies which
woni.-1 send worntsn into combat on the scale which ERA would
for' e ..pon aas. forked, ',-et'' few States have sent female soldiers
into co nhat and none have persisted in the practice.

Fw.th: There arc many and strong reasons to think that a
pol'''y that would force us to send women into combat would sap
the effectiveness of our military forces In the e\ out of
\var, It %could needlessly ciwt young rnen and young women their

t will treat each of these propositions. separately. Limitations of
time preclude a ilk, ussion of other aspects of how ERA would
;tiffq.1 the. rffilltitiv an the' matter of pregnancy, for example, or
per,,onuel turnover but I shall gladly address these later, if you

i'l,ipo.at ion Ni: I *r;liA means the end of combat exclusion.
There k little di,-1.11to tf.at ERA would lead to mandatory: draft

r, ve-tratirin 1tf Wr)(111.;) Wt'll ;1)4 men, and in the event of I he re
(1T1111t1,ui ,It tho drift, application of conscription to both :sexes.

ha:. }n the ticm. 111 virtually all proponents of the equal
innerulitient I In' matter of combat exclusion, however,

t het e !mine di,,ptito
cuttlicit '11!,;(ro from vir.c. In ihr.

I'''ii c', r+ti 111 I hi' 1\11'1\ (ICPCIlfl:-;
,,;, hich 111;11 are 010 ;;11111()I'll(41 t()

III 1'1) r:II (); fen 0%;11111)10, arition and
II I, ,r, Iwo cir1;11,1r .1w1Hr ;di ondo air defense on her,

eertaui military occupation:0
II.,1(,,.. ,,r ho'. Iii.cAtis of

thr tool) t Ito\ irt Irr if), i! vv,h1,1.. it (Amid
1,1 fr,o,`. II 1, hrrietr viii irr tItr

irr r Irr Ire Iii;i1
, I 11,rt, ,111 or prior hir,,ed di fl ,

\Vhoi, 1.1; \ hrHt p i'd tilt' 1-6, :km 1,,
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deryno, Ratikin of Cornell I iniversity and, indeed, igai by Ms.
chaves ERA would se' disci anination on the basis of sex On the
'ialTle level as discrimination On the bosis of race. It would make
I .44 former ati utterly 1.-.s ti.e latter is today. Since this
is the ca st , no military policy based on s.'xual differences would he
maintained, particularly combat exchsion

Proposition No. 2. l'his step would he unacceptable to the Ameri-
can people

As it is, the percentage of ,,wren in the Armed Forces today,ahoal It percent, is fur higher than it was (luring the height of
Woel;1 War 11, when hundreds of tliciusands Of women volunteered
for %.arions types of military service. This has come about in large
part because of the desire of successive administ 'at Ives to m Lintuin

million man force without a draft. Nonethele s, as we all know,
mandator% male draft registration was reintr, duced iinder the
Carter administration and has been '..ontinued until the present.VArtoits attempts were made Congress and the courts to require
that women :is well. as melt register fOr the draft. As Gallup polls
hate continuously demonstrated, however, most Americans, though

iay, draft registration. and even by a narrow margin reinstitu-tion of dr;oft, oppose registration of women. One poll, conductedio the ,aimier of 1401, revealed that 0.1 percent of those surveyedsaid Ilh the Approvod the Supreme Court ruling that women
cannot he drafted Only 31; percent disapproved of this admittedly.
,.otorwiLit distortion of the Supreme Court's holding.

More !..stvtiiricint ly, however, crushing majorities have always opno..ed t 11111 /Mt INnI)(.11 SIMUld 111' eligible for combat duty let
t ',(.lined In participate in it In a March l',Wt) Gallup poll,

o(Ils, i)ero-it (11 populatiun sure 'V(' I timmr,ht that women
11111(111 hu (110,,, for comtwt roles if any kind of draft wore re

(woe,' Thy yk,,ndin, of t VI'V that %,,,ornon
,,,,,H11,1 no( 111V0:',;41 11V ht, ublit4rd to ,4o,/ vo in c()Inhat but rather he

III \ohint,,,/ to d» ,;4) 111 nt I', s,i,'OrdS, I his 1-11PIgo'r pVIVOilt
(I)t' 11(11 f'\' ,11 rvi If cl 1 rue import of mi ;11)01;1 ion of 1

111'111'1,41 I11`11)!) p1/1111 "'UiIId rnqUire Ifsin,On draften', tU
HAILO" III ,.Will/t N;'\:I'r, It) toy knovdedros much toIII III Otl(' third /0 ,\ tiwrif 111111)1101,(1 th(, ni)64)11

M1'n Hit I 1,.1P.1111W, I I l'(11111);it S.N.ly I W)4111)1 ;,,k0 nu;(' p;11"
ILI! 1,111:1.1 tV111(.11 UppIP-;rd IP171;11' CHtl.10 1,),, 1HI0 h, t pr-,1 pa to 11111Th 1 r('O I; I
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After Iii 'ii(;' 11:0, OW author lamely coneltirIes: "If these
,l)cciiLd lore. are it e, I (it) 110 know precisely what effect
vvornen in condi:A would kl%'(' C011efritO11."

;1114 not, ktAvever, mere specttlations Inn rather a staternent of so-
ciological fact, confirmed by empirical stutlies of soldiers' morale,
ittidies which I have footcnottli in my testirtmny.

\lint:kr% orranizat ion., make conscious 4144' (Cl ritascalirlity, ;11)-

1,14:II!, to it and, in.-Iced, at times exaggerations of it. Nin observe this
the marching i.dences of a itlatoati of troops, the ps.,1411olog,icl

:11111 plly :,ii' it cha!Ienit4'ti ni basic training, Milne(' tile everyday Lin-
serceants talliing to young in.i..ates. It occasionally strikes

tasteless arid the civilian worhi it \you'd certain
\ I 111:11)1)10!)6: 14', litit it performs; an itivahralth4 s(TViee ill wc'Id

1,;l4)tlft-, %.;1111r 11W1 Units Of prO11(1, .111(1 4'0111

t.110:11
1 11 4(11141 Itki. it) 111`4'11 at IIII:4 1)(41111 4111 ObSerV:11 Pill I (In WA like to

correct Senator 1°:i.ctovne0, but he s not correct in saving that
(mien and nihn currently utlergo bitsic training together
'Mc III (11(1 experiment with that, anti it was It fit.11114'4'.

Arttl%,' iiriV ha ii.turtioil to haste training that is sex st1_,,regattql.
The Ilion-loin of physical capaitie:-;, therefore, though an ex-

t ren1141,. one is in sortie espects besides the point. There
ail', II)) (1(il lit. ;1 I('%(. ))111'11 '",11)111)14' of Illart111111.2," 211 miles; It (lay

%Vith at " 11,'1n'1 Hick .a('k, manhandling an antitank tnissilv au.
ilAalia); £iii. III at A v;(14141(10(1 ,!i)ttiraile to safety The whole-at(
lill'..11)()).1 I.))) 111 \VI)Illi.r) into Iltit-; of :111 kinds, lao,vever, will rip
the rolii"aori at a number Of points, and in combat, that

ifi 101';i11 wppri lac anti death
I I,;paho t, add that Ili:my uniformed women have, in the past,

.11 I 1')Hir 11 14' III t ilt I 1 1 re t() 1 11:1; hiffiorble ;1,,41 11,-,44111,

wilt it;i1 r,lll 1II tilt) N. I1 (14'1;,'!",1)(' Thr, has lief 4ii the ('xpe-
11,.11, I ,, I )1) 0, I .1 I Id (11 I WI', iii much tai,re dire !.

(1',1 1111'1'1' ,Itl rll,iri % fl`t 1yllich «omen 1-1' 11',

rII .11 I arc I }WM.) I III411the'd pv.n Rut it

I I I, 'ear that ',Ian nithia, Joh., -liould rotiliiiid 11)

t1II,I1 ILO 1411 ()Ii1(1r;11('11 11111, 1,11111:11\ "Ily
' h t 1 , :4 114 t h fl tiff' ('(111:t1 rir,ht :ttrwr,drilerit.-.
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'AA TLMLNI ul El. 101 A. COHEN

It in an honor to te ask©d to testify at *Ilene hearings on the likely
roelvolences of the passage of the Equal Rights A mendmnt. In the remarks
that follow t shall icxtri exclinively on the likely effects ERA would have on
the ability of out armed forces to perform their wartime miotis. I may sum up
my aritiment in the foto' wing a!t of propositions

ERA would minim tne impt-sition of sex.-1....tt.:-r1 thriughout the
ry: t,n pAz-ticuar, it woult? rrttptie the abrtlitiott the combat exelunnon

pair-y. 1? would send women er. masse

(,.1 This s woXrt te one wittiott precedent in our history; today, the
Am, tc,in , em,:t!..rs opposed to sending women into combat.

No ro }tor nation his ....lepted in peacetime policies which would Frill
wo.,n ,,,?, t!.w whiC., ERA would fame upon us. Indr_nnri,
vo.ry qtIte Pn% female noldiers into cumbat, and none have
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Nontheletta. we all know, mandatory male draft regii7trat ion was niintrz.duced

under the Carter Administration And has teen c'ontinue'd until the preent.
Various attempts were made in Congri-y3s and the crurts to r,-,quire that women

as well as men regintnr for the draftr as Gallup poliri have continuously

clemonfirated, howevcr, meet Americans, though favo,ing draft t-eqii3tration (and

even, by a natrow margin, a reirtitution ef the draft) oppcx,e registration of
womi.tt. Ono roll conducted in the summer of 1901 revealed that 59 percent of
1,11c.ce ,,aid that they "apptovol the Suprurrio Court ruling that women
cannot be dialled". Only 36 parcerit di,approved of this rather distorted
rer,dition of the Supreme Court's holding.

M. .at-inificantly, crufilinn maioritie; have alwayr, rappieed the notion
i!io1 Ftp.sild in eligible for c_larritivit duty, let alone required to participate
1.,1 it. In a Marc 11 1980 Gallup poll only 21 pr_Tcent of the rx-ipuLatinn _urveycsil

thiinutii that wimen 'Sir rthJ h' "eligiNe" for combat tole,, if any kind of draft
fr-finir, .l. Tho wording of. the rairviv women would

be obliged to -1-"1-Ve in combit, but rather: b allowed to
volantooc to (51/ In other wor,, thi.a meager percentage rk-A-_; not oven

ref-1,11 icoo uric r atolition the combat cyclii.-Aon policy, which

tom., .-liafteti-, tr1 participate in combat. Never, to my
iw ,%/1c.di h.i mu,il 10,11-1. than 11 1.1-ard of the American pitib, ever --ail lur irtori
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they do not eem have made a riowertul impor-inri on their German enemies.

After the wir the Soviets Ftopped drafting women, and today the Soviet Army

has zrarrely any female soldiers. Although Soviet women have long participated

in a tr.rt of activities 'untraditional" in Weriern eyes indutrial labor, for

example, or medicine the Soviet military learlen-hip hail refrained from

incrIrporating them into the ,..,tancling forces of the Soviet state.

The caw of Lsrael, a democratic state with, if anything, a more

eflilitarian heritage than our own, even more to the mini , From the founding

of the fiat Jewi..11 Ftl-tlementl at the beginning of this century through the

1(44H P-2.aell War of Ind(verrlence, women nerved in the underground %Jewish

tiutitbi. Fur a brief time, combat units of the Lsrael Defense Force aDF)

(Y,ntiunid men and women: by the end of that war, however, when the acute

minrx)wor and '1r ttegir cricis of the opening !lages had been overcome, women

r l L-) v.tn1 b!! 0101 c-,--sn 110n romtu-it

Tribly, on the order of fifty percent: of its women for a t wet

scold dirt (-finrerlut.r, errv in the equivalent of our old Womener,
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Proporation 14: An End to Combat Exclusion Would 13a the Armed Forces

Military organizations have functions and requirements utterly different
fmm those of civil organizations sueh as businesses, educational institutions, or
governmental bureaucracies. In the words of the greatest student of war:

War is a special activity, different and separate
from any other pursued by man. ... No matter
Now clearly we see the citizen and the ,rapier
in the flame man, how strongly we conceive of
war as the liminess of the entire nation... the
lxisines3 of 2rar will always remain irxtividualand distinct-

qe min-t not judge military organizations by the standards we apply to their
civilian crxinterparts, for the task of military tfreanizations is incomparably tile
more difficult: to prepare men to suffer and endure and to inflict yet greater
oiffering and privation on an enemy. War calls forth from those who participate
in it levels of rhy-ral and emotional exertion quite unparalleled in the civilian
realm, and for in ticcx 3ful conduct requires group c.-tie%on and morale olually
extraordinary. II in drar that women can serve arld cb serve succtNsfully at all
levels of employment in the American businens corporation, univerthty, or
guvernmental burealicracy. Such, however, cannot be the cane for the armed

As inimorrilr; combat hi:lottinfs (F4101 an Ger/Pr-al S. L. A. Marthall) and

,v. and Morris Janowit_z) have otrkl.rvccl, military

rnmarily on the cr-the-,:avenef-r, of qnrall firourr, of

ti-o'd";a1,111 rIrcuin br they jr rifle ,ritiad, a tram
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tied One, crucial to military effectivene?-s, is thrcutened by the interventuin

of disturbing factors aich as romantic or Dual attachments or j.?alouries.3 In

the conditions of campaigning conditions of prolonged rhysical misery and

rcychohylical stress -- nothing is more important for the EUCC:'ait indeed the

!-urvival, of an army than the cohefavenem of its small groups. It is the auality

that gave the outnumberixl arid in some respects under -equipped laritiqi.

(!ommanflos, FaratrooF4 Guards, and Gurkhas their victory over superior

numters of duct' -in Argentine soldiers in the Fa 'kinds last year; it is the quality

that allows the kzaulis to hold at bay fora m many times their number; it is the

Quality that all good armies every wnere seek to create and maintain.4

What m,:n to fight? In a recent article favoring th, use of

women in COM atant units the author admits the following:

Ipt me offer an additional explanation for men's
rtrirtance to allowing women in combat units. I

conjecture that there is a psychological
difterentiation between the 'real world' and
0ombit that enables some men to survive the
enormous psychological strz of combat. One
iarmies by preserving a m-ntal picture of the
normal world back home to which one will
return from the horror world of combat. One is
ongaged in an elaborate game (allxe.it one with
very high stakes) and when the game is over,
(114. can go home to an intact world. One of the
ma'rir component^ of the world 'lack home is
women, 'our womc-ni, who are warm, nurturants
tar-a-feminine, and objects df Eircrial fantasy.
women (at least 'our women') are not part of
war. Indeed, one of the raisons for fighting is
to protect our women and the reLi of what is in
that image of the world back home. If we allow

women into combat. with un, then this
psychological differentiation cannot he

,7 n,1 we liar t his F,CyChillegneal

ilferv-e."

! 'ff ,pe-culatiely; ,14. kni_lw

,I; women in o wJuld have en ':i,mtit unit
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basic training, indeed the everyday language of sergeants talking to young

privates. It occasionally strikes us as tasteless cr vulgar, but it performs an

invaluable service in welding groups of young men into units of proud,

aggressive, and competent soldiers.

The question of physical capacities therefore, though an important one, is

in some respects besides the point. There are, no doubt, some women capable of

marching twenty miles a day with an eighty pound rucksack, manhandling an

antitank missile, or hauling the Lady of a wounded comrade to 'safety. The

wholesale incorporation of women into units of all kinds, however, will rip the

fabric of cohesion at a 'number of points, and in combat, that can mean the

difference between life and death.

I hasten to add that many uniformed women have in the past and will

continue in the future 'to play an honorable and useful, 'hewed, a vital role in
our nation's defense. This has been the experience of our country and others in

direr straits, such asLsraeL There are many raili.Ary positions for which women

are as well or perhaps on average better suited than men. But it is, I believe,

clear that many military Jobs should be confined to men, that women should be

integrated into military units only with the greatest of care, and that the

Z RA's al:nal/on of gender-based criteria in the armed forces would be an

unmitigated disaster.

Conelurion

Throughout these hearings you have heard or will hear how the Equal

Rights Amendment will affect the legal and financial status of varies
institutions. Many of the cons2quenoes will be serious, but there will be those

who will consider the cost or inconvenience inflicted .worth the goal of

-dilliplete sexual equality. Similarly, in the military realm the price of the Equal

Rif. s Amendment will include the expense of cumbersome draft procedures, the

personnel turbulence caused by pregnant soldiers, or the inconvenience of

measures to preserve privacy in the field. But here the price of the Equal

Rights Amendment will encompass an infinitely greater cot, that mom precious

of all commodities, the litff_i of youno American men and women.

4! 006 O- -19
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MOM
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"least emential to the company or both have to go." It romantic rdationehips

require such drastic reactions in the civilian world, how much greater the

problem in military organisations, which male far greater demands on one's time

and isakitional commitment. Consider too the fact that military organizations

simply cannot afford to move people around because of the vagaries of love.

40n the British in the Falklands, see Max Hastings' and Simon Jenkins,

The Battle for the Falklands (New York: W. W. Morton, 1983)1 an the Israelis

se177HaWn emirs of the Arab Collapse During the Six Day War,"

Ortis (Fall 1967); Samuel Rolkent, The Israeli Soldier (New York: Thomas

1"."-off, 1970), pp. 157-165; on cohesion generally see S. L. A. Marshall, Men

ainet Fire (New York: William Morrow, 1947), pp. 138-156, see also the Sers-

and Janowitz article cited below.

Shady Wechsler Segal, "The Argument for Female Combatants," in Macy

Loring Goldman, ed., Female Soldiers Combatants or Noncombatants?

(Westport: Greenwood, 082), p. 278.

6See Edward Shits and Morris Janowitz, "Cohesion and Disintegration in

the Wehrmacht" reprinted in Edward Shill, Center and: Periphery: Essays in

Macrceociolr4x (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1975), pp. 355-6. When the

physical survival of German soldiers' families was threatened, soldiers were

more likely to desert: conversely, the greater the sense that they were

defending three families, the greater the will to fight. Another way of

substantiating the same point is to look at the effects on morale of mail from
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7Ibid., p. 351-2, 359-360, 365; see also the remarkable discussion in Glenn

Gray, 1"W warriors: Reflections on Men in Battle (1959; New York: Harper,

1970), pp. 59-97, a chapter entitled "Love: warc-Zy and Foe".

I would like to thank Mr. David S. Cohen, Mrs, Judith R. Cohen, and Professor

William Kristol of Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government for their

help in preparing this testimony.
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Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Ms. Chayes, we will turn to you now.
Ms. CHAYES. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to

condense somewhat my written statement.
Senator HATCH. That will be fine. We will put your complete

written statement into the record.

STATEMENT OF ANTONIA HANDLER CHAYES

Ms. CHAYES. The purpose of this hearing, it seems to me, is to
illuminate one question: Whether the passage of the equal rights
amendment would have an impact on our Nation's ability to sus-
tain and field combat-ready forces in any emergency.

It is my firm belief that removal of legal impediments to permit
the Armed Forces to fully tap a much larger pool of potentially ca-
pable and talented people will enhance national security. Nondis-
criminatory utilization of over 50 percent of the population would
radically alter the manpower equation in planning for mobiliza-
tion. And, as experienced with peacetime utilization of women has
demonstrated, the increase in numbers and gradual acceptance of
women into specialties previously closed to them has improved the
quality of manpower required for an increasingly technologically
sophisticated fighting force.

It is necessary to assess the potential effectiveness of military
manpower in the context of overall military strategy and planning.
We are planning for military situati3ns in which the potential ad-
versary greatly outnumbers us in military manpower and equip-
ment, in which his lines of communication and supply are likely to
be shorter than our own, and in these circumstances we expect to
compensate for numerical disadvantage by leveraging U.S. techno-
logical advantage both for its deterrent and warfighting value.

We have become increasingly aware that we have placed a crush-
ing burden on the credibility of our nuclear deterrent. Despite the
extensive and expensive investment we are now making to modern-
ize our strategic and intermediate range nuclear forces, I think
there is growing awareness that deterrent value has lessened. Nu-
clear war is not winnable, as President Reagan has come to under-
stand and articulate. We therefore raise the nuclear threshold by
increasing the deterrent value of the weapons systems and strate-
gies of the wars that we can fight and that we can win. We have
enormous strength in electronic and semiconductor technology to
provide us with even more precise antiarmor weapons, antisubma-
rine warfare, technical air and C.I. We must be able to produce,
employ,

warfare,
repair and replace weapons systems with rapidi-

ty and Offectiveness to counter great odds. It may be somewhat
beside the point to state that there still remains a serious budget-
ary mismatch cor strategy that has been accepted by military plan-
ners, but it is not beside the point to urge that we unshackle the
manpower planners from the artificial legal and psychological bar-
riers against using a major segment of the capability and talent
needed for such an effective deterrent in warfighting strategy

We would not cripple ourselves by limiting the pool of brown-
eyed people nor would we think of eliminating entirely people with
flat feet or nearsighted vision. It would be unthinkable today to ex-
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elude blacks and I lispanics, although it was still argued in World
War II that desegregating the Armed Forces would impair the
morale and the fighting capability of the white majority. Before
President Truman's order of integration in 1948, there were violent
demonstrations that turned into ugly race riots. It became clear
that racial tension was sapping our combat strength., Gradual un-
derstanding of the impact of segregation on mission effectiveness
moved us toward full integration. We learned in Vietnam to fight
beside an ,ally who was shorter, lighter, weaker and culturally dif-
ferent. We contemplate a coalition defense including an even wider
spectrum of cultural, linguistic, and operational variety.

I understand the fears that until now have kept the military the
one area of Federal law where explicit sex discrimination exists.
However, the experience of the last several years has proven those
fears to be groundless, and it is time to put them to rest. Since the
1970's there have been great increases in the number of women
serving in the Armed Forces, and these women have performed ex-
tremely well. Today the skills and capabilities provided by women
have become so integral to the efficient operation of all branches of
the armed services that in any national emergency it appears the
conscription of women is inevitable. In fact, plans have been devel-
oped for a draft of both men and women with medical skills.

Let me talk for a moment about the growth in women's partici-
pation. The consequence of the 1973 decision to eliminate the draft
means now that from 1 in every 30 recruits being female the
number has risen to 1 in 11, and the quality as we have document-
ed has really grown.

In 1971, women comprised less than 2 percent of the Armed
Forces. By 1981, the figure had grown to about 9.4 percent. It has
flattened now, but pre-1980 projections did not flatten that growth
for several years, and it was really planned to rise to 16 to 18 per-
cent.

In the late 1970's, I think the military cautioned against moving
too fast. There were a number of studies done, and I have men-
tioned in my testimony the results of some of these studies. I think
the major point that I wanted to make is that all these studies de-
signed to prove the negative have managed to demonstrate the
positive. The studies have shown discipline and courage on the part
of women, and yet they still continue to be studied.

In 1980, the message from the services was to go a little more
slowly.

It has been suggested that part of the trend toward retrench-
ment was not only a reassertion of old prejudices but a response to
the economic slump and, the sharp rise in unemployment that
made unanticipated numbers of better male recruits available. The
initial decision to increase the numbers of military womenemerged
in the 1970's as a way of insuring adequate numbers for the All
Volunteer Force. When the economy recovered and the need for
women diminished, then the studies such as "women pause" were
undertaken. The studies seemed to proliferate. I think, moreover,
the elasticity in the definition of "combat" also appears to be a
function of his kind of exigency.

But now that women comprise about 10 percent of our military
force, it is unrealistic to think that they are going to be made to
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disappear at any given time. It is time to recognize the fact that
they have performed well and they are here to stay. Yet despite
their demonstrated value, women have suffered discrimination.
Much of it is subtle and even unconscious. When I first arrived in
the Air Force in 1977, I found that the numbers of women had
been kept very low. When I asked the manpower planners to
double it, I found that met with general acceptance, and it really
proved the point tliat limitations had been more or less arbitrary.

I think prejudice remains in a number of other ways. There is a
great deal of vocal concern expressed about pregnancy, but other
disabilities plague managers because of their negative effeCts on ef-
ficiency and productivity. The continued emphasis on pregnancy as
an argument against women in the military suggests that it is a
major cause of attrition and absenteeism. The fact is that men in
the military lose about 67 percent more time than women while on
the job including the pregnancy factor. The overwhelming percent-
age of lost time is caused by desertion, alcoholism, drug abuse, and
discipline problems, those experienced primarily by men.

Our life patterns have changed, and even the courts have long
since recognized that pregnancy is not cause for involuntary dis-
charge.

Once the baby is born, a distinction must be made between those
who leave the service and those who can make satisfactory adjust-
ments for child care. Personnel managers rightly, I th:nk, are con-
cerned with adequate child care arrangements because the service
member has to be able to respond rapidly in an emergency. Yet I
foetid that no priority early on was given to women in the military
child care centers, and it took a lot of effort to begin to upgrade
those institutions for children to make them adequate. In any case,
adequate childcare is not just a female service member's problem.
In the Air. Force, for example, the majority of single parents, 58
percent, are men, and those percentages hold for all three services
more or less. I think there are real problems. There are real prob-
lems for men with custody of children and for service couples. It is
time to address pregnancy in the context of the broader issues.

I think the experience of women in nontraditional fields has
been on the whole encouraging, though it has discouraging aspects.
Women have felt themselves to be trailblazers and found great sat-
isfaction in developing skills in fields that had been closed to them
in civilian life. I am also aware that there has been some migration
of women to more traditional fields. It takes time for adjustment to
these nontraditional skill requirements. Men have also tended to
Migrate from the dirty work. In fact, in those fields one finds the
greatest amount of drug abuse. Overall, the attrition rate for
women has not been substantially higher than men, and the in-
creased flexibility in allowing specialty changes has paid off. Unfor-
tunately, it is always the failures that get highlighted to the public.

What concerns me is that this history of discrimination against
women end the restrictions in effect today have seriously damaged
women's career progress in the Armed Forces, and in fact, it dam-
ages our national security. Women are denied opportunities, not on
the basis of their skills or capability, but solely because of their
sex. I saw this in the whole pilot training issue. I worked on the
WASP legislation in order to bring recognition of the fact that
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more. than a generation earlier' women had flown every aircraft in
the inventory, and yet, in the late 1970's the women were kept in

test status until it became embarrassingly-obvious that they could
fly any aircraft to which they were assigned.

It is hard to expect the Air Force to invest time and money to
train women to operate fighter aircraft or bombers if they are
unable to use the women as pilots during a crisis. So therefore
fewer women are rated than aspire to pilot training. I think this
use of quotas interferes with career advancement. The same is true
with Army and Navy career lines where combat restrictions limit
opportunities for training, education, assignment, and promotion.
But more important, perhaps, I think than the effect on women's
careers, is that restrictive policies deprive us of needed military
strength.

In my view, gender-based restrictions serve very little purpose.
Administrative convenience has never been an argument that per-
suaded the courts, and with respect to the military, the administra-
tive argument is not generally persuasive at all. Gender-based re-
strictions permit unexamined prejudices to everyone's detriment.
The example that I often cite is the restriction of tie missile career
field to men officers. We made the change in 1978 so that women
were introduced into the Titan system. This was not a combat ex-
clusion. Nor was it capability that excluded women from the Min-
uteman II and III. It was the fear of wives' resentment over two-
person silo manning. Other professions have overcome these prob-
lems with little disruption to family life and no interference with
professionalism. I was glad to learn that women will be assigned to
the GLCM deployments in Europe, but I really cannot find the
military rationale for that distinction.

The ERA will secure for military women the fair professional
treatment that they have not fully gained to date. The ERA will
offer consistency of treatment for military planners and for women
who wa t to plan lifelong career commitments.

The A would eliminate gender-based restrictions in the stat-
utes, re lations, and practices. The statutes that limit the utiliza-
tion of omen by the Air Force and Navy, 10 U.S.C. 8549 and 6015
have se ed to restrain that advancement without serving military
purpose. These provisions have been the source of policy confusion
and fluctuation. There are inconsistencies within services and
across service lines. For example, in the Air Force, women pilots
may not be assigned to duty in aircraft engaged in combat mis-
sions. They can fly long-range transports, the C-141, but not in-
tratheater aircraft, but the C-141's sometimes land in the theater.

The "risk of hostile fire" is not a criterion that translates easily
to military assignments. Women in traditional roles, nursing, for
example, have not only faced hostile enemy action but have died
and been prisoners of war in the service of their country.

The Navy's restriction, up to 1978, expressed no restriction about
aircraft. 10 U.S.C. 6015 restricts permanent assignment to combat
vessels. Since few ships are likely to remain unengaged in war,
these are few permanent billets. Thus career advancement is ham-
pered because shore billets must be kept open for rotation.

The Coast Guard, by contrast, has no statutory restrictions, and
women serve well in a wide range of shipboard roles. The Army
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also free from these legislative restrictions has imposed its own
combat exclusion and has gone through a number of iterations in
the definition of combat, increasing the exclusion from 38 to 61 spe-
cialties and back down again to 49.

We worked hard during the Carter administration to eliminate
the combat restrictions. On several occasions we sought repeal of
those provisions so as to release the services from a burden of diffi-
cult legal construction and to leave military assignments to the dis-
cretion of military experts. I am convinced now that it will take
the ERA to accomplish this goal.

The implications of such a change are frightening to many
people. The shibboleths of women wounded and tortured, failing in
courage and destroying unit morale are not easy.to overcome, but
it is important to remember that almost any war in which we can
contemplate extensive U.S. military involvement is a war that is
likely to involve our Nation's soil. It will not be possible to protect
women from the scourge of war, if, in fact, we have been unable to
deter war from the beginning.

Under ERA, the sex-specific barriers in the selective services
laws and its assignment policies would have to be replaced with
gender-neutral criteria. The military will not be required to utilize
soldiers who are unfit or untrainable, will not be able to exclude
women from positions on the grounds of assumed lack of qualifica-
tions. By enlarging the pool of qualified applicants for positions re-
quiring specialized skills, ERA will strengthen, not weaken, nation-
al defense.

Up to now, under present constitutional tests, the deference
given to the military has obscured decisions rooted in prejudice and
unexamined stereotypes. With the adoption of the ERA, explicit
gender-based exclusions would fail. Tests of strength and apptitude
will have to bear proper relation to the tests whose qualifications
they purport to describe. The entire history of litigation under title
VII has illuminated the importance of such vadation. While it is
costly to construct validated tests, it is a process already well
begun and well worth that cost and effort. It will match personnel
to task based on performance criteria and help assure greater pro-
ductivity and effectiveness.

In my view, should we move to a draft, I would expect women to
he included even without the ERA as a matter of military exigen-
cy.

But in my view, however difficult it would be to make a case for
excluding women from the draft today, I do not think it will be pos-
sible to do so after the passage of the ERA. Its incorporation in the
Constitution will mean that any classification based on sex, just as
race, will he unacceptable.

The obvious and explicit gender-based exclusions will be elimi-
nated by the services, probably without resort to the courts. Civil-
ian and military leadership have already urged the end of major
statutory restrictions in order to enhance the flexibility and to pro-
mote national security.

Yet I do not believe the courts would construe the ERA to pre-
clude legitimate transitions or cause the courts to be deaf to all evi-
dence explaining disparate impacts in military assignments.
Strength differences remain, and the impact of long-term vocation-
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al tracking on job selection may continue for some time to come.
There may be reasons to provide transition to ameliorate sociologi-
cal problems. It will be necessary to develop understanding of the
impact of larger numbers of women generally and in the fields
preSently closed to them. While the burden of justifying neutral
standards that may effectively exclude women will be increased,
congressionally examined and approved policies of the military
which have been carefully designed are not apt to meet court dis-
appioval. They will not place a crushing burden on national securi-
ty. Indeed, the requirement of providing an objective rationale for
policies with a disparate impact is not an impediment to national
security at all. Our military services bear a burden of strict scruti-
ny on budget items every year before Congress. They are well
equipped to make their case when they have strong factual evi-
dence.

No one is proposing social experiments that endanger national
security, but the time has come to accept the contributions that
women have made to our Armed Forces. Despite all the evidence of
a job well done, the resistance keeps cropping up. Despite tests and
studies designed to prove the negative, as I said, the results are
positive. The ERA is needed because the current legal framework
is inadequate to sustain progress.

For all women, discrimination in the military has a profound
effect on their status as citizens. Womens' exemption from full
military service interferes with their access to national leadership
roles. Military service is often seen as a political credential. It has
been credited with legitimizing the citizenship status of other
groups, particularly racial minorities. Nearly all men are subject to
the military call if they are needed in a national emergency. It is
seen as a basic responsibility of citizenship, one that is currently
denied to half the citizens of the country.

I urge this committee to support the equal rights amendment not
despite its consequences for national security, but because it will
strengthen our ability to meet all military requirements and still
eradicate a remaining bastion of inequality in our society.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Chayes follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANTONIA HANDLER CHAYES

The purpose of this hearing is to illuminate one

question: whether the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment

would have an impact on our nation's ability to sustain and

field combat-ready forces in any emergency.

It is my firm belief.thatremoval of legal impediments ,

to permit the armed forces to fully tag a much larger pool of

potentially capable and talented people will enhance national

security. Nondiscriminatory utilization of over 50% of the

population would radically alter the manpower equation in

planning for mobilization. And, as experience with peacetime

utilization of women has demonstrated, the increase in numbers

and gradual acceptance of women into specialties previously

closed to them has improved the quality of manpower required

for an increasingly technologically sophisticated fighting

force.

It is necessary to assess he potential effectiveness

of military manpower in the context of overall military

strategy and planning. We are planning for military situations

in. which the potential adversary greatly outnumbers us in

military manpower and equipment; in which his lines of

communication and supply are shorter than our own. In these

circumstances, ye expect to compensate for numerical

disadvantage by leveraging U.S. technological advantage both

for Its deterrent and warfighting

We have become increasingly aware that we have placed

a crushing burden on the credibility of our nuclear deterrent.

Despite the extensive investments we are now making to

modernize our strategic and intermediate range nuclear forces.

there is growing awareness that their deterrent value has

lessened. Nuclear war is not winnable, as President Reagan has

come to understand and articulate. We therefore raise the

nuclear threshold by increasing the deterrent value of the

weapons systems and strategy of the wars we can fight and win.
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We have enormous strength in electronic and semiconductor

technoogy to provide us with even more precise anti-armor

weapons, antisubmarine warfare. tactical air. and C3I. We must

be able to produce, employ, maintain, repair and replace weapon

systems with rapidity and effectiveness to counter great odds.

It may be somewhat beside the point to state that there still

remains a serious budgetary mismatch for a strategy that has

been accepted by senior military planners. It is not beside

the point to urge that we unshackle manpower planners from the

artificial legal and psychological barriers against using a

major segment of the capability and talent needed for such an

effective deterrent and warfighting strategy.

We would not cripple ourselves by limiting the pool to

brown-eyed people, nor would we eliminate entirely people with

flat feet or nearsighted vision. It would be unthinkable today

to exclude Blacks and Hispanics although it was still argued in

World War It that desegregating tl'e armed forces would impair

the morale and fighting capability of the white majority.

Before President Truman's order of integration in 1948 there

were violent demonstrations that turned into ugly race r ots.

It became clear that racial tension was sapping combat

strength. Gradual understanding of the impact of segreg tion

on mission moved us toward full integration. We learned /in

Vietnam to fight beside an ally who was shorter, lighter/.

weaker and culturally different. We contemplate a coalition

defense including an even wider spectrum of cultural,

linguistic and operational variety.

r understand the fears that until now have kept the

military the one area of federal law where explicit sex

discrimination still exists. However, the experience of the

last several years has proven those fears to be grou.dless, and

it is time to put them to rest. Since the 1970's, there have

been great increases in the numbers of women serving in the

armed forces, and these women have performed extremely well.

Today, the skills and capabilities provided by women have
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become so integral to the efficient operation of all branches
of the armed services that, in any national emergency, it

appears that conscription of women is inevitable. In fact,

plans have already been developed for a draft of both men and

women with medical skills.

The unprecedented growth of women's participation in

the armed forces was a consequence of the.1973 decision to

eliminate the draft. Well before the end of the 1970's the

United States had emerged as the world leader in the use of

military womanpower, both in total numbers and in proportion to

the total force. By June 1977, more than 110,000 line officers

and enlisted women were on active duty, and the numbers were

still climbing, even in the face of overall military force
level reductions. In 1972, one in every 30 enlisted t.ecruits

was a women; by 1976, the number had risen to one in every 13;

today, it is one in II.

Contrary to initial fears about the all vol nteer

force, the quality of new recruits actually increase following

the removal of the draft, as measured by such indicators as

mental aptitude and educational attainment, One reason for

this qualitative improvement was the expanded recruitment of

women, who were required to meet higher standards. More than

91% of all female recruits were high school graduates, as

compared with less than 67% of the men. And high quality women

proved to be far less expensive to recruit than men of

comparable quality. For example, the Army spent about $3700 to

recruit a 'high quality" man v. $150 for a comparable quality

woman or man deemed less qualified by the services.

In 1977. the Brookings study by Binkin and Bach, Women

and_the Militar. estimated that, without radically departing

from current policies and practices and without disrupting the

rotation or career opportunities for men, close to 600,000

military enlisted jobs or 33.3/, of those performed by the

enlisted force, could potentially be filled by women. Because
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the estimates varied widely from service to service. and some

were clearly unrealistic, the study concluded that the number

of military enlisted women could eventually reach 400,000, or

22% of the force -- more than double the expansion planned by

the Pentagon.

DOD asked the services to_submit their own manpower

data to evaluate the potential for using women. In that

evaluation, the overriding issue was combat effectiveness. The

services' data indicated that out of a total of 1.5 million

enlisted and 244. 500 officer positions. only 40% of each could

be identified as either combat or combat support. This left

well 0- half of the enlisted and officer positions as

theor, tlly available to women --again. with wide variations

among the services.

In 1971, women comprised less than 2% of the Armed

Forces. By 1981, the figure had grown to 9.4% and projections

made before 1980 did not flatten appreciably for several years,

rising to 16.5% for 1984.

In the late 1970's however, the military cautioned

against moving too fait in expanding the roles and numbers of

women "until such time 's we have confidence that the basic

mission .... can be accomplished with significantly more female

content in the active force." And the services employed a

variety of techniques to refute their own manpower data and

reduce the numbers of positions "available' to women --

techniques ranging from the "lack of adequate facilities"

argument to the development of an elaborate and arbitrary

system of percentages based on each unit's expected distance

from forward combat areas in war-time. The Army flatly

contended that it should not be forced to increase the number

of enlisted women until it had evaluated the impact of such

increases upon mission effectiveness. As many had feared,

decisions were made during the first year of the Reagan

administration no postpone further increases antll the impact

,f Lncreasahg numbers -f women in the malatary could be more
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Astematcalli addressed. And f:c-pday. the 7rowth has slowed

irlmar al:. In 1469, for exampla, tne number cf military

,rumen -n Active Jut': in the Air Force compr;.sed 1,5i5 of the

By Decemmer of 1979, that per.zentage :lad Increased to

). 11. Prle.t.ions for 1)84 &nd;.,:ated In increase to 16.5A.

:n to..:" however, Lhe percentage is now only 11.2%, And , ex-

..ected to reach only 11.4 by 1)85. The projected growth

;Aru f-,17 the otner services have leveled off similarly.

St:11. between 1971 and the end of 1981 the number of

women in the military more than .quadrupled and by 1981. 551 of

tne enlisted women were in traditionally all male specialties.

This is critical, 'I think, because of the advanced

technological nature of weapons systems. Traditional

notions r battle !.ive been radically altered, as all service

strategic planning recognizes. Hand-to-hand combat may always

exist, but advance systems are likely to be far removed from

the battlefield, and may even include civilian maintenance. It

:3 not surprising that acceptance of women has been higher in

thos., areas in which the weapons systems empl1y technologies

found in the civilian labor force. Conversely, I think we must,

recognize the fact that the range and scope of today s weapons

make it unlikely that the FEBA will ever again be clearly

lelineated :f we want to protect women from h.qh risk of

,!asualty. we 411: have to bury them underground.

:n both traditional and nontraditional positions and

n toe many tests esigned to measure the impact of women upon

he performance of their military units, the findings were the

same The women performed well, and did not adversely affect

he morlie or the performance of the unit

in a eries of studies and rests (The Women Content in

Army 9.7% 1983. 10.3% projected for 1987; 'Navy - 8.3%
1983 (46.799 women in total force of 651.000); projected
increase of only 4,600 women to steady state of 51,400
women by 1985.
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the Army), the Army demonstrated that women did not adversely

affect unit performance in support and combat-support units and

in combat unit headquarters above battalion level, Although in

theory the tests were designed to reveal what proportion of

women in a unit (up to 35%) would produce a deterioration in

unit performances, the Army discovered that when properly

trained and led, women are proving to be good soldiers in the

field, as well as in garrison." The Commander in Chief of the

United States Atlantic Fleet concluded his report on the US.S.

Sanctuary experiment with women aboard ships with the statement

that "...Given the Sanctuary's conclusion that both men and

women have merged into members of a common disciplined crew,

the pilot program has clearly been a success." During 1977

Congressional hearings, representiatives from the Army. the

Navy and the Air Force reported that the women they enlisted

were better educated, attained higher scores on standardized

tests of mental ability, and had lower attrition rates than

their male counterparts. In addition, as Col. Frank A.

Partlow, Jr., has noted, "Women have survived POW incarceration

better than men, they have a higher pain threshold, and perform

better under sleepless conditions.' However, i could quote

such studies and findings to you all day, only to find, as

Senator William Proxmire once noted:

'Every study indicates that qualified women soldiers

can serve in any capacity. But each time the Pentagon receives
a report confirming this conclusion it... simply commissions

Another study.'

With the 1980 election, many military women sensed

that An antiwoman sentiment that had been building in the armed

force:, W,L becoming a reality. Senior military personnel

worried that manpower policy decisions were being made by

Amateurs inte,:eqted in social equality and political e:,pediency

lather than in fho requirements of national defense. In

d(ombet vie°, the Army And the Air Force secretly submitted to

.Hearings before 'he Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy
in Government of the Joint Economic Committee Congres of
the United States, July 22, 1977.
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the Reagan transition team a proposal that the female

enlistment goals set by the Carter administration be eliminated

until women's impact on force readiness could be determined.

In February 1981, the Army announced that it planned to cut

back on its recruitment of enlisted women, Although the Army

spokesman explained that most of the women were "doing a really

fine job and were valuable and productive sc:Oiers," there was

some concern about the combat effectiveness of the

organizations as you have large numbers of women in them." The

Army based this decision not on hard data, but on the feelings

of field commanders. An extensive study was under way to

determine how "pregnancy, sole parenthood, lost time and

physical problems impact readiness."

As part of this "womaLpause" study, the Army decreased

its recruitment goals for woman and developed a multi-tiered

weight lifting test for recruits that was expected to bar women

from about 76A of the Army's jobs. In response to OSP

opposition to the plan, the Army has now proposed a modest

increase in its recruitment goals. an expansion of the job

categories open to women, and a modification of the physical

strength test from 100 pounds to 80 pounds. Although women who

could not pass this weight lifting test would no longer be

barred from jobs requiring heavy lifting, as initially

proposed. they would be "counseled about their cnoice.

It has been suggested that nart of the trend toward

tettenchment was not only a reassertiln of old prejudices. but

a tesponse tl the economic slump Ind the sharp rice in

unemployment that made unanticipated numbers of better male

recruits available. The initial decision to increase the

numbers of military women emerged in the 1970's, not only as a

matter of equity. but as a means of ensuring adequate numbers

for the All Volunteer F,irce Once larger numbers of men became

vilab:e, the recruitment of women leveled off. When the

economy recovers, there is likely to he renewed interest in

female recruits The filz;:iness in the definition of combat
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also appears to be a function of such exigency The definition

when applied to assignment of women bears little relationship

to combat pay or decoration.

Now that women comprise approximately 10% of our

military force, it is unrealistic to think that they will

simply disappear from view in time of war, with no trained

replacements available. It is time -to recognize the fact that

the women have performed well, and are here to stay. Yet

despite their demonstrated value to the armed services,

military women have suffered discrimination. Much' of this is

subtle, even unconscious, but it serves both women and our

national security poorly. When I first arrived as Assistant

Secretary of the Air Force, I found that the numbers of women

had been kept artificially low. Yet when I made increasing

those numbers one of my first priorities, I met with general

acceptance. However, I was distressed by the fact that prior

to my arrival no one had seen arbitrary exclusion of women as a

problem.

Female security police, dissatisfied with their poorly

fitting clothing and shoes, were unable to receive any

satisfaction. Such subtle kinds of discrimination can be very

damaging to morale. Overall, I found many contradictions in

the Air Force. There was great support, some resentment and

overprotectiveness. Many male officers were not willing to be

tough enough they were too easily moved by tears. Yet on

the whole the Air Force was quite open to the idea of

increasing the numbers of women, and were proud of the skills

and capability of Air Force women.

got- prejudice remains. A great deal of vocal concern

is expressed about pregnancy But several other disabilities

plaque managers because of their negative effects on efficiency

and productivity Tho continued emphasis on pregnancy as an

again't women in the military suggmits that it is the

major cautie of absenteeism and attrition. The fact is that: men
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in the military lose about 67%* more time than women while on

the job -- including the pregnancy factor. The majority of

lost job time is caused by desertion, alcoholism and drug

abuse, which are problems experienced primarily by men.

Moreover, although it is claimed that 10-151 of women in

service are pregnant, no distinction is made between those who

are on maternity leave, and those who can carry on with their

duties.

Our life patterns have changed, and even the courts

have long since recognized that pregnancy is not cause for

involuntary discharge. Once the baby has been born, a

distinction lust be made between those who leave the service;

and those who can make satisfactory arrangements for child

care. Personnel managers are concerned with adequate child

care arrangements, for the service member may need to respond

rapidly in an emergency. Yet in the early years of my work in

the Air Force, no priority was given to the children of

military women in base child care centers, and it took a great

deal of focus and effort to begin to upgrade these

institutions. Moreover, adequate child care is not only a

female service member's problem. In the Air Force, for

example, the majority of single parents (581) are men. There

a real problem. Men with custody of children, and service

couples must work out their potentially conflicting commitments

as well. It is time to address pregnancy in the context of

,-)1W0=1 hroadPr IsrOles.

The experience of women in nontraditional fields has

been both encouraging and discouraging. I remember dining with

a jroup of enlisted women in Korea, and several of them told me

that they had joined the Air Force because, in contrast to men,

they felt themselves to be trail-blazers. They found%they

Women lose 422 days of service per 100 women; men lose 703
days of service per 100 men.

3:35
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could develop and practice skills in fields substantially

closed to women in civilian life. They were proud to be

competent carpenters and aircraft maintenance workers. I have

heard the same from women naval officers and pilots. Yet I am

aware that there has been some migration to more traditional

fields. The Air Force had a system for allocating enlisted

women among a broad spectrum of specialities, so as not to

create sex stereotypes as it increased its numbers. It takes a

while for women to adjust to nontraditional skill demands.

Moreover, men also tend to migrate from the "dirty" work.

Overall, the attrition rate for.women has not been higher than

for men, and the increased flexibility in allowing specialty

changes has paid off. Unfortunately. it is the failures that

are usually highlighted to the public.

what concerns me greatly is that this history of

discrimination against women, and the restrictions in effect

today, have seriously damaged women's career progress in the

armed services. Fo those women who choose military service as

a way to gain an educ tion or as career commitment, the impact8\

of discriminatory policies is immediate and obvious. These

women are denied opportunities not on the basis of their skills

or capabilities. but solely because of their sex. As Assistant

Secretary of the Air Force, I was frustrated that women pilots

were kept in test status. I worked on the WASP legislation, i'i

part to bring recognition that more than a generation earlier

women had flown every aircraft in the inventory. Yet it is

hard to expect the Air Force to invest the time and money to

train women to operate fighter aircraft or bombers, if they are

unable to 1150 the women as pilots during a crisis. Thus far

fewet women are rated than aspire to pilot training. This use

of quotas interferes significantly with career advancement.

The same in true for Navy and Army career lines. where comha,_

esttictiow; limit opporiunitiet, for training, eduvation,

ai:siqnment and pr,mlotion. In addition to their effect on
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women's careers, such restrictive policies will deprive us of

needed military strength. I think it reasonable to assume that

we will need every pilot slot filled in a war-time situation,

and we should now be developing the largest possible pool of

qualified pilots. Eliminating a large percentage of qualified

individuals from the pool because of their apx does not seem

sensible.

In my view, gender-based restrictions serve very

little purpose. Administrative convenience has never been an

argument that persuaded the courts. and with respect to the

military, the adminis,;-ative argument is rot generally

persuasive. Gender-based restrictions permit unexamined

prejudices to everyone's detriment. Thuso the Air Force had

restricted the missile career field to men oCicert. I worked

to make that change in 1978 and only partly succeeded. The

introduction of women was allowed for the Titan system only.

It was not the combat exclusion that kept them from Minuteman

II and /II; it was the fear of wives' resentment over

two-person silo manning. Other professions have overcome these

problems with little disruption to family life and no

interference with professionalism. I was happy to learn that

women will be assigned to GLCM deployments in Europe, but I am

puzzled at the lack of military rationale for the distinction.

The ERA will secure for military women the fair

professional treatment they have not fully gained to date. The

ERA will offer consistency of treatment for military planners,

and for women who want to plan lifelong career commitments.

The ERA would eliminate gender-based restrictions in

statures. regulation and practice. The statutes that limit the

utilization of women by the Air Force and Navy, 10 U.S.C. 58549

and 56015. have served to restrain career advancement without

serving a clear military purpose. They have been the source of

policy confusion and fluctuat on. There are inconsistencies

withtn and across services. In the Air Force. women pilots may

not he assigned to duty in aircraft engaged in combat
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missions," under 10 U.S.C. 48549. Thus, they are permitted to

fly long-range transports. C-141's, but not intratheatre

aircraft. C-130's.

The 'risk of hostile fire" is not a criterion that

translates easily to military assignments. Women in

traditional rofes. aursing, for example, have not only faced

hostile enemy,action, but have died and been prisoners of war

in the service clf their country. The Navy's restriction, 10

U.S.C. S6015, expresses no concern about aircraft. but

restricts permanent assignment to combat vessels. Thus, if

Navy fighter pilots were not carrier based, presumably they

could include women among their number. But since few ships

are likely to remain unengaged in war, there are few permanent

billets. Vitus. career advancement is hampered because shore

billets must be kept open for rotation. The Coast Guard by

contrast has no statutory restrictions, and women serve well in

a wide range of shipboard roles. The Army, also free from

legislative restrictions, has imposed its own combat

exclusion. It has gone through a number of iterations in the

definition of combat, increasing the exclusions from 38 to 61

specialties as we have indicated, and back down again to 49.

When i served in DOD, we worked hard to eliminate the combat

restrictions, On several occasions we sought repeal of these

provisions so as to release the services from a burden of

difficult legal construction, and leave military assignments to

tne li.,(cretion of military experts. I am convinced that it

will take the ERA to accomplish this goal.

The implications of such a change are frightening to

many people The shibboleths of women wounded and tortured, or

falling in courage and destroying unit morale are not easy to

overcome. But it is important to remember that almost any war

in which we can contemplate extensive U S. military involvement

is a war that iv likely to involve our nation s soil It will

not be possible to protect women from the scourge of war, if we

have been unable to deter war from beginning.
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Under ERA, the sex-specific barriers in the selective

service laws and in assignment policies would have to be

replaced with gender-neutral criteria. The military will not

be required to utilize soldiers who are unfit or untrainable,

but will not be able to exclude women from,positions on the

grounds of assumed lack of qualifications. By enlarging the

pool of qualified applicants for positions requiring

specialized skills. ERA will strengthen. not weaken, nat.onal

defense.

Up to now, under present conr'itutional tests, the

deference given to the military has obscured decisions rooted

in prejudice and unexamined stereotypes. With this adoption of

the ERA, explicit gender-based exclusions would fail. Tests of

strength and aptitude will have to bear proper relation to the

tasks whose qualifications they purport to describe. The

entire history of litigation under Title VII has illuminated

the importance of such validation. While it is costly to

construct validated tests, it is a process well begun and well

worth the cost and effort. It will match personnel to task

based upon performance criteria, and help assure greater

productivity and effectiveness.

In my view. should we move to a draft, I would expect

women to be included, even without the ERA, as a matter of

military exigency. As former DOD Assistant Secretary Pirie

(MRA&L) stated in the 1980 hearings on registration,

'It is in the interest of national security
that, in an emergency requiring the conscription
for military service of the nation's youth, the
best qualified people for a wide variety of tasks
in our Armed Forces he available. The performance
of women in our Armed Forces today strongly
supports the conclusion that many of the best
qualified people for some military jobs in the
18-26 age category will be women." (Registration
of Women: Hearing on H.R. 6569, Subcommittee on
Military Personnel of the House Committee on
Armed Services, 96 Cong., 2d Sess. 17(080).

But, in my view. however difficult it would be to make

a case for excluding women from the draft today, I do not think

it would he pousible after passage of the ERA. Its
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incorporation in the constitution will mean that any

classification based upon sex, just as race, will be

unacceptable.

The obvious and explicit gender-based exclusions will

be eliminated by the services, probably without resort to the

courts. Civilian and military leadership have already urged

the end to major statutory restrictions in order to enhance

flexibility and promote national security.

Yet I do not believe that the courts would construe

the ERA to preclude legitimate transitions or cause the courts

to be deaf to all evidence explaining disparate impacts in

miliLar assignments. Strength differences remain, and the

impact of long-term vocational tracking on job selection may

also continue for some time to come. There may be reasons to

provide transitions to ameliorate sociological problems. It

will be necessary to develop understanding of the impact of

larger numbers of women generally, and in fields present17

closed to them. While the burdens of justifying neutral stan-

dards which effectively exclude women will be increased,

Congressionally-examined and approved policies of the military

which have been carefully designed are not apt to meet Court

disapproval. They will not place a crushing burden on national

security. Indeed, the requirement of providing objective

rationale for policies with a disparate impact is not an impedi-

ment to national security at all. Our military services bear a

burden of strict scrutiny on budget items each year before

.,:ungress. They are well equipped to make their case when they

have strong factual evidence.

No one is proposing social experiments that endanger

national security. But the time has come to accept the contri-

Lution5 that women have made to our armed forces. Despite all

the evidence of a job well done, resistance keeps cropping up.

Despite tests and studies designed to prove the negative, the

results are positive. The ERA is needed because the current

Legal framework is inadequate to sustain progress.
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For all women, discrimination in the military has

profound effect on their status as citizens. Womens' exemption

from full military service interferes with their access to

national leadership roles. Military service is often seen as a

political credential. Military service has been credited with

legitimizing the citizenship claims of other groups.

particularly racial minr-ities. Nearly all men are subject to

the military call if they are needed in a national emergency.

This is seen as a basic responsibility of citizenship -- one

that is currently denied to half the citizens of this country.

I urge this Committee to support the Equal Rights

Amendment not despite its consequences for national security,

but because it will strengthen our ability to meet all military

requirements and eradicate a remaining bastion of inequality in

our society.

Senator HATCH. Thank you. Both of your testimonies have been
eloquent in their explanation of you, respective positions. Before
we begin the questioning I would ask the witnesses if you would be
as succinct and as direct as you can in your answers. We are inter-
ested in knowing your perspectives on what constitutes prudent
public policy in the area of the military, but we are equally con-
cerned with learning your estimation of what precisely the impact
of the ERA will be upon the military. We want to create as exten-
sive a legislative history as time will permit.

Now, to enable all Senators here to participate fully, we will go
by a 10-minute rule. When the red light comes on, I am going to
interrupt the Senator questioning the witness and go to the next
Senator. But we will make sure everybody has the opportunity to
ask the questions they would like. Let me begin.

Ms. Chayes, the Selective Service Act currently limits its require-
ments for draft registration to male citizens. Would such a law be
constitutional following the ratification of the equal rights amend-
ment?

Ms. CHAYES. I believe that it would not, but the only exclusions
will be based upon capability. There can be no gendered-based ex-
clusions.

Senator HATCH. So you are saying the ERA would overturn the
Supreme Court's decision relating to the issue in Rostker v. Gold-
berg?

Ms. CHAYES.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
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Senator Hamm Although we do not have an active' rift system
in force today, former provisions of the Selective Service Act limit-
ed draft eligibility to male persons. If such a draft law were reen-
acted by Congress, would it be constitutional following the ratifica-
tion of the equal rights amendment?

Mr. COHEN. No.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree?
Ms. CHAYES. No. What is really interesting is, I think, we are

contemplating a very different draft. There will be a specialty
draft. At present, without the ERA, the military is making plans to
fill many medical positions with women. So in my view, there is no
plan at this point for a males-only draft when you come right down
to it.

Senator HATCH. But if we do have a draft law similar to the one
that we have had in the past, would it be unconstitutional if the
ERA is ratified?

Ms. CHAYFS. The exclusions could not be gender-based.
Senator HATCH. In other words, it would be unconstitutional?
MB. CHAYES. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Ms. Chayes, would it be constitutional for Con-

gress to adopt draft deferment policies limited, for example, to
mothers of dependent children, if the equal rights amendment is
ratified?

Ms. CHAYES. I think what you will find is hardship cases and
draft deferment based upon the same factors that now prevail. The
focus would be on the child, not on the parental relationship. I
think you would find that there would be exclusions, or rather de-
ferments, based upon child care regardless of the sex of the parent.

Senator HATCH. But would it be constitutional to adopt draft de-
ferment policies limited to mothers of dependent children?

Ms. CHAYES. I think that if you are saying that there would be
deferments only for females who are parents that would probably
not be constitutional. I think that if you looked at deferments for
parents bearing major responsibility for children, and those turned
out to be 90 percent women, that would be constitutional. The con-
stitutionality would really depend upon whether it was stated
strictly in terms of gender or whether it was stated in terms of
function.

Senator HATCH. If the deferment standards that you describe as
being acceptable were shown to result in deferring a disproportion-
ately large number of mothers or women as opposed to fathers or
men, would it survive the scrutiny of the courts of this land, if the
ERA was ratified?

Ms. CHAYES. As I stated, I think that all disparate impact is not
going to fall. It is going to have to be justified by carefully drafted,
well thought-out congressional action. I think in this case, and per-
haps in a number of ether hypotheticals that you could suggest,
disparate impact could pass any scrutiny, any test that the courts
want to impose on it. However, where disparate impact is simply a
mask for discrimination, the practice would not be upheld.

Senator HATCH. But it wuuld be up to the courts to make that
determination?
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Ms. CHAYES. If a practice is challenged in a constitutional case, it
will be up to the courts, but what you build into the legislative his-
tory here will, of course, guide the courts.

Senator HATCH. I see. Mr. Cohen, what do you have to say about
that?

Mr. COHEN. I think it quite conceivable that, under the circum-
stances that Ms. Chayes describes, that you could have a situation
where you have a husband and wife and an infant, that the wife
and mother would be drafted, and the father would remain at
home.

I would also point out, and I think this is an issue that will cut
across a number of subissues, that although in theory advocates of
the equal rights amendment say that they are not concerned about
disparate impact, as a matter of practical political fact there will
be pressure to bring the percentages of men and women affected by
any provision of this into equality. For example, if physical
strength standards seem to have a disparate impact, those physical
strength standards will be fiddled with to allow more women in.

This is something that actually happened quite recently.
Senator HATCH. You are saying the standards would have to be

adjusted to reduce the disparate impact?
Mr. COHEN. Yes; that has alieady occurred at the military acade-

.nies.
Senator hATCH. Under the ERA, Ms. Chayes, would sex-restrict-

ed military units such as the Army Nurse Corps or the WAC units
be permissible? Now, I know that the WAC's have been abolished,
but my question is whether the ERA would require that sex-re-
stricted military units be abolished.

Ms. CHAYES. You certainly would not be able to exclude men
from nursing.

Senator HATCH. So they would be abolished then?
Ms. CHAYES. Sex-segregated units as such would be abolished.

Mostly they have been abolished without the ERA.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that?
Mr. COHEN. Well, it is true that they would be abolished. It is

untrue that they have been abolished. Infantry battalions do not
have women in them. Armor battalions do not have women in
them.

This would be quite a considerable change. Throughout this
debate, I think it is important to realize the extraordinary nature
of the changes that would permeate the entire military establish-
ment because of the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. Prof. Norman Dorsc-t, the president of the
American Civil Liberties Union, has testified before Congress that
under the ERA it would not be permissible to exempt from the
draft women with small children but to draft men in the same situ-
ation. Do you agree with Professor Dorson, Ms. Chayes?

Ms. CHAYES. Not in exactly those words. I would go back to my
position that the focus will on the child, and the person respon-
sible for the care of the small child will be exempt or will be de-
ferred. I think that will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

If it turns out that 90 percent of children are in the care of their
mothers, there will be the exemption, but as I pointed out in my
testimony, the sole parent is male in over 58 percent of the cases in
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the military services now. So it will not be an entirely new problem
in a draft situation.

Senator HATCH. I am not asking here about the wisdom of the
policy. I am just asking what would happen if the ERA is ratified.

Ms. CHAYES. I think my answer is, well, let me rephrase it so I
can make it perfectly clear. The answer is that those people re-
sponsible for small children will be affected by the policy. But the
policy can not be sex-specific. If the impact is disparate, and chal-
lenged, the constitutionality would be decided by the courts in a
manner appropriate under the constitutional tests imposed.

Senator HATCH. But you are not sure because you said the dis-
parate impact will have to be scrutinized by the courts.

Ms. CHAYES. That is right.
Senator HATCH. Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. I agree with Mr. Dorson.
Senator HATCH. Under the ERA, would existing provisions in the

law excluding women as a class from combat be constitutional, Ms.
Chaye'?

Ms. CHAYES. If you can give me the definition of "combat," I
would be able to respond much more easily. At the present time,
there purport to-be_ two statutory provisions that exclude women
from combat. As such, those would fall. However, women have not
been excluded from combat as a matter of reality. As a matter of
being exposed to combat conditions, women have been there in just
about every war.

Senator HATCH. My only question is, Would those laws fail that
excluded women from combat regardless of how they are defined, if
the equal rights amendment is ratified?

Ms. CHAYEE.. I think women are not excluded from combat now,
and therefore, I think my response would be that whether the par-
ticular provisions would fall or not, which I think they would,
would be irrelevant to the results.

Mr. COHEN. It would most certainly not be irrelevant to the re-
sults. I would add that we have not had experience of women in
combat in anything like the way that we would have with the
equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. Senator Kennedy?
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
Ms. Chayes, the fact that this decision with regard to an exemp-

tion for the parent of a young child is going to the court would not
be anything new or dramatic, would it? There are so many cases
that are raised over time with a new constitutional amendment. I
suppose there would be some cases that would be raised under
ERA. The tests would be established, and then people would follow
what was ultimately decided.

But as I understand from your testimony that exemptions based
on the need to care for a young child would be treated on an indi-
vidual basis and that the criteria that would be established may or
may not be tested. That is the way I understand your answer. Am
correct in that understanding?

Ms. CnAyks. Ti.at is right. I think the focus has to be the child
and probably is the child right now. So that the question as to
whether mothers will be drafted, a very emotional question, is
really a red herring.
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Senator KENNEDY. Well, I think that is worthwhile comment be-
cause there are a lot of red herrings, and I think one of the reddest
of the red herrings is that we are always going to have to leave
this to the courts, quote, unquote, to sort of try to suggest that
those that support do not have a very carefully defined position,
and I think that you have expressed it well.

Mr. COHEN. Senator Kennedy, would you like me to respond?
Senator KENNEDY. I would like to just question Ms. Chayes, if I

could, and depending upon the timr:, I would like to get back to
some questions for you in just a moment.

Having served as the Under Secretary of the Air Force, what
was your experience concerning the performance of women gener-
ally in the Armed Forces?

Ms. CHAYES. I think their performance was superb, and T. think
they surprised everyone by their capability to adapt to nontradi-
tional roles. There was certainly no disruption of the military mis-
sion that we were able to observe. Of course, we were not under
wartime conditions, but .I would say that we have more evidence on
the effectiveness of women in the military through their perform-
ance in exercises than Professor Cohen and those he cites have on
the lack of performance under military fire.

On the whole, they did extremely well. Where there were limited
failures to adjust, I think the reasons turned out to be, after care-
ful research, that there were failures to provide the kind of equip-
ment the women could use. Just as with the Vietnamese, the mili-
tary initially failed to provide eqi .pment that fit the people. In
some cases, there was a failure of training a s,vell.

There was only one specialty in the Air Force that I can think of
where performance was not very good. That was the security
police. For the rest, the record was remarkable.

Senator KENNEDY. Do you think that they were basically underu-
tilized in the Armed Forces or are underutilized at the present
time?

Ms. CHAYES. Senator Kennedy, I would not say underutilized. I
would say career-constrained, and I think that you have to admit
that some specialties, for example, being rated, flying in the Air
Force, or serving on warships, these, are the kinds of career lines
that lead to the top. Women have been constrained from career-
lines that lead to the top. Therefore, we are likely to see many who
will turn to other professions where they are not constrained.

In that sense, yes, underutilization.
Senator KENNEDY. I was wondering if you were familiar with

that Army Reforge 1977 study, and I would like to ask if the rele-
vant parts of the study can be made a part of the record, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator HATCH. Without objection.
'Aforementioned study follows:)
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EXCERPTS FROM REF WAC

PART 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WotiEN CONTENT IN TM AMY-MUMMER // (RE WAC 11)

HACKCROUND: Since 19/2, considerable attention has been directed reword
determinlug the Impact of expanding the rule of women in the Army. In

1915, the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADUC) reviewed will
structures to identify male or female positions Which could be filled
interchangeably and to determine the maximum number of women whu can he
assigned to units without adversely affecting the unit's ability to
0.riorm its isstun. In 1976, the U.S. Army Research institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (AR1) conducted a research effort to
determine the effect on mission accomplishment of varying the percentage
at women assigned to a unit. This effort, known as MAX WAC, evalimted
40 companies of five combat support/combat service support types, using
ARM' scenarios (i2 hours in duration) for evaluation of gruup perform.
41ee The percentage of controlled-fill twice-tested units was either
04 ur 157. bar the inaial ARM' and either 15% or 352 for a necond
nix months later. The results of this research did not reveal significant
differences in relit performance over the limited time period. The
overall Interpretation of both performance data and questionnaire
responben was that female soldiers, up to the percent touted In the kind
at units participating, did not Impair unit performance during intensive
//Amur field exercises. Unanswered by MAX WAC results was the question
tit the impact of women on unit mission accomplishment in a field test of
extended duration. Accordingly in 1971, ARI was tasked to design and
conduct research to evaluate the r, le of women participating in REFURCER
11. The results are presented in this report.

CURPOSEr The purpose of this research was to assess the impact of female
assigned to representative types a Category II and 111 units on

the capubilityof a unit to perform its mission under extended field
inditions. The objective was to provide empirical data to test the
hipothesea thit there will be no difference between all-male and mixed
,.ceder group performance and no difference between enlisted female and
-oihtl enlisted male individual performance that would impair unit
rformanee.

%epPoACN: Berformance was evaluated in maintenance, medical, military
signal, and supply and transportation unite during their pilrtief-

, cinn le the field training exercine (FTX) CARDON ChM. The REF WAC
.'.ii la design revolved around the requirement for comparability el
and (smile ipllormauce data. une data wele caliccted on a daily
arum null nupervinure by Tent Directorate NCO data

snowed with the soldlern being tracked; through ubservatitein of

and individual performance by independent officer evolleiterh 'rem
I. .1 Id rectorate; and by ARI ar;ministration of quentionnalres to
rc.rtionnel before and after the FTX.

aht fuot Directorate conninled ul 9U persuunel organized into
!daft and five tease, one for each type of wait. `'ash team

ni:ted of a branch-qualified team chief (LTC), combat arms all it t ,

h.oih. ollicer, and brauch-.twat itied persunnel. The team ofti, .r.

pelfermance rat Inge on both ARTEP-type group eveuts and
Hannal-type individual events and made uentructured obseiva-

tiono on tithes events relevant tu REF WAC objectives. :Mice the lioivarch
effolt W.1; directed net to interfere with the FTX, (Attier evaleatot:
were feeelred to neivit target el opportunity groups for evainatiea.
Far group eventn, ollicere were to focus tin -vents ne likely to retie
for both a female or mixed group and rot' one or mu ping all -male

101111(.). Flu individual event ratingo, ()Milo -o carte hi
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select, for each enlisted 0311140 on whom a rating was obtained, an
enlisted man performing the same task. All performance ratings were
:sae on a seven-point scale.

MAJOR FINDINGS:

The presence of female soldiers on REFORGER 77 did not impair the
performance of combat support and combat service support units observed
when unit mission wes defined in terms of the REFORGER 77 scenario.
Group performance ratings during the first end last periods of the
exercise showed no difference between all male and mixed groups.
Although mixed groups showed a superiority over all-male groups during
the middle period, the results were statistically significant for only
one type of unit. This difference did not hold up when data from all
units were considered. Similarly, there were no consistent patterns of
individual male versus female performance differences over the entire
exercise, whether the tasks performed were considered as a whole, were
divided into common and unique tasks, or occurred in high stress or low
stress companies. When daily performance ratings by supervisors in high
stress companies were considered separately, enlisted women initially
gave a statistically significant poorer performance than enlisted men
during the first three days of CARBON EDGE but gained equality in
performance by the last three days of the exercise. Aggregated sets of
individual and group performance data for men and woolen showed a
clear upward treed over time from the First three days to the last four
days of the exercise. Of a total of 20 computed differences over time,
15 showed an increase, four remained the same and one showed a decrement.
Thus REF WAC results provide a basis for increased credibility of MAX
WAC findings, i.e., no difference in unit performance tamed on a 72-hour
field exercise.

SUPPLEMENTARY FINDINGS:

- About 15Z of available enlisted men and 29Z of the enlisted women were
nut deployable from CoNOS for REFORGER. Percentages were al t the name
for Europe-based troops. Of those nondeployables, 2% of the enlisted
men and liZ of the enlisted women were nondeployable for personal

reasons; 15% of the enlisted men and 12Z of the enlisted women were
nondeployable for administrative reasons.

- The percentage of enlisted women deploying in each unit (with one
sception) wee Jost under 10Z.

- Balloted women were proficient in MOB tasks, both traditional and
nontraditional, and demonstrated improvement during the exercise. Yet,
there was considerable concern at the troop level am to the capability,
of female soldiers to perform many of the critical duties of their MOS in
support units.

- Slightly over 23% (49 of 229) of the enlisted women participating
in REFORGER had nontraditional MOS but were assigned to traditional
duties during REFORGER.

- Enlisted women did not perform as well in tactical and sustenance
tasks as their matched male counterparts. Ibne of the women observed
was the product of the new basic training.

- With respect to questionnaire responses concerning how well enlisted
women performed on REFORGER 77, enlisted men were most critical, MCO's
were the nest most critical, and officers were least critical of female
performance.

- The performance of enlisted women, possibly more so than enlisted
men, was affected by leadership and management deficiencies or policies.
Leadership and management problems were widespread and appeared to be
the underlying causes of many problems involving women who were observed
in IMORGBI.
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-. Cessiderable and widespread bias against women was observed in

wits, meet significantly among fleet -lime supervisors. The masons moat
frequently given were physical strength factors, the risk of exposing

wagon to combat, and added problems in hygiene, sanitation, and billeting.

Al often occurs with targets of hiss, women as group were rated poorly
(questionnaire responses), whereas they mars rated as highly as their

sale counterparts when rated individually (performance observations).

- Eighteen out of 89 NOS considered (98 MOS were in the NTOE' of
the participating unite) were designated as being physically too demanding

for women by SOZ or more officers or NCO supervisors.

A number of factors,. in addition to strength requirements, shaped

the opinions of unit personnel as to where enlisted women are most

appropriately utilized.

- Pretest and posttest surveys indicated that the percentage of

enlisted women in paygredes 83 and 84 wee higher than that of enlisted

mn (81% versus 7071). Average ages were essentially the same, for men and

.omen (21 years). Nalleted women had a higher level of education (978
,vreue 858 with high school or above on the posttest). Seiler enlisted

amen than man were married (218 versus 328 on the poettest); the majority

A both enlisted men and women never had been married.

- Unit officers and NCO supervisors, when asked to distribute hy-
pothetical numbers of women and men over the MOS in company, assigned
the personnel to NOS on the basis of concentration, proportionality and

suitability factors. When women or men constituted small proportion

of personnel to be assigned, the respondents tended to concentrate the
women in the least physically demanding NOS and the men in the moat

physically demanding NOS. As the number of women increased, women were
distributed more proportionally throughout the set of NOS'except in
those NOS considered more suitable for men because they required working
in the midst of combat brigades. The goal of concentrating women in
less physically demanding NOS appeared dominant when well numbers were
to be distributed but lees dominant as the mix (male and female) approached
half and half.

- While unit officers and NCO supervisors expressed concern regarding
the impact of women on unit performance, they placed such greater
importance on other factors as having a comparatively greater effect on

mission accomplishment.

CONCLUSIONS: The value of REF WAG results is limited by the character-
istics of REFORGER 77: the number of enlisted women present, existing
weather and terrain conditions, and the kind of tasks enlisted women
were required to perform. The noninterference rule precluded the use of
standard events for scoring purposes. Workloads could not be simulated

where natural workloads limited observation opportunities, and the
variety of tasks could not be artificially increased. However, SSP MAC
results provide the best available information on performance of enlisted
woolen In an extended field situation and provide evidence that enlisted
women can perform their NOS-related duties adequately in a INVOICES-type
field exercise. The effort has served to clear the air and make it
possible to address, openly and directly, theme concerns of field com-
manders that units with large number, of enlietd women may have a reduced
combat readiness due to larger number@ of nondeployable personnel and
reduced capability to perform tactical contingency missions. The REF

WA effort is one of many contributions to policy decisions regarding
the use of women.
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FART IV

BRIEF OF MILITARY REPORT

wre.nnticTioN AND OVERVIEW

An "Interim Report on Women in the Army, REFORM 77" was prepared
11 November, 1977 as pert of an In-Process Review presented on
i December 1977. This military report, provided by the REF MAC Test
'erector to the ARI Commander, oleo Porosities the preliminary report to
.he test proponents on the Test Directorate organisation, data collec-
!Inn plan, operational conduct of 'the test, partial results and tenta-
!hoe conclusions, and recommendations of the REF WAC 77 Directorate
imlediately prior to its dissolution. As such, the report included some
preliminary quantification and interpretation of objective date, as well
ts reporting of the observations, interpretations, conclusions, and
recommendations of the separate teams of the Directorate. The'initial
quantified results included in the military report are redundant With
the more complete analysis presented and described in Pert III, and are
not provided here. This brief, therefore, deals only with the non-quen-
(Med aspects of the experiences and expert opinions of the REF WAC
Directorate members related to their evaluation of women's performance
And women's impact on unit effectiveness under field conditions over an
extended period of time, specifically during a REFORM exercise.

This brief consists of a merger of the efforts of contractor
tasked to provide the essence of the military report without attempting
to evaluate or screen content on either merit or consistency with
the other ports of the report, and a similar effort on the part of
the Deputy Test Director elm remained in ARI until this .report was
submitted. The brief represents a joint effort by the latter and the
ART scientific staff.

2. CONCEPTS

a. Organisation.

TO manage the effort, the REF WAC 77 Test Directorate was established
with SO people organised into five observer teams to evaluate performance
in maintenance, medical, military police, signal, and supply and transpor-
tnt:on battalions deployed or participating in the REFORCER exercise in
Germany. Each team contained branch-q lifted officers, one combat arms
officer, one female officer, two other branch-qualified officers and
enlisted data collectors. They received thorough orientation on all
nnpects of the exercise and participated in the development of each of
the rating modules. The placement of observer teams in close proximity
to the rated Individunte, teams, and sections was crucial to the results.

b. Methodology.

Initial criteria fur group event rating modulus were extracted from
recent ARTEP experience. Individual performance standards for individual
event rating were taken from Soldier's Manuals. Personnel records were
111 reulipa from the units selected, including 360 women (of which 229 were
deployed) and approximately an equal number of male counterparts.
Rating modules were developed for three performance categories:
juh-specific tasks, sustainment tasks (e.g., tent pitching), and tactical
tasks, (e.g., perimeter guard). In order to identify performance trends,
the ratings fur each module were obtained for the beginning, m ddle, and
ending periods of the 10-day field exercise. To provide a bas,n for
comparison, both male and female enlisted soldiers were rated. In

addltio to the individual ratings, team performance (all male groups,
all temele and mixed groups) was rated.

These time-phased evatuationii, monitored on a daily basis, were
augmented with interview; of all, supervisors in the unit chain of
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command. Some flexibility in the collection effort and the opportunity

for judgmental expression were provided by use of formatted reports.

The reports included anecdotal comments on leadership, morale, etc., and

a log of positive, as well as negative, incidents involving women,

wing a form labeled "Critical Incidents" (see Appendix A). Theme

inputs, when combined, provided supportive data that could be used to

validate the results or fill in gaps in the data base.

c. Limiting Factors.

Objective observations were constrained by a number of factors.

These factors included:

(I) An obligation of the Teat Directorate to USAREUR not to interfere

with REFORGER or Exercise CARBON EDGE. Rules of noninterference

permitted team members freedom of movement, observation and interview

only on a nonpre-captive basis. No action could be taken to increase

the number of women in the exercise area nor increase the number of

observations of individual and unit performance.

(2) One of the USAREUR based battalions, a military police unit,

supported the exercise, but not in player statue. The unit was

situated administratively in a tent city. Am result, no observa-

tions of this battalion could be made in tactical and field sustainment

activities.

(3) A significant number of scorable events did not occur because

of low levels of activity in combat support and combat service support

units. For example, the DISC011 of the 1st Infantry Division, once

deployed in the maneuver area, did not make subsequent displacement.

Major portions of two DISCOM unite, the medical and maintenance bat-

talions, remained in one location for two weeks.

(0 in the limited sample base of 229 women in the four CONUS and

Orr,. USAFIEUg battalions selected
for observation in the exercise area,

p,reent of theoe women were employed in such traditional roles Ise

and cooks.

I. ItNOINCS AND CONCLUSIONS

It.spite the limiting factors described above, the REF WAC Test

!,iro,tornie staff recorded over 1800 observations of female performance

II individuals and members of teams or sections before end during

D:lottrAR 71 and Exercise CARBON EDGE.
After-action reports, postexercise

1,ltionnaires, and final critiques
indicated that REFORGER 11 did in

r1,1 provide a viable means of assessing the impact of women on units

In a protracted field environment. The significant findings

ind ,onclusions deal with:

t. Impact on Unit Effectiveness.

(I) Findings.

Women were observed performing in a wide cross section of Army

..mhnt support and combat service support units at the division and

r.rpn level. The branches and/or specialty areas covered were mainten-

lnre, medical, military police, signal, and supply and transportation.

It was determined that the women had little cr no adverse impact on the

performance of their units. In a general sense, the women observed were

routributora having a favorable impact on unit performance.

The following incidents,4whieh fnr outnumbered derogatory ones,

,lenrly demonstrate the contribution to unit effectivenOss made by

thy conscientious, hard-working, and well-motivated female soldiert

(a) An enlisted woman wan released from convalescent leave following

malqr surgery. She was going to be left behind at Fort Riley but
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imitated on participating in WIDMER. Her performance was outstanding
during the exercise.

(b) Two somewhat irresponsible male MP partnere were'split upby the supervisor. The supervisor paired one enlisted male with an
enlisted woman, observing that the woman would "straighten him out."

(c) Two enlisted men told a REF WAC 11 observer that if they had
to choose a partner, they would just as soon pick the newenlieted
woman, who had a reputation as a good worker.

(d) A female MP on the third day of the exercise required minor
surgery for an infected finger,

She expressed the desire to remain
in the field, and was able to return to duty and continue her goodperformance.

(a) A female NP was performing duty at a traffic control point
when she experienced a metiers toothache. She we* given emergency
dental treatment and chose to return to duty rather than stay quartered
in her billet.

(f) On the eighth day of the exercise, an enlisted woman went on
sick call with the diagnosis of pneumonia. She had been working
lone and irregular hour. with less than adequate sleep.

Some unit policies, which were preferential in nature and on the
surface appeared to be helpful to women, did not promote participa-
tion of women in unit activities. These policies tended to alienate
man who perceived assignment based on sax as favoritism toward women.
The following critical example clearly identifies this mismanagement of
resources, A REP WAC 77 observer noted thst women in the ambulance
platoon of medical company were unemployed or assigned trivial teaks.
When queried, the company commander stated that women were not being
employed in the MTOE positions because the units being supported refused
to have women in the forward area. The male members of the platoon had
to "take up the slack" for these nonparticipants.

lionamployment of
women in forward areas was common but erroneously boded policy.
Commander widely believed that Department of the Army policy prohibits
the use of women forward of brigade rear boundaries. A policy that
precludes women from performing their assigned duties adversely impact.
on mission accomplishment.

A major deterrent.to determining female impact on unit effectiveness
was that frequently there were only few women to obrvei the number
of women in units ranged from one or two individuals to, at most,
10 percent of a nait' strength. Despite this small sample, observers
were in agreement that the unite observed could absorb women ss 15 to
25 percent of their strength with no detraction from mission accomplish-
ment. In establishing tha level of male/female mix in a given unit
type. the primary criterion was analysis of the unit's mission, to
determine the quantity and extent of tasks the unit must perform that
required physical Atrength. Women's general lack of upper torso
physical etrength'ia the principal limiting factor in their performance
of duty in the field and has direct relation to female numbers and
duties ..Wad for any given unit.

(2) Conclusions.

The assignment of women to unit had no effect on the capability
of the unit to fulfill its mission except in those instances where
physical strength was factor. Unit missions must be analysed to
determine the extent of physical strength required to fulfill those
jobs and the male/female mix in the unit setsblished accordingly.
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b. LEglilinj for Tactical a d
.

(1) Findings.

Woman demonstrated a general lack of training for and knowledge@

of life in the field and of tactical operations. This lack of training

aid knowledge is detrimental to unit survivability is combat environ-

ment. Further, it places an added burden on and causes morals Problems

awn male members of the unit who must take up the elect is any situation

sobers females do not carry their fair share of the load. ,Under current

methods of warfare, no unit is completely safe free around attack

no flatter bow far removed from the stain battle area. *teeny guerilla

bands operate in the rear area- sashimi opportunities to dieropt the

logistics chain. As result, every wait, combat or combat support/combat

service support, suet be capable of establishing strong perimeter

defense and be prepared to withstand a full-scale attack, particularly

dories hours of darkness. Mown must be prepared to fight in these

situations, operate individual and crow-served weapons effectively, as

well as being able to pitch tests,
dig latrines, and stand guard duty if

they are to carry their fair share of the load. failure to perform

these tasks during 112 WAC 77 was not always due to lack of ability.

Mamy Venal made an effort to acquire the keewledige they seeded. Innever,

either the common tendency of awn to be protective or male notacceptaace

of females often thwarted their efforts to learn. la units where

ceemondese insisted that each individual, sea mad women, carry full

share of the load in comma taste, the quality of unit performance was

much higher thin in units where women ware protected or ignored.

The following incidents clearly identify the meted for more istimmitive

trainiag for women in basic field duties sod tactical skills.

(a) One commander expressed surprise to ttf VAC 77 observer

that his supervisors had to spend eo such time assisting mass in

field euetainment taske. Prior to RAPORCIA, this commander was positive

that women were total asset to the Army. Viewing their performance,

he felt that they Wend
satisfactory in MOB - related MISS in the field,

but they Were little help in salting up tents, camouflage, stoves,

perforating guard duty at night, staying warm, and keeping their living

dreas clean.

(b) While in the unit
assembly area prior to the start of the

tactical exercise, a 1111? WAC 77 observer asked 14 women if they would

tight in combat.
This informal survey resulted in 4 positive responses

mid 10 negative replies. The women appeared mentally to separate

their performance in technical
specialties from any notion of combat.

flty viewed their work as
specialists in the Army as having no connection

.ith combat.

(c) On the eighth day of the exetciss at 0330 hours a communications

center vehicle ran out of fuel during an alert. An enlisted woman

stated she was afraid to go out and get fuel because of aggressor

action. As a result, no
communicationa existed for one hour.

(d) Four women made up a tent-pitching detail. No of them

got into n heated argument on how to pitch the tent. The argument lasted

for some time prior to
proceeding with the mission, indicating these

women had not been trained properly in tent-pitching techniques.

(2) Conclusions.

Women need more instruction in coping with and participating in life

in the field, to include tactical operations.
Women's basic, advanced,

and unit training must
include the sane preparatory

training for life in

the field that man receive.
Additionally, both men and women, officer

and enlisted, must be thoroughly indoctrinated
from the sta.i that all

unit personnel, male and female, will
share the load in the fulfillment

of the common unit tasks.
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c. MOS Proficiency.

(i) Findings.

Women were found highly proficient in the accomplishment
of MOS tasks in both traditional and nontraditional roles. Women
were highly motivated and their skills were as good or batter than the
males'. The one shortcoming that existed for women in MO8 performance
occurred in those teaks that required considerable physical strength.
Even with this special selection criterion in mind, NCO data collectors
identified only sight MOS's that were not recommended for women. One
MOS, infantryman, is not authorised for women. Another M08, military
policeman, was not recommended for the reason that women do not possess
the knowledge, experience, and training to perform tactical missions - -a
deficiency that can be overcome through proper training. Other MOS and
task§ that the NCO data collectors on the evaluation teams believed
could not be performed fully by women are as follows: 63H (tank automo-
tive repairman); 64C (driver); 76W (petroleum supply specialist),
76X (subsistence supply specialist), 9111 (medical specialist); and 948
(cook). For all of these MOS, the same basic reason was cited - women
do not possess the physical strength stamina to meet. all of the physical
requirements of the duties inherent in the MOS. Test Directorate
assessments of female capability in all MOS found in the units observed
In REF WAC 77 are found in Table B-18 Appendix B. These assessments are
based on all data available to the Test Directorate as of November,
1977.

,,) conclusions.

lo,men are capable of rendering proficient performance in any
-bit support/combat service support unit MOS not requiring large

,,,urc of physical strength. An evaluation of each MOS from this
In in order, to establish the minimal physical requiremeilts

and preclude assignment of such an MOS to women fend men) who
!' rot meet these minimum standards.

de Stamina and Endurance.

(I) Findings.

of performance data indicated there was little difference
Ir the level of performance of women versus men when measured over
',rind of some duration. An analysis of male and female individual
- -tot-mance was made in terms of improving and declining trends. Female',,vets compared very favorably with aisle levels in ell cases. It
,00nred that women could match the stamina and endurance and maintain
Trormance standards equal to those of men in the field. Furthermore,
Ithough given poor preparation for field duty, women did learn to adapttheir new environment. The only area in which they faltered was in

-oiorming tasks that demanded upper torso physical strength that they
Ald not possess,

(1) Conolusion

Women possess the required levels of stamina and endurance to
mstntn them through an extended field operation.

e. Leadership and Management.

(I) Findings.

leadership and manaoment problems were widespread among the unite
,h4rved and appear to be the underlying ease, of moat problems involvingwomen in the Army. Mnny units either had policies that were protective
or womeo or Ignored woman; either case was often passively accepted by
the women. One RAF WAC 77 team thief made the following statement that
Illustrates the magnitude of the leadership problem: "It was evident
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during the evaluation period that there is lack of ability in the

company grade officer and NCO ranks to lead effectively or motivate

telltales operating in a sustained
field environment. This stems from two

factors, first, a lack of clearly defined inetructions on their employment

end, second, a lack of training in teehniques and methods of motivating

the female soldier.' This mismanagement resulted in low morale in

the units in which it occurred, and thus in a mediocre unit performance.

Also, it created unrest among the mole members of the unit who were

required to perform extended periods of duty to fill in where the women

were either excused or not employed.. The practice of either ignoring

women or protecting them, demonstrated frequently by first-line supervi-

sors during REF WAC 77, i indicated by the following incidents.

(a) While mess vehicle was being loaded, two female cooks sat

idly in a tent because they were not assigned any 'duties.

(b) One women was released from hospitalisation on 3 September and

was not picked up by her unit until 7 September.

(c) During unit alert, off-duty women sleeping in a separate

tent were not called to defend the perimeter.

(d) A woman stated that women often sleep through guard duty

tours with no repercussions and often they were not informed of the

duty.

(a) A woman requested assistance
from her supervisor in setting up

a shelter half. The supervisor did not respond in any manner, but

merely walked away.

(f) Four women set in a tent upom arrival in a new area, not

assisting anywhere because they were told they were in the way.

(g) One supervisor stated that the women on his team and other teams

refused to change or service generators at night because they were

afraid of the dark. fa a result, the men on the various teams had to do

the work that the women refused to perform, thus creating low morale

among the men. The supervisor overcame the obstacle by accommodation,

rather than by analysing the problem, demonstrating his need for training

in the management of women. The units in which all personnel, male and

female, were required to carry the same load demonstrated much higher

levels of unit performance, morale, and esprit.

(2) Conclusions.

Army leadership training must be expended to include the methods

and techniques for motivating the female soldier. Leaders at all level'

in the chain of commend must be taught that women in the Army are an

integral pert of the team and they are expected to carry out all (helms

commensurate with their rank and job assignment. Instruction la A;

important facet of leadership is appropriate for service schools,

training centers, and unit officer and NCO classes.

f. Ilia. Against Women.

(I) Findings.

Descending the chain of command
from battalion level to that of

!.ricdfate supervisor,
opposition to women in the unit increased.

ronerfit ly speaking, senior officers, who were farthest removed from

o problem, fully accepted women, junior officers appeared indifferent

Or problem, and "old soldier" NCO's were openly opposed in word and

vttnn. Although NCO's generally admitted that women can perform

wo11 to their tasks, most NCO's just do not want them around. This NCO

ittltode in clearly evidenced in theme incidents thst occurred during

IIFFwAC 77.
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(a) During the course of the field exercise, a female soldier's
isility to read a map wee challenged by an equal- ranking mils. The
1nnetle had demonstrated satisfactory ability to reed a Map on two
previous occasions es the senior individual in vehicle. In both
Instances, she reached her destination in an acceptable manner. On this
,Igninn, the male insisted she was in error. As a result the mission
,411ed due to excessive time as the mole repeatedly reed the map incor-
rently. This man was convinced in his bide against females in nontradi-
tional roles that a women coeld not possibly read a esp.

(b) A platoon sergeant nstructed a male ser sent to desist some
meen in taking down their t,nt. The sergeant emended by pulling
lip tent pegs while the women were still in the nt, until he was told
to stop and let the women do the work themselve . The sergeant saw
this as an ideal opportunity to harass an "undesirable" element (women)
In the unit. This one incident probably beet document. the real crux
of resistance to female integration in the Army. The sergeant was
following an order, and he simply did not went women in "his" Army.
Female competence was not at issue.

(c) During the course of the exercise, supervisor related to
a REF WAC 77 observer an incident that occurred the previous day.
A female enlisted member dropped an engine, pinning her lag, and the
supervisor with some disgust had to run to her aid. He felt he was
a hnhysitter and was convinced that women cannot perform adequately
with heavy equipment. He also expressed the opinion that this woman
would be no hotter working in an office. His mind had been made up
that women are a bother in "his" Army.

(2) Conclusions.

Strong opposition exists at company level and below to the assignment
of women to combat support/combat service support units. An Army -wide

odueetion program is required that stresses management and employment of
women in a positive theme, whici, underscores the value and importance of
women in the Army.

g. Field Clothing for Women.

(1) Findings.

over 100 female service members were interviewed during REFORGER and
questioned on the suitability of female clothing end equipment. None of
the women interviewed felt the clothing and organisational field equipment
issued to women were adequate for field duty. The chief complaint, were
that fatigues were not wash-and-weer, were too lightweight to provide
adequate warmth, and were ill-fitting. Womn'e field jackets provided
little warmth in 300 temperatures end were discarded in favor of
men's fielJ jackets. The women also used male overshoes since there was
an inadequate supply of female overshoes. The structure of women's
combat boots wee not sturdy enough to withstand the rigors of an extended
period in the field. The web gear and load- bearing equipment were not
designed for the weight-bearing capabilities of women. The suspenders
of the load-bearing equipment placed pressure directly on the breast
and exerted an abnormal amount of pull across the shoulders and neck,
The equipment was very uncomfortable to women especially when used over
an extended period of time in the field. Also, gloves and field Jacket
liners were not made in sines smell enough for women. A shortage of
ti.use items had an adverse impact on the comfort, appearance, and morale
of female service members.

(2) Conclusion.

A requirement exists for the development of field clothing and
equipment for women that can provide them the needed protection and
comfort for an extended period of field duty.
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it. LeslpMILIgglaugLigattaigg.
(1) Findings.

Health and sanitation provided for woman during RS, MAC 77 proved

inadequate. The great distance and infrequency of visits to shower

points were source of major complaint among the woman. They fond

helmet b-the unsatisfactory and voiced a desire for more frequent

tripe to the Shower point. This requirement for inquest Showering

received support from the medical Observers who verified that,

gynecologicully enables, roman has greater used for more frequent"

attention to body cleanliness than a man. For similar reasons, pit type

latrines were not satisfactory for women, Who sought other source, for

relief. They expressed the added concern of possible assault whil.

visiting a darkened latrine site some distance from their billet,

although no such attack was aver reported. It was also noted durinp

1117 WAC 77 that field medical facilities were not equipped to attend

to female-related disorders ea evidenced by the following medical

!Shortfalls:

(a) el obstetrician-gynecologist was available within the let

kfantry Division, nor was one authorised.

(h) Initial planning failed to include particular female a.dications

Is the basic drug list.

(c) No vaginal speculums wers.available within' the Division medical

'temente.

(d) No examination tables with stirrups were available for examining

men, nor did the combat support hospital have examining tables

equipped with stirrups.

The above list doss not identify the full extent of the problems

',satiated with the health cars requirements of a large number of

vneen on extended field duty. It doss, however, indicate problem

exists that requires special consideration. Since this medical capa-

bility we lacking, female-oriented medical problems were necessarily

referred to bass hospital ems distance from the 'maneuver sits.

(2) Conclusions.

Requirements exist for the development of field health and sanitation

policies and procedures and for the provision of field medical facilities,

drugs, instruments, and Personnel that more adequately respond to

the special health care requirements of mum.

i. Female Leadership.

(I) Findings.

The number of female leaders, officer and NCO, participating in

REY WAC 77, was so small that fully supportive findings could not

be made. Observers did note isolated incidents in which female leaders

either had no concept of how to exercise their authority, or disused

that authority. fetille leaders weru also noted to be lacking in tactical

training. Additionally, there were occasions when women experienced
difficulty in gaining acceptance as leaders. Their authority was

ignored by men who would not accept women regardless of their demon-

strated competence. The following incidents exemplify the above:

(a) A female platoon leader constantly exhibited poor leadership

and contributed to or was the cause of low morals in her platoon.

She could not or would not control her attitude toward the Army or

her people in their presence. She demonstrated little mance for

her enlisted personnel and gave little guidance to her NCO'. As

result, missions were performed without enthusiasm and morale was
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(b) A male automotive warrant officer indicated to a RIF MAC 77
observer that female NCO's "may not be able to handle the troops."
This warrant officer's comment was purely speculetive for there were no
female NCO's in his technical field at the time, and he had no previous
experience with female leaders. The lack of confidence in women expressed
by this individual is indicative of male bias against female leadership
in s nontraditional area.

(2) Conclusion.

The above observations provide further support for the requirement
for improved tactical and leadership training for tames as well as
an Armywwide education program in support of women is the Army.

J. Female NiaretiOnaLfrom Nontraditional Specialties.

(1) Findings.

Of the 229 women participating in 11170102R, 49 wars working in an
MOS other than their own. Of these, 17 had migrated from a nontraditional
MOS to traditional specialties, while three had shifted from traditional
to nontraditional specialties. Two women with nontraditional NOS were
serving in other nontraditional NOD. The remaining 27, trained in
traditional N08, had migrated to other traditional N08.

(2) Conclusions.

Slightly over seven percent (7.42) of the female', participating
in MOWER had migrated from nontraditional to traditional assignments.

k. Female Content in Units.

(1) Findings.

(a) Information was obtained from 108 first-line supervisors,
60 unit leaders, 25 observer team members, and 19 NCO data collectors.
Their recommendations were taken on proportions of women to be utilised
in the combat support/combat service support units under observation.
This information concerned male - female ratios by NCB, team, section,
platoon, and company. The informationreflected both commend policies
and individual biases in real units in the REFORCER situation, leading
to wide variations among the separate units. Illustrations of these
variations are found in the reports of the chiefs of the signal and
transportation teams. The signal team chief recommended, based on
female strength limitation and current tactical proficiency, that no
women be assigned to Gianni letter companies. The transportation team
chief recommended, at the other end of the spectrum, the assignment of
women in percentages up to 50 percent..

(h) The REP VAC Test Directorate subjectively analysed this informs-
!Inn In the context of observations on WOMEN, taking into considers-
!inn tactical and sustainment requirements, to develop recommended
,,pp,ir limits for female content in the observed units. Observations
1,1 ronniderations in deriving these upper limits include:

(I) The current level of tactical training among women observed
RYFORCFN was well below that of men.

(2) Companies with a high female density would encounter difficul
rfi' to operations such as perimeter defense, reaction force, local
^1.i-o111ng, rear area protection (MP units) and interior guard.

(3) The primary rationale used in arriving at recommendations
cpmnle content in units is unit proximity to probable combat areas.

'-Ito operating in the division rear area could, under this concept,
1,vra a higher female density than a unit operating habitually forward
^f the brigade rear boundary. An additional consideration was given

the factor of sustainment.

bA
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(4) Unit oustainment, tasks requiring team efforts in heavy lifting,
digging, or hauling wee ea extended period of time could have an
Adverse effect on a company with high female density.

(2) Conclusions.

The REP MAC 77 Test Directorate recommends that the upper limit

a( female content in the subject combat support /combat service support
unite be as follows*

III! Ammum mom wiliallsmummff MEE
Maintenance Battalion
(STOP. 29-26)

Headquarters and
Light Company 113 29 25

II company 211 53 25
C Company 173 26 15

Medical Battalion

(MTOE 8-37)

Headquarters and
A Company 13B 35 25

t Company 76 19 25

Military Police Company
(STOP. 19-37H)

4P Company 166 26 15

Signal Battalion
(MTOE 11-37)

HHC 96 24 25

A Company 704 51 25

B Company 123 18 15

C Company 153 38 25

Transportation
Battalion (MTOE 29-65H)

'Inc 49 12 25

A Company 140 35 15

B Company 183 46 15

4. FUTURE REQUIREMENTS.

a. REFORGER 1978.

(1) The military observers for REF WAC 77 do not recommend a repeat
of the experiment for REFORGER 78. It is their belief that sufficient
data were obtained during REFORGER 77 to offset the requirement for
similar testing in 1978. There would be justification for repeating
the experiment in 1979 if positive corrective action were taken on all
the REF WAC 17 findings, e.g., female clothing, sanitation, health
care, improved training of EW before the scheduled date of REFORGER
78, permitting the testing of innovations effected by this corrective
action. If the corrective action is not accomplished by the date for
REFORGER 78, then further tests certainly should be conducted at some
future date to determine the (affects, good or bad, of the corrective
action taken based on the results of RFF WAC 77.

(2) If the experiment is repeated in 1978, and maximum benefit is
to be gained, it le imperative that the test sample of women be greatly
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increased in number. Also observers must have detailed advance know-
ledge of the scenario for the organization under study so they can
plan for optimum coverage of the female participation.

(3) Recommended changes Include:

(a) Predetermined AIT graduate fills of both male and female soldiers
in exercise units.

(b) Organisation, stabilization and pre-exercise training.

(c) Controlled deployment.

(d) Insertion of exercise-compatible scoring events on a limited
basis.

h. Caleept for Future Testinel

(!) Concept.

ibis con, ept calls for the controlled fill, organization, stabili-
!loo. training, and testing of teams and sections of the selected

q. The research effort would be conducted over a 6- to 9-month
riod In five phases.

(a) Phase I. DA would identify five CONUS divisions having combat
,,pport and combat service' support units similar to trnse observed
daring REF WAC 77. Each of the divisions would accept a fill of male
Ind female AlT graduates in one of ti five branch areas evaluated in
141; WAC 77 (maintenance, medical, military police, signal, and supply
too transportation).

(b) Phase 2. Divisions would organize, stabilize, and train male
sit female AlT graduates in team /section mixes recommended by the REF
..Ac 11 study. Cbntrol team/sections which are all male, would be
OmIlarly organized and trained.

(r) Phase 3. A small test directorate would be established underIrcpER. The directorate would place monitors at each_tivAsion location
In observe the organization, stabilisation, and trainfnktif the units.

(d) Phase 4. The directorate, augmented with personnel aid equip-
lent assets from each participating division, would test individual
4015 proficiency using skill qualification tests and unit proficiency
iaing the standard applicable ARIUS under highly controlled conditions.
Testing could be accomplished in 46 to 72 hours.

(e) Phase 3. Evaluation and reporting of test results would include
i comparative analysis between test and control units and a further
,omoartson of these results with REF WAC 77 findings by team and section
In each branch area.

(2) Advantages.

The REF WAC 77 Militet, Test Directorate concept for future testing
offers several distinct advantages.

(a) The concept is flexible in scope and can be limited or expanded
Aq desired in terms of numbers and types of team and sections to be
pvaluated.

(b) The research effort can be accomplished exclusively In CONUS.

(e) This research effort need not be linked to scheduled exercises.

(d) Because the research staff can be relatively small and assets
to support the effort can be locally furnished, fund expenditures would
ho modest.
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PART V

INTERVIEWS WITH ENLISTED WOMEN PARTICIPANTS

AND NCO DATA COLLECfORS

-AVIEWS WITH SELECTED ENLISTED WOMEN PARTICIPANTS

Introduction.

4proximately two months after the completion of REFORGER 77, ARI
ad,ivil interviews at Ft Riley with 40 EW who had taken part in the

it,tttne. These 40 EW previously had been identified as the best and the
EW performers on the field-exercise portion of REFORGER. The

iiutification was indicated by the average of the dotty performance

t.togn given them by their immediate superviitor(s) in the field. using

/-pint scale. This.ecale is described in Part II of this report.
women selected for' interviewing were the 20 with the highest average

oily performance ratings (ranget 6.7 to 7.0) and the 20 with the

average ratings (ranget 3.7 to 5.1). Thi purposes of these

mtervIews were (1) to identify background characteristics, e.g., prior
uny experiences which might be useful in the future in trying to
prolict quality of performance in a fleld.exercise, and (2) to obtain
Oattlonal Information about REFORGER 77. (See Appendix A, pp. A-128, 129.)

b. Pre-Army Experiences and Performance.

It was hypothesised that the performance of women on REFORM would
Lc related to previous field experience in the Atay or outdoor experience

,aiur to the Army. As such, the high performers likely would have had

:ore pre-Army experiences with camping and hiking, as well as other

outdoor activities. This expee,tion, however, was not supported

by the interviews. In fact, more low than high performers said they had
had pre-Army camping experience and that they had been known on "tomboys"

.1dle growing up.

Further querying of the women about pre-Army factors which might have

influenced their ability to perform on Army field exercises was not

fruitful. There was vi tual unanimity among the respondents in their

inability to recollect any such pre Army experiences.

c. Army Experiences and Performance.

The interviews also felled to support the contention that field
performance on REFORGER would be related to previous field experience

in the Army. There was little difference between high and low per-
formers in terms ut previous Army field experience.

While previous camping or field experience was apparently unrelated

to performance during REFORGER 77, prior experience with the particular

Job performed during REFORCER was possily related to performance. An

examination of EDS-mismatch (defined as not working in one's MOS) showed
wan no difference between low and high performers on this dimension.

Further probing of the women, however, uncovered a potential reason why
nesse women performed more poorly than others on REIMER 77.
Six of the 20 low performers (30 percent) noted that while they had

worked in their PEOS during REFORGER 77, REFORGER marked the first time
they had worked in their PROS since Advanced Individual Training (AIM
Had they been participating in their 1,106 while in garrison p.'ior to

REFORGER 77, the women felt they would have been able to perform
better during the tleld exercise. As a matter of fact, some women

intitrated that their NOS performance improved during REFORGER as
they reacquainted themselves with their PROS. The above point is

further reinforced by the fact that no high performer mentioned assign-
ment to another MOS immediately preceding REFORMER 77.
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One female mechanic felt that her $06 performance was more difficult
in the field, sway from the job aids she had in the motor pool. However,

4k, there was a paucity of such comments. The overwhelming majority of
women did'not indicate that job performance was more difficult in the
field than in garrison.

d. Performance of Women Relative to Men.

The respondents were asked to couplers their own performance to men in
the same psygrade and MOS. in general the women felt that their
performance was equal to that of their male cuunterparts. However, some
dissatisfaction was expressed over supervisory staffing strategies.
Soma women perceived that supervisors had a proclivity, when confronted
with a sex choice (especially for tasks requiring above-normal amounts
of phyairal strength), to aalect male to accomplish the task, This
indicated to them that supervisors regarded performance abilities of men
as higher than women in many field tasks-. This was a source of discontent
for many women who did not feel inferior to men iu terms of job performance
ability.

e. Adlustment to the Field.

Must respondents felt that they were able to adjust adequately to
working in the field. There were numerous complaints regarding the
sanitary conditions. These complaints focused primarily on the low
frequency of showers, the lack of clean latrines, and, in some can'is,
the fact that the latrines had to be shared with men,

Men, nom, concern was expressed by women over their safety while
,Alking 100 or more yards from their tents to the latrines at night.
spire their concern with potential assaults, the women agreed that the
-Ile soldiers in their own unite did not demonstrate excessive sexual
wressiveness inward them during the field exercise. In fact, if
ithing, the men in their units ah'elded them from the undesirable
OvAmes of men from other unite.

,Mu e rroblem the women agreed upon regarding adjustment to the field
1, that of clothing. The weather in Germany during REFORGER 77

particularly in the forest. The women said that their fatigues
.4J' too thin to afford the necessary protection from the cold. They

mad th.tt their own informal comparisons of men's and women's
...litett indicated that the men's fatigues were substantially superior.

rpcommenied that the women's fatigues be improved.

tt is important here to dieltngutsh hetween performonce and adjust-
, While previous field experience appeared unrelated to quality of

,,rmance during the field exercise, the interviews suggested that
field experience did aid ad/moment to the field. Many women
'red that their ability to cope adequately with field conditions

,Oolored her/tone, from previous field exercises, they knew what to
. The women, in general, did not feel that adjustment for them
more difficult than for the men. As one woman noted 'they

,..o) worked In the same (hid did."

I. e'er.tillp 'unit Authority dnnneri.

women were pn.ritioned as to any Iendernhip or training pi.iblemm

'lave Imio, led on their performance d ring REF011iTil 77. In

f' , the wompti imild not idontify specif problems In training nr
.p, except the lack of nuffirtrot PM' , experience had supervisory

111141111'1'g.

',r ail to fhr whotp quorttion of the authority syntem within the
Oman felt compelled NI /track the nyucen. Mont *Pre

.11nµ ',Ike or give orders. itiwever, the women felt that they
Tip.itifmn r(0111,1 to orders t,1 determlne their
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prnqc. The women also indicated sensitivity as to whether supervisors

love nrdere in order to accomplish an Army mission, or simply to demon

Sitilte their own authority. There was no basis for determining if these

ltreele cnneerna differed from those of their male peers.

A. !aimmary.

In ge-vral the women interviewed at Fort Riley who took Part in

REFLRGER I/ indicated that they were able to adjust and perfOrm snlistac-

torily under extended field conditions. They felt that their adjustment

and performance were equal to the men. Among the women, the primary

factor which distinguished the high performers from the low tens prior

Army experience with KOS-related tasks performed during REFORCER. A

number of the lower performers alleged that they did not have Very much

prior experience in performing the MOS- related tasks they were called

on to perform during REFORCER.

2. INTERVIEWS WITH NCO DATA COLLECTORS

a. Overall Impression of Enlisted Women Performance'.

ARE conducted interviews with the NCO data collectoro shortly after

&UNGER was completed. Some of these interviews were conducted in

USAREUR, but most were conducted in Alexandria, VAt Two eeneral impressiom

arose from reading reports of the interviews with:the NCO data collectors.

One impression on which there was almost couplet/ agreement was that

the effectiveness of the unite observed did not. suffer as result of

having had women assigned to them. The other topreseion which did not

have complete agreement was that the women, es individuals, did not

perform as well as the men on certain tasks. One type of task, that

Some NCO's said had not been performed as well by the women as by the

men, called for physical strength e.g., changing e tfre on a 2 1/2

ton truck or lifting a 5-gallon gasoline can. In part, the question is

simply whether an individual woman,ha the strength or not to perform

the tasks. In part, homever, the question is also whether the (primarily

male) supervisors think the women can perform them. Rather consistently,

women gave many more favorable opinion of what they could do than the

wen gave. (Many women reported either that they were not asked to

perform certain teaks or they avoided them by risking (even

with insufficient justification) not to be required to perform them.)

Without further research, therefore, it is nut possible to say how much'

of the alleged inability of the women to perform some tasks was an

actual inability and how much of it was not. In any event, when a

supervisor considered a particular task too demanding physically for an

EW to perform, he would usually aostgn the task to,n EN. Wher this

happened, some of the men would complain while others felt that they

ought to help the women with these tasks. (See Appendix A, page A-127.)

.ne other type of task which (according to some of these NCO's)

performed as well by the women as by the men was the type
that calls for special field training and experience, e.g.,
a tent or lighting a stove to use in heating the tent. It

.1,:ntnn ot the NCO's that many of the women hadn't been given

Ate training, e.g., In BCT/AlT. Some NCO's said the women were

,:tictently trained in how to carry out Ivrious tasks that go Into an
,dad fluid exercise and that, prior to RELORGER, little or no effort

. Aadv to comptotuatu fur this inadequacy. It is thus understandable

, out In the field, many supervlsore preferred to assign such tasks

.

rather than take the time required to teach the women how to

,ro

b. keiLimmendallons for larovIng Data quality.

dato collectorn irovided a number of suggestions for improving

c data collections f the same general type. The suggestions

Ic classified into (1) selection of data collectors, (2) training.

!i, amusing and ttaneportation in the field.
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(1) Selectiun of Dote Collectors.

A number of data collectors suggested that future data collecturs
Id be chosen on a voluntary basis. A data collector should be
!he same Career Management field as the soldiers in the unit ubscrved.
Ally, data coltecturs should be screened by ARI to insure that they
properly qualified. There was no consensus about whether those data

,iecturs should he enlisted personnel (ES and above) ur officers.

(2) Training of lista Collectors.

The data collectors agreed that they needed more training
An they had received it they are to perform satisfactorily. The
.Attaing should focu on the general purpose of the overall research
kart, the particular purposes of the data collectors' mission, and the
,lianics fur collecting the . tta, e.g., how to fill out the forms.

(3) Huusing and Transportation.

Host of the NCO data collectors indicated dissatisfaction with
,.,sing arrangements in the field. They felt that they needed their own
etimall tent, equipped with a table and some type of lighting, so that
1o1 could do the paperwork that goes with the data collection. A
Leber of data collectors also complained about the transportation
aranements. In many cases they were as they put it, "at the mercy" of
AX units they were ubeerving. In other words, they often wanted to
sllect data at one place while the vehicle necessary to transport them
it that place was elsewhere. As a result, some of the data they considered
6eful for evaluating the exercise was not gathered.

PART VI

INTEGRATED DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. SCOPE OP PART VI

Oherrvetiono and the results of analyses of more objective data
'lave been reported in the preceding parts of this report. An inte-
gration of these findings in the context of the total ARI research
c.f(nrt will be attempted in Part VI. The discussion will include
the identification of shortcomings of the research to date. The
reservations of the ARI scientific staff, in extrapolating results
to situations and conditions not in REF MAC, will be eXhlained.
The operational implications of AR/ research conclusimi,will be
4tacuesed and recomm endetione for future investigations provided.

1. PLACING REF WAC IN CONTEXT

n. The Management Milieu.

The REF WAC research effort parallels with that investigations and
-inngement studies. all planned as input for mafisgement decisions that

be made in the Spring of 1916. The decioions relate to optimal
-sobers and utilisation of female soldiers for an effective Army having
;,erscinnel policies reflecting the will of the American people. Thom,
lone-range plans for accessioning women into the Army over the next
gruel-RI years will be determined.

Ono parallel investigation will ptovids recommendations, breed on
in-Ifs:Musa performance tests, as to whether certain MOS tasks can be
:,riormed adequately by female soldiers. Where appropriate, the investi-
wine will calculate the cost of modifying tools and/or equipment to
hermit the utilisation of sore women. Another parallel investigation
011 provide recommendations as to the suitability of women for elvers

BES I
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Army Mai. Survey data provided by military experts and career progression
eonsidsritione will enter into these recommendations. Several coordinated

investigations will provide physical strength tests 4y late Hill for
possible experimental use is a gender-free selection and assignment
system at a still later date.

The Sill VAC remelts provide the beet available information es perform.-
MMO of female moldier, to am intended field situation, as contrasted

with performance !e.g.:rims* type duties. Divisiesel support companies

almost always will have tastallatios support sissies@ shish do set
necessarily mirror their sissies of eupportimg combat brigades on a
battlefield. Therefore, the carsfel distinction between garrison
and field missions of support units is essential. Fellers to separate

the two missions is equivalent to confuoing the parade and fighting

kinctiese of combat erne troops.

b. MAX WAC Co lvred to REF WAC.

From summer 1916 thru spring 1977, ART, augmented by 23 officers and

several enlisted soldiers, conducted the force development test "Maximum

Women Army Content," (MAX WAC). The goal was to determine the effect

of different percentages of female soldiers on unit performance in'a

12 -hour ARTEP exercise. A total of 40 companies was observed in 55

field exercises with 15 companies undergoing both fall and sprint

MAX WAC ARTEP. Final report on this test was provided in October 1971.

MAX WAC performance and questionnaire data supported a conclusion that

the addition of up to 35X women had s negligible impact on unit performance

during an intensive thres-day field exordia, for the type of companies

tested (maintenance, medical, military police, signal, end supply and

transportation). However, the shortness of the 72-hour ARTEP, tentative
evidence that female soldiers were more likely than men to be left

behind when support company went into the field, and the lack of data

on the performance of mixed gender platoons, sections, or teams, lad

managers to feel that more data were required before safely assuming that [belt

performance, in asneral, was not affected by unit content of women (up

to 352).

The inherent characteristics of REF WAC, as compared to MAX WAC,

are summarised in Table VI-1.

Table VI -1

CHARACTERISTICS OF REF WAC COMPARED WITH MAX WAC

I. Tasks determined by targets of opportunity; MAX WAC - Tacks

evoked by standard scenario..

2. Ratings obtained by platoon/section; MAX WAC - Scores obtained

by company.

3. Teaks rated several times during PTX; MAX WAC - Tasks scored

once during ARM.

4, Unit. observed during 3-Week field deployment; FTX; MAX WAC -

units observed. during 72-hour AR P.

Content of women up to 101 (TRADOC limit); MAX WAC - Content

of women up to 35X.

h. Weather and terrain comparable for most obeervations; MAX WAC -

Units obttervcd over a wide range of weather and terrain.
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hi many ways. MAX WAC and REF WAC were quite similar. For example,
'.01 Involved the collection of performance 'coees of unite or groups
"I queationneire responses of soldiers. Both required establish-
-.as' of a miiitary test directorate to provide the expert raters for
oring field performance.

The first comparison in Table VI-I contrasts ARTEP tasks elicited
, a standard MAX WAC scenario specific to each type of company with the
-equirement for REF RAC officer evaluators to select tasks to rate
1, targets of oppo tunity. In REFORMER 77. if the overall CARBON
,anE scenario and to tactical implementation by the maneuver unite
lid not require specific tactical events, such as for a support unit
,r) defend its perimeter or to react to an ambush while on a road march,
then performance on such tactical events could not be rated. Similarly.
;f exercise participants placed only negligible requirements on a
-edical unit to care for sick and injured soldiers. there was no work
'rld simulation and the medical unit did not perform many of the tasks
sequired in an ARM scenario. Only about one third of the unite
4,aerved as part of REF WAC changed locations during the CARBON EDGE
-,ercise, while ono or more moves were built into every MAX WAC scenario.
'mart from the availability of tasks to rate under noninterference
-dem, the conditions except for weather and terrain, were much more
4riable and thus less comparable than An MAX WAC. There, each event ho,
1 'specific place in the scenario and was carefully defined.

A major deficiency of MAX WAC scoring procedures for some typed of
mripanles woe that the team or group engaged in tasks (comparable
to omit event Wim) could not always clearly be determined. Thus
task score could not be attributed to a group of known gender

. it. Only the number of women in the unit as whole could be associated
with a teak score.

Nnr was it possible to compare task scores across the first and
.eennd MAX VAC ARTEP (for twice-tested companies). The first ARTEP was
4,0red by local evaluators in addition to (and quite independently of)
the MAX WAC officer evaluators. It can be presumed that poorly performed
'figke were identified to the company commander (per TRAIRIC doctrine) to
receive greater emphasis' in company training. Thus, if training were
Wiled correctly to the tasks moat in need of remedial attention, as
identified by the local evaluators on the fiOst ARTEP, the second ARTEP
leuld show en entirely different at of tasks as most in need of
further training. Obviously, ARTEN could not be compared, task by
ank, across twn successive ARTEP presentational comparison of task
q,orem across two successive ARTEPe for the some company would provide a
.puriously low estimate of test-retest reliability.

REF WAC tasks (group event ratings) legitimately could he compared
acrose one or more performances during CARBON EDGE without fear that
rating modules In themselves would affect future performances. Thus
group event ratings could be used whereas only the aggregated event
twores i.e., total company scores, could be appropriately utilized in
MAX WAC. MAX Wat events were given a single score for a company even
though an event such as an ambush, might have occurred more than once it
a single ARTEP. In REP MAC, each instance of performance received a
separate ecore, thus permitting a comparison of performance over time.

The opportunity to compare units with s varying number of women
in the units observed in MAX WAC is clearly resolved in favor of MAX
WAC which had controlled fills up to 3511. Also, some MAX WAC company
types were Corps units and thus tillable to 202 women under the limit
recommended to DA by MOOG. All COHUS-based REF WAC units had a TRAOth
limit of 101. Although most units were filled +Almost to this limit,
DA directive to the unit commanders prevented them from leaving core
women than men at home. Members of the male cohort selected at Fort
Riley were often assigned to FAST or Contact teams during CARBON EDGE.
This action greatly restricted the uppurtuntty to compare performance of
the male soldiers to matching females. who were seldom placed on these
teamn that normally operated forward of the brigade rear boundary.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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The emphsele on team/group evaluation in REY MAC and the fairly

even distribution of women across the support companies that contained

women made the distribution of women in the groups within the companies

of critical importance. The RR/ WAC.rosearch design would hove been

facilitated by an assignment policy that concentrated wane into a

few groups, leaving other groups all male. The availability of mixed

gender groups to compare utth all -male groups, so essential lo the

REY WAC approach, depended as such on an uneven distribution of the

women se on the total number of womenin the company.

c. Limitations: an thpAgjamillakiliceglingfigAil.

The value of REY WAC results is necessarily limited by the character-

istics of REFORM 771 the number of female soldiers present; the *e-

lating weather and terrain conditions; and the kind of tasks and

functions worsen were required to perform. The noninterference rule

meant that standard events could not be. generated for rating purposes;

that work loads could not be simulated where natural work loads were so

light as to limit observational opportunities; and that the variety of

observable tasks could not be artifically increased.

Only one -third of the c-penies that eight have been expected

1, change locations during CARBON EDGE actually moved one or more

tnms. The weather was relatively mild during the actual exercise

,!though in the pins forests where most encampments were placed it was

frequently too cold for the contort of female soldiers who relied on

standard Issue apparel. It is difficult to rredict how well the many

noun Who complained of the cold would have fared if illiPIXICER 77 had

been hold midwinter in colder neaten. The women may well have com-

platned less if they had been adequately equipped with cold weather

fear.

Also, se in MAX WAC, the female soldiers In RV VAC were observed

as relatively untrained in tactical and sustenance skills. Whether this

finding would occur again in future Woiosas would be difficult to

predict. The new basic training and the increased expectation that

rumen will participate in field exercises will undoubtedly prepare

female soldiers to work and survive better in the field than was true of

REFUGE,' 77.

d. Comparison of MAX WAC and REF WAC Oblectives.

The MAX WAC Force Development Test had comparatively simple

research purpose and Objective, since this effort was initiated to

validate unit limits for women as established by TRADOC. An Outline

Test Plan (OTP) was prepared by All and used for coordination with OTRA,

FIMSCOM, TRAOOC, Health Services Command and saves-el Army Headquarters:

element* outside of DCSPRI. Coordination and approval of the OTP by

TSARC established the approach and troop resources to support MAX WAC.

The expended objectives in HQOA LT4 )0-76-11 dated 9 November 1976 could

not impact on the available resources, field coordination, or research

design for FAX WAC. No corresponding change in the OTP could be presented

to TSARC for their approval until after cost field data was collected.

The purpose and objectives of MAX WAC as described in the OTP were as

follower

"PURPOSE: To assess the effects of'varying the percentage of

female soldiers assigned to representative types of Category IT

and Category III TOE Units on the capability of unit to perfory

its TOE Mission under field conditions.

101JECTIVE: To provide empirical data to test the null hypothesis

that specified increases in the proportion of women in selected

TOE Units will not impair unit performance. The design and the

quality and quantity of data must assure that obtained differences

large enough to have practical significance will have statistical

significance se well."

f
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Shortly alter the IR$JA 1.TR was issued, RA policy makers began to
emphasise the need fot.bnrd data on the impact of tousle soldiers
by "skill end. grade." In the eyed of many potential users of MAX MAC
results, this require.** wee added to the expanded list of management
objectives provided by th above letter as a hoped -for output of MAX
MAC. Unfortunately, MAX M had not collected the kind of data which
would maks this possible. .-...X WAG test results could not provide a firm
basis on which the Army could make its decision regarding the optimum
level of female soldiers in the Army. Data were provided for decision-
makers only as to the impact that up to 332 women would have during
three-day exercises.

The HQOA LTR, dated 27 June 1977 establishing REF MAC, incorporated
as much of the managerial requires/tilts unmet by MAX WAG as appeared
compatible with the noninterference, short-leadtime utilisation of
REFORM 77 es the research vehicle for REP MAC.

e. Comperienn of Extraneous. Uncontrolled Factors In MAX MAC and
REF WAC.

An independent review of the MAX MAC effort, provided by another
Army agency, started during the closing weeks of data collection and
pointed out a large number of uncontrolled factors that could affect
performance scores. Most of these factors could hove influenced results
only by reducing the expected performance of units taking their ARTEPs a
second time (with increased number of women) as compared to the first
time. Thus to the extent these uncontrolled factor. were prevent end
affecting results, they were biasing results in the direction of more
frequently impaired performance for units with an increased number of
women than would be expected to occur otherwise. Some of these factors
would'not effect REF WAG results, since they related to such things as
the controlled fills and differences in commend emphasis attached to
first and second ARTEPs that did not occur in REP WAG. However, some
factors would affect both Anvestigations. for example, the female
soldiers of both MAX WAC and REF WAG were the product. of the old basic
training program that could not have been expected to prepare women
fully for service in combat support and combat service support companies.

REP WAC and all other on-the-job comparisons of male and female
performance in support units conducted op existing populations are also
subject to the criticism that female soldiers in support units are not
well-matched to their "same-rank" counterparts in the matching male
cohort on age, experience, end intelligence. The difficulty in achieving
a good match was due in part to female soldiers in support units tending
to have had less experience in support companies. This lack of experience
id correlated negatively with performance, while the higher academic
aptitude of females (ea measured by GT scores) is correlated positively
with performance. As more women come into the Army, the relationships
of age, experience, sod intelligence with gender cannot be assumed .1
remain the same. There will be more female graduates of the new bauic
training (nane, and female educational and test entry standards might
possibly be lowered to hecome comparable to male standards. Hence, REF
WAC conclusions emerging from results obtained under today's conditions
will require revalidation.

IfIlIGRAaloN OF PART III AND PART V MULTS WITH TEST DIRECTORATE
0401Nch AND RECOMMENDATIoNS IN PART IV

a. Finding* Related to the Primary REP WAC Objective.

Teat +irertnralle findings will be quoted from the Teat Dlrectorate's
',Tort and followed by a discussion of other findings. Most of

tHos other findings were obtained after the writing of the military
reni)rt and are hewed on ntatistical analysts of data, a review of
interview data, ur other REF MAC or MAX WAC information. All quotation
anti's indicate the military report an a source. A final integrated
conclusion will be provided in each case.

337
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(I) Impact of Wumen on Group Effectivsnees.

"Women in units observed had little or no adverse impact on unit

effectiveness or mission accomplishment." Very few statistically

significant differences were found between the performance of all-sale

and mixed (including all-female) groups on group event rating modules.

For the relatively small number of group event rating modules on which

ell-male And mixed groups could be paired and their performance evaluated \\

over two or more of the three merles time periods, mixed groups showed

superior performance to matching all-male groups during both the be-

ginning and middle time.periods; and both male and mixed groups showed

a statistically significant improvement in performance in the middle

period as compared with the first period. These results are by no means'

conclusive because the events on which these results were based represented

a smell part of the total number of events on which data were collected.

One could argue that these events wars not representative of the total

sat of group event rating modules. When the data on all group event.

occurring In the high stress companies were considered without restricting

comparisons between male and mixed groups to those that could be made on

the same group event rating modules, the overall average performance of

mixed groups exceeded that of all -male groups but the difference was not

statistically significant. A similar comparison across all companies,

regardless of amount of stress, showed overall performance of male and

mixed groups to be essentially equal with a very slight, statieticelly

nonsignificant, advantage accruing to the mixed groups. Dividing this

total population of events along different lines --into common (tactical

and sustenance) tasks versus tasks unique to each company type--showed

an overall slight, but not statistically significant, superiority of

ele.d groups over all-male groups for the common tasks (events), and a

mealier superiority of mixed groups over all -male groups for the unique

tasks (events).

Note that the events were not of equal difficulty. Making comparisons

on all event ratings without first matching groups on event rating

modules would distort the results in favor of the gender category that

happened to receive the easier assignments. This consideration may will

explain the small superiority attained by the mixed

gender groups--or this difference may well be the result of chance

fluctuations. The only safe conclusion is not that mixed groups per-

formed slightly better than all-male groups, but that the above con-

clusion of the Test Directorate is in fact strongly supported by the REV

WAC analyses of group event module ratings.

Other performance data based on daily performance ratings of indi-

viduals by supervisors also supported the above finding that no important

effects on unit performance were due to the presence of female soldiers,

but these results ars related more directly to other findings and will

be discussed elsewhere. The overall integrated conclusion is that the

presence of female soldiers on REM= did not impair the mission

performance of the support units observed on REFORM when mission is

defined in terms of the REFORM 71 scenario.

(2) Tactical Skills.

"Woman observed were not as well trained in tactical skills .8

men. ....It Shoull be noted that none of the women observed was the

product of the ttlie basic treinins....ReenaMemdatont Increase the

intensity of tactical training of women during both basic and subsequent

unit training." triestionnaire data supported the Test Directorate

finding in sho ins that officers, liCO's, and EN thought that enlieted

men performed potter than women on tactical and sustenance tasks as well

as on MOSretated tasks. Also, the majority of male soldiers and almost

half of the amide soldiers believed that most women would do almost

anything to avoid going into combat with their units. This reluctance

may well reflect the self-perception of EW that they have not received

adequate tr.tning in tactical skills. When individual event rating

modules (talks) were considered separately for common (tactical and

sustenance) tasks and unique (MOS-oriented) tasks, female soldiers
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received m slightly higher average rating than male soldiers for unique
tasks and sale soldiers performed a little better on common tasks. The
difference beteen man and women in one time period (pre-WTI, common
tasks) was statistically significant with the direction of difference
supporting the above finding. No statistically significant 4ifferefnce
continued into the later time periods. Overall, the quantitative data
add little in either support or contradiction of the Test Directorate
finding.

(3) MOS Proficienty

"Woes observed were highly proficient in MOO tasks. This finding
is equally true with respect to traditional and nontraditional roles.

Women demonstrated a arose motivation to improve in MOO shills and
noticeably tacreased in Job proficiency during the exercise. ...Initially
women observed were not an well prepared as men for field duty and did

wt fully know what to expect. Preparatory instructions on field duty
sat nut have been adequate; given the amount of experience women have
wl in the field women did adept, remarkab'l'y fast and well to field
;Jy." This finding was strongly gsippartbd by the results of compering

average supervisory ratings of male and female soldiers in the mix
i.,!y stressed companies (1.0,, moved one or more times and had
We adverse conditions indicated on retie& module forms) across beginning
1 and time periods. The ststistical significance (at the .01 level)
the analysts of variance F -test of the interaction of the three

;,,turn of gender, high stress vs low stress, and time period, can be

otrib4ted to the lower initial rating of female soldiers in high stress
to antes during the first time period. Thus the differerces indicated

Table V1-2 can be said to have ststistical significance.

Table VI-2

AVtItAGE DAILY SUPERVISORY PERFORMANCE RATINGS IN HIGH STRESS COMPANIES

Time Period

Cohort Begin End

Mile 6.1 6.1

resale 5.7 6.1

These results, based on members of the sole and female mhorts
mu had ratters for all three time periods, showed women receiving
initially poorer ratings, possibly because of effects similar to culture
shuck, but recovering to receive ratings equal to that of the men
luring the lest three cloys of the exercise. The comparison of ratings
of all men and women, for both high and low stress companies, without
eliminating the incomplete data cases, showed en increase in effective-
Am over time for both sexes, However, there was no difference between
the average performance ratings for men and women.

Ao mentioned under the finding shove, there was statistically
significant increase of overage group event ratings for both men and
Amen from the first to the middle period vith mixed groups retaining
Omit statistically significant supertority in both periods. In addition,
the self-assessment of resole soldiers obtained in interviews also sup-
ported the Teat Directorate finding. The overall integrated conclusion
fully sustains the finding of the Test Directorate.
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(4) Leaderabie and Managtment.

"The performance of women possibly more than men was affected

by leadership and management policies. Leadership and management

problems were widespread among the units observed and appear to be the
underlying causes of most problems involving women in the Army....Onit
pulicien were often differential or preferential with respect to wumee

kommendations: Department of Army provide detailed polity guidance
to the field on the employment of women in tactical and field environ-

ments." The questionnaires administered after tho field exercise shuwed
thrt 472 of nonsupervieury EK and 431 of the EW said male MCO's treated

men and women differently. Of these, 511 of the ER and 162 of the EC
said more privileges were provided to women, while 552 DI and l02 EW

said easier jobs were given to women. Of the DI who thought NCO's

treated EW and EN differently, 42: crovided another explanation as to
how they were treated differently. These write-in explanations usually

indicated that EW were treated worse than EN. Male officers were
thought by enlisted personnel as less inclined than male NCO's to dif-
ferential treatment of EW and EN, but enlisted men who thought officers
treated EN and EW differently more often indicated this difference as
preferential for Bit Also, officer and NCO respondents who gave reasons
for task failures resulting from "too mane women in the unit," chocked
crewels that indicated poor leadership (such as: women not appropriately
trained, supervisor didn't kne- how to superyise women, or men and women
didn't work well together) es often as they checked inadequate strength

of women. It is clear that questionnaire responses support the Teat
Directorate finding and recommendation.

(5) Mail.

"The REP WAC Directorate observed considerable and widespread
bias in units towards vomen....The most significant bias found was
among first line supervisors., who in many cases were highly vocal

in their opposition to women. While these NCO's generally admitted

female soldiers .can perform well in their MOB tasks, most, supervisors

simply did not want women around. The reasons most frequently given

were strength factors, risk of exposing woman to combat, and added

prubLems of hygiene, sanitation, and billeting....Recommendation:
Develop and implement an Army -wide educational program to inform service
members. particularly leaders, of the female role in the Army end of

problem. unique to women. Stress management and employment of women in
positive theme which underscores the value and importance of women

in the Army." The discrepancy between questionnaire responses of
NCO's where four to five times as many EW as Mime said to perform
poorly ur very poorly on "their jobs during REPOROER" and the daily
performance ratings given to individual EW by their NCO supervisors

indicated the occurrence of an interesting sociological phenomr
that often occurs with respect to targets of bias. That iti. ihe

:.foluals Of a minority ur other, target Aroup ace accorded heir

..,,rved value whereas the unobserved members of the target gr. n

"mimed inferior. Thus the evidence that women as a group w..e
puurly un the questionnaire, although rated as highly as their

.
.oulteerparts when rated individually, indicated a class bias

women. Also, Lin large number u( EM (almost half) who said

.
treated EW differently than EN, WO only 28% of the EM responding

't no difference in treatment existed, provided evidence that NCO's
either providing unequal treatment or laud a credibility problem. A

, Ale percentage ut the EW believed that the discrimination was in

1verse direction of that perceived by the 2i who believed treatment

niuqual and in favor of women. Possibly both DI and EW were

,,serf in that IM were discriminated against by not being permitted

,areer an.1 ego-enhancing tasks because NCO's consider the tnakn

ipprtipriate fur women and In that P21 were discriminated against by

:,u% required to perform more night duty and physif:ally demanding

dowieer, it appears that the enlisted men and women did not
nJJtly accpt proterential treatment on une dimension an adequate cum-
Al.ation fur discrimination on another dimension. One cuuld'arguil,
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though, that differential eskignment by NCO's wee ate attempt to capitalise
on the special skills of men and women and thus the NCO's were more
wen- handed Aide they were perceived by their subordinates. However, any
interpretation of these results leads to the conclusion that training
.n the special requirements of supervising mixed gender groups is needed.
The Test Directorate finding is supported by questionnaire data,

RECOMMENDED MALE/FEMALE MIXES BY MOS AND UNITS

a. riffs Considered Too Physically DemnalimicleEW.

An empirical determination of which MOS are in fact too demanding
%I ER would require ratings of no lees than 30 different individuals
eel occurrences of individual events for each of an adequate set of
odividual event rating modules. This set of modules would have to
woaln all of the more difficult and critical tasks required for suc-
.0.sful performance of the MOS if it is to represent the NOS adequately.
Lich an approach is obviously impossible to accomplish under noninter-
terence conditions, and it is not economically practical even if made
,essible through the imposition of a carefully controlled scenario. The
ore practical alternatives of measuring performance in laboratory con-
ditions, rather than in a field situation, may be used eventually_to
hilidate physical standards for MOS. However, an evaluation of each
wilt duty position regarding strength requirements using job analysis
techniques would be such more practical to apply as an operational
procedure and would provide a more accurate appraisal than the opinion
date available from REF WAC. Unfortunately, en Army-wide survey of this
type eight require up to two years to accomplish. Meanwhile, the Army
lust rely on more subjective estimate of the physical difficulty of NOS
duties. These estimates can be found in the responses to the REV WAC
supplemental questionnaire filled out by unit officers and NCO supervi-
sors and in the ratings of Test Directorate personnel. These estimates
by unit and Test Directorate personnel as to the physical difficulty of
MOS tasks have added credibility, however, due to hiving been collected
soon after the respondents had observed soldiers in a field exercise.

The data from the supplemental questionnaire relate to how many
of the respondents believed each NOS in the NTOE of a specific company
to be too physically demanding for the average female soldier. Since
respondents were not caked how strenuous they believed each job to be,
an average difficulty level for each NO6 could not be computed from
these data. The questionnaire results could be compered to the Test
Directorate rating of each NOS as 1, 2, or 1 with a "1" assigned to
those NOS for which the Teat Directorate believed all tasks could be
performed by women in the field and a "2" designed to those NOS in which
most tasks could be performed by women in the field. Only ons.MOS
nirephone installer/lineman, 36C) was assigned a "3," indicating Test
Directorate belief that this KOS had "few (critical) tasks within the
physical capability of women."

The questionnaire MOS were divided into categories that reflected
percentages of unit personnel saying that the NOS were too physically
difficult for women, These' cstegories divided the MOS into those said
to be too difficult by 332 or fewer, 342 to 662, and 672 or more of the
respondents, Membership in these categories was then compared with
whether a "1" or a "2" wee assigned by the Test Directorate. Test
Directorate personnel and questionnaire respondents generally agreed in
judgments of physical difficulty for women of the various NOS. Those
believed to be too difficult for women by one-third or fewer of the
questionnaire respondents were placed largely by the Test Directorate in
category -i," and those NO6 believed to be too difficult for women by
tide-thirds or more of the respondents uere placed largely in category
"2." Unit officers and NCO's weed even more closely with each other
then they did with Test Directorate recommendetionr. There were some
differences between the opinions of unit personnel and the Test Director-
ate. Seyer.11 MOS agmlgeed "2'n" by the Test Dirertorate were designated
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by wily a b Jil percentage of questionnaire respondents as to difficult"

for J. Mese MOS occur in signal companies and frequently have female

incumbents. Hest Directorate personnel
possibly placed more emphasis on

tasks that occur only at set-up and take-down times, whereas questionnaire

respondents were placing emphasis on tasks which occur after set-up. both

unit respondents and Test Directorate personnel nominated some MO6 as

having Lasko that are too difficult for women, even though EW performed

well in these positions during
REFORGER 77 according to both ili self -

easesseent and evaluations by their supervisors. The armament of dif-

ficulty may be due to the fact that only a small percentage of respondent.

had knowledge of the quality of EW performance on a given job.

The REF WAC data on MOS in combination with human factor-oriented

findings of the Human Engineering Laboratory and the survey and other

data collected by UNINCEN provide an excellent starting point ler a

more detailed anilysis of MOS duties to identify the critical tasks that

are too difficult for most female soldiers. The REF WAC questionnaire

results indicated that there is considerable condemn, at the troop

Level, as to the capability of female soldiers to perform many of the

critical duties of their MOS in support units.

b. Distribution of EM and EW in'Unit MTOE as Recommended by Unit

Officers and NCO Supesvisors.

The unit's officers and NCO supervisors were asked to show wheie

on their unit's organisational
table (MTOE) they would assign specified

numbers of EW and EM. These hypothetical number, of EM and EW were

provided as separate tasks for the respondents for numbers making up

101, 352, and 502 of the total MT02 strength for OW, and 10I and 352 for

EM. Those MOS considered too
physically difficult For EW by a large

number of respondents and those so considered by only small number of

respondents were separated into two sets and identified as lost demanding

("herd") and least demanding ("easy") NOS, respectively. Most officer

and NCO respondents concentrated EW in the "easy" MOS and EM in the

"hard" MOS, when either 102 EM or 102 EW were being assigned. The

additional 252 KW (or'EM) required to raise the number being placed on

the MTOE to 35! were frequently spread clot over more MOS; that is, the

concentration In "hard" or "easy" MOS was less.

Results indicated that respondents were following three conflicting

absignment policies: (1) place women in less physically demanding MOS

ane.,men In more physically demanding MOS (the
concentration policy); (2)

spread women out ao they would not make too large a proportion of the

in aabents of any MOS or section (the proportionality policy); and (3)

reserve men fur Sobs -that require working in the midst of combat brigades

as In supply and transportation FAST teams and maintenance Contact (now

called MST) teams (the suitability policy). For small numbers to be

assigned, the first policy (concentration) appeared to take precedence,

with the second policy (proportionality) becoming more evident as

'additional men or women were to be assigned. The third policy (suita-

bility) appeared primarily in maintenance and supply and transportation

units where the physical difficulty of MOL.tasks was obviously relegated

to d lower precedence as compared to whether an incumbent of an MOS was

likely to he used on FAST ur Contact teams, It should be noted once

more that the questionnaire item that asked for an explanation of

"mission failures due to top many women" received almost an many responsvo

pointed to uni.uitability fur reasons other than atrength as it etd

responses citing strength deficiency,

Ile rrrre ,f quntinnuAtre gnpriPment Ihuwea tnoi unit pernun-

u1.1 ,!early follnwd vronortiona!ity and nuitabllity ohjectiven In tho

Thorthat 'no 40 wmnill over the MW; In a company. The tonontration

pnih'y with respect V strength
conaIderationn appeared dominant when

n4.0srn wumpu were ter be el (or small numhern r i man

iu uthurwine nil-female unit), but became less dcminant an the mix

Appr4, hod halt and half. It won 'Alit that thee.° concernn of unit

,fit,oru end tit.0 auperviaora are legitimate and should he, given further

nwilderAtIon. Ihe quvntlun muir/temale mix In ad important And
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unresolved issue that require. a more complex solution than the designa-
tion of open and closed MOS.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE AR1 RESEARCH STAFF

a. Research Conclusions.

(1) A performance decrement did not occur over time auring
REFORCER 77 for either men or women. The combination of weather,
terrain, time in the field, and work load was not sufficiently stressful
and fatiguing to induce a decrement in performance over time. instead,
counter phenomenon occurred in which female soldiers commenced the

exercise with performance below that of male soldiers. However, the
female soldiers, either recovering from an initial shock or quickly
acquiring the needed training and/or field experience, increased
their level of performance to equal that of men in the latter part of
the exercise.

(2) Female soldiers can provide a creditable performance in
the kind of field environment encountered by support units during
REFORM 77.

(3) The MAX WAC results, showing no impairment df unit per-
formances, up to the levels of female content tested, were sustained,
except that the number of women in each REF MAC unit was just under 102
as compared to a maximum level of 35X in MAX WAC. The duration of MAX
WAC was, of course, 72 hours as compared with the several weeks away
from the home installation, including the three week. under field
conditions, and the ten-day participation in the CARBON EDGE exercise
experienced by the REF VAC participants. An was true of MAX WAC, this
conclusion of no impairment of unit performance directly applies only to
like unite. Unlike the MAX WAG finding, which implied that 6,000 more
KW could be utilised then would be true if TRADOC limits were applied,
the effective use of larger numbers of EW than are now in support units
such as those in REF WAC is not implied by REF WAC results.

(4) NCO's rated KW in the abstract lower than they rated
specific inulviduals. Mi., finding suggests that an interesting socio-
logical phenomenon which often occurs with respect to minority ;;coup
members also occurred in NEYORGER. That is, the individual members of
the minority are accorded their observed value but the unobserved
members of the minorvy group are presumed inferior.

(5) With respect to bus+ wet: enlired dUP... performed Oh
IINFoltGER 77, NM were most critical, NCO'ft were ileac most critical, and
officers were least critical except for EW who rated themselves as
highly as EM rated themselves. The two following interpretations of
this phenomenon are possible: (I) proximity and presumed opportunity to
observe produces lower ratings (with the exception of ratings by women
themselves which are higher); (2) the lower ratings reflect a bias
engendered by the assignment of men to "extra" work because of the
presence of women (the harder physical labor, more night duty by
EM, and more administrative care by the NCO's).

(6) Three sometimes conflicting assignment policies were
followed ly unit personnel in accomplishing the experimental task of
distributing women (or men) to MOS positions in a unit's organizational
table (MTOL). The policies and how they were met are listed below!

(a) A compar,tive)y omen number of women were placed
in the MOS believed to require the greatest strength and a comparatively
large number were placed in the MOS believed to require the least
strength. In contrast, men were placed in the "harder" MOS. This
concentration of men and women according to the perceived physical
difficulty of the MOS tasks was most evident when the hypothetical task
was to place a erect1 number of either men or women in a company which
was predominantly of the other gender.
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(b) When the hypothetical task was to place larger percent-

ages of either men or Wawa against the company MTOK, officers and NCU's

revealed a second policy of spreading out women across more MOS. Men

were similarly spread out, probably to assure soma men in each group

to do the more physically demanding tasks. Thin tendency to place

women (m men) in numbers proportional to the MOE strength of each MOS

reduced the concentration of men or women that was based on physical

demands of the job.

(c) In some supply and transportation and maintenance
tompanies, the hypothetical assignment of lqg men (remainder of company

being women) was apparently determined heavily by the frequency with

which the MOS occurred in a supply and transportation FAST or maintenance

Contact team. This emphasis resulted in a comparatively small number of

men being available for placement in the more difficult physical tasks- -

a number which was actually less than the proportional male share of

unit strength. It is not known whether this third policy, suitability,

wc .14 have been 48 important tf unit personnel had understood and

accepted the then very new and as yet undlaseminated DA policy permitting

female soldiers to be assigned forward of the combat brigade rear

boundaries as members of FAST and Contact teems. The Importance of a

number of factors, in addition to strength requirements, in shaping

opinions of unit personnel as to where women are most appropriately

utilized remains unclear.

(7) Of the 89 MOS considered (98 MOS were In the MTOE's of the
participating units), 18 were designated by 50% or more of officers or
NCO supervisors as being physically too demanding for women. Either

these jobs are in fact unsuitable for women or training, indoctrination,
and leadership within these unite had not adequately Informed male
supervisors of the capabilities and responsibilities of female soldiers,

(8) The percentage contribution of leadership, morale, per-
sonnel turbulence, training, and proportion of women "to the ability
of a company to accomplish its combat mission" was asked of both unit

officers and supervisory NCO's. The percentages assigned these factors
by officero ranged from 402 for leadership to 52 for proportiol of women

In the unit. The rank order of these factors (from high to low percent-
ages) by officers and NCO'e was the same es that obtained from ofNcers
of the 40 units participating in MAX WAC. Thus, while unit officers and

NCO supervisors expressed concern regarding the impact of women on unit
performance in both interview and questionnaire responses, they placed
much greater importance on other factors as having a comparatively
greater impact on mission accomplishment.

b. Recommendations for Future REF WAC-Type Test.

There have been a number of lessons learned from the process of
planning and implementing REF WAC. Many of the ARI recommendations
for incorporation into any future REP WAC type research effort or
force development test require more lead time than could be given to ARI

for REF WAC 17. Some of the recommendations relating to leaf, time are

as follows:

(I) Fotablieh liainon activity with both CDHUS-bound and
MARMR-booe4 unite eight menthe In advance, or as anon an units arc

notified.

(2) Begin collection of nondeployabflity data six months

before unite are due to deploy on the exerc'se. Many of the personnel

shifts that occur in that time frame are t accommodate the nondeploy-

abiett or to ovoid taking undesirables without spotlighting such decielohe.

(3) Weve all date collection Instruments ready to time for

prLIiminary tryouts no troops. These should be timed to amigo appropriate

modifitations to '3811[0 that all test is understood to mean what was

Intended.



(A) Sring Test Directorate off on board in time to permit
training in usa of instruments.

(5) Select NCO data collectors by name after interviews of
outstanding candidates.

lore USARRUR support would improve the quality of the data collected.
.osiderable ULM= support Is required for even a einimal effort. Some

,1 the improvements that would require more support than ads available
or REF MAC 77 follow:

(a) Provide each NCO data collector with a jeep -44n ha /she is
tuvoring more than one company.

(7) Officer eveloatore and NCO data collectors should live and
army In the units. However, pup tents are not adequate. The requirement
for privacy to accomplish required paper work justifies at least a squad
tent for evaluator use in each company.

nosily, the difficulty of collecting equivalent data on male and
'lied groups under the noninterference condition of RIF MAC 77 leads
to the last three recommendations:

(8) A future test should include controlled fills of enlisted
eJsen in the participating companies. Also, a prescribed concen-
tration of Mil in the groups within the companies is required in order to
provide an adequate number of all -male groups and comparable groups with
a nigh density of

(9) WWII sub-ecenarios, or scenario interdiction, to provide
ovulated work loads and tactical tasks for support units with a cepa-
tillity of doing more than la required in support of the combat brigades.

(10) In the event sub - scenarios or scenario interdiction is
rely entirely on supervisory ratings (collected by COV data

:ollectore) and collateral research questionnaires.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOIR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH AND STUDIES* FINDING OUT
WV MUT TUE AWAY STILL. DOESN'T KNOW

e. Clearing the Air.

Managers may very well perceive that the primary contribution
f '41 MAC and RIF VAC has been to clear the air with respect to the
pellet, erroneously held by many, that female soldiers could not or
rid not effectively potions their NOS shills in support companies

. ler field exercise conditions, and/or could out galenite their physical
,4 psychological health in the field, and/or mould adversely affect the
rile of male soldiers tc the point that their performance would be

!Paired. It should now be possible to address, openly sad directly,
reenionetaiy pleaded concerns of many field commanders that units

.:01 large ounhere of women may have reduced readiness for combat
itr. MUM

(I) The evarase female soldier In a support molt ggi be less
O fettivm in unit defense than her male counterpart.

Oho SVOIAg t017141P 4(dAlPf to 4 nuppoit unit wry nut he
ao riff* 6,.atinA reolacuoont for combo( brigades, and sea
uel 1,c ,h ,, it meuth,,T Al tc,, !too teams to ncroisplish varlooh
,n! ! !ni !ootioweofv an compaiod to n mole Ruppaft 41.4X1V

( I, .eintqn may rpqnirm rho withdrawal of women hop
,111,,t( mssn In no A' emergency ew it bevueo appitoot that they
will be 1p loan sopp"ft of the bettlefiGIC leeving the vemps.y with
verso:tem it key MON :hat era tiswwily ortAwled by unseen.
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(4) Many combat veterans recall that men on the battlefield,

who are about to kill and be killed, have comparatively primitive
attitudes towards interpersonal relationships; the maintenance of
discipline with respect to the behavior of male soldiers toward women
in other unite (or men in their owe units) could break down, or main-
tenance of diacipline might be at considerable cost to overall unit

uffectivsuses.

Future research should focus on the resolution of these concerns.
The first step in this direction should be the clarification of Army
doctrine with respect to the Importation (and probability) that support
unit soldiers will perform both technical and tactical roles on the
battlefield of the future.

The AR1 five year research plan for the "Role of Women in the Army"
has provisions for research to be conducted on support company reaction
teams with prescribed gender mixes performing carefully controlled
and measured tactical contingency tasks. Current plans cell for using

the ARI-developed REALTKA1N "scopes" avvrosch to the measurement of
performance on contingency tasks such as reaction to ambushes, peri-
meter defense, removal of striper nests, and the establishment and

le,lding of road blocks.

Other research is planned for obtaining more objective performance
data on teams and work gruupn with varying male/female mixes and on
the willingness of female soldiers to volunteer for participation

in contingency mission's. The collection of comparable nondeployability

data on male end female soldiers unsigned to support units will continue.

A study addressing the utilisation of support unit soldiers in

technical vs tactical roles for scenario involving a highly fluid

European battlefield should be initiated. War example, the technical

lemion of a maintenance unit in such a scenario right coats() with the
actual start of hostilities due to the high state of mobility required
of the unit, the poor physical contacts between the unhand the combat
brigade being supported, the presence of hostile forces wall back of
the forward edge of the battle area (FKBA), and the card of the combat
brigades for replacements. Existiag war games do not reflect player

6 .
, Po ,61Hatbalize support units ur use dupputt milts fur tactical

,(1.(y missions, although historical studies show sueh drcluiouo uu
4 the (Ivtvudorh to be not uncommon. Hodtticattons to pormtt

i',Ion 'elating to the une of support lompany personnel no it

d pisiet option would hr required before existing war games
'H. Input lo the resolution of this 'sone.

«lulted lotormatton tor Policy Makers.

1((,a,, ally( filig how ;stor writs will hy waged Ore aiwayo
tOormatl(m or gut-quilts that ore hornfully educated

((( Htouo no to the gender mix of Army units are among those
11.11r, ?, will affo(t the ronoureeo avntInhle to a ((Lehi cow

, (. 1,toon hunt made wIt1-. only p/irt!nl Information

1,11«tv ;atilt ;.(1W t,1d1.-1n it, dtilvtvm ;(1clitAl

voitorw, dudrlho ovallohtltty of men and women In
It 1 onlintneut I((to the No pKinttop

. I , (.1,1(n IflOit v. tin, qnunti,m1,7

(: ( Will up(Eirn ,w,(111(1c t,, aril 1st tit hies, n: tiltOP an higher
(do, ;.'mile lo( I 01 (I .474( ruyittcd t,. ovtvv In ((npW(rt mitt.
(1,, ((Hy ;I, tllrll i(T).(vAhIlify Ahl AIllognvm

1.,(11( 11,1; 1.1 (h.; ..t ,(;(

11; (1(aeio..1 t I ill t. It i( 1(1.1 ,11(1«t 1, 111,11 I, 11 1(1..1 Vii(11( 111(1111

(.1 I.:, h( k.1 (.I(1 cm( hi: II1,1111t,t (If 1(1,1 IiI1 (11.11 1,1 (III('

(1.I "1,1, I ( t(111, 111.11 1,11 1(.1 ,11 Id/ I real
112.1(1.4.
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(3) .en support unit soldiers of both sexes quickly convert
to effective 'fighters on their own &dowdye perimeters, se members
of unit In teams, as combat unit replacements and in ad hoc combat
teams asaignuo to special combat missions? Are there differences in
this respect oetwean male and female soldiers?

(4) Can female officers and NCes effectively load otherwise
all -male or mimed gender reaction teams (or other ed hoc combat teems)
In arcomplishing tactical missions on a battlefield!

Research-based answers to all the above questions will have to
wait until adequate numbers of female soldiers have entered the Army
and have received on-the-job training and experience in support unite.
No am0uPt of research emphasis backed with unlimited resources could
have provided answers to these questions by 1978.

c. Planned Additional Analyses on MAX WAC and REP WAC Data.

The prescribed submission date of this report did not permit a
number of in-depth analyses of the data. Cross-variable relationships
within the REP WAC questionnaire data have not been explored, and
several hypotheses relating to the company by company linkage of per-
/amines mesmerise and questionnaire responses have not been investigated.
Also, while a preliminary analysis showed a relationship between the
number of soldiers in a group and group event ratings, this relationship
differed for all-male and mixed groups. Although this finding could
explain important performance group event rating variance, there was not
sufficient time to maks the additional statistical checks to verify
nonchan,e relationships. These analyses, and others, will be reported
in follow -on technical reports. As In REP WAC, the inter-relationship
among questionnaire variables could not be provided in time for the
MAX WAC management report. and s follow-on technical report was promleed.
The enalyrns required for the MAX WAC to/lute-on technical report were
moved back in priority to permit en early REP WAC reporting date.
The MAX WAC collateral research questionnaires included sets of variables
relating to differential assignment of male and female soldiers, pear
confidence in male and female soldiers under !laical conditions,
and attitudes relating to non-ttadltional roles for women. Technical
reports on these topics will be initiated this year.
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Senator KENNEDY. Tilt' purpose of the research was to assess the
impact of female soldiers on the capability of a unit to perform its
mission under extended field sonditions. The findings are as fol-

lows: "The presence of female soldiers on Reforger 1977 did not
impair the performance of combat support, combat service support
units observed when the unit mission was defined in terms of the
Refurger 1977 scenario."

I am just wondering whether you are familiar with that particu-
lar study, and whether you find that these arguments that are
'made about the bonding of male relationships in the combat arms
is of such importance and significance that they cannot be violated,
given the findings of this kind of study.

Ms. CHAvEs. I think the study is remarkable in that it varied the
percentage of women in the units and found that the strength of
the units did not appreciably vary. I think that is a very important
finding. It was a very realistic exercise.

I am really mystified by male bonding. I think it is bad sociology.

I think it is pop sociology. I think there are other studies that
really demonstrate otherwise when one begins to look at what
combat cohesiveness is all about. Berryman's studies done recently,
and studies of Vietnam show that what promote cohesion is surviv-
al; that laggard performance or macho performance tend to detract
from unit cohesion, because it threatens survival.

I think one can make a romantic case, as has been made by
Tiger and others that Eliot. Cohen cites, but I find this is pop. It
really has very little meaning and it is a fig leaf for discrimination.
Laughter. 1

Senator KENNEDv. Mr. Cohen, I think you deserve under the fair-

ness doctrine an ovportunity to respond on that.
Mr. Let me just give you a little bit of background oa

those so-called pop sociologists I was referring to. The first one,
Brig. Gen. S.E.A. Marshall, was the foremost combat historian of

the American Army during World War II. His book, "The Armed
Forces Officer," is distributed to eery officer in the Armed Forces.
lie is responsible for many of the policies that we have today, down
to such matters as the size and organization of squad.. He was by
no means a pop sociologist.

The other two sociologists whom I do quote are Prof. Edward

Shils and l'i of. Morris Janowitz. Prof'. Edward Shils has been
widely known as perhaps the most prominent sociologist in the
United States, influential in a number of fields, not just military
sociology. Prof. Morris Janowitz is certainly the most prominent
military sociologist that this country has. His book, "The Profes-
sions' Soldier, is and always has been a classic.

II I might also comment on the Reforger exercises, there are a
number of points here. One, any peacet inn--

Synotor lipsvNrov. Well. those sociologists, what do they exactly
ssy" You sa1, the, all support your thesis that the military organi-
zations make conscious use of masculinity, make appeals to it

Mr. Coitniv. Afr;olutely
Senator KvrsiNntry exaggeratiom of it that

occasionally strikes us as tasteless or vulgar but it perfoms
alit,. service of welding groups of young men into units of proud,

or,ffl-ivo. and contlptil soldiers
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Mr. COHEN. Yes; I refer you to the Shits and Janowitz article,
"Cohesion and Disintegration in the Wehrmacht," which was pub-
lished in 1948 in Public Opinion Quarterly. It explicitly talks about
the role of masculinity and also the impact on morale of the sense
of concern about families at home.

I would be glad to send you a copy of the article. It is widely re-
garded by military sociologists as a landmark piece of research as,
indeed, it is. The purpose of the article was to discover why the
Wehrmacht held out as long as it did under extraordinary condi-
tions, outnumbered, completely inferior in the air, in equipment.
What they found was that this ability resulted from the cohesive-
ness of small groups, centering on what. they termed a "hard core"
of what Ms. Chayes might consider excessively macho men. In this
context, I find such pejorative terms ridiculous.

If I might comment on the Reforger exercises--
Senator KENNEDY. Just before we go to that, your sense is that

we are going to be fighting the wars of the future the way we
fought them in the past.

Mr. COHEN. I think World War II and the 1973 war in the Middle
East are very good predictors. One thing that is interesting is the
Israelis did take some female casualties at the very beginning of
the 1973 war in the air raids on Sinai bases. Women were not at
the front lines. They were at the rear bases.

Men reacted in an extraordinary fashion to the site of decapitat-
ed female bodies. No Reforger exercise, no peacetime exercise does
thatand thank goodness. The reaction was such that the men
were unable to participate in combat. This was a point that Gen.
William Westmoreland made in some of his testimony several
years ago on the impact of women in the military.

Senatir HATCH. Your time is up, Senator.
Senator Thurmond.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a chair-

men's meeting I am going to have to go to. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for coming here, both of you, for your
presence and fer the testimony you have given in this hearing. I
am sure it will k very helpful to the committee.

I have some questions I will have the staff give to each of you. If
you would kindly respond to those, I would appreciate it.

Senator fiPaut. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Chayes, under the ERA could there be any military positions

closed or restricted to women as a class?
Ms (7tiAms. No; the tests will have to he tests of capability. Tests

that are strictly gender based would not be permissible.
Senator Do you agree with that, Mr. Cohen?
Mr. CottEN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. In 1975, in Schlesinger v. liallurd, the Supreme

Court upheld a Navy policy under which male Navy officers were
allowed a shorter period of time than female officers in which to
receive a promotion or face discharge

Would military policies of this sort he allowed s continue under
the equal rights amendment?

('HAVES I think where ,vou are dealing with affirmative
Achim i!.;;-aies, where the poliies are designed to correct inequities
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of the past, just as in race cases, they will be very carefully scruti-
nized the courts, if, indeed, they ever get to the courts.

But that beyond that, there will not be an absolute prohibition. I
mean there is a lot of language in that case that I would not like to
see repeated in another case, but I think the principle is correct,
Affirmative action, again, where it is carefully crafted and cat eful-
ly designed to correct past inequities should be allowed as it has
been in race cases under the 14th amendment.

Senator HATCH. Would it be fair to say, then, that according to
your interpretation the ERA requires equality unless women have

the advantage?
Ms. CHAVES. No.
Senator HATCH. It would not be fair to say that?
Ms. CHAVES. No, it would not be fair to say that. In my view, the

correction of past inequalities, a transitional period may be needed
to brim the class that has faced systematic discrimination to equal-
ity.

Senator HATCH. 1 see. Mr. Cohen.
Mr. Couw.N. I think that would just exacerbate the problems that

I have outlined.
Senator HATCH. What does that mean?
Mr. COHF:N. That if you had an affirmative action policy such as

Ms. Chayes has outlined, you would have even further difficulties, I
think, particularly resulting from the disparate impact problem.
We would see further reduction of physical standards, further in-
troduction of women than one would have if there was simply a
gender-neutral standard which is the ultimate objective. Under
ERA, 1 think we will fudge a so-called gender-neutral standard
even more than we might otherwise.

Senator HATCH. The Commission on Civil Rights, in another
analysis of the equal rights amendment, concluded that following
passage of the ERA there will be a particularly strong need for of

action programs in the uniformed services.
Would affirmative action programs which are designed to pro-

vide preferences to members of one sex or another be consistent
with the eAplicit direction of the equal rights amendment?

Ms. Cum Es. I think you really have to look at specific facts.
What is interesting about Schlesinger v. Ballard is that the reason
to longer promotion time for women was the broad exclusions,
those designated as combat positions. Therefore, as I had said
before, this affected women's careers adversely.

So where we are dealing with prior discrimination mid exclu-
icms. affirmative action may he requiree. Where the situation has

III It iI>vulvetl discrimination. preferences will not he allowed. Such
nyoff,rence!; would not pass at y constitutional test 01;11 I an con-
coivo

I d, riot see any problem wit affirmative action. We have dealt,
I think, very nicely with these problems iti the title experience,
and ako Iltukt the equal protection ch. ,se It does takes a long
time and it is very much case by case

-;vrt:t or Moll Mr Coheir'
Colit:N Let MP t'Xplitill (WV OF the kinds of problems that I

tlililk ctoild (Inc( (Itin,v1v(--; it'. If 1,M1,1` use the physical strength
u;old,o.d. ,vi, liavc now, it quill iclir. ;v4 Scniitor NcitWOrmi. itt

; ) I I
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his testimony pointed out, that we would probably have very few
women going into, say, the infantry in the U.S. Army. Maybe the
infantry would be as low as 5 or 10 percent female.

Well, that is all very well. The problem is that promotion in the
military, particularly at the higher ranks of general and so on, is
strongly determined by one's previous branch and the combat
branches, infantry, armor, artillerythe areas from which women
on the basis of neutral tests would probably be largely excluded
are the branches that get the greatest number of promotions.

How is one going to deal with that? It seems to me we would be
likely to have affirmative action programs which would try to com-
pensate for that, and thereby completely disrupt the ethos of the
Armed Forces with regard to promotion.

Senator HATCH. Ms. Chayes?
Ms. CHAYF.S. I think, in a way, we are blessed by the fact that we

are in a high technology military at this point, that, in fact, the
requirements are changing and the kinds of skills that are required
are not just those of brute strength, but intelligence, capability,
technical background, all of those things are going to count for a
great deal. So therefore, I do not see a major problem of inequality
once the artificial combat restrictions are removed. Now, I think
one always has to be alert to the fact that affirmative action not
become a quota system. I think that is alwayi a problem. I see
nothing in the ERA and nothing in the interpretation that we have
suggested that you have heard before you previously that would
lead to that kind of result such as Eliot Cohen describes.

Senator HATCH. I do not want to belabor the point, but let me
read a quote from the California Commission on the equal rights
amendment: "For purposes of this commentary, it has been as-
sumed that neither benign nor compensatory aid will be allowable
under the absolute interpretation of the ERA since such programs
discriminate against men solely on the basis of their sex.' Do you
disagree with that statement of the California Commission?

Ms. ('HAYES. It is out of context. I do not understand it.
Senator HATCH. They are saying that preferential treatment

such as affirmative action will not be allowed under the equal
rights amendment since such programs discriminate against men
solely on the basis of their sex.

Ms. (1nAvEs. That is a very confusing statement as you have read
it. If you are talking about straight preferential treatment by sex,
that is correct. If you are talking about the kind of treatment that
compensates for past discrimination and that can be very clearly
shown to he that and has to he subject to very careful scrutiny,
think that is allowable.

Senator IIATrit. Let me ask you this. Prof. Paul Freund, who, of
course, is one of the great modern scholars of constitutional law,
stated that, under the equal rights amendment, "Women must be
adm tted to We t Point'', and presumably the other military acade-
nnw,. 'on a parity with men."

Do you agree with this observation? Will the admissions policies
at the military academies be affected by the equal rights amend-
ment"
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Ms. (litAyKs. Of course, that issue became moot in that the mili-

tary academies, in fact, admitted women without the passage of the
ERA.

Senator HATCH. Nobody objects to that, but that is not my point.
Ms. CHAYES. Well, if he meant by parity that it would have to be

50-50, the answer is clearly no But if he meant by parity that
people, men and women, would have to be looked at with regard to
theirqualifications and that there would be no bias in the admis-
sions based upon the realistic qualifications for officers in each of
the three services, that kind of parity, I think, already exists.

Senator HATCH. Professor Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. I disagree for the reasons that I have discussed

before. I think there will be inevitably political pressure to drive
admissions ratios closer to parity. Again, I would point out that
West Point provides a disproportionate number of combat arms of-

ficers, which makes this a particularly sensitive point.
Senator HATCH. Senator Kennedy?
Senator KENNEDY. Ms. Chayes, I welcome your responses on a

number of these issues, especially on the question of the affirma-
tive action, because that issue has been made a red herring, and I
think wur responses have been very helpful.

Let n t ask you this question. Do you find that just as a general
matter those that are opposed to establishing an objective criteria
of qualification for the various military entities sort of rely on old
stereotypes with regard to women in the Armed Forces?

I do not want to be unfair to the professor, but it seems to me
that the kinds of comments that you hear as reflecting upon
women and their performance in the military seem to me to have a
ring to them as to being the kind of reasons that women would be
kept out of the board rooms of major corporations or kept out of
the universities.

Do you find it may be that the military may be one of the last
Vestiges of this kind of stereotype or not, as someone who has fol-

lowed this issue for a number ofyears?
Ms. CHAYES. Absolutely. What is so curious is that when there

have been certain requirements in the military or in other profes-
sions, firefighting and the police, for example, on the civilian side,

and when those qualifications have been challenged and subjected
to rigorous tests by the Court, they have often disappeared or been
altered. That is cited as evidence that the standards are being low-

ered. In fact, that is not the case. With the police, with firefighters,
the standards are being made really specific to the job. In those
professions, for example. it was found that incoming recruits could
meet the standards but the people performing the jobs very often
could not, yet they were performing the job. So the standards must
not have been job related.

Now. I am not for lowering standards. I am strongly for estab-
lishing standards that are needed for the job. Where the job needs
strength; if it really requires lifting 100 pounds, nobody who cannot
lift 100 pounds should be admitted to that specialty. But let us vali-

date those requirements.
Mr. COHEN. Senator, if I may have the opportunity, I did not in

any way suggest that women cannot perform well in other kinds of
organizations. In fact, in my testimony, I believe three times I ex-

3 5 2
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illicitly say that women perform perfectly well in the board rooms,
in educational institutions, and governmental bureaucracies.

My argument is on the basis of uniqueness of military institu-
tions. I know as a constituent of yours how strong a supporter you
are of the State of Israel which, after all, has had a female Prime
Minister, unlike this country which has not yet had a female Presi-
dent.

And yet surely I would doubt that you would think that the Is-
raeli combat exclusion policy is simply based on old male stereo-
types. It is a country which is on the very margin of survival, as
you have so eloquently pointed out a number of times, and yet they
refrain from these kinds of policies.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, I dare say I think religion has got some-
thing to do with it, Professor, do you not?

Mr. COHEN. Not really because the---
Senator KENNEDY. You do not?
Mr. COHEN. No. The initial decision to pull women out of combat

units was made by Prime Minister Ben-Gurion, who was not per-
sonally a religious man. The way that religious factors have operat-
ed is through loosening of what is, in effect, a conscientious-
objection clause, but that has nothing to do with the bulk of the
military.

As I am sure you know, the dominant ideology of the State of
Israel, particularly at the very beginning but now as well, has
quite different roots from those of religion. In fact, it has roots in
late 19th-century socialism.

The religious factor plays no role whatsoever. Jewish law does
not prohibit the use of women in combat. I have had the privilege
of speaking to a number of Israeli generals and officers and sol-
diers, many of whom are quite secular, many of whom, in fact, are
antireligious, and without exception, they have been extremely
critical of American military policies involving use of women

Senator KENNED I. Well, rather than debating that particular
issue, my understanding, and I have talked to Jme generals as
well and have had the opportunity to visit Israel a number of
times, my information is contrary to yours, but rather than getting
into that, and I do believe having followed that issue for some time
that the basis for it has strong religious implications, but I will go
to Ms. Chayes if she wants to add anything to that particular
question.

Ms. CHAVES. Only that the treatment of women in the military
and the attitudes toward them is not based on performance. I agree
with you, Senator Kennedy. The underlying reason is religious atti-
tudes, and that has become stronger with the more tr.cent immi-
gration si ice 1948.

Senator KENNEDY. That is my understanding.
Ms. Chayes, as someone who has followed this issue over a period

of years, do you, in your own reading, remember arguments that
were made about this bonding concept when there were segregated
military forces. Weren't there those that argued that we would not
be able to have the kind of esprit de corps if we had integrated
units?

It seems to me that argument was made during that period of
time nod certainly is without support, given the performance of

5+3
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various integrated combat troops in battles in Korea, Vietnam, or
in other parts of the world. I am just wondering whether there is
anything you want to say about that.

Ms. CHAYES. Well, .the arguments were made very strongly with
respect to blacks to the point where we went all the way through
World War H with segregated Armed Forces. As you recall, on in-
tegration, it was not until after the war that the full integration
took place, and thereafter the issue vanished.

I want to go back to my statement on pop sociology, because, al-
though Eliot Cohen can quote "Shils," that study really is quite a
different purpose. That study did not deal with the issue of women,
and I think there the use of the word "masculinity" is probably a
surrogate for a lot of other characteristics. The study did not juxta-
pose masculinity and femininity. I think findings couched in terms
of "keeping the home fires burning" can be analyzed and correctly
interpreted to mean that the soldier is fighting to preserve the
safety of immediate family membersparents, and wives, and chil-
dren. In fact, those tugs' often have both a positive and a negative
effect on fighting ability. It is a very subtle kind of issue.

I think that to cite those studies that talk about the endurance of
the Wehrmacht as an argument to exclude women is really a dis-
tortion of their findings. The only kind of studies that really zero
in on women "ruining" the foxholelike the male locker room
those studies are, in fact, pop sociology.

Senator KENNEDY. Do you think that women are as well if nut
more motivated in terms of protection of home or family or are
they less desirous of holding or cherishing those values?

Ms. CHAYES. I would not want to meet up with a female grizzly
bear with the young around. [Laughter.]

Mr. COHEN. I am in favor of drafting grizzly bears, Senator.
Senator HATCH. You had a comment you wanted to make.
Mr. COHEN. Yes, there are a number of points. One, I think Ms.

Chayes has changed her ground from saying that somebody was
pop sociologist to saying that their arguments do not meet her
standards of evidence in this case.

If you do read the articleI do not know whether Ms. Chayes
has or not, but. if you do read the article carefully, and as I said, I
would be glad to supply you with copies of it, it does r fer to specif-
ically masculine characteristics. In fact, there is even a discussion
of homoeroticism.

There is a similar discussion in Glenn Gray's book "The War-
riors," which is also a very fine piece of sociological analysis.

If I niii;ht also comment on the issue of integration. During
World War II, black men served in combat in segregated units, but
the two issues are quite different. It was not a question of segrega-
tion on the basis of who would go into combat, who would not. And,

fact, integrated units turned out to perform better than aegre-
gited onits.

In addition, we have had a history of integrated units in the
American military. As you know, most segration dates back to the
late 19th century not before. This is quite different from the expe-
rience with women in the militio-y. We have a much longer history
which goes kisically to support my point.
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Senator HATCH. Ms. Chayes, Professor Emerson of the Yale Law
School has said that following ratification of the equal rights
amendment, "distinctions between single and married women in
the military who become pregnant will be permissible only if the
same distinction is drawn between single and married men who
father children". Do you agree with that observation?

Ms, CHAYES. That is not a statement as such that I would sup-port.
Senator HATCH. OK. Mr. Cohen
Ms. CHAVES If I may elaborate on it I think if we start from the

premise of gender neutrality, the problems are ones of physical dis-
ability that would affect performance, just the same as we are talk-
ing about capabilities that affect performance.

Any pregnancy may affect performance in certain areas during
certain periods of the pregnancy and not in others. Therefore, I
think pregnancy will be looked at as it substantially is now looked
at, as a disability. It will be essentially related to the requirementiz,
of the job, whether in wartime or peacetime.

I think that it is rather a bold statement the way Professor Em-
erson has made it, and I would not do it that way.

Senator HATCH. But you say you would not do it that way.
Ms. CHAVES. No.
Senator ilivrcit. You could not support that statement, but what

would be likely to happen if the equal rights amendment is rati-
fied?

The issue is not pregnancy in this case. The issue is the distinc-
tions between people who are pregnant and married and pregnant
people who are single.

Ms. CHAVES. But these are really different issues. The issue of
pregnancy before birth is an issue of physical capability. The issue
of child care, as I tried to describe before, is an issue of hardship.
Obviously men do not get pregnant. They do not have that prob-
lem. but they have other problems of incapacity, and you deal with
those across the board. With respect to the issue of child care, the
military service must deal with a parent responsible for the child,
without regaul for gender or marital status and let the chips fall
where they may.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Cohen, you had a comment?
Mr. CottiEN. I know you do not wa t to discuss the pregnancy

issue t a much, but if I can make this point. In the study which,
Ms. ('haves quotes, Col. Frank I'artlow s study of women in the
military, he makes a very interesting point which is that pregnan-
cy should probably be treated by the military as a self-inflicted dis-
ability, like such matters as sunburn' A soldier who lets himself
get sunburned to such an extent that he is not available for duty is
liable ,o disciplinary action.

Thu suggests to me that pregnancy will not or could not be
viewed as simply a status like parenthood. it is something that
comes about as a result of some sort of conscious decision and
would. if KRA were passed, he treated as a self-inflicted disability.

Senator HATCH Professor Cohen, how do you reconcile the fol-
inwing facts. Public opinion polls demonstrate consistently that the
vast majority of the American people do not want to MEW women
0,gible for combat
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Yet public opinion polls also suggest that a majority of the Amer-
ican people want to see the ERA approved. Now, is it fair to con-
clude that most of the supporters of the ERA do not expect or an-
ticipate that it will lead to women in combat roles?

Mr. COHEN. I think that is true. I think one of the things that
makes these hearings so valuable is that you are attempting to es-

tablish what precisely the equal rights amendment means.
I think people, if they favor it, favor it as a symbolic gesture

rather than understanding of what practical consequences it would

have.
Senator HATCH. Co ahead, Ms. Chayes.
Ms. CHAYES. I would like to respond to that, because I think the

most recent polls about combat roles for women are very interest-
ing in that regard and do not support some of the earlier polls.
That does not mean there has been a major shift in opinion neces-
sarily but that there is some confusion as to what the meaning of

this all is.
In 1982, the National Opinion Research Center had a poll and

there they were asked a number of questions. People were asked a
number of questions about particular specialties. There was virtu-

ally inanimous support for some military specialties I would say,

more or legs stereotypical kinds of positions but, also support for a

wide range of nontraditional positions.
Nurses in combat got 93.5 percent support, and national service

for women did also. A. greater proportion of the Armed Forces got

91 percent support, and military truck mechanics, as it was put,
got 83 percent support. So you were moving to nontraditional.
When you got to real combat roles, there seemed to be a majority
support, though it. was slimmer than the overwhelming majority

that I described.
Jet transport pilots, jet fighter pilots, what was described as mis-

sile gunners in the United States which I take it to mean the
ICBM force--

Senator HATCH. Who did thiF particular poll?
Ms. CHAYES. This is a National Opinion Research Center, and

that is the University of Chicago, and that is done in 1982, which is

as recent a one as I have been able to find.
Senator HATCH. I have one here, the NBC/Associated Press poll

of July 1983. It asks: "Should women be allowed to hold combat
jabs in the military?" Should, 3H percent; should not, 57 percent;
not sure, 5 percent.

Ms. CHAYES. I think wh you have that grossly stated in terms
of combat or noncombat, you are going to get that kind of a re-
spume. When you begin to break it down to specific jobs, I think

you find a lot more precise thinking about it even among the

public. It is very interesting to me that nobody is worried about

nurses in combat. Nobody is worried that these are primarily

women exposed to hostile fire and they die, or they become POW's.
That has happened by the hundreds in World War II.

When you get to less stereotypical jobs, there is some concern
but still majority support. 1 mean, jet pilots, for example. There is

nothing more stem -'.ypically male that you could think of. Howev-

er. the majority support for women in combat seems to erode if

there is a gross statement
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My own view is that people, when they are really pushed, will
recognize that everybody is going to be in combat in the sense of
being exposed to fire. Stereotypes will break down as the under-
standing of what is involved is increased.

&Ilia Or HATCH. Let me ask you two for a favor. I have a number
of questions that I think are crucial, but I am supposed to be at a
chairman's meeting, and Senator Baker has just asked me to come
to his office. It is 12:15 and I am sure you would like to have lunch.
Is it convenient for you to return here at 2? I would like to just
finish this up. I think this is a very important hearing, and both of
you hay(' helped us to better understand this issue.

Let us recess until 2. We will meet again in this room. I apolo-
gize I could not finish right now but it is important that I get to
the chairman's meeting. Thank you for accommodating me. I ap-
preciate it.

We will recess until 2.
[Whereupon a luncheon recess was taken.]
Senator HATCh. I want to thank both of you for being willing to

come back this afternoon. It has really helped me out. I know, Ms.
('hayes, you have to leave about 3:30.

Ms. CHAVES. I have to leave about. 2:45 to make a 3:30 plane.
Anyway, you are all alone. You have at us with no constraints, no
supporters of ERA. So I am all yours until I must leave.

Senator HATCH. Well, that is a unique position to be in. [Laugh-
ter.I

Ms. ('hayes, under the ERA, could there be any distinctions
whatsoever between men and women in the enlistment policies of
the military in such areas as minimum age?

Ms. CHAVES. Would there be any difference in minimum age?
Senator HATCH. Could there be under the ERA?
Ms. CHAVES. No.
Senator HATCH. Could there be any differences relating to such

matters as in parental consent or educational credentials9
Ms. CHAVES. I would think not. no gender-based differences.
Senator HATCH. Could there be any distinctions whatsoever be-

tween men and women in mental or physical aptitude scores?
Ms. CHAVES. No. Aptitude scores and mental ability are screens

for performance and not for sex quotas. Cutoff screen- will have to
he justified if tiny had a discriminatory impact.

Senator HATCH. So both men and women have to meet those
cutoff screen::?

Ms. CHAVES. They both will have to meet the cutoffs.
Sei.ator HATCH. Would physical standards have to be identical

for men and women under the ERA?
Ms. CilAvi,:s. I think you probably have screening physical stand-

ards that everybody will have to pass, and then you will have spe-
cialty standards that will 13: higher for certain specialties. So my
guess is, you know, there are different ways to do this.

Senator HATCH. Would these specialty standards be identical for
men and women?

Ms. ('HAVES. Specialty standards would be standards that bar
people, and therefore, men and women might enter at a different
rate, but the standards would not be based on gender. For example,
if the job requires Iz.,!inl able to lug something. 300 pounds, anybody

357
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who can do that gets into the specialty. Affybody who cannot does

not. If it has a disparate impact, the chips will fall where they may
if it is really a justified standard.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that?
Mr. COliEN. I agree with that. I would like to emphasize again

the enormous difference in this as in so many other respects that
the equal rights amendment would make. For example, the mili-
tary until now has been able to take only women who are high
school graduates. They had a lower educational standard for men.
That policy would have to go by the board.

Now, remember that a lot of the figures that have been quoted to

you have been on the performance of women in the All-Volunteer
Force, which are unrepresentative because the military has been
able to apply different standards for selection of women than men.

In addition, this would involve getting rid of different standards
in such things as the physical readiness test. For instance, the inin-
imum number of pushups that a man has to be able to do is 40.
The minimum number of pushups that a woman has to do is some-

thing on the order of IS or so. This would have to be changed.
These would have to be uniform standards all the way across the

board.
It is quite conceivable to me that if we maintain the current

standards you might actually have, in some cases, fewer women in

the military.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that, Ms. Chayes?
Ms. CHAYES. Interestingly, I would ask whether 40 pushups or 60

pushups are required to do most of the jobs.
Senator HATCH. Assuming they are.
Ms. CHAYES. Assuming they are, let the chips fall where they

may.
Senator HATCH. Would the policies and principles of such legisla-

tion as title VII the Equal Pay Act be applicable in their entire-
ty to employment by women in the military?

Ms. CHAYES. Which are you talking about? I mean, there are
statutory provisions-

Senator HATCH. Well, would there be bona fide occupational

qualification exceptions applicable to employment by women in the
military as in title VII?

Ms. CHAYES. I do not see any constitutional basis for a BFOQ. I

do think, however, that there are physical characteristics of women

that might come fairly close to that concept and where you are
dealing with physical characteristics which might affect privacy
issues, fin- example, I can see that a compelling State interest
standard might be applied. But I do not see that you import into
the ERA all of the judicial gloss on title VII of the Equal Pay Act

any more than you have imported that into the 14th amendment.
I mean, there is a certain judicial reciprocation as these doc-

trines develop, but I do not see that operating as a constitutional

matter.
Senator ilircir. Do you agree?
Mr. CoitEN. I think ERA means what it says. There can lw no

distinctions based on gender, period.
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Senator I IATCH Would military recruitment policies such as the
ROTC process be required to adopt similar policies for both men
and women?

Ms. CHAvEs. I think the ROTC is a form of screening just as en-
!istment and the aptitude and capability testing is just at a more
sophisticated and intense level because you are dealing with officer
candidates. But, the same principles would apply to ROTC as to en-
listment in the service.

Senator IIAT('H. So they should apply identical policies to men
and women?

Ms. CHAYKS. Again, I think the position I am trying to make,
Senator, is that standards are adopted that are relevant to the job
assignment and the job level, and that both men and women have
to meet those standards. The standards are not going to be lower-
edfor women, and they are not going to be permitted to be artificial
to exclude women.

Senator HATCH. The only question I am asking is, will the stand-
ards be identical?

CnAvys. There is only one standard is what I am saying.
There is a standard that is job related. There are not standards.

Senator HATCH. So it would be equally applicable to men and
women. That is all I am asking.

Ms. CnAvvs. Absolutely.
Mr. ConEN. Senator, if I may just add, standards would be ideati-

_al, but given some of the prior testimony, I think it is important
to point out that given that a number of the supporters of the ERA
have endorsed affirmative action in the military, it is conceivable
that those rules might again be fiddled with in the interest of af-
firmative action.

Senator HATCH. Would you expect the military academies to be
under the same obligation to follow affirmative actioa principles?

Mr. ronEN. I would think so.
Ms. ('HAYKS. I think that really represents a misunderstanding of

what affirmative action is. I think that we have seen enough in the
case law that quotas are themselves very suspect. Where you are
dealing with compensatory measures, I think affirmative action
conies into play.

In my view, I think this is son.ething that would need authorita-
tive disposition. I do not see compensatory admissions as a way of
compensating for low numbers of military women in the past.

So that you say: "Well, now you are going to have 75 percent,
women in the service academies because we kept the number so
low." I think nobody is proposing that. That is a ridiculous reading
of 1.,1?A

Senator IlAmt. %Vivi] you talk about "authoritative disposition,"
are you talking ahout the court making hose determinations? Who
marker them?

Ms. ( 'tinvvs. I think I can say from my reading of the title VII
cases that the issue is so unlikely to arise in that way that you do
not have to worry about it.

Senator u. flow do you distinguish between a compensatory
or ;I preferential admission? You have been talking about the two.
flo do vou distinguish het ween them?
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Ms. CitAvEs. I think preferences for a previously discriminated
against or protected class, as they call it under title VII, has to be
justified as representing remedial relief in a specific situation of
proven discrimination. Most often this is done not by court decision
but by consent decree.

So that if you have previously excluded Hispanics or *who-
ever--

Senator HATCH. Then it has to be done through the courts.
Ms. CHAYEN. There are cases under title VII where the remedy

has included compensatory action for the class discriminated
against. I just do not see those cases as being imported into the
ERA, and I certainly would not put forth an interpretation that
would suggest that be the case.

I can imagine, you know, a situation on benefits or something of
that sort as in Schlesinger v. Ballard where there was some w-
eaned preferential treatment. I would not want to, at this point,
predict as to what other compensatory treatment might occur.

But if you are worried specifically about hordes of women going
into the service academies, I do not see that as a problem, Senator
I lateh.

Senator HATCH. Well, I think this is an important question be-
cause you seem to be saying that compensatory affirmative action
in admissions are OK while preferential adiaissions are not. Am I
right?

Ms. (;HAVES. No. All I am saying is that I am defining affirma-
tive action and saying that that is an area that I can foresee that
sex differentiation in treatment might be justiflud, but only under
the strictest of scrutiny by the courts, and the n you are saying,
"Well, what are the fact situations in which you could imagine this
taking place?"

And I said, "A situation like Schlesinger v. Ballard where the
issue was differntial time for promotion. That is a situation in
which I might foresee compensatory treatment taking place."

I do not particularly see vastly greater numbers of women being
admitted to service schools, as compensation for past discrimina-
tion, particularly after the Bakke case, but I would rather leave the
constitutional experts to deal with a set of hypotheticals in which
affirmative action might or might not be permissible.

Senator HATCH. You are saying that the ERA then is not abso-
lute

Ms. CHAvEs. Pardon?
Senator HATCH. Are you saying that the ERA should not be in-

terpreted in the absolute fa hion that many suggest it would be?
Ms. Chayes, I think most of the people who have looked at the

ERA feel that there are, in constitutional interpretations, two
area!, that have to be really looked at further, and one of them is
the area of affirtnative action and the other one is that whole area
Involving physical characteristics.

Mr, roil N. It set ms to me there are a number of points to be
made here. One is that some very critical decisions about who be-
comes an officer or who gets promoted would now be handed over
to the courts.

The;se are matters which have an enormous practical impact.
They are. as I said earlier today, matters of life and death, anti one
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of the questions we have to consider is whether we want those
kinds of decisions to be made on the basis of narrow constructions.

There is an additional point here as well, that although I certain-
ly agree that the strictly legal constitutional aspect has to be con-
sid0141111pERA would have a practical impact so that even if it would
not mandate affirmative action programs of the kind that I might
be concerned about, it would tend to have that effect.

I think one of the best examples we have of that is the changes
that have been forced on the Army which has tried to establish
some gender-blind weight lifting characteristics. Now, initially as a
result of the women in the Army policy review, a number of mili-
tary occupational specialties were effectively closed to women be-
cause they defined certain jobs as being very heavy, requiring the
lifting of 100 pounds or more. These standards were objectively
based. They used very elaborate means of validation, which includ-
ed such things as weighing the ammunition boxes that certain spe-
cialties required that one lift, ammunition boxes which weigh 120
pounds as it turns out.

Now, what happened was th,t there was an enormous amount of
essurc put on the Department of Defense by feminist groups. As

a result the standard was lowered to 80 pounds, and furthermore
female soldiers who did not meet the standard, who did not meet
the 80-pound standard, could still choose that specialty, but they
would be counseled against doing so.

This is a respect in which you see what the practical political
consequences of ERA would be even leaving aside some to the con-
stitutional questions.

Senator HATCH. A comprehensive article in the Yale Law &ir-
nal, concerning the ERA and the military, concluded that it is "un-
clear" whether or not entire housing facilities could be kept sepa-
rate between men and women in the military. Do you agree, Ms.
(lves, with that conclusion?

Ms. CHAYES. I think that is a silly outdated discussion, because I
think there are practical ways to meet privacy needs under any cir-
cumstances. I will cite for you the adjustment of the Air Force
Academy, where, in the end, unit cohesion, by the way, was
deemed very important and it was felt important to have women
living essentially with their units.

And the adjustment that was made was to put women around
the corners ;n their dormitory so that the women were clustered
facing outward to their units in two directions yet they were clus-
tered together in one corner.

There are always ways to deal with the needs of privacy, as the
prison cases, for example, have shown under title VII, and in
combat conditions in the field as our Refoeger exercises have
shown, those accommodations can be made. 1 think that is just a
{illy

Senator HATett. What about situations in the field?
Mr. COnEN. I completely disagree with the idea that this is a

Ally issue. The Army has actually spent quite a bit of time study-
ing the construction of barracks. Awhile ago, and this had nothing
to do with the introduction of women, the Army began to conste 'ct
barracks in which men had suites, four men to a room. These was
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much more privacy than in the old das where there would be the
long squad bays that I am sure you are familiar with.

It was found that this had a detrimental effect on unit cohesion,
because previa:Ay what happened there was a lack of privacy
which was e good thing in terms of building up unit cohesion at
quite a low level. This is, by the way, a practice in which the
Marine Corps has continued to differ from the U.S. Army.

If I could just add one last point, one thing I would like to see
very much is a discussion of how the Marine Corps, which adheres
to much more traditional policies, which has many fewer women
relatively than the Army, has managed to maintain a very high
level of cohesion for precisely the reasons that 1 have indicated.

Senator HATCH. Is your statement, Ms. Chayes, consistent with
the statement you made earlier that any classification based on
sex, just as race, will be unacceptable? Certainly a policy of sepa-
rate but equal would be unacceptable today in the military as be-
tween blacks and whites.

Does the ERA equate sex and race discrimination or does it not?
If it does, then there is a real question as to whether Professor
Cohen is right?

Ms. CHAVES. But separate but equal, I think, means quite a dif-
ferent thing when you are talking about job opportunities and you
are talking about education- -

.Senator HATCH. We are talking about housing right now.
Ms. CHAVES. If you are talking about physical characteristics and

the notion of privacy, I think that sex and race cannot be equated.
The reason I say it is a silly issue is because I have a great deal of
personal experience there.

As a college dean, I integrated, as it were, the dormitories of my
college and did a study of ceeducational housing throughout the
country. As Assistant Secretary, I made sure, for safety reasons
among other things, that our dormitories were integrated, men and
women. We managed to do this and preserve privacy, and at the
same time to preserve the unit cohesion.

Maybe the Air Force has a very different concept of all of this, in
fact, it probably does, than the Army. But there it is. And the issue
of separate but equal never arose because they were not really sep-
arate and they were certainly equal.

Senator HATCH. The issue of E'er arate but equal came up as a
result of the utilization of facilities. If you are going to equate race
discrimination with sex discrimination, do we not run into the
same problems with regard to military facilities?

Ms. CHAVES. They are not comparable. You are really talking
about apples and oranges. We are talking about separate but equal
in the Plessy v. Ferguson, you know, blacks at the back of the
buses: you are talking about a very invidious discrimination. When
we are talking about separate but equal school, we are talking
about a stigma of bad schools for blacks, and that is the context out
of which Brown v. hoard of Education arose.

Senator HATCH. Or restaurants or military facilities or whatever.
In race, the old doctrine of separate but equal does not apply any
more. You said that sex would be elevated to the same type of clas-
sification as race.
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Ms. CtiAvEs. Now, if you want to carry this over to segregation
by sex, if you were talking about dining facilities, if you were talk-
ing about anything that did not relate to a notion of privacy, I
thik you would be exactly in the same position of stigmatizing
women. Somehow whatever these facilities were Ike, they would
be considered somehow inferior. I think you cross that barrier
when you say there are different physical characteristics. Men and
women do not have to shower together. They do not have to use
the same bathroom, although that is not the most horrible thing in
the world. But we want to preserve a certain sense of privacy be-
cause of these differences in physical characteristics, without carry-ing a stigma. I think in this area you might see some things that
depart from the analogy that we have been pressing so hard.

Senator HATCH. This right of privacy exception which you are re-lying on, is it contained anywhere within the provisions of ERA?
What if you happen to be wrong?

Ms. CHAYES. I think.the right of privacywithout getting in overmy head on constitutional interpretationshas been read into the
interstices of the entire Constitution.

Senator HATCH. From where?
Ms. CHAYES. Well, if you go back the genesis of the Brandeis and

Warren article of 1911 or 1912 and go all the way through the first
amendment casesI am embarrassed that I do not remember the
name of the case.

Senator HATCH. Well, I do not expect you to do that.
Ms. CHAYES. But these are cases in which the freedom of the

press is posited against some inchoate notion that people are enti-
tled to maintain their personhood.

The woman who did not want her picture on the bag of flour,
whatever that case was, and that inchoate notion of privacy tem-
pers the absolutism. I think in terms of a military situation, the
closer you get to battle, the more minimal it is. It may come down
to the fact that men and women do not have to shower together.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. A number of points. First, the issue of housing is net

as Ms. Chayes initially suggested a trivial one. In fact, that was
what was at the heart of a lot of civil rights legislation with respect
to racial integration. Housing is a very Important matter.

Second point. Privacy is good in the civilian realm, and here let
nw again return to this distinction which is critical between what
military organizations do and what civilian organizations do.

Privacy in the military can be a had thing, and in fact, military
organizations deliberately deny soldiers privacy. That is the logic
behind the squad hays where everybody can see one another.

Now, Ms. Chayes said that men and women do not have to
shower together. The question to be asked is. well, what would be
wrong if they did, and I think Ms. Chayes would probably believe
that there would he something bad, likely to happen if they did
,4hower together, and that, in turn, open up a wiole set of ques-
tions which do come to hear on the issue of cohesion which I raised
at the very beginning.

Ms. CHAYES. You have to shower together to have unit cohesion?
Mr. ColiEN. You say they do not have to shower together.
Ms. CtiAvEs. No.
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Mr. COHEN. My question is what is wrong with them showering

together?
Me. CHAYEt3. Nothing.
Mr. COHEN. There is nothing wrong with men and women show-

ering together in the military?
Ms. CHAYSS. If they want to, no.
Senator HATCH. Well, like I say, it is easy to make fun of this

issue. But if race is equivalent to sex or sex is equivalent to race as

a classification under constitutional law, then these are very real
issues. In my study of constitutional law, the right to privacy really

never emerged until 1968, and was not really incorporated into real
law, enshrined in the law until the abortion decisions.

Ms. CHAYES. No, no, sir.
Senator. HATCH. Yes, yes, ma'am.
Ms. CHAYES. I mean, these are issues that existed--
Senator HATCH. Griswold was the first case where the court ex-

tended a right of privacy under constitutional law. I think if you
read it, you will find that is correct. I know it sounds curious to
talk" n terms of men and women showering togetherI personally
hope that would not be the ensebut if we take your statement
that gender must be treated like race, then you run into these legal

problems.
Let me move on, though, because wo just have a few more min-

utes. if it were decisively established, to pose a hypothetic that
full integration of men and women in the military posed discipli-

nary problems, would the ERA allow this fact to be considered in

implementing personnel or other corrective policies?
Ms. CHAIM. I do not accept the premise so I have a hard time

dealing with the answer. I mean, disciplinary problems have to be
dealt with. But if you want to go back to the analogy with race,
would you permit segregation, Senator Hatch, if it was demonstrat-

ed to you that white people beat up black people if they are living
in the same dormitory? Would you then say for discipline, it would

be necessary to eliminate the black people from the dormitory? I do
not think you would argue that. YOu deal with the disciplinary

problem and you would educate the people. No, you cannot beat up
black people. No, you cannot harass women sexually. You cannot

rape them, and if you do, you are going to get into trouble. You do

not remove the women.
Mr. COHEN. I would just point out that the problem of discipline

is not wildly hypothetical. That issue has been, in fact, the major
concern of all armies which have incorporated women; it is a very
serious question. My view is that the equal rights amendment
would not allow us to backtrack if the disciplinary problems were
substantial. And in fact, I think Ms. Chayes answer just now indi-

cates to you that if it turned out that I was right, the testimony
which I have presented based on the historical and sociological evi-
dence that is available to us, if that view is right, it will make no
difference under the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH, What about situations in the field where sepa-
rate facilities are not available for men and women?

Ms. CHAP ES. I am trying to say that the sexes are integrited
almost entirely now. I do not understand the open bays. M gybe

there is something about the Army that is so different from the
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service in whili I had my experience, but I thought open bays
were essentially a thing of the past except for basic training, even
in the Army. That is just not a way under an All-Volunteer Force
that you can keep anybody in.

That is my understanding. I perhaps stand corrected. I think you
make accommodations to privacy. We have just put up a female as-
tronaut in very close space, and accommodation was made for Sally
Ride. The unit cohesion was absolutely marvelous, and the mission
was an enormous success.

I really do not understand why a pragmatic adaptation to the
problem is not entirely just a commonsensical issue, rather than a
constitutional issue.

Senator HATCH. All I am suggesting is that if they are equated
and that sex rises to the same level of suspect classification as race,
then you run into these problems. You cannot avoid them.

Mr. COHEN. These are not commonsense problems, because they
would be the result of a policy which, as I said before, is utterly
unprecedented. No other military organization in the world has
ever done the kinds of things that would be mandated under the
ERA.

If I could just make the point about the open bays which seems
to be an issue of contention, the open bays like a number of other
seemingly primitive, seemingly irrational things such as bayonet
training, are things that the Army is returning to, and for good
reasons, for reasons that have to do with the cultivation of aggres-
siveness and unit cohesion among its soldiers.

When soldiers live together in an open bay, there is no privacy.
They are all together. They see one another all the time.

Ms. CHAVES. Are they going away from married enlisted?
Mr. COHEN. No, but this is one of the concerns that the military

has about an enlisted force which is very largely or has a high pro-
portion of married people, where soldiers do not live together in
the same barracks, and that is one of the reasons to be concerned.

Again, let me give you the example of the Marine Corps which
has, in many ways, set the model which the Army is trying to
return to for the cultivation of cohesion in military effectiveness.

Senator HATCH. Ms. Chayes, on page 14 of your written state-
ment you state that, "In my view, gender-based restrictions serve
very little purpose." Do they serve any purpose, in your opinion?

Ms. CHAYES. I cannot think of any.
Senator HATCH. Under the ERA will the military always have to

apply identical standards to men and women? Will this apply to
both phi sieal and mental standards? I think you have indicated
that it will.

Ms. CHAYES. Right. Again, the standards have to be related to
the job, arid the people have to meet the standards.

Senator HATCH. We know that. But they would have to be ap-
plied equally is ,vhat you are saying?

MS. CHAYES. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Will the military have to apply mental stand-

ards to men and women on the same L asis?
Ms. CHAYES. I should think that would be an excellent idea, and

it again would be job related.
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Senator HATCH. Will the military have to apply physical stand-
ards equally to men and women?

Ms. CHAYES. The answer is yes, but let me explain that because I
know, Senator Hatch, that you are concerned with the notion that
standards are being lowered so that women can be included.

Senator HATCH. That is right.
Ms. CHAYES. Arid I think that is a legitimate fear, but I do not

think you have to worry about that, because in the instances that
many people have cited, the Standards were really not job related
so that if you take a look at the Army and the lifting 100 pounds, it
really turned out that the men were having a hard time meeting
those standards and they were not necessary for the job.

The Air Force has had identical standards for a ong time, and
they are very much job related.

Mr. COHEN. Those standards were job related. It was not just the
question of carrying the boxes of ammunition, although that was
part of it.

Senator HATCH. They were 120 pounds?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, those were 120 pounds, and this is a very well

validated set of criteria. I urge you to take a look at the women in

the army policy review which spent an enormous amount of time
trying to classify military jobs. Again, the problem is going to be
one of sort of creeping standards. For instance, pushups. No combat
soldier has to perform pushups on the battlefield. Pushups are a
way of measuring something which is important on the battlefield,
namely, upper body strength.

But you are not going to come up with a set of tasks like carry-
ing the body of a wounded comrade or manhandling an antitank
missile into position which will be amenable to the kinds of stand-

ards military organizations have to have.
So what you do come up with is things like pushups or a 2-mile

run. Nobody is going to run 2 miles on a battlefield, but it helps
you measure things like stamina.

And what will happen is because those standards do not directly

and im.-nediately correlate with any particular combat job, there
will be t ressure to dilute and weaken those standards, as there al-
ready has been at the academies. There already has been detoria-
tion in the physical strength standards that we Have.

Er.9 if Ms. Chayes were right and the 80-pound standard is the
correct one, then why not hold the line and insist that women
cannot enlist in a specialty if they cannot lift the 80 pounds?

Senator HATCH. This has been an interesting interchange and I

want to compliment both of you. Let me just bring up two other
questions in this area.

Ms. Chayes, will the military be permitted to maintain its
present mental and physical standards should ERA paw nr would
it have to lower those standards? Are existing standards satisfac-
tory?

Ms. CHAYES. It may, in fact, raise the standards. I mean, the
mental standards for men have been lower than the standards for
women or the sunagate standards. I mean, there are standards
other than mental and physical things such as high school educa-

tion.
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So I think there are real questions as to whether these are good
standards in general at the moment. I mean, the last time I looked
at it, there was a lot of questioning of the standards in any case in
the way of getting predictable performance out of those standards.

But the answer is that the standards will not be gender based.
Senator HATCH. Will the military be permitted to maintain its

present height standards if ERA passes?
Ms. CHAIM. The height standards will have to be demonstrably

related to the job, and my guess is that there could be differentials,
just as with strength tests. Take the DMZ for example. When I was
at the DMZ in Korea, the army patrols were all about 6-3 and very
burly. My guess is for that particular assignments for specific psy-
chological warfare purposes there could be a continuation, but
these would be subjected to strict scrutiny to make sure they were
not a mask for discrimination.

For other kinds of jobs, say, dealing with maintenance of air-
craft, height standards might not be relevant, and be abolished.

Mr. COHEN. If psychological warfare standards are the standards
that Ms. Chayes would like to apply, then you have problems with
having women in the military at all because every study that has
been done of foreign attitudes toward the American incorporation
of women into the Armed Forces has been uniformly negative.

It decreases the deterrent effect of the U.S. Armed Forces. I am
referring in particular to Colonel Part low's paper on "Women. in
the Military" which has a fairly extensive survey of European atti-
tudes, of Soviet attitudes, and of Asian attitudes.

In each case they reduce the image of the effectiveness of the
United States, and that means if we do adopt this psychological
warfare standard, that we have problems with the number or per-
centages of women that we have in the military today.

Ms. CHAYES. But the psychological warfare was one of specific ap-
pearance in front of an enemy of small build. There was no fight-
ing going on. In fact, the image of women fighting might actually
terrify and confuse the enemy. How do you know?

Mr. COHEN. Well, because we do know what they say in their
press. Their discussions are contemptuous and people are not nor-
mally contemputous of something they are terrified of. The two
things are quite analogous, because what we are talking about is
deterrence, deterrence on the DMZ of North Korean military police
provoking incidents, in the larger picture deterring military con-
flicts launched by other stages.

So I tnink the two issues are quite analogous and I am glad that
Ms. Chayes brought the issue up.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask one last question. Ms. Chayes, you
alluded to the method of disparate impact analysis to he utilized
under the ERA. It was my understanding that the 14th amend-
ment does not apply the disparate impact analysis to distinctions
between race. I am thinking in particular of the Washington v.
Doris case, the Arlington Heights and the City of Mobile cases
where the disparate treatment analysis was not applied to distinc-
tions between races.

What will be the appropriate standard of analysis under the
ERA? The intent analysis exists under the 14th amendment or
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the disparati.. impact analysis that has been advanced by certain

civil rights groups?
Ms. CHAYES. If I may, Senator, that is a scholarly question on

Washington v. Davis and the ArliNgton Heights case that I would
rather answer in writing along with putting in, if I also may take
this moment, the NORC data that I had mentioned earlier. I would

like to submit that in writing. It is a very difficult problem.

Senator HATCH. It is a very difficult problem. You did say the
disparate impact analysis applied in your paper.

Ms. CHAYES. Yes.
Senator HATCH. But I agree with you. It is very difficult.
Ms. CHAYES. Right, and I want to do that question justice if I

may.
Mr. COHEN. I would just, add that it is not simply a scholarly

question. It is also a political question. The way this trickles down
into Congress and the bureaucracy is whether or not it is a good
idea from a constitutional point of view based on disparate impact
analysis. That is really the criterion that people use.

Senator HATCH. Just one last question. Professor Emerson has
observed that under the ERA, mental and physical tests for the
military must be "neutral," to insure that they "do 'not operate to
disqualify more women than men." Now, will such neutral policies

be required under the the ERA?
Ms. CHANTS. Such neutral policies will be required under the

ERA.
Mr. COHEN. Such neutral policies are not, in fact, neutral be-

cause what they will end up doing is requiring the military to alter
its standards and thereby alter the compositioi. of its force. I think

that is a particularly important point.
Ms. CHAYEB. That is not what neutral standards means.
Mr. COHEN. In the context of the article, I think it is.
Ms. CHAYES. Not at all. A neutral standard says "let the chips

fall where they may." Those who can meet it can meet it, and that

is where disparate impact analysis comes in. The disparate
impact analysis would get you to the point where justification is re-

quired. If you add on top of that the Washington v. Davis rationale,

you have a somewhat different picture.
But nevertheless, given the whole history of interpretation, I

think that you are not going to be left. with a 50-50 situation as
you imply, as you have implied throughout the entire testimony.

Senator HATCH. Then you disagree with Emerson then?

Ms. CHAYES. No, f think-
Senator HATCH. He is really talking about the disparate impact

analysis in his comments. Or do you agree with Emerson?
ME; CHAYES. Read me that part of your sentence. I probaby dis-

agr"e with it.
Senator HATCH. Professor Emerson has observed that under the

ERA, mental and physical tests for the military must be neutral to
"insure that they do riot operate to disqualify more women than

men." Do you agree with that?
Ms. CHAYES. No. I do not agree with that, but I think my attitude

is that the disqualifications must be demonstrably job related, even

if more women are disquafificd from a particular job. There has

been a long history of disparate impact since Professor Emerson
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wrote. I think we have got to accept the consequences of the job
relatedness of the requirements. I am prepared to accept it as I
think most ERA proponents are.

So I think that is an unfortunate phraseology.
Senator HATCH. I urn not sure most proponents are in agreement

with you on that point, but be that as it may.
Mr. COHEN. Personally, I think Professor Emerson's view is cor-

rect. I would also point out that I do not think it is a question of
letting the chips fall where they may, because otherwise how does
one defend affirmative action in the military, how does one set
limits on it.

The issue is not letting the chips fall where they may. What is in
vision is something much larger than that.

Senator HATCH. Ms. Chayes has to leave. I appreciate both of you
being here this afternoon. You have been excellent witnesses, and I
think you both have helped our overall perspective concerning the
equal rights amendment.

With that we will recess until further notice.
(Whereupon, at 2:50 p.m., the subcommittee recessed at the call\

of the Chair.1
(The following was submitted for the record:

11 !HI, 11 11, '1
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Dear Mr. Doornails

1 am submitting herewith my responses to the questions posed by Senator Strom

Thurmond.

1. 1 referred to number of abides in my testimony, which in turn make numerous
references to other studies. me primary difficulty he is that the Wilted States
military does not have its own in-depth studies booms we have never placed women in
combat In the ways emileicemd blithe awed Rights Amendment. I have a hands that
such studies might well have been done in 194 and I will shortly manse to Senator
match that an effort be made di secure from the bus& military command studies, if
there are my, on this eater.'

2. Women might well mike bettor timchers than men or adatinistrative and clerical
workers. Certainly. I do think that surging, which is traditionally a woman's field Is an
area where they maks a tremendoue contrikution.

3. The results of such non - solitary ettedisients between men and women would be
dbmatroum again, I refer you to my testimony and the studied footnotes, The problems
of usual harassment, jaeloumr, romantic entanglement., and thew lurk that develop
would arnercise earricious affect on unit monde. Whams bulinsee organisations can
cope with such problems by moving personnid mound, or even firing them. the military
operates under much tighter Conetrainta Moreover, businesses are rot, as the military
is, total institutions In which the employees have to live tie well es work together.

4. As the fathers of small children have been drafted in the pot, so, in the
future, under the ERA, the mothers of small dilldren would also be drafted.

5. As Ms. Chayes and others have argued, no amebal permillons could be made for
(rather, as such. There might be proviions for parents of small children. This in itself
would be a change. because the military talus no cognisance of the parenthood of ita
members. To do no would be to add one further isessive administrative complication to

a host of problems that would be imposed by ERA.

5. If one.believen that ERA will be pained by both Congress and the states, it is

imperative to amend It along the broadest wesible excluding the military from its
ourviow. As 1 testified yesterday. ERA will remove any and all gender -based military
110 inctiona. The trnultn will be eatestrtskie her the fighting efficiency of our armed

t

1 htrpa, that ttlytat elft3WCIT; y you. It they not, I would be tangly to amplify

,

flinmr

Paid. A. Cohen
Aroistant Profemoc of ilfaiutorramt
Allston Burr Sedor Tutor
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RLSP014.d.'; 01, ANTONIA IIIANDLER CHAYES

TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR THUROND

Q: Ms. Chayes, in your statement you mentioned that women have
become so integrally involved in the operation of all branches that
in the event of a national emergency that the drafting of women is
inevitable.

On you mean that women are now so essential to the operation of
combat units such as artillery and armor that it would be necessary,
to draft women in order for these types of units to respond to an
emergency?

A: 'omen are currently excluded from certain Army units, such as

armor and some artillery units, so it would appear that there exists

now, the capability of filling their ranks with a completely male pool.

That may or may not remain the case into the future, but even assuming

it does, it must be remembered that such units do not operate in a

vacuum.

For an Army to function properly, all positions, in all kinds of

uniti, must be filled. Past drafts have inducted me to serve in the

'ull range of positions -- not only for so-called "combat" units or

only for units which are currently closed to women.

Furthermore, it is nuw clear that future drafts Are not going to be

used to induct masses of untrained people. We are now committed to

maintaining a sufficiently standing army plus active reserves in order

to mobilize quickly. Future drafts are going to be of specialty-skilled

people needed to fill technical positions. Personnel shortages are

expected in some technical and medical fields -- and, in fact, legisla-

tion has been prepared by the Department of Defense to facilitate the

drafting of both males and females with medical skills, should a national

arise.

Q: you also stated that the experience of the lat several years
has shown fears about the sexual integrotion of thr military to be
groundless. You then go on to cite the large numbers of women wile are
now participating in the different branches of the service. What expert-
on-.e are you talking about? Has there been any combat experience on
which to base your conclusion? How can the existence of.large numbers
of women in the military during peacetime show us anything about the
wIssible performance of the military during actual combat?

First, we indeed do have experience with how wumP perform in

0rlhit. Women have served in evory combat theatre of every Amei,zan

war -- Borth Africa, the Pacific, Eureee, Korea and Viet Ham. In 61

these war', womer have had to perform their jobs -- as nurses, as combat
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support personnel. truilt drivers, pilots, and as clericals under fire

ono in the heat of conhat. There has never been any report that women

performed poorly or abdicated their responsibilities in such situations.

1 compco,t to you Jeanne Holm's book Women and the Militani The Unfinished

Revolution for a good summary of the roles women have played under fire.

Furthermnre, although women may nova be serving in some "new" roles

within the active combat context, training in time of peace is precisely

designed to prepare soldiers for combat. The military's ability to.pre-

dict wartime success from the results of peacetime training, studies and

tests is given. Were that hot true, battle strategies, weapons use, and

other manpower utilization decisions could never be supported.

All tests show women perform well and d' nothing to impair the

0 military units to function. There is simply no reason to

behave nthprwise.

Q: Mc. Chayes, some authuritic. suggest that under the ERA some segre-
gition of military living quarter: and facilities might be allowed.
H,rwever, privacy cnnsiderations beLween the sexes may be hard or impossible
to provide in combat situations. Do you think that women serving in combat
JrIt', have a legitimate expectation of personal privacy? If so, what are
fn..se expe,Jations?

1, is true the. Aeeping and bathing facilities would, in the

4 privacy, be segregated in the military as elsewhere, although

o 1 ufl.odatiuns would have to be carried out as consistently as

tilt, principle of equal rights. Thus, a general reliance

ses.regation which was breader than necessary to reet

ry interests would be disallowed. This balancing is not a

laxly diffi/ult prohlm for legislatures or the courts.

f toto governments and rourts in accommodating the

p,;..oners at the same tine as providing equal opportunities

Twd, will hr a useful parallel

1,,,,wfarlf to stress that each privary rights inhere to both

;cd so that any policy which sought only to accommodate

viuld itself he discriminator:

1 I n twyl, in Ph, :W.4, and wfli aqlin, elotk to-

1,, lifii ,,uccofully addressed

if is unfair to ignore the m9st difficult circumstances
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under which medical personnel have had to perform wartime duty, by raising

the issue of privacy as though it would be a new problem. As with the

ror nt shuttle mission, and the long history of participation of women

in ,:,mbat theatres, such accommodations will be successfully made.

Qi In the now famous Yale Law Journal article on the Equal Rights
Amendment, the authors state that the proposed amendment would allow
no exceptions insofar as the military is concerned and that men and
women must therefore be treated exactly the same with one exception.
They suggest that pregnancy would justify slightly different conditions
of service for women. Could you elaborate on this and tell ill what these
different conditions of service might involve?

A under the FRA, classifications based on physical characteristics

unique to one sex -- such as pregnancy' - are not absolutely prohibited

h,' must be strictly snrutini:ed to assure that they do not undermine

olpiality of the sexes. Thus, special policies relating to preg-

rot, wui1 t tot necessarily be prohibited, but would, if challenged,

nave to be ,,h,wn to he necessary to the efficient operation of the

Ar,nd ;ice: or another compellinq governmental interest.

In fait. policies specific to pregnancy will rarely, if ever, be

surety necessdry Pregnancy can be, and generally is now, treated

lei one, iisability preyen".ing a soldier from performance of his/her

Autn-idtic disLearge tr,r pregnancy has been abandoned as a policy

tii. in fart. now nu t branches are ,tieing that it is

.if) l'a/P 10', in plare rvhirh enrouriqe and even require

,Id,e.., to. in thvir

su9q05ted ti It ,Inc ot thy ..benefits" of the impact of
.: tic . ayailablity of the means

art' f tic poverty line, fI'',.
,hr if ..-nnten1 through the

1, t-Tnoln; f01., ql fr thp 01...,aue of tin EPA?

"t th, ;htvi'AttPPAI YOAT singe0.,
not he te w!,hat duty because the nilitary

I in o,F,-..si hi tint thlt they were nut capable of eerit ono

,n (.101 Piqht, on the other hand, has tal,en
s, ,,j(1,,051 duty would deprive them

,, atnt bcnet I 'y rho apparently hellevIrq
, :t t., trtiI ii rir,t WC.) I el y'11, ',1.11).t( qtr., N5. Chlyw,

, 0.01 n.1,1 I i

1 )A 11 1,1it 11.% }hot ),1
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hare t t.e 1. laccd with neutra; Job criteria.

To t e)tent that some Jobs might have strength criteria difficult

for mAny womer to meet, and assuming that criteria could be validated

truly job-related, It might well be that fewer women would "benefit"

from training and eoication attached to those specialties.

However, it is not correct to conclude that womcr. would not gain

from the removli of the current sexbased assignment barriers generally.

Many of the Jar. closed to women because of the "combat exclusion"

poliriec do 'e't reflect tiny requirement of strength in performing the

Ohs the beat examples being the rules preventing women from per-

f,nnihn Ini joU on a combat ship or from serving in combat airplanes.
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ItEtiPoW.I.', (ii tNIONIA HANOLLII CHAVES

TO QUESTIONS OF SENATCE DoCONCINI

Q: Under the Constitutionally-based roctiine of "Military Necessity",
the courts have generally deferred to the Congress and the Executive
in matters of national security.

Will the ERA restrict the discretion of Congress to implement
policies it feels will foster national security?

A: Congress must always take the full Constitution into account when

making legislative decisions; it cannot ignore all other protections

ever when making critical national security determiiations. For oample;

there is no question, but that the maintenance of rac ally segregated
\\

units would now he con;dered indefensilfle -- Congress is required to

find wys to accoaradate?such important Constitutional values. The

same thing would he true under the ERA. Explicit exclusionary policies

oa%is of sex would he prohibited under the ERA; and, in fa( t,

Ire rn:nnletely unnecessary to any national security interest.

Q: Al ter doptioo of the FRA, would it he possible for the Congress
(u Prp 1 deet Lreate a gender-based t lassification if in the :Jew of
(,,Hg(0,s or the President such classifif atinn served to foster an
Orlmrt 001, governmental objective -- i.e. national security and the
,11' ;.:at on wi, iutv,tantially related to the achievement of the
iI V(`

4:

Itie k Pt nin used here an "importa it governmental object

t,,' dip' tAnt y related" is language describing the current

,tin11,1 tot .1n1 1 yr I nq r,asstfications articulated in the

,(a)j v boron. Ont : the mo,,t important policies embodied in

i, I
1.51 the :,011, sexibd:wd Llassifications are so necessarily

,..(1 and 11,01 Y to tier;wtuote she 9riAt harm of acting on the basis

I ,1 111,roc.11 i id, I tv,teld et il(!iv bora( ter it:it lc, and

f n I it dt ion by the government ( (In only bp urtild t tea

,

I

, V fiCh.f h,f

, it (-0,11,, I drif Tho,e trait I ono I

', this ( 11C [Oil', I' .

1, 1, liin 1'. 011111',' ,1 to rc..of,(1,,' 1),1'

r)?%11': 41". rtnirll,9t 1{1f1 nn

I.'. 1. ti't I .1 I. It) ,,11 1.111 of phy 0 I

110,0. 0 gym, 1,1,11 i ii 10.111 to

1 y I !Iv 14'911)0, l tin. hi

11.,
I 1',`,111',

,r trip flint h, Hull 1' l'

t)

1
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show (1) that the law or regulation serves a government interest that

is inoeed compelling, and (2) that the requlatirn Is narrowly crafted

oniy to serve that interest and not to impinge on,the rights, interests,
A

and opportur les of the group possesSing the unique physical character-

istic; in question. A unique physical characteristics reeulation that

disadvantages members of the group pnssessing the regulated unique

physical characteristics from members of other groups with respect to

iharacteristics or factors not unique but common to all -- for example,

e,onuffii( .
social, political, educational needs or opportunities

would be subject to the requirement that the least disadvantaging means

00%thle be used to serve the compelling government objective.

keyo,d those two ne.rrow cimumstances, sex-based classification is

Always too h aad a meals to serve a government objective Ind, thus,

afto rat,f1./iton of the ERA must be replaced by other sex neutral

meant of achieving the government's ends. A particular sex-neutral

;Jelin", of course, might fall under the rRA as well if that did not

servo a rompelling government interest and operated diwroportionately

in exclude one cex or the other in a way that tracked presumptions

about difforenins between the sexes.

Prior to the military had segregated units hasf.d on ra(.e

loulq e;ther of you comment on either the wisdom or the legality of

hmvito; units, combat or support. bawd 00 sex?

to tho ',69119' wmy thmt the 14th Amendment would not tolerate

/v1Illy-.ouroumted oxually-segregated operatinq unit, would

hnde, th(

t/ trt fhe lot, I to ty,, ul t, hot-Avra.,tit uI

nr ,a,11 I hr it,fpf 111P 'dr!. ufhor, Aare

16.11,.` h t,r (0,1,1,'. f .mt.1 ui Ch r'., 1,11

v .1%o I I m

.4'. I m v, I .11 1,1 o,

rt I t uJ 1.11,1

+9

I/141 vr I 111;111,) di t,t, litt
1,%d n111,1 1.1.11 1!1`111.1 11(ot ,t0 1n ,i):I

I ratio, f 10!riOt d 11,1 I. t and ;

t tt pf f tho 111199 Of till` NI 1 tory
iPt(1 et "Hyr rmrnMimtime," and iI the

thmt the pee.d.u.i. .0 we.--t. Night hmve dfl AdVOt%e
d ,10,1,01 I1V1y, r,nuld it he 1.11vAh1e fill

.1' I'd I11 ?IV' .1' ,,111 1101. 1itY011
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A: It should he noted that these sem: arguments about potential

negative effects on unit cohesion were used to justify a racially

segregated force. They were unsupported by evidence.in the racial

context and are similarly unsupported here.

The services have done repeated studies on the effect of the

women in combat and combat support units and have never established

any empirical data to support claims that, for psychological or any

other reason women have an edverse effect on performance.

Claims that women interfere with crucial "male bonding" processes

are specious, based on subjective and biased reporting, not on fact.

Such ideas should be laid to rest.

However, it is clearly within the powers of Congress and/or the

siuvire branches to work to determine how best to manage an integrated

forfe, in fact, the establishment of programs specifically designed to

address problems of mistrust, sexual harassment, and other resistance

to 'sexual integration would be entirely consistent with the MA's

purpnse, and might, well be required. The services are fully capable of

desiuninq and implementing such programs, as they have of necessitj done

in the area of race relations.

T It has been argued that the right to privacy might exclude women
fr,O) It least Some combat duty if sexually segregated sleeping quarters

Irbor suOi facilities could not be provided or enforced.
Wolild it be your position that such considerations might justify

of one sex from a combat situation in which even minimal
i', not piAsible, but that such considerations would not justify

ionoral relfatmi on exually segregated combat units much less the
exclusioe of WOMM from all combat units?

iuly It not necossry, and would be ii.to of the IRA,

I pill it ie.., sooreciAt ion op f,x( Itr.1011 GI ar.t.uillmidate

ip,1 pi IVdt.y Any poi Ic iv,. (le', Hoed to

' /., r Pi 1. flat" (1141 y pm.11,1r

" 11.0 trii I ,if,[.011' l,lrrt ihdt {ul

1,11 ruf f,1,t

Ihl' ww,n hiro 11,n pld(vd In

41, 1,.,t

,

'h,u% !hith1,1, 01110d ..Agi!My

o'lh evo, wit Ion ,)/0 Hfl..fl nn f t

1
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have dealt with lack of privacy and have functioned professionally.

Ac has been shown with the recent space shuttle
mission, teams of

people working together can design privacy strategies which work.

We have every reason to
believe that the services can devise methods

elf preserving basic privacy
rights without denying women full oppor-

tunity to serve their nation.

Tnere seems to be general
agreement that if the ERA is adopted,

obvious and explicit gender-based exclusions will
fall in favor of

sex-neutral tests such as strength or endurance requirements. In a

environment, would men and women have to attain the same

minimum passing sr -ores on physical fitness tests in order to be

deemed qualified for service?

Tests measuring qualifications
ivod have to be admiostered and

..phred on a sex-neutral basis. Moreover, cut-off scores would have

h, troatcd equally, Confusion in this area comes from three sources:

Claim; apa made that physical standards for the service

a+.adt'mies have been lowered to accommodate women.
It must be noted here

that the "standards" spoken of here are not
job-related criteria, but

rather the requirement that officer candidates
be physically fit to :the

optimum of their caplbilities. In that instance,
replacing male and

fumale .,tandaid; with individualized standards'
would ri6 the policy of

tiond.r-1,aw and do no harm to the ultimate desired "pro6uct" --

,ftt lic physically fit.

It i, a.sumd tilt there is a single accession or post-basic-

ti Ili iha 11 ;f"odad whiO,
by itsylf, can bar or adJiit a cand1-

t, d o4rtHullr )0!,,
in fact, individual, may have 4 varier, if

oef!.ir
vitt P mo,,t

1,,14,t1 at d. 4

alt 1,vPrt al I
Ii,allty, but d

I Jo , 1'0 di 10 r tndtdate for

we. 1..,,,,111 I;t1 i.. 11.11 1.1t inn III 11

11 111,1,6,01.', tdrt 1.1i 'Mitt.'

101,1, 31

1,..1 11 t.ft! over t I PA

I '1.1 I lit filly '

0.,.01,1 I he.

!.
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JMP4CT of Tor CPA UPON THE MILITARY

The following interpretation of the ERA was given by Antonia Chayes,
foimr un(lernerretary of the Air Force during the Carter Aaministia-(ron, ieaiding its impa upon the military. Ms. Chayes wan selected
h IPA proponents an the person best equipped to represent them on

,11,)",t at A Novrmher I, l90i renate hearing.

(I) Crilwipie-- Under the EPA, all gend.,r-based diLi,inctions in
military law and policy would have to be eliminated.

(.1.) Draft -- The present system of draft registration, limited to
maln, would he oacenstitLI,nal under the ERA. Restoration of
past :":.:ems of draft, limited to males, would also be unconsti-
tut qui .

(i) hetrments.- nferments from the dratt on the basis of gender
hind dif,finetions, such Motherhood, wodla be unconstitutional.

(4) combat- The current 'combat exclusitn. for women in the min-
i iry woutd .mconstitutiorial. ha tA.cupationa categery or posi-
iron 'gelid be dent' I to tomn..es under the ERA.

w-c- roiyltea units sun an the former WACs, the Army
ari a .a forth, 4,:_oa be unconstitutional under the ERA.

(4) m.liraty 5.rei,-- "ender distinctions could be made by tl,e
itary ,v.ren At*, and to such matters as recruitment, ROTC

0 I 1:111 I tty, oi I nt moot ht nniardta),In, poront al consent, education,
.11t,1 ',.ttic.

,1. The EPA would require that pregnancy irf Ionia inn in
ti.' 'a'relee e a "disability".

,41 'q military academies would have to admit males
e!,! : 4

eil ,tot., n Mnta" and physical standards in the military that
11.,,d it females than males would have to ho

.1 I t ,,1" v,int " trill "dt,tritittni r ably re, htt ed" to jt,t) per
I . I WI whl htt 40 puntitips or pu,hupli ar v re-

' Al I 1 ',hi Arts 1 he EPA .11 1 own "dt t Irmo ive action" pro-
' a w, h In th, 01 ) ftnry. "pt of or .,71t 1,11 Ii 'anent" programs,

t pf ,!ol I hil owif fir .cosier,, wonld be com-
o 'II,' ETA.

' I !
! i ire !!!! !!1!!' pl i ndryl vr1.1,n in the m'Iit.oy by

w111 It WO III-It I y t !Ito 0,7).

. I I '1,11 n I!!!!! '111171111 1 "II to the tot III y, t 1.1+!,
'4, I I Ott It.,11 rn pat' t tit. 1,tf,ic 01 t Ise t

1.. !I it ,- ,rat u t ' 'it ..,ct rto 1,,ti, ,tt ht.t ttan tho
1 ' h ; t. ..t Int tut ,1 11,1Oft .

.ommir rm ON THE CONSTITI )TI(1N)
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W01114 111.ti Eq11111)ACI14 NI Allglle
Si, Willi% III It, 11IIITilli I I 14111(1

Information Center on Women and the Military was substantially involved

in the prepdration of the testimony by Antonia Chayes, former Undersecretary

of the Air Force. The fullowing is our response to the interpretation prepared

by the Counsel to the.Senate Subcummittee on the Constitution. Our response

demonstrates low the principles and Impact of the Equal Rights Amendment will
ne positive dnd enhance both military readiness and the fair treatment of woven

as ritirenS.

Wa.mmittee irliorprtAtion:
(1) et i Undor the EPA, all gender -based distinctions in
,t 1 t ar y law and pal icy would have to hu eliminated.

Wird response:
Explicit gender-based exclusions are unnecessary and serve to include

unqualified men while excluding qualified women, Chayes testified, "The

military will not be required to utilize soldiers who are unfit or
untrAinnble, but will not be able to exclude women from positions on
the grounds of assumed lack of qualifications." This would increase,

mot decrease, the government's ability to assure that the most capable

soldiers sere available for any given military job, by enlarging the

peel of qualified applicants for positions requiring Specialized skills.

';111J4 ommittee interpretation:
12) Pratt -- The prement eystem of draft registretion, limited to

''11 les, would he uncorr,titutional under the ERA. Restoration of
toast .iritvms of draft, limited to metes, would also be unconett-

t

Vol Ai response:
Today, the Skills and capabilities provided by women are so integral to

the eff!clent operation of all branches of the armed serki, es that, in

any national emergency, it appears that the conscription of women is

inevitable. In fact, plans for a draft of both men and women with Helical

skills are already being made. Chives testified that "In my view, should

we love to a draft, .1 would expect women to be included, even witnout the

tRA, a mutter ue military exigency."

wpit tee Interpretation:

me I e men t s - Op to rments from the draft on the basin of gender

diqtinctions, .9,:rh an motherhood, would be onconnt itutbinal.

WI AL response:
Again, specific deferments based on gender operate to exclude oen whose
parental obligations shnuld else he coesideren. while , suming that all

*own with children are the principla caretakers. Chaves stated 'hot

ih,ttp would be hardship r4Iet and draft deterrent hosed won the ',ace

tau that mow wevil), Tho focus would be on the nut on the

poeiotni thip. "I think you *weld find that there would be
culJcions. or rater deterrents, based upon child care roryirdlov, of the
P. ut the parent."

' ,,roittee Intettoetation
,4, lli ion' me t.,Jrwn to ol,r in,

Ity II..'

.11 oriel r,) f,rr 110% 111,119( the m/A,

wiAl tq.111,e.

The effo.t of the %c-cAllvd "ronhat jiVIIN15" IS 'A) (ontrflf

01,/i0dtion IN the m.litd while till allQ4i014 1o,.tress anij the

.ory1.0 byAncheS c0.41 fie.ibility to as-.ure !hit warm alit Inc
4304VIr 10111,11 their requi,ud. o%clusioo laws

%hiol plones, Choy do MI' rt..; 1.
.rwn war 3,14
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WEAL response continued:

Behind every combat exclusion lies an exception -- "except" nurses where
they are needed; "except" in times of "real" national emergency; "except"
when enough qualified men are not available. Under an ERA servicemen
and woman will be assigned to the positions for which they are most qualified.
the test will have to be a test of capability under an ERA and those test
results -- not gender -- would be the determining factor. Chaves stated, "I
am not for lowering standards. I am strongly for establishing standards that
are needed for the job. Where the job needs strength, if it really requires
lifting 100 pounds, nobody who cannot lift 100 pounds should be admitted to
that specialty."

Subcommittee interpretation:
1St WACn-- Sex restricted units such as the former WACs, the Army
Norge C ,pn, and so forth, would be unconstitutional under the

WEAL response:

The Women's Army Corps (WAC) was abolished in 1978 and men now make up 311
of the Any Nurse Corps. There are no plans to return to aie. all female
units. The critical question is: How does the presence of women in previously
all male military units affect unit performance? Empirical re,^arch completed
to date shows basically no effect. For example, Army studies have shown that
the proportion of women in combat support and combat service support units has
no effect on measurable unit performance in field training exercises. Reports
on the Navy's Women in Ships program indicate a high level of performance
on the part of the women and acceptance by male crew members. Add;tional
concerns about !poop cohesion if women are admitted art reminiscent of
arguments used in the past to justify excluding women and minorities from
other w.cupations, such as law, medicine, police work, and fire fighting.

Subcommittee Interpretation:
(fil No gender distinctions could be made by the
nolitar7 nerviCeO with regard to such matters as recruitment, ROTC

enlistment standards, age, parertel convent, educaiton,
anA no forth.

WEAL response:

Currently, the Navy requires all female enlistees to be high school graduates;
Male enlistees do not have to be high scnool graduates. The Army requires
all women to have a high school diploma to enlist. but only 65% of the
male emlistees must have a diploma. The Marine Corps requires all female
applicants to have a high school dirloma or equivalent education to enlist.
(The GEO is not considered equivalent.) Males, however, only need to have
attended school through the 10th rade, and even this standard can be waived
by the Mar' r Corps Commandant tot "exceptionally" qualified applicants.
The Coast ,ard and Air Force havo removed all restrictions based solely
on gender to education and enlistment standards. Under an FRA these standards
would have to be consistent among the sexl's even if it meant raising the
standards for male enlistees.

'ohcommIttee interpretatInn:

' 1) Lregnancy-- The EPA would require that preqnincy of femalos 'n
vice be treated as a "disaht'l Cy".

WIAL re'.punse:
l'o the protection of force readiness, it would not be necessary for the
military to treat pregnancy any differently from other physical .A)ndittons
whith mfyht result in a soldier's inability to perform his or her duties.
PeessIgnmcnt, convalescent leave, and medical care are already in place
for those soldiers who became temporarily disabled. It should be noted
that statistics .how the average wortati soldier loses less time from her
lob, for is,,y reagnn, Including pregnancy, than dolls the averap male

dier. these is thus no evidew.0 that pregnancy is a threat to the
Fogainegs of oor afeied fortes.

',,h,ordttee bdvrwetntfun.
lel ri.adcflie5 The military academies wmnld have to ndmtt mn11

f. a109 :of an ognnl LA115.

to at rf.q.0111*'

Worn lave elvsys and would ((walnut. under a' ERA to be required to meet
the name standards As rates for thiml,ttien to the military academies. ("naves

Wes asked if with an iRA "women muit to elm lted to West Point on a parity
with "" Ile r0,1.0iled. "well. If be mPart by ;:aftty that it would have
n to '0 '0. the me.wer is (lenity no."
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WEAL response continued'
"Rut If he meant by parity that people, men and women, would have to be

looked at with regard to their qualifications, and that there would be

to bias in the admissions based upon the realistic qualifications for

officers in each of the three services, that kind of parity, 1 think, already

`AA, Inn ttee Interpretation:
sl .,t 1..1.1118- Mnts,. And Physical .tt ,twiat cln in the mtlst.try that

.,1 to (..wet 111ei 1 I fy ill,' (111131..8 than males would have to 1,
, tf 1,.1" Ind -1 olov.int" And ",ion.r.rno At. ly 'elated" to j,,b per

woe , (" 1 t.er.,141,1 ;is Ong her 40 Invirmpi 111) ..I'thupo r.
I ".',1 I` C. ,10 most ),)bs.-)

WI. At re ...ponce:
chayei testified that "With the adoption of the ERA, explicit gender-based

ec.lusions would fail. Tests of strength and aptitude will have to hear

proper relation to the tasks whose qualifications they purport to describe."

Personnel will he matched to tasks based upon performance criteria. This

would help assure groater productivity and effectiveness. "Where the jab

needs strength; if it really requires lifting 100 pounds, nobody who

;annut lift 109 poundS should be admitted to the specialty." On the other

hand, if the Marine Corps really needs high school graduates to operate
effectively, then the education standards for male enlistees would have to'

he raised to 'he same standards now required for female enlistees, even if it

r" suited in feaor qualified males.

Intororetation:

ui Ive ActIon-- The ERA allows "atf.rmatIve artIon" ),"

orot co themtIttary. "Preferential treatment" prool

h pt.,mot !onal ntandatds for females, would be cou

; Ir;/o ,rtet. [PA.

w! Al .-espor5e
theyes was asked If she agreed with the following statement: "under the

PRA, neither sex could be preferred above the other." She responded "If

,nu are talking about straight preferential treatment that compensates

for past discrimination and that can be very clearly shown to be that and

has to be subject to very careful scrutiny, I think that is allowable."

alai

t t Int,pretation:
ot..ctpl rt,3C; problvrtla in the military r tt

mit! u t11 het ..niola not pant sly I het it .1.t1

ploht..,.s among the sexes will have to he dealt with just as

all dI,A,Iploc loobloms are, even those amnno people of the ame sex.

chdyrs osed the aaathqy of race relations to elaborate. She asked "if

it wit., u,A.n.,trated to you that White people beat up Rlack people if they

,.to living the dormitory, would you permit srgregation?" "Would

,ou 'Ay For di.t ipline, )t would be necessary to eliminate the Rlark people

from the .ici-ttoty, I r, 'alt think Ott oo.uld argue that. you deal with the

U.,. 1.0 11 I .111.1 ,,,t4 ,',Ile .stir the 1.,,i4ple. tin you cannot beat up

i.,,oltt r,rt ' t you do ,you are doing
,ot Into trmuhle. YOU the Fit

r111,0 1101'
} it 1410 y

4.,1 I n , tot t.hl? 'e,r

t rtaa of her ,,,. .t ,i ;,..I v.... 1-..1 oat ,1

%I111 9.11 , t'v to,,f I to teplir e r;r11.1(q. e,j

1,1% y it that ,ore I^ vs it al ',tanned; r,Sy tlayr.

t too of ,Ii'.p. 11ti,morn ly et. 1.13ing rhayett tr.t if tud that

h 111 , (ally !ova! t,to.h a ru1N, vs lung as
.."1,1 .1", Are 0,1 an to Ur 1n5t,1tfed in ,,.Ii? Ion to 1.erfor,'Aw.o on

'I, iv!. A^. ahoy, , (111k )''oi 1 hot e a .1,1%).±)1(1 truth'' 11,1 nAt

y 111, Ph. 10,0,14 cot of io ,y1otinti otdrc tsve t I for
It, .tll a 31-,10, not an 1' to national so, ut sty

I t I I I t .0? 1, 1,, 1.i.,Ir ,1 I,IUrtvn of t rot, iffy ',it 1,,hot

5.1. 0.,1, Ivo frt 1.1,y Irf. I i.; 1111,0,1 ,.1,r, ,
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etilumbia University in the City of New York I New York. N. Y 10027
...lc 1 %NI

Rabbi N. Neubersar

Jewish Orthodox Coalition egainet tbs ERA
440 Mt. Wilson Lane

Baltimore, Maryland 21208

answer* t fate sumat

May 20, 1983

Door Rabbi Neuberger*

You requested my opinion whether adoption of an Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) would render umcomatitutional the Military Selective
Service Act (MIA), SO U.N.C. app. $ 4S1 at. seq., insofar se it
restricts presidastfalAutbority to order draft registration to "every
male citiase between the ages of 18 and 76. As you know, in Roatkar
v. Goldberg, 493 U.S. S7 (1982), a divided Supreme Comet austetned that
limitation against a challenge that it constituted umconaitutional
gender-based diserisinatino. Ono "mid expect. therefore, that both
proponents and opponents of any new RRA would focus quits explicitly on
your question. At this point in time soy opinion letter must root upon
the prowls that, if adopted, new ERA would restrict gender -based
classifications no lass stringently than did the recently expired EPA.
on that orioles. It is my opinion that an ESA would render the
exclusion of women fres drift registration constitutionally
impermissible.

At the outset I would observe that Roetkor's result seems to have
been affected by rather exceptional circumstabees. loader reached the
Supreme Court for decirion after so extensive publicFailiferatIon of
the male-only draft. In 1960, President Carter, *acting with counsel of
his 'military advisers, had retoemesded that tbs MSSA be mended to
allow draft registration for woman. CoonrOes refused to amend the
statute. 4S1 U.s. of 72-74. Relying heavily on that Congressional
attlun. the Supreme Court rejected a claim that the exclusion of women
ins the registration provisions violated the equality mandated by the
bus Process Clause of the fifth 4sendesut. While seseinsly
acknowledging that, even under existing constitutional law,
gender based discrieinstion require some special justification (Id. at
6v), the Court emphasised Cit judicial deference to Congress "iv at
its apogee in matters of military judgmemt. Id. at 70. Since the
purpose of registration wee to secure combat troops, and since
plaintiffs made no constitutional challenge to the provisions ut
existing law making women ineligible fur combat sasigament. the Court
,hcloded that Congress could exempt woven from the duty to resister.
Id. et 7S-81. -Men and *donee, because of the cambric restriction@
wmon, are simply not onellarly situated far purposes of draft or
registration for a draft.' Id. at FM. Three justicles dissented; they
Insisted that the Court had shown ton much deference to Congressional
hidgmont and that the possible permissibility of encluslon of women
iron combat did not loatify a corresponding erclusion from duty to
legibtff.

In sf oulhloo. tatificitiou of the EPA would have required a
lfterrut result in postkar. lbet amendment would have mandated that
Ytioality of rights under the Iry shall not be abridged by the Unite,

!;tates on srcuunt of sea." The ERA's legislative history mikes plat
that unr pur"one of the proposed amendment was to require meaningful
Integration of women Into the nation's military forces. Amendment
"Wrier. Ware vocal in their insistence that exclusion of loosen fre.n
m111141Y a#,Y1,, was Intonstetent with full equality. Moreover, the
anendarnt wee opposed by many precisely on the pound that it would

wcmeti ro silt tarp service; Indeed, Senator nett), an opponent,
i posed that the ERA 'shell nit impair . . the validity of shy laws

. width exesipts woven from compulsory military service." gee, SIM
,010. Pp. . 4:t f, Sill (1472). The owerutive departaent shored the
vt.y that eh. YEA requited gender-neutral draft. On May ?,1471, for
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example, then Aealstunt Attorney General Rehnquibt, the author of the

lovelier opinion, stated his understanding that the EkA would reliant
eendei7neutral draft. Equal Right. for Men and Women: Nearing. on

N.R.T. Rea. 15. 208 and Related Sills before Subcoamittes No. 4 of the
Noose Committee on the Judiciary, 92nd Cong., let Seas. 327, 328 (1971)
(memorandum of William N. Rehnquist, Amaiatant Attorney General). See

alto the letter from the Defense Deportment to Senator IMO dated Feb.
24, 1972, 118 Coast. Rec. 9344, 9347 (1972). Finally, the Senate
Report accompanying the amendment makes plain belief that the ERA
requires a gender-neutral draft. S. Rep. No. 92-619, Senate Comm. on
the Judiciary, 92nd Congr. 2nd Seeelon (1972). It SOIVOS likely

that the ERA will require Congress to treat can end women equally with
respect to the draft.' Id. at 13; ear also Id. at 24 (statement by Mr.
dung); id. at 36-39 (statement by Mr. Ervin).

Thle history seems to me to make plain that under the EPA women
mold not be exempted from the draft. This is a widely shared elev.
',es, far example, Stow, et al., The Equal Right. Amendment( A

coosticutIonal Sallie for Equal lights for Women, 80 Yale L.J. 871,
9b9-79 (1971). Hale and ItenowIte, Women end the Draft: A Response to
Crttics of the Equal Right, Amendment, 123 Hastings 4. J, 199, 19q-201
(1971); Mote, The Equal Rights Amendment and the Military, 82 Tele L.J.
151i, 1537 (1971).

My only hesitation derives from the fact that the current draft
heron deelgned solely to obtain combat troops. In loather no
neltottotial challenge was made to the exclusion Oilirmio from ,omber

Assignments. end the Court apparently believed that this exclusion is
valid. The preciee impact of ERA on the combat question is somewhat
uncertain. II the ERA doss not bar coaplete xmclusion of women from
.oabst. wisps the current exclusion of women from the draft nights
once spin be justified. While this line of argument is not wholly

Implouelble, I do not think it is persuasive. It is Inconsistent with
t4e ERA'. clear legislative history on the subject, mod the fact
(a d by the dietienting judges In Rostker) that military need far
exceed that of inply securing combist troops. Moreover, the &flaunt
mete no what is to my mind an 'erroneous initial premise, namely that
the ERA would permit whole's's exclusion of woman from all combat
seeleoants. The legislative htstory I have referred to does not
wupport that view.

In sum. I think that the ERA would have been interpreted to require

gender-neutral draft registration, and any new PRA will have a elmila,
refers.

Sincerely,

tie, ea 1144.
henry Paul Monaghan
Professor of two

1111/411.
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mom dui Wiihinglan Thou, Juno 2, 1223)

WOM112 IN Tile ARMY-1

(By ban Craig)

According to the Army, things have never been better for women in the service:

But according to some Army womenprofessional soldiers, not Private Benjamin

this is no time for sergeants, not if they'ie females..

As of March 31st, 1988, a total of 9.8 percent of the active Army was composed of

women, 78,178 officers and enlisted personnel. This is the highest total of women in

the active Army since 1946, when it was 168844. In a widely circulated policy letter

of September 1981, Secretary of the Army John 0. Marsh, Jr., strongly re-empha-

sised the Army's commitment to equal opportunity .

"We must condone the implementation of Affirmative Action Plans which pro-

vide for the best use of human reeources without restrictions based on race; color,.or

religion, national origin or gender." In the service, such simple and unequivocal

statements are known as "The Word." in this case the "good Word."

By fiscal year 1987, the Army expects to have a total of 18,000 female NCOs and

13,000 officers serving in 88 percent of its military occupational specialties (MOB), or

about 800 Arno)obs. All the evidence thus far indicates that the Army is and has

been for some time far ahead of the rest of society in providing minorities and

women the benefits of equal opportunity.
So then why are some of the Army's professionals upset with its policy toward

women today?
The controversy is over the Army's "combat exclusion policy," which has closed a

number of jobs Army-wide and positions in specific units to female soldiers because

they carry. the inherent .possibility of "direct combat" in fluid wartime situations.

This does not mean women are upset because they cannot serve in the infantry, nor

does it mean that in wartime women will not serve in combat areas.

What it means is that the Army does not want women in jobs that carry a "high

probability" of "direct physical contact" with the enemy and a "substantial risk of

capture.""Readiness is not a factor in this," an Army spokesman told me. "To say women

impede readiness is a slight to women and the Army, The sense of tht. American

public, expressed through th Congren is that women shouldn't be in direct

combat."
Title 10 of the U.S. Code clearly prohibits the use of Air Force and Navy women

from setvite in aircraft or vessels engaged in combat minions, but it is silent on the

employment of Army women, Section 3012 of the Code merely affirms the Secretary

of the Army's authority to determine the assignMent policies of soldiers. This is be-

cause land warfare is very fluid, involves vast numbers of personnel, and extends

over huge territory so its not possible to define the role of every soldier at any given .

time in a battle situation.
_ What this means to the employment of female soldiers is rather complicated. For

instance, a woman may not perform duty as an interior electrician because that spe-

cialty calls for laying and clearing of minefields and emplacing demolitions and

clearing beaches in war. This also applies to such jobs as plumbers and carpentry

and masonry specialists.
On the other hand, a woman may perform military police duties, but she cannot

be assigned to MP security compaines in the rear because they have the mission of

engaging small units of the enemy in direct combat, as was graphically demonstrat-

ed in Saigon during Tet 1968. But a female MP may perform duties at Army corps

or division level in a combat theater.
Currently all jobs are closed to enlisted women as well as an estimated 70,000 -

80,00O positions in units which normally perform missions in the brigade and other

forward battlefield areas, including communications,
medical and supply units.

All Jobs in the infantry, armor, cannon field artillery, combat engineers and low-

Atitude air defense artillery units of battalion or squadron slue or smaller, have

n closed to women for years. These fields comprise 38 job specialties. Following

, .ibat-exclusion policy, in January of this year the Army announced that it was

, 4,4 23 more specialties to enlisted women including those seemingly rear-eche-

jobs mentioned earlier.
The 1,200 active duty women now in the 23 closed specialties will be reclassified

into other fields. The Army is doing all it can to soften the blow by providing indi-

vidual job counseling and retraining for the women affected. This policy also applies

to women in the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve.

11 I: 4
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But here's the rub. Until now, these hundreds of women have performed well in
their jobs. They lack neither the physical or mental competence, nor the courage to
perform the duties for which the Army has spent large sums to train them. They
are out because The Word has come down. For some it means the end to years of
hard work and struggle and it smells strongly of coddling.

Not all Army women are upset over the combat-exclusion policy. Some, perhaps,
feel more comfortable in the so-called "traditional" jobs. Yet those who think the
policy unfair are not by any means feminist ideologues; they're just working women
who want their jobs back.

The Army would be wise to restore the status quo ante vellum. I am dreadfully
afeared that while trying to cure a problem that doesn't exist, the Army might wind
up shooting itself in the foot instead.

One senior NCO in the Ohio National Guard told me, "I busted my back to get
where I am now. I have the respect and confidence of my peers. I feel like someone
has kicked me in the guts." She is submitting her complaint through chaanels, the
proper course for a good soldier.

Last April, General John A. Wickam, Jr. who will soon be sworn In as. Army
Chief of Staff, promised a defense women's group that the list of units closed to
women would be reviewed, to see if any could be kept open. Good news for goodsoldiers everywhere.

As for that Ohio guardswoman, who is still out on a limb, I would remind herOf
an old Army adage: 'In the beginning was the Word, and it was changed."

(from the Washington Time.% Juno 3. 1883]

WOMAN IN THZ ARMYII

(By Dan Cragg)

The trouble with women in the Army is not women, it's men. I can't speak with
much authority for the other services. but I suspect that's as true for the Navy and
Air Force as it f6r the dear old Army. The reason is not that women are particular-
ly unsuited for Army life or that Army men don't like women. The simple truth is,
military men just don't know what to do with females in their profession.

When I discuss this with my military colleagues (and I've got lots of them) the
conversation usually boils down to one basic statement: Army lifewould be so much
simpler if there were no women around to complicate things. Then there's a pause
and inevitably someone says, "But we've got 'em and we'll have to learn to live with
'em." For soldiers, that's The Word, like it or not.

Today there are more than 76,000 women in the active Army, 9.8 percent of the
force, the highest it's been since World War II. But with feminists urging a unisex
Army on the one hand and traditionalists barely suppressing their Contempt for
feminist on the other, this whole issue is clouded with emotion.

But there are two basic facts we should keep in mind always. First, those who
believe women should have a chance to show what they can do aren't necessarily
feminists. And those who believe there are physical differences between the sexes
that makes unsexing unworkable in some circumstances aren't necessarily male
chauvinists. I think reasonable people can hold both views simultaneously without
being declared hopelessly insane.

And no responsible person wants to put women into the infantry or any other
branch of the Army that engages in close combat with the enemy. Most of those
who do have never been there themselves. Only young men have the endurance re-
quired for foot-slogging in war. In the infantry you carry 60 pounds of gear in 100-'
degree beat and humidity through country so rugged that at sunset you've only
made 5. kilometers since dawn and then you're up all night because the enemy har-
asses you. Repeat for about 30 days running and then you'll know what the dogfaces
and Marines put up with in Vietnam. Those booms were no place for young
women, much less any man over 25.

The law does not specifically prohibit the use of Army women in combat, as it
doe Navy and Air Force women. It merely affirms the Secretary of the Army's au-
thority to determine soldiers' assignments as he ems fit. But the Army believes that
the will of the people, expressed through the law, is that they don't want women
killed or captured in close combat with an enemy So Army officials have come up
with a "combat exclusion policy" which closes certain jobs Army-wide and certain
positions in units that are deployed to forward areas where there is a "high proba-
bility" of close combat with an enemy.
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Some of the jobs are support-type, such as light construction and equipment main.

tenance work that require exposure in forward combat areas. Between 70,000-80,000

positions that require duty in the brigade area are now closed to females. These

closed duty positions include medical, communications and transportation units that
normally have missions involved in direct support of brigades, although women may
still perform duties in these specialties in garrison or other environments above bn-

gade level.
An Army spokesman told me that unit readiness has nothing to do with this. 1

think it should have everything to do with it. For example, if women can drive the

ammo trucks up to where the troops are, let them; it' not, don't. And there's no evi-

dence that the Army's willing to make public that they can do it.
Basing an assignment policy on an interpretation of the law is precarious. The

Army admits that in wartime some of its women most certainly would become casu-

alties. There's no sure protection against enemy commando attacks or long-range

weapons. Remembering Saigon during Tet 1968, if the Viet Cong death squads had

really wanted Gen. Westmoreland's headquarters, they could have had it, men,

women and mamasans.
Plenty of Army women are upset by all of this and trouble may be brewing.
So far the American Civil Liberties Union has stayed out of the action, which is.

probably best for everyone. The ACLU believes that a "direct assault on the combat

exclusion would fail at this time with the current' Supreme Court" and that any suit

would be a "fact intensive" caseit wquld cost them too much in time and money

for the results, which would be "too limited to be easily applied to other situations.'

Apparently professional soldiers do not come under the aegis of our legal watchdoigs.

Mind this: Contrary to what some feminists say, we do not have the "right" to die

for our country; we have the right to life. Neither is service to country a rightit's
a duty. The Army needs neither Congress nor the ACLU to remind it of that.

One final thing. Not too many years ago we had young men running away from

America to avoid serving in her Armed Forces. Now a generation of young men is

growing up and, egged on by adults who should know better, some refuse even to

register for the draft in case someday we may need them-to protect our freedoms.

Our women patriots put these young fellows to shame. We men should be proud to

soldier with such women.
Army womenand those in the other service., triohave a sense of duty that

shines as a beacon to rally the young people of this country. Woe to all of us if that

light ever goes out.
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NOTICR: TI:e opiates le (MOM to formal rovhiewbetoiro pabliestIou
to the preliminary print or the UMW States Report.. Roamers are N.
emoted to minty the Reporter of Dees leak Supreme Court of the
United States. Washington. D.C. 505411, of any typographical or other
formal wort to order that eorreedona say be rude before tho pre-
limisary print soft to prem.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 80-251

Bernard Rostker, Director of On Appeal from the United
Selective Service, Appellant, States District Court for

v. the Eastern District of
Robert L. Goldberg et al. Pennsylvania.

[June 25, 1981]

,JUSTICE REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court.
'The question presented is whether the Military Selective

Service Act, 50 U. S. C. App. # 451 at seq., violates the Fifth
Amendment to the United States Constitution in authorizing
the President to require the registration of males and not
females.

Congress is given the power under the Constitution ,"To
raise and support Armies," "To provide and maintain_a-
Navy," and "To make Rules for the Government and-Regu-
lation of the land and naval Forces." Art. Ii 1 8, cls. 12-14.
Pursuant to this grant of authority Congress has enacted the
Military Selective Service Act, 50 U. S. C. App. 1 451 at seq.
("the MSSA" or "the Act"). Section 3 of the Act, 50 U. S. C.
App. 453, empowers the President, by proclamation, to re-
quire the registration of "every male citizen" and male resi-
dent aliens br.tween the ages of 18 and 26. The purpose of
this registration is to facilitate any eventual conscription:
pursuant to 1 4 (a) of the Act,. 50 U. S. C. App. 454 (a),
those persons required to register under § 3 are liable for
training and service in the Armed Forces. The MESA regis-
tration provision serves no other purpose beyond providing
a pool for subsequent induction.

f
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2 ROSTKER v. GOLDBERG

Registration for the draft udder 3 was discontinued in
1975. Presidential Proclamation No. 4360, 11 Weekly Comp.

of Pres. Doc. 318 (April 7, 1975). In early 1980, President
Carter determined that it was necessary to reactivate the
draft registration process.' The immediate impetus for this
decision was the Soviet armed invasion of Afghanistan. 18.

Weekly Comp. of Pres. Doc. 198 (Jan. 23, 1980) (State
of the Union Address). According to they Administotion's
witnesses before the Senate Armed Services Committee, the
resulting crisis in Southwestern Asia convinced the President
that the "time has come" "to use his present authority to
require registration . . . as anecessary step to preserving or

enhancing our national security interests." Department of
Defense Authorization for Appropriations for Fiscal Year
1981: Hearings on S. 2294 before the Senate. Committee on
Armed Services, 96th Cong., 2d Sess., 1805 (1980) (hereafter
Hearings on S. 2294) (joint statement of Dr. John P. White,-
Deputy Director, Office of Management and Budget, Dr.
Bemis!! Rostker, Director, Selective Service System, and
Richard Danzig. Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of --
Defense). The Selective Service System had been inactive,
however, and funds were needed before reactivating regis-

tration. The President therefore recommended that funds
be transferred from the Department of Defense to the sep-
arate Selective Service System. H. R. Doe. No. 96-267. 96th
ConFr.:2d Sess., 2 (1980). He also recommended that Can-
2ress take action to amend the MESA to permit the registra-
tion and conscription of women as well as men. See Presi-
-lential Recommendations for Selective Service ReformA
Report to Congress Prepared Pursuant to Pub. L. 96-107
(Feb. 11. 1980), J. A. 57-61.

I

1 The President 'did not emit conscription. Since the Act wns amended

n mein& conscription ns of July 1, 1973, Pub. L. 92-129, 85 Stat. 353, 50

S. C. App. § 487 (e). nny actual conscription would require further eon-

1N,ional 'action. See S. Rep. No. 96-826, 96th Cong., 2d Sem, 155
1980).
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Congress agreed that it was necessary to reactivate the
registration process, and allocated funds for that purpose in
a joint resolution which passed the House on April 22 and
the Senate on June 12. H. R. J. Res. 521, Pub. L. 96-282,
94 Stat. 552. The resolution did not allocate all the funds
originally requested by the President, but only those neces-
sary to register males. See S. Rep. No. 96-789, 96th Cong.,
2d Sess., 1, n. 1; 2 (1980); 126 Cong. Rec. 56546 (Sen.
Nunn) (June 10, 1980). Although Congress considered the
question at great length, see infra, at 13-16, it declined to
amend the MSSA to permit the registration of women.

On July 2, 1980, the President, by proclamation, ordered
the registration of specified groups of young men pursuant
to the authority conferred by § 3 of the Act. Registration
was to commence on July 21, 1980. Proclamation No. 4771,
45 Fed. Reg. 45247.

These events of last year breathed new life into a lawsuit
which had been essentially dormant in the lower courts for
nearly a decade. It began in 1971 when several men subject
to registration for the draft and subsequent induction into
the Armed Services filed a complaint in the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania chal-
lenging the MSSA on several grounds.: A three-judge dis-

2 Plaintiffs contended that the Act amounted tea taking of property
without flue process, imposed involuntary servitude, violated rights of
free expression and assembly, was unlawfully implemented to advance an
unconstitutional war, and impermissibly discriminated between males and
females. The District Court denied plaintiffs' application to convene a
three-judge district court and dismissed the suit, Rowland v. Tarr, 341
F. Supp. 339 (ED Pa. 1972). On appeal, the Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit affirmed the dismissal of all claims except the discrimination
claim, and remanded the ease to the District Court to determine if this
claim was substantial enough to warrant the convening of a three-judge
court under then-applicable 28 U. S. C. §2282 (1970 ed.) and whether
plaintiffs had standing to assert that claim. 480 F. 2d 545 (1973). On
remand, the District Court answered both questions in the affirmative,
resulting in the convening of the three-judge court which decided the
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trict court was convened in 1974 to consider the claim of

unlawful gender-based discrimination which is now before
us.' On July 1. 1974, the court declined to dismiss the case
as moot, reasoning that although *authority to induct regis-

trants had lapsed, see n. 1, supra, plaintiffs were still under
certain affirmative obligations in connection with registra-
tion. 378 F. Supp. 766. Nothing more happened in the Case

for five years. Then, on June 6, 1979, the court clerk, acting

pursuant to a local rule goVerning inactive cases, proposed
that the case be dismissed. Additional discovery thereupon
ensued, and defendants moved to dismiss on various juiticia-
hility grounds. The court denied the motion to dismiss,
ruling that it did not have before' it an adequate record on
the operation of the Selective Service System and what ac-
tion would be necessary to recctivate it. Civ. Action' No.
71-1480 (Feb. 19, 1980). On July 1, 1980, the court certified

a plaintiff class of "all male persons who are. registered or
subject to registration under 50 U. S. C. App. 453 or are
liable for training and service in the armed forces of the
United States under 50 U. S. C. App. § 454, 456 (h) and 467

)." 509 F. Supp., at 589.4

case below. The Act authorizing three-judge courts to hear claim! such

as this-.as repealed in 1976, Pub. L. 94-381, if 1 and 2, 90 Stat. 1119

(Atte. 12, 1976), but remains applicable to suits filed before repeal, id.,

7, 90 Stat. 1120.
As the Court stated in Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 U. S. 498, 500, n. 3

11975), "Although it contains no Equal Protection Clause as does the
Fourteenth Amendment, the Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause
prohibits the federal government from engaging in discrimination that is

unjustifiable as to be violative of due process.' Bolling v. Sharpe, 347

tr. S. 497, 499."
When entering its judgment on July 18, the District Court redefined

the class to include "All male persons who are registered under.50 U. S. C.

App. § 453 or are liable for training and service in the armed farces of
the United Stntes under 50 U. S. C. App. ff 454, 456 (h) and 467 (c);
and who are also either subject to registration under Presidential Procla-
mation No. 4771 (July 2, 1980) or are presently registered with the

-;elective Service System." 509 F. Supp., at 605.
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On Friday, July 18, 1980, three days before registration
was to commence, the District Court issued an opinion find-
ing that the Act violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment and permanently enjoined the Government from
requiring registration under the Act. The court initially de-
termined that Ole plaintiffs had standing and that the case
was ripe, determinations which are not challenged here by
the Government. Turning to the merits, the court rejected
plaintiffs' suggestions that the equal protection claim should
be tested under "strict scrutiny;" and also, rejected defend-
ants' argument that the deference due Congress in the area
of military affairs required application of the traditional
"minimum scrutiny" test. Applying the "important govern-
ment interest" test articulated in Craig v, Boren, 429 U. S.
190 (1976), the court struck down the MSSA. The court
stressed that it was not deciding whether or to what extent
women should serve in combat, but only the issue of registra-
tion, and felt that this "should dispel any concern that we
are injectini ourselves in an inappropriate manner in mili-
tary affairs. ' 509 F. Supp., at 597. See also id., at 599.
nn. 17 and 18. The court then proceeded to examine the
testimony and hearing evidence presented to Congress by
representatives of the military and the Executive Branch,
and concluded on the basis of this testimony that "military
opinion, backed by extensive study, is that the availability
of women registrants would materially increase flexibility,
not hamper it." Id., at 603. It rejected Congress' contrary
determination in part because of what it viewed as Congress'
"inconsistent positions" in declining to register women yet
spending funds to recruit them and expand their opportuni-
ties in the military. Id., at 603.

TheUnited States immediately filed a notice of appeal and
the next day. Saturday, July 19, 1980, JUSTICE BRENNAN,
acting in his capacity as Circuit Justice for the Third Circuit,
stayed the District Court's order enjoining commencement
of regiitration. U. S. . Registration began the next
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Monday. On December 1, 1980, we noted probable jurisdic-
tion. U. S.

IT

Whenever called upon to judge the constitutionality of an
Act of Congress"the gravest and most delicate duty that
this Court is called upon to perform," Blodgett v. Holden,'
275 U. S. 142, 148 (1927) (Holmes, J.)the Court accords
"great weight to the decisions of Congress." CBS, Inc. v.
_Democratic-National Committee, 412 U. S. 94, 102 (1973).
The Congress is a coequal branch of government whose mem-
bers take the same oath we do to uphold the Constitution
of the United States. As Justice Frankfurter noted in Joint
Anti-Fascist Refugee .Committee v. McGrath, 341 U. S. 1\23,
184 (1951) (concurring opinion), we must have "due regard
to the fact that this Court is not exercising a primary judg-
ment but is sitting in judgment upon those who also have
taken the oath to observe the Constitution and who have the
responsibility for carrying on government." The customary .
deference accorded the .judgmente of Congress is Certainly
appropriate when, as here, Congress specifically considered
the question of the Act's, constitutionalit . See. e. g.. S. Rep.
No. 96-826, 96th Cong., 2d Sess., 159-1 1 (1980); 128 Cong.
Ree. S6531-S6533 (Sen. Warner) (Ju e 10, 1980), 86547
(Sen. Hatfield) (June 10, 1980).

This is not, however, merely a case. Involving the custom-
ary deference accorded congressional decisions. The case
arises in the context of Congress' authority over national de-
fense and military affairs, and perhaps in no other area has
the Court accorded Congress greater deference. In rejecting
the registration of women, Congress explicitly relied upon its
constitutional 'powers under Art. I, § 8; els. 12-14. The
"specific findings" section of the Report of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, later adopted by both Houses of Con-
gress. began by stating:

"Article I, section 8 of the Constitution commits ex-
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elusively to the Congress the powers to raise and support
armies, provide and maintain a Navy, and make rules
for Government and regulation of the land and naval
forces, and pursuant to these powers it lies within the
discretion of the Congress to determine the occasions for
expansion , of our Armed Forces, and the means best
suited-to such "expansion should it prove necessary." S.
Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at 160.

See also S. Rep. No. 96-226, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 8 (1979).
This Court has consistently recognized Congress' broad con-
stitutional power" to raise and regulate armies and navies,
Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 U. S. 498, 510 (1975). As the
Court noted in considering a challenge to the selective serv-
ice laws, "The constitutional power of Congress to raise and
support armies and to make all laws necessary and proper to
that end is broad and sweeping." noted States v. O'Brien,
301 U. S. 367, 377 (1968). See Lic er v. United States, 334
U. S. 742, 755 (1948).

Not only is the .scope of Congress constitutional power in
this, area broad, but 'the lack of cons tence on the part of
the courts is marked. In Gilligan v. organ, 413 WS. 1, 10
(1973), the Court noted:

"It is difficult to conceive of an \area of governmental
activity in which the courts have ls competence. The
complex, subtle, and professional dOisions as to the com-
position, training, equipping, and control of a military
force are essentially professional military judgment:,
subject always to civilian control of the Legislative and
Executive branches."

See also Orloff v. Willoughby, 345 U. S. 83 93-94 (1953).5

°See also Simmons v. United States, 406 F. 2d 456, 459 (CA5), cert.
denied, 395 U. S. 982 (1969) ("That. the court is not competent or em-
powered to sit as a super-executive authority to review the decisions of the
Executive and Legislati4 branches of government in regard to the neces-
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The operation of a healthy deference to legislative and
executive judgments in the area of military affairs is evident

in several recent decisions of this Court.' In Parker v. Levy,

417 U. S. 735, 756 (1974), the Court rejected both vagueness
and overbreadth challenges to army regulatiOns, noting that

"Congress is permitted to legislate both with greater-breadth

and with greater flexibility" when the statute governs mili-

tary society, and that "[w]hile the members of the military

are not excluded flom the protection granted by the First
Amendment, the different character of the military commu-
nity and of the military mission requires a different applica-

tion of those protections." In. Middendorf V. Henry, 425

U. S. 25 (11978), the Court noted that in considering due
processil claims in the context of summary court martial it

"must give particular deference to the determination of Con-

gress, made under its military authority to regulate, the land

and naval forces. U. S. Const., Art. I, 8," concerning what
rights were available. Id., at 43. See also id., at 49-50
(PowELL, J.. concurring).- Deference to the judgment of

other blanches in the area of military affairs also played a
major role in Greer v. Speck, 424 U. S. 828.837 -838 (1976),

where the Court upheld a ban on political speeches by civil-

ians on a military base, and Brown v. (lines, 444 U. `S. 348
(1980), where the Court upheld regulations imposing a prior

restraint on the right to petition of military personnel. See

also Burns v. Wilson, 346 U. S. 137 (1953); United States v.

Macintosh, 283 U. S. 605, 622 (1931).
In Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 U. S. 498 (1975), the Court

considered a due process challenge, brought by males; to
the navy policy of according females a longer period than
males in which to attain promotions necessary to continued

service. The Court distinguished previous gender-based die.

gity, method of selection, and composition of our defense forces is obvious

and needs no further discussion").
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criminations held unlawful in Reed v. Reed, 404 U. S. 71
(1071) and Frontier() v. Richardson, 411 U. S. 677 (1973).
In those cases, the classifications were based on "overbroad
generalizations." See 419 U. S., at 506-507. In the case be-
fore it, however, the Court noterl:

"the different treatment of men and women naval offi-
cers . . . reflectk, not archaic and overbroad generaliza-
tions, but, instead, the demonstrable fact that male and
female line officers in the Navy are not similarly situated
with respect to opportunities for professional service,
Appellee has not challenged the current restrictions on
women officers' participation in combat and in most sea
duty." Id., at 508,

In light of the combat restrictions, women did not have the
same opportunities for promotion as men, and theref ire it
roves not unconstitutional for Congress to distinguish between
them.

None of this is to say that Congre& is free to disregard
the Constitution when it acts in the area of military affairs.
In that area as any other Congress remains subject to the
limitations of the Due Process Clause, see Ex parte Milligan,
4 Wall. 2 (1866): h amilton v. Kentucky Distilleries & Ware-
house Co., 251 U. S. 146, 156 (1919), but the tests and limi-
eations to be applied may differ because of the military
context, We of course do not abdicate our ultimate respon-
sibility to decide the constitutional question; but simply rec-
ognize that the Constitution itself requires such 'deference to
congressional choice. See CBS, Inc. v. Democratic National
Committee, 412 U. S.. at 103. In deciding the question before
us we must be particularly careful not to substitute our judg-
ment of what is desirable for that of Congress, or our own
evaluation of evidence for a reasonable evaluation by the
Legislative Branch.

The District Court purported to recognize the appropriate-
ness of deference to Congress when that body was exercising
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its constitutionally delegated authority over military affairs,
.5n9 F. Snpp.. at. 596. but it stressed that "rwle are not here
eoneernecl with military operations or day-to-day conduct of
the military into which we have no desire to intrude." Ibid.

Appellees also stress that this case involves not the
military. and that "the impact of registration on the mili-
tary is only indirect and attenuated." Brief for Appellees
19. We find these efforts to divorce registration from the
military and national defense context, with all the deference
called for in that context, singularly unpersuasive. United

States v. O'Brien, supra, recognized the broad deference due
Congress in the selective service tires before us In this case.
Registration is not an end in itself in the civilian world but
rather the first step in the 'induction process into the military
one, and Congress apeckically linked its Consideration of reg-
istration to induction, tke, e. g., S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra,
at 156. 160. Congressional judgments concerning registra-
tion and the draft are based on judgments, concerning mili-
tary operations and needs, see, e. g., id., at 157/("the starting
point for any discussion of the appropriateness of registering
women for the draft is the question of the proper role of
women in combat"), and the deference unquestionably due
the latter judgments is necessarily required in assessing the
former as well. Although the District Court stressed that it
was not intruding'on military questions, its opinion was based
on assessments of military need and flexibility in a time of

mobilization. See. e. 5h9 F. Supp.. at 600-605. It would
he blinking reality to say that our precedents requiring def-
erence to Congress in military affairs are not implicated by

the present case.°
ti

"Congress recognized that its decision on registration involved judg-

ments on military needs and operations, and that its decisions were
entitled to particular deference: "The Supreme Court's most recent teach-

ings in the field of equal protection cannot be read in isolation from its
opinions giving great deference to the judgment of Congress and Military
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The Solicitor General argues, largely on the basis of the
foregoing cases emphasizing the deference due Congress in
the area of military affairs and national security, that this
Court should scrutinize the MSSA only to determine if the
distinction drawn between \men and women bears a rational
relation to some legitimate government purpose, see United
States Railroad Retirement Board v. Fritz, U. S.
(1980), and should not examine the Act under the heightened
scrutiny with which we have approached gender-based dis-
crimination, see Michael M. v. Superior Court of Sonoma
County, U. S. 11981); Craig v. Boren, supra; Reed
v. Reed, supra? We do not think that the substantive guar-
antee of due process or certainty in the law will be advanced
by any further "refinement" in the applicable tests as sug-
gested by the Government. Announced degrees of "defer-
ence" to legislative judgments, just as levels of "scrutiny"
which this Court announces that it applies to particular classi-
fications made by a legislative body, may all too readily
become facile abstractions used to justify a result. In this
case the courts are called upon to decide whether Congress,
acting under an explicit constitutional grant of authority,
has by that action transgressed an explicit guarantee of indi-

commanders in dealing with the management of military forces and the
requirements of military discipline. The Court has made it unmistakably
clear that even our most fundamental constitutional rights must in some
circumstances be modified in the light of military needs, and that Con-
gress' judgment as to what is necessary to preserve our national security
is entitled to great deference." S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at 159-160.

Deference to Congress' judgment was a consistent and dominant theme
in lower court decisions assessing the present claim. See, e. g., United
States v. Clinton, 310 F. Supp. 333, 335 (ED La. 1970); United States v.
Offord, 373 F. Supp. 1117, 1118 (ED Wis. 1974).

It is clear that "fglender has never been rejected as an impermissible
classification in all instances." Kahn v. Shevin, 416 U. S. 351, 358, n. 10
(1974). In making this observation the Court noted that "Congress
has not an far drafted women into the Armed Services, 50 U. S. C.
App. § 454." Ibid.
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vidual rights which limits the authority so conferred. Simply

labelling the legislative decision "military" on the one hand

or "gender-based" on the other does not automatically guide

a court to the correct constitutional result.

No one could deny that under the test of Craig v. Boren,

supra., the Government's interest in raising and supporting

armies is an "important governmental interest." Congress

and its committees carefully considered and debated two al-

ternative means of furthering that interest: the first was to

register only males for potential ednscription, and the other

was to register both sexes. Congress chose the former alter-

native. When that decision is challenged on equal pmttiction

grounds. the question a court must decide is not which alter-

native it wouldhave chosen, had it been the primary decision-

maker. but whether that chosen by Congress denies equal

protection of the laws.
Nor can it be denied that the infposing number of cases

from this Court previously cited suggest that judicial defer-

ence to such congressional exercise of authority is at its
apogee when legislative action under the congressional author-

itv to raise and support armies and make rules and regula-

tions for their governance is challenged. As previously noted,

ante, at 9. deference does not mean abdication. The recon-

ciliation between the deference due Congress and our own
constitutional responsibility is perhaps best instanced in

Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 U. S., at 510, where we stated:

"This Court has recognized that 'it is the primary
business of armies and navies to fight or be ready to
fight. wars should the occasion arise.' U. S. ex rel. Toth

v. Quarles. 350 TT, S. 11, 17. See also Orloff v. Wil-

loughby. 345 U. S. R3, 94 (1953). The responsibility
for determining how best our Armed Forces shall attend

to that business rests with Congress. see TT. S. Const.,

Art. T. § R. els. 12-14. and with the President. See U. S.

Const., Art. IT, § 2, el. 1. We cannot say that, in ex-
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ercising its broad constitutional power here, Congress
has violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment."

Or, as put a generation ago in a case not involving any claim
of gender-based discrimination:

"ffludges are not given the task of running the Army.
The responsibility for setting up channels through
which . . . grievances can be considered and fairly settled
rests upon the, Congress and upon the President of the
United States and his subordinates. The military con-
stitutes a specialized community governed by a separate
discipline from that of the civilian. Orderly government
requires that the judiciary be as scrupulous not to inter-
fere with legitimate Army matters as the Army must be
scrupulous not to intervene in judicial matters," Orloff
v. Willoughby, 345 U. S., at 93-94.

Schlesinger v. Ballard did not purpo t to'apply a different
equal protection test because of the m ,litary context, but did
stress the deference due congressional choices affiong alterna-
tives in exercising the congressional authority to raise and
support. armies and make rules for their governance. In
light of the floor debate and the report of the Senate Armed
Services Committee hereinafter discussed, it is apparent that
Congress was fully aware not merely of the many facts and
figures presented to it by witnesses who testified before its
committees, but of the current thinking as to the place of
women in the Armed Services. In such a case, we cannot
ignore Congress' broad authority conferred by the Constitu-
tion to raise and support armies when we are urged to declare
unconstitutional its studied choice of one alternative in prefer-
ence to another for furthering that goal.

III

This ease is quite different from several of the gender-based
discrimination cases we have considered in that, despite appel-
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es' assertions, Congress did not act "unthinkingly" or
reflexively and not for any considered reason." Brief for
ppellees 35. The question of registering women for the
raft not only received considerable national attention and
as the subject of wide-ranging public debate, but also was
vtensively considered by Congress in hearings, floor debate,
nd in committee. Hearings held by both Houses of Con-

ress in response to the President's request for authorization
) register women adduced extensive testimony and evidence

oncerning the issue. See Hearings on S. 2294; Hearings on
Mims' Service Legislation before the Subcommittee on
I ilitary Personnel of the House Committee on Armed Serv-

es, 06th Cong., 2d Sess. (1980) (hereafter House Hearings).
'he$T, hearings built on other hearings held the previous
-ear *teased to the same question'
The House declined to provide for the registration of

amen when it passed the Joint Resolution allocating funds
thc Selective Service System. See 126 Cong. Rec.142728

12729'. 112747 (April 22, 1980). When the Senate .consid-
red tht;\,Toitit Resolution, it defeated, after extensive debate,
n ametAment which in effect would have authorized the

,aistration,of women. 126 Cong. Rec. S6527-86549 .(June
n, 19S0).* As noted earlier. Congress in H. R. J. Res. 321
illy authorized funds sufficient to cover the registration of
'sales. The Report of the Senate Committee on Appropria-
ions on H. R. J. Res. 521 noted that the amount authorized
.as below the President's request "due to the Committee's

See Reinstitution of Procedures for Registration Under the Military
Plectire Service Act: Hearing on S. 109 and S. 226 before the Sub-
mmittee on Manpower & Personnel of the Senate Committee on Armed

ervires, 96th Cong., 1st Sen. (1979). Seven months before the President's
ill for the registration, of women, the Senate Armed Services Committee
'ireted the idea, are S. Rep. No. 96-226, 96th Cong., let Seas., 8-9 (1979).
°' The amendment provided that no funds "shall be made available fbr

nplementing a system of registration which does not include women."

?.6 Cong. Rec. 136527.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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decision not to provide $8,500,000 to register women," and
that "The amount recommended by the Lommittee would al-
low for registration of young men only." S. Rep. No. 96-
789, supra, at 21;" see 126 Cong. Rec. 56546 (Sen. Nunn)
(June 10, 1980).

While proposals to register women were being rejected in
the course of transferring funds to register males, committees
in both Houses whici had conducted hearings on the issue
were also rejecting th registration of women. The House
Subcommittee on Mili ry Personnel of the House Armed
Services Committee tab d a bill which would have amended
the MSSA to authorize gistration of women, H. R. 6569, on
March 6, 1980. Legisla we Calendar, House Committee on
Armed Services, 96th C ng., 2d Sess.. 54 (Sept. 30, 1980).
The Senate Armed Se ices Committee rejected a proposal
to register women, S. 2440, as it had one year before, see S.
Rep. No. 96-226, supra, at 8-9; and adopted specific findings
supporting its action. See S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at
156-161. These findings were stressed in debate in the Sen-
ate on Joint Resolution 521, see 128 Cong. Rec. 56544-56545
(Sen. Nunn) (June 10, 1980); S6531-86532 (Sen. Warner)
(June 10, 1980). They were later specifically endorsed by
House and Senate conferees considering the Fiscal Year 1981
Defense Authorization Bill. See S. Conf. Rep. No. 96-895,
96th Cong., 2d Sess., 100 (1980)." Later both Houses
adopted the findings by passing the Report. 126 Cong. Rec.
H7800. 511646 (Aug. 26, 1980). The Senate Report, there-
fore, is considerably more significant than a typical report
of a single House, and its findings are in effect findings of the
entire Congress.

. "The findings were before the conferees because the Senate Armed
Services Committee had added a provision to the 1981 Defense Authorisa-
tion Bill authorising the transfer of funds to register young men as a
stop-gap measure should Joint Resolution 521 fail. See S. Rep. No.
96-895, supra, at 100.
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The foregoing clearly establishes that the decision to ex-
empt women from registration was not the "accidental by-
product of a traditional way of thinking about women."
Catifano v. Webster, 430 U. S. 313, 320 (1977) (quoting Cali-
fano v. Goldfarb, 430 LT. S. 199, 233 (1977) (STEnws, J.,
concurring) 1. In Michael M., supra, at , n. 6 (plurality),
we rejected a similar argument because of action by the
California Legislature considering and rejecting proposals to

make a statute challenged on discrimination grounds gender-

neutral. The cause for rejecting the argument is considerably

stronger here. The issue was considered at great length, and
Congress clearly expressed its purpose and intent. Contrast
Califano v. Westco.tt, 443 U. S. 76, 87 (1979) ("The gender
qualification . . . escaped virtually unnoticed in the hearings

and floor debate")."
For the same reasons we reject appellees' argument that we

must consider the constitutionality of the MSSA solely on
the basis of the views expressed by Congress in 1948, when
the MSSA was first enacted in its modern form. Contrary

to the suggestions of appellees and various amid, reliance on
the legislative history of Joint Resolution 521 and the ac-
tivity of the various committees of the 96th Congress con-
sidering the registration of women does not violate sound
principles that appropriations legislation should not be con-
sidered as modifying substantive legislation. Congress did
not change the MSSA in 1980, but it did thoroughly recon-
sider the question of exempting women from its provisions,
and its basis for doing so. The 1980 legislative history is,

" Nor can we agree with the characterization of the MSSA in the
Brief for Amiens Curiae National Organization of Women as a law Which
"mercers] or preciude[s] women as a class from performing tasks or jobs

nf which they are capable," or the suggestion that this cage involves "itlhe
exclusion of women from the military," Id., at 19-20. Nothing in the
M'SA restricts in any way the opportunities for women to volunteer for

military service.
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therefore, highly relevant in assessing the constitutional va-
lidity of the exemption.

The MSSA established a plan for maintaining "adequate
armed strength . to ensure the security of (the] nation."
50 U. S. C. App. ; 451 (bj. Registration is the first step
"in a united and continuous process deslined to, false an
army speedily and efficiently," Falbo v. United States, 320
U. S. 549, 553 (1944), see United States v. Nugent, 348 U. S.
1. 9 (1953), and Congress provided for the reactivation of
registration in order to "provide the means for the early
delivery of inductees in an emergency." S. Rep. No. 96-826,
supra, at 156. Altholih the three-judge District Court often
tried to sever its consideration of registration from the par-
ticulars of induction. see,, e. g., 509 F. Supp., at 604-605.
Congress rather clearly linked the need for renewed regis-
tration with its views on the character of a subsequent draft.
The Senate. Report specifically found that "An ability to
mobilize rapidly is essential to the preservation of our na-
tional security. A functioning registration system is a vital
part of any mobilization plan.", lil. Rep. No. 96-826; supra, at
160. As Senator Warner put it, "I equate registration with
the draft." Hearings on S. 2294, supra, at 1197. See also
id., at 1195 (Sen. Jepeen), 1671 (Sen. Exon). Such an ap-
proach is certainly logical. since under the MSSA induction
is interlocked with registration: only those registered may be
drafted, and registration serves no purpose beyond providing
a pool for the draft. 'Any assessment of the congressional
purpose and its chosen means must therefore consider the
registration scheme is a prelude to a draft in a time of na-
tional emergency. Any other approach would not be testing
the Act in light of the purposes Congress sought to achieve.

Congress determined that any future draft, which would
be facilitated by the registration scheme, would be charac-
terised by a need for combat troops. The Senate Report
explained, in a specific finding later adopted by both Houses,
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that "if mobilization were to be ordered in a wartime sce-
nario, the primary manpower need would be for combat re-
placements." S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at 160; see id., at
158. This conclusion echoed one made a year before by the
same Senate Committee, see S. Rep. No. 96-226, supra, at
2-3, 6. As Senator Jepsen put it, "The shortage would be in
the combat arms. That is why you have drafts:" Hearings
on S. 2294, supra, at 1688. See also id., at 1195 (Sen. Jep-
sen); 126 Cong. Rec. H2750 (Rep. Nelson) (April 22, 1980).
Congress' determination that the need would be for combat
troops if a draft took place was sufficiently supported by tes-
timony adduced at the hearings so that the courts are not free

to make their own judgment on the question. See Hearings
on S. 2294, supra, at 1528-1529 (Marine Corps Lt. Gen.
Bronars); 1395 (Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Army Clark) ; 1391 (Gen. Yerks); 748 (Gen. Meyer); House
Hearings, supra, J. A., at 224 (Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Manpower Pirie). See also Hearing oruS. 109 and S. 226,
supra, at 24, 54 (Gen. Rogers). The purpose of registration,
therefore, was to prepare for a draft of combat troops.

Women as a group, however, unlike men as a group, are
not eligible for combat. The restrictions on the participation
of women in combat in the Navy and Air Force are statu-
tory. Under 10 U. S. C. § 6015 "women may not be as-
signed to duty on vessels or in aircraft that are engaged in
combat missions," and under 10 U. S. C. 8549 female mem-
bers of the Air Force "may not be assigned to duty in air-
craft engaged in combat missions." The Army and Marine
Ceips preclude the use of women in combat as a matter of
established policy. See J. A. 86, 34, 58. Congress specifi-
cally recognized and endorsed the exclusion of women from
combat in exempting women from registration. In the
words of the Senate Report:

"The principle that women should not intentionally and
routinely engage in combat is fundamental, and enjoys
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wide support among our people. It is universally sup-
ported by military leaders who have testified before the
Committee. . . . Current law and policy exclude women
from being assigned to combat in our military forces,
and the Committee reaffirms this policy." S. .Rep. No.
98-828, supra, at 157.

The Senate Report specifically found that "Women should
not be intentionally or routinely placed in combat positions
in our military services." Id., at 180. See S. Rep. No. 98-
226, supra, at 9." The President expressed his intent to
continue the current military policy precluding women from
combat, see PreedentiaI Recommendations for Selective
Service Reform. supra, J. A. 34, and appellees present their
argument concerning registration against the background of
such restrictions on the use of women in combat." Consist-
ent with the approach of this Court in Schlesinger v. Ballard,
supra, we must examine appellees' constitutional claim con-
cerning registration vfith these combat restrictions firmly in
mind.

The existence of the combat restrictions clearly indicates
the basis for Congress' decision to exempt women from reg-
istration. The purpose of registration was to prepare for a
draft of combat troops. Since women are excluded from
combat, Congress concluded that they would not be needed
in the event of a draft, and therefore decided not to register
them. Again turning to the Senate Report:

"In the Committee's view, the starting point for any
discussion of the appropriateness of registering women
for the draft is the question of the proper role of women

" No major country has women in combat jobs in their standing army.
See J. A. 143.

"See Brief for Appellees 1-2, n. 2 (denying any concession of the
validity of combat restrictions, but submitting restrictions are irrelevant
to the present cue). See also J. A. 256.
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in combat. . . . The pOlicy precluding the use of women
in combat is, in the Committee's view, the most impor-
tant reason for not including women in a registration
system." S. Rep. No. 96-826., supra, at 157."

The District Court streised that the military. need for
women was irrelevant to the issue of their registration. As

that court put it: "Congress could not constitutionally re-
quire registration under MSSA of only black citizens or only
white citizens, or single out any political or religious group
simply because those groups contained sufficient persons to
fill the needs of the Seleitive Service System." 509 F. Supp.,

at 596. This reasoning is beside the point. The reason
women are exempt from registration is not because military
needs can he met by drafting men. This is not a case of
Congress arbitrarily choosing to burden one of two similarly
situated groups. such-as would be the case with an all-black or
all-white. or an all-Clitholic or all-Lutheran, or an all-Repub-
lican or, all-Democratic registration. Men and women, be-
cause of the combat restrictions on women. are simply not
similarly situated for purposes of a draft or registration for
a draft.

Congress' decision to authorize the registration of only
men. therefore, does not violate the Due Process Clause.

The exemption of women from registration is not only suffi-
ciently but closely related to Congress' purpose in authorizing

registration. See Michael M., supra, at (plurality); Craig

14 .1TICC: 7A1ARMIALL'S suggestion that since Congress focused on the
need for combat troops in authorizing male-4nl registration the Court
1.nuld -be forced to declare the male-only registration program unconstitu-

tional." post. it 11, in the event of a peacetime draft misreads our opinion.
The perceived need for combat or combat-eligible troops in the event of a
draft w:is not limited to a wartime draft. See. e. g., S. Rep. No. 96 -S26,

supra. it 157 (considering problems associated with "[r]egistering women
for assignment to combat or assigning women to combat positions in peace-
lintel (emphasis supplied): id.. at MS (need for rotation/between combat
,and non-combat positions "[On peace and war").
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v. Boren, supra; Reed v. Reed, supra. The fact that Congress
and the Executive have decided that women should not serve
in combat fully justifies Congress in not authorizing their
registration, since the purpose of registration is to develop
a pool of potential combat troops. As was the case in Schles-
inger v. Ballard, supra, "the gender classification is not in-
vidious, but rather realistically reflects the fact that the sexes
are not similarly situated" in this case. Michael M., supa,
at --- (plurality), The Constitution requires that. Congress
treat similarly situated persons similarly, not that it engage in
gestures of superficial equality.

In holding ,the MSSA constitutionally invalid the District
Court relied heavily on the President's decision to seekNau-
thority to register women and the testimony of members of
the Executive Branch and the military in support of that de-
cision. See. e. g., 509 F. Supp.. at 603-604, and n. 30. As
stated by the Administration's witnesses before Congress.
hovever, the President's "decision to ask for authority to
register women is based on equity." House Hearings. J. A.
217 (statement of Assistant Secretary of Defense Pirie and
Director of Selective Service System Rostker): see also Pres-
idential Recommendations for Selective Service Reform.
supra, J. A. 35. 59, 60; Hearings on S. 2294, supra, at 1657
(statement of Executive Associate Director of Office of Man-
agement and Budget Wellford, Director of Selective Service
System Rostker, and Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense Danzig). This was also the basis for the testimony
by military officials. Hearings on S. 2294, at 710 (Gen.
Meyer), 1002 (Gen. Allen). The Senate Report. evaluating
the testimony before the Committee, recognized that "the
argument for registration and induction of women . . . is not
based on military necessity, but on considerations of equity."
S. Rep. No. 96-826. supra, at 158. Congress was certainly
entitled, in the exercise of its constitutional powers to raise
and regulate armies and navies, to focus on the question of
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military need rather than "equity." " As Senator Nunn of
\ the Senate Armed Services CoMmittee put it:

"0-Jr Committee went into very (Oat detail. We
found that there was no military necessity cited by any
witnesses for the registration of females.

"The main point that those who favored the registra-
tration of females made was that they were in favor of
this because of the equality issue which is, of course, a
legitimate view. But as far as military necessity, and
that is what we are primarily, I hope, considering in the
overall registration bill, there is no military necessity
for this." 126 Cong. Rec. 86544.

Seclair House Hearings, supra, J. A. 230 (Rep. Holt) ("YOu
are taing about equity. I am talking about military.")."

Although the military experts who testified in favor . of
registering women uniformly opposed the actual drafting of
.women. see, e. q., Hearing on S. 109 and S. 226, supra, at 11
(Gen. Rogers), there was testimony that in the event of a
draft of 650,000 the military could absorb some 80,000 female
inductees. Hearings on S. 2294, supra, at 1661, 1828. The
80,000 would be used to fill noncombat positions, freeing men

"The grant of constitutional authority is, after all, to Congress and
not to the Executive or military officials.

"The District Court also focused on what it termed Congress'
"inconsistent positions" in encouraging women to volunteer for military
,erviee and expanding their opportunities in the service, on the one
11:111(1. :Ind exentiting them from registration and the draft on the other.
:d F. Stipp., at 603-80-1. This reasoning fails to appreciate the
different purpose; served by encouraging women volunteers and registra-
tion for the draft. Women volunteers do not occupy combat positions,
so encouraging women to volunteer is not related to concerns about the
availability of combat troops. In the event of a draft, however, the need
would he for combat troops or troops which could be rotated into combat.

See 17-18. supra. Congress' positions are clearly not inconsistent and in
treating them as such the District Court failed to understand Congress'
purpose behind registration as distinguished from its purpose in'encour-
ing women volunteers.
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to go tothe front. In relying on this testimony in striking
down the MSSA. the District Court palpably exceeded its
authority when it ignored Congress' considered response to
this line of reasoning.

In the first place, assuming that a small number of women
could be drafted for noncombat roles, Congress simply did
not consider it worth the added burdens of including women
in draft and registration plans. "It has been suggested that
all women be registered, but only handful actually be in-
ducted in an emergency. The Committee finds this a con-
fused and ultimately unsatisfactory solution." S. Rep. No.
96-826,. supra, at 158. As the Senate Committee recognized
a year before, "training would be needlessly by
women recruits who could not be used in combat." S. Rep.
No. 96-226, supra, at 9. See also S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra,
at 159 ("Other administrative problems such as housing and
different treatment with regard to dependency, hardship and
phiiical standards would also exist."). It is not for this
Court to dismiss such problems as insignificant in the con-
text of military preparedness and the exigencies of a future
mobilization.

Congress also concluded that whatever the need for women
for noncombat roles during mobilization, whether 80,000 or
less. it could be met by volunteers. See S. Rep. No. 96-826,
supra, at 160; id., at 158 ("Because of the combat restric-
tions, the need would be primarily for men, and women
volunteers would fill, the re.quirements for women.") ; Nouse
Hearings. supra, J. A. 227-228 (Rep. Holt). See also Hear-
ings on S. 7204. supra, at 1195 (Gen. Rogers).

Most significantly, Congress determined that staffing non.
combat positions with women during a mobilization would
be positively detrimental to the important goal of 'military
flexibility

"There are other military reasons that preclude very
large numbers of women from stirving. Military flexi-
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bility requires that a commander be able to move units
or ships quickly. Units or ships not located at the front
or not previously scheduled for the front nevertheless

must be able to move into action if necessary. In peace
and war, significant rotation of personnel is necessary.
We should not divide the military into two groupsone
in permanent combat and one in permanent support.
Large numbers of non-combat positions must be avail-
able to which combat troops can return for duty before
being redeployed." S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at 158.

The point was repeated in specific findings. id., at 160; see
also S. Rep. No. 96-226, supra. at 9. In sum, Congress
carefully evaluated the testimony that 89,000 women con-
scripts could he usefully employed in the event of a draft and
rejected it in the permissible exercise of its constitliticnal re-
sponsibility. See also Hearing on S. 109 and S. 226. supra.

at 16 ((en. Bogen): " Hearings on S. 2294. supra, at 1682.
The 'District Court was quite wrong in undertaking an inde-
pendent evaluation of this evidence. rather than adopting an
appropriately deferential examination of Congress' evalua-

tion of that evidence.

"General Rouers' testimony merits quotation:
"General ROGERS. One thing which is often lost sight of, Senator, is

that in an emergency during war, the Army has often hnd to reach back
into the support base, into the supporting elements in the operating base,

and pull forward soldiers to fill the ranks in nn emergency; that is, to
hand them a rifle or give them a tanker suit and put them in the front
ranks,

"Senator WARNER. General Patton did that at one time, I believe at
the Battle of the Bulge.

"General ROGERS. Absolutely.
"Now, if that support base and that operating base to the rear consists

in large measure of women, then we don't have that opportunity to reach
hark and pull them forward. because women should not be placed in a
forward fighting position or in a tank, in my opinion. So that, too, enters
the equation when one considers the subject of the utility of women under

contingency conditions"
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in light of the foregoing, we conclude that Congress acted
well within its constitutional authority when it authorized
the registration of men, and not women. under "the Military
Selective Service Act. The decision of the District Court
holding otherwise is accordingly

Reversed.
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Bernard Rostker, Director of
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Robert L. Goldberg et al.
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Pennsylvania.

[June 25, 1981)

JUSTICE WRITE, with whom JUSTICE BRENNAN joins,

dissenting.
I assume what has not been challenged in this casethat

excluding women from combat positions does not offend the

Constitution. Granting that, it is self-evident that if during

mobilization for war, all noncombat military positions must be

filled by combat-qualified personnel available to be moved

into combat positions, there would be no occasion whatsoever

to have any women in the Army, whether as volunteers or

inductees. The Court appears to say, ante, pp. 18-19, that

Congress concluded as much and that we should accept that

judgment even though the serious view of the Executive

Branch, including the responsible military services, is to the

contrary. The Court's position in this regard is most unper-

suasive, I perceive little, if any. indication that Congress

itself concluded that every position in the military. no matter

how far removed from combat, must be filled with combat-

ready men, Common sense and experience in recent wars,
where women volunteers were employed in substantial num-
bers. belie this view of reality. It should not be ascribed to

Congress, particularly in the face of the testimony of military

authorities, hereafter referred to. that there would be a aub-
stantial number of positions in the services that could

filled by women both in peacetime and during mobilizatioti,

even though they are ineligible for combat.
I would also have little difficulty agreeing to a reversal if all
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the women who could serve in wartime without. adversely
affecting combat readiness could predictably be obtained
through volunteers. In that event: the equal protection com-
ponent of the Fifth Amendment would not require the United
States to go through, and a large segment of the population
to he burdened with, the expensive and essentially useless
procedure of registering women. But again I cannot agree
with the Court. see ante. p. 23. that Congress concluded or
that the-legislative record indicates that each of the services
could rely on women volunteers to fill all the positions for
-which they might be eligible in the event of mobilization.
0n the contrary. the record as I understand it. supports the
District Court's finding that the services would have to con-
.3eript at least 80.000 persons to fill positions for which combat-
ready men would not be required. 'The consistent position
of the Defense Department representatives was that their

best estiniate of the number of women draftees who could be
used prfActively by the Services in the event of a major
mobilization would be approximately 80.000 over the first six
months. See Hearings on S. 2294: Hearings before the Com-
mittee on Armed Services. 96th Cong.. Seim. (1980). 1681,
Ms: Hearing on H. R. 6569: Hearings before the Military
Personnel Subcommittee of the House Committee on Armed
Services. 96th Cong.:2d Sess. (1980). J. A.. at 222-223. This
Aminber .00k into account the estimated number of women
volunteers. see Deposition of Director of Selective Service
Bernard Rostker. at 8: Deposition of Principal Deputy Asst.
Secretary of Defense Richard Danzig. J. A.. at 276. Except
for a single. unsupnorted, and ambiguous statement. in the
Sonati, Report to the effect that "women volunteers would
fill the requirements for women." there is no indication that
congress rejected the Defense Department's figures or relied
upon an alternative set of figures.

of course. the division among us indicates that the .record
in this respect means differee t things to different people, and

LOT COPY AVAILABLE
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I would be content to vacate the judgment below and remand

for further hearings and findings on this crucial issue. Absent

that, however. I cannot agree that the record supports the
view that all positions for which women would be eligible in

war time could and would be filled by female volunteers.
The Court also submits that because the primary purpose

of registration and conscription is to supply combat troops
and because the great majority. of noncombat positions must
be filled bye Combat-trained men ready to be rotated into com-
bat, the absolute number of positions for which women would
he eligible is so small as to be de minimus and of no moment
for equal protection purposes, especially in light of the ad-
ministrative burdens involved in registering all women of
suitable age. There is some sense to this; but at least on the
record before us. the number of women who could be used in

the military without sacrificing combat-readiness is not at all
small or insubstantial, and administrative convenience has
not been sufficient justification for the kind of outright gen-
der-based discrimination' involved in registering and con-
scripting men but no women at all.

As I understand the record. then, in order to secure the
personnel it needs during mobilization, the Government can-
not rely on volunteers and must register and draft not only
to fill combat positions and those noncombat positions that
must be filled by combat-trained men, but also to secure the
personnel needed for jobs that can be performed by persons
ineligible for combat without diminishing military .effective-

ness. The claim is that in providing for the latter category
of positions. Congress is free to register and draft only men.
I discern no adequate justification for this kind of discrimi-
nation between men and women. Accordingly, with all due
respect, I dissent.
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JUSTICE MARSHALL, with whom JUSTICE BRENNAN joins,
dissenting.

The Court today places its imprimatur on one of the most
potent remaining public expressions of "ancient canards about
the proper role of women," Phillips v. Martin Marietta Corp.,
400 U. S. 542, 545 (1971) (Mmtartsm, J., concurring). It
upholds a statute that requires males but not females to reg-
ister for the,.draft, and which thereby categorically excludes
women from a fundamental civic obligation. Because I be-
lieve the Court'd decision is inconsistent with the Constitu-
tion's guarantee of equal protection of the laws, I dissent.

I
A

The background to this litigation is set out in the opinion
of the Court, ante, at 1-6, and I will not repeat that discus-
sion here. It bears emphasis, howevsr, that the only ques-
tion presented by this case is whether the exclusion of women
from registration under the Military Selective Service Act,
50 U. S. C. App. § 451 et seq., (MSSA) contravenes the equal
protection component of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment. Although the purpose of registration is to as-
sist preparations for drafting civilians into the military, we
are not asked to rule on the constitutionality of a statute gov-
erning conscription.' With the advent of the All-Volunteer

' Given the Court's lengthy discourse on the background to this litiga-

417
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Armed Forces. the MSSA was specifically amended to pre-

clude conscription as of July 1, 1973, Pub. L. 92-129. 1! 101

(35). S5 Stat. 353, 50 U. S. C. App.. § 467 (c), and reactiva-

tion of the draft would therefore. require a legislative amend-

ment. See S. Rep.-No. 96-826, at`1,5 (1980). Consequently,

we are not called upon to decide whether either men or women

can he drafted at all, whether they must be drafted in .equal

numbers. in what order they should be drafted, or once in-
ducted, how 'they are to be trained for their respective func-

tions. In addition, this case does not involve a' challenge to
the statutes or policies that prohibit female members of the

Armed Forces from serving in combat.2 It is with this under-
standing that I turn to the task at hand.

B

By now it should be clear that statutes like the MSSA,
which discriminate on the basis of gender. must be examined

under the "heightened" scrutiny mandated by Craig v. Boren,

429 U. S. 190 (1976).3 Under this test, a gender-based clas-

sification cannot withstand constitutional challenge unless the

Lion, it is interesting that the Court chooses to bury its sole reference to

this fact in a footnote. See ante, at 2, n. 1.
By statute, female members of the Air Force and the Navy may not

he assigned to vessels or aircraft engaged in combat missions. See 10

U. S. C. §§6015 and 8549. Although there are no statutory restrictions

nn the assignment of women to -"Combat in the Army and the Marine

Corps, both services have established policies that preclude such assign-

ment.
Appellees do not concede the constitutional validity of these restric-

tioni: on women in combat, but they have taken the position that their
validity is irrelevant, for purposes of this case.

,1 ion, the Court, see ante. at 11, in rejecting the Solicitor General's

Aiggesiion that the gender-based classification employed by the MSSA

should be scrutinized under the "rational relationship" test used in review-

Ina rhallenges to certain types of social and economic legislation. See,

f fi . Sehteciker v. Wilson, U. S. (1931);. United States Railroad

Retirement Bd. v. Frits, U. S. (1980).

4
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classification is substantially related to the achievement of
an important governmental objective. Kirchberg v. Teen-
stra, U. S., (1981); Wengler v. Druggist Mutual
Ins. Co., 446 U. S. 142, 150 (1980); Califano v. Westcott, 443
U. S. 76, 84 (1979); Orr v. Orr, 440 U. S. 268, 278 (1979);
Craig v. Boren, supra, at 197. This test applies whether the
classification discriminates against males or females. Caban
v. Mohammed, 441 U.' S. 380, 391 (1979) ; Orr v. Orr, supra,
at 278-279; Craig v. Boren, supra, at 204." The party de-
fending the challenged classification carries the burden of
demonstrating both the importance of the governmental ob-
jective it serves and .the substantial relationship between the
discriminatory means and the asserted end. See Wengler v.
Druggist Mutual Insurance Co., supra, at 151; Caban v.
Mohammed, supra, at 393; Craig v. Boren, supra, at 204.
Consequently, before we can sustain the MSSA, the Govern-
ment must demonstrate that the gender-based classificatirm
it employs bears "a close and substantial relationship to [the
achievement of ] important governmental objectives," Per-
sonnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney, 442 U. S.
256, 273 (1979).

C

The MSSA states that "an adequate armed strength must
he achieved and maintained to insure the security of this
Nation." 50 U. S. C. App. § 451 (b). I agree with the ma-
(jority. ante, at 12, that "none could deny that . . . the Gov-
ernment's interest in raising and supporting armies, is an
`important governmental interest.' " Consequently. the first
part of the Craig v. Boren, test is satisfied. But the question
remains whether the discriminatory means employed itself
substnntially serves the statutory end. In concluding that
it does, the Court correctly notes that Congress enacted (and

Consegnently. it is of no moment that the constitutional challenge inthis rase k pressed by men who claim that the N1SSA's gender classifica-
tion discriminates against them.
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reactivated) the MSSA pursuant to its constitutional author-4
ity to raise and maintain armies.' The majority also notes.
ante, at 6. that "the Court accords 'great weight to the deci-
sions of Congress." quoting CBS, Inc. v. Deniocratic National
Committee, 412 U.S. 94. 102 (1973), and that the Court has
accorded particular deference to decisions arising in the con-
text of ',congress' authority over military affairs. I have no
particular quarrel with these sentiments in the majority opin-
ion. I simply add that even in the area of military affairs.
deference to congressional judgments cannot be allowed to
shade' into an abdication of this Court's ultimate responsi-
bility to decide constitutional questions. As the Court has
pointed out,

"the phrase 'war power' cannot be invoked as a talis- /f
manic incantation to support any exercise of congres-
sional power which can be brought within its ambit./'
'[E]ven the vakr power does not remove constitutional!'
limitations safeguarding essential liberties.' " United
State v. Robel, 389 U. S. 258, 263-264 (1967). quoting
Home Bldg. ct Loan Assn. v. Blaisdell, 290 U. S. 398. 426

(1934).
See United States v. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U. S. 81. 88-89
1.1921); Hamilton v. Kentucky Distilleries & Warehouse co.,
251 U. S. 146, 156 (1919): Ex parte Milligan, 4 Wall. 2/, 121
127 (1866).

One such "safeguarrdl of essential liberties" is the Fifth
Amendment's guarantee of equal protection of. the laws.`

The Constitution grants Congress the power "To raise and support
Armies," "To Provide and maintain a Navy," and "To make Rules for
the Gevernment and Regulation of the land and naval Forces." U. S.
roust. Art. 1, 18, els. 12-14.

Although the Fifth Amendment contains no Equal Protection Clausn,
Court has held that "the Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause

yrnhibitg the Federal Government from engaging in discrimination that is
unjustifiable as to he violative of due process.'" Schlesinger v. Ballard,

4 2 o
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When, as here, a federal law that classifies on the basis of
gender is challenged as violating this constitutional guaran-
tee, it is ultimately for this Court, not Congress, to decide
whether there exists the constitutionally. required "close and
sus stiantial relationship" betsteen the discriminatory means
employed and the asserted 'governmental objective. See
Powell v. McCormack, 395 U. S. 486, 549 (1969); Baker v.
Carr, 369 U. S. 186, 211 (1982). In my judgment. there sim-
ply is no basis for concluding in this case that excluding
women from registration is substantially related to the
achievement of a concededly important governmental inter-
est in maintaining an effective defense. The Court reaches
a contrary conclusion only by using an "[a]nnounced degre[e]
of 'deference' to legislative judgmen[t]" as a "facile abstrac-
tio[n) . . . to justify a particular result." Ante, at 11.

A

The Government does not defend the exclusion of women
from registration on the ground that preventing women from
serving in the military is substantially yelated to the effec-
tiveness of the Armed Forces. Indeed, the successful experi-
ence of women serving in all branches of the Armed Services
would belie any such claim. Some 150,000 women volunteers
are presently on active service in the military,' and their
number is expected to increase to over 250,000 by 1985. See

419 U. S. 498, 500, n. 3 (1975), quoting Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U. S.
497, 499 (1954).

With the repeal in 1967 of a statute limiting the number of female
members of the Armed Forces to 2% of total enlisted strength, the number
of women in the military has risen steadily both in absolute terms and as
a percentage of total active military personnel. The percentage has risen
from 0.78% in 1966, to over 5% in 1976, and is expected to rise to
12',;, by 1985. See United States Department of Defense, Use of Women
in the Military (2d ed., 1978), reprinted at J. A. 98, 111-113; M. Binkin

S. Bach, Women and the Military 13-21 (1977).
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Department of Defense Authorization for Appropriations for
Fiscal Year 1981: Hearings on S. 2294 before the Senate
Committee on Armed Services, 96th Cong., 2d Sess., 1657,
1683 (1980) (1980 Senate Hearings); Women in the Mili-
tary: Hearings before the Military Personnel Subcommittee
of the House Committee on Armed Services, 96th Cong., 1st
and 2d Sess., 13-23 (1979 and 1980) (Women in the Military
Hearings). At the congressional hearings, representatives of

both the Department of Defense and the Armed Services tes-
tified that the participation of women in the All - Volunteer

Armed Forces has contributed substantially to military effec-

tiveness. See, e. g., 1980 Senate Hearings, supra, at 1389
(General Yerks), 1682 (Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense Danzig); Women in the Military Hearings, supra,
at 13-23 (Assistant Secretary of Defense Pirie). Congress
has never disagreed with the judgment of the military experts
that women have made significant contributions to the effec-
tiveness of the military. On the contrary, Congress has re-

,
peatedly praised the performance of female members of. the
Armed Forces, and has approved efforts by the Armed Serv-
ices to expand their role. Just last year, the Senate Armed
Services Committee declared:

"Women now volunteer for military service and are as-
signed to most military specialties. These volunteers
now make an important contribution to our Armed
Forces. The number of women in the military has in-
creased significantly in the past few years and is expected
to continue to increase." S. Rep. No. 96-826. supra, at
157; accord, S. Rep. 96-226, at 8 (1979).

" In summarizing the testimony presented at the congressional hearings,
Senator Cohen stated:
"[B]asically the evidence has come before this committee that participa-
tion of women in the All-Volunteer Force has worked well, has been
praised by every military officer who has testified before the committee, and
that the jobs are being performed with the same, if not in some cases, with
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The statements thus make clear that Congress'. :decision to
exebide women from registraticin---and therefore from a draft
drawing on the pooi of registrantscannot rest on a supposed
need to prevent women from serving in the Armed Forces.
The justification for the MSSA's gender-baSed discrimination
must therefore be found in considerations that are peculiar to
the objectives of registration.'

The most authoritative discussion of Congress' reasons for
declining to require registration of women is contained in the
report prepared by the Senate -Armed Services Committee on
the Fiscal Year .1981 Defense Authorization Bill. S. Rep.
No. 9t -826. supra, at 156-161. The Report's findings were
endorsed by the House-Senate.Conferees on the Authoriza-
tion Bill. See S. Conf. Rep. No. 96-895, at 100 (1980).
Both Houses of Congress subsequently adopted the findings
by passing the Conference Report, 126 Cong. Rec. H7800.
511646 (daily ed.. Aug. 26. 1980). As the majority notes,
ante, at 15. the Report's "findings are in effect findings of the
entire Congres.s." The Senate Report sets out the objectives
Congress sought to accomplish by excluding women from reg-
istration, see id., at 157-161, and this Court may appropri-
ately look to'the Report in evaluating the justification for the
discrimination.

B

According to the Senate Report. "Mlle policy precluding
the use of women in combat is . . . the most important. rea-
son for not including women in a registration system." S.
Rep. ,No. 96-826. supra, at 157; see also S. Rep. No. 96-226.
supra, at 9. In reaffirming the combat restrictions, the Re-
port declared:

"Registering women for assignment to combat or assign-
ing women to combat positions in peacetime then would

superior skill." Department of Defense Authorization for Appropriations
for Fiscal Year 1981: Hearings on S. 2294 before the Senate Committee on
Armed Services, 96th Cong., 2d Sess., 1678 (1980) (1980 Senate Hearings).
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leave the actual performance of sexually mixed units as

an experiment to be conducted in war with unknown

riska risk that the committee finds militarily unwar-
ranted and dangerous. Moreover, the committee feels
that any attempt to assign women to combat positions
could meet the national resolve at the time of mobiliza-

tion, a t e of great strain on all aspects of the Nation's

Had appellees aised a constitutional challenge to the prohibi-

tion against ass nment of women to combat, this discussion

in the Senate R rt might well provide persuasive reasons

for upholding the restrictions. But the validity of the com-
bat` restrictions is iiot an issue we need decide in this case.'
Moreover, since the\ combat restrictions on women have al-

ready been accomplished through statutes and policies that
remain in force whether or not women are required to regis-

ter or drafted, including women in registration and draft
plans will not result in their being assigned to combat roles.

Thus, even assuming that precluding the use of women in
combat is an important governmental interest in its own right,
there can be no suggestion that the exclusion of women from
registration and a draft is substantially related to the achieve-
ment of this goal.

The Court's opinion offers, a different though related ex-
planation of the relationship between the combat restrictions
and Congios' decision not to require registration of women.

resources." S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at 157.

The majority states that "Congress . . . clearly linked the
need for renewed registration with its views of the character
of a subsequent draft." Ante, at 17. The Court also states
that "Congress determined that any future draft, which would
he facilitated by the registration scheme, would be character-
ized by a need for combat troops." Ibid. The Court then
reasons that since women are not eligible for assignment to

lAs noted, see ti. 2, supra, appellees elected not to challenge the con-

stitutionality of the combat restrictions.
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combat, Congress' decision to exclude them from registrationis not unconstitutional discrimination inasmuch as "[m]en
and women, because of the combat restrictions on women, are
simply not similarly situated for purposes of a draft or regis.
tration for a draft." Ante, at 20. There is a certain logic
to this reasoning, but the Court's approach is fundiv \legally
flawed.

In the first place, although the Court purports to apply
the Craig v.,,Roren ,test, the "similarly situated" analysis the
Court employs is in fact significantly different from the Craig
v. .Boren approach. Compare Kirchberg v. Feenstra,
U. S., at (employing Craig v. Born test) with id.,
at -- (Slimy Aar, J., concurring) (employing "similarly situ-
ated" analysis). The Court essentially reasons that gers
der class:fication employed by the NISSA is constitutionally
pe:missible because nondiscrimination is not necessary to
achieve she pvpose of registration to prepare for a draft rf
combat troops. In other words, the major,:ty concludes that
women may be excluded from registration because they willnot be needed in the event of a draft."

This analysis, however, focuses 'on the wrong question.
The relevant inquiry under the Craig v. Boren test is not
whether a gender-neutrat classification would substantiallyadvance important governmental interests. authAr, the
question is whether the gender-based classification is itself
substantially related to the achievement of the assert43d guy-
ernmental interest. Thus, the Government's task in this caseis to demonstrate that excluding women from registration
substantially furthers the goal of preparing for a draft of
combat troops. Or to put it another way, the Government
met show that regiatering women would substantially impede

.

'° I would have thought .thekigiCal eonelision from this reasoning isthat there is in fart iii tliserionnation tigisinst women, in wWeli case onemust wonder why the Court feels contrelleci to pledge its porported fealtyto the Creng v. Boren tint.
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its efforts to prepare for such a draft.. Under our precedents.

the Government cannot meet this burden without. shown

that a gender neutral statute would be a less effective means

of attaining this end. See Weng ler v. Druggists Mutual Ins.

Co., 446 U. S., at 151. As the Court explained in Orr v. Orr,

440 U. S., at 283 (emphasis added):

"Legislative classifications which distribute benefits and

burdens on the basis of gender carry the inherent risk of

reinforcing sexual stereotypes about the 'proper place' of

women and their need for special protection. . . . Where,

as here, the [Government's] . . . purposes are as well

served by a, gender-neutral classification as one that gen

der. classifies and therefore carries with it the baggage of

sexual stereotypes, the [Government] cannot be per-
mitted to classify on the basis of sexual stereotypes."

In this -case, the Government makes no claim that preparing

for a draft of combat troops cannot be accomplished just as
effectively by registering both men and women but drafting
only men if only nieii turn out to be needed." Nor can the
Government argue that this alternative entails the additional

cost and administrative inconvenience of registering women.
This Court has repeatedly stated that the administrative con-
von ience of employing a gender classification is not an ade-

quate constitutional justification under the Craig v. Boren

test. See, e. g., Craig v. Boren, 429 U. S., at 198; Frontiero
v. Richardson, 411 U. S. 677, 690-691 (1973).

The fact that registering women in no way obstructs the
governmental interest in preparing for a draft of combat
troops points up a second flaw in the Court's analysis. The

rourt essentially reduces the question of the constitutionality

" Alternatively, the Government could employ a classification that is

related to the statutory objective but is not based on gender, for example,

rculibat eligibility. Untler the current scheme, large subgroups of the

niAlc population who are ineligiHe for combat because of physical handi-

caps or conscientious objector status are nonetheless required to register.

4 2 6
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of male -only registration to the validity of a hypothetical
program for conscripting only men. The Court posits a draft
in which. all conscripts are either assigned to those specific
combat posts presently closed to women or must be available
for rotation into such positions. By so doing, the Court is
able to conclude that registering women would be no more
than a "gestur[e] of superficial' equality," ante, at 21, since
women Are necessarily ineligible for every position to be filled
in its hypothetical draft. if it could indeed be guaranteed
in advance that conscription would be reimposed by Congress
only in circumstances where, and in a form under which, all
conscripts would have to, be trained for and assigned to com-
bat or combat rotation positions from which women are cate-
gorically excluded, then it could be argued that registration
of women would be pointless.

But of course, no such guarantee is possible. Certainly,
nothing about the MSSA limits Congress to reinstituting the
draft only in such circumstances. For example, Congress
may decide that the All-Volunteer Armed Forces are Made-
qua,- to meet the Nation's defense needs even in .times of
peace and reinstitute peacetime conscription. in that event,
the hypothetical draft the Court relied on to sustain the
MSSA's gender-based classification would presumably be of
little relevance, and the Court could then be forced to declare
the male-only registration program unconstitutional. This
difficulty comes about because both Congress '= and the Court
have lost sight of the important distinction between registra-

.
"The Court quotes Senator \Varner's comment. "`I equate regktration

with the draft,'" ante. at 17. The whole of Senator Warner's statement
ineritL, quotation because it explain why Congre,is Owed to acknowledge
the dklinction between registration and the draft. Senator Warner
stated! "Frankly I equate registration with the draft because there 1:i no
way you can establish a registration law on a coequal baAs and then
turn right around and establish a draft on a nonequal basiis. I think
the court will I knock that down right away." 19S0 Senate Hearings,
supra, at 1 Mi.
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tion and conscription. Registration provides "an inventory
of what the available strength is within the military qualified

, pool in this country." Reinstitution o Procedures for Regis-
tration under the Military Selective Serve Act: Hearing
before the Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, 9th Cong., let Sess., 10 /
(1980) (Selective Service Hearings) ,(statiment of General,/
Rogers). Conscription supplies the military with the person,'
nel needed to respond to a particular (ixigency. The fact that
registration is a first step in the conrription process does/not
mean that a registration law exprestly discriminating between
men and women may be justified/by a valid conscription pro-
gram which would, in retrospect:. make the current discrimina-
tion appear functionally related to the program that emerged.

But even addressing the Cliurt's reasoning on its own terms.
its analysis is flawed because the entire argument rests on,. a
premise that is demonstribly false. As noted, the majority
simply assumes that registration prepares for a draft in which
every draftee must be available for assignment to combat.
But the majority's draft scenario finds no support in either
the testimony before Congress, or more importantly, in the
findings of the Senate Report. Indeed, the scenario appears
to exist only, in the Court's imagination, for even the Gov-
ernment represents only that ."in the event of mobilization,
approximately two-thirds of the demand on the induction
system would be for combat skills." Brief for Appellant, at
29 (emphasis added), For my part. rather than join the
Court in imagining hypothetical drafts, I prefer to examine
the findings in the Senate Report and the testimony presented
to Congress.

C

Nothing in the Senate Report, supports the Court's intima-
tion that women must he excluded from registration because
ronihnt eligibility is a prerequisite for all the positions that
would need to be filled in the event of a draft. The Senate
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Report concluded only that "fi] f mobilization were to be
ordered in a wartime scenario. the primary manpower need
'would be for combat replacements." S. Rep. No. 96 -826,
supra, at 160 (emphasis added). This conclusion was in
keeping with the testimony presented at the congressional
hearings. The Department of Defense indicated that in the
event of a mobilization requiring reinstitution of the draft,
the primary manpower requirement would be for combat
trt )ps and support personnel who can readily be deployed
into combat. See 1980 Senate Hearings, supra, at 1395
(Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army Clark),
1300 (General Yerks). But the Department indicated that
conseripts would also be needed to staff a variety of support
positions having no prerequisite of combat eligibility, and
which therefore could he filled by women. Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower. Reserve Affairs and Logistics)
Pirie explained:

"Not only will we need to expand combat arms, as I say,
that is the pressing need, but we also have to expand
the support establishment at the same time because that
meets the situation where the combat arms can carry out
their function successful[lY), and the support establish-
ment now uses women very effectively, and in wartime
I think the same will be true." National Service Legis-
lation: Hearing on H. R. 6569\ before the Subcommittee
on Military Personnel of the /Ouse Committee on Armed
Services, 06th Cong., 2d Sess. (140) (unpublished) (1980
House Hearings), J. A. 225. \

In testifying about the Defense Department's reasons for
concluding that women should be included in registration
plans, Pirie staters :

"It is in the interest of national security that. in an
emergency requiring the conscription for military service
of the nation's youth, the best qualified people for a
wide variety of tasks in our Armed Forces be available.

423
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The performance of women in our Armed Forces today
strongly supports the conclusion that many of the best
qualified people for some military jobs in the 18-26 age
category will be women." 1980 House Hearings, supra,
J. A. 218. See 1980 Senate Hearings, supra, at 171 (Sec-

retary of the Army Alexander), 182 (Secretary of the
Navy Claytor)."

The Defense Department also concluded that there are no
military reasons that would justify excluding women from
registration. The Department's position was described to
Congress in these terms:

"Our conclusion is that there, are good reasons for regis-
tering [women]. Our conclusion is even more strongly
that there are not good reasons for refusing to register

'3 Pixie explained the reasoning behind the Defense Department's con-
clusion in these terms:
"Large number of military women work in occupations such as electronics,
communications, navigation, radar repair, jet engine mechanics, drafting,
surveying, ordnance, transportation and meteorology and do so very effec-
tively, as has been shown by numerous DOD studies and tests. The work
women in the Armed Forces do today is essential to the readiness and
capability of the forces. In case of war that would still be true, and
the number of women doing similar work would inevitably expand beyond
our peacetime number of one quarter million.

"Women have traditionally held the vast majority of jobs in such fields
as administrative/clerical and health care/medical. An advantage of reg-
istration for women is that a pool of trained personnel in these tradi-
tionally female jobs would exist in the event that sufficient volunteers were
not available. It would make far greater sense to include women in a
draft call and thereby gain many of these skills than to draft on[l]y males
who would not only require training in these fields but would be drafted
for employment in jobs traditionally held by females. A further advan-
tage would be to release males currently holding non-combatant jobs for
reassignment J combat jobs." National Service Legislation: Hearing on
H. R. 6569 before. the Subcommittee on Military Personnel of the House
COmmittee on Armed Services, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1980) (unpublished)
(1980 House Hearings), J. A. 216-217.
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the." 1980 Senate Hearings. supra, at 1667-1668
(Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Dan-
zig) (emphasis added).

Al llfour Service Chiefs agreed that.there are no military rea-
sons for refusing to register women. and uniformly 'advocated
requiring registration of women. The military's position on
the issue was summarized by then Army Chief of Staff Gen-
eral Rogers: "[W]omen should be required to register for
the reason that [Marine Corps Commandant] General Wilson
mentioned, which is in order for us to have an inventory of
what the available strength is within the military qualified
pool in this country." Reinstitution of Procedures for Reg-
istration Under the Military Selective Service Act: Hearing
before the Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, 96th Cong.. 1st Sess.. 10
(1980) (Selective Service Hearings); see id., at 10-11 (Ad-
miral Hayward, Chief of Naval Operations; General Allen,
Air Force Chief of Staff; General Wilson, Commandant,
Marine Corps).

Against this background, the testimony at the congressional
hearings focused on projections of manpower needs in the
event of an emergency requiring reinstitution of the *aft.
and, in particular. on the role of women in such a. draft. To
make the discussion concrete, the testimony examined a draft
scenario dealing with personnel requirements during the first
six months of mobilization in response to a major war in
Europe. The Defense Department indicated three con-
straints on the maximum number of women the Armed Serv-
ices could use in the event of such a mobilization:

"(1) legislative prohibitions against the use of women
in certain military positions, (2) the policy to reserve
certain assignments, such as ground combat roles, for
men only, and (3) the need to reserve a substantial num-
ber of non-combat positions for men in order to provide
a pool of ready replacements for ground combat posi-
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tions." 1980 House Hearings, supra, J. A. 217 (Assist-
ant Secretary Pink).

After allowing for these constraints, the Defense Department
reached the following conclusion about the number. of female
draftees that could be ab.iorbed:

"If we 'had a mobilization, our present best, projection
is that we could use women in some 80;000 of the jobs
that we would be inducting 650,000 people for. The rea-
son for that is because some 80.000 of those jobs, indeed
more than 80,000 of those jobs are support related and
not combat related.

"We think women, could fill those jobs quite well."
1980 Senate Hearings, supra, at 1688 (Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense Danzig); see 'id. 1661.
1665. 1828; 1980 Hou Se Hearings. supra, J. A. 217, 222
223 (Assistant secretary of Defense Pirie)."

Finally. the Department of Defense acknowledged that
amending the MSSA to authorize registration and induction
of women did not necessarily mean that women would be
drafted in the same numbers as men. Assistant Secretary
Pirie explained:

"If women were subject to the draft. the Department of
Defense would determine the maximum number of
women that could be used in the Armed Forces, subject
to existing constraints and the needs of the Military Serv-
ices to provide close combat fillers and replacements
quickly. We estimate that this might require at least.
50.000 additional women over the first six months. If
there were not enough women/ volunteers, a separate draft
call for women would he issued." 19S0 House Hearings.

" The Defense Department arrived at this number after it "surveyed
the military services, and asked them how many women they could use
(in the event of a mobilization of] 650,000, and received answers suggest-
tug that they could use about S0,000." 19S0 Senate Hearings, supra, at
1A65 (Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Danzig).

4 3 2
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suer 3. A. 217; see 1980 Senate Hearings. supra, at
1661 incipal Deputy- Assistant Secretary of Defense
Danzig)\

This review of the findings contained in the Senate Report
and the testimony presented at the congressional hearings
demonstrates that there is no baisis for the Court's represen-
tation that women are ineligible for all the positions that
would need to be filled in the event of a draft. Testimony
.about personnel requirements in the event of a shaft estab-
lished that women could fill at. least 80,000 of the 650,000
positions for which conscripts would be inducted. Thus, with
respect to these 800)0 or more positions, -the statutes and
pOlicies barring women from combat do not provide a reason
for distinguishing between male and female potential con-
scripts; the two groups are, in the majority% parlance, "simi-
larly situated." As such, the combat restrictions cannot by
themselves supply the constitutionally required justification
for the MSSA's gender-based classification. Since the classi-
fication precludes women from being drafted to fill positions
for which they would be qualified and useful, the Govern-
ment must demonstrate that excluding women from those
positions is substantially related to the achievement of an
important governmental objective.

In
The Government argues, however, that' the "consistent

testimony before Congress was 4 , the effect that there is no
military need to draft women." Brief for Appellant; at 31
(emphasis in original). And the Government points to a
statement in the Senate Report that "(b)oth the civilian and
military leadership agreed that there was no military need to
draft women. . . . The argument for registration and induc-
tion of women . . is not based on military necessity, but
on considerations of equity." S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at
158. In accepting the Government's contention, the Court
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asserts that the President's decision to seek aut ority to reg-
ister women was based on "equity." and conclude that "Con-
gress was 'certainly entitled, in the exercise of i constitu-
tional powers to raise and regulate armies and nay' to focus
on the question of military need rather than `equity.' Ante,
at 21-22. In my view, a more careful examination of t con-
cepts of "equity" and "military need" is required.

As previously noted, the Defense Department's recomm n-
dation that women be included in registration plans was b
on its conclusion that drafting, a limited number of women
is consistent with, and could contribute to. military effective-
ness. See supra, at 13=17. It was against this backgropnd
that the military experts concluded that "equity" favbred
registration of women. Assistant Secretary Pirie explained:

"Since women have proven that they can serve success-
fully as volunteers in the Armed Forces, equity suggests
that they be liable to serve as draftees if conscription is
reinstated." 1980 House Hearings. supra, J. A. 217-218.

By "considerations of equity." the military experts acknowl-
.edged that female conscripts can perform as well as male con-:
scripts in certain positions. and that there is therefore no
reason why one groilp should be totally excluded from reg-
istration and a draft. Thus. what the majority so blithely
dismisses as "equity" is nothing less than the Fifth Amend-
ment's guarantee of equal protection of the laws which "re-
quires that Congress treat similarly situated persons simi-
larly." maj. op.. ante, at 21. Moreover, whether Congress
could subsume this constitutional requirement to "military
need." in part depends on precisely what the Senate Report
meant by "military need."

The Report stated that "(Moth the civilian and military
leadership agreed that there was no military need to draft
women." S. Rep. No. 06 -826. supra. at 158. An examina-
tion of what the "civilian and military leadership" meant by
"military need" should therefore provide an insight into the

4 34
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Report's use of the term. Several witnesses testified that
because personnel requiremeT is in the event of a mobilization
could be met by drafting men, including women 'in draft plans
is not a military necessity. For example, Assistant Secretary
of Defense Pirie stated:

"It is doubtful that a female draft can be justified on
the argument that wartime personnel requirement. can-
not be met without them. The pool of draft eligible
men . . . is sufficiently large to meet projected wartime
requirements." 1980 House Hearings, supra, J. A. 217;
see 1980 Senate Hearings, supra, at 1665 (Principal Dep-
uty Assistant Secretary of Defense Danzig).

Similarly, Army Chief of Staff General Meyer testified:
"I do not believe there is a need to draft women in
peacetime. In wartime, because there are such large
numbers of young men available, approximately 2 mil-
lion males in each year group of the draft age popula-
tion, there would be no military necessity to draft
females except, possibly doctors, and other health pro-
fessionals if there are insufficient volunteers from people
with those skills." Id., at 749.

To be sure, there is no "military need" to draft women in the
sense that a war could be waged without their participation."

15 A colloquy between Senator Jepeen and Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense Danzig reveals that some Members of Congress
understood "military need" in this sense.

"Mr. DANZIG. . We surveyed the military services, and asked them
how many women they could use among those 850,000, and received
Answers suggesting that they could use 80,000.

"Let me indicate when I say they could use, I do not mean to imply
that they would have to use women. Our Department of Defense view is
that women would be useful in a mobilization scenario. If women are not
available, I do not think the republic would crumble. Men could be need
instead."

"Sen. JEPSEN. So there is no explicit military requirerr cnt involved?"
DANiltg. My problem, Senator, and I don't mean to be semantic
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This fact is, however, irrelevant to resolving the constitu-
tional issue." As previously noted, see supra, at 940, it is
not appellees' burden to prove that registration of women
substantially furthers the objectives of the MSSA." Rather,
because eligibility for combat is not a requirement for some.
of the positions to be filled in the event of a draft, it is in-
cumbent on the Government to show that excluding women
from a draft to fill those positions substantially furthers an
important governmental objective.

It may be, however, that the Senate Report's allusion to
"military need" is meant to convey Congress' expectation
that women volunteers will make it unnecessary to draft any
women. The majority apparently accepts this meaning when
it states: "Congress also concluded that whatever the need
for women for noncombat roles during mobilization, whether
80,000 or less, it could be met by volt.nteers," Ante, at 23.
But since the purpose of registration is to protect against
unanticipated shortages of volunteers, it is difficult to see

about it, is with the use of the words, 'explicit requirement.' If you said
to me, for example, does the military require people with brown eyes to
serve, I would tell you no, because people with blue eyes, et cetera, could
do the job.

"On the other hand, I wouldn't deny that they could do the job and
that we would find them useful." 1980 Senate Hearings, supra, at 1665;
see id., at 1853-1856.

" Deputy Assistant Attorney General Simms explaibed.as much to Con-
gress in his testimony at the heari*., He stated:
"I the question of military ne essity f 4' drafting women is irrelevant to
the constitutional issue, which is vhet'ler or not there is sufficient justifi-
cation by whatever test the courts batty apply for not registering women."
1950 Senate Hearings, supra, at 1667.

"If we were to assign appellees this burden, then all of the Court's
prior "mid-level" scrutiny equal protection decisions would be drawn into
question. For the Court would be announcing a new approach under
which the party challenging a gender-based classification has the burden
of showing that elimination of the classification substantially furthers an
important governmental interest.
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how excluding women from registration can bejtfstified by
conjectures about the expected number of female volunteers.
I fail to see why the exclusion of a pool of ns who would
be conscripted only if needed can be justi ; -; by reference to
the current supply of volunteers. In any event, the Defense
Department's best estimate is that in the event of a mobiliza-
tion requiring reinstitution of the draft, there will not be
encugh women volunteers to fill the positions for which
women would be eligible. The Department told Congress:

"If we had' a mobilization, our present best projection
is that we could use women in some 80,000 of the jobs
we would be inducting people foi." 1980 Senate Hear-
ings, supra, at 1688 (Principal Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense Danzig) (emphasis 4idd9d)."

25 As Assistant Secretary of Defense Pine explained:
"Perhaps sufficient women volunteers would come forward to meet this
need, perhaps not. Having our young women register in advance would
put us in a position to call women if they do not volunteer in sufficient
numbers," quoted at 126 Cong. Rec. 86536-96537 (daily ed., June 10,
1980). See 1980 Senate Hearinp, supra, at 1828 (Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense Danzig).

Past wartime recruitment experience does not bear out the Court's
sanguine view. With the advent of the Korean. War, an unsuccessful
effort was made to recruit some 100,000 women to meet the rapidly ex-
panding 'manpower requirements. See Use of Women in the Military,
supra, J. A. 111.

25 A colloquy between Bepreeentative Hillis and Assistant Secretary of
Defense Pine at the House Hearings makes lear that the 80,000 number
is in addition to the number, of women serving in the AR-Volunteer Armed
Forces.

"Mr. PIRIE. Mr. Hillis, we estimate that we would need 650,000 indi-
viduals to 'be inducted over the first six months."

"Rep. HILLIS. How many of those would be women?"
"Mr. PIRIE. At least 80,000, Mr. Hillis."
"Rep. HILLIS. That is even if we had the 250,000 [women in active

service expected by 19851, you are talking about another 80,000, which
projects into aboUt 330,000."

"Mr. PIRIE. Yes, sir." 1980 House Hearings, supra, J. A. 232-233.
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Thus, however the "military need" statement in the Senate.

Report is understood, it does not provide the constitutionally
required justification for the total exclusion of women from

regiitration and draft plans.
IV

Recognizing the need to go beyond the "military need" ar-
gument: the Court asserts that "Congress determined that
staffing noncombat positions with women during a mobiliza-

tion would be positively detrimental to the important goal

of military flexibility." Ante, at .23. None would deny that
preserving "military flexibility" is an important governmen-

tal interest. But to justify the 'exclusion or women from
registration and the draft on this ground, there must be a
further showing that staffing even a limited number of non-
combat positions with women would impede military flexibil-

ity. I find nothing in the Senate Report, to provide any basis

for the Court's representation that Congress believed this to
he the case.

The Senate Report concluded that "military reasons . . .

preclude very large numbers of women from serving." S.

Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at 158 (emphasis added). The Re-
port went on to explain:

"Military flexibility requires that a commander be able
to move units or ships quickly. Units or ships not
located at the front or not previously scheduled for the
front nevertheless must be able to move into action if
necessary. In peace and war, significant rotation of per-
sonnel is necessary. We -should not divide the military
into two groupsone in permanent combat and one in
permanent support. Large numbers of non-combat posi-
tions must be available to which combat troops can re-
turn for duty before being redeployed." Ibid.

This discussion confirms the Report's conclusion that draft-
ing "very large numbers of women" would hinder military
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flexibility. The discussion does not, however. address the
different question whether drafting only a limited number of
women would similarly impede military flexibility. The tes-
timony on this issue at the congressional hearings was that
drafting a limited number of women is quite compatible with
the military's need for flexibility. In concluding that the
Armed Services could usefully employ at least 80,000 women
conscripts out of a total of 650.000 draftees that would be
needed in the event of a major European war, the Defense
Department took into account both the need for rotation of
combat personnel and the possibility that some support per-
sonnel might have to be sent into combat. As Assistant
Secretary Pirie testified:

"If women were subject to the draft, the Department
of Defense would determine the maximum number of
women that could be used in the Armed Forces, subject
to existing constraints and the needs of the Military
Services to provide close combat fillers and replacements
quickly. We estimate that this might require at least
80,000 additional women over the first six months." 1980
House Hearings, supra, J. A. 217 (emphasis added); see
J. A. 278 (deposition of Principal Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of Defense Danzig)."

"Senator Warner questioned the Service Chiefs about the "impact on
your service as a eons( quence of a draft, which would be based on total
provision of equality between mole and /emote." Reinstitution of Pro-
cedures for Registration Under the Military Selective Service Act: Hearing
before the Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 15 (1979) (emphasis added)
(Selective Service Hearings). Two of the Service Chiefs answered Senator
Warner's miumion about the effect of a draft of equal numbers of men and
women. Their answers merit quotation.

"General ALLEN [Air Force]. It would not have any unfavorable
effect on the Air Force. We would have no objection to such a draft."
Id.. nt 15.

'General WILSON [Marine Corps]. rwie would be ig.viectly happy

f-,(),),
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Similarly, there is no reason why induction of a limited
number of female draftees should any more divide the mili-
tary into "permanent combat" and "permanent support"
groups than is presently the case with the All-Volunteer

Armed Forces. The combat restrictions that would prevent
a female draftee from serving in a combat or combat rotation
position also apply to the 150,000-250,000 women volunteers

in the Armed Services. If the .presence of increasing but
controlled numbers of female volunteers has not unaccept-
ably "divide[d] the military. into two groups," it is difficult
to see how the induction of a similarly limited additional
number of women could accomplish this result. In these
circumstances, I cannot agree with the Court's attempt to
"interprete" the Senate Report's conclusion that drafting
very large numbers of women would impair military flexi-
bility, as proof that Congress reached the entirely different
conclusion that drafting a limited number of women would
adversely affect military flexibility.

V

The Senate Report itself recognized that the "military
flexibility" objective speaks only to the question whether
"very large numbers" of women should be drafted. For the
Report went on to state:

"It has been suggested that all women be registered,
but only a handful actually be inducted in an emergency.
The committee finds this a confused and ultimately un-
satisfactory solution." S. Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at
158.

The Report found the proposal "confused" and "unsatisfac-
tory" for two reasons.

"First. the President's proposal Ito require registration

to have women drafted. That it up to the 5 percent goal which I
believe we can 'candle in the Marine Corps." Ibid.
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of womeni does not include any change in section 5 (a)
(1) of the rMSSAl. which requires that the draft he
conducted impartially among those eligible. Adminis-
tration witnesses admitted that the current language of
the law probably precludes induction of women and men
on any but a random baiiii,-which should produce roughly
equal numbers of men and women. Second. it is con-
ceivable that the courts, faced with a congressional deci-
sion to register men and women equally because of equity
considerations, will find insufficient justification for then
inducting only a token number of women into the Serv-
ices in an emergency." Id., at 158-459 (emphasis in
original).

The Report thus assumed that if women are registered, any
subsequent draft would require simultaneous induction of
equal numbers of male and female conscripts. The Report
concluded that such a draft would be unacceptable:

"It would create monumental strains on the training
system, would clog the personnel administration and sup-
port systems needlessly, and would impede our national
defense preparations at a time of great national need.

"Other administrative problems such as housing and
different treatment with regard to dependency, hardship
and physical standards would also exist." Id., at 159;
see also S. Rep. No. 96-226, supra, at 9." .

Relying on these statements, the majority asserts that even
"assuming that a small number of women could be drafted
for noncombat roles, Congress simply did not consider it

" The Rep()rt further explained:
"If the Congress were to mandate equal registration of men and women,
therefore, we might well be faced with a situation in which the combat
replacements needed in the first 60 days--say moo menwould have
to be accompanied by 100,000 women. Faced with this hypothetical, the
military witnesses stated that such a situation would be Intolerable."

Rep. No 96426, at 159 (1980).
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worth the added burdens of including women in draft and

registration plans." Ante, at 22. In actual fact, the conclu-

sion the Senate Report reached is significantly different from

the one the Court seeks to attribute to it.
The specific finding by the Senate Report was that "[i]f

the law required women to be drafted in equal numbers with
men, mobilization would be severely impaired because of

strains on training facilities and administrative systems." S.

Rep. No. 96-826, supra, at 160 (emphasis added). There

was, however, no suggestion at the congressional hearings that
simultaneous induction of equal numbers of males and female
conscripts was either necessary or desirable. The Defense
Department recommended that women be included in regis-
tration and draft plans, with the number of female draftees
and the timing of their induction to be determined by the
military's personnel requirements. See supra, at 16-17:"
In endorsing this plan, the Department gave no indication
that such a draft would place any strains on training and ad-
ministrative facilities. Moreover, the Director of the Selec-
tive Service System testified that a registration and induction
process including both males and females would present no
administrative problems. See 1980 Senate Hearings, supra,
at 1679 (Rostker); J. A. 247-248 (deposition of Bernard

Rostker).
The Senate Report simply failed to consider the possibility

that a limited number of women could be drafted because of
its conclusion that § 5 (a)(1) of the MSSA does not author-
ize drafting different numbers of men and women and its
speculation on judicial reaction to a decision to register.

Rut since Congress was free to amend § 5 (a)(1),
find itidec d would have to undertake new legislation to au-

21.1s stated in the Senate Report, "Selective service Plans pro-
Meld' for drafting only men during the first 60 days, and only a small

montwr of women would he included in the total drafted for the first 180

days Rep. No. 96-S26tupro, at 158.
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thorize any draft, the matter cannot end there. Further-
more. the Senate Report's speculation that a statute author-
izing differential induction of male and female draftees would
be vulnerable to constitutional challenge is unfounded. The
unchallenged restrictions on the assignment of women to com-
bat, the need to preserve military flexibility, and the other
factors discussed in the Senate Report provide more than am-
ple grounds for concluding that the discriminatory means
employed by such a statute would be substantially related to
the achievement of important governmental objectives.
Since Congress could have amended t 5 (a) (1) to authorize
differential induction of men and .women based on the mili-
tary's personnel requirements, the Senate Report's discussion
about "added burdens" that would result from drafting equal
numbers of male and female draftees provides no basis for
concluding that the total exclusion of women from registra-
tion and draft plans is substantially related to the achieve-
ment of important governmental objectives.

In sum, neither the Senate Report itself nor the testimony
presented at the congressional hearings provides any support
for the conclusion the Milt seeks to attribute to the Report
that drafting a limited number of women, with the number
and the timing of 'their induction and training determined by
the military's personnel requirements, would burden training
and administrative facilities.

VI
After reviewing the discussion and findings contained in

the Senate Report, the most I am able to say of the Report
is that it demonstrates that drafting very large numbers of
women would frustrate the achievement of a number of im-
portant governmental objectives that relate to the ultimate
gm! of maintaining "an adequate armed strength . . . to in-
sure the security of this Nation," 50 U. S. C. App. § 451 (b).
Or to put it another way, the Senate Report establishes that
induction of a large number of men but only a limited num-
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her of women, as determined by the military's personnel re-
quirements, would be substantially related to important gov-
ernrnental interests. But the discussion and findings' in the
Senate Report do not enable the Government to carry its
burden of demonstrating that completely excluding women
from the draft by excluding them from registration substan-
tially furthers important governmental objectives.

In concluding that the Government' has carried its burden
in this case, the Court adopta,"an appropriately deferential
examination of Congress' evaluation of [the] evidence," ante,
at 24 (emphasis in the original). The majority then pro-
ceeds to supplement Congress' actual findings with those the
Court apparently believes Congress could (and should) have
made. Beyond that, the Court substitutes hollow shibboleths
about "deference to legislative decisions" for constitutional
analysis. It is aa if the majority has lost sight of the fact
that "it is the responsibility of this Court to act as the ulti-
mate interpreter of the Constitution." Powell v. McCor-
mack, 395 U. S., at 549. See Baker v. Carr, 369 U. S., at 211..
Congressional enactments in the area of military affairs must,
like all other laWs, be judged by the standards of the Consti-
tution. For the Constitution is the supreme law of the land
and all legislation must conform to the principles it lay down.
As the Court has pointed out, "the phrase 'war power' can-
not he invoked as a talismanic incantation to support any ex-
ercise of congressional power which can be brought within its
ambit." United States v, Robel, 389 U. S., at 263-264.

Furthermore, "[w]hen it appears that an Act of Congress
conflicts with [a constitutional] provisio[n], we have no
choice but to enforce the paramount commands of the Con-
stitution. We are sworn to do no less. We cannot push back
the limits of the Constitution merely to accommodate chal-
lenged legislation." Trop v. Dulles, 356 TJ. S. 86, 104 (1.953)
(plurality opinion). In some 106 instances since this Court
was established it has determined that congressional action
exepedrci the hounds of the Constitution. T believe the same
is true of this statute. In an attempt to avoid its constitu-
tional ohlivation. the Court today "pushes hack the limits
of the rolistitittion" to aerommodate an Act of Congress.

I would affirm the judgment of the Distriet Court.
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: ABORTION. RIGHTS

TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 914 a.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcomnatee) presiding.

Present: Senators Thurmond, Orassley, Metsenbaum, and DeCon-
cini.

Staff present: Stephen Markman, chief counsel; Randall Rader,
general counsel; Diane Franke, clerk; and Bob Feidler, ranking mi-
nority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH
Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the fourth day

of hearings by the Subcommittee on the Constitution on the pro-
posed equal rights constitutional amendment.

From the outset, our objective has been to establish a thorough
and comprehensive legislative history of the meaning of the text of
the amendment. Whatever the ultimate resolution of this issue
during the present Congress or during subsequent Congresses, it is
the goal of these hearings to ensure that Members of Congress,
members of the State legislatures and members of the public are
better informed about the real-world impitct of the ERA. In other
words, what new public policies will emerge from the amendment?
What existing policies will have to be reformed or eliminated? How
will American society be transformed by the 52 words of the pro-
posed measure?

To this end, we have conducted what I believe have been exten-
sive and highly informative hearings on such issues as the 'impact
of the ERA on private education, the impact of the ERA upon the
military, a constitutional overview of the ERA, and so forth.

In this process, we have tried to set aside the cliche* and the
stock phrases on both sides of the ERA issue. Rather, we have at-
tempted to focus closely on judicial decisions, legal trends, state-
ments of academics, and Members of Congress of varying perspec-
tives, and the text of the ERA itself in attempting to predict the
substantive impact of the amendment.

(437)
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I am confident that the legislative history that has been devel-
oped will prove useful through the duration of the debate over the
ERA.

Our hearing today will concentrate upon the issue of the ERA's
effect upon abortion policy in the United States. Already, this
aspect of the equal rights amendment has proven to be one of the
most controversial aspects of the debate over the ERA in the House
of Representatives.

Clearly, the failure of the ERA to secure two-thirds approval last
November in the House was attributable, at least in part, to the
decisica of the House leadership to preclude from consideration
floor amendments to the ERA, including floor amendments relat-
ing'tO the abortion issue.

As at our earlier hearings, we have sharply limited the number
of witnesses invited by the subcommittee in order to allow exten-
sive discussion.

Also, as at our earlier hearings, we have afforded both propo-
nents and critics of the ERA the opportunity to invite their most
knowledgeable and articulate spokespersons. We are extremely for-
tunate today to have two -of the Nation's leading academic authori-
ties on the equal rights amendment and the right to abortion.

Selected by ERA proponents for today's discussion is Prof. Ann
Freedman of the Rutgers University Law School. Professor Freed-
man is one of the Nation's leading authorities on the equal rights
amendment. Her article on the amendment, coauthored with Prof.
Thomas Emerson, in the Yale Law Journal of 1971, was incorporat-
ed by both Senator Birch Bayh and Congresswoman Martha Grif-
fiths as the authoritative guide to the meaning of the ERA. Regret-
tably, since the article predated the Supreme Court's 1973 decision
in Roe v. Wade, it made no mention of the abortion controversy.

Selected by ERA critics for today's hearing is Prof. John Noonan
of the University of California at Berkeley. Professor Noonan is
one of the Nation's leading constitutional authorities and certainly
a leading authority on the abortion right. His work, "A Private
Choice," is one of the classic works in this area. He is the former
editor of the American Journal of Jurisprudence.

We look forward to hearing from both of our outstanding wit-
nesses today and we want to welcome them to our subcommittee.
For the record, I would note that our next hearing on the impact of
the ERA is presently scheduled for February 21.

At this time, we will turn to the chairman of the committee, Sen-
ator Thurmond.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement.
Senat,a- II Awn. Thank you, Sp' Lot ,r Thurmond.
Senatcr Grass ley?

STATI"MENT (11" ;;ENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLIKY

Senator (;ttAssuot Well, first of all, Mr. Chairman, I want to
hank you for conducting these' hearings, a continuation of hear-

ings that started before on these very important questions. And I
want to point out to people something that I hope everybody is
aware of.

4,1f;
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This subcommittee has faced the various issues and questions
raised by the proposed equal rights amendment and attempted to
answer those questions, and that is in sharp contrast to the con-
duct of our counterparts in the other body.

Whether the ERA will be used as a legal justification for man-dating the States and the Federal Government to finance abortions
is a very vital question and one to which the \answer to must be
known before Members of Congress vote on this measure.

As one who disagrees with the holding of the Supreme Court inRoe v. Wade, I contend that this question must be resolved.
Again, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity and com-mend you for your efforts.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you so much, Senator Grassley. I seeno other members of the subcommittee here.
Next, I wish to place a statement of Senator Garn in the record.
[The following was received for the record:]
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TESTIMONY OF HONORABLE JAVE GARN,

70 THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION

OF THE HNITED STATES SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE,

Mr.Chairmans

I appreciate the opportunity to speak briefly to this committee on the

subject of the Equal Rights Amsndment, and'particularly to address ERA's

potential effect on American abortion law. I believe that ratification of

the Equal Rights Amendment will mean the end of the Hyde Amendment. Some of

my reasons for this belief are set out below; I will not detail them in

these introductory remarks. Additionally, ERA may have other effects on

othr aspects of abortion law, but I have limited my remarks to ERA'.

likely effect on abortion funding. restrictions.

Before going further, I wish to commend the charman, my colleague and

friend from Utah, for the manner in which he has conducted these hearings.

The Senate hearings of this Congress have cast more light on the Equal

Rights Amendments than did decade of political posturing. The chairman

d the gratitude of the American public. Unfortunately, he has

probably received more criticism than praise. I want the chairman to ;:now

that this Senator supports his approach to these hearings: Unlike some of

the chairman's critics, I think we ought to know what a constitutional

amendment means before we approve it. This proposal will produce very

concrete results. If Its most influential supporters are to be believed,

the Equal Rights Amendment will forbid current Congressional policy in the

areas of military conscription and assignment, veterans' preference, Social

Security, abortion funding, and tax-exempt organizations such as

schools- -to name but a few of the more controversial areas. The chairman

deserves our gratitude for his conscientious performance of his legislative

duties.

I am an opponent of the Equal Rights Amendment. One of the reasons I

oppose ERA is my conviction that ERA will constitutionally forbid the Hyde

Amendment. ERA may create other constitutional hurdles for other

anti abortion measures as well. The evidence for the ERA-abortion

connection is overwhelming. I do not need to repeat the evidence for this

committee. Congressman Henry Hyde testified before this committee last

summer, and you will add today's testimony to his Ls. In the House,

we have the testimony of Professor tirceer Rees and Professor Jules Gerard.
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We also have the testimony of Paige Cunningham of Americans United for

Life. Many, many pro -life House Members are convinced of the ERA-abortion

connection. These Members are from both sides of the aisle. Congressman

James Sensenbrenner and Michael DeMine are to be :specially commended for

their brilliant inquiry into this matter when ERA was pending before the

House Judiciary Committee. All, or nearly all, pro -life political and

educational groups are convinced of the ERA- abortion connection. These

groups are opposed to ERA unless an abortion-neutral amendment is added.

(In the House, the Sensenbrenner Amendment is the abortion-neutral

amendment. We know now that the House leadership iwafraid of voting on
Perhaps

the Sensenbrenner amendment. /they fear that reasdn will prevail.) In an

important study, Karen Lewis of the American Law Division of the

Congressional Research Service has recognized that ERA will require tax -
funded
/abortion. The civil libertarian litigators, especially the affiliates of

the American Livil Liberties Union, have recognized the ERA-abortion
to argue in support of tax-funded abor-

connection and they have used it in at least four states/. So far, the tiOo

state courts have not relied on the state ERAS to defeat Hyde

Amendment-like provisions in the states. We have been shown, however, tho

intentions of those who value abortion as a basic constitutional right, And

who think taxpayers ought to pay for this 'right."

I hope the subcommittee will have printed in its hearing record the

remarkably frank admission of the executive director of the Civil Liberties

Union of Massachusetts. 41 will * glad to furnish a copy, if necessary.)

Said the executive director, The state Equal Rights Amendment provides a

legal argument that was unavailable to us or anyone at the federal level.

The national Equal Rights Amendment is in deep trouble. . . . Because

strong coalition is being forged between the anti-ERA coalition and the

anti-abortion people, it was our hope to be able to save Medicaid payments

for medically necessary abortions through the federal court route without

having to use the state Equal Rights Amendment and possibly fuel the

national anti-ERA movement. Out the loss in (Harris v.3 McRae was the

last straw. We now have no recourse but to turn to the State Constitution

for the legal tools to save Medicaid funding far abortions."

Another piece of evidence showing the ERA-abortion connection is

attached. This analysis was prertz.ed at my requist by the Senate

4 1 9
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Republican Policy.Committee and I ask that it be printed in the hearing

record in its entirety as pert of my statement.

Mr. Chairmen, to me the evidence is conclusive. There is an

BRA-abortion connection and the connection can be severed only by the

adoption of a specific, abortion - neutral amendment to the text of the

amendment itself. Report langusoe alone is Insufficient, as is the content

of such expression of legislative intent as may be expressed on the

Senate floor, he must make every effort to be precise when our actions

on issues ae legislators impact on issues as controversial and fundamental

as abortion. Me cannot abrogate our legislative duty by allowing the

courts to define our intent. Its must give our meaning with a greater

rather than a lesser degree of specificity. Certain friends of the Equal

Rights Amendment do not want to say what they mean specifically. They .

desire instead a broad "mandate for equality" as they aro pleased to

call it. Those of us who have watched in dismay the Supreme Court's

rendering of the Due Process Clause in the abortion cases are reluctant

indeed to see the Nigh Court turned loose to tell us what the Equal

Rights Amendment means.

In the Spring of 1147, Justice Felix Fronkfurter delivered to the

Bar of the City of new York a famous lecture which he entitled "some

Reflections on the Reading of Statutes.' Justice Frankfrttles said.

'Ilmerson says somewhere that mankind is as laity as it dares to be. Loose

judicial reading makes for loose legislative writing. It encourages

the practice illustrated in recent cartoon in which a senator tells

his colleagues, 'I admit this new bill is too complicated to understand.

We'll just have to pass it to find out what it means.'"

Vs cannot afford such laziness in considering the Constitution.

Loose legislative writing surely mikes for loose judicial reading. .14e

must not be guilty of re-enacting in 1984 the cartoon Justice Frankfurter

described in 1947.

The evidence of an ERA-abortion connection is compelling. The

burden of proof should now be on those who say they can see no connection.

Let them disprove it if they can. Fortunately, because of the work of

this subcommittee and others, we do not need to pass IRA to find out what

it means. ERA means abortion, and for me that is an excellent reason to

oppose it.

Thank you.
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Honorable Jake earn

United States Senate

NashiOgten, D.C. 20510

pear Senator Darns

\ A ember of your staff has asked an to provide you with the most

recent InforeatIon and analysis of the effect that ratification of the

,Equal Rights Amendment mould have an the Congressionally-enacted

restrictions en abortion funding. 'Throughout this letter, theme

restrictions are rdforred to as the Hyde'fteendeent. The Hyde Amendments on

Labor - H.H.S. appropriations bills have taken a variety of forme, and

abortion funding restrictions have been enacted on other measures which

WWII not amendeents .4 Congressmen Hyde.)

This letter is written without benefit of the House Judiciary

Coesittee Report on H.J.Nos I, the proposed.egual Rights Amendment. The

report is not available. although therHouse may consider H.J.Nes. 1 as

early as tomorrow, under a suspension of the rules. This Utter does

incorporate the views of witnesses as presented in their typewritten

statements, and the deliberations of the subcommittee and full committee in
the House. Of course, the hearings are not yet printed. (On a motion of

Mr. tionsenbrenner, the House Judiciary Committee agreed to have the mark-up

of H.J.Ites. I printed. This committee print, together with the committee

report. will comet tuts portion of the legislative history.)

On Jun* 30, 1700, by a vote of 5 -to -4, the Supreme Court of the United

States upheld the constitutionality of the Hyde Oteendeent. /lards v.

ricRao, 44S U.S. 797 119110). On the same day, the constitutionality of

state abortion funding rwstriction was upheld by the same narrow margin.

NOliems v. ZbaraL, 44B U.S. 358 '1900) (Illinois statute). The 1990

cases dealt with wodlcally-n y abortions. The femme of funding for

non-therapeutic abortions was disposed in 1977 when the High Court

upheld such restrictions by vat's of 6-to-3. Seal v. _km, 423 U.S. 438
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(MO) (Medicaid as restricted by Pennsylvania's abortion restrictionsthe

Court construed the Social Security Act) and raw V. Abe, 432 U.S. 464

(141101 !Medicaid as restricted by Connecticut** abortion restrictions--the

Court construed the constitution).

In Harris, the Hyde Amendment withstood challenges brought against it

under the First and Fifth Amendment.. The First Amendment arguments are not

particularly important hene. The challenges brought'ov ,fifth Amendment

ground* owe of two sorts: First, it was alleged that the Hyde Amendment

impinged on the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause of the

amendment which Ace V. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (19731, had held to include the

right of a woman to decide whether to terminate her pregnancy. Second, it

was alleged that the Ayde Amendment violated the equal protection component

of the Due Frescoes Clause api the Fifth Amendment. The Court has held that

the Fifth Amendment contains an implicit guarantee of "equal protection of

the laws." See. III., pollSna v. Shortie, 347 U.S.'497, 499 -500 11954).

The duo process-liberty argument was disposed of in these tweet.

tilleivirdlAss of whether the freedom of woman to choose to
terminate her pregnancy for health reasons lime at the care or
the periphery of the this process liberty recognised in Wade, it
simply does not follow that woman's freedom of choice carries
with it a constitutional entitlement to the financial resources
to avail herself of the full range of protected choices.

2
:trough government may not place obstacles in the path of a

*s exercise of her freedom/ of choice, it need not remove
those not of its awn creation. Indigency fall in the latter
category.

448 U.S., at 316.

For equal protection purposes, the Court analyzed the Hyde Amendment

with its two -tiered formula for judicial reviews

"We must decide, first, whether [state legislation) operates
to the disadvantage of saee suspect class or impinges upon
fundamental right emplicitly or implicitly protected by the
Constitution, thereby requiring ntrtct judicial scrutiny. . .

If not, the [legislative) scheme must still be examined to
determine whether It rationally further. some legitimate,
articulated state purpose and therefore does not constitute an
invidious discrimination. . . ."

MAti v. Rpm, 432 U.S. 464, 470, (1977), quoting Iiimctge421_12
Y. Rodrleuet. 411 U.S. 1, 17 119731.

In Verrill, the Cart held that no constitutionally protetted

fundamental right was abridged Isom the quotation an the "due

process- liberty right," above.) In asking whether the Hyde Amendment

operated to the disadvantage of some suspect class, the Court 1ollumed its

pomitinn in tahers

An indigent woman desiring an abortion does mat come eithiu
the limited category of disadvantaged classes so recognized by
our cases. Vaar does the fact that the Impact of the regulation
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fells upon those whir cannot pay lead to different conclusion.In a sense. every denial of welfare to an indigent creates awealth classification as compared to nonindigents who are able topay far the desired goods or services. Rut this Court has neverheld that financial need alOne identifies suspect class forpurposes of equal protection analysis.

324 U.S., at 470-71 (citations omitted/.

Having determined that the Hyde Amendment neither disadvantaged a

suspect class nor impinged upon fundamental right, it remained for the
Court to determine whether the Hyde Amendment furthered some legitimate,

articulated state purpose." "Where, as here, the Congress has neither

invaded a substantive constitutional
right or freedom, nor enacted

legislation that purposefully operates to the detriment of a suspect Class,

the only requirement of equal protection is that congressional action be

rationally related to a legitimate governmental interest." 448 U.B., at
326.

The government argued on behalf of the Hyde Amendment, aid the Court
agreed, that the olOortion funding restriction bore we rational reletioriship
to (the government's] legitimate

interest in protecting the potential life
of thi fetus.' Id., at 324.

CM, Hyde Amendment, by encouraging childbirth except inthe most urgent circumstances, is rationally related to the
legitimate governmental objectives of protecting potential life.B y subsidizing the medical expenses of indigent women who carrytheir pregnancies to term while not subsidizing the comparablee xpanses of women who undergo abortions

(except thnse odious live*
are threatened), Congress has established incentives that makechildbirth a more attractive alternative

than abortion for
parsons eligible for Nedicald. These incentives bear directrelationship to the legitimate congressional interest in
protecting potential life. Nor is it irrational that Congress
has authorized federal reimburseiint for medically necessary
services generally, but not for certain medically necessary
abortions. Abortion is inherently different from other medical
procedures, because no other procedure involves the purposeful
termination of a potential life.

440 U.S., at 325 (footnotes omitted).

In summery, three years ago the constitutionality of the Hyde

Amendment was upheld by the Supremo Court by the narrowest of margins.

Because the abortion funding ostriction did not infringe fundamental
right (there is no constitutional

entitlement to the financial resources
needed to pay for an abortion) and

because the restriction did not operate

to the detriment of suspect class ("An indigent unman desiring an

abortion does not come within the limited category of disadvantaged

cl . . . ."), the Congressionally mandated abortion funding

restriction was required to meet only the "rational basis" siindard of

Judicial review. This standard was met when the Court recognifd that the

abortion funding restriction "boars a rational relationship to
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tgovernmet's) legitimate interest in protecting the potential life of the

fetus.'

The Hyde Amendment survived judicial scrutiny under the Court's

minimum standard. Would it have survived a'more searching judicial

inquiry? An inquiry in which the statutory restriction would have been

subjected to strict judicial scrutiny
requiring justification by a

compelling state interest? The answer cannot be known with certainty, of

course, but the probability that the Hyde Amendment would hive survived a

heightened standard of review is extremely low. Most'commentatnr regard

the Japanese Relocation Cases as the most recent examples of -statutes which

have been uubmitted to strict judicial Scrutiny and been held

constitutional. See, e.g., yerweateu v. United States, 323 U.S. Zia

11944). Marmoset an ethnic classification was used, the statute was

'Immediately susiect' and subject to "rigid scrutiny.' Id., et 216.) The

Japanese Relocation Cases have been roundly criticimad and In view of the

recent action of federal district court in California which now has

dismissed the indictment against
Pb. Knreimatsu their value as precedent is

highly doubtful.

The Equal Rights Amendment will require the Hyde ''Amendeent to pass

muster under the Court's elevated standard of strict judicial scrutiny.

The general principles on which the Equal Rights Amendment

rests are simple and well-understood. Essentially, the Amendment

requires that the federal government and all state and local

governments treat each person, male and female, as an individual.

9.Rep. no. 47489, 72d Cong., 24 Sess. 11 (1972).

The basic premise of [the ERA) in its original form is a

simple one. As stated by Professor Thomas Emerson of Yale

University, one of the Nation's foremost authorities on

constitutional law, the original text is based on the funds/mental

proposition that sea should not be factor in determining the

legal rights of wooer, or of men.

Id., quoting H.R.Rep. no.
92-359, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1472) (Separate

Views Cot Congressmen Don Edwards, Peter Rodin, Robert Kastenmeler, John

Conyers., Pao! Barbanel.. and others)). Sim also, Brown, Emerson, Falk and

freedmen, The Equal Rights Amendments A Constitutional Basis for Equal

Rights for Women,' 80 yelej.. Jn, 871, 089 (19711.

The general principle of the Equal Rights Amendment (according to the

thews, nI the amendment
propounded in the Yell_. 311.. which is alearily the
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leading theory) "does nut preclude legislation
. . which retuletes, takes

into account, or otherwise deals with a physical characteristic unique to

are sex." Id., at 1193. Laws dealing with abortion are laws taking into

account ()finical characteristic unique to one sex. These kinds of /awe

creations which should be carefully scrutinized by .he courtn."

"A court faced with deciding whether a law relating to a unique physical

characteristic was a mibterfuge [for discrimination thatMould evade the

broad'eandate of the amendment) would look to a series of standards of

relevance and necessity. These standards are the ones courts nnw consider

when they are reviewing, under the doctrine of strict scrutiny, laws which

say conflict with fundamental constitutional rights." Id., at 694. So,

laws regulating or taking into account unique physical characteristics will

be subjected to strict judicial scrutiny; to be upheld, such lams mast be

justified by, and closely and narrowly related to, a compelling state

nterest.

Ann E. Freedman, one of the coauthors of the Yale U. Jn. article, and

nowa professor of law at Rutgers, temple ned the rule of the Equal Rights

Amendment in the following manner in her testimony to the House Jud1ciary

subcommittees

The ERA also requires strict scrutiny of classifications
based on physical characteristics unique to one sew to assure
that such classifications do not undermine the equality of the
seams. To treat people differently an account of characteristics
unique to one se* is to treat them differently on account of
their sex. Although such clossifikatione are not prohibited
outright, because there are Wited Mather of circumstances in
which their use i justified, the state would bear the burden of
demonstrating that such classifications are necessary end the
...Luton% for Vqrs compelling. The dissent of Justice !Wenner, in
peduldis v, AiwIL2 [417 U.S. 464 1197413 illustrates the
approach contemplated by the ERA. Ubtlike the Supreme Court,
Congress has recognized the lepo,tenue to working women of equal
treatment of pregnancy-related disabilities and rejected
stereotyped characterizations of pregnant workers by passing the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1976. Thu ERA would provide
constitutional foundation for the protection of women from
governmental discrimination based an such stereotypes.

Statement of Inn C. Freedman before the Subcommittee on Civil and

Constitutional Rights of the House Judiciary Committee at 5 (mimeo) (Nov.

A, 19f1Sl.

the Chairmen of the House eubcommfttee, Don Edwards of California.

acceptu the understanding that classifications based on unique physical

characteristics alit be subjected to strict judlcitl scrutiny. The

inlloquy fur+ place during mark up at the full cnmmittee level.
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The questioner is itemilton Fish, ROoking Minority Member of the full

committee. This account is from a tape recording of the markup sessions

Mr. Fish. "Under the language of the
proposed arendment. would a pregnancy clamelfication he

discrimination based upon ems?

Mr. Edwards. its classiliciatiun based on unique
physical characteristics, bat net an genOer or sem."

Mr. Fish. "Not on gender or sea,"

Pb.. Edwards. "MIMI, each permin INN/their a can or a
woissin(?)1 is Judged on unique physical characteristics."

Mr. Fish. is the chair/man saying then that the rational
basis test "hitt is applied today will. continue to be applied

after the passage of this amendment?"

Mr.'Edwards. "hie believe it wac.Ad be a strict scrutiny test."

Mr. Fish. it would not be the rational basin, it would
be the strict sciutiny test? Well then. I guess that the
committee report will stet* that on the standard of Jeakcia4

review that Is to be used by the courts [inaudible] the strict

scrutiny test should amply.'

Mr. Edwards. "I believe so."

Chairman Edwards awhiscriiIits to the position that classification, based

an unique physical chermuterintice wilt require strict tv.:rutiny under'the

Equal Rights Aerodeent. Unlike Prof/seem- Freedman who testified that "Mu

treat panel* differently on account rorai.toristice unique to one sgxla

to treat thee differently an tcount of their era." Pb. Edwards said that a

pregnancy classification is pit a gmndor or isms ,lymailIcation. Still, he

says ERA will reelmire Such a rIsivriiiication to und.',ren strict Judicial

scrutiny. Mr. Edward oust be wrong abort tne nature of pregnancy

classifications, for if pregnancy clayAitii.stinm are not clasificatioas

based on see then the Equal Rights. Anandrerot could not rellatre that they be

strictly scrutiniinn. Section 1 of tlke proposed amendment remen, 'Toe/silty

of rights undq.- the law shall not be dented or sWiacid by the

Stmt.'s or by any state on acctliht of eel,. If thin vmoasge is going to

require pregnancy clossifictetions to be submitten to nteutiny es Mr.

ldwmr.im twice said it would land lo this aims hn fu in agrvasent with the

prsponderance of the mmendlent't proponents) , ilycn p pruovincy

lass,l1cation oust 4a11 u/thln the two" of tha amentlimat and be 41 "denial

flt abridgment" of "ery.aisty "cu A.:count of sex." After all, ERA

only changes the ttnetitutiuetal )4ow us f,na dIntristnatlun:and 14 pregnancy

classi71L:61uns are not was discrimination then ERA As incapable of

mandating that such classifications undergo strict judicial wcrutiny where

.uth high strutmny has nut before hewn required.

In tletris t, MiPmel, the Hyde novetdavht was upheld after being
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submitted to the minimal, rational baele.1 standard of judicial review. The

Equal Rights Amendment will require the Hyde Amendment to withstsnd strict

judicial scrutiny. hider ERA, the government will have the burden of

showing that the r*strictions of the Hyde Amendment are closely and

substantially related to the achievement of com,e111ng governmental

interests. In Mali, the Hyde Amendment was found to be rationally

related to the legitimate governmental objective of protecting potential

life." 441 U.s., at 325. In terms of Constitutional law analysis, tfte

'legitimate objectives, rationally related" which were Wieroved in UOMML1

are c far, bar cry from the compelling showing that will be required under

the strict scrutiny which IRA will mandato.

Theoretically, of course, it is possible to show that abortion funding

restrictions can be justified by compelling state interests. Nu are not

restricted to theoretical speculation, however. Me know 'that the Supreme

Court tta.sks about this theory.

In flAguesagt, 410 U.S. 113, 162 117731, the Supreme Court held that

the state has an 'important and legitimate interest in protecting the

potentiality of human life.* With respect to [this] important and

legitimate interest in potential life, the 'compelling' point is at

viability. This is so because the fetus than presumably has the capability

of msaningful life outside the mother's wood. fttate regulation protec*Ive

of fetal life after viability thus has both logical so.' biological

justifications. If the State is interested in protecting fetal life -Ater

ubabillity, it may go no for as to proscribe abortion during that period,

wicept when it is necessary to preserve the life or health of the mother.*

id., at 163-64. 31., 441 u.s., at 316.

It is important to note that the interest of the state which was

recognimed in agsyxggge was not a compelling one, but an "important and

legitimate' one. This "important and legitimists" state intermit reached a

"compelling mint* at viability. This is when the state could act to

protect "the potentiality of human life. However, if an abortion was

*necessary to p [either] the life or health of the mother1,1" then

the tate's interest could never be compelling regardless of the advanced

state of the pregnancy. (In a companion case decided the same day, the

Court said that woman's physician's *eedict judgment may be exercised in

the light of all factors- -physical, emotional, psychological, familial, and

the woman", age -- relevant to the .01-being of the nation!. All thyme

facture ray relate to health.' even goltfl, 410 U.S. 177, 192 (1973).1
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rho state's interest in protecting the fetus becomes compelling at

viability. However, the state's interest can never be compelling enough to

prohibit abortions mimosa/ivy to preserve the mother's life this deception

is irrelevant in the catgut of the Hyde Amendment because the Hyde

Amendment contains an express inception for funding in cases 'There the

life o4 the mother would be endangered if the fetus were carrier to tore)

or to prohibit abortions necessary for the mother's physical or mental for

emotional nr psychological or familial healib: This position has recently

been reiterated. satudthomy,12Lftiragidraiiilitauk,
-- U.S. --, 103 S.Ct. 2411, 249i42 1191151.

If the Supreme Court's analysis and conclusions in the abortion

privacy cases (relating to the interests of the state in regulating

abortion) are transferred to the abortion funding cases of the future, and

if the Equal Rights Aesndsent requires those cases to withstand strict

Judicial scrutiny as its prapoidants say it will), then the state's

interest in gel paying for medically necessary abortions (physically

necessary, emotionally necessary, mentally necessary, psychologically

necessary, fmailially necessary, necessary by reason of age could not

become compelling be4ore viability, and could not be compelling even after

viability if the women asserted health need.° In ebort, the ably women

against whom the state could successfully assert its compelling interest in

the protection of 'potential liNO would be those women who either do not

wish an abortion or those who, in consultation with their physician, cannot

errie A a reason necessary for their physical, mental, emotional,

psychological, or familial health, or their age.

The Equal Nights Amendment will require the Hyde Amendment to pass

strict Judicial scrutiny. At the present time, with the'doctrine of

y. NWAs 'indite progeny, the Hyde Amendment will be unable to pass the

Judicial test. flerLiiiva)inom will be reversed If the Equal Rights

Amendment i ratified in its present form, and with its current legislative

history. This is my view of the nuattar.

tee

Lincbln C. Oli t

Professional Staff Member
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Senator Ham'. Ms. Freedman, we will turn to you for your
statement and then we will turn to Mr. Noonan afterwards.
STATEMENTS OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF: ANN E. FREEDMAN,

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY LAW
SCHOOL, CAMDEN, NJ; A"'D JOHN T. NOONAN, JR., PROFESSOR
OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY, BERKE.
LEY, CA

Professor FREEDMAN. I welcome this opportunity to testify before
the committee about the impact of the proposed equal rights
amendment on abortion rights. The addition of the ERA to our
Constitution will be an important step toward equality of rights for
women and its passage, in my opinion, is long overdue.

As I stated in previous testimony before the Subcommittee on
Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Judit'iary Committee,
it is my considered opinion that the ERA will have no practical
impact on Federal constitutional decisionmaking concerning abor-
tion and abortion funding, and that it is both unnecessary and un-
desirable to add an antiabortion amendment. or any other specific
amendment to the present text of the ERA.

I believe the issue of abortion is not germane to congressional
consideration of the ERA, which should be promptly adopted on its
own merits and should not be used as an occasion for a debate
about the merits of the Supreme Court's decisions concerning the
constitutional right to privacy.

Perhaps I can amplify at this point. I am not opposing debate
about the merits of the Supreme Court's decision about privacy. I
just do not think they should be debated in the context of the ERA
because the ERA does not have a practical effect, in my opinion, on
constitutional decisionmaking about abortion.

The reason that the ERA will not have a practical impact on ju-
dicial decisionmaking concerning abortion rights is because of the
Supreme Court's well demonstrated commitment to an alternative
form of constitutional analysis, the constitutional right to privacy.

There is no reason to believe that the Supreme Court will aban-
don privacy analysis and adopt a new form of constitutional analy-
sis based on the ERA. On the contrary, there are powerful reasons
to believe that the Court will continue to adhere to privacy analy-
sis on the issue of abortion.

Thus, if the Supreme Court in the future wished to invalidate
abortion funding restrictions, it is my opinion that they would do
so under the constitutional right to privacy and not in reliance on
the ERA.

The Supreme Court has repeateely held that the constitutional
right to privacy, including a woman's right to choose whether to
continue or terminate her pregnancy during the first or second tri-
mester, is a fundament& right, and thatand this is a quote from
the Supreme Court decision in the Akron case"restrictive State
regulation of the right to choose abortion, as with other fundamen-
tal rights subject to searching judicial examination, must be sup-ported by a compelling State interest." Ctty of Akron v. Akron
Center fir Reproductive Health, U.S, - (1983),
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describing and reaffirming the Court's healing in Roe v. Wade, 410
U.S. 113 (1973).

In other words, restrictions on abortion choice are subject to
strict constitutional essutIlny under the constitutional right to pri-
vacy. Under the ERA, pregnancy-related laws would be subject to
strict scrutiny. This is the same standard.

Were the Court to consider changing its mode of analysis from
privacy te ERA and review abortion laws as pregnancy regulations,
the standard of review would thus be the same as that already re-
quired under the constitutional right to privacy. Because both doe,
trines mandate the same level of scrutiny, there is no reason to
expect the Court to switch its form of 'Analysis or to reach different
results if it were to do so.

The Court adhered to its holding concerning the use of strict
scrutiny to review governmental restrictions on abortion choice in
Harris v. McRae, while et the same time upholding the Govern-
ment's power 4, structure medical assistance funding to favor
childbirth over abortion.

The hasis for the McRae holding, which is extremely important
to 711.** conclusion about the impact of the ERA on abortion rights,
was that the use of the governmental funding power in the Medic-
e:s1 -.vas not a restriction on abortion choice.

In previous testimony before this committee, Representative
Henry Hyde argued that it was '1ailpably, grotesquely incorrect"
for the Supreme Cowl to "create constitutional right to abor-
ticn in Roe v. Wade. He went on to suggest that the ERA would
provide an occasion for expanded judicial activism in the abortion
area, leading the Court to abandon its ruling in McRae and require
public Funding of abortions.

Having now read Professor Noonan's testimony that is to be pre-
sented today, it is my understanding that he takes a somewhat
similar position to that taken by Representative Hyde, although he
gives some slightly different reasoning for his conclusion.

I believe both Professor Noonan's argument and Representative
Hyde's argument prove too much. If the Justices' decisions con-
cerning abortion have no principled basis in the Constitution, what
prevented the Justices from continuing their purportedly unprinci-
pled waysI do not believe they were unprincipled, but that is the
has of Representative Hyde's and Professor Noonan's argument,
as I understand it why did they not continue those unprincipled
ways in McRae by requiring public funding of abortion choice at
that time?

I would suggest to the contrary that a majority of the Justices
are committed to the distinction they drew in McRae between gov-
ernmental discrimination against abortion choice and a govern-
mental choice to favor childbirth through the medical assistance
program. There is nothing in the ERA to cause them to abandon
that distinction.

To put, it another way, Lilo constitutional right to privacy is at
least of equivalent strength to the ERA's protection against sex dis-
crimination. Because the right to privacy mandates strict scrutiny
It restrictions on abortion, the right 'o privacy by itself provider)
sufficiently powerful 'tools foe proter, ing abortion choice and no
other tools are needed.

;0
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The outcome in various cases involving abortion depends on the
Justices' views about the extent to which abortion choice has been
affected by the governmental action in question, not on the doctri-;
.nal source within the Constitution of the standard of review to be
applied.

My firm belief that sex discrimination analysis will not replace
privacy analysis as the basis for Supreme Court decisions concern-
ing abortion and abortion funding, whether or not the ERA is
adopted. is buttressed by the dissenting opinions in the McRae
case.

Several of the dissenters in McRae also dissented in Geduldig v.
Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 09741, and Gilbert v. General Electric Co., 429
U.S. 125 (1976), on the grounds that in the circumstances presented
in those two cases, discrimination on the basis of pregnancy was
sex discrimination.

The ERA mandates a strict review of pregnancy-related regula-
tions; the standard is basically the same as that adopted by the dis-
senters in Credo/dig and Gilbert. In other words, from the point of
view of the dissenters, we would not need the ERA to get strict
scrutiny of pregnancy-related regulations. From the point of view
of the dissenters, the equal protection clause would support such a
result.

Nonetheless, neither the. majority nor the dissenters in McRae
sought to characterize the Hyde amendment as sex discriminatory
in the Harris case, and Geduldig was not mentioned. So we have a
group of dissenters who believe that the 14th amendment already
requires strict scrutiny of classifications based on pregnancy. Yet,
given the opportunity to assert that as the basis for the dissert in
Harris and to suggest that a sex-discrimination analysis required a
different result in Harris, they did not do so. Instead, the dissenters
emphasized the importance of the constitutional right to privacy
and criticized the majority's distinction between restrictions on
abortion choice on one hand and funding provisions favoring
normal childbirth over abortion on the other.

In other words, they kept their analysis within the framework of
privacy. They believed the privacy analysis itself compelled a dif-
ferent result in the McRae case. Now, they did not prevail, but
they did not, in their effort to support their position, turn to sex
discrimination analysis.

To the extent that equal protection analysis was mentioned at
all, it was not sex discrimination which was emphasized in either
the majority or dissenting opinions. It was discrimination on the
basis of wealth. If the dissenters felt that sex discrimination analy-
iis was more appropriate or more powerful than privacy analysis
as a tool for analyzing abortion funding issues, it is logical to
assume that they would have used such an analysis in McRae
rather than limiting themselves as they did to other types of con-
stitutional analysis.

Sex discrimination arguments ahoy! abortion are not new. They
have been made in 14th amendment cases and in State ERA cases.
The important question is not whether such arguments can be
crafted, but whether they will have any practical effect on the Su-
preme (1oi'rt's decisions in the area of abortion.
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In my opinion, sex discrimination arguments will not have any
such effect, and privacy analysis will continue to frame constitu-
tional debates about abortion for the foreseeable future. Under
these circumstances, the repeated assertion of the FRA's impact on
abortion, however well-intentioned those making the assertion, as a
reason for opposing the ERA is, in fact, a red herring.

I would like to pause at this point and note that as an author of
the 1971 Yale Law Journal article, which did not discuss abortion,
I took an implication from Professor Noonan's testimony that sug-
gested that the failure to mention abortion somehow showed a dis-
ingenuity; that the reason that I personally and other ERA prop°.
nents are for the ERA was in order to get a right to abortion and
that we are just not saying so.

I resent that implication; it is absolutely not correct. In 1971, the
idea that there would be a connection between abortion and sex
discrimination analysis was even more far etched then it appears
today. And the reasons for my supporting the equal rights amend-
ment have always been independent of my views about abortion
choice.

I believe that the equal rights amendment is well justified on its
own terms and I do not need any covert reasons to be for it.

I urge this committee to recommend that the Senate adopt the
ERA without amendments of any description. The Constitution is a
broad charter of governmental powers and personal rights anti, as
such, is properly written in general terms.

Constitutional provisions are intended to set forth broad princi-
ples to which the people of the United States commit themselves
and their Government. They should not be confused with statutes
which are used to implement the Constitution and make its guar-
antees more specific.

Legislative history is the time-honored vehicle for amplifying the
meaning of the constitutional language and should be relied upon
in this instance as well. If a variety of amendments to the ERA's
basic text are proposed and all are rejected, the court interpreting
the ERA will properly conclude that Congress intended the legisla-
tive history of the amendment to ide judicial interpretation.

In contrast, it is my opinion tha the adoption of any so-called
clarifying amendments, however we l-intentioned, will cast doubt
on the weight to be accorded to the remainder of the ERA's legisla-
tive history as a guide to judicial interpretation.

By choosing specificity more appropriate to a statute with regard
to some issues and not with regard to others, the Congress will lay
the groundwork for a negative implication with regard to those
other issues, possibly including even issues Congress did not con-
sciously consider.

Thus, in my view, there are povcerful reasons to choose legisla-
tive hist',ry rather than amendments 'La the amendment as a mech-
anism for communicating the views of Congress about the ERA's
meaning. Moreover, these reasons operate with regard to all
amendments to the ERA's basic text and not just in the area of
abortion.

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Ms. Freedman.
Mr. Noonan?
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, would you excuse me just a
minute?

Senator HATCH. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. The nomination of Mr. Taft to be a Deputy Sec-

retary of Defense is up in Armed Services at 10. This is an 'ex-
tremely important nomination and, as the ranking member over
there, I would like to ask you to excuse me at this time.

Senator HATCH. I would be happy to.
The CHAIRMAN. I do have some questions for both of these wit-

nesses. I want to commend both of them for coming here and
making able arguments. If you will answer these questions for the
record, I would appreciate it.

Senator HATCH. We will submit the questions to you and if you
could both answer them as quickly as you can, we would appreciate
it.

Professor Noonan?

STATEMENT OF JOHN T. NOONAN

Professor NOONAN. Thank you, Senator Hatch. I am pleased and
honored to be here by invitation of this committee. I congratulate
the chairman and the committee for their willingness to explore as-
pects and implications of the proposed equal rights amendment
which are not immediately obvious from a simple inspection of its
words; for their willingness to try to understand how the ERA will
work in practice.

I am here as the representative of no organization and speak
only as a law professor with some familiarity with how constitu-
tional provisions are interpreted by courts of the United States.

I come with no animus against the ERA. I am a believer in the
equality of men and women and a defender of the rights of both
sexes. My only concernI admit it at the startis that the terrible
scourge of legalized abortion which now devastates our country not
be wittingly or unwittingly be given new strength by any formal
amendment of the Constitution.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Noonan, would you mind bringing your
microphone just a little closer, please?

Professor NOONAN. Yes; it is plain beyond argument that the
abortionists do not have the power to pass an amendment asserting
abortion is a constitutional right. It would be a tragedy if the
equive lent of such an amendment crept into the Constitution in
disguise.

Now, I should like to submit the rest of my written statement
and merely summarize Cie highlights

Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will place the complete
written statement in the record, and we appreciate your summariz-
ing.

Professor NOONAN. I am assuming, Mr. Chairman, that this com-
mittee is well informed of the basis on which Roe against Wade
was decided. I am assuming we are not here to debate Roe against
Wade. I have said nothing in my testimonyalthough Professor
Freedman found it there, I said nothing about the basis of Roe
again: t Wade or debated it.
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But our interest is in what this new amendment would mean

and I assume we are going to talk about it not as serge abstract
doctrine and not as something that was put forward a down years

ago, but as something that will be interpreted by our present judi-

ciary, the judges we now have in he Pederal courts and in the Su-

preme Court, and it is the minds of those judges that we are inter-

ested in when we look at precedents.
Well, on that basis, I have looked at what the ERA means and I

have come to the conclusion, first of all, that the ERA would man-
date the Federal and State funding of abortion. If there are any
medical aid programs at all funded by the States or by the Con-

gress, the Supreme Court would mandate that they include abor-

tion funding.
Senator HATCH. That is if the equal rights amendment passes

and is ratified?
Professor NOONAN. That is right.
Senator HAM!. OK.
Senator METZENBAUM. Give us your reasoning for that, because

it seems to me that it is a nonsequitur. I cannot find how you get

to that point and since I know you are a professor of law, I am sure

you have some legal reason that you have come to that conclusion
because, frankly, I am not a professor of law, but I practiced law. I

thought I was a pretty good law student and I just cannot follow

your line of reasoning at all, Professor.
Professor NOONAN. I would be delighted to do that, Senator, but

could I just give you my five conclusions, then I want to give you

my reasons? I would LW to put on the table what I think the con-

clusions are and then I will come to the reasoning.
The second conclusion is that the ERA will sweep away all exist-

ing restrictions on the abortion rightthe restrictions that now

exist in statutes requiring written consent by the woman patient,
the statutes requiring consent or notification to the parents in the

case of an immature, minor girl, and the cases sustaining some re-

striction of late-term abortions.
Third, the ERA will end the conscience clause exemption?, which

most States and the Federal Government have seen fit to insert on
behalf of nurses who do not want to participate in abortions, doc-

tors who do not want to participate in abortions, and hospitals that

do not want to have their facilities used for abortions.
Conscience clauses to permit race discrimination would be uncon-

stitutional. It would be the same with conscience clauses about

abortion.
Fourth, and perhaps most significantly, the ERA would threaten

the tax exemption of most of the religious schools and colleges of

the United States because most religious schools and colleges as

part of their religion, whether they are Jewish or Protestant or
Catholic, do not believe in abortion and they discourage abortion

among their students on religious grounds. Their tax exemption

would he at stake, in the light of the Bob Jones case.
Finally, and perhaps most significantly of all, the ERA would

provide a new basis in the Constitution itself for the abortion right
which is now being so heavily criticized because of its reliance on

privacy.
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I was quite interested in Professor Freedman sayingI think I
counted it three or four times in her statement and perhaps one or
two times more in her oral deliveryshe told you that the ERA
will not have any practical effect on abortion; no practical effect,
she said.

Well, we are all familiar with weasel words, and I am bound to
say that "practical" here is such.kev asel word. What does she
mean by it? Will it not have a bym is effect? Will it not have an
intellectual effect? Will it not have an effect on the text of the Con-
stitution? Of course, it will.

Those of us who are in academe are quite interested in symbolic
effects and intellectual effects and what the meaning of words are
in the Constitution. And I am surprised, frankly, that a law profes-
sor could use a word like "practical effect" and say that is what we
are talking about.

Well, A would be a very significant intellectual, symbolic and
practical effect if you had a new basis for abortion in the Constitu-
tion.

Now, Senator Metzenbaum 'asked for my reasons and I would
like to go through the reasons, Senator, in an orderly fashion.
When I got into this, I started with Professor Freedman's articl
written when she was a student at Yale, with the collaboration f
Professor Emerson at Yale, and I noticed they dreamed up an x-
ception to the ERA when they were first talking about it.

They dreamed up the idea that if there was a unique ph icai
characteristic that was affected by a law, that would not nec ri-
ly be bad. It might be bad. They said it would be subject t91 strict
scrutiny, but it would not have to be thrown out.

I wondered what was meant by "unique physical chars ristic"
and I was enlightened, Senator Metzenbaum, by the brief f Profes-
sor Freedman and Professor Emerson in the General El tric/Gil-
bert case, which was the pregnancy discrimination case.

In that case, under title VII, they told us that pregnancy was not
a unique physical characteristic because, of course, the operation to
take care of it was a medical operation. The patient would be laid
up for a while and those are characteristics which the operation for
pregnancy shared with other opt rations performed on men.

And the way they formulated the test then was to say the oper-
ation affected by the law has to be precisely and exclusively affect-
ed by the law. Pregnancy was not precisely and exclusively affected
because an operation which was common to both sexes in being an
operation and requiring the patient to be out of work for a time
was involved.

So a pregnancy operation was not meeting the test and I cone' id-
ed from that that, of course, abortion would not meet the tens, bt -
cause abortion, just like a pregnancy operation, does require medi-
cal attention; it does mean that the patient 14 laid up for a while
and it would not pass the precisely and exclusiv ly physical charac-
teristic test.

Justice Brennan, dissenting in the Gilbert case, provided me an-
other whole range of illustrations of operations performed on men
which affect their reproductive system. Vasectomies were one ex-
ample, and he said that all these affect the male reproductive

4 1 00S (1 .81, NU
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system. Here is something that affects the female reproductive
system; there is nothing unique about it.

I think it is perfectly apparent that how you classify something
as a unique physical characteristic depends on your purpose in
classifying it. It is easy to say something is a medical operation;
something affects the reproductive system. It does not hold up as a
basis for discriminating pregnancy from other operations.

Now, I state this because Prole ssor Freedman and I think Profes-
sor Emerson-perhaps still hold to that analysis, but 1 want to tell
you right now that it is old hat becausa the Supreme Court has not
bought it. What the Supreme Court has bought is in their most
recent case in the title VII sex discrimination area, Newport News
Shipbuilding.

Now, strangely enough, 'this case is not mentioned by Professor
Freedman in her testimony before this committee or before the Ed-
wards committee. But strangely enough, too, the dissent. that she
says should be the law does become the law. The General Electric
dissent now is the law as the result of the Newport News opinion
of the 19m3 term.

The Newmrt News case, I would like to go into briefly.
Senator MrIMENBAUM. Professor Noonan, before you do that, I

understand hoyriikk, disagree with Professor Freedman's article,
but I do not understEin,dand I follow your words, but I do not
follow your reasoning beZ'ause you have not answered the question
that I asked you.

Professor NOONAN. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUPd. Y u said that ERA would mandate fund-

ing of abortions by State and Federal Governments; that ERA
would sweep away all pre nt restrictions on abortions; that ERA
would end the conscience clause exemptions for doctors, nurses,-
and hospitals; that ERA would threaten the tax exemption----of
schools with respect to their teaching practices; and Eiat ERA
would provide a new basis in the Constitution for abortion rights.

Now, it is one thing to say something; it is another thing to back
it up with a legal argument that has some validity to it. I asked
you that question; you have not answered it at all. You have not
even touched upon it. You have told me only about Professor
Freedman's article.

Now, tell me, where and how do you figure that the ERA amend-
ment would mandate funding of abortions by States and the Feder-
al Government?

Professor NOONAN. Because, Senator Metzenbaum, the precedent
that we have under title VII shows how the ERA would be inter-
preted.

Senator METZENHAUM. How?
Professor NOONAN. The precedent under title VII shows that if

you discriminate against pregnancy, you have committed an of-
fense under title VII of the Civil Rights Act.

Senator MKTZENBAUM. That is a nonsequitur. You are not getting
me to funding by the States and the Federal Government.

Professor NOONAN. h is not a nonsequitur.
Senator METZENBAUM. The two are totally different.
Professor NOONAN. Excuse me, Senator. If you will give mn a

chance to complete my sentences, I would appreciate it.

4 66
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SergitO Mt:M.:NMI/M. Sure.
Profess w NOONAN. It is perfectly clear from everything the advo-

cates of the ERA have said that title VII is a precedent. In fact,
Professor Freedman's statement, if you will read it, says that the
ERA ---I am quoting her now"mandates the, analysis adopted by
the (Lssenters in General Electric."

That dissent is now the majority opinion of the upreme Court
by virtue of Newport Nep.'s. That dissent, now the majority opinion,
sayslet me give you their testif a woman would get an oper-
ation, but for the fact that she is a woman, and is denied it on that
basis, that is sex discrimination.

Now, you take that title VII precedent and move it right over to
the meaning of the ERA. If it is going to be illegal under title VII,
it is also going to be illegal under the ERA because the words are
almost the same.

Title VII says you cannot discriminate in employment because of
sex or on the basis of sex. The ERA says you may not discriminate
on account of sexvirtually_the same words.

Senator M ETZEN HA UM . OK.
Professor NOONAN. Now, Congress, when it "wised the Pregnancy

Discrimination Act in 1978, saw that and so they exempted from
the pregnancy discrimination anything to do with abortion. They
wrote in on a statutr .y level the equivalent of the Sensenbrenner
amendment to the &AA. They said this does not apply to abortion.
They are not writing it now into the ERA; the ERA is unrestricted.

So if you take the Newport News case and apply what Justice
Stevens says repeatedly is a very simple test, you ask yourself,
would she be getting this operation but for the fact that she is a
woman? The answer is simple: Yes, she would be getting it. Every-
body else is getting medical attention. Why is she not? Because she
is a woman. But for the fact that she is a woman, she would get it.
Therefore, she has got to get it.

Senator METZENBAUM. I understand what you are telling me
about discrimination and title VII. I understand your arguments
with respect to the applicability of ERA. I understand it. I do not
agree with it, but be that as it may, tell me very simply how you
get from that point to the point where you say that ERA would
mandate funding of abortions by States and the Federal Govern-
ment.

Senator HATCH. Well, first, let us let him finish his statement..
Senator METZENBAUM. Well, nc.
Senator HATCH. Now, wait. If you want to lead his arguments,

read the 27-page statement that he made because he ansv ers it
very clearly there.

Senator NIMENBAUM. No. You will probably next ask me to
read your book. [Laughter.)

Senator HATCH. I do want you to read good literature.
Senator METZENRAUM. It is a very nice book on the equal rights

amendment.
Senator HATCH. Let let him finish his statement, and then we

will have plenty of time for questions.
Profes;J)r NOONAN. Senator, I am happy to continue just a little

bit, if I mu',, on this line because I think this is a vet v legitimate
question.

tot
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Senator HATCH. Sure.
Senator MrrzENasina. I want to say, Professor, that my question

with respect to the funding is equally applicable to the other four

assertions you made.
Professor NOONAN. I understand that.
Senator METZENBAUM. I understand the arguments you are

making about Professor ,Freedmsn's---
Professor NOONAN. May I go through this?
Senator METZENRAUM. Please do.
Professor NOONAN. There are three steps. Step one is: title VII

cases are good precedents for what the ERA will mean. That is the

position of virtually everybody.
Senator HATCH. I believe, Professor Freedman, that you agree

with that, as well. You stated on page 222 of your book, "Women's

Rights and the Law," which you authored with Barbara Brown,

that the ERA provides a mandate to consolidate the changes

brought about by title VII. Is that correct?
Professor FREEDMAN. Certainly, as it regards employment dis-

crimination; in general, I agree.
Senator HATCH. But not with regard to sex discrimination specifi-

cally?
Professor FREEDMAN. In general, I agree that most title VII

precedents are good, and I certainly agree that the Gilbert and Ge-

dutlig dissents, which have essentially the same analysis, use the

same slit as the unique physical characteristics standard under the

ERA, as I have stated.
So in terms of the specific question, abscWtely, and in general I

cannot think of a title VII precedent offhand that does not apply.

There might be one somewhere.
Senator HATCH. I cannot think of one either.
Professor NOONAN. So this is common ground. We know what the

Supreme Court thinks and will de under title VII. So, now that we

know what sex discrimination means, we move ahead and say, sup-

pose we have a constitutional amendment; it is going to be the

same reasoning.
If it is sex discrimination to deny something to a woman because

she is a woman, it is going to be sex discrimination to deny her an

abortion. Therefore, all those consequences follow.
Senator HATCH. IS that because the equal rights amendment

would raise gender to a suspect classification?
Professor NOONAN. Well, Senator, I think it actually goes beyond

that, Though I defer to the language that people like to talk about,

I actually prefer the language of the ('ourt.
The Court has told us we have a simple test now. They do not

even talk about strict scrutiny; a mimP, :.est, they say: but for the

fact that she was a woman, would she !Pitting tb;s?

Senator MET7ENRAUM. OK.
Professor NtX)NAN. Would she be getting the medical attention

under the medical programs except for the fact that she is a
woman? Obviously, if the men are getting it, why is she not getting

it? Because she is a woman.
Senator METZENBAIYM. Now, tell me how you get to the point

that ERA would mandate funding of abortions by States mind t}

tIGS
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Federal 1;overnment. (set me over the gap because it is a chasm for
me.

Professor NOONAN. All right. There is a constitutional discrimi-
nation. The COurt has held that to deny this on the basis of sex is a
discrimination. It is unconstitutional; therefore, the unconstitution-
ality must be remedied.

Senator METZINHALIM. That is reverse thinking. There is no
denial in not providing funding. We do not provide funding for a
lot of things. But you are saying that we would be obligated as a
Congress to provide funding for alvrtian, and I am saying to you
that nothing you have said to this moment has led me to that legal
conclusion.

Professor NOONAN. I think you may have missed what I said at
the beginning, Senator, that if you have a medical program, if you
are going to provide in the way you do and the way the States do
for all kinds of medical necessities, and deny this one, you are
going to be found guilty of unconstitutional sex discrimination by
the. Supreme Court, as presently constituted.

SO I wonder what is missing in your reasoning about it, but. per-
haps I should continue. Now, the Newport News case is conclusive
as to what is meant here, and I would like to spell that out in the
context of tax exemption because here the whole issue has been il-
luminated by another case of the 1983 term, the Bob Jones case,
and I would like to go through a little bit of what Bob Jones decid-
ed.

Bob Jones University was a biblically based university that be-
lieved on the basis of the Bible that interracial dating was bad, and
it discouraged interracial dating among its student.:

The Internal Revenue Service removed its tax exemption. Bob
Jones sued to get it back and the Supreme Court, 8 to 1, held that
it was not entitled to the Federal tax exemption.

lo the course of deciding that, Chief Justice Burger, writing for
the Court, said you cannot be a public charity if you are at odds
with the common community conscience; I quote the Chief Justice:

At odds with the common community conscience."
What is the common community conscience? It is the Constitu-

tion, as interpreted by the Court. It is perfectly plain that as abor-
tion would he sex discrimination under title VII, if Congress hadnot put in an exemption, and as it would be sex discrimination
under the KRA by the teasoning of the present Court, the Constitu-
tion would he opposed to any of our religious schools.

Senator METZENHAIIIK. Are you saying, Professor, that the Consti-
tution ins ttw determinant as to what the common community con
science is

rotessiir NooN A N , I di) not IteileVt' that, Senator Metzenhaum,
hot rhiet Justice Burger and a majority of the Supreme Court be
Iirve it. When they are loo1/4ing at the common community cote

they say so in Bob Jones thoy are looking at the Consti,
tuition.

To use another phrase from the (shirt Justice, he said that toquality tot tax exemption, charity must demonstrably serve and
he in harmony with the public interest. Again, for racial purlxses,
Fey' looked to the Constitution to determine what was demonstrably
its 1101111011V wish ihe. piddle ittiqpA,

1
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You can see the same reasoning would apply here in the '-ex dis-
crimination field, and it has been made easy for the p*opt. who
would like to take the tax exemptions away to challenge them all
around the country because the Supreme Court in another case,
the Green case, has said all a taxpayer has to do is to go into a
Federal court and claim that the local charity is not in harmony

the public interest. And that single Federal district judge will
have power to remove the tax exemption. And then you have got
an appeal to a court of appeals and maybe to the Supreme Court, if
it will hear it.

I can see, if the ERA is enacted, all around the United States
maybe not Planned Parenthoed itself, but certainly an affiliate
here, an affiliate of the ACLU therewill challenge the tax exemp-
tiens of schools that discourage abortion, and you can see put in
jeopardy a whole heritage of our moral and religious life.

The only recourse those threatened schools and colleges will
have will be to go to Congress and try to renegotiate with Congress
something else in 50hc) of the Internal Revenue Code. Maybe they
will get it; maybe they will not. Maybe the Court will not let Con-
gress give it to thorn because the Court has taken over this area
and laid down its own common law rules as to what a public chili-

is.
So we are inviting. at the very least, serious litigation and, at the

maximum, an absolute barrier. I know some of the people on the
oiler side like to talk about choice, The choice the religious schools
will have is: Give up your tax: exemption or give up your moral and
religious principleE and permit abortion to be a way of life on your
campuses. I think it is a terrible choice to present to the Catholic
and Protestant and Jewish schools of the country.

Senator MPTZENIIAUM. Professor Noonan, I have to say to you
that I think that your five points that you make really do not, as I
see it as this lawyer sees it, I cannot follow your legal reasoning,
including the one that. you just made because I can think of a host
of instances in which the common community conscience varies
from the provisions of the Constitution, and yet we recognize con-
stitutional rights.

That does not mean that in this instance you are going to be able
to take a ctinst amal amendment, when anti if passed, and apply
That to all of these religious schools and cause it to have some ap-
plicability with rc,,pt!t to thy, malts ou make, and the other three

yoa make as well.
I iin,t have difficulty tri tollowing your reasoning i/think some of

these pantsari a red herring that are :aneared over the ERA, ;led
flank that for a roli.;sor to COM(' before its and give us some Of

what I ,:onsider to he really convoluted, lgaliStie reasoning iS ex-
tremly difficult fin this member of the committee to comprehend.

VIA:, I thought 1 was going to hear you give us some logic and
ra,, a for how tho.,,c issues would follow. You talk about the fact
that if viol fa..vate ttiedle;Il iitiVitit.Iiitt's, then yon are going to
he leipored to provide holding W. do not provide a lot of tiiildifig
toy Infthril probloift,

11,M7,1:1`Y4' 01 1'011 W":1/t111. 11)4 thitlr-; that we 1.XCIntlf.
f":111111111 l':ffici/' Or treatment of hepatiti, hut not to he paid for
Nobody: towaatit anvil right to lie 'mai fin:
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probably ought not to exclude them, but nobody has raised the con-
stitutional issue that Were is a constitutional discrimination
against people who need glasses. ! do not think we provide glasses.

Professes NOONAN. Well, sure, you are right, Senator, because
they are not being discriminated against on the basis of sex. If only
the women we're denied glasses, you would hear a great complaint.

Now here is an operation which is peculiar to women which
would be denied funding. That is sex discrimination under the ERA
by the standards of the Court in title VII.

Senator HATCH. The way to resolve it is to add one simple line to
the equal rights amendment stating that nothing in this article
will affect abortion funding or abortion rights. But, every time we
raise this suggestioi the people who say the equal rights amend-
rnent\will not affect 1 bortion refuse to consider qualifying language
to be a4ded. They s y they will fight it. Senator Packwood is In
example',

I think your reasoning is very, very clear, especially in light of
the narrow merging in cases such as Mcitue. We have never raised
gender to the level of a suspect classification.

Professor NOONAN. That is exactly true, and I would like to
make this comment: of course, Senator Metzenbaum

Senator HATCH. These are difficult constitutional issues.
Professor NOONAN. Of course, all of us studied constitutional law

at an earlier period, but the Constitution, unfortunately, ii-subject
to what the majority of the Supreme Court is saying.

Now, I would pot have been sure how Bob Jones would have
come out, but no* I see how the Chief Justice interprets the Con-
stitution. That .s new law; that is new constitutional law. He got
seven other Justices to agree with the result and six to agree with
the opinion. so Bob lamp, is new.

AU these things you think about, Senatormaybe they are bad,
if vou apply his view of the common community conscience.

enator HATCH. Professor, since we are going to reserve time for
questions, I would like you to be uninterrupted and finish your
statement.

Professor NOONAN. I am essentially at the end. It Is obviously a
dilemma for rersc is who have Supported the ERA in good faith on
the representation that abortion was not involved and who believe
ttemselves that abortion is a serious attack on human life. It is a
dilemma for them to face the ERA without amendment.

As you said, Mr. Chairman, there is a very simple way of remov-
ing this dilemma and removing their fears and removing this argu
meat; it is to amend the ERA to provide that it has nothing to do
with abortion funding or abortion rights. That would solve all these
problems in a sentence.

Thank you.
'The prepared statement of Mr. Noonan and responses to written

questions from Senator Thurmond follow;
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PREPARED STATMENT OF JOHN T. NOONAN, JR.

I 4111 pleased and honored to be here by invitation of this

committee. 1 congratuAaLe the chairman and the committee for

their willingness to explore aspects and implications of the

proposed Equal Rights Amendment not immediately obviouli from a

simple inspection of its words -- for their willingness to try

to understand how the ERA will work in practice.

I come as the representative of no cr;eanisation and speak

only as a law professor with some familiarity with how

constitutional provisions are interpreted by courts to the

United States. I come with no animus against the ERA. I am a

believer in the *quality of men and women and a defender of the

rights of both sexes. My only concern -- I admit it at the

start is that the terrible scourge of legalized abortion

which now devastates our country not be wittingly or

unwittingly given new strength by any formal amendment of the

Constitution. It is plain beyond argument that the

abortionists do not have the power to pass an nMenAMOnt

asserting, `Abortion is a constitutional right. It would be

tragedy if the equivalent of such en amendment crept into the

Constitution in disguise.

when I approached the examination of the ERA I did so

alive to such a danger, but with an open mind as to whether in

fact the ERA created such a danger, I should like to set

before the cormittee the assumptions on which X have proceeded,

the conclusions I have reached. and the reasons for ales,

-(Toriusionn.

Aian/opt i

save rimmed ther when we seek the meaning of the ERA we

1,.r not looking et word abstract from their fr-itext.

wm are lookinq at words as they would he understood in

1984 in the United States of America. We are not

atteptInu the rieuemis of words unfolded on some notoll
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alt. in the heavens. We are looking at it constitutional

amendment which has had proponents and a legislative

history. We are looking at an mendment which will, if

enacted, be interpreted by a federal judiciary pretty

nearly the some as it is today. We are trying to

ascertain what these federal judges will make of these

words with this 10021:lave history.

2. r have aaeumed that everyone knows that the principal

basis on which Roe v. Wade was decided, and on which its

ho dings were recently reaffirmed in City of Akron v.

Akron Conta114121eraiustatRightsj was the

court-created doctrine of privacy. No one argues that the

ERA or equal rights was the basis for these decisions.

The queStion is whether the ERA would provide a substitute

rationale if the privacy doctrine should he abandoned as

their baste.

3. I have Resumed that cases decided under the Equal

Protertion Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the

equal protection component of the Fifth Amendment in

particular the Abortion Funding Cases -- Are not

Authoritative guidance as to what the Supreme Court would

In under a corwtituttonal amendment specifically banning

ilinctimination 'on accntint of sex.

4 T haVo alinumori chat the course of the rourt.m changing

r-Ai,i,q1 on Title VII of the civil Pinhtri Ar-t frnm gene: a1

ripyifft cnnpany V. niinert in 147f, to NewPtIr_tNews

!;hif,hullain0 in 1981 (1,,eJ (live quidence an to how the

rr tent
_ .

(*mirt conntroe n conatituttonal amentiment

1 h 1IrAr woio, nn rioeoy prirmilele Title tr!I in renpe4-

.., itn l /121t ir'Ii
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Conclusions

The conclusions / come to are as follvis:

1. It is certain that the ERA would have & substantial impact

on litigation involving abortion rioht,,

2. It is highly probable that the ERA would require the

federal and state funding of elective abortions.

3, It it highly probable that the ERA would invalidate

existing vestigial restrictions on abortion.

4. It is probable that the ERA would invalidate this exemption

now accorded to doctors, nurses, and hospitals objecting

on grounds of conscience to the performance of abortions.

5. It is probable that schools and colleges discouraging

abortion among their students by disciplinary 1,tgulations

would nee their status as public charities and their tax

exemption under the Iitornal Revenue. Code.

6. It is highly probable that if the Supreme Court abandoned

the privacy doctrine as a basis, for abortion rights, the

ERA would provide a new ban for earablishing those

rIghva

7 It its ansible that the F.17/1, would vrevide two chcks on

abortion by estatlishing a
constitutional basis for

ntaiuten extending to fache-s , share in the 04rision co

short mod for statutes
prohihitinq Mortion on Ile baois

!%(,); n( the" UnhOrM child.

8. on ha/an(e, although the rpa could ht a m.nane of lvIlv3sInt)

,.ertain limits on the rloht to an h'o.t.tir,n, t-J, net cmpuct

or tho FIIPA would le a prq -ahort101% II PArl- ,'o: 010

ro:h tf, that TVA al rix".,;1PlY 478ftflA

.111, 111 4
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is a vote for abortion. It is not too such to say tht

there is an ERA-abortion connection and that in

interpretation and effect the ERA will mean Equal Rights

for Abortion' in the governmental funding of abortion, the

elimination of conscientioum Objection to abortion, the

denial of tax exemption to educational institutions

discouraging abortion, and the grounding of the abortion

right in the teat of the Constitution.

RoaOro

I r4ath these conclusions both by consideration of the ERA

oi oroleined by its legislative history ana by consideration of

the decisions of the present supreme Court. I shall examine

these guides to the MA's meaning in turn.

1. 'Strict Scrutiny' and the 'Unique Phusical

Characteristic" TOSt.

'Equal Rights for Men and Women,' the Report of the Senate

Judiciary Committee on the ERA in 1072, adopted the views of

Congressman Dun Edwards and thirteen other members of the House

Judi,...iary Committee as stating concisely and accurately the

understanding of the proponents of the Amendment.' According

to them, the ERA would make gender a prohibited clatsification

with an important exceptio.i. Sex clasaifiesti6Is vould be

permitted if bated on physical charactetistits unique t4 one

ex. 11 lie ler thin exception the key question is %/Lecher

abortice is a procedure so dependent on a unique physical

womea that the ER has no applicstfon to :t

btmone equAity ham no meaninq anon appliee: to a 0)..fnef

rhAl,:kerietir, !n other wordm, doe b dim 1,1; imply bypass :he

t,h,,41 t,t,4;y0 nreA of the ohrion cootovermy because only

worl'en rkn proqnmot lot; mo one women can have abortions?

K9 j..
e t)
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Would legislation taking into account. such a unique physical

characteristic of women qua women still be valid if the ERA

were passed?

The Senate Committee Report followed a significant article

by proponents of the ERA published in the Yale Law Jouynal in

1E171. This article by Barbara A. Brown, Thomas J. Emerson,

Gail Falk, and Ann E. Freedman -- I shall refer to it as the

Brown-Freedman article -- was not only a gloss on the proposed

amendment by articulate supporters of the amendment. It was

distribUted to all members of Congress. It was made part of

the legislative history of the ERA by the amendment's

congressional sponsors -- Congresswoman Martha Griffiths

introduced it into the legislative tistory in the House;

Senator Birch Rayh, the author of the Senate Pearl, introduces

it into the legislative history in the Senate, ihservin4 that

it was a masterly piece of scholarship." The article is

authoritative ag to what the Senate Report's 'unique physical

characteristic' exception meent. at

According to the Brown-Freedman Article, there could be,

if the RA7were enacted, legislation which applied differently

to one spx, which would not necessarily be invalid. t1 a law

' imkon 'rico account physical characteristi,ns unique to one

-lex, the law, the authorn say, could he valid. 3/ out the

law wolld have to he reviewPd for constitutionality by the

r it er to rootts use, Nher they ar t-. reviewing, under the

1,wtrine of strict scrutiny, laws which may confllet with

firnontAl cs:ititutional rights.' 1/ The usual example of

m!ict ,;c1J,iiiv review in th., review f laws discriminsUng on

e ef trico. v'e'ry few statutes i.mptnging on race mirvive

at - 8, rift

!%4,1 1.1r ,win 1.:rppdp.rin at Arle, and t1",

PepetA f,Olowlso it, wee" riio wfroi they wer

It I tits,, hef.re Poe v, when ar.oriior, wets 8

right wi r,, whitiher nr not rf.hortion llwa wcull

f)tl tIcrotiuy. The ivtiele lid, however, 'live tWn

4 7i;
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examples of lawefiat would meet the test -- laws giving

medical leave for the delivery of a child and laws punishing

one species of rape. 1/ The Senate Committee Report adopted

the example of a law paying the medical costa of child

bearing. .71./ The article also gave laws that would not

withstand strict scrutiny -- that uould be unconstitutional if

the ERA were the law of the land. These laws included the

White Slave Traffic Act (the Mann Act) protecting girls and

women from being used as articles of commerce in 'white

slavery's 7/ laws prohib.'..ing the stallutory rape of girls

under the age of sixteen: 8/ laws prohibiting rape by

instrument; 9/ and laws der:ning rape to include a man

forcing A woman to have sodomitic intercourse. 10/ None of

these laws, the authors said, protect a unique physical

characteristic of women. They protect an assumed social

weaknest (the Sarin Act, statutory rape laws); or they prohibit

acts which could be forcibly performed on men. In either case

they are not sexually neutral and so are bad under the ERA.

They could not survive 'strict scrutiny.' It is apparent from

thew! examples that laws precisely and exclusively 'taking into

account' a physical feature not shared by the two sexes are

few. Laws designed to protect women from sexual exploitation

and Assault are not sufficiently exclusive and precise to

qualify.

The authora' approval of a law giving leavf, for delivery

of 3 child did suggest that if a statute directly related to a

woman's reproducTive capacity it might survive strict scrutiny

de"Ipite the severity of the test, abortion laws might

pass. got this possible inference was dispelleA by three of

th. suchorn thcmuelves. in 1975 in General Electric. COTTAny V.

6ilhert narbarm A. Brown and Ann F. Freedman for the Women's

!,3W P..-1 ioind with Thomas T. Emerson and representatives

0- he ameri-le civil. Liberties Union to file an amious curies

A rf-/
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brief with the Supreme Court. The brief explained that the

Women's Law Project was 'particularly concerned with the theory

and implementation of the equal rights amendment' and that the

ACLU winced to end 'gender-based discrimination.' 11/

Jointly the authors of the brief stated how the ERA, if it had

been in force, would have applied to General Electric's

disability plan which excluded coverage for pregnancy.

GE was defending its plan on the ground that as men had no

coverage for pregnancy, there was no discriminations the sexes

were treated alike; what was omitted was medical treatment of a

condition physically unique to women. The Brown-Emerson-

Freedman brief was scornful of this rationale. Their article

had shown that discrimination of this kind would be subject to

'strict scrutiny' under the ERA. Strictly scrutinized,

pregnancy soon lost its uniquenwes.

Pregnancy -- Brown, Emerson and Preedman observed -- is a

condition which 'possesses a number of properties, some of them

shared with other conditions (need for medical care, period of

disability) and some wholly unique (the birth of a child is the

usual result). The uterus, too, shares some characteristics

with the other organs (subject to disease and malfunction) and

ton some functions wholly unique to it (reproductive

function).' Only if the GE plan related 'precisely and

exrlustvelv ,o the reproductive function" would it satisfy

1.1 bly. obviously. it did not. 12/

By the grown-Emerson-Freedman standard only a statute

relating 'precisely and exclusively' to n unique physical

(1)nracverintic ran survive strict scrutiny. Could nn abortion

quitute meet this tent? Ab

Wipm7ts,

ortion does have some special

it 'Igo shares some characteristics with other

procelures -- it is an operation: it is dangerous to

the uatiens: it results in temporary disability. Could a

qi:MkOto ho ur1 tailored that it did not bear on these ';.hared

rtlArrefintirg." ft is hard to imagine such a statute. dust

At plAn wq funding preonancy an a disability, neglected the
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characteristics pregnancy shared with other medical conditions,

so any law touching on abortion affects characteristics which

abortion shares with other medical procedures. To regulate --

rr not to fund -- a procedure with shared characteristics would

violate the ERA by the Brown-Freedman test.

Moreover, by the Brown-Emerson Freedman standard is there

anything so special about abortion that it could be classified

as relating to unique physical feature of women? Abortion

eliminates whet they say is unique about pregnancy when they

acknowledge that the birth of a child is the usual result.

The usual result of an abortion is non-birth. Abortion reduces
_

woman to non-childbearing condition. In this respect she

becomes undifferentiated from man. On the Brown-Emerson-

Freedman analysis, a statute relating to abortion would not

relate to a physical Characteristic unique to women.

Suppose it is said that abortion relieves a woman of

burden which only a woman can bear -- that is what is unique

about it. But man can have a tumor that is unwanted. The

operation which removes the tumor is very like an abortion in

the eyes of those sympathetic to the abortion liberty. 13/

Those sympathetic to the abortion liberty are the great

majority of federal judges who have decided abortion cases and

a clear majority of the Supreme Court. It would be hard for

the present judiciary to acknowledge that.there was something

so special about the burden relieved by abortion that the

operation was not to be classified under the ERA with ether

operations destroying unwanted growths.

Reflection will convince us that what is to be classified

as physically unique depends .treat deal on the purposes of

the classifier. Let us take so. a examples from Justice

Brennan, another defender of strict.scrutiny of sexual

classifications, as he dissented in the eventual Gilbert

judgment in favor of General Electric. Me took note of GE's

contention that there was no illegal Jiscrimination because the

rink of pregnancy was unique to women and observed that riaks

7 ;,)
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such as prostatectomies; vasectomies, and circumcisior . 1

are specific to the reproductive systems of men. 14/ These

risks were covered by Gr's plan: hence, Justice Brennan argued,

the plan discriminated against the reproductive system of

women. Here the classifier, wanting to prove discrimination,

takes as the unit of comparison the reproductive 1.ystem." The

uniqueness of childbearing disappears. By the same token, a

judge sympathetic to abortion could take the reproductive

system as the unit of comparison and find that a medical aid

program which paid for prostate operations and vasectomies but

not abortions tailed the strict scrutiny test under the ERA.

Whether the category employed was reproductive system° or

'unwanted tumor or 'medical operation,* it would not be

difficult to find classifications which eliminated any

uniqueness in abortion. By the Brown-Emerson-Fieedman

understanding of the ERA, any denial then of abortion right'

would be constitutionally improper. Existing vestigial

restrictions on abortion and abortion funding would be swept

away by the ERA along with the White Slave Traffic Act,

statutory rape and sodomitic rape.

2. 'Strict Scrutiny' and the 'Put For' Test.

To this point I have explored the Feasibility that

abortion would be an exception on the basis of the legislative

history of the ERA. I now turn to the test developed by the

supreme court in expounding a statute parallel to the ERA,

Title Int of the Civil Rights Act. But as prelude to that test

it mast t" e noted that the Brown-Preedran exception on the basis

of unique physical characteristics has hot been adopted by all

proponents of the ERN. Indeed, some interpreters of state Oka

toe the opposite view -- the more a distinction is based on a

unique feature of gender the more likely is it to he

dierriellosiorv.

To 14714, for oinmple, certified providers of Medik:Ai4
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abortion services moiled to intervene in a suit seeking to

enjoin Hawaii from funding elective abortions. The intervenors

declared, 'Abortion is a medical procedure performed only for

women: withdrawing funding for abortions while continuing to

reimburse other medical procedures sought by both sexes or ely

by men would be tantamount to a denial of equal rights on

account of sex." it/ In 1980, the Civil Liberties Union of

Massachusetts, an affiliate of the ACLU, attacked the

Massachusetts restriction on abortion funding, stating in its

complaint, "..41, singling out for special treatment and

effectively exylusing from coverage an operation which is

unique tb women, while including without comparable limitation

a wide range of other operations, including those which are

unique to men, the statutes constitute discrimination on the

basis of sex, in violation of the Massachusetts Equal Rights

Amendment." 16/ In 1982 the Women's Law Project,

'particularly concerned with the theory and implementation of

the equal rights.amendMent,' filed a compelint against

Pennsylvania's restriction on abortion funding. The Complaint

declared: 'Pregnancy is unique to women. 62 P.S. sec. 453 and

18 Pa. C.S.A. sec. 3215(c), which expressly deny benefits for

health problems arising out of pregnancy, discriminate against

women recipients because of their sex.' 17/

These interpreters of state CRAs.were moving in the

direction predicted for the Supreme Court by Ruth Bader

Ginsburg (the director of the ACLU's Women's Rights Project,

now circuit Court Judge Ginsburg). She wrote in 1978,

'Eventually the Court may take abortion, pregnancy,

out-of-wedlock birth, and explicit gender-based differentials

.3u-t- of the separate cubbyholes in which they now rest,

acknowledge the practical interrelationships, and treat these

matters as part and parcel of a single, large, sex equality

issue.' It/ In short, all the issues related to reprodbction

by women were to be handled under the rubric of equality.

Judge ninsburg was in fact prophetic. Her vision in, in fact,

481
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the one that the Court's recent decisions under Title VII make

likely to be a reality if the 811A becomes the law of the land.

In the 1978 case of Los Angeles Department of Water and

Power v. Manhart, the Supreme Court considered the lawfuless

under Title VII of a city pension plan which made women

,contribute more than men on the ground that women live longer

than men. The Court held the plan unlawful. Writing for the

Court, Justice Stevens observed that the'plan was based not on

a fictional nor on a prejudicial stereotype of women. The plan

was based 'on'a reality. 'As a class women live longer than

men." 12/ Although the plan was based on a biological

characteristic unique to American women as a class, it was an

unlawful, gender-based discrimination. it was a discrimination

which responded precisely to a physical characteristic of

American Women taken as a sex. In Justice Stevens' words, 'Sex

is exactly what it is based on." 20/

Being based on sex made the discrimination unable to pass

what Justice Stevens -characterized as a 'simple test." The

test was whether the evidence showed "treatment of a person in

a manner which but for that person's sex would be

different.' 21/ By this test, if 'but for" a woman being a

woman she would be treated differently, such treatment by

anyone subject to Title VII violates federal law. There is

reason to believe on the basis of two cases decided in the 1983

Term that the present Supreme Court would use the "but fore

test in applying the ERA to abortion.

In Arizona Governing Committee for Tax Deferred Annuity

and Deferred Compensation Plans v. Norris, Arizona arranged for

women employees of the state to be paid smaller monthly annuity

benefits than men employees. The Court struck down the scheme

,q 4t had struck down the Los Angeles plan and for the same

4,--. Writing for the Court, Justice Marshall reaffirmed the

k.alsJity of the "but for' test. He did not dispute the

actuarial Oasts for the Arizona scheme, that women do live

longer. He equated the use of this biological characteristic
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of the class with the use of race in actuarial computations.

Just as the use of race as a predictor might be actuarially

sound but federally illegal, so was the use of sex. 22/ BY

the 'but for' standard, a legal provision which was based on

gender could not be the basis of state action.

Now it might be thought that both the Los Angeles and

Arizona plans were unlawful because they discriminated against

individual women who were shorter-lived than the average, and

in fact in each case the Court laid stress on the statutory

language of Title VII forbidding discrimination to

'individuals.' But as Justice Powell, dissenting, pointed out,

all insurance is based on averages. 22/ No individual as

such is harmed by being made a member of a class on which the

average is based. There is harm only if the class as a whole

is one Voich the law will not permit to be established. In '

both the Los Angeles and Arizona cases, it is the whole class

which as a class possesses a unique, gender-based

characteristic -- longevity. It is this class constituted by a

unique physical characteristic which fails the 'but for' test

of legality. As the class is unlawfully constituted, so every

individual within the class who is harmed has a basis for

objection. The same would hold of a class constituted by

reproductive capacity.

It might still be argued that longeVity as a physical

characteristic is different from the capacity to bear

children. Not every woman, it might be said, is long-lived,

but every woman, qua women, is capable of reproduction. Such

an argument, it is obvious, appeals to fiction not fact. A

substantial number of women are incapable of having children.

The physical characteristic is true of the majority, as

longevity is true of the majority, not of every individual. If

classification by longevity is unlawful when the class is

determined by sex, so is classification by reproductive

capability.

We do not have to speculate about what the present Supreme

Court thinks about the 'but for test applied to

41
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reproductive capacity of women. 'In the same 1983 Term in which

it decided the Arizona annuity case, the Court decided Newport

News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. v. Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission. The issue was whether a disability

plan which gave medical disability benefits to employees and

,their spouses was violative of Title VII because the plan

c1overed the medical expenses of the spouses of female employees

but omitted to cover the medical expenses for pregnancy of the

spouses of male employees. The Court held the _plan illegal.

In form, the discrimination was against the male employees --

they did not get the same coverage for their wives that female

employees got for their husbands. In substance, the basis of

the discrimination was the unique physical characteristic of

women -- only women could have a baby, only the medical

treatment which childbearing required was denied coverage. 24/

Writing for the Court, Justice Stevens rejected the test

the Court had used in 1976 when in General Electric Co. v,

Gilbert it upheld G.E.'s exclusions of pregdancy from its

disability plan. 22/ Then the Court had thought it enough to

say chat .'the company did not intend an invidious

discrimination. Gilbert had been overridden by Congress

enacting the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, but that act

appeared to relate only to the pregnancy disability of female

employees. In fact, in an exchange on the Senate Floor,

Senator Williams, the sponsor, had so assured Senator

Hatch. lt/ Going beyond Congress' reversal of Gilbert, the

Court found that the reasoning of that case had also been

repudiated. Gilbert, Justice Stevens explained, had 'concluded

that an othorwise inclusive plan that singled out

pregnancy-related benefits for exclusions was nondiscriminatory

on its face, because only women can become pregnant.' 27/

N"w the Court,following the line indicated by Congress, but

going further, held that the plan discriminated because of

"sex." The Court repeated, endorsed and applied what was again

called 'the simple test" of "hut for.' 28/
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1

7t is widely recognized that Title VII Sex discrimination

cases are valuable precedent, for knowing how the ERA will

work: as Mary Dunlap put it, in these cases 'the past is

prologue' to the ERA. 21/ It is also widely recognized that

' but ft.r' is a test not only of simplicity but power. In the

field of torts if 'but for' is used as a test for causation,

' there is no place to stop.' 30/
Analogously, there is no

place to stop when 'but for' is made the test of sex

discrimination. The Supreme Court in the 'but for' Title VII

cases has adopted a test that eliminates even such exceptions

as Brawn- freedman once imagined to be compatible with the ERA.,

A 'but for' standard virtually makes certain that anpitiste

a person is denied a right because of a phyiical characteristic

'unique to his or her sex, Title VII is violated. Distinctions

based on unique gender characteristics
become paradigm cases of

u.ilawful discrimination. 'But for' what is uniquely female or

uniquely male, the person would be getting the same benefits as

those of the opposite sex. What is true under the language of

Title VII ;"because of sex and 'on the basis of sex), we have

every reason to believe would be.true under the parallel words

of the ERA, 'on account of sex.' Strikingly, Congress has

found it necessary to write into the law where 'because of see

and on the basis of sex are deified a specific exception

stating that these definitions do not re9uire an employer to

pay for non-life endangering abortions. 31/ Without the

statutory exception, elective abortion would be included. The

ERA has no similar exception. Discrimination focusing on a

unique feminine characteristic would be a paradigm case of

unconstitutional discrimination.

It may be objected that the Court did not adopt this

approach in interpreting the Equal Protection Clause in the

canes involving a state's refusal to fund elective abortions --

Maher v. Roe in 077 and Williams v. Zharaz in 1980r and that

similarly the court avoided this approach in interpreting the

equal protection component of the Fifth Amendment in Harris v.
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McRae, the federal abortion funding case. It has indeed been

objected that the Abortion Pun6ang Cases show that the Court

still approaches abortion funding as a question relating to

privacy and *summarily dismiosses the equal protection

irgument. The conclusion has been drawn that, as long as the

privacy rationale for Roe v. Wade dominates the Court's

approach, the ERA will have an insignificant effect on abortion

funding or abortion rights generally. 32/

These objections and this conclusion result from

attempting to answer the question, 'What is the effect of the

ERA ?' and then assuming, contrary to the basis of the question,

tnat the ERA is not in effect. Of course, as long as there is

no ERA, abortion supporters and the Court will depend on the

privacy rationale. But let it be enacted, how the situation

would be changed!

Contrary to the objections, the Court in fact took very

seriously the equal protection arguments the pro-abortion

advocates were able to muster in Maher, Williams, and McRae.

In Maher four pages are devoted by the Court to the equal

protection claims: in Harris (which was also dispositive of

Williams) five pages. 33/ This is scarcely summary

consideration. But the equal protection provisions of the

Constitution do not use the language of Title VII or the ERA.

There is,a6 language in them referring to discrimination

'64;cause of sex,' 'on the basis of sex,' or 'on account of

sex.' The Court was not prepared to bring its new Title VII

approach to bear on the constitutional provisions on equal

protection. Consequently what the Court did in interpreting

two parts of the Constitution lacking the language of the ERA

has little if any precedential value for interpeting the ERA

itself. If the Equal Protection Clause were adequate for the

objectives sought by the proponents of the ERA, tnere would be

no need of the ERA. It is the new language of the ERA that is

crucial. As to the meaning of that language the recent Title

VII cases are clear precedent.
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In the light of these cases -- Los Angeles Water, Arizona

Governing Committee, Newport News Shipbuilding -- we do have

helpful guidance as to how the present Supreme Court would

apply the ERA, if enacted, to legislation related to abortion:

I. If a state funded medical operations but did not fund

abortions, would a woman seeking an abortion he denied a

right to'medical treatment which, but for her sex, she
could have? By the simple 'but for° test, the Court's

answer would be a clear Yes.

2. If a statute permited a doctor, nurse, or hospital to

refuse 03 :participate in an abortion on the ground of

religious objection to the procedure, would a woman

seeking an abortion he denied a right to medical treatment

that, but for her sex, she would have. By the'same Simple

test, the Court's answer would be Yes. Reliance by the

doctor, nurse or hospital on the exempting statute would

constitute state action, bringing the ERA into play. The

further question would then be presented whether First

Amendment freedom of religious exercise would prevail over

the right conferred by the new constitutional amendment we

have hypothesized as adopted. It seems'probable that the

new amendment would control. On this point the 1983 case'

of Bob Jones'University v. United States is enlightening:

here, governmental policy, carrying out a constitutional

principle of nondiscrimination on account of race,

outweighed religious liberty. 21/ It is likely that

discrimination on account of sex' under the ERA would be

treated as discrimination on account of race is now

treated under the Fourteenth Amendment.

3. Tf a college or even a school with a religious commitment

enforced a policy denying abortion to its students or

disciplining students who had abortions or expelling
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students who espoused, promoted and advodated abortion, it

would under the ERA be under grave danger of losing its

tax exemption. As Sob Jones University made clear, a

charity ceases to be a public charity if it adopts

disciplinary rules 'at odds with the common community

conscience' as that conscience is construed by the Supreme
1 _,

Court interpreting the Constitution. 35/ Under the ERA

and the 'but for' test, any singling out of abortion in

disciplinary measures or choice'of students would be

contrary to public policy. As religious commitment was

subordinated to public policy in Sob Jones University, so

it could be subordinated here in finding the committed

schools and colleges to be no longer tax exempt and gifts

to them no longer deductible as charitable contributions.

It would be open to individual taxpayers to challenge the

tax exemption of discriminating institutions as black

taxpayers successfully challenged an exemption for certain

discriminatory schools in Mississippi. 36/ At c minimum

the committed schools and colleges would face prolonged

and dangerous litigation: at a maximum they would be

stripped of their charitable status.

4. Could the state still require notice to a parent of their

immature daughter's intention to have an abortion? Could

the state still require parental or judicial consent to

the abortion of a minor? Could the state still require a

second physician in late term abortions? 21/ By the

simple 'but for' test, a notice requirement, a 'substitute

consent' requirement and a second physician requirement

would all be equally invalid. If a woman asked for an

ebortion at any time during pregnancy, could a state

constitutionally deny her access to the medical treatment

she sought. Sy the simple 'but for' test she would be, if

denied, denied because of her unique physical capacity as

a woman to have an abortion. The law preventing such
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abortion would, under the ERA, be held constitutionally

invalid if the 'but for' criterion were used,. with the

possible exception of two situations set,out in' M.

S. If a statute recognized husband's right to consent to an

Abortion, itmlouldounder the ERA, be upheld. To deny a

husband the right to partidipate'in the deicsion to kill a

child he has participated in conceiving would, arguably,

be to deny him right on account of his sex. The court

would be faced with a choice between denying woman.,a

right to medtcal treatment on account of her sex or a man

right to participate in the abortion decision on account

of his sex. Given the present Court's preferential

treatment of the abortion right, it would probable decide

in favor of the woman.

Suppose, however, a statute were enacted prohibiting

abortion as means of sex selection. If a strong

demonstration was made of what is widely believed to be

the case -- that some abortions reflect sex preference

in favor of male babies and against girl babies -- the

Court could uphold the constitutionality of the statute.

The Court would have to choose between discrimination 'on

account of sex' in the womb and discrimination on 'account

of sex" in supplying medical treatment. The argument that

'but for' their being girls the girl babies would not be

killed should have a strong reception under the ERA.

The preceding questions have dealt with the impact of the

ERA on the assumption that Roe v. Wade remained the law.

Suppose that the present Supreme Court heeded the contentions,

of numerous authorities on constitutional law that the

court-invented right of privacy has been stretched beyond

reasonable limits in invalidating the laws regulating

abortion. Suppose that the Court abandoned the privacy
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rationale of Roe v. Made. Already in Akron Justice Powell has

declared that Justice O'Connor's dissenting opinion 'rejects

the basic premise of Roe and its progeny.' 38/ Already the

Harvard Law Review says that, in Akron itself, the Court

'subtly 'evades women's abortion rights even as its purports to

affirm them.' 12./ Suppose the Court recognized its error,

and, as it has on numerous past occasions, decided to correct

its interpretation of the Constitution. Would its path be

blocked by an enacted ERA? Clearly, yes, by the 'but for' test.

With the ERA in place, and 'but for' the criterion, any

statute regulating abortion, with the two possible exceptions

just discussed, would be unconstitutional. When a woman is

denied medical treatment of her reproductive system because it

is a reproductive system, the discrimination is because she is

a woman with a unique physical feature, but for which she would

be treated. In Justice Stevens' words, 'Sex is precisely what

lit [the discrimination] is based on. 40/ With 'but for the

test, the ERA unless overridden by another express

constitutional' amendment would lock the abortion liberty intro

the Constitution.

The Dilemma of Pro nents of t e ERA

The proponents of the ERA in formal tell imony before the

Congress have been remarkably reticent in speaking of the

relation between the ERA and abortion. 'The famous

Brown-Freedman article, which was so informative about the many

criminal 'laws which the ERA would invalidate, was silent about

abortion. Application of the privacy doctrine to abortion had

not yet been attempted by the Supreme Court. The ERA was

either applicable or it was not applicable to the criminal

statutes regulating abortion. Brown-Freedman said nothing.

Was the silence the result of confusion or of doubt or of

prudence?

490
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Senator Bayh's Report for the Judiciary Committee also

said nothing. Roe v. Wade was still undecided: Senator Bayh

was later to be a strong defender of the abortion liberty. Did

Senator Bayh have no views, one way of the other, on how the

ERA would affect abortion law?

One prominent proponent of the ERA, Professor Thomas I.

Emerson, has abandoned-thi cdyneas and described the

ERA-abortion connection as Du e red herring. 41/ But he

has not shown why either by his o test or by that of the

Court interpreting Title VII theca is of 4 close connection.

The contrary opinion that the ERA would cisively affect,

abortion law has been authoritatively state y the chairman of

this committee, Senator Orrin Hatch: by SenatOi\Sam Ervin: and

by Rex E. Lee, the present Solicitor General of th United

States. 42/ The red herring is really Roe and its pr ary

rationale which the ERA would effectivel supersede and rpaSs.

With so much legislative history anil such clear Supreme

Court precedents to the contrary, it is Difficult to believe

that any informed proponents of the ERA now maintain that

abortion is a red herring when the effects\ of the ERA are

considered. If t proponents do not want\ the ERA to bd

.

affected by the abortion cont'oversy they bre an easy option:

to agree to an amendment of the ERA specifying explicitly that

nothing in the ERA confers a right to abortiOn or the funding

of abortion. They appear to be unwilling to agree to such an

amendment.

The dilemma that the proponents of tlif ERA face is this:

'If they acknowledge that tai ERA will have an enormous impact

on abortion legislation, abort on litigation, and schools,

colleges, end hospitals opposed t abortion, they will lose

crucial votes in the Congress and in he state legislatures.

They will be in effect\sponsoring an am ndment rejected by the

seventy per cent of the country that rejects abortion on

demand. 12/ But if they disclaim any effect f the ERA on

abortion they will abandon the legislative hist7 of the
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amendment and the Supreme Court's interpretation of Title VII.

They will also offend, perhaps mortally, that small,

unrepresentative but militant band which rejoices that ERA.

means Equal Rights for Abortion.
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WRITTEN QUERTIONN FROM SENATOR THURMOND TO PROP. JOHN T. NOONAN, WITH
SUNERQUINT RESPONSES

Question No. I. Professor, it has been stated that the passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment necessarily entails the question of who is going to have control over
issues based upon gender. This is basically a question of Federalism and which level
of government is going to have control over the practice of abortion. I voted in favor
of Senate Joint Resolution 3, the abortion amendment, in order to have authority
over this matter returned to the States. Is it not the case that a vote in favor of the
ERA is in effect a vote against the concept of a true Federal relationship between
the States and the National government at least insofar as the matter of abortion is
concerned?

Answer. A vote in favor of the ERA is a vote to federalize abortion, because, if
enacted, the ERA will provide a basis for the Supreme Court to continue and to
extend its control over abortion. The ERA is destructive of state authority in this
matter.

Question No. 2. In your study of the proposed ERA you concluded that ratification
of the amendment would probably lead to the invalidation of State statutes provid-
ing that doctors and nurses may legally object to the performance of abortionsthe
so-called "conscience clauses." In your view, is there any way that the Congress can
approve the ERA and at the same time insure the continuance of this type of legis-
lative right to object to participation in the practice of abortion?

Answer. There is no practical way in which Co could continue to ensure the
continuance of "conscience clause" legislation onnaig:tBion, if the ERA were enacted.
Clauses of this kind would constitute "state action." As the ERA equates sex with
race, state action discriminating on account of sex would be unconstitutional. It is
highly probable that the Supreme Court would hold discrimination against abortion
to be discrimination on account of sex, and it it probable that the Court would hold
that the new constitutional right outweighed religious liberty. It would be entirely
in the judgment of the Court as to what right should prevail. Congress could do
nothing.

Question No. 3. You have heard it stated that it is unlikely that the Supreme
Court would switch its basis for the right to an abortion from the right to privacy to
the Equal Rights Amendment. Would you not agree thht if the Supreme Court had
more explicit constitutional language upon which to gri 'end the abortion right, such
as in an amendment, that it is very likely that the court would utilizelhat wording
rather than continue to rely upon such a translucent right as the court-created
right to privacy?

Answer. If the ERA were in place, the Court would have a basis on which to base
the abortion right. The Court's reliance on the Court-created doctrine of privacy has
been very much criticized. It is very likely that the Court would rely on the new
amendment rather than on the criticized doctrine it now uses.

Question No. 4. In a few States having state Equal Rights Amendments, challeng-
es have been brought to restrictions on government funding of abortion. These chal-
lenges have been based upon these individual State amendments. Professor Noonan,
is it logical to look at these instances of litigation as forming a "track record" that
may be applicable to a national ERA?

Answer. It is clear that the challenges brought to government restrictions on the
funding of abortion in the States with ERAS in place are a good indication of what
would happen if the federal ERA was enacted. It is clear that the pro-abortion
groups believe that the ERA will provide a serious basis for challenging the Hyde
Amendment and state restrictions on abortion. It is plain that the challenge would
be upheld by the Supreme Court with the ERA in place, if the Court follows the
precedents it has already set in such Title VII cases as Newport News Shipbuilding.

Question No. .5. How valid are prognostications of what the Supreme Court will do
with the issues of a right to abortion and abortion funding which are based upon
past decisions rendered without an ERA? Is it really possible to accurately predict
how the Court will act with such a broad amendment as a part of the Constitution?

Answer. Predictions as to what the Court will do based on past decisions where
the ERA did not exist are unrealistic. The Court obviously interprets the Constitu-
tion in existence. The precedents from which we can understand what the Court
will do with the ERA are the Title VII sex discrimination cases which the ERA pro-
ponents admit are good precedents for understanding the ERA.

Question No, 6. With the ratification of the ERA it is a virtual certainty that sex
would become a suspect classification subject to strict judicial scrutiny. Would you
not agree that if a question involving the Hyde Amendment were presented to the
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Court for decision that it would invalidate much a restriction on abortion fending on
the basis of a denial of equal protection of the lawn?

Answer. If the Court follows its Title VII sex discrimination analyses under the
ERA it would invalidate the Hyde Amendment as a denial of a womansm rights "on
account of sex."

Senator HATCH. Let me begin. These are difficult questions and I
hope that both of you can answer them as directly and succinctly
as you can. I will start with you, Ms. Freedman, and then I will as
Mr. Noonan to comment. Either of you can rebut the other. One of
the reasons we are holding these hearings is to get the best possible
legal analysis of these matters from all perspectives.

The issue of the ERA-abortion relationship has been, as we have
seen here this morning, one of the most controversial issues in-
volved in the ERA debate.

There has been a great deal of contradictory evidence on this
matter so my threshold question to both of you witnesses concerns
where the burden ought to be placed. What are the standards that
this committee ought to employ in determining whether or not
there is a problem here? Where does a responsible legislative body
place the burden of proof to establish and clarify what the equal
rights amendment really means?

Let us start with you, Ms. Freedman. Who has the burden of
proof on thix issue of whether or not the ERA is going to result in
mandatory Federal funding of abortion or the other policies that
Mr. Noonan has been 'discussing here this morning?

Professor FREEDMAN. Well, it is odd to talk about burden of proof
as if the choice were outside of Congress. The Senate and the
House of Representatives control the meaning- -

Senator HATCH. Let us talk in terms of speaking to Congress.
Who has the bkirden of proof?

Professor FREEDMAN. Let me explain. The legislative history of a
constitutional amendment is the firmest guide to its meaning. The
power over the legislative history is a power possessed by the
Senate and the Congress.

The Congress is free to adopt whatever reports and whatever
statements it wishes to adopt to give meaning to those words. Now,
obviously, if the words of the amendment said abortion is now a
constitutional right, regardless of any decisions heretofore to the
contrary or whatever, there is a limit to how far Congress could go
in changing that meaning. But that is not what the ERA says.

It does not seem to me there is any question of burden of proof
as if it were a legal argument in a court because the Congress
plays a different role than a judiciary. You are not deciding a case
with a plaintiff and a defendant. You are the legislators.

So my point would be that the legislative history that you in the
Senate and the Congress craft--you are in total control of it and it
is not a question of anybody outside--.

Senator HATCH. Who effectively has to carry the burden of proof
to undecided members on this issue? There are still a number of
them. Do you not believe that those who are proponents of the
amendment have the burden of proof to show what it means?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes, and what the proponents say it means
will be the most powerful legislative history, where the amendment
is adopted. In other words, if the amendment is adopted, it is what
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the proponents may it means and what the majority reports or any
reports supporting the adoption of the amendment in either House
say. And if they are clear about what the amendment means, that
will be controlling.

Senator HATCH. Even though it may be in contradiction with ex-
isting legal trends that Mr. Noonan has been talking about?

Professor FREEDMAN. Well, he is making various predictions
about what the Supreme Court will do, not based on the ERA's leg-
islative history.

Senator HATCH. He is basing it on actual case law that exists,
legal decisions that exist.

Professor FREEDMAN. Right, but if Congress says this is what this
amendment means, that, as' a matter of constitutional law, in my
understanding, controls, peripd. If Congress says we do not agree
that this conclusion should be drawn from such and such a court
case, it is improper for a court to draw such a conclusion.

Senator HATCH. But do you agree that for undecided Senators
the proponents must bear the urden of proof to show what this
means?

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. C irman, let me ask you a question.
Tell me, on what other legislat ve issue that we have had before
usand you and I have served n the Senate the same number of
yearshave we gone to the question of who has the burden of
proof. I have never heard that raised.

Senator HATCH. Now, Senator, you do not sit on the Subcommit-
tee on the Constitution, but in seeking to amend the Constitution
of the United States I have always argued that the proponents
have had the burden of proof.

On the balanced budget amendment, as the principal proponent I
carried the burden of proof. On electoral college reform, my legisla-
tive adversaries carried it.

We are not talking about a simple statute that you wave in the
wind. We are talking about the basic, organic law of this land.
When you talk about that, it seems to me the proponents have the
strong burden of proof.

Senator DECONCINI. But, Mr. Chairman, I do not think we are
talking about burden of proof in a court case.

Senator HATCH. Well, it is not a matter of law; I agree with that.
Senator DECONCINI. Yes, and that is important. The Senator

from Ohio has a point. We are not talking about a burden of proof
that we have to carry in a court of law.

Senator HATCH. Well, in that Sense, this is not a court of law, but
every time we start asking what the ERA means, we get a lot of
futzy answers from proponents. We have been told that the courts
will have to decide the tough questions. That has been the history
of these hearings. Mr. Noonan, could you comment on that?

Professor NOONAN. Yes, Senator. I did comment in my written
testimony on how puzzled I was at that original Freedman-Emer-
son article that went through all the criminal laws of the United
States, some I never even heard of, with meticulous attention, tell-
ing us which ones would be unconstitutional and quoting laws
againFt some forms of rape, the White Slave Traffic Act, et c tera.

I was just amazed at the laws that would be unconstitut nal
under the ERA, but here was abortion, which was so clear y a
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women's right, that was never mentioned. I could not help thinking
that they must have thought about it. I could not imagine that
those astute minds were unaware that a lot of pefple thought abor-
tion should be a constitutional right. I knew it was not at the time.
Why were they silent?

Now, I have not heard anything this morning that is a forthright
repudiation of the abortion problem. Professor Freedman is in an
excellent position to tell you that this has nothing to do with abor-
tion; it is not meant to affect abortion; it will not affect abortion.
She could tell you that and help make the legislative history. She
has not told you. She has just told you what the Court did in a few
other, old cases.

Professor FREEDMAN. First of all, I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to say something about that Yale article. All of the exam-
ples that you just mentioned, Professor Noonan, having to do with
the criminal laws have to do with facial sex classifications; that is,
classifications which sayfor example,' in the rape laws it says in
many States that only a man can be the perpetrator and only a
woman can be the victim.

It is a facial sex classification. It does not say something about a
unique physical characteristic on the face of the law. It says men
are the only people who can commit this crime and women are the
only people who can be victims of this crime.

We went through all of the facial sex classifications we could
think of, trying not to be repetitive of every minor variation, and
talked about how it would be practical to get rid of facial sex classi-
fications because at that time people took it as commonplace that
you had to have sex-based classifications in the law. Now, most
people do not think that anymore, but they used to think that.

Now, unique physical characteristics classificationsthose which
relate to pregnancy, for exampleare not facial sex classifications.
It is clear in the legislative history throughout the whole develop-
ment that they are different from facial sex classifications and
there is a different standard.

So, when we talked about facial sex blassifications, we tried to
talk relatively exhaustively. We saw the unique physical character-
istics doctrine as a subsidiary principle and it has a different stand-
ard of review.

Senator HATCH. But you went far beyond facial classifications.
You brought in the issue, for example, of whether testing in the
military would exclude more women than men. How does that in-
volve a facial classification?

Professor FREEDMAN. I did not say we did not talk about it, Sena-
tor. I did not say we did not talk about it.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Professor FREEDMAN. I am saying the primary emphasisand we

were most exhaustive about facial sex classifications and we were
quite clear, and are still clear, that there is a different standard for
fac4i1 sex classifications than for either neutral rules with a dispar-
ate impact or for unique physical characteristics classifications.

We do not say classifications based on unique physical character-
istics, are the same as facial sex classifications. We do not adopt,
and the legislative history has never adopted, the "but for" test
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that Professor Noonan speaks about. Unique physical characteris-
tics classifications are different.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree that the Supreme Court has adopt-
ed that test?

Professor FREEDMAN. No, I do not.
Professor NOONAN. In title VII?
Professor FREEDMAN. No, I do not.
Professor NOONAN. Have you read, the case?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes, I have, and I would be delighted to dis-

cuss the Newport News case because I think you have misseA a key
step. In the Newport News case, the Court says there is a two-step
analysis. The first step is an adoption of the dissenters' position in
Gilbert.

They say Congress, by adopting the Pregnancy Discrimination
Act, adopted the dissent in Gilbert, and I think that was the appro-

`priate thing for Justices to do. They say the second step is the
"but for" test, which they do not apply to the woman's right. They
say but for the mans sex, he would not be married to a woman
and she would not suffer that exclusion.

They do not say that the test for unique physical characteristics
themselves is a "but for" test. So they themselves maintain a dis-
tinction which you have combined into one.

It is one thing to say unique physical characteristics are subject
to strict scrutiny, which is what was said in Geduldig by the dis-
senters and in Gilbert, and which Congress adopted. It is another
thing to say a "but for" test, which is the test that applies to facial
sex classifications. The Court maintained the distinction between
the two in Newport News. That distinction is part of the legislative
history of the ERA.

We know what strict scrutiny, as applied to abortion, means be-
cause that is what the Supreme Court does in the cases following.
Roe. So it is incorrect to try to mix the two parts together. I am not
suggesting you do this in a bad-intentioned way, but reading that
opinion, they say it is two steps and the first step is Gilbert and
Geduldig and the second step is a "but for" test applied to the
male sex. So you are drawing a false analogy there, in my opinion.

Senator HATCH. Professor Noonan?
Professor NOONAN. I do not think there is any analogy to be

drawn. I will be glad to read the language of the majority, which
gives as a hypothetical: "Suppose a private employer were to pro-
vide complete health insurance coverage for the dependants of its
female employees and no coverage at all for the dependants of its
male employees. It would violate title VII. Such a practice would
not pass the simple test of title VII discrimination that we enunci-
ated in Los Angeles Department of Water v. Manhart, for it would
treat a male employee with dependants in a manner which, but for
that person's sex, would be different."

That in the test under title VII, and I really, Professor Freedman,
would have to say in all honesty that you seem to be stuck with
those earlier opinions of the 1970's. You do not realize you have
won; the majority agrees with you. You have got a test that is even
stronger than perhaps you would like, but it is in place there under
title VII.
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Professor FREEDMAN. Professor Noonan, the language you just
read refers to discrimination against the male employee, but for his
sex. That is the second step. They are saying that the case involves
a facial sex classification discriminating against male employees.

Manhart is a facial sex classification case; Newport News, in the
second step, is a facial classification. That is different from the
unique physical characteristics test which calls for strict scrutiny.

Professor NOONAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, maybe I should just
state the ,essential facts of Newport News. The company, obedient
to. the Pregnancy Discrimination Act amendment, gave its female
employees coverage for their pregnancies as part of its comprehen-
sive medical plan.

They made one exception, and that exception was for the wives
of their male employees. So the EEOC came into court saying, look,
this is sex discrimination; you are covering all medical oper-
ations--

Senator HATCH. Are you saying that whether it applies to the
male or the female, it is sex discrimination?

Professor NOONAN. That is tight.
Senator HATCH.; How can you have it one way or the other if

ERA passes?
Professor NOONAN. It happened to involve men and it was not

facial: It was because the wives of the men were not getting cover-
age; the nonemployee wives were not covered.

You know, Mr. Chairman, you may have seen that the dissent in
this case quoted an exchange that you had with Senator Williams
when the bill was going through. You asked Senator Williams, is
this covering

Senator HATCH. Talk about judicial regatd for legislative history.
Professor NOONAN [continuing]. Is this covering the wives of em-

ployees? He said no. The Court said, "Congress has repudiated our
reasoning, so now we will take the reasoning of the dissenters and
we will go a little bit further," a little further than Professor
Freedman really likes, and have this very simple test.

"But for" is an awfully simple and powerful test. I have suggest-
ed in my written testimony that it has a great history in the field
of torts, in the "but for" causation field. And it would seem to be
an enormously powerful test; you can cast so many things, as but
for this, would the accident have happened? No, it would not;
thereAore, there is causation.

It Ig an extraordinary test to move into the title VII ilex discrimi-
nation area, but there it is and we have got to face it.

Professor FREEDMAN. Professor Noonan, there is another problem
I have with your big emphasis on Newport News. As I have said, I
do not agree with your interpretation of the case and I just urge
the Senators to read it and see which of us is correct. I do not
think we can settle it here.

Senator HATCH. Let us do that.
Professor FREEDMAN. I want to respond to something else about

relevant precedents.
Senator HATCH. Let me make one comment while it is on my

mind. Yeu can say that four Justices have agreed with exactly
whai he has said the ERA would do.

Professor FREEDMAN. You are saying in Newport News, Senator?
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Senator LIAM!. Yes.
Professor FREEDMAN. You can only say they have agreed with it

if he is correct about what the Newport News majority says.
Senator HATCH. I see.
Professor FREEDMAN. But I want to point out that Professor

Noonan is putting all this emphasis on a title VII case and he is
not placing emphasis on Harris v. McRae in this instance.

Senator HATCH. I hope to discuss that shortly.
Professor FREEDMAN. Well, I just want to make the point right

here in this connection because, supposing it were true that the
cf....-sI think Congress adopted the Geduldig dissent; and that is
what the Court says in the majority in Newport News. They adopt-
ed the Geduldig dissent.

The Geduldig dissent is a strict scrutiny standard. It does not say
it is a facial sex classification. It does not say classification based
on unique physicial characteristics are absolutely prohibited. It
says they have to be justified.

But if Congress were to adopt the "but for" test under title VII
and if this Congress, in its interpretation of ERA, said, "We do not
mean a 'but for' test for pregnancy; we mean strict scrutiny," that
would control.

Senator HATCH. I am going to get into the strict scrutiny issue
because I think either way, it may back what Mr. Noonan is
saying.

Senator Ketzenbaum tells me he has to go to another committee
hearing and he has a few qyastions, so I want to defer to him.

Senator DeConcini, do you-have questions here today, too?
Senator DECosicisa. I do. I do not know the time schedule of the

Senator from Ohio. I guess we all are under time constraints.
Senator HATCH. Well, why do I not turn to the Senator from

Ohio and then I will be happy to try and accommodate you.
Senator DECosiemi. I have some specific questions.
Senator HATCH. I have a great many questions.
Senator METzieNssum. I want to ask two or three questions.
Senator DECONCINI. Well, why do you not go ahead? I will ask

my questions after the Senator from Ohio.
Senator METZENBAUM. Professor Noonan, you have made the ar-

guments as to the it pact that the passage of ERA would have on
five separate areas. Now, 16 States have equal rights. provisions in
their constitutions. Can you tell me of any court decision which
would support any of the observations that you have made with re-
spes ;t to the impact that the passage of ERA would have?

Professor NOONAN. Obviously, Senator Metzenbaum, the State
courts do not have on their books a doctrine like the Bob Jones doc-
trine. They do not have on their books a doctrine like Newport
News.

The State courts are perfectly free to shape their own State con-
stitutional decisions, but I do know that in four States of the
Union, the American Civil Liberties Union has urged that the
States be mandated to fund abortions on the basis of the State
equal rights protection. That is their position and it has not been
rejected by any court.

Senator METZENBAUM. But no court has supported any of the five
observations that you have made?
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Professor NOONAN. It is a different ball ganik in each State.
Senator METZENBAUM. Well, as a matter of fact, the question of

tax exemption for a school would not be a different ball game. The
question of the State's obligation to fund would not be a different
ball game. The question of the conscience clause exemptions would
not necessarily be a different ball game.

I guess I just have to say you say it is a different ball game, but
again- -

Professor NOONAN. It is a different bill game because you have
got a different team; you have got judges of the State courts. I do
not want to leave with you, Senator, the impression that I neces-
sarily agree with the reasoning of a majority of the Supreme Court
in Newport News or in Bob Jones. But I am saying they are our
judges in the Federal system and they are the ones we look to.

The State courts have got a different system of jurisprudence,
and so it is pretty irrelevant as to what they have decided when
they do not have those precedents.

Senator METZENBAUM. But the State courts are guided, and you
say it is irrelevant as to what the Supreme Court has said to date
as pertains to State court decisions. That is, to me, quite an odd
statement for a professor of law to be making. I am sure you did
not mean that.

Professor NOONAN. Well, I would give them a little time. I say it
is certainly irrelevant when they have not had those cases to
digest. They are obviously new enough for some people here not to
have digested them, and it is really going to take a while..

It is one of the famous cases of trickle down to have the Supreme
Court decisions trickle down to the State judiciary, but wait and
see.

Senator HATCH. I think that there are only six or seven States
that have identical language to the ERA and all have been enacted
relatively recently, SO your point is well taken.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, I understand that it may not be the
identical language.

Senator HATCH. Most of them have quite a different language.
That is, of course, the issue herelanguage.
Senator METZENBAUM. Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Il-

linois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Montana, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and Wy-
oming all have equal rights--

Senator HATCH. Only a relatively small number have identical
language; already there have been four major challenges in these
States on this precise issue.

Professor NOONAN. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUM. But when you come before a Senate com-

mittee and say that these five results will occur, and say it
flatly- -

Senator HATCH. If you read his statement, he does riot quite say
that, but he does say they are likely to occur. I would suggest you
read the statement.

Profsser NOONAN. I quite agree, Senator, that anybody who pre-
dicts with absolute assurance what the Supreme' Court of the
United States is going to do is likely to be surprised. I deal with
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probabilities and precedents and I think it is on the basis of prob-
abilities and precedents that these things will happen.

Senator METZENHAUM. Professor Freedman, you heard Professor
Noonan's conclusions, which I can call his five conclusions as to the
results of passage of ERA. Would you like to take a few minutes,
because this is the last question I will ask, as to what your observa-
tions are with respect to his conclusions?

One, it would mandate funding of abortions by States and the
Federal Government. Two, it would sweep away all present restric-
tions on abortions. Three, it would end conscience clause exemp-
tions for doctors, nurses, and hospitals. Four, it would threaten the
tax exemption of schools that do not support the concept of abort
tion, or their teachings are against abortion. Five, it would provide
a new basis in the Constitution for abortion rights.

Now, you can address yourself to any or all of them, but it seems
to me that you ought to be given an opportunity to give us the ben-
efit of your thinking on the subject.

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. I disagree with Professor Noonan on
all five. On the first point about public funding, my position I
think, is made pretty clear in my testimony, which is that we al-
ready know what the Supreme Court will do when applying strict
scrutiny. They applied strict scrutiny in Harris. They concluded
that public funding did not fall under strict scrutiny, and I do not
think the strict scrutiny mandated under the ERA would lead to
any different result and I do not think they would switch to a new
form of analysis.

On the restraints on abortion, it is the same position. I think pri-
vacy analysis will control. The ERA would mandate nothing more
than strict scrutiny. We already have strict scrutiny and it will be
the same results as now, plus I do not think the Court will switch
to a new form of analysis.

On conscience clauses, there is some amplification. I. do think pri-
vacy will continue to be the way they decide it, but I also think
there are issues of the power of Congress in relationship to protect-
ing conscientious objection under the freedom-of-exercise clause of
the first amendment.

I think there would be serious problems, at least with some kinds
of requirements that an individual participate in abortions who
was conscientiously opposed. That would be similar to requiring
somebody to go to war who was conscientiously opposed. And I do
not think that there is any doubt that the Supreme Court would
respect that as based on an independent constitutional provision.

I think privacy analysis would still control, but even if I was
completely wrong and the ERA became the sole form of analysis, I
think it would have to be construed in a manner consistent with
the first amendment free-exercise clause.

The tax exemption oneI am really glad to be able to address
that because I think it is based on a serious misreading of the Bob
JoneN opinion and a serious confusion between State action doc-
trine and tax exemption policy.

The Court in Bob Jones was interpreting the Internal Revenue
Code and asking whether it was consistent with Congress' intent
about the Internal Revenue Code that the executive branch had
withheld a tax exemption from Bob Jones. So the way that the Con-
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stitution got into it was as a guide to the meaning of Congress in \
adopting a statute.

The Court said quite clearly that the Constitution did not require
the result in Bob Jones. The result was because of its interprets-
tidn of what Congress intended to do about tax exemption.

Bob Jones does not say the 14th amendment requires the tax ex-
emptions to be cut off. Therefore, if Congress wished to cut off tax
exemptions, as Professor Noonan suggests in these cases, I think
Congress would have the power now to do that because Congress
has great control over tax exemption policy, although there might
be first amendment problems even there.

But we are talking about, if Congress did not want tax exemp-
tions to be removed, if Congress wanted the tax exemptions of prig
vate schools to stand, would the court say no; you must withhold\
tax exemptions? Does the Constitution, apart from Congress, re- \
quire that? That is not what Bob Jones says.

State action is the doctrine of the independent effect of the Con-
stitution on private institutions. WithOut any congressional action,
what4oes the Constitution by its own force do?

The r'Aurt has, in recent years, cut that back to the point where
the Government must not only have funded and be totally involved
with the private action that is challenged, it must have ordered the
discrimination that is complained of before the constitutional pro-
tections apply.

So it is very important to,make a distinction between tax exemp-
tion policy, which Bob Jones says is in the control of Congress, and
therefore in that case they interpret congressional intent, and
State action doctrine which only applies to private institutions
which are funded completely by the Federal Government or the
State government and have been ordered to carry out the practice
in question by the Government.

In fact, Professor Noonan recognizes that when he says the only
recourse that these poor institutions would have is to Congress.
That is right. Congress has the power to decide tax exemption
policy, and in this instance when IRS had acted to interpret the
tax exemption laws a certain way, Congress had gone along with it
for many years and the inaction in the face of Executive action was
given some consequence.

But if Congress is going to reach such a strange result as Profes-
sor Noonan hypothesizes, I for one just cannot imagine the scenar-
io he talks about, and Bob Jones certainly does not compel it.

The last one is that the ERA would provide an independent basis
for rights if for some reason the Supreme Court changed its mind
about Roe. I disagree with that, also. The reason I disagree with it
is because the scenario he is hypothesizing is one in which the Su-
preme Court Justices have changed their minds about the proper
role of the community in relationship to a woman's decision about
abortion.

Right now, a majority of the Supreme Court believes that it is
within the woman's right to privacy and the community, through
the Government, should not attempt to restrict her decision.

If the Court were to change its mind about that principle, it bog-
gles the mind to think that having changed their minds, they
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would turn around and engraft onto the ERA the same result they
had just rejected.

Why would the Justice.. go to the trouble of backing away from
the privacy anaeysis in order to turn around and adopt it under the
ERA?

The whole picture that Professor Noonan paints is a picture of
the Court on its own figuring out what to do, apart from the intent
of Congress and the American people; that the Court is the arbiter
of the Constitution.

Then he treats the ERA as if, when Congress and the people are
clear that the ZRA should not do this, the Court is going to be com-
pelled to do something the Court does not want to do. I mean, if
the Court wants to use the constitutional right of privacy to reach
abortion funding or anything else, they will do it. If they do not
want to, they will not-do it.

The idea that somehow they are going to step back in privacy
and that the ERA is going to force them to go forwardthose are
two inconsistent views of the operation of the Supreme Court. In
my opinion, if the Supreme Court is going to change its mind, it is
going to change its view of privacy and it is hardly goinr' to turn
around and then rereverse itself under the ERA. It is e:ily
that they would do that.

There are two ways that we would get rid of the right to privacy.
One way is the Court changes its mind, and then you have to
assume they change their mind in one context and then in the
ERA context, they turn around and reinvent that same wheel. I do
not see why the Court would do that.

Or there is a constitutional amendment, the human life amend-
ment or some other amendment, which reverses Roe v. Wade. In
that event, if there were two constitutional amendments, one about
human life and one about the ERA, they would have to be con-
strued consistent with each other, and again the Court would not
have the power under the ERA to reinvent it because their decision
would have to be consistent with both clauses. So I strongly dis-
agree with that last conclusion.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you, Professor.
Now, for my very last question, Mr. Chairman, can you give me

some assurance as to when the full committee will have an oppor-
tunity to vote on this constitutional amendment? We know the pro-
jection for this year's legislative calendar. We have had four hear-
ings; I understand there is another one scheduled for February.

When will the full committee have an opportunity to vote on the
ERA amendment?

Senator HATCH. I have made it clear that we will wait until the
House acts on this, but I really cannot say when we will vote on
the ERA. We are holding thorough hearings, and I think we are
holding them expeditiously.

Senator METZENBAUM. Why should the Senate wait for the
House?

Senator HATCH. The House is going to act first on this. When
they act, then we will be happy to act, too, so nobody has any illu-
sions about this.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, let me say to the chairman that I
believe that we are coequal with the other House.
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Senator HATCH. That is true.
Senator METzENsAum. We have coequal responsibilities, and

when I have concluded that we have dragged our feet long
enoughand I feel we are dragging our feetI will offer a motion
in the full committee. And I do not want to take the chairman by
surprise because I want to cooperate with him, as he does with me.

But I do want you to know that I think that this Senator and
other Senators would like to vote on the ERA constitutional
amendment.

Senator HATCH. The Senator has the right to do that and, of
course, I would uphold his right. But I certainly hope the Senator
will not do that until we have had full and extensive hearings. If
we were not proceeding with hearings, that would be another
matter, Our next hearing is set for next month and it takes about
a month between hearings to set them up.

This is not easy to do. As a matter of fact, we sometimes have
not known who the proponents' witnesses were going to be until
the last day. So all I can say. is 1 am doing the best I can and l
think anybody who observes these hearings and reads the tran-
scripts has to admit these have been important hearings and they
have been fair. Both sides have had equal time and have been
treated fairly, I believe.

If the Senator wants to jump the gun and circumvent that proc-
ess, that is his privilege to try, but I will certainly fight him on
that if that is the case. I think it would be unfortunate.

I think this hearing today is very important. Both witnesses are
excellent; both of them are well prepared. I think it points out
again tit wide disparity of belief with regard to what the equal
rights amendment really means.

I might add that some of us still do not understand what it
means- -

Senator METZENBAUM. Do iiot feel bad about that, Mr. Chairman.
We vote on things everyday out there on the floor of the Senate
and we do not know what they mean. [Laughter.]

Senator HATCH. One of the reasons the country is in such a mess
is because we are constantly voting on things we do not under-
stand, do not care to understand, do not take the time to under-
stand, and will not hold the hearings in order to understand.

That is w we are trying to avoid in thil4 matter; we will pro-
ceed with spakh, but we aee going to do so on a responsible basis.

Senator ETZENBAUM. I thank the chairman.
Senator HATCH. Senator DeConcini, I want to extend the time to

you.
Senator DNCONCINI. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Senator \LIAM'. I have only asked one question, but I will try

and defer my questions.
Senator DECONCINI. I thank the chairman, I want to say the

chairman has been fair in having extensive hearings, and I thank
him for doing that.

Senator HATCH. Thank you. Senator, could I raise one point?
Senator DECONCINI. I yield.
Senator HATCH. Ms. Freedman, you were talking about the cur-

rent law in State action and how you expect that to continue, but
in the Yale Law Journal you state with great certainty: "The cur-
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rent state of the law on State action in the field of education will
he eeistiect to further development as the goals of the ERA are
pressed upon the courts."

You did not seem nearly as confident that the law on State
action was going to remain the same if the equal rights amend-
ment were passed, or at least you did not back in 1971.

Professor FREEDMAN. There has been a substantial change in
State action doctrine. In fact, when I was in law school my first
law school paper was a paper on State action and I said it was a
conceptual disaster area and the Court did not know where it was
going, and there were developments of all sorts of possibilities at
that time.

Senator HATCH. Are you saying it does know where it is going
now?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. There has been a dramatic change in
State action doctrine and the Court has adopted some fairly clear
principles in no uncertain terms.

Senator HATCH. But you do not think the ERA will have any
impact on the present status of the State action doctrine?

Professor FREEDMAN. I happen to think the State action doctrine
is too restrictive and I wish I thought that there was going to be a
little bit of change because I think they have gone too far to one
extreme. But in terms of predicting what they will do, I do not
think so.

I also think that if Congress wants State action to mean any-
thing different than it does mean, then they will have to say so.

Senator HATCH. Then the doctrine of State action applicable to
the 14th amendment would apply under the equal rights amend-
ment if it is passed 9nd ratified'?

Professor FREEDMAN. What? I do not understand.
Senator HATCH. Will the 14th amendment definition of State

action then apply to the definition of State action under the equal
rights amendment?

Professor FREEDMAN. State action, as the Court is currently ap-
plying it, is a fairly consistent doctrine from one constitutional pro-
vision to another.

Senator HATCH. I am sorry to interrupt you, Senator.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENNIS DeCONCINI
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. chairman. By way of pref-

ace to my questions, I must acknowledge that I find myself in a dif-
ficult position on the issue before us, so I welcome these hearings.

I strongly support and am a cosponsor of the equal rights amend-
ment. I also strongly support prolife legislation, and have done so
throughout my career in the Senate. In my mind, there is no con-
nection whatsoever between the ERA and abortion. I further be-
lieve that no such connection could or should be made here.

Even if the Supreme Court, in its wisdom, reverses itself on the
use of the privacy doctrine to permit abortion, I do not believe the
ERA should or would serve as a substitute rationale.

1, and I suspect a number of other colleagues who are also in the
pro-ERA, prolife categoryand there are close to a dozen of us in
the Senatewould have great difficulty supporting the ERA if we
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felt that it could be interpreted by a future court to give assistance
in any degree to forces that have a prochoice attitude toward life
or death of the unborn.

It has only been recently that I have become aware of some peo-
ple's fears of a possible ERA and abortion connection. I respect
those views, of course.

Certainly, as I arrived at a position of support for the ERA, I had
no inkling that somehow it might be construed. someday to impact
on the abortion issue. I am encouraged that the legislative history
that will be made today by Professor Freedman and Professor
Noonan, particularly Professor. Freedman as the consensus witness
for the pro-ERA women's groups, will also reflect that there is no
connection today, nor is there intended to be any connection in the
future, between the ERA and abortion.

I agree that the legislative history is going to play a most con-
trolling role when and if this passes and when and if the Supreme
Court decides or takes the issue before it.

With that in mind, I would like to ask Professor Freedman a
series of questions, if I might, to have as clear and concise a legisla-
tive history for this Senator and perhaps others.

If you would be so kind, Professor, to answer them. I have read
your statement and some of them are answered there, but I want
to have it clear in my mind.

The first question is, will the adoption of the ERA have any
impact on abortion policy?

Professor FREEDMAN. No, it will not have any practical impact on
abortion policy.

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. Will the ERA reinforce or sup-
plement the theory of abortion rights established by the Supreme
Court in the abortion cases?

Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator DECONCINI. Will the ERA expand abortion rights al-

ready delineated by the abortion cases?
Professor FREEDMAN. In my opinion, no.
Senator DECONCINI. Will the ERA create any new abortion

rights?
Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator DECoNcon. Will the ERA have any impact on the Feder-

al, State, or local limitations on public funding of abortions?
Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator DECONCINI. Would the ERA overrule the Hyde amend-

ment?
Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator DECONCINI. Will the ERA lead to more abortion on

demand?
Professor FREEDMAN. Do you mean in terms of people seeking

abortions?
Senator DECONCINI. No. Just the fact that we had an equal

rights amendmentwould that--
Professor FREEDMAN. Do you mean would it change the stand-

ards for which kinds of abortions were constitutionally permitted?
Senator DECONCINI. That is correct.
Professor FREEDMAN. No.
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Senator DicCo Nom. Will the ERA render the right to abortion
absolute during the third trimester of pregnancy?

Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator DLCoNciNi. Will the ERA result in people being forced

to perform or assist in abortion operations or else be subject to pen-
alties? I think you have answered that very clearly and distinctly.

Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator DECONCINI. Much has been said by parties on both sides

of the ERA and abortion question regarding the legislative history.
I want to reiterate that I do not see, and do not intend any connec-
tion between the issues.

Our witness today has clearly stated that there is no connection.
I think her statement is very distinct. Professor Noonan disagrees
with that, and comes forward with an argument that I respect.
However, I cannot conclude that his argument is. overwhelming.

Professor Freedman, you have so eloquently presented the case
as to why there is no connection and no intended connection be-
tween abortion and the ERA. The prolife forces feel that stating
this explicitly in the equal rights amendment is necessary, and
they ask why should we not do it if there is no intended connec-
tion?

They propose the addition to the ERA of the so-called Sensen-
brenner amendment. Although I am sure you know how it reads, I
will read it here. "Nothing in this article shall be construed to
grant or secure any right to abortion or the funding thereof."

Now, I have reyd your statement about the problems with adding
any kind of additions, including abortion riders or amendments or
clarifications or anything else, to the ERA. But can you support
the Sensenbrenner amendment or any other kind of amendment
that states that the ERA will not grant or secure abortion rights?

Professor FREEDMAN. Would I agree to amending the amendment
and adopting the Sensenbrenner amendment?

Senator DECONCINI. Yes.
Professor FREEDMAN. No, I do not think that is a desirable

course.
Senator Di -.1oNciNi. Could you propose any acceptable amend-

ment?
Professor FREEDMAN. No. First of all, I do not think it is neces-

sary to propose an amendment because I think the legislative histo-
ry controls, and because I think it is clear that the ERA has ,no
practical impact on abortion decibionmaking by the SupremeCourt. It is an extremely convoluted argument to make the connec-
tion, but also the Sensenbrenner amendment is not the only
amendment that is being proposed.

It is not a question of one amendment or another amendment.
There are many subjects within the ERA on which various Mem-
bers of Congress are concerned. I do not agree with any of the sub-
stantive concerns they have, but it is not for me; it is for Congress.

I think once you start amendiril , you start casting negative im-
plications about the legislative history as a guide.

Senator HATCH. I do not mean to cut in on Senator DeConcini,
but I have the same concern he does. To clarify the ambiguity, why
do you not suggest to us what language could be addedit could be
as short a possibleto clarify this so that there is no longer the
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debate between proponents of the equal rights amendment and a
raft of prolife organizations now opposing the ERA on this basis?

Professor FREEDMAN. Because that is exactly my point. The addi-
tion of any language to the amendment other than the language
that is already there is to suggest that Congress is not going by the
general legislative history and theory of the amendment and the
specific examples that they have referred to, but that they are be-
ginning to draft specific language to deal with specific concerns.

Once you begin putting in specific language on one topic, the
question arises, why did you not adopt all these other modifying
amendments? When Senator Ervin proposed amendments in the
previous consideration of the ERA in the early 1970's, he put in
some amendments which agreed with the interpretation of the
amendment which the proponents were urging. He put in other
amendments which disagreed with the legislative history. All of
those amendments were rejected.

Senator HATCH. I understand that.
Professor FREEDMAN. But once you start putting in some which

are consistent with legislative history and others that are not, you
start raising the possibility that when you adopted one of them and
not another, you meant to reject what was said in the legislative
history and substitute the amending process as a guide to judicial
interpretation.

Senator HATCH. All Senator DeConcini and I are saying is you
can clarify this whole matter and perhaps attract more supporters
for the amendment if you just put a simple

Professor FREEDMAN. But it will not be just that amendment,
Senator. That is not going to be the only one that is going to be
considered.

Senator DECoNCINI. Well, if the chairman would let me interrupt
just a minute. You know, we go through this all the time. When
you are the author or the cosponsor of legislation and you go
through the process, you try to keep what is called a clean bill or
amendment on the floor.

Senator HATCH. That is true.
Senator DECoNcINI. We went through that with the balanced

budget amendment; we went through that with the human life
amendment. Of course, I look at it a little differently. I think that
the process here is to offer those amendments, And, of course, the
proponents of legislation and the ones that have studied it so long,
including myself, usually feel they are the authority and have got
to stop any amendments.

Usually, we do that on the floor. For instance, Senator Arm-
strong was one that succeeded in putting an amendment on the
balanced budget amendment, and I believe nothing bad was served
by that; it still passed. So I have a little problem with that argu-
ment.

But let me ask you this, Professor Noonan, if the chairman
would continue to yield.

Senator HATCH. It is your floor.
Senator DECONCINI. If you do not add amendments to the actual

constitutional equal rights amendment, what about legislation that
could be enacted restricting its scope? We have such rules of crimi-
nal and civil procedure that have been upheld by the courts, such
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as restrictions on inquiry into the background and sexual behavior
of a rape victim or the mention of insurance carriers in civil liabil-
ity cases.

Those have been upheld so as to restrict the court and the whole
judicial proceeding from entertaining that type of evidence. Now,
what if there was legislation? Would a restrictive statute directly
relating to women'', reproductive capacities or functions survive
what you have interpreted as the strict scrutiny test?

Professor NOONAN. I very much doubt it, Senator. Even in the
tax area that we got into through Bob Jones where you have the
16th amendment giving Congress plenary power, Congress has
been legislating on tax exemptions ever since 1916. And as the dis-
sent points out in Bob Jones, Congress was pretty specific about
who was entitled to tax exemptions. That did not stop the Court
one bit.

The Court gets tin bit in its teeth; the Constitution gives it the
bit and lets it run. All kinds of constitutional considerations get
put into the statute, and the statute either is bent quite a bit, as
happened in Bob Jones, or it disappears.

I am afraid when you get on the books a vast, vague amendment
of this character, I do not see, Senator, frankly, in conscience,
when you know that title VII are the precedents and you see the
"but for" test in place now, how you can believe that abortion
would not

Senator DECoNcim. Well, Professor---
Professor NOONAN. You, as a Senator, had to vote for the Preg-

nancy Discrimination Act and exempt abortions.
Senator DECoNcon. Professor Noonan, your argument is a good

attempt, I must say, but it does not convince this Senator. I have
read the Newport News case since I talked to you and my conclu-
sions are much more in the direction of Professor Freedman's argu-
ments than in yours. It may be a difference of interpretation in the
"but for" test.

Let me ask the same question of Professor Freedman regarding
the strict scrutiny test as to legislation versus any amendment on
the ERA.

Professor FREEDMAN. Is this lg'is1ation you are talking about to
say something about what the means in this area or is this
legislation just relating to reproductive---

Senator DECoNciNi. Yes, relating to women's reproductive capac-
ities or functions. Could that survive the strict scrutiny test?

Professor FREEDMAN. Legislation about public funding of abor-
tions relates to women's reproductive functions.

Senator DECoNciNi. Right.
Professor FREEDMAN. And it is my position that such legislation,

passed before or after the adoption of the ERA, would stand or fall
based on a privacy analysis. So if it is consistent, for example, with
the existing medicaid laws that were upheld in Harris v. McRae, it
is my position that they would receive the same outcome that they
receive now, with or without the-ERA.

Senator DECoNciNi. But if the ERA were in place--
Professor FREEDMAN. It would still come out the same.
Senator DEC,oNcmi. Of course, Congress could repeal such legis-

lation, too, if it passed it.
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Professor FaitenstAN. Right"
Senator DxCo Nom. But if Congress passed such legislation you

think it would pass the strict scrutiny test?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes, the same as it does- -
Senator MC° Nam The same as it does now with the Hyde

amendment or any other--
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. I do not think, the Court would even

address it as strict scrutiny under the ERA, but if they did, it is
strict scrutiny. As far as I am concernedilt is strict scrutiny; it is
the same beast. And if they changed their minds and struck it
down, they would do it because they had Changed their view of
strict scrutiny under privacy. That could always happen, but they
would not be doing it because of the ERA; they would be doing it
because they changed their minds about privacy.

Professor NOONAN. I would like to comment, since Professor
Freedman once more brought up Harris v. McRae. She has talked
about the privacy part of that. The Court spent several pages in
there on equal protection, and said in so many words that under
our equal protection approach, we are not giving a strict scrutiny
to this class of indigent women.

It would be different if this was a suspect class. Now, you cannot
come in here really and say that they applied a suspect class cate-
gory. They explicitly in the equal protection part say they are not
applying that test.

But if the ERA were in place, we all agree the suspect category
test would have to be applied.

Senator Emit. And if that applies, what results?
Professor NOONAN. If that applies, then the funding has to be

mandated; Hyde falls.
Senator HATCH. I do not think there is much question about it.
Senator MC° Nom. I disagree. Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Senator, could you wait for just a second?
Senator MC° Nora I yield.
Senator HATCH. Let me just make a couple of points. You have

indicated that as far as you are concerned, the legislative history is
clear that, as a practical matter, the passage of the ERA would
have no effect on the present law of abortion. But it is not so clear.

Let me just offer you some quotes-from the top proponents of the
equal rights amendment. These are arguments made in court, by
the way.

Professor FREEDMAN. That is not legislative history, Senator.
Senator HATCH. Yes, it effectively is.
Professor FREEDMAN. Is it in the legislative history?
Senator HATCH. You bet it is.
Senator DsCoNcim. Well, it is going to be.
Senator HATCH. I am making it legislative history.
Professor FREEDMAN. But not by a proponent; no proponent has

adopted that analysis.
Senator HATCEL Unfortunately, these are all proponents who

have articulated this analysis.
Professor FREEDMAN. Now, waif a minute. I am talking about a

senatorial or congressional proponent. Has a Member of Congress
or a Senator adopted those statements as correct statements of the
ERA?
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Senator HATCH. Senator Packwood and Senator Tsongas had the
opportunity to disclaim them and failed to.

Professor FREEDMAN. When I say that the legislative history is
not clear, I want to be clear who I am talking about.

Senator HATCH. Let us not split hairs.
Professor FREEDMAN. I am not.
Senator HATCH. This is clearly part of the ERA's legislative his-

tory.
Senator DsCAmcirii. But not. for the proponents.
Senator HATCH. Well, these are the proponents who are going to

litigate it afterward. That's what is important.
Senator DxCoNcim. But you are putting it in; that is the point, I

think. [Laughter.]
Senator HATCH. Well, not necessarily.
Professor FREEDMAN. Senator, I just want you to know that when

I say "proponent" in this context, I mean a senatorial or congres-
sional proponent of the amendment in Congress.

Senator HATCH. I understand.
Professor FRIEDMAN. And if you are using "proponent" to mean

outside---
Senator HATCH. I believe some proponents in the ERA debate

have already placed these in, but if I am wrong, that is fine.
[Laughter.]

These are four instances of important litigation under State
ERA's. If they are wrong, let us hear that from congressional pre-
ponents. Let me ask you if you agree with these statements:

Reimbursement for abortions as a matter of right rests on the Hawaii constitu-
tion's ERA, which provides that equality of rights under the law shall not be denied
or abridged by the State on account of sex. Abortion is a medical procedure per-
formed only for women. Withdrawing funds for abortion while continuing to reim-
burse other medical procedures sought by both sexes or only by men will be tanta-
mount to denial of equal rights on account of sex.

Do you disagree with that statement?
Professor FREEDMAN. As a matter of what the Hawaii ERA re-

quires, yes, I disagree. The analysis you present sounds like a facial
classification analysis and the correct analysis is unique physical
characteristics.

Senator HATCH. Do you disagree with it with regard to the Feder-
al ERA?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. I think the Federal ERA--
Senator HATCH. Does not require that?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes, because the test to be applied goes by

the legislative history of the Federal ERA, and it is clear that that
is not what the legislative history says.

Senator HATCH. Are you saying that if this is not in the legisla-
tive history, there is no way that any Supreme Court of the United
States is going to change the present abortion law if the ERA
passes?

Professor FREEDMAN. I am trying to understand what you are
adding to what I have already said. I have said I think that the
Supreme Court will do what it has been doing, which is that it will
continue to adhere to privacy analysis and the ERA will not
change it. I think that is what you just said.
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Senator HATCH. If the ERA is passed, will the equal protection
clause of the 14th amendment have any effect on the issue of abor-
tion?

Professor FREEDMAN. The 14th amendment? We have the 14th
amendment.

Senator HATCH. I am asking if the 14th amendment--the equal
protection clausewill have any effect on the issue of abortion
once the equal rights amendment is passed.

Professor FREIDMAN. That is right. Let me say one thing, by the
ERA?

Senator HATCH. It will not be affected by the passage of the ERA.
Professor Freedman. That is right. Let me say one thing, by the

way. Commenting on the Hawaii thing, I really should clarify that
I do not know the legislative history of the. Hawaii ERA, so I sup-
pee it is possible that there is some justification in the legislative
history of the Hawaii ERA that I am not familiar with.

In terms of the language of the Hawaii ERA, which I understand
to be the same as the Federal ERA, it should have the same mean-
ing. But since I am relying in part on legislative history, I do not
know the legislative history of the Hawaii ERA.

Senator HATCH. Well, if it will not change the standard legisla-
tively, then what is the purpose of the ERA? I thought the purpose
was, as evidenced by your article, to adopt a new absolute standard
for judging sex discriminatipn.

Professor FREEDMAN. An absolute standard about facial classifi-
cations.

Senator HATCH. All right.
Professor FREEDPAAN. This is not a facial classification; this is a

unique physical characteristics classification. Those are different
under the Federal ERA.

Senator HATCH. Unique physical characteristics? Let me ask you'
about the California Commission on ERA. It says as part of any
wide-scale effort to ensure the rights of women prisoners, every
step should be taken to assure that female inmates are informed of
their right to obtain an abortion. They must further be told of the
prison's duty to pay for abortions as it would pay for any other
needed medical care.

If the ERA passes, do you disagree with that statement?
Professor FREEDMAN. I do not even understand the connection to

the ERA that you are asserting. They are saying it is a good thing
for women to be told

Senator HATCH. If the ERA passes, they state, then women in
prison will have a right to an abortion and the State will have to
pay for it.

Professor FREEDMAN. I understand their saying that women
should be told that they have a right to an abortion, if they have a
right to an abortion. Is that not what you just said? They did not
say that women had a right to it. They said if the women had a
right to it, they should be told.

Senator HATCH. That is not the way I read it.
Professor FREEDMAN. Well, that is how I understood the state-

ment.
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Senator HATCH. Well, let me quote Judith Copelon. Judith Cope-
Ion says "the separation of abortion from the campaign for ERA
has jeopardized--

Professor FREEDMAN. Who is this you are speaking of?
Senator HATCH. Judith Cope lon.
Professor FREEDMAN. I. think you mean Rhonda Copelon.
Senator HATCH. Maybe it is Rhonda.
Professor FREEDMAN. I do not know who Judith Cope lon is. I

know ..w ho Rhonda Cope lon is.
Sen,,tor HATCH. Well, maybe it is honda, then. I am sorry.
This was in a Ms. Magazine articl in October 1983: "The separa-

tion of abortion from the campai for the ERA has jeopardized
abortion and produced a truncated version of liberation." Do you
agree or disagree with that statement?

Professor FREEDMAN. No, I do not agree with it.
Senator HATCH. You say legislative history is extremely impor-

tant in determining the meaning of the ERA and that you are
helping to establish the history that there will be no practical
effect on the present state of law on abortion should the equal
rights amendment pass.

Would you support a statement by the leading ERA proponents
in the official reports of each House of Congress to the effect that
the ERA is abortion-neutral?

Professor FREEDMAN. Since I believe the ERA is abortion-neutral,
I could have no objection.

Senator Hfterca. So you could support a statement in the reports
of both Houses of Congress by the proponents that the present
status of abortion would not be affected by the equal rights amend-
ment?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. In their judgment, the ERA would
have no practical effect is the same statement you have just said.
And since I think that is true--

Senator HATCH. Would you support a statement that it would
have no effect, leaving out the word "practical"?

Professor FREEDMAN. I prefer to use the word "practical" effect
because I am concerned about confusing the idea of whether they
mean strict scrutiny about reproductive regulations under the ERA
independently.

Senator HATCH. Let us be very specific and limit it strictly to
abortion and the present law on abortion. Could you surt a
statement that it would not affect the present law on abortion

ppo
one

way or the other?
Professor FREEDMAN. I think so, yes. I see that as the equivalent

of saying no practical effect, which is what I have been saying is
true. So if they say it is our understanding that the ERA has no
practical effect on abortion, and therefore the ERA is abortion-neu-
tral, that seems to me a correct statement of the prediction of what
the ERA will do and what they intend.

Senator HATCH. So you are saying that your testimony here
today ought to be the governing testimony because you are a propo-
nent of

Professor FREEDMAN. No. When I use the term "proponent," I
am speaking of if my testimony is adopted by a proponent in Con-
gress or the Senate, it becomes governing legislative history. The
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fact that I support the ERA and a Congress person supports the
%RA does not make me legislatively history.

The reason why the Yale Law Journal article was legislative his-
tory was because it was adopted by proponents in 1971, not because
I also support the ERA.

Senator HATCH. Do you belong to the National Organization for
Women?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes.
Senator 'HATCH. They passed a resolution on the ERA at the na-

tional NOW conference on October 2 of last year. It said: "There-
fore, be it resolved that the National Organization for Women
serves notice on Congress that we will accept no amendments to
the ERA, and that any sponsor willing to accept amendments
should remove her or his name from the list of sponsors." Do you
agree with that? You have basically testified that way here.

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. I think it is a bad idea to put amend-
ments on the amendment, and I think that the proponents should
not agree to do that.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Professor FREEDMAN. I am not sure I would *0 so far as to talk

about who should put their name on or take their name off because
I think that is sort of a fine political judgment. But I definitely
oppose amendments to the amendment.

Senator HATCH. Let me proceed step by step.
SeProfessor FREEDMAN. Just a moment, Senator Hatch.

Senator HATCH. Yes, go ahead.
Professor FREEDMAN. I could use a break at this point, if we

could.
Senator HATCH. I am sorry; we should have already had a break.
Professor FREEDMAN. Only 5 minutes, but I really need it.
Senator HATCH. Let us take a 5-minute break and then we will

resume as soon as we can.
Professor FREEDMAN. Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. Could I take advantage of the opportunity to

ask Professor Noonan a question? I do not have a question for Pro-
fessor Freedman.

Senator HATCH. You sure can.
Senator DECONCINI. Well, Mr. Chairman, I do not want to inter-

fere with the Senator from Iowa, but it seems to me that it is good
to have the main pro-ERA witness here to listen to the question.

Senator HATCH. Can we take 5 minutes?
Senator GRASSLEY. Just as long as I can get out of here by 11:30.
Senator HATCH. I am sorry; I should have turned to you, also. Let

us take a 5-minute break. We will be back here at about 22 after.
A brief recess was taken.]
Senator Grassley assumed the Chair.]

nator GRAMMY. Senator Hatch asked me, while he is still
having a discussion, if I would commence the meeting after the
recess that he called, and I am happy to do that.

I have an opportunity at this point, I think, based upon Senator
Hatch's indication to me that I could ask a question that I desired
to askI actually had several questions to ask, I would say, for the
record, except staff told me during my absence that most of them
had been addressed.
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But there is one of Professor Noonan in regard to the States that
he studied who have adopted constitutional provisions, and that is
whether or not you believe based on your study that members of
these State constitutional conventionsand I do not know; maybe
in some instances they were proposed by the legislaturebut in
either instance, whether the individuals involved realized at the
time that they adopted the ERA-like language that they were pro-
viding a legal basis for abortion funding -by= their-States.

Professor NOONAN. Well, Senator Grassley, I Can speak about
Massachusetts, which is my native State. They were solemnly ad-
vised by Prof. Lawrence Tribe of the Harvard Law School that the
State ERA would have no effect on abortion or abortion funding.

They went ahead and enacted it and then the Massachusetts af-
filiate of the ACLU was soon in court maintaining exactly the op-
posite position. So I think that you can get all the easy assurances
from people who want an ERA to go through, but unless there is
something there in the amendment, the same people may well be
in court the next day, if it is enacted, urging exactly the other in-
terpretation.

Senator CRAWL Y. Have you had an occasion to review any
debate or discussion from either a primary or secondary source
that would indicate that during the discussion of the proposed
amendments in these States that there was any discussion of the
issue?

Professor NOONAN. I should say candidly I have not followed the
discussion of the State ERA's in the other States. I happen to know
Massachusetts because that is where I come from, but I have fo-
cused on the ERA we have before us.

Senator GRASSLEY. Even though I did not ask you, Professor
Freedman, if you would like to comment on my question, I would
be happy to have you do it. That is the only question I have.

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. One of the things about some of the
States is they do not have printed legislative histories, so you have
to rely on committee reports or something. I am not aware of any
references saying that they do support abortion rights in any of the
amendments, but I have not made a careful study of it.

What I would say as to Professor Noonan's comment that, people
say one thing, then another, and his suggestion that people are
talking out of both sides of their mouths is this: sex discrimination
arguments about abortion are made all the time and it is no secret;
they are made under the 14th amendment and they have been
made since the beginning of the litigation about abortion, as far as
I am aware.

I think the important point for Congress is not whether those ar-
guments can be made, because an argument can be drafted; that is
not the question. The question is, as a practical matter, will it have
an effect on the courts and what does Congress intend about those
arguments, not will someone make them.

I think advocates will try to do the best they can, and people who
want to promote abortion choice and who feel that abortion rights
are endangered will draw on whatever arguments they can possibly
think up, many that I am sure have never been thought up. People
will think up arguments. That is not the question.
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People argue all kinds of speculative arguments about one thing
or another. I think the question is what does the legislative history
say and what will the Court pay attention to, and I think that is
the question.

And in the State circumstances, whatever has been said one way
or the other, the State courts have not found any connection.

Senator Giussixv. Senator DeConcini, I did not have any other
question& I have an I-1:30- appointmeniould you- be -able to
assume the Chair until Senator Hatch gets back?

[Senator DeConcini assumed the Chair.]
'Senator DgCorroiNi. I certainly will, Senator Grassley. I do not

have any further questions myself and I do not know what the
chairman 's desire how late he intends to go today. I think we
have had a long session and we ought not to burden the witnesses
much past 12, in my judgment, but we will wait just a few minutes
for the chairman to retrn.

A brief recess wisi taken.]
Senator Hatch resumed the Chair.]

nator HATCH. ProfessOr Freedman, there have been three pro-
ponents of the ERA who have testified on this issue: you; Senator
Tsongas, who said that the courts will decide this issue; and Sena-
tor Packwood, who also said that the courts will decide this issue.

At least two of you have further stated that you would not want
an amendment, either in the form of the Sensenbrenner amend-
ment or any other amendment that would clarify or resolve the
issue. Are the statements of Senators Tsongas and Packwood, both
congressional ERA proponents, the kind of legislative history to
which you are referring?

Professor FREEDMAN. What we have said and what who has said?
I could not hear the word.

Senator HATCH. Do the statements of Senator Tsongas and Sena-
tor Packwood constitute the kind of legislative history to which you
are referring in your testimony?

Senator 11.(10NCINI. Mr. Chairman, would you yield on that
matter?

Senator HATCH. Yes.
Senator DECONCINI. I agree with you that Senator Packwood

made those statements, but I think in fairness to Senator Tsongas,
he was not advised at that opening hearing that the chairman was
going to go into the depth of questioning that he did.

I have talked to him and I know that you have given him an op-
portunity to respond in writing and I believe he has not yet done
it.

Senator HATCH. That is right.
Senator DECONCINI. I suspect he will do it prior to the markup

here.
Senator HATCH. I also suspect he will.
Senator DECONCINI. I am quite sure he will, and I think it is only

fair to say that with the proponent from the State of Massachu-
setts, he was not informed that there was going to be indepth dis-
cussion and cross-examination, if I can use the word, by the good
chairman.

Senator HATCH. I am concerned with what is currently in the
legislative record. Now, Senator Tsongas may come in and say he
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agrees totally with Ann Freedman. He has every right to do that,
but the state of the record is that both he and Senator Packwood
have said that the courts are going to have to decide this issue.
That is the state of Ms. Freedman's legislative history.

Professor FREEDMAN. I do not understand clearly whether that is,in fact, a conflict. I mean, I am making a prediction that--
Senator HATcti. Are you saying that the courts will have to

decide the issue, also?
Professor FREEDMAN. What I am saying is that there is some im-

plication to that, apparently, that seems inconsistent to you and I
do not understand that.

Senator HATCH. Do you feel that the courts will have to Intimate-
ly decide this issue?

Professor FREEDMAN. I think that ERA arguments will be made
to the courts, yes.

Senator Him!". And they can decide it either way?
Professor FREEDMAN. In terms of constitutional power, they have

the power to interpret the Constitution. What I am saying is a pre-
diction about what they will do. I am saying, as a practical matter,
it will not have any effect because, in my judgment, they will
firmly adhere to privacy analysis. But I am not saying that the
case will not be presented to the courts.

So to say that the courts will decide is to say that the courts will
do what they are supposed to do. Someone will come in with an ar-
gument and they will say we stick with the privacy analysis and
this is what we do.

Senator HATCH. Let us assume that the ERA is ratified. If you
were approaChed by a prochoice organization to relitigate the Hyde
amendment, would you be inclined to do so and, I might say, under
sex discrimination lines this time, which would then be the new ar-
gument? Would you agree to do that?

Professor FREEDMAN. Would I agree to take the case?
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Professor FREEDMAN. I doubt it. I mean, at the present time, Sen-ator
Senator HATCH. Could you take the case?
Professor FREEDMAN. I am not in the business of much litigation

these days for some obvious reasons.
Senator HATCH. I understand, I understand. But let us assume

that you resume litigation; let us assume that your baby has been
delivered and that everything else is equal. A prochoice group
comes to you and would like to litigate the Hyde amendment on
sex discrimination lines. Would you consider taking that case?

Professor FREEDMAN. I world be inclined to say I think you do
not have a chance of winning and I do not think it- makes sense for
you to spend the resources it is going_totake you to bring the case.

Senator HATCH. So you would-not-take the case, then?
Professor FREEDMAN. Based on what I have just said, I do not

think so.
Senator HATCH. OK. That is all I wanted to know.
Professor FREEDMAN. Who knows what wonderful °Dix, -tunities

will present themselves for fame and fortune in lit' 4ating on who
knows what before the Supreme Court? I may say, vtil, db. oppor-
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tunity to appear before the Supreme Court, which I have never
done beforeI am. going.

Senator HATCH. I am not asking about all the wonderful things
that could happen. I am asking about this one very narrow issue.

Professor FREEDMAN. I think it would not be a very strong argu-
ment.

Senator HATCH. Let me go to another question. As I understand
it, you would like to leave at 12:30. I cannot complete my line of
questioning by 12:30, but I am willing to reschedule this hearing
because I want to accommodate you in every way I can.

Professor FREEDMAN. Senator, it was my understanding that the
hearing was only scheduled to go to 12:30. I must have misunder-
stood what Mr. Feidler told me.

Senator HATCH. Apparently there was some misunderstanding. I
am willing to accommodate you in any way. I am sorry.

Senator DzCoNcir41. Could I interrupt the chairman? Could not
the chairman submit the questions in writing?

Senator HATCH. No, because I want to have both of them here so
we can benefit from the interplay between them. This has been, I
think, a valuable aspect of these hearings. We have been able to
listen to two of the best people on this issue in the country respond
to one another's arguments.

Senator DECONCINI. I am partly responsible for indicating that
the hearings today, at least, from the proponents' side, would not
last past 12:30. But the chairman has the right to call as many
hearings as he desires.

Senator HATCH. I have no problem with, that, Senator DeConcini.
I am going to honor your request that we finish at 12:30, and re-
spect Me. Freedman's wishes in the process. But I think, too, that
this is a very important subject and it would be regrettable if we do
not finish today.

We could go tomorrow; we could go any other time you would
like to. We could even do it on the weekend; I do not care.

Professor FREEDMAN. My availability is not affected by weekends
or weekdays. I am in a process as to which the control of timing is
not in my hands.

Senator HATCH. I understand. Well, let me just go as fast as I can
and maybe I can get through some of them if you can both answer
succinctly. I may not go back and forth, so let me know if you want
to respond.

Let me focus on what seems to be the most recurrent matter
raised by the opponents of the present language of the ERA, the
issue of public funding of abortions. In your understanding Profes-
sor Freedman, what is the present state of the law with respect to
abortion funding?

Are limitations on such funding such as the Hyde amendment
clearly constitutional?

Professor FREEDMAN. My opinion is that Harris v. McRae is the
governing law on the subject, with Williams v. Zbaraz, and I think
there is another case, the Miller case, that came along.

Senator HATCH. And Beal v.. Doe as well, I think.
Professor FREEDMAN. And the Maher case.

r..0
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Senator HATCH. In Harris, the plaintiffs who wanted to overturnthe Hyde amendment argued that the amendment violated thewoman's right to privacy, as described earlier in Roe v. Wade.
Now, is it correct that the Court rejected that argument? Wouldthe ERA change this argument in any way? I think you have saidit would not, but let us clarify it.
Professor FREEDMAN. Well, no, because the argument has to do

with the constitutional right to privacy.
Senator HATCH. Then the ERA would not change it, if that werethe sole argument?
Professor FREEDMAN. No, no.
Senator Harm. If I am correct, however, the Court was also con-fronted in Harris with the argument that the Hyde amendment

violated the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment.
Plaintiffs argued that the provision discriminated against indi-gent women who could not have otherwise obtained an abortion. Isit correct that the Court also rejected that argument?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yee.
Senator HAWH. OK. Would the ERA change the argument thatdenial of abortion funding is sex discrimination?
Professor' FREEDMAN. Would it change the argument about poorwomen, about indigency?
Senator Harm. That is right.
Professor FREEDMAN. No. It i an equal protection argument

about indigency.
Senator HATCH. Would the ERA change the argument that theHyde amendment discriminated against women.
Professor FREEDMAN. Let me just say what I understand. The

plaintiffs argued that it was a violation of the equal protection
clause or, the bases of privacy, indigency, and sex.

Those arguments, which are based on the equal protection
clause, could still be made after the ERA. An ERA argument couldalso be made. All of those arguments

Senator HATCH. So you are saying it could be made?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes, an ERA argument can be made.
Senator HATCH. As to sex discrimination in general?
Professor FREEDMAN. Sure. The argument could be made, and

the answer would be all of those lead to strict scrutiny because the
argument based on ERA is a unique physical characteristics argu-ment. The argument based on sex is an intermediate scrutiny argu-ment. The argument based on poverty is that it should be a suspectclass. The privacy argument is strict scrutiny and the result comesout the same because there is no standard in any of those argu-ments that is higher than strict scrutiny, which le required by pmvacy. So you get a new argument, but not a different result.

Senator Harem As I understand it, the Court rejected the equal
protection argument, because they concluded: "It is not predicated
on a constitutionally suspect classification."

Professor FRE /MAN. You are talking about the poverty argu-ment, because they did not address the sex argument?
Senator HATCH. That is, there is no class of indigent women enti-

tled to special constitutional protection as there is a class of racial
minorities, for example.

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. They rejected it.



Senator HAercii. Well, is it not the purpose of the equal rights
amendment to raise the sex classification to the same constitution-
al status as race classification?

Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator Hamm To go beyond it?
Professor FRIEDMAN. No. It is a different standard; it is not the

same. It is a different standard. It is not permissible to use sex clas-
sifications, but this is not a sex classification. I

Senator HATCH. Well, Congressman Don Ed arcs said it is the
same standard, and he is the chairman of the C4nstitutional Rights
Subcommittee in the House and a proponent of the ERA.

Professor FREEDMAN. No, that is not what I tuiderstand.
Senator HATCH. Is that not good legislative h4tory,lf he does say

that?
Professor FRIEDMAN. ff he says that it is a suspect class stand-

_
ard, that is the governing legislative history. That is not what I un-
derstand his current position to be. I understsud him to be saying
what we have said all along, which is that sex is not a permissible
classification.

But either way, we are not talking here about a sex classifica-
tion. We are talking about a classification based on a unique physi-
cal characteristic.

Senator HATCH. I do not believe I have detected any disagree-
ment among either proponents or opponents of ERA that the pur-
pose of the amendment is to at leash establish strict scrutiny as the
standard of judicial review for sex (classifications. Aren't I correct?

Professor FREEDMAN. At least, certainly, but it is different.
Senator HATCH. It may be more rigorous, but at least
Professor FREEDMAN. It is just different. It is not permissible to

use sex classifications, but the mint is this is not a sex classifica-
tion so I do not know why we are having so much discussion of it.
This is not a sex classification.

I am talking about facial sex classificationsunder the ERA, you
cannot use a classification that says men and women are treated
differently.

Senator HATCH. Well, am I correct in my assumption that if a
law such as the Hyde amendment is challenged on alternative
groundsthat is, either the right to privacy or equal protection
that it will be overturned if it is in \iiolation of either constitution-
al provision?

Professor FREEDMAN. Sure.
Senator HATCH. Now, given that the express purpose of the ERA

is to elevate sex to a suspect classification, akin to race, why could
not a reasonable observer assume that Harris v. McRae would be
altered by the ERA?

Professor FREEDMAN. Because the standard under privacy is
strict scrutiny and the standard for unique physical characteristics
is strict scrutiny. So the question is, What does strict scrutiny re-
quire?

We do not have to speculate about what strict scrutiny requires.
The standard for privacy has been reaffirmed since Harris; it was
affirmed in Harris. It is stria scrutiny. The Court made certain dis-
tinctions based on whether it was a restriction on a woman's right
to choose or not, not based on the standard of review.
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They did not say we have a different standard of review. It is
strict scrutiny, strict scrutiny, strict scrutiny. So we know what
they do in strict scrutiny. They say funding is different from a
criminal abortion law.

Senator HATCH. Professor Noonan, what do you have to say on
that? Is it strict scrutiny or not, and what does that mean?

Professor NOONAN. I was intrigued by Professor Freedman
saying the ERA argument could be made and would be made on
funding. Now, I assume that no lawyer, however zealous an advo-
cate, would make an irresponsible argument.

So I take it that when she admits the argument would be made,
that is a reasonable interpretation of the ERA; that it invalidates
the funding. So I think she has come half way in admitting that we
have g it a very reasonable doubt here.

Four Justices of the Supreme Court said that they thought, even
under the weak equal protection standard, funding should be man-
dated. They were not dealing with a suspect class. It is unconceiva-
ble to me, when you now create a suspect class, that there would
not be a powerful reason for applying the suspect classification rule
on behalf of sex discrimination in order to mandate abortion fund-
ing.

I do not think there is any doubt about the way it would go. But
trying to at least meet her half way, I think she agrees there is at
least a reasonable possibility. Yet, she is dealing with something
that is abhorred by a large part of the country. She will not agree
to the simple amendment that would obviate the doubt. Why not?

Senator HATCH. Let me read from Harris v. McRae. It says:
This presumption of constitutional validity, however, disappeais if a statutory

classification is predicated on criteria that are, in a constitutional sense, "suspect,'
the principal example of which is a classification based on race.

They continue subsequently,
For the reasons stated above, we have already concluded that the Hyde amend-

ment violates no constitutionally protected, substantive rights. We now conclude as
well that it is not predicated on a constitutionally-suspect classification.

So this particular case was decided as fit was explicitly because
there was no suspect classification.

What do you have to say about that, F'rcifessor Noonan?
Professor NOONAN. I think that is exactly \right. I think Professor

Freedman has given us one half of the case. The Court in so many
words does not agree with her. The Court itself says we are not
dealing with a suspect class. ..

Now, we create a suspect class with the ERA. The whole decision
framework is changed, and I cannot understand, Professor Freed-
man, why you do not see that; I really do not.

Senator HATCH. Let me see if I can ask a question that might
help clarify it. Under the language of the proposed ERA, Professor
Freedman, would a pregnancy classification such as we find in the
Hyde amendment be treated as a classification on the basis of sex?

Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator HATCH. It would not?
Professor FREEDMAN. It is accorded strict scrutiny precisely be-

cause it is not a sex classification. If it were a sex classification, it
would not be permissible.
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Senator HATCH. Am I dorrect that title VII of the Civil RightsAct of 1964 treats pregnancy classifications by employers in thedispensation of medical benefits as an illustration of discrimination
on the basis of sex?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes; they treat as a form of sex discrimina-
tion, but they do not treat it as if it were a facial class.

Senator HATCH. Would you disagree with title VII on that point,then?
Professor FREEDMAN. No; I do not.
Senator HATCH. OK.
Professor FREEDMAN. The position of the dissenters in Gilbertand Geduldig is that pregnancy classifications must be reviewedwith something other than minimal, toothless scrutiny. They haveto have some kind of strict scrutiny. There is strict scrutiny ofpregnancy classifications. That is what title VII now means; that iswhat ERA requires.
The point that I am making about Harris which ProfessorNoonan disagrees with is that they used strict scrutiny in Harrisunder privacy, and that the same results on strict scrutiny are thesame results on strict scrutiny, and I would point to the dissenters'

opinion in Harris v. McRae in support of my position.
There is not a mention of a sex discrimination argument inthere. In dissent, Brennan and Marshall both took the position inGilbert and Geduldig that unique physical characteristics should besubject to some kind of more serious scrutiny, and yet they did notmake a unique physical characteristics argument in Harris v.McRae's dissent.
Professor NOONAN. Can I make one comment on why they didnot? That was 4 years ago; they were still a minority. They had lostin Geduldig; they saved their breath. Why should they make an ar-gument they had lost on in two cases?
Professor FREEDMAN. They do it all the time.
Professor NOONAN. But to speculate as to why they would notuse a useless argument is vary different. Now, they have got a ma-jority.
Professor FREEDMAN. But they lost on the poverty one, too, andthey made that.
Professor NOONAN. May I ask you one simple question? Did theCourt in so many words, the majority opinion, say we are not deal-ing_ with a suspect class?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes.
Professor NOONAN. All right.
Professor FREEDMAN. They were talking about poverty at thetime.
Professor NooNAm. Right. Will not the reasoning change whenthey are dealing will' a suspect class?
Professor FREEDMAN. They will not be dealing with a suspectclass. They will be dealing with strict scrutiny based on uniquephysical characteristics.
Professor NOONAN. That is not a suspect class?
Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator HATCH. Under the language of the ERA--
Professor FREEDMAN. The ERA does not make sex a suspect class.It says it is not permissible to use sex classifications, and it says
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unique physical characteristic classifications are not sex classifica-
tions, but they are related to sex discrimination in such a way that
they are subject ti strict scrutiny.

Senator HATCH. Well, I hate to say it, but I believe that that is
inconsistent with what every ERA proponent, who has spoken in
the Congress, says about it. You may be right. I am not saying you
are right. But you are in a distinct minority, among even propo-
nents.

Professbr FREEDMAN. Let me clarify why that confusion happens
so often, and it does happen a lot and people use it in a loose phra-
seology because what "suspeCt class" has come to mean under the
14th amendment for race has been fatal in fact. The phrase that is
used is it is scrutiny which is strict in form, fatal in fact. I think
the Court has actually said that on occasion.

So it is the highest standard with which people are familiar and
people use it to say we mean something more than intermediate
scrutiny. But, in fact, strict scrutiny means a review in which the
Government bears some burden of justification.

Under the equal rights amendment, facial classifications cannot
be used; you cannot justify them. Facial classifications are not per-
missible; they cannot be used. Unique physical characteristics aresubject to strict scrutiny.

Professor NOONAN. Now, would not pregnancy and abortion besubject to strict scrutiny?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes, and strict scrutiny is also what is used

under the due process clause and under the 14th amendment for
abortion now.

Senator HATCH. In our first hearing Mama Tucker, a leading
proponent fcr the equal rights amendment, said sex discrimination
under the ERA would be treated as equivalent to race discrimina-
tion.

Now, you know, if that does, not indicate that there is contusion
on what the ERA means, I do not know what does.

Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Senator HATCH. She was the lead witness of ERA sponsors on

this committee.
Professor FREEDMAN. It is a difference between a legal technical-

ity about how the results are accomplished and what the results
would be. The reason why suspect class is not the standard for sex
discrimination for facial classification is because the history of race
gives a special meaning to strict scrutiny about race and suspect
class status about race.

The results of a 14th amendment case about race and the results
in an equal rights amendment about a facial classification would
parallel each other. It is not a disagreement.

Senator HATCH. I think it is. Do we have to write your Yale Law
Review article into the statute to clarify it?

Professor FREEDMAN. If you look at the original legislative histo-
ry, it does not say this makes sex a suspect class. The ERA is not
an amendment to the 14th amendment; it is its own amendment.

The thing is it is beside the point in this context because we are
talking about facial classifications. For unique physical characteris-
tics, the standard is strict scrutiny. Unique physical characteristics
are not the same as facial classifications.
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Senator HATCH. Under the language of the equal rights amend-
ment, would a pregnancy claisification such as the Hyde amend-
ment be subject to the standards of the unique physical character-
istics exception that you are talking about?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yee, strict scrutiny would apply.
Senator HATCH. Where does that exception derive from?
Professor FREEDMAN. The whole unique physical characteristics

argument was developed in the original legislative history without
prior case precedent.

Senator HATCH. Actually, it was developed in your Yale Law
Review article; was it not? It has no further basis; does it?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes, which became legislative history, but
as it happened the Gilbert dissenters--

Senator HATCH. It is "legislative history" except that no one
seems to agree on what it means.

Professor FREEDMAN. It is an obvious fact about men and women
that women have certain reproductive capacities end activities that
men do not have. So it is not a question that you have to go far
afield to think, what are we going to do about pregnancy classifica-
tions. It is not as though you have to make up the problem of preg-
nancy.

The problem of pregnancy is a difference between the sexes. The
question is will it swallow the main rule of the amendment. So in
the Yale article we talked about uniaue physical characteristics,
and that is what the dissenters did in Gilbert and Geduldi', so now
there is case law analogous to unique physical characteristics, al-
though there was not at the time of the original legislative history.

Senator HATCH. Are there any other exceptions to what you and
Professor Emerson describe as the "absolute" standard to be em-
ployed under the equal rights amendment?

Professor FREEDMAN. Wait a minute.
Senator HATCH. I am talking about the right to privacy, for ex-

ample.
Professor FREEDMAN. I know, but that is facial classifications.
Senator HATCH. All right. That is your nomenclature.
Professor FREEDMAN. These are classifications based on unique

physical characteristics. This is not an exception about facial classi-
fications. Classifications based on pregnancy are not facial classifi-
cations; they are unique physical characteristics.

Senator HATCH. Do you have any comments about that, Professor
Noonan?

Professor NOONAN. You know that this /unique physical charac-
teristic was something that the original authors, with commenda-
ble astuteness, dreamed up. Senator Bayh to some extent adopted
it in his Senate report, but it has not stood up in the Supreme
Court in the title VII cases.

I do not know really why we should spend a lot of time on 'it,
except that we have the author of the idea. When I see that you
yourself rejected it in the General Electric case, where you said
pregnancy was not unique, it was shareddid you not say that,
that an operation for pregnancy reached shared characteristics
with other operations?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. I did not say that pregnancy was not a
unique physical characteristic.
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Professor NOONAN. Just the operation?
Professor FREEDMAN. I said that the concern of the employer in a

disability scheme did not go to unique features of pregnancy. There
are some featu shared and some features not shared.

The employer des not care about the fact that pregnancy in-
volves reproductio . The employer cares about employee disability;
that is what Congress recognized in the Pregnancy Discrimination
Act.

Professor NOONAN. And then after you made that argument, did
not Justice Brennan, whose position you endorse, say men have a
reproductive system, women have a reproductive system; there are
common categories?

Professor FREEDMAN. They are common categories as they relate
to an employer disability scheme. The whole point ofstrict scrutiny
is you have to look at the classification in question that supposedly
has to do with reproductive function, and ask does it have to do
with reproductive function.

Professor NOONAN. And what would be different about abortion?
Professor FREEDMAN. The whole point about abortion and why

there is so much debate about it is that abortion has to do with the
reproductive function in a way that is not like anything else.

Professor NOONAN. It ends in a person not having a child.
Professor FREEDMAN. Right, or if a person does not have an abor-

. tion, the person goes ahead and has a child.-
Professor NOONAN. But as far as it is funded, it ends up in neu-

tering the reproductive capacity and reducing the . perspn to the
many people who do not have children.

Professor FREEDMAN. I do not think a woman who has an abor-
tion is reduced to being a man.

Professor NOONAN. In that respect, in the respect we are looking
at, is that not true?

Professor FREEDMAN. No.
Professor NOONAN. You said in so many words in that brief that

the reproductive processthe unique thing is that you have a
baby.

Professor FREEDMAN. Or do not have a baby. You have to deal
with the fact that there could be a baby.

Professor NOONAN. And abortion ends that possibility.
Professor FREEDMAN. That is right, lilt it is not as if you never

went through any process. It does not make you a man. One thing
that is real clear to me is that people who have abortions do not
end up being men. (Laughter.]

Professor NOONAN. We are looking at shared characteristics at a
particular point in time. Just as you pointed out, a woman is just
like a man in getting some kind of medical operation in pregnancy.
So in this one respect, she is not bearing a child.

Professor FREEDMAN. Vis-a-vis the employer's concern. The em-
ployer's concern is with whether an employee should be compensat-
ed for expenses or for time lost from work because of disability. It
does not make a difference whether employees are disabled because
they are pregnant or they are disabled for some other reason.

This is what I was trying to clarify. There seemed to be a misun-
derstanding by some people that the unique physical characteris-
tics doctrine was not what the dissent said in Gilbert and Geduldig,
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but rather what the majority said; in other wordy no scrutiny at
all.

And I was trying to clarify in that brief, and I think did clarify,
and the dissent picked it up, that unique physical characteristic
scrutiny means, that there has to be some scrutiny a t whether
the regulation is related to something unique about pre ancy. In
a disability context it is not related to anything unique a. ut preg-
nancy.

Senator HATCH. Professor, assume that the-Congress decid in a
Health and Human Services appropriation to fund researc pro-
grams for every significant health program or disease with th ex-
ception of sickle cell anemia. As you know, sickle cell anemia a
disease that strikes predominantly black individuals.

Would you imagine that anyone could make an argument tha
such a denial violated the equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment?

Professor FREEDMAN. It would depend on why Congress had
taken that action. You are asking me to assume that Congress did
it for racial animus?

Senator HATCH. No.
Professor FREEDMAN. I cannot imagine that.
Senator HATCH. Assume that the Congress did not, would not an

argument still be made that it violated the equal protection clause?
How would that illustration be any different from the abortion
issue, in which Congress has chosen not to fund a medical proce-
dure which exclusively affects women? You do not see any analo-
gY?Professor FREEDMAN. First of all, I cannot imagine Congress
doing that. No. 2, the issue on equal .protection would depend in
part on why they did it.

Senator HATCH. Yes.
Professor FREEDMAN. Sure, somebody would argue that, but the

only possible reason for Congress not to fund itI mean, there
might be a million reasons why they did not fund it. They might
decide that it would not be productive research.

Senator HATCH. It may cost too much; they just do not want to
pay for it. It sounds like you are endorsing an intent standard here
by looking to motivation.

Professor FREEDMAN. It would depend on the reason that Con-
gress did it. If Congress did it out of racial animus, then they would
be discriminating on the basis of race, but that is not the case in
the abortion funding cases. They are not parallel.

The other thing that is not parallel is that there exists a body of
constitutional law that deals with the abortion situation. There
does not exist a body of law that deals with sickle cell anemia.

Senator HATCH. The Library of Congress recently prepared an
extensive analysis of the ERA/abortion issue; I know you are famil-
iar with that. It. concluded, "If strict scrutiny is the standard ap-
plied, then the answer to the question of whether pregnancy classi-
fications are sex-based classifications would seem to be affirma-
tive."

Now, at least as I have interpreted you, you have said that strict
scrutiny would be the appropriate standard even in the instance of
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classifications involving unique physical characteristics. Am I
wrong in that?

Professor FREEDMAN. No. I believe in strict scrutiny for those.
Senator HATCH. Well, the Library of Congress would conclude

that the ERA would promote abortion funding. Do you disagree
with that research?

Professor FREEDMAN. They equated that unique physical charac-
teristics with facial sex classifications, and I do not agree with that
equation.

Senator HATCH. You seem to be the only one who has ever made
this argument.

Professor FREEDMAN. No. The Yale Law Journal article makes
that argument and takes this position. It clearly differentiates be-
tween facial classifications and unique physical characteristics clas-
sifications. It says facial classifications are not permissible; it says
unique physical characteristics classifications have to be closely
scrutinized.

Senator HATCH. The only thing I am pointing out is that the Li-
brary of Congress analysts seem to misunderstand; Congressman
Edwards seems to misunderstand, and Senators Tsongas and Pack-
wood seem to misunderstand.

Professor FREEDMAN. I do not think Representative Edwards mis-
understands.

Senator HATCH. You do not think he misunderstands?
Professor FREEDMAN. No. I agree that there is strict scrutiny of

pregnancy classifications. I think that they are ignoring the effect
of Harris v. McRae on telling us what strict scrutiny requires when
it is applied.

Professor NOONAN. Can I ask the professor one question?
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Professor NOQNAN. Why do you attach such importance to part

one of Harris and ignore what the Court said in part two? They
said we are not applying strict scrutiny, with the plain implication
that it would be different that they were. Why did they say that?

Senator HATCH. That is the quote I read.
Professor FREEDMAN. First of all, they were talking about pover-

ty, not sex.
Professor NOONAN. All right. Whatever they were talking about,

they said they are not doing it by implication.
Professor FREEDMAN. They did not even dignify the sex argument

with a discussion.
Professor NooNAO. Yes.
Professor FREEDMAN. Second, if your argument were persuasive,

I think the dissent, which believes in strict scrutiny for pregnancy
classifications, would have adopted it.

Professor NOONAN. But ERA was not in place. You kept telling
us Harris talked about strict scrutiny. The Court says "we did not
in this part of the case.

Professor FREEDM4N. It is uncontested that strict scrutiny is the
standard of review fdr privacy violations.

Senator DECoNciNi. Mr. Chairman?
Senator HATCH. Yes?
Senator DECONCINI. The witness, Professor reedman, did write

Congressman Edwards in response to the legal analysis of the
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impact of the proposed equal rights amendment, dated November
7. It is a lengthy letter and I would ask, if the chairman would not
object, that it appear in the record.

Professor FREEDMAN. Senator Hatch, I do not know if my pre-
pared testimony has gotten into the record officially, and I just
want to make sure it does.

Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will make sure it goes in
immediately following your initial remarks.

Professor FREEDMAN. Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Now, is it your view, Professor, that the Hyde

amendment is a constitutional exercise of authority by the C,on-
gress?

Professor FREEDMAN. I believe that that is the law of the Consti-
tution, yes. The Supreme Court has said that is what the Constitu-
tion means, and they are the ultimate arbiters.

Senator HATCH. If that is so, you believe that Congress has the
authority to restrict public funding of abortions for indigent
women? Do' you personally believe that?

Professor FREEDMAN. I do no!, understand the question.
SelscitOr HATCH. Well, let me say it again.
Professor FREEDMAN. I mean, the Supreme Court has spoken

about what the Constitution permits.
Senator HATCH. You are acknowledging that Congress has a

right to pass the Hyde amendment as an exercise of its constitu-
tional power. So the Congress does have the authority to restrict
public funding for abortions for indigent women?

Professor FREEDMAN. Is that not what it has already done?
Senator HATCH. Yes. So you are saying it does, then?
Professor FREEDMAN. The Supreme Court has said they do, and

the Supreme Court is the ultimate authority as to the meaning of
the Constitution.

Senator HATCH. Would you anticipate any significant litigation
directed to overturning the Hyde Amendment if the ERA is
passed? Are you saying that it would have little or no chance of
success?

Professor FREEDMAN. I do not think the equal rights amendment
will cause further litigation. I thi-k as long as the Hyde amend-
ment is in place, people who 0;sagr, .1 with the Supreme Court's
ruling will try to figure out w. vs to get it overturned. So I expect
that at any point that they thilLi- '.:,at they can overturn it, they
will bring cases trying to overturn it.

Senator HATCH. If I understand your testimony, you are saying
they will not he successful in overturning it?

Professor FREEDMAN. They will not be successful on the grounds
of the ERA on overturning it. They may or may not succeed in
changing the dimensions of the constitutional right of privacy.

As I understand it, it is the hope of those who oppose abortion
that the Supreme Court will abandon the whole line of argument
they took in Roe v. Wade. And I suspect that the question of
whether the Supreme Court should change its mind, either to go
further toward a choice position or further toward an antiabortion
position, will continue to be litigated.

My point is that it will be litigated as a privacy matter; that the
Court will decide it as a privacy matter, not that it will not be liti-
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gated. I think this country is going to be fighting one way or an-
other about this issue for some time to come.

Senator HATCH. Then I take it you would disagree, then, with the
Connecticut superior court judge in the judicial district of-New
Haven in the Doe v. Maher case, who stated in response to a chal-
lenge to a public funding restriction:

The constitutional arguments that policy paragraph 215 violate a State's equal
right amendment and equal protection clause have substantial merit. Inasmuch as
this is an application for temporary injunction that requires a prompt determina-
tion, the Court finds that it must par on these tempting and very persuasive argu-
ments made by the plaintiffs and limit its discunion to due promos analysis.

Do you agree with that?
Profeosur FREIDMAN. I did not follow the last part about due

process analysis. If you are saying do I think that those are persua-
sive arguments, that is a prediction about whether they are persua-
sive to the Supreme Court.

Senator HATCH. Well, basically, he said that the argument that
the State Hyde amendment violates the State ERA offered a very
tempting and very. persuasive argument..

Professor FREIDMAN. I think it is clear that it is not a very
tempting and very persuasive argument to the U.S. Supreme
Court, which is what I understand to be the subject Of this hearing.

Senator HATCH. OK. In the 1976 Supreme Court decision bf Mis-
souri v. Danforth, the Court ruled that the husband of a pregnant
woman did not have any veto right over the abortion decision of
the spouse.

Now, given that the ERA is designed in so many areas of domes-
tic relations to equalize the roles of husbands and wives, do you
think the equal rights amendment would have any impact upon
the Danforth decision and accord the husband greater rights in
this area?

Indeed, I noted that this precise argument was recently made in
the context of the Maryland State equal rights amendment. Would
the ERA affect Danforth?

Professor FRERDMAN. No, I do not.
Senator HATCH. You do not.
Professor FREIDMAN. My reasons for that are that the reason

why the husband does not have rights, in the Danforth reasoning,
is because it is a constitutional right to privacy of the woman, and
for the State to give the husband a sayif there is a husband and
a wife, they cannot have a majority, vote; either the woman decides
or the husband deCides.

If you give the husband a veto power, the State is delegating to
the husband a power that, under the Supreme Court's interpreta-
tion in Roe, the Supreme Court says the State does not have. So
they cannot give any third party the right to exercise it.

That analysis would continue to govern, so for privacy reasons it
would continue to be the same law. Privacy analysis controls; pri-
vacy analysis says the husband does not have a right.

Senator HATCH. Do you have any comments on that, Professor?
Professor NOONAN. I think there would certainly be a serious ar-

gument and how it would come out, of course, would depend on
how highly the CArirt valued the abortion right against the equal
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rights amendment. But it would certainly be a point of consider-
able substance that could reasonably be argued.

Senator HATCH. Sarah Weddington, one of the attorneys in the
landmark Roe v. Wade decision, testified several years ago in oppo-
sition to the proposed antiabortion constitutional amendment that,
"The proposed amendment would deny the ERA principle that
women have a right to 'all choices'."

Do you agree or disagree with Ms. Weddirigton?
Professor FREEDMAN. Do I agree that it is an ERA principle that

women have a right to abortion?
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Professor FREIDMAN. I think under our Constitution, it is a

matter of the constitutional right to privacy whether women have
a right to choose abortion or not.

Senator HATCH. Prof. Paul Freund, who, of course, has been one
of the most distinguished constitutional scholars of the century, re-
cently wrote on the abortion/ERA connection that, "By reinforcing
the equal protection amendment, the ERA could have an effect on
abortion funding."

Professor Noonan, do you agree with Profess-Or Freund on that
point?

Professor NOONAN. I do.
Senator HATCH. And you disagree, I take it?
Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. I think it will not have a practical

effect. The point is the Supreme Court had a very powerful tool in
privacy analysis. Now, if the Supreme Court wants to reach abor-
tion funding, they can do it. That is what the dissenters said.

Those interpretations are available to them and if the Supreme
Court is not doing it, I assume it is because the Supreme Court be-
lieves that there is some valid distinction between restrictions on
funding in the Medicaid Program and other kinds of rules and reg-
ulations and criminal laws relating to abortion.

Now, if the Supreme Court is inclined to go further than it bast
gone in favor of women's rights to choose, they can use the privacy
doctrine to do so, and if they do not, it must be because they think
there is some distinction between funding regulations and other
kinds of regulations.

The suggestion that somehow they are waiting for some addition-
al constitutional power when they have articulated the right to pri-
vacy in very powerful termsthey do not need anything more.
They have the power to make up their minds about what strict
scrutiny requires.

Senator HATCH. During the House testimony on the ERA, AFL.-
CIO President Lane Kirkland described the ERA abortion issue as
a "substantial one." He stated that the AFL-CIO, "believed that
Congress may and should provide authoritative guidance for the
courts in those areas."

Do you agree with Mr. Kirkland in this matter?
Professor FREEDMAN. Well, I think I disagree with him about

how substantial the issue is and whether the guidance that has al-
ready been given is clear. But to the extent he is saying that it
should be clear, I think it should be clear.

Senator HATCH. OK.
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Professor FREEDMAN. 1 do not understand him to be advocating
an amendment to the amendment. I do not understand that to be
Mr. Kirkland's position, although I do not know.

Senator HATCH. I have interpreted that he is advocating more
clarity than what Senators Tsongas and Packwood have givEdi to us
in the prior hearings.

In light of the fact that the great preponderance of feminist orga-
nizations argue that the Hyde amendment was unconstitutional
under even the 14th amendment, is it not a virtual certainty that
they will be back in court if the ERA is ratified arguing the incon-
sistency of Hyde and the ERA?

Professor FREEDMAN. I think everybody is going to argue every-
thing they can think of to argue on both sides of the issue for as
long as they can get a court to hear them.

Senator HATCH. Then why should not the supporters of the Hyde
amendment legitimately desire more assurance on this point than
you and other ERA proponents seem willing to give them?

Professor FREEDMAN. Well, I think that the legislative history is
an adequate guide to interpretation of the amendment and Con.-
gress has full power over that. Thz, question is not whether people
should be clear; the question is what form that clarification should
take. I think an amendment to the amendment has certain dangers
which I have previously explained.

Senator HATCH. Let me inquire further about an illustration
raised by Professor Noonan. It should not be long before we have
perfected the technology to predict the sex of infants in the womb;
once that is achieved, would it be permissible for A hospital funded
publicly to perform such analysis for parents if the impact was a
disproportionately high number of abortions of girls rather than
boys?

What if the hospital indeed is aware that a particular family is
desirous of aborting females but not males? Would the ERA affect
such a situation at all?

Professor FREEDMAN. It seems to me that it would be decided
under the constitutional right to privacy. It is a straight question
about the scope--

Senator HATCH. So they would have the unrestricted right to Flo
it.

Professor FREEDMAN. No, I am not saying they would have that
right. I am saying it would be decided on privacy grounds.

Senator HATCH. Which according to Roe basically comes down in
favor of the abortion right

Professor FREEDMAN. Not necessarily. It seems to me the Su-
preme Court has been going through a process of talking about
what kinds of State interests would be sufficient to justify restric-
tions on abortion, and that that is a State interest that they have
not yet discussed and I do not know what they would do. But I
think they would decide it on the basis of a privacy, strict scrutiny
analysis

Senator HATCH. Professor Noonan, what do you have to say on
that?

Professor NOONAN. It seems rather surprising, where something
would be clearly discriminating against one's sex, that the ERA
would not have an obvious application. I cannot quite understand
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why this wonderful constitutional amendment that we are talking
about, once in place, is going to be treated as irrelevant by our Su-
preme Court.

We get constantly the answer as to what it has done in the past.
What we are interested in is what it will do with the ERA in place,
and we are told again and again it just will not use it.

Senator HATCH. Professor Noonan, you have raised the issue of
tax exemptions for educational institutions, and you have respond-
ed to a degree, Professor Freedman. Can we as a nation continue to
allow tax exemptions for institutions engaging in sex discrimina-
tion? Assume that we decide that a restrictive policy on abortion is
tantamount to sex discrimination?

Professor FREEDMAN. My understanding is that in the Bob Jones
decision, the Supreme Court said that it is up to Congress what the
tax exemption policy should be. Congress has plenary power over
the area of taxation and they can grant and withhold tax exemp-
tions as they see fit.

Senator HATCH. You are saying Congress can do whatever
Professor FREEDMAN. They cannot do anything that they could

possibly want. I suppose if they said we are going to give tax ex-
emptions to men but not women, there would be some constitution-
al problems with that. But in the particular example you are
giving, I do not see that it would be outside Congress' power to
decide what to do, particularly since in many of those instances
there are first amendment conscience issues that might be raised.

Professor NOONAN. May I?
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Professor NOONAN. I am sure it was inadvertent when you were

first commenting on Bob Jones, Professor Freedman, but I believe
you actually did say that the Court in there said that this is not a
constitutional issue. The Court did not get to the Constitution. The
Court never gets to the Constitution if it has got a statute.

What I think you meant to say was that it was dealing with a
statute. Of course, we agree on that. But then in dealing with the
statute, it read in these requirements of a public charity that it
pretty much invented out of the air and it did not pay any atten-
tion to what Congress had said. It had its own views about what
the common community conscience was.

So the real question is how could you confine a Court that had a
strong view based on a constitutional text of what the common
community conscience required. It is not going to be so easy to
keep those tax exemptions in place when you have got the ERA
there.

Professor FREEDMAN. First of all, they look to the Constitution as
a guide to congressional intent, and if Congress had manifested a
clear, contrary intent, I believe they would have adhered to it. And
I do not agree with you that Congress had manifested a clear, con-
trary intent.

Second, CongresP, is free to manifest its intent perfectly clearly. If
Congress disagree 3 with the Bob Jones opinion, they can reverse it
in a minute. I cannot imagine a court reaching the result that you
hypothesize because I do not think race discrimination and discrim-
ination based on abortion would be treated as analogous by a court.
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But were a court to do that, Congress would be able to repudiate
it immediately. It is not something that would be beyond the power
of Congress to deal with.

Professor NOONAN. You are an optimist from My perspective, but
I should think a pessimist from the point of view of many of yoursupporters.

Senator HATCH. Professor Freedman, do you believe that the
States' interest in restricting or limiting or prohibiting abortion
ever rises to the level of being a compelling interest?

Professor FREEDMAN. As a conaltational matter?
Senator HATCH. Right.
Professor FREEDMAN. I think the Supreme Court is quite clear

that it does not.
Senator HATCH. A State's interest cannot be compelling?
Professor FREEDMAN. No. As a constitutional matter, when they

are applying strict scrutiny, they do not think prohibiting abor-
tions is a compelling State interest during the first two trimesters
of pregnancy.

Senator HAWN. What would be your own personal opinion?
Professor FREEDMAN. My own personal opinion?
Senator HATCH. What would be your own personal opinion as a

law professor?
Professor FREEDMAN. It seems to me When the Supreme Court

has taken a clear position about what the Constitution requires
that is what the Constitution requires. That is what it means to
have the Supreme Court decide it.

Senator HATCH. To the extent that it is never a compelling State
interest, as opposed to what Roe v. Wade termed an important and
legitimate one.

Professor FREEDMAN. Are you saying do I agree that there should
he a constitutional right to privacy that protects a woman's right
to choose in the first trimester?

Senator HATCH. I am sorry?
Professor FREEDMAN. Are you asking me if I believe there should

be a constitutional right to choose?
Senator HATCH. I am asking if the States' interest in restricting

or limiting or prohibiting abortion could ever rise, in your mind, to
the level of a compelling interest.

Professor FREEDMAN, If you are asking me to interpret. Supreme
Court precedent, I do not think it would.

Senator HATCH. J am not asking you that. I am asking you what
you believe personally. What is your personal belief as to where it
should he?

We all know what the Supreme Court says now.
Professor FREEDMAN. No, I do not think it is a compelling state

interest in the first trimester.
Senator HATCH. OK.
Professor FRP:El/MAN, I would not advo4..ate that interpretation of

the Constitution.
Senator HATCH. On page 901 of your Yale Law Journal article,

you state that, It is impossible to spell old iv advance the preciseboundaries that the courts will eventually fix in accommodating
the ERA and the right to privacy.'

0 I
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Now, despite that statement, you seem to be relatively certain
today about the impact of the ERA upon one aspect of that right to
privacy; that is, the right to an abortion. Now, has something so-
lidified your view on this matter over the past few years?

Professor FREEDMAN. No. In the passage that you are talking
about, the article is speaking about the constitutional right to pri-
vacy as it protects sex segregation of facilities involving disrobing,
and there is an argument that the right to privacy and the ERA
have conflicting demands in that area.

We are here talking about an area in which both the equal
rights amendment and the right to privacy both require strict scru-
tiny, so they are different situations. One of the two examples has
to do with a potential conflict between the right to privacy and the
ERA, where they must be harmonized.

The area we are talking about today has to do with where both
constitutional doctrines mandate strict scrutiny of the same sub-
ject. So it is a different kind of relationship between the two differ-
ent constitutional provisions.

I do not know how much longer you are planning- -
Senator HATCH. We only have a couple of more minutes. I am

going to finish when I said I would.
Your statements on the question of the disparate impact stand-

ard seem to me to be at variance with some of your earlier state-
ments on the issue. In your book, "Women's Rights and the Law,"
on page 18 you argue that the Supreme Court's holding in Wash -
ington v. Davis would not be applicable to the ERA.

Are you suggesting to this committee that sex classifications are
to be judged by an even more rigorous standard than racial classifi-
cations under the Constitution. In other words, that women could
have challer ged the police exams in the Washington v. Davis situa-
tion as violative of the equal protection clause even though blacks
were unable to do so?

Professor FREEDMAN. Let me just get clear. Are you talking
about neutral rules with a disparate impact or facial classifica-
tions?

Senator HATCH. Neutral rules with a disparate impact.
Professor FREEDMAN. OK. I think the concern with neutral rules

with a disparate impactthe Supreme Court's doctrine in Wash-
ington v. Davis manifests a clear position that disparate impact
alone is not enough.

It is my position. .vhich I stated before the Edwards committee,
that under the equal rights amendment, disparate impact alone is
not enough. The question is, is there an association between the
traditional patterns of discrimination on the basis of race or sex. In
the Washington v. Davis context, they said there was not a suffi-
cient connection.

I would have to know the specific facts about what was alleged
ahotit the police exams to predict a concrete result. But I would
suggest that as with race, disparate impact alone is not enough;
you have to prove something in addition. And in my Edwards testi-
mony, I spelled out what that "in addition" is fO the ERA. in my
opt on.

Senator I only have :I more minutes to go here and I
would like to Just ask you a few other questions while you are here

e;00f1L)
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with regard to an array of laws as they would be affected by the
equal rights amendment.

There is no question in my mind that you are an extremely intel-
ligent and sincere individual; there is also no question in my mind
about your sincere commitment to the equal rights amendment.

But I have to be honest. If you look at the sum and substance of
your writings on the equal rights amendment, I think that they
capture well some of the things that I consider to be wrong with
the equal rights amendment. Maybe I am wrong, too, but let me
just ask you as quickly as I can these few questions.

In your prior writings, you have indicated that veterans' benefits
woald be called into question under the equal rights amendment.
Am I right?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. I think the Feeney decision would be
reversed by the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. OK. You have also claimed that high school and
collegiate athletic policies would be overhauled to accommodate the
equal rights amendment. Am I misstating that?

Professor FREEDMAN. I am not sure exactly what you are refer-
ring to. You have to give me some more concrete examples.

Senator HATCH. Well, do you not agree in general that high
school athletics and collegiate athletics will--

Professor FREEDMAN. I think that the equal rights amendment
requires nondiscrimination in high school athletics.

Senator HATCH. That could have a dramatic impact on present
high school and collegiate athletic standards and procedures.

Professor FREEDMAN. Well, a lot of the changes have already
begun under title IX. For example, in Pennsylvania we already
have some State equal rights wendment changes in athletics
which have been extremely benificial and have allowed girls to
compete in a wide range of sports they were never allowed to
before, and increased funding for women's athletics. It has been ex-
tremely desirable, so I think a lot of those changes are already un-
derway in some States.

But I certainly think to the extent that there remains discrimi-
nation in athletics, it is very important that the equal rights
amendment have that effect.

Senator HATCH. You have also indicated that insurance practices
would have to he radically changed. Do you still hold that position?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes. There are a number of insurance prac-
tices which violate the ERA.

Senator HATCH. Will major changes have to take place in such
programs as Social Security and ERISA?

Professor FREEDMAN. Yeti. I am not sure of the usefulness of
going inta all these other areas because it is in such vague terms.

Senator HATCH. You have indicated that domestic relations laws,
including faultbased divorce laws, would have to be radically re-
vamped. Am I right on that?

Professor FREEDMAN. As you say, I have written a lot on the sub-jct. I suppose there is some error that I may have made here or
there, but I am not abjuring the things I have said.

Senator DECONCINI. Would the chairman yield?
Senator IIATol. Sure.
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Senator DECONCINI. Since the chairman is about ready to finish
with this witness, I would like the record to show clearly that We
have discussed a number of questions and issues here in great
detail. The chairman has been most articulate with piercing ques-
tions and inquiry into the details of the issue.

But Professor Freedman's testimony has been very clear on a
number of questions. One, will the adoption of the ERA have any
impact on abortion policy. She has said no, with clear examples.

No. will the ERA reinforce or supplement the theory of abor-
tion rights established by the Supreme'Court in the abortion cases?
She said "No."

Will the ERA expand abortion rights already delineated by the
abortion cases? She said "No."

Will the ERA create new abortion rights? She said "No."
Will the ERA have any impact upon the Federal, State, or local

limitations of the public funding of abortion? Her responle was
clearly "No."

Would the ERA overrule the Hyde amendment? She has said
"No" four or five times.

Would the ERA lead to more abortion on demand? She has said
"No" several times.

Will the ERA render the rights to abortion absolute during the
third trimester of pregnancy? She has said "No."

Will the ERA have any impact on conscience clauses that many
hospitals have adopted? She has also answered that several times
in the negative.

Will the ERA result in people being forced to perform or assist in
abortion operations, or else be subject to penalties? She explained
three or four times that it would not.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator DeConcini.
Let me just ask four or five short questions while we are here so

I can get them on the record.
Professor FRFEDfAAN. Senator Hatch, I am going to have to take

a break, at a minimum. I mean, I really physically--
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, the witness has been here

since 9:30.
Professor FREEDMAN. I addressed some of the questions you have

raised in my testimony before the House, and perhaps you would
like to make part of the record the testimony I submitted there.

Senator HATCH. We will recess the hearing with regard to you so
you can go.

In any event, I understand that you need to go, so we will excuse
you. I want to ask some followup questions of Professor Noonan.
We thank you very much for being here today.

Professor FREEDMAN. Do you want to make my testimony before
the House a part of the record? It does address domestic relations.

Senator HATCH. Sure, we will be glad to do that here, although it
is already a part of the record over there.

Professor FREEDMAN. It deals with some of those issues that you
raised.

Senator HATCH. Yes; that will he fine. We will be happy to do
that. We will make that, without objection, a part of the record.

1The material referred to follows:I
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It is a pleasure to appear today to discuss the constitutional implirdtioes

of the equal rights ameadment. The addition of this amendment to our

constitution will provide the nationally uniform fouadation nerseary to

protect women's basic rights to evelity before the law. Women will

henceforward be protected from the coassquesces of self- fulfilling

assumptions about women's capacities mad proper roles, as well as from gaps

in existing antidiscrimination laws mad the vagaries of chungieg

administrations and short term political calculations. Moreover, because the

ERA will provide it stimulus to legislators and officials at all levels of

government to review their own laws and practices with view to bringinv,

them into conformity with equal rights principles, these benefits to worn

will be achieved without compromising local needs and preferences.

I share Professor Emerson's belief that the basic analysis set forth in the

1971 Yale Law Journal
1

article which we co-authored remains sound, and that

the sex discrimination decisions rendered by the Supreme Court in the

intervening years have provided further dramatic evidence of the limitations

of equal protection analysis as a tool for promoting equality between the

sexes. Since Professor Emerson has described for the committee both the

parameter of existing Supreme Court doctrine and the basic legal structure

of the equal rights amendment, I will focus ay testimony-on three arias which

I believe are of particular importance.

As Professor Emerson has explained, under the ERA, the government is

prohibited from classifying 0,1 the basis of sex, except In those narrow

circumstances where such classifications are used to protect the

constitutional right to privacy or to permit pest sex discrimination to be
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remedied. Since such claseifications are otherwise always too broad or too

narrow, including or excluding persona simply because of an accident of

birth, the government must instead classify on the basis of the trait or

function it seeks to affect, control or reward. Although the Supreme Cant

has interpreted the equal protection clause to invalidate me; classifications

in some instances, there are still significant areas in which the equal

protection clause condones the use of sex explicit classifications that

discriminate against women. Three extremely important substantive areas in

which the ERA would dictate different results than the equal protection

clause are sex discrimination in the military, sex segregation 1 . public

schools, and overgeneralizations about individuals based on average physical

differences between the sexes.

A. previous witnesses before this committee have explained in some detail,

the military is the single largest employer and provider of education and

training in the nation, and yet it im, for ell practical purposes, exempt

from lows prohibiting sex discrimination. The exclusion of women from the

military has deprived women of that employment and training and of lifelong

benefits derived from military service. More importantly, women have been

systematically denied full participation in political life, including

decisions about the crucial issues of war and peace, on the erroneous premise

that only men bear the burdens of "protecting" the country and the conclusion

that, therefore, man alone are both entitled and qualified to serve as our

political leaders. Under the ERA, neither sex discrimination in the military

nor the devaluation of women's rights as citizens associated with that

discrimination would continue.

As a Pennsylvanian, I am particularly aware of the importance of the ERA as

a tool to combat sex discrimination in education. Legislative,

administrative and judicial dr-tsions under our state ERA have together

resulted ii dramatic increases in athletic and vocational opportunities for

women and girls. The 1,,,A also served as one basis of a court decision
2

ordering the admission of girls to Central High School, Philadelphia's

prestigious all-male public high school, which is nationally known for its
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academic excellence and tradition of leadership. The latter decision is

especially interesting since the U. S. Supreme Court had previously affirmed

by an equally divided vote a lower court ruling
3
that the exclusion of girls

from Central did not violate the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment.

Another critical feature of the ERA is its firm rejection of biological

determinism. The ERA requires women and men to be judged as individuals'and

not on the basis of se: classifications based on stereotyped preconceptions

about physical differences between women and men. In enacting Title IX of

the Education Amendments of 1972, Congress recognised the importance of this

ides when it permitted girls with superior athletic ability to compete on

boys tomes rather than denying individual girls equal opportunity oe the

basis of stereotypes about the average characteristics of females. At the

same time, because of the need for affirmative action to ovcrcome historical

discrimination easiest wows in athletics , Title II permits the maintenance

of all - female teems when necessary to guarantee equal athletic opportunity

to both mixes. Similarly, under the ERA the government could not exclude all

women from jobs requiring physical strength because some are not strong

enough to perform the work, but would instead be required to specify tha

?strength needed to perform the job and judge candidates according to

ability. For example, firs and police departments have traditionally

excluded all women from jobs as police officers and firs fighters on the

grounds of women's smaller aversge sine and more limited upper body

strength. The ERA would require that sex classifications be replaced with

individual strength testing, as is now dons for sale candidate., and also,

that the tests used be demonstrably relevant to skills and teaks actually

perfonsed on the jobs in question. To give another example, the ERA would

reverse hen vj Mnshee
4
, in which the Supreme Court ruled that George

could deny a father the right to sus for the wrongful death of his young son

on the basis of average differences between unwed fathers and unwed mothers

(ea well as legal differences crested by the Georgia legislature itself),

despite the fact that Lemuel Perham, the father in question, had supported

his eon and maintained close thus to his during his eon's lifetime. The ERA
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requires legislatures to classify on the basis of actual relationships

between parents and children, not a vast overclassification based on average

difference. between biological mothers and father..

The ERA also requires strict ecrutin) of classifications beard on physical

characteristic. unique to one sex to assure that much classifications do not

undermine the equality of the sexes. To treat people differently on account

of characteristic. unique to one sex is to treat them differently on account

of their sex. Although such classifications ere not prohibited outright,

because there are a limited number of circumstances in, which their use is

justiqed, the state would beer the burden of demonstrating that such

classifications are necessary and the ramose for them compelling. The

dissent of Justice Brennan in Geduldia Alglig
S

illustrates the approach

contemplated by the ERA. Unlike the Supreme Court, Congress has recognised

the importance to working women of equal treatment of pregnancy-related

disabilities and rejected stereotyped characterizations of pregnant workers

by passing the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978. The ERA would provide a

constitutional foundation for the protection of women from governmental

discrimination belled on such stereotypes.

Another crucial aspect of the ERA is the insistence that government

policies, practices or laws that classify on some neutral basis but that have

a disproportionate negative effect on one sex only are under certain

circumstances prohibited. This principle is consistent with the

constitutional concerns underlyling legal doctrine developed in applying the

equal protection clause to claims of racial discrimination. It reflects

however the application of thous concerns to the different phenomenon of sex

inequality prohibited by the ERA.

In iinLesn v. Devis6, the Supreme Court expressed concern that strict

constitutional scrutiny of all official conduct that has a disproportionate

racial impact would result in judges supervising and in many cases

invalidating a wide range of public programa. To avoid this :esult, the

court ruled that official conduct is not unconstitutional solely because it
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hes a racially disparate impact. Similarly. under the ERA, disparate impact

on women would not alone trigger heightened constitutional review or

invalidation of challenged programs. At the same time the BRA would require

the recognition that the very stereotypes, assumptions, generalisations, and

habitual views of certain activities as normally male or female that result

in facial discriminatidn against women may also lead to discriminatory

neutral rules. Therefore strict judicial scrutiny under the ERA would be

required if neutral rule that has a disparate impact on members of one sex

is traceable to and reinforces, or perpetuates, discriminatory patterns

similar to those associated with facial dieurimination.

Many of the misconceptions and stereotypes that produce sex discriminatory

neutral rules have been recognised and condemned by the Supreme Court in

recent decisions under the equal protection clause invalidating facially

discriminatory sea classifications. These include "the role typing society

has long imposed" on on %mien?, particularly the ides that the "female tish

destined solely for the home and rearing of the family" and not "for the

marketplace and the world of ideas nS, and "assumptions that women are the

weaker sex or are more likely to be childresrers or dependents a9 the

invidious relegation of classes of women "to inferior legal status without

regard to the actual capabilities" of individual women" 10; the "nineteenth

century presumption that females are inferior to males
N11

; and the

willingness to crest' gender -based hierarchies that keep women "in a

stereotypic and predefined place" and grant men more responsible and

remunerative positions.12. Others that have been identified by state

legislators and judges in implementing state equal rights amendments, ss

products of conventional thinking about woolen that is inconsistent with a

commitment to sex equality, include the devolustion of hosmarkere

contributions to marriage and negative assumptions about women's physical

capabilities (resulting, for example, in women's exclusion from certain jobs

and from athletics).

A number of discriminatory neutral rules are virtually accidental

by-products of such conventional ways of thinking, habit of concentrating

5 15
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on experience., skills and attributes common to men but unusual among women

when Nokias rules for stereotypically male activities, and on experiences,

skills and attributes common to women but unusual for men when making rules

for stereotypically female activities. For example, the idea that women are

physically week gives rise in some contexts to riles excluding women from

traditionally mole jobs. In other contexts, a habitual way of viewing

certain JONs as normslly male leads to height and weight standards that

exclude most women from consideration for such jobs and that have no

relationship to the requirements of the job, or leads to physical strength

tests that serve to exclude disproportionate numbers of women but that test

skills in fact irrelevant to the jobs is question. Similarly, an exclusive

focus on the footle homemaker/ male breadwinner model of merriest 'perste.

both facially discriminatory rules (gg, exempting women from jury duty:

providing alimony for dependent ex -wives bat not for dependent ex- husbands);

end neutrel rules with a disparate impact (taw providing jobs or job

training only for the "primary breadwinner," usually the mile because of

women's lower sverage earnings: or enacting nepotism rules that encourage the

discharge of the lower status member of the couple, usually the woman).

This understanding of the nature of sex discrimination offending the

constitutional principles of equality, and the concern as under the equal

protection clause -- to balance s commitment to the eradication of inequality

with a proper deference to and respect for the legislative and administrative

process, generate the principles that govern in DA challenges to neutral

diction that has a disparate impact on females or males. As under the equal

protection clause, evidence of disparate impact must be supplemented by

additional evidence to connect that impact to patterns of discrimination

against the affected group. Without such evidence, judicial review would be

conducted under the rational hail. test now applied Under the eqUal

protection clause to classifications not affecting s suspect class or a

fundamental interest. Thus, for example, if the progressive income tax were

challenged on the ground that it placed a greater finencisl burden on men

than on woe n because of men's higher average incomes, the plaintiff would
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not be entitled to heightened judicial scrutiny because the disparate impact

of the income tax on sea is not the product of habit or stereotypical ways of

thinking about the sexes. Moreover, it does not perpetuate sex based

hierarchies but in fact to some degree ameliorates them. On the other hand,

s permanent and absolute preference in civil service jobs for veterans with a

severe disparate impect on mess, such as that challenged in feemav13 would

be subject to strict scrutiny and the government would then bear a heavy

bards, of justification. In contrast to the income tax, the Feeney -type

provision is associated with a stereotypical attitude toward women workers

sad doss perpetuate traditional sexual hierarchies in public employment,

sauteeing women to low echelon traditionally female jobs while reserving high

level jobs to men.

Of course, oven vbkra heightened scrutiny is triggered, the challenged rule

would not necessarily be invalidated. %ether the statute is upheld or

struck down would depend on traditional !squids' concerning the severity of

the impact upon the group adversely affected, the importance of the statutory

purpose, and the sscassity of achieving it in the particular way Ocean by

the legislature. The availability of less discriminatory alternatives would

be a key inquiry. The dissent's analysis of the veteran's preference statute

in Feeney Illustrates the approach required by the VIA.

This treatment of disparate impact claims under the ERA, while responsive

to the particular nature of the phenomenon of sex discrimination, is anchored

to the same constitultonsl concerns as the equality principles fundamental to

the equal protection clause. For this reason, in those rare situations in

which the ems neutral rule has a disparate impact both on embers of a

suspect clams and on members of one sex in ways linked to traditional

patterns of racial and sexual disadvantage, thus giving rise to simultaneous

review under the equal protection clause and the equal rights mmendment, the

outcome under both smandments would be the same. Thor, is both an equivalent

need to ovoid discriminatory impact on minorities and women and at the ems

time the government interests supporting the maintenance of the rule would be

the Noe in both contexts.
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The domestic relations arms in particular costal= numerous examples of

facially sex antral rules vith a severely detrimental impact on sum= and

which would be subject to heightened scrutiny under the ERA. Thin committee

has previously heard testi:may about the harm ceased to homemakers by

ostensibly 'neutral" laws and practices which desy depin4eat spouses whose

marriages hove ended in divorce' the means with which to 4...ort themselves

and their children. The ERA would require, an sod to the prevalent practice

of dimcoustins or entirely disregarding homemakers' contributions to their

marriages and of falling to evaluate accurately the post-divorce needs of

dependent spouses and children. Among the laws that that the 32A would

subject to strict scrutiny are tides setting an arbitrary limit os spouse'

and child support of one-quer6er to one-third of the provider's salary and

methods of calculsting child support obligations that omit the value of

custodial parent's continuing contributions in the form of child care aLl

housework. The ERA would also encourage adoption of effective support

.enforcement mechanisms such as sego =slimmest and income withholding.

Likewise, the ERA would call into question fault -bleed standards for the

sward of alimony that era used to decrease the amount of slinasy awarded or

her it entirely when the dependent spouse is found at fault but which do not

increase the amount awarded when the provider spouse is found at fault. Lawn

which reclude post-divorce support except in cases of extrema financial

need, for spouses who ere physically or mentally incapacitated, or for very

brief periods of Lime
14 would also be subject to review and revision under

the ERA because in cases where the couple has acquired little property such

laws discount the dependent spouse's contributions both to the marriage sad

to career of the provider spouse.

New Jersey's probate code provides moms perhaps less well-known examples of

laws which are facially sex-- neutral but which can have a devastating effect

on widowed homemakers. I have chosen to discuss these examples in ease

Jetail both because they are particularly egregious and also become, the law

of ell states contain a variety of specific laws whose impact on women is

equally severe despite their apparently sex-neutral design. The ERA will
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provide the needed impetus to state legislatures throughout the country to

review such statutes and eliminate provisions such as these which harewomen

' sad have little or no positive justification. Because of the disparate

impact of such laws on women sad their association with stereotyped

devaluations of women's contributions to marriage, laws of this sort that are

not revised will be subject to strict scrutiny under the OA.

I can best explain the operation of New Jerney's probate rules through e

case study of a woman I'll call Nary Smith, who is based on a composite of

various women's experiences. Nary lived with her husband John in

Collingswood for twenty-five years and raised four children. In 1980, John

went through a mid-life crisis and fell in love with another women, Barbers

Jones. After a year, he and Nary agreed to-separate but Nary did not file for

divorce becalms her religions principles forbade it. Nary west to work as a

secretary to milk hsre.mlf. Without Mary's knowledge, John wrote a new

will leaving everything to Barbaro, including John and Mary's hoes, in which

Miry still regides. 7be house, which was purchased during the marrlaga with

mossy saved from John's wages, is titled is John'e name. Lest simmer, Juhn

died. John's executor has refuted to pay Nary her statutory entitlement of

Gee-third of John's estate, which has a total value of $90,000, because in

New Jersey, if the spouses are separated at the time of one spouse's death

and there is a 'roved for divorce or ennelneut outstanding, in favor either

of the decedent or of the surviving spouse, the forced share need not be

paid.
13

Since the grounds for divorce and annulment are quite extensive,

including cessation of sexual relations (desertion) and voluntary separation

for 18 months, Nary and a significant. number of other surviving spouses are

affected by this provision.

Even if Mary had continued to live with John until his death, and his

executor did not assert either John's adultery or the couple's separation as

a reason to deny Nary her share, she would still have been denied an elective

share in hire estate. Miry had separate property worth $30,000 which she had

inherited from her mother in 1982, and New Jersey counts one spouse's

separate property as satisfactino of that spouse's rights to forced ehare
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in the other spouses estate.
16

Nor ditie Jersey give Miry say legal right

miter John's death to share in the marital residence she abated with John

for twenty-five years bacillar the house wee not jointly titled and New Jersey

has no homestead low, which would permit surviving spouse to stay in the

matrimonial home for the duration of that spouse's life. Finally, New Jersey

exempts life insurance. accident insurance, pensions and joint annuities from

the definition of the augmented estate, on the basis of which the ose -third

elective share is calculated.
17

Thus, if John had used some of his money to

buy life insurance moles barbers as the beneficiary, or had purchased

joint annuity with her, or if a substantial pert of hisstate had consisted

of pension benefits. Nary's elective share would to that extent have been

reduced.

Social Security and employment-related pensions are two other areas which

contain number of rules and policies which, though articulated in

sex-neutral language, are nonetheless extremely sex discriminatory in

practice, because they fail to respond to the economic reeliti4e of the lives

of the majority of women. The life patterns of most women differ from those

of tho typical man both because of sex discrimination in thp labor market and

because women have traditionally assumed the lion's share of responsibility

for housework end childrearing. As result, women are more likely to have

interruptions in their labor force participation. to work it lower wage jobs,

and to work pert-time or pert-year. Tot ERISA permits employers to exclude

from coverage employees under 25 years of so, lthough the years between 18

and 25 show the highest rate of labor force participation among women. ERISA

also tolerates ten-year vesting requirement and permits employers to

exclude persons who work less than 1000 hours year from coverage. DISH

also fails adequately to address the problems of divorced homemakers because

it does not require employers to include survivor's benefits for former

spouses of the wegnearner.

The failure of the Social Security Act to take account of the life

situations of most women, who coibine homemaking and paid employment over the

course of their lifetimes, is also striking. Two features notable in this
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regard are the lack of recognition of the sconoalc contribution made by

homemakers and the forty quarter threshold. The first lowers beoefits

available to woolen who have spent time as full-time homemakers and the second

prevents many irch women from qualifying for workers' benefits, which are far,

more advantageous than the dependent's benefits for which they smy be

eligible. Becalms of the disparate effect of the Social Security Act and

ERISA on women. and their association with sex discriminatory attitudes and

practices, the ERA will require Congress to review these provisions and

substitute others that treat women more fairly.

Meaningful constitutional protection for equal rights for women is an ides

whose time has come. Contrary to the assertions of its opponents. I believe

the evidence shows that the ERA will be s major force for the elimination of

sex discrimination and the improvement of the lives of all women. Therefore

I urge this committee and the Congress to act favorably and promptly upon

H.J. Res. 1.

r-
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Settator DECONCINI. Mr. Chainnan, may I just thank Professor
Freedman?

Professor Freedman, I presume you would be more than happy
to respond to the Senator's questions in writing, too.

Professor FREEDMAN. Yes.
'tor DECONCINI. Fine, thank you.

Senator HATCH. If you want to take a break while I talk to Pro-
fessor Noonan, please feel free to do so.

Professor FREEDMAN. Definitely, at the moment, I have to walk
out of this room.

Senator HATCH. I understand. You have been very helpful to the
committee today.

Professor Noonan, I have been very interested in some of the an-
swers that Professor Freedman has given, particularly it the area
of title VII and of the suspect classifications. Now, would you care
to comment about the testimony she has given here today in those
two areas or anything else, for that matter?

Professor NOONAN. It seems to me that we have all understood
that when we are talking about the interpretation of a new consti-
tutional amendment, what we have to guide us is essentially what
the Court has one in very similar situations. So I think our prece-
dents are awfully valuable to us.

I have not frankly heard a word of reasoning this morning as to
why the title VII vision of what constitutes sex discrimination
would not be taken right over in block in the ERA. I have heard
this theory that was thought up in 1971, but it does not bear much
relevance to what the 1983 decisions of the Court say.

So I see the Court asking: Is this discrimination because this
perso'. is it woman, and it is tin awfully easy answer. Yes, but for
being a woman, she would be entitled to medical coverage under
medicaid or whatever the other funding program was.

I am quite confident that as long as those precedents are hi
place, that is the way it is going to go. Now, we cannot exclude
that the Supreme Court would reverse itself again, but as far as we
know from the precedents, this is what would happen.

Now, the other thing that struck me very strongly in the testi-
mony we have heard is that it all was premised on tine assumption
that the privacy doctrine that the Court made up in Roe v. Wade
would continue to attract the allegiance of a majority of the court.

Now, you know, Mr. Chairman, and we all know that that doc-
trine has been severely criticized by constitutional experts of
almost every shade of opinion. And there is good reason to think
that it is a crumbling doctrine.

We know that Justice Powell himself, actually, in the Akron case
last year said that Sandra O'Connor was no longer adhering to it;
that she was sabotaging it or she had secretly rejected it. We have

Laalso seen the Harvard Law Review, in its very interesting review of
the 1983 term, say in so many words that the Court is subtly erod-
ing the abortion rights of women, backing away.

With that process going on and with every reason for the abor-
tion camp to be pretty alarmed about the status of the privacy doc-
trine, I cannot see why we have heard testimony 8A to what would
happen if the privacy doctrine were still a robust and viable doc-
trine.

t-- r-
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I think we have got to assume that it is going down the drain,
and then the question will be, without this powerful tool that we
have heard about, what will the proabortion advocates and judges
do. And we will be handing them an even more powerful tool if we
put the ERA in, when it is such an easy step to say abortion dis-
crimination equals sex discrimination.

As I indicated in my written testimony, I came to this with an
open mind. But I really think ERA is legitimately equated with
equal rights for abortion. That is really the equation I see written
before us by the Supremo Court.

Senator HATCH. Have you heard of any theory of suspect classifi-
cations similar to the one that Professor Freedman gave us here
today?

Professor NooNAN. Well, I have followed Professor Freedman's
interpretations and I think that it is fair to say that her interpreta-
tions are somewhat focused depending on the forum she is arguing
in.

I think in this particular area that she has made her specialty,
the unique physical characteristic, subject to strict scrutinywhen
she had pregnancy case, when she had the General Electric case
and was arguing it, she found a way of showing that pregnancy
itself wan not a unique physical characteristic; that there were fea-
tures of it that were shared with other operations.

So far as I can see, anything we could think of would easily be
classified as something that is actually a sex discrimination, not a
unique physical characteristic discrimination.

I think the unique physical characteristic exception vanishes
whenever the classifier wants to invalidate the rule. And I think
subject to strict scrutiny, pregnancy vanishes as a unique physical
characteristic, becomes subject to strict scrutiny, and a pregnancy
discrimination is invalid. The same is true of abortion.

Senator HATCH. Are you saying that she is arguing both sides of
this issue?

Professor NOONAN. Well, I suppose we all feel as lawyers that
there are arguments that are legitimate but perhaps not compel-
ling arguments. But it seems to me that her own example shows,
and the examples of the judges that she likes show, that you can
really classify these things as you choose, depending on how you
want to validate or invalidate the law.

Senator HATCH. How you want the law to turn out?
Professor NOONAN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Well, I want to thank both of our witnesses for

appearing today. I think bath of you have been very articulate for
your respective viewpoints. Clearly the issue has not been resolved
by this hearing, and I am not sure how to resolve it. It is a serious
issue and one that I think deserves the consideration of every
American citizen before we put the ERA into the Constitution.

Notwithstanding, Professor Freedman's assurance as to how
things are going to work out, the issue seems extremely open, in
my view.

Of course, Professor Noonan, you have also drawn conclusions
with which she disagrees.

In particular, you have raised two very important points. First,
the title VII arguments that heretofore have not been raised, and
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second, the question of what a suspect classification is and how it
will apply in this particular area. I do not know how anybody can
ignore your testimony, whatever their views oh this matter.

I wish we had a more definitive conclusion to the hearing, but I
want lo thank both of you. I have enjoyed the hearing very much.

We will recess until further notice.
Professor NOONAN. Thank you, Senator.
[Whereupon, at 12:42 p.m. the subcommittee was adjourned.]
(The following was submitted for the record:]

J)
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MISCICLLANKOU8 MATICRIAL

THE DUVAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT 4 ABORTION
(Why the ERA May Enhance Abortion Rights)

Theory 01-- Harris v. McRae

in 1980, the Supreme Court in Harris v. McRae held that restric-
tions upon public funding of aVirtions (9Iyd. Amendments") were
constitutional. The case was decided by a S-4 vote with the dis-
senting justices arguing that-restrictions ,loon public funding of
a medical procedure associated exclusively ,ith women were in vio-
lation of the Equal Protection clause. The majority, however, re-
lied upon the fact that the funding limitation did not disadvantage

',suspect class' (e.g. racial or ethnic minorities). Under the
EM, virtually nobody disputes that sex would become a "suspect
class' thereby calling into question continued validity of Harris.

Congressional Research Services "[If sex Women a suspect
classification under EM] it would than follow that the
ERA would reach abortion funding and abortion funding situ-
ations." (October 20. 1983 analysis)

12 -- Title VI/

Title VII (1964 Civil Rights Act) prohibits employment discrimi-
Atior on the basis of sex. According to leading pro -ERA scho-
lars, legal precedents under Title VII would be "good" in under-
standing the ERA. Because similar abortion concerns were raised
during debate on Title VII, that law coniiirs an explicit dis-
claimer that employer refusals to pay for abortions does not
constitute sex discrimination. Leading BRA supporters oppose
similar language in the ERA.

Prof. Ann Freedman (leading ERA theorist)! "The ERA mandates
an analysis similar if not identical to that adopted by dis-
senters in Geduldig Title VII case from 1974 .' .

Geduldia (diesent). *By singlilig out for less ravoraere
Eiiiitaent a gender-linked disability peculiar to women (preg-
nancy), the State has created a.double. standard... This in-
evitably constitutes sex discrimination.*

Theory 03-- Legislative History

The most compelling legislative history on the meaning of an
amendment comes from its Congressional proponents. In respon-
ding to the alleged ErA/abortion connection, the Senate co-
sponsors of the ERA stated as follows: (Sen. Robert Packwood)
"I'm not sure how court would come out on it." (Sen. Paul.
Tsongas) "This issue would be resolved by the courts.*

NOW Resolution! *Be it resolved, that NOW nerves not Foe on
Congress that we will accept no amendments to the ERA rsuch
as an abortion-neutral amendment] and that any sponsor willing
to accept such amendments should remove her or his name from
the list of sponsors.

Tmay_14-- State Experience

In the past five years atom-, litigation has bran pursued in tour
states (Hawaii, Mew., Penn., Conn.) to overturn restrictions on
public funding of abortion. This argument has yet to be accepted
or rejected. What is clear, however, ie that similar arguments
will be raised under the national ERA.

Doe v. Maher (Super. Ct. of Connecticutb "The constitutional
arguments that [-abortion funding limit violates state': Equal
Rights Amendment... have substantial merit. Inasmuch as this
is an applidation for temporary injunction that requires
prompt deterMination, the court finis that it must pass on
these tempting and very percussive argument'."

(SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE comsTxr rxoN)
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alibi. le the canal* of Title VII, the Court Interpreted a pregnancy
clessifIcatios to be unlawful sot discrininatios. The Intatistins aspect
of wevleat Mows is that It Is that there can hi instances whore !apart
affects both loosen and men in a ses-bosod sense, and If such Is the cuss
under a stature 11k. Title Vli, ose sight atom that e stellar result
could regrettably occur in the coestitutioni contain. This paper points
out that if thr latter is the cats, then the impart analysis would be of
'lolled relatows insofar as women ars affected, and the ERA would not have
an Impact as abortion and/or its public funding.

_
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loth propeeeate ad oppeseets of the IRA hove impressed differing °pistons

regarding the quanta' of whither the proposed amendment would have as impact on

the right to shorties itself or whether it would affect the public footing of

rbortioss. In fact, even awes praponsete there are diverse opinions. Os the

one head, eons IRA propomete have asseeted that there is no coonectit between

the CPA sad shortie's. Os the othershand, there are other proponents of the ERA

who have tried to find support in existing stets Ms for protecting a voasa's

right to have her shorties paid for with public funds. Then there are certain

CIA opponents who hove argued similarly the theta is n relationship between the

ERA and abortion, and that, the IRA would in tact broaden oes'e right to abortion,

opening up u well the use of public none, to pay for abortions. Supporters of

SSA who oppose abortion have voiced concerns about whether the CIA would have

such an effect oa sbortios.

In discussing the question of whether the proposed ERA wield have an impact

on abortion, both in the aubotantive sines as well as in the funding context, one

must understand the nature of the @retaliate and the concerns advanced by propo-

nents and opponents of the aRA. It also becoemi essential to understand the po-

sitions held by pro-life and pro-choice advocates. The lines of demarcation ars

not completely clear-cut as these two issues converge. Both ERA and aboitton

evoke notional responses free people with strong opinions respecting each. Com -

binine the issues to ascertain the nature of the interrelationship, if any, com-

plicates an already complex setter even further.

The purpose of this report fail to analyse the abortion right in the context

of the proposed ERA. By adereseing the concerns that have been raised in the

5



debt° over the ERA resardift its least w bertisa, a legal diseseetes that is

bath theresph dad biased shield mares.

At the very setae, vs bones the orpeeste that hove Wes made with

respect to the UA and shorties. After this revise of the foamless esyreesed

by prepoots sad oppeaste 0 the ERA, there fellow as smartie* at the

ameba seethes diserislaties holed as preemasy ea eseyliestiese ariaes

therefrom musts to legally mobilo" sem diebleiestise. Them the malysis

twee to we seplaesties of Jus peopeeed MIA ad babas' diseessioe of the

legislative history baled the enflamed aerobes' sae the vicious sortitetioal

amebas of review. The seelysto is this repeat trusts tab the braless of

the potestbi tepee' of the OA we the earnamave ash' to liberties itself as

well as its possible afoot we the public bebop of this right. The lanes

Cart Ise is the post viewed the bodies beetles se see that fa separate sell

bort lee Os subs's/mire right a shorties.
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DISCUS lOiworkM), M!1w__
OF

OPIPTOIS °MIMING
011

A. Lyme IRA Fteleeests

As we iMitated earlier, prepeeeete of the 116 are divided is their opinions

cancerous, whether the Mil wield hove an impact epee sbertion.

As article la the !ftgL)6110 Review hes feceeed
as the differing' views ex -

1/
pressed by aueporters of the ERA with respect to this isewo:- For eseeple,

Professor Latium* Tribe of earned is tooted as stating the following when

asked about the impact of the Maseaebusotts state ERA as abortions

is teepees to your resew that I seedy the
leplicatioaa of the proposed tquel Sights Awed -
seat to the Mseeeeheeetts Ceastitetlas with re-
spect C. the looses of *button, I have wised
the teat of the Ameedmeet and Milstein la related
arose use hove ceseluded that edptiee of the awed
meet would have as effort *stover as the power of
the state to replete ebertide or co protect fetuses
cousisteat with the federal Constitution gimerally. 2/

The proposed Massachusetts VIA, which was ultimately adopted to herons pert

of the state's CORStittni01 provides In pertinent ports "Isasitty osier the

lee shell not be dented or /bridged because of sex, race, color, creed, or na-

tional origin' Its phrasing is slightly different from rho federal proposal.

Another FM proponent who hes costended that the E1.11 would not 'eve an im-

pact upon abortion is Thomas I. Emerson, a Professor from Tale Law School.

Profe4tior Fmereom testified at Senate gearing that:

1/ Oliphant, 'CPA and the Abortion Connection,- 7 *Awn Life Review 42
(Spring lilt).

2/ Laurence Tribe quoted in 7 Homan Life Review 42 (Spring, 19111), copra, as
original', quoted in David Ferrell, 'SIC Ruling Could Affect fAA Votes,' Roston
Glokl, Sept. 7, 1980, p. AS.
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The CIA has righted to de with the weer of the
statue to *top er regulate shortie'. er the tight
at tome t* dossed ebersioes. The state's view

cyst Mortises doposho epee wholly dittoreet coo-

atitettesel oessideretiese, primarily the right et

prices,. aM woad set be affected see way sr the
ether by gismo et the BRA. This ellegeties that

there is as 10111-aberties 40400411401 ie pore rod

herrieg. 1/

to me seism beget tiled is IgnigUllgallsiguggi w. 4211 0.1.

12$ (111741). by the heose's Lew Praises sad the *Miriade Civil ilbertiee thaw,

wit motel sods teettery argeseaa. Prelseeer Seeress gigged this Nacre brief.

Is this case. the mom tittered e disability isserases severe' 'tepee ref

its employees, end sewerage for progiamy was mot iseleded. The Plea ass Mal-

l/geed se bele, violative If title VII at the LW Civil alibis Act. es soneded

M2 C.S.C. 2000e 21. whisk prselbits dleariedamine bused en as is employ-

newt. Po Septum Court his that there was as Title VII vielstiost aeverthelese.

Ibe emillosets sods is the MAIM briefs t11.4 with the Cent are relevest for the

Afp0$4 et eetertaieles whet wee said cogard4se the proposed CPA sod 011aft1011.

The sedate brief is Weigh Professor Theses I. actress signed his ogee sods the

fallouts, segment:

...edeeresSimiel eeeiti;eretie of the shoal tights
aesedoest teetered es that body's grove concern for the
deplorable instant el mese Is the labor settee and
Its recgelties of the Wettest. el set pantaletsg

women, is or met et the paid labor torte, for bearing

childres. To Ilse with the central toast if the IRA- -

that legal soppert for es' dlecriedsattes is to los

eradicated reef cad brooch--Ceeerosis clearly intended
the aseedseet to cod all categorical dlitrieieetiee by

Isw. locledieg the improper use of preenancy-based

I/ Theses I. beerseo. Stateliest as Proposed Resulution to 'oscine

Coneectieueit itattticetioo at the tqual Sights heredsiste, tmPramted in !Vri°141

oa_l.J. Rare. 13A ere debamei. ee the Coestitstiee er the demote Jedicieri

ild. i31 (1178) ae quoted Is 7 Masao Lite Review 41.

et 45.

r- 4 t

)
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clesailicotims, vhish retaliates mama to en inferior
pastel°, in the labor marker.

Legislative Mater, reflects the coogreesioaal
istearios that there be woo- tiered ersodard of
judicial review moist the ellat (1) Implicit gee -
der cla*siticatiome ere ggi g, imitleemi; (2) clams-
'Mattel* imperils, teWeVisith a "salamis physi-
cal cherasteristic' of eve eel ent 'abject to strict
verselsle less Pl*Ssiles7 elessilitatisee would sur-
vive this review. Others, the ego et isisoo hers for
sample, weld oat.

The legislative history of the SSA. therefore, to
the eaten it illemiaatee the meals, of the esti -die-
crieleatiee gmereatee Cl Title V11, telly seaports
the camisoles that It's policy of excldieg frog-
smacrreleted disabilities !rem ire pia' is illegal.

MA *ohm I la! if Vomea's Lew Project arid
NtZlisse Lilsctiee gales at 4-3. Gs cal let-

t Co. v. Gilbert, 21 U.S. 123 (1076

in Ilse Coastal lectrie v. Gibers, tees, the company was analog that PrsC

messy is a unique yeieal charanterfatie peculiar to only on, "el, and thus, there

cnuld be no issue of sex discrimlastios. The *maces brief signed by Professor

Emerson disputed this argummmt end contended misted that pregnancy was like any

other ordinary temporary disability. Aoki wrote:

The legislative history of the ERA include' saverml
examples of pregimecy claussifvatiose permissible under
the aamedment. Among these are "p law providing' for
payment of the medical costs of childbearing," and "laws
establishing medical leave for childbserina." These preg-
nancy classificepons are valid not become (as topmost,
by GE) pregnancy classification is outside the scope of
the ERA, 1",c lumina's the teat applicable under the CNA is
satisfied.

broadly proscribes classification" booed on tin-
ier as such. for clessificatiou purporting to deal with
'unique physical characteristics" of one ses, %wiser, leg-
islative history demonstrates that strict scrutiny oust be
is review standard applied, to Insure that the basic pre-

late of the amendment ill not undermined.

Id. at 13-14.
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Asia craotimue that if O.E. were a stets employer subject to the ERA,

than 'Its treatment\of ileabilities related to pregsancy sod childbirth would

not survive the scrutiny ppropriste under the amranZsent.' Id. They point out

that the necessary asses imetwvas the clausificstioa and the unique feature of

pregnancy le absent here, end state, 'In the coati= of employment, dlooRill

tied related to pregnancy and childbearing are not differeat from other temporary

disabilities.' Id. Is oddities, they segue that
.40 consents. interest just!-

flee a pregnancy classifictios is this esetest. The state as as employer hoe no

interest in maternal health and child health distinct from its !surest in the

health and well being of ell employees." Id. at 20.

This argument developed in the ricer brief missed by Profeasor legroom in

the G.I. v. Gilbert case emphasises the poit that there ars sad can-be instances

is which the condition of propriety dose sot flow from the unique physical char-

acteristic doctrine, thus emeepting classifications based as it from coverage of

the ERA. The ergueent developed in this salmis brief raises questions concerning

the opposing view that because pregnancy is unique to the female ass, there can

be no issue of discrimination !Need on nos. This issue does reveal s split among

MA proponents with respect to interpreting its impact on pregnancy-related sub -

lest like abortion.

Two other ERA proponents have made s case for the position that this ERA and

ahorelon ere separate and distinct matters. Citing the ERA', leeislattwe history,

Flireheth Alexander, a lawyer and legal advisor to "Catholics Act for ERA,' and

Maureen Viedler. a nun end the national coordinator for that organisation. quoted

the Senate Report'

The original resolution does not require that women
suet be treated to all respect, the same as men. "Equal-

ity" does net man "sameness.- An e mull, the original
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resolution weeld Rot prohibit reaamoble clamiti -
easiest hood en cheteeteristies that ere onion to
sae sot.

Author et the loess Litcletiew article setae Moseader mod Fiedler

as ceeelediegs
1,

Is these automate. Cbmgrass slimly impressed its
'mambos that the Ronal lights Assednest should net be
spelled se Mortise lams riser pewees, and the eerellary
ability on hove as Mettles obviseely the Iron physisal
aberesterlotias melon to the female as. Snob a slur
stateliest at incest would be dittimoll tee the Moreno
CUM Of any seen to 6061MIMO.

Turtbeemere, Compose provided the Mittel breed' with
a meld legal heels tee essiodies abortion tree the bread
equality sendets of the I.R.A., by providlog as emission
tee estop' 'Weisel sholesteeisties.

Abortion la eituetiss that seism free the saloon
PlOsisal ebereeteriatie of pespesey. Is this sitselles,
there is no theresterietie that OM be shored with the
ether see boom, st enigma son are issageble at Wools'
PreSeest aid et Movies abertiees. aeon the sheresteristie
le an shared with the ether emu, there rem be as Moss at
diedrislesties beats en eon. liege it is impossible :e
treat see and geese smelly is this area, Ours use be se
showing et s purpose of intone to dlearialeete.

Thus, a legal argimeet le this sole test alleged die -
crisionies Memos et inelltt On 666 sen mild certelely
rail. listlerlr, the idea it disarimismiee arising
because woo ere tensed to beer umweeted children) =hes
nm sumo Mimosa ton have ve 'right' or topebility et best-
ing any child. vested or usweeted. Pet le simplest terns,
the tonal Right, amendment goareateee equal rights ter see
end vases. Nee eset let PTIMPORI. 'vet Myo babies, and
caft't have Mortise.. There Is es way soy I.R.A. eon
give, or deo. men as 'equal right' to abortion with wagon:

in the abortion TundIRS cadent. ease ERA proponents have uede the argument

in proceeding tarots the courts or status with suite ERA's that to deny a woman

41 Alesmnder Fiedler. "The genial Rights Amendment and Abortioe: Separate
and Distinct,' America 314. 30-14 (April 12. 1150), as quoted to 7 Rumen Lite
Ravioli 2, euprir.-1W-32. This tepressots the authors' whew based upon quo Senate
Report and other legielstire history.

(I), Al,
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public foods for abortion violated the stets LIA. Is the State of Newell, for

exempla, applicant doctors filed a settee to tutor's's. to protect (1) thsir

rights to practice emdiclee and (2) the tights of their patients to Oleos* abor-

tion. Miwail tithe to Lit. Inc. v. N6112ietosi. of Deportment of Social

hays. add swims, Cl.. No. 5351$7. Memorandum Is Support of Motion to Ismer-

some, p. 1. This case begam le January, 11711. when the Newell light to Life.

Inc. filed suit In Koval! circuit court cooking to enjoin the State of Newell

froe 'Audio, 'elective cr 'non-therapeutic" abortions. The applicants for this

letervestion motion were certified providers of Medicaid aborts,. servise in

Revell. These opencast. also benefited from state Medicaid reimbursement. They

argued that any ttttt letion es the stete's cerrest Medicaid abortion reimburse-

ment policy would restrict decease in the exercise of their iodependent molitel

Judgments when trestles their 14eividoel patients because they would only be paid

Tor certain abortion. The semeranOom4in support of the entice to Intervene

Applicants' first claim to reimborseenet as a mattes
o: rteht rests es the Newell Coestitutioe' guarantees
of due process sad equal preteetioe esti Artie?) I. Ste.
21 which provides that ".quality of rights under the law
shalt not be Meted ar abridged by the Stet* on account
of ur.' Abortion is a medical procedure perforeed Voir
for wren: withholds.' funding for abortion. while con-
tinuing to rsisevree other radical procedure. sought by
both seems Of (nly by men would Le tantamount to a dental
of equal rights on account of set.

Id. at p. 7

It should be noted .hat the Ct'rutt Court of the First Circuit in Hawaii

never reached the conotteutionsl question. When it issued its prose granting

defendants' cotton tor suemary judement on February 20, 1979. The Rowell

court ruled that the Plaintiff Hewett Fight is life, Inc., had the standing as

oopavetv 'o flia this action; however, the defendant DepaPtuent of Social
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Sonless aM Sealed is eathalued to as State fads fur the pares of mesa

of elective abortion' if pease, statute. eligible to watelve medial sere

seder the Otartmeat' sedical salsas(' program. It use at secessary to

eves roach the sematitaiseel Issues raised.

is a Misseatasta amities feedise cam. Mu v. jpeareurp 01 Adifisletre-

thee ad Please et at. 'oast Me. 1331, 'stormy, for the planate sae the

avast that senate statetery tacticians is the female. of 'betties wider

the Masesbesetto *Meld pies are emeastiatiessl basses they salads ter-

ebonies. oftvite whisk applies 'sly to amps, is as abervies ear

prithessivm dedacald palm' vela test des s vide variety of Mad satiric

opaialoas. Comulaitrev: :palatally cotes/ad thee these statutory limits-

?Jae aelsted the Seal Wits Amegdame to the Mmateausetto Comminution

by easily out for special trauma avid effectively
ofiludima from coverage is aerate. Mink is amigos to
wows, Mile including., atheist aomperoble Umatilla s
wide rage of other operettas, Iodate. these which are
atlas loess, the Otatlitle asetitste disaffiliates is
the heels of au, is violates of the bassaboatte level
eights Ameammet, ft. 1, Aztleta 1 if be Masechesetts
Castitutios (se @seeded by Article IOC approved
mearbor 1, 1076).

Complaint is m v. Imam at 404sistrotiaa
a sA trnd.s ace Hosea, Mo.
i43J1, as p.

The 11111 &cilia's by the Supromo4a,cial Court to Massachusetts did not

',Ursa-, the ergusont regardful the stets em: ximmted, it etre,* dove the

challnaged statutes on other greeads. specifically doe process grounds. Moe V.

p rp of adminlatracioe sad Iisaece. Mo. 2231. Slip Opieton st p. 20. The

zoort wrote:

...Vs think our Declaration of Stilts affords a

greeter degree of protection to eh* right asserted
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here than deco the fMsral Ceetitutime as later-

PrererbaMmeLetrated iliailaltaties ma State
melee which is imposed by the fesdesestal right of
primal doeled is w. !gib la me of
metarlity. Me de met emdmetendlijIalatiffs
here te assert either as ebeelete right te lows
shameless if am equivalent right Si hem their doer -
times subsidised by the fate. ?heir claim is are
116MM...their slats is... limited te as smarties
0 'the right te Mw ebertlese stedimarimiesterily
fueded.'

11. et 29.29.

The Massachusetts court emphasised the prisciple that sees the state

Legislature decides 'le eater the cemetitutlesslly protected aces el choice,

it must do is with revise lediffereses.' lc at 33. lbw, it sesaluded that

the rhollowSIM restriction 4wle ememetitutleml im se far as it prohibited the

we of state Medicaid feeds 'te reimburse authorised providers for Irafml. med-

tally emissary shortie, service' rsedared te quelified Medicaid recipient."

a. at p. 39. tie, coot reesaded the case te the massy mutt with specific

lestructimer to ester a Meson (1) Malariag that the members of the plaintiff

class of Medicaid - eligible pregame imam are mitled to amdierisinxtory

fondles of lawful, esdicelly eamsemury shorties *emits, sod (2) esjoining the

enforcement of the chlleoged restrictive statutory provisions. Id. at 41.

In an abortion funding case in the State of Peassylvenia. Fischer w.

Department of Public Welfare, Mo. 2113 C.O. 1961. plaintiffs flied en Minded Pe-

tition for Review in the motor' of Complaint in levity is which they argued uto-

lotion of the stte/MA at p. 24. The plaintiffs were challenging the lost itylveni

restrictions prohibiting the expenditure of state or federal money for the per-

formance of abortions, 'except where physician has certified in writing that

the life of the women would be entlnge.ed if the !Om war, carried to full term,

or where nee 44444 y tr- victim of rape or totem which heft bean ',meetly repotted

,a a low enforcement agency or public health ea,orice.' Ia. at 1. Another

11 i Ay
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pravisis prohibited ems% assis for tbs performeass of abortions 'weeps meets

physicisa has cartitied thee the abestiea is Guesser, is avert death at where

the pressen/1 'welts from rape that has toss persoaslly reported to a law so-

foremast sweep by the 'Letts or hat spot is mimes as guest vitals Imms reported

the lessee te Law esfersemset army 'richt* 72 'Miffs of of bar proe-

mial.. 1.4

With respect to Ohs allegation that web roottictissa violated elm state

CIA. plaistifts stood is portiontt parts

...All imiligsat Sc.' oadisally lolicsst males is Pasmsyl
testa bees esverocs for ell medieolly asesseary aweless
trarameat to the Medical Assistasse Presess.

Perseast t. t P.9. 5 412 and 1 PA. C.S.A. 5 3215(s)
sad resslatimss, !adios( or sodiselly isdignst females
is Pemasylvasis evasive savers& for lass tees ell medi-
cally satessary merviess.

propose p is smieme ts wanes. 42 P.S. 1 453 mad IS
Pa. C.S.A. 5 3213(s) *Ash .prosily Asap benefits for
batik problems seising out of pregmamsy, disatiaiastes
40111110t mass rocipiests bosom of Viet, sea.

42 r.s. $ 413, IS Pa. C.S.A. S 3215(s) amd the escala-
tions tossed forecast thereto asmatitato s ctoder-heal
classifitatiso is violative of the Pammsylvanis Sees'
fight. Assoisset, Artiale 1, S 241 et tits lemmoylvasia
Cematitstiss.

id. st p. 24.

the Comesewealth Court ef itssomplvaals filed is °stains is Support of

Overruling frelleteery Objetless on April 1, 1411. to It. the court did not

decide the seats of asp of the petttloaer's
ceetesttoes. Tke court stated*

...Ws cesclvde oily that the Cameeewealth has brought
to our atteettse me comtrellleg setbstity Is support of
tee deeserer, that it ember of the petttlemere costes-
"ttoes doped for their jest reselettes se as essetnettpe
soh sessseeset of the relevant fiats, sad that It would
be tepreper to dleeles the petitleeers'eleles is the sur-
gery soarer proposed by the teepee/sets.

Opleles Is Support of Overruns' Preliminary
Objectless, April 9, 1911, Cumoswealth Court of
Peassylvsele, at p. 9.



Another opiates was filed on the same day to support of sustaining the

respeedests' preliminary objectless. Thee, both respondents and petitioners

failed to persuade a msjorify at the court of their respective positions re-

gard:se theme pre'iculery objeccie6s. Nevertheless, the court stated is its

In Corte, Order that *stew* it receseixed that *as order Is secessary before

se appall et this matter my be takes to our Supreme Court,' it was ordering

that the respeedests' preliminary objectieee be overruled. it also vest elm to

certify that a cestrolling :pasties of Lew to which there was substastisl ground

for differsece of °pintos existed and that as immediate appeal tree this order

soy arterially *dolma* the ultimate terminaties of the c4401...* Fischer v. De-

parts:let et Public Welter., Ile. 2113, Per Cerieti at p. 1,

I. View et IRA Oepesests

Os Nay 20, 1913, Coegresenss Beery Pyle testified before the Senate Judi-

/any Subcommittee se the Cometitution regatta:lig the purposed ERA Introduced is

the 11th Coyness. Ns specifically addreased his remarks to the pretties of the

Impact of the ERA oe abortion, particularly abortion (undies. Na noted In his

opinion statement that:

...recent eeperiesce susgssts that the ERA, if it
is proposed end ratified without as esplicit provision
against its use es a pre -abortion Melte, will, in fact.
be used to sweep away the Meisel protection of unborn
ehlldres that the courts currently sllow, and also to
eandste tax funding for ebertiess...

Sees of the meet lepertant supporters of the ENA 'Ave
argued and stated whitely that they regard restrictions
as @bottler, sod eves the raft:del of legislatures to fl -
nese. 'betties., as fere of 842 discrimination. And

judges, Including ease of the Justices of the United Stares
Supreme Court, have gives reasons to believe chat they will
be raceerive to such srsumsets.

Toscimeiv of boner:ibis /Wary J. Nyde, isfors
imiare Judiciary Subcommittee Od the Constitution. May :6,

ilAI, at pp. 1-1.
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Cosaresseas lyde thee speelficelly east os to ate the activities it cer

tele MICIP etch stets Ms. Me retread os Natalie Itevostbusette, avid Peers,' -

vents sod diet:weed Missiles Is these three states isvelvisa state teas and

eborties dusdims. Iht reeessloed that is ash looms, there was is tout cellos

es the usage repairdIss the loess et Os 1Lt beveget. ha polluted gut that his

tessera Imams tires the teat that thesis smogs evideste chat 'the pnrshettles

sevsseet torpedo RSA is valuable test is the tight &aslant *bottles remidlop

restrictions.' ji. as p. 2. la viselseeds

...roge, these Sewn, Ilseeechsastto sad Feessylvesis
issue ears &bolded as sibs, steedds, albeit tegetably
Is abertleu feedbag. the rpelaat &dosses& by the
sbertiesists is sit time assail, helleetit, is Maly
greeeded le past declaims et the Dotted Stets* bogies
Galt.

at pp. b-4.

Cabdtimmusm 17d0 ebenwooll smote chat the O.S. Septum Catirt's isolates'

opholllsa federal teddies teetrIttless resardieg sbettlee say be overruled should

the IRA be ratified sod us be accorded the states of balsa a respect glasslike-

tloo eertitiog'the sppliastles et :tette tetisY by the mutts. Na wrote,

Strict Donate, claret abbey rosette to the
law i leg struck dais so viseoestitutleasi. it either
sem it poverty had bete desigisted by the Caere as
suspect clessifieetlee, theeltbe Court would almost
certaiely have fated a right to abortion folding.

la. at p. .

His c stiotiv also reveals a certain distrust of the judiciary with respect

1104, lbolt interpret the infect Of the CNA as abortion and abortive funaingl

to 191,, the federal judiciary found right to abor-
tion is a corollary of a right to privacy that it clot
even eeetioead is the Cneetitutioe. The judiciary is
Quite comb's of fledieg se eves broader right to abor-
tion eel @tertian fondles le the the, utast advocates
have already provided the arguments fo: such right.
Cotten's. should sot give the Courts this opportunity.

i4. at p. 9.
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Congrsmautn lids recommended inserting clarifying language in the CIA "so the:

it ceaot be used to spend bortioa right.' id. st P. 10- rue, he halts's.

that without this language set poly tumid the right to aboctioo he expanded, but

the sammdast waste ftilliAtO public tuella& of abortion.

Charlie E. Ice, Professor of Law at Metro hems, has ttodt

Nobody toe tall with tonality that the affect of
the KRA will be upee tat sheltie. Lows. The motor-

minty es to tie applteaftes is several areas is ate
of the maim drawbacks of the JIA. sec it code be

fairly argued, fled I hippos to bettse, that If the
CIA ware Nested tt meld oohs it abeedaerly clear
that the states ars dLeabled free proMtbirtes it
*wee restftetles aberttes Is en teelftteat soy
The coebisettes of the !sprees Corot liberties de-
flates@ fled the easel Rights Aster* eveld operate
to Keyser eey matrilineal; ee shelties ehieh era
mere tria/eat Uwe the restrictlese tweed fre seer -
ally wastrel opsfettese with es esseedectseles. 7/

Another CIA opineast, !twitting(' Joseph P Witherspoon, from the University of

Texas, ha, strictest

EtA ea be viewed se imermerweles to veers that

her right of otiosity. locludime the right to sailed
trattoria, say mot he cat off by eat'-abertise legit -
titles which ;roseate only a melee free 'kettles

medical treatise( but mat ere sod this ee osefirer
ing see ratify's. through a formula Wiest digests-
'nation used epos use the Melt result reached to
Roe v. Made o the beets of the estesetes of the
rtlht to prLmcy. Therm is teas snidest' that
scholars ilk Emerson may have had is clod using fns

IP.A es a baste for attack'. asti-abortion laws In
the event the court toots foiled. 6/

Professor Charles t. lace in letter to Ni.. Paul White, Pebtsatt, 3.

,e;S, as quoted le 7 human Life kwire 42. Tare et do.

h/ Mosotsodus true Joseph P. Witherspoon to the laird of Oftectote. Kattegat

414hr-to-We comsitcss. teptember LS. 1675. (saphasis In origin/1), as quoted

19 r queen the 6/reify 41, mutts it 4/.

r-
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Om May 26, I03, Vatter, lams. Maddest Meter at the Americas Seseveries

testItate and frefeealeaal Lettuces et Gesagetews UalversIty, testified bolero

the haste Judiciary Sebeersittee es the Cseetitntlem otaareleg the curtest ERA

prepasal Is the 'kb Ceogress. Es le ',posed to the IAA sad with resent to

existing ens discrisimatiee, he reamed be his statement to the Subesemitteet

...there to still web se be deem. Set es Is that
mark dm on regatta a emeatitetiseal avemdesms. All
vestiges of discripleatiem tam be eliminated by staple
legislative amuttemet, on it thee by este of for
erese...I ergs you to lame the Constitutive aloes...

Ceestitetise art met be patlest, but it is a
bate& daemon on them it goad be sigh able 11A. 7/

With rupee te du quietism of slather the IAA would here me impact ups@

*betties, I. Sores drew merles LAB a @tamest lade by the C.S. Supreme Court

to ligentignAglert of Climatal Niemen v. SeefeEth, 42$ U.S. 32 (117$), tveard

lee a heebeed see Rey have a 'deep aid proper teeters and interest...to his 'vets

reggaes, and te the grogib add development of the fetus she to estryleg,' bet,

le the avast ef m seetilat, his laterest emit give way te a wife's right to hove

am @Will**. Xt. Segos leaked it Wits pulse le the MIMI ease and remarked!

'Reed literally, the IRA would atvert his isitoreet late a right, a right equal

to the wits's.' at p. 6.

Im his article to the Spring I'll Rama Life Rialato 'QA sod the Abortion

Comectiae, Limits 011phset, e Vashiegtat lawyer litotes

Whether adeptles of the Equal Rights Amamdemst
will teleferce or supplement the theer? of the
Abottics Cases is s matter of &amts...

7/ Teetleemy of Walter Soros, Residue Scholar at Mariam tsterptime Insti-
tute eel Professional Letterer at castgetsme University, Refers feat Judiciery
Subcommittee on the Coestitutlem, Noy 26, 1113, pp. 6-7.

577
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The sassed noel 'venni asks whether UA will em-
end abortion rights alsesdy establning. The area ter
possible ',ponies is wall lased. bet set S40.
existent..

The third 1101 nestles asks *best sew ebonies
'rights. Mist aesspiesses is the onsties if inedise...

It the feed lights Assedst bed bow is tie nee
stains* vbeallasiges desided, the result sorely
would bas bees givvesits. Ilk is designed teens the
glass et omen (ged the Glass ei en) a noten wino.
Legal diensetion between ese and woos will be .lie.
lotted *sorely es (fee these antigens.* Pallwantir
Weed is enieserbyeleal oberesteriaties) sobjest to

enutlity. It onsetion a assent
elan. she it the llvde kession bed tenons.. trist
jellaba Gentler (loth Innen if anitleaties et the
legal ltghe. Agoodnest). Nis Soren Coen meld bare
bold that the Osestintigassmdated pale toadies if
abortion...

It the heed Signs nestson is retitled, in si
wont attempts to onsters the ebonies teeing eased.
the Greengage is federal sense will fells, the grew
eases sew Wagged' is the gkeenbeeette gents pine
hibitions aesisse ebonies tootles will be mild le be
ass dindelseties is Glenne. if the SBA. Attempts
by son pregnant, et the Amnion te gloss eon
/nestle' ter serious mischief is the ebonies ores are
disinesseessOnwleedine she sogerthy if the Levenson
et the lases.

Yams Cite genre 42, mast
pp. Win.

fig moonrise. the tangelo; disunion. illustrates that while to date there

have bees so state coon designee IsAtates with state OW relies datintively

es the setter generalsg whether the state OA is sonnies japans os shorties'

sad/or ebonies feeding, the loses et possible impact has bees reload. Anemone

have been .Me os both sides. SAMS propionate if the IRA have cesteaded that the

gin would have so Impost is abo.tieseader its tondiss. they theorise that the

ability to bones pressen sues less s soigne physical characteristic aM wield

thus be genet tree the tn. Daly MOSS CAS WOOS ptassests i.e. the rePrefin-

tire finnan is sales. to finales. elate men are set similarly elevated is this

contest, there meld be se son discrimination ender the ill. this poise of vino

575
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mead bs ouletest with the well U.S. 'spume Come proudest cedar the awl

precosties slams with rupees es a mulattos haulms es adverse tepees se pres-

ume mess. More are mbar IRA preemies Mousse to ths ostury. ?My

Mist al* thee the effuse of dissrialasties es the hula of pupas's, an sock

that this is seeder lisertslosties. Mars are sleep/umlauts of the sessftsse

Me asses thee the physisl uelgesease emespelos has se mulleatias busses the

disulaimatise hued es prassamy is set suessully caseload emissive', to the

rsprodustive fuoulavieself, i.e. only the reproductive upset mold qualify

fur the mumptioe.

lbas is the absrffill baffsi tamest there have bees Ilk prepossess is

cereals seats NIA uses violist. smiled is semplalate sod Wife tiled before
stets moats that is any pale fads far shorties usseitusso ass dissrielas

ties bassoon ally moss eas %WOOS presume aid to steels thus est to des,

' the feeds for this pompoms violates the state IRAs is asessess. opposes.

of the IRA mid of ahowelee have looked at %humanism's@ pertisolarly sod have

raised ceaseless VW Mau also somesedod that them is possibility that the

CNA could *used issms's right esas shorties as well as misdate the aspeedi-

tugs of public soesy for shorties.
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mallyingsussene
fetid. sectlea of sir report, we shall first describe the sunset state

of the law with respect is (1) the asestitetiesal right to as abactims awl

(2) the constitutional as well as amatory right to the palia feedieg of

an shorties. The sebeteetive right to SS shorties sad the use of public

*sup to effectuate that right are diffsrost fres s eametitetleaal perspec-

tive, ead the U.S. Supreme Coen has treated thee ssparetely. The leollag

Sapless Court decisive* is each meant will be explaisei.

For the purposes of this paper, it is lepeetast to obey hew &beetles

Ms tato the category of presses,. This socesaltatee ales oselysiel the

Court's televise declaims concerelag pressen, to siNsttals whether pros-

aism, diecrieleation is feat cosatiteteo lesally prohibited sex distrialea-

ties. frissons, is clearly seawall, related, bet the eigelficaat question

is whether discrisleatios blued is it lo legally proscribed.

I. laboteetive Slake toile Abortion Curtest State of the LA.

A. The Assess. Court's 1973 Shorties Rulings

Setween 1965 and 11573 the coestitutiosality of restrictive ebertioa

statutes of many states were challenged os the grounds of vagueness, viola-

tive of the fundamental right of privacy, sad denial of equal protection

uncial, these lees. These challenges net with nixed success in the lower

courts. However. in January, 1973, the Supreme Court issued its rulings in

Roe w. Vale and Doe v. goltos. I. those cases tiro Court found that Texas

and Georgia statutes regulating ebortioe interfered to en uncoestitutional

extent with a woesn's right to decide whether to terminate her pregnancy.

The Tessa statute forbade all abortion not necessary for the purpose of
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wig the life of the mother.' Its Memel& descant peruke'''. sbertimis

vows coati:mod Thillmulsy ostievelY threatened the smesse'

life or health, oboe the fetes was very likely to have severs birth

defects, or *bleeps pr pansy reselta. fres raps. The Georgia mutate

required, hoverer, chat Morelos* be performed oily at esarodited hospitals

sad @sly after approval by a hospital alesittes se. two remelting physicians.

Ibe Court's desieless mere delivered by Mr. Justice Illaehmme for him-

self awl eta ocher Jostles,. Jestiees White as. Ilebessist diseases.. the

court male. that states any set cateserleally prooderibs Mortises by ..hiss

their perfeemasse a swims, and that state* say sot make alettiOND *Men-

saelt/ difficult to *kale by preseriblas Mahout* peoesieral reidelises.

The cesatitatiosal bests for the Maisie** rests. epee the seneluslom that

the fterteseth Asmedmest right of persesel grimy embraced a wommes &mistas

whether to carry pregame, is tars. The Coot sated chat its prier desists..

had 'fore. at least the rests of ...(a) gutranta* if pommel privacy' is

review ameadments to the Cometitetios or their penumbras (i.e., pretsated

offshoots) and characterised the elitist co privacy as grounded Sc ''..411 Foie-

tseeth /weediest's comompt of personal liberty aed restrictions epos state

attics.' Roe r. Made, 410 0.2. 113, 132, 133 (1313). lesardial the scope of

that rishck the Court state. chat it fooled*. persoal rights that ass

be doomed 'fusdamantal' or 'implicit le the concept of orders. liberty" and

' bears spas secession to activities related to merrier, procreation, coe-

traceptios, family relatioaship, sad child rootlet and educative.' Id. at

152-153. Such a right, the Court concluded, "is breed enough to escalopes.

womsn's decision whether or cot to terminate her provisory.' Id. at 153.
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With respect to preteen's of the right egotist State leterfersece, the

Coen bold that elate the right of !enema' pelves, is a feedessetal right,

oily a scennallleg State
Interest' could justify its nonmetal' by a state.

Thee while it recognised
thelogitimmy of the state lastest le pretectiog

eatereal health sad the pf0001,00/08 of the titan' aotessial lit.. ,g. at

146.430, sad the esietsece of a rational aseesetlen Mamma theee two intereets

and the state's eatiabertiett law, the Coat bold theeeistereate iseeffielent

to justify an absolute bee se abortions. !amend, the Comet emphasised the

deratiesal eater. of pregammy and held the state's tutorage" to be seff1-1

closely ceepellieg to permit curtails et sr poltibitiee of abortive oily dories

',nettled stases of preemie,. The Sigh Caere coacluded that mull the sad of

the Met telemeter as 'beret". is se eon deagareee tensional health than

childbirth itself, and found theta

pflith respect to the State's impectamt aid legitleate
interest is the health of the mother, the'cospelling' point,

is light of preseet medical knowledge, is at approximately

the red of the first trimmer. jk at 163.

Only otter the first trimester dens the tate's interest in protecting mammal

health provide sufficieet battle to justify State mulattos of aiorties, and

than only to protect this letereet. IA. at 163-164.

'The 'coupe/11W point with respect to the etate'e interest is the poteetial

life of the fetus "to at viability." following viability, the state's lutecium

permits it to regulate dad eves proscribe as shorties except when necessary, is

upper elate medical litigant, for the'proservation of the lite or health of the

sot or. Id. at 163-164. The Court defised viability ao the point at which

th fetus /0 'potentially able to live outside the nother's womb, albeit with

art ficial_ald.' Id. at 160. The Court summarised its bolding as follows:

(a) for the stage prior to apprenteately the end of

the first trimester [of pregnancy), the abortion decision
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sod its offectestiem met be left t the medial tamest
of the propos ummt's 'mediae physislas.

(b) For the stage embeemese t eppmeMstely the omd
of the first telemeter, the State, in preening its
!stereo' is the With of the usher, sty, it it cheeses,
regulate the abseils' presents Mums that are reassembly
related to simnel health.

(e) Poe the amen mammon to viability, the State is
premise its Meerut is the petemelallty of Mimes life
may, if it abuses, moselate, mid ens preessibe, &betties
emespt 'Mere it is esesmary, is eppreprietemedies1 juds-
mint, fee tbe preenvatise of the life es beeltb of the
amebas.

410 0.5. it 114-153

In Dee v. Seleat, 410 0.5. 170 (1073), the Court reiterate! its Wadies

is 311.2tualit that thebasis desleles of Au as shorties le proper rests

with she pressen weber sad her physielaa, bat exteskflaby gneiss

that jut as etatee em est pewees 'betties by anise the perineum's a

erlms, stets* soy set sibs Mutton eareausably difficult to Neale by

prouribles *liberate presedural harriers. :aim therein', the Curt

meek dove state camiremeate tint Aweless be postmen is Itemised

Mantels; that shorties/ be approved befersheed by a lumpiest committem sad

that two physisiess maser is the abortion der-toles. u. at lfelff. The

Court appeared Is nets, buster. that this would nu apply to a statue that

protected tits sell/loos or moral beliefs of dessuluatiosal hospitals sad

their espleyees. Id. at 197-941.

the Court loft else dealt with the enmities whether a fetus is a parses

osier the rostmeeth deetedmeat sad other previslose of tbs Cesetitutioe. The

Court ledicated that the Custitatim serer spesifically defies* perees,"

but added that In surly all the emotions *Mrs the word purses appears,

...the use of clv. word is sub that it bee applicable only Fist-utelly.

Noss tailgates, tr.th asy savorous, that it his my passible pre -natal
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application.' 410 U.S. at 157." The Ceara emphasised that Sivas the fact

that lu the major part of the 19th aleatory prevailing legal abortion

penniless were far freer than today, the Court was persuaded "that the word

'purses,' as need is the twartseeth Ameedmeet, does set leclode the sabots.'

Id. at 15O.

The Court did sot, however, resolve the qiesties of Moe life actually

begins. While meting the diversemie of titivates oe thie'isses, it, instead,

articulated the legal wagon of "viability,' which is defined as the point

at which the fetus is peteatially able to live outside the womb, altheesh

the fetus may require artificial aid. Id. at 140.

B. U.S. Supremo Court Decisions Subsoteest to Rae and Doe Involvino

the Sobetaative Right To Aertleo

(1) Iastued Coleman, Spiegel Calmest, Farestal Cosaset, and leporello

Requirements

Is Pleased Feramthood v. Dasforth, 428 U.S. 52 (1074), the Court held that

informed coolest statutes, which require a doctor to obtain the written convent

of a mosso after informing her of the dossers of shorties and 0001b16 slum-

natives, are constitutional if the requirements ars related to matercal health

and ars Got overbearing. 428 U.S. 52, 65-66. The fact that the informed

cupola laws must define their requirements very narrowly is order to be

constitutional was later coofiread by the Supremo Court in 1070 when it suer

nattily affirmed an Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals decision holding to that

effect. in Freiman v. Ashcroft, 584 F. 2d 247, 251 (8th Cir. 1978) aff'd

mem., 99 5. Ct. 1416 (1970). The requirements of an informed consent

statute must also be narrowly draws so as not'to unduly Interfere with

5S,1
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the physielaorpatieut selatiftehip, althevob the type at leiermatieo

required to he sires to a 'imam et sociality may vary secerdiaa to the

trimeater et bet amnesty.

I. oddities to lateens* sweet* tea desists, dealt with

the issue et spousal aseaset. the Soprano Court towed that eoeseal 401141111t

statutes* shish retells a writilh'etateuest 1,7 the rather at the totes

Winds; Aim easiest to the abortive* are
usasestItutlees1 It the atatuteo

allow the bombard to sellaterelly prohibit the abortive is the tint tri-

mmer. 426 O.S. 32, 69. It should be sated that se the ems day that

elm Sepses Coast !aided posterth,
Attlee evemerily aftlreed the lower

court dm:isles he CO. V. Sersteti, 376 17. Sepp. NS (Sal. fie. 1974), Ana,

426 U.S. 901 (1976), 'blab hold u eseestitetioes1 a simnel geneses Ise

reasrdlese et the sup et the .sass's preview.

With raspiest t. 'metal unseat statutes* the Swim Court held is

Outastk that these statutes thus allow a persist or ousrilius to absolutely

prohibit as startles to be issaltae;red oe a stair child were eadesstItutioual.

Subauessatly, is Sellettl v. Milt, 443 O.S. 632 (1979). ibs Cant rated

that WM. state us/ rotates a miser to steals paroatal eeseeet, the state

east also provide am altosuatIve predators is proems eatherlastiou it

parietal seesest Is dialed sr the slew dose set west to soak It. PM the

vassoules good In lollettke it appears that the Caws tilt a utter is

entitled to some pomading whith allows her to prove her ability to sake se

Wormed decision lelopeadset of her permits, or that eves it she is isaapable

of galas the dm:taloa* at least
@bowl% that the shorties would be is her heat

laterests.
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'N.The Court is lasagne' sloe titled that repents' mainmasts is statutes

regattas' deems *Ad heath !saltines to provide is/nestles to same,

regarding oath abortion performed, an sentitutionl. The Cent smillad,

Mean, that Mae repents' nguirseasto raisin to maternal health, noels

osafidestiel, end say set be memorise. 4IS V.S. 52, *11.

anther ..post is the bagasse' related cloths constitutionality of

ebonies procedure statutes that prohibit the an of saline anstecostesis to

laminas abortion. The Coate hold such mutes ussematitutiesal Mamma it

believed that a procaine as widely incepted is 'anal similes ea that

revelries the no if sells, amminestesis soald sot be prohibited. hemmer,

the state sumo is motion was hold to be issensistest is its presatipties,

since it allowed other mete demesnes presodures while prekihitiog sane that

mere safer, sera effective, mad nine widely aceopted by the medico/ 'tansies.

' piaally, another sigstiloast wallas sods by the Court i .meta mess

that fetal pretosties @totem were issarelly overbroad mod uncenstitutiosel 11

they pertaised to pre-vtahlo limns. Sack notate. main a datum perlersise

as ebonies to use Available mesas aid medical shills to save the tile of the

fetus. Is a *cheapest Miens, Colautti v. yrasklin, 43, U.S. 373 (1,73),

the Supreme Court held that such fetal protection acetates cooed oily apply

to viable lotuses sod that the etstote meet be 'mt.: is t-:.V.As" fort the

standard for detentes" viability. Is addition, the Court is Colautt

stressed that in order to soot the commitutional test of eafficient c

fetal protecttos laws had to dolts whether a doctor paramount duty Mas to

the patient or whether the physician had to Ulna, the possible dam+ to the

palest slimiest the Increased odds of total sanivel. 43, U.S. 37,. $f7 -401.

5,5G
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(2) ermitl Notice

The Supseue Court did attempt to provide farther alariticatise et the

gessoes& mason ad estificatbse Isom is its desisisa is gelletti v.

bui, 443 V.S. 422 (1171). Mere the Crest held eseastitualseal a

Maseehoeetts statute that regeired Aprons' sessultatieg er onigionise

is entry Distaste wittiest affording the pregaims ulnae as sigunlyany es

receive laderseisse 3udfals1 dotsrolasties time she woo satire easesh

to omen or that the ebonies would be is her beat leterests. The Can

les Read asegatitusisea a stamen, partials* that emitted jedisial

entbsritieg ter as abetting to In withheld fens o 'dam see is hued by

the taut to be mature sad fully aseeetan to ache the desists. *ether es

net to tesaisate her preassagy fadeasedeetly. Smugger, is ea Wert to

provide sees future guidelines, the Cant, is diets, suggested that it

State wished to wee pareetal motificatiee, it net afford the miser the

G atlin at ptossedlog diresily to ceurt,-wisheet parietal getificatiea,

when she cwt airs that she is esters glees sr that, if
II e

is fogad sot

able to sake the declaims ladepesdeatly, the desired abertiog is la her best

interests. Four of the eight justices objected to this sties es the

ground that it was as advisory gialoo.

Os March 23, 1,51, the Can upheld a Stab State law maim it a crime

for doctors to porton' as aborting as la usseancipeced, depaudant mien

without notifying her patents. Is N.L. v. Matinee', 450 0.11. (Mil). a

4-to 3 decision, the Court easelued the narrow que,ltios of the facial

constItutloselity of statute reaulrios a ,hysicia to give notice to

parents, 'if possible,' prior to performing as abortion on their Slime

daughter, (a) whin the girl is living with and dependent upon her
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permute, (b), whoa she is not smssalpstad by merristo or otherwise. led

(c) when she bas Med. so claim or shawls' as to her materity eras to bar

relationship with her pauses. She Upton Court cited the lamest ,s

primulas' fossils' lategrity sod protecting adstsecests is alleutes states

to require that parests be steroid that their daughter is 'Whin is

'bottles, sad emphasised that the statute is qualities did sot sire $ veto

power ever the miser's sheltie. desists.. Chief Justice brier roamed

that the Utah Law, 'as applied to immure sad &speedos' steers ... serves

the important cossidaratioss of family literati sad pratecties idol...eats.'

Is additios, parental settee provides as opportselty far parsers to

supply omens' medial sad sear *puma isforsaties to a physic's..

The medical, ematiosal, sad plycholosical cosseqsesces of as ebegties are

serious and cam be Wass' this is particularly so Mhos the fattest is

Ismatuir.' The Court rojectli the aim wemaa's costsatios that *beetles

was Wins singled out flr special trimmest is cestraat to other surgical

procedures, like childbirth, which do ant require parental SOM.. The

Chid Justice resposded that the situatioaNdiffarsd sod 'it the /repast

girl elects to carry her child co ten. the medical decisions to be made

entail few -- perhaps moms -- of the poesatially grove mastless' set

,

psychological coessquencas of the decislos to shirt." thus, the Court

found the Utah law to be constitutional, slice Weaned isportest stets

inters..., was narrowly dram to protect only those interests, and did not

in any way violate any of the guarantees of the Cosstitutioe.

One issue left unanswered by the Supreme Court in this costsat

concerns the validity of spousal notice lows. A decision by the Fifth

Circuit in Schsinbere v. Smith, SO U.S.L.V. 2258 (Nov. 3, 1981), held

5 5 8
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Omit the state interest is reaulatisa the latsgritp of sultal and

imallial lit., together with its dressage is eedurisa that its steer,

greeted sehiele far prearestiss, estwisae, set be laded thrush see

*pewee perpetually aid sescetively frietratial the etherle desire far

etfeprisg,la eaffialestly esspelliss ttlellIf she state is require a

wife is Islera bar bes Asa she is asatesplative tersimatise of

1146\10441her pregiasay. trines, the e users rasaa,4,4 Its ease gauche

diarist seers to daterslas whether vesper abseties presoditse have the

petsetial to .fleet adversely a weasas Ware procreative ability. If

es, the ssupwisdisated that It wield totals a settee requirasist

whether sr set Oho Mwebead le she father ef the fetes.

(3) ignaiRMILALWIETInittlife,

The depree4 Caere held is noixi.jLegail, 421 0.11. WO (1973),

ihet a state say set preaeribe wiraltiele$ remedial' the avallabitly at

.aa Mortise Sr abertleartelatelphervisets is seethe, state. lb, Gust

' iousd that the demist, is geaetleawea essewatitecissal Mecao:e the state

of Maisie, where theadvertisomest appeared, had ealy a slates,. Uterus

is the health Gad madam' primates of Mew Tack, the state Is which the

laps' abortion moles' were Ideated.

(4) abortleta Ml Ilerflivelliese

Is Cossoctiset v. Xes1111, 439 U.S. 9 (1912), the SOVFOOS.COurt colid

that stets statutes 'hiller to the TOMO law ckallassed is In were

cosetitutiosal to the attest that the statutes /Gehl! sos-phpsiciase from

pseferaleg 'boraces. Thu ass lactates sada it clear that a state malt sot
341



interfere with a wow declaim. node is consultaties with and apes

ft.; advice of her doctor, to have as shorties is iMe-tirst trivialities of

her pressancy. The Mutat Court fooled that 'organ. testae:tie' shor-

ties lows were still salsrcesble 8101141t man-physician. 4130.S. 11, 11.

(5) 00,131014-54.14bilc_DO4 Privets SOssitals

Ie halter v. Doe, 432 U.S. 319 (1977) (2110 imam), the Supreme

Court held that Os policy of the City of It Louis is teis:les to allow

the performance of srtherapoutic Awnless is its public hospitals. sad

of stunt's these hospitals with paisossel opposed to the performance of

shorties., did set violate the egad psotestios clause of the Constitution.

Nether, however, did set deal with the gaieties of private hospitals sad

their authority to plobiit shorties services. In ...211Peke, the Court

Melt with the right of s susicipality co elect to provide publicly

Chummed hospital services for childbirth without p'eviding correspeudisi

services for setherepostic shorties'. The Court approval this practice.

No cause have hoes reported challenging state laws which allow doctors

to 'shoe to participate la'abrtlea procedures. This say be explained by

the foot that a looms con always seek out anthr physician who could per-

fora as abortion. should doctor initially tofu.* because of religious or

other beliefs.

To date the Uprose Court has not rendered a decielos 'Giardini the

constitutionality of state statutes that allow private hospitals to refuse

to participate lo abortlousi however, federal district courts have ruled on

this issue. See, e.g., Jones v. tasters he. hod. Center. 448 W. Supp. 1156

(D. Ni. 1978). where the court upheld such law.

5:11)%, ,/



(6) rim Defialtios of Viability,

The Impress Comet's artieslaties of the semeapt of viability his

required further olaberatien, partieelatly with roamed tairthe critical

aseatimm of Mks *arises at Mast moist a fetes his noshed viability.

Is kg the Curt defied viability the poist,aswhia the lets. is

peteatially able to live setolde the mother's tem*, albeit with

artificial aid." 410 0.0. at 160. huh petestiality, busy, meat

'be for *measissfel life' ad this sores emeempeas simply msemecaly

survival. 410 O.S. At 163. The Court elms sated that Mille viability is

veselly pleas! at .feet 36 mmike, it ft% eamm-serlier mei moseetially

loft the foist flexible for satielpeted advisees la medical skill.

risally, lat stemmed the ;astral No of the preenemt wassa's Neter,

emphasising that 'the abortive gestates In all its imposts le laberently,

mod primarily, a medical decision.* 410 0.11. at 160. Similar themes were

stream/ is nomad fareagbied of Control Missouri v. Oesfortb, 4110.11.

Si (1176), is which a Miamserl 1w, whieb Salami viability am "that Otago

of fetal develepasat whom the life of the sum child say be costiosed

ladefinitely outside the womb by sate/el or artificial life support oysters%

was ttackad as am attempt to mitoses the moist of viability to as earlier

start of gestatios. The Court disagreed, flailing the statutory densities

cossisteat with Ia. It re- emphasised that viability is °a matter of medical

judgmest, still, sad ability* and that Ug ammo to preserve the

flenibility of the term. 421 0.1. it 64. Moreover, the 9amfertb6 Court bold

that 'It is mot the proper females of the lsialstsre Of the avert. to place

viability, which is genitally a sidled comsat, at specific pellet is the

seettios period. The ties whoa viability is achieved may vary with each

proasamy, ad the determinant's of whether particular fetus is viable is,

5 9 1
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aid suet be, a setter far the leftmost of the atteedisg physielas.'

421 U.S. et 64. The physisisa's cestral rel. is detersimies viability,

and the lack of such defisitiesal setheirity is the legielaturee sod courts,

was west rustily reaffirsed by the Coen is slam& v. pash2le, 439 U.S.

375 (1978).

C. U.S. Su resE...Cmbjas1953ow

Os Jess 15, 1983, the U.S. Soprano Court decided three Glee isvelving

several differeme shorties quintiles* Sista Akre* v. Akre. Coster for

Segroductive Wealth. lea., 51 U.S.L.V. 47871 passed Parosehol'Ammiatim of

assess City, Nieeenri. Ise. v. Ashcroft, 51 U.S.L.V. 4783; sod Ilwatealeot

v. Tindal*. Si 11.S.L.V. 4791. The ruling is the City of um, case

formed the Mole for the other we deeleless. Those three dacieless

*evolved some of the unanswered questiose that gross otter i.e v. Made

was decided is 1913.

is City of Akron v. arse Costar for Reprodsetive Sealth. Isc., Si U.S.L.M.

4767, (hereinafter referred 141144144ti of Akron), the Supreme Court in a 6 to 3

vote declared that five settles' of the *We ordinance reetricting the right

of a woman to as abortion were esconetitutiosal. Justice Powell wrote the

opinion of the Court, and be was Joined by Chief Justice Surges, Justices

Bronson, Marshall, Blackmun, sod Stevens. Justice O'Connor filed a dissenting

opinion in which Justices White and Rehaquist Jolted.

The five sections of the eunicipal ordinance regulating abortion involved

In the constitutional chilling. were Woe Codified Ordinances ch. 5, 1870.03,

1570.05, 1510.06, 1810.07 and 1870.16. The provisions of each challenged

section are aussarised below:

(1) 1570.03 -- that after the first trieseter of
pregnancy, all abortions he performed in a hospital;

5 92
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(2) 1070.03 -- that theme he astifisatiss of and
4400448 by peseta before Annan may be w-
inged se ommeniad misses;
(3) 1138.06 that the ansediag physislae aim
senate specified statemeste to she potion se
shut the regaltimg 4401POS4 fee 'bottles wield
MMUS to iefeemsd samenti
(4) 1070.07 that thew le 24 Mr mines
period Inman Os ties Om patine aims the
nem* foam and ohms the physimias performs
the abootiest an
(3) 1670.16 Net fetal denim be dinned of
1a a 'bone god osmium, memame.'

for no gnat monies ad sposifie Mettle si theme peonsion, en 31

4707, tenons@ '9.7 at pp. 47664769.

I. striking deem allief the fare/slag sonless of the Akre ordisems as

bUleg onlattn of the 0.11. Commandos. the Coon at Os warp onset reef

!lend its 1973 Melones jigLe. giflo 410 0.1. 113, aid prosened to amine

sea native of the Shen @Wiseman 'within the trimness framework established

ip that tulles. Darin the first trimester, a were meet he fres in aseseltaw

tise with her doctor to nods a Moisten is berm am ebonite shiest nonsmeatal

J. interferson. la gjxdMM, the Caen does petit set that stets as

inset new rogolstios applisable to the fires trimester of primmer, bet it

enamel ben sisnifient impost em the nesea right to deride to terminate

her pregame, sad mot be justified bp tannest state health obj caves. The

important point gemerning state resolute. in the first trimestde is that

there be no inerfrsega with (1) nator-pstiamt eesseltatin or (2) the weeen's

choice benne abertios mad childbirth. SIILAALLI, 31 0.11.6.89. 4707,

at . 4771.

The chelleagod Almon ordisesee provision relating to *era abortiois cam

be performed pertain specific/111p to esgoad trimester abortions. The roosted-

most stated the: day second trimester abortion had to be perfoemed is a full -

service hospital. Ti,. seareditatim of Mine facilities tailwind couplings

with 4;o6pcobeasiv4 staa4.44s governiag as omissive omelet, of health sod

3r-9
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surgical services. The result ms thee abortion udder this motile of the

Akron ordimace could set be performed is setpatist ',titles that sere met

pert of 011 acute -cars, fell smite hospital. 'hs Court food this result -

tios secesstitutimial. The Caere mined that the possibility of bevies to

travel to fled facilities could rmalt is both flemelal espouse mid added

risk to a memee's health. at p. 4772. The Court also cited shamed

medical cirdwastames, sad the avallabilit, of eater pro/Worm for Per'

ferules WNW trimester abortions niece IV, lot its conclusion that the

Akre. beepitonsaties regalement tspsse an usreasomble burden ea a

vense's right to sa aberelim.

The Court also !mandolin the provisies is the Akren indiums which

prohibited a doctor tree perforates as shorties em can usememicipsted :door

rinses he got the interned writtes tannest of coo of her permits or her

legal guardian' or melees the miser herself *Weise/ "se order from a court

Moles loriedistim :4,kr her that her shorties be perforusd or iodated.'

Id. at p. 4773. The Court relledtem its earlier rullaSo le artforrt. oaf hillot!I

II to castled' that the City pf Urea could 'sot mks a blanketdeterminotios

that la minors sodel\the ass of IS are too immature to make this decision or

that is abortion sever say be is the misor's best interests without parental

approval.' Id. (imphailci is erasion tent). Moreover, the Akre,

ordinance'a provision cooternieg perinea approval did sot create expressly

the alternative judicial procedure required by lellotti II. The Court refined

to !,corporate the procedures of'se Ohio statute governing juvenile proceedings

because it had softies to do with Risers' abortions. Thus, the Akron ordinance's

comsat provision had to fall Mame It foreclosed say possibility for "caso-

by -case evaluations of the maturity of pregnant eleors.' Id. at p. 4774, quoting

Sallies! II, 443 U.S., at 643, n. 23 (plurality 01116101).

594
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Is Cite of Arse, the ewers= Caere ales streak Mee the 'atoned

Witte. season amities of the salesmen. This /twists' required that

the &medial dotter orally lame the memo 'of the states of her prestos:7e

the devolepeset of her. false, the date ef,posollolo viability, the physical

ad sentleeal emptiest's,' that awe result free se abortion, and the

availability of species is provide her with eaeleteelie aid fafereeties

with tempest to birth tenni, adept's'. sod childbirth.' if; at p. 4774.

The etteedies physicist me else required is tell his p=riest if the risks

involved aid sip ether lafermaties which it hi;\sodisal jedesseet would be

critical to her Maisie* sf whether SeAssaleat\\ the presesecy. lee Cast

famed this istersed comsat reesiressec is be seeptitetieselly emmaceptable

ha=tes it essentially save the severeeset,wareelrble authority ever what

laferestiee wee to be elven a weer before she desded whether to Maur as

atertioe. Is Cite it urea, the Court fogad that phe city's IresuletiOs

concerning laterals/ omens eeceeded paraissible limits. Id. Is addition,

it was else abjectieseble becalm it banded open '.hi discretion of the

pregnant womes'e doctor. j. at p. 477S. The Court aloe objected to

that parties sf the ordleasee's inbreed comet ?squirmiest which stated that

the "attending physicist' had the respessibility of infusing the 'otiose

because of the availability of ematews other averts far obtalelea the neces-

sary informatics sod coueselles. Ii. at p. 4776.

In City of Akron, the Supreme Court also chose to isvalidat the twenty-

four hour males period. Id. The Court foetid chat the City of

Akron had not shown that say Insinuate state interest was halos served by

as arbitrary wed isflegible wattles period." Id. Vritios for the

majority, Justice Powell noted chat there was "so evidence guarantee that the

shorties procedure will be perforwsd wore safely' because of twenty-four

hour setting period. 14.
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Virally, the nett ruled that the ponies of the Akroa ordleasie

regains" that physician performia8
akonl000 on to le time the omens

raf the embers child he disposed 'la a berme sad oesitary' warms void

for vaguesess. The level of essorteisty
prawn was assecoptable .a o

sienna' seek is this where then
was the prospect of cruelest liability

Miss impend. jk This pregnant
violated the Ors Process Chess.

Justice OICeseer wrote a disease is City of Oros, aid she was jetted

by Janine White cud Rebegaist.
The diseestleg nines basically tesk

issue with the trimester framework
Is lee v. Sods. jk at 4777 J11,21.

Is Pleased Parestkeed
Assecletne of Sasses City. Illeseenj In. v.

Ashcroft,
4783, (hereiniter referred to at Atherefg), the

Supreme Court inalidsted
Misseen's neon trimester

kerapitalisaties require-

meet by the MIS 6 to 3 vote as is Citkof Akron kovent.
the Court voted

i to 4 to upheld three
other section of that Unseen law.

Thoifollevieg Missouri statutory provision were challeaged es

constitutiosal grown:

(1) 188.025 - regains' thee after twelve weeks of
PooloomaY, aborting be performed is a hospital;(2) 188.047 andatieg that there be s patholosy
report for each allergies perform*(3) 188.030 -- mania" the preseace of a snood
physician diarist' abortions that are performed
sitsr.vialbility; ead

(4) 188.028 regains' that misses obtain Forestalunman or cosiest tenths
juvenile court foran abortion.

With respect to the
requirenot that ell noon

trimester abortion be
performed to a full service

hospital, the Supreme Court held that its
decision and ratiosale

for Levelidatiemsuch
requirenst in City of Akron

was controlling.
Ashcroft, SI U.S.L.W. 4783. at pp. 4714-4785.
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The &sprees Cent, however, heed that the reseed-physician rapine-

meet dunes the third trimester !Bamberg& mes permissible ender the

Centitution because it 'weaseesbly furthers the Stine's esepelliag !atonic

is presectiel the lieu of viable tsts...,.... 4. pt p. 4786.

The Coen sloe upheld the pothole., neon requires's'. This pro/isles

wee 'related to Sont417.seceptod medical 'tendons' end 'ferther(e)

ingertast beentrerelated State senoras.' hainfi, SI V.S.L.V. 47111, at p. 4764,

Costae Otto! then! flip Opines at p. 12. The Caen further famed that

the test of the tissue ummlestien *does set sigelliently lanes lie present

nonee's ebonies Moines.' JAL. at p. 4787

The Oversee Cent in 4,t,'eift else upheld Illseeeri's parental consent

requirement. jig. at pp. 4717471$. It distingaisbed the prenatal involved

here fret that ehellmaged is theS11:stAinglesee. The Missouri requir-

mast, unlike the Anse ase, did /rinds se alternative prosedureby which

a pressen !stature alas could ghee is seen that she en suifiel ally

secure to mars the abortion denotes herself er that despite her

!amenity, as shorties would be Is her best Uteruses.

In Ashcroft, Justice Unbent wets eaperste opines concertino

is the judsmest levelidting the happiest requirement for all sensed

trimester abortion but dissents& with respect to the Cost's ocher

findings upholding the rinsing provision is quetioe In the Missouri

lee. I. wee Jollied by Justices kenass, Marshall an grove's. St 0.S.L.M.

at 4766-4790.

Justice Coleman, joined by Justices V9Ite and Rehequist, concurred

in part sad dissented is pert. Justice O'Coesor emphasised that for the

same reason she dissented in City of Akron rossrdlig the hospital requirr

meet for second trimmest abortions, she le dissenting here. They concurred

with respect to the Courtle upholding the other minnow of the Missouri

5 9 7
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lee: the secoed-physiciam regeiremest, patholegy report tosaireemer, and

parietal sanest previsions. Memersr, they road a different retiessle,

one that did set .tines the trimester tram meek *tile, v. Wade.

Si. 0.8.1.11. st 471047,1.

Ig glegggsleg v. Vlegigki. SI 0.S.L.V., 4791 (bereleattar referred

to as illuggitt). the Sapiens Comet la es $ to 1 dealeies ruled that

VIrgiale's mandatory beepitalleaties reesireaset tar seemed trimester

inertias' is esestItutlemel. Aa is Cite of Akron eadApherett, Jostles

Paoli wets the spiels* tot the Ceert. Jostles Staves* disowned. The

Court distiegslebed the tetalremest is seriatim is Virginia fres these

it Invalidated is Cite el Aimee aed Asherett. The dteralestlem m*6614148

the ifirstels predates soundly tuned as the definition if "beepiter.

Jostles Stevens wrote disowning opiate. it SiVOIMOUND paining

' use that the Virginia Ws ceald be laterpreted is either of toe awes

(1) to prohibit ell seemed trimester shorties. ascent than performed is

e tell service hospital or (2) to permit any shorties performed In

facility licensed as a 'hospital' is conformity with Viegials's Depart-

ment of Mulch mulattoes. TM Court chose the second Interpretation.

Justice Stevens disagreed. Stereos Dissent, Simesovlos, SI U.S.L.W. 4751,

at p. 4795. Nis disagreement stemmed primarily tree his belief that

it is not the Supreme Court's role to interpret state lay.

Justice O'Coneor wrote s separate concurrence, and she vas Joined

by Justices Rehnquist and Obit'. Nee resuming, however, was not based

on the trimester framework of Roe v. Wade. She stated* 'Rather, I

believe that the requirement in this case is not an undue burden on the

decision to undergo an abortion.' O'Connor, Concurrence, Slecimulos,

Si U.S.L.W..475I, at p. 4794.
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Is summery, the 1983 Supreme Ceuta declaims is Cite of Alms,

Ashcroft, sod a zda settled gentles@ retells," es hospital regain,-

ests ter missed trimmer abereless, lammed comsat emptiressets,

muddy periods, persetal sotilictim mad messes. mod disposal at local

remise. 11.: Uprose Court maligned its dmisises is Ise v. Veds and

its !mettles is melees to fellow the trimester framework

teller-!. 4 geese's sesetitutlemel right to Melds Amber to customs

pressemaywith the state's 'merest is preteen's petestial life.

TM state's Utmost is pretectise petestial life Memos Nmepollise

at the mist of viability. i.e., Mss the fetes sae mist outside of

mess's mob either is its me or through artificial soma. The

densities of viability la the mss said by the Camel is its Ise v. Made
("/

desisies la 11173.

II. The Peas needles of Abeetimat Cerreet_State of the Lae
,;'

Two esteem:leo of ',shit. Isedieg cams have bees beard sad decidodi87

the Seeress Comm, (1) these lumbriss lewdly matrietiess ter eel/

thempeutic (elective) abortions red (2) these levolvias !madly, liana-

tioss for therpeetie (medically eacessary) shimmied'.

4. The 1177 Missy leetactiom es halls fuedies of Oes-tbare-
se

On Joao 20, 11177, the &sprees Court, is three related declaims,

ruled or the question Amber the Medicaid statute or the Cemtitutios

remind' public feeding of atm-therapeutic (elective) shirtless for isdisest

moms or stews to public facilities ler the performed, of such Mercies..

The Court held that the states bays neither a statutory en cosscitutiosel

obligation is tble'regard. v. Dee, 432 U.S. 31 (1177), Maher v. Sea,

32 U.S. 464 (11177); tad pselkee v. Don, 432 0.S. 311 (11177) ()ler curies).
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Is Real v. Doe, the butter Court dealt with the queenos of whether

/ale III of the Semial Security Act required the feeding of sow-therapeutic

&bottles as a coeditlem of perticipetiom In the Medicaid program established

by the Act. The Court hold that oxalis is the laming. or legislative

history of Title III requires a participecieg stets to food every medical

procedure follies trickle the delimited categories of medical care. Each

stets is gives breed discretion to determine the Guest of medical moistest.

that is .reasseehle and %moistest with the obligations' of Title III.

The Court tided that it wee net incemaistest with the Act's goals to

refuse to lead umnecessary medical services. The Court recognised the state's

Iscariot is exeosragiag soma childbirth gad found so coogresolemal Lamm

to oedema that interest by subsidising the costs of seethrspestic

abortions. layover, the Court did indicate that Title III loft a state

1 free to isclude coverage for sae-therapeutic Myrtles. should it choose to

do so.

Is Maher v. Rae, the Supreme Court resolved coustitutimal challenge

to Connecticut's caudal to robbers' Medicaid recipients for shortly'

expenses except whore the atteedies physician certifies the Mortice to

halm been medically or psychiatrically secessary. The Court hold that the

Pius' Protectioe Oases doecnot require a state participetini is the

Medicaid programs to pay expenses Wildest to dontherapeutic shorties

simply because the state has .ode policy choice to pay exposes locident

to childbirth. More particularly, Coesecticut's policy of favoring child

birth over abortlos was hold oat to lupines spot the fundamestal right

of privacy recognised in Roe x. lade, which protects a mesa from undue

interference is het decision to teeniest. s pressen,. Accordieg to the

Court, the state's choice did not Medics, as indigent woman striae se
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abortion, siege she moll songless, 44 befero, to look is private shorties

servises if private sewer at. tellies. is omega, the Coot fused so

billet' bar for om lo$11144t mom 'Miss as ebonies.

51, pestle, vepop, the Cam upheld a repletion el the malcipilitios

of St. Weis that defiled tedigest ~meg erns ameltimerepestieabertisse

It peblis hospitals. lass unsigned audio opiates, the Court *Med

that it held 'tar the moss stated is MK, that the Coestiteties Ms

rat Esebid State or ally, room' is dementia promotes, too mom.

slag a prefereete ley mewl sialdhirth is St. Lasis tea sees. 432 CS.

at 521.

s.

=7177::l c ."7771 ..4=1"1 777 r17 7117. .

the 1877 supreme Court MMus left epee the 'lowlife whether federal

bro, seat ea the .pie Amemdempleit similar state lass, told validly

prohibit governmeetal bodies of chamomile abestisse.

Os Joao 30, PION lg I 34 Miele., the V.S. topreme Court sided that

the Syde Midmost's &Melee feeding restrietieto ours ametitstional. Tbs

Court's esjurity food that the lyds Means' Neither violated the duo

process or equal preteens seeramme of the Fifth Amfolissat see the

Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. 21te Court aloe uphold the right

of state participstisa is the Medicaid proem to hod oily those madisally

Necessary abortions for which it received federal releberesenet. Sorel. v.

Mao., 448 U.S. 297 (1980). Is measles cases raids. Miler loess, the

Coot held that a State of Illisele statutory folding resteletion com-

parable to the federal Syde Madame also did not consume the /mistiest-

closet restrictinuf of the equal protectioe clause of the Fourteenth Assad-

Now. William. v. Mom; miller v. ;bards; U.S. v. Slow, 448 U.S. 2117
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(1950). the Coet's relines is sad nem uses there is so statutory

nr reastirtiesel ehlliatiee ee the states or the federal 'oversewn to teed

all radically secesesty shorties..

Yet the pepsins if this eselyele, the tenons' three Supreme Court

declaims level/visa promote), against relevsett Ogdoldis v. Aiello,

417 U.S. 414 (1974), cemsetilleetrie go. v. gimlet, 429 U.S. 125 (1978),

sad LeLWLJMNI, 31 U.S.L.W. 4537,
(Jose 20, 1953). At the outset, we shell dismiss the comitnetlesel 'salvias

the Civet hes applied seder the florteeeth Amemimsat' egmel pretesties

clause. lists the SSA is only is proposed tan, without a telly developed

legislative hIstery as/ lent deelsless laterpretlag it, the Isorteestli

Ainedomet and cestemperiteseue court rullage with respect to ass discrieles-

ties my provide 'sidearm as is Iwo the 'sprees Court may splay the SSA.

the Feerteseth Ammitmet provided that so state may 'dray to soy

posses within its jurisdietles the equal pretecties of tits lave."

While the fifth remnant, wads blade the federal goveremest, contains co

ezprses equal protection clause, the Supreme Court has held that its pro

seilptice stalest denyise say pewees "life, liberty or property, without

des process of lag" !scarperinga as equal protection prIsclple thin, In

east cease, requires the aimless' goveremest to observiihe ewe strictures

on classification and discrialastios that the states meet follow. K.,.

Welsher er v. Wiesitatind, 420 U.S. 636, 63I n.2 (1973); Suckle v. Melee,

424.S. 1, 93 (1976).

I
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Mao the lesislaters passes la. it mhos alassifiestioes. Net

all stassifiestleas ere pfekibited by the Cesetitstion. A legislature

deal have considerable 41serstias In teeeselaiss the differseces

homes aed cosy possess and situations. The Seeress Gun Na

e xpressly explained that, 'statutes greats easy vismatvavives Agog

M net des, quail "sagest's; it is soli gavidloes dlearinisatise'

whieb offends the Cesetitetise." finesse v. Stress, 372 U.S. 726. 732

(1963).

Necessities of the feet that owl preteetiel Mee set May the

right st alassitiestiae: Weever, leads to the sere difficult gymslips

of boo it is that a Joust say dotards. Mather a ossefficatise is gro-

pes at improper, 1.o. Mather a elaselfiestisa aenstitates levidises

dieerietestleA. Wad this determiestios is the proneepties of ceseti-

t tetieselity whisk a teen somas to legislative eed adnialetrative

settee, especially the &lessees a scare Wes to the legislative breech.

Is terns of standards of review, the Supreme Court adopted vary early

the 'ranged keels' test, eider Alai se leas as a classificeties has

asp rational basis whatever, as lees as it is est wholly arbitrary, the

caret sill fled es 'elaties of spiel pretattles.

Than are actually tea dif' rest forellatiose of the rational basis

test. Oes is derived fess Usdeley v. Pistil Catbeeic Gas Co., 220 U.S.

1 (1911), sod this ass is do extremely deferestial that hardly scything

would fail to movies a chalice's. The mend formelatioe can be traced

to Roister Gases Co. v. Vigailds, 233 U.S. 41211920), which, though

&proemial, does leave is the courts dons role is actually strutialsies

classifications. Over the years, des or the other test has bees utilised
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by the Supreme Court. The present Got, hemmer, is tloowlY god

isommausively divided with impact t which t apply. Campers atoll

44, 0.1. 166 (IPSO), with

joseigr v. Wiliam, 50 U.S. 221 (1041); sad see City of liewoit v.

sladdis'e Ceesis 415 U.S. 202, 294 (1982), swim" 296217 (Justice

Whit), 331-302 (Jostle Powell).

I any avast, the rational basis test lemscally states that as

les" as cIassificatiss is catleselly related to some lesitiamt

or permissible goveremestal !merest, them the elessificatiem

will survive se equal pretectise challenge. Masi this test, the Court

had sustaised cladolfication shish had sa adverse impact is venom.

See 0se11rt v. C saw', 335 U.S. 664 (1,40) (boa as wanes as berteaders,

except far the wives or daughtrs of male swears); 110_2111.114, 268

' U.S. 57 (1261) (lw required jury service of ass but "eve venom *Stift

to serve or sot). Whoa is 110__v. led, 404 U.S. 71 (1971), the Court

for the first time held !avail.) a sox classification it purported to

rely 011 the rational basis test, but easy saw is this opiates Bosoms'

less da.retial.

Although took the Supreme Court quite number of years to stat

the test explicitly, the Court has developed a strict standard of review

when racial clessiflcatioes ere in issue. Levin v. Vie Isla, 388 U.S.

1, 11 (1967). Thus, when goverment clevxifies on the basis of 'suspect"

standard (or when it classifies with regard to s "fusdamestel" Interest),

it must Justify tilos, classifications by showing a compelling interest

necessitating the action end that the distiactioes are secessary to reach

the purpose sought to be furthered. See Sea Autasto ladelesdene School

District v. aoltausr, all U.S. 1 (1973). Sweeter, even when .) racial

6 9 4
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elesalfiesties is awl, them say bs the requisite Amin to amnia

it. lose. Vamidestat, 340 0.8. 133 (1M) (preesentise of gissiplise

mid *rise is a jail might justify racial amnesties it share to be

essessare).

the Supreme Cent his sloe minted am 'insesediats' steadied ter

cartels elsentleatiess, an less deloreatial them the tational heels

test dad sae lose inlet (mod ems less fatal) this dm 'smarm duns -

'oedemata leanest' ton. Then seteolly say bs s rases If isammedisto

taste. This name to hi tbo @tangles judge, fres the solutes, &allege

with elmasitisatiess as the bests st ems, guesses, and illseltlassy.

Is the wedge seamen, sea eleasiflastlese must, la atlas to wleh-

steed nestitutiesel elmollsmge, 'neve Isparta* govermsestel (*Ionian

msd must be sbstamtlally foisted to sehisweant el these objectives."

Cali v. Sexes, 421 0.1. 190. 197 (1974), Nluuioelssl Osiansitv fee

Blieellgilem, 102 S. Ct. 3331, 3337 (1982). her Janine, In 'melee,

v. gteherfeee, 411 S.S. 477 (1973), wen peeping to bold Ma a suspect

clusiticatioes time Jesting deallead es the baste that web s helilsg

wee premature ma lon is the Sawa eight. Aseedmess wss seeding, sod is

soy swat, they these* the classification at Issue tailed the ennui

been test. As eiehtb Justice voted to strike dews the elassitinales

without explicitly stating a test, sod the sloth Justin dinested. Is

her opines for the Court is NIselsolni University tee mess;v. _sag

awl, 3334, a. 9, Justice O'Comen Appeared to leave epee the possibility

that sex say yet be declared suspect elsesifiestioe.

The intermediate steadied is applicable sod is the sass whether vans

or mss ere dismnantesed by the classification. On v. On, 440 0.S. 248,

271 (1171); ItlestssloomItiatv v. ale, non, 3334, although
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Judaic* Unquiet sad Chief Jestla helper hive argued that whoa melee

st dloadvsetseed esly the ratified basis test is appropriate. SE _v.

jggo, net.
2115.2211111mtejlatipyi, 430 041. 1115, 224 (1577).

paver, the standard seed to 'velvets esteesibly ItsIgne classifica-

tion. i.e. classifications
expressly earbseed deeigsed to dempeesete

vane few peat
diserieletiee, is is flea. At first, the rational

Male test vas applied to sustain rash eseetmeste, despite the /ape*.

able eherattter of the sampeesstery
rationales edvseed by the severs..

meat. She v. Sheila 414 U.S. 331 (1574)i isttleeleer v. Sellert, 415

U.S. 411$ (1075). Later cases have applied the
intereediere teat, !lapin

that if is tact statute is "deliberately *nested to complueete for

particular aceeemic disabilities
suffered by manse*, it (terms as important

seventeenth objective sad will be sustained if it is sebstaatlally related

achievement f that ebjestive. Califsee v. Mostar, 430 U.S. 313, 314-

314, 320 (1577) . Sea Orr v. Orr, Bag. 2504121 !sealer v. Dreaniets

Mutual tea. ce., 444 U.S. 142, 130.452 (110110); Eystesisel
University for

Vases v. Selma, avert, 333114340.

One further poles seeds to be made cescernine the Supreme Cotat's

taadard of review smartie
for chilliness uadsr the equal peotectios

clause of the fourteeeth
Aneedeest. That le, the party comending that the

soveramet discriminated boo the burden of proviso that there wee a pretest

or imam for the discrtslastios. The latest requIremest of equal protection

litigation is applicable in sex classification cause. in other words, a law

which is neutral on its
face and which serves ends

within the power of govern-

ment to pursue le sot
invalid simply because it any

affect a 'neater pro-

portion of one sex than of the other.
Dlecriminatory purpose, setivs, eulms,

6 6
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es West cwt hi shows. It nest be established that the dcisiesnakr

selected sr reaffirmed particular coarse of acties, at least is port

asses* of. mot merely is spite of, its adverse effect* ea an

idestifiable group. Mee, a esterase' pretenses ise which bemafited

largely but met **elusively men sad which bei severe West meetly

but mut totally en venue use held sat iseelid eider the equal pretet

ties clause. buillosnailemajill..zzattab 442 V.P. 234

(1272). Is bomb the semplaieleg party did sat shoo that the govere

meet intended to diserinisate against genes.

Is Gedebila v. Alone, 417 V.I. 424 (1274), tim Caput vsjosew

claim that e Calibre's imams iseersese plan, Mach emeluded disability

reedited from normal pregasmy, was memmestitutiesl because it violated

the equal veal*, stases of the Coestitistien. The Court asecleded

' that the eselesias of pregeasey "am a permissible esse for ashAevias the

legitimate state purpose of maistsinieg 'softest, employes supported

laminae* plea. The Civet famed that the California plam' sucluelse

did set amen to sae dieetimiestiee deem sheets. that it vs. pretest

for ividises diserinisaties.

Aiello, was decided en equal preemies grouses. A readies of Aiello

ladiceted that the Court recognised that progessey use related to seas

however, it refused to gm se far as to rule that this classificaties

constituted leader diserimiesties of the need er frostier* variety. The

majority mated in !onsets that,

...The California issersec program does eat
exclude i sue free bandit eligibility
of refer, but sorely removes e physicalleiLles --
pregsancy -- free the list of compassable disabilities.

6 ) '7
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falls it lo tree that .sly moss as Maims
protease, It doss sot follow/that every letiols-
live slassillsation somasseing pretsmaay is e
sorlessd elassitIsatiss lilts these coosidared

tondo Alin* aed mgt. Paul
proteasty-is ea pbysical

sooditios vitt mmitse shavestsristias...
Its leek of Moult, Weems Ike essludoi

disability sad gieder as mesh seise Mils isaurants
prestos basamer *Isar spas the seat .emery

analysis.

110Ermen the at tromp s ea vs..y

, its 'mood Malebo embers .f both

miss. The nasal amd estuarial boodles et the
program thus owns tomatoes of bock asses.

(U.S. 20 at 406407.) (emphasis eopplIsd.)

Is the tilt el eta orioles itself, the Court sephsolsod teat,

'Mors is so risk fess shish masers protected sad mess are oat. Like-

wise there is us risk free *lab MOMS IVO protected sad mom are not.'

at 406497.

' In Ostembst, 1076, the Crum &wide& ...._Ugi}eM14CAntarall,

420 QM. 120. In Gliksve, eta Court atfoetively overruled the wasalmoss

conclusion of eta coati it appeals by biddies that ths smelosiss of par

nasty related disability Cremes otbsrwiss eamptsbassive, privately leaded,

employes disability Misfits plan did sot constitute eel discrielnation

prohibited by Title VII of the 1064 Civil althea Act. The sajevity is

Gilbert relied heavily spas the Coort's prior declaims is Aiello, mal.

Is so deist, It refused to emceed the judicial theory which osaautes the

legality of eaployeast practices under Title VII la emu of thole

'cossequasces* or 'effect.' to ths prsgsascy ossluslos at issue is Gilbert.

Gilbert involved a company financed prestos whereby Gamma Eloceric

provides weekly non-occepatiosal sickens' and accident basalt papooses to

all of its employees is as wine equal to 60 persist of ao ssployses

6 ) 8
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straight time weekly wogs up t a seximem besalit et $130 par wash for

each week the employee le beset tree mad usable to work om uesiat

of any disability remelting tree seseeespational accident it sickness

for parted up to mod iselledies 26 weeks ter soy ems teatimes§

period if disability or succeesive period if disability dos to the NM

r related cameo. The plea severs all disabilities at mole employees,

laclellse these cereal by voluntary ssdisal procedures, oell-lallietel

isle:les, !ejects sustained is sports sad lights, alcoholism she drug

44414:ties. The way lisabilitiee set teemed by the p1am are them

riels* tree preemeasy, odorants., er childbirth. Iselsded teem

coverage else are ass-eiseassay related medleat creditless et am:ideate

occurring stale am employee is es presseasy leave.

Justice Rekagetet wrote the Supreme Court's orioles ter the talker'

' majority is which he was Nisei by the Chloe Jostles sod Justices Stewart,

Whits. Powell, sad Slachems. Justices Stewart sadAllackmes sloe tiled

seperste cescurrise *pieties. Amities Marshall joined Justice Bresnan is

diasert aid Justice Stevens dissected separately.

Is reversing the tooth Circuit, the leprous Court majority disagreed

with the appeals court's basic amnesties chat the equal protection

snalyele of the presseecy seclusion is Aiello could be disregarded in

considering the sans issue is Gilbert, under Title VII. Although implisdly

cknowledgiag that the stacutery aid constitutiosal standards say differ. ,

Justice Rehnquist felt that the came law elaborating the constitutional

concept of discrimination ie 'useful starting point" in ascertaining

619
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Cassressienal latest with respest to the anslogems Title VII COWS.

particularly sines "diseelmismsiser le met defined is title VII. 411 U.S.

133, 133 (1174). Me majority write.

V. think, therefore, that ear decision is v.

leas, is with a strihissly.sbailer ility

Kaliriate rearrest is determialeg whether it sot the
presumedly exelusies did dlearittleete it the Imale\of sex.

The Craft in Cllbert,isteepreted minas establieblas a very

feedameetal principle - i.e. that the eulogise of prosiest, waisted dis-

ability from the legislative sable's to net to be equated is say souse

with it diseriniestlem law Polities to leagues. is WILE ladicatiss

'lath of identity lotuses the excluded disebility gad seeder as such,'

the mejewity is Gilbert read hatless meeting that "the eulogise of prose

sooty Sr.. coverage wader
Califersia's disability Misfits plasma sot is

itself disarimiestios based om sex.' tA. at 133. And lasofae es it held

that as embodies of pr grassy from a disability bowfin plea perfidies

sesecal coverage is sat sesiter.tspad discrinimaties at all, the Leib

retiosale von applicable is the title VII cutest as well. furthermore,

there was, according to the majority, so greater @bowleg is Gilbert that

the pregnancy encluelos was a "mere pretext' or "subterfuge to atm:owlish

a forbidden discrininatioa. Id. at 116. Although coefined to women,

pregnancy was significantly different from other diseases or disabilities

covered by the plan& indeed, it was sot a "disease' at all since it WM

often-times a "voluntarily undertaken end desired condition.' Id.

Apart from the issue of pregnancy e!r a., it the ties Culbert was

decided, it was thought that it may have broader ramifications, paths?.

signaling the Court's nov11111414E4 to apply with faitts1 force the awl

0
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teat of salawful dlectialeatiem, preditated sa the effect, er agar

essmdes that employees& prattleem bees sa pretested minorities, to

cases of asserted smelly disorbeinatery seediest. inAmw24.tel

/mar Co., 4C1 U.S. 424 (19)1). heaver, after the Gott decided

',chard V. telliellem. 433 U.S. 321 (1,72), levalidating statutory height

sad weight regalia's's far prises guards, It pet to rut swig eintiee-

tyre@ ad alarified that the Wage teat ems in last still viable

to the csetestaf geederIssed diserfadmetlee.

Is 9111m, the &many had preatited evert racial diectimisatlea

prior to susetmeat of Title VII, bet abseidemed the palsy niter the

law's adeptlem. Is its pleas, the sempasy developed a mew policy at

mistrials emplanes of high sekOel sad satisfactory perform/0es ee

{aural letellivere teat as a 4:oddities to slimmest In higher pally

' jobs, le strati* dem this policy, the Chief Asetite eased that whites

fared better them blanks sad attributed this 'cseemplence to the 'Isferler

educetlea in eesregated schools" received by minority groups. The Court

went on to define permissible types ef ampieyeant criteria is terms of

their effects em protested classes under the Act, helding that requiresente

which are facially .astral but operate in a discrimisatory fashion all

barred unless justified by Wetness necessity. Title VII was designed to

'achieve equality of employment opportunities and remove barriure that have

operated le the past to favor an Identifiable group of...employeee over

other employees. Under the Act, practices. Ptotoduroo,
or tests neutral

on their face, and neutral in terms of intent, cannot be maintained it

they operate to 'f ' the suo of prior discriminatory employment

611



practices." 14. at 423.40. The diplase sad testis* requirements in Slim

were infirm because they mere met shown to be job related and had the effect

of perpetuating the cowpony's pre-Act discriminaties.

The critical aspect of Cr$i wee its mama rejectise of distrialea-

tory *stoat as a prerequisite to relief seder the kit. -*Negress directed

the threat of the Act to the commune's of employment diecrieleatioe,

mot simply the estivatiem.- 4. at 432. The policy is Criuk could net

stead, ra orels.. of the motive babied its adeptise, became. it had a

dispropertiesste adverse input ee alsority employees end could sat be

justified at grounds of business secessity. Thee, Grime &dusted a con-

cept of irrational diserielsatios based is the Muria effects that chal-

lenged practices hove on the employment opportunities of those protected

by the Act.,

An important point to draw from the foregoiss discussion is that the

standards which the U.S. Supreme Court applies i situstioes More the

equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Ameadment is violated ere not

necessarily the sew. se se emelysis ye Court would set forth when it is

dealing with the vielsties of a statutory prohibition. This is true with

respect to both race one sax clasmificatione. Is the constitutional con-

text, the Court will go through the application of a particular standard of

review -- traditional rational basis; intermediate; or active, strict

scrutiny -- depandina upon the facts of the tees, the classification involied,

and the nature of the discrimination. It is s highly sophisticated approach

to ascertaining whether or not person hes been denied equal protection of

6 1 2
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the lave. When die Court le faced with a coos that involves s specific

statute. Its review of the facts le
does is accordamce with the wording of

the statute which has allegedly bees violated.

Sigatficat legal comeoquesces depasd epos whether plaintiff's

cases of settee derives fres the
tatutery prescrIpttee egotist discrimi

lotion ' ohs esestitutlel parsecs, of oriel prottctiee. According

to the Comae Court' dadaist' is
thiebisgtee v. Devils, 426 U.S. 229

(1976), whoa the plaistiff alleges
statutory vielatis sad the erestiosed

practice has a sebetestially
diepropertiosate effect wpm protected

slaerity. discrlesastary purpose seed s ho proved. fir earnests,

whoa employ out discrisiattem
seder Title V12 of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, as aseedad is 072,
is the allegation, secs the Title VII

pleltiff establishes slim Lack ease of discrisloatlea vadat

' this disproportionate Watt
aelyste. that the buries shifts to the

employer to prove that the dIseuilifyles
esploymet practice is related to

the esploymeet is question. While the test eider Title VII is or of

lapel. the test under the equal protection clouds of the Fourteenth

Amadeset is Gee of incest. Coder a constitutional analysis, dispropor-

tionate impact is not slough to melts out a vies of invidious race discriel

nation. When . plaintiff's challenge
rests upon comatitutiosal grounds.

he or she must show that the
discrimination wee purposeful; however, evidence

of disproportionate isoact is relevant to the question of intent.

As indicated above, the Supine Court decided Genital Clottric Co. v.

Gilbert. sore. in December. 1976. The Court held that the exclusion of

pregnancy related disability from on otherwise comprehensive, privately

613
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leaded, empleyee disability Waits plus did set semetituts sec

diecrimisatiee prohibited by Title VII et the 18114 Civil !Islas Act.

The majority is Gilbert, relied heavily ea the Ceurt's prior declaim

is Mate, avers. is se delve, it appeared to Move merged the

cesstitatiesal sad statutory standards et review is semaerbased cases.

Malawi* in/11141y sakeewledgieg that the statutory sad coestitutiseal

stssdards say differ, the Caen telt that the use lee elaborating the

ceestitetiemal temeept if eiscrimineties is a "motel starting psalm"

is arcertsialag Cemgressiosal latest with respect to the asalegous

Title VII ceacept, particularly sisal "discrinisation" is set dittoed

is Title VII. 425 0.8. 122, 133 (1878)-

These ambiguities, however, were removed when Cagigas sameted the

Pregsamay Discrimisatioe Act of 1575 which effectively overreled the

, Gilbert Middies. rub. L. No. 82-222, 52 Stat. 2076, 42 0.8.C. 2000e(k).

It is basically as ameadment to Title VII et the 1964 Civil Nights Act

eddies a new subsection (k), which espaade the definition of see

divcriminstioe is the Act to lealude "pressman childbirth or related

medical coeiitiess."

It valid he accurate to esy that the 1878 amendment to Title VII

goes beyond Gilbert because it is sot Waited solely to the pregnancy

disability insurance plan salami'''. Rather, it has a broader effect.

8/ The only esceptiea to the rsquirsssat of equal treateent for prig-

nest workers is the provision allowing employers a choice is paying for

health imoureace benefice for abortion in soot situations. The provision

explicitly states that employers ere sot reeuited to pay for health i

benefits for abortion, elm it where the lite of the mother would be endangered

it the fetus were carried to ten or where 'medical complications" have

arisen from en abortion.

611
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It prohibit@ disperses treatment .f pressen% women for all seployseet -

related purpseee. tt cilia* it clear that ass diecrieleatio tsetse

Title VII eacompassee pressen., sad presseacy-related disabilities.

As far .a the 911ggl 'Monte' teat is cm:armed, the qeestioes

raised by the Curt'. desists I Oliberq purperties to merge the

coastitetismal hunt regalement with the statutory steadard wore put

to rest by its 1977 relies is 94141419
v. Isellasse, 433 0.8. 321. Sere

the Court invalidated statutory
height and weight reqelreesate for prises guards,

sad thus, clarified that the gam teat nee is fact still viable is the

coolest of gesder-hesed diserisimetioa.
to 844bord, the Court held that

elpleymest requirement@ for height sad weight dincitimimate illegally

against women white etatiatica show
a disprepostimata !spent ea were and

wises employers fail to demesetrate that the test* have some real mistime

t to the ability to beadle the Job.
Decherd clarified that while plaintiffs

allege sett 4lectiniusties ia vielaties of title VII, they cam make out their

/LW facie case by shawls' disproportionate
impact. so whatever omission

may have arisen free the 911bert decision Noma to have boon dispelled by

Oothard. In both race sod ant discrimination
cease, the 'effects' test is

applicable and can be used to malt. oat Gal= facie case for statutory

discrieleation.

Wring this past 118283 Term, the Court for the first time loterprated

pregnancy dtecriminatios prohibition of the 1978 Amendments to Title VII.

!wort News iho_0_Lials11)al:toekCo.b
v. Rqual Empluyeent

Opportunity Conliseion, 51 0.8.L.V. 4837 (Juno 20, 1983).

The significance of this ruling, hoverer. say be in the implication that the

disproportionate impact analysis may eat be relevant in this pregnancy discrimination

615
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contest because the Court indicated is its Noweeit New opinions that

the Title VII proscription applies to both male sad female employees

who are discrlaiseted soloist is employ:met. Specifically,

the Supreme Court held in Sawyer& News that cospany medical plans must

cover the prigs:melee if Ispleytees wives to the some esteet that they

cover all other dapsademte medical expenses. 'allure to provide

comparable coverage for dep.:skate' pregoaaciee seastitutea illegal

ens diecriebtatios realest male employees. Justice Stevese wrote the

opinion tut the Court sad stet:580:ot is employer who halts pregame,

coverage for employees' wives ***lawfully gives serried male employees

beaelit package for their depeadSte that is loss inclusive thee the

depandeacy coverage provided to serried female employees . Thus, the

Court cleared up the cost:mina over whit the Pregnancy Diecrimleation Act

of 1978 aunt with respect to dependestes health coverage.

In the Newport News case, a mole employee filed complaint against

the cospsny with 1111C. The cospeny had a SSOO reluburaement limit for

hospital costs related to the pregnancy of an employee's alto, while

placing no such limits on hospital eels for employees' husbands. The

company then filed a pre-emptive lawsuit for an interpretation of the

law, and it was successful In the federal district court which held

that the 1978 Act protected only pregnant workers these:lives. The

circuit court of appeele 4 that ruling and gave the statute more

expensive interpretation. The Supreme Court basically upheld the appeals

court decision. %. 'ting for the majority, Justice Stevens noted:

...Male as well as female employees are pro-

tected against discrimination. Thus, It s pri-

vate employer were to provide couplets health
Insurance coverage for !he dependence of tie

616
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heels emplemee, sad as "average at all for the
Um depeedeue if tee male 'splaying, it meeld
violate Title VII...

$7 haled alum that ea employee ravel! see
dioarielmete 'a the heals if as employee's
pregame', Coignes did me gram the migleal
prektbities waist dimmialastim se the Melo
of em employee's mg.

Is Nome, Compume veleattes of the premises
at Gemini alumna 11,41110n hessia n. erg
elate that is iseerease.pitegum elatedly' pre.-
sassy sewerage ter tamale beedlelerleo aid
prowldlog emplege severe. be similarly attested
male betelielariee deed see ibeerimiaate ea the
basis et eat. Pettelemerse plea le the stirrer
Urge of the plan at lame is won.
lhe programer llaitatiee Is thlifimal 'Islet's
Tills VII by diasslattmtlag agaimet mole employees.
Si 0.11.L.V. 4137, at pp. 4140-6141.

What eme tensely, diseramies sues to led tutu resarOlas the curtest

mute of the lad le Ibis. Is terms vi preemie, dieerieleatim chines'se

brought sable the equal pcoupeeles
clamps of the to4rmeatip Amedeeet, there

tm mm Imilm117 Presetting ass dlecrialeatlee abeam as Davit t defeatist-

pate. The awe decisive basically etude for this prleciple, aid le le

still valid law. Vithweepece to programa dieetteleatlee allosetiole mode

purousei. to a statute like the Pregmeney Dietrialeatiee Act of Itle,

Commies hes explicitly provided that this is loyally proectIted discrUpl-

leation to the mploveme commit.
Moreover, u came 'Me out under this

Act, I.e. Title VII es aneeded, does sot require proof of latest to distant-

nets. A showing of the dispropertioeate effects of the diecrielnatIon or

diapi0,011106SCO AMC* Jill suffice. guile sots edsuificantiy, however, is

the recent Suomi, Court deelelon In Newport Nevo which appears to make the

Impact analysis irrelevant ie the *ease that the Propene, nistrinination

.t of 071 applies to both male and heal, employees.

61 ;
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nag-SINISENIMINIULV
The proposed %sal Itghts Amendeent. es reistteduced is the 11ch

Compose In N.J. has 1 and S.J. lee. 10. pawkies that--

'quality of 'Mate wader
the Ism shall set be
dueled Sr ebt/dged by
the Vatted Stets. at by
any State is scam=
of sea.

&males 1.

Section 2.

Settles 3.

The Gears= shall have
the pewee to safer's,
by eppteprlate logIslatles,
the prevIalsee of this
article.

This amemdesst shell take
effect two years after the
date of ratIfIcatlee.

This wordiest of the emeadeset is Identical to that passed by the 92nd

Coagrees In 1172. In 1171. In response to objectless free Senator Irv=

and 1 mmatitutiesel lawyers, the wordiest of the enforcement leaguesa

costeined le the este= settles (Mitch had reed sisal 1143: 'Camerae' mad

the several States shall have power within their respective iutiedictioes,

to enforce this article by appropriate leglillaties% wee changed to conform

to the sea...cement language of meet of the other twenty-die commitutionel

=eminence now in effect.

!loch uncertainty surrounds the meaning of the proposed linguas.

Clarificettnn depends, of course, co a great =tint on the legislative

history the 11th Congress develops through the course of the hearings

held, reports Issued, end floor debstos. While as extensive legislative

record exists with respect to the 12nd (masa, proposal, N.J. les. 209,

the[ history le only instructive and not controlling with COOpett to

6i
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44gloss ef,eme Cameros, de set hied e

f m Cowes's. Therefore, It is op iithe 940 Costress to devote,

its aim legleiatiws history for 11.21/9Se. 1 sad S.J. 0841. 10.

le oddities to leskfee toyik legislative history to detentw

what the proposed W eseseygolteste may he fiend le GOOtoOpegoarlos goon

declaimed, the retismoloweeed, she the standard of review spelled to

ses-hosed cleasifleatSes ester the equal pro.ogtioo arose et the

twarteesth Ameedesei.

Reviler Cs4remies have famed little disegreenest with the geeeral

latest of !hi prepense amentmost.
A besets Jedielory Committee report It

072 (2./hap. Ve. 12 4111, 924 Ciegress, 2/ lose.) laterprsted the stets

meet/74qoality of eights ester the Lew Oren as be denied er abridged

by the Vetted States or by say Stets am setwat of see to seem thee see

/shield as be s teeter is determleing the legal fleets of woe and was*;

that the Ameadmeat 'sold effect sty
geverversetal Retifty with the privets

occlusal sad privets relatiosabipe of nen sod ,311211 loft esaffeeted anises

chase rise to the level of stets settee; wed test the salt' requirement of

the Amendsest va must trestneat of ledividssle. The proposed Aweetmeat

slsu gives Congress pewit to Worts these provieless (the States already

profess torch authority wider their general polite power) and provides that

the Mende shall take effect two years otter the dots of rogigigatioo.

i.e. attic three -goortr or 24 have approved the props's'. The

two year period is provided presumably for the purpose of giving state

legislatures and the Compass tise to speed their laws to bring thee in

conformity with the latest of the proposed CRA.

619
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The effect of the IRA, according to the 1,172 Senate Report,

molt be to requite that gsweresset at allIlevels, federal, state

sad local, crest Oft sad wanes equally ea citizens sod ledividusle

wader the Ira. it world elleleste from the law ens -hued ouselfi -

cations that 'specifically deny equality of rights ow violets the

principle of asediscriminstiee with regard to sea. Thee, federal or

stets lees or official practices that new make discriminatory dIstinction

Somme worn sad use would be !eyelid under the Ilk, and cortaleIrespoadi -

battles end proteatieee which awn ware, or are nrw, sateeded only to

e mbers of eve sat would hese t4 be either extended to both sesa or

e liminated entirely.

While the equal protection lameness is the feertseeth ArnIedeest is

not ideutical to the 'equelity of rights' language is the iioposed IRA,

/ the Supreme Court's fourteenth Ameedeest declaims thus Oar in the Seadet-

t

based dietrielnatios costes* are instructive is terse 44 the standard of

review analysis used by the Court to deterelee whichtelaesificatione ars

illegal. Of course, Congress cam 'sprawl in the Legislative history what

type of standard it intends the Court to apply under the IRA, if it wants a

sore or lea stringent level of review applied to sez-bead classifications

than that currently utilised usder the equal protection clause. As we

!lammed earlier in this paper, there ere basicelly three tasgarde of

review: traditional, rational beets; Intermediate (one lose deferential

than the rational basis test and oos lees trict or leas fatal than the

strict scrutiny test); suspect close - fundamental interest Or trict

scrutiny teat. the intermediate standard has been used by theSuprese

Court to sex discrieinstion cases. Si. claesificacione, therefore, must,
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is order to withstood toestitstiegal shallsage, 'sans important govern-

mental objectives and suet be pabetastitollY related to aehlavesset of

thee@ objeetives.' Cells v. Sores, 429 U.S. 190, 197 (1974).

lasilsolopl 0.1verelts for Segos v. Mw, 102 S. Ct. 3331, 3337 (1942).

is stkimg's Soteralostios et the Wpm of the ISA es abortion,

abseiln fuedisg, sad other proossacy rotated looses, mss mold have to

Melds whether a primacy classifloatioa would be e es-baeod classifieatiom

'odor the SRA. As we bars already discsased is title topers, it has sot bets

tesortod to be each vadat ch. equal protecties glass. if the losarteemth

Amesdesmt a the Supreme Gun Meld is Aiello. Cosgrove could is proceseleg as

ERA proposal set forth is the test or is the legislative history Mother

pregnancy el...Meatless are ti be essaidered sosbased elessitleations. It

Congress did set oo ledicate, the Sepses, Court
weld %detests!), docide whether

Afello's holding would apply is the IRA cosiest.

Whether the proposed Ilk would have as 'Aspect is shorties ad /or abortion

funding turas largely upoll the antes. of oso or the other sods of asslYsio.

(1) If pregnancy classification ors sax classifications, whet teadard of !solos

strict scrutiny, intermediate, or ratiosal basis --applies to such classifica-

tions. (2) If pregnancy classifications ace mot Ns-based claesincations

under the tO.A, whether en intent
or as offsets test governs the rimier of what

would be. to the contest of bar oy sem discrimination. statutory claselfice-

clone that aro tidally neutral.

With respect to the first lieu. of standard of caviar, it strict scrutiny.

the most Active form of judicial review, is the standard applied, then the answer

to the question whether pregnancy classifications ars ens -bread classification.

would sees to be affirmative. It would than follow that the SIA\muuld reach

abortion sod abortion funding ituations. it is very difficult for the government

6''1
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to meet the budge et sheets. that the alessitteatiso is 'pasties serves a

compelling state !merest, thee, classifications aubjented to active review

are almost always levalidated as being violative of the Coestituties.

Ceder as lotermediate standard of wevgsw, the *sewer to the qualities

whether propene, classiticatiems ere sen-based elaseiticatioes *ad as such

topersiselle under the Cottontail's is set as clear-cut. Is order for the

classification to withataed cometitutismal challeage, the buries lame the

government to show that the oleasiticaties serves simportaat geveremeatel

objectives* sad is "seletasttelly related to the sehleveneet if these

objectives.' gitiojirm, suacj, sad Misetssirii Oelverelt, for Voles V.

Nap Mal. IC is sonswhat easier ter the government to meet this

standard than it is for It to 1144t the strict scrolls, standard requiring proof

of a compelling state Iscariot. Nevertheless, the istereediate standard of

review is 'crosier than the rational basis test, sad pregnancy claselticettome

have a greater chance of being isvelidated ender It than the traditional

standard it It is the standard applied under the SRA.

The classifications evaluated wider the trailtiodal, rational bells

standard 'least invariably withstand coestitutional thistles's. The burden on

the goveroesor Is less weighty, and It only has to show that the classification

is rationally related to the goveremertal abjectly*. Thus, should this traditional

standard of review be the one applied under the ERA, it is unlikely that the ERA

would affect abortion or abortion [undies. In Geduld!a v. Aiello, alp', the

Court epplind what most closely ressehlee this less stringent standard of review.

To dote, Aiello is the only Supreme 4ourt precedeot under the equal protection

clause with respect to a resuletion concerning pregnancy, and the Court

held therein chat a pregnancy classification van not a eg-teeed elissification

Abilene proof of a pretest or incept to discriminate.

)24
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Tile brIsge us to the psis of nondsleg the soloed issue -- the

sigelficoncs of applyisg 6 'amble or impost alaelyell soder the 1118. If

mss Gnawers the %mistime *ethos pregnancy slaestficatiese its x-hosed

slassifiestiose is the captive, this see moot omit ask if proof of motive

costeels. Seder AI seIle. proof of motive meld he oestial. ,tulle one

;decided en reertess k Amoodmost equal protootiee meads where proof of a

dim:Molester, adieus Is essential to males set case of unlawful

disetieloatlee. !11th respect to the picepeoed ERA, see weld hove to look

to the legislative history to sae visa Cosines' letestioss were. If it is

discernible that Cowes's vested is latest test to apply under the IRA,

ties proof of istestienal discrisleatios moat be (established bolero a

court would **validate the propaney clessifitatios o coestituttesel

'episode.

' If OM sowers the esestiou whether predawn* clessi.lcations are **abased

classificatiose Is tie nsgative, than is also the syclos of opplylog an Impact or

'offsets' soalyele is Use of the motive or Meet test. Should an lemma subtitle

carnal under the proposed INA sad the **pact of the classificatlos is an wows

curly. has the tRA would effect liberties sad shorties funding. Only women can

bacons pregnant and, to that 84*.es pregnancy claastfications *cm ass -based

classifications. Nowevet, the recast *uprose Court declaim' in Newport News,

suers, indicates that then can be a situation whore a pregnancy classification

affects both tousles and melee elite. in Newport lows, tam, the Court found

that the fregoency Discrimination Act of 1976 applied to both tousle and sole

employees. The enployer's action of not providing disability benefits for the

spouses of male worker' while sivilteaeously ascending benefits to the

6 )
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depeadeste of feasts workers violated the 1171 Ast which is part of Title till.

Thee, is a statutory contest, the Comet leterpreted classitleatioe bowed oe

prognsecy to be easeful ass discrieleatiem aselast melee. It strived at this

coecl"liem is part by examining the legislative bisteey is eacertele the emigres-

@least latest. Ike laterestias impact et the legsmAndecisise, therefore,

is that it reveals that there cam be teeter as where a pregnancy classifiestiom

affects both maze and ass in a ses-based sense, *ad if each is the Lase ester s

stetate like Title VII, similar remelt could conceivably seder is the celestite-

tinsel cotton. If the latter is the case, thee the Impact asalysie would be

Irrelevant, wad the IRA say sot reach abortion sad /sr its public tuadies.

In the liberties readies context, it wee earlier sated hew sees tRA

Dreamiest' is certain stets IRA eases have *rived is cusp/gists and

briefs filed before state courts that to deep public feeds for ebonies

, constitutes use discrimination because only wows tee Meese pressant and to

single thee out to deny thee funds for this purpose violates the state SRAM

in question. This purities say or say sot have a credible basis dspeadies

upcs whether courts view pregame:4 discrielnation as legally proscribed sew

discrimination under the IRA. Thus far, so state courts hats ruled on the

merits of the issue. Moreover, to date, the Supreme Court has treated the

substantive abortion tight separately tree the funding question.

As also discussed earlier, the Supreme Court made it clear Sn Its

McRae decision that the federal government had no affirwative obligation

to ensure that everyone hove the financial resources to obtain ad

abortion, or for that matter to even obtain contraceptives. 44 U.S.

291, at 317-31S. It wee deemed by the Court to be a legislative decision

whether to subsidize abortions for indigent waken, and in deciding

through statutory enactment or regulation not to do so, the legislature
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would .w be vielatieg4the lee Preemie Cleo* of the Cosetitutioa. Peer

wore could still obtain'ibectisee leowbere and could de se with private

\
feeds. la short, the rival billty of public assieteace to get an shortie..

did 321 wog. es the wipe 1 soy vas. The demist's t fend et set t

feed sr to allocate money is specified nowt' for particular purpose is

asperses matter fees that of regulating betties is subeteative legisla-

tive comment. This le peacoat Medusa eves is the face ape v. wade

cesetitutiosally peoteeting a emeal right t as abentlea, Comorose still

had authority t restrict federal money for it, e.g. the Olds Anmwdeata.

The Ivey a court 'valuta@ the aseatieutiomality of public funding restrictions

regardiee 'bottle* is different free the MUM is Whisk it reviews a gimle-

t/ties when the liberties tight itself is directly Uplifted span.

La Feb:earn 1973, for sample, is Klamosac City, 'Register the city's

loopiest Comeleslea tried to primerlbe by reslutlee the use of the city's

hospital facilities for all abortions except those 'required to save the life

of the eether.° Doctors end staff webers se the hospital sought relief

in court attests* laftlageneet of their ceeetleutlel rights. The

court at the time held that the resolution we cosetitetioaally !eyelid

mod entered en injuecties requiring that the hospital facilities be made

available to duly licensed physiciaas to perform abortion'', with!' the

rules established by the Movies Ceurt in Res w. Mode is 1973. Theo to

August, 1980, after the Supreme Court's public toadies declaim!, the City

of virgin!. filed sotto to vacate the lejeactioa me the theory that the

law had changed glace Roe v. wad mad therefore, the prospective application

9/ See David T. FO', Sortie v. McRae: Clash of a Ronesumecated Rieke
with Legislative Castro' of the Puree, 31 Case %stern &seem Law Reviewill (swag 1981).

lore the author exaelees the question of whether thegovernment has duty to flume abortions for indigents. Is coolies the
history of the shorties eight, the eight of privacy, sod legislative pre-
eminence public [wadies.

625
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of the injusatisa was me leaser equitable. The city wee, of coarse, relyiel,

se the Sepses Court's declaim., is Nan, fel_41, Len, mod iberenvhich

it viewed se alteriag shorties law from that established earners's*

initially is RN v. 980.

Os November 11, 1881, the 0.8. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit

reled that the 0.8. Supreme Court daisies* **bolding abortion fluidise

regulates& were set controlling is the case before it because use of public

missy was mot involved, mad therefore, a city's be os abortions in a mseicipal

hospital was asecostitutiosel. The Eighth Circuit famed that the City of

Virginia's attempt to eltelsets access to abortiom services at its hospital

ram afoul of Ice v. Wade. Ilbjgia.Citzenua, SO 0.8.L.V. 2440

(February 2, 1982).

In City of Vireisis, the light Circuit emphasised that there vas a crucial

, distisctiom Mumma the Suprees Court's peldle tsadisg of abortion height's

and its Roe v. Wads &itemisation noting the 'mistime of a right to abortion

as a fundemestal right sessatieg from the constitutiosel tight of privacy.

Is highlighting the gleam:aloe, the Eighth Circuit explained*

These cases fievelving public boding restrictions]
held that the constitutional freedom of a woman to
decide whether to teeniest' her ptegneecy did not pre-
vent the state from galas a value judgment favoring
childbirth over @betties, sad inplesenting that
judguest by the elloestios of public fuede. Under
the resolution at issue here, however, the city and
the Hospital Ctemissiee attempt to do sore than
simply deny goversmestel fondles for abortioss. It

the resolute* is effective, thee so women could
obtain at abortion in the city hospital unlace her
life were oodengerod. Thus, the city attempts to
eliminate access to &bottles services at the sole
hospital in the city...

The facts in this case differ significantly from
the recent Suprass Court decieloss. The city and
the Hospital Commissioe are not required to provide
free abortions, hire doctors who will do abortions,
or subsidise the abortion services. The injunction
results, the city simply to allow staff physicians

6 2 6
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to perform paid 'Mortises at the hospital. Is
WED, hail, mad V , direst public soloed! -
ter* Wei at -IMMO. tbe Cleft &eternised
that s city hospital use set required to speed public
feeds to hies &Mere she vim!! perform *bailees or
'chemise preside publicly amassed hospital services
few Wisest gems.

There is a leedemeetal dirtiness. fetuses presidia'
Meet fsedls6 is ethos the 'betties Malaise sad
allowing start Opiate's to perform abertleme at as
ententts publicly tamed Meepital. The sailer gentle,
amelyele required by Bee v. page ems scs pvegoey is
still civilise/11es. SO 0.114.4. 2440.2441.

The Supreme Court recoutly denied coftleeaft is the sees. 31 C.S.L.9.

3501 (Jona 20, 1963). ?baseless, the tightb Circuit deelelom is flail.

is the potties el this tepees disavesis$ the aigrette aemasralis

whether the IRA would have en impost es shorties and/or its loading,

amnia' use drama to the poll% uede by Walter horse is his teatime,

before the foists Judiciary Subcommittee en the Ceeetitutios casseroles

he beebeed'e Lastest la 'betties. Is a looteete, Sorsa referred to

pleased Perescheed 21 Conceal Misses! n. Desfertlt, 421 U.S. 52 (1576)

amd noted that the Coon had °Marvel is that case that a Washita may

have a 'deep aid prole, comers aid Istarees' is his rite's pregnancy.

At the time the Court decided CallfertM; It stated that in the event

of a conflict the huabaud's atomic had to give way to a mifee right

to have So ehettlee. Saris argued is his statement to the Subcommittee

that if the INA were approved it would alter the situation by converting

the husband's interest into a right, a right equal to the rite's. There

may be some credibility is thin argument given the Supremo Court's decisions

resardiss child adoption siteatioss and parents' interest end rights

theta's. Calls v. Melielmt; 441 U.S. 380 (1979); Lahr v. !abortion

11 U.S.L.W. 5010, (Juno 27, 1983).

to Calm% v. Mahatma; ram. the ;owed father challenged the

comsticutioaality of a amities of the Mew Tofu Doseetic Relatives Law

under which two of his natural children were adopted by chair natural

6 2\7



mother and stepfather without hie consist. The Uprose Court held the

statute to be vecometitatioeal os the gifted that 'the distiection it

',variably ashes between the rights of .married 'others sad the rights

of umearried fathers has not bees sheen to be substantially 'related to

as impertast state isterest.' 441 0.11. 3.0, 2112 (1971). The Court

loved that the Now Tork law treated smservied pereste differently according

to their sea send thus violated the equal protection clause of the

Fourteenth koadmest. The Court emphasised that the facts is

showed that an unwed father could have a relaciesehlp with his children

fully comparable to that of the mother. The Court writes

Ve fled that the distiottlea is i III basses
unmarried mothers sad samerried fathers, is
illastrated by this case, does set bear sub-
stantial relation to the ttate's isterest is
providing adoptive homes far it0 illegitimate
children. It may be that gives the opportealty,
some mewed fathers would provost the adoption of
their illegitimate children. This impedimeat to
adoption usually is the result of s sutural
pareatal interest shared by both seeders *Mei
it is sot a manifestation of any profound
differeses between the affection and concern of
mothers and lathers for their children.

Id. at 391 -792.

Cabin is significant in terms of the recognition the Supreme Court

accorded ths interesc of an unwed father whose identity was known and who

manifested a significant paternal interest to the child. The Court

emphasised that the facts in Can illustrate the 'harshness of classifying

unwed fathers as being inverted, lees qualified and entitled than eothere to

exercise concerned judgment as to the fate of choir children.' Id. at 394.

The Court pointed out further that the New York law in question on the

one hand excluded SOWS loving fathers from full participation in

deciding whether their children should be a, ppted, idle on the other

hand. made it pcesiLle for some alienated Ithaca orbit's:11y to cut

off the Paternal rights of fathers.' Id.
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Meet cesestly, the lemma Court decided Otte. Behertesg, SI O.S.L.V.

5010 (Jose 27, ltd3) is *bleb it dietiagelehed Its surlierSendealeles.

the tootles la Ukase whether gee Teethed sultlelestle precasted as

eamerrled tether's tailgate colatleeiblp with a Mille Wham he had sever

supported am/ rarely IMO is the or years sloes her birth. The father

aballasged the i.e Tech Ise awls{ cbst both the dee presses sad diesel

Pteteeties *lasses et the Feettemstb Almesdesst gave his am shoelace right*

to settee she as egpertealty is be beard bakes the child *meld be adopted.

the Supreme Caert disagreed ail held shot the lather's rights bed set bees

violated elves the tease If the elteatlem. Site the moped tither bed set

deeesatcsted s fell sommiteest to the ceepsesIbIlitles if parestbsei. the

Curt stressed that *...the mere silicoses et a blelesleal lick dose etc

eerie mielveleut easetItsilesal precestlis.' 11. et 3014. The Caen did

set set involved Is sessieleg the amestItstIsmal ediesseles of Mie Tack's

PrOCOderei for to leg a developed relatlemeklp. Limed, it sea

cosesrsed eat wickwith her gm Tack had settlelestly pretested his opportualty

to tors such a relatlisable. It held that the New Cork law did do so, aid

there ves so dental el des precise.

with respect to the meal pp/ attics elide, the Coact towed that the

loved father's rights sere set violated: *beesees...eppollast has *ever

established a sebstastisl rslatissahtp with his daughter...the gem Tort

statutes at lease is this ease did set operate to deep appellast equal

pretecties. fd. et 50111. WE vas distiegulahad fres Sale on the grouses

that hers is uehr the soother she father were sot slallallp situated. In

Calms, the father had admitted patentee aid had participated is the

6 2 rd
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arenowise of the children, sad there! , the opal preteen's clean

protected %le by Ilene all she sane v to glebe concereimg adoption as

that employed by the owed amber. Ihmllepreme Comet ceseleded la Lehr

that,

...If use purest has esestalalehed sestedial
relationship with the child Mid the other prom has
either ineedond er sewer established a nlatiseship,
the &pal notecase Meese does set provost a state
from &candles ths two patens differon &seal rights.

These two negates cases say he Important far the easement that

Walter lam was trying to maks is She diaateig 0 the IRA sod shorties In his

statement to the Wave Judiciary Sobsonittes os the Cetionies os

May 26, 103. ,

°pimento of the IRA ad of abortion have argon that the DA would not

eel, expend the substaative right to as ebonies, but weld also mandate the

Wale feeding of shorties. Is enema, they as the IRA as providing

basis for the Sopron Court to overrule ite ionise decision. It is

difficult at this stage to ascertain whether that would in int result.

There are no state court decision os this questios in states with

IRAs nailer is lsguse to the federal proposal. Also, it

is unelsar what steadied of review courts would apply in reviewing

gender-bend cleseificatnaa. This Is aspeciallfltrus at thii ties

because fully developed legislative history for H.J. ass. 1 and S.J.

les. 10 her yet to be established.

COMCLUS100

The Wont of the ERA on abortion and abortion funding would depend to

sons extent sm the legislative history established by Congress. It would

63(3
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"14u cure cs bo. aka Supreme Court muniers the seeetisa whether

pcolosty claceificetla cesstitetee legally prohibited set -toted

tient:Scotto.. Cies:4p, prepense? diserinisseise is dismally ciliated,

bra uhe crucial issue la whether it an prohibited practice is the

lapel oats*. DetetsivatIon sf the 110244 Of the IBA oa abort!** sad Its

public :mediae twelve' erased ben tits Repress noon would beadle eta

fasast (I) the 'seeder/ et review appileable ender the UA -- strict

"cxetlay, Intermediate, in ratios"). lassie she (2) the $pplicatio$ of so

latest or impact emilyele, pivot a situetioe "hero the claselficeties

is facially neutral.

Theories sad argummets base bees exploited ea beck sides et chi quanta'

"Wither the IIA would affect rams right to aa abertle sad /or the access

to public Nadine to pay for it. Rovecer, se of the oracles of this paper,

Ovars have been so "cote court dictates' i with state t*Aa

dmIlsooting the 'stoat, it soy, that the state RSA Is easel oil to

shorties sedfor shortie, funnel'.

roe J
Lapis t s Attorney
Merl Law piwisiou
October 20, 1063
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RUTGERS
siers UPPIVVISWY

OF MI inset

SCHOOL OP LAHCAMOIN f IP IH AND PENH STRIP IS C'AML1 N:o.vr nasty nem

November 7, 1983

The Honorable Don Eduardo

Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the
House Judiciary Committee
806 House Annex11
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Edwards:

At the close of my testimony before your subcommittee on November 3, 1983,
I vas asked a question about document prepared by the Congressional
Research Service entitled "A Legal Analysis of the Impact of the Proposed
Equal Rights Avendment on the light to an AbortIon or to the Funding of an
Abortion (October 20, 1983). I wish to supplement sy oral testimony with a
more complete explanation of my opinion about this document.

As I stated at the hearing, the QS analysis is poorly written, poorly
reasoned and erroneous. First, the CRS report fails to understand the basic
legal theory of the ERA as consistently articulated by the relevent

congressional committees and major geodesic commentators. Second, the CRS
report erroneously relies on the Supreme Court's current rex discrimination
doctrine as basis for interpreting the ERA. Third, the CRS report fails to
analyse the major Supreme Court cases on abortion funding that are molt
telovont to its own topic. As a result, the CRS report concludes that the
ERA is likely to require public funding of abortions when in fact, the ERA
ill have no practical effect on existing Supreme Court decisions permitting
Congress not to provide public funding for abortions.

Tht CRS analysis intorpmetes lot-curet legal underetandings ',bout explicit
ser classifications, classifications based or unique physical chsracteristics
bu4 neutral rules with a disparate impact on one sex and that are associated
with or perpetuate characteristic pouting of sex discrimination. The
correct approach to these types of cleseifications has been laid out repeated-
ly. Ste for example the 1972 Senate Judiciary Committee Report on the ERA,
the House Judiciary Cossittee Report, the 1971 Tale Law Journal article which
I co- authored with Professor Emerson, harbor. Drown and Coil Falk, and

Professor Emerson's and my testimony at the Horeber 3 hearings. CRS' lack
of understanding of the basic legal framework of the ERA I. responsible for
nomeroua errors, including for example the misleading CRS discussion of prior
statements toncerning abortion funding and the ERA mode in 1976 and 1978 by
Professor Emerson (CRS 4-8) (statements which are in fact wholly consistent
with Professor Emerson's end my testimony at the November 3 hearing and our
prior statements concerning the ERA.)

The CRS' attempts to derive principles for ERA interpretation from a
detailed analysis of Supreme Court sex discrimination decisions made pursuant
to the equal protection clause are similarly misguided. The ERA is being
proposed precisely bemire of defects in the Supreme Coorila sex
dtscrimination jurinproOence to date: Yet the CRS ronsietently confuses
doctrines and concepts thsractrristic of sex discrimination law under the
equal protection eleuse with those of the ERA, for example by discussing
rationality review and intermediate c:rutiny as p6ssible standards for
ERA based review of ',spill", smt classifications and by booing what purports
to be equal rights ne-ndmei c.nnlysfs of clssnifications based on unique
physical charscrerintict on equal proti,tIon dowse decisions.

C; °I ti
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Finally, although the CRS document
upends many pages seviewing Supreme

Court decisions based on the constitutional right to privacy (CRS 20 - 41),It presents virtually no analysis of Harris v. pellee, 448 U.S. 297 (1980)and the three Thgrex -ems, 449
U.S: 797 (1991), the. Supreme Court decisionswhich focus specifically

an the constitutionality of federal and staterestr,ctions on the funding of therapeutic
abortions (CRS 41-42). Since thepractical effect of the ERA

on future decisi ins of the Court in this area'depends so significantly
on in understanding of the spproach token by theCourt when dealing with this subject in the pest, this omission is rathersurprising. The CRS also notes, but does not emphasize, the fact that thestate courts which have thus far

considered ERA-Weed sex discrimination
arguments about mbopzion funding have all decided on othecitrounds.

Professor Emerson and I, as yell as other witnesses before the committee,have repeatedly emphasized the importance of Norris and 21,mros as bases forour opinions about the impact of the ERA
on abortion funding. Despiterepented efforts by abortion funding advocates to obtain favorable rulingsbated on sex discrimination arguments under the equal protection

clause, theSupreme Court has remained committed to a privacy -based analysis. In ;raki,v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (1976), the Supreme Court ruled that a sex
clasiiiicstion will be invalidated under the equal

protection clause of thefourteenth amendment unless the government can show that the challenged
clmesification is substantially related to en Important government

interest.Had the Supreme Court viewed the abortion funding issue as wafting animportant issue of sex discrimination, the Court would have addressed
explicitly the question of wIlither the Hyde amendment was substantially
related to an important government interest. Instead, the Supreme Courtdecided the case entirely on privacy grounds and dismissed 04 sex
discriminatios argument is one sentence. (The equal protection image ofdiscrimination booed on wealth was also summarily dismissed.)

Similarly, sexdiscrimination arguments based oa state ERAS have on several occeslons beenmode is state courts. However, no state court has relied on a state era in
an abortion funding case. Yet state EWAs and the other state constitutionalprovisions that were argued in these eases have equal legal status asauthorities for state court decision. Thus, the failure of state courts torely on their estate ERAs tends to support the contention of ERA proponentsthat the privacy analysis will for the foreseeable future continue to
dominate judicial spprosches to the subject of abortive and abortion
funding. It is sy considered opinion that

the constitutional right toprivacy will remelts for the foreeseesble
future, as it is now, the dominantmode of analysis for claims concerning

abortion end abortion funding and thatif the Supreme Court were to reverse itself, the constitutional right to
privacy would be the vehicle the Ckurt would choose. Therefore, far from
compelling the government to provide public funding for abortions, the ERAwill have no practical effect

on the Supreme Court's decisions in this mien.

Sincerely,

Ann E. E. Freedman

Arscrimte Profrnnor of Law

4; '4 3
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Lynn D. Wardle
1976 N. 85 W.

Orem, UT 84057

l6 January 1983

lionorable Orrin Hatch
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

In recent weeks I have read in several Publications that
certain lawyers, law professors, and political officials have
expressed their opinion that the Equal Rights Amendment, as
presently worded, has nothing to do with abortion. Several of
them have nuggested that it the ERA were enacted it would have no
effect upon the legality or funding of abortion.

As you know, I am a Profeseof of Law at Brigham Yeung
University and I have devoted considerable time to studying and
writing about constitutional issues relating to abortion. The
potential impact of the ERA on abortion is a subject of great
professional and personal interest to me. For that reason, I am
writing this letter to you to express my personal opinion about
what impact passage of the ERA, as presently worded, would have
on the constitutional issues of abortion restriction and funding.

In my opinion, passage Of the ERA ungsestionably could met in
constitutional concrete the judicially-created doctrine of
abortion-on-demand and could result in mandatory public funding
for noetherapeutic abortions. While I do not believe that it
would be necessary or desirable to interpret the ERA in that
manner, yet if the ERA is passed in its present form those are
predictable consequences.

Offhand. I can think of three separate lines of argument by
which the eRA, in its prevent form, could be construed by the
courts in i radically ppro-abortion manner.

First, any restrictions on abortion or abortion funding could
he held to violate the ERA as unlawful discrimination against
women. obviously restrictions on abortion and abortion funding
impact more directly upon women then men since only women can
hocome pregnant. And while discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy has beon held not to violate the Fourteenth Amendment,
we must remember that the purpose of the ERA is to outlaw much of
the sex-impacting discrimination that is allowed under the
Fourteenth Amendment (i.e., it is because the Fourteenth
Amendment does not go tar enough to prohibit certain types of
discrimination that impact upon ono Rex that the ERA is being
pushed. Then, it would not be unexpected for the Supremo Court
to hold that pregnancy - refuted restrictions violet., the ERA. And
sinus eeveral members of the Court have already expressed the
opinion that abortion is lust another method of "treating"
pregnancy, it would seem logical for the Court to hold that, laws
discriminating against any particular method of °treating° a
pregnancy (i.e., abortion restrictions or abortion funding
restrictions) impermissibly discriminate against women and
vlelete the ERA.

necond, passage of the ERA while the doctrine of abortion -on-
demand eatablished in Roe v. Wade and its progeny is in full
flower could be seen as evidence of, the Intent to legitimate and
crystalize through ay express constitutional amendment the
Abortion decisions. When thc ERA was proposed by Congrenn the
fits, time, the Supreme had not yet decider' Roe or declared itn
radical Abortion doctrine. Abortion was etilTprohibited or
rentrictod in all SO states And the District. of Columbia. Rut
now, thu legal lAndncApe has changed dramatically. The Supremo
court his ruled prictically all abortion restrictions
unconntitutional. We have been told that the Constitution
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implicitly guarantees the right to abortion-on-demand as created
in Roe, the right of married women to obtain abortion, without
spousal consent as declared in Planned Parenthood v. Danforth,
the right of minor, to get mboirrihm without parents ceases as
established in Planned Parenthood and Mellott!, the right of
abortionists to perform abortions withareIFFIElosing the facts of
fetal development as.declared in Akron, etc. In view of present
status quo in abortion law, it wdarixtremely dangerous to pain
the ERA without some clear, authoritative, congressional
repudiation of the abortion decision.. In the absence of any
explicit negation of the current abortion doctrine, it would be
easy for the Court to hold that the right of abortion privacy, in
all of its excessive and repugnant manifestations, has been
tacitly incorporated within the ERA, and that attempts to
restrict or regulate abortion violate the ERA.

Finally, the obvious susceptivity of the ERA to pro-abortion
interpretations has been raised in hearings held in both houses
of congress by serious constitutional scholars, respected legal
experts, and knowledgeable members of congress. It is undeniable
that congress is aware that the ERA in its present form could be
interpreted in a definitely pro-abortion manner. Many of the most
prominent and vocal supporters of the ERA, both in and out of
congress, are outspoken advocates of reproductive freedom,"
i.e., abortion-on-demand and publicly funded abortion. Thus.
passage of the ERA in its present fora, without any clear and
explicity congressional action to prevent a pro-abortion
interpretation, would signify at least a lack of congressional
intent that the ERA not be int-al-FM-3 to set in concrete the
right to abortion-on-demand, and could be seen as evidence of a
tacit congressional intent that tgi-ERA should be so interpreted.

In light of these three separate grounds for interpreting the
ERA so as to secure the right to abortion-on-demand and even
abortion funding, I believe that it is irresponsible for anyone
to give assurances that the ERA could not be given strongly
pro-abortion interpretation. Remember, if if 'is passed and
ratified, the ERA will be interpreted by the same department
(the Supreme Court) which was able to in rpret the Constitution
so as to give u Roe v. Wade, Planned pa thood v. Danforth,
Colautti v. Franklin, Akront eTZ7,iiren without an amendment
Viallen and promoted 14ir advocates of greater abortion rights.

Those who oppose congressional action to clarify this matter
by arguing that the ERA has nothing to do with abortion are
irresponsible in another way as well. We must not forget that
legislatures are ultimate guardians of the liberties and welfare
of the people in quite a great a degree as the courts." Missouri
K. i T. R. Co. v. Way, 194 U.S. 267,270 (1904)(Harlan, JO)
Indeed, the task of amending the Constitution is specifically and
exclusively vested by the Constitution in the legislative (or
convention) branches of the federal and state governments- -not
the judicial branch or the legislative branch. It i a
nondelegable constitutional responsibility. For members of
congress to refuse to address serious questions about the meaning
and intent of a proposed Amendment to the Constitution, to merely
shrug their shoulders as if to say "we'll let the courts worry
shout that," iR a serious broach of trust. For a member of
congress to pass the buck to the courts in this instance would
not only be a crude political act but would constitute deserting
a constitutional post in a time of crisis.

Regardless of how one feels about the proposed ERA or about
the doctrine of abottion-on-demand, it would seem incumbent upon
all persons of good faith to insist that congress honestly
pertorm its constitutional obligation to the people of this
country and squarely eddiees this hard question. This could to
done by adding brief clarify language to the teat of ten propisnd
EPA, by mddiqg clarifying Language to the enabling act or the
Portolution elhodying the ERA, or even by including an explicit,
unequivneml mtatement in a relevant committee report, especially
It that langum4e wore hronght to the attantion of ail memhiAs of
ou4reon in ouch a fmhhton as to elicit their cleJr assent when
they vote fat the Fitt,.

:; 5
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Finally, it is worth noting that for nearly a century the
Utah Constitution has given women full political and legal
equality. Article IV.Sl of our state Constitution reads,

The rights of citizens of the State of Utah to vote and
hold office shall not be denied or abridged on account of
sex. Both male and female citizens of this State shall enjoy
equally all civil, political and religious rights and
privileges.

Note that on its face this provision of the Utah Constitution
appears to be as open-ended and unrestricted as the ERA. Why,
then, do ..any people in Utah have such a mistrust of the ERA?

I believe that the answer that question has to do with the
fact that Utah's commitment to equal rights arises from its
belief in the equal worth under law of all human beings - -a value
which not only makes sex discrimination unacceptable but which
makes abortion an abhorent practice. Moreover, the failure of the
supporters of the ERA to accept reasonable proposed constructions
or clarifications of the proposed amendment, such as the
Sensenbrenner proposal, and their refusal to repudiate radical
interpretations does not inspire confidence in reasonable men and
women. The Utah equal rights provision was enacted at a time and
in a context that launched it on a course of reasonable and '
careful application. The Utah state cou0s, likewise, have been
faithful to their role as interpreters and have given it a
reasonable construction. By way of contrast, the radicalism of
many ERA supporters and the unrestrained judicial activism of the
federal courts, especially pertaining to abortion, threaten
fundamental values and institutions that Utahns hold sacred.

Thus, I hope that you will do all you can to insist that the
ERA is officially and explicitly clarified by Congress when it
comes up for consideration. For regardless of one's opinion about
advisability of the ERA or its potential effect on abortion and
other important legal issues, the only responsible course is for
congress to squarely and directly face those issues before voting
on the ERA.

Ary Aru)y youfg,

1,
/P\ .AA j

n D. Wardle
copy:
Hon. Orrin Hatch
Hon. Howard Nielso
NRLC
AUL.
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February 2, 1954

Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
United States Senator
Committee on the Judiciary
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

I am a Professor of Law
at the University of California,

Berkeley, and have been since 19a1. I specialise in
Constitutional Law, although not in the areas of either sex
discrimination or abortion.

I have been asked to express my opinion on whether the
proposed ERA would be construed to invalidate abortion funding
restrictions. In my opinion there is strong poseibl.qty thatit would do so.

Already under the Equal Protection Clause, proponents ofabortion rights have argued that abortion funding restrictionsdiscriminate against groups specially-protected by the
Constitution. This argument was adopted by the District Courtand by at least one Justice of the Supreme Court in Harris v.!tetras.

As presently worded, the BRA would strengthen the argument
that restrictions on abortion funding violate the
constitutional requirement of equality, inasmuch as they
dism,:entage only women. I understand that this argument isalready being made by proponents of abortion rights under thestate GRAN.

Undoubtedly, even if the present ERA is adopted, opponents
of abortion rights would have grounds to argils that abortion
funding restrictions have not been affected. There are
theories of the ERA and pieces of legislative history thatsupport their position. Given the complexity of the legal
materials, none of those arguments would be conclusive.

I understand that opponents of abortion rights have askedthat the ERA be amended to disclaim an effect on abortion
laws. If this amendment is rejected, the action will further
strengthen the argument that the ERA invalidates abortion
funding restrictions.

The present Supreme Court is split 5-4 on the
constitutionality of the restrictions: the membership of the
CAlrt is apt to change soon: and many lower federal judge are
firm proponents of abortion rightr There is a strong
possibiliLy that the proposed EnA would tip the scales.

I hope that these obseirvatinne may be of help to your
cormIttee.

Sincerely,

P1;4....t

Michael E. Smith
Professor of 1,aw

6 3 7
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January 5, 1984

Doug Johnoon
National Right to Life Canetittee
419 7th St. NI 1402
Washington DC 20004

Dear/fr. Jammu

Vbu have embed that we reepad to the correspondence
directed to Representative Don Maude by Mn Preedian, lr==.
Associate Profeemor of Lee at Rutgpre School of acme el...4we
denying thee the proposed Igual Might's hmendisnt (VIA)

caw

could in taw way compel the gm/ernes* to turd abortion.

Prof. freedmen argues that the Styrene Court hem con- ="1"""D
',latently upheld abortion fending restrictions bawd t:=1"
entirely on "privacrtemed analysis* and has retuned
to swains such restrictions under equal protection 27.2:47"
analysis. She then asserts that the Court world employ 144/01 I, lAns* MD

the NM font of analysis in the wake of the MA and ...m....A...

that the ERA would therefore rot affect abortion funding larg.
restriction'. Prof. Freedman also cites the failures rerfM.."
of state courts so far to nullify stortico funding
restrictions in light of state SRA provisions es

MMa? *dunk
Z~Milibme

authorities in favor of her ;coition.

AMERICANS
UNITED 1)R LIFE
Leo Defense Fund

230 N. McNeal% Suite 915
MessSari KIWI
312.263.5029

1=1=V',
CANA

. 4 Ina
It is simply rot the case that the abortion funding
decisions of the U.S. Supreme Cburt have been 'inclusively
lamed on the Cburts analysis of thefts process right
to privacy. 1b the contrary, fisher'''. Poe, 432 U.S.
464 (1977), Harris v. Mine, ablEir-2§7-(1980), and ME/IL*
Williams v. Mara:, 448 U.S. 358 (1900), the principal
Supreme Claire abortion funding cases, were far more
ConCerned with eept.11 protection analysis than with fmmisltbmbght0

the right to privacy, as even a casual reader would

observe.
mu=

I s
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2

Although it is true that the U.S. Supreme Court has so far avoided any,claba
that such restriction involve unconstitutional mix-discrimination this
has occurred in the context of a state of lag in which gemdel-keeed discrim-
ination is not subject to strict judicial scrutiny, gander is rot regarded
as a suspect class for equal protection purposes, and in which diem-bine-
tion based on corder-specific proostais or conditionsa(such as Abortion
and pregnancy) is rot regarded as inherently suspect. Enactment of the EPA
wadi radically alter this state of leg by' making all gender -based discobn-
ination subject to the moot exacting constitutional scrutiny.

Finally, the failure of state courts to rely on state ERA provisiOns when
striking tam state abortion funding restrictions,proves only that these
state courts had irdepordsnt bases to strike such restrictions and, hens,
were not required to reach the ERA claims. Rtemdecisions repeeseset no
authority whatever foe Prof. Fresisan' proposition.

Americans United for life Legal Defense Find has taken the pasiticm that
the peopomed ERA is facially neutral with respect to abortion funding
restriction. Mower, statments of ERA, prepoonente and claim made under
state ERA provisions by abortion advocates make it obvious that the pptt
ERA will be used as yet another tool to strike down abortion
and funding restrictions. We have consistently asserted that, n ironclad,
unsabiguous Legislative historyoc explicit langioge appended to the procceed
Mils necessary to foredo.* the possibility that the ERA would affect abortion
funding restrictions. Since the proponents of ERA have refused either to
provide such explicit legislative history or to permit any araninent to the
ERA, we east logically condole that they wish to keep open the possibility
that the courts will employ the ERA to further expand permissive abortion,
or to strike down abortion funding restrictions.

Sincerely,

1,1( 1...4 tin-
%

Pales Comstock Cunningham
Executive Director-General Couneel

Thome .1. Mown
Chief Staff Couneol

PCc/T,O. :vR

`3 9
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December 7, 1983

Douglas Johnson
Legislative Director
National Right to Life Cermittee
419 7th Street, N.W.
Suite 402
Washington, DC 20004

Dear Mr. Johnson:

School of Law
University of Texas
727 East 26th Street
Austin, Texas 78705

This is to register my strong disagreammt with a letter from Professor Ann E.
Freedman of Rutgers University stating that the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
"will have no practical effect on the Supreme Court's decisions" in the area of
abortion funding.

Prof. Freedman seems to be saying that since the Court can always use the
right- to-privacy rationale to reverse itself on abortion funding, the equal
protection rationale that might be afforded by the ERA would be superfluous
and therefore semehow irrelevant. The fact remains, howevur, that the Court, in
Harris v. McRae (1980) decided that governments' failure to pay for abortions
violated neither the Equal Protection Clause nor the "right to privacy." If
a government action violates 2nx constitutionirProvision it is, of course,
unconstitutional. If the Court should hold that the ERA makes sex a "suspect
classification"--and that governments are therefore forbidden to discriminate
againststmespecifie medical procedures such as abortion--it will matter not at
all that the Court could have reached the same result via the right to privacy.

Finally, Prof. Freedman seems to disagree with most other prominent ERA
supporters when she suggests that the Court's holdings under the Equal Protection
Clause are not a useful starting point for analyzing the possible effects of
the ERA. Meat analyses I've seen suggest that the ERA. would make sex at least
a "suspect classification." In any case, the question for no is not «Either
the Court would be bound to declare a constitutional right to abortion funding,
but whether the ERA.-d give rise to a substantial possibility that the
Court would find such a right. In my view, the Carts awn prior holdings in
a closely relates] area are a useful source of hints about the answer to this
question. These holdings, and much of what has been said and written.ehout the

ERA by its academic and political supporters, clearly suggest. a strong possibility
that the ERA would result in the striking down of laws that finance most medical
procedures but exclude abortions.

Mies

Sincerely,

) Lir
)L .f j\cr.

Grover Rees III
Assistant Professor
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January 10, 1983

Senate
State of Minnesota

Mr. Uoug Johnson

Notional Right-To-Life Cnnmittee
419 7th Street N.M.
Washington, D. C. 20004

near Mr. Johnson:
Re: ERA/Abortion bill

On February 22, 1983, we wrote to Mr. Paul Freund of the Harvard LawSchool asking for the affects of another ERA bill. Mr. Freund respondedby phone to our office
on February 28, 1983, of which I amounting below:

"Actually it semis they differ only in emphasis, they agree that up to nom,no State ERA has affected the abortion
or hciosexuel issues. However, Jordan'sopinion emphasizes the possibility

that such affects could be felt in the stateand I tend to agree frith him. In particular, I agree that it could havean effect on shortie funding by the state as reinforcing SR equal protectionagreement.

However, my basic reaction is
tat at this stage in foreidating the amendment,a Legislature has an opportunity, if not indeed a responsibility, to clarifythese issues. this could be done either by

an authoritative report or byincluding a provision in the text itself. If the will of the Legislature isis that the amendment should have no affect in enlarging or abridging rightswith respect to abortion
or homzuexuelity relations, this could be readily stated.MY feeling is that some

proponents of the intendment eight like to use it inthese fields and before it is submitted to the people and other courts.I think the Legislature should
clarify its meaning in this respect."

After receiving the above
statement by phone. I wrote Mr. Freund to verifyYds statement and he

respomimitilth the attached letter (see enclosure).
The other constitutional lawyers we have corrected have responded very
siralarly to Mr. Freund.

I hope this information vvil be helpful.

Sincerely, /7
,1/ -

14.4.1/4.1;e ftt .4.1 4.4

Senator Florian Chmielewski
Chairman, Employment Ommoittee

OUNIITIF F S rrnpinyment l nmmittec Chan man I axes and lax I ors I ransporiation
if Vetchin, Allan I 1.0fItyin 4lctnh r n( Indian Moo Interirthal Board

6,11

41 lab 0-86 -.41
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April 25, 1953

S enator Florian Chwielesski
325 State Capitol
t. Paul, NM 55155

Dear Senator:

Thank you for your letter of April 12,

enclosing an excerpt from my statement to your

office on the state ANA.

The statement is accurate, except that in

the next to last line, "other courts' should

read 'the courts.'

WYcak

enclosure

Sincerely,

leor.442.4;

Paul Freund
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Ms. Cass Anew.,
5810 Itaska Street
St. Louis, Ma

YALE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL,
New Haven, C7 January 15, IOU.

DEAR Mn. Armu.: You are right that the article on the Equal Rights Amendment
in the Yale Law Journal was published prior to the abortion decision of the Su-
preme Court. The main reason we did not discuss the abortion problem in the arti-cle was that abortion isinsoiencitlioie problem for women and hence does not really raiseany question of equal protection. Rather the question is one that is concerned withprivacy.

I think that the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment, while it would notaffect the abortion situation directly, would indirectly have an important effect instrengthening abortion rights for women. The passage of the Amendment would re-flect a concern on the part of the American people with women as human beingsand thus would certainly carry over into the abortion picture.
Thank you for writing.

Sincerely,

THOMAS I. EMIRSuN.

f; 1:i
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January 16, 1914

M11140RANDUI4

As a constitutional lawyer, and having closely

observed legal developments relating to the subject of

abortion over the pact quarter century, it is my considered

opinion that the odor fon, by our nation, of the Equal

Rights Amendment to the. federal Constitution would

constitute a significant advance of the pro-abortion

movement, leading to an even more massive loss of life in

our country than presently obtains. Adoption of ERA would

have numerous ill consequences, as leading scholarly critics

of the Amendment have noted, but one of the worst of these

would be to create a legal premise from which certain

conclusions respecting abortion would become inevitable. In

spite of the dire situation created by the Supreme Court

decision in Roe v. Wade, Americans can still justifiably

entertain hope that a better informed and more principled

Court will, in the future. overrule that unfortunate

holding. Indeed, even within the present membership of the

Court. there have been some strong indications of a desire

for revision. ERA would blight those hopes.

There is every likelihood that ERA would be considered

totally rtenforcing to the concept of abortion on demand. I

regard it as undeniable that the adoption of ERA will close

the door to liberty for the unborn in the future and open

the door to attacks on human life going even beyond

abortion. It will be seen as creating legal justification

for un'imited abortion funding.

I should not want this statement relating to abortion

to be thought in any way to diminish my other objections to

ERA, which I have elsewhere stated on other grounds. It

relains my firm conclusion that women.' rights are not

p...zected by ERA, and that no such amendment to the

Constitution is necessary in order that justice for women

may be legally established. I do regard ERA as the most

divisive measure conceivable - one that will breed

confrontativns end conflicts in American society for long

years to come.

I; ,j,1

0MA OMB RVal

/Lim, 4gza
William I. hall
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'From the Chimp Catholic, ess 24. 19144)

ERA AND ABORTION

(By Cardinal Bernardin)
Without presuming to play political pundit, I take it as a fact that Washington

observers know what they are talking about in assuring us the Equal Rights
Amendment will be an important issue on Congress' agenda this year. I also take It
as a fact that this means the question of ERA's relationship to abortion will receiveintense scrutiny.

The point I wish to make is simple: It is necessary to amend ERA in order to
ensure that, whatever else it does, it does not confer a right to abortion or public
funding of abortion. Before developing that theme, however, I see a need to make
certain clarifications and distinctions. The first clarification is this. Like the rest of
the Catholic bishops in the United States, I support equality of rights for womenunder the law as a noble and necessary goal. Legally imposed or sanctioned discrim-
ination against women has no place in our nation.

But a crucial distinction is also required. Neither I nor the bishops collectively
have up to this time taken a position far or against the Equal Rights Amendment as
such. There is no inconsistency in that. Whether or not ERA is an appropriate
means for achieving equality of rights is a complex questions whose answer is farclear. I am not going to answer it here.

There is, however, much room for concern that ERA, as it stands, might be inter-
preted by the courts as guaranteeing a right to abortion and the public funding of
abortion. True, some of its supporters say this would not necessarily happen. But
others, both supporters and opponents, are convinced it would and offer reasons tosupport their view. What they way must be taken seriously.

Again, I am not going to try to resolve this particular question here. My point is
different. There are senous grounds for concern that the Equal Rights Amendment,
as it now stands, would be read by the courts as guaranteeing a "right" to abortion
and a "right" to lax funds for abortion. Since this is so, there is need to amend the
amendment to make sure it doesn't happen.

A proposal to acomplish that was introduced in Congress last year. Its principal
sponsor in the House of Representatives is Rep. F. James Sensenbrenner of Wiscon-
sin. Its language is straightforward:. "Nothing in this Article shall be construed togrant or secure any right relating to abortion or the funding thereof." I support it,
and I believe it deserves the support of anyone who does, not wish to see abortion
and abortion funding enshrined in the Constitution by a pro-abortion reading of
ERA on the part of courts. The Sensenbrenner amendment has already played arole in the congressional history of the Equal Rights Amendment. Last November
ERA came to the floor of the House under a procedure which ruled ant debating
and voting on proposals for modifying it or clarifying its intent. The dismay of con-
gressmen who opposed this procedure apparently contributed to ERA's failure to re-ceive the two-thirds vote required for passage. I urgently hope that, when ERA
comes up again in Congress, our representatives will have ample opportunity to con-sider the Sensenbrenner amendment.

Last November, too, the United States Catholic Conference joined other pro-life
groups in supporting Congressman Sensenbrenner's proposal. The reason offered in
a letter to membeal of the House by Msgr. Daniel F. Hoye, the Conference's General
Secretary, makes good sense: "The Sensenbrenner amendment underlines what isalready apparent to many supporters of "omen s rightsnamely, that the equality
of women has nothing to do with abortion."

I see little logic in the position of any supportir of the Equal Rights Amendment
who would argue that he or she opposes legalized abortion but also opposes amend-
ing ERA to make it clear it does not guarantee a right to legalized abortion. At the
very least, ERA's thrust and implications on this point are far from clear. The Sen-
senbrenner amendment would supply the clarity which is now lac 'zing.

There is, howewr, plenty of logic in the stand taken by those who oppose amend-
ing ERA along these lines for the very reason that they believe the courts would
interpret it as gwranteeing an abortion "right." This in fact seems to be the posi-
tion adopted by not a few. From a pro-life point of view, that is a further argument
tar Congeeas ma r n se n hren n er's proposal.

Women's rights deserve legal recognition and protection, but this goal should not
be confured witF extratieous and unacceptable objectives like quaranteeittl. a"right" to abortion and abortion funding. As Congress resumes consideration of the
Equal Rights; Amendment, I hope it will keep this principle clearly in mind.

6 ,1 5
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National Organization for Women, Inc.
421 130 81w.t, N.W. Stift 723 Wee Wpm. D.C. 20004

Resolutinn on ERA
Peered at National NOW Conference

October 2, 1983

t20213!7.2275

WHEREAS, the Equal. Rights Amendment embodies the fundamental
principles of women's equality and has been studied. and explained,
and interpreted for mom* fifty yeliws, and

WSERNAS, it is patently obvious that the current hearings
are being used by the opposition as a dilatory and divisive
tactic, and

WHEREAS, talk is no substitute for action and whereas the ERA
is not negotiable, and

WESSEAS,,both the gender gap and women's political
power are a direct result of the drive for the ratification

of the RRA, and

WIRRAL the members of Congress introduced the ERA because
they believed the time was right for ERA passage: and

MARAS, we vowed on June 30th not to beg male legislators for
our rights any longer but to replace anti-women's rights legitlators
with feminist candidates to achieve direct political power for
women, and

WEEMS, People have the right to ',now where their Representa-
tives and tenatora stand on this fundamental issue before the

elections,

THERMIONS, BR II RESOLVED, that the National Organization for
Women serves notice on Congress that re will accept no amendments

to the ERA and that any sponsor willing to accept amendments
should remove her or his name from the list of sponsors.

THAT WN DEMAND a vote on the Equal /tights Amendment before the

1984 primaries.

AND WE PLEDGE that the ERA will be n central national domestic

issue for the 1984 elections--not only will wr remember s.n November,

but we will make sure the nation does also.
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copy
CANA4PWIER. it al., : IN THE COMmONWEALTR COURT

Petitioners t Or PENNSYLVANIA

v.

DEPARTMENT Or PO L/C WELFARE,

Respondents NO. 783 C.D. 19'11

it al.,

3ZF::32: Z.-AN A. MacPRAIL, Judge

UD: FOC:Lia0 /, 1984

:PN:ON NOm RE PORT,

AlLiough we have now ilecitild that the etatutes before

us do offend the equal protection clauses of our state

constitution, we asem it necessary to briefly consider the

constitutional challenge based upon Pennsylvania's Equal Rights

Amendment (ERA), because we believe that on appellate review it

may be helpful for the reviewing court to have our opinion with

respect to each of the constitutional
challenges before us.

Out Suprees Court has categorically stated that the

purpose of the ERA is to eliminate sea as a "classifying tool.'

Sniffer v. Thornburgh, 496 Pa. 139. 176, 436 A.2d 593, 601 (1981).

Petitioners contend, of course, that the statutes now
before us do make a discriminatory

distinction based solely upon
sea. The Commonwealth is equally insistent that statutes Posed

upon the unique physical characteristics of one sex do not
constitute sew discrimination under the ERA. The Commonwealth

relies urlon case law such as pedullbsL_!. Ais7.1o, 417 U.S. 484
(1974) which holds that where logislAtinn related to ptegnencies

6,19



is involved, the classification is not between nen and women but

t.etween pregnant women and non-pregnant persons and, therefore,

is not gender-based.

we believe Pennsylvania ease law is to the contrary.

In County Aces Vocational TechnlCal

Se'onl, 30 Pa. Commonwealth Ct. 103, 110, 373 A.2d 126, 130

(1977), this Court held that "since pregnancy is unique to women,

a disabilAty plan which expressly denies benefits for disability

arising out of pregnancy is one which discriminates against women

employes because of their see. In W.I. v. East um:Amu

_itiva_kinsinarest, 450 Pa. 207, 213. 2ff A.2d 277, 260

(1573), our Supreme lourt held that s discharge from employment

because of a physical condition peculiar to women,

pregnancy, is 'see discrimination pure and staple. Again, in

sendergon w. Oendereem, 454 Pa. 67, 101, 327 A.24 60, 62

(15711, our Supreme Court held that our law "will not impose

different benefits or different burdens upon the members of

society based on the fact that they may be man or woman.'

Further, as this Court has noted, our Supreme Court has

tcognized that the CIA is not confined to the matter of

individual 'r»ghts' in the sense of entitlements, but equally

ex4ends to eilLination of discrimination with respect to burdens

and obligations 'wider the law.'" Hartford Accident and

IadAmnitv Co. v. Insurance Commiseioner, GI Pa. Commonwealth Ct.

245, 255, 442 A.2d 382, 303 (1962). Thus, while the Pennsylvania

ccurts are willing to discuss the possible justifications for

discrimination, they have, at the same time, given weight to the

unqualified language of the CIA.

The Commonwealth argues to us that the indigent women

in need of medically necessary abortions would be in equally bad

circumstances if there were no medical Assistance program. That

argument misses the mark. There 11 a Medical Assistance program

and ones he legislature has decided to grant financial
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assistance to the medically needy. it cannot exclude persons from

that grant on the basis of sex. In csmsni
iniumboAd312_81katil_messiation. II Pa. Commonwealth Ct. 45,

334 A.Id l3f (1974)1 this Court sustained a constitutional

challenge brought under tha IPA to rule- making by the

Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association, which we held
to be state action. v.hich 'would have prohibited girls from

competing against boys in interscholastic sports. Judge Slott

wrote for the majority, that *Itlhece is no fundamental right to

engage in interscholastic sports, but once the state &cities to

permit such participation, it must do so on a basis which does

not discriminate in violation of the constitution. If. at 51,

334 A.2d at 142.

we are of the opinion that while Petitioners' argument
under the ERA is not ss strong as their equal protection

argument, it is meritorious and sufficient in and of itself to

invalidate the statutes before us in that those statutes do
iIIIMMIOMONWM/

unlawfully discriminate against women with respect to physical

condition unique to women.

In summary we hold that the state may not

constitutionally deny Medical Assistance fends to indigent

pregnant women who seek medically necessary abortion'.

a
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IV. IS Pa. C.S. 63215(c) DENIES EQUALITY Of COSTS UNDER LAW
BECAUSE Of SAW, IN VIOLATION Of TRE PENNSYLVANIA EQUAL
RIMS AMENDMENT.

The exclesion of medically necessary abortions from coverage

under the state's Medical Assistance Program constitutes sex

discrirination in violation of the Pennsylvania Equal Rights

Amendment, Article I, Section 21 of the Pennsylvania

Constitution. This conclusion, which was reached by Judge

MacPhail, Chancellor's Opinion p.21, is amply warranted by the

facts of record and controlling law.

Until the adoption of 111 Pa. C.B. 63215(c), the Medical

Assistance Program of Pennsylvania was among the most

comprehensive in the nation (Stip. 50), Ind the program provided

funding for all generally accepted and medically necessary

services (Stip*. 53-73). Since the adoption of these statutes,

the touchstone of the program in all areas except for abortions

has remained medical necessity. Chancellor's
Opinion pp. 4 and S.

All medically necessary surgical services for men remain

reimbursable even all expenditures for male reproductive

services remain within the program (Stips. 67 and 69). By

contrast, abortions, which are provided only to women. are

singled out for special and adverse treatment (Stip. 68) and

require the physician to show that the procedure is necessary to

avert a woman's death. Thus, in the context of a program

designed to promote health for all indigent people, the state has

adopted a standard entirely different from that which governs

benefit eligibility for men. Only women are excluded from

receiving medically necessary health care.

Moreover, as Judge McPhail found, if 18 Pa. C.S. 53215(c)

glen into effect, some of the 4,000 female victim' who wall be

forced to bear their pregnancies to term will suffer severe lorq

tern health conseguenceu as a result of tht cutback in funding

including blindn( seizure', renal failure, emotional trauma or

sea
S53
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even death (Stips. 142-144), Chancellor's Opinion p. 5. No men

will endure similar disabilities. The record also demonstrates

that women who, like the 4,000 per year in this case, are forced

to bear children against their will are less able to take

advantage of work otportunities or educational programs which

night enable lies to become financially independent. Young women

especially are thrown into a 'cycle of poverty' from which escape

is virtually impossible (Stips 157, 160). No men are similarly

coerced by the program to suffer such hardships.

Even among the women who will be able to raise the funds to

pay for medically necessary abortions, the task of accumulating

the required resources will result in health and life- threatening

delay in sooting their medical needs, and sacrifices of food,

shelter, end clothing (Stips. 149-133), Chancellor's Opinion p.

S. Among the 29% of women who are less than 1$ years old (Stip.

109), the effects will prove devastating (Stip. 154),

Chancellor's Opinion p. I. No indigent men are forced to choose

between necessary medical care and food, shelter or clothing for

their families.

None of these effects is unexpected' CA are intended and

all are directed exclusively against women, As Judge NacPhail

held, 'by mingling out a group of women to bear special burdens,

and depriving these women of the benefits of a generally

available Medical Assistance Program, the statutes'at issue

violet's, the Pennsylvania Equal Rights Amendment.' Chancellor's

Opinion pp. 16-21.

Adopted in 1971, the Pennsylvania ERA, Article I, S26 of the

Pennsylvania Constitution provides:

!quality of rights under the law shall not be
abridged in the Commonwealth of PwAsylvania
because of the sex of the individual:.

Judge Craig recently emphasized in MAriford Accident_aqd

3/..-1111111.111ZILS=1111.121111X. 45 Pa. Cmwlth. 249, 442

A.2d 362, 365 (1982) anima (No. J-74-1964) Slip Op (1964), the

'great weight which the Supreme Court has ascribed to the

654
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unqualified terms of the Pennsylvania CAA. In Pennsylvania, it

is simply impermissible for sex to detersine the status of an

individual, or the individual's access to governmentally-

conferred rights and privileges. The standard was first

articulated in Pennsylvania in asnderann_LAWMALLIgn, 458 Pa.

97, 101; 327 A.2d 60, 62 11974):

The thrust of the Zquel nights Amendment is to
insure equality of rights under the law and to
eliminate ses as a basis for distinction. The
sex of citizens of tAill Commonwealth is no
longer a permissible factor in the determination
of their legal nails:T:11111ml
responsibilities. h
different benefits_ or tha
'embers of ,anoglaltbased on the fact that theyaaximmaan.

Id. at 62 (emphasis added), Rooted_ with approval gastford

Accident, supra. 442 A.2d at 384. This standard has been

consistently followed since that time, IlleloramajijarloxIda,

45e Pa. 641, 331 A.2d 174 (1975) (invalidating presumption that

husband was the sole owner of untitled household goods); putlet

y. Butler. 464 Pal 522, 347 A.2d 477, 090.(1973) (quoting the

last sentence of the above passage); rdzisanxiilth w. sutler, 458

Pa. 289, 328 A.2d 851, 855(1974) (court repeated the ban on

classifications which burden individuals on the basis of gender

and invalidated legislation prohibiting Linimuo sentences for

women).

In no case since ratification of the state ItnA in 1971 has

the Pennsylvania Supreme Court allowed a statute or rule of law

that discriminated on the basis of sex to stand. The Court has

rejected the offending provisions, as in Commonwealth V. Sullal,

Aggla, 328 A.2d 851; reshaped common law presumptions ;Lea,.

DAfloxido_it._DIP10111)0, W., 331 A.2d 174 (substituting

presumption of joint, equal ownership of untitled marital

property for former common law presumption of husband's exclu %Iv

ownership); or extended statutory rights and obligations to both

Selitit as in fisammuu_212:42. 487 Pa. 133, 409 A.2d 1 (1980)

(holding divorce NWT obtainable by husbands as well as wives).

In this litigation the majority acknowledged that the

,pUrt
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statute at lame has a basis in gander, for only women may choose

to have an abortion. Salacity Opinion p.14. Nonetheless the

court rejected Judge RacPhail's reasoning and adopted instead an

analysis similar tot that set forth by the United States Supreme

Court in geduldiq v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 414 (1174), i.e. that

discrimination on the basis of pregnancy is not sex

discrimination, Uut eerily a distinction between pregnant and

non-pregnant persons. Id. at 4,5-417, n.20.

Thu Commonwealth Court's reliance on 'his Wallis analysis

directly contravenes Pennsylvania case las and RSA legislative

history, and would drastically undermine the meaning and impact

of the state ERA. Rather, in order to ensure t' at the

amendment's goal of eradicat'ng sex discrimination is not

undermined, this Court oust subject classifications based on

unique physical characteristics to the most rigorous scrutiny.

The necessity for strict judicial scrutiny in this contest

stems from the recognition that legal guarantees of equality are

of little use if they can be circumvented simply by disguising

disc:iminarlon under the cloak of characteristics possesied by

only one sex. For example, requirements that pregnant workers

take unpaid leave beginning at some fixed point in the pregnancy.

ienials of sick leave or unemployment insurance to pregnant

women, and rules excluding pregnant students from public

education programs are all policies which are based on sex-

spr:itic characteristics rather than gender as H. Yet each

obviously and directly discriminates against women and undermines

their equal rights.

Pennsylvania courts have long recognized that to treat women

differently on the basis of pregnancy is to discriminate on the

List, is of their sex. In Cstra v. East 1.trakdabuicLAkesachara

DvAIAL, 450 Pa. 207, 299 A.2d 277 (1973), this Court construed

the Pennsylvatia iuman RelationS Act, 43 Pa. C.S. 951 At sag.,

and invalidated regulation which required a female teacher to

resign her iob After five months of pregnancy. 'Tn short, Mrs.

Cerra and other pregnant women are singled out and placed in a

G 5 61
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class to their disadvantage. nujue dischavned exam thelc

212111cisimalallt11128111af._mineichxcladiediu4221guilkgutu
450 Pa. at

213. 299 1.2d at 289 (emphasis added). SAL Alia WARIMUJULARIA

Sze. School District v. CompgavaLliaLjukaliklitignsC

39 Pa. Cawlth. 58, 62, 394 A.2d 1301, 1304 (1978): alfaaaLLALU

School DI:axis& 1,1.IIAAsnmeAltli_11:RelallAssfaisiAllan, 18

Pa. Cr.:tt.. 400, 407, 335 A.24 873, 877 (2975) walled, 467 Pa.

5:2, 759 A.2d 724 11874)1 trillasiomnALAAJlabaal-J2litslatv..

DulE"Liouldansieneitelareneeiesion, 74 Pa. Cevlth. 560, 460

A.2d f30, 878 (1083).

Slmilarly, I

30 Pa. Cmw]th. 103, 373 A.2d 126, 130 (1977), allocatur refused

mai 2, 1978, in the context of the Pennsylvania Human Relations

Act, 43 Pe. C.S. 951 it Up., held discriminatory a policy which

exclvded disabilities caused by pregnancy from an otherwise

comprehensive disability package:

We believe that since pregnancy is unique to women, a
disability plan which expressly denies benefits for
disabilities arising out of pregnancy is one which
di,,criminates against women employees because of their
sex.

Ile elks ZunegaradAixliaaaLrita-a2bIllifillShilt 44 P"

C:w1th. 341, 403 A.2d 1057 (1979). As Chief Judge Crumlish noted

In ItItclIDaLASslutalif.81111.iuz, 19 Pe.

Cnwlth. 614, 339 A.2d 850 (1975), the protection aoinst sex

discrimination, *is not to be diluted because the discrimination

affects only a portion of the protected class. Discrimination IS

not to be tolerated under the guise of physical properties

possessed by one sax'. M. at 619, mulling Sprogis v..-.1211ited

Airlines, 444 P.2d 1194, 1198 (7th Clr. 1971) Cert. dap. 404 U.S.

991.

while this Court's doctrine regarding pregnancy and sex

0.iscrAmriation arose lo the interpretation of the Human Relations

Act's prohibition of discrimination "because of the...ser of any

inlividual", 43 Pa. C.S. 9955(a)(1), this Court has acknowledged

that concept+) of meN discriminetion developed under the Human
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Relations Act are useful in construing the Equal Rights

Amendment's prohibition of denial of equal rights because of the

sex of the individual". Znialitz....R.Thoinhuigli, 496 Pa. 159, 436

A.2d 593, 601 (1981). ate Also Leerathers_ALNLachluaiatituat,

19 Cmwlth. at 619, n.2, 339 A.2d 850. n.2 (1975).

Moreover, the Pennsylvania ERA, an amendment to our

fundamental state charter, demands at least as scrupulous a

concern for equality as the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act.

The central principle of the ERA--that rights, privileges,

duties, and responsibilities should not be assigned on the basis

of sex--prohibits the legislature not only from explicitly

classifying based on sex but also from reinforcing inequality of

the sexes through classifications based on sex-unique physical

characteristics, such as pregnancy. 'As the plight hf petitioners

in this case clearly demonstrates, to deny this obvious fact

would place beyond reach of the equality principle some of the

most invidious and detrimental discrimination, a result clearly

at odds with the Commonwealth's adoption of its Equal Rights

k-endment. While the test is not inflexible, and recognizes that

in some limited circumstances legislative classifications based

on sex-specific characteristics may not create or maintain sexual

inequality,
26 in order to ensure that the thrust of the Amendment

is furthered, i.e. to insure equality of rights under the law

and eliminate sex as a basis of distinction,' Hebdernon va

ARadSLASts, 458 Pa. 97, 327 A.2d 60 (1974), classifications based

on unique physical characteristics must be subjected to strict

judicial scrutiny and must be justified by no less than

compelling state interests.

Relevant legislative history confirms this interpretation.

The necessity to subject this kind of classification to close

review was first articulated in an Luthoritative law review

article which provided a detailed analysis of the meaning and

intent of the federal ERA, and has been relied upon by

25 For example laws regulating sperm bank donors, or research
T.7ojects that study hemophilia, a sex-linked blood defect in
7.1es, do not contribute to the inequality of the sexes.
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Pennsylvania courts to interpret the similarly worded

Pennsylvania amendment. Brown, Emerson, rill' and freedman, 'hi

zguaLlughtehainstaantsASeneeleaVenal Basis Per EquAl_Risbig

LIL-NAIMA. SO Yale L.O. 871 (1971) (hereinafter Brown

article').27 It states that the propolled federal ERA 'does not

preclude legislation which regulates, takes into account or

otherwise deals with a physical characteristic unique to .,ne

sex.* The article further states:

A court faced with deciding whether a law
relating to a unique physical characteristic was

' a subterfuge (for discrimination against one sex)
would look to a series of standards of relevance
and necessity. TilwatainstathiLataileimuLthit
azatruaawcomildiuwhea itthl11,1caxisminu

of
maxentflict with flituLulaulematitaLicdsal
Lialata.

80 Yale L.J. 871, 894 (19/1) (emphasis added).

More recent legisle.ive t .story of the proposed federal

ERA 28
has continued to focus on the rigorou scrutiny that the

ERA reg,;:res for classifications based on physical

characteristics unique to one sex. Professor Ann E. Freedman,

one of the authors of the Brown article, has stated at

Ccn9resEional hearings on the ERA:

The ERA also requires strict scrutiny of classi-
fications based on physical characteristics
unique to one sex to ar,nure that such
classifications do not undermine equality of the
sexes. To treat people differently on account of
characteristics unique to one sex is to treat
them differently on account of their sex.
Although such classifications are not prohibited
outright, because there are a limited number of
circumstances in which the use is justified, the
state would bear the burden of demonst:ating that
such classifications are necessary end the
reasons for them compelling. The dissent of
Justice Brennan in ae4 Idig v.A1,11Q illustrates

27 ass. La., Wiegine_2,Milgand, 226 Pa. Super. Ct. 278, 285-6,310 A.2d 426 (1973), Luld. QB alum grounds, 461 Pa. 482 (1975);Commonwealth v. Butler, 458 Pa. 289, 328 A.2d 851, 855 (1974);CD119 v. CozsQ, 59 D.&C.2d 546 (1972), all citing the Brownarticle. The Brown article, which defendants concede is theleading article on the ERA, is referred to estensively in hedebates which preceded final passage of the ERA by Congress, andwas termed 'primary legislative h'store of the amendment. 118Cong. Rec. 9907 (1972).

28 The proposed federal ERA was not ratified by the requirednumber of states within its time limit. It was reintroduced intoCongress on January 3, 1903, as B.J.Res. 1, and has been thesubject of Congressional
hearings since Pay 26, 198'.
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the approach contemplated by the ERA. ... The
ERA would provide a constitutions) foundation for
the protection of women from governmental
discrimination based on such stereotypes.

Testimony of Professor Ann E. Freedman Before the Subcommittee on

Civil and Constitutional Rights of the Souse Judiciary Committee

on B.J. Res. 1, the Equal Rights Amendment at S. km glee

Testimony of Professor Thomas I. Emerson before the Subcommittee

on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Judiciery

Committee on B.J. Res. 1, the Equal Rights Amendment, at 7.29

Proper ERA analysis requires then that the Commonwealth

Istiry the classifications drawn by this statute by compelling

state interest, a standard which it is clearly unable to meet.

As Judge MaciThall found, t.either the states interest in the

health of the woman nor the protection of fetal life is

compelling:

}Wei.. Wad, also held that a state's interest in
potential life may never outweigh the superior
interest in the life and health of the mother;
this is true even though the state has two
separate and district interests -- the health of
the moths: and the potentiality of human life.

Chancellor's Opinion p. 17.

This was first explicitly established in Baa_mJuita, 410

U.S. 113, !SS (1973) and more recently reaffirmed by the United

Ludes Suprere Court in C.11Y-91-AkLan-iLL-Akign Cantu -10i

Buiv04cliYe_9eallb, _ U.S. 103 S.Ct. 2481, 2491°92

(1983). The Court in Bat held that the state has a legitimate

interest in protectIng potential life that *grows In

t ilqtartimiity es the women approachen tote, and at a point

piNAnIncy, each becomes compelling.'" ave10._54011, sauce

410 II '1. at The Omit went on to explains

'eAth respect to the State's important and
legitimate intereet in potential life, the
*compelling point is at viability. This J.

because the fetus then presumably hail.the
capability of meaningful life outside the
mother's womb. State regulation protective of
fetal life after viability thus has both Jrlocnv
Anti biological justiricatiohs. If the Stet. im
inteieste3 in protectin,4 fetal life after

iei if-, or 'lief.? .J44tonrotri sits 11,$"f ii4.

4,hVV1,1,'hcf at r*hlt,it t mn0 1:
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viability, it may go so far as to proscribe
abortion durlog that period, iticaskathiLliii
OILUUMULt12...Yritaerva the Illium-huith_aLat
maxi.

Id. at 161, 164 (emphasif added), citylotAilan_it.AWASitelli

fia_nprodustixsAgaltb. U.S. 103 S.Ct. 2401, 2491-92

:19r3). In light of the fact that 99.61 of the abortions

perforred in Pennsylvania took place before the third trimester

and viabllity (Stipt. 01 and 02), and that all abortions at issue

here are necessary to preserve the women's health (Stipa. 75-77),

the interests asserted here are neither compelling nor sufficient

to justify classifications which so markedly contribute to the

inequality of tha sexes.

Nue can the Commonwealth properly characterize the statute

at issue as a mere allocation within a social welfare program,

recalling the (IOW analysis, in order to reduce the level of

scrutiny applicable under the ERA. At the vary core of anti-

discrimination law is theirinciple that when the government

arts, 't must treat a protected clasp in an evenhanded manne

See r -9 Cgtcatmitteal Ptortsz, Isanla _Inttnichswatif

AA Pa, Cmwlth. Ct. 45, 334 A.2d 039 0975/. This

core principle in antithetical to the notion advances by the

Comm!nwealth that the government has unlimited power to allocate

t.enefitl among its citizens. Under the Cnmmowdealth's

for example, a state could rationalize he exclusion of

m)1 `.Ch fror participation in the foA tarp program, or rule

",ir (01 rin-r\iy worn fron tece vim] low incume energy

1,1"u, y that the iombility r.f indigent wovten to

1,' rt 1:i f
I

r
ft) Vf-',,11), rhOf pOVPrty, (1.1(

IkAp,t tree_ Ilk 3U her (', a tiger could styut

'hat 11 n1r, ," r n;

F.0 to its 1t,,Pr.qhf,. th whom, view tilso the state

vuh1L( Wonarita loOhoot ,onvitotiohni

ktOtloh VhoAlti 111!WtOilieff r.v 5C d15Cie!hatiort avottyxtx

Y t i ;'I', I+p /Mr4 I vie ACntiuIIA 01.$' epros swiel

rli4 '01r N.,,t 110ifiv s4v1.1r0 it y'
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reveille that the statute at inuve hers serves no compelling seats

interest, SAA31,MMAA. SAILS. 410 U.S. at 167-63. and must

therefore be invaliditted by this Court.

V. Cfar°12110

F.4 the tea ions set forth above the decision of the

Commonetalth Court mA AAA:, en'ered September 20, 104 must be

reversed. The statute at issue, 15 Pa. C.S. 132151c) must be

declered to violate Article I, $1, Article III, 132, Article I,

145 and Article I, $28 of the Pennsylvania Constitution, and the

Consonvealth defendants must be permanent:), enjoined from

enforAment of Its provisions.

Respectfully submitted.

KATHRYN RCRT.
SUSAM CART NICIMAS
Woden'e Law Project
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PhilekaPhis, PenneyIvenia 19102
1215) 564-6280

SETS RREIRER
University of Dennsy)vonie

School of Lev
3400 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennaylvenia 19104

i215) 398-7447
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mostmoutt or anctsion OH NOTIONS FOR CLASS
CERTIFICATION, NOTION TOR TEMPORARY mturicrion AIAD

CIRTAls Ingammis
This is en 26,1n brought by the plaintiff' Which raises

the central question co0 Whether the state under its medical

assistance program for the indigent gust pay for medically

necessary abortions. The plaintiffe.Rosie'J.;Doe and her

physician Marshall Molloy seek, inter alts, a declaratory judg-

Iment that the state's policy which provides that payment will be

made for the costs of an abortion only When the life of the

woman would be endangered if the fetus were carried to term is

in violation of the state constitution. The plaintiffsalso seek

class certification and temporary and permanent injunctive relief

eequiregant . .

a

151

The constitutional arguments that Policy f 215 violates the

state's Equal Right Armtdment and Equal Protection Clause have

ilihstptatiL1 massif. tnasmuch an this is an application for

teAlporaY.e inlunction thav requires a w4gpt determination, the

court find* that it must pal, on three tempting and very per-

suasive air .ears (rade by thi. ^ plaintiffs and butt its disci seion

dp, process eim.17sts.
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16/

IA this case, it is quite obvious the ilaintiffs do not

challenge the validity of the policylor fear of magnifying the

lefenses of failure to exhaust administrative remedies and

sovereign immunity. In regard to de exhaustion of remedies,

that argument is adequately answered in Sec. III (b) of this

memorandum of decision;the administrative remedy is not adequate.

freedom of procreative choice which encompasses the right to

terminate a pregnancy. They further contend that she has a

constitutional right to protect and preserve her health. The

plaintiffs argue that the Policy 1 275 which prohibits payment

for medically necessary abortions for those entitled to Medicaid

cannot pass constitutional muster because (1)it impairs a woman's

right to privacy and right to protect and preserve her health in

violation of the states Due Process Clause; (2) it is sex-based

discrimination in violation of the stste's Equal Rights Amend- ,

ment; and (3) it discriminates in violation of the state's Equal

Protection Clause. For the purposes of this application far

temporary injunction, the court need only discuss the first groun(

of impairment of a fundamental right in violation of the Due

Prnress ',11aune.
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Mee v YecrMrp of idistalslreflex, 417 N.E. 2u 387 (MAN. 1980)

111. Constitutional claims. The plaintiffs mount a broad attack on the restriction
of Medicaid funding for abortions to cases in which the procedure is necessary to
prevent a woman's death. First, they argue that this form of rests. ction is an imper-
missible burden on the exercise of a fundamental right secured b , the guarantee of
due process implicit in art 10 of our Declaration of Rights. In ition, they argue
that the classification established by this legislation cannot survive the equal pro-
tection analysis articulated in Marcoux v. Attorney Gen.. 375 Mass. 63, 375 N E.2d
S88119781, and that this restriction discriminates on the basis of sex in violation of
the State Equal Rights Amendment. Finally, the plaintiffs argue that this restric-
tion does not meet even the traditional minimum rationality standard of equal pro-
tection.

Because we agree that the challenged restriction impermissibly burdens a right
protected by our constitutional guarantee of due process, we do not reach the alter-
native grouids of invalidity asserted by the plaintiffs. Although the issue involved is
difficult and of extraordinary importance the framework for our analysis is well es-
tablished. We begin by sketching the contours of the right asserted We then inquire
whether the challenged restriction burdens that right. Concluding that it does, we
examine the justification offered by the State in support these enactments.

Auguit 110111 Docket tnevrelettar of the Civil Liberties Onion of Msesechusettail

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S Mtn

The legal struggle to protect the Constitutional right of a pregnant woman to
decide whether she will hear a child or seek an abortion has taken a turn for the
worse, especially for poor women. The United States Supreme Court. in Harris v.
MeRaf. restricted the availability of Medicaid abortion services by holding that Title
XIX of the Social Security Act does not obligate states to fund all medically neces-
sary procedures when federal reimbursement ie not available. The Court also ruled
that the Hyde Amendment, restricting federal funds for abortion, dues not violate
either the Filth Amendment's due process clause or the First Amendment's estab-
lishment of religion clause.

That decision opened the door for Ma.machusette to stop paying for medically nec-
essary abortions. (It had been forced to pay for them heretofore because of an in-
junction obtained in CLIIM's lawsuit Preterm v. King, and held by a nationwide in-
junction in McRa. In light of the McRae defeat, the Preterm case was dismissed in
the Federal Dititrict Court for Eastern Massachusetts by Judge Caffrey.

Undaunted by defeat at the federal level, GLUM filed a new suit, Moe v. King, in
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on July 9, 1980, seeking to prevent im-
plementation of the state law which would allow public money to be poid for abor.
hoes only if the life of the mother were e^dangered by the pregnancy.

In Aloe v King. CLITM argues that abortion is a medical procedure unique to
women, that virtually all medicially necessary proct lures unique to men are avail-
able, and in fact that no restrictions of this type are made on any other medically

precedure funded by Medicaid, so that to single out abertion for limita
tam ronstitutt. ; sag tiocritiiination in violation of both the equal protection clause of
the State cello it ot 'me and its Equal Rights Amendment.

The' !ant iought on behalf of three Medicaid eligible vornee who drtire aim
lions and cannot pay fur them, and lit, Phillip Stubblefield, who repro stam physi
clam and other medicaid provident

It !licee,Nlitl the snit would films the HIM(' to treat abortion as it (loi all other
medical honied liv Medicaid Hull riambiir,,roment would hove to be provided
ha all eligible women

itml Right!, Articildnicrit provides a legal argument chat was untivail
able to lei or anyone tit the federal level The national Fluid Rights Amendment IS
ni hip trouldu, brie Htliti'S short of the ne't'tled rowdier to gain pawtage, Be

Offing ell:1101(ln VI hi -trig forged between the anti ERA coalition and the ittiti
akatwo people, it %Nati our hope to be able to WWI.' Medicaid paymentm for medically
117'1;,/lty alaortioral timing!) the federal tnart. roote without having to use OW AIM'
i11111 Piglibi Amendment and inr:-Aily fuel the national anti ERA movement tint
Ihr In !1,1Mit( kv;cy the lu.t atrae! We now have no rtmailmie but to turn to flit

ab I r,. tit of Ion I,11 the 1Vil f 1r) "AV!' Niediind funding fur abortions
I h., ltr,t vi hit ,hdy !!:i. whPref,t

Koplin) 1, ,11,1 1.,T vhe titre thi rat .1-1 of t irvulerrt 1,Ir
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Medicaid abortions by the State of Massachusetts. The hearing before the full bench
of the Supreme Judicial Court is set for September H, 1980.

Even if successful, the battle wilt not be over. Ahortion opponents may try to
amend the State Constitution to restrict abortion rights. Ultimately the right to
choose will not be won or bet in the Courts: It will be won or lost on the policital
front . . . a front where the anti-abortion people are now prevailing. On this issue,
law mint. can buy time, but previour; little else.

1
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EDWARD C. KEMPER 893-0
KEMPER i WATTS
110r Castle A Cooke Building
130 Merchant Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Tel. Mo. 524-0330

5:71Wilas
JUDITH LEVIN
AMERICAN CILVII, LIBERTIES

UNION FOUNDATION
Reproductive Freedom Project
22 Cast 40th Street
New York, New York 10011'
Tel. No. (112)725-On

Attorneys io.c Vplicant i.
for Intervention

X11 os
sr oacmmr

FT11
r:tgN?ril of 3 .2

1,'

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT

STATE OF HAWAII

HAW( R((= TO LIFE, INC., ) CIV. NO. 53567
a dawair corporation, et nl.)

) MOTION TO INTERVENE:
Plaintiffs, ) MEMnRANDUM IN SUPPORT

) OP OOTIOr; AFFIDAVIT
vs.

) OF JOHN SPANGLER; AFFI:AVIT
) or GEORGE GOTO: EXHIBIT "A":

t,..W:P.EM I. T. CHANG, in his ) NOTICE OF MOTION
co;lacity as Dirautor, )

Ov-virtment of Social
Servics L Howitnq, State )

of HAWAii, et al.,
)

tteiendnnt.n. )

MUTTON TO INTERVINv

Apptioaots for intetvntton, C-oetie Coto; M. 0

nnCt .ohn '.p.toolet. M., D., beteL,, move to intetvefie in rill
PV0124,AiMri in thin conv. This motion to kar..ed orlon Putt, i4

of the HawA't Role!: of Ptouedote, the attachod

affotivit,; onO pl..NotIndt of 1 14, n td the or,'

hetein,

114TVPI Itoonlottx, Vawnit, s! 1: I
(1

ti

A. L.- to./ Al.pli,Intt.

t rif I 1" I C-, 64

'P"
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Applicants' first claim to reimbursement as a matter

of right rests on the Hawaii Constitution's guarantees of

due process and equal protection and Article I, Sec. 21

which provides that "equality of rights under the law shall

not be denied or abridged by the State on account of sex."

Abortion is a medical procedure performed only for women;

withdrawing funding for atortions while continuing to reim-

burse orher medical procedures sought by both sexes or only

by men would be tantamount to a denial of equal rights on

account of sex.

),1
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National Right to Life

FACTSHEET

PUBI !SHED BY THE LEGISLATIVE OFFICE OF THE NATIONAL RIGHT TO LIFE C'OMMI (TEE
419 7th Street. N tV . Suite 402. Washington, DC 21001 1202) 6114916

The E.R,AdAbortion Link and How It Can Be Broken
y Douglas Johnson
Nil t legislative nitatTOI

mire It the Equal Rights
Amewslaseni?

I he host Rims Amendment
IFRAI is a proposed amendment to the

S Constitution I tile any
constitutional amendment. it requires
approval by a two-thirds vote of each
house of ( °num and then ratification
by Ix state legoilatuas

('unveil originally apprnved IRA
in 1402, but by 19112 it had legally
expired without winning approval by
the teyuited 'amber of Mat Cortina
is now considering pasing again the
tame woofing "Equalirs in right, under
the tow (hall not he dented ir abridged
bi the I mired Claret orbs ant. .Srarr tan
trt tttunr set the ( unspent t 'tall have
he power of enfon r by appi,,prtate

iegiltation the prownong thty
arm tr

the Supreme I tout has already ruled
that set hased legislative distinctions
are invalid unless they are substantially
related to important governmental
.ihrecttves Many forms of Ira
dtverimination Ium.h as unequal pay I r

clod work, hair been prohthited by
,ogress Rut I RA adYckates say that

1 II A is orri-tr.) ot a der to make legal
ars datrimination campleirly
,anttituia.nolly itnremicohlt

What dote ERA sire to do wIch
aboettoe

Inrir .s strong :,.1,o .-11,911 P 1. at
our nth war.1,.! t

federal and state laws restricting
landing of elective abortton In
addition, ERA could jeopardise other
atroruon-related laws

ERA may alto make it less likely that
the Supreme Cour will overturn its past
rulings lephring abortion on demand

Ham cas thew pe-abonloa ettecta
be pieventadt

The only dependable way to prevent
the ERA from being used as a pro-
abortion tool a to odd the "abortion-
neutraliestion amendment" (also
known is the Sensenbteonet
Amendment) to ERA The amendment
reads simply "Nothing in Mb *Ink
(the ER 4) than hr eon.stemed tolpant or
Wide any right relating to abortion or
the funding thereof

In supporting the abortion-
neutrahration amendment In ERA,
molar groups are Ant attempting to

Iwo separate issues," 143 some
claim As demon d below, ERA
and abortion are alivadv legally linked
f he abortion- neutralisation

amendment is tntended to wont.
F RA and abortion

II the abortion-neutralication
amendment cs adopted. !SRI (' will
thereafter be neutral on F R A (For a
more etteoded discussion of NRI C's
pootion on I RA. tae "NRIt and
I R A the 'Single-lime Approach."
De, 15 APR/ Nr.11

How an enslor fenalivist
orgenitations responded In this
proposal to separate ERA and
'auction!

Major fenytntst groups have
vehemently rejected the abortion.
neutralisation amendment Mtge& they
have isdinced rho they will make ewe
that FRA firs m onpyll rather than
at, asps FRA n rth the ahortatut
nrutrakatton amendment WWI bed

For example. Judy Goldsmith,
president of the National Orpnitation
for Women IN 0 W ), said, "We will
support nothing but a clean
(unintended) ERA No true supporter
of equality will support any other
amendment" [Phikedelphi Inquirer,
Dec 3, 19113) A resolution adopted in
October, 19122 at the national N 0.W
conference and sent to every member 04
Congress said, "N O.W. serves notice
on Congress that we will accept no
amendments to the ERA and that any
sponsor willing to accept amendments
should remove her or his name from the
list of sponsors "

NOW trying to sell ERA to the
public as a simple economic equity
measurebut NOW volt kill ER A if a
simple "abortion- neutralisation
amendment" is attached Doesn't this
ciggeit that abortion funding is more
important to N 0 W than economi
equity)

What acpalaatiotes tre soppottltsi
the abartios-assaratindias amerdweat
(ftessobtearar Aseskaast) to PRAT

B emis' Nil c, the abortion.
neuttalit stion amendment is supported
by the (*Milian Action Council. the
National Astocuttion c I Evangel:AK
rhr t,nitecl States lath, Inc I'onfrience,
the NisttonAl ornrnittf, for a Woman



I de Amendment, Eagle 1 arum, the
American Life I obtit, and nther
croups

a Rol I wished a Wier has my
taagraorma, b u$ikb to odd Mel dm
'supremo Court boa always desk -id
allorilaw In Wow of IM 'AGM to
prlowy," and never M a mien al `we
discriminates." He odd Rol Ile
Somme Cato' ruled In V* dud lbe
Hyde Auweadoewit dam sot dise

Title to privacy," sod lo said ERA will
awn Asap dohs l'as teamed!

Perhaps the congressman is
confused as well He may nut yet
onderstand the real legal grounds for
profile fears regarding IRA On the
ether hand he for an until was le

.lefihereirly empl. .mg a 'red herring'
argument

I it's fe,.CW a few points .11

...Institutional law the C unsututton
a...ranters -due rote s .0 law' the
I to: Process I lauset In its PO 1 Rite v
aide .1r4 .anti, the 1 S Supreme( oust
pi,N tainted that due pliness ol
or lodes a 'light to prr.at which
ornains thr "right' o! a woman to hase

an abortion free from go,,ernmental
interference 110Mf4ef in its 100
demon in %f, Roe Haws. the
Supreme 4 outt laid that this "right"
Was It %,1 broad is lir (ciente that the
bus ernment pat for an .ntligerit
woman s atiortion

I le A ,soult1 hase no direct elle,' on
'hit rani of the 14, Rae decision In
or het words. the right to roar s 'does
not tryuirr the grim nment to pa., for
ahortions sh.th tr without IRA

So nun h for the !hie Process( louse IRA's leading congretional
How he Supreme ours else, dealt with a proponents and pro I R A legal sc hoic r

tit, N1 pro abortion argument in agree that let's it the promos legal
Rat I and snit is where the problems l'1014"e of I Ft A

ern- e.:111 respect to I IR Ai Pio- therefore. toiler f R A laws which
ah,.. lion groups mod the ( ourt to rule make distinctions between men and
,I;ai the 14-,de Amendment sodateo women woukl be subjected to "sari
.1.1 I eteni ..nst it owns' pr to. 'soon ludo. ual .rutiny' and would he almost
guaranteeing ...rat [mite, tom .it the unpossib't to tit Itsin in the. outts as is

an," tits 10.1 rota the case with
t-e. a usr the 11,,d; Amendment denied disc 'm'PlI(''s la" In hi"- "'me
I of ling nice a ;pr. iftc medial PftIMIII!!111 pro IRA legal sr.houit.

,i,, i,iIi lila by (4 believe that under 1 R A thei, (ii , onstounonal prolohorion againsti.

women) while CI 1, ,h,,, I 1., tMinalain. would he esen more
.ithrr rardi -al weak ri rought icy other ah,oiline than the prohibition against
lawn .4 reire rat at 1.1111.(1,111141.011

II the ( oust had a. i.epted this II simply tarp the qv/mien for
argument then the 1-hile Amendment anyone fo mews, that because the
'and al! vmdar irate lawsi would raise Super's* (nra71 bat not del Wed the
there msahriatrd lien though 'he 11y& Amendment to be a foam
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t ourt had already decided that the
"right to privacy did FILM includes right
to a gostounentlunded abortion
That's because& law ts unconstitutional
if it whales even one provision of the
iThi,lodutton

Sound confnsing ' Here's an
illustration People hose a

constitutional right to go to the minim
without gusernmental interference. but
the gosernment is not obligated to pay
for the tickets if, houeser, the
guscrnnrent decides to establish
ticket buying program, then under the
[Anal Protection Clause the program
must be administered in a was that does
not disci mmatr un the basis of race.
Higion. or natinnal origin It would
sittlate the 1 told Protection lause to
pas fur mails for whites but not for
hlacks, fur example

In Air Rue a dotely divided 14 4)
Supreme Court ruled that the Wale
Amendment did nor ululate the equal
Proiectidn lause - but only because
the Hyde Amendment Cod not
dist i.minate against any of the 'suspect
silos.," currently rectigniced under the

on. ittutuon t he -suspect
stassifications- currently recngnired are
erne. religion. and national origin I avis
based on these classifications are
automatically subtected to whet is

k mown as "to tit judo 'al scrutiny- and
laws solve, led to tent, t milt( sal ;triton'
are vtrtuel:i alwaii invalidated

Women are not currently regarded 411
a 'suspect :lass Mt Rue the
Supreme iturt did not ins.ike the
legally lethal "strait -unions " Hut I R A
would matte women a "suspet.r class

)

tuteciestlitatiosel -sea illterrholletloe-
le the peel, lee Court MN eat so dedere
owlet ERA. Pon Suposos Conn
drinlalalo wen bowel on the MOP.
Constitution **host ERA

What legal auilwwit In ogres with Me
eielyalat

the alum-lion-FR A connection is

resognired by many of the nation's
leading experts on abortinnrelatrd
constitutional law What follows a a
parnai list of the legal ripen, who are
on re, lard at believing that ERA. at
currently worded. would likely
invalidate nate and federal teitetctioni

abortion funding
Prof Victor Rosenhlum, North

sacstet n I inisersits I aw School, Prof
lohn Sonnan, Jr . Unisersity of

ahlormadierkelry I a. School, Prof
William I- Hassey. Irsdiana University
law School (dean, 1911 lit), Prof
'lents harlson, Indiana limsersits I am
School. Prof Grover Rees III.
Uniser sit. of I CAIII law School. Prof
tnseph Witherspnon. Ilnismity of
Te%aS aw School.

Prof Ramie I;ddo. 1 oyola
I ay. School (New Orleans), Prof I ynn
Wardle, Brigham Young Ili iscrsity
law School. Prof (hides Rice Notre
[Tame I ask School, Prol lutes (mord,
Washington 1:nismity I ass chool(Stt

I outs,. Prot Robert
1 'nil riot!, of Amcnica I aw School,

Summeser. Delaware
aw Si hoot Prot John Raker,

I o towns State I 'rummy I aw School,
Prot Findley Allies Amherst allege.
Prot tar ilium Valente, Villanova
I ni4eflit$ I aw School Prot loveph
Dellapenna y illanos Uniersto, I an
Si hoot

Prot ticald Duone, St I ow:
I iiisr tsii, I aw M hoot Prot Richatil
Sion alparaiso I nneniti I aw
St hoot Prot Das rt. anlield

1 nisertity of Amer. a I aw
School Prot litho Ihmstott1. St I outs

nlsrnny I ask School, Pt 111 tohn
Potts. Valparaiso 1 niversity

W.f. School, Prot Raymond Maton
1 atholic Ilniserso of America t ass
School. Prof flavi..! I otte ('leseLand
Starr truserliti,

Wilham H Ran I so Pall & Skelly
Ilarrishurg Penn Paige 4 rimirock

unninghant I to . ear% uto.e director,
Ametmana I aired for I tfe I eget
I h.fenv... I- v.,(1. and laws Hopp. Ir
I to general ounce), NR I f



In addithm. use of the nation', most
disrieguishos romelbetkreuil scholars,
Prof Pesti From/ of Hamard Ian
`School, laid M Eebreavy, that a
proposed MInerreota IRA -cootie bane
S i' effect on sburtion RNLI by the
owe as reinforces' Sr a. Au meesetion
/Jasmine" span* farsdleig rattrutkas.

thr mum also look to the isperinsce
of it .ember of Metes which here eddied
Ii,.. to MAE mete coastleuelnae.
Ahead,. lawyers meoriated tellk the
American Civil liberties Union
At I fibre* greed commis for states

I He esli, Momamiltautte. Consecticue,
and Pamsylvanint to rule that the

As width are la effect la throe tabs
equire palate fending of &alive
' hornier

f vpicei ,it those %att.% . fir, hr.
-mmon.ealth Penn,. I,ansa.

roan a,vs to t vial in I rtiluatt In that
,df Prot Seth I kfrifiler and Peril

ot114 Kerr of the I nc,erstis tat

PrilflAN an/ I ar S, tr1 Kat-, N
'14err th,inen s I a.

acrd thoora% Ha( 4r-or/gait
I Plei 1,1 I .ol

true 1$1,0
II.- I i1/1,1,1i autrAlth I MO a hi. h arigur.
hat trr /IO 1111p11.1" n iniquit to
a,. torn the 4,..A tar

girnerrs aga.nst *omen
,11 ilk h., a ii t,r their sra and

11,rI lot .1 I gen.tr, hard
siota' ,t, int

ro'a l,ir,al kugals
hurt 0,1flivfll

Hale state r,raels aertptnt the
F R A abortion argmewer

,I Iv no mist his cf, . vale
14 a irandole ahtirtmn lu.bng

6,t ,fibers has An) rot Ififo Iftf
ihr stunners.

In 144; liS,4411 kithl in l de %roil"
root/ to era w It.tp .141. funding it
sh,11.0A I 'at, 411,W111.1111% aided by
At I I attnrness defrosted the sum
1nd,rig prilict. arguing that
tit hd rssinti funding for abortions

stub. rommuing to reimburse other
rordr/al pr.xedurcs sought by both
vises ot 1 My by own woJtd he

tintOrroultil a, a denial 01 equal rights
14 limint tit tea and viffillitni

Moro, I R A fit/reser l'ser_ourt
trphrtrl ihr tiat,e/noln.y on statutory
ttr000di sort lbw dirt 111,1 trils.h the
f e tau oe

In ire S9F,1) stz of 11,, k.ny iA-
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Mavis, husetti allthatr of Al I I, urged
that states supreme saute to rule that
the state lour 'mulcting ehrnirn
funding stolated se%eral provisions of
the state sonstitution includrng the
I-RA 1 he court struck down the anti-
fouling taw on the haul al the 'due
process- 'colon of the store
onthlutton and esplii tilt tutted that tt

had not 'ea: hod the t Ile owe
A( It 1.11scimil challenges lo sal, .

funding law, is Pennsylvanle
(described shovel and t'osnetikal ail
edit Is Kowtow. flue ERA-abortion
ism/ is very math alive in those CNN.
Daring sa early algae of lbe

owasetiost pi/melodies, Me lodge
Mooed an order la which be eammentsel
that the ACIT's FRAsbortioe
immune had "eabstantial nartt" mu d
the 11 yin -temptieg end very
persesalve." The judge temporarily
...traded the slate arall-fnedtag pokey
on otlem pummels. thus postponing Ms
Real Oatmeal on Mt ERA ovestlon
until a isles dm la the perwerdings
'whale has not yet bete method).

Wed, lipase state court doerrePti
the I RA-shallow argamert, aryl that
mean That meek fears shot the federal
ERA ere walonaded?

Not at all No interpretation of a Irate
I 14 by a tune sour, viii consrol the
,nterpretatIon ill the fecirrell R A by the
trdeal sou' s AI Jiscs.sstd above the
Supreme. t outt's 1010 C(rRe, ruling
mortify luggetts that the federal I RA

ropl msalidate all restrictions on
ahortion lunding -state tar federal
regaidkms of what happens with the
state f- R As

Set bow can It be "dbarkstuatory,"
e'en model ER A, for the government to
edam to pay far abortions! Aare. all, II%
sot the goverreamee lielstr Met oily
wows can get pewees(

F It A supporters have argued
that FR A simply would not apply to
iws which are tamed on a "unique
phs sir al rharaeteentic- of one se:.- of
shah the flysie Amendment would be
an exam& taut Ma vie* does not
square with the amongs and public
riatemcent of some of IRA's print -sal

proponents in I impress and in the
St2ttefflit community l'Or eaample,
nue 01 the foremost academic
uppurters 01 IRA Prof Ann
1,-r,aroriin of Rutprre Si.. School.
t lulls' Mlotr the 14quie Ciao and

,mstitutional Nights Subs:nturtitire

on Nos I. IVMI. at follows
the t RA also 'equate

wruttrit, r 1011(fi, Orlon, hared rnr
phylval ,harectioanct unique to one
set to allure that such classification: do
not undermine the equality the frees
To treat svuple ctifferenth on account

of s harar: Moor unique to one ass 11 to
arm them differently on account of
their we

When the Hons. Judielsry
onualllee took flail salon as ERA

on Nov. t 1111.1. Nip. Dos liAvrardo
(D('21.).- Ore cheinnan of the sub-
committee wiekle has jurisectiois over
ERA.- coshed on IM retold Mal
ERA would mg*, the application of
`strict ecrathey' arm to pregnancy-
reheat isles. And as already explained,
laws nobjected to -hart scrutiny" by the
cowls are sirtualls always invalidated

In view et MI this milleiact, how
ran groups tack em the Notional
Orgaalaatioa for Women (14.0.W.)
claim that ebonies fondle, reetrktions
will Yu.: km regarded ma s form of
unconalitational Na discrimination
Nader IRA?

In claiming that ERA will not affect
the Hyde Amendment. groups such as
N t) W are implicitly contradicting
arguments which they made against the
Hyde Amendment before the Supreme
Court in years past

For sample, in Mae the American
AsiocAtion of Univeisoy Women.
N O W . and other pro- shorben groups
filed a brief with the Supreme Court
which contended that the Hyde
Amendment should be declared
unconstitutional because it adversely
affected a "starkly defined-- ION
female and 100% poor - class of
indiseduals In the same case. the
National Womens Political Caucus
said that the Hyde Amendment
"overtly impacts nn poor 11611X6,
Apprising them of equal protection
unTer the Li* "

In oth: r words, these groups argued
that t he Hyde Amendment
unconstitutionally discriminsted
spinet women men *oboes ERA Yet
now they claim that FRA-.which Mr the
first time would snake laws
"dircrim mating" against women strictly
impermisohle-- would have no effect co.
abortion funding monotone,

Lincoln C. 011pirie. a Watitlaitsa
attorney who has writtsm extramirdy on
the ER A-shortIon emmartlea, ronsely

A



wring: "Mu pro-VIIA pour hese
made one eripmeesst to the Sapiens*
f ours and are now making a
contradidory argument to Canyon-
and they Nre MINN rearm that Ws silly
foe IM polite inept to mike flu
farMaffli IMO sissy themeeime suede to
dm Simmers Court, Them row me
sof helms bar t with Comm with
the pia, at will the Awaken people."

Clearly, group web is f11,0.W, are
tampontelly anylai 11w VIA -*bellow
comeectlan few you maems. Pre-
abortion peep hese played Mb
tioptictions gem bakes. An inetroctive
sum* semend fee hhunwebenelfas
where the irgideture was ca teideriai
stele VIA in 1171, Some
laweselme wen roacerned almost the
IF II Ws poesibi impact on abortion law.
het they seen advised by one of dm
nation's leading eonefitationel
amborilias that *adoption of the
eammdmest would base so effect
vamiever on the poem of Ow Wes lo
mobile elmetiot a M protect Mom
cemietnet ebb Federal easatation
prooraRy. Tie septet, Prof. Laertnee
Trill of Renard law Rebook her
worked ellotely at dam 1rib the
American Civil I thirties I/Nion
(At 1,14,

Pertly on the bask of Pr Tribe's
mrweam, the blemacheaette t
paused by the Mileleiere sad Willed
the electorate, A few peen Mtn,
immediately aftm the U.S. Soprani
Corot upheld the emetihelkmality of
the Hyde Amendment, the Civil
Liberties liaise of Mare stinesetie

1.114). an ACLU effillete, mot to
Merl to argot thal Ibe founeselmnitte
law berries fondles of elective
shalom sloleteri the Mate PIA,

lU timothy director of (11.'M
emrbissed the awe he a m .manse
cokes. which appeared he tee Aural.
Irate Imre of ate t 1.1'M neseirster. is
foams:

Thr oak hood Right, Amendment
pontder a legal argument that nor
tins arlahle rt, to or anvone at the
redetal eee1 The national Equal Rights
4mentiment tt in deep trouble
Net nate a wrong waloton tit hemp

potted heinfen the anti I. RA toalttin
and the .1011 ah.nonn 1,,,,r4 if sea, our

/WO' 10 !to, able to raw Alecto ofd
p4tmentr for medtrallc netertart
abattiont through the federal
rtrore elltrout hallYtt II) WTI 11v Pfaff

pita Ruth', 4 MI/R111.1,1f,11 and
(is' 111. CM' t ft 4 mtoemttni
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Sur the 1(119 In Mr Rae n01 the lett
want We now have P111 mourn, but ro
turn to the State ( orutltution ha the
legal took to save Medicaid fundmg for
aborttonc."

Aside from invalidating
rtelektieste an sherds. funding, cabal
other aeoeiroetion Wide aright INA
hem?

ERA would jeopardirestny law which
distinguishes between abortion and
"see-neutral" or male-only medical
procedures. One important etample
would be the "conscience" lava which
have been enacted by Congress and 44
states, These laws protect doctors and
nurses from bemspenalired for refusing
to cooperate in abortions Currently,
these lases are regarded as
constitational Rut under ERA, such
laws "would be treated like tans p.m,
state officials the right to deny tertices
to blacks but not to whites," in the
opinion of Congimsman Henry Hyde

Furthermore, F RA could reinforce
the "right to abortion" itself I hat
-right" is cuetently bated only on
majority vote of the Supreme Court. it
has no real foundation in the
Commotion Three sitting Supreme
('oust justices think that the Court's
"right to abortion" doctrine should he
overturned

FRA could buttress the -right to
abortion," howeset. by actually placing
within the Constitution an alternative
end lest flimsy basis for 'right to
abortion- e . the see discrimination
approach) I his might make a Suprem
Court reversal of Roe v Wade lets
likely

In his book A Ea* ler 1 °tilts at the
ERA 09110, Prof Rex I ee now
Solicitor General of the united States
wrote that "any chances for correction
(of the Supreme Court's abortion
decomnil would surely be destroyed by
passage of the ERA, which would also
seal the fate of the few remaining
peripheral abortion questions. such as
spousal arid parental notification of the
abortion decision and post-viability
abortion regulation

Is them some way Mel PIA and
ebonies can in operated, witiront
WW1, enwading the lest of PIA!

Ihe only dependable way to prevent
F R A from being used ass pro-abortion
tool is to attach the abortion-
neutralization amendment to ERA

'some congressmen have auggested
'h.' the courts would honor a

Icalsieme history" wh,th indicated

that Congress did not intend F R A to
have pro-111011ton effects Such a

"kanlative history" would consist of
statements by the House and Senate
judiciary cpmmittees and by leading
ERA sponsors that ERA sti., not
intended to affect abortion la*

Rut in fact, ERA cannot be rendered
-abortion neutral" just through
legislative history First, the federal
courts have been known .o ignore very
explicit legislative history in order to
achieve a desired policy result and
many federal judges strongly favor
bortion funding. Second, count need
not even commit legislative history
tiniest they decide that a legislative
enactments ambiguous on its face but
F R A is a sweeping, unequivocal,
absolute comlitutiotud decree which
tecognizes no exceptions

Third, 41 it already clear that some of
E RA's major congressional sponsors do
not desire a clearly "abortion-neutral"
ERA When chief Senate ERA sponsor
Paul 1 tonal ID-Mass ) testified before
the Senate Judiciary Committee's
Constitution .subcommittet on May 26.
1981, Seri Orrin Hatch asked hoops
what effect ERA would have on the

mem Temps responded
ue would be resulted niche

Nov I. 19111. Hatch asked the
c question of chief Republican E R A

tumor Sand pro-abortion leader) Sett
its Pack wood (R-Or I Packwood said

he doubted ERA would compel
abortion funding. but that he could
"guarantee that acme out will be
brought (against the Hyde
Amendment( on that basil ." and that
"I'm not sure how a court would come
out on it Packwood said he would
fight the abortion-neutralization
amendment to ERA

Clearly, the burden of proof tests
upon those who deny that ERA would
have a pro-abortion impact That is a
burden which they cannot begin to
meet Therelore, the pull& movement
must prevent FR A from becoming sett
of the U S Coostitutton, until sod
unless F R A is amended to he "abortion
neutral

ecrityt 101 1984 by
thr Rtitht tit 1,1N,
(Limit , I . l'Ubt 1 f3.4.-1
January 12, 1984. Copt e9
availablv for 53 for 10

55 5111 100 04'19'11;
in v 15 fin 31100 oVICII.
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DOUGLAS MONSON
PA= COM= CUNNINGHAM.

E.R.A. and Abortion:
Really Separate Issues?

May voters wbo would odurwbe support an squid rights arueodmeat
fear that be oidd be uswil to adsraime laws to markt public feed* for abortion.

Styled arts prove that thew tsars are wdl beaded
4Mum after the 9Ith Comma otionened forth fine

time on Jan. 23, 11113, Ho !rakes Thanes P.
&Nein Jr. sanoveteed to the membhd Hans that bewee
dedensting the wooed egad sifts menriente (EPA.)
m House Joint ineolution No. I. rea Swaim thereby em.
*Med that E. f .A. was a major legleladve reiorky for
the NNW. The ccevesdonal polidcal Modem wee dun it
would easily per the 0111110.7aRcetrolisd House but
might run into uoebie in the Repubhcan-ectetrolkal 3easee.

It did not work out that way. lameart, when E.R.A.
came to the House floor on Nov. 13, is was defeated. The
National Catholic Reporter weesquanly publdnd an
mob* that bow with a simple sad saunas WMlily of
what had omen!: "The amnion Ism l,;1111 the aqui
rights emendenent in a bite* divided House of Repress&
Wm Ian week" (Nov. 21). The operative Impmee of
E. R.A. is brief. It reads: "Fspealy of righn under the law
shell not be denied or abridged by the Untied Sime or by
any State on account of sat. The Caress elati have the
power to enforce, by 'perorate, heidstion. the providone
of this Article."

We ham that this peered, mans reviled, would In.
validate resuktions on public Nadia( or jeopsr-
Aire =WOW dint of thou who choose not to parti-
cipate or coopers,e in abortion and diminish pecapects for
a imamd of the 1973 Supreme Court decision that legalized
abortion on dansad. Such judgments are, to be mare,
sharply disputed by many E.R.A. prosonnes, who aa
tend that E. R.A. and abonkm are unrelated. That position

WWI11Dovstes Johnson legiederhy director fegefilient to
Late Corn Westin:AK D. C. Pale Comstock Cum
Madsen 4 mew* diractor end general counsel for lb
Aenenovu United fa, L(It Legal Defense float rat legal
ann of the mitre movement w

432

41 (106 0 145 11

Ins defended at hawk by Elltebsth Almada and Mau-
reen Fight of CathoBra Act for E.R.A. in "The Equal
Rieke Ameadmme and Mamba: Separate and Distinct."

4/12/1111).

Dudes the current Coagnedond Imam speakers for
orendindons heve often publicly silSIMel,ed

that the pawned E.R.A./abordce connection is a sham
hew, raised by monis of women's rights to Meet E. R.A .

For osomPlo. Morn its rejection by the House. Mau.
rem Rodin me quoted in the Netball Catholic Reporter
m tavdtte theism E.R.A. wouldto rtit. feet abortionbylawpfZere
said

grows to tender E.R.A. neutral with respect to abortion
was one of ismal "dishpans mesdments proposed by
people who went to Id the E.R.A." The Equal Rights
Coalition of Utah mid; "Thia attempt (to link the E.R.A.
to Medan' it pert of she dimmable Protwinida tech.
nique known m the big be."

Lstart contrast, however, many E.R.A. proponents
beliefs that abortion and E.R.A are rated issues. Attor-
neys with the Murk= CH Liberties Union (A.C.L.U.)
and other prochoke groove have skerty attacked laws fe-
minine *bonitos feeding in four eats, arguing that such'
Wm venue nate equal fieha smendmeme.

On Medi 9, the first court in the nation to addreu the is.
sue accepted this argument. In a ruling that will haw a sig.
MMus effect on prospects for enactment of the Federal
E.R.A., Judge John MacNeill of the Commonwealth
Court of Pear/sylvan., the court immediately below the
Supreme Court, held Met state laws limiting Medicaid
funding of abortion to cam of ape, Incest or life
endangerment to the mother were invalid under the state
E.R.A.: "Once the legislature her decided to grant firm.
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old amiliMmi to the msdkally reedy, it awn' ado& par-
esto from that pant us the baba of re." tie said the the
hos oho vialsead the Our emseleudooal guemairm of
"equal proomdco" tsar law, but that' the opolkillbla
abortion ammo "is mmisodom and mfficiant in andof
melf to bolikiles the saran Wee to I that those oat--
ties do uulsofally dimeimieso wean name with respect

to a Idnalcal sedition sales to women" (Roar v.
Comisowsolth of Pmarylvaala).

The eiguemot had been urged on the court by Planned
Parenthood of Southington Pessylvarea, the Women's
Law Project. the American Civil Liberals Foundation of
Peontylvaries, law profaners at Rutgers University and the
yovenity of Possytsula and others.

Lawyers with the A.C.L.U. had previoudy attacked an-
tiabortion fund* laws in. Hawaii. Malsochusets and
Cconotieut on the but of state equal rights amendments.
In the Hawed and Messachustu ewe (Hawaii Right to

Life v. Clang and Mae v. Kino), the courts ruled In favor
of abortion functiro on other grOunds and expesely stated
that they had ndt touched the equal-Kyles/ abottion issue.
In no way did they reject the armsnent, as sons E.R.A.
proponents have subsequently cheated. In the Connecticut

one (Doe v. Maher). the Superior Cow has already cont

maned that it nob the argument "substantial" and "very
persusive." but hes not yet Seed a final decision, which is

expected by mid-1984.

If the Federal E. R.A. is erected. will the Federal courts
Accept the argument put (onward by the A .0 L .U. soot-

neys in these outs and mooed by thePennsylvania court?

Probably so, in the judgment of many legal experts who

have considered the question. The Pennsylvania statute is

very similar to the proms! Federal E.R.A.: "Equality of
rights undo the law shall so be dead or abridged in the

Commonwashh of PenrayNiude became of the sex of tt

individual." Furthermore, U.S. Supreme Court precedents
strongly smelt that the Faders) E.R.A. would be applied

in the sine fashion.
Even Wins the Pennsylvania mile& the Mimi Right

to Life Coronets', had moiled a bet of 33 law professors
(not counting those weighs with A.C.L.U.) who agree
that the Federal courts would probably interpret E.R.A., as
tuna* worded. to Owelidate rearktions at stare and
Federal funding of abortion.

The Ilse includes suds respected prolife last authorities
as John T Noonan Jr.. of the University of Carotids-
Berkeley, Victor Rosentoom of Northwestern University,.
fissile Uddo of Lark University (New Orissa). Grover
Nan of the Univosity of Texas and Rotten Destro of The
Catholic University of Amens

Inconsidering the Fossil* impart of E. R . A. on abortion
law, it is Onporvint to keep in mind the prevalence of a pro -
abortion mindset in the Federal amts. As recently as lit

Arnmcv/ June 9, ton

o

June, the U.S. Somme Coot knolideisd glow tequilas a
34.brem asking priori Pris to an Oohs abeetim sad
other minor foam of abortion regulatioo. astorally, the
lover Federal cams have been even more boodle to ins-
pedossote to Mortice .11sua courts will sot take lightly ar-
guments such as those mil by the A.C.L.U. In the ors
duceibod.

E.R.A.'s chino impact would be In the ass of abor-
tion Rodin. Owes*, the Hyde Amend:ow prohibits
Federal Medicaid hmdim of gado, sap when the
mother's Ilk Is seloogoed, and about 30 vases inboun-
d* restrict %oft as wail.

in its 1973 &Moo in Roe v. Wade, she Supreme COWS
ruled drat the Corstitudat's pusristase of "due process of
law" casino an implicit "tight to Prises." which in-
cludes the "right" of a woman to has m 'burden free
from pommy* insorfensce. Hamer, in its 19$0 wimp
in Harris v. McRae and Vnilisois v. Vedas (both decided

by moves moMplos), the Court hold that this "right to
abortion" woe not so broad as to require that the IOW*
mint pay for an indomt woman's abortion. The E.R.A.
would have no ammo effect on this holding. In other
words, the "right to privacy" doss not midi@ tan funding
of abcmion, with or without E.R.A.

However, the Conn aho dealt with a second tom in Mc-
Rae, sod at this point E.R.A. beams highly relevant. Tice
procheia plaintiffs urged the Court to rule that Congress
had violated the constitutional seaman of "equal pota-
tion of the laws" by funding most 'sidlesl procedures
through Medicaid, but denying funding for a specific
"medical procedure" sought by a particular class of per-
son, in this cue, Indigent women. By a S-4 vote, the Court
rejected this argument, but only because the majority Mu
chided that the Hyde Amendment "is no predicated on a
contitutionally suspect domination." AMMO=

%LA. proponents believe
that the Court's current standard

afford:{ women kiadequate protection'

The term "Aura clemiticulce" lea Meal wren of on
Under the current Corstkution, Mid** *soffit:10m
bleed on race and notional orIgn a e reloaded s "snort."
Such chusifkarions are automadally subjected to what is
tamed "strict Judicial scrutiny," winch mean that they are
presumed to be uncomtitutiorisi. Under E.R.A., the lame
would be true of dominations teed on sm.

Laws subjected to "strict scrutiny" are, vitae* without
excepdon, Invalidated. The last time the Supreme Court
clearly decided that a legislative 411441111103 discriminated
on the basis of a "suspect dosigatke," but nererthsiess

upheld the law. was Li a 1944 ruling allowing the Federal
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Oureiuor to - L Ausseictias be -
, I cole - Nus. ....i3M he,I

ded (L.......L.v. U.3).Ii Ua di.. W Ibe - dss, the
3.,..e Comi judebitonedibom i.R.A.

'UidiI$IW

so be,smus potuaen obj.4 Iluwovor. die Cowl
nor diced cdflcus so be "sct"

or prenm,iMl, u.ctheomeadthcdi.
Ificeticus bd ci cc or cic c,..

i.R.A. viov. buktdieCos.t'scwluci.
dord efforde womus prorsulam - heidi-
i.ieLuL the iII.ediy

anonly..ndIftheU.5.CauiiINdoiI -sodi bused ci ow - etflcs*p - li cc
dd. bused ci vow. M if ERA. would

san bused laws anseHvWsmy ".iict," th RRA.
ysthehlnictgftcusandsrsheHydi
and cc laws. A amid, die issçcee CueS held
u uestctic c onlo hdi1 ice iwil...siy

use sky did am "pan"
cheswisichwould ci lonper be owe cid i.R.A.

Pronsinsnli.R.A. prop _ ,hCc..idlatheh.
p1 conanunity readily t undor i.R.A., citric.
lions on aboullon ci sbctonfiusdlNm4beiubscl5o
'gflct scnstUsy." T w coifliusud, for rua4e. by

Ann E. Freedman of NUlpn Law School N, New Jesisy,
who w the coneesnus cholorof peo.E.t A. atJvoci or-
panlw4oni shedv _iiulhilesdi"y before
the U.S. Suet, Jedidesy Comeninue's %sthwtiS ci
the Coundlutlon on Jan. 24.

Some E.R.A. pu'u,oseuli heve srued
that ibortlo..rehaed liws shoaW oat
till within the scope of E.R.A.'

Aceoudln to Profeace F-. nuder i.R.A. any
law Ike makes an anpidi chestuioulca on tile b of sit
would be un stihsatlonelos Is row. L4MdanUl.
lion, diii .trf.claly amerul ke this hew a di.,.ii he.
pact on one ow _._ the orb., or that ate bused cii
qua physical chi.al.,rlLc" df one ow I ascii - d11.
catlone Invoisdip pricy will abordoi). wdi be upeul
to 'wim namby," she sued, Uridit quest _ tvc ash-
coenmlttsedulnnun Suetor Orrin Halcb(R , Utah), Pro'
feuior Freedmen caiu)rd slus the strict soumulny st.undmd
o "strict In form, fatal N, fact."

The quesliodm pwiued did point. Slnct str*ct asudny
is "fatal In fact." would not ERA. Innb I' restriction,
on abortion fisndlnp? No. responded Protctior Friedman:
"E.I.A. will not hews a practcal impact on judicial dod.

4)4

abandon ti beuess of tile Sa
peeowCoow'e wsi.doceusud - toneulsac-

nq i of .ciydi, tileNkcil
Fr,,L,.c F,uL..an _ J eke tile Ssçcce Cones

could die t ike tile Hyde Ameathiam vicheud the
isopi$vesy,bwIdidsis. IfdieCcuctwlskdsotowh
sheoppn.jt, iii, 111w, 1 would not need ERA.,
buci I could recie Is '4tNn of the dpht o pfl.
icy. Huow, I.R.A. would hens cipsacdcol effect on the
Hyde _ -. Owissjli..fth.1ii.by Siowor Hatch,
PIufk Plse clnup to the qnndflor "practical,"
which usothur law proleusor suimed "a weusi word."

Cisiiiy,kbthequ'dciiousuowtkeE.LA. 1111
affect abortion law merely beorhe the Soprowe Court- a - iceto - abth

under disc vii C..eSkimlci. a rciPty, Profacor Freed.
man matuly uffesed dibl specidedous on the policy
prs4rsne. of the meow çctme Gout jutices, rather

iio'4 Iae lepi amlysis of how ERA.
would apply to ahoelbosi Issues.

Thoic I. E enonofyaleLawuidioclsom,dgsw, re
faTed to "the father of s E.R.A."a similarly
swsavi,roach when he eciled before the House lull.
dory Comotiuse's Subcoeckse, on Cliii and Conatitu.
hod Riphu on Oct. 19, 1553. Professor immon said he
thoupla that under i.R.A. the Supsene Cosuri would .
lirase to ceprd the ripit to privacy us the "simplest up.
prcicW' In abortion and aboidon.fnmdiis quretlosu.
Tha'mfore, hr suld, the !.R.A.Iubonlon hue wus "a red

3lly, howe'u he added. "I wouldis'sney that If
I owe attonwy at _ wiptilip 1heow Horflsv. Mc.
me, cdii woslde't tush I!.R.A.I eswnent." it
how am this be? Would the fr'Ik proheeor bent.

"a red howisip" before the Supode Count? The Code
of Prfdoail lespomibdid. of the Aneerlorn Sir Mao-
ciom forbidi lawyers from redi c, thee ace "un

by aM law" or noibe "pxdfskh." Profes-
ow lawson camos tepid the I.R.A. /ebocdon claim
huh use pood-faldi orpewor and - "a red henli."

Sues C.R.A prn,oaunts Ice aped this abortion-re.
heed laws should not fa withinthe sccpeof ERA. Sli*e
i.R.A. deed only with dlscfl.nhsedon berween men and
women, and prepai.yisa "salquaphylraldwuc*alstk"
of women. sbodion.relatad laws ow not issiseily dinalmi'
iwory, they assess. This argument w well iwnmarlzed by
EArabith A.Iexendrr maid Masusvn Fuller In their 5950
AMCleCA ustide, rollows: "Pin In simplest terms, the
equal righu amendment guarantees equal fl$hts for men
and neatness. Men atn't pet pregnant, can't bane babies and
can't haveaborthsu. Therels no way any ERA. can give,
or deny, men an 'equal right' to abortion with women"

Ameflre/Jnn,I 1ie4
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However, tas lira of nesonag does sot ware well with

the midis old whom of saneof E.R.A.'s kalif pro-
posals In Congress ma is the mama ademasity. In

sadisony before the House nabcomielne, for am-
* Protegee' Roar Mod Astir "The E.R.A. also
rapine strict saveloy of &Wades Mod on physical

dwacserieda taking to one sot to rare that eachdealt-
maws do not adman the ameba of the rase. Tomes
Made differently on account of charaadeda valque to
one sex is to oat tam Menotti on Nomaof their sex."
As already noted. laws enbissied to ,Islet Judicial moray

are alma invariably &dead unconstitutioad.

' Funhantore, the Supreme Cam hes rejected any
"aegis, physical characteristics" acepbon in several re-

cent cues involving Title VII of the Civil Rights Ave. which

prohibits discrimination "on the basis of sex" in employ-

ment. Under Title VII, an employer unlawfully discrimi-

iota if he trams pram "in manor which but for that

person's sex would be different." the Court ha toad
(L.A. Dept. of Water v. Mandan).

Such a "but for" standard marls that legal "distinc-

tions bawd on unique strider durecteristics booing para-

digm arm of unlawful disaiminstion." Jong T. Noonan

Jr. of the University of California llerkeky Law School

testified before the Senate subcommittee on Jan. 24. Pro-

fessor Noonan is one of the notion's distiaffidelw1 loot his-

torians and a leading authority on constitutional law pa-

uunins to abortion. (As discussed above. the Conunon-
wealth Court applied the Pennsylvania E.R.A. in precisely

the manner that Protease Noonan predicted. The court

said that the Pennsylvania laws violated E.R.A. because
they "discriminate Nano women with respect to
physical condition unique to women.")

Professor Noonan tad the subconuninee thy this prin-

ciple would apply not only to restrictions on abortionfund-

ma, but also to all other govannunt policies that out
abortion in a "discriminator,'" manner.

Thus, E. R . A . wield jeopdin. for example. the "con-
science" laws that have been enacted by 44 sates to date.

these laws protect medical persaind and hospitals from

being penalized for refusing Involvement in abortion. Un-
der E.R.A.. such jaws "would be nand like laws giving

state officials the r ht to deny services to blacks but not to

whites." in the view of Congressmen Hyde.
Some E.R.A. proponents insist that the First Amend-

ment alone would allow individualsand institutions to re-

fuse to cooperate in abortion on religions grounds, E. R, A.

or no E.R.A. But Professor Noonan reminded the Senate

subcommittee that under E.R.A., sex discrimination walld
probably be treated like race dhcrimination, and that in the

much-publicized Bob Jones University Supreme Court
drown of 1993: "Government policy. carrying out a con-
stitutional pnriciple of nmidiscriminetion on account of

Arrynca/ Juni U. 19M

6 7

anwelgited rellyous Minty." if the are 'mead is
taken ado E.R.A., rellgios Khaki 64 impede abet-
tionediral seelvides adalo fad *dr tan arapsoos
J40PledY, Prothesce Nowa

Redden exploding "abortion righe in the ways de-
scribed. Professor Noonan and Aber prolife legalwhams
few that E.R.A. could reinforce the eantawated riga to
abortion itself and diploids chum for a Supreme Court

reversal of Roe v. Wade. The Roe decision, it may be

noted. has been severely aisiciad even by many lend
scholars who fact legal abortion, because it so dearly

acts any rail basis in the Combustion.
Lai summit du Supreme Court noffirensd Roe on 6.3

vole, but Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. joined by Justice

White and Justice Rehnquist, hood a carefully roma
direst, which in abeam* argued Mat Roe should be over-
turned. Such reversal is a dialect poodbilitY if more
"strict Connnictitmiet" jultiCee are topohtied to the Coen.
Prospects for loch reversal tray be lessened. however, if a

concrete basis foe "right to abation" (i.e.. E .R. A .'s un-
qualified bar on sex dbcrimination) is placed within the
Cosainstion. In his 19110 book A Lawyer Looks. as Me
ER.A.. Professor Pea La. now Solicitor General of the
United Slates. went so far es to say that "any chance for
correction (of Roe] would 'only be destroyed by pussy
of the E.R.A."

Over year ago. the Noland Right to We Committee
and other waif, groups proposed. simple mans for defi-
nitively separating the E.R.A. and abortion issues: an
amendment to he text of E R. A.. to read: "Noshing in this
Article (the E.R.A.( shell be construed to grant or secure
any right relating to abortion or the funding thereof.'

'Pro-E.R.A. advocacy grams
have vehemently rejected

the abortion-nentralizadon amendment'

If adopted, this "abortion-neutralization amendment"
would prevent E.R.A. from attains abortion law in either
direction. (It is sometimes refs:red to as the "Semebrenner
Amendment" after its sponsor. Representative F. James \.

Sersebrenner (R.. WI.).) If this amendment were added to

E.R.A., N.R.L.C. and tea other national "Mule-issue"
profile groups would withdraw their °pomace to ERA.
Many prolife individuals would enthusiastically support en
abortion-neutral E.R.A.

Nevertheless, pro-E.R.A. advocacy groups have vehe.
'newly rejected the ilb0fli011110111111iZallOCI amendment.
At its convention last October, NOW (the National 01111.

filiation for Women) unanimously adopted a belligerent

resolution. later sent to every member of Convess, which
teed in pan. "NOW serves notice on Congress that we will
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Honorable Jake Garn
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 28519

Dear Senator Garn:

670

Unite!) tate &nate
REPUBLICAN POLICY COWIWITIN

NUSSILL SWATS canal BUILDING

WASHINGTON. DC 20110

The Pennsylvania "E.R.A.-abortion case, Fischer-v. Dept. of
Public Welfare, attracted good deal of attention last year when
a stake W-held that Pennsylvania's E.R.A. made the state's
'Hyde Amendment' unconstitutional. That particular holding has
now been reversed. Because of your interest in this issue, and
in this particular case, and_because of counsel on this issue
that. I have given you in the past, I believe it is now important
to reassess the situation.

BACKGROUND: Joanne Fischer, and others, challenged the
constitutionality of Pennsylvania statutes that restrict the
circumstances in which the state will pay for an indigent women's
abortion. The laws were said to impermiseibly infringe on rights
of personal privacy guaranteed under both state and federal
constitutions and to violate the equal protection clauses and the
Equal Rights Amendment of the Pennsylvania constitution.

The Pennsylvania E.R.A. reads in its entirety, °Equality of
rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged In the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania because of the sex of the
individual." Penn. Const. art. I, sec. 28. Section 1 at the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States reads in Lts entirety, "Equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of sex." See, e.g., S.J.Res. IS, 99th Cong.,
1 t Sess. (1985). Advocates and interpreters of tie Pennsylvania
p ovieion are urging an interpretation of the state guarantee
t at in conformity with the federal proposal Land there is
tate precedent to that effect).

CHANCELLOR'S MINION!, On March 9, 1984, Judge John A.
acPhail, acting" as chancellor, declared the abortion funding

* tuts _unconstitutional and prohibited their enforcement. He
found, inter ella, that the statutes violated the Pennsylvania
Equal Rights Amendment. In concluding his discussion of the
state E.R.A., Judge MacPhail wrote,

We are of the opinion that while Petitioners' argument
under the ERA is not as strong as their equal protection
argument, it is meritorious and sufficient in and of itself
to invalidate the statutes before us in that those statutes
do unlawfully discriminate against women with respect to a
physical condition unique to women."

Fischer Welfare, 482 A.2d 1137, 1145 (Pa.
mw .

At the time of the decision, you, Senator Garn, said that
Fischer "has provided another piece of evidence showing that ERA
means abortion." 138 Cong. Rec. S 2668 (daily ed. March 13,
1984). You inserted into the Congressional Record the relevant
parts of Judge MacPhail's opinion. You also pointed out that
'the Commonwealth Court is not Pennsylvania's highest court, and
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(plerhaps we have not heard the last of this case.' Well,
we have now heard of Fischer again, but have yet to hear the lastof the case.

THE COMMONWEALTH COURT: The full Commonwealth Court, sittingto review the opinion of one of their own, Judge Macleial!,
reversed him in part and sustained him in part. The full crqrtheld that the state Equal Rights Amendment does not compel thestate to pay for abortions once it has undertaken to pay forother medically necessary services. Judges MacPhail and Craigdissented from this part of the Court's opinion.

Writing for the Court, Judge Crumlish said:

'In the case sub Judie', indigent women who choose tocarry a fetus to term receive certarriii.neirts
which indigentwomen who choose to terminate

their pregnancy lo not. ThisInigy is not actionable
sex discrimination under the

provisions of ERA.

'This case does not involve a gender-based
classification cognisable under the equal rights amendment.True, this statute has a basis in gender, for only women maychoose to have an abortion or bear a child. But women atenot being unfairly discriminated

against because of theirsex. 'The legislation is directed at abortion as a medical
procedure, not at women as a class.' Moe v. Sec. of
Administration, 382 Mass. 629, 417 N.E:145 387, ir-T1982)(Hennessey, disssenting). The Commonwealth has chosen
to further a legitimate state interest through the use of its
funding power. We hold that the (abortion funding statutes)
do not violate the provisions of the Pennsylvania equal,rights amendment.'

Fischer v. Commonwealth, 482 A.2d 1148, 1158-59 (1984).

THE STATE SUPREME COURT: Fischer is now on appeal to thePennsylvania Supreme Court. BaitaRave been filed, but no datehas been set for oral argument. The meaning of the Pennsylvania
Constitution will be final!), determined by that court.

QUESTION PRESENTED: The chancellor held that Pennsylvania's
Equal Rights Amendment constitutionally forbade state
restrictions on funding indigents' abortions. The Commonwealth
Court reversed. The question before us is thi$: Does theopinion of the Commonwealth Court erase the E.P.A. - abortion
connection?

The M.WER, in my judgment, is a firm 'no.'

ANALYJIS: Some will think it ironic to say that the
Commonwealth Court did not erase the Pennsylvania E.R.A.-abortionconnection. After all, the chancellor held that Pennsylvania's
E.R.A. prohibited the state's funding restrictions end the
Commonwealth Court reversed on that point. If one's analysis
went no deeper than igi-Faiirts' holdings, then my conclusion
would appear not only ironic, but Inconsistent with the evidence.
However, once beyond a superficial reading of the opinions, one
sees that the position of the Commonwealth Court does not erase
the concern about an E.A.A. - abortion connection, it actually
reinforces it. This is so because the reasoning of the
commonwealth Court -- whatever its merits may be for intetpreting
the Pennsylvania Constitution -- is the reverse of the reasoning
that the federal Equal Rights Amendment will command.

For the Commonwealth Court, the state equal rights amendment
was irrelevant because the statutes did not raise an issue of sexdiscrimination at all. According to the court's view, the
statutes drew distinctions between indigent women who choose
abortion and indigent women who choose birth. Women were not
being discriminated against because of their sex, said the caul.,
but because of their choice of a medical procedure. 'This simply
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is not actionable sex discrimination under the provisions of (the
state) ERA . . . (although) this statute has a basis in gender,
for only women may choose to have an abortion or bear a child.
Fischer v. Commonwealth, supra, at 1159. The state Supreme Court
may agree wits this type of analysis, but it is not the type of
analysis that the proponents of the federal E.R.A. expect from
their own amendment.

The meaning of the proposed federal Equal Rights Amendment is
not altogether clear. Sharp differences of opinion were
presented in House and Senate hearings during the 98th C3ngress.
There is, however, what I think can fairly be Called the
proponents' leading theory of the amendment. This theory was
originally propounded in an article in the Yale law review and
was adopted then, and is accepted now, by the leading
Congressional proponents of the amendment.

The article is, Brown, Emerson, Falk, I Freedman, "The Equal
Rights Amendments A Constitutional Basis for Equal Rightr for
Women,' 80 Yale L. Jn. 871 (1971). Leading Congressional
proponents ErfliricTiiil Rights Amendment accepted the authority
of the Yale article. See, e.g., 118 Cong. Rec. 9083 (1972)
(remarks of Senators Bayh and Ervin). That the theory of the Yale
article continues to be pre-eminent among proponents can be seen
by the fact that Professors Emerson and Freedman/were chosen by
the amendment's proponents to represent the legal philosophy of
the amendment to the House Judiciary Committee and that Professor
Freedman was chosen by the amendment's proponents to testify to
the Senate subcommittee on the relationship of E.R.A. and
abortion. (She testified that E.R.A. would make no practical
difference in the adjudication of abortion questions. Her claim
is not believed by me,.and not believed b the Pennsylvania
plaintiffs who used her test mony to e them argue that E.R.A.
forbids the state's Hyde-type amndment.Th plaintlffrs brief IS
discussed in greater derail niflotn) ------

The position of the Yale authors is that pregnancy
classifications are based on unique physical characteristics
that, while not absolutely forbidden under the Equal Rights
Amendment, will under E.R.A. be submitted to strict judicial
scrutiny and upheld only when justified by compelling state
interests that are closely and narrowly related to the purposes
of the statute. See, e.g. 80 supra at 893-94. In

her House testimony, Professor-Weidslin confirmed this
interpretations

'The ERA also requires strict scrutiny of
classifications based on physical characteristics unique to
one sex to assure that such classifications do not undermine
the equality of the sexes. To treat people differently on
account of characteristics uFaVao to one sex is to treat them
differently on account of their sex. Although such
classifications are not prohiSTEOoutright, because there
are a limited number of circumstances in which their use is
justified, the state would bear the burden of demonstrating
that such classifications are necessary and the reasons for
them compelling. The dissent of Justice Brennan in Geduldll
v. Aiello, (417 U.S. 484 (1974) illustrates the approach
TATEWPTited by the ERA. . . . The ERA would provide a
constitutional foundation for the protection of women from
governmental discrimination based on such stereotypes.

Statement of Ann E. Freedman before the Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights of the House Judiciary Comm. at 5 (mimeo)
(Nov. 3, 1983) (emphasis added).

The approach to statutory classifications based on unique
physical characteristics that is anticipated by E.R.A.'s
proponents is precisely contrary to the approach of the
Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court. The federal E.R.A. will require
statutes such as Pennsylvania's 'Hyde Amendment' to withstand
strict judicial scrutiny and to be justified by compelling state
interests. The Commonwealth Court used no such searching inquiry
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and applied no such rigorous test. The federal C.P.A., applied
as its leading proponents declare it must be, would produce a
result opposite to that reached by the Pennsylvania intermediate
court.

The judicial tests anticipated from E.R.A."s passage, and the
likely failure of the Hyde Amendment to meet those tests, are
treated in more detail in my letter to you of November 14, 1983,
reprinted at 129 Cong. Rec. 8 16234-36 (daily ad. Nov. 15, 1983).

Professor Freedman told the House of Representatives that
"The dissent of Justice itennan in Geduldig v. Aiello,
illustrates the approach contemplated by the ERA" in cases

. involving "classifications based on physical characteristics
unique to one sirs." As in Pennsylvania's Fisher, Geduldig raised
the two important questions in sex discrimTWIEnin cases: First,
what level of equal protection scrutiny is appropriate (or
.required)? And second, which is really the threshhold question,
is the legislative classification in fact a classification based
on sex?

The difference between th.t majority and minority in both
Fischer v. Commonwealth and Geduldig v. Aiello was not over
qtWMFn one. Question one was irrelevant to the majorities in
both cases because they answered the threshhold question in the
negative: In both cases, so far as the majorities were
concerned, the legislative classifications simply were not sex-based.

How are we to decide what is and what is not a sex-based
classification? The dissent of Justice Brennan in Geduldig
"41ustrates the approach.contemplated by ERA" accerming t6a mportant E.R.A. expert. That approach is the analytical
opposite of the approach taken by the Fischer and Geduldis courts
and will, when implemented, result in reversed res1117.7

Reversing Geduldtg is widely popular idea, and reversal
has, in fact, boil --eTreTtively achieved by the Pregnancy
Discrimination Ac , Pub.L. 95 -555, adding 42 U.S.C. 2000e(k) and
Pub.L. 92-261, amunding 42 U.S.C. 2800e(a) to include state and
local governments. The Pregnancy Discrimination Act (in which
Congress dealt eKplicitly with abortion) was Congress's response
to General Electric v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125 (1976). Gilbert was
to /itle VII what Geduldig is to the Fourteenth Amendment.
Therefore, while Geduldig continues as the "correct"
interpretation of-FfirMlistitution, neither its result nor its
reasonin remain viable within the Title VII context. gift-,
gewpor ews Shipbuilding 6 Dry Dock Co. v. E.E.O.C,
111 S. et. 2622, -2627-(1913).) But if reversing Geduldig is a
popular idea, and reversing General Electric v. Gilbert is a fait
accompli, reversing Fischer .r.----irafrltrTgiiia.Commom,eral Hyde
Amendment case, Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297 (1984), fot that
matter) is neither popular nor free of controversy. Many
legislators, including a majority in Congress and in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do not wish to pay equally, or to
compel others to pay equally, for pregnancy-leading-to-birth and
pregnancy-leading-to-abortion.

Justice Brennan's dissent in Geculdiq shows the analysis that
is to be employed under the Ceder-is E.R.A. for classifications
based on unique physical characteristics:

'Despite the (California disability and insurance
Program'U) broad goals and scope of coverage, compensation is
denied for disabilities suffered in connection with a
'normal' pregnancy -- disabilities suffered only by women.
(Citation.) Disabilities caused by pregnancy, however, like
other physically disabling conditions Covered by the Code,
require medical care, often include hospitalization,
anesthesia and surgical procedures, and may involve genuine
risk to life. Moreover, the economic effects caused by
pregnancy-related disabilities are functionally
indistinguishable from the effects caused by any other
disability: wages are lost due to a physical inability to
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work, and medical expenses are incurred for the delivery of
the child and for postpartum care. In my view, by singling
out for less favorable treatment a gender-linked disability
peculiar to women, the State has created a.double standard
for disability compensation: a limitation is imposed upon the
disabilities for which women workers may recover, while men
receive full compensation for all disabilities suffered,
including those that affect only or primarily their sea, such
as prostatectomies, circumcision, hemophilia, and gout. in'

effect, one set of rules is applied to females and another to
males. Such dissimiliar treatment of men and women, on the
basis of physical characteristics inextricably linked to one
pea, inevitably constitutes sex discrimination."

Geduldtg v. Aiello, supra at 508-5111 (Brennan, J., dissenting)
(fbotnOTes-6iiaTiS). C . Brennan's analysis quoted here with the
majority's position, id at 496 n.26.

It the test in Brennan's dissent were applied to the
Pennsylvania statute, the statute would be found to discriminate
on the basis of sex. This is the finding that the majority
refused to make in Fischer v. Commonwealth. The Commonwealth
Court focused on the medical decision being made by indigent
women: Some choose birth; some abortion. Brennan would focus on
the 'double standard" for Medicaid compensation: Nee 'receive
full compensation for all disabilities suffered" while 'a
limitation is imposed upon the disabilities for which women
workers may recover." Brennan's approach 'illustrates the
approach contemplated by the ERA.'

Tbe inquiry does not end once a classification has been
adjudged as sex-based, for set-based classifications must be put
to the constitutional test. My letter to you of November 14,
1983, supra, explains at some length my position that the Hyde
Amendment will not be able to withstand the constitutional test
imposed on ft by the federal Equal Rights Amendment. The
Pennsylvania courts will, of course, determine their own standard
for their E.R.A.

I mentioned above that Ann Freedman, who now teaches at
Rutgers Law School, testified that passage of the Equ 1 Rights
Amendment would not affect the constitutional law of a ortion or
of abortion fundTiii. This was her testimony in both t e Senate
and the House. I think her conclusion to demonstrably wrong and
I have attempted to show its wrongness. See, November 14, 1983,
letter, supra. But I am not the only person who think Professor

Freedman is wrong. In fact, Fischer's lawyers use Fre dman's
testimony to demonstrate that the E.R.A. forbids the enns.:Ivania

abortion funding restrictions.

Here is an excerpt from the plaintiffs' brief to he

Pennsylvania Supreme Court:

'More recent legislative history of the proposed federal
ERA has continued to focus on the rigorous scrutiny that the
ERA requires for classifications based on physical
characteristics unique to one sex. Professor Ann E.
Freedman, one of the authors of the (Yale) article, has
stated at Congressional hearings on the ERA:

(Here the paragraph from Prof. Freedman's House
testimony that I quote above on page 4 is givenA

(Then, the brief continues:)

"Proper ERA analysis requires then that the Commonwealth
justify the classification drawn by this statute by a
compelling state interest, a standard which it is clearly
unable to meet. As Judge 'McPhail found, neither the
state(')s interest in the health of the woman nor the
protection of fetal life is compelling:
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"Roe v. Wade also held that a state's interest in
potential life may never outweigh the superior interest
in the life and health of the mother; this is true even
though the state has two separate and district (sic,
should read "distinct") interests -- the health of the
mother and the potentiality of human life.'

"Chancellor's Opinion p. 17.

This was first explicitly established in Roe v. Wade,
(citation) and more recently reaffirmed by the United States
Supreme Court in City of Akron v. Akron Center for
Reproductive Health, kftatfonW

Brief of Appellants et-56-.57, Fischer v. Dept. of public Welfare,
App. Doc. h02. 67 M.D. 6 69 M.D., S. F. of Penn. (Nov. 21, 1984)
(footnotes omitted).

This brief was signed by two attorneys of the Women's Law
Project, a professor of law at the University of Pennsylvania,
and a professor of law at Rutgers. An estrus brief was signed by
another professor from Rutgers.

Professor Freedman has not persuaded her colleagues at
Rutgers that E.R.A. does not mean abortion. Her colleagues take
her testimony (in wnich she concludes that there is no
"practical" "E.R.A.abortion connection") and they reach exactly
the opposite conclusion. So do I.

Lincoln C. 9tiphant,
Counsel
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: VETERANS PROGRAMS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMPIIIIJITEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:44 a.m., in roomSD-406, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Thurmond.
Staff present: \ Stephen J. Markman, chief counsel; Randall

Rader, general counsel; Carol Epps, chief clerk; Diane Franke,
clerk; Robert Feidler, minority chief counsel; Richard Bowman,
counsel; and Andrew DeMars, minority staff.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH
Senator HATCH. We welcome ydu to our hearing this morning.

Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the fifth day of hearings by the
Subcommittee on the Constitution On the proposed equal rights
constitutional amendment.

As wi h our previous hearings, the subcommittee today will con,Bider the impact of the ERA upon a specific area of the law. The
focus of the present hearing will be upon the ramifications of the
equal rights amendment for veterans programs.

Today s hearings should contribute significantly to the overall
legislative history that the subcommittee is attempting to establish.
This series of hearings should ensure that legislators have a better
understanding of what changes in public policy will be required by
the ERA.

The relationship between the ERA and veterans' programs is oneof the more controversial issues in this debate. The focus of this
hearing is not on the wisdom of the veterans programs, especially
veterans' preference programs, but on the constitutionality of such
programs.

To help this panel better understand this issue, we are privileged
to have an outstanding group of witnesses with us this morning.

Our first four witnesses will appear today together as a panel.
They are highly knowledgeable on the issue before the committee
todaytwo are proponents of the equal rights amendment and two
are critical of the amendment.

Michael Meloy is a distinguished attorney from Helena, MT. He
has recently been involved in highly publicized litigation challeng-
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ing the constitutionality of the veterans' preference statute in Mon-
tana.

Gary McDowell is professor of government at Tulane University.
He is also the director of the Center for the Study of.the Constitu-
tion at Dickinson College.

Charles Shanor is professor and associate dean of the Law School
of Emory University. Along with Mr. John H. Flemming, Dean
Shanor was the author of an extremely important article on veter-
ans preference cited by the Supreme Cour' in exploring the ques-
tion of veterans' preference as gender discr,tnination.

Dean Phillips is a senior attorney at the Board of Veterans Ap-
peals and served in the Carter administration as special assistant
to the VA General Counsel. He earned" the Silver Star, Purple
Heart, and Bronze Star in Vietnam, and today is representing the
Military Order of the Purple Heart.

Gentlemen. we are very happy to have you with us.
Senator Baucus regrets that he cannot be here this morning, but

he has been unavoidably detained. He wanted to make sure you
were appropriately welcomed, and I do welcome you. He is disap-
pointed that he cannot be here to personally introduce his close
friend, Mr Me loy.

STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL MELOY, ATTORNEY 14 T LAW, HELENA,
MT; PROF. GARY L. McDOWELL, TULANE UNIVERSITY;
CHARLES A. SHANOR, DEAN, EMORY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF
LAW; AND DEAN K. PHILLIPS, MILITARY ORDER OF THE
PURPLE HEART

Mr. MELOY. Mr. Chairman, I am honored to have been invited to
appear before this committee. My constituency is a client in
Helena, MT, who is in the pro .ess of challenging the Montana vet-
erans preference.

It occurred to me that if I could share with you some of the back-
ground by which the challenge arose, it might serve as a basis for
the considerations this committee has with respect to the equal
rights amendment. I should also say at the outset that although
my expertise comes from litigation, I a:n philosophically in favor of
the equal rights amendment and hope to point out why I think it is
important.

My practice in Helena, MT, is limited entirely to trial work, and
as I said, I am presently litigating the question of the Montana vet-
erans preference at it is wen in light of the Montana equal rights
amendment. There are some other complications that are present
in that case, and I want to tell the committee about those, too.

First, Montana's veterans' preference was epacted in the mid-
1920's' and was treated until last year as a tie breaker. Should a
veteran apply for a job in State government or local government
it applied across the boardthey received a preference but that
preference would only give them the job if everyone else were sub-
stantially equally qualified.

We had three agencies who applied a point preference and ad-
ministered the preference a bit differently and the significance of
that difference will become obvious as I go through my testimony.
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In early 1981, the Montana Supreme Court looking at the lan-
guage of the Montana statute decided that it was absolute: Con-
struing, then the Montana statute for the various governmental
bodies that had to hire under et-he-various employers were con-
strained to hire the veteran regardless of the qualifications of
anyone else who might apply as long as everybody was at least
minimally qualified for the job.

The second expansive provision of the Montana Veterans' Prefer-
ence Act under the absolute ruling of the Supreme riurt was that
it also extended to spouses of veterans.

In 1983 then, the Montana Supreme Court had said this is an ab-
solute preference and anyone who applies for a job with a veterans
preference gets it. A person who was entitled to a veterans prefer-
ence included anybody who served more than 180 days in the U.S.
military regardless of whether it was a combat period, was entitled
to the preference, and anyone who served during combat years was
also entitled to the preference regardless of how long they were in
the military. They may have spent a day in the military and dis-
charged for medical reasons and then were entitled to the prefer-
ence.

Now, Susan English was a woman who fell in love with leer col-
lege sweetheart and married him in her second year of college, and
they began to have children. The husband went through college
and graduated. She maintained the family home.

He, then, became interested in another woman. The individuals
split up and she was stuck with a year's worth of college education
and no way of supporting herself and her two children and was not
receiving any support from her husband.

She went back to school. She worked part-time jobs. She bartend-
ed. She did everything she could to get through school, and she
graduated from Carroll College, which is in Helena, MT, with a
bachelor's degree and was entitled at that point to a teaching cer-
tificate which she got.

Unfortunately, the day she got her teaching certificate was the
day that the decision from the Montana Supreme Court came down
saying that veterans get the job. She applied in the spring, and
none of the agencies were real sure how to handle the question of
applications from people who did not have preferences.

By the time the hiring decisions had to be made in early Septem-
ber, none of the people who did not have a preference were entitled
to an interview. Susan English did not even get an interview, and
she applied for eight jobs in the Helena area.

One school district had five jobs available, and she applied to
that school district, and there were five women who were married
to veterans who had a preference and who got hired. She was
angry and she was frustrated and she had spent 3'/2 years training
herself to be a teacher and she could not get a job.

She came to me and I told her that I thought there was a basis
for a challenge to the Montana veterans preference based upon two
grounds essentially. One, that it violated the Montana equal rights
amendment which is different from the Federal equal rights
amendment that is being considered in this committee, in that the
Montana equal rights amendment says no person may be discrimi-
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nated against in the exercise of their civil and political rights on
account of sex.

The Montana Supreme Court has not construed that provision
and this was the first opportunity which they would have to deal
With a facially neutral State statute.

Second, the most interesting, in some respects, argument that we
raised in the case was with respect to marital status. I developed
an argument which comes from the U.S. Supreme Court cases
guaranteeing the right of freedom to marry as a fundamental
right, and thus triggering heightened scrutiny, we have, I think, ef-
fectively eliminated the problem, as I will explain to you in a
minute.

The case was very visible, as the Senator pointed out in his intro-
duction. It came at the same time as challenges from veterans who
were not afforded their preference; and the Susan English case
along with several veterans cases were all publicized.

The significance of my case is that I put it together as quickly as
I could. We established the facts. We knew what the facts would be
with respect to plaintiff and the defendants and we also had devel-
oped some statistics with respect to the impact of the preference on
hiring in State government.

In response I think primarily to the lawsuits, the governor called
a special session of the Montana Legislature, heard testimony from
Susan English, heard testimony from the various agencies and
modified the veterans preference in December.

We now have a preference which extends only to the veteran
unless he is unable to utilize it. He must use it within a 5-year
period after his leaving the service, and it does not apply to the
spouse of the veteran, and it is only a tie breaker; that is, if every-
one is substantially equally qualified, the veteran gets the job.

Now, I am not sure, Mr. Chairman, how much detail you wish
me to discuss with the committee with respect to the analysis.

Senator HATCH. I think you have covered it well. We would like
all witnesses to summarize if they can, but I want to give you as
much time as you need.

Mr. MELOY. Anticipating that I may have the opportunity to dis-
cuss the analysis in response to a question later, let me just leave
with the committee this notion about what litigation in Montana
has done.

The paucity of litigation of cases decided by the Montana Su-
preme Court, I think, is primarily a direct result of the passage of
the equal rights amendment when the 1972 constitution was adopt-
ed.

In 1974 and in 1975, and I served in the Montana Legislature
during that time period, we went through, in response to the equal
rights amendment, all of Montana's statutes and essentially re-
moved the kinds of facially discriminatory language.

Second, and I think perhaps most importantly, the Montana Leg-
islature in December in special session in response to the pointing
out to them of the kind of impact that was being felt in hiring in
Montana responded favorably in accomplishing the goals of the vet-
erans preference; that is, to help the veteran get readjusted, and at
the same time, acknowledge the substantial impact that the prefer-
ence had in hiring in Montana.
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It seems to me that the equal rights amendment, if it were
adopted by the various States, would have the same kind of impact,
not only on the legislatures but also on the legal system, and I
think at that point men and women can be treated legally without
difference.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
We will go to Mr. Phillips at this point, and then to Mr. Shanor

and finally Mr. McDowell.

STATEMENT OF DEAN K. PHILLIPS

Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is an honor to represent the Military Order of the Purple

Heart, chartered in 1958 by Congress to represent the interests of
those Americans who sustained wounds while engaged in combat
against our Nation's enemies.

I was initially elected national judge advocate at our national
convention in 1982, some 15 years after I was wounded in South-
east Asia while on a long-range reconnaissance patrol near what
was then known as war zone D.

The issue today is the impact of the ERA with respect to veter-
ans' preference. We are aware that last September the president of
the League of Women Voters advised Congress that the veterans'
preference statute unsuccessfully challenged by the National Orga-
nization for Women and other feminist organizations in Massachu-
setts v. Feeney in 1979 would be stricken down as unconstitutional
if the ERA were ratified.

We are also aware that last September the president of the Na-
tional Organization for Women also advised Congress that without
ERA it was often impossible to successfully pursue sex discrimina-
tion cases like Feeney. She concluded that 'only by passage of the
ERA will women finally secure full and unequivocal acknowledge-
ment of their entitlement to legal equality."

I am aware that NOW was founded in 1966 and that article III of
their bylaws mandated, and I quote, "direct action to bring women
into full participation of society now, exercising all of the privileges
and responsibilities thereof in truly equal partnership with men,"
end of quote. That was in 1966.

However, one area which NOW in particular and women's
groups in general did not make a sincere effort to exercise respon-
sibilities in truly equal partnership with men was service in the
military during the Vietnam war. Accordingly, their subsequent
bemoaning of the privileges earned by men and women who did
serve such as veterans' preference has been less sympathetically
received both by our organization and in many other quarters.

In 1966 I gladly gave up my student draft deferment, which was
unfair to those men of my generation who were not inclined to
attend college, to enlist in the U.S. Army paratroopers. Basic pay
in those days for private E-1 was less than $97 monthly. Although
it was not an overriding factor in my decision to enlist, I was also
aware that earlier in 1966 Congress had enacted GI bill and veter-
ans' preference legislation and that veterans' preference legislation
could not be attacked under the Civil Rights Act and would extend
to my widow if I were killed or 100 percent disabled.
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As has been the case in most wars, many people were killed and
maimed. Every member of my 26-member recon platoon was ulti-
mately wounded at least once, and all but 5 of us were either killed
or so badly wounded that medical evacuation to Japan was re-
quired.

In the Feeney case NOW was quoted as complaining that females'
opportunities to enter the military had been restricted by quotas
and higher enlistment requirements.

I am aware that between 1948 and 1967 Congress had limited the
percentage of women in the Armed Forces to no more than 2 per-
cent. However, any inference that women were beating down the
doors of recruiting offices and draft boards demanding to exercise
all the responsibilities of society in truly equal partnership with
men is dispelled by a 1977 Office of the Secretary of Defense report
entitled "Use of Women in the Military." That report observed,
and I quote:

With the advent of the Korean War, an unsuccessful effort was made to recruit
some 100,000 women to meet the rapidly expanding manpower requirements. Young
women just were not interested in serving, perhaps because of the unpopularity of
the war at that time. Between 1998 and 1969, even including nurses, the percentage
of women in the military never exceeded 1.5 percent and averaged 1.2 percent of the
total active strength.

Congress lifted the 2-percent limit in 1967, bug in point of fact,
females did not reach 2 percent of the Armed 'Forces until more
than 5 years later in 1973, after U.S. ground troops were pulled out
of Vietnam.

During the decade of the Vietnam war, mel repeatedly. unsuc-
cessfully pleaded before the courts that the mnle-only draft unfair-
ly denied males the equal protection granted under the fifth
amendment to the Constitution. Most women, of course, were con-
tent to enjoy the privilege of exemption from the draft and NOW
and similar organizations did not join in such suits during the war,
once again failing to bemoan exemption from the draft from either
an equal employment opportunity or equal responsibility stand-
point. Thus, the most blatantly sexist policy in our Nation's histo-
ry, the limitation of the drafting of those who would die and be
maimed in war remained limited exclusively to the male sex. By
1969 to 1970 draftees suffered more than 60 percent of U.S. Army
casualties.

While NOW avoided facing up to those issues in the Vietnam
war, that organization passed a welcome home resolution in 1971
which stated, and I quote, "The National Organization for Women
opposes any State, Federal, county, or municipal employment law
or program giving special preference to veterans." End of quote.
NOW later confirmed in a letter to me dated July 29, 1979, that
the resolution still represented their policy.

I have submitted a copy of that letter and other items for the
record.

Senator HA mi. Without objection, they will go in the record at
this point.

The following was received for the record:]
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NATIONAl. ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN, INC.,
July 29, 1979.

DEAN K. PHILLIPS,
1700 Sherwood Hall Lane,
Alexandria, VA

DEAR MR. PHILLIPS: I have received your letter asking whether the September,
1971 resolution concerning veteran's preference has been rescinded or modified.

The resolution has not been rescinded or modified and still represent's NOW's of-
ficial position.

Sincerely,
Pnvus G. Wrsr, Legislative Aide.

(From the Stara and Stripesthe National Tribune. Mar. 29. 19841

ERA THREATENS ABSOLUTE VETERANS' PREFERENCE

(By Dean Phillips)

(Dean Phillips is National Judge Advocate, Military Order of the Purple Heart.
He served with the 101st Airborne Div. in Vietnam 1967-1968 as ar. enlisted man
and was awarded the Silver Star, 2 Bronze Stars, the Purple Heart and Combat In-
fantry Badge.

(Phillips currently serves in the Army Reserves as a Company Commander with
the 11th Special Forces Group. He wrote a chapter on veterans preference in
Strangers at Home: Vietnam Veterans Since the War (Praeger, 1980).)

It is an honor to rekesent the Military Order of the Purple Heart, chartered in
195., by Congress to represent the interests of those Americans who sustained
wounds while engaged in combat against our Nation's enemies.

The issue today is the impact the Equal Rights Amendment may have on veter-
ans preference. .t

We are aware that 1st September representatives from The League of Women
Voters and the Natioral Organization for Women (NOW) advised Congress that in
effect the ERA was necessary in order to stike down veterans preference which was
upheld by the Supreme urt in Feeney a Massachusetts.

NOW was founded in 1 6 and Article III of their bylaws mandated "direct action
to bring women into full rticipation of society now, execrizing all the privileges
and responsibilities thereo 11 truly equal partnership with men.'

However, one area which NOW in particular and women's groups in general, did
not make a sincere effort to execrise "responsibilities in truly equal partnership
with men" was service in the military during the Vietnam War.

Accordingly, their bemoaning of the privileges earned by men and women who did
serve [such as veterans' preference in civil service} has been less sympatheitcally
received in many quarters.

am aware that between 1948 and 1967 Congress had limited the percentage of
women in the Armed Forces to no more than two percent and there were more re-
strictive policies for females.

However, any inference that women were beating down the doors of recruiting
offices and draft boards demanding to exercise all the responsibilities of socity in
truly equal partnership with men is dispelled by a 1977 Office of the Secretary of
Defense "Use of Women in the Military" Report which observed:

With the advent of the Korean War, an unsuccessful effort wa made to recruit
some 100,000 women to meet the rapidly expanding manpower requirements.

Young women just were not interested in serving, perhaps because of the unpopu-
larity of that war at the time.

Between 1948 and 1969, even including nurses, the percentage of women in the
military never exceeded 1.5% and averaged 1.2 percent of the total active strength.

Congress lifted the 2% limit in 1967 but, In point of fact, females did not reach
2% of the Armed Forces until more than 5 years later in 1973, after U.S. ground
troops were pulled out of Vietnam.

During the decade of the'Vietnam War, men repeatedly and unsuccessfully plead-
ed that the male-only draft unfairly denied males the equal protection guaranteed
under the Fifth Amendment to the constitution.

Moot women, of course, were content to enjoy the privilege of exemption from the
draft and NOW and similar organization', did not join men in such suits during the
waronce wit, failing to bemoan exemption from the draft from either an equal
employment opportunity or equal responsibility standpoint.
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Thus, the most blatantly sexist policy in our Nation's historythe limitation of
the drafting of those who would die and be mained in war remained limited exclu-
sively to the male sex.

13y 1969-1970 draftees suffered more than 60% of the U.S. Army casualties.
I4OW passed a welcome home resolution in 1971 which stated: "The National Or-

ganization for Wor ien oppose(s) any state, Federal, county, or municipal employ-
ment law or program giving special preference to veterans."

NOW later confirmed in a letter to kne dated 29 July 1979 that the resolution still
represented their policy.

This, in effect, opposes preferences or programs for even blind and paraplegic vet-
erans.

As a Special Assistant to the Veterans Admini$tration General Counsel in 1978, I
assisted in the preparation of the keel memorandum which persuaded the Solicitor
General to file an amicus brief in support of veterans' preference in Feeney.

We pointed out that the status of female non-veterans did not call into play the
"strict scrutiny" test and that veterans' preference statutes must only demonstrate
a rational basis to survive an equal protection challenge.

Our concern in 1979 was that Federal veterans' preference statutes had a similar
legislative history as the Massachusetts stet to in question and that an adverse de-
cision in Feeney could lead to an avalanche o Constitutional challenges of even less
generous forms of veterans' preference bride the guise that legislative bodies in-
tended to discriminate against female non-ve rens since it was a known fact that
only 2% of veterans were female.

In February 1980, President Carter inadvertently forced NOW's hand on the issue
of the draft by announcing that both young Men and women should be required to
register for the draft.

Heretofore, NOW and most other feminist organizations' policy was to take a
"low profile" on the issue of the draft.

Only after Carter's 1980 announcement did "feminists" in their 30's and 40's who
avoided service during Vietnam publicly state that it was acceptable to them if
younger women of the 1980's faced draft laws and military service.

This inconsistency was not well received by the 20-year-old women who were so
generously, if not abruptly thrust into the role of equality of responsibility by their
once-reluctant older sisters.

Subsequent to the 1980 Carter draft registration announcement, Rostker v. Gold-
berg, tiled by a male challenging the male-only draft during Vietnam was reborn
and found its way to the Supreme Court.

NOW finally came out of the closet-15 years lateand filed an amicus brief in
1981 stating that "the requirement to register . . . for induction into the Armed
Forces . . . if imposed at all . . . must be imposed equitably on all members of so-
ciety who are capable of serving, irrespective of gender."

In a press conference announcing their brief (overdue by more than a decade)
NOW President Eleanor Smeal incredibly stated that past exclusion from the draft
had discriminated against women, rather than in their favor, by robbing women
". . of the psychological knowledge that they can defend themselves."

In June 1981 the Supreme Court voted 6 to 3 to uphold the Constitutionality of
male only draft registration in Rostker.

This ruling turned on Congress's Constitutional authority under Article I, Section
8 (as did Federal Court decisions in similar cases during Vietnam) to raise and
maintain an armed forces.

NOW and its allieo shed crocodile tears over Rostker.
Two years later, NOW began winning additional enemies for the ERA by an-

nouncing that the ERA's enactment is necessary for an attack on veterans' prefer-
ence previously upheld in Feeney.

While the Military Order of the Purple Heart has previously not taken a position
for or against the ERA, we will now be giving serious consideration at our National
Convention this August to seeking an amendment to the ERA to protect veterans'
preference.

Such an amendment would be similar to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
which reads in pare "Nothing contained in thin ceibchapter shall be construed to
repeal or modify any Federal. State, territorial or local law creating special rights
or preference for veterans."

Mr. PHIv.LIPs. This policy of NOW, in effect, oppOses preferende
or programs for even blind and paraplegic veterans. I tried for sevl-
eral years to get NOW to modify that position. I Oan prove that
have tried to do that, and I have had no success whatsoever. In\
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fact, other women's organizations have, I think, beseeched NOW to
modify its policy, at least with respect to the blind t nd paraplegic
veteran.

Now, the Feeney case, of course, is again an issue today. It was
referred to before Congress last September, as I said, _by the League
of Women Voters and the National Organization for Women.

In that case, the U.S. Supreme Curt upheld Massachusetts vet-
erans preference despite complaints that it benefited male veterans
at the expense of female nonveterans. The Court observed that the
preference was neutral on its face, benefited both male and female
veterans and was not intended to discriminate against women as a
class.

Accordingly, the Court held that the statute did not deny women
equal protection of the law. In reaching its decision, the 7 to 2 ma-
jority cited the Washington v. Davis standard that in order to
prove 'an invidious discrimination under the equal protection argu-
ment, a woman nonveteran must prove that there was an actual
intent on the part of the legislature to discriminate against women
when it enacted the preference statute.

In my role as the special assistant to the Veterans' Administra-
tion General Counsel in 1978 I assisted in the preparation of the
legal ,memorandum which persuaded the Solicitor General to file
an amicus brief in support of veterans preference in Feeney. We
pointed out that the status of female nonveterans did not call into
play the strict scrutiny test and that veterans preference status
must only demonstrate a rational basis to survive an equal protec-
tion challenge.

Our concern in 1978 was that Federal veterans preference stat-
utes had a similar legislative history.as the Massachusetts statute
in question and that an adverse decision in Feeney'could lead to an
avalanche Of constitutional challenges of even less generous forms
of veterans preference under the guise that legislative bodies in-
tended to discriminate against female- nonveterans since it was a
known fact that only 2 percent of veterans were female.

In February 1980, President Carter inadvertently forced NOW's
hand on the issue of the. draft by announcing that both young men
and women should be required to register for the draft. Heretofore,
NOW and most her feminist organizations policies admittedly
were to take a lo profile on the issue of the draft. Only after
President Carter's 1 80 announcement did feminists in their thir-ties and forties wh avoided service during Vietnam publically
state that it was acceptable to them if younger women of the 1980 s
faced draft registration laws. This inconsistency was not well re-
ceived by many 20-year-old women who were so generously, if not
abruptly, thrust into the role of equality of responsibility by their
once reluctant older sisters.

Subsequent to the 1980 Carter draft legislation announcement, a
case filed by a male challenging the male-only draft during the
Vietnam war was reborn and found its way to the Supreme Court.
NOW finally came out of the closet, 15 years late, and filed an
arnicus brief in 1981 stating that,

The requirement to register for induction into the Armed Forces if imposed at all
must be imposed equitably on all members of society who are carible of serving ir-
respective of gender.
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In a press conference announcing their brief, the NOW president
ignored the terrible casualties suffered by draftees and incredibly
stated that past exclusion from the draft had discriminated against
women rather than in their favor by robbing women of the,

psychological knowledge that they can defend themselves."
In June 1981, the Supreme Court voted 6 to 3 to uphold the con-

stitutionality of male-only draft registration. This ruling, as did
similar rulings during the Vietnam war, turned on Congress' con-
stitutional authority under article I to ,raise and maintain an
Armed Forces.

NOW and its allies shed predictable crocodile tears over that de-
cision and 2 years later began winning additional enemies for the
ERA by announcing that the ERA's enactment is necessary for an
attack on veterans preference, which had previously upheld as con-
stitutional in Feeney

While the Military Order of the Purple Heart has previously not
taken a position for or against the ERA, we will now be giving seri-
ous consideration at our natiJnal convention this August to seeking
an amendment to the ERA to protect veterans' preference. Such an
amendment would be similar to title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 which reads in part, "Nothing contained in this subchapter
shall be construed to repeal or modify any Federal, State, territori-
al or local law creating special rights or preference for veterans."

[The following was received for the record:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEAN K, PHILLIPS

It le an honor to represent the Military Order of the

Purple Heart. chartered in 1958 by Congress to represent the

interests of those Americans who sustained wounds while

engaged in combat against our Nation's enemies.

I was initially elected National Judge Adiocate of the

Military Order of the Purple Heart a+ our National Conven-

tion in 1982, some 15 years after I was wounded in South-

eant Asia while on a long range reconnaissance patrol near

what was then known as War Zone "D".

The Issue today is the impact the Equal Rights Amend-

ment may have on veterans' preference. Our organization

la aware that last September the President of the League

of WON011 Voters advised Congress that "... the broad Veterans'

preference otatute [ Unsuccessfully ] challenged [,by the

National Organization for Women and other feminist organ-

izations ] in Massachusetts v Peensy [ 442 US 256 [1979]

which granted an absolute lifetime preference to Veterans

neoking Civil Service would fail in a challenge under the

ERA."

We are also aware that last September the President

of the National Organization for Women [NOW ] also advised

Congress that it is often impossible to prove the "intent"

[required by Waehingon v Davis 426 US 229 I 1976 } ] which

is necessary to successful pursuit of sex discrimination

roses. She concluded that "only by passage of the ERA will

women finally secure full and. unequivocal acknowledgement

of their entitlement to legal equality."

I am aware that NOW was f "unded in 1966 and that Article

III of their bylaws mandated "direct action to bring women

Into full participation of society now, exercieirm all the

privilegeu_and_reuensibilitienthereof_in trulx_equal

1111.tnerehip_with_men."

However, one area which NOW in particular and women's

groupn in general did not make a sineere effort to exerciuo

urrloponnihtiAties in truly ecpal partnership with men"

was nervice in the military dlring the Vietnam War. Accord-

ingly. their bemoaning of the privileges earned by men and

women who did nerve [ ouch an veterans' preference in civil

service hao horn loon nympathetically received in many

quarteru.

1966 wau also the year I gladly gave, up my student

deferment, which wan unfair to those roan of my generation

who were not inclined to attend college, to enlist in the
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U.S. Army paratroopers. Base pay for a PFC was less than

$122 monthly. Although it was not an overriding factor

in any deoisiion to enlist, I was also aware that earlier

that year Congress had enacted O.I. Bill and Veterans'

Preference Legislation and that veterans' preference legis-

lation could not be attacked under the Civil Rights Act

and would extend to my widow if I were killed or 100$ disabled.

an hao been the case in most wars, many people were

killed and maimed. Every member of my 26 member recon

platoon was ultimately wounded at least once and all but

five of us were either killed or so badly wounded that

medical evacuation to Japan was required.

I am aware that between 1948 and 1967 Congrees had

limited the percentage of women in the Armed Forces to no

more than two percent. However, any inference that women

were beating down the doors of recruiting offices and draft

boards demanding to exercise all the responsibilities of

society in truly equal partnership with men is dispelled

by a 1977 Office of the Secretary of Defense "Use of Women

in the Military" Report which observed:

With the advent of the Korean war, an unsuccessful
effort was made to recruit some 100,000 women
to meet the rapidly expanding manpower require-

ments. Young women just were not interested in
serving, perhaps because of the unpopularity of
that war at the time. Between 1948 and 1969,
even including nurses, the percentage of women in the
military never exceeded 1.5% and averaged 1.2 percent
of the total active strength.

Congress lifted the 21 limit in 1967 but, in point of

fact, females did not reach 21 of the Armed Forces until

more than 5 years later in 1973, after U.S. ground troops

were pulled out of Vic nom.

During the decade of the Vietnam war, men repeatedly

unsuccessfully plraded that the male-only draft unfarily

denied males the equal protection guaranteed under the Fifth

Amendment to the Constitution. Women, of course, were content

to enjoy the privilege of exemption from the draft and

NOW and similarorganizations did not join in such suits

during the war--once again failing to bemoan exemption from

the draft from either an equal employment opportunity or

equal responsibility standpoint. Thus, the most blatantly

noxint policy in our Nation's history -- the limitation

of the drafting of those who would die and be maimed in war

remained limited exclusively to the male seX. By 1969-

1970 draftees suffered more than 601 of, the U.S. Army casualties.

While NOW avoided facing up to the Vietnam War, that
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organization passed a welcome home resolution in 1971
which stated: "The National Organization for Women oppoee(s)

any state, federal, county, or municipal Oployment law
or program giving special preference to veterans." NOW
later confirmed in a letter to me dated 29 July 1979 that the
resolution still represented their policy. This, in effect,

opposes preferences or programs for oven blind and paraplegic
veterans.

In the Feeney case( Personnel Administrator of Mem-
chusette et ELLIDatray, 442 U.S. 256*(1979) referred to
before Cnngress last September by the League of Women Voters
and NOW, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a Naaeachusette

veterans' preference despite complaints from organizations
such as NOW that it benefited male veterans at the expense
of female non-veterans. The Court observed that preference

statute wao neutral on its face, and benefited both male and
female veterans, and was not intended to discriminate against
women an a class. Accordingly, the Court held that the

statute did not deny women equal protection of the law.

In reaching its decision, the 7 to 2 majority cited the

TrIllazton v Davis standard that in order to prove invidious

discrimination under the equal protection argument, a woman
non-veteran must prove there was an actual intent on the
part of the legislature to discriminate against women when
it enacted the preference statute.

In my role as the Special Assistant to the Veterans

Administration General Ccensel in 1978, I assisted in the pre-

paration of the legal memorandum which persuaded the Solicitor
General to file an anicus brief in support of veterans'

preference in Feene. We pointed out that the status of

female non-veterans did not call into play the "strict

surttiny" test and that veterans' preference statutes must
only demonstrate a rational basis to survive an equal pro-
tection challenge. Our concern in 1979 was that; federal

veterans' preference statutes had a similar legisictive history
an the Mannachusetts statute In question and that an adverse

d,,oinion in Feeney could lead to an avalanche of constitutional
ehallengen of even less generous forms of veterans' preference under
the guine thnt legislative bodies intended to discriminate

felnle non-veterans since it was a known fact that

only 1'. or veterans worn female.

In ehrusry 1980, Prosident Carter inadvertently

lOW'n hind on the issue of the draft by announcing

that both ycuag men and woven should be required to register
for the draft. Heretofore, NOW and most other feminist organ-
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izations' policy was to take a "low profile" on the issue

of the draft. Only after Carter's 1980 announcement did

"feminists" in their 30's and 40's who avoided service during

Vietnam publically state that it was acceptable to them if

younger women of the 1980's faced draft laws and military

service. This inconsistency was not well received by the

20 year old women who were so generously, if not abruptly

thrust into the role of equality of responsibility by their

once-reluctant older sisters.

Subsequent to the 1980 Carter draft registration announce-

ment, a case filed by a male challenging the male-only draft

during Vietnam was reborn and found its way to the Supreme

Court. NOW finally came out of the closet --15 years late

and filed an aanicus brief in 1981 stating that "the require-

ment to register...fcr induction into the Armed Forces...if

imposed at all ... mus1 be imposed equitably on all members

of society who are capable of serving, irrespective of gender."

In a press conference announcing their brief (overdue

by more than a decade) NOW President Eleanor Smeal incredibly

stated that past exclusion from the draft had discriminated

against linen. rather than in their favor, by robbing women

"... of the psychological knowledge that they can defend

themselves."

T.n June 1981 the Supreme Court voted 6 to 3 to uphold

the Constitutionality of male only draft registration (flostker

v Goldberg, 453 115 57). This ruling turned on Congress's

Constitutional authority under Article I, Section 8 ( as did

Federal Court decisions in similar cases during Vietnam) to

raise and maintain an armed forces.

NOW and its allies shed crocodile tears over the Rostker

decision. Two years later, NOW began winning additional enemies

for the ERA by announcing that the ERA's enactment is necessary

for an attack on veterans' preference previously upheld in

Feeney.

While the Military Order of the Purple Heart has pre-

viously not taken a position for or against the ERA, we will

now be giving serious consideration at our National Convention

this August to seeking an amendment to the ERA to protect

veterans' preference. Such an amendment would bip similar

to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which reads in

part; "Nothing contained in this subchapteer shall be

construed to repeal or modify any Federal, State, territorial

or local law creating special rights or preference for veterans."
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[From the Washington Star, March 3, 1981]

NOW Leader Says Military Draft
Causes Brutality Against Women

W Woriftwo fat la WrIler

The nation's largest women's
rights group yesterday attacked the
military draft law as one c4 the
cams of brutality against women in
American society.

That is one of the main new erg*
meats the National Organization for
Women madtikan attempt to get the
Supreme Court tfigo far beyond con-
stitutional issues when it considers
the men-only draft.

NOW President Meaner Sizied.
disclosing her uoup's plea to the
court, said that the draft law b part
of the "Myth structure" in America
that treats women as inferiors, add-
ing to the risk that they will be 'pus-
bed around,' even violently.

The feminist leader stressed that
her organization sees the case on the
draft law's constitutionality as a bo.
sic test of the court's attitude on sex
dbcriminatior. in society as a whole,
not jest in the military.

NOW is taking pert in the case as
a `friend of the court.' It filed its
written views yesterday. The court
refused to let NOW's attorney Join in
the hearing the justices will hold le
tar this month on the case. As is cue-
SOInart it gave no reason for the
refusal.

The court is expected to issue a ft-

nil decision by next =tamer on the
draft law's constitutionality.

Laving most of the legal arms-
sant to others involved in the cese,
NOW derAded, Saul said, to try in-
stead to convince the court to an*
lyre broader social problems that
remit from sex -stereotypes" in the
nation.

'We want the court to know that,
if then is going to be a draft, this
is how it impart on society," she
said.

Confining the draft to men 'con-
tributes dramatically to the stereo.
Vpe° that for generations has led to
the 'victimisation of females,'
NOW's leader contended. 'Women
are being robbed of the psychologi-
cal knowledge that they can defend
themselves."

Since the draft law has to do with
the way a nation defends itself, she
said, the test case means the court
will have to face 'the whole right of
*If-defense for women.'

Mimi studies which she said
show that women are more likely to
be hurt or killed in sexual attacks
when they are 'passive' than when
they resist, Saul said that a male-
only draft -reinforces passivity' and
'it's passivity that leads to brutality.'

Lyle Desniston
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oppfeg a MI :JUSTANT SICRITAIT Of WWII
WAIMMR0ale. R ewe

Mr. Dean R. Phillips
1700 Sherwood Nall Lane
Alexandria, Virginia 22306

Dear Mr. Phillips:

Joie 1, 1979
1st: CORR 79-160

This to in response to your Preedoi of 'Information Act request

dated May 12, 1979, for information rr the slumber of cases "filed

between August 4, 1964 and Match 28, 1977, against the government

by women claising that airs stringent standards existed for

wens that wanted to enter the military service".

loch Military Department has reviewed its litigation subjer.,

for the period covered by your request. The Any and Navy e3port

that their records do not reflect the filing of any such cases during

the period in question. The Air Force reports two MOOS: Callahan v.

Civ..No. 71 -SOON (D. Mee., tiled 1971), diegiese4 to Etc.

1974); Roward Clam Civ. Mo. 16834 (M.D. Ga., filed 1972),

PF dputiesed voluntarily bt:gitntiff, (July 1973).

We hop, this information will be of Assistance to you.

Sin a Xy,

lownwicS group o4 not
/ttri.4tive. 4 tenet of
Awe coca.

6

t'gf 4(

Dirigetor, nestles nfornation

and Security Review
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Phillips.
Dean Shanor.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. SHANOR

Mr. SHANOR. Thank you very much.
Senator Hatch, Mr. Markman, ladies and gentlemen, my name is

Charles Shanor. I am a professor of law and the associate dean at
Emory Law School. I teach employment disceimination law and
have written about sex discrimination issues concerning veterans'
preference statutes. I have also written a book on military law.

In the interest of full disclosure, I should inform you of my
biases. I do not represent veterans. I do not represent NOW. But I
do have my own points of view about the issues before us today.

First, I support the ERA, more for its symbolic value than be-
cause of any specific changes that it might effectuate in the laws of
our land. I oppose absolute lifetime veterans preferences, though I
am not opposed to some lesser veterans preferences. I think abso-
lute lifetime veterans' preferences encourage economic inefficiency
and severely disadvantage women in obtaining Government jobs.
My testimony, in a nutshell, is 'hat I do not believe the ERA would
overturn even absolute lifetime veterans' preferences. In sbmt. I
think the Feeney case would stand after the equal rights amnd-
ment, should it be ratified.

I thus disagree with the League of Women Voters president's
statement which was quoted to you by Mr. Phillips a few moments
ago. I will try' ) outline the reasons behind my conclusions.

The ERA's guarantee is that "equality of rights * shall not
be denied or abridged ' on account of sex." How broad this
prohibition on sex discrimination is depends upon judicial re-
sponses to two questions. First, is t he classification made by a law
"on account of sex" when a gender-neutral statute impacts dispro-
portionately on one or the other sex? And second, if an impact-only
classification is "on account of sex," does it impermissibly deny
"equality of rights"?

The first question is probably the crucial one with respect to the
ERA's effect on most veterans programs, including veterans pref-
erences. As you know, these programs seldom distinguish on their
face between men and women. Both male and female veterans re-
ceive the same benefits. Indeed. as Mr. Meloy pointed out, many
veterans' preference statutes not only give preferences to veterans
but also to their spouses. In the case of those sorts of statutes, the
impact of a veterans' preference on women is further reduced.

Nevertheless, because an overwhelming percentage of this Na-
tion's veterans are male, the beneficiary group is almost exclusive-
ly male.

In Personnel Administrator v. Feeney, which has been mentioned
to you earlier, the U.S. Supreme Court held that Massachusetts'
absolute lifetime veterans' preference statute did not deny equal
protection of the laws to women. In reaching this conclusion, the
Court said that the statute contained no discriminatory purpose
and that disparate impact alone does not. raise 14th amendment
equal protection issues.
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Incidentally, the Court reached its conclusion even as it acknowl-
edged that the Massachusetts preference had an enormous dispar-
ate impact against women, that this impact was readily foreseeable
at the time the preference was legislated, and that a major reason
for the impact was that women had been precluded by statute and
military regulation from entry into the armed forces. In the
Court's words:

[Discriminatory purpose) implies that the decisionmaker . . . selected or reaf-
firmed a particular course of action at least in part "because of." not merely "in
spite of." its adverse effects upon an identifiable group.

The Court's footnote further explains the Justices' reasoning:
This is not to say that the inevitability or foreseeability of consequences of a neu-

tral rule has no bearing upon the existence of discriminatory intent. Certainly,
when the adverse consequences of a law upor, an identifiable group are as inevitable
as the gender-based consequences of [the veterans' preference) a strong inference
that the adverse effects were desired can reasonably be drawn. But in this inquiry,
made as it is under the Constitution, an inference is a working tool, not a synonym
for proof. When, as here, the impact is essentially an unavoidable consequence of a
legislative policy that has in itself always been deemed to be legitimate, and when,
as here, the statutory history and all the available evidence affirmatively demon-
strate the opposite, the inference simply fails to ripen into proof.

With the ERA, the same problem would arise: Is a statute having
a disparate impact one which denies "equality of rights on
account of sex'? I will concede that it is possible that the Court
might construe the ERA to reach such a result. However, this
seems highly unlikely to me for several reasons.

First, such a construction would establish a broader scope to the
ERA on sex discrimination issues than the 14th amendment has on
race discrimination issues. At this time, there is neither any lan-
guage nor any congressional history of which I am aware behind
the ERA which would support such a construction. Moreover, Sena-
tor Hatch, you and the rest of Congress are in a position to make
sure that that does not occur through legislative glosses on the
ERA, at least to a limited extent as I will point out later.

Second, the Supreme Court has been reluctant to imbed antidis-
crimination impact standards into the Constitution even when
equivalent phrases in statutes might be construed as establishing
impact standards.

For example, the Court unanimously held that title VII embodies
a disparate impact standard in Griggs v. Duke Power Company
while in Washington v. Davis it held :'lat disparate impact alone
does not establish race discrimination for 5th and 14th amendment
purposes.

Third, an impact standard could subject an enormous range of
legislation to relatively standardless judicial review. For example,
because men make, on the average, more than women and because
the income tax laws establish higher marginal tax rates for higher
income taxpayers, progressive taxation arguably has a disparate
impact on males. Would the ERA, under an impact standard, pro-
vide cause for challenging progressive tax rates? I doubt that the
courts will have any zeal for facing such questions nor that many
ERA supporters or opponents contemplate such challenges under
the proposed constitutional provision.

Senator HATCH. They do not contemplate many of the challenges
that undoubtedly arc going to arise.
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Mr. SHANOR. I understand that, Senator.
Senator HATCH. On your page 3 of your written testimony, you

say "There is neither any language nor any congressional history
behind the ERA which would support such a construction." Actual-
ly, there is quite a bit of legislative history behind it.

Mr. SHANOR. If I might comment on'that, Senator Hatch, it is my
understanding that this history basically shows that the ERA
would go beyond the 14th amendment with--

Senator HATCH. That is right.
Mr. SHANOR [continuing]. With respect to the protection against

gender or sex discrimination, but not that it would go beyond the
14th amendment with respect to--

Senator HATCH. But also on disparate impact as well. Let me just
ve you one illustration. Prof. Barbara Brown, in the leading text-k on the subject, has said there are a number of reasons why

the holding in the Washington case requiring discriminatory intent
will not be an appropriate standard under the ERA. Professor Em-
erson, Judith Avner, and others have testified that they agree withthat analysis.

Mr. SHANOR. I understand.
Senator HATCH. And these are some of the principal proponents.

We will be having an entire hearing on this issue sometime in the
future.

Mr. SHANOR. Yes. I think that has to be put into context several
ways, if I might comment on it. First of all, Professor Emerson, as
you know, is a very staunch proponent of women's rights in anumber of different contexts, not simply a supporter of the ERA.
That testimony was rendered at a time before Feeney and, indeed,
before Washington v. Davis was handed down, if we are talking
about the same testimony.

Senator HATCH. This is testimony last year in the House, follow-
ing Feeney.

Mr. SHANOR. In that case I am not familiar with- -
Senator TIATCH. There is no reason you should be. We will be

happy to provide you with it.
Mr. SHANOR [continuing]. That particular part of Professor Emer-

son's testimony.
Congress, of course, could signal its desire that the ERA be read

as a disparate impact constitutional provision. For two reasons, I
would not recommend that course even though I personally would
like to see the abolition of absolute lifetime veterans employment
preferences.

First, effective development of constitutional history is much
more problematic than development of statutory history. With a
statute, Congress' words and its glosses to those words are the law.
With a constitutional provision, State ratification processes inter-
cede to raise doubts about whether glosses expressed earlier by
Congress were later adopted by State ratifiers. Moreover, the func-
tion and permanence of constitutional provisions makes the use of
constitutional history somewhat more problematical and less justi-
fiable than the use of statutory history.

Second, legislation is a far easier and cleaner route by which
Congress, if it desired to, could invalidate veterans employment
preferences, Just as Mr. Phillips has pointed out to you that it

11111
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would be possible to add a particular gloss to the equal rights
amendment, concerning veterans' preferences to protect those pref-
erences, Congress, if it desired the opposite result, could reach it
much more cleanly and easily simply by amending title VII to
delete section 712, which states that

simply
[in title VII] shall be

construed to repeal or modify any Federal, State, territorial or
local law creating special rights to preferences for veterans." Such
a deletion would adopt the Griggs statutory disparate impact stand-
ard for scrutiny of veterans preferences while avoiding adoption of
a constitutional disparate impact standard.

The second question concerns the standard by which the courts
would evaluate veterans preferences if, and only if, the ERA is ap-
plicable at all to veterans preference statutes. In my view, if the
ERA applies, it will likely invalidate the preferences. My analysis
rests upon my perception that sex-based equality of rights under
the ERA is functionally equivalent, though the language is differ-
ent, to race-based equal protection of the laws for 5th and 14th
amendment purposes. If the ERA goes beyond the strict scrutiny
standard in race cases to absolutely prohibit all forms under any
circumstances of official gender distinctionand I am aware of
some history to that effect and further commentary to that effect
as well as some State judicial decisions under State ERA's which
take the analysis beyond the strict scrutiny test to an absolute pro-
hibition testat any rate, if there is an absolute prohibition, my
argument applies a fortiori.

As you are sware, the strict scrutiny test requires a compelling
governmental interest to overcome the strong presumption that
race categories are inpermissible. So seldom has the Government
met this burden that strict scrutiny has been said generally to be
fatal in fact to legislative provisions. If this standard were applica-
ble to veterans preferences, I doubt that the Government could
meet the compelling governmental interest requirement.

The only compelling governmental interest which has prevailed
when subjected to strict judicial scrutiny is national defense. Two
cases, Hiraba:.,shi and Korematsu, both cases in the mid-1940's,
upheld curfews and internment of Japanese Americans as World
War II military support actions despite their racial ramifications
and classifications. These cases, decided in unique historical cir-
cumstances, have repeatedly been criticized by commentators and
restricted by courts to their facts in the 40 years since they were
handed down.

A recent sex-discrimination case further illustrates judicial defer-
ence to Congress and the Executive on military matters. In Rostker
v. Goldberg, the Court rejected an equal protection challenge to the
male-only military draft registration process. Finding registration
integral to developing a pool of potential combat troops, the Court
deferred to Congress' decision to exclude women from combat duty.
As the Court noted, Congress was certainly entitled in the exercise
of its constitutional powers to raise and regulate armies and navies
to focus on the question of military toed rather than equity.

Rostker raises several interesting issues. First, would its holding
have differed if the Court had applied strict. scrutiny rather than
merely rim tale-tier scrutiny under the fifth amendment. If this had
been a race rather than a sex-based draft classification, the results
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surely would have been reversed, as the Court itself comments in
dictum. That argues, I think, that Rostker would come out differ-
ently under the ERA.

And indeed, it seems to me, as sort of an aside at this point, that
one of the real questions which remains on the agenda concerning
the ERA's effect is its impact upon the expressed exclusions of
women from combat and the like, which I assume you are address-
ing or have addressed in other testimony.

Second, even if the ERA would not reverse Rostker, veterans
preferences will not likely receive the deference which the Court
gave to the draft registration process. That is because such prefer-
ences constitute after-the-fact rewards rather than before-the-fact
inducements or compulsions in the national defense picture and be-
cause they reward all military service, not merely combat service.

Indeed, as another aside, I frankly endorse Mr. Phillips' position
to the extent that disabled veterans, it seems to me, could still be
given substantial preference even if there is a striking down, under
the ERA, of absolute lifetime veterans preferences.

As such, civilian job preferences are substantially removed from
the core concerns of the Rostker court which led it not to intrude
on matters military. Finally, most veterans preferences are State
rather than Federal preferences. The States, unlike Congress, have
no special competency in or responsibility under the Constitution
for military affairs.

In short, facially neutral veterans preference statutes make no
classification on account of sex within the meaning of the ERA.
Thus they are outside the ERA's reach. Only in the unlikely event
that an impact standard is adopted under the ERA will the courts
reach the question whether veterans preferences deny equality of
rights to women. If the courts ever reach this latter question, I
think it unlikely that the Government will be able to show suffi-
ciently compelling reasons for giving absolute lifetime civilian job
preferences to veterans to save these statutes.

Thank you.
[The following was received for the record:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. SHANOR

Mr. Chairman, Senators: My name is Charles Shanor. I am

a Professor of Law andiaeociate Dean at Emory Law School. I

teach Employment Discrimination Law and have written about sex

discrimination issues concerning veteran.' preference statutes.

I also have written a book on military law.

In the interest of full disclosure, I should inform you of

my ',Jaime. I support the ERA, more for its symbolic value than

because of any specific changes it might effectuate in the laws

of our !and. I oppose aosolute veterans' preferences, which

encourage economic inefficiency and severely digadvantage women

in obtaining government jobs. My testimony, in a nutshell, is

that I do not believe the ERA would overturn even absolute veterans'

preferences. I will attempt to outline my reasons for this conclu-

sion.

The ERA's guarantee is that "Equality of rights . . . shall

not be denied or abrioged . . . on account of sex." How broad

this prohibition on sex discrimination is depends upon judicial

responses to two questions. First, is the classification made

by a law "on account of sex' when a gender-neutral statute impacts

disproportionately on one or the other sex? Second, if an impact-

only classification is "on account of sex," does it impermissibly

deny 'equality of rights "?

The first question is probably the crucial one with respect

to the ERA's effect on most veterans' programs, including veterans'

preferences. As you know, those programs seldom dietinguish on

their face between men and women: both male and femalle veterans

receive,the same benefits. Because en overwhelming percentage

of this nation's veterans are male, however, the beneLciary group

is almost exclusively male.

In Personnel Administrator v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256 (1979),

the United States Supreme Court held that Massachusetts' absolute

veterans' preference statute did not deny "equal protection of the

laws" to women. In reaching this conclusion, the Court said that

the statute contained no "discriminatory purpose" and that "dis-

parate impact" alone does not raise Fourteenth Amendment issues.

Incidentally, the Court reached its conclusion even as it acknow-

ledged that the Massachusetts preference had an enormous dieparete
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impact against women, that this impact was readily foreseeable at

the time the preference was legislated, and that a major reason

for the impact wee that women had been precluded by statute and

military regulation from entry into the armed forces. In the

Court's words:

"(Discriminatory purpose( implies that the decision-

maker . . . selected or reaffirmed a particular course

of action at least in part 'because of,' not merely

'in spite of,' its adverse effects upon an identifiable

group."

The Court's footnote further explains the Justices' reasoning:

"This is not to say that the inevitability or fore-
)

sseability of consequences of a neutral rule has no

bearing upon the existence of discriminatory intent.

Certainly, when the adverse consequences of a law upon'

an identifiable group are as inevitable as the gender-

based consequences of (the veterans' preference) a

strong inference that the adverse effects were desired

can reasonably be drawn. But in this inquiry -- made

as it is under the Constitution -- an inference is a

working tool, not a synonym for proof. When as here,

the impact is essentially an unavoidable consequence

of a legislative policy that has in itself always been

deemed to be legitimate, and when, as here, the statu-

tory history and all of the available evidence affirma-

tively demonstrate the opposite, the inference simply

fail to ripen into proof.

With the ERA, the same problem would arise: Is a statute

having a disparate impact one which denies "equality of rights

. . . on account of sex"? Though it is possible that the Court

might construe the ERA to reach such a result, this seems unlikely

to me for several reasons. First, such a construction would

sstablish a broader scope to the ERA on sex discrimination issues

than the Fourteenth Amendment has on race discrimination issues.

At this time, there is neither any language nor any congressional

history behind the ERA which would sup art such a construction.

See generally the discussion in Brown, Emerson, Falk and Freedman,

The Equal Rights Amendment: A Constitutional Basis for Equal

Right,. for Women, ee Yale L.J. 671, at 696-907 (1971). Second,
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the Supreme Court has been reluctant to imbed antidiscrimination

impact standards into the Constitution even when equivalent phrases

in statutes might be construed as establishing impact standards.

For example, the Court unanimously held that Title VII embodies

a disparate impact" standard in Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401

U.S. 424 (1971) while in Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976),

it held that disparate impact alone does not establish race discri-

mination for Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment purposes. Third, an

impact standard could subject an enormous rang, of legislation

to relatively standardises judicial review. rot example, because

men make, on the average, more than women and because the income

tax laws establish higher marginal tax rates for higher income

taxpayers, progressive taxation arguably has a disparate impact

on males. Would the ERA, under an impact standard, provide cause

for challenging progressive tax rates? I doubt that the courts

will have any zeal for facing such questions, nor that many EAA

supporters contemplate such challenges under the proposed Consti-

tutional provision.

Congress, of course, might signal its desire that the ERA

be read as a disparate impact constitutional provision. For two

reasons, I would not recommend that course even though I would

like to see the abolition of absolute veterans' employment prefer-

ences. First, effective development of constitutional history

is much more problematic than development of statutory history.

with a statute, Congress' words and its glosses to those words

are the law. With a constitutional provision, state ratification

processes intercede to raise doubts about whether glosses

expressed earlier by Congress were later adopted b,' state ratifiers.

Moreover, the function and permanence of constitutional provisions

makes the use of constitutional history more problematic and less

justifiable than the use of statutory history. See generally,

Brest, The Misconceived Quest for the Original Understanding,

60 B.U.L. Rev. 203 (1980). Second, legislation is a tar easier

and cleaner route by which Congress could invalidate veterans'

employment preferences. You could emend Title VII simply by

deleting S 712, which states that "Nothing (in Title VIII shall

be construed to repeal or modify any Federal, State, territorial,

or local law creating special rights or preference for veterans."
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Such a deletion would adopt Griggs' statutory disparate impact

standard for scrutiny of veterans' preferences while avoiding

adoption of a constitutional disparate impact standard.

The second question concerns the standard by which the courts

would evaluate veterans' preferences if the ERA is applicable

at all. In my view, if the ERA applies, it will likely invali-

date these preferences. My analysis rests upon my perception

that sex-based "equality of rights" under the ERA is functionally

equivalent to race-based "equal protection of the laws" for Fifth

and Fourteenth Amendment purposes. If the ERA goes beyond the

"strict scrutiny" standard in race cases to absolutely prohibit

all forms of official gender distinctions, my argument applies

fortiori.

As you are aware, the "strict scrutiny" test requires a

"compelling governmental interest" to overcome the strong presump-

tion that race categories are impermissible. So seldom has the

government met this burden that strict scrutiny has been said

to be "fatal in fact." See Gunther, A Model for a Newer Equal

Protection, 86 Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1972). If ---- this

standard were applicable to veterans' preferences, I doubt

that the government could meet the "compelling governmental interest"

requirement.

The only compelling government interest which has prevailed

under strict scrutiny is national defense. Two cases, Hirabayashi

v. U.S., 320 U.S. 81 (1943) and Korematsu v. U.S., 323 U.S. 214

(1940, upheld curfews and internment of Japanese Americans

as World War II military support actions despite

their racial ramifications. These cases, decided in unique

historical circumstances, have repeatedly been criticized by

commentators and restricted by courts in the forty years since

they were handed down.

A recent sex-discrimination case further illustrates judicial

deference to Congress and the Executive on military matters.

In Rostker v. Goldberg, 453 U.S. 57 (1981), the Court rejected

an equal protection challenge to the male-only military draft

registration process. Finding registration integral to develop-

ing a "pool of potential combat troops," the Court deferred to

Ctingress. decision to exclude women from combat duty. As the
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Court noted, "Congress was certainly entitled, in the exercise

of its constitutional powers to raise and regulate armies and

navies, to focus on the question of military need rather than

equity." Id. at BO.

Rostker raises several interesting ire.. First, would

its 1101 tng have differed if the Court ha? applied "strict scrutiny"

rather than merely "middle-tier scrutiny" under the Fifth Amendment?

If this had been a race rather than a sex-based draft classification,

the result surely would have been reversed,aa the Court itself

comments in dictum. Id. at 78. That argues, I think, that Rostker

would come out differently under the ERA. Second, even if the

ERA would not reverse Rostker, veterans' preferences will not likely

receive the deference which the Court gave to the draft registration

process. That is because such pieferencee constitute after-the-

fact rewards rather than before-the-fact inducements or compulsions

in the national defense picture and because they -- reward

all military service, not merely combat service. As such,

civilian job preferences are substantially removed !rum the core

concerns of the Rostker Court which led it not to intrudeommatters

military. Finally, most veterans' preferences are state rather

than federal. The states, unlike Congress, have no special

competency in or responsibility for military affairs.

In short, facially neutral veterans' preference statutes

make no classification "on account of sex" within the meaning

of the ERA and thus are outside the ERA's reach. Only in the

unlikely event that an impact standard is adopted under the ERA

will the courts reach the question whether veterans' preferences

deny "equality of rights" to women. If the courts ever reach

this latter question, I think it unlikely that the government

will be able to show sufficiently compelling reasons for giving

civilian job preferences to veterans to save these statutes.

*This statement has been reviewed by John H. Fleming, Esq.,

cu- author with Professor Shanor of Veterans' Preferences in Public

laploymenti Unconstitutional Gender Discrimination? 26 Emory

L.J. 13 (1971). Mr. Fleming wishes the Committee to know that
he associates himself fully with these views.
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Senator IlAmPfhank you so much
We will now turn to Prof. Gary L. McDowell, professor of politi-

cal science at Newcomb College of Tu lane University in New Or le-
an Professor McDowell.

STATEMENT OF GARY L MCDOWELL
Mr. Mc Dowxu.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Some version of an equal rights amendment has been introduced

in every Congress since 1923. Yet it was not until 1972 that a ver-
sion finally passed both houses and headed for the States. Since the
defeat of that proposed amendment on July 30, 1982, and the intro-
duction of the present version on January 26, 1983, the politics sur-
rounding the ERA has reached a fever pitch. The problem is that
the procedure of amending or fundamental lawa procedure de-
scribed by the framers of the Constitution as a most solemn and
authoritative acthas come to be the ob1ect of such popular frenzy
that we have lost sight of taking serious note of the sorts of
changes that such an amendment would bring to our system of gov-
ernance. During an election year when the rhetorical edges of the
ERA debate will inevitably be honed sharper still, this committee
is to be commended for attempting to introduce a bit of sober re-
flection on the practical effects of the proposed ERA.

Too often public debate focuses almost exclusively on the philo-
sophic implications of the ERA; its practical effects on public policy
generally receive, at best, superficial notice. But it is at that level
of policy rather than the level of principle where public attention
needs most to be drawn. While all decent instincts demand in prin-
ciple an equality of treatment of women before the law, the admin-
istration of the institutions of government, in light of that princi-
ple, is what will touch the governed most immediately. Thus .the
most politically relevant question is what the ERA will mean in
practice. What will its .concrete effect be on the way in which we
seek to govern ourselves?

A consideration of the relation of the ERA to veterans programs
at both the Federal and the State levels exposes a fundamental
practical question of administration. Is the standard of equal pro-
tection to be the standard of discriminatory intent or the standard
of discriminatory impact? In brief, would a law contravene the
ERA if, in practice, it led to a disproportionately discriminatory
impact on women regardless of its intent? The answer to these
questions will have a far reaching impact on public policy should
the ERA be ratified.

The veterans programs bring this question of standards into
sharpest focus because traditionally more men than women have
been veterans. Any program intended to benefit veterans over non-
veterans then has, to a degree, the apparent effect of benefiting
men at the expense of women. The issue is whether preferential
programs for veterans would violate the ERA. It seems clear to me
that they would.

The policy of creating preferential programs for the hiring of vet-
erans is neither new nor limited. While the form such programs
may take may vary widely from a point advantage system to an
absolute preference program, the underlying legislative motivation
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is much the same. The programs traditionally have been justified
as a measure "designed to reward veterans for the sacrifices of
military service, to ease the transition from military to civilian life,
to encourage patriotic service, and to attract loyal and well disci-
plined people to civil service occupations." They have existed in
various jurist'ictions since shortly after the Civil War and they
have been chananged so often that the rationale for their support
has become essentially standardized.

While there has nearly always been criticism of such programs
from various quarters, the general political sense of the community
seems to have remained constant that such preferential treatment
for veterans is a decent and desirable public policy. But even if a
substantial case could be made that such policies shall fall short of
prudence or are simply unfair, they would not, of necessity, violate
the Constitution, at least as the Constitution now stands without
the ERA. For as James Wilson saw fit to remind his fellow dele-
gates to the Federal convention of 1787, "laws may be unjust, may
be unwise, may be dangerous, may be distructive and yet not be
unconstitutional."

It is this question of whether or not the ERA would render such
preferential polices unconstitutional that is the central concern. In
particular, would the ratification of the ERA have the effect of
overturning the authoritative Supreme Court opinion on this issue,
Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeno .

The question brought in Feeney was whether Massachusetts life-
time preference to veterans discriminated against women in viola-
tion of the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment. The
Court held that it did not. The logic of Justice Stewart's opinion
was simple and direct. "The equal protection guarantee of the 14th
Amendment does not take from the states all power of classifica-
tion"; "When the basic classification is rationally based uneven ef-
fects upon particular groups within a class are ordinarily of no con-
stitutional concern"; "The calculus of effect, the manner in which
a particular law reverberates in a society, is a legislative and not a
judicial reponsibility"; "In assessing an equal protection challenge,
a court is called upon only to measure the basic validity of the leg-
islative classification." The conclusion to Justice Stewart was ines-
capable: Any neutral law that has a disproportionally adverse
effect upon a particular group is unconstitutional under the equal
protection clause only if that impact can be traced to a discrimina-
tory purpose. It is only purposeful discrimination that offends the
Constitution. Disparate impact does not.

On the basis of Feeney. programs designed to confer preferential
consideration on veterans are based on a gender neutral classifica-
tion between veterans and nonveterans; that more men tend to be
veterans than women is beside the constitutional point. Even if a
legislature is aware of such a potential disproportionate impact,
such awareness is not the same thing as discriminatory purpose.
An inference of discriminatory intent drawn from the evidence of a
disproportionate impact is not sufficient to violate the constitution-
al right, to equal protection of the laws. Inference is not proof of
intent.

Veterans preference programs do not reflect a purpose to dis-
criminate on the basis of sex. They reflect a legislative intention to
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benefit veterans over nonveterans of either sex, not to benefit men
over women.

The ratification of the ERA would be likely to lead to the aban-
donment of this standard of discriminatory intent in favor of the
standard of discriminatory impact. That this is so seems clear for
three reasons.

First, the proposed ERA is,' at best, ambiguous. The result of
such textural ambiguity is to invite, nay, demand, judicial intru-
sion in order to determine as precisely as possible what the amend-
ment actually means. The ERA, if adopted, would be, as Walter
Berns has pointed out to this committee, the only provision in the
Constitution bestowing or protecting a right without identifying
the right. Given the commonsense view that if the ERA is ratified
it must mean something ether than what the equal protection
clause of the 14th amendment meansif not, then why adopt it
then it must tighten congide 'Aly the standards of what constitutes
a violation of.equal rights. e standard of discriminatory impact
is undoubtedly a tighter stand d than discriminatory intent. Thus,
logically, it would seem fair tO assume that under the ERA the
standard for proving unconstitutional discrimination against
women would be discriminatory impact.

The second reason this movement seems likely is that on the
question of impact versus intent the Supreme Court in Feeney was
split. Dissenting from the majority, Justices Marshall and Brennan
were willing to strike down the veterans ,preference law in that
case because in their view when the foreseeable impact of a facially
neutral policy is so disproportionate the burden should rest on the
State to establish that sex-based considerations played no part in
the choice of the particular legislative scheme. With the ERA
rather than the 14th amendment serving as the constitutional
point of departure for such inquiries into allegations of gender-
based discrimination, it would not be surprising to find the logic of
Marshall and Brennan more persuasive.

The third and fc.ial reason such a movement from the standard
of intent to the standard of impact seems likely is that most, if not
all of the proponents of the ERA, argue that such a movement
would, in fact, be the desired result of ratification. Dorothy Ridings
of the League of Women Voters has suggested that such veterans
preference laws as the one at issue in Feeney would "fall in a chal-
lenge under the ERA." Professor Ann Freedman of Rutgers Law
School, a leading legal theoretician of the ERA, has argued before
the House of Representatives that "strict judicial scrutiny under
the ERA would be required if a neutral rule that has disparate
impact on members of one sex is traceable to or perpetuates dis-
criminatory patterns similar to those associated with facial dis-
crimination." The analysis of Justices Marshall's and Brennan's
dissent in Feeney, Professor Freedman believes, "illustrates the ap-
proach required by the ERA." Pro. Thomas Emerson of Yale also
testified to the fact that the "outcome of Feeney would plainly be
different under the ERA." As Professor Emerson went on to ex-
plain:

While the Massachusetts veterans preference statute considered in Feeney may
not have denied equal protection of the laws under the 14th amendment, it certainty
denies equality of rights under the laws. The fact that there was not overt intentioa
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to hal o women would not he decisive. The mult arising from habitual patterns of
exclusion was there for all to see and feel.

As leading legal authorities on the equal right amendment, the
view of Professors Freedman and Emerson would surely be influen-
tial in shaping the sorts of arguments that would be brought to
bear on the question of intent versus impact in the flood of litiga-
tion that would undoubtedly be released by the ratification of the
ERA.

This view is not one that is- merely whispered in scholarly clos-
ets. The legal profession has been greatly influenced by it. Martha
Barnett of the American Bar Association has argued in favor of
supplanting the standard of discriminatory intent with the st:
ard of discriminatory impact. "The principle of equality," she sug-
gested, "is rendered impotent if it cannot reach laws which effec-
tively exclude women from employment for which they are fully
qualified and competent."

It is these three factors, thenthe r rnbiguity of the proposed
amendment, a judiciary somewhat divided on the question of intent
versus impact; and the rather clear positiod of those most likely to
press for the impact standard in litigation under the ERAthat I
believe would come together and lead to the abandonment of the
standard of intent in favor of the standard of impact, thus lead
to veterans preferebce programs being declared unconstitutional
violation of equality of rights under the law as provided for in the
equal rights am, Ament.

[The following was received for the record:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY L. MCDOWELL

Some version of an Equal Rights Amendment has been intro-

duced in every Congress since 1923. Yet it was not unitl 1972

that a version finally passed both houses and headed for the

states. Since the defeat of that proposed Amendment on June

30, 1992, and the introduction of the present version on

January 26, 1993, the politics surrounding the ERA has reached

a fever pitch. The problem is that the procedure of'amending

our fundamental law -- a procedure described bf the Framers as

a most "solemn end authoritative act' -- has come to be the

object of such popular frenzy that we have lost sight of taking

serious note of the sorts of changes such an amendment would

bring to our system of governance. During an election year when

the rhetorical edges of the ERA debate will inevitably be honed

sharper still, this committee is to be commended for attempting

to introduce a bit of sober reflection on the practical effects

of the proposed ERA.

Too Often public &caeca focuses almost exclusively On the

philosophic implications of the ERA: its practical effects on

public policy generally receive, at host, superficial notir.

But it is at that le.,e1 of policy rather than the level of

principle where public attention needs most Lo be drawn. While

all decent instincts derand in principle an equality of treat-

ment for women before the law, the administration of the insti-

tutions of government light of that principle is what will

touch the governed most immediately. Thus, the most politically

relevant auestion is whit the ERA will mean in practice: wha:z

will its concrete effect be on the way in which we see): to govern

ourselves?

A consideration of the relation of the ERA to veterans'

programs (at both the federal and state levels) exposes a funda-

mental practical question of administration. Is the standard of

equal protection to be the standard of discriminatory intent or

the standard of dime,iminatary_impact? In brief, would a law

,-ontravone the ERA if in practice ft led to a disproporJonately

dicer !minatory tinp.wi on aumen regardle6e of Its intent? The

anqwor to Fhe to que,J4on5 wtll have far reaching impact on public

poltoy 9hnuld the ERA ho rtifivd. The veterans' provams
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bring this question cf standardn into sharpest focus because

traditionally more men than women have been veterans; any program

intended to benefit veterans over non-veterans, then, has to a

degree the apparent effect of benefitting man at the expanse of

women. The issue is whether preferential programs for veterans

would violate the ERA. It seems clear to me that they would.

The policy of creatinn preferential programs for the hiring

nf veterans ,s nether new nor limited. While the forms such

proqrams tahe may vazv widely -- from a paint-advaptage system

to an absolute preference program -- the underlying legislaivo.,

13 much the same. The programa traditionally have teen justified

as a 'measure designed to reward veterans for the sacrifices of

military 3ervice, to ease theftrannitlon from military to civilian

life, to encourage atriotic service, and to attrixt loyal and

well-disciplined people to civil service occupations." (Massa-

chusetts v. Feeney,. 442 U.S. 256, 265 ( 978).) They have existed

in various jurisdictions since shortly after the Civil Wert and

they "'nave been challenged so often that the rationale for

their support has become essentially standardised." (at 265,

n. 12). w) 'le there has nearly always been criticism of such

programs from various quarters, the general political sense of

the community seems to have remained constant that such preferen-

tial treatment for veterans is a decent and desirable public

policy. nut even if a substantial case could be made that such

policies fall short of prudence, or are simrly unfair, they would

not of necessity violate the Constitution (at least as the Consti-

tution now stands, without the ERA). For as James Wilson saw fit

to remind his fellow-delegates to the Federal Convention of 1787,

"Laws may be unjust, may be unwise, may be dangerous, may be

destructive; . . and yet not he . . . unconstitutiona:." It is

this questiou of whether or not the ERA would render such preferon-

tial poliric3 unconstitutional that is the central cancer'. In

particullt, could the rati`ication o[ the ERA )eve the effect of

overturuing the au lritatlye Supreme Court opinion on this issue,

Personnel AdmInistretor of ttmearhusetts v. Fennev.

The q,iesti:a, broo,ht in l'Cl.11,1y way; whether Ma!:!larhusetts.

hrml,,te lifetime r,.eferenee to veterans discriminated against

women In violation of the Equal. Protertion riause of the Four-
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teenth Amendment. The Court held that it did not. The logic

of Justice Stewart's opinion was simple and di6ct. "The equal

protection guarantee of the Fourteenth Amendment does not take

from the States all power of classification";"When the basic

classificaiton is rationally based, uneven effects upon particular

groups within a class are ordinarily of no constitutional concern ":

"The calculus of effect, the manner in which,a particular law

reverberates in a society, is n legialative and not a judicial

responaibility": "In assessing an equal protection challenge, a

court is called upon only to measure the basic validity of the

legislative clastification." (442 U.S. 256, 271-272). The con-
,

clusion, to Justice Stewart, was inescapable: any neutral law

that has a 'di:proportionally adverse effect" upon a particular

group is "unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause

only if that impact can be traced to a disCriminatory purpose."

(id. at 272: see Washington v. Davis, 42t U.S. 229 ( and

Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Houaing Development Corp.

429 U.S. 252 ( ).) It is only 'purposeful discrimination" that

offends the Constitution: disparate impact. does not.

On the basin of Feeney, programs designed to confer pre-

ferential consideration on veterans are based on a gender-neutr0

classification hetwcen veterans and nonveturans: that Man, men tend

to be vetqran3 than t.o-lee is br2sidu the constitutional point. riven

if a loqilAture a.arr of !ol,h a rotnntiat di ,Proportionate

such lwateno,:, t.. r,ot t'a! ...'(rY fi,, t cr.; parpose.

An inference of dtncriminatory intent

Irawn from the ovidenr." di)/roptionate impart, is not

,affp,,,lat to -Iniate tl- c,Inqtat/onal right to ecinat pro-

totion of tho 11/,. Inference not proof of intent. (442

171, Votyran ' rroforo/Iro prolri.m,i do not

trfh--/ a p ok?o,a, to li:r!-iminte t the hl/Ii!; of sex: they

t 1 1'11;tat) /t. I efit toton over non-

jwi If. nr,r/ !,V01 waarn.

/ 11- of t;ic, GRr 111 L., I i4.oly to load to the

thi,/ tntlard imijiaiotly_intent in favor

* ii lar I of di, mi,a/ That this o

1 I t 1./.,,t,,,;vd UPA i n, at he!it,

frxt )/ a;nr 0,) c, invi -
I
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nay, demand -- judicial intrusion in order to determine as

precisely as possible what the Amendment actually means. (The

ERA if adopted would be, as Walter Berns his pointed out, the

only provision in the Constitution bestowing or protecting a

right without identifying the right.) Given the common sense

view that if the ERA is ratified it must mean something other

than what the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment

means (if not, why adopt it?) then it must tighten considerably

the sta,lards of what constituteL a violation of equal rights.

The standard of discriminatory impact is undoubtedly a tighter

standard than
ItetAdiscritftit. Thus, logically, it would

seem fair to assume that under the EPA the standard for proving

unconstitutional discrimination against women would be discrimina-

tory impact.

T4e second reason this movement seems likely is that on this

questian of impact versos intent, the Supreme Court in Teensy

was split. Dissenting from the majority, Justices Marshall and

Brennan were willing to strike down the veterans' preference law,

in that case because in their view when "the forereeable impact

of a facially neutral policy is so disproportionate, the burden

should rest on the State to establish that sex-based considera-

tion} played no part in the choice of the particular legislative

scheme." (442 U.S. 256, 284). With the ERA rather than the

Fourteenth Amendment serving as the constitutional point of

departure for such inquiries into allegations of gender-based

discrimination, it would not be surprising to find the logic

of marsheill AIO Brennan mre persuasive.

The t,lird and final. reason such a movement from the standard

of intent to the standard of impact: seems likely U that most

it not all of rho proponer n of the ERA argue that such a Move-

ment wo.111 in fact 1.0 the ,!esired result of ratification. terothy

Rtddings of the League of Women Voters has suggested that such

veterani;' preference laws an the one at issue in Feeney would

'fall in a challenge under the rRA.7 Professor Ann Freedman

of Rutgers Law School, a leading legal theoretician of the ERA,

has alrued before the House of Representatives that "strict

lento tad scrutiny uncle, the ERA would he required if a neutral

rule that has a disparate impact on memhern of one SOY in traceable
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to or perpetuates Jiscriminatory patterns similar to tho,1 associated

with facial discrimination." The analysis of Justices Marshall's

and Brennan's dissent in Feeney, Professor Freedman believes

"illustrate3 the approach rewired by the ERA." Professor

Thomas Emerson of Yak l;:o toWied to the fart that the

"outcome of Feciaa_ would plainly be different under the ERA."

As Professor Emerson vent on tc explain:

While the Massachusetts' veterans preference statute

considered in rea_ nay not have denied 'elual protection

of the laws' (14th Amendment), it certainly denies'

'equality of rights under the law.' The fact that there

was not overt intention to harm women would not be

decisive; the result arising from habitual patterns of

exclusion was there for all to see and feel. (Cons. Rec.

HSS9 February 7, 19841 emphasis supplied).

As leading legal authorities on the Equal Rights Amendment,

the view of Professors Freedman and Emerson would surely be

influential in shaping the sorts of arguments that would be

brought to bear on the question of intent versus !Aspect in the

flood of litigation that would undoubtedly be released by the

ratification or the ERA.

This view is not one that is merely whispered in scholarly

closets; the legal profession has been greatly influentled by it.

Martha Barnett of the Amerivaa Bar Association has argued in

favor of supplanting the standard of discriminatory intent with

the discriminatory "The principle of equality,"

shesuggested, "is rendered impotent if it cannot reach laws

which effectively exclude women from employment for which they are

fully qualified and competent." (Com. Ret., 11559)

It is there three factorn, then -- the ambiguity of the

proposed amrodmonti a judiciary somewhat divided on the question

of intent versus Tact; and the rather clear position of those

most likely to pr(m3 for thc impact standard in litigation under

the ERA -- that h Ilow, would come together and lead to the

abandonment of the sterpirrd rf irtemt in favor of the standard

of irapact aid the: lead t, vot(,rans preference program, boleti

(InLlar my,onrItiiwitltwal vitOationu of "equality of rights

under the 1014."
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Senator HATCH. Thank you. All four of you have given excellent
statements. Many of the leading proponents of the equal rights
amendment, including the League of Women Voters, the American
Bar Association, and Prof. Thomas Emerson of the Yale Law
School have argued that the ratification of the equal rights amend-
ment would result in the overturning of the Supreme Court's deci-
sion in Massaqhmetts v. Feeney, upholding the constitutionality of
veterans preference programs.

Could each of you, briefly summarize again your view on this
particular issue? Let us start with you, Mr. Meloy. We will go left
to right.

Mr. MELOY. I would agree with Professor Emerson, maybe for dif-
ferent reasons. I am not sure of the basis for his argument, but
mine would be that if the equal rights amendment were to pass,
the kind of standard, whether you call it a disparate impact stand-
ard, an effect standard or an intend standard that has been applied
by the Supreme Court in race cases would also apply in sex cases.

It seems to me that if Feeney were alleging a violation of his
rights on the basis of race, the decision would have been different.
It would have been different because the Court would have focused
and would have placed a higher burden on the State to support the
kind of method it had, the kind of alternatives that might be avail-
able, and I do not think that they would have met that burden in
Feeney.

Senator HATCH. So you are saying that, in your opinion, the ap-
plication of the equal rights amendment would overrule Feeney and
thus disallow veterans preferences?

Mr. MELOY. Absolute veterans preferences. I am not sure that
my conclusion would be the same with respect to a statute like
Montana's is now which is very narrowly tailored.

Senator HATCH. Professor McDowell.
Mr. Mc Dowel& Yes, I do believe that the adoption of the ERA

would overturn Feeney precisely because the amendment itself is
ambiguous to a degree that we have no idea that it would not, and
it would be left to litigation to prove whether it did or not, and the
inclination of those most likely to press litigation would be pressing
the argument that impact should supplant intent as the standard
of discrimination.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Shanor.
Mr. SHANOR. I do not believe that Feeney would be changed

under the equal rights amendment. I have to concede, of course, as
with any constitutional provision, that there is opportunity for
after-the-fact judicial interpretation.

Nevertheless, it does seem to me that the better reading of the
language and of the purposes of the equal rights amendment would
he served by not establishing an effect standard but rather main-
taining the intent standard of Feeney.

Incidentally, in respose to Mr. Meloy's point, Washington v.
Davis was a race case in which the Court said the intent standard,
not an effect standard, governs under the equal protection clause.

I think that would be proof and should be proof under the equal
rights amendment also.
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Senator HATCH. Do you believe that the ERA would incorporate
into the Constitution a view of sex discrimination approximating
that of the dissenting opinion in the Feeney case?

Mr. SHANOR. No, I do not. I do not go so far as to say that be-
cause I believe that the dissenters in the Feeney case said that
there would be an impact standard, and that impact alone would
be adequate.

Senator HATCH. You do not thin', it will go that far?
Mr. SHANOR. I do not think it g es that far. I do think it goes as

far as the dissenters on the level of scrutiny that would be required
once the .ERA applies to a particular statute. That is, it would be
strict scrutiny or something which could even be termed as abso-
lute invalidation, but only if it reaches that.

Senator HATCH. If the Court decides there is an impact standard,
would Feeney then be overruled? Would that make a difference?

Mr. SHANOR. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, sir, that is our concern. The Military Order

of the Purple Heart representing combat wounded veterans, that
veterans preference would ultimately be overturned, not just abso-
lute preference, since legislative histories of the Federal preference
statute of 1944 is very similar to the legislative history of the Mas-
sachusetts statute at issue in the Feeney case.

We are going to be reviewing this issue at our national conven-
tion, as I said, as I think other veterans organizations will. Wheth-
er we recommend that the ERA itself be amended to protect veter.
ans preference as was the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or whether we
would be satisfied that just a clear intent expressed in the legisla-
tive history would be sufficient will then be classified. Today we
are speculating on the impact of the ERA.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Professor Shanor, you speculate in your Emory Law Review arti-

cle that:
It is possible, of course, that the Supreme Court would not read the same intent

requirement into the ERA as the Court in Washingan v. Davis read into the equal
protection clause.

Do you still believe that this is a possibility?
Mr. SHANOR. It is a possibility, but as I continue in my footnote

in that article, I think that would be ironic, unfortunate and a mis-
reading of the ERA.

Senator HATCH. The fact that the result would be ironic and un-
fortunate certainly does not prevent the Court from reading an ef-
fects test into the ERA?

Mr. SHANOR. I agree. On the other hand, I think that is inevta-
ble under our system of judicial review.

Senator HATCH. Sure.
Mr. SHANOR. That is, with any constitutional amendment includ-

ing all of those that have .previously been passed.
Senator HATCH. Assuming that the Court did not follow the rec-

ommendation of individals such as Professors Emerson and Freed-
man and incorporate a disparate impact standard into the ERA,
could a case. nevertheless, be made that the equal rights amend-
ment. by establishing sex as a suspect cla 4sification, and by height-
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ening the nature of the judicial review, could call veterans prefer-
ence laws into question?

Mr. Meloy.
Mr. MELOY. Sena tor, we are still constrained by the Supreme

Court rulings with respect to interpretation of the analysis in sus-
pect cases, and I see no reason why the Court would feel any differ-
ently with sex-based discriminations as they have with race-based
discriminations, and it seems to me that that is a balancing of in-
terests between intent and impact, and I think that is what the
Court looked at in Washington v. Davis, and the Arlington Heights
case, in fact, has language that says, if the zoning commission had
known the impact that they were having by zoning out minorities,
then, perhaps, the classification would not stand.

In Massachusetts v. Feeney, the Massachusetts court knew the
impact they were having and they still adopted a preference, not-
withstanding the knowledge of that impact, and it seems to me
that if the law of Arlington Heights which is in the same genre as
Washington v. Davis replied in Feeney, the Court would have come
to a different conclusion.

Senator HATCH. Mr. McDowell.
Mr. MCDOWELL. I believe that under the ERA one could fashion

a new theory of discriminatory intent rather than impact insofar
as any veterans preference programs will inevitably benefit more
men than women. I do not feel, as Mr. Meloy does, that the Court
would necessarily feel constrained to abide by the doctrinal kinds
of configurations they fashioned under the 14th amendment. The
ERA opens up a whole new field of constitutional adjudication.

I think that there would probably be new standards that could be
established that would effectively lead to those conclusions.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Shanor.
Mr. SHANOR. I would simply reiterate that I think it does not

adopt and should not be read to adopt an impact standard, and
therefore, with respect to all veterans programs except for those
very few which may not be facially neutral, that you would never
reach the suspect classification question.

Senator HATCH. Let us assume that you do, though. Even if the
intent standard of identifying sex discrimination were maintained,
is it possible that the ERA by establishing a more rigorous stand-
ard of review for classifying disadvan+ ,ged women, could render
veterans preference laws unconstitutional?

Mr. SHANOR. I do not think it is more likely under the ERA than
it was under the equal protection clause language in Feeney that
the courts are going to say there was an intent to disadvantage
women through these statutes.

That is, there are clearly legitimate beneficial purposes to these
statutes benefiting veterann.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, sir, I am concerned about the evolvement of

this to make sex a suspect classification. If I remember the &hies-
singer v. Ballard case in 1975, and I am sure my law professor
friends will know that case better than myself and can correct me
on this, did not a plurality of the Court say sex was a suspect clas-
sification?

Mr. SHANott. That was Frontiero v. Richardson.
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Mr. PHILLIPS. That was primarily the 1973 case? ThUs I am con-
cerned from the standpoint that if sex had been declared a suspect
classification early in the Vietnam war years, I would not be so
irate about what is going on now that the war is over and am all
of a sudden hearing this clamoring about the inference fro some
organizations that during Vietnam, women's groups were ting
down the doors of the recruiting offices and draft boards dem d-
ing equal employment opportunity.

To hear this after the war is over, after the fact, concerns m
and I think it smacks of hypocrisy. There is a concern here if se
becomes a suspect classification only after the dying is over in Viet-
nam, born so disproportionately.by men.

I find that a little bit late especially for the guys that were killed
or maimed. I cannot be positive what the impact of ERA will be,
but I have the concern that the strict scrutiny test would then be
applied in attacks on veterans programs.

Senator HATCH. I think everybody would have to be concerned if
sex were to be raised to the level of a suspect classification. There
is the possibility that that alone, even under an intent standard,
would outlaw veterans preferences.

Are veterans preference laws in unavoidable conflict with affirm-
ative action policies designed to establish hiring preferences for
racial or sexual minorities?

Mr. MELOY. The question is, would there be a conflict between
statutory preference for veterans as opposed to a statutory prefer-
ence for women, for example, to correct a previously low number of
women in the employment force; is that the question?

Senator HATCH. Is there an inherent conflict between the policies
underlying veterans preference and affirmative action?

Mr. MELOY. Well, I would think the question, I think, resolves
itself into the question that the U.S. Supreme Court has considered
in Bakke, and that is whether or not benign discrimination suffers
constitutional infirmities, and I think the Court has been ambiva-
lent about that, and I would guess that it would be possible consti-
tutionally to narrowly tailor a preference for veterans such as the
Montana Legislature has done and at the same time that prefer-
ence could work well with an affirmative action program which is
designed to increase the number of women in employment, in, say,
Government, and neither of those would necessarily have to fall in
constitutional challenge.

Senator HATCH. Mr. McDowell.
Mr. McDowELL. As I recall the question, it was whether the vet-

( rens preference is in tension with affirmative action policies?
Senator HATCH. Yes. Would it be in conflict with affirmative

action policies which are designed to establish hiring preferences
fo: women and minorities?

McDowELL. In principle, I do not think so. I think that sta-
tistically one of the things that has been shown from 1976 on is
that an increase in the number of minorities and women taking ad-
vantage of veterans preference first-hire which would indicate that
it is not undercutting fundamentally the initiatives undertaken for
affirmative action.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Shanor.
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Mr. SIPIANOR. I think there is certainly an impact of veterans'
preferences against hiring opportunities for women. I do not be-
lieve that there is currently any affirmative action legislation on
the books which gives a similar preference to women or to minori-
ties because of their status within thosf groups.

Indeed, title VII, as you are aware, is not an affirmative action
statute as such but a nondiscrimination statute, and the OFCCP
regulations are relatively limited in the extent of their affirmative
action programs and the enforcement powers under the OFCCP
regulations.

So I do think that there is an impact against women. There is
probably a beneficial effect for minorities because there tend to be
larger numbers of minorities than of white males in the Armed
Forces.

Senator ViiercH. That goes to my next question. Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Sir, I would like to expand on that. That is precise-

ly how I feel as far as the ethnic minorities. Black Americans took
a disproportionate percentage of the casualties in Vietnam, 30 per-
cent higher than their percentage in the military.

If we get in a shooting war now, the casualty rate for blacks
would be as high as 40 percent. The same statistics are in effect for
Hispanic Americans.

I feel, though, that veterans preference is something that has
been earned through service to the country, in some cases, through
a very heavy price that has been paid. The Equal Employment Op-
portunity Act Amendments of 1972 are not based on something
that was earned as far as I am concerned.

As long as you continue to have a draft law that exists as it has
in the past with people sort of waiting the side lines for the war to
end so they could make their case that they were not subject to it,
you are going to have a disproportionate percentage of veterans
being men.

There has been change in more recent years. There are now a lot
more women veterans. Women in the Armed Forces, for the most
part, are doing an excellent job from every report I have had, and
as this trend evolves, you are going to have less of a problem with
veterans preference as a disproportionate impact on women as a
class.

Senator HATCH. It appears that minorities might have their em-
ployment opportunities in the Government diminished should the
equal rights amendment pass and do away with veterans prefer-
ence laws.

Let me go to this question. Title VII is, of course, the principal
existing statutory provision relating to the equal employment op-
portunities for women.

Section 712 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 explicitly states that
veterans preference laws are not to be considered in violotion of
title VII.

By failing to place analogous language into the equal rights
amendment itself, are we suggesting by negative implication that
veterans preference laws may be in violation of the amendment?

Mr. McIN)wELL. I would say that is a very strong likelihood, if
not by negative implication, at least by leaving the choice open to
the judiciary to determine that. I think that, such\exceptions should
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be attached to such an amendment as ambiguous as the ERA; but
then that calls into question the inherent ambiguity and the diffi-
culty of the amendment as it stands.

Senator HATCH. If it is the intention of Congress that the ERA
not impact veterans preference laws, would Congress not be pru-
dent to state this policy in the express language of the amend-
ment? Would you, in fact, favor that type of language or that kind
of an amendment?

Mr. McDowzt.L. I would say yes.
Senator HATCH. Mr. Shanor.
Mr. SHANOR, I would have to agree that expressed language is

always more ck Ir than legislative history, particularly on constitu-
tional amendment provisions. That is not to say, however, that you
could not accomplish the same result if you put in legislative histo-
ry to that effect in conjunction with passage of the ERA, should
you choose to do that.

Senator HATCH. Would you favor adding language to the equal
rights amendment that would clarify this issue?

Mr. SHAr3R. I would prefer to see it done through legislative his-
tory simply because with constitutional amendments I think it is
generally better to keep them relatively clean.

Senator HATCH. Why not end the controversy?
M SHANOR. I would not oppose it.
Senator HATCH. You would not. I would say let us end the con-

troversy. It may depend on the language but at least--
Mr. SHANOR. I would not oppose that.
Senator HATCH. OK. Mr. Phillips, how do you feel about adding

language to the ERA to make certain that veterans preference
laws would not be affected?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Sir, our organization has not taken a position yet.
As I said, we are going to be reviewing that.

Senator HATCH. How do you feel personally?
Mr. PHILLIPS In light of the comments attributed to the people

from NOW and from the League of Women Voters, whom I do not
see as our friends, I would be more inclined to go for an amend-
ment, and if it were effective enough jug #n go with the legislative
history, but I am concerned about whe ter legislative history
would really be effective.

Senator HATCH. As you all know, v,'....ans preference laws not
only affect the initial hiring into the civil service but frequently
affect promotional policies as well.

Are the constitutional issues in both instances relatively similar?
Mr. Meloy.
Mr. Mmov. Well, in Montana, the promotion policies are a direct

result of having a job to begin with. In Montana it has had an
impact on increasing the number of males in higher echelon jobs,
and those are the ones that get promoted.

Therefore, as part of our constitutional challenge we are at-
tempting to establish that not only does the preference cause prob-
lems for hiririg to begin with but because promotions tend to occur
more frequently in the higher echelon, women are not being pro-
moted at the same rate as the males in similarly situated circum-
stances.
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Mr. McDowsi.e. I would say that any kind of preferential treat-
ment would violate the ERA.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Shanor.
Mr. SHANOR. As a constitutional matter, I have to agree. At least

I agree that promotions would be dealt with as a constitutional
matter the same way as initial hires. In terms of policy questions,
and it is more for legislation than for constitutional provisions, I
think one can distinguish between the desirability of either the es-
calator principle that veterans get their jobs back or get promo-
tions they would have had when they return from active duty and
the extension of absolute lifetime veterans' preferences to give 'pro-
motions on down the line. At that point you start, as a policy
matter, to have an impact on efficiency of operations of the Gov-
ernment.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Sir, it has been my experience in reviewing veter-

ans' preference statutes that very few statutes actually give prefer-
ence with respect to promotion. The major problem from the stand-
point of many nonveteran females has been initial hire and layoffs.
That was actually an issue in the Feeney case.

Senator HATCH. If the equal rights amendment is passed, are you
concerned about veterans programs in general being called into
question?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; that would open the door. I was just talking
from a policy standpoint. I have noticed the main gripe about the
preference is not so much with promotions as initial hiring and
layoffs. Yes; I think there are those who would kist like to take
away about anything they could from veterans, whether they be
disabled or not.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask that same question of the two profes-
sors. To the extent that veterans' preference laws are challenged
on constitutional grounds due to the equal rights amendment, is
there any possibility that other veterans programs will be similar-
ly called into question?

Mr. SHANOR. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Mr. McDowell.
Mr. MCDOWELL. I would say yes.
Senator HATCH. That is my contention, too. The point is that we

do not know the extent to which veterans' laws will be called into
question. One of the problems that I personally have with the
equal rights amendment has been brought out repeatedly in these
hearings: Nobody knows how it is going to be applied. Not that we
have to know every detail, but we ought to know whether or not it
will be applied detrimentally in relationship to various groups in
this country.

A number of State veterans' preference programs provide advan-
tages not only to the veteran himself or herself but also to, certain
relatives of the veteran, such as the spouse or the parent.

A number of veterans' preference laws provide explicit advan-
tage only to the mother of the veteran as opposed to the parents of
the veteran. I have two questions here pertaining to this.

First, does the advantage provided to the wife or mother help
mitigate what some see as the unconstitutionality of the veterans'
preference under the ERA? Second would such a preference accord-

72 5
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ed solely to the female parent of the veteran, that is, the mother,
be constitutional under the ERA?

Mr. SHANOR. Well, I think a preference to a wife or to a mother,
because that is a one-way gender classification, only women, is
probablywell, it would be unconstitutional under the ERA.

Senator HATCH. Does that concern you at all?
Mr. SHAMA. No; it does not because the converse of that is that

at least if an intent standard is adopted, spouses or parents lan-
guage in those statutes would provide absolutely no problem.

Mr. McDowELL. In answer to your first question, my guess would
be that such provisions should undercut the criticism of the consti-
tutionality of veterans' preference; and, second, I think that on the
basis of the ERA, such single-sex preference for the female mem-
bers of the veterans' family would be unconstitutional.

Senator HATCH. There are nearly as many men as women who
are disadvantaged by the veterans preference; that is, there are as
many male nonveterans in the work force as female nonveterans.
How can veterans' preference be viewed as unconstitutional gender
discrimination given this fact?

Mr. SHANOR. Well, part of it depends upon whether you look at
the problem from the direction of who gets the advantage and
therefore who gets the job or whether you look at it from the point
of view of what is the residual pool of all those folks who do not get
the jobs.

It seems to me that not only title VII but basically all of our em-
ployment-related laws look at the question from the perspective of
who gets the job, and in that sense, the veterans' preference does
give a substantial advantage to a predominantly male group.

Mr. Mc Dowsu... I would point out that that logic about the equal
numbers of disadvantaged male and females in the nonveteran
work force was at the heart of Justice Stewart's opinion in Feeney,
but I think also that there would be the tendency, under the ERA,
to go to an impact standard which would be, in effect, that more
men were getting jobs at the expense of women because more vet-
erans were men.

Senator HATCH. I see. Could you briefly summarize for the com-
mittee the type of veterans' preference program that would pass
muster under the ERA and the type which would not? What arethe criteria?

Mr. McDowstx. I would be inclined to say that all veterans' pref-
erence programs would be invalidated.

Mr. SHANOR. Consistent with my earlier testimony, I would think
that only those veterans' programs which make classifications
based upon gender, that is, preferences which run exclusively to
male veterans or which run exclusively to wives or exclusively to
mothers or to fathers or to brothers, that is, a sex-based classfica-
tion veterans' preference programs, and only those sort of program
would be invalid.

Senator HATcH. I might add that my own State of Utah is one of
the six States that has the same type of statute that was interpret-
ed in the Feeney case.

What do you think about these questions that I have been
asking, Mr. Phillips?

4 tD
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Mr. PHILLIPS. I've noticed that most male nonveterans express
less resentment toward veterans because they are aware that some-
body went in their place after being drafted and often paid a seri-
ous price or it. Thus, male nonveterans, who often avoided service
through the student draft deferment, express generally less reseal,-
ment toward veterans' programs than female nonveterans who ac-
cepted their own exemptions from the draft without a wimper.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Shanor, in the 1976 district court case of
Branch v. DuBois, in 1976 the court found a veterans' preference of
only 3.5 percent to be constitutional despite the fact that the court
stated that it "hindered the advancement of women."

Under the ERA could any public policy which a court concluded
"hinders the advancement of women" be upheld as constitutional?
Could any policy which disadvantages women as a class be found to
be valid?

Mr. SHANOR. Only if there is a compelling governmental interest.
Senator HATCH. You indicated in your own statement that there

are very few compelling governmental intersts of this magnitude.
Mr. SHANOR. If. as in Branch, thre an expressed distinction

made between men and women under the ERA, that would be in-
valid.

Senator HATCH. Then the ERA would do away with that 3.5 per-
cent advantage?

Mr. SHANOR. In fact, as you are no doubt aware with the develop-
ment of middle tier scrutiny in the Supreme Court, even under the
equal protection clause, it is quite likely that because of the close-
ness of the governmental interests that have to be shown under
that middle-tier scrutiny, many veterans' preferences that are ex-
pressly based upon sex could be stricken down, even under the cur-
rent equal protection clause.

Senator HATCH. I want to thank all four of you for your testimo-
ny today. Each of you has added to this hearing. You have been
very helpful to the committee.

Thank you so much.
We will now turn to the additional witnesses. I would like the

following to come up as a p;,nel: the representatives of the Veter-
ans of Foreign Wars, the American Legion, American Veterans
Committee, the Vietnam Veterans of America, and the AMVETS.

We are happy to welcome each of you here today, and we look
forward to hearing your testimony. I do hope you can summarize
because I have another commitment that I need to keep.

We will put your complete written statements in the record as
we will for all witnesses who have testified here today without ob-
jection.

Let us start with the Veterans of Foreign Wars representative,
Mr. Donald Schwab.
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STATEMENTS tW DONALD IL SCHWAB, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
LEGISLATIVE SERVICE, VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE
UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY KIM GRAHAM, VETERANS
OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES; E. PHILIP RIGGIN,
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION, THE AMERI-
CAN LEGION; JUNE A. WILLENZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMER-
ICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK E.G.
NEIL, COUNSEL; DENNI13 X. RHOADES, VIETNAM VETERANS OF
AMERICA; AND DAVID J. PASSAMANECK, NATIONAL LEGISLA-
TIVE DIRECTOR, AMVETS

Mr. SCHWAB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Donald H. Schwab, and it is my privilege to serve

the more than 1.96 million men and women of the Veterans of For-
eign Wars as their national legislative director.

The gentleman on my left is Kim Graham, our employment spe-
cialist for our national veterans service.

Mr. Chairman, the Veterans of Foreign Wars currently has no
resolution addressing a proposed equal rights amendment to the
Constitution. We do have a vested interest in and very firm posi-
tions with respect to veterans preference, veterans benefits and no
women in combat.

Senator HATCH. Could you elaborate further on this, please?
Mr. SCHWAB. We are in favor of retaining veterans preference,

all veterans' benefits, and excluding women from combat where
they would have to close with the enemy.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Mr. SCHWAB. As previously stated, the president of the League of

Women Voters in the House committee that ERA--
Senator HATCH. Are you aware that almost every witness who

has testified on the ERA has stated that women will be required to
go into combat on the same basis as men if the ERA passes.

Mr. SCHWAB. Yes, sir.
Senator HATCH. In other words, language would need to be added

to the equal rights amendment to protect the veterans' preference
as well as tc protect women from being compelled into combat
before you could support it?

Mr. ScwAii. That is absolutely right. Our commander in chief
wrote' to every Member of the House to that effect that it would
have to be amended. Specifically, this article snould not be con-
strued to affect any benefit or preference given by the United
States or any. State to veterans and this article shall not be con-
strued to require the assignment of women to military combat.

We have got to take the women activist groups at their word
that they would attack veterans' preference and the Honorable
James Sensenbrenner of the House Judiciary Committee, in corre-
sponderK.e with our executive director, stated, in part, "If what Ms.
Iiiditirs says i, true. the slime rationale which would overturn vet-
eran:4' preference in public employment could be extended to pro
hihit veterans' preterviicr in education and other areas." We have
got to hi.liove that that is a distinct pos.sihiJity.

So as not to be redundant, Mr Chairman, I will just say if the
Nilo! right!, ottiondttient is sent to the ;;Rata's ratitirittitm that
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does not include the amendments we want, we will use every
means in our power to defeat ratification in the States.

And just for the record, something came up about veterans' pref-
erence in promotion. Veterans' preference plays no part in promo-
tion in Federal employment, and I will be happy to respond to any
questions you may have sir.

(The following was received for the record:)

t'l)(1
1
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VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES

19'1'11 in i11HFt f 11.1

STATEMENT OF

D)NAID H. SCHWAS. DIRECTOR
NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE SERVICE

vETtgAde, OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

UNITED STATES SENATt

WITH RESPECT TO A PROPOSED nia RIGHTS
AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION

WASHINGTON, D C

MI.. CHAIRMAN ANO MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

think you for the privilege of appearing before this distinguished Subcom-

mitte2 to present the views of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United State,.

My name is idnald H Schwab. and it is my privilege to larva the c,ore than

va mi'll'' rren and wmo, ,t the Veterans of Foreign Wars se their Nation,'

leglnlnclvr Dire, r I

Mr Gbairmru, the VeretOn,, A Foreign Ware currently has no resolution

mldronoing a prp,tiod Fens' Righre Amendment to the Coneritotion. Ho dmubt the

"ring OqlegAeq re,pot National. Convention were ender the impression

Thin f2attu, had 'can leli to rent nine., the Equal Rights Amendment propoend by

(-0orco., or h :2, 19'2, farted ratification by the requisite dfi states for

anot, oh uhyl)on:!, 11 1, ;r1 Alt the cse Notwithstanding, we do have a vented

Ioolcn, In and n, rung volltion regArdIng veterans preference, veterans entitle-

FEBRUARY 21, 1984

ti-7rn :n .0r,001 uhory they would he subIected to ,),M0 comber with the

o:h,h Loaringh were held by rho apprneefave pint), Ow ;fie,' of

',Al IorI (rnirr-: oo !epterher Ih, 10P1, tLe President of the deAgoo

o. C41 : 1,01, , e broad velerano preference stern',

fropv, ,71,1,11 grAured so Abeolute lIferfr,o pr.ne

rc 111, r1,3v1i.Vrjnil In tiNmemhtleette Chir;1 f;efvf,v,

h,11 gt.to fh AlAreofly, the lleeeHt1141 r,I 11-0.0
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Mr. Justice Marshall, joined by Mr. Justice Brennan in the Suprema Court of the

United States case, Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts at al vs. Feeney.

could be used se the vehicle to challenge first the Massachusetts law and, then,

having established precedent, all other veterank preference laws, In addition,

in correspondence with the Executive Director of our VFW Washington Office.

Cooper T. Halt, the Honorable F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr.,.the Ranking Minority

Member, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional
Rights. Committee on the Judiciary,

U 'House of Reprenentetivett, opined, "If shat Ms. Ridings nays is true, the

game rationale which would overturn veterans preference in public employment

could be extended to prohibit veterans preference in education and other areas."

in view of the foregoing, the National Commander-in-Chief of the VFW,

Clifford G. nison, Jr,, wrote to the Chairman and all members of the House

Iudlcisry Committee end, then, all umbers of the House of Representatives that

unless 1-1 I Nes 1 was amended, it would be wholly unacceptable to the more than

2.6 million men and women of the VFW end our Ladies Auxiliary. Specifically,

Mr ()loon requested the legislation be amended as follows:

"This article shall not be construed to affect any benefit or

preference given by the United States or any *tete to veterann,"

and

"this article shall not be construed to require the assignment of

women to military combat."
41

our pootion is unchanged and will remain so Indefinitely.

As is a matter of record, Hr. Chairman, on November 15, 1903, H.J. Reg. 1,

en/patting ea Fusel Flights Amendment to
the Constitution failed passage in the

11,,,V4, Of Peprosentariven. The vote was 278 yeas to 147 nays with one member

voting "prevent" Jrld nine not voting. The Speaker of the Nouse brought the measure

up ender suspension of the rules which permitted no amendments and only 40 minutes

iei4te li,l In a pr.edere normally tired for non-controversial legislation

and not oorrthlng ea fat r ea.,_hing en a proposed amendment to the Constitution,

ihaitman, when veterans preference came under unprecedented attack in

Io roar,( 110,1hwativem in 1977, the" hue and cry of women'a sotivlst groups

WW1 It in I.4ov T1181. they ere tlecnnd class citirenv hevanne their

,ppo.tnntf, /.. 1/T1tr vii ,milt preference wan no trotted that they tare sheet

1110..gr st.h. hh. In ',nap' f tog tilt)) veterans for federn1 rrnpl,vment . The

to t 1 never r t that.' enlistment quatsn durfni Wotld War fl,

t
.011,t ,t ct, tliortt novever. seen did serve dorlog then, pat ludo of

, u ' ' , ' , , ;i, pi that tiOU there /Jett enough WorPfl 001 VOVIIIng

I' I I I
t.. itII nnatIi ii ii ,lie d, re/ ,11 est v 1, e
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than held by women, 893.5 thousand. Soso 577,000 Women were entitled to veterans

pieterence In thetr own right and 304.4 thowand woman had derivative entitlement

predicated upon death of the servicemen or the fact that the veteran was per-

manently and totally disabled due to service-connected causes.

How do woman fare in federal saployment today? Appended to ley testimony,

Mr. Chairman, is a chart prepared by the Office of Personnel Management for the

fiscal year 1982, the moot recent available.
As Indicated thereon, total federal

hits. vacs 367,000 and 168,456 or 46 percent, were YOWL Total veteran hire.

were 82,944 or 22.6 percent of total hires and 6,636 or sight percent, were women.

!twee obtained from the Office of Peteonnel
Management by telephone last week

reveal:

1. There are presently 1,975,987 federal employees;

2. 1.2 million are man, of whoa 726,272 or 36.5 percent of the total work
force, enjoy veterans preference;

3. 776,000 are women, representing 39.2 percent of federal employees;

4. 44,997 women employees or 5.8 percent, enjoy veteran. preforence;

5. 16.117 'spicy's. are entitled to 10 point vetetanes.preferance and
13,748 of cheer or 85.3 percent ere woman.

Therefore, Mt. Chairman, the thetas women ars, in fact, suffering loss of federal

employment because of veteran. preference is without foundation.

With respect to no women In combat, we era, of course, very such aware that

soma women, particularly nurse., ,eve been subjected to enemy fire. However, we

must all hope that the United Staten of America never approaches such desperate

straits that we Oust cons der the training ane assignment of women to ground, air

and two jobs which would require them to aggreseively seek out, close with end

destroy the enemy

Mt. Chairmen, If any proposed Equal Rights Amendment sent to the states

for yatIfILatIon is not amended ea previously stated, I can Assure you that the

Vetetaso of cureign WOWS Will use every resource at our disposal to defeat Ito

ratification in every State.

io In, ,n.elvohl:, Mt, thairmen, that women activiolts who enjoy freedom

rumored oy the narcItIcoo of veterans would n'w turn on their benefactors end

noel- r.. olIrinite their benefits oo dearly bought. Apparently, too many forget
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0
too soon the sacrifices that veterans made in giving years from their lives, years

from their families and years from their ter:weal endeavors if not, also, their

physical or mental health.

Mr. Chairman, also appended to my testimony are the follovIng resolutions

passed by the voting delegates to our 14th National Convention held in Nev Orleans.

Louisiana, August 12-19, 1983:

Resolution No. 444 -- "No Women in Combat Jobs"

Resolution No. 610 -- "Veterans Preference"

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, and on behalf of the more then 2.6 million men

and women vi the Veterans of los:sign Warm of the United States and our Wise

Auxiliary, permit me to again thank you for your courtesy in inviting me to appear

before you today.
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o Total 367,007 o Total 82,944
o Women 168,456 de o Women 6,636
- % of Total 46% - % of Total 8%

o Minorities 94,688 o Minorities 19,658
- % of Total 26% - % of Total 24%
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SUMMARY OF SELECTED VETERAN HIRING INFORMATION

FISCAL YEAR 1982

VETERAN HIRES

*0 Percent of Federal
Hires 23%

VIETNAM ERA VETERAN (VEY) HIRES VRA HIRES

o Total 60,556 0 Total 15,017
o Women 1,412o Percent of 17% - % of Total VRA's 9%

Federal Hires

o Minorities 4,820
733 - % of Total VRA's 32%

o Disabled
7,327 - % of Total 1,821

VRA's 12%
12%

o Percent of
Federal Hires 4%

o Percent of
Veteran Hires 18%

o Percent of VEV's 25%

o Percent of
Veteran Hires

o Disabled VEY
Hires

- % of Total VEV's

DISABLED RAVETENS HIRES (10-POINT/ 30 PERCENT OR MORE DISABLED VETERANS HIRES

o Total 10,643 o Total 3,369

o Percent of
o Percent of Veteran

Veteran Hires 13% Hires 4%

o Percent of Federal
Hires

o Percent of Total
3% Disabled Veteran

Hires

Source: Office of Personnel Mat-Arm-rut
Central P. rsonnel Data File

32%

o Temporary Appointments

into the Competitive Service 1,618
- % of Total 30
Percent Hires 49%
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Resolution No. 444

NO WOMEN IN COMSAT JOBS

WHLRLAS, the present and projected strength of women in the Armed Forces is ss follows:

TOTAL STR1NGTN

1962 WOMEN (ACTUAL)

1q1102
1984 WOMEN
oponapa

ARMY 780,300

_
73,963 93,000

NAVY 554,600 40,354 55,000

AIR FORCE 580,800 63,859 84,000

USMC 191,100 7,703 13,000

TOTALS 2,107,600 165,899 249,000

and

(including
officers)

( including

officers)

WHERYAS, the following additional factors apply: (1) the number of women in the Armed

forces has more than quadrupled since 1972, fro.: less than 2* of the total force to about

9.11; (2) in 1972, 901 of the women In the Armed Forces were in "women type" jobs, today

this percentage has shrunk to about 501; (3) on December 20, um the Secretory of the

Army approved the assignment of women to "hazardous assignments near combat creme" to

Include approval of some "non-combat" positions to the 82nd Airborne Division (woman

are still not assigned to battalion, or lower unite in Infantry, armor, cannon field

artillery, combat engineers, Special Fortes, by altitude air defense artillery, or

attack helicopter unite); (4) women comprise 261 of the ROTC force at 291 collegel,

while 36,000 women are in Junior ROTC programs; (5) abroad, no other country, except

New Zealand, has brought in many women into their Armed Forces, The Soviet Union has

only 10.000 women in forces totalling over 4.f million; Israel about 8,000 out of

278,000. In short, we are the only notion going this route; end

WHEREAS, (1) the presence of thousand, of women in our Armed Forces and the prospedi

of any more thousands in the future, is a "quiet revolution" with profound implications

fur our national security; (2) the Congress hos, predictably, done the *soy thing

to Wit Point, down with the barriers, etc. -- without changing the basic law. A

"woman in ,ombst" bill has been stalled since 1974 in the Douse Armed Services Committee;

(1) the root profound -- not narrowly military -- action representative. in government

can do is to cell upon its young citizens to fight and possibly die in defense of the

nation or the nation's foreign policy objectives; (4) se structured today, should our

Armed Forcer be committed to action, women would be killed, wounded and captured in

numbers that have no precedent in the history of the modern world; (5) the "turned on"

young women in today's Armed forces are proficient and admirable by every peacetime

measurement. Many would fight bravely and effectively near the air, sea or ground

battle tone; a truly heroic few could and would fight well in close combat with the

enemy; but, (6) the Congress should be called upon to feme up to the "no win" positloo

they have placed time Armed Forces in (i.e., equal rights nom, never mind the probable

security and human cost), and codify, under the United 8tetee Cods, the role the peoples'

repte.entstfves desire American woman to play in future combat (to its credit, the

!pagan administration hes sharply questioned the numbers and the jobs of women in the

service it inherited); now, therefore

BE IT RESOLVED, by the 84th National
Convention of the Veterans of foreign Ware of the

United States, that the position of the VFW on this question before the Congress and

the Executive Drench will be: No women will be assigned to ground, see, or sir jobs

that call for aggressively seeking out,
closing with, and destroying the enemy; and

BE If PURIFIER RESoLVED, that the
position of the VFW on this question be expanded

before Congress and the Executive Branch to
remand the Congress of the United States

to provide all branches of the Armed Forces with the necessary exemption regarding

job placement equality to insure that: No women will _be trained for, or ""signed to,

yroundc gee, or af Jobe that could call for Iggressivalt seekinit_outcloaing with,

sad deatroying the ',gen.
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Resolution No. 610

VETERANS' PREFERENCE

WHEtEAL, the 18th Congress passe;; the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944 in June,
the month allied ar'ed forces made the Normandy landings at tremendous human cost;
and

WHEREAS, the term "veteran" includes every category of society, sex, age, religion,
ethnic group, race, and creed; and

WHEREAS, Section 712 of the Equal Employment Act of 1972 specifically statue that
nothing in the Act shall be construed to repeal or modify any Federal, State,
Territorial or Local laws creating special rights or preference for veterane; and

WHEREAS, uu.ing the pest three generations, the United States has become involved
in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam; those who served on active duty during these
three armed conflicts at the very least experienced a disruption'in life style,
generally from two to tour years at very low pay and at worst were disabled or
killed; and

WHEREAS, the Veterans' Preference Law accocpliuhed the legislative purpose of
honoring veterans and provides a small advantage to competing for federal and pub-
lic employment; now, therefore

BE IT RESOLVED, by the El4th National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of
the United States, that we reaffirm our traditional policy and hereby strenuously
oppose any and all attempts to weaken or destroy veterans' rights end preference
in federal and public employment; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the President and the Congress of the United Statue
reject any and all proposed legislation or regulatory change that would reduce
employment opportunities for veterans in the federal and public workforce.

Adopted by the 84th National Convention of the Veterans 01 Foreign Ware of the
United States held in New Orlenne, Louisiana, August 12-19, 1983.

dl 101c, t) HT, 47

Resolution Ro. 610
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Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Let us turn to the American Legion, and Mr. Philip Riggin.

STATEMENT OF E. PHILIP RIGGIN

Mr. RIGGIN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Philip Riggin. I am legislative director of the Ameri-

can Legion, sir, and I appreciate the opportunity to be here and to
offer a summary of testimony on behalf of the American Legion.

The American Legion as a wartime veterans organization does
represent, obviously, wartime veterans and such veterans consti-
tute a class of individuals unlike any other differentiated class.
This is because veterans were exclusively created by actions of the
Federal Government.

As we understand it, the view that a constitutional challenge
would end veterans' preference if ERA is adopted stems from a pre-
diction that the definition of discrimination may change. Current-
ly, the test for discrimination requires the presence of intent to dis-
criminate. Some say if ERA is adopted there will be an effort un-
dertaken where the intent test, so to speak, would be replaced by
an effect or impact test. Accordingly, even if Congress never in-
tended to discriminate against women when it approved veterans'
preference, the iact that a preponderance of veterans are males
constitutes the same effect and must therefore be unconstitutional
discrimination.

There is no doubt that the Veterans Preference Act of 1944 rep-
resents one of the fundamental elements of veterans benefits.

Veterans' preference was t,.nd continues to be regarded as a clear
policy statement by Congress. Specifically, veterans were to receive
priority in Federal employment because of their wartime sacrifices
and because the normal course of their civilian lives was interrupt-
ed by the Nation's call to arms.

espite the establishment of employment priority, however, vet-
err ns' preference in. Federal employment is not absolute. At
present, veterans' preference affords assistance to wartime veter-
ans on entry into Federal service and affords protection to wartime
veterans during reduction in force action.

Veterans' preference in Federal service has no bearing on promo-
tions or career advancement, no direct bearing. Likewise, it does
not extend to the senior executive service, excepted positions such
as doctors or lawyers, or temporary or seasonal employment.

In fact, the Civil Service Reform Act of 1.978 imposed even great-
er restrictions on veterans' preference than had been previously in
existence.

Mr. Chairman, were it not for the predictions of several legal
scholars that veterans' preference would be held discriminatory if
ERA is adopted, the American Legion would have no purpose in
participating in today's hearing. This, quite simply, is because the
Legion has no nationally mandated position to express on ERA, fa-
vorable or otherwise. it is significant, however, to note that the
American Legion since its inception has not only permitted but has
encouraged membership by womei. veterans.

Because of these legal predictions and because of our belief in
veterans' preference we have no choice but to urge this committee
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and Congress in the strongest possible terms to add specific lan-
guage to the ERA resolution, language which would offer protec-tion for veterans' preference.

As defenders of the readjustment interests of the Nation's war-time veterans, we are simply unwilling to leave their economic fateto chance. If veterans' preference was ultimately found unconstitu-
tionally discriminatory against women, we, as a society, would
have a difficult time reconciling that with the fact that men haveprimarily been called upon in all of our past wars. In Vietnam
alone some 57,000 men died. Sexual discrimination that results
from veterans' preference is a result of this long history of male
service in the military.

Mr. Chairman, this summarizes my statement. I will be happy to
respond to any questions.

[The following was received for the record:)
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Statement of
02he .ya I mei lean 4 eyon

11114 IC STRUT, N. W.

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20404

by

F.. PHILIP RIGGIN, DIRECTOR
ItAT/ONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION

THE AMERICAN LEGION

THE EQUAL Rif:HT AMENDMENT AND VETERANS PREFERENCE

FEBRUARY 21, 1984

Chilirrnan and rrenters of the Suborinnittee:

The American Legion appreciates this opportunity to pre-

wnt its views before you today. At issue are several ques-

,.1n!:: 3saociated with what if any effects on state and federal

vt,t.cranG preerence statutes would apply if the Equal Rights

AJiendment (ERA! 's Added to the United States Constitution.

As war rime vaterans we constitute a clasn of individuals

unlike any other differentiated class. This 13 because voter-

wf,r r ,Kc105 ,7reAted by actionn of thu fderal govern-
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An we ,inderqtAnd it the view that A constitutional cha3-
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and must therefore he unconstitutiJinal discrimlnatton.

Mr. Mhairman, given the predlettons of several leeal schol-

tri, It may he that veterans preference might be found di.scrim-

iatory if ERA in Its present term is added the constitution.

!-S01.:4A30 of the importance of veterans preferenre as a pririple,

It deqerves some historical tteatment for ba7kground

There is no doubt that the Veterans Preference Act 1144

ropreannts one of the fundamental elements of veterans benefits.

1r is destined to provide an ellgible vet,ran with a hand up,

n,,t A hand Jut, tor the tcriflee made fr r his country. We

in trice a farm at vetrans preference back to this nation's

egtui.linas when military service counted favorably in the sehici-

ot atfi2tals and subordinate employees in the customs

lor e. 11(yaver, it was not until Itirmi that Congress enacted

leuiAlat that provided preferential appointment to

flees I((r ,flose veterans honerahly discharged as a result of

.voinds ar likness.

irviress subsequently expanded this limited preferON(_fe IN

1IVM, agiu in 191q with the ':ensus Act. It ,in;

inti! World oir 11, noww:er, that the meat Or miallc chinge

in votetins prei renee came ibcut.

end eon. inucti to Le re,lar.16 an ,1

/ 0.1tem,Jhr by mowirb.ts. _;lieetft ally, veterans
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(R!.E) actions. Veterang preference has no bearing in promotions

or career advancement. Likewise Lt does not extend to the Senior

Executive Service, excepted positions such an doctors or lawyers,

tomporary or seasonal employment or even in abolition of function

such as when one agency's functions are absorbed by another. In

fact, since the Civil Service ;eform Act of 1978 (5 USC 2108), no

ve'eran with 20 or more years of military service, no veteran dis-

eharged after October 14, 1976 and no veteran discharged from mil-

itary service with the rank of major or above is covered by veter-

ans preference.

Perhaps, the strongest statement regarding the legitimacy of

veterans preference was made when the constitutionality of a Mas-

sachusetts veterans preference statute was upheld by the Cupreme

Court in PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR OF MASSACHUSETTS VS. FEENY 442

US 256 (19791.

Mr. Chairman, were it not for the predictions of several le-

gal scholar.; that veterans preference would be held discriminatory

if ERA 13 adopt.id, The American Leg in would have no purpose in

participating in today's hearing. This, quite simply, is because

the Legion ha.7. .m nationally mandated position to express on ERA,

favorable or otherwise. It is significant, however, to note that

The American Legion since its inception has not only permitted but

tiel encouraged membership by women veterans.

However, because of these legal predictions and because of

our belief in veterans preference we have no choice but to urge

this c'mmittee anlit:ongress in the strongest possible terms to

add spoeiftr: language to the ERA reseiution ,;hielding veterans

from any potential court decision '1olding veterans preference

r veterans programs uncestitu onai.
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toLtultu trom vottq-an5 !.rvforonc in .1 r,!;;Ilt ,Df this long hifltnry

litIrL,Ic In the military.

?Sr. ChAlrman, that concludec, our statement.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask you the same two questions. Do you
need an explicit exception in the ERA to protect the veterans' pref-
erence? Further, are you opposed, as a general proposition. to
women being forced into combat on an equal basis with men?

Mr. RIGGIN. There is no reference in this particular statement
regarding women in combat.

Senator HATCH. Where would the American Legion stand on that
question?

Mr. RIGGIN. We would probably be against women in combat
from a military managerial standpoint.

Senator HATCH. What about the veterans' preference? Would we
have to amend the equal rights amendment on the floor in order to
protect the preference?

Mr. RIGGIN. We believe so. We obviously were sitting in the room
awhile ago when the discussion of this was taking place earlier,
and we believe that there will probably be some language neces-sary in the equal rights amendment, in any equal rights amend-
ment that passed the Congress, to protect existing veterans' prefer-
ence statutes or any other veterans' benefits programs which may
he considered discriminatory.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Let us go to the American Veterans' Committee, and Ms. June

STATEMENT OF JUNE A. WILLENZ
Ms. WILLENZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The American Veterans' Committee thanks you for the opportu-

nity to present our views on the ERA and veterans' preference.
Senator IIATtut. We are happy to have you here.
Ms. WILLENY. I would like to introduce the chairman of our Vet-

erans Affairs Commission, Mr. Frank Weil.
Senator HATCH. It good to have you here, Mr. Weil.
Ms. WILLENZ. I will submit my prepared statement for the

record, Mr. Chairman, and try to summarize it
tionutor IIATe1J. Without objection, we will place it in the record.



Nis. WILLN/ f.o toe first say thi I AV(' strongly supports the
adoption the 14;RA as plot of the (LS. Constitution. We believe
that gender ought not to be the basis of any laws, regulatit cis, or
actions by any government or agency of government.

Second, AV(' does not approve the kind of veterans' preference
embodied in the Feeney case. That statute provided a total, lifetime,
across- the -hoard t reference in puhlic employment fur veterans over

nonveterans.
What we hela v&' in is that veterans point preference in the civil

service fur nondisabled veterans should be limited to the initial ap-
pointment only and that no person sheuld receive a position unless
fully qualified to perform the duties involved.

Let me also refer to the basis for veterans' benefits. We suggest.
that two basic standards should be applied. In case of death or dis-
ability incurred in military service, are the benefits sufficient to
provide a decent standard of living fOr the veteran, his family, or
survivors?

For all vote:ins, are the benefits so designed as to enable a read-
lust mem from military service to civilian life with a minimum of
economic loss'.'

Vet us not forget that the major purposes of veterans' benefits
programs have been the reintegration and the rehabilitation of vet-
erans hack into civilian life.

Another wait must he Wed. There an increasing number of
%%omen participating in the military. Today there are over a nil-
lion living women veterass who are eligible for veterans' prefer-
ence They represent 4.1 percent of all living veterans. Further-
more. more and more women are entering the military service.

I might say that AV(' has been working very hard to see that all
barriers to military service are eliminated. We have supported and
we continue to support the end of the barriers embodied under 10
IISC 001. and 8595 which deny women aecess to all units of the
military forces.

We 4((' no conflict between ERA and the type of veterans' prefer-
ence which we support The basic objective of such veterans' prefer-
ence is to facilitate readjustment to civilian life as I pointed out

The distinction. we must remember, is between veterans of
it her sex as compared to nonveterans of either sex, not between

males and females. The ERA would forbid Federal and State gov-
enents fian denying or abridging equality of life on account of
i't Hence, there would he fie conflict between ERA and a veter-

an,' preference s' 'nine that rests on the distinction between veter-
ans and nonveterans and is not intended principally to discrimi-
nate in favor of one sex as against the other

Itegariime the co'rne'a case, fhe Court's opinion. noting that the
,a ute was neutral on its face as to gender. ruled that its principal
ifs.a in tiun Nvas between veterans of either sex and nonvolorans of

liotwoon males and female.; as such
flat' Is directed against Government action that denies

meht 4,11 acannt of sex The veterans' preference laws,
A, I In' (IMO !-;iatf'd la the /'('f't/eV cast'. are 1101 batil'd On 0
4-111101CM "11101 C;,1 pi011Sibly he 11(0110141 only 0!4 a gen ler.hased

lie,ht of the history and orposio of NI,terow-: prof
rtIli IM X', 11111;11k' inCe;v:ifig Of WMIn'a iii I in'
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tary and as veterans, and the different directions in which the vet-
erans preference laws and the ERA are foctwcd, we believe that
the ERA would not invalidate veterans' preference laws generally.

AV(' strongly favors the adoption of ERA. We see no basis for
suggesting that ERA would invalidat? the general-principle of vet-
erans' preference laws. We also believe t.triat an initial appointment
veterans' preference is justified and is part of the Nation's obliga-
tion to its veterans. It is a disservice to both the veterans and the
women of this country to suggest that there is a conflict between
ERA and veterans' preference when there is none.

Thank you for the opportunity of presenting the American Vet-
erans' Committee views.

The f011owing was received for the record:(
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STATEMENT OF THE AMIRICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE

Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the

Senate Judiciary Committee on

EltAard Veterans Preference

February 21, 1984

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American Veterans' Committee thanks you for the oprortunity to present

our views on whother ERA would have any impact on veterans preference.

My name is June A. Wil lenz. I am the Executive Director of the American

Veterans Committee and have served in that capacity for over 18 years. I am also a

member of the Advisory Committee on Women Veterans which was established by

VA Administrator Harry Wolters in June 1983, and statutorily established by PL 98-160

in November 1983. I authored the book Women Veterans: America's Forgotten

Heroines, which summarizes the role of women in the military and os veterans.

Before turning to the subeIct before this Subcommittee I would like to acquaint

yo. with ti.. American Veterans Commntree's positiom en the FlA and on the issue of

veterans preference in public employment,

Cirst. AVC strongly supports the adoption of the ERA os part of the United

Stott.: Constitution We believe that sex discrimination ought not to be the bmis for

laws, regulations, or actions by any government or agency of government.

Second. tVC does not approve the kind of veterans preference embodied in

the statute involved in the case of personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feenry,

442 U.S. 256 (ITN), That statute provided o total, lifetime, across-the-board

Feeference in public employment for veterans over all non-veterans. Our position

as expressed in our National Platform is -s follows:

AVC Veterum Affoi Platform

(1) Comprniatinr,

For many years, Ayr' hog, pointed out Ole need for a thorough review and
reappraisal of this Nation's policies n's veterans as follows!

1, We appose bonuses and general pensions; as heirci clost legislation
untelotra.1 to thy real need of individual v!tetun and tending to set
veterans apart from their fellow olio ns.

745
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filth, molter a: aenefits, two bosie stondarels should be applied:

a. For death cr disability incurred in military service: Are the
benefits sufficient to provide a decent standard of living for the
veteran, his family or survivors?

b. For all veterans: Are the benefits to designed as to enable o
readjustment from military service to civilian life with a minimum
of economic loss?

Since benefits ore a Federal responsibility, uniform standards of cdmin-
istration and compensation should be applied nationally without regard
to race, creed, color, sex, national origin, handicap, age, or religion.

(4) Civil Service

AVC believes that veterans point preference in the civil service for
non-disabled veterans should be limited to the initial appointment only,
and that no persun should receive a position unless fully qualified to
perform the duties involved.

AVC Notionnl Affairs Platform

3. P. the rights granted to veterans in t,. Veterans Preference Act in
regard to dizharge procedures and appeals should he extended to
all Government employees except those in probationary status.

Third. It should be noted that there ore 1,150,000 living worsen veterans

who ore eligible for veterans preference. They represent 4.1% of all living veterans.

Furthermore, more and more women are participating in the military services, almost

200,000 at the present time. That participotiors, approximately 8% of the armed

tortes, is expect Ad to continue to increase. The fastest growing part of the veterans

pr..pulution is the remote component.

The mast recent VA statistical report an "The Female Veteran Population"

( No .rember 1983) pointed out that the increase in the female veterans population

"represents on upward trend not characteristic of the mole veteran population."

Therefore. we con expect on even greater number of women veterans will become

eligible for veterans benefits, including veterans preference.

Another fact sometimes overlooked i., discussions of veterans preference is

that saTn ten V veterans IJIV.1 Well, eligible for veterans p., ference.---wldbws,

an3 in some r asnthersoll woman- -under the current Veterans Preference Low

are oisn riirihIr f veterans preference. A substantial and growing number of women,

therrt an I rill he rlirlihlo fr.r volmons preference.

We let nr, .)141ir f hph.VVI.ri the FPt rind the type of veterans preference

whi ,A)jeCtIvf ^, r1 such veterans preference are to Cot ilitute
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readjustment from military service to civilian life with o minimum of econbmic lots

or hordship, ond, in the case of disability ox death in military service, to provide a

decent ;tare-lord of living for the veteron and/ r the veteran's Tamil Of survivon.

Even though more males then females become veterans, the objective of the benefits

granted to them is ta benefit veterans al either we, rather than to benefit males in a

manner superior to, or to the ex lusion of, females. The distinction drawn is between

veterans of either sex as compared to nenveterunt of either sex, not between males and

females oHich.

Prq"
/would forbid Federol and state governments from denying or abridging

"equality of riehn...on account of sex." Hence, there would be no conflict banyan',

the ERA ond a veterans preference statute that rests on the distinction between veterans

and nonveterans ond is not intended principally ta discriminate in favor of one sex as

against the other sex on the basis of sex.

The question as to whether the ERA would involidote o statute like the Massa-

chusotts stotute involved in the Feeney case requires further analysis. That statute

gave every honorably discharged veteran, "mole or female, including a nurse," who

had of !cost 90 days active military service of which at least anu day was in "wartime,"

and who quolified for o store civil service position, o preference ahead of ail qualify-

ing nonveterom. Since mast veterons ore mole, the resul of that total, across-the-

board, prefe ence war that most of the store civil service senior positions were occup:ed

by moles. Ms. Feeney, u female nonveteron with 12 years civil service tenure who

attained high grades in open competitive civil service examinations for higher positions,

wes unable t., nhtoin them because veterans with lower, but qualifying, civil service

test grades were given preference ahead of her. She chollenged the stotute os denying

her equol protection of laws under the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States

Cort.tttution because the stotutnry preference resulted in the better civil service positions

being filled principally by men ond excluding most won m from those positions.

The Supreme Court's opinion, starting from the premise thot "any state law

overtly nr covertly desioned to prefer moles .ver femoles in public employment would

require on exceedingly persuasive justification to withstand a constitutional challenge

under the Equal Protection Cla use of the Fourteenth Amendment," reoffirmed "the

settled rule that the Fourteenth Amendment goorenteer equal laws, not egad results."

7 1 7
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(2'S U.S., at p. 273). The Court's opinion, noting that the statute was neutral on its

fo.e as to gender, ruled risco its principal distinction was between veterans of either

sex and nonveterons of either sex, not between moles and females as such, and that

its purpose was to benefit veterans rather than to discriminate agaimt women, and

therefore ruled against Ms. Feeney's Equal Protection clause challenge.

It is clee, that the Ceurt was influe iced by the long history of veterans prefer-

ence legislation. Indeed, in the recent cese of Regan, Secretory of the Treasur, v.

Taxation with Representation (May 23, 199'), the Court upheld the validity of a tax

benefit gifeen to veterans organizations but n .4 to other charitable or educational

organizations, and stated (p. 10, slip copy), citing the Feeney opinion:

Ow country hos a long standing policy of compensating veterans
6o their post contributions by p-oviding them with numerous
ad b.ntages, This policy hes "always been deemed to be legiti-
mote ." Personnel Administrator v. Telenet, 442 U.S. 256, n. 25
(19 ,?) .

The Feeney decision follows the pattern of Washington v. t avis, 426 U .5 . 229 (1976)

which held that "a neutral low does not vklote the Equal Protection Clause solely

because it results in a racially disproportionate impact; instead the disproportionate

impact must be trc.ced to a purpose to discriminate on the basis of race."

AVC has particularly worked diligentls, to help expand the numbers and role

of women in military service, As we have pointed out, increasing numbers of women

are serving in the military and ore becoming veterans, entitled equally with male

veterans to the benefits of veterans preference. That should be the focus for those

who, like AVC, seek to eliminate sex discrimination in all aspects of doily life, rather

than b, invalidate laws, which, like the Federal and certainly most state veterans

preference laws, are directed, not toward discriminating against women 05 such, but

rather to henef;t vet( rans of either sex.

The FRA is directed against governm nt action that denies et uolity of rights

"nn account of sc ." The veterans preferee, e lows, as the Supreme Court stated in

the Fecnet cur. (at p. 275), are not based art o distinction "that can plausibly be

explained on ly as .1 gender hose) classification," In the lieht of the history and pure

pew ..-terons preference laws, the continuAl incree ;rig role of women in the

military and ,r,tyrom, tivi the different ,onions i r whir-11 the eterans preference

lows and the IRA -'re fo,-./ssed, we believe that the ERA would no invalidate veterans
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preference lows generally. This does not mean that it would rot invalidate a law

which is directed to the discriminatory purpose of harming or disadvantaging women

as against men through the guise of a "veterans preference" low that is not properly

related to the purpose of aiding veterans in relation to their military service and their

veterans status.

As stated above, AVC strongly favors the adoption of the ERA. We see no basis

for suggesting that ERA would invalidate the general principle of veterans preference

laws. We oiso believe that an "initial appointment" veterans preference is justified

and is part of the obligation this notion owes it veterans. It is a disservice to both

the veterans and women of this country to suggest that there is any conflict between

ERA and veterans preference when there is none.

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the American Veterans

Committee.

7,19
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April 4, 1984

June A. Willenz
Executive Director
American Veterans Committee
1346 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 930
Washington, D.C. 29036

Dear Ms. Willenz:

The National Woman's Party wishes to commend you, Mr. Weil,
and the American Veterans Committee for tie tine t- timony you
gave at Senator Hatch's hearing in February in support of the
L'ival Rights Amendment.

We are aware that Many of the veterans organizations panel
members expressed hostility to the concept of ERA and to women's
organizations in general. We do, indeed, appreciate the American
Veterans Committee commitment to fairness for both men and women,
and the Judicious language conveyed in your testimony.

The National Woman's Party was founded in 1913 by Alice raul,
suffragist and author of the Equal Rights Amendment in 1923. We
do riot believe that the ERA will eclipse all veterans benefits,
nor do we oelieve that the men and women of American who support
the ERA would want deserving veterans to be dlprived of their just
benefits. Most women who support ERA also appreciate and are proud
of those men and women who serve our country moth in combat and in
other ways.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabe\h t. Chittick
President

fit, s;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Senator HATCH. Thank you. Let me just ask you one question.

You indicate that you do not think that the ERA will interfere

with present veterans' preference laws but you are not sure.
Would you favor, as these other veterans organizations do,

amending EItA so that we explicitly make clear that the ERA does

not affect veterans' preference laws?
Ms. WII.LENZ. No, we would not go in that direction, Senator

Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Why not? Why would you not want to make it

clear?
Ms. WILLENZ. Because, first of all, we do not think that there is a

conflict.
Senator HATCH. But you do not know.
Ms. WILLENZ. Well, none of the constitutional lawyers know.

They can only suggest and they can only infer from the past.

Senator HATCH. Most of the proponents of the ERA concede that

it will substantially affect veterans' preferences. It is not simply

ERA opponents.
Ms. WILLENz. Well, I will turn to my counsel on this particular

question.
Mr. WEIL. Mr. Chairman, we believe that the distinction would

be made on intent. Now, we also believe that putting an exception

to ERA is likely to severely limit its chances of passage. We believe

that the intent is already spelled out in the veterans' preference

law and Congress could quite easily add a statement of intent to

those laws which have a different impact to make clear that the

purpose of veterans' preference laws is rehabilitation and not dis-

crimination.
So I believe that an ERA without an amendment stands a great-

er chance of passage and that the intent behind the veterans pref-

erence laws is already well set out and could be strengthened more

easily than ERA could be passed with an amendment in it.

Senator HATCH. You indicate in your statement that "We see no

conflict between the ERA and the type of veterans' preference

which we support." I take it then that you do see a conflict be-

tween the ERA and present veterans' preference programs such as

those in the Feeney case which you clearly do not support. Am I

correct in that?
Mr. WEIL. We take no position on the latter. In our opinion the

Court ruled correctly. Now, a different Court with reappointments

by the preset ,t adminktration might rule differently.
We simply take no position on the absolute veterans laws. We

WV no conflict between the ERA and rehabilitative veterans' pref-

erence.
Liceati. Ilnrr n I see. You conclude in your statement that the

ERA would invalidate laws directed toward "harming or disadvan-

taging" women but which are in "the guise of a veterans' prefer-

elle(' law."
Now, how is this distinction going to be &gawp! by the.t ,arts in

thc,ie cases? Which ones are merely a guise?
Ms. WILI.F.NZ. Well. if there was a veterans' preference law that

specifically included only, fine example, a certain group of combat

veterans which, by definition, excluded all women, in other words,

gender discriminatory, in that kind of instance ERA would prob-
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ably have an impact. Arid that is the kind of situation where we
feel there is a distinction to he made.

Senatc'r HATCH. What would the paralyzed veterans think about
that particular statement?

Ms. WILLENZ. We do riot include any disabled veterans in our dis-
cussion el veterans preference. We make a distinction between five-
point preference eligibles and the disabled always.

Senator HATCH. So you would want the veterans preference to
continue with regard to the disabled?

Ms. WILLENZ. Certainly, and that is one of the major reasons for
having veterans preference which is to provide that decent stand-
ard of living for all those who served and were injured in the serv-
ice of their country.

Senator HATCH. Then you disAgree with the National Organiza-
tion of Women on that particular point'

Ms. WILI.ENZ. I am riot that familiar with that position.
Senator According to a resorution enacted in 1975, the

National Organization for Women opposes any State, Federal,
county or municipal employment law givin special preference to
veterans.

Mr. Wm.. We would di.v.gree with that definition of their point
of view. The National Organization for Women, of course, is totally
civilian oriented.

Senator HATCH. I understand, but you would disagree with that
resolution.

Mr. WEAL. We disagree with extending it that far.
Senator HATCH. Since many assume that NOW representatives

are authorities on what the equal rights amendment means, why
.vould you oppose adding specific language to make it clear that all
veterans' preference laws would not be unconstitutional.

Mr. WEIL. We are all political animals, Mr. Chairman, and we
believe. that putting in the specific language is likely significantly
to decrease the chances of passage of that amendment.

Senator flATCH. What if the ERA passes and works to disadvan-
age the hanciicapped and disabled veterans?

Mr. WF.n.. Mr. Chairman, we believe that the more extreme ad-
vocate., of ERA are fighting strawmen. They are fighting possibili-
ties el their own creation.

SI niitOr IlAcren. This concern has been raised by others who do
not .onsider themsolvt.s extreme advocates of the ERA. Many are
prop mews

Mr WIL. I believe the mainstream of the proponents of ERA
would probably not take their view quite as far.

Senator IlAteli Hut that is my point. I believe there are many
-dneere people :-lipporting the equal rights amendment who are not
,;iire what it means. When you consider that many of the advocates
who el iim to know what it means expressly state that it will
outlaw Cre veterans' preference laws of this country, it seems to
me that it inake, 1:ood sense to add language that would guarantee
hot certain votortti,-;' preference rights would not be abolished.

Mr. WEIL Sonator, if I thought that the chances of passage were
,,q11:11 iind 1,01 /Milt t he amendment. I would favor teat amend-
ment
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Senator HATCH. So you are willing to risk the loss of all veterans'
preft-Tence rights in your determination to have the equal rights
amendment passed?

Mr. WEIL. No, Senator, because I do not believe there is a risk of
losing all rehabilitative veterans' preferences and veterans' prefer-
ences tied to disability.

Senator HATCH, But you admit them is a possibility that that
will occur?

Mr. WEIL. We do not believe it will.
Senator HATCH. You do not believe.
Ms. WILLENZ. Mr. Chairman, we heard two constitutional law-

yers who suggest that this may not be the case at all.
Senator HATCH. Among the ERA proponents who testified earli-

er, one of them said that a diminution of veterans' preferences will
likely occur and that he welcomes it. The other one said there is a
real possibility it will occur depending upon the legal standards
employed by the courts.

Ms. WILLENZ. Under certsin circumstances, but- -
.Senator HATCH. That is what I am saying, too.
Ms. WILLENZ. If a veterans preference law were specifically in-

tended to discriminate against women because no women at all
were included in that class, then ERA would probably pull down
that kind of law.

But I am sure you would not be in favor of any kind of law that
would discriminate against all women as a class so that is the only
pine where ERA would absolutely invalidate a veterans' prefer-
ence law, unless things change considerably.

Senator HATCH. You are assuming that the intent standard will
be maintained, and the overwhelming number of witnesses have in-
dicated that there is a good possibility it may not be maintained.

Mr. Wm.. Senator, I think what would be applied is roughly the
same standard as now is applied, let us say, uncle.. title VI. First,
you ask whether there is a differential adverse impact. If there is,
you ask whether there was discriminatory intent, and if so, it falls.

If there was no discriminatory intent, you look and find out what
was the purpose. Was there legitimate purpose? If there was a le-
gitimate purpose, you look to see whet lier that same purpose can
be achieved in a nondiscriminatory or significantly less discrimina-
tory manner. If it can be, then it is only the a .hieving of this legiti-
mate objective in a nondiscriminatory manner which can stand.

Let us say you find a disproportionate number of minorities
being served by some HI-IS program. You then look, to see whether
there discriminatory intent. If there is, you strike down the distinc-
t ion. If there is no such intent, you ask why is this program carried
out in such a manner.

If we are told a legitimate mason why, then the analysis, is: is
there a less discriminatory or nondiscriminatory way of carrying
out this intent in this program. If there is, it stands. E there is not,
it hills.

I think the same analysis would he applied tt snuations that
inirct differentially on either sex.

Senator IIATen. 'You state that "There would he no conflict he-
tween the ERA and a veterans' preference statute that rests upon
the distinction between veterans and tionveterans and is not in-
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tended principally to discriminate in favor of one sex as against the
other sex."

Can I conclude from this comment that you believe that discrimi-
nation will be identified under the ERA on the basis of whether or
not there existed an intent to discriminate as opposed to the mere
existence of a disparate impact between men and women? .

Mr. WELL. There is an additional wrinkle. If there was no inten-
tion to discriminate and a disparate impart results, the next ques-
tion is, is there a way of achieving the objectives in a nondiscrim-
inatory or significantly less discriminatory manner. If so, then the
preferences would be illegal under the ERA. This would oc(!ur only
if the legitimate objective reintegration of the nondisabled veterans
into civilian life could be accomplished in a manner having a lesser
differential impact.

Senator HATCH. I see.
Ms. WILLENZ. Mr. Chairman, may I add one other comment? And

that is, one of the problems with adding an amendment is that if
you introduce one amendment like this, it is very likely that more
and more amendments would be offered.

Senator 11*.rcH. Not necessarily. You have many veterans orga-
nizations representing millions of veterans saying, "Look we are
not taking a position for or agairlst the equal rights amendment; if
we can have this matter clarified and if we can expressly state this
in the amendment so that there is no question about it, then we
will not be again,4t it. But if there is no clarification in there, we
are going to be against it."

Now, it seems to me if you are a proponent of the equal rights
amendment, you would be interested in resolving that issue, unless
you believe that all veterans preference should be outlawed or abol-
ished. There is enough authority on this matter to suggest that
they will be abolished that we ought to clarify that issue.

Ms. WILLENZ. Well, we disagree with you that there is enough
evidence that it would be abolished. I think there is enough differ-
ences among the legal experts to---.

Senator HATCH. Indeed, I do not think there are that many dif-
ferences.

Ms. WILLENZ (continuing'. To substantiate that.
Senator Warn. Iwt me read Barbara Brown who is an authority

on ;t
Wilde 21 is valid for the Sttt to take steps to rtuntegrate wterans into tivilrnu

society, a rule raving them absolute preference river all qualified wiitittr1 oppliegInk
fur St ate employment e. un:::.eptable under the ERA.

The Ca lain ma Commission on the ERA said:
An 'hominy(' to abolition of voteratet preferences ander the. EltA which might
t oteamant with the ERA would b., to extend veterans preference to any veteran

and his or her spouse This would les..4en its dv.frimitaltory impact

Ihmithy It id i League of Women Voters, has said.
The brood's ter-ate; pretetence slat ate /IN 211 MIV:H(40/11Witt; V I 'f'1121. Il 1;1;110

141 .111 ah cilia Ilft't11111, preference to veteratel st,elinnt public eloplovulent in M;4"11
lti`,1t!4 , iv1I ,t.I'Vlet. WM11111:111 in 11 J1111111'0' 1111.11` the F.14 A

The cooKresf.;vmal cnctis h !-; !A:Ito&
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Programs to reward our veterans reentering the workforce would have to be more
narrowly tailored and carefully weighed against the ERA's probition against sex dis-
crimination so as not to unduly limit .employment opportunities for women.

Prof. Ann Freedman of Rutgers, considered one of the authori-
ties, stated:

The dissent's analysis in Feeney of the veterans preference statute illustrates the
approach. required by the ERA.

The Nationr.I Organization of W9men opposes any State, F,:deral,
county, or municipal employment law giving special preference to
veterans.

Mr. WEIL. Excuse me, Senator. Everything you have read up to
but not including the last statement says that more narrowly tai-
lored, rehabilitative is OK, absolute is not.

Senator HATCH. That is not the way I read it.
Mr. WEIL. That is precisely our point. It would need to be looked

at more thoroughly. That is precisely our position. We only dis-
agree with the NOW statement which goes against all veterans'
preferences.

All of the others we agree with they confirm that there is no con-
flict between the ERA on one side and a properly tailered veterans'
preference on the other.

Senator Ilivren. Now, assuming that you are right, assuming
that you are right and you ;.:an find a properly tailored veterans'
preference, what is a properly tailored veterans preference? Give
us illustrations of what is right and what is wrong. Apparently you
are saying the absolute veterans' preference that is the present law
in many areas is wrong.

Mr. WEIL. We would say a veterans' preference--
Senator HATCH. Who makes the decision? That is one of the im-

portant issues.
Mr. WEIL. Ultimately the courts will in any case.
Senator HATCH. The courts will make these decisions. Up to now

the legislature has been making these decisions.
Mr. WEIL. All right. I would recommend the legislature approve

veterans' preference schemes that allow for an initial preference to
reintegrate" veterans into the civilian work force for a certain
number of years after discharge, perhaps with a provision that if,
because the veteran is too disabled, this could be transferred to a
member of the family who is able to work, without making a dis-
tinction as to the gender of that member of the family.

That would probably be perfectly .al! right under ERA, and it
would achieve the intent which is to help reintegrate the veteran
into society and to give the disabled veteran a preference on tic -
count of his disability, not on account solely of his veteran status.

Senator HATCH. That is what you would recommend, but what
are the courts likely to do? That is the issue here.

Mr. WEIL. We are not only recommending it, Senator. Insofar as
one can predict at all, we are predicting that this is what the
courts would uphold.

Senator HATCH. You do not have many who would support you
on that issue, I am afraid to say.

Let us turn to the Vietnam Veterans of America.

775
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STATEMENT OF DENNIS K. RHOADES

Mr. RHOADES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Dennis K. Rhoades, executive director of Vietnam Veterans

of America. I am going to briefly summarize my statement since it
appears that we are running a little short on time.

Vietnam Veterans of America held their first national conven-
tion last November, and as a result of a resolution voted out of our
economic committee, we came out in full support of all Federal,
State, and local veterans' preference systems.

At the same convention, introduced from the floor, was a resolu-
tion in support of ERA that was also passed by the convention.

VVA believes that veterans' preference and ERA can exist side-
by-side provided certain things happen in the process of passage.
We are affirmatively in favor of veterans' preference. We believe
that above all there is a social contract between the Federal Gov-
ernment, State, and local governments if they so choose, and the
veteran which should not be abrogated, and that includes not only
veterans' preference but the whole system of rights and benefits to
which the veteran is entitled.

We believe that in no case should veterans who went into mili-
tary service and got out find that somehow the Government is not
going to keep its promise.

We do not necessarily believe that there is a natural conflict be-
tween ERA and veterans' preference. It has been suggested, for ex-
ample, that the 1979 Supreme Court decision in Feeney v. Massa-
chusetts might have been resolved differently, and I think that was
pretty much what we heard here today.

We are concerned about statements from, for example, the presi-
dent of the League of Women Voters about the Feeney case, and we
are also concerned about the resolution of the National Organiza-
tion of Women calling for the elimination of all veterans' prefer-
ence.

We believe that veterans' preference and entitlements are an
earned right. We believe that the ERA should not become a vehicle
14 undermining those rights that men and women who served in
the military earned as a result of their service.

Nor, would I add, wouki we recommend that the integrity of the
ERA he encroached because of misperception that ERA and veter-
ans' preference are necessarily mutually exclusive.

Now, we have had discussions with many of our members con
corning recznIciling ERA and veterans' preference. Some of our
members have suggested, as has been suggested here, that ERA
should be amended, and they will probably seek to introduce that
issue' at our next convention,

Our legal counsel ha:, advised us that there may be another way.
In constitutional issues the courts examine the legislative history
for the intent of Congress much as they do the star::

We therefore believe that an unequivocal expression of emigres-
afitial intent that ERA should in no way interfere with the rights,
benefils, and preferences established for veterans by Federal, State,
and local governments would be sufficiet to protect the system of
compensatory programs established in recognition of military, spry

I)
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Senator HATCH. IA't me interrupt you on that point. A lot of the
testimony we have received, even here today, indicates that there
is just no way we could ever get a clearcut expression of congres-
sional history stating that veterans' preference laws will not suc-
cumb to the ERA. It is just not going to happen.

So where does that -leave us?. That leaves 'is with a choice be-
tween adding clarifying language or hoping, as the American Vet-
erans Committee does, that the Supreme Court will not strike
down all veterans' preferences.

There is a great deal of testimony mid evidence that veterans'
preference will be stricken by the Supreme Court under the ERA.

Mr. RHOADES. Well, Mr. Chairman, we share the concern of all
the other national service organizations on that and we share your
concern as well.

Senator HATCH. I personally believe that veterans' preferences
are vulnerable. I do not see how anybody can reasonably conclude
otherwise.

It is not an issue before this committee, whether veterans' pref-
erences are right or wrong. I personally believe that they are right.

Mr. Ruomws. As we do.
Senator IIATu. I want them to be upheld in law. I believe that

they have been promised to the people who went into the service
and risked their lives.

Mr. Rim taws. They are earned right;.
Senator !limn. They are earned rights, and if we pass a consti-

tutional amendment that does away with those rights, this country
will not he living up to the obligations that it undertook when
t h e * people made sacrifices for our country.

NIEt',, RHOADES. That is correct
Senator HATCH. Well, then, that being the case and since there

will he no clearcut expression that veterans' preferences, as you
&fire t'llem, Federal, State, Ind local will not he outlawed or disal-
lowed, it seen~ to me that you are left with one Option, and that is
to as,k that the equal rights amendment he amended to make it
clear that veterans' preferences will not he eliminated.

Mr. RnoADES. Mr. Chairman, we favor any necessary means to
preserve veterms' preference and veteran law. If' it has to he that.,
it has to he that

tienatin. (krill That e the only way ,V01.1 are going to ensure
t h e m That 1,-. the only wok I et.ti we that you are g()inkl, to ahsolule
h, preteel the pre-v1)1 L;ittlat it)); regarding veterans' preference
lilts

ft, think the IcgiitiVe hitlery approoch (flig,!t
he tidied We de think it is uetisonahle, hilt :e4 said,

11,0 lett:d VICe low:int/At ion, would Iee detPlIct in our duty if
"'' did not that veterans;' Proff'rl'Iltl ;Ind vefefitn!-C rights and
Iwnutit, he atisalutply protetcd

7e n;iteet ),,,p it It In me yeti! en.;0111/:11 t'-; V;(1111L; to
!IA . III -111)1IIIII art at1101141111111t II) I he EWA I do not ;my other
t;et flee inciinniendin %AIM tuUtteV A111141 he wonderful it

tilld :wire I h:it voS el at prefelPlIcf. tvottid not he
hf' ;1)(1 4'aft .11rh hrHfilt iVe 111:-;h11 . lint

11,,t 1",,t " ts ;Ire rt, ruffle le hate art ikettictil lift
ILO
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In fact, mow of the evidence, most of the assertions go the othc-
waythat veterans' preference laws are going to be either serious-
ly disrupted or abolished. Most proponents believe that we will
shift from the intent test advocated by the prior witnesses to a dis-
parate impact or effects test which would have dramatic impact on
veterans' preference laws.

I did ,lot mean to stop you from giving any further statement.
Pleast go on.

ML. RHOADES. No; that actually concludes my statement, Mr.
Chairman.

IThe following was received for the record:]
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STATEMENT OF

DENNIS K. RHOADES

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OF

\\VIETNAM VETERANS OF AMERICA

FEBRUARY 21, 1984

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcomolttee, VVA is pleased

to have,this opportunity to present our views on two issues as

important-ea veterans preference and the Equal Rights Amend-

ment. Our organisation strongly supports both, since ultimately

they address the same principle: parity.

Viernal Vetertwa of America is a national veterans service

organization Made uo exclusively of Vietnam veterans.. We have

testified Wore Congress many times on_issues 'elevant to

Vietual /eteraes, such as Agent Orange, Post-Traumatic Stresn

Disorder, Employment, Small Business Administration and Judicial

Review of the Veterans Administration. We view as our mandate to

foster, encnurage and pilmote the improvelent of the condition of

the Vietnam veterAn.

At our first National Convention in November of 1983, the

dcleqaten paind a rrbAUt!ntl that said in part

' Therefore Be V Resolved that VVA support
thg passage of the Equal Rights Amendment
by the Congress, and its ratification by
the States, affording equal responsibili-
ties, rights, and protections to female
citizens under the United Stated Corirtitu-
tion.'

in addition, the delegsres also partied a resolution that stated

In rikt,

' Re it ResolveA that Vcterans preference
in the redernl, State and local civil PUr
vi.:e systema be contInued forCed,
In, iqding p,,tiols of Redection-inPol:ce.'
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While it hall been suggested in some quarters that ERA and

veterans preference are in conflict, WA believes that the two

can exist ride -by- slick. Both principles address the fundamental

question of parity. The ERA affords women parity on all levels

of the socio-economic scale ale osior issues such as equality of

pay have been the focus of national debate for the last decade.

The principle of parity, which veterans preference -- and indeed,

the whole body of law created to address treatment of those men

and women who fought for this Nation -- is probably less famil-

iar. First, it should be understood that Vietnam veterans enter-

ed military service, like their predecessors, not for rights and

benefits which would follow but because they felt a sense of duty

anti obligation as citizens. The Nation, in its wisdom, however,

has entablished a social contract with its citizen-soldiers which

- --should not he retroactively abrogated, since that citizen has al-

ready upheld in the finest tradition his or her responsibilities

under that contract. We share the view of the Bradley Commission

which concluded nearly three decades ago, that the Government

has, without a dou0t, a lifetime commitment to those injured on

the field of hnttle to their widows, widowers and orphans. In

addition, the Covernment's responsibility to all men and women

win, who nprved In a commitment to provide the necessary

inqioance to achieve parity 3t all levels of civilian life.

Our unique poultion In supporting both ERA and Veterans

rtetoron..o hrirtv us hefoie thlm Committee to urge that in con-

1!,,tInq lit' ERA, t'ongrenti annure that veterIns preference,

it , f
f t re adelmitely protectpd. We hel ieve that

H, it! t,Y t tit 1,i ,t!, rt,Itt;st y loyal challenges to

It'10/1111 iu,trrnnee the hnin, of nrx diuerimihatioh. It hen

1,t exumpin, that the l97n t:upromn C'fliT1 Ort-111,1n
1 , 1 'N' n" v. httlht have heen ren.ived differently

1! 1;.A, '4:tip-rot plotp. tt m fu vntormot piet.trenee, had then hear,

the c,mntioutorn, Ir, tact. the Preniden1 of the Lelotte

t ;t1, ott,t / t r 1 4.0, If I (Id totf ot I. I 1111,110 vrro t ft"

t i I/A ft, I I/ F `' 'Ii, VO.t 110 7 1.1, 10, tIl/E t T rtOti Whit It

h ..t I I I.. I I t ,It AtnII for cttl,thttItt t hr.
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Nation. We alto note that the National Organization of Women

still retains a 1971 resolution calling for the elimination of

veterans preference in any form, and this presumably includes the

service-disabled. We think such positions are unfortunate and

may alienate potential supporters of ERA, especially since we

believe that the two issues can reasonably co-exist.

If indeed, most Vietnam veterans are men, the primary rea-

son was an all male draft. This is not to denigrate the honor-

ablt service of our women veterans, but simply to reiterate his-

torical fact. We are therefore adamantly opposed to the use of

ERA as a vehicle for undermining those rights that men and women

who served in he military earned as a result of their service.

Nor should the integrity of ERA be encroached because of a mis-

perception that ERA and veterans preference are mutually exclu-

sive.

We have had discussions with many of our members concern-

ing reconciling ERA and veterans preference. Some have suggested

that ERA should be amended and have sought to introduce that

issue at our next National Convention. We believe there Is

another way. In conetituttonal issues the courts examine the

Legielative Reports for intent of Congress, much an they do for

ntatutea. We therefore believe that an unequivocal expression of

Compreanlinal intent that ERA should in no way interfere with the

rlqhts, henefita and preferences established for veterans by

Federal, State and local governments would be more than

!iutflcient h prote,t the syntem of compensatory programs

eq111,11.11,ed in roc,limitimi of military service.

ThAti
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Honorable Orr I n Hat ch
United States senate
Wash' net on, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:
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June 30, 1954

:honk you for sending t he transcript of the February 21,1954 he ring obi eh yip' conduct ed as Choi man 0! the Subconmi t teeon the constitution of the Senate Judiciary Count t tee on thestreet I' the Equal Rights Amendment on veterans preference. TheInformation el i el ted from the witnesses at the hearing, par-ti cul arty t he panel of attorneys, has shed new light on the issueand prompted mo to investigate tie imp! feet 1 one of ERA further.
I have since reviewed weal th of material, including posi-tion papers an the ( s u e written by various sweeten' a groups, andhave concluded that the ERA, as presently proposed, would nut onlyplace veterans preference, in whatever form, at risk, but couldconceivably Imperil the entire veterans boner I ts system throughJudi el al challenge.

V let nem Veterans
organisation whose pr
promote improving the
This I s our pr imary r
Convention, held last
port f or preference
our men and women vet

of Amer I em I s national veterans service
I nel pal purpose i s to foster, encourage andcondition of the Vietnam veteran.
es pone bi I I ty. Our first Net onal
November, affirmed our members' tirong sup-t the Mellon'', State and local levels for

er ens .

V let nem Veterans of r.mer I ea la also mandated by convention
resolution to support passage of the ERA, and we will continue todo so. It is apparent, however, that given both the past historyand current nat I oriel policy of an all -male drat t, sine explicitsafeguards for veterans prefermnce and benefits will need to beIncorporated In the nendment Itself. VVA' s Hoard of 71 fact ors ,therefore will be considering modification our organ! sat ono sposition to Include en amendment to the ERA to protect vet eranspreference and the veterans benefit systen.

Thank you again for the opportunl t to share our viewson t hi s vital issue.

Ilhltt eyt

Sincerely,

1644 111 l^aci
DENNIS K. RHOADES
Exectst l vas Director

Pi 2
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Senator Myren We will now hear from the AMVETS, and David
Passamaneck.

STATEMENT OF DAVID .1. PASSAMANECK

Mr. PASSAMANECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the privilege
of appearing before this distinguished subcommittee to present the
views of the approximately 200,000 members of AMVETS.

I am Col. David J. Passamaneck, national legislative` director of
AMVETS.

AMVETS believes, without reservatica, that preference in hiring
and retention in the civil service is a right for life of war veterans,
a right which they have earned through the unparalleled sacrifices
which military servie-, dc,mands. The preference in favor of the
hiring of veterans i;4 one affirmative action program which is based
on performance and achievement and not racial or sexual accident
of birth.

The tenaciotei efforts of various interePt groups antithetical to
the natioeal defense and military service, to curtail, or completely

MOW' VPtCrVIE; prefe:ence is consistent with the quasi-treasonous
.)V0UCt 0 F40 many inhabitants of this country during the Vietnam

ennduct which contributed in no small way to the tragic result
of that war.

l!nterruption.,
S'nator HATCH. 1,e..1 me interrupt you. I agree with that. We will

have no further outbursts in the room.
Mr. flASSAMANECK Sir'?
Senator HATCH. I agree with what you just said. 1.et us have na

.ur,her outbreaks in this room. I want all witnesses treated with
respect.

Please go ahead.
PAssAmANF:ex. One of those efforts, of course, has been to

question all veterans' programs as violations of the concept of
gendt'r equality by applying the radical socialist philosophy of

of numerical result rather than equality of opportunity.
The Supreme Court in Feeney officially recognized that veterans,

men and women, are special people and entitled to special benefits
administered by the lovernment they served.

AMVETS takes no specific position on ERA. Indeed, our last na-
tiona! convention voted down a resolution opposing it flov,vver, if
there is to he an ERA, then we would imas :. that clear and specific
imiguage he included therein defining equality as equality of oppor-
tunity and not numerical equality of result arid specific:Ay, exclud
kit; all veterans' preference tend entitlement pregrat-s, State or
Fedoral. 71(1 manning and training criteria of our Arled Forces
from the MIN., if the effects of the amendment.

Without such mandatory language t! ..e courts, contrary in sitrp!,,
common SI '11!:1, :Ann inspired by the fraternity of ter!.wing law sato', t
proffli,ier;, will assuredly interpre' ERA so as to ..itiously attac
veter.0 vrogr an is as well as the standards of tactical manage-
rnt ra of our .Armed Force:1 consistent with the porverted logical of
::; MI. Fogif ;d court in connection with so-alted comparabil-
ity of wort

to
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It. is quite clear that. ERA will be used by many of its most. vigor-
ous supporters as another tool against veterans and the national
defense establishment in general, not necessarily because of their
belief in equality but because of their deeper hostility to the legiti-
mate security interests of this country and the noncommunist
West.

AMVETS opposes all efforts to curtail or abandon preference for
veterans in Federal or State hiring and retention regardless of any
racial or sexual considerations which may form elements of other
legislative programs including ERA. Preference in hiring and re-
tention of all war veterans, regardless of race of sex, has been an
honored keystone of our national policy since the close of World
War 11. Let us keep it that way and strengthen the policy where
necessary.

This concludes, my testimony, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to
answer any questions.

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Passamaneck. I take it then that
you do not want to deny any of the existing veterans preference
laws, either by the judiciary or by the legislation. You want to keep
the veterans preference laws in tact.

Mr. PASSAMANECK. Yes, sir, if necessary strengthen them.
Senator HATCH. The testimony before our committee has suggest-

ed that, if the ERA passes women will have to go into combat on
an equal basis with men. Do you agree with that particular point?

Mr. PASSAMANECK. Let. me say the very key legal phrase 'com-
pelling governmental interest" has been used previously in this ses-
sion, this hearing, to explain that certain compelling governmental
interests could override requiremev is even of the ERA.

We believe that our national defense, the management of the de-
fense establishment, the armed services, and the administration of
veterans programs Which derive their justification from the war
powers clause just as the administration of the active Armed
Forces do, all fall within the purview of compelling governmental
interest.

So that even if you did pass an ERA, and we !-ad to go up and
argue that veterans' preferences and programs were omitted from
its purview and we had to argue that women being put into combat
send so forth, that that sort of thing is omitted from its purview, we
would LISP that compelling governmental interest arguin--nt.

cylrse, we would prefer not to have to do that by including
specific language in the amendment.

Senator HATCH. There is much evidence and much testimony
that you would fail if you used that argument.

Mr VASSAMANECIi. I think so. I think we probably would Ind.
Senator HATCH. Would your organization advocate an amend.

went to the equal ri. .hts amendment to protect. vetcreas' prefer-
ence rights?

Mr. PASSAMANECK. AINOilltely, sir.
Senator HATe H. me tisk a t;nesi.ion cf the whole piny In

vour view, what are the principal jAstificio.ions fur the veterans'
pretirence progranm As I understood it Ms. Willenz, you indicated
Beat rehabilitation would be the principal justification for the pro-
grams and not much eke. Ain I wrong on that'
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Ms. WILLKNI.. Well, the reintegration of veterans into the com-
munity, and as my colleague here said, we are fully behind the con-
cept of a social contract amongst veterans and Government.

We also insist that women are increasingly playing a role in the
defense of their country and they will continue to do so, and we
advocate opening up more doors, more access for women in the
military services so they can, indeed, have equality of rights and
then we can expect them to take, equal responsibility.

Senator HATCH. What abcut the concept that has been men-
tioned about rewarding veterans for a job well done? Is that an ap-
propriate objective?

Ms. WILLKNZ. As I recall most of the legislative history behind
the veterans' benefits programs, it was intended to make up for
time and opportunities lost. That was the major premise under-
neath many of the programs.

Mr. Wm. In addition, Senator, our motto is 'Citizens first, veter-
ans second." We believe that the person who went into service
when his country called in time of 'war and served and came out
without damage to health, has done no more than his duty. I think
every citizen should be ready to do that much and needs no further
reward.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask the rest of you this question. In your
view, what are the principal justifications for veterans' preference
programs? Are they primarily for rehabilitation? Is that the only
justification or are there others? Let us start with you, Mr. Passa-
meneck.

Mr. PASSAMANECK. Senator, I think probably perhaps the greater
reason or more reason exists for veterans' preference programs in
the initial rohabilitation or readjustment impact. However, I do
feel that there is and that it is definitely intended and was intend-
ed historically by the Congress and all other parties having to de
with the administration of veterans' preference programs to also
consider them to be a reward well earned by those who have served
in the military service.

I think both motivations are behind the program. I would say
perhaps the rehabilitation is a little stronger if you want to weigh
the strength of each, but I think they are both there.

Senator HATCH. You would not limit the rationale for veterans'
preference to rehabilitation?

Mr l'AssAMANIECK. No, sir. As I said in my testimony, a right for

Senator IlATeri. Mr. Riggin.
Mr. RimiN. We believe that veterans' preference apart from

being rehabilitative in nature is ,just as much a readjustment bent' -
fit to compensate someone for having their employment lives inter-
rupted by service. by involuntary service.

r,l1V!;( I Mr both terms in the same sentence, readjustment and
coppitsation. From a readjustment standpoint, obviously, veter-
as' preference is on one part of a larger package which includes
the 1;1 bill, educational assistance for certain veterans.

Obviously veteran :;' preference is not used by at lot of people
(liming out of service wlm are not in areas where they can even
-.ek a Federal job or a State job. So it simply has to he part of a
larger package :if hero' its
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Senator I IATCH. Thank you.
Mr. Schwab.
Mr. SCHWAB. Mr. Chairman, I would associate myself with the

remarks of my colleague Phil Riggin here. While I have the micro-
phone, sir, if 'I may, I like to know with whom I am dealing. Now,
the bona tide veterans organizations at the witness table represent
over 5 million people, with their auxiliaries perhaps 7 million. I do
not know who the American Veterans Commission represents, how
many. I would like that made a matter of record, sir.

Senator HATCH, You mean the American Veterans Committee?
Mr. SCHWAB. Yes, sir. How many people they represent? Whothey are?
Ms. WILLENZ. We represent approximately 25,000 veterans male

and female of four wars.
Senator HATCH. Mr. Rhoades.
Mr. RHOADES. Mr. Chairman, I think in our statement we indi-

cated that the Bradley Commissiori, set the tone for the whole
system of veterans' benefits that has been established over the
years when they talked about giving the disabled and the war
wounded the kind of assistance they need to carry on productive
lives, to provide all men and women who went into uniform the op-
portunity for readjustment.

I think there are also a lot of other reasons that Congress has
created the system of veterans benefits. One that comes to mind is
the idea that somehow a veteran who served his country should
end up indigent. Congress has, in the past, found that to be intoler-
able.

So I think there are many reasons for the veterans' benefits
system. I think most of them that I have heard are all very valid.

Senator HATCH. Thank you. I just want to thank all witnesses
who have appeared here today.

This is an interesting issue. It is one that I think involves deep-
seated feelings on both sides, and without passing judgment, I be-
lieve that the more we discuss the equal rights amendment, the
more we ask questions about it, the more we are finding that it is a
very ill-defined set of words. As wonderful as these words may
sound, they may have wide raaging constitutional implications that
.411 affect evervhody in our society.

My personal belief is that we should work as hard as we can to
resoive the problems with the ERA; we should all fight to promote
equal rights for women. In that context, I would point to S. 501 re-
cently approved by this subcommittee.

If' Congress would spend one-tenth the time resolving the con-
flicts that presently ezist in the law, as on the ERA we could re-
solve many of these conflicts within a relatively short period of
time compared to the 5(1 years we have spent haggling about what
these particular words written in the Constitution will or will not
do.

I am concerned about it because I be Iieve that helbre we amend
the Constitution, We ought to he very. very sure about the implica-
tions of what we are doing.

The noire I listen to witnesses, the more I find that even the pro-
ponents in tact, primarily the proponents --admit that it is going
lo come down to colth decisioris.
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I da not know about others, but I have a difficult time in allow-

ing the courts to resolve these problems. I would rather have elect-

ed representatives of the people resolve these problems.

There are countless Federal laws already dealing with women's

rights that are on the books. We need to enforce those laws, and

enact others that will secure women equal rights. If we did this, we

would be a lot further ahead in the final analysis in securing

women equal rights than in continuing this divisive political

debate.
We are going to continue to hold these hearings. We will try to

do this expeditiously and we will try to make sure that we have

the best people we can find on both sides of these issues. We hope

we will be able to continue until some of these matters are re-

solved.
Did you have a comment?
Mr. GRAHAM.. Yes, Mr. Chairman. When ever the discussion of

veterans preference comes up, I like to think back to something

that Rudyard ICpiing said. In one of his poems he mentioned,

"Tommy this and Tommy that and chuck them out the brut but

savor of his country when the guns begin to shoot."

I find it particularly repugnant at times that we discuss the re-

moval of a right that is earned such as veterans' preference after

the guns have stopped shooting.
Senator HATCH. I think that is a good point at which to end this

particular hearing. I want to thank everybody for testifying, and

we will turn to Senator Thurmond, if you have any comments, Sen-

ator, before we adjourn.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I will not take but just a

minute. I want to commend all the representatives of these veter-

ans organizations for their presence here today and testifying en

this important matter.
There is not any question in my mind that people who fought for

their country, whether they are men or women, should have a pref-

erence. I think that preference should continue and nothing should

interfere with it.
Now, I just want to propound this question briefly. Since there

have been veterans' preferences of various types since immediately

after the war between the States and these special considerations

for veterans have been institutionalized for many decades now, is it

not reasonable to concaide that the American public views such

preferences to be fair and a manner by which to compensate those

who have sacrificed and endured the hardships of having their

lives disrupted, flimily separations and physical pain ard suffering?

I just wanted to ask you if you will ju go down the line and if you

will just give you name and answer yr s or no.

Ms, WILLENZ. Yes, we support veterans' preference as a princi-

le. We support an initial aptx)intreent for all veterans and full

preference for the disabled veterans.
Mr. PASSAMANECK. Colonel Passamtineck representing AMVETS.

As I said in my statement, we believe without reservation the pref-

rence in hiring and retention in civil service is a right for life of

war veteracis, a right which they have earned to the unparalleled

sacrifices which military service demands.
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Mr R11:1;IN My MIMI' is Riggin, I am legislative director fOr
the American Legion. It is obvious that based on legislative history
that the' American public generally and Congress itself has had the
opportunity to challenge veterans'. preference if it wanted to. It has
not done that in any substantive fashion with possibly one excep-
tion. So clearly there has been ample opportunity for a public ex-pression on whether veterans' preference is good or bad.

Mr. SCHWAR. I am Donald II. Schwab, the legislative director for
the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and as you know, Senator, we sup-
port veterans' preference in Federal employment and no women incombat.

Mr. GRAHAM. Senator, I would just like to bring up a point -I am
with the Veterans of Foreign Warsthat the 'Barris survey wasconducted by the Veterans' Administration back in approximately
19S0 and stated that the public at large felt that much more shouldbe done for veterans.

Mr. tinomw..s. Senator Thurmond, Dennis Rhoades, Vietnam Vet-rans of America. We believe in the veterans' preference and veter-ans' rights and entitlements system. We believe it should be im-
proved. We believe that the American public has always backed it
and will continue to back it.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you fir hold.
ins; these hearings. I realize there will be some criticism of you insaying why not bring out the constitutional amendment, why notgo ahead and act?

I think you are very wise to delve into every tacit of it.. The
public is entitled to do that. The public is entitled to know the truefacts. Then the Senate can make up its mind what, it wants to do.But just to gloss over it and not delve deeply as you/are doing
ywould be a greater injustice, I think, to the people of this country,
and I just want to commend you.

Senator !en. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate those
words c:ortung from the distinguished chairman of the full Judici-
ary Committee.

Again, I want to thank all witnesses for appearing. We respect
the testimony of all of you.

We have scheduled our
impact on Social Security.
notice

IV/hereupon, at 1:.1;`,
t the Chair

11 111{, 11

next hearing for March 2t1 on the KRA
With that, we will recess until further

in., the mihconinnt tee adjourivii at the
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M18CRLLANE01.113 MATFR1AL

nehmen/ -11Anocieliees 4

STATE DIRECTORS OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, INC.

A. Ip MITT James Beneenbrenner, Jr. October 17, 1983
linking Minority Meter

NII GI
W* Butoorimittee on Civil andPiN

11.001.1 Calstitutionel Rights
s":431= Room 315, Cannon House Office Bldg.
an 4111111411I leektrgtam, DC 20515

&or
1...PMtopho

4MMO KS Nessmrs Dear Pc. SeneenbretLer:
04;114.a,
moot Thenk you for your lettsr_of number 4, 19113, requesting caments

lin="0 on the statement of Dorothy Ridings, resenting the effect of EPA
on Veterans Preference.

AVIA
.4.4tiramv The National AllSociation of State Directors of Veterans Affairs
rw (MUM understands the 'Way decision to have determined that

mat.1:1m, the relative numerical effect of a law sudm minters= prefacers=
Mara on sun and wow is irrelevant in ommection with the issue of gen-

der equality so long as that law dose not verbally discriminate and
the intent of Ruch law wee dasicusly neutral.

In the case of Masentusetts v. Pasy, the Supreme Court pointed
out that votaress preference lams s the admirable public pa-
Foes of camenating and rewardirq for national service.

MAIM theracee kelissrJ that the Money decision would =tine
to be applicible own if an Ille Mendeent to the Constitution wise

Na lose sight however of the obvious invitation that ERA
AawtdYwht mould for continua ard costly litigation regarding
all Aspects of i including veterans preference.
Na on anticipate atabseale uncertainity and confusion regarding the
meaning of any DA kandirent with no penis. of definitional resolu-
tion in the foreseeable future.

. Your refamerro to the possible intact of an MA leondrent as what you
durxibe as 'Veterans Preference in other areas", of coons rains the
spectre of 111 11(2'01111 the board neat under the aegis of RIR against
the entire system of veteran and retired military entitle:Intel for the
sae romericel disparity as betwen man and ewer% that exists for vet-
erans prefer:Inns for public: employeant weld of awns also apply to
ocepensatiam, pension, loan guaranty programs, medical care, retired-
military pay aid all other beneficial programs for veterans simply be-
cause there were aid obviously will be in the future, many more male
than female veterans.

It is therefore the cresidered opinion of the MINA that the
passage of an ERA Nradment would constitute the opening of a
pardoras ban of dubvious arguments which could ard obviously
would be used by anti- vetsrrn fed:mists (net of atom are against
National Defense and in favor of Unilateral Disarmament) to des-
troy the entire system of veterans and military retired entitle-
rents as we nag knots it.

It is for these reasons that tile IPSDVA would not. favor the
enact:me* of an ERA Rnolution by the Congress.
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Sinnerely,

A. Leo Anderson
Ilashington, DC Liaison officer
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31311MAMB
VICKIMILVISS
&Me .4so .1111Wde 44 adne, cmwod, dimpkial

mod beeetailp Jn.horre1 milywohnt ill she
MINIM FIMIO of the 1400i :441.

OF THE UNITED STATES
IISTASUISIED In ION ao she U. S. MINIM SOLDIERS LEAGUE)

October 12, 1983.

The Honorable F. James Seneenbrenner, Jr:, M.C.
Ranking Minority Member

Sub-Camdttee on Civil Right and Constitutional Rights
Committee on the Judiciary.
House of Representatives.

Washington. D.C. 20515.

Dear degremenem Seneenbrenner, jr:

%tank yoq for pair letter of October 4 and the copy of the statement by Dorothy
Ridings, President, fatigue of itmen Voters.

I have recently written to our local nrampseer, the Austin Stabeemm-Ormerican.
regarding several employment powers and this particular statement by Mrs. Rid-
ings. I as. asking National Ccmenander Wallace Sheppard to mend you a copy of my
letter to the local newspaper outlining the stand of the Association.

The Resider Veterans Association, the direct descendant of the O.S.MaDIOD SOLDIERS
LIME (U EL) Jounced August 10. TM, by combat blinded. wounded, limbless'and
disabled Civil War veterans of the Regular Military Establistmart, has always fou-
ght for the retention of Veterans Preference. Our testimony on March 1. 1983,
before the joint House and Senate Veterans Affairs

Committee will attest'to our
position on veterans preference. I believe you can secure a copy frc. the House
Veterans Affairs Committee. Our records. obtained from the USW, when they 'folded
their tent' after the 1933 Economy Act. indicates several items of interest.
1) The OSMSL and the Grand Army of the-Republic (GAM) worked together and
wrote the veterans preference act that first appeared in the 1883 Civil Service Act.
From that time on, the OS SL and then the RVA has 'orked on local, state and Fed-
eral levels to put in Veterans Preference and to fight to retain it in those areas
where it now exists.
2) The USMSL left the RVA with the following 'planks' and/or policys that
we use as our strong support.

a) To smirk to maintain a strong and adequate National Defense and to work
for totter py, etc., for members of the Anted Forces. '

bi To work for increase compensation and penibms (after the Civil War the
dit;abled vet received 6$ or $14 a earth for his disabilities) and osdical benefits
tar the Regulars who retire due to length of service or for disability

9 To work for continued employment of all embers of our veterans oann-
unity and to maintain the Federal Veterans preference.

Please be assured that the RVA will notify all Posts and all elected officials to
"uteri fast" on veterans Preference.

We shall, of course, take any other action
el retain the Veterans Preference.

main. (Ada thanks to yoyl fog 'you tf>Rly notice of this action.

Vat tonal twijukant
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STATEMENT ON THE IMPACT OF THE

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT ON VETERANS PROGRAMS

By Phyllis N. Segal, Esq.

Hearings on February 21, 1984 Rotors the

Subcommittee on the Constitution of

the Senate Judiciary Committee

I appreciate this opportunity to present testimony on the proposed

Equal Rights Amendment. It is my firm belief that the adOtion,

of this provision to the United States Constitution is essential

and long overdue. At the Subcommittee's request, my statement,

will focus on a specific issue that has been narrowly framed

for consideration at this Hearing, namely "the impact of the

Equal Rights Amendment upon veterans programs." Reasoned consideration

of this impact unfortunately has been sidetracked to date by

some extreme charges and inflammatory rhetoric that careful analysis

dispels.

At the outset, it is important to recognise the scope of the

government activities embraced by the question that has been

posed. As more fully developed in the analysis prepared by the

Women's Equity Action League that accompanies this testimony,

the term "veterans programs"covers
broad range of activities

providing aid to veterans. These programs, conducted by the

federal government and virtually all states, include educational

and housing subsidies, academic and vocational training, health

services, disability payments, survivors compensation, reemployment

rights, unemployment compensation and preferences granted veterans

in civil ervice jobs. Most of these programs are funded from

the pub', trearlory and do not impose any direct costs on individuals.

The civil service job preferences, however, are structured in

a significantly different ways they are not funded from tax

revenues. and their burden falls directly on those individuals

Women's Equity Action League, Veterans Programs and Women, An

Analysis (referred to hereinafter as "WEAL Paper"), attached as

Appendix A
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who are denied lobe. ot promotions hecause they do not have veteran

fit/Arils.

A. with other government policies and practices, there have been

sorion problems of sex discrimination in the design and implementation

of some veterans programs. The WEAL Paper describes numerous

examples of Ors, including the repeated live of sex as a classifying

tool in veterans programs to explicitly provide different benefits

ftmals and male veterans. women who served in-the Ration's

defense have not always been included within the definition of

"vet,rass."- Even after this'problem was remedied, female veterans

sometimes found themselves with (ewes benefits than those granted

male veretans. For example, a married woman veteran was denied

,e,tain-edu,ational benefits granted to married male veteransi

and list shtviving spouse received benefits only upon proof of

financial dependency. Such dependencyrestrictions did not

ai.ply to the surviving spouse ,t a male vetexan;...

Although many of these explicit gender line problems have been

eliminated others remain, like the federal provision that grants

an emplr,ym-nt prefrence to mothers but not fathers of a deceased

vetotan. In addition, even when statutes do not contain explicit

sex based aenefit restrictions, practices have diminished the

hci..-fits available to female veterans. or exam:-.le, by ignoring

female veterans in the design of health care programs, the Veterans

Administration has not provided needed medical services to these

Mt 1.1./1 .

Sh'h ovrt sex-based discrimination reflec,s the same sterotypts

that hv. lihtorted ether government policiet, practices and laws:

dhOilt the "proper role" of women, assumptions about female

Ovp.1)6nry, presumptions that "femaler, are inferior to males,"

and other ovrhroad and often negative generalizations about femaleh.

In ti. nt yo,rs ',ours have exposed the unthinking, habitual way

dr-ti vies. often influence government decisionmaking, ./ustice

fdr, esirple, has described Nix discrimination as the

BEST COPY AVAILAbL.
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"accidental byproduct of traditi.onal way of thinking about

women. "2

The same views and process inevitably has also deformed government

programs that do not u sssss x per se as classifying tool. For

example, indifference to the role of women in the workforce -

traditionally seen as an inappropriate role for females - is

at the root of government decisions fashioning far - reaching preferences

for veterans in civil service jobs. The more extreme versions of

these preferentes effectively Simko Veteran status a job requirement,

and thereby establish standard that relatively few women are

able to meet because of the long history of sex discrimination in

the military. The issue here is not, as some claim, whether sex

equality is measured by "equal opportunity" or "equal results."'

Making veteran 'status a Job requirement has an ineacapably severs

adverse impact upon the employment opportunities of women because

few women can secure jobs that are conditioned on veteran

status. The indifference of decisionmakers to such impact can be

traced to the familiar sex biased view that it is unimportant

for women to have opportunities to secure better Paying, higher

grade )obs.

by prohibiting the !Inial or abridgement of equality of rights

under law on account of sex, the Equal Rights Amendment would

require that veterans programs which diwcriminate on account

of sex be reformed. The Amendment would clearly prohibit the

explicit gender lines that continue to provide different benefits

to females and males in such programs. This proposition is intrinsic

tu'ttp. central principle of the ERAi that rights, privileges,

duties and responsibilities should not be assigned on account

of '.ex. Forbidding the use of sex as a classifying tool, except

in those narrow circumstances where it is necessary to overcome

the tragic history of sex discrimination or to protect other

,onstltational rights, is essential because the classifications

that result are alwayi. too broad or too narrow. Instead of gender

classification lines, gu'vernment would be required to tailor

BEST ,cqpy
AIIABLE
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its actions more sharply and accurately. Thus, it the aim of

a program is to facilitate the reentry of veterans Into civilian

life. such assistance should go to all veterans. female and male

alike. If the Objective is to cushion a loss to a veteran's

family, the benefit should not be limited to'widows or mothers.

Since sex Inequality is not simply problem of classification

lines based explicitly on sex per se, however, the standards

for achieving the central principle of the ERA necessarily require

further elaboration. A second proposition flowing from this

central principle is that government classifications based on

physical characteristics unique to one sex mustbe strictly scrutinized

to assure that such conduct does not deny sex equality under

law. When government treats individuals differently in terms

of such sex-specific biological charadteristics, it treats them

differently on account of their sex. Since there are a limited

number of circumstances where the use of such classifications

does not maintain sex inequality, the EPA will not prohibit all

such classifications, as it would Classifications in terms of
4

vex per se. The Amendment would require, however, that classifications

based on physical characteristics unique to one sex be subjected

to the strictest constitutional scrutiny. Such classifications

would survl e this scrutiny only if government demonstrates that

they are nicessary and the reasons for them are compelling.

The third proposition necessary under the ERA is that government

a,tion which classifies in terms of a function or characteristic.

rather than in terms of sex per se or sex specific biological

chara,teristics, but has a discriminatory effect on one sex.

most be closely scrutinized and under some circumstances be prohibited.

Althouoh su,h tldssifications often are referred to as "facially

nutral." the distinction this benign label suggests between

these classifications and ones based on sex per;se may be more

illusory than real. ti.th types of official conduct may carry

the some "baggage of sexual stereotypv..1 be attiibotable to

the saint. "habitual" ways of thinking about the sexes and operate

to maintain similtdr destructive patterns of sox inequality.

BEST COPY AVAluki.
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The "fartally neutral" lahel is often attached to programs providing

benefits to male and female veterans alike. As menttoned above

and elaborated in the WEALPaper, however, the long history of

discrimination against women in the military has resulted in

tew women in the group such programs benefit, and a disproportionate

number of women in the group that does not receive Such benefits.

Where i.terans programs are funded from the public treasury

most are), the cost is distributed broadly and the impact spread

among all individuals - including taxpaying veterans theMselves.

Howevet, programs that provide haring or positional preferences

to veterans in government jobs impose thetr burden directly on

those competing against veterans for such jobs. With few women

able to Net a veteran status job requirement, there is an inevitable

tph,i.n 1, these types of preference programs between the goal

of aidiri veterans and the goal of eliminating practices that

maintain sex s'eqregation and sex hierarchy in the workforce.

The quention that is sharply focused is whether and under what

circumrances a veterans employment preference progran denies

equality of rights under law on account of sex, and would be

prohibited by the ERA.

When the Supreme Court was faced with this question under the

Equal Protection Clause, the answer it effectively gave was

"never." In Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney,
4

the Court ruled that Massachusetts' extreme absolute and permanent

curerans preference law would not be subjected to close constitutional

plaintiffs could demonstrate that the law was

t,a the official decthlonmakers wanted to harm women.

rhe COUrt d knowiedged that the preferen,..-e "operates overwhelminOy

to th, Advantage of males" and the impact upon the public empioyment

10 wonvn 1; ",,evere."5 Nevertheless. the court

that" r.11ico the low was aimed at helping veterans, it

by illt.,r tnront.b Ac,ord.rigly, tht..Cuurt

...t,1 aid tuview and found the proft- t

n,rrruttnnnl.
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In adopting this approach, the Feeney Court cited prior decisions

in crisp. involving race discrimination challenges, where it had

professed concern that strict constitutional scrutiny of all

official conduct with a disparate racial impact would invalidate

too wills a range of public programs.1 To avoid this result,

the court has insisted that other factors be elitablishe'd in

addition to disparate racial impact in .order to trigger strict

scrutiny. Such factors have included the torseeable consequences'

of the:Challenged action; the' presence of subjective decisionmakingi

and the totality of circumstances surrounuing a particular government

decision.

In Feeney, however, the Court transformed this multifactored

analysts into a search for a smoking gun of illicit intent.

There is no indication that Ahe Court considered whether threshold

factors other than illicit intent,\or a more flexible standard

of scrutiny, miqhtbe a more appropriate way to meet its concerns.

Moreover, the court apparently disregarded its Aecisioni in cases

involvioo .explicit sex classifications, where it had recognized

that sec. di4Lrimination is often an "accidental byproduct" of

conventional way of thinking, a product of "habit rather than

o. reflection."9 Insisting on proof of "bad intent"

in case., involving facially neutral action4s basically inconsistent

i.ith this insight. Rather than serving as St principle to limit

f'
iudicial review, requirirlg such proof effectively closes the

door to any meaningful scrutiny of ostensltly neutral actions

that cause ,ex-based harm since such intent can rarely (if ever)

be establiOied - either hecause it does not exist, or is hidden

too well. Congress recognized this fundamental flaw in 1982

when it soundly rejected such a narrow discriminatory purpose

requirement for race discriminatio. claims under the Voting Rights

Act.

ender the ERA, principles to limit judicial review of facially

neutral action should be tailored more appropriately to the problems

of sex inequality targeted by tbs. Antadment. This would he
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az,om:Aished by requiring rigorous judicial scrutiny of facially

neutral conduct that has sex discriminatory impact if it can

be traced to and reinforces, or if it perpetuates, patterns Of

sex inequality similar to thoie associated with facial discrimination.

In cases where such scrutiny is triggered, the determination

whether the challenged. action violates the ERA would involve

an inquiry.Into such factors as the importance and legitimacy

of the government's objective; the severity of the adverse Impact;

and whether the challenged action is necessary to achieve the

objective. A key Inquiry is whether the government could achieve

its purpose in ways that avoided Inflicting or mitigated the

1..ix-teased hark.

The elements of this analysis are familiar to constitutional

litigation and consistent with the concerns underlying the judicial

doctrine interpreting the Equal Protection Clause. The analysis

reflects, however, thp application of those concerns to the phenomenon

of sex inequality. Thi. al roach does not choose between the

rhetorical alternatives often posed of "discriminatory intent,"

on the one hand, and "disparate impact," on the other. Such

rheturic.mIsses the point and confuses the real issue, which is

whether requiring proof of discriminatory purpose in order to

trigger meaningful constitutional scrutiny is an appropriate

way to limit judicial review. Since such a requirement effectively

immunizes facially neutral action that is sex discriminatory,

it rleatly is not appropriate, Limiting principles under the ESA

would more effectively balance the commitment to ending sex inequality

with the concern for proper deference to the legislative and

administretive dertsionmaking process.

Applying sur.h 114h analysis to determine whetner a particular

program awarding veterans preference for public jobs will need

to he retormod requires a careful fact-based assessment. Since

the extreme veterans pret,.reece statute challenged in Feeney

already has been subjected to such fact-tinding, it serves to

illustrate the analysis that would be applied. There, the trial
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court tound that the stetisticel,adverse impact of the prelerence

s,..hemeThets severe ant that it devastated women's ability to secure

desirable civil service positions, locking in a sex hierarchy to

the state workforce similar to familiar patterns of sex inequality.

These factual findingsshould be sufficient to trigger close

Judicial scurtiny of the challenged law under the ERA.

Justice Marshall's diisenting opinicn in Feensx illustrates how

such close scrutiny would work. After discussing each of the

obiectives that government asserted in-defense of the Massachusetts

law, Justice Marshall concluded that Massachusetts had "tailed to

establish a sufficient relationship between its objectives and the

means chosen to effectuate them." 10 In particular, Justice

Marshall pointed to the range of less drastic veterans preference

laws na(ted in other jurisdictions as confirming that less die-
-,

criminatory alternatives were available to meet the goal of aiding

veterans without so severely harming women.

In short, the "Impact of the ERA on veteranS Diagrams" would be

to require that these programs, like other government activities,

be designed and carried out in ways compatible with the central

pr,ept of sax equality under law. The Amendment would clearl

require the elimination of explicit gender lines that deprive

female veterans of benefits accorded mole veterans. It also

would repair, reform of ,overreaching veterans employment preference

laws like the one in Masactiosett. Jur.t as clearly, however,

th tkA would not prevent government from providing benefits to

vetrrar,. The vat marority of such benefits do not cause the

extreme ,.x dil.criminafory.conbuqueneen that inesCapably resulted'

from II, employment preference scheme, and therefore

Idl ,,erutiny would not even be triggered if an

blta-ha!ted rhallengo wab ever alwrted. Wiete'a veterans preference

yi,oram ,doe. h ".. a ,vort, ddverbe impact on one sex and there Is

...t.nv,ftnq that Impact to 1,ott,rn+ of discrimination against

th rilvantaged group, however, It would by closely scrutinized

to determine whether government could better balance the mandate for
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equal "pportunity with the twat of aiding or rewarding veterans

for their contributions. As Justice Marshall's dissent in Feeney

makes clear, the goat of compensating veterans can be achieved witn-

out unduly limiting the employment oppoitunities of women.

Enactment of the ERA, with its two-year "waiting,period" will pro-

vide the necessary incentive for oeficials committed to sex equality

under law to achieve any necessary changes in veterans programs

and other government activities through the process of legislative

reform. Under the ERA, such legislative decisions will finally be

guided by an analysis that includes concern for sex equality,

rather than continua to be distorted by the habit, indifference

and stereotypic thinking that traditionally has perpetuated sex

segregation and the subordination of women in this Nation.

FOOTNOTES

1. See. e.g., Califano v. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. 199,223 (1977)

Stanton v. Stanton, 121 U.S. 7, 14-15 (1975)i Frontiero v.

Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 687 (1973).

2. Califano v. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. at 223.

3. Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 283 (1979).

4. 442 U.S. 256 (1979).

5. 442 U.S. at 259, 271.

I. 442 U.S. at 279-80.

1. Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 247-48 (1976).
\

8. See, e_tg., Columbus Board of Education 9. Penick, 443 6.5.`449,

rehearing dented': 444 U.S. 887 (1978); Castenada v. Partida,

4ifi U.S. 4h2, 497 (1977); Village of'Arlington Heights V.

Metropolitan Mousing Development Corp., 429,0.S. 266 (1977).

9. Lehr v. Robertson, 103 S.Ct.2985, 2996 n.24 (1983).

10. Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney. 442 U.S.

at 286.
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TIll tr!," /OW TERAN:'; rituGPAMS- _ .

( Qt.ltes

is hue It AS valid 'or the State to take steps to re-inteorat
vetrans into civilian society, a rule oivin.; them absolute .::tc-
f..(T,! ovor all lualified wnmrn applicants !cif- State emnloment
ce unacceutabl under the ):PA...

ftirbara
and the Law ;n,

An alY-rnative to abolition of veterans preference under the
iont he consonant with the rRA would he to e%tni

etrans ieferencer to any veteran and pis or her spouse...
this w,)iild lessen its discriminatory imphot.

California Commission on EPA,
A Commentary on the Effect of
the ERA (p. 1221'

voterins preference statute challenged in Massachusetts
!4eric which cranted an abso lute lifetime Preference to vete-

rans se.0:in,2 radio employment
f

in Massachusetts civil service wouli:
tall in a challenge under llhe ERA.

1

The "weakness" of Title V11 /Prohibiting emplvment discrimination
aoainst women: is that it "expressly exempts xeteranS preference

Dorothy 'Ridings, League of
Women Voters, Testimony Pr-
fore House of Representatives
September 14, 1981 .

proirams.

Rhonda Bernstein, Women's
Legal Project, National Law
Journal, September 19, 1981

Prrorams to reward our veterans re-entering the work force would
hae to be more narrowly tailored and carefully weighed against
the EPA's Prohibition against sex discrimination so as not to un-
duly limit employment opportUnities for women.

Congressional women's Caucus,
Statement on ERA, November 1, 1,1S3

The dissent's analysis in Feeney of the veterans preference sta-
tute illustrates the approach required by the ERA.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Professor Ann Freedman, Rutgers
Law School, Testimony Before
House of Renresentatives, Noven-
ber 3, 1983
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the %ational tr-lanizatton for Women (NOW) opposes any state, federal,

ny runicioal emr.loyment law giving special preference to

vi.terans.

NOW Pesolution 11975)

At.!c.me of Feeney Mainly would be different under the ERA.

Professor Thomas Emerson, Yale
Law School, Testimony Before
House of Representatives, October
19, 1983

1 ,i() not foresee the Congress or State legislators enacting a host

of laws ending veterans preference... but it is clearly predictable
:.f the race cases are a criterion that endless litioation bill ensue

leadlno to probabYe
,:

result in specific oases which this Congress,

;atino separately, would never countenance.

Former Rep. Charles Wiggins,
Testimony Ufa. House of Rep-
resentatives, October 20, 1983

The problem is to make sure that the veterans preference attaches

tc those legitimate objectives and doesn't forever anct.forever,

arien, ,ve to al.) sorts of people rights that sometimes then can

be discrimino .
So what will happen /under the ERA/ is that we

will have to look at veterans preference... and they should he

targeted to hep the veterans that you are talking about... it's

for making sure that incorrect discriminatioeis not masquerading

under veterans preference.
Rep. Patricia Schroeder,
November 19, 1983

Another problem of critical importance to the principle of equa-

lity ls the Supreme Court's holding that discriminatory impact

on women of an ostensible neutral rule is off limits to critical
analysis under the 14th Amendment, except when disparate impact

can be traced to a purpose to discrir.Jate. In Massachusetts v.

Feeney, the Court refused to look to a Massachusetts veterans pre-

ference law so extreme that it resulted in total exclusion .of

women from the upper echelons of the Massachusetts civil service.

The principle of equality /under the ERA/ is rendered impotent

if it cannot reach laws which effectively exclude women from em-

pinyment for which they are fully qualified and competent.

Martha Barnett, American Bar
Association, Statement to
House Committee on Judiciary

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The issue is whether preferential\ programs for veterans would vio-
late the ERA. It seeml clear to Me that they would... If is these
three factors then-- the ambiguity Of the Proposed amendment; a
judiciary somewhat divided on the quettiqeof intent versus impact;
and the rather clear position of those Most fly to press for the
impact standard in litigation under the ERA-- tha .,believe would
come together and lead to the abandonment of the standard of intent
in favor of the standard of impact and thus lead to veterans pre-
frcnee'prnerams being declared unconstitutional violations of
" "quality nt rIghts under the law" /ERA/.

Professor Cary McDowell, To.ane
University, Testimony Before
Senate, February 21, 1984

Thin -foes not mean that 'the ERA/ would not invalidate a law
which is directed to the discriminatory purpose of harming or
disadvantaging women as against men through the auise of a "vete-
rans preference" that is not properly related to the purpose of.
aiding veterans in relation to their military service and their
veterans status.

June Americans Vete-
rans Committee, Testimony Before
Senate, February 21, 1984

'me of the effects of tic ERA would be to deprive veterans of
this small preference.

Phyllis Schlafly, Eagle Forum,
Testimony Before House of Rep-
reSentatives, October 2D, 1983

Veterans preference programs would be called into question under
the rim.

Professor Henry Karlson, Uni-
versity of Indiana Law Schobl,
Testimony Before House of Rep-
resentatives, October 20, 1983

Veterans preference programs would be constitutional under ERA
if there is equality in the pool of people to be drafted.

Mary Berry, U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, Testimony Before
House of Repeseritatives, July,
11, 1983

weLder that /Members of Congress/ now have concerns about
r]W% hi.rmin veterans education and civil service benefits...
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Dean Phillips, National Tribune,
October 23, 1983
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Syllabus

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR OF MA SSACHUSETIB
zwr att. v. FEENEY

APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OP MASSACHUSETTS

No. 78-233. Argued February 26, 1979Decided June 5, 1979
11'

During her 12-year tenure as a state employee, appellee, who is not t
veteran, had passed a number of open competitive civil service examine.:
tions for better jobs, but because of Massachusetts' veterans' preference,
statute, she was ranked in each instance below male veterans ',hi had
achieved lower test Stares than appellee. Under the statute, all veterans
who qualify for state eiv'il service positions must be considered for
appointment ahead of. say qualifying nonveterans. The statutory pref..
erence, which is available to "any person, male or female, including
nurse," who was honorably discharged from the United States Armed
Forces after at least 90 days of active service, at least one day of
which was during "wartime," operates overwhelmingly to the advantage
of males. Appellee brought an action in Federal District Court, alleging
that the absolute-preference formula established in the Massachusetts
statue inevitably operates to exclude women from consideration for the
best state civil service jobs and thus discriminates against women in
violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. A three judge court declared the statute unconstitutional and
enjoined its operation, finding that while the goals of the preference
were legitimate and the statute had not been enacted for the purpose of
discriminating against women, the exclusionary impact upon women
was so severe as to require the State to further its goals through a
more limited form of preference. On an earlier appeal, this COur
vacated the judgment and remanded the case for further conaideratioi
in light of the intervening decision in Washington v. Davis, 426 U. 8,
229, which held that a neutral law does not violate the Equal Protee
tion Clause solely because it results in a racially disproportionate imps!!
and that, instead, the disproportionate impact must be traced to s
purpose to discriminate on the basie.uf race. :Upod'renui0,..the
trict Court reaffirmed its original tadgment,' concluding that 'a veter-,
ins' hiring preference is inherently nonneutral because it favors a dile
from which women have traditionally been excluded, and that the
consequences of the Massachusetts absolute-preference formula for the
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employment opportunities of women were too inevitable to have been
"unintended."

Held: Massachusetts, in granting an absolute lifetime preference to
veterans, has not discriminated against women in violation of the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Pp. 271-281.

(a) Classifications based upon gender must bear a dose and substan-
tial relationship to important governmental objectives. Although pub-
lic employment is not a constitutional right and the States have wide
discretion in framing employee qdalification.s, any state law overtly or
covertly designed to prefer males over females in public/employment
would require an exceedingly persuasive justification to withstand s
constitutional challenge under the Equal Protection Clause. Pp.271-273.

(b) When a statute gender-neutral on its face is challenged on the
grotind that its effects upon women art disproportions* adverse, a
twofold inquiry is appropriate. The first question 'is whether the
statutory classification is indeed neutral in the sense that it is not
gender-based. If the classification itself, covert or overt, is not based
upon gender, the second question is whether the adverse effect reflects
invidious gender-based discrimination: Pp. 273-274.

(c) Here, the appellee's concession and the District Court's finding
that the Massachusetts statute is not a pretext for gender discrimination
are clearly correct'. Apart from the fact that the definition of "vet-
erans" in the statute has always been neutral as to gender and that.
Massachusetts his consistently defined veteran status in a way that has
been inclusive of women who have served in the military, this is not a
law that can plausibly, or even rationally, be explained only as a gender-
based classification. Significant numbers of nonveterans are men, and
all nonveteransmale as well as femaleare placed at, a disadvantage.
The distinction made by the Massachusetts statute is, as it seems to be,
quite simply between veterans and nonveterans, not between men and
women. Pp. 274-275.

(d) Appellee's contention that this veterans' preference is "inherently
nonneutral" or "gender-biased" in the sense that it favors a status
reserved under federal military policy primarily to men is wholly at odds
with the District Court's central finding that Massachusetts has not
offered a preference to veterans for the purpose of discriminating
against women; nor can it be reconciled with the assumption made by
both the appellee and the District Court that a more limited hiring
preference for veterans could be sustained, since the degree of the
preference makes no constitutional difference. Pp. 276-278.

(e) While it would be disingenuous to say that the adverse con-
sequences of this legislation for women were unintended, in the Sense

41 11115 11 Mt, 7 8 11
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that they were not volitional or in the sense that they were not fore-
: seeable, nevertheless "discriminatory purpose" implies more thap intent
as volition or intent as awareness of consequences; it implies that the
decisionmaker selected or reaffirmed a particular course of action at
least in part "because of" not merely "in spite of," its adverse effects

upon an identifiable group. When the totality of legislative actions
establishing and extending the Massachusetts veterans' preference are
considered, the law remains what it purports to be: a preference for
veterans of either sex over nonveterans. of either sex, not for men or
women. Pp. 278-280.

(f) Although absolute and permanent preferences have always been
subject to the objection that they give the veteran more than a square
deal, the Fourteenth Amendment "cannot be made a refuge from ill-
advised . . . laws." District of Columbia v. Brooke, 214 U. S. 138,
150. The substantial edge granted to veterans by the Massachusetts
statute may reflect unwise policy, but appellee has simply failed to
demonstrate that the law in any way reflects a purpose to discriminate

on the basis of sex. Pp. 280-281.

451 F. Supp. 143, reversed and remanded.

Srewawr, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which Burton, C. J.,
and WHITE, Powm, BLACICHUN, REHNQUIST, and STEVENS, 33., joined.
Srevexs, J., filed a concurring opinion, in which Mime, J., joined, post,
p. 281. MARSHALL, J., filed a dissenting opinion, in which BRENNAN, J.,
joined, post, p. 281.

Thomas R. Kiley, Assistant Attorney General of Massachu-
setts, argued the cluse for appellants. With him on the brief
were Francis X. Bellotti, Attorney General, and Edward F.
Vella, Assistant Attorney- General.

Richard P. Ward argued the cause for appellee. With him
on the brief were Stephen B. Perlman, Eleanor D. Acheson,
John H. Mason, and John Reinstein.*

*Briefs of amici curiae urging reversal were filed by Solicitor General
McCree, Deputy Solicitor General Easterbrook, and William C. Bryson for
the United States; f nd by John J. Curtin, Jr., for the American Legion.

Samuel J. Rabinove and Phyllis N. Segal filed a brief for the National
Organisation for Women et al. as amici curiae urging affirmance.

Briefs of amid curiae were filed by Deanne Siemer for the United States
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MR. JUSTICE. STEwArr delivered the opinion of the Court.
This case presents a challenge to the constitutionality of the

Massachusetts veterans' preference statute, Mass. Gen. Laws
Ann., ch. 31, 23, on the ground that it discriminates against
women in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment. Under ch. 31, 123,' all veterans who
qualify for state civil service positions must be considered for
appointment ahead of any qualifying nonveterana The pref-
erence operates overwhelmingly to the advantage of males.

The appellee Helen B. Feeney is not a veteran. She
brought this action pursuant to 42 U. S. C. § 1983, alleging
that the absolute- preference formula established in ch. 31, 5 23,
inevitably operates to exclude women from consideration for
the best Massachusetts civil service jobs and thus unconstitu-
tionally denies them the equal protection of the laws.' The
three-judge District Court agreed, one judge dissenting.
Anthony v. Massachusetts, 415 F. Supp. 485 (Mass. 1976).3

Office of Personnel 1Iansgemenet al.; and by Paul D. Kamenar for the
Washington Legal Foundation.

For the text of ch. 31, 5 23, see n. 10, infra. The general Massachu-
setts Civil Service law, Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., eh. 31, was recodifizd on
Jan. 1, 1979, 1978 Mass. Acts, ch. 393, and the veterans' preference is now
found at Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 31, 5 26 (West 1979). Citations in
this opinion, unless otherwise indicated, are to the ch.. 31 codification in
effect when this litigation was commenced.

No statutory claim was brought under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, 42 U S. C. 5 2000e et seq. Section 712 of the Act, 42
U. S. C. 5 2000e-11, proid6 that "Iniothing contained in this subchapter
shall be construed to repeal or modify any Federal, State, territorial or
local law creating special rights or preference for veterans." The parties
have evidently assumed that this provision precludes a Title VII challenge.

The appellee's case had been consolidated with a similar action brought
by Carol A. Anthony, a lawyer whose efforts to obtain a civil service
Counsel I position had been frustrated by ch. 31, 1 23. In 1975, Massa-
chusetts exempted all attorney positions from the preference, 1975 Man.
Acts, eh. 134, and Anthony's claims were accordingly found moot by the
District Court. Anthony v. Massachusetts, 415 F. Supp. 485, 495 (Mass.
1976).
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e

The District Court found that the absolute preference
afforded by Massachusetts to veterans has a devastating
impact upon the employment opportunities of women. Al-
though it found that the goals of the prefereilce were worthy
and legitimate and that the legislation had not been enacted
for the purpose of discriminating agai st women, the court
reasoned that its exclusionary impact u n women was none-
theless so severe as to require the State to further its goals
through a more limited form of preferen . Finding that a
more modest preference formula would re dily accommodate
the State's interest in aiding veterans, he court declared
ch. 31, 123, unconstitutional and enjoined its operation.'

Upon an appeal taken by the Attorney General of Massa-
chusetts,' this Court vacated the judgment. and remanded the
case for further consideration in light of our intervening deci-
sion in Washington v. Davis, 426 U. S. 229. Massachusetts
v. Feeney, 434 U. S. 884. The Davis case held that a neutral
law does not violate the Equal Protection Clause solely be-
cause it results in a racially disproportionate impact; instead
the disproportionate impact must be traced to a purpose to
discriminate on the basis of race. 426 U. S., at 238-244.

Upon remand, the District Court, one judge concurring and
one judge again dissenting, concluded that a veterans' hiring
preference is inherently nonneutral because it favors a class
from which women have traditionally been excluded, and that

The District Court, entered a stay pending appeal, but the stay was
rendered moot by the passage of an interim statute suspending ch. 31,
§ 23, pending final judgment and replacing it with an interim provision
granting a modified point preference to veterans. 1976 Mass. Acts, ch.
200, now codified at Masa. Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 31, § 26 (West. 1979).

s The Attorney General appealed the judgment over the objection of
other state officers named as defendants. In response to our certification
of the question whether Massachusetts law permits this, see Afauachusetts
v. Feeney, 429 U, S. 86, the Supreme Judicial Court answered in the
affirmative. Feeney v. Commonwealth, Mass. , 368 N. E., 2d 1262
(1977).
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the consequences of the Massachusetts absolute-preference
formula for the employment opportunities of women were
too inevitable to have been "unintended." Accordingly, the
court reaffirmed its original judgment. Feeney v. Massachu-
setts, 451 F. Supp. 143. The Attorney General again appealed
to this Court pursuant to 28 U. S. C. $1253, and probable
jurisdiction of the appeal was noted. 439 U. S. 891.

I
A

The Federal Government and virtually all of the States
grant some sort of hiring preference to veterans' The
Massachusetts preference, which is loosely termed an "abso-
lute lifetime" preference, is among the most generous? It

The first comprehensive federal veterans' statute was enacted in 1944.
Veteran? Preference Act of 1944, 58 Stat. 387. The Federal Govern-
ment has, however, engaged in preferential hiring of veterans, through offi-
cial policies and various special laws, since the Civil War. See, e. p., Res.
of Mar. 3, 1865, No. 27, 13 Stat. 571 (hiring preference for disabled vet-
erans). See generally House Committee on Veteran? Affairs, The Provi-
sion of Federal Benefits for Veterans, An Historical Analysis of Major
veterans' Legislation, 1862-1954, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., 23S -265 (Comm.
Print 1955). For surveys of state veterans' preference laws, many of
which also date back to the late 19th century, see State Veterans' Laws,
Digests of State Laws Regarding Rights, Benefits, and Privileges of Vet-
erns and Their Dependents, House Committee on Veterans' Affairs, 91st
Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); Fleming & Shanor, Veterans Preferences in Public
Employment: Unconstitutional Gender Discrimination?, 26 Emory L. J.
13 (1977).

The forms of veterans' hiring preferences, vary widely. The Federal
Government and approximately 41 States grant veterans a point advan-
tage on civil service examinations, usually 10 points for a disabled veteran
and 5 for one who ,is not disabled. See Fleming & Shanor, supra n. 6,
at 17, and n. 12 (citing statutes). A few offer only tie-breaking prefer-
ences. Id., at n. Pt (citing statutes). A very few States, like Massa-
chusetts, extend absolute hiring or positional preferences to qualified vet-
erans. Id, at n. 13. 'See, e. p., N. J. Stat. Ann. § 11: 27-4 (West 1976);
S. D. Comp. Laws Ann. § 3-3-1 (1974); Utah Code Ann. *34-40-11
(1953); Wash. Rev. Cbde §§41.04.010, 73.16.010 (1976).
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applies to all positions in the State's classified civil service,
which constitute approximately 60% of the public jobs in the
State. It is available to "any person, male or female, includ-
ing a nurse," who was honorably discharged from the United
States Armed Forces after at least 90 days of active service,
at least one day of which was during "wartime." Persons
who are deemed veterans and who are otherwise qualified for

a particular civil service job may exercise the preference at
any time and as many times as they wish'

Massachusetts Gen. IAMB Ann., ch. 4, § 7, Forty-third (West 1976),
which supplies the general definition of the term "veteran," reads in per-

tinent part:
"Veteran" shall mean any person, male or female, including a nurse,
(a) whose last discharge or release from his wartime service, as defined
herein, was under honorable conditions and who (b) served in the army,
navy, marine corps, coast guard, or air force of the United States for
not lees than ninety days active service, at least one day of which was for
wartime service . . . ."

Persons awarded the Purple Heart, ch. 4, § 7, Forty-third, or one of a
number of specified campaign badges or the Congressional Medal of Honor
are also deemed veterans. Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 31, § 26.

"Wartime service" is defined as service performed by a "Spanish War
veteran," a "World War I veteran," a "World War II veteran," a "Korean
veteran," a "Vietnam veteran," or a member of the "WAAC." Mass. Gen.

Laws Ann., ch. 4, * 7, Forty-third (West 1976), Each of these terms is

further defined to specify a period of service. The statutory definitions,
taken together, cover the entire period from September 16, 1940, to May 7,
1975. See ibid.

"WAAC" is defined as follows: "any woman who was discharged and so
served in any corps or unit of the United States established for the pur-
pose of enabling women to serve with, or as auxiliary to, the armed
forces of the United States and such woman shall be deemed to be a
veteran." Ibid.

The Massachusetts preference law formerly imposed a residency re-
quirement, see 1954. Mass. Acts, ch. 627, § 3 (eligibility conditioned upon
Massachusetts domicile prior to induction or five years' residency in

State). The distinction was invalidated as violative of the Equal Pro-
tection Clause in Stevens v. Campbell, 332 F. Supp. 102, 105 (Mass.

1971). Cf. August.v. Bronstein, 369 F. Supp. 190 (SDNY 1974) (up-
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Civil service positions in Massachusetts fall into two gen-
eral categories, labor and official. For jobs in the official
service, with which the proofs in this action were concerned,
the preference mechanics are uncomplicated. All applicants
for employment must take competitive examinations. Grades
are based on a formula that gives weight both to objective.
test results and to training and experience. Candidates who
pass are then ranked in the order of their respective scores
on an "eligible list." Chapter 31, § 23, requires, however, that
disabled veterans, veterans, and surviving spouses and surviv-
ing parents of veterans be rankedin the order of their re-
spective scores.above all other candidates.

Rank on the eligible list and availability for employment
are the sole factors that determine which candidates ape-s:pn-
sidered for appointment to an official civil service p6sition.
When a public agency has a vacancy, it requisitions a list of
"certified eligibles" from the state personnel division. Under
formulas prescribe}' by civil service rules, a, small number of
candidates from the top of an appropriate list, three if there
is only one vacancy, are certified. The appointing agency

holding, inter alio, nondurational residency requirement in New York
veterans' preference statute), summarily ard, 417 U. S. 901.

" Chapter 31, § 23, provides in full:
"The names of persons who pass examinations for appointment to any

position classified under the civil service shall be placed upon the eligible
lists in the following mar:

"(1) Disabled veterans . . . in the order of their respective standing;
(2) veterans in the order of their respective standing; (3) persons de-
scribed in section twenty-three B [the widow or widowed mother of a vet-
eran killed in action or who died from a .e,vice-connected disability in-
curred in wartime service and who has not remarried] the order of their
respective standing; (4) other applicants in the order of their respective
standing. Upon receipt of a requisition, names shall be certified from such
lists according to the method of certification prescribed by the civil service
rules. A disabled veteran shall be retained in employment in preference to
all other persons, including veterans."

A 1977 amendment extended the dependents' preference to "surviving
spouses," and "surviving parents." 1977 Mass. Acta, ch. 815.
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is then required to choose from among these candidates."
Although the veterans' preference thus does not guarantee
that a veteran will be appointed, it is obvious that the prefer-
ence gives to veterans who achieve passing scores a well-nigh
absolute advPntage.

B

The appellee has lived in Dracut, Mass., most, of her life.
She entered the work force in 1948, and for the next 14 years
worked at a variety of jobs in the private sector. She first
entered the state civil service system in 1963, having competed
successfully for a position as Senior Clerk Stenographer in
the Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency. There she worked
for four years. In 1967, she was promoted to the position of
Federal Funds and Personnel, Coordinator in the same agency.
The agency, and with it her job, was eliminated in 1975.

During her 12-year tenure as a public employee, Ms. Feeney
took and passed a number of open competitive civil service
examinations. On several she did quite well, receiving in
1971 the second highest score on an examination for a job with
the Board of Dental Examiners, and in 1973 the third highest
on a test for an Administrative Assistant position with a
mental health center. Her high scores, however, did not win
her a place on the certified eligible list. Because of the vet-
erans' preference, she was ranked sixth behind five male vet-
erans on the Dental Examiaer list. She was not certified,
and a lower scoring veteran was eventually appointed. On
the 1973 examination, she was placed in a position on the list
behind 12 male veterans, 11 of whom had lower scores. Fol-
lowing the other examinations that she took, her name was
similarly ranked below those of veterans who had achieved
passing grades.

" A 1978 amendment requires the appointing authority to file a written
statement of reasons if the person whose name was not highest is selected.
1978 Mass. Acts, ch. 393, § 11, currently codified at Mass. Gen. Laws
Ann., ch. 31, § 27 (West 1979).
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Ms. Feeney's interest in securing a better job in state gov-
ernment did not wane. Having been consistently eclipsed
by veterans, however, she eventually concluded that further
competition for civil service positions of interest to veterans
would be futile. In 1975, shortly after her civil defense job
was abolished, she commenced this litigation.

C.

The veterans' hiring preference in Massachusetts, as in
other jurisdictions, has traditionally been justified as a meas-
ure designed to reward veterans for the sacrifice of military
service,' to ease the transition from military to civilian life, to
encourage patriotic service, and to attract loyal and well-
disciplined people to civil service occupations." See, e. g.,
Hutcheson v. Director of Civil Service, 361 Mass. 480, 281
N. E. 2d 53 (1972). The Massachusetts law dates back to
1884, when the State, as part of its first civil service legisla-
tion, gave a statutory preference to civil service applicants
who were Civil War veterans if their qualifications were equal
to those of nonveterans. 1884 Mass. Acts, ch. 320, § 14 (sixth).
This tie-breaking provision blossomed into a truly abso-
lute preference in 1895, when the State enacted its first gen-
eral veterans' preference law and exempted veterans from
all merit selection requirements. 1895 Mass. Acts, ch. 501,
§ 2. In response to a challenge brought by a male non-
veteran, this statute was declared violative of state constitu-
tional provisions guaranteeing that government should be

" Veterans' preference laws have been challenged so often that the
rationale in their support has become essentially standardized. See, e. g.,
Koel igen v. Jackson, 355 F. Supp. 243 (Minn. 1972), al mmarily afl'd, 410
U. S. 976; August v. Bronstein, supra; Rios v. Diliman, 499 F. 2d 329
(CA5 1974); cf. Mitchell v. Cohen, 333 U. S. 411, 419 n. 12. See generally
Rlurnberg, De Facto and De Jure Sex Discrimination Under the Equal
Protection Clause: A Reconsideration of the Veteran? Preference in Public
Employment, 26 Buffalo L. Rev. 3 (1977). For a collection of early cases,
oce Annot., Veterans' Preference Laws, 161 A. L. R. 494 (1946).

r.
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for the "common good" and prohibiting hereditary titles.
Brown v. Russell, 166 Mass. 14, 43 N. E. 1005 (1896).

The current veterans' preference law has its origins in an
1896 statute, enacted to meet the state constitutional stand-
ards enunciated in Brown v. Russell. That statute limited
the absolute preference to veterans who were otherwise quali-
fied." A closely divided Supreme Judicial Court, in an ad-
visory opinion issued the same year, concluded that the pref-
erence embodied in such a statute would be valid. Opinion of
the Justices, 166 Mass. 589, 44 N. E. 625 (1896). In 1919,
when the preference was extended to cover the veterans of
World War I, the formula was further limited to provide for a
priority in eligibility, in contrast to an absolute preference in
hiring" See Corliss v. Civil Service Comm'rs, 242 Mass. 61,
136 N. E. 35ft (1922). In Mayor of Lynn v. Commissioner of
Civil Service, 269 Mass. 410, 414, 169 N. E. 502, 503-504
(1929), the Supreme Judicial Court, adhering to the views
expressed in its 1896 advisory opinion, sustained this statute
against a state constitutional challenge.

Since 1919, the preference has been repeatedly amended
to cover persons who served in subsequent wars, declared or

22 1896 Mass. Acts, ch. 517, §2. The statute provided that veterans
who passed examinations should "be preferred in appointment to all per-
sons not veterans . . . ." A proviso stated: "But nothing herein con-
tained shall be construed to prevent the certification and employment of
women."

24 1919 Mass. Acts, ch. 150, § 2. The amended statute provided that
"the names of veterans who pens examinations . . . shall be placed upon
the . . . eligible lists in the order of their respective standing, above the
names of all other applicants," and further provided that "upon receipt
of a requisition not especially calling for women, names shall be certified
from such lists . . . ." The exemption for "women's requisitions" was
retained in substantially this form in subsequent revisions, see, e. !g., 1954
Mass. Acts, ch. 627, § 5. It was eliminated in 1971, 1971 Mas4. Acts,
ch. 219, when the State made all single-sex examinations subject to the
prior approval of the Massachusetts Commission Against DiscriMination,
1971 Mass. Acts, ch. 221.
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undeclared. See 1943 Mass. Acts, ch. 194; 1949 Mass. Acts,
ch. 642, # 2 (World War II); 1954 Mass. Acts, ch. 627
(Korea); 1968-Mass.-Acts, ch. 531, # 1 (Vietnam)." The
current preference formula in ch. 31, # 23, is substantially the
same as that settled upon in 1919. This absolute preference
even as modified in 1919has never been universally popular.
Over the years it has been subjected to repeated legal chal-
lenges, see Hutcheson v. Director of Civil Service, supra (col-
lecting cases), to criticism by civil service reform groups, see,
e. g., Report of the Massae.husetta Committee on Public Serv-
ice on Initiative Bill RelatiVe to Veterans' Preference, S. No.
279 (1926) ; Report of Massachusetts Special Commission
on Civil Service and Public Personnel Administration 37-43
(June 15, 1967) (hereinafter 1967 Report), and, in 1926
to a referendum in which it was reaffirmed by a majority of
51.9%. See id., at 38. The present case is apparently the
first to challenge the Massachusetts veterans' preferenceion
the simple ground that it discriminates on the basis of sex."

D
The first Massachusetts veterans' preference statute de-

fined the term "veterans" in gender-neutral language. See

" A provision requiring public agencies to hire disabled veterans certi-
fied as eligible was added in 1922. 1922 Mass. Acts, ch. 463. It was
invalidated as applied in Hutcheson v. Director of Civil Service, 361 Mass.
4S0, 281 N. E. 2d 53 (1972) (suit by veteran arguing that absolute pref-
erence for disabled veterans was arbitrary on facts). It has since been
eliminated and replaced with a provision giving disabled veterans an abso-
lute preference in retention. See Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 31, 126
(West 1979). See n. 10, supra.

" For cases presenting similar challenges to the veterans' preference laws
f,f other States, see Ballow v. State Department of Civil Service, 75 N. J.
.165, 382 A. 2d 1118 (1978) (sustaining New Jersey absolute preference);
Fthsennan v. Jones, 356 F. Supp. 252 (MD Pa. 1973) (sustaining Pennsyl-
%ania point preference); Branch v. Du Bois, 418 F. Supp. 1128 (ND RI.
1976) (sustaining Illinois modified point preference); Wisconsin Nat.
Organisation for Women v. Wisconsin, 417 F. Supp. 978 (WD Wis. 1976)
(sustaining Wisconsin point preference).
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1896 Mass. Acts, ch. 517 § 1 ("a person" who served in the
United States Army or Navy), and subsequent amendments
have followed this pattern, see, e. g., 1919 Mass. Acts, ch.
150, § 1 ("any person who has served . ."); 1954 Mass Acts,
ch. 627, § 1 ("any person, male or female. including a nurse").
Women who have served in official United States military
units during wartime, then, have always been entitled to the
benefit of the preference. In addition, Massachusetts,
through a 1943 amendment to the definition of "wartime
service," extended the preference to women who served in
unofficial auxiliary women's units. 1943 Mass. Acts, ch. 194."

When the first general veterans' preference statute wt."!
adopted in 1896, there were no women veterans." The stat-
ute, however, covered only Civil War veterans. Most of them
were beyond middle age, and relatively few were actively
competing for public employment." Thus, the impact of

17 The provision, re sled shortly after the creation of the Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps (WAAC), see n. '4i, infra, is currently found at Mass.
Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 4, § 7, el. 43 (West 1976), see n. 8, supra. "Wartime
service" is defined as service performed by a member of the "WAAC."
A "WAAC" is "any woman who was discharged and so served in any corps
or unit of the United States established for the purpose of enabling women
to serve with, or as auxiliary to, the armed forces of the United States and
such woman shall be deemed to be a veteran." Ibid.

1° Small numbers of women nerved in combat roles in every war before the
20th century in which the United States was involved, but, usually unofficially
or disguised as men. See M. Binkin S Bach, Women and the Military 5
(1977) (hereinafter Binkin and Bach). Among the better known are Molly
Pitcher (Revolutionary War), Deborah Sampson (Revolutionary War).
and Lucy Brewer (War of 1812). Passing as one "George Baker," Brewer
served for three years as a gunner on the U. S. S. Constitution ("Old
Ironsides") and distinguished herself in several major naval battles in the
War of 1812. See 3. Laffin, Women in Battle 116-122 (1967).

By 147, the average age of Civil War veterans in Massachusetts
was already over O. Massachusetts Civil Service Commissioners, Third
Annual Report 22 (1887). The tie-breaking preference which had been
established under the 1884 statute had apparently been difficult to enforce,
since many appointing 'officers "prefer younger men." Ibid. The 1896
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the preference upon the employment opportunities of non-
veterans as a group and women in particular was relight."

Notwithstanding the' apparent attempts by Massachusetts
to include as many military women as possible within the
scope of the preference, the statute today benefits an over-
whelmingly male class. This is attributable in some meas-
ure to the variety of federal statutes, regulations, and policies
that have restricted the number of women who could enlist
in the United States Armed Forces," and largely to the simple

statute which established the-first valid absolute preference. see supra, at
266, again covered only Civil War veterans. 1898 Maas. Acts, ch. 517, 1.

"In 1896, for example, 2,804 persons apilied for civil service positions!'"
2,031 were men, of whom only 32 were veterans; 773 were women. Of
the 847 persons appointed, 525 were men, of whom only 9 were veterans;
122 were women. Massachusetts Civil Service CommIssioners, Thirteenth
Annual Report 5, 6 (1896). The average age of the applicants was 38.
Ibid.

"The Army Nurse Corps, created by Congress in 1901, was the first
official military unit for women, but its members were not granted full
military rank until 1944. See Binkin and Bach 4-21; M. Treadwell, The
Women's Army Corps 6 (Dept. of Army 1954) (hereinafter Treadwell).
During World War I, a variety of proposals were made to enlist women
for work as doctors, telephone operators, and clerks, but all were rejected
by the War Department. See ibid. The Navy, however, interpreted its
own authority broadly to include a power to enlist women as Yeoman F's
and Marine F's. About 13,000 women served in this rank, working
primarily at clerical jobs. These women were the first in the United
States to be admitted to full military rank and status. See id., at 10.

Official military corps for women were establishd in response to
the massive personnel needs of World War II. Ste generally Binkin
and Bach; Treadwell. The Women's Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC)
the unofficial pmieemor of the Women's Army Corps (WAC)was
created on May 14, 1942, followed two months later by the WAVES
(Women Accepted for Voluntary Emergency Service). See Binkin and
Bach 7. Not long after, the United States Marine Corps Women's Reserve
and the Coast Guard Women's Reserve (SPAR) were --.ablished. See ibid.
Some 350,000 women served in the four services: sotte 800 women also
served as Women's Airforce Service Pilots (WASPS). Ibid. Most worked
in health care, administration, and communications; they were also em-
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fact that women have never been subjected to a military
draft. See generally Binkin and Bach 4-21.

When this litigation was commenced, then, over 98% of
the veterans in Massachusetts were male; only 1.8% were
female. And over one-quarter of the llaccachusetts popula-
tion were veterans. During the decade between 1963 and
1973 when the appellee was actively participating in the
State's merit selection system, 47,005 new permanent ap-
pointments were made in the classified official service. Forty-
three percent of those hired were women, and 57% were
men. Of the women appointed, 1.8% were veterans, while
54% of the men had veteran status. A large unspecified
percentage of the female appointees were serving in lower
paying positions for which males traditionally had not applied."

ployed as airplane mechanics, parachute riggers, gunnery instructors, air
traffic controllers, and the like.

The authorisations for the women's units during World War II were
temporary. The Women's Armed Services Integration Act of 1948, 62
Stet. 356, established the women's services on a permanent basis. Under
the Act, women were given regular military status. However, quotas were
placed on the numbers who could enlist., 62 Stat. 357, 360-361 (no more
than 2% of total enlisted strength), eligibility requirements were more
stringent than those for men, and career opportunities were limited. Bin-
kin and Bach 11-12. During the 1950's and 1960's, enlisted women con-
stituted little more than 1% of the total force. In 1967, the 2% quota
was lifted, § 1 (9) (E), 81 Stat. 375, 10 U. S. C. § 3209 (b), and in the
1970's many restrictive policies concerning women's narticipation in the
military have been eliminated or modified. See generally Binkin and
Bach. In 1972, women still constituted less than 2% of the enlisted
strength. Id., at 14. By 1975, when this litigation was commenced, the
percentage had risen to 4.6%. Ibid.

13 The former exemption for "women's requisitions," see nn. 13, 14,
supra, may have operated in the 20th century to protect these types
of jobs from the impac:, of the preference. However, the statutory his-
tory indicates that this was not its purpose. The provision dates back
to the 1896 veterans' preference law and was retained in the law substan-
tially unchanged until it was eliminated in 1971. :rye n. 14, supra. Since
veterans in 1896 were a small but an exclusively male class, such a, pro-

7 9 7
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On each of 50 sample eligible lists that. are part of the record
in this case, one or more women who would have been cer-
tified as eligible for appointment on the basis of teat results

were displaced by veterans whose tm scores were lower.
At the outset of this litigation appellants conceded that for

"many of the permanent positions for which males and fe-
males have competed" the veterans' preference has "resulted
in a substantially greater proportion of female eligibles than
male eligibles" not being certified for consideration. The
impact of the veterans' preference law upon the public em-
ployment opportunities of women has thus been severe. This
impact lies at the heart of the appellee's federal constitutional'
claim.

II

The sole question for decision on this appeal is whether
Massachusetts, in granting an absolute lifetime preference
to veterans, has discriminated against women in violation
of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

A

The equal protection guarantee of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment does not take from the States all power of classifica-
tion. Massachusetts Bd. of Retirement v. Murgia, 427 U. S.
307, 314. Most laws classify, and many affect certain groups

vision was apparently included to ensure that t'.-_e statute would not be
construed to outlaw a pre-existing practice of FE-tie-sex hiring explicitly
authorized under the 1884 Civil Service statute. See Rule XIX.3, Mas-
sachusetts Civil Service Law and Rules and Regulations of the Commis-
sioners (1884) ("In case the request for any . . . certification, or any law
or regulation, shall call for persons of one sex. those of that sex shall be
certified; otherwise sex shall be disregarded in e'rtifieation "). The vet-
erans' preference statute at no point endorsed Ills practice. Historical
materials indicate, however, that the early preference law may have
operated to encourage the employment of women in positions from which
they previously had been excluded. See Thirteenth Annual Report, supra
n. 20, at 5, 6; Third Annual Report, supra n. 19, .t 23.
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unevenly, even though the law itself treats them no differently
from all other members of the class described by the law.
When the basic classification is rationally based, uneven
effects upon particular groups within a class are ordinarily of
no constitutional concern. New York City Transit Author-
ity v. Beazer, 440 U. S. 568; Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U. S.
535, 548. Cf. James v. Valtierra, 402 U. S. 137. The calculus
of effects, the manner in which a particular law reverberates
in a society, is a legislative and not a judicial responsibility.
Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U. S. 471; San Antonio School
Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U. S. 1. In assessing an equal pro-
tection challenge, a court is called upon only to measure the
basic validity of the legislative classification. Barrett v.
Indiana, 229 U. S. 26, 29-30; Railway Express Agency v.
New York, 336 U. S. 1061 When some other independent
right is not at stake, see,' e. g., Shapiro v. Thompson, 394
U. S. 618, and when there is no "reason to infer antipathy,"
Vance v. Bradley, 440 U. S. 93, 97, it is presumed that
"even improvident decisions will eventually be rectified by the
democratic process ...." Ibid.

Certain classifications, however, in themselves supply a
reason to infer antipathy. Race is the paradigm. A racial
classification, regard: _as of purported motivation, is presump-
tively invalid and can be upheld only upon an extraordinary
justification. Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483;
McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U. S. 184. This rule applies
as well to a classification that is ostensibly neutral but is an
obvious pretext for racial discrimination. I'ick Wo v.
Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356; Guinn v. United States, 238 U. S.
347; cf. Lane v. Wilson, 307 U. S. 268; Gomillion v. Lightfoot,
364 U. S. 339. But, as was made clear in Washington v. Davis,
426 U. S. 229, and Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing
Dev. Corp., 429 U. S. 252, even if a neutral law has a dis-
proportionately adverse effect upon a racial minority, it is
unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause only if
that impact can le traced to a discriminatory purpose.
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Classifications based upon gender, not unlike those based
upon nee, have traditionally been the touchstone for per-
vasive and often subtle discrimination. Caban v. Mohammed,
441 U. S. 380, 398 (STEwART, J., dissenting). This Court's
recent cases teach that such classifications must bear a close
and substantial relationship to important governmental objec-
tives, Craig v. Boren, 429 U. S. 190, 197, and are in many
settings unconstitutional. Reed v. Reed, 404 U. S. 71;, Fron-
tiero v. Richardson, 411 U. S. 677; Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld,
420 U. S. 636; Craig v. Boren, supra; Ca lifano v. Goldfarb,
430 U. S. 199; Orr v. Orr, 440 U. S. 268; Caban v. Moham-
med, supra. Although public employment is not a consti-
tutional right, Massachusetts Bd. of Retirement v. Murgia,
supra, and the States have wide discretion in framing em-
ployee qualifications, see, e. g., New York City Transit Au-
thority v. Beazer, supra, these precedents dictate that any
state law overtly or covertly designed to prefer males over
females in public employment would require an exceedingly
persuasive justification to withstand a constitutional chal-
lenge under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

B
The cases of Washington v. Davis, supra, and Arlington

Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Dev. Corp., supra, recog-
nize that when a neutral law has a disparate impact upon a
group that has historically been the victim of discrimination,
an unconstitutional purpose may still be at work. But those
eases signaled no departure from the settled rule that the
Fourteenth Amendment guarantees equal laws, not equal
results. Davis upheld a job-related employment test that
white people passed in proportionately greater numbers than
Negroes, for them had been no showing that racial discrimi-
nation entered into the establishment or formulation of the
test. Arlington Heights upheld a zoning board decision that
tended to perpetuate racially segregated housing patterns,
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since, apart from its effect, thoboard's decision was shown to
be nothing more than an application of a constitutionally
neutral zoning policy. Those principles apply with equal
force to a case involving alleged gender discrimination.

When a statute gender-neutral on its face is challenged on
the ground that its effects upon women are disproportionably
adverse, a twofold inquiry is thus appropriate. The first
question is whether the statutory classification is indeed new.
tral in the sense that it is not gender based. If the classi-
fication itself, covert or overt, is not based upon gender, the
second question is whether the adverse effect reflects invidious
gender-based discrimination. See Arlington Heights v.
Metropolitan Housing Dev. Corp., supra. In this second
inquiry, impact provides an "important starting point," 429

U. S., at 266, but purposeful discrimination is "the condition
that offends the Constitution." Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklen-
burg Board of Education, 402 U. S. 1, 16.

It is against this background of precedent that we consider
the merits of the case before us.

III

A

The question whether ch. 31, § 23, establishes a classifica-
tion that is overtly or covertly based upon gender must first
be considered. The appellee has conceded that ch. 31, § 23, is
neutral on its fake. She has also acknowledged that state
hiring preferences for veterans are not per se invalid, for she
has limited her challenge to the absolute lifetime preference
that Massachusetts provides to veterans. The District Court
made two central findings that are relevant here: first, that
ch. 31, § 23, serves legitimate and worthy purposes; second,
that the absolute preference was not established for the pur-
pose of discriminating against women. The appellee has
thus acknowledged and the District Court has thus found

6 9.1
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that the distinction between veterans and nonveterans drawn
by ch. 31, § 23, is not a pretext for gender discrimination.
The appellee's concession and the District Court's finding are
clearly correct.

If the impact of this statute could not be plausibly ex-
plained on a neutral ground, impact itself would signal that
the real classification made by the law was in fact not neu-
tral. See Washington ,v. Davis, supra, at 242; Arlington
Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Dev. Corp., supra, at 266.
But there can be but one answer to the question whether this
veteran preference excludes significant numbers of women
from preferred state jobs because they are women or because
they are nonveterans. Apart from the fact that the definition
of "veterans" in the statute has always been neutral as to
gender and that Massachusetts has consistenly defined vet-
eran status in a way that has been inclusive of women who
have served in the military, this is not a law that can plausibly
be explained only as a genEr-based :classification. Indeed, it
Is not a law that can rationally be explained on that ground.
Veteran status is not uniquely male.' Although few women
benefit from the preference, the nonveteran class is not sub-
stantially all female. To the contrary. significant numbers
of nonveterans are men, and all nonveteransmale as well as
femaleare placed at a disadvantage. Too many men are
affected by ch. 31, § 23, to permit the inference that the stat-
ute is but a pretext for preferring men over women.

Moreover, as the District Court implicitly found, the pur-
poses of the statute provide the surest explanation for its
impact. Just as there are cases in which impact alone can
unmask an invidious classification, cf. Vick Wo v. HOpkins,
118 U. S. 356, there are others, in whichnotwithstanding
impactthe legitimate noninvidious purposes of a law can-
not he missed. This is one. The distinction made by ch. 31,
§ 23, is. as it seems to be, quite simply bets Jen veterans and
nonveterans, not between men and women.
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B

The dispositive question, then, is whether the appellee has
shown that a gender-based discriminatory purpose has, at
least in some measure, shaped the Massachusetts veterans'
preference legislation. As did the District Court, she points
to two basic factors which in her view distinguish ch. 31, 123,
from the neutral rules at issue in the Washington v. Davis
and Arlington Heights-cases. The first is the nature of the
preference, which is said to be demonstrably gender-biased

in thedsense that it 'favors a status reserved under federal
military policy primarily to men. The second concerns the
impact of the absolute lifetime preference upon the employ-
ment opportunities of women, an impact claimed to be too
inevitable to have been unintended. The appellee contends
that these factors, coupled. with the fact that the preference
itself has little if any relevance to actual job performance,
more than suffice to prove the discriminatory intent required
to establish a constitutional violation.

1

The contention that this veterans' preference is "inherently
nonneutral" or "gender-b;ased" presumes that the State, by
favoring veterans, intentionally incorporated into its public
employment policies the panoply of sex-based and assertedly
discriminatory federal laws that have prevented all but a
handful of women from becoming veterans. There are two
serious difficulties with this argument. First, it is wholly at
odds with the District Court's central finding that Massa-
chusetts has not offered a preference to veterans for the
purpose of discriminating against women. Second, it can-
not be reconciled with the assumption made by both the
appellee and the District Court that a more limited hiring
preference for veterans could be sustained. Taken together,
these difficulties are fatal.

To the extent that the status of veteran is one that few
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women have been enabled to achieve, every hiring preference
for veterans, however modest or extreme, is inherently
gender-biased. If Massachusetts by offering such a prefer-
ence can be said intentionally to have incorporated into its
state employment policies the historical gender-based federal
military personnel practices, the degree of the preference
would or should make no constitutional difference. ,Invidious
discrimination does not become less so because the discrimina-
tion accomplished is of a lesser magnitude." Discriminatory
intent is simply not amenable to calibration. It either is a
factor that has 'influenced the legislative choice or it is not.
The District Court's conclusion that the absolute veterans'
preference was not originally enacted or subsequently re-
affirmed for the purpose of giving an a4vantage to males as such
necessarily compels the conclusion that the State intended
nothing more than to prefer "veterans." Given this finding,
simple logic suggests that an intent to exclude women from
significant public jobs was not at work in this law. To
reason that it was, by describing the preference as "inherently
nonneutral" or "gender-biased," is merely to restate the fact
of impact, not to answer the question of intent.

To be sure, this case is unusual in that it involves a law
that by design is not neutral. The law overtly prefers vet-
erans as such. As opposed to the written test at issue in
Davis, it does not purport to define a job-related character-
istic. To the contrary, it confers upon a specifically described
group perceived to be .particularly deservinga competitive
headstart. But the District Court found, and the appellee
has not disputed, that this legislative choice was legitimate.
The basic distinction between veterans and nonveterans,
having been found not gender-based, and the goals of the

This is not to Fay that the degree of impact is irrelevant to the
question of intent. But it is to say that a more modest preference, while
it might well les?en impact and, as the State argues, might lessen the
effectiveness of the statute in helping veterans, would not be any more or
less "neutral" in the constitutional sense.
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preference having been found worthy, ch. 31 must be ana-
lyzed as is any of neutral law that casts a greater burden
upon women as group than upon men as group. The
enlistment policies of the Armed Services ma well have dis-
criminated on the basis of sex. See Frontiero v. Richardson,
411 U. S. 677; cf. Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 U. S. 498. But
the history of discrimination against women in the military
is not on trial in this case.

2

The appellee's ultimate argument rests upon the presump-
tion, common to the criminal and civil law, that a person
intends the natural and foreseeable consequences of his vol-
untary actions. Her position was well stated in the con-
curring opinion in the District Court:

"Conceding . . . that the goal here was to benefit the
veteran, there is no reason to absolve the legislature
from awareness that the means chosen to achieve this
goal would freeze women out of all those state, jobs
actively sought by men. To be sure, the legislature
did not wish to harm women. But the cutting-off of
women's opportunities was an inevitable concomitant of
the chosen schemeas inevitable as the proposition that
if tails is up, heads must be down. Where a law's con-
sequences are that vitable, can they meaningfully be
described as unintenil. cl?" 451 F. Supp . at 151.

This rhetorical question implies that a negative answer is
obvious, but it is not. The decision to grant a preference
to veterans was of course "intentional." So, necessarily, did
an adverse impact upon nonveterans follow from that deci-
sion. And it cannot seriously be argued that the Legislature
of Massachusetts could have been unaware that most veterans
are men. It would thus be disingenuous to say that the ad-
verse consequences of this legislation for women were unin-
tended, in the sense that they were not volitional or in the
sense that they were not foreseeable.
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"Discriminatory purpose," however, implies more than in-
tent as volition or intent as awareness of consequences. See
United Jewish Organizations v. Carey, 430 U. S. 144, 179
(concurring opinion)." It implies that the decisionmaker,
in this case a state legislature, selected or reaffirmed a partic-
ular course of action at least in part "because of," not merely
"in spite of," its adverse effects upon an identifiable group."
Yet nothing in the record demonstrates that this preference
for veterans was originally devised or subsequently re-enacted
because it would accomplish the collateral goal of keeping
women in a stereotypic and predefined place in the Mas-
sachusetts Civil Service.

To the contrary, the statutory history shows that the bene-fit of the preference was consistently offered to "any person"who was a veteran. That benefit has been extended to
women under a very broad statutory definition of the termveteran." The preference formula itself, which is the focal

"Proof of discriminatory intent must necessarily usually rely on ob-jective factors, several of which were outlined in Arlington Heights v.
Metropolitan Housing Dev. Corp., 429 U. S. 252, 266. The inquiry ispractical. What a legislature or any official entity is "up to" may be
plain from the results its actions achieve, or the results they avoid. Oftenit is made clear from what has been called, in a different context, "thegive and take of the situation." Cramer v. United States, 325 U. S. I,32-33 (Jackson, J.).

25 This is not. to say that the inevitability or foreeability of conse-quences of a neutral rule has no bearing upon the existence of discrimi-natory intent. Certainly, when the adverse consequences of a law uponan identifiable group are as inevitable as the gender-based consequencesof eh, 31, § 23, a strong inference that the adverse effects were desired
can reasonably be drawn. But in this inquirymade as it is under the
Constitutionan inference is a Working tool, not a synonym for proof.When as here, the impact is essentially an unavoidable consequence of alegislative policy that has in itself always been deemed to be legitimate,
and when, as here, the statutory history and all of the available evidence
affirmatively demonstrate the opposite, the inference simply fails to ripeninto proof.

25 See nn. R, 17, dupra.
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point of this challenge, was first adoptedso it appears from
this recordout of a perceived need to help a small group of
older Civil War veterans. It has since been reaffirmed and
extended only to cover new veterans." When the totality
of legislative actions establishing and extending the Massa-
chusetts veterans' preference are considered, see Washington
v. Davis, 4tt U. S., at 242, the law remains what it purports
to be: a preference for veterans of either sex over nonveterans
of either sex, not for men over women.

IV

Veterans' hiring preferences represent an awkwardand,
many argue, unfairexception to the widely shared view that
merit and merit alone should prevail in the employment
policies of government. After a war, such laws have been
enacted virtually without opposition. During peacetime, they
inevitably have come to be viewed in many quarters as un-
democratic and unwise." Absolute and permanent prefer-
ences, as the troubled history of this law demonstrates, have
always been subject to the objection that they give the vet-

" The appellee has suggested that the former statutory exception for
"women's requiAtions," see nn. 13, 14, supra. supplies evidence that
Massachusetts, when it established and subsequently. reaffirmed the abso-
lute-preference legislation, assumed that women would not or should not
compete with men. She has further suggested that the former provision
extending the preference to certain female dependents of veterans, see n. 10,

supra, demonstrates that ch. 31, § 23, is laced with "old notions" about
the proper roles and needs of the FOIE'S. See Califano v. Goldfarb, 430
U. S. 199; Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U. S. 636. But the first sug-
gestion is totally belied by the statutory history, see supra, at 267-271, and

nn. 19, 20, and the second fails to account for the consistent statutory
recognition of the contribution of women to this Nation's military efforts.

"See generally Hearings on Veterans' Preference. Oversight before the
Subcommittee on Civil Service of the House Post Office and Civil Service
Committee, 95th Cong., 1st Sets. (1977); Report of Comptroller General,
Conflicting Congressional Policies: Veterans' Preference and Apportion-
ment vs. Equal Employment Opportunity (Sept. 29, 1977).
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eran more than a square deal. But the Fourteenth Amend-
ment "cannot be made a refuge from ill-advised . . laws."
District of Columbia v. Brooke, 214 U. S. 138, 150. The
substantial edge granted to veterans by ch. 31, § 23, may
reflect unwise policy. The appellee, however, has simply
failed to demonstrate that the law in any way reflects a
purpose to discriminate on the basis f sex.

The judgment is reversed, and th case is remanded for
further proceedings consistent with th s opinion.

It is so ordered.

MR. JUSTICE STEVENS, with whom MR. JUSTICE WHITE
joins, concurring.

While I concur in the Court's opinion, I confess that I am
not at all sure that there is any difference between the two
questions posed ante, at 274. If a classification is not overtly
based on gender, I am inclined to believe the question
whether it is covertly gender based is the same as the question
whether its adverse effects reflect invidious gender-based dis-
crimination. However II question is phrased, for me the
answer is largely provided by the fact that the number of
males disadvantaged by Massachusetts' veterans' preference
(1,867,000) is sufficiently largeand sufficiently close to the
number of disadvantaged females (2,954,000)to refute the
claim that the rule was intended to benefit males as a class
over females as a class.

MR. JUSTICI MARSHALL, with whom MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN
joins, dissenting.

Although acknowledging that in some circumstances, dis-
criminatory intent may be inferred from the inevitable or
foreseeable impact of a statute, ante, at 279 n. 25, the Court
concludes that no such intent has been established here. I
cannot agree. In my judgment, Massachusetts' choice of an
absolute veterans' preference system evinces purposeful
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gender-based discrimination. And because the statutory
scheme bears no substantial relationship to a legitimate gov-
ernmental objective, it cannot withstand scrutiny under the
Equal Protection Clause.

The District' Court found that the "prime objective" of the
Massachusetts veterans' preference statute, Mass. Gen. Laws
Ann., ch. 31, § 23, was to benefit individuals with prior mili-
tary service. Anthony v. Commonweath, 415 F. Supp. 485,
497 (Mass. 1976). See Feeney v. Massachusetts, 451 F.
Supp. 143, 145 (Mass. 1978). Under the Court's analysis,
this factual determination "necessarily compels the conclusion
that the State intended nothing more than to prefer 'veterans.'
Given this finding, simple logic suggests than an intent to
exclude women from significant public jobs was not at work in
this law." Ante, at 277. I find the Court's logic neither
simple nor compelling.

That a legislature seeks to advantage one group does not,
as a matter of logic or of common sense, exclude the possibility
that it also intends to disadvantage another. Individuals
in general and lawmakers in particular frequently act for a
variety of reasons. As this Court recognized in Arlington
Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Dev. Corp., 429 U. S. 252,
265 (1977), "[flare ly can it be said that a legislature or ad-
ministrative body operating under a broad mandate made a de-
cision motivated solely by a single concern." Absent an omni-
science not commonly attributed to the judiciary, it will often
be impossible to ascertain the sole or even dominant purpose
of a given statute. See McGinnis v. Royster, 410 U. S.
263, 276-277 (1973); Ely, Legislative and Administrative
Motivation in Constitutional Law, 79 Yale 1205,

1214 (1970). Thus, the critical constitiitional inquiry is not
whether an illicit consideration was the primary or but-for
cause of a decision, but rather whether it had an appreciable
role in shaping a given legislative enactment. Where there is

8
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"proof that a discriminatory purpose has been a motivatin
factor in the decision, . . . judicial deference is no longer just:
fled." Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Dev. Corp
supra, at 265-266 (emphasis added).

Moreover, since reliable evidence of subjective intention
is seldom obtainable, resort to inference based on objectiv
factors is generally unavoidable. See Beer v. United States
425 U. S. 130, 148-149, 'n. 4 (1976) (MARSHALL, J., die
writing); cf. Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U. S. 217, 224-22
(1971); United States v. O'Brien, 391 U. S. 387, 383-38.
(1968). To discern the purposes underlying facially neutra
policies, this Court has therefore considered the degree, in
evitability, and foreseeability of any disproportionate impac
as well as the alternatives reasonably available. See Monrot
v. Board of Commissioners, 391 U. S. 450. 459 (1968); Goa,
v. Board of Education, 373 U. S. 683, 688-689 (1963) ; Gomil
lion v. Lightfoot, 364 U. S. 339 (1960); Griffin v. Illinois, 353
U. S. 12, 17'n. 11 (12166). Cf. Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody
422 U. S. 405, 425 (1975). .

'In the instant case, the impact of the Massachusetts statutf
on women is undisputed. Any veteran with a passing grad(
on the civil service exam must be placed ahead of a non-
veteran, regardless of their respective scores. The District
Court found that, as a practical matter, this preference sup-
plants test results as the determinant of upper level civil
service appointments. 415 F. Supp., at. 4S8 -489. Because
ksi than 2% of the women in Massachusetts are veterans,
the absolute preference formula has rendered desirable state
civil service employment an almost, exclusively male pre-
rogative. 451 F. Supp., at 151 (Campbell, J., concurring).

As the District Court recognized, this consequence follows
foreseeably, indeed inexorably, from the long history of pol-
icies severely limiting women's participation in the military.'

Svc Anthony v. Massachusetts, 415 F. Supp. 4S5, 490, 495-499 (Mass.
19761: Feeney v. Massachusetts, 451 F. Supp. 143, 145, 148 (Mass.
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Although neutral in form, the statute is anything but neutral

in application. It inescapably reserves a major sector of
public employment to "an already established- class which,

as a matter of historical fact, is 98% male." Ibid. Where the
foreseeable impact of a facially neutral policy is so dispro-
portionate, the burden should rest on the State to establish
that sex-based considerations played no part in the choice of
the particular legislative scheme. Cf. Castaneda v. Partida,
430 U. S. 482 (1977) ; Washington v. Davis, 426 U. S. 229, 241

(1976) ; Alexander v. Louisiana, 405 U. S. 625, 632 (1972) ; see

generally Brest, Palmer v. Thompson: An Approach to the
Problem of Unconstitutional Legislative Motive, 1971 Step.

Ct. Rev. 95, 123.
Clearly, that burden was not sustained lyTe. The legisla-

tive history of the statute reflects the Commonwealth's patent
appreciation of the impact the preference system would have
on women, and an equally evident desire to mitigate that
impact only with respect to certain traditionally female occu-

pations. Until 1971, the statute and implementing civil serv-

1978). In addition to the 2% quota on women's participation in the
Armed Forces, see ante, at 270 n. 21, enlistment and appointment require-
ments have been more stringent for females than males with respect to
age, mental and physical aptitude, parental consent, and educational at-
tainment. M. Binkin & S. Bach, Women and the Military (1977) (here-
inafter Binkin and Bach); Note, The Equal Rights Amendment and the
Military, 82 Yale L. J. 1533, 1539 (1973). Until the 1970's, the Armed
Forces preel idec! enlistment and appointment of women, but not men, who
were married or had dependent children. See 415 F. Supp., at 490;
App. 85; 4xs. 9S, 99, 103, 104. Sex-based restrictions on advancement
and traini g opportunities also diminished the incentives for qualified
women to nlist. See Binkin and Bach 10-17; Beans, Sex Discrimination
in the Military, 67 Mil. L. Rev. 19, 59-83 (1975). Cf. Schlesinger v.
Ballard, 419 U. S. 498, 508 (1975).

Thus, unlike the employment examination in Washington v. Davis, 426
U. S. 229 (1976), which the Court found to be demonstrably job related,
the Massachusetts preference statute ;ncorporates the results of sex-based
military policies irrelevant to women's current fitness for civilian public
employment. See 415 F. Supp., at 498-499.
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ice regulations exempted from operation of the preference any
job requisitions "especially calling for women." 1954 M.RSS.
Acts, ch. 627, § 5. See also 1896 Mass. Acts, ch. 517'p § 6;
1919 Mass. Acts, ch. 150, § 2; 1945 Mass. Acts, ch. 720, § 2
(e) ; 1965 Mass. Acts, ch. 53; ante, at 266 nn. 13, 14. In !prac-
tice, this exemption, coupled with the absolute preference for
veterans, has created a gender-based civil service hierarchy,
with women occupying low-grade clerical and secretarial jobs
and men holding more responsible and remunerative posi-
tions. See 415 F. Supp., at 488; 451 F. Supp., at. 148 n. 9.

Thus, for over 70 years, the Commonwealth has maintained,
as an integral part of its veterans' preference system, an ex-
emption relegating female civil service applicants to ocetipa-
tions traditionally filled by women. Such a statutory scheme
both reflects and perpetuates precisely the kind of archaic as-
sumptions about women's roles which we have previously held
invalid. See Orr v. Orr, 440 U. S. 268 (1979) ; Califano v. Gold-
farb, 430 U. S. 199, 210-211 (1977) ; Stanton v. Stanton, 421
U. S. 7, 14 (1975) ; Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U. S. 636, 645
(1975). Particularly when viewed against the range of less
discriminatory alternatives available to assist veterans,' Mas-
sachusetts' choice of a formula that so severely restricts
public employment opportunities for women cannot reasonably
he thought gender-neutral. Cf. Albemarle Paper Co. v.
Moody, supra, at 425. The Court's conclusion to the con-
trarythat "nothing in the record" evinces a "collateral goal
of keeping women in a stereotypic and predefined place in the

2 Only four States afford a preference comparable in scope to that of
Massachusetts. Sec Fleming & Shanor, Veteran? Preferences and Public
Employment: Unconstitutional Gender Discrimination?, 26 Emory L. J.
'13, 17 n. 13 (1977) (citing statutes). Other States and the Federal Gov-
ernment grant point or tie-breaking preferences that do not foreclose
opportunities for women, See id., at 13, and nn. 12, 14; ante, at 261 n. 7;
Hearings on Veterans' Preference Oversight before the Subcommittee on
Civil Service of the House Committee on 1 Vst Office and Civil Service,
95th Cong., 1st Sess., 4 (1977) (statement of Alan Campbell, Chairman,
United States Civil Service Commission).
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Massachusetts Civil Service," ante, at 279displays a singu-
larly myopic view of the 'facts established below.*

II

To survive challenge under the Equal Protection Clause,
statutes reflecting gender-based discrimination must be sub-
stantially related to the achievement of important govern-
mental objectives. See Califano v. Webster, 430 U. S. 313,
316-317 (1977); Craig v. Boren, 429 U. S. 190, 197 (1976);
Reed v. Reed, 404 U. S. 71, 76 (1971). Appellants here ad-
vance three interests in support of the absolute preference sys-
tem: (1) assisting veterans in their readjustment to civilian
life; (2) encouraging military enlistment; and (3) rewarding
those who have served their country. Brief for Appellants
24. Although each of those goals is unquestionably legiti-
mate, the "mere recitation of a benign, compensatory purpose"
cannot of itself insulate legislative classifications from consti-
tutional scrutiny. Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, supra, at 648.
And' in this case, the Commonwealth has failed to establish a
sufficient relationship between its objectives and the means
chosen to effectuate them.

With respect to the first interest, facilitating veterans' tran-
sition to civilian status, the statute ks plainly oveinclusive.
Cf. Trimble v. Gordon, 430 U. S. 762. 770-7P (1977);
Jimenez v. Weinberger, 417 U. S. 628, 637 (1974). 1 1 y con-
ferring a permanent preference, the legislation allows, veterans
to invoke their advantage repeatedly, without regard to\their
date of discharge. As the record demonstrates, a substantial

a Although it is relevant that the preference statute also disadvant '4 a

substantial group of men, see ante, at 281 (STEvENs, J., concurring). is

equally pertinent that 47% of Massachusetts men over 18 are veterans, as
compared to 0.8% of Massachusetts women. App. 83. Given this dis-
parity, and the indicia of intent noted supra, at 284-285, the Absolute
number of men denied preference cannot be dispositive, especially since
they have not faced the barriers to achieving veteran status confronted by
women. See n. 1, supra.
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majority of those currently enjoying the benefits of the
system are not recently discharged, veterans in need of read-
justment assistance'

Nor is the Commonwealth's second asserted interest, en-
couraging military service, a plausible justification for this
legislative scheme. In its original and subsequent re-enact-
ments, the statute extended benefits retroactively to veterans
who hal served during a prior specified period. See ante,
at 265 -267. If the Commonwealth's "actual purpose" is to
induce enlistment, this legislative design is hardly well suited
to that end. See Califano v. Webster, supra, at 317; Wein-
berger v. Wiesenfeld, supra, at 648. For I am unwilling to
assume what appellants made no effort to prove. that the pos-
.sibility of obtaining an ex post facto civil service preference
significantly influenced the enlistment decisions of Massachu-
setts residents. Moreover, even if such influence could' be
presumed, the statute is still grossly overinclusive in that it
bestows benefits on men drafted as well as those who
volunteered.

Finally, the Commonwealth's third interest, rewarding vet-
erans, does not "adequately justify the salient features" of this
preference system. Craig v. Boren, 429 U. S., at 202-203.
See Orr v. Orr, supra, at 281. Where a particular statutory
scheme visits substantial hardship on a class 'long subject to
discrimination, the legislation cannot be sustained unless
" 'carefully tuned to alternative considerations.' Trimble v.
Gordon, supra, at 772. See Caban v. Mohammed. 441 U. S.
380, 392-393, n. 13 (1979); Mathews v. Lucas, 427 U. S. 495
(1976). Here, there are a wide variety of less discriminatory
means by which Massachusetts could effect. its compensatory
purposes, For example, a point preference system. such as that
maintained by many States and the Federal Government,

The eligibility lists for the positions Ms. Feeney sought included 95
veterans for whom discharge information was available: Of those 95 males,;
64 (67%) were discharged prior to 1960. App. 106, 150-151, 169 -170.
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see n. 2, supra, or an absolute preference for a limited dura-
tion, would reward veterans without excluding all qualified
women from upper levl civil service positions. Apart from
public employment, the Commonwealth, can, and does, afford
assistance to veterans in various ways, including tax abate-
ments, educational subsidies, and special programs for needy
veterans. See Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 59, § 5, Fifth (West
Supp. 1979); Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 69, §§ 7, 7B (West
Supp. 1979); and Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., chs. 115, 115A (West
1969 and Supp. 1978). Unlike these and similar benefits, the
costs of which are distributed across the taxpaying public gen-
erally, the Massachusetts statute exacts a substantial price
from a discrete group of individuals, who have long been sub-
ject to employment discrimination,5 and who, "because of cir-
cumstances totally beyond their control, have [had] little if
any chance of becoming members of the preferred class." 415

Supp., at 499. See n. 1, supra.
its present unqualified form. the veteran's preference

scat to precludes all but a small fraction of Massachusetts
w en from obtaining any civil service position also of in-
terest to men. See 451 F. Stipp., at 151 (Campbell, J., con-
curring). Given the range of alternatives available, this
degree of preference is not constitutionally permissible.

I would affirm the judgment. of the court below.

s See Frontier° v. nirhardson, 411 U. S. 677, 6S9 n. 23 (1973); Kahn v.
Shevin, 416 U. S. 351, 353-354 (1974): United States. Bureau of the
Census, Current Population Reports, No. 107. Money Income and Poverty
Status of Families and Persons in the United States: 1976 (Advance
Report) (Table 7) (Sept. 1977).
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: SOCIAL SECURITY

TUESDAY, 'MARCH 20, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTU ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in room SD-430,
Dirksen Building, commencing at 9:42 a.m., Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Thurmond (chairman of the full committee),
and DeConcini.

Staff present: Stephen Markman, chief counsel and Carol Epps,
chief clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the sixth day
of hearings by the Subcommittee on the Constitution on the mean-
ing of the proposed equal rights constitutional amendment.

As with our earlier hearings, the objective of this hearing is to
establish some form of legislative history on the intentions of the
Congress in proposing this measure as the 27th amendment to the
U.S. Constitution.

The subject of today's hearing is not one to which a great deal of
attention has previously been focused. Our two witnesses this
morning will address the impact of the equal rights amendment
upon the Social Security Program in this country.

This hearing is prompted by the statements of a number of lead-
ing proponents of the ERA to the effect that the amendment will
have a substantial impact on the operation of Social Security policy
in the United States.

As with our earlier hearings, we will limit ourselves to two wit-
news, one whom I have selected and one who has been selected by
the proponents of the equal rights amendment on this committee.
In this way, I believe the committee can continue to explore in
detail and thoroughness the issues before us. Only by such a proc-
ess can the Members of this body obtain a clearer idea rf what
changes will be required in public policy should the 52 words of the
ERA become art of the Constitution.

Before we 'n today's hearing I would simply like to observe
for the record t at an important decision has recently been handed
down in the State of Pennsylvania that touches upon the matter of
one of our recent hearings, the impact of the equal rights amend-

41 1105 VI -52

(809)
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ment upon abortion policy,' On March 9, the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania ruled that the Pennsylvania equal rights amend-
ment was violated by State limitations on abortion funding. The
decision in Fisher v. Commonith concluded that the State ERA
rendered unconstitutional laws at "discriminated against women
with respect to a physical conditicT unique to women."

Thus the process of understanding the equal rights amendment
continues.

Before we begin I wish to place a statement of Senator DeConcini
in the record.

[Prepared statement follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENNIS DECONCINI

Mr. Chairman, as lawmakers we have a responsibility to identify and discern as
best we can all the possible ramifications of a proposed piece of legislation before
enacting it. This responsibility is even greater when we, as now, are considering a
proposed amendment to the United States Constitution since a single alteration of
this document can affect literally hundreds of laws. The hearings held so far on the
ERA's potential impact on the right of women to have abortions and the legitimacy
of veteran preference programs have been quite valuable and this Senator appreci-\ ates the cooperation and leadership of the distinguished chairman in conducting
them.

Today we are looking into how the ERA could affect one of the most important
and far-reaching governmental programsSocial Security. Specifically, we are in-
quiring whether the ERA would mandate a change in how benefits are computed
and paid out under the Old Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance (OASDD compo-
nent of Social Security. We are fortunate to have witnesses who have a great deal of
knowledge about the existing structure of OASDI and I welcome them.

Before we begin, I might add that the complexities of the Social Security system
are beyond my expertise. It is also an area of legislation with which this subcommit-
tee does not usually deal. This morning we will hear testimony about whether
OASDI program discriminates against women or men or both. Regardless of the
answer, it should be noted that substantial improvements have been made in this
area. In the last two decades Social Security has been revamped to eliminate the
most blatant inequalities. Last year Congress amended the Social Security Act so
that now virtually every section is gender-neutral. In addition, the Senate Finance
Committee is presently considering whether further revision is needed to ensure
that men and women are treated equally under the system.

I support this process of weeding out all sex-based discrimination inherent in the
OASDI program and hope that further refinements are made in this direction
whether or not the equal rights amendment mandates such action.

Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, I wish to introduce our
two witnesses for this morning.

Our first witness will be Ms. Jane C. Sherburne, a Washington
attorney and a former assistant to Congressmah, now mayor of
Minneapolis, Donald Fraser. As assistant to Representative Fraser,
Ms. Sherburne was active in the introduction of major Soc:al Secu-
rity reform proposals. She has also served as an Assistant Director
in the Social Security Administration.

Our second witness will be Mrs. Judith B. Finn. Mrs. Finn is the
author of the book entitled "The Treatment of Women Under
Social Security." Mrs. Finn is a political scientist and an economist
who has taught at Kenyon College in Ohio. She has also worked as
a public policy research analyst at Michigan State University and
the University of Wisconsin.

We are privileged to have both of these witnesses today. A sched-
uled third witness, Mr. Robert Myers of the Social Security Admin-
istration and probably the Nation's leading authority on the Social
Security System may appear before this committee at a subsequent
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hearing. He has submitted thoughtful prepared testimony on th
matter.

So Ms. Sherburne and Mrs. Finn, if we could have you take these
two microphones. We will be happy to listen to you first, Ms. Sher-
burne and then we will go to Mrs. Finn.

Please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF JANE C. SHERBURNE, ESQ., WASHINGTON, DC;
AND JUDITH B. FINN, ECONOMIST AND AUTHOR

Ms. SHERBURNE. Mr. Chairman, I have a written statement that I
would like to submit for the record and summarize my statement
here.

Senator HATCH. Without objection we will put both of your
formal statements in the record, and we do appreciate your sum-
marizing them as it allows us more time for questions.

Ms. SHERBURNE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here at these hearings. I hope

I can help you understand the Social Security Program and how it
treats women and to what extent the equal rights amendment
might affect that treatment of women.

As you indicated, I have studied this issue in several different ca-
pacities: First as an aide to former Congressman Don Fraser and
then I served as executive assistant to the Commissioner in the
Social Security Administration at the time when the HEW report
"Social Security and the Changing Roles of Men and Women" was
released. I also served as Assistant Director of the Office of Policy
Analysis in the Social Security Administration, studying the 1979
Social Security Advisory Council recommendations on Social Secu-
rity and women. The Advisory Council proposed incremental
changes to improve the treatment of women under Social Security
and we spent a great deal of time studying how those changes
could be implemented and what the impact of those changes would
be.

Along with these activities I have written on the subject of
women and Social Security and participated in other activities to
enhance public understanding of the treatment of women under
the. program. This question is very important. Social Security is a
major institution of our society. With 36 million beneficiaries and
$178 billion of expenditures financed by taxpayers, certainly nearly
every American is affected by this program. Therefore, it is criti-
cally important that there is a consensus among Americans that
the program is fairly structured.

Women do have reasons to be dissatisfied with the structure of
the progr am. Social Security fails to recognize that women partici-
pate in oar society differently than men. The architects of the pro-
gram expected women to receive benefits as dependents of their
husbant,s. Whether the benefit is called a dependent benefit or a
spouse benefit does not change the fact, that the route of access to
the be' refit is the primary wage earner, which is almost always the
husba id. Payment of the benefit is dependent on the husband's
status as a paid worker. It is the husband that must retire, die, or
become disabled before a wife can receive a benefit. This is not a
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problem that disappears simply by calling the benefit something
else.

The structure of Social Security also fails to recognize the eco-
nomic value of work performed in the home. If the spouse benefit
were truly based on a presumption that the homemaker is provid-
ing an economic contribution to the family, then the benefit would
be payable to the homemaker and her family when she becomes
disabled, dies, or retires. But benefits are payable only when the

. wage earner spouse becomes disabled, retires or dies, reflecting a
perception that the family need not be protected from the loss of a
homemaker's contribution

The structure of Social Security also fails to accommodate typical
work patterns of American women: years of unpaid work combined
with years of paid work over a lifetime. This pattern is different
from the pattern of men and I suspect that the work patterns of
women will always be different from the work patterns of men. But
the pattern means that the Social Security protection that women
acquire from paid work is less than that acquired by men because
it is based on fewer and lower wage earning years. Thus, either
route to Social Security protection for womenas a dependent
spouse or as a paid workerleaves women with less protection
than the system provides men. A brief look at a few basic features
of the program reveals how its structure is poorly tailored to these
life styles of American women.

First of all, the insured status requirements. Workers have to be
insured to receive benefits. A worker becomes insured by working
the required number of quarters in covered employment. There is
an additional requirement of recent work to become entitled to dis-
ability and young survivor benefits. These requirements operate as
a complete bar to Social Security protection for a woman and her
family if she is an unpaid homemaker. The requirements inhibit
protection for a woman who has combined paid and unpaid work
roles, because any absence from the work force will jeopardize a
woman's ability to meet the insured status requirements.

A look at the method of benefit computation is another way to
see how the structure of Social Security is ill suited to the work
patterns of women. Benefits are based on average lifetime wages.
The zero earning years that a woman is an unpaid homemaker op-
erate to pull down her lifetime average earnings and thus her ben-
efit amount. When she does work her wages will be low, further
contributing to lower lifetime average wages than those on which
benefits payable to men are based.

Divorced women have access to benefits only if the marriage
lasted at least 10 years. But most divorces occur before 10 years of
marriage and it is the early years of the marriage that a woman is
most likely to forego working for pay in order to stay home with
young children. Women at divorce lose this Social Security protec-
tion that the system was supposed to provide them if they did not
acquire it in their own right. Men lose nothing at divorce.

Women are also vulnerable if they become widowed. Twenty
three percent of aged widows live in poverty.' A survivor is not eli-
gible for Social Security widow's benefits until age 60. Women wid-
owed before age 60 are in serious trouble if they spent most of their
lives as unpaid homemakers.
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All these features combine to send a very clear inessage to
women: choose not to be a homemaker because such a role Jeopard-
izes your Social Security protection. This message is unfortunate.
Women or men should not be penalized for choosing to be home-
makers. Social Security ought to be a neutral factor in that choice.

The wheels of reform have begun to turn. The issue has received
serious attention from every major body that has looked at Social
Security in the last several years. The 1979 Advisory Council on
Social &curity spent a majority of its time on the issue of women
and their treatment under the program. The President's Commis-
sion Pension Policy spent a major portion of its time on the issue
and President Reagan'; National Commission on Social Security
Reform addressed this issue in great detail. All of these bodies ac-
knowledge that the program fails women and each has made im-
portant contributions to moving us toward reform. Reform is un-
derway.

The Department of Health and Human Services will be issuing a
study in July that has been mandated by the Congress. CBO is re-
viewing reform opt;ons. The Urban Institute has been involved in
analyzing the cost of various reform options and a technical com-
mittee that is composed of non-Government and Government ex-
perts has been at work devising a reform package. Passage of the
equal 'rights ...mendment would intensify these efforts.

Social Security severely disadvantages women no matter how
they work out their roles as paid or unpaid workers. The legislative
history that you are making in these hearings to guide the applica-
tion of the equal rights amendment should be clear that the
amendment will reach programs such as Social Security that fail
women because they are rooted in stereotypical notions of how men
and women participate in our society and how that participation is
valued.

The equal rights amendment would not require any particular
reform. Reform must be undertaken very carefully. There are a lot
of people out there that are very dependent on Social Security ben-
efits and reform must be very aware of that. The task of reform
has already begun.

Thank you, Senator.
[The following was received for the record:,
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STATEMENT OF JANE C. SHERBURNE
before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION
of the

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
March 20, 1984

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE: I am

Jana Sherburne and I am a Washington attorney. Over the past

several years I nave spent a great deal of time addressing the

treatment of women under the social security prograM. As atc-

aide to former-Congressman Donald Fraser 1 provided the staff

work that led to his introduction of an "earnings sharing"

reform proposal. As Executive Assistant to the Commissioner of

Social Security I oversaw the completion and release of the

major then-HEW report, Social Security and the Changing Roles

of Men and Women. As Assistant Director of the Office of

Policy Analysis in the Social Security Administration 1 studied

the impact of and ways to implement Advisory Council recommenr

dations to alter the social security benefit structure to

Improve treatment of women. I heve'published on the subect'

and partic:pated in numerous activities designed to improve

understanding of social security and the ways in which

It could be redesigned so that its protection could be offered

"Women And Social Security: Se_zIn Mcment
-0 ;-.;4r_, "...J. 1563 (1982).
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to men and women fairly. I welcome the opportunity to appear

before your Subcommittee to offer a view bf the current pro-

gram's treatment of women and explore with you how passage of
AA

the Equal Rights Amendment would affect that treatment,

The social security program is a basic institution cf

our society designed to protect the vast majority of Americans

against major risks to economic security: death, disability

any; retirement of a breadwinner. The program touches almost

every American in a substantial way, either as one of the more

than thirty-six million social security beneficiaries, or as

one of the taxpayers that must finance its $118 billion

\\expenditures,2 Because of tale pervasive way in which the

social security program is woven into the fabric of.our .society

it is very appropriate and important to carefully scrutinize

the problems with the present program's treatment of women and

the asnist that the Equal Rights Amendment would prdvide to

The Way in which social security provides benefits

re:ealz, that the program was structured around stereotypical

no7.1ohz of the role of women in our society and the value of a

7

outlays for social security are estimated at
:1-3.L billion. Budget for the United States Government Fiscal

.21.?.4 at 5-11S.
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L.memlker's contribution to the family. The program's archi- ,

tests expected women generally to receive benefits as depen-

dents of their husbands. Dependent spouse benefits were

designed for couples in which the woman woul0 never work for

pay and that never divorced. The architects did not

contmeplate a need for their prototypical woman in the home to

acquire, and so did not provide her with, access to the pro-

gram's full array of survivor, disability and retirement pro-

te:tions in her own right. Nor did they anticipate a need to

accommodate what is now the typical pattern among ;anerican

women: years of unpaid work in the home combined with years of

paid work over a lifetime.'

Despite the significant labor force participation of

wcren, the paid work behavior of women is and perhaps always

wIll be less vigorous than that of men.' Women comprise the

Sixty-four percent of all married women are now in
the workforce (Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Com-
merce; Current Plpulation Rep., Series P-60, No. 129, Money
Income of Families and Persons in the United States: 1979, at
120 (1981)), and half of all married women with preschool age
shildren are working for pay (BLS, U.S. Department of Labor,

Report 631, Employment in Perspectives: Working Women 1
(Fourth Quarter 1980). Cf. BLS, U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bull tin
2080, Perspecti es on Working Women: A Databook 27 (1980) (in
,179, 59% of women with school-age children in labor force)).

See Wash. Post, Mar. 2, 1982 at A15, col. 1 (Social
Security Administration reports that average benefit for women
wIll remain at two-thirds of average benefit for men well into

,:ent_:ry because women will continue to work intermittently
and at Lower wagesl.
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bulk of the part-time labor force,' and many women when it is

ecnomically possible do spend years when children are young

out of the labor force altogether. Further, when they work for

pay, wages paid to women are typi7elly low.' Although most

women are projected to have some attachment to the labor force

during their lives,' its often intermittent nature and low pay

jeopardize the access women and their families have to social

security benefits when they retire, become disabled or die.

Thus, although women may acquire access to benefits

43 either insured workers or derivately as wives of insured

workers, neither route to protection, as a dependent spouse or

as a paid worker, leaves women with the degree of protection

In 1981, 68% of the part-time labor force were women.
S:,3, United States Dept. of Labor, Employment and Earnings,
Novemb,2r. 1981, at 19, Table A-8 (1981).

In 1980, women fulltime workers earned only 58% of
what men full-time workers earned. Telephone interview with
Elan Eurkhead, Survey Statistician, Current Income Staff, Popu-

Division, United States Bureau of the Census.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that a woman
h: W43 ,Ige 16 In 1977 with a life expectancy of 78.5 years
.4111_ zpend a average of 27.7 years in the labor force and 34.7

of the labor force. Smith, "new Work Life Estimates
.effect Changin4 Profiles of Labor Force," 105 Monthlv Labor

15, 16, 17 (March 1982). Unpublished statistics from,n 1-11 annuAl average tables of the Current Population Survey
.-m 3 3 percent of women between the ages of 35 and

n,r;,: w-2.r1,:ed for pay. Telephone Interview with Shirley
x;11_ Laor StatIstic3, iln:ted States Department
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against ec:onDmic insecurity that the program generally provides

t--) men. A closer look at how the program operates and how ben-

efits ale comruted shows why the present program produces this

res1A.t.

Insured statuLi is the ticket to social security pro-

tection.' A worker acquires insured s'atus by working the

required number of quarters in employment covered by social

security. When the social security system has fully matuied, a

wolker will be required to have forty quarters to be fully

in311red' and thus gain entitlement to retirement, disability

and sureivr benefits for him or her self and dependents.

This requirement is modified to gain eligibility for

surnvor benefits payable when a worker is survived by a depen-

dr.-. opouse and young children. A family is entitled to the

keriel.t if tle deceased spouse worked in covered employment

fr lx of the twelve quarters preceding his or her deJth.

Th.' prm:I3lon7, or the nr..c;.1 nrogram
in ,..!:3t1mony are cQdit'led at 42 U S.C.

1 1'11"6 IV 19901, a amended by 42 U.SC
lqa3).

1:, :111 :n :""1,
::n 17:_iru:: If 4c:nmn1,37,-1,

eTtiva1...1n::: t.
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Similarly, if a disabled worker is younger than age

!!11.ity, he or line need only to have worked six out of the

-delve quarters preceding the disability to become entitled to

benefits for him or her self and family. If the worker is over

age 29, however, he or she gains disability protection only

when twenty of the forty quarters immediately preceding the

disability have been worked in covered employment.

These insured status requirements are not onerous for

:hcse with steady attachments to the workforce. The require-

ment:,, however, do act as a complete bar to bseaefits for a

woman and her family upon her own death, disability or retire-

ment if she han spent a substantial portion of her adult life

as An unpaid homemaker. These insured status requirements sig-

nal the perception that a homemaker's contribution carries no

.:alue and that :.ts loss need not be compensated. This percep-

ti-Al contradi.:7ts what 13 today the widely held view that mar-

an economic partnership. Each partner provides the

tamily unit something of great value and the loss of either

devastating, to the family.

More ypical 1, women will ,7,:,mbirie roles of homemaker

1,1A w,,; V: 'rivet their lifetimes. This pattern works to

ail-11Y=7 ma:.nt4in in tired Status . Women,

1,411 lalred them tnoured 3tatuLi for
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r lnd protecticm, may lose that status when

tr.ey :iterrupt their paid work for a period of unpaid work as

F.)r that period and until they regain insured

after returning to the workforo.e for the required number of

qui!-ter, they and their families remain vulnerable to economic

v,fieted IF the w:man dies, or becomes disabled. These

a::d their ependents are penalized for their contribution

tamrly an unpaid homemakers.

(qcre llibility in achieved, the amount of the benee

it. referred to as the "primary insurance amount" (PuA), is

.Tz-A,ted ,n tlot ho .1s of the worker's lifetime earnings. To

(y7,1!:..i.e retirement benefits. the wages earned by a worker in

:7,,e10!-er7,1rity-,:overed employment between 1951 and age 62 will

a.:era,v1d, the five Lowest earning years during that

eri.71.!' The retired worker then receives a l',inefit equal to

prircent of 111.1 or her PIA. Additional blieflts equal to 50

v. of the w,i.ker's PIA are payable to his or her dependent

;7- 1., L eir,n1 "

When the lyr;tem in fully mature, beginning in 1991,
Ql:nod etwe..:n the aqell of 21 and 62 will be averaged.

Lenefi- payable are subject: to a maximum
air-.1n- which ringer 105% to 189% of the workers PIA,

m. the worker's pi for earnings. The dual entitlement
prerlude payment of dependent henefit5 to

w1-1 on-.it!ed to a benefit in their own right that
,le hen,,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The PIA for disability benefits is derived by

averaging wages oarned by the worker between 1951, or after

attainment of age 21, up to the year prior to disability, less

a maximum of thre:!. years during which the worker was caring for

a young child. The worker receives a benefit amount equal to

100 percent cf his or ter PIA. The worker's spouse and chil-

dren are each entitled to a benefit equal to 50 percent of the

worker's PIA."

The amount of the survivor benefit is similarly corn-,

puted. The averaged wages are those earned by the worker

b3tween 1151, or after attainment of age 21, up to the year of

the worker's death or age 62. Surviving spouses and their

young children each receive 75 percent of the deceased worker's

PIA." The older widow receives 100 percent of the deceased

woiker's PIA.

This method of computing benefits, based on average

li,::etime wages, operates to disadvantage women. Woman who are

unpaid homemakers for loner than five years accumulate

zero-earning years which reduce their benefit amounts by

Disability benefits payable on the basis of one PIA
are 1,mited to the lesser of 85% of average earnings or 150% of

Total benefits payable are subie. to the limitations
r7,1 supra note 11.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 828
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reducing the average wages earned in covered employment. .Fur-

ther, intermittent absence from the labor market means that

women forego -wage increases which would have led to higher ben-

efit amounts. In addition, a woman returning to the labor mar-

ket may have to accept lower entry level wages that translate

into a lower benefit amount. Again, social security penalizes

women by failing to treat the unpaid contribution of the

homemaker as anything but zero.

These features of the program, the insured status

requirements and the benefit computation period, are ill-nuited

to the paid and unpaid work patterns of women.'" The program

provides that women will either receive nothing because tbity

have failed to meet the requirements for or maintain insured

status, or be entitled only to a low spouse benefit as a depen-

dent when their spouse (not they) becomes disabled, retires or

dies, or they will receive a low worker's benefit that is typi-

cally based on low wages and zero-earning years that pull down

wage record averages."

The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that a women

.tho waE. age 16 in 1977 with a life expectancy of 78.5 years
will spend an average of 27.7 years in the labor force and 34.7

yed5 out of the labor force. Smith, "New Work Life Estimates
Pefiect Changing Profiles of Labor Force," 105 Monthly Lab.

P.,/, 15. 16, 17 (March 1982). Unpublished statistics from the
1991 annual average tables of the Current Population Survey
:311,7w that only 3.3 percent of women between the ages of 35 and

4 never wozked for pay.

:11a1 ent:tlement tu-ovi3ion operateo to preclude
pA;mont, dependent benefit: to persons who are entitled to a

829
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Divor:ed women face even greater barriers to economic

Social security benefits are available to divorced

spouses only if the marriage to the insured worker lasted at

least 10 years." Most divorces, however, occur during the

first ten years of marriage." And it is usuallythoee early

years of marriage that many women sacrifice the opportunity to

build the:r on social security records by staying out of the

pa:d work force to raise children. Unlike their husbands,

plot..:ction 1e unaffected by divorce, women lose protec-

tIon that the system was designed to provide for spouses who

span'. time as unpaid homemakers. This result is further

eIdence of how the program fails to recognize the critical and

nature of the homemaker's contribution.

Even when the marriage lasts more than ten years, the

then available to the divorced spouse is in an amount

F,.)tnGt^ continued from preceding page]

benefit in their own right that exceeds the amount of the
Dependent spouse benefit.

The divorced spouse benefit is 50% of the worker's

:;:xty-five percent of all divorces occur after less
then 10 year:3 o_ marriage. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept. of

Current Population Rep., Series P-20, Mo. 297, Num-
'cer, 71ming and Duration of Marriage and Divorces in the United

Table 0, at 14 (1970).
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that was designed to be combined with the benefit amount of the

insured worker in the same household. The diyorced spouse who

spent a substantial portion of her time as an unpaid homemaker

escapes the poverty to which she is destined by either

remarrying a worker with sufficient social security protection

Or other provision for a comfortable retirement that will.pro-

vide for her as well or by going to work for pay that will

undoubtedly be low because she will have few marketable skills.

. Aged survivors of deceased workers are entitled to a

benefit that'is 100 percent of the worker's PIA. Yet aged

widows are the poorest of the poor with close to twenty-three

percent living in poverty.). The startling incidence of

poverty among aged widows.serves as further evidence of the

penalty our system imposes upon women for labor force partici-

pation that is less vigorous than that of men. This penalty is

felt even more acutely by women who become widowed before the

age of sixty, the age at which they may begin receiving widow's

benefits. These widows have no access to other.social security

benefits. If a woman becomes widowed in middle age having

:pent a long period of her life as a homemaker, her skills may

be too limited to qualify her for work with pay adequate to

Bureau of the Census, U.S. ,Dept. of Commerce, Current
Population Rep., Series P-60, Mo. 144, characteristics of the

aeEtlow the poverty 1,:ve1 (1982).
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support herself and her family. Because a choice to be an

unpaid homemaker carries ho protection and ouch enormous risk,

women have been pUt in a position that to make such a choice

would be nothing short of foolhardy.

Built on stereotypical notions of women's contribu-

tion3 to their :-milies, the structure of social security,

which anticipates that women will receive benefits as depeiL

dents

of their working spouses, is not responsive to the paid

and unpaid work patterns produced by the more flexible nature

of women's roles in contemporary society. Public policy ought

to promote, not discourage, this flexibility. Social security0
should operate as a neutral factor in a family decision to have

one spouse spend time out of the paid labor force. But the

program, as presently structured, is not neutral. Rather, it

encourages labor force participation of both spouses because

the family suffers a penalty when one spouse forgoes

wags-earning years.

Policymakers have begun to acknowledge that the

social security program is outdated and maladapted to the eco-

nomic and social realities of American families. A variety of

reform proposals have been introduced in the Congress. The

1979 Advisory Council on Social Security spent more time

addressing the issue of he treatment of women under social
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security than it spent on any other issue." The President's

Commission on Pension Policy devoted a major portion of its

report to exploring reform Options." A major share of the

work of the Justice
Department's Task Force on Sex Discrimina-

tion has been devoted to developing reform alternatives."

Just last year, President Reagan's bipartisan National.Commis-

sion on Social Security Reform considered reform of the pro

gram's treatment of women high on its agenda." In response. to

the National Commission's report, the Congress indluded in the

Social Security Amendments of 1983 a statutory mandate that the

Department of Health end Human.Services
undertake a study that

would guide decision makers in this complex area." Further,

reform of social 'security is d major agenda item of numerous

women's groups and has recently become the subject of a variety

1, House Comm. on Ways and Means, 96th Cong., lst Sess.,

Report of the 1979 Advisory Council on Social Security SS

(Comm. Print 1980) (transmitted by Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare Dec. 7, 1979).

/6- President's Commission on Per, ion Policy: An Interim.

-Report (May 1980).

21 S. Kaltenborn,
Preliminary Report on Women and Social

Security, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Task Force on Sex Discrimina-

tion (1980).

12 Report of the National Commission on Social Security

Reform (January 1983).

21 Social Security Amendments of 1983, Pub. L. No.

98-21, S 343 (1983).

[Footnote continued next page)
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of scholarly works." This leaves little doubt that there is a

hell perception that the current program requires reform

and that the momentum has been created to begin the difficult

process of crafting that,reform.

Passage of the rqual Rights Amendment would intensify

the serious efforts already underway to develop reforms that

would improve the treatment of women under social security.

The program.severely disadvantages women in whatever way they

worm. out roles as paid and unpaid workers. The legislative

history you are making to guide the application of the Equal

Rights Amendment should be clear that the Amendment will reach

programs such as social security that fail women because they

are rooted in stereotypical notions of.hcw men and women par-

ticipate in our society and hoy that participation is valued.

The Equal Rights Amendment would not require any par-

ticular reform. Consideration could be given to a variety of

ways to restructure the program to eliminate its discriminatory

effects. Clearly any reform would have to be undertaken

carefully in light of the complexity of the program and the

critical role it plays in the lives of its beneficiaries. The

task of reform has already begun. The Equal Rights Amendment

would provide a renewed sense of urgency and commitment to

these efforts that are already spurred by the public percept.in

that the treatment of women under social security must be

improved.

5,e. Mikulski and Brown, "Case Studies in the
Treatment of Women Under Social Security Law: The Need for
R'eform," 5 Hart. Women's L.J. 29 (1983); A Challenge to Social
Seurit:LL The Changing Roles of Women and Men in American

(Burkhauser and Holden, eds.) new York, London and
fin' y Harcurt Brace lo7anovich, Academic Press (1982);B!rnoeri, Derive:lye Benefits in'Social Security," 327-.1n L 233 (1980).
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Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Mrs. Finn?

STATEMENT OF JUDITH B. FINN
MM. FINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Judith Finn. I am homemaker from Oak Rift's,

TN. I was trained as an economist and political scientist aM I
worked for several doing public icy research and teaching
political science before I became a 4; 7r years ago. I have writ-
ten a book entitled "The Treatment of Women Under Social Secu-
rity" and am chairman of the I'ask Force on Social Security for
Eagle Forum, a national organisation of women with traditional
moral and family values, most of whom are homemakers.

The CHAIRMAN. If you do not mind, speak into your microphone
a little more so that we can hear you. Thank you very much.

Mrs. FINN. The charge that Social Security discriminates against
women is frequently made. This is contrary to the long-acknowl-
edged fact that Social Security has been made sex neutral through
various lanai amendments to the Social Security Act and
by several Supreme Court decisions. Informed opinion is nearly
unanimous in recognising Ow* facts.

Many of the changes hi Social Security that have been made in
response to the quest for sex neutrality have benefited men, not
women. For example, until 1972, women could drop 8 more years
than men from the averaging period for figuring retirement bane=
fits. This provision has been ved to com to women for
their intermittent pattern of labor forces pation. In order to
ensure the sex neutrality of Social ty, the number of years
that both men and women could drop was set at five. Women in
the aggregate thus became worse off as result of this change.

For better or worse women are now treated the same as men
under Social Security law. Women who choose to have a career or
who must work for a considerable part of their lives have the same
Social Security protection that comparable men have, and their
benefits are calculated in exactly the same manner regardless of
their sex. Both men and women in the labor force have disability
insurance and survivor benefit protection, and both men and
women are eligible for the "wife's benefit."

The frequent and exaggerated charges of discrimination and in-
equities against women have elevated the problems that certain
groups, made up primarily of women, have under Social Security
above countless other concerns of equal importance. These are not
matters of sex discrimination in the present system, and the an-
swers cannot be found in further sex neutrality. The fact is that
many of the problems experienced by women under Social Security
arise because women are treated the same as men, at the same
time that their labor force participation pattern is substantially
different from men.

Many feminists have now conceded the obviousthat Social Se-
curity is sex neutral. They now argue that Social Security has a
disparate impact or effect on women. For example, at the House
Judiciary hearing on ERA, Ann Freedman argued that:
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Because of the disparate off of the Social Security Act on women, and theirassociation with sex discriminate attitudes and practices, the ERA will require
Congress to review these provisions and substitute others that treat women more

Tish Sommers testified that Social Security was an example ofhow a sex neutral law can have a disparate impact on women. She
complains about the "presumption of women's dependency" and
that women receive lower average benefits than men. She says:

The most important shortcoming is lack of recognition of the economic contri;:,-..tins to the family of the homemaker.

In order to evaluate the charge that Social Security has a dispar-
ate impact on women it is necessary to measure how Social Securi-
ty affects women in the aggregate. One way is to determine wheth-
er women as a group get as favorable a return for the taxes they
pay into Social Security as men do.

When measured this way, women get an even higher return
from Social Security taxes than men, .because women tend to live
longer and retire earlier than men and therefore collect benefits
longer.

Because their average earnings are .lower women also receive a
greater advantage from the weighted-benefit formula which is de-
signed to favor persons with low earnings records regardless of
whether this is due to a low-wage rate or to a part time or inter-
mittent work record.

These two factors outweigh the fact that more secondary benefits
are paid on the basis of men's earnings record than women's.

If ,we compare the total Wes paid to the total benefits received
by all women beneficiaries, either on the basis of their own or their
husbands' earnings, women pay about 28 percent of the taxes and
receive about 54 percent of the benifits. Over the next 75 years,
women will pay 33 percent of the taxes and receive about 50 per-cent of the benefits.

When measured in tilirms of the return from Social Security

disadvantaged by Social Security or th there is a disparate
taxes, it simply cannot oe argued that wome in the aggregate are
impact on women.

Some women receive benefits from Social Security without
paying any Social Security taxes. Congresswoman Schroeder has
asserted that this is the only reason women receive higher total
benefits than men. However, when we restrict the comparison to
women working in ct. 'ered employment, we still find no evidence
that women are shortchanged under Social Security. If we compare
the taxes paid by working women to the benefits based on their
earnings and received by all types of beneficiaries, we find that the
cost of paying benefits to women workers and their dependents ishigher than the 1st of paying benefits to men workers and their
dependents. Indew, if separate systems were established, women
workers would have to pay Social Security taxes that are about 9
percent higher than men would have to pay. Since women pay the
same Social Security tax rate as men, this means that women inthe labor force get a higher return for their taxes than men do.
Therefore, it cannot be said that the present Social Security system
is unfair to women workers as compared to men workers, or that
there is a dtsparate impact on women workers. Indeed women, both
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in the aggregate and working women as a group, are significantly
advantaged by Social Security.

I believe that the sex neutrality and lack of disparate impact
against women in Social Security should mean Social Security
would not be affected by the proposed ERA. However, if ERA were
ratified, it is almost certain that feminists who have been claiming
discrimination, inequities against women, or disparate impact upon
women in Social Security for over a decade would bring court cases
demanding their reforms. The fact that these, charges are errone-
ous will not prevent such lawsuits.

The point continually made by opponents of ERA in the 10-year
debate has been that ERA is sufficiently vague and our courts suf-
ficiently activist that no one can say for sure what the effect of
ERA will be on this or many other laws. This is reason enough to
oppose the passage of the proposed ERA.

The assertion that ERA would mandate fundamental changes in
Social Security is repeatedly made by feminist organizations. NOW
president Judy Goldsmith and the Congressional Women's Political
Caucus have said that ERA would require the reexamination of the
sexist assumptions that underlie the Social Security system and re-
quire its reform.

Professor Francine Blau has asserted that:
ERA would grant Social Security benefits to the homemaker on the basis of her

economic contribution to the family, rather than as an economic dependent.

The Civil Rights Commission has said that:
Full-time homemakers have never been accorded any independent Social Security

coverage.

And that:
The ERA will provide a constitutional basis for urging the recognition of this con-

tribution.

Marna Tucker has said that under the ERA, Social Security laws
would require homemaker's work to be recognized as valid, wage.
earner work, and columnist Sylvia Porter has asserted that the
ERA when finally passed will require some changes such as treat-
ing a homemaker as an employee for Social Security purposes, in-
cluding a homemaker tax on her husband as her employer.

The fact that women in the aggregate are significantly advan-
taged by Social Security would seem to adequately refute the alle-
gations of systemic sex discrimination in Social Security. Feminist
cranes of Social Security are also wrong to :assert that current law
pays benefits to homemakers as economic dependents. The law has
never designated spouse benefits as "dependents' benefits." The
various types of spouse benefits are payable as a right on the basis
of legal status and are not based on proof of dependency.

Their new-found concern for the plight of the homemaker under
Social Security is, either duplicitous or based on the mistaken
notion that homemakers are victimized by Social Security. In fact
the wife's benefit was added to Social Security in 1939 in recogni-
tion of the value if the contribution made by homemakers and a
belief that women should have a guaranteed benefit whether they
work inside or outside the home.
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Advocating; earnings sharing as a reform to hel homemakers is
ridiculous. Earnings sharing would mean the elaination of the
wife's benefit, resulting in benefit cuts for families where one
spouse is primarily a homemaker.

We can be certain that if the ERA were ratified and the Court
accepted the feminist reformers indictment of Social Security as
discriminatory or disadvantaging women, the "solutions" would be
fundamental and expensive. Indeed, Social Security is so complicat-
ed that the unanticipated consequences and disadvantages of struc-
tural reforms are impossible to fully avoid. Since the disparate
impact in Social Security is against men, women could be severel7
disadvantaged by reforms designed to correct "disparate impacts.
Why put ourselves in the position of defending the constitutionality
of Social Security against these charges or of allowing the Court to
mandate changes in Social Security that Social Security experts
agres..cannot even be accomplished legislatively without creating
more problems than would be solved?

The extensively debated and analyzed concept of earnings shar-
ing is a case in point. Even our foremost expert on Social Security,
Robert Myers, who says he supports the earnings sharing approach
philosophically says:

I know of do person, female or male, who has a thorough knowledge of the fiscal
and administrative aspects of the OASDI system who believes that it is feasible to
drastically revise the program in this manner. Either there will be persons with
large benefit losses, as well as those with large gains, or else the cost of the program
will be greatly increased if nobody is to lose out. In fact, under earnings sharing,
many women will receive less than under present law.

I believe that it would take an unprecedented level of judicial ac-
tivism for our courts to mandate changes in Social Security that
feminists have not been able to accomplish legislatively, when no
discrimination or disparate impact against women can be demon-
strated: What feminist reformers of Social Security reform mean
by disparate impact is not disparate impact by sex but rather a
"disparate impact" on one group of beneficiaries vis-a-vis another
group of beneficiaries, most particulary the two-income family
versus the one-income family. Their primary concern is the relative
rate of return to the taxes paid between these two types of families.
Since each family obviously includes a man and.a woman, this con-
cern about the rate of return on taxes paid has nothing to do with
sex discrimination, inequities against women, or a disparate impact
on women.

Further, in a system of social insurance there is no reason to
expect that the rate of return to different groups in different situa-
tions will be the same. Most authorities on Social Security agree
with Stanford Ross that:

. Social Security is a social welfare program of tax transfers to those who do
not work because of retirement, disablement, or the death of a breadwinner . . . If
Social Security is understood as a tax-transfer program, the rate of return question
becomes irrelevant

Social Security expert Robert Myers says:
IF individual equity were the overriding aim of Social Security there would be no

need lins a government program, because the private sector could just as readily
handle it

838
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It could even he said that a "disparate impact" among groups is
a characteristic of all Government programs that redistribute
income. Surely our courts would not use the ERA to declare that
there can be no such "disparate impact" among groups of benefici-
aries in Social Security, or would they?

The distribution of benefits within social programs is properly a
legislative question. Likewise, the reforms so ht by feminist crit-
ics of Social Security art. essentially political. They seek to change
the present distribution of benefits to produce more for the subject
of women they represent, and they are using the rhetoric of dis
crimination, inequities against women and disparate impact upon
women in order to accomplish these changes. The most popular of
these proposals, earnings sharing, has gone nowhere politically.
Earnings sharing with a "hold harmless" provision would be ex-
tremely expensive, substantially increasing Social Security costs at
a time when there is no surplus and no desire to raise taxes fur-
ther. Earnings sharing without such a "hold harmless" provision,
would increase the benefits for two-income families by cutting the
benefits for one-income families. Efforts to achieve such a redistri-
bution of income have so far shown little chance of passage by Con-
gress both because common sense and Ns 'nisch findings tell us that
society is better off because many families decide to forgo a second
income in order to have one parent, usually the mother, stay at
home to care for their children.

Social Security as presently constituted allows women the free-
dom to choose different roles. By perpetuating the option to choose
homemaking as a primary role, it stands in the way of the revolu-
tionary notion of equality which says that men and women are not
equal until the traditional division of labor within the family is
abolished. It is currently a matter of considerable debate how much
we should support the traditional family where one. spouse chooses
homemaking as a primary role.

This is, I submit, very much a political decision about the kind of
society we want to encourage. So long as our public policy has a
decent respect for the rights of individuals, there are important po-
litical choices to be made within the limits of the Constitution in
its present form. I believe that this would probably not be changed
by ERA. At the. same time proponents of such fundamental
changes in Social Security as earnings sharing will surely attempt
to use ERA to achieve their political ends in the courts. I believe it
is far better to resolve such issues in the legislative branch of Gov-
ernment, but it is conceivable that the courts might use ERA to re-
strict these political choices. Insofar as this is possible, ERA should
be rejected.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The follow was received for the record:1
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Statement by Judith Finn

Hearing on The Equal P.ghts Amendmantand Social Security

Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate

March in, 19A4

My tie-, fa Judith Finn, I am a homemaker from flak Ridge,

Tenneese. wits trained as en economist and political scientist and

I werked for sevorel years doing public policy research and teaching

p,!ittcel erience before I became a mother seven years ago. I have

wrttten n hook elPitled The Treatment ofV:Tder Social Security

,[11 end nm Chaim/in of the Teak Force on Social Security for Eagle

Fc.rum, e national organization of women with traditional moral and

ismily valuer., moat of whom are homemakers.

Sex Discrimination in Sncial Security

The charge that Socinl Security diacrtminatwe against women is

frequently made. This la contrary to the long-acirowledged fact that

e,imi Security hen been male nex neutral through verioue

roogretviional arodments to the Social Security At and by seders'

"ospre-ie rourt decinines.f21 Informed opinion is nearly unanimous in

recor,oiiiing therm fdrts.(3)

Many of the changes in Social Security that have been made in

reop,nse to the fluent for sex neutrnlity have benefited men, not

women. For example, until 1972, women could drop three more years

than men from the averaging period for figuring retirement hanatits.

Thin pravinlon had been de,ligned to rompencete women for their more

intermittent pattern of labor force pakicipaticn. in order to ensure

the ler neutrality of rmrinl leeorityr the number of yenra tiwt both

men nod will e,old drop wall net et five. Women in the eggregate thou

bs.:loe worse off an n mnolt ,f thin change.

For better or worne women Are now treated the same es men under

ority law. 14, men who ehouse to have a career or who twat

w,,rk for n ,"o!;ideenble rail. of their liver have the name Socinl

:sprority vrote,tion tin{ eomparahlo men have, and their benefits are

,oilculAto.' So exactly the tame manner regardless of their ass. kith

ern nett wimcn in the lahar force have dinability Insurance And
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survivor benefit protection, and both men and women are c-igibli for

the "wife's benefit."

The frequent and exaggereted charges of disarimination mud

inoluitioa against women have elevated the problems that certain

grnope, made up primarily of women, have under Social Security ebnve

countless other concerns of equal importance. These are not eattere

of sex discrimination in the present system, and the answers cannot be

found in further sex neutrality. The fact it; that mar, of the

problems experienced by women under.Seriel Security Eris, because

women are treated the same RS men, at the same time that their labor

for:e participation pattern is substantially different from men.

Wcoen Rarely. Greater Return than Men from Taxes Paid

Many feminists hive now conceded the obvious- -that Social

Sonority is sex neutral. They now argue that Sochi/ Security has a

dimperate impact or effect on women. Fur example, at the House
II

Judiciary Mearin3 on ERA, Ann Freedman argued that "Because of the

dispelete effect of the Social Security tot on women, and their

ausociation with sex discriminetnry attitudes and practices, the ERA

will require Congreen to review those provinione and subntitute others

that treat *oxen more fairly."(d) Tish Sommers testified that Social

f'rcurity was an example of how a Sex neutral law can have disparate

Impact on women. She complains about the "presumption of women's

dependency" and that women receive lower average benefits than men.

:The nays, "The emit important shortcoming in lank of recognition of

the e,:,Inuatic ountribution to the family of the homemaker."[5]

in order to evalulate the charge that Social Security bee a

41,nrate impl,t on women it in neceeear5 to meneure how Social

nffe,tm w' en in the negregete. One way is to determine

whether women ne Fl group get as favorable a return for the taxes they

oy into ner,oty RR men do. When measured this way, women get

nweven hi/L'ier retorrI;ifrom Social 3erurity taxes than men, because

women tend to live longer and retire earlier than men and therefore

henefite 'orient. Per/Ione their overage earninen r'R 1004,

women Flinn receive Fl greeter advantege from thetWeightedbenefit.
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formula winch is designed to laver persona with low earnings records

regardless of whether this is due to a low wage rate or to a part-time

or intermittent work record. These two factors outweigh the fart that

mune mecondery benefits Are paid on the twain of men'; earnings

records than on women's. If we compare the total taxes paid to the

total benefits received by all women beneficiaries, either on the

basis of their own or their husbands' earnings, women pay about 29

percent of the tare's and'receive About 511 percent of the benefits.[6]

ever the next 75 year'', women will pay 33 percent nf the taxes end

receive about percent of the benefits.[7] When measured in terms

of the return from Social :".ecurity taxes, it '',imply cannot be argued

that w"men in the negrognte ere disndvanteged by social Security or

that there is it disperate impact on women.

none women receive benefits from Social Security without

paying any :4cial Security ',Axes. Cengresswoeen Schroeder hen asserted

`.tuft this is the only reason women receive higher total benefits than

men.[F1] However, when we encrict the oomparinon to wnmen working in

covered employment, wo Li !And no evidence that women are

Lhertetmnged under Sociel neeurity. If we compare the taxen paid by

workilg wnmen to the Genetits based en tleir earnings nod received by

ell tven of tenefielaries, we find that the coot nf paying benefitn

to women workers and thAr dependants is higher than the coat of

pay[ne 1.onef'ts to men workers and their dependents. Indeed, if

sepnrato syntelm were entahlished, women wnrkern would hewn to pay

:10c1141 rerurity taxes that Are about 9 percent higher then men wnuld

have to p,y.[o] ninon women pay the elm Sncial necurity tlx rate nn

nen, thin la,frin that waren 1,1 the labor force get n higher return for

their taxen then men do. Therefore, it cannot he raid that the

ditem is unfair to women workers an rompr!e

ran wit ern, fic t th"re i n dinvirtte Impivt on women workers.

Indeed women, Loth in the Iggregnt& nn working women en a group, ore

,nivontlged hy !,nr1o1 :lerurity.

ortty Jld_EHR

I talinve that the new neutrality and leek of disparate
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against women in Social Security should mean Social Security would not

he affected by the proposed ERA. Howevetr, if ERA were ratified, i is

lest 4artair that feminists who have been claiming diacrimination,

Ion patties egftioaf womPh or dinparate impact oi al women in Social

refority for os.o.r A ,lerwin would brine. n roart rano &sending their

reforms. -he tart thet these charges are erroneous will not prevent

such law suits. The point continurlly made by opponents of tdi in the

ten-year. debate has been that ERA is sufficiently vague and our Courts

"efficiently activist that nn one ran any for uure what the effort of

will be on this or many other laws. Thin is reason enough to

oppose the passage of the proposed EPA.

This assertion that ERA would mandate fundamental changes in

:%e,urity fa repeatedly made by feminist organizations'. NOW

president Judy Goldsmith and the Congressional Woman's Political

Gowns have Amid that ERA would requirete reexamination of the

sexist essomptton that underlie the Social Security system and

require its referm.(10)

Professor Francine Blau has asserted that "ERA would grant

aortal security teneftts to the homemaker on the basis of her economic

,oniribution to the family, rather then as an economic drpendent."( 11 ]

The Civil Rights Commission has said that "full-time homemakers have

never 'been accorded any independent social security coverage" and that

the PRA will provide a constitutional basis for urging the

recognition of thin contribution."112] Marnn Tucker has said that

under the ERA Social Security laws would require homemaker's work to

1,os r.;.44nized nn vend, wage- earner work,f13) end columnist Sylvia

i-ortf,r him annerted that the ERA when finally passed will require some

,Thenre such es treating a homemaker as an employee for Social Security

rurponen, inlod:ng n homemaker tax on her husband as her

.yer.114

The fort thot women in the nggregato are significantly

813 . it
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adventegud by Social Security would !WPM tc adequately refute the

allegations of systemic six discrimination in Social Security.

feminixt critics of Social Security are oleo wrong to assert that

current law pays benefits to homemakers as economic) dependents. The

law has never designated spouse benefits as "dependents benefits."

The various types of spouse benefits arm payable as right en the

hluis of legal status and sre not based on prooT of depends ^Y.(15]

Their new-found concern for the plight of the hommaker under Social

Security is either 4uplicious or based on the mistaken notion that

homemakers are vittimized by Social Security. In fact the wife's

benefit was added to Social Security in 1939 in reoognition of the
.

value, of the contribution made by homemaker and a belief that women

should heye a g.tInteed benefit whether they work inside or outside

the home.(161 Advooating earnings sharing as a reform to help

,

homemaker. ie ridiculous. Earnings sharing would mean the Aisination

of the win..e benefit, resulting in benefit cuts for families where

one mouse is primarily ahomomaker. (add fn on homemakers not went

disability in exchange and problem of divorced homemakersfl

We can be co. lain that if the ERA were vilified and the Court

accepted the feminist reformeri indictment of Social Security as

iecriminatory or disadvantaging women, the "solutions" would be

fundamental and expensive. Indeed, Social Security is so complicated

that the unanticipated consequences and disadvantages of structural

reforms are impossible to fully avoid. Since the disparate impact in

Metal Security is against men, women could be severely disadvantaged

by reforms designed to correct "disparate imparts." Why put ourselves

in the wnition of defending the conetitutinnality of Social Security

against these charges or of allowing the Court to mandate changes in

Security that :;octal Security expertq agree cannot even be

,m1Aished legislatively withnut ',renting more problems than would

he solved? The extensively debated and enalyzed concept of earnings

,haring fa a cane in point. Even our foremost expert on Social

Pot,ert Myers, who snOf he support. the eavniugs sharing

ol.pronch philosophically nays, "I know of no u.rson, 1.male or r'sle,

who has a thor,lugh knowledge of the fiscal and administrative spent.
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of thf cyatem who believes that it i* feasible to drastically

revise the program in thin manner. Either there will be persons with

large benefit 1ases, as well as those with large gains, or else the

coat of the program will be greatly increased if nobody is to lose

oot. in feet, under earnings sharing, moony women will receive leas

then under present law."1171

I believe that it would take an unprecedented level of judicial

ae_tiviem for our mortis to mandate changes in Social Security that

femisinta have not been able to accomplish legislatively, when no

discrimination or disparate impart against women can b demonntrated.

What feminist refnrmera of Social Security reform mean by disparate

impact fa ma disparate impact by sex but rather a "disparate impact"

on one'group of beneficiaries vis-a-vis another group of

benefileries, mont particularly the two.,income family versus the

one-ince,* family. Their primary concern is the relative rate of

retArn to the taxes paid between these two types of familter. Since

each family obviously includeea man and women, this concern about

the rate of return on taxes paid tea nothing to do with sex

dincrimination, inequities against women, or disparate impact on

',Further, in n system of social innurance thero is no meson to

expect that the rate of 'f.turn to different groups in different

situattonn will he the snme.[10) Mont nuthorities on Social Security

agree with Stanford Rasa that "...social security is a social welfare

program of tax transfers to those who do not work becnune of

retirement. disablement, or the death of a breadwinner....If social

security is underatood as a Lis-transfer program, the rate of return

quent'on becomes irrelevant." (191 Social Serutity'expert Robert

';yore says, 'if individual equity were the overriding aim of /social

urity there would be no need fore government program, because the

private sector could just AA readily handle it." (20] It could even

ce said that a "disparate impact" among groups is a characteristic of

nil government programa (hat redistribute income. Surely or- courts

would not use the ERA to declare that there can be no such "disparate

impact" among groups of beneficiaries in Social Security, or ww.ild

they?

8 4 5
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The distribution of benefits within social progress is

z-cipe.-ly m legislative question.
Likewise, the reforms anught by

feroiniat critics .f Security are essentially political. They

to change the present distribution of benefits to produce more

far the nubset of wnwen they represent,
and they are using the

rLetazir of dtarrieln,tion, inequities
against women and disparate

impact upon women to nrditr to accomplish these chonges. The most

popular of the proposals,
earnings sharing, ms gone nowhere

politically. Earnings sharing with A "hold harmless" provision would

be extremely expensive, eubstantially increasing Social Iptcurity

costa et a time when there is
no surpluo and no desire to raise trump

further. Earnings shering without such a "hold harmless" proviann,

amid lh,'. snr the hcaPfits for twoincome families by cutting the

'.cuef f-r .,nt! In. on,tt 1 vr 111.n. Effort,. ncht,ve slictb a
..1 fly !thole, 1 1111. chntwit of ptiortore by

,.?...aore the techntonl east problems have proven

ro-t Able droi 1t,, ,_.0tDmun sense and resetr,:h findings tell on

t!mt rr,._toty is lettr off Let!,tdr.r many families .1e)Cidf, ten torero a
,.,-,,t "Fier to h.lve one Nitit , ty the mother, r.t.ny

...ire. f.,r i ,hi hiren.iLl 1

,),101 ',,, lit It) a. Il I' 0 f'. VII t 1% r 00 I t ll t It1 al 1 OWn MOITIVII 1 bin

Ilv,v,IAAII to choo.o dittorrut role:,. tip perputtlatitiq the' option
to ,two.,t hnmvmatirg ac a primat tole. it thus shaudn.

i

in *lie w ty :I fry, re....-,I.Itt,,nary notion of evrility witi,th nays that inn

th
wurc:, n,01 th.' treetiticmil .1tv-IItnn of latur

:1.,1 if:11.d, It It currently n matter of rorinirlerablu
1.,1 31100.1 tiuvrort the traditional family where one

Ak4. ing, fin n pr1rPiry Thl.s ir., I submit,
h ,1,.rtnion about the kind of cottiety to

.1 7 .or put 1 i 'pot i. y h in n tier -rot. rtq-,nt. for th
r ,t: .n 1,r , thto are important palittrtil ehr.'.r.-ttt to I,-

! tr 'hr. rnnnttt.uttoo in its pre.;,nt form. 3'

1 t .i ro, it. Ii; ry
1,1,111m.,11 1 h trivet; in .. oat l'tnctirl

'4'. 11 trTrilt to iit;- YPA to 11.1),.v thett
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political ends in the courts. I believe it is far better to resolve

such issues in the legislative branch tit government, but it is

conceivable that the Courts might use ERA to restrict these political

choices. Insofar as this is possible, ERA should be rejected.
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Senator HATCH. Thank you both.
I would now like to ask a series of questions about the impact of

the equal rights amendment upon the Social Security Program in
an effort to establish a useful legislative history in this regard. So I
will respectfully ask the panelists if you will be as direct and as
succinct as possible in responding to questions.

I would also like to emphasize once more that the subject of this
morning's hearing is not the wisdom or the prudence of various re-
forms to the Social Security System, but what precisely would be
required in the way of change should the ERA become part of the
Constitution. That is really what we want to know.

I am sure there is much room for reform and we can all debate
that at another time, but I want to know what will be the impact
or the effect of the equal rights amendment should it become part
of the Constitution?

I would just like to get one matter clarified at the outset. Is the
Social Security law today fully sex neutral? In other words, is the
female worker treated identically to the male worker insofar as the
eligibility for and the level of Social Security benefits?

Ms. Sherburne.
Ms. SHERBURNE. Mr. Chairman, the Social Security System today

is facially sex neutral. There are no facial gender-based distinc-
tions, with a minor exception that I understand is being corrected
at this time. The 1983 Social Security amendments rectified any re-
maining facial gender-based distinctions in the law.

Senator 1-1.erca. Do you see any other aspect other than this one
exception in which the law is not sex neutral? -

Ms. SHERBURNE. Facially sex neutral, no. There is no other way.
Senator HATCH. Mrs. Finn, do you agree or disagree with that?
Mrs. FINN. No, I think it is sex neutral.
Senator HATCH. OK. Given that the Social Security Syeem, is

truly sex neutral, why does the congressional women's caucus con-
tend that the Social &curity System is "based upon sexist assump-
tions? "

Ms. SHERBURNE. Mr. Chairman, I am not familiar with their pre-
cise position, so I am not sure what their reasoning is. The Social
Security System as I see it, is based on stereotypic notions of the
way women live in our society and how that role is valued. It does
not attribute any economic value to the work that a woman per-
forms in the home and it is ill suited to any worker that spends a
large portion of his or her life out of the paid work force and a
large portion in the paid work force. It disadvantages those kinds
of people. Those kinds of people are predominantly, in our society,
women.

Senator In other words, the critique of the Social Securi-
ty System by some women's groups rests not upon any remaining
facial bias in the system but upon the fact that it has a "discrimi-
natriry impact" upon women. Am I more correct in saying that?

MS. SHERBURNE. Yes, sir.
Senator HATCH. Mrs. Finn, do you have any comments about

that?
Mrs. FINN. Well, first, I do not think there is a discriminatory

impact in Social Security against women in the aggregate. I do not
think the ERA would impact on subgroups of women and declare
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that different groups of women cannot come out differently under
Social Security. No one arguing that ERA will change Social Secu-
rity has been able to show that women in the aggregate are dis-
criminated against or that there is a disparate impact against
women.

Senator HATCH. Ms. Sherburne how would you respond to Mrs.
Finn's statement that the Social. Security System is neither de-
signed to discriminate against women nor does it yield any dispar-
ate impact upon women. Is that a correct interpretation?.

Ms. SHIRBURNIL. I do not think that that analysis is appropriate,
Mr. Chairman.

As Mrs. Finn notes, Social Security its not a program that is de-
signed to provide equitable returns on taxes paid. She herself
stated, and I would agree with her, that Social Security is primari-
ly a tax transfer program. So I do not find that this analysis is ap-
propriate.

If one undertakes that analysis, however, which for the purposes
of argument I am willing to do, I still think that the wrong meas-
ure of value is being used, It is the wrong reference. Social Security
taxes, if they are viewed as purctasing.g anything, should not be
viewed as purchasing benefits but rather protectionprotection
against risks to economic security that we have for ourselves and
our families. And as with any insurance purchase, if you do accept
viewing the program as an insurance program, which I do not
think is appropriate, but if you do want to look at it that way you
see that your taxes, as in any insurance program, are premiums
that are buying a particular package of benefit protections that
you may or may not use. And so when you look at it in that way, it
is men, and not women, who get a more favorable return on taxes
paid because men, with their higher wages and their more continu-
oup. attachments to the work force, undoubtedly claim the lion's
share of Social Security protection that is available to workers and
their families.

Senator HATCH. Mrs. Finn, do you have any comment?
Mrs. FINN. Well, I am not sure I understand the point and I

don't know any other way to evaluate whether there is a disparate
impact against women in Social Security than to determine the
rate of return to taxes paid by women in the aggregate. Women not
only pay lower Social Security taxes but they get more protection
and they get more benefits, specifically women pay 28 percent of
the taxes and receive 54 percent of the benefits. How can it be dis-
puted that women are not disadvantaged by Social Security? Men
are the ones that are disadvantaged. They pay more of the taxes
for a smaller share of the benefits.

Senator HATC11. Ms. Sherburne, am I correct in understanding
what you are saying? Is it because the Social Security System
yields a disparate impact upon some women as opposed to some
other women, that it wouid be subject to strict scrutiny under the
ERA; is that a correct interpretation?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think, Mr. Chairman, that what, we see with
the Social Security Program is that it is ill suited to the lifestyles
of families and homemakers and women workers in our society and
that that produces a number of problems for women across the
board.

85o
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Senator IIATIII. But am I right in assuming you are talking
about a disparate impact upon some women as distinguished from
some other women?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I am talking about the entire program and how
women gain access to benefits and that some women find that the
program does not work for them because they do not have disabil-
ity protection. They become disabled and they do not have any ben-
efits. Some women find that the program does not work for them
because they are divomed before 10 years 44 marriage and they
spent that entire 10 years taking care of children in the home and
they have no protection. Some women find that they spent a large
portion of their lives working for pay at low wages and a portion of

lives working for no pay at all. And when it comes time to
retire their benefits are very low.,

So across the board, the program is ill suited to the way women
are living. ,

Senator HATCH. Am I correct that you are arguing that under
the ERA the Social Security Program should be subject to some
degree of special scrutiny?

Ms. SHERBURNE I would certainly hope that the ERA would
reach beyond facial discrimination and take a look at a progrim
such as Social Security that disadvantages women, yes.

Senator HATCH. In your article in the Georgetown Law Journal
you state that:

Only comprehensive restructuring of Social Security will achieve significant im-
provement in women's treatment under the program.

Then, you further observe that:
Legislative reforms aimed at improving Social Security protection for women

must therefore change the basic structure of the program rather than work at its
margins.

Let me just ask you this straightforward question:
Would the equal rights amendment require what you describe as

"significant improvements in women's treatment" under the Social
Security Program?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I would certainly hope that the ERA would
reach the kinds of disadvantages that women suffer under the
Social Security Program.

Senator HATCH. You believe that it would?
Ms. SHERBURNE. I think that that depends on the kind of legisla-

tive history that you develop and I would certainly encourage you
to develop such a legislative history, and if it were up to me to de-
velop that legislative history, I would make certain that it clearly
reflected that the equal rights amendment would reach that kind
of discrimination that disadvantages women.

Mrs. FINN. May I make a comment?
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Mrs. FINN. Women are advantaged by Social Security. I do not

think that ERA would impact on subgroups of women whose bene-
fits differ because of the different roles which these women play.
The ERA says that equality of rights shall not be abridged on ac-
count of sex.

Different groups of women are doing differently under Social Se-
curity, and I think the system is well suited to the afferent roles of
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women. If a woman is primarily a worker in the labor force, she
will receive a worker's benefit, and if a woman is primarily a
homemaker, she will receive a wife's benefit, I think this flexibility
is well suited to the different roles which women choose to play,
and I do not feel that these benefits are inadequate.

With respect to the question that we are addressing' today,
whether ERA would impact on Social Security, 1 do not see how it
could be argued that ERA would impact on the different groups of
women depending on the roles they play.

Senator HATCH. Well, in our opening day of hearings on the
equal rights amendment last year those on this committee who are
the leading proponents of the amendment selected as their princi-
pal spokesperson Ms. Marna Tucker and among the observations
that Ms. Tucker made was that the ERA "would require homemak .

ers' work to be recognized as valid wage-earner work" under the
Social Security Program.

Do you agree or disagree with Ms. Tucker with regard to that
statemei t?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think there are a variety of ways that the
equal rights amendment could be --

Senator HATCH. Whet about that way?
Ms. SHERBURNE. That particular statement? I think it is possible

that a reform would embody that notion, but that it is also possible
that a reform would embody a different notion.

Senator HATCH. But is. it correct for Members of Congress to
assume that ERA would require some reform along those lines?

Ms. SHERBURNE. 1 think that the equal rights amendment would
require that assumptions about women's role in society be carefully
scrutinized and that certainly when we have a major social pro-
gram like Social Security that is designed to take care of people
who find themselves at risk, that if it provides less well for women
than for men, it has to be looked at.

If the reason you decide to look at it that way is because
women's work in the home is given a value, I think that that is
twrfectly legitimate; that is certainly the way I would approach it.
I think that women's work in the home does have value and should
be recognized as something that is a terrible loss when it becomes
unavailable.

Senator HATCH. So you agree with Ms. Tucker?
Ms. SHERBURNE. I would agree that women's work in the home

has value and that that value ought to be recognized by the Social
Secuity Program.

Senator 1-1Amn. And the ERA would require that recognition.
Ms. SHERBURNE. I would hope that the legislative history would

he clear that the equal rights amendment would require that. recog-
nition.

Senator I am a little perplexed because as you know we
are trying to determine how public policy in the area of Social Se-
curity will be affected by the equal rights amendment. Yet in your
lr-page statement you devote only two paragraphs to this particu-
lar question, two paragraphs that provide almost no guidance to
this committee or, I would imagine, to LAny Member of this body.

For instance, you state that the legislative history that we make
should be clear with respect to Social Security, Yet here you are
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helping us this morning to make that very history. That is the pur-
pose of having you here on Social Security. But thus far most of
what you are saying is that you hope it will be this way but you
are not sure.

Ms. SHERBURNE. The equal rights amendment would not man-
date any particular reform. The equal rights amendment would
mandate fairness and however the Congress decided to implement
that mandate would be a political judgment. There are many dif-
ferent ways one could approach that reform.

Senator HATCH. Well, then, Congress could do whatever it wants
or whatever it thinks is fair.

Ms. SHERBURNE. As long as the result met a mandate of fairness.
Senator HATCH. Well, who is going to determine that mandate of

fairness? Will Congress determine what is fair and what is not fair
with regard to Social Security issues as impacted by the equal
rights amendment or are the courts going to decide?

MM. SHERBURNE. The Congress will be designing and evaluating
programs with the equal, rights amendment as a tool to take that
kind of a look and certainly that will be the guiding principle for
any kind of reform. But the task of creating that reform is certain-
ly with the Congress.

Senator HATCH. But what does that mean? 'If the equal rights
amendment passes, just what kind of reform will be required or
what kind of fairness will be mandated? .

There are a lot of differences in our society about what is fair
and what is riot fair. Some people think that to be fair the Federal
Government must do everything that needs to be done for persons
who have any particular problem in our society. Others feel that it
would be unfair to the taxpayers to pursue that type of a govern-
ment. So who is oing to determine these issues? Is it going to be
the Congress or w'!) it be the courts?

MM. SHERBURNE. I think that the Congressas a political body
has the responsibility and the obligation.

Senator IIATeii. No question about that. The question is who is
going to determine what fairness is.

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think in this regard I would agree with you
that that determination is a complex question. I think we are fortu-
nate in the area of Social Security to have such a jump start on
this question. With or without the equal rights amendment reform
is under way. The process of determiniru: what is fair and how the
people of this country perceive fairness is under way. Whatever
reform is crafted as a result of that process would certainly be
looked at carefully by the court. But the crafting of that reform
woold be 4zoilled by the basic principles of the equal rights amend-
mi.iit.

Senator HAT at How will those principles guide it? Congress has
every hit the oblig;ition to he fair now under !be present law. How
will the equal rights aniendmont change that obligation? What will
h4' the intuit, t i.t thy equal rights amendment on the obligation to
IS' toile'

Nis Silh'itill'UNF Well. I t16111', 0110 till' Ill'i, Mr Chairman. that
the Congross liii,i already -4larteil taking a look at Social Security
and its lintii.11,,y,

Sttatur IIAtrti That i-, 1.vithoitt the. 111A"
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Ms. SHERBURNE. That is without the ERA, and I think the Con-
gress is to be commended in this area to not need that extra push
to unOertake this effort. I think the ERA would provide a further
push in this area. Many Members of the Congress and people in
different areas of our country have looked at this and have come to
the conclusion that the system is unfair and it needs to be changed
and that pro,.._es-.4 of reform is being undertaken.

Senator HATCH. Will the ERA force that change? And if so, how
will it do it?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think the ERA .7ill require that the unfairness
in the system be redressed.

Senator HATCH. The unfairness that you have been addressing?
Ms. SHERBURNE. That is right.
Senator HATCH. Mrs. Finn, what is your point of view on those

questions? It is very interesting.
Mrs. FINN. I think this argument about fairness illustrates that

ERA is just a symbolic statement. I have been unable to find, and I
do not hear It from Ms. Sherburne this morning, any detailed anal-
ysis of how ERA would impact on Social Security or how ERA
would force Congress to do anything that they are not doing now. I
think because these feminist critics of Social Security cannot show
discrimination, and haVe brought forth no evidence that there is a
disparate impact against women makes this not a constitutional
question, not a question of rex discrimination which would be im-
pactO by the proposed constitutional amendment. The choices
here are essentially political, and properly belong in the Congress
not the courts.

There are legislative questions abou., Social Security to be decid-
ed by this body with their differing unlierstandings of fairness. But
I do not think there are constitutional issues here.

Senator Htercii. Let me ask you both this question:
Would the ERA require some form of Social Security credit for

the estimated economic contribution of homemaker services?
Mrs. FINN. I think not, because homemakers are not disadvan-

taged by Social Security. However, this surely will be sought by
critics of Social Security.

Ms. SHERBURNE. The equal rights amendment would not require
any particular kind of reform. The refarm should acknowledge that
there is a value to women's work performed in the home. From Cie
work that I have done in this area, I think the homemaker credit
notion is very difficult kind of reform to construct. That is my per-
sonal view.

The ERA might provoke a more intense look at, homemaker cred-
its hilt the ERA would not require that. particular---

Senator I.IArc ii, Would you be kind enough to share with us
some of the reforms V at you think the ERA would require?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I do not, think ERA will require a particular
reforin. The ERA would require that the system be redesigned so
that it treats won.en fairly. There are a number c' different re-
hirivis that could do this. A homemaker credit is one idea that has
h.. in advanced that would deal with a certain aspect of the system.
Tilt rform that. I spent most of my time taking a look at, which
again would not he required by the equal rights amendment, but. I
would sligvest would he a good :Alice to start, is an earnings mhar-
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ing reform. That reform would recognize that a woman's work in
the home does have value and that the loss of it needs to be cov-
ered by Social Security.

Senator HATCH. Is ,there any other kind of reform other than
earnings sharing that you feel the equal rights amendment would
mandate?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I do not think the equal rights amendment will
mandate earnings sharing or will Mandate any other particular
kind of reform. There are a host of reforms that people have looked
at and been studying. They have been reviewed in places like the
1979 Advisory Council Report and a report that the Department of
HEW did in 1979 on the changing roles of men and women. These
are all places where the Congress would have a fertile area to look
around for ways in which tkose politics 1 choices could be made. As
long as the bottom line would be fairn Nis, no particular reform is
mandated by the equal rights Osendment;

Senator HATCH. Then you Would disagree with some of those,
both inside and outside of Congress, who have argued that ;!.!., ERA
would require some kind of reform involving independent coverage
of the homemaker. The Civil Rights Commission, for example, has
observed that the ERA "will provide a constitutional basis for
urging recognition of this contribution."

Do you disagree with that?
Ms. SHERBURNE. I believe that one of the core principles of the

equal rights amendment is that the work that the woman performs
in the home has value and has an economic value. And if that core
principle is adequately reflected in the' legislative history that is
developed, I think that any reform of Social Security would then
istr,e to recognize the economic vtdue oT that contribution.

Senator HATCH. i see.
You state that no "particular" reform would be -required. Now is

there any other kind of reform that would fully satisfy ERA stand-
ards other than ex nding coverage to homemakers? What might
some of these reforms be?

Ms. SHERBURNE. Some of the other reforms that have been
looked at have been ways to adjust the system's ability to deal with
years that a woman has worked inside the home, such as a credit
for child care --that sort of thing. Again, these kinds of changes
would have to be looked at very carefully to make sure that they
did promote systemwide fairness. I do think that at this point an

sharing idea is probably the most comprehensive reform
that has been looked at. There have been some other- -

Senator IlAres:. There are a lot of differences about whether it, is
even "fair". There are arguments on both :Ades of that.

Ms. SHERBURNE. There are an infinite number of ways that an
earnings sharing reform could be devised and implemented. There
are tradeoffs that have to be made. You could implement it with
enormous costs. You could implement it with cost savings. There
are a lot of different features that it could contain. So there is not
really one particular earnings sharing reform that is on the table.
That is what all this study is doing, looking at various reform op-
tions JIIiier the earnings sharing rubric and trying to determine
what the impact would he and what the cost would he.

I5 _5
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Mrs. F: 'qN. I think it would be fair to say that if you had an
earnings sharing proposal it would either be extremely expensive,
that is, if there were a hold harmless clause or it would redistrib-
ute benefits from one group of women to another group of women.
We are not telking about from \ men to women.

Senator HATCH.. You are saying there is another fairness issue?
Mrs. FINN. Right. There are all kinds of fairness issues. Most of

the e"nerts on Social Security think that you would create many
more inequities or comparisons which seem unfair and inequitable
to certain groups within our society by implementing earning shar-
ing than you would solve.

Senator HATCH. Who is going to settle these competing fairness
issues; Members of Congress or the courts?

Mrs. FINN. You are right, this is the issue. I think these are es-
sentially legislative questions. We are not talking about disparate
impact against women or discrimination against women. Rather we
are talking about redistriouting benefits between different families
both containing women but women who are playing different roles
and receive Social Security benefits on different bases.

Senator HATCH. Senator DeConciniI do not mean to monopolize
the time, why do we not turn to you'for a while.

Senator-DCoiscira. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I ap-
preciate the opportunity. And I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your
continued interest in taking the time to go through this.

I have a statement of introduction and I ask that it appear in the
record at the beginning of the hearing this morning.

Senator HATCH. Without objection we will place it in the record.
Senator DECONCINI. I do have a couple of questions.
Ms. Sherburne, would you comment please on Mrs. Finn's state-

ment, If I read it correctly she has said that Social Security does
not clicxx:minate because if a woman chooses to be in the work
force she is covered as a worker; and if she chooses to stay home,
she is covered by the wife's benefit. I think that is correct, Mrs.
Finn; is that correct?

Is it not true that the majority of women today fit into neither of
these categories? Is that not really the problem with Social Seem:-
ty today, that women are in the work force for several years and
then they drop out and they go to homemaking or to raising their
family and then later some of them come back into the work force?
And am under the impression that the majority of women are not
in the system long enough. do not know if that is true.

Can you comment on her statement?
Ms. 311141tHURNE. Well Senator, I think you hit the problem right

on the head. The system is ill-suited to the way women live. They
do have a dependent spouse benefit if they stay home, which does
not give them survivor and disability protection for themselves,
and which they only get if and when their husband retires. And if
they work for pay, they gain insured status and benefits in their
own right, but those benefits are going to be low because benefits
are computed on the basis of lifetime wages and their wt:ges when
averaged over a lifetime, will be low.

The other problem that women have when they move between
these roes, as most women do, is these recent work requirement.4
tor 4isahility and survivor benefits. If a woman was once insured
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under the Social Security program for disability and survivor pro-
tection and then she leavfs the work force for a period of years, say
7 years, she has lost the protection that she once acquired and, if
she became disabled or if she died her family would not get bene-
fits. She has to reenter the work force and work to regain that
recent work status.

Senator HATCH. How does ERA help?
Senator DECoNciNi. Yes, I just want to pursue that. I will be glad

to. yield.
Senetor HATCH. Why would the equal rights amendment passage

help that problem?
Senator DECoNciNi. That is my question also.
Ms. SHERBURNE. Because he has said it more often.
Senator HATCH. Yes.
I am concerned about the impact of the ERA. If all it does is say

the Congress has to continue to be fair, then it does not do very
much.

Senator D1CoNeiNi. Well, if the chairman would yield.
Let U14 assume that is all it says, is that the Congress should be

fair--- -
Senator HATCH. But we have that obligation now.
Senator DECONCINI. Yes, but isn't that obligation stronger Mr.

Chairman, if it is in the Constitution?
It seems to me the ERA would only require us to equalize the

Social Security System, I am not the witness today, but that is my
opinion.

Senator HATCH. Well, the Senator believes that if we do not
amend the Constitution, the status quo remains. If we do amend it,
it has got to add something. Under the redundancy theory, we do
not amend it just to say that the Congress has to 1:w fair.

Frankly, I think we already have the obligation to be fair and
the constitutional amendment is not going to change that obliga-
tion. But the question is: What will happen if the equal rights
amendment is passed? If nothing will change, then maybe we do
not need the equal rights amendment. If it will correct all of these
problems that some claim exist, or force one set of policy changes,
then we ought to at least be told what kind of Social Security
System will be mandated. And if that mandating becomes the pre-
rogative of the judges and the courts in this country, then that
even bOtht`rS me more. But if it is Congress' job to resolve these
problems. then wt. should be working within the legislative author-
ity of the Congress to resolve these problems now, and we do not
need the equal rights amendment to do that?

Senator DECimeiNt. In response, Mr. Chairman, I think the
MISWer is clearly that you do need something because Congress has
not corrected these particular things that Ms. Sherburne has point-
ed out and Mrs. Finn also said about the inequities. If the Congress
was doing its jot) and treating the sexes equally under the Social
Security System, maybo we would not even be having this hearing;
would you agree?

Ms SIIESSURNE, I think that is absolutely right, Senator.
Mrs. Fit f think that till' sexes are being treated equally under

Modal Svciirity Similarly situated nun and women are treated ex-
actly he same seems to me that the proponents of reform are

1,1 0.1
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playing it both ways, they on the one hand suggest that women are
treated as dependents when they are really independent and
should be treated like all other workers.

On the other hand, they are saying women are treated like all
other workers instead of receiving special treatment because the
secondary earner in a family is almost always the woman and
women have lower salaries and continue to contribute only, around
25 percent to total family income in two-income famine!,. It seems
to me that it makes the most sense to do what the current Social
Security System does, that is, to entitle women in different ways,
depending on which role they play. I think the Social Security
System does recognize that there should be a guaranteed minimum
benefit to a wife whether she works inside or outside the home.
And this is what the wife's benefit was added to the Social Security
in 1939 to do, and it still performs that function.

This does not mean that women are treated differently from men
if they have jobs in the labor force and earn benefits in their own
right. They can only increase their benefits by going to work. But
the wife's benefit defines a minimum benefit for all secondary
earners.

Senator DECONCINI. Would you agree, Mrs. Finn, if there is a dis-
parity here perhaps there should be credit given to the home-
maker role and maybe that is one alternative.

Mrs. FINN. I think there is credit given to the homemaker role.
The wife's benefit is the credit given.

Senator DECONCINI. I agree with you but maybe the debate
ought to he our whether that should be increased.

Mrs. FINN, Well, I guess we could debate that but I do not think
it is the subiect

Senator ATCH. We do not need the equal rights amen!ment to
do that.

Senator DECONCINI, To me it teems it is quite the contrary. If
Congress agrees with my theory that we should increase those ben-
efits to make them fair, because the raising of the family and the
homemaker is just as important as being on the sideline or a
lawyer downtown and I think probably you wooll agree that the
profession of raising a family is indeed so e3sential to our society,
why shouldn't a person be able to receive all the benefits, whether
he or she goes to work or stays home?

Mrs. FINN. The reforms sought by feminist critics of Social Secu-
rity would eliminate the wife's benefit and cut the retirement bene-
fits for her one-income family.

Senator 11.:CoNciNt. And I appreciate your point of view that the
Systeto now is set tip where women have been considered, indeed
they have.

It just seems to me that it is unfair that they do not receive
equal benefits.

Mrs. FINN.. On the one hand people say the wife's benefit is too
high percent. of the husband's primary benefitand i;ri The
other hand, they say it is not enough.

,Senator DF.CoNemt. I agree with you, Mrs. Finn. You would have
to address the financing of it, no question about it.

Senator HATCH. Would the Senator yield on that point
Senator Did 'OMANI. I will be glad to yield,
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Senator HATCH. It seems to me that if you are talking about fair-
ness and you want to adopt that, then you would be transferring
income from single-family earners to double-family earners.

What is necessarily fair about that?
Mrs. FINN. I do not think it is fair.
Senator HAtm. You would be taking from those who are less

able to support themselves and redistributing their moneys up-
wardly to double-family workers who are generally more able.

Mrs. FINN. Right. Two earner couples are on the average earning
'about 33 percent more than one earner couples.

Senator HATCH. So what is necessarily fair about that?
Senator DrCoNciNelfthe Senator will yield, I will answer what

might be fair about that.
If you are committed to enceurag:ne family development and are

committed to the role of the mother in the family who cannot or
does not feel that she should, eau! the husband probably agrees,
work at that time outside the home, rou are certainly in my judg-
ment doing something that is very -beneficial. And whether you
take i' from single peop!e or you raise the funds some place else,
ycu are doing, in my opinion, a very necessary thing to encourage
,kactly ..vht.-4 you and I believe so much in and discussed at such

great lengthtete vping the deterioration of families.
Mrs FINN. Y. agree with what you are saying: However, the advo-

lutes of earning sharing, are knowingly seeking the elimination of
the wife's benefit. This means that women could only obtain the
same !eve: of riocial Security benefits by entering the labor force. I
hick it would greatly increase the probability that women would

have lo eiiier the labor force in order to have the same security in
retirement that they now have via the wife's benefit. Otherwise the
one income family could be left with one benefit, credited half to
the wife and half to the husband, but just one benefit, instead of
one and eat, half benefits as under present law where the home-
maker gets the wife's benefit equal to 50 percent of her husband's
primary benefit,.

Senator HATCH. So the family would not benefit as much.
Mrs. FINN. I do not think the traditional, one-income family

would benefit at all. The reformers want to encourage two-income
families where both spouses work outside the home.

entitor DECtrIctsit. Well, if they had to go to work, I would
agree with you.

Mrs. FINN. If you value the contribution of the homemaker, you
would not want to remove the wife's benefit from Social Security, I
have 'iced the te.-in "wife's benefit," but I should point out that
this is completely sex neutral, and house husbands are equally eli-
gible. Hut if you want omen to b!.. allowed the option of being full
time homemakers, you would not support earning sharing, i!,e es-
s.etice '4' which is the elimination of the wife's benefit. It not
help the one-income family because it would redistribute income
from the one-income family where there breadwinner and a
homemaker to the two-income family. I think ,his makes no sense.

Senator 1)F,O)Nervi. Ms. Sherburne, would you expound a :.ttle
hit more or the earning sharing and the impact to the family?

Aki:hltely.

s !)
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Senator DISO/NCINI. I believe you touched on it a little bit. But
would you comment?

iVIS. SHERBURNE. The earning sharing reform is based on the
notion that marriage is an economic partnership and that work in
the home has value. The major impetus for this reform came from
homemakers. Earning sharing would not eliminate homemaker
benefits. Rather, it would replace homemaker benefits with a route
of access to benefits that a woman would have in her own right,
based on her own contribution to the marriage. Under earnings
sharing, spotises would pool earnings during the years of marriage;
each spouse would be credited with half of the total amount of
earnings for Social Security purposes. This would mean that a
homemaker who is out of the paid labor force for 7 years of the
marriage would be credited with half of the wages of her husband
on her own Social Security record. This not only would give her
access to the retirement benefits which she would have as a de-
pendent spouse under current law, but it would also build her pro-
tection for survivor benefits and disability protection for herself
and her family. The current spouse benefit, while provided for
spouses who are staying home, does not recognize the contribution
that those women make because it does not provide any opportuni-
ty for disability and survivor protection.

If the woman were to die, where is the recognition from the
Social Security Program that her contribution is ,missed? There is
nothing. There is no ability for that family to get survivor benefits
if she dies. If she becomes disabled, where is the recognition that
the Social Security Program gives to her status as a valued and
contributing member to the family? There is nothing. It provides
no benefit for the family if she becomes disabled

Earning sharing is one way to recognize that contribution. By
pooling earnings with the spouse, both spouses share the benefits
and the burdens of a choice that the family makes to have one
spouse stay home and one spouse work for pay.

Senator DECoNerm. To followup on this hypothetical situation, if
after 7 years the woman elects to go to work wouldn't income that
she earns outside the home be added to the husband's fu, is and
then divided accordingly?

Ms. SHERHURNE. That is correct.
Senator DECONCINI. As a partnership, even though one might

make more than the other regardless of who it is.
Ms. SHERBURNE. That is correct.
So the penalty that she may have suffered for having stayed out

of the paid work force, low-entry level wages, will then be again
shared by both siMuses She is not going to be unduly penalized by
their choice to oni: person operate in the family as an unpaid
worker.

Mrs. FINN. Married women who are primarily homemakers do
not new' earnings cred4s in their own name if they hate an intact
marriage at the time they retire. It is a farce to create fict,tious
warnings recoil and attribute each spouse the earnings. But
1 he economic consequence of earnings sharing is that one-income

will have their benefits cut front 11,42 benefits hack to orw
benefit and it would he shared equally between the husband and
%de, Because their benefits would he cut hack to one benefit, this

()
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would be a one-third cut in benefits except to the extent that it is
made up by the weighted benefit formula.

Disability and survivor benefits for homemakers, it is true are
not provided by Social Security. However, I do not think that
homemakers are going to be better off under earnings sharing be-
cause they would split the total disability insurance and survivor
insurance with their husbands each being credited with one-half.
In a situation where all the income for the one-income family was
lost, such as, if the husband were to become disabled, the benefits
for that family would only be half of what they are under present
law.

It is true that the other half would rest with the woman who
does not have any lost earnings to replace, but I do not think that
one-income families are going to be better under such a reform.

Senator DECAmictNi. But the reason she dies not have any earn-
ings is because we do not, as a Government and as a Social Securi-
ty System recognize that as of a financial value.

Mrs. FINN. We recognize it as a financial value but we do not
give it a wage.

Senator MC° Nem. Yes. We do not tie some monetary-- -
Mrs. FINN. Right. But I do not see it as an injustice or a violation

of constitutional rights either that under Social Security homemak-
ers are not given fictitious earnings record or covered by a disabil-
ity or survivor's insurance. Whether to add such provisions to
Social Security would surely not be impacted by ERA. But home-
makers do not think it is an inequity and are not demanding such
liberalization of the program raising the Social Security taxes fur-
'then The lack of disability and survivors insurance for homemak-
ers does not suggest that homemakers are not valued by society.
Social Security is a social insurance program to replace lost earn-
ings.

Sen, for DECONCINI. N. ,13.

Mrs. FINN. And I do not think that is an inequity against women
not to make them employees of the Government or their husbands
and put a wage value on their work and then a homemakers' tax
on their earnings. Homemakers from all, over this country testified
against the homemaker tax and earnings sharing in the regional
hearings on these issues held by the National Commission on
Social Security in 1979-80.

Senator DECONCINI. Mrs. Finn, I have great respect for your
statement and your background.

You set out in your statement a number of facts that seem to in-
dicate that women in the aggregate are significantly advantankd by
the present Social Security System. I do not see it that way,
your testimony is very well put.

I would like to IA Ms. Sherburne how she disagrees with that? I
have my own reasons but I would like Mrs. Sherburne to share
hers with us.

Ms. SHERBURNE. Well, as I indicated earlier, I first think that it
is an inappropriate way to analyze the Social Security Program. As
Mrs. Finn s testimony notes that Social Security is a tax transfer
program, so analyzing rate of return. as she says, is irrelevant. To
discuss the effeet of the program on women versus men in terms of
taxes paid had henetitF. received I think is an inappropriate analy-
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His. If one insists on pursing that analysis, the wrong measure of
value is being used. You should not be measuring the aggregate
benefits received, but rather what kind of protection you are pur-
chasing with your tax paymenta.

Again, I do not think this is an appropriate analysis at all, but if
it must be pursued, at least acknowledge that the protection pur-
chased is protection against the economic risk if either spouse dies,
becomes disabled or retires. And men, with their more continuous
attachment to the work force, and their subsequent greater access
to Social. Security protections, do claim undoubtedly the lion's
share of the protection.

Further, this kind of a measure does not recognize the economic
value of a woman's contribution in the home. So even though she is
paying 28 percent of the taxes that analysis fails to account for the
in-kind contribution that she is making to the unit in the home.

Senator DECONCtNI. That analysis does not take into account
what supposedly is a true partnership.

Ms. SHERBURNE. That is correct, Senator.
DECoNcINI. Well, Mr. Chairman. thank you. That is helpful to

me, both Mrs. Finn and Ms. Sherburne's difference of views here. I
cannot say that the equal rights amendment would damage this by
any means and I think it is going to be clear, distinct indisputable
message that Congress to get it in gear. And if they do not, if the
equal rights amendment were in force, the courts would tell us to
do it.

Mrs. FINN. That is the question, but what would the courts tell
you to do?

Senator DECONCINI. Well, I think the point is most people in this
body attempt to follow the Constitution and it seems to me that if
the equal rights amendment were embodied in there, we would not
be dragging our feet as to the lack of equity in the present Social
Security System. We would address it and that might mean new
taxes, it might mean a new type of system in some manner. But we
do not seem to be moving very rapidly toward equalizing what I
consider as a discriminatory approach to Social Security for
WORM'.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator DeConcini.
The bottom line is that these are all legitimate areas of contro-

versy and the question here is should the debate be in Congress or
should it be constitutionalized in some unclear way and removed
from Congress discretion? Because nobody here today has told me
clearly wh 0, the impact of the ERA is going to be. Nobody knows. I
do not knot,'. And, when I do not know, I have some real questions
about whether w' should amend the Constitution. And when some-
one says that Congress will be forced to act on these things, I do
not think Congress is forced to do anything. I do not think the Su-
preme Court can force us to do anything. I do believe, however,
that, most Members of Congress want to be fair with or without
the ERA.

The problem I have with the equal rights amendment is that I
just do not know how it is going to work.
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What we are discussing are legitimate areas of controversy. I em
not sure that the equal rights amendment is going to resolve any of
them.

I know that it is difficult to describe in detail the requirements
the equal rights amendment will impose on the Social Security
System, but let me explore with both of you several general points.

Would there, for example, be any requirement that divorced
women Will be able to retain spousal benefits and insured worker's
benefits?

Ms. SHERBURNE. There would be no requirement for a specific
kind of reform under the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. In this specific-- -
Ms. SHERBURNE. I do not think that this specific reform, from

any public policy perspective, would be appropriate. But that is my
personal view. The equal rights amendment certainly would not re-
quire it.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that?
Mrs. FINN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Would there be any requirement that divorced

women would be entitled to derivative benefits whether or not a
marriage has lasted for some minimum period of time? For exam-
ple, what about the present 10-year requirement.?

Mrs. FINN. I think reformers will argue the ERA would require
such changes. I think it is a legit;mate legislative question.

Ms. SHERBURNE. The equal rights amendment would require a
look at that because it is not fair that a woman is penalized for
spending years out of the home.

Senator HATCH. Because of an artificial time barrier chosen by
the Social Security System?

Ms. SHERBURNE. Because of a statutory provision that operates to
deny that woman access to benefits.

Senator HATCH. So ERA may require that statute to be over-
turned and replaced with another?

Ms. SpERBURNE. I think the fairness that the ERA would man-
date wo Id require a close look at whether or not that provision, in
fact, is air. I would think that--

Sena or HATCH. You do not believe that is fair'.'
Ms. SHERBURNE. I do not believe that is fair, no, sir.
Senator HATCH. Would the ERA require the alteration of any

aspect of the present Social Security System premised upon the
fact that a iinajority of married women are economically dependent
upor, their husbands?

Mrs. Finn?
Mrs. FINN. No, I do not think so. I di not thin! it would require

that the Social Security System be changed beca,,se I do not think
you could show that it discriminates and that thEre is a disparate
impact againstewomen.

Senator HATCH. Let me clarify this point again, Ms. Sherburne.
Art: married women with careers outside their homes treated

identically to other workers, male or female; and would they be
under the equal rights amendment?

Ms. SHERBURNE. Married women with careerspaid careers out-
side the home?
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Senator HATCH. Let us do it this way: Presently, are married
women with careers outside the home treated identically to other
workers, male or female?

Ms. SHRRBURNI. The system is facially gender neutral. Yes, mar-
ried women with careers outside the home do have the same ammo
to benefits that men have who are working outside the home.

Senator HATCH. Would the ERA require that Congress reassess
the balance that it has created in the Social Security Program be-
tween equity and adequacy; and, if so, would it require the Con-
gress to reassess this balance: Say the concept of weighted benefits
which rovide disproportionately high benefits to lower income as
opposed to higher income workers?

Mrs. FINN. No, I do not think it would mandate the changing of
the objectives of twist programs. But what reformers seek using
the rhetoric of discriminatory or disparate impact against women
is the elimination of a major adequacy benefit, the wife's benefit, in
order to strike a new balance between equity and adequacy,
making the two-income family, the preferred life-style better oft

Senator HATCH. What about you, Ms. Sherburne'?
Ms. SHBRBURNE. I believe that the balance that is struck between

equity and adequacy is a political judgment, that it is not some-
thing that is driven by sex stereotypes and that it is not something
that the equal rights amendment would reach.

Senator Ham. OK.
On March 5, 1984, the SupreMe Court in its Heckler v. Matthews

decision held that a Social Security pension offset applicable only
for men did not constitute unconstitutional gender-based discrimi-
nation under the equal protection component of the fifth amend-
ment. This decision seemed:to seriously disadvantage the male
Social Security beneficiary compared to female Social Security ben-
eficiary.

Are you both familiar with thrt decision?
Ms. SHERBURNE. lee, sir.
Mrs. FINN. Yes. /
Senator HATCH. OK. /
Would the Heckler v. Matthews decision have been decided simi-

larly if the ERA had been part of the Constitution? Will the ERA
overturn Heckler?

Mrs. FINN. Yes, I think that it is clear that the ERA clearly
would establish a different standard than the equal protection
standard of the fifth amendment. It says that you cannot have any
gender-based distinctions. I think that even if it could be shown to
he serving an important governmental objective, it would be over-
turned under the ERA. I think this is a good illustration of why we
do not want to pass the equal rights amendment, because I think
this decision is just and I think under the ERA we would not be
allowed to make this kind of distinction on the basis of gender.

Senator 11Arcii. Ms. Sherburne, do you agree?
Ms. SHERMIRNR. I agree that the Heckler v. Matthews decision is

something that should guide us in how we anticipate phasing in
the kinds of reforms that would be served by the equal rights
an....ndment. Heckler v. Matthews says that even though the Consti-
tution forbids the kind of sex discrimination that the Goldfarb deci-
sion struck down, that kind of discrimination will be allowed to be

864
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perpetuated for a limited period of time if it is very narrowly
drawn and if it is necessary in order to protect legitimate retire-
ment expectations; in other words, if the time limited discrimina-
tion is serving an important and significant governmental interest
and is narrowly tailored to serve that interest. That decision pro-
vides us with guidance about how reforms might be phased in
under the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. You do not think Heckler would be overruled
then by the equal rights amendment?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I wish I had a crystal ball to use to say "no"
with certainty. But no, I do not think the equal rights amendment
would overrule Heckler v. Matthews. I do think the opinion is in-
structive as we plan for phasing in reforms that might be forthcom-
ing under the ERA.

Senator HATCH. Even though males would seem to be disadvan-
taged?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think that the. equal rights amendment, as the
2-year period in section 3 of the amendment indicates, would re-
quire some time to be implemented and the Social Security

Senator kIATCH. Let us say that it is fully implemented now.
Would Heckler be overruled because males would seem to be treat-
ed in a discriminatog fashion?

Ms. SHERBURNE. To ' understand you: that the Social Security
reform is fully implemented or that the -year period after ratifica-
tion is elapsed?

Senator HATCH. The post-ratification period for the ERA.
Ms. SHERBURNE. I think what Heckler v. Matthews tells us is that

in a program like Social Security, on which people rely so heavily
-and on which they depend so mightily for their subsistence in re-
tirement, as disabled people and as survivors, if a reform is crafted
to rectify a discrimination, and that it is clear that that discrimina-
tion is ultimately being eliminated, the constitution tolerates a lim-
ited period of unfairness if it is narrowly tailored and justified by
an extremely compelling interest.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Ms. Sherburne, as you know, Social Security benefits for female

beneficiaries are not reduced at all despite their substantially
longer life expectancy.

How would you respond to those who argue that this tends to
have a serious disparate impact upon men and hence discriminates
against men? It is my understanding that at age 65, the average
woman has a life expectancy well over double that of the average
man at this particular age.

Does not the provision of equal monetary benefits, despite such
actuariaLrealities, _tend to have some discriminatory impact upon

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think what you are looking at is a situation
where 23 percent of aged widows live in poverty, and so I am not
quite sure that that long life is a blessing if it puts them in a posi-
tion where they are living in poverty.

Senator HATCH. I disagree with that. But we are not talking
about poverty. We are talking about discrimination toward males
that clearly would exist under the present system.
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MS. SHERBURNE. I am not familiar with tie Manhart decision
where actuarial tables and differences--

Senator HATCH. But you would agree that if women have double
the life expectancy of men at age 65 and yet women continue to
draw all.their benefits, then that would be discriminatory against
men? Yield a disparate impact against men?

Ms. SHERBURNE. Men would certainly be receiving fewer benefits
although they would have the same protections.

Senator HATCH. Would that be.a disparate impact?
Ms. SHERBURNE. I would prefer to submit an answer to you in

writing after I have had a chance to review those tables, and the
decisions that relate to that analysis.

Senator HATCH. OK.
I might add that those Manhart and other decisions are not

under the equal rights amendment.
[The following was subsequently received for the record]
The Supreme Court decisions in Los Angeles Department of Water and Power v.

Manhart and Norris v. Arizona Governor's Committee found that exacting higher
contributions from, or paying lower benefits to, women because of differences in the
life expectancies of men and women is sex discrimination. This analysis would lead
to the conclusion that, were such differences included in the social security benefit
structure, they would be struck down as unlawful sex discrimination under the
Equal Rights Amendment.

Senator HATCH. Mrs. Finn, what is your point of view?
Mrs. FINN. Well, I think Social Security does have a disparate

impact against men, but I do not think and I surely hope that the
ERA would not mandate changing Social Security to have an equal
outcome on the basis of sex. I think that is an inappropriate stand-
ard. I have not argued that there is no disparate impact against
women in order to suggest that the ERA should do something to
help men. I think that is an inappropriate standard for a social
program like Social Security. I think the fact that you cannot show-
a disparate impact against women and that the disparate impact is
against men, is useful only in a context of the debate over ERA
and Social Security reform. The point is that there is no basis for
what the reformers have been trying to do to restructure Social Se-
curity. They are using the ERA to obtain their political goals.

Senator HATCH. Well, Ms. Sherburne, is it fair to say that rheto-
ric notwithstanding, the alleged inequity against working women
who Eire married is really a question of the treatment of two wage-
earnei. families versus single-earner families; would that be cor-
rect?

Ms. SHERBURNE. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think thai is a correct
characterization.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that?
Mrs. FINN. Yes. And therefore it is a sex neutral question.
Semitor II ,Ten. Well, if this issue is going to rise to constitution-

al Mk..Yt: .u1/4 tinelr the equal rights amendment as an instance' of
gender Mt,. mir n, is it not also gender discrimination that our
income tax law', two-earner families differently and less ad-
vantageously thall ogle-earner families with identical incomes. If
the Social Security situation raises issues under the ERA, does not
the so-called marriage penalty in the income tax system raise the
same issues?

86C
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MB. SHERBURNE. Senator, I am not an expert in that area, and I
would hope that you could get some advice on that from someone
who has studied the marriage penalty and the income tax system.

Senator HATCH. It is certainly an analogy.
Ms. SHIERBURN12. It is an analogy in the sense that the Social Se-

curity Program, as a social program, has chosen to favor families
over single people. That is a political choice and that is one, as you
suggested earlier, that the Congress has the prerogative to make.

Senator HATCH. Mrs. Finn?
Mrs. FINN. I think the lack of horizontal equity Within the

income tax structure which was introduced by the marriage tax
reform is an example of the problems with evaluating the outcomes
of a social program like Social Security. Social programs cannot be
expeted to produce equal outcomes for different groups like the
two-income family versus the one-income family. Nor can they be
required to be neutral in some sense. The wife's benefit ii Social
Security is needed to offset the advantage given to two-income fam-
ilies in the marriage tax reform and also in the substantial child
care deductions. It is a different way of encouraging or subsidizing
different families. I do not think you could look at each social pro-
gram and demand that the outcome to whatever different groups
should be the same, especially when you are not talking about vio-

/ lations of rights or questions of sex neutrality or sex discrimina-
tion.

Senator HATCH. Ms. Sherburne, several State court decisions in a
few western community property States have held that Social Secu-
rity benefits are not divisible community assets.

Would the equal rights amendment require that such decisions
be overturned?

Ms. SHIMBURNE. I think the equal rights amendment would re-
quire, as I have stated earlier, a look at the fairness of those kinds
of decisions. Those decisions were based on the supremacy clause,
which means that because the Social Security Act is a Federal pro-
gram, States do not have the power to alter its benefits. I am not
familiar with the basis of those decisions beyond that, but doubt
the equal rights amendment would affect them because it would
not interfere with the supremacy clause.

Senator HATCH. Would the ERA mandate that all States adopt a
community property type approach?

Ms. SHERBURNE. Would the ERA.mandate that?
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Ms. SHERBURNE. The ERA would mandate fairness
Senator HATCH. That seems to me to be no different than what

we have today. We have a mandate for fairness in everything that
we do, and if the ERA does not do anything more than that, then
why have it? Either it does something or it does not. Maybe we
differ on what is fair, but we all have the obligation to be fairthe
Congress, the courts and the President.

MS. SHERBURNE. Senator, I think that the structure of the Social
Security Program is an unfortunate example of how we have not
done that. ,

Senator HATCH. ThP Congress believes they have been fair.
Maybe they have not been. But the court cannot tell Congress what
programs to pass. All it can do is rule on which programs are con.
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stitutional and which are not. I am asking you what kind of pro-
grams will be allowed if the ERA is passed? What will be deemed
to be fair.

Mrs. Finn?
Mrs. FINN. Well, I agree with you. I do not see what this mandat-

ing fairness means. It just does not communicate judicial standards
for Congress to follow, or to tell them what definition of faiiness is
going to be required by this new addition to the Ccnstitution. This
is what is lacking in the argument.

Ms. Smastiatrx. In the Social 'Security area, we are fortunate
that so many people have recognized that these unfairnesses exist
and have taken the steps that, I agree, must be taken, or that we
would hope the Congress would take, to rectify

Senator HATCH. But a majority of Congress decided that the cur-
rent system is fair.

Now, is the-court going to overrule the decisions of Congress in
favor of the judges' own concepts of fairness, or is the court just
going to say to Congress, well you have to be fair in these issues?
Either the ERA mandates something or it does not. Will it man-
date legislative options that the Congress has considered and re-
jected?

Under the ERA, would Social Security have to be amended to re-
flect neutrality as between those workers whose participation in
the work force is continuous and those whose participation is inter-
mittent, or subject to interruption? You mentioned women have
that problem; at least it seems to be one of their major problems
with regard to Social Security.

Would ERA require a neutrality in that area?
Ms. SHERBURNE. The ERA would not require any particular

reform in this area. As long as women were not disadvantaged by
the program, the equal rights amendment would be satisfied. To
the extent that the program operates to disadvantage women be-
cause it treats workers with continuous attachments to the work
force more favorably than workers who spend periods of their lives
as unpaid workers and then periods of their livea as paid workers,
the program should be reformed in order to make it fair.

Mrs. FINN. Well, I think if the court did answer that question for
us, it would be legislating. How Congress wants to design a pro-
gram is their prerogative, since you cannot demonstrate that
women are disadvaptaged by Social Security.

Senator HATCH. In your Georgetown Law Journal article, you
concede that the Social Security Program was not adopted because
of its discriminatory impact on women. Since you have suggested
that the ERA would necessitate avariety of changes in Social Secu-
rity, you are operating under the premise here, are you not, that
the ERA will incorporate a disparate impact model of discrimina-
tion.

Am I correct in deducing that from your argument?
Ms. SHERBURTIE. I believe that the equal rights amendment

should reach beyond facial discrimination to take a look at the
effect of the social programs on women, yes.

Senator HATCH. OK. Would this require that benefits 'currently
payable to survivors of short Marriages be reduced?
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Ms. SHERBURNE. Again the equal rights amendment would not
require any particular reform. Survivors of short marriages are not
a particularly disadvantaged group.

Senator HATCH. In your article, you state that the Social Security
reformers must be "prepared to make difficult choices and perhaps
tolerate unpopular results to achieve the ultimate goals of reform."

Now, would the equal rights amendment require the adoption of
any unpopular results or the resolution of any difficult choices?

Ms. SHERBURNE. Again the equal rights amendment would not
require any particular kind of reform. Reform in this area is ex-
tremely complicated. There are some very able groups that are
looking at various ways to implement some of the reforms that
have been suggested. These groups are hoping to discover what the
impact would be on various reforms on different groups of benefici-
aries and taxpayers and to discern where those tradeoffs might be
undesirable, how they might be mitigated, what kind of transition
features could be devised, what the cost would be of making trade-
offs less desirable or more desirable. That kind of work is under-
way and, hopefully, the study that HHS is coming out with in July
will provide a wealth of information on these kinds of questions.

Senator HATCH. But, we can do all that without the equal rights
amendment.

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think it is admirable that this kind of effort is
being undertaken without the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. I do too.
Ms. SHERBURNE. The equal rights amendment will demonstrate

that there is a commitment to ensuring this kind of effort is under-
taken and resolved.

Senator HATCH.. You state, however, that no particular reform
would be required

Can you think of any reforms that will fully satisfy the ERA
standards other than the-ones that you have mentioned earlier in
the discussion today?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I do not suggest that all the possible reforms are
on the table. I believe that a number of them have been looked at
pretty carefully, and the ones that are most promising and seem to
have generated the most support among policymakers are being
studied in greater depth.

Senator HATCH. Under earnings sharing, am I correct that a di-
vorced spouse would be entitled not only to levels of earnings but
also to the number of quarters of coverage? In other words, could
earnings sharing result in workers who are eligible, say for disabil-
ity benefits suddenly to lose such eligibility if it occurs shortly
after a divorce which has divested him of some of his quarters of
coverage? Would this be required by the equal rights amendment?

Ms. SHERBURNE. That certainly would not be required by, the
equal rights amendment. That is a feature of earnings sharing that
we have been struggling with for years to determine how you deal
with insured status requirements when earnings are shared. There
are a variety of different ways that that can be done. You could
structure it so that once a worker gains insured status, they would
not lose it by sharing earnings. And when you share credits, you
share insured status. There are a variety of different ways that this
kind of problem mild be approached. And those are the kinds of
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things that we are hopeful that this HHS study will help us under-
stand better.

Senator HA'rCH. Mrs. Finn, do you agree with that?
Mrs. FINN. Well, to date, no one has been able to work out the

bugs in earnings sharing. It has been debated and analyzed by all
kinds of groups, by the advisory council end the National Commis-
sion on Social .Security, and none of them are willing to endorse it
because it introduces as many inequities as it solves. And this is
one illustration of it. You can either add dramatically to the cost
by increasing the disability and survivor protection for both indi-
viduals in a family, one of whom pays taxes, or you can split it
equally, but then you have this problem that if you have a disabled
primary earner, the total income for the family might be lost and
yet the family would only have one-half the disability insurance
they have under present law. That is a severe disadvantage which
most reformers of Social Security are unwilling to introduce into
the system. Social Security is enormously complex, and these prob-
lems of looking at little groups within Social Security are always
problematic, and you just cannot undertake this kind of wholesale
reform without introducing more of these problems.

Senator HATCH. Maxine Foreman of the Women's Equity Action
League has suggested that the Social Security System discrimi-
nates against minority women in particular. Among the illustra-
tions of such discrimination that she raises are the prospective
elimination of the minimum benefit, delays in the COLA adjust-
ments, and the gradual raising of the full benefits age from 65 to
67.

Do you agree with Ms. Foreman in her observations?
Ms. SHERBURNE. There have been analyses prepared by the

Social Security Administration about the program's effect on mi-
norities and I believe the data have been broken down by sex. I am
not familiar with the data but I am sure it could be made available
to you.

Senator HA H. OK.
Mrs. Finn?
Mrs. FINN. I do not see that there would be any impact because

no discrimin tion can be shown and I think it is inappropriate to
look at disparate impact on particular groups, minority women.

Senator HAirdt-Well, would the ERA require any legislative
changes along the lines suggested by Ms. Foreman in order to
eliminate discrimination against minority women?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I am unfamiliar with the changes that she is
recommending so I am not in a position to answer your question,
Senator.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Mrs. FINN. It seems to me in order for ERA to impact on Social

Security, it would have to be shown that one sex or the other is
disadvantaged in the aggregate by the system. It would not impact
on particular aspects of Social Security which might have what
some consider unfair effects or inadequacies.

Senator HATCH. Given that the clear effect of the earnings shar-
ing proposal is to transfer dollars from single-earner families to
double-earner families, is it not pretty clear that the impact of this
proposal would be to redistribute moneys from the relatively less
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well off to the relatively well off? Could your proposal have any
other'impact really?

Ma. SHERBURNE. It is not an accurate characterization to say that
earnings sharing would transfer dollars from single-earner families
to double-earner families. Earnings sharing wo.ead entitle both
spouses of a sihgle earner couple to survivor and disability protec-
tion, adding protectionnot losing it.

Second, I dc not think it is clear that single earners are necessar-
ily worse off than two-earner families in the sense that they are
getting the contribution of someone working in the home and that
in itself has a lot of value.

Mrs. FINN. I think the one-income family would clearly be worse
off ceder earning sharing unless you have a hold harmless prnvi-
sion, or voluntary earnings sharing, where families would only
choose earnings sharing if it were to their greatest advantage
which would be hopelessly expensive. Mandatory earnings sharing,
as proposed by most reformers, would redistribute income from the
one income to the two-income family by the elimination of the
wife's benefit. Cutting the benefits for the one-income family by
one-third, in that the family would share one benefit instead of one
and one-half benefits in retirement.

Homenvikers would then, as I said before, also share half of the
survivor benefits and half of the disability benefits with their
spouses. But speaking as a homemaker I would not be better off
and I would not want to do that because all of our income comes
from my husband, the primary earner in my family. And if he
were disabled, it would not give me any comfort that we would
have only half of the insurance that we now have under the
present system. And I do not want to see the Social Security taxes
raised to pay for full disability for homemakers for several reasons.
I think disability under Social Security is the most problematic
part of the program, this is where the costs have been increasing at
the greatest rate, and it would be difficult to administer, given that
there are no lost earnings to replace. I think it is unwise to extend
disability coverage to homemakers and I think that even under
ERA, such an expansion of the system would not be required. I do
not want individuals to pay higher taxes to pay for disability insur-
ance or survivor insurance for homemakers, but splitting them
within the one-income family certainly makes no sense given the
original purpose of Social Security. And that was to replace lost
earnings to the family.

Senator HATCH. Let me just ask one other question.
The congressionally mandated Commission on Social Security

back in 1981, which had the advantages of studies made by the Ad-
visory Council on Social Security in 1979, and earlier HEW task
forces, stated "It is difficult to support the charge that the Social
Security System is on the whole unfair to women.'

Are you both aware of that?
Mrs. FINN. Yes, I am aware of it and I fully agree.
Ms. SHERBURNE. I am not aware of it and I do not agree.
Senator HATCH. Well, that was the conclusion that they made. I

thought that I would simply introduce it for the record. This has
been a technical discussion and both of you I think deserve a lot of
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credit for being here and being as well prepared as you both have
been.

Senator Kennedy may have some questions to submit, and we
wll keep the record open for a reasonable period of time for any
member of the Judiciary Committee to ask any questions that he
would care to ask.

Ms. SHERBURNE. That would be fine.
Senator HATCH. In summation, it seems that earnings sharing

and the hotnemaker tax proposal are two ways by which Congress
can satisfy this "fairness' mandate under the ERA. These may not
be the only possible proposals, however, but they are illustrative of
what I think will be required by the equal rights amendment.

Now, would that be a correct statement or am I overstating it?
Mrs. FINN. I think it will be argued that fairness under ERA

would require these reforms. And I would not sit here and tell you
that the courts would not take account of the reform literature and
feminist organizations and make some interference in this ',basically
legislative question along the lines you are suggesting. y

I would hope that the sex neutrality and the lack of disparate
impact against women would keep the ERA from impacting on
Social Security at all, but I do not want to let the courts decide and
thus I oppose ERA.

Senator HATCH. Ms. Sherburne?
Ms. SHERBURNE. I believe that any proposal that is before the

Congress, in the wake of the passage of t4e equal rights amend-
ment, would have to be carefully scrutinized: I think the earnings
sharing proposal is a promising reform. Whither or not it would
fill the bill, would certainly have to be looked at with the kind of
care that this reform proposal is receiving now.

Senator HATCH. When you say it has to be looked at, who is
going to look at it?

Ms. SHERBURNE. HHS, with their expertise, the Urban Institute,
various commissions, the Congress and committee staffs. An order-
ly process of careful reform will ensure that the reform does do the
job that we want it to do.

Senator HATCH. I see.
Mrs. FINN. I do not know about you but I just do not see what it

means to mandate fairness.
What does it say to the Congress? Ms. Sherburne says that it is

inappropriate to use the kind of analysis that I am suggesting, the
rate of return to taxes paid that clearly shows that women are not
disadvantaged by Social Security. But then what kind of analysis is
appropriate? Do we just say, well, women--or homemakers do not
have disability insurance in their own right? Is this really a consti-
tutional question? Is it even a sex discrimination question? It
seems to me it is a legislative question of whether or not we want
to increase or expand Social Security to include such coverage and
therefore pay the cost of it and also who is going to pay the cost of
such an expansion.

But I have not seen in all of the things I have read about how
ERA would mandate fairness with respect to how Social Security is
reformed, anything substantive or with much content. I can not
find what the judicial principles are, or what the evaluation crite-
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rion would be. If my analysis is inappropriate, what analysis is ap-
propriate? What standard of fairness is going to be used?

Senator HATCH. Ms. Sherburne, what standard of analysis would
be appropriate to satisfy this fairness requirement that you have
been talking about?

Ms. SHERBURNE. I think the analysis that is appropriate is one
that takes a look at how women fare in every benefit category. The
access to protection for a woman is interfered with because she has
a lifestyle pattern that is different than that of an average man.
Social Security costs us $178 billion., A social program of that enor-
mity, almost a quarter of the entire Federal budget, cannot be al-
lowed to treat women in a disadvantageous way. The fairness of
the program has to be looked at and, as I suggested, is already
being looked at. There is widespread acknowledgment that the pro-
gram is unfair.

Mrs. FINN. But how can all of these different groups of women be
disadvantaged when women in the aggregate get twice the benefits
relative to taxes paid? Some women must be advantaged over
others. Some may be disadvantaged, and I do not doubt that there
are legislative questions here. However, how can it be that women
in the aggregate are shortchanged? Some kwomen must be faring
well if women in the aggregate pay 28 percent of the taxes, and
they get 54 percent benefits. They are going to continue to do well
under Social Security in the future as well.

iMs. SHERBURNE. It is also projected into the future that until the
year 2030, which is as far ahead as the actuaries are looking that
women's retirement benefits will remain at two-thirds of men's re-
tirement benefits because the paid and unpaid work patterns of
women are not projected t9 change.

Senator HATCH. Maybe I am missing something, Mrs. Finn but I
do not believe your form of analysis rejects looking into the areas
that Ms. Sherburne has said you must look into.

Mrs. FINN. It looks into all of them. We are talking about how
women fare under Social Security, and it has to be adding up all
these groups that we are discussing here and assessing the impact
by sex. The rate of return to the taxes paid by sex is the only way I
know to get at a measure of disparate impact.

Senator HATCH. But the form of analysis that you have described
seems to embrace what Ms. Sherburne has said is important.

Mrs. FINN. I would think so.
Senator HATCH. What you are saying is that even though you

may have some differences in these areas, on balance you feel the
Social Security System does not discriminate against women?

Mrs. FINN. I do not think it discriminates against women and I
do not think that you can show on the whole women are disadvan-
taged under Social Security. If you take all of the--

Senator HATCH. Then why does Ms. Sherburne feel as strongly as
she does?

Mrs. FINN. Well, I guess we haVe to let her answer that.
Senator HATCH. Why do you think she does?
Mrs. FINN. Well, she has a different position to defend because

how could it add up that women get twice the benefits relative to
the taxes paid, if all of them are disadvantaged by Social Security?
Most reformers who support earnings sharing want to eliminate
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the wife's benefit because they do not want women to be homemak-
ers and they do not want one-income 'families to receive this bene-
fit without-paying taxes or it.

Senator HATCH. What i have learned from this discussion is that
even though both of you have analyzed the Social Security system
in a similar fashion, the conclusions that you draw from your anal-
ysis differ significantly. Ms. Sherburne suggests that there would
be a new concept of fairness mandated by the enactment of the
equal rights amendment. But, there are good Members of Congress
who want to be fair who differ with you. Just like you two have
differed here today: But that is what the legislative process is all
aboutwe analyze, we debate, we attempt to compromise, but ulti-
mately we have to vote up or down on what should be done. And
sometimes the result may not seem fair to all the parties con-
cerned. But that does not mean that we should inject the courts
into this to resolve these difficulties when these types of issues, it
seems to me, are better resolved by elected and accountable offi-
cials who have to go through the fire, so to speak, of meeting these
problems head on in official legislative bodies.

A lot of people believe that earnings sharing and homemakers'
tax are two potertially radical and undesirable alterations of the
Social Security System. My question is: Should we constitutionally
mandate such reforms? I realize that you do not believe that the
ERA will constitutionally mandate any specific reform, but there
are some who not 'only agree with you on those so-called reforms
but assert that the equal eights amendment will mandate them.

These are the problems that I have had with the ERA from the
beginning.

So all I can say is that I deeply respect both of you. You lave
raised issues that need to be addressed in the future. I want to ex-
press the gratitude of the committee and my personal gratitude for
both of you taking the time to be here.

So with that, we will recess these hearings.
Mrs. FINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. We will recess the subcommittee until furl her

notice.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
[The following was received for the record:]
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STATEMENT BY ROBERT J. MYERS BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, U. S. SENATE. MARCH 20, 1984

\ I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the situation of woman with

respect to the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability InsUrance portion of the

Social Security program, espectiTly as to the possible impact of the Equal

Rights Amendment thereon.

My experience In the Social Security area has extended over almost 50

years. I Sold various actuarial positions with the Social Security Adminis-

tration ono its predacessor agencies from 1934 to 1970, and was Chief Actuary

during the last 23 years of that period. In 1981-82, I was Deputy Commissioner

of Social Security. In .1982 -83, I was Executive Director of the National Com-

mission on Social Security Reform. \Following the completion of the National

Commission's assignment, I have engaged in consulting work in the Social

Security field.

I am not an expert on constitutional law, although I have had consider-.

able experience in drafting and interpreting Social Security legis atton.

In summary, in my opinion, the passage of the Equal Rights Amendmen
\c would

not result in any change whatsoever in the structure and operations 'Of the

OASDI program, because, with one minor exceptIln, all gender differe4es

in the program have been eliminated. I shall discuss these views in more
\

detail after describing how equal treatment by sex was not always present,

and how it has now been achieved. I shall also take up the allegatIonhat

the program unfairly discriminates against women.

Before proceeding with the specific subject of this session, I would

first like to mention certaIn personal convictions. I have always strongly

favored the general Principles underlying the Equal Rights Amendment.' I

also favor the principle that employee benefits should, with all other

rtmumstances being the same, provide equal benefits for men and women

even though the plan's cost is higher for men than for women (e.g.. for

survivor beuafits) or. on the contrary, Is Higher for women then for men

(e.g., for pensions).

However, I believe that, in the case of Individually-purchased in-

surance. where equity concepts should be predominant, so-called unisex
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tables should not be used. For some forms of insurance (e.g., life or

automobile), they produce inequitably high rates for women, while for

other forms (e.g., annuities), the reverse occurs.

In the same manner, I believe that age should be a determinant factor

In setting premium rates for IndlyIdual policies when this element makes

a significant difference. Thus, for example, for life insurance or annuities,

a women aged 60 should not be charged the same rate as a woman aged 65. This

equitable discrimination by age in determining premium rates produces about

the same differentlel in the rates as exist between rates determined for sex-

separate tables as between a man and a woman of the same age,

Now, turning back to the °ASO, program, it is true that, In the past,

there were a number of unfair discriminations by sex. Some were against amen,

and others were against mean. Probably thi most unfair was with regard to

child survivor benefits. When first incorporated In the program In 1939,

they were available in all casex1wIth respect to male workers, but with severe

restrictions in the case of female workers. Over the years, these restrictions

were lessened. Finally, the 1967 Amendments provided for completely equal

treatment. This desirable result 'Os largely due to the efforts of Congress.r

wopan Martha Griffiths. I am proud that I was able tolurntsh her technical

assistance in achieving this resuft.1

An unfair discrimination in the other direction is with regard'to

retirement benefi,f. for men who attained age 62 after 1954 and before 1975.

With all other elements, such as date of birth and the earnings record

being identical, the benefit for a woman in that range of years of birth

is significantly higher than for a man. If I might inject a personal note,

my Social Security benefit Is about $14 per month less than that of a woman

born In the same year and with an Identical earnings record.

The 1983 Amendments eliminated prospdictively all gender differences in

the law on which the OASDI program is based, with one minor exception, which

I will discuss later. This elimination we
Is

proposed In the 1977 Republican

Alternative Bill, which was introduced by Congressman Barber Conabie at the

time that the 1977 Amendments were being legislated. These provisions were

incorporated in the House version of the Bill, although not included in the

Senate version and were dropped in conference. The elimination of all gender

differences in the law was long overdue, although in practice many of these

differences had been eliminated by ccurt decisions, so that the law merely

needed "cleaning up".
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The 1983 Amendments also included several benefit changes which pri-

marily affect women -- for example, benefits will be payable to an eligible

divorced spouse after the other spouse is elig;ble for benefits even though

not receiving them (because of nun-filing or because of substantial employ-

ment). I believe that all of these incremental changes were highly desirable.

We come now to the basic question of whether the DASD, program is

significantly unfair to women, as some allege. 1 believe t this la not

the case, although certain incremental changes might well be made. Let me

first discuss various criticise* of Inequity that have been made,

It is sometimes stated (that the program is demeaning to married women,

because they are paid spousal benefits on the grounds of dependency. Actu-

ally, this Is not the case, because the law provides that spouse's and

widowier)'s benefits will be paid on the basis of legal status. The fact

that a woman might have substantial financial resources of her/own, and by

no means he d- on her husband, Is not relevant to whether benefits

are paid. Moreover, 1 fall to see any more stigma being attached to re-

ceiving benefits oh another person's earnings record than to receive a

portion of that person's earnings record, as earnings-sharing proposals would

do.

Another point frequently made is that the duration-of-marriage require-

ment of 10 years In order for a divorced person to be eligible on the other

spouse's earnings record Is too long. It s my belief that the incremental

change of reducing this requirement to 5 years as it was in the 1977 Re-

publican Alternative 8111 -- would be desirable.

ercrhaps the most frequent argument made as to inequitable treatment of

women Is in the case of those working in the paid labur market. It is alleged

thht the result Is inequitable because the female worker will often, at retire-

ment, receive benefits based on her husband's earnings record Instead of on

her own record, because the former i, larger than the letter. Therefore, it

is argued that the female worker has paid OASD1 taxes and has received nothing

from them. In the first place, this is not true, because she had disability

and young-survivor benefit protection. Also, in some cases she could have

received retirement benefits before her husband ceased working.
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But even so, this is not a valid objection, because DASDI is not

individual - equity program. Desirably, its sociall.benefit nature results

in relatively large benefits as compared with taxes paid for many .groups

low-income workers as against high-Income workers; workers with children

as against those without children; and older workers when the system began

as against younger workers. Conversely, relatively small benefits as com-

pared with taxes are paid for other groups.

Furthermore, one little-recognized feature of the program tends to

favor female workers, who often are not in covered employment for all of

the period possible. Persons who have longer periods of coverage than that

over which average earnings are computed (eventually 35 years) will fre-

quently have no advantage from such longer coverage, and will have higher

taxes than perstas who have exactly the maximum number of years required.

All in all, the DASD) program Involves a broad social pooling of the

risks insured against -- and not Individual equity, under which principle

everybody gets their exact money's worth, no more and no less. Lower benefit

rates are, for example, not payable'to categories who have longer- than - average

life expectancy, such as women and residents of Hawaii.

A related criticism frequently made is that, for two families with the

same total earnings record, the two-person, two-worker one receives substantially

lower benefits than the two-person, one-worker one. Actually, other than for

total earnings income, these two families are substantially different from a

social and economic standpoint. Thus, there is no reason why their Social

Security benefits should be identical. For example, the two-person, two-worker

family has more disability, more young-survivor. and more early-retirement

benefit protection, while the two-person, one-worker family has more retire-

ment and more aged-survivor benefit protection. In any event, those who criti-

cize this situation adversely are not taking Into account that DASDI is on a

social-adequacy basis, not an individual-equity basis.

Although the two-person, two-worker family with the same earnings

record as a two-person, one-worker family does not fare as well from 1

benefit standpoint, the same is true for a one-person, one-worker family

iy against a two-person, two-worker family, both with the same earnings

ro,o11. ugh apparent dilemmas will int,ritabiy appear in a Grogram geared

to oroylde alcially-adequate benefits, rather than irdiyldual-equity ones.

fur thew to cons, I calmot at all agree with those who allege that
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the Social Security program Is founded on sexist assumptions or that it

has a disparate, sex-discriminatory effect on women and, accordingly,

should be modified to treat women more fairly. As it Is now, women prob-

ably make out better under OASDI from an actuarial and financial standpoint

because of their lower mortality and thus higher life expectancy.

Although the average benefit Is lower for female workers than for male

workers, this Is not really meaningful -- as Is often the case for any blind

comparison of averages. Such a situation results from the lower -- on the

average -- earnings of women, which may be due to differences In the periods

of working -- and thus paying OASDI taxes, In aty event, the question of

equality of pay Is not one for OASDI to solve.

I might mention that more complete discussion of the historical develop-

ment of equal treatment by sex under the Social Security program Is contained

In my chapter, "Incremental Change In Social Security Needed to Result In

Equal and Fair Treatment of Men and Women" In R.'V. Ilurkhauser and K. C.\

Holden, "A Challenge to Social Security -- The Changing Roles of Man and

Women in American Society", Academic Press, 1982).

One solution proposed by many who believe that OASDI Is unfair to

certain female categories Is earnings sharing. Under this approach, the

earnings of a married couple are pooled as they are earned, and are them

divided In half. Philosophically, I strongly support this approach as

being what marriage Is all-about. However, I know of no person, female

or male, who has a thorough knowledge of the fiscal and administrative

aspects of the OASDI who believes that It is feasible to drastically revise

the program In this manner. Either there will be persons with large benefit

losses -- as well as those with large gains -- or else the cost of the pro-

gram will be greatly increased If nobody Is to lose out benefit-wise.

Another suggested approach Is to provide earnings credits for homemakers.

Once again. I strongly support this concept philosophically, but no feasible

way exists to put it into effect, nor is it really necessary in order to

provide equitable treatment for this category. Among the unsolvable dilemmas

and the problems are whether the procedure should be based on payroll taxes

t:n these credits or on general revenues. whether the procedure should be

voluntary, and how much the credits should be.

Incremental changes are possible to alleviate some of the situations dis-

cucsed previously. For example. child-care credit years In computing average
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earnings for benefit purposes might be universally provided. Or, if more

individual-equity aspects are desired for two-person, two-worker families,

by far the best approach is that In the 1977 Republican Alternative 8111 --

namely, to provide a working-spouse's
benefit for the spouse who has the lower

primary benefit, in an amount equal to 25% of lower of such spouse's bene-

fit based on own earnings record or the benefit coming from the other spouse's

earnings record.

The problem with any changes In benefits such as Just described Is

that, If they accomplish anything significant, the colt of the program

will be Increased greatly. This means that either higher payroll taxes

will be needed, or else the rate of growth of other benefits will have to

be lessened. Neither of these IL easy to accomplish. Nonetheless, the

OASOI program Is a flexible one that Is not restricted by benefits having

an Ironclad guarantee of maintenance or by strict Individual-equity con-

cepts. Accordingly, the program must be continually examined to determine

ways In which It can be Improved In a reasonable and equitable manner.

Now, turning back to the matter of the effect of the Equal Rights Amend-

ment, If enacted and put Into operation, on the OASD1 program, I can see no

reason at all why any changes In the benefit structure would be necessary.

With one very minor eXception, all gender differences have now been removed

from the program as to prospective benefits. The statute Itself has a few

apparent differences, but the Social Security Administration Is administering

the law in such cases under court decisions which require equal treatment

by sex.

One technical error Involving unequal treatment as between divorced

husbands and divorced wives, as t, an effective date, Is In the process of

being remedied. This is being done by Section 402(c) of H.R. 3805, Intro-

duced by Mr. Rostonkowski, and now pending before the House of Representatives,

having been incorporated in H.R. 4170.

The single gender difference remaining In the OASDI program Is with

regard to the treatment of self-employment Income in community-property states.

The difficulty with remedying the unequal treatment by sex was that no agreement

as to the best way to do so. S. 501, introduced by Senator Dole, which

horn reported out by the Committee on Fin/mu!, would provide equal

treatment by 5ex in this matter.

rinally, let me take up the allegation, by some tbat the ERA will

require that parnIno5-harlop provisions be in,:orporeted in the OASDI pro-
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gtem or that homemaker credits will thereby be required under OASDI. I

see no basis for such assertions. As indicated previously, the program

is not founded on sexist assumptions, nor does it provide unequal treat-

*ant to women (or to men).

In particular, homemaker's credits would not have to be provided

under the OASDI program. These have always been implicitly and completely

provided through the spousal benefits that are payable as a legal right,

regardless of dependency. In essence, the spousal benefits are payable

under the presumption that the spouse is providing an economic contribution

to the family through her or his work In the home. If this presumption is

not correct in the actual situation, then the matter is rectified by the

anti- duplication provision, which reduces the spousal benefit by the benefit

paid to the individual on the basis of employment In the paid labor market.

In summary then, I believe that no changes in the Social Security pro-

gram would have to be made if the Equal Rights Amendment were to be the law

of the land.
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STATEMENT

At the March 20th, 1984 Hearing of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the

Constitution, on "The impact of the Equal Rights Amendment upon Social

Security Programa", the statement was made several times that we did not need

to have an Equal Rights Amendment because the.Senstore and Congressmen were

"making a good faith effort" to rimove the inequities which exist. The recent

vote on the bill to provide equal pensions for women casts doubt upon the

"good faith effort". However. many senators and representatives have indeed

worked herd in a good faith effort to pass the ERA in this country to provide

equity for women and to make sure women are equal before the law, but it is

clear that the good faith of these members has not been sufficient to

overcome the reluctance of those who have voted egainat equality. Precisely

1

because the efforts for aqua\y rest on the "good faith" of the present and

I{

future members. which ay in fact not exist now or in the future, the

Constitutional change is necessary. The Amendment doss not specify the

changes which have to be made\ Rather it sots the goal and makes efforts to

reach that goal mandatory rather, than "good faith".

This reason for passage of the Equal Rights Amendment was not made to the

Hearing and therefore the statement is necessary for the record.

Margaret Feldman, Ph.D.

Professor, Retired
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: DEFINING DISCRIMINATION

MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1984

U.a, &MATZ,
SUBCOMMTITIM ON THZ NRITTUTION,

. COMMITTEE 0 THZ JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, t 9:33 a.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, H n. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Thurmond.
Staff present: Stephen J. Markman, chief co nsel and staff direc-

tor; Dick Bowman, couiiiiel; Randall R. Ra er, general counsel;
Carol Epps, chief clerk, and Leslie Leap, clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH
Senator Ewalt Ladies and gentlemen, today's hearing marks

the seventh day of hearings by the Subcommittee on the Constitu-
tion on the meaning of the proposed equal rights amendment to
the Constitution. In the process, I believe that we are creating the
most thorough and comprehensive legislative history ever created
on the real world impact of the ERA.

As I have consistently observed during these hearings, I believe
that such a record will enable Members of Congress and State leg-
islators, if the ERA progresses that far, to cast a more intelligent
and better-informed vote on the proposed 27th amendment to the
U.S. Constitution.

Today's hearing will focus on one of the most substantial issues
involved with the ERA: How is discrimination 'going to be defined
under the proposed amendment? Will it be defined in the tradition-
al constitutional manner, by an ingairy into the intent or purpose
or motivation of an alleged sex discriminator, or will it be defined
through a statistical analysis of the disparate impact upon men
and women of an allegedly discriminatory activity?

Although this may seem a dryly academic issue to many, in re-
ality it is perhaps the most significant constitutional issue sur-
rounding the proposed amendment. Indeed, it is perhaps the most
significant issue extant in civil rights law generally today and was
at the center of recent controversy in both the debate over amend-
ments to the Fair Housing Act and the Voting Rights Act.

In addition to pursuing the proper standard of defining discrimi-
nation under the equal rights amendment, we also hope today to

(877)
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explore some of the policy implications involved in adopting one or
the other standard.

Assisting us in our inquiry today will be two individuals who
have carefully studied this matter. As in each of our earlier hear-
ings, we haye attempted to achieve a balance between individuals
supportive Of the ERA and those who are critical of it.

Our witnesses this morning will be Prof. Judith Wegner, of the
University of North Carolina Law School and Prof. Edward Er ler,
now on leave with the National Endowment for the Humanities.

We appreciate our witnesses being here with us today and look
forward to taking their testimony.

I would also observe that one of our originally scheduled wit-
nesses, Commissioner Mary Berry of the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, is not here because of a late and abrupt cancellation. We
invited Professor Berry and looked forward to having her testimo-
ny, but she has canceled at the last minute. We feel sorry about
that, but we are very happy to have Professor Wegner with us.

We will call both of you to the witness table, then, Prof. Judith
W. Weper, of the University of North Carolina School of Law, and
Prof. Edward Er ler, of the National Endowment for the Human-
ities.

Professor Wegner, we will have you go first, and then, Professor
Er ler, we will hear from you.

Welcome to the committee. We are glad to have you here. We
appreciate the effort you have put forth, and we look forward to
'taking your testimony.

STATEMENTS OF A PANEL, INCLUDING PROF. JUDITH WELCH
WEGNER, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF LAW;
AND PROF. EDWARD J. ERLER, NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR
THE HUMANITIES.
Professor WEGNER. Thank you, Senator.
Let me briefly introduce myself. As you said, I am Prof. Judith

Welch Wegner from the University of North Carolina Law School.
I am drawing in this presentation upon some work I had done in
studying section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, which applies to
handicap discrimination. In that work, I studied in particular the
question of disparate impact and the need for cuscriminatory
intent.

I would like to thank the committee for allowing me to appear
here today. I would say to begin that I strongly endorse the ERA. I
believe that it embodies a very important principle of equality, and
that indeed, we should continue to press for its adoption.

Although we have made great strides in the last few years
toward ensuring equality of opportunity for women, I think we still
need the ERA in order to ensure the permanence of those strides. I
think in addition, that incorporation of a disparate impact stand-
ard would give us a broader range of protection, and therefore sup-
port the interpretation of the ERA to incorporate a disparate
impact standard, the particular point whi.:h we are discussing
today.

Senator HATCH. Could you explain for our audience here today
what you mean by disparate impact?
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Professor %MUER. Yes, Senator. I mean by disparate impact,
situation in which a facially neutral classification, legislative or
otherwise, creates a di,. dvantaged class which includes a dispro-
portionately high number of persons of one gender, or which allo-
cates to members of a disadvantaged class disproportionately heavy
burdens related to their gender.

I would like to make four points, if I might First, I would like to
describe the current situation under the equal protection clause, if
the committee would like that, explaining why it is that disparate
impact has not been adopted by the Supreme Court under the
equal protection clause as a basis for ensuring protection against
classifications based on race. Then, I would like to go on and ex-
plain why I think the ERA could be interpreted to include a dispar-
ate impact standard, although the equal protection clause has not
been so interpreted. Third, I would like to look at four hypothetical
cases which think will illustrate the application of the disparate
impact standard. Finally, 1 would respond to any questions the
committee might have.

First, as I am sure the Senator is aware, the equal protection
clause has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to require differ-
ing levels of scrutiny depending on the class that is affected. The
rational basis test, which involves minimal scrutiny, ha been used
for most legislative classifications; in such cases, a mere rational
basis is sufficient to justify a challenged classification.

In the case of a gender-based classification, the Supreme Court
has adopted a middle tier of analysis. In such cases, an important
state interest must be shown, and a substantial and fair relation-
ship between that interest and the means adopted must be demon-
strated in order to justify use of a gender-based classification
scheme.

Finally, the Supreme Court has adopted a strict scrutiny test re-
quiring demonstration of a compelling State interest in order to
justify reliance upon a suspect classification scheme, such as one
which discriminates against a particular class on account of race.

The Supreme Court has held, however, that such enhanced scru-
tiny as I have described with respect to gender and race applies
only where purposeful discrimination is involved. That commonly
would be found where there is a demonstration of facial discrimina-
tion in the statute, but the Supreme Court has indicated that in-
tentional discrimination could otherwise be found based in part on
disparate impact and other factors such as administrative or legis-
lative history of intentional discrimination. However, the Court has
found, for example, in the Feeney case, with involving veterans'
preference which I am sure you are familiar, that disparate impact
alone is not enough to trigger this enhanced scrutiny in the area of
gender discrimination. Neither will disparate impact without more
trigger enhanced scrutiny in the area of race discrimination as was
held in the Washington v. Davis case.

Therefore, I think we could agree that if a discriminatory intent
standard is adopted in interpreting the ERA, a comparatively
narrow class of cases would be covered and would require enhanced
scrutiny under that amendment.

I believe that the ERA could be interpreted either to incorporate
a discriminatory intent standard or a disparate impact standard.
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Although the equal protection clause has been found by the Court
to require a discriminatory intent standard, there nevertheless is
some basis for thinking that the Court could adopt a broader view
with respect to the equal rights amendment.

I think this for several reasons. Although the language of the
amendment is in many respects similar to the equal protection
clause of the 14th amendment, we have distinct legislative history
with respect to the ERA. I think that the Court could interpret the
ERA, as designed to reach a broader clasS of situations, including
those involving disparate impact, and to overrule cases, such as
Feeney, which had failed to afford reef under the 14th amendment
to disadvantaged gender-based classes in the absence of acceptable
proof of discrimination intent.

I think, in addition, thEit there is some evidence in the legislative
history, in particular, in view of the heavy reliance on the Emerson,
and other Yale Law Journal articles, with which I suspect the
Senator is familiar, which indicates that Congress had envisioned
use of a discriminatory impact standard under the ERA. I, there-
fore, think that it is very important, and I commend the committee
for having special hearings on this subject to clarify the issue in
the event that the question would arise in later litigation under
the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Professor WEGNER. Now, I think that perhaps the best way to un-

derstand how this question should be resolved--and as I say, I
strongly endorse the use of a discriminatory impact standard
would be to look at four examples of situations in which this issue
might come up and then talk about what seems to be an appropri-
ate resolution. Because I favor the resolutions in these cases, I,
therefore, endorse the broad position that a disparate impact stand-
ard should be adopted.

I would suggest that an initial question which arises in each of
these examples is what standard of scrutiny the courts would gen-
erally apply in analyzing classifications which result in disparate
gender-based effects. As I have described to you, there are several
choices under the existing equal protection analysis.

I have stated in my written testimony that I believe that the in-
termediate level of scrutinythat is the Craig v. Boren, important
State interest substantial relationship to the means adopted stand-
ardwould very likely. or could possibly be adopted by the courts
in reviewing cases involving facially neutral classifications which
result in disparate, adverse gender-based effects. I think this is an
appropriate standard for several reasons. I think it is warranted
because it honors the Government's interest in using facially neu-
tral classifications, and indeed, it seems to me appropriate that a
lesser level of justification would be applied when we are talking
about facially neutral standards which are not purposefully dis-
criminatory, under current 14th amendment analysis, than if we
were talking about classifications that discriminate on their face.

I think, in addition, that this middle level of scrutiny allows us
to get to the heart of the matter. Facially neutral classifications
are most often problematic in that they may be overly broad or
overly narrow means of achieving governmental objections in a
way that severely disadvantages women. The middle level Craig v.
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Boren test allows careful inquiry concerning the fit between impor-
tant governmental interests and the means employed to achieve
those interests, precisely the difficulty with many facially neutral
classifications having disproportionate adverse gender-based effect.
This standard could assist reviewing courts to get to the crux of the
problem caused by such classifications without causing great fear
about striking down every such classification, as might be the case
if a compelling State interest test were employed. As the Senator
may know, even such people as Solicitor General Lee has endorsed
this standard in his book on the ERA, and has suggested that this
is a wholly appropriate standard. It is one that we are living with
now under the -4-ual protection clause as it applies to intentional
gender-based discrimination.

Let me, then, turn to four hypotheticals. The first one involves
veterans' preference, the second, employee height and weight re-
quirements,, the third, prostitution, and the fourth, social benefits
schemes such as disability insurance or AFDC benefits.

First, as to veterans' preferenceI will not touch on this in too
much detail, since I understand you have already had, or contem-
plate, hearings on this pointthe initial question for analysis
would be whether there is a substantial adverse impact upon
women in an instance in which a State or Federal Government had
adopted one or another veterans' preference scheme.

I think that this is probably so at the moment, or was, at the
time of the Feeney decision. As we all know, however, there are
changes going on in the military at this point, and if this question
were litigated at some future time, it might be that the degree of
disparity would have been substantially reduced, and that is a
point that I would raise initially.

Assuming, however, that there could be shown to be a substan-
tial disparate impact, our next question would be whether there is
an adequate justification for the scheme nevertheless.

The Court in Feeney recognized that there are several State in-
terests served by a veterans preference scheme, including a desire
to reward persons who have served in the military, a need to try to
ease their transition back into civilian life, and a need to ensure
disciplined and capable persons in the State civil service. I think
all those purposes are likely to be found to be important State pur-
poses. I think the problem arises hen we get to the fit, the ques-
tion of whether the means adopter' would in fact serve those ends
no more broadly than necessary, I suspect that an absolute prefer-
ence such as was litigated in Feeney would raise questions in that
regard, but as even the dissent in that case acknowledged, a more
temporary limited-term sort of preference that would be geared
very narrowly and specifically to easing people's transition back
into civilian life might well be sustained.

Second, as to the height and weight question, this area has been
addressed in substantial degree under title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. I think that, nevertheless, it is important to have this
question addressed under the Constitution as well, to ensure that
there be permanence of protection in this respect.

The Supreme Court has indicated, for example, in the Dothard v.
Rawlinson case involving prison guards and height and weight re-
strictions applicable to those employees, that there could in fact be
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sustained an employee screening criterion that is gored to
strength, if it were testing strength directly. However, afieight or
weight requirement which is only looking to that height or wdzht
along, and not to the ultimate job-related issue which would be
strength would not be upheld. I think the same could be said, for
example, as to requirements in the military, that if there were, in
fact, a demonstration that strength was required, that is, that
strength was, in fact, a job-related requirement that was needed in
order to perform the functions required on the job, then a strength
criterion would be sustained. The problem would come if you used
an inappropriately broad proxy for that characteristic, such as
height or weight, which is not directly testing strength. I think,
however, that the Court would uphold something that was designed
to test strength directly.

Third, I would take the example of prostitution. This is a unique
problem, I think, unlike other criminal laws which may, in their
own right, affect a disproportionate number of men or women. I
think one of the cases I had cited in my written statement said
that because many criminal laws are violated, perhaps, by a higher
proportion of men than women, the Court feared that all criminal
laws might be jeopardized by the adoption of a disparate impact
standard. It accordingly rejected a disparate impact standard and
upheld a prostitution statute which had a disproportionately ad-
verse effect on women.

I would suggest that the problem with prostitution statutes is
really much narrower and more unique than the Court in the case
recognized. The problem in the prostitution context is the fact that
prostitutes themselves are penalized, and that is a 'class that is
more commonly comprised of a substantially disproportionate
number of women, whereas patrons of prostitutes, which in turn
are composed more commonly of a substantial disproportion of
men, are not penalized.

I think the Court would look at such a scheme in which a State
had a facially neutral statute applicable to prostitution, but none
prohibiting the conduct of the client of the prostitute, that is, the
hirer of the services. in question, and would apply the Craig v.
Boren test. I think if that test were applied, we would run into sub-
stantially more questions than we have to date where the rational
basis test has been applied. This is because, unlike situations in
which, for example, statutory rape statutes have been litigated, we
have a question of why there has not been the added deterrent of
criminalization of the conduct of the prostitute's patron or client,
since really, in a consensual sex act situation, it would seem that
both parties are equally involved in and equally in need of deter-
ence from the conduct which the State seeks to prohibit or regu-
late. In short, a statutory, scheme which only penalized prostitutes
and not clients might well be deemed to be overly-narrow and to
fail the Craig v. Boren requirement of a close and careful fit be-
tween Government ends and the means employed.

Finally, I will turn to the question of benefits, AFDC benefits or
disability insurance, something of that sort, similar to what we saw
in Geduldig v. Aiello, I think that there has commonly been a
question of proof, sk Nether there is, in fact, demonstrated to be a
disproportionate impact upon a class such as women, so that, as an
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initial matter, would have to be surmounted. Beyond that, howev-
er, we get to the question of justification. In the situation in which
a disability insurance scheme might be attacked, the Court in Ge-
duldig, for example, has said that it was appropriate for the State
of California to maintain a scheme which was geared to the capac-
ity of employees in the State to pay a mandatory fee. I think that if
the need for similarly limited fees could continue to be shown,
there might be some question whether there would be any change
in results from that in Geduldig. Assuming, however that it could
be shown that there was more capacity to, perhaps, enlarge the
services provided in some way, I think the question then would be
whether there were some neutral standards being applied in select-
ing which of several types of disability would, in fact, be covered.
If, for example, cost, number of persons served, degree of severity
of disability, things like that, were in fact being used across the
board as means for selecting which types of disability were covered
by the scheme, I think that conceivably a scheme might still be
sustained in which that pregnancies would not be covered. But I
suspect that since pregnancy is !mmething that affects so very
many women, resulting in a great !need for coverage, it well might
be that a situation such as Geduldig would come to another result
under a disparate impact standard.

Lastly, as far as AFDC benefits are concerned or something of
that sort, which may severely affect women in light of the increas-
ing feminization of poverty, I suspect that a court would be very
wary to set aside ally legislative judgment determining which of
several possible groups was most needy in light of the scarce and
limited public resources entailed. I have cited in my written testi-
mony examples under title VI of the Civil Rights Act and under
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, which makes me feel quite
clearly that a court would hesitate to second-guess the congression-
al or State legislative judgment concerning the allocation of bene-
fits out of a limited public purse.

Those are the four hypotheticals, Senator. I would conclude that
these results that I have described would occur in the event a dis-
parate impact standard were applied would in fact provide impor-
tant additional protection for women. I think that disparate impact
is as much a problem as discriminatory intent, in that the result is
the same and the injury to the protected class is the same. It is
very important to assure that governmental actions that would se-
verely affect a protected class 'ender some scheme of equal protec-
tion and equal rights, such as that that we are talking about here,
be truly evenhanded, reflecting careful tailoring of the class chosen
to meet these proper governmental ends. I think that if that care-
ful tailoring were done, legislative schemes or other classifications
would be upheld, but that it would be fair and reasonable to expect
that such classifications would be given a careful look in situations
in which a substantial disparate impact is created.

Thank you again for allowing me to appear here.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Professor Wegner.
[The following was received for the record:I
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TESTIMONY OF PROFESSOR SEWN WELCH WEGNER,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA scHom OF LAW,
BEFORE THE suacrtranu ON THE CONSTITUTION,

S} ATE JUDICIARY OltaTIEE

April 23, 1984

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee this

morning to discuss what we all agree to be a very important question, the

role of discriminatory intent and discriminatory impact in interpretation of

the Equal Rights Amendment. I camsend the Subcommittee for its efforts to

develop a legislative history that will aid the courts, in the future, in

addressing this critical issue. I hope that my comments will be of

assistance.

To begin, I should briefly introduce myself. I an currently an assistant

professor of law at the-Unly!!!ity of North Carolina. I have recently

completed an extensive study of section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

bne of the major federal statutes which prohibit discrmination against

handicapped persons. In the course of that study, I considered the extent to

which constitutional and statutory race and sex discrimination analysis

provides analogies helpful in resolving problems of handicap discrimination.

Among the specific questions I addressed were whether section 504 incorporated

a discriminatory impact standard, and how that standard should be interpreted.

In presenting my testimony today, I will draw upon this background, as well as

upon my general backgromd in constitutional law and civil rights legislation,

which includes past service as an attorney-adviser in the Office of Legal

Counsel, United States Department of Justice; as Special Assistant to then

Secretary of Education Shirley M. Hufstedler; and as federal court law clerk

following my graduation from UCLA Se:poi of Law.

I will touch on four basic points. First, I will explain why I believe

the discriminatory intent/discriminatory impact issue is an important one.

Svccnd, I will explore the reasons why I believe the Equal Rights Amendment

might be interpreted to embody a discriminatory impact standard,

notwithstanding the fact that the Equal Protection Clause is currently

understood to incorporate a narrower. discriminatory intent requiremem as a

prerequisite for application of enhanced judicial scrutiny. Third, on the

assumption that a discriminatory impact standard has or may he incorporated

into the ERA, I will discuss how that standard may be interpreted. Finally, I

will explain why I believe adoption of a discrim story impact standard is

wirrantP0.
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The discriminatory intent/discriminatory impact issue is important

because of its critical bearing allthe breadth of application of the ERA. The

Equal Protection Clause is currently interpreted to require that states

justify intentional reliarne on discrbsinatory gender-based classifications by

demonstrating that such classifications bear a fair and substantial

relationahip to important state ends. See, e.g., Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S.

190, 197 (1976). This standatd thus falls mid-way between the "rational

basis" test applied to most legislative classifications, and the "compelling

state interest" standard used to invalidate suspect classifications such as

those based on race. In practice, the intermediate level teflt that is applied

to legislation involving intentional discrimination on th,2 basis of gender

requires a state to ensure a reasonably close fit between ita objectives and

the Means chosen for their impleMentation. If it does so, the governmental

action will be sustained. See, e.g., Heekler.v. Mathews, 104 S.Ct. 1387

(1984) (upholding temporary gender-based exemption from pension offset

requirement which limited amount of spousal benefits available under Social

Security Act).

The Supreme Court has acknowledged that discriminatory intent, needed to

trigger such enhanced scrutiny, may be r'amonstrated by reference to a variety

of factors, including discriminatory impact (that is inclusion of a

disproportionately high number of traditionally disadvantaged persons in the

challenged class, or allocation to such persons of disproportionately heavy

burdens). See, e.g., Personnel Administrator v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256, 279

(1979). Notwithstanding this acknowledgement, in cases in which facially

neutral classifications have resulted in undeniably severe adverse impacts on

warren, the high Court has concluded that no discriminatory intent has been

shown and hta accordingly required no more than a minimal justification under

the rational basis test. See, e.g., Personnel Administrator v. Feeney, 442

U.S. 256 (upholding Massachusetts' use of veterans preference in operation of

state deil service system); Geduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 (1974 (upholding

Califorrea's policy of excluding pregnancy benefits fran coverege of state

disability insurance program). If the ERA is interpreted to require not

only an Increased level of justification to sustain use of gender-based

classifications. but also to mandate the application of some level of enhanced

scrutiny to a broader range of cases --including both those in which states

employ facially discriminatory classifications and those which involve equally
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injuric6, facially neutral classifications which substantially disadvantage

women --it would provide a significantly expanded zone of protection,

extending, beyond that currently provided under the Fourteenth Amendment.

I believe the ERA may be interpreted as embodying such an expanded zone

of protection. As the record now stands, a court asked to determine whether

the ERA embodies a discriminatory intent or discriminatory impact standard

would be faced with divided evidence. On the one hand, a narrow

discriminatory intent interpretation could be supported'by the similarities

between the language of the ERA and that of the Equal Protection Clause; and

by suggestions in the ERA's legislative history to date that the ERA is

intended to ensure that gender -based classifications are precluded to the same

extent an are racial classifications under the Equal Protection Clause (thus,

incorporating the current discriminatory intent standard which has been

applied in that context), On the other hand, !-1wever, a court could be

expected to interpret the new constitutional Language in light of its own

legislative history. See, e.g., Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483

(1954). That histo,, reveals a broad remedial purpose, as well as as

expectation that facially neutral classifications having substantially

disparate impacts would be subject to enhanced scrutiny. Thus, for example,

durin:, the 1970-72 debates on the ERA. members of Congress placed heavy

reliance upon the interpretation afforded the Amene...ent by Brown, Emerson,

Falk and Freedman in their leading article on the ERA, "The Equal Rights

Amendment, a Constitutional Basis for Equal Rights for Women," 80 Yale

L.J. 871 (1971). That article specifically discussed and contemplated the

incorporation of a disparate impact. standard. Id. at 896-900. In recent

discussions of the Awndment as reintruhiced during the 98th Congress,mehers

expressed the vifw that the new constitutional text could be interpreted an

overruling the Feeney decision's legitbilition of the Massachusetts veterans

preference system, A decision which heavily rented on the Supreme Court's

refusal to adept a disparate impact standard. In light of this divided

evidence, it is particularly important that this Committee develop a clear

legislative history to guide the courts' interpretation cm this point.

Assuming that a disparate impact atandard is foam! 'D be incorporatud

into the ERA, important questions of interpretotion would undoubtedly be

presented. Let me torch on four hypothetical cower to sketch how this broader

staudard ist41t te applied.
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First, the veterans' preference policy at issue in the Feeney case might

be reexamined. The Massachusetts policy challenged in that case provided for

an absolute lifetime preference for veterans. The Supreme Court upheld that

policy using a minimal rational basis test. The state's asserted

justifications for retention of the preference system -- the need to reward

veterans for the sacrifices *licit in military service, the desire to ease

their transition to civilian life, and the state's need to attract loyal and

well-disciplined persona into its civil service -- were found to be legitimate

ones, which provided sufficient justification for the system's retention,

notwithstanding its admittedly severe impact on women who had been accorded

opportunity to enroll in the armed services.

A contrary result would likely be reached under the ERA if that Amendment

were interpreted to incorporate a disparate impact standard. A two step

analysis would be required. First it would be necessary to determine whether

the facially-neutral preference for veterans results in a prima facie denial

of equal rights because of sex. The evidence in Feeney indicated that a

substantially higher proportion of women than men fell within the class of

nonveterans disadvantaged by the Massachusetts preference policy. At least

WO members of the Supreme Court believed that the demonstrated statistical

imbalance was insufficient to warrant the conclusion that the classification

wan gender-based, however. 442 U.S. at 281. A greater nurber might reach such

a conclusion in view of more recent figures reflecting an increased proportion

of female veterans as the alined services have become more integrated,

Assuming, however, that a threshold shuaing of substantial gender-based

disparate impact could be made, a second analytical step would be required, an

asies.ment of the state's proposed justifications for its actions, A court

would be required, at this stage, to determine whether std... scrutiny, using

the ccmpelling state interest standard, or intermediate scrutiny, using the

Craig v. Byren "substantial relationship to important state ends" standard,

shotIld apply to facially neutral classifications of the sort at issue here.

It is by no Minn; clear that a strict compelling, state interest standard would

is applied by the courts, ndet the ERA, in evaluating facially-neutral

lassliteatintas having gender-based disparate effects. The intermediate Craig

v. itot,n standard would have such instead to ccemend it. It uxuld function in

thin rntittxt much as it has, when currently employci under the Equal

Protection Clause. It would allow e cutlet to preserve classifications based
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on important governmental interests, where implemented by means narrowly

tailored to those ends. On the other hand, it would limit the use of

faciallyneutral classifications which result in significant discrimination

that it unnecessary and moldable. The courts would very likely be drawn to

this, intermediate standard as'a practical means for working necessary

compromises between these substantial competing interests' The need for

government to accomplish a variety of ends through facially-neutral

classifications, and the need for warren to be protected against substantial

resulting burdens demonstrably linked to gender. Indeed, Congress, through

the Amendment's legislative history, could indicate its intent that the ERA be

interpreted in this fashion.

Even under this intermediate standard, however, the veteran's

preference policy at issue in Feeney would very likely fall. Although the

cited state interests in rewarding veterans, aiding reentry into the civilian

population, and ensuring an effective civil service may he important ones, the

preference system itself can be attacked as poorly tailored to serve those

ends. See 442 U.S. at 282-89 (Marshall and Brennan, 33, dissenting). 'A mdse

limited preference carefully geared to fostering reentry into civilian life

immediately discharge from the service might, however, surmount such a

challenge assuming the application of this intermediate tier standard.

Second, a challenge might be raised against height, weight, or other

similar facially-neutral employment criteria which tend to discriminate

against women. Once again, a threshold showing of significant disparate

impact would be required. Once again, that stewing could very likely be made,

at least where certain height and weight requirements are concerned. See,

e.g., Dothard v. Rnwlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 329-30 (1977) (5'2" height

limitation excludes 33.29% of women but only 1.28% of men). For reasons noted

above, an intermediate tier standard of justification might be applied at the

justification stage. This "substantial relationship to an important state

interest" standard closely resembles the requirenent under Title VII of the

Civil Rights At of 1964 that facially r"utral employment criteria which hrie

significant gender-hosed disparate impacts be justified as substantially

retatid to business necessity, that is, to job performance. See Griggs v.

Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431 (1971). Applying this standard, the Supreme

Court, in Dothard v. Rawlircan, struck down certain height and weight

requirements which adversely affected women applying for positions at prison

8.9 ,1
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guards, but observed that a carefully-tailored strength standard would be

upheld. 433 U.S. at 332. Evenif a more stringent strict scrutiny standard

were applied, a similar result would very likely obtain.

Third. the validity of prostitution lads may be called into question.

Criminal codes in many states penalize prostitution by both men and women, yet

fail to penalize the closely related conduct of the prostitute's patron.

While such a statutory scheme appears on its face to be gender-neutral, in

fact a disproportionately high number of persons arrested for prostitution

have been women. The class of patrons who are not penalized is therefore

likely to contain a disproportionately high number of men.

There is clear precedent for upholding such a statutory scheme in the

event that minimal scrutiny is applied. The Supreme Judictal Court of

Massachusetts upheld similar state legislation against state and federal

constitutional challenge in Commissioner v. King. 372 N.E.2d 196 (Mass. 1977).

Although recognizing that the state ERA required application of a compelling

state interest test to gender-based classifications, the court dismissed as

"unconvincing" the argument that discrimination exists because most

prostitutes are women and Most customers men. 372 N.E.?d at 204 n.10.

Increased scrutiny was therefore not triggered. Similarly, in Smith v.

Keaton, the North Carolina Supreme Court rejected the argument that municipal

prohibition of cross- sexual massage violated equal protection principles, in

view of the fact that the 11114 was uniformly applied to male and female

providers of massage services. 285 Va. 53.), 206 S.E. 2d 203 (1974). The

United States Supreme. Court dismissed for want of a substantial federal

question. 419 U.S. 1043 (1974).

Neither King nor Smith fully addressed the application of the disparate

impact theory to the facts at hand. A court applying that theory in a careful

fashion is likely to conclude, based on available data, that a statutory

!whame which penalizes providers, but not patrons, bears more heavily on women

than men. Turning to the second step of analysis, the court would have to

consider whether the scheme is justified under at least the intermediate level

Craig v. Boren standard. It would be quite likely to find an important state

interest in the state's asserted concern for the health c d safety of its

citizenr. A problem would more likely arise, however, as result of the poor

fit between that objective and the ireans employed. Penalizing providers but

not patrotcs is cot lusty d in the interest of deterrence; indeed,

II005 0 P5 ---57 895
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underinclusion is likely to reduce the statutory scheme's deterrent effect.

This situation moist the -efore be distinguished frat that in

Michael M. v. Superior Court of Sonoma County, in which the.United States

Supreme Court upheld a California statutory rape provision which penalized

only a male perpetrator and not his female partner. 450 U.S. 464 (1981). In

that case, the statute's underinclusiveness was justified by the fact that

women hear the risk of pregnancy, a deterring factor in and of itself, and by

the possibility that penalizing the female partner could deter female victims

from reporting statutory violations. Here, in contrast, these same

considerations would aprear to justify penalizing the patron rather than the

provider.

While the result is by no means clett.,...!Liestima of traditional deference

to state judgpents concerning the appropriate scope of exercises of the polio.,

power, prostitution statutes of the sort described are nevertheless more

ausceptib/e to challenge under an !RA which embodies a disparate impact

standard than otherwise. Assuming a successful challenge, however, a court

would likely invoke Canons of construction calling for strict interpretation

of criminal laws, and decline to extend criminal penalties to the class of

patrons, while striking down a narrow prohibition on prostitution itself.

The fourth and final hypothetical is perhaps the most troublesome.

Decisions to deny certain types or levels of social set-Aces may have a

disparate impact upon women. For example, California's decision to exclude

coverage of pregnancy from the scope of its disability insurance program, at

issue in Geduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484, necessarily had a severe adverse

effect on women, kio constitute the greater number of "nonpregnant persons"

likely to benefit fran such coverage. Cutbacks in AFDC benefits, found to

have a particularly severe impact on members of minority groups in

Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U.S. 535 (1972), might similarly be seen to affect

wonen disproporzi,;nately, in view cf the increasing feninization of poverty.

A decision to fund old age or disability benefits, in preference to families

with dependent children, might therefore be challenged under an ERA which

incorporated a disparate impact stamiard.

Assuming that a sigpificant disparate impact could be shown, the question

,gain arises %tether the challenged state action acn be justified.

Justifications, in cases such as these, are likely to be rooted in the

scarcity of public resources. The courts have had limited experience in

8 §6
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evaluative such justifications in situations in which enhanced scrutiny must

be applied. It is clear that facially discriminatory policies cannot survive

\ an intermediate level of scrutiny where resting simply upon limited excess

costs of administering a gender-neutral system of service allocation. See,

40
e.g., Wengler v. Drupgists Mutual Insurance Co., 446 U.S.. 142 (1980). Harder

questions are posed, however, when the challenged Action is justified by the

inevitable need to allocate scarce resources among competing claimants, all

of wham receive at Wet some benefits, rather than by the limited marginal

cats of gender-neutral administration.

Perhaps the best guidance concerning the likely resolution in resource

allocation cases of the latter type cur be dram iron analogous decisions

Under federalrcivil rights law. Such cases have generally accepted government

justificati for resource allocation decisions adversely affecting members

of the prot red class, after some effort to evaluate the availability of less

discriminatory alternatives. Thus, for example, in

NAACP v. MediCri Center, Inc., 657 F.2d 1322 (3d Cir. 1981), the court

rejected a challenge under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act-and upheld a

decision to r4ocate urban medical facilities to a suburban site,

nctuithatanditig the adverse impact upon inner-city minority populations.

Moreover, tnigemilms v. Alexander, 715 F.2d 1036 (6th Cir. 1983), cert.

granted, 52)0.S.L.W. 3610 (Feb. 21, 1984), a Tennessee decision to limit the

duration op coverage for inpatient hospital care was upheld in the fact of a

challenge/under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, notwithstanding

the dis oportionately severe impact of that decision upon handicapped users

who, 1 many cases, required longer periods of hospitalization. These cases

sugge4 that the courts will continue, under a disparate impact stcndard, to

demonatrate sensitivity to legislative resource-allocation decisions, but that

they:may expect, in return, sensitive consideration of decisions which result

in unequal allocation of opportunities based on gender.

It is always difficult to predict the course of future litigation.

suspect, howeve4, that were Ceduldig to LI retried following the passage of

the PRA, the state disability insurance system might well again be upheld if

it could be shown that the system's very viability was at stake in the event

an alternative plan of coverage, including pregnancy, were provided. lo the
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absence of such evidence, a state's policy of excluding pregnancy benefits

from the coverage of an employee insurance program might well fall. A court

could be expected to, note the particularly severe impact such an exclusion has

on women, to consider any gender-neutral policies used in determining the

scope of coverage (such as numbers of persons Who suffer from a particular

disability, its severity, costs of coverage, and so on), and to weiph'heavily

'state efforts to maintain a balanced program of coverage which best meet's the

needs of all participftnts. While a decision to limit the extent of

pregnancy-related benefits would likely survive such analysis, an outright

refusal to provide any pregnancy-related benefits might well not. On'the

other hand, a decision to limit the level of AFDC benefits, as in Jefferson v.

Hackney, would likely survive constitutional challenge if based on considered,

gender-neutral judgments concerning the level of need experienced by competing

claimants for social service benefits.

Consideration of these hypothetical cases suggests that interpretation of

the Equal Rights Amendment to include a disparate impact, rather than

discriminatory intent standard would provide important additional protection

against gender-based discrimination without unduly compromising important

competing government interests. Based on this analysis, I strongly recommend

that tie Committee go on record as supporting such an interpretation. Although

I recognize that this approach would accord greater constitutional protection

against gender-based discrimination than is currently afforded other types of

discrimination under the Equal Protection Clause, I believe that this added

protection is warranted in vied of the social problems the ERA is designed to

correct.

I thank the Subccomittee fot this opportunity to express my views, and

for its efforts to ensure speedy passage of this highly significant and

lag-awaited amendment.
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Senator HATCH. Let us turn to you, Professor Er ler, and take
your statement, and then we will have some questions for both of
you.

STATMENT OF EDWARD J. ERLER
Professor ERLxK. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I am honored to be here at the invitation of this

committee. I appear as the representative of no group, but merely
as a private citizen who has an abiding interest in the perpetuation
of constitutional government.

I believe that any attempt to amend the Constitution must be ap-
proached with the utmost gravity. The alteration of the fundamen-
tal law was described by the framers as a most solemn and authori-
tative act. The burden of proof, therefore, must rest with those who
propose to change the organic law of the Nation to demonstrate
that the changes are both necessary and certain to produce salu-
tary effects.

It is my considered view that the supporters of the equal rights
amendment have failed to carry the burden. The ERA is cast in
vague and imprecise language. The amendment, if passed, would be
the first that sought to protect rights that it does not specify or
define. It refers merely to equality of rights. I think that imprecise
language of this kind is hardly suitable for inclusion in the text of
the Constitution.

But the most important unresolved question involving the ERA
is, I think, the standard of constitutional construction that it will
require. Most proponents indicate that the ERA will require a sus-
pect classifications test, the test that the court has devised over the
years to test classifications based on race, religion, and national
origin. This is a very exacting standard, and virtually no laws can
survive this test if they classify on the basis of race or religion. It
must be presumed that no laws based on gender would survive if
this test were adopted under the ERA.

Professor Emerson, in his House testimony, was one of those who
said that "A complete bar against classifications by race has, for all
practical purposes, been applied in race discrimination cases. It is
equally necessary to 'secure gender equality." And Professor Emer-
son further defines gender equality as "the prohibition of any dif-
ferentiation in legal treatment on the basis of sex."

Currently, as Professor Wegner explained in her testimony the
court uses a somewhat less exacting test for gender classifications,
one which is nevertheless, I believe, quite stringent. Gender classi-
fications must serve an important governmental interest and be
substantially related to the accomplishment of that interest. The
test requires, as the court has recently said, "an exceedingly per-
suasive argument" to justify the use of gender classification. Not
many laws classifying on the basis of gender survive even this so-
called middle-tier test. But this test is said by most proponents of
ERA, and Professor Wegner seems to be somewhat of an exception,
to be inadequate. In addition to strict scrutiny, its proponents
argue that the ERA will require a disproportionate impact test, or
a disparate impact test. Under this test any law, although neutral
on its face, which has a disproportionate impact on women, will
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come under strict scrutiny. Under current 14th amendment stand-
ards, disproportionate impact, in and of itself, is not sufficient for
establishing a claim of discrimination. In order to establish a claim
of discrimination, there must be a showing of discriminatory pur-
pose or intent. This purpose does not have to be expressed on the
face of the laws but can be inferred from the totality of the circum-
stances, including the fact that the law in question has an adverse-
ly disproportionate impact.

Under ERA, disproportionate impact -would be, not inferential
evidenCe, but diapositive evidence, of discrimination. This would be
a radical departure from present-day standards and would work to
disallow laws that haven disproportionate impact on women, but
which cannot be traced to a discriminatory purpose. The range of
laws involved here would be extensive, including veterans' prefer-
ence laws, laws against prostitution, laws providing social services,
welfare, Social Security, and laws bearing upon a host of economic
issues.

Disparate impact analysis currently exists under title VII, as
Professor Wegner has pointed out. A showing that hiring practices
have resulted in disproportionately fewer females being hired cre-
ates a prima facie case of discrimination. This places the burden on
the employer to demonstrate that the disproportion did not result
from an intention to discriminate. This defense is, in turn, subject
to challenge by the complaining party. But as the court remarked
in Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, "The ulti-
mate burden of persuading the trier of fact that the defendant in-
tentionally discriminated against the plaintiff remains at all times
with the plaintiff."

Evidence of disproportionate impact is given greater weight
under title VII than under the 14th amendment. But title WI is a
narrowly drawn statute, aimed at preventing gender discrimina-
tion in employment. The analysis required by title VII would be, in
my opinion, inappropriate to the more extensive reach of the 14th
amendment or to the equal rights amendment.

But most proponents of ERA claim that it would require a more
rigorous test of gender discrimination than title VII. Title VII does
not require strict scrutiny, since it is possible to rebut the prima
facie claim of discrimination by articulating some legitimate, non-
discriminatory reason for the disparate impact. The standard of
discrimination established by ERA would be more radical and more
extensive than that required by title WI.

Prof. Ann Friedman, for example, who is a leading theoretician
of-the equal rights amendment, remarks that, "Strict judicial scru-
tiny under the ERA would be required of a neutral rule that has a
disparate impact on members of one sex or perpetuates discrimina-
tory patterns similar to those associated with facial discrimina-
tion.'

In other words, if there was a disproportionate impact that re-
sulted from the operation of a law, many of the proponents of the
equal rights amendment claim this would trigger the strict scruti-
ny test. As we know, of course, strict scrutiny is a very difficult
test, one which laws rarely survivein fact, I think that the last
time a racial classification survived under the strict scrutiny test
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was the Korematsu case in 1944, which approved the Japanese ex-
clusion orders.

Advocates of ERA would thus establish a more exacting test of
gender classification than the one that would be required for racial
classification.

Under the 14th amendment, the necessity of tracing an allegedly
discriminatory law to a discriminatory purpose on the part of the
lawmaker would remain, whereas it would not be required under
ERA. This would indeed be ironic, since it can h rdly be said that
women have such ined the same assaults upon th it rights as have
certain racial grol,ps. Women have had no affro t to their rights
and dignity equivalent to the Dred Scott decision the decision that
held that blacks could never be citizens of the United States, nor
were there any rights belonging to blacks that the whites were
bound to respect. .

Women as a class have never been chattel slaves, nor have they
been subjected to the same hostile legislation as blacks. The court
decisions that the proponents of ERA complained most vociferously
about were ones that, by and large, were intendedhowever mis-
placed the intentions might have beento benefit and protect

-women. I find it impossible to imagine any racial classification that
could serve a legitimate purpose in constitutional government, al-
though I can think of many gender classifications that could. Race
is simply not analagous to gender from the point of view of deter-
mining what is required for the protection of equal rights.

I believe the proponents of ERA admit the inapposite comparison
..between race and gender when they argue that there will be cer-

tain exceptions to the strict scrutiny rule. The exceptions would be
those based upon unique physical characteristics, and those involv-
ing benign quotas benefiting the class interests of women. 'I think
that this indicates that the argument about ERA is no longer an
argument about' equal rights, but an argument about equal results.
Under ERA, proportionality will necessarily be the test of gender
discrimination.

The California Commission on the Status of Women, for exam-
ple, remarked in its repqrt that, "The touchstone of the ERA will
be totally 50-50 sharing qf every occupation."

I do not think that prdportionality can effectively be a test of in-
dividual rights, and it will not indeed be a test of individual rights,
but a test of how an individual fares as a member of a class. It is
not a standard that looks forward to the protection of equal rights,
but one which is determined to guarantee equal results, and as I
think everyone knows, the two are not the same.

I do not think that the citizens of America relish the idea of a
proportional society where one's rights are conditioned by the class
that one inhabits, whether it be a racial class, a religious class, or a
gender class. I believe the disproportionate impact standard resur-
rects the old "separate but equal' doctrine under a new guise.

For these reasons, Senator, and others that are no less impor-
tant, I believe the ERA should be rejected by this committee.

Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Professor Erler.

90.1
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Mr. Chairman, I am honored to be here by invitation of this

Committee. I appear as the representative of no group but merely

as private citizen who has an abiding interest in the

perpetuation of constitutional government.

Any attempt to amend the Constitution must be approached

with the utmost gravity. The federalist described the alteration

of the fundamental law as most "solemn and authoritative act."

The burden of proof, therefore, must rest with those who propose

to change the organic law of the nation to demonstrate that the

changes are both necessary and certain to produce a salutary

effect. It is my considered view that the supporters of the

Equal Rights Amendment have failed to carry this burden.

The ERA itself is cast in vague language. Several witnesses

have noted that the Amendment, if passed, would be the first that

sought to protect rights that it does not specify or define, It

refers merely to "equality of rights." Imprecise language of

this kind is hardly suitable for inclusion in the text of the

Constitution. Yet the supporters of ERA seem not to be troubled

by the Amendment's imprecision. Senator Tsongas, one of the

principal sponsors of the Amendment in the Senate, remarked

before this Committee that whatever ambiguities or uncertainties

that accompanied the EPA would eventually be resolved by the

903
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Supreme Court. This is indeed a dangerous proposition. We

already know what the Court can do to plain and unequivocal

language. It suffices only to recall the Court's most recent

interpretations of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Court has

taken clear language prohibiting discrimination against

individuals on the basis, of race and construed it to

permit--indeed require--discri)mination on the basis of race, a

result clearly at odds with the plain language of the. Act as well

as the manifest intentions of its\framers. One hesitates even to

speculate about what the Court 1,ight do with the vague and

indeterminate language of the ,'propel ed Equal Rights Amendment.

Incorporating such language into t e Constitution would be
.,

tantamount to placing the Supreme Court in the role of a

"continuing constitutional convention," hardly the role that

Chief Justice Marshall envisioned for the Court when in Marburg

v. Madison he described the Constitution as "the fundamental and

paramount law of the nation" which was intended to be "a rule for

the government of courts, as well as of the legislature." 5 U.S.

(1 Cranch) 137, 180 11803)(emphasis original).

The most important unresolved question involving ERA is the

standard of constitutional construction that it will require.

The ERA is couched in roughly the same language as the Fourteenth

Amendment. It might '.:. argued, therefore, that the explicit

intent of its authors was o establish the same standard of

constitutional interpretation for the ERA that already exists for

the Fourteenth Amendment. For it would indeed be an anomaly to

have the same constitutional language bear different meanings or

be construed by different constitutional principles. But if the

Amendment merely seeks to reduplicate the Fourteenth Amendment

then it is superfluous. If the ERA merely means to assert that

an individual's rights cannot be "denied or abridged" solely "on

account of sex," then it is difficult to see how the ERA adds

anything to the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. After all, the Fourteenth Amendment extends its

protection to 'all persons" and has been applied assiduously by

9 it
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the courts in recent years to insulate individuals from invidious

gender classifications.

But th; proponents of ERA have made it clear that they

believe the Amendment will establish more radical standards than

those currently required under the Fourteenth Amendment.

li:krtually all its supporters agree that the ERA will require the

Court to test gender classifications by the Standard of "strict

scrutiny," the standard that the Supreme Court has developed over

the years for racial classifications. Professor Thomas Emerson,

for example, has remarked that "(a) complete bar against

classification by race has, for all practical purposes, been

applied in race discrimination cases. It is equally recessary to

secure gender equality."1 Emerson defines "gender equality" as

the prohibition of any differentiation in legal treatment on the

basis of sex."2 The Supreme Court, however, has declined--with

some tergiversation.. (See Froc ntiero v. Richardson 411 U.S. 07,

(197311 --to extend this protection to gender classifications.

All laws classify in one form or another. Every law of

aecessity treats different classes of people differently. Quite

clearly, equal protection of the laws does not demand that

everyone be treated equally bet only those who are similarly

situated, i.e., in the same class. The general test of

classification under the equal protection clause is whether the

classification created by the law is a reasonable one in light of

the constitutional purpoiie to be served by the legislation, and

whether the means chosen to effectuate that purpose are

reasonable. Hut laws classifying on the basis of a "suspect"

category--race, religion, or national origin--are presumed to be

unreasonable absent a showing of some compelling necessity for

the classification. As the Court noted in Personnel

Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256, 233-

119791, __
Certain classifications. . . in themselves supply a
reason to infer antipathy. Race is the paradigm. A
racial classification, regardless of purported
motivation, is presumptively invalid and can be upheld
only upon an extraordinary justification. . . . This
rule applies as well to a classification that is
ostensibly neutral but is an obvious pretext for racial
discrimination.

9 Ot
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Since the 'strict scrutiny" test presumes that classifications

based on race are ipso facto unreasonable and therefore

arbitrary, it is virtually impossible to carry the burden of

demonstrating a "compelling necessity.

The Supreme Court, however, has never accepted the relevancy

of this analysis for gender classifications, preferring instead

an intermediate test resting somewhere between reasonableness and

strict scrutiry. As Justice Stewart remarked in his concurring

opinion in Michael M. v. Sonoma County Superior Court, 450 U.S.

464, 477-8 (1981), a case upholding a statutory rape law that

made males, but not females, criminally liable,

Mho Constitution is violated when government, state
or federal, invidiously classifies similarly situated
people on the basis of the immutable characteristics
with which they were born. Thus, detrimental racial
classifications by government always violate the
Constitution, for the simple reason that, so far as the
Constitution is concerned, people of different races
are always similarly situated. . . Sy contrast, while
detrimental gender classifications by government often
violate the Constitution, they do not always do so, for
;the reason that there are differences between male* and
females that the Constitution necessarily recognizes.
In this case we deal with the most basic of these
differences: females can become pregnant as the result
of sexual intercourse* males cannot.

While the Court has never agreed that gender classifications are

analogous to racial classifications, it has often noted that the

party seeking to uphold a statute that classifies individuals on

the basis of their gender must carry. the burden of showing an

'exceedingly persuasive justification' for the classification"

and that "Whe burden is met only by showing at least that the

classification serves 'important governmental objectives and that

the discriminatory means employed' are 'substantially related to

the achievement of thgse objectives.'" Mississippi University

for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 724 (19132)101Conner, 3.); See

Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (197E1. Thus, the "heightened

judicial solicitude" accorded gender classifications, while

Strict, recognizes that gender and race are ne-t equivalent for

the puriones of equal protection analysts. The Sqareme Court has

recognized that some gender distinctions can play a legitimate

role in the formulation of public policy, and that there are

996
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indeed real differences - -physical, biological, among others--that

do not merely reflect 'archaic and stereotypic notions" about the

rolikof women in society.

But this intermediate level test is not the one flyored by

most supporters of ERA. Professor Emerson testified that strict

scrutiny would be required by ERA because "lilt would seem

apparent . . . that the doctrinal structure currently in ise by

the Supreme Court for the decision of sex discrimination cases is

wholly inadequate to eliminate the sex bias that is deeply

embedded in our society."
3

The requirement that all gender

classifications meet the test of strict scrutiny would mean that

whatever would be disallowed on account of race under the

Fourteenth Amendment would also be disallowed "on account of sex"

under ERA. Since the strict scrutiny test is "'strict' in theory

and fatal in fact,"4 virtually every classift -ation subject to

this test will be invalidated. No classification based on race,

fcr example, has survived this heightened judicial scrutiny since

the Court approved the..lepanese exclusion orders in Barematsu

119441.

But the supporters of ERA demand more than the adoption of

strict scrutiny as the test of gender discrimination. In

addition to strict scrutiny, its supporters claim that ERA will

require an effects standard of discrimination. Under an'effects

standard, a law which is neutral on iti face and which is not

traceable to any discriminatory intent must nevertheless be

judged discriminatory because of its disproportionate impact.

Thin, of course, establishes a much more radical stamiard of

discrimination than that of strict scrutiny. Professor Emerson

in his 101 Yale LO4 Journal article, an article that is widely

regardedihy the supporters of ERA as an authoritative work for

understading the likely impact of the Amendment, notes that

classifications, thougl formulated without explicit sex
reference, may in practce fall more heavily on one sex
than the other. This opens the possibility that
non-sex based classifications can be used to circumvent
the Equal Rights Amendment. . . . such a law or
governmental regulatio* would constitute a serious
evasion of the Equal Rights Amendment. . . . The courts

9017
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have responded by looking into the liealities of
purpose, practical operation, and effect.

One example adduced by the article is that 'mental and pnysical

standards" for the military must be 'neutral as between the

sexes* to ensure that they "do not operate to disqualify ?more

women than men." This view has been echoed by many proponents of

the

its

but

Equal Rights Amendment. The U.S. Civil Rights Commission in
1

1978 report stated that "(elven laws neutral on their face,

that affect one sex more harshly than the other, would have

to be reexamined. "6 In a similar vain, it was stated in testimony

before-the House that "government programs that provide financial

support--such as public employees' pensions, Social Security, and

welfare programs--will also be required to meet the Equal Rights

Amendment's mandate of equality. . . (Programs will have to be

reformed to eliminate any aspects which have a dikiproportionate

negative impact on one sex. .7 These are but. a few of the

statements that could be cited to elucidate the fact that its

supporters strongly believe that the Equal Rights Amendment will

institute a disproportionate impact test of gender

discrimination.

The adoption of a disparate impact test will reqUire a

radical departure from current interpretations by the Court. The

Court has always insisted upon a showing of discriminatory intent

under the equal protection clause. Disproportionate impact has

never been, in and of itself, proof of discrimination under equal

protection analysis. As the Court remarked in Washington v.

Davis, "our cases have not embraced the proposition that a law or

other official act, without regard to whether it reflects a

ractally discriminatory purpose, is unconstitutional solely

because it has a racially disproportionate impact." 476 U.S.

229, 239 (1976). This does not mean, of course. that a

discriminatory purpose must always be expressed on the face of a

law. A discriminatory purpose case be inferred from "the totality

of the relevae facts, including the fact, if it As true. that

the law bears more heavily on one race then another." td. at

247. Whenev r e discriminatory purpose can be inferred from "the

9 08 ,
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totality of the facts," that purpose is subject to the most

stringent "strict scrutiny." But a necessary prelude to the

invocation of the strict scrutiny- test is a showing of

discriminatory purpose, that those who created the law or policy

acted at least in part because of--net merely in spite of--its

disproportionate impact on an identifiable class. See Village of

Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252

(1977) .

Using this analysis, the Court upheld Massachusetts

veterans' prefe ence law which had a disproportionately adverse

impact on women, but which was held not to have "been enacted for

the purpose of discriminating against women.' Personnel

Administrator of Mass. v. Feeney. 442 U.S. 256, 260 (1979). As

the Court noted "fmlost laws classify, and many affect certain

groups unevenly, even though the law itself treats them' no

differently from all other members of the class described by the

law." Id., at 272. And as the decision noted, "the settled rule

(is) that the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees equal laws, not

equal results." Id., at 273. Since the Massachusetts 1,w

explicitly included women in the class of veterans who were

accorded preference, the classification--despite its

disproportionate impact on women--could not be looked upon as a

pretext for gender discrimination.

If an effects test were required by the 'SERA, any

disproportionate impact adversely affecting women would 'be prima

facie, evidence of discrimination. It would regard laws beving a
1

disproportionate impact the same as those that expressed'a gender

classification on their face. Many have noted that ERA would

st,!cifically overturn the Feeney decision. It has also been

urged that the dissent of Marshal! and Brennan in Feeney would

provide the appropriate analysis. Marshall and Brennan would

have utruck down the veterans' preference :aw because "the

fure,_;veahle impart of a facially neutral policy is so

soa
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disproportionate, the burden should rest on the State to

establish that sex-based considerations played no part in the

choice of the particulrx legialati%.* scheme." 442 U.S. 256.

2841. Thus, once disproportionate impact had been shown, the law

would be tested by the criteria of suspect classifications. It

is certain that uncles,: ERA veterans' preference laws would be

unconstitutional. Professor Ann Freedman, a leading advocate of

ERA, noting that the dissent in Feeney would provide the point of

departure for analysis under ERA, remarks that "strict iudicial

scrutiny under the ERA would be required if a neutral rule that

has a iisparate impact on members of one sex or perpetuates

discriminatory patterns similar to those associated with facial

discrimination."

Thus few--if any--laws would survive that have an adversely

disproportionate impact on women, even though the adverse impact

is not traceable to any intention to discriminate. The range of

laws that will be challenged in the rush of litigation that is

certain to to occasioned by the passage of ERA is staggering.

Probably no aspect of American political and social life will

remain unchanged. Prostitution laws are a good example.

Prostitution laws have a disproportionate impact on women because

more women are prostitutes than men. A facially neutral law

banning all prostitution would still have a disproportionate

impact on women. Could Oar be justified under strict scrutiny?

Since the standards of strict scrutiny are so difficult to

satisfy, it is unlikely that state prostitution laws could

survive such rigorous analysis. It is doubtful that any of -.he

traditional reasons that justify an exercise of a state's police

powers will be good enough to satisfy the requirement of

demonstrating a "compelling necessity." If the laws are designed

to protect women, they welld be struck down as perpetuating

stereotypes about the weakness of women. The same would be true

of laws against prostitution designed to protect family life,

since these laws too would be based on stereotypical views of the

role of women. Justifications based on health and safety are

likely to fail as well. A host of laws providing For denying)

910
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social services and welfare benefits would also be subject to

challenge under ERA, since these laws tend to have a

disproportionate impact upon women.

Disparate impact analysis currently exists under Title VII

of the Civil Rights Ac

:

of 1964. A showing that hiring practices

have resulted in dis roportionately fewer females being hired

creates a prima facie case of discrimination. This places the

burden on the employer to,demonstrate
that the disproportion did

not result from an intention to discriminate. The requirement is
not that the particular decisions made by the employer are

non-discriminatory, but that non-discriminatory reasons exist,

whether they were the actual reasons relied upon or not. This
defense is, in turn, subject to challenge by the complaining

party, but the *ultimate burden of persuading tho trier of fact

that the defendant intentionally discriminated against the

plaintiff remains at all times with the plaintiff.* Texas Dept.
of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 253

(1981(emphasis added. While disproportionate impact has an

important role under Title VII, the requirement still is for the

complaining party to show *by a preponderance of the evidence* an

intention to discriminate. The evidence of disproportionate

impact is given greater weight under Title VII than under the

Fourteenth Amendment. But Title VII is a narrowly drawn statute

aimed at preventing gender discrimination in employment. The

analysis required by Title VII would be, in my opinion,

inappropriate to the more extensive reach of the Fourteenth

Amendment or to the ERA. But its proponents claim that ERA would

require a more rigorous test of gender discrimination than Title-

VII. Title VII does not require strict scrutiny, since it is

possible to rebut the prima facie claim of discrimination by a

showing of "some legitimate,
non-discriminatory reason for the

employee's rejectiOn." Id., at 253. Under Title VII numerous

employment practices have been struck down, including height and
weight requirements for prison guards, strength requirements,

difference in pay for compatable- -but not equalwork, etc. Yet

911
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the standard of discrimination established by ERA would be more

radical and more extensive that that required by Title VII.

Simple proportionality based on sex will be the new test of

discrimination required by the Equal Rights Amendment. It is

difficult to imagine any state action involving an adversely

disproportionate impact on women that would survive under ERA.

The standards that most supporters agree would be required

by ERA for gender discrimination would be-- ironically - -more

exacting than those required for race discrimination. Under the

Fourteenth Amendment the necessity of tracing. an allegedly

discriminatory law to a discriminatory purpose on the part of the

lawmaker hould remain, whereas it would not be required under

ERA. This.would indeed be an anomaly since it can hardly be said

that women have sustained the same assaults upon their rights as

have certain racial groups. Women have had no affront to their

rights and dignity equivalent to the Dred Scott decision that

held that blacks could never be citizens of the United States,

nor were there any rights belonging to blacks that the white man

was bound to recognize. Despite the hyperbole that has

characterized recent debate over women's rights, women as a close

have never been chattel slaves, nor have they been subjected to

the same hostile legislation as blacks. The laws and court

decisions that feminists complain most,vociferously about were

ones that, by and large, were intended--however misplaced the

intentions might have been--to benefit and protect women. This

was not the case with blacks, who were subjected to a variety of

discriminatory laws and hostile court decisions that were

designed, not indeed to protect them, but to perpetuate

second -clogs citizenship for them. I find it impossible to

imagine any racial classification that could serve a legitimate

purpose in constitutional government, . lthough I can think of

many gender classifications that could These would inclIde

those based on physical or biological differences. Race is

simply not analogous to gender from the point of view of

determining what is required for the protection of "equal

rights." As the Court remarked in Rostker v. Goldberg, the case
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upholding Congress' atrchorization of male only draft

registration, "Mid' is n t a case of Congress arbitrarily

choosing to burden one of two imilarly situated groups, such as
would be the case with an "all-black or all-white. . .

registration. Men and women, because of the combat restrictions

on women, are simply not similarly situated for purposes of a

draft or registration for a draft." 453 U.S. 57, 78 11981). But

there are many who argue that under ERA "women will serve in all

kinds of military units and they will be eligible for combat

duty. . .8

But even the proponents of ERA implicitly admit that race

and gender are not analogous concepts. It is said that, despite

the absolutist language of ERA, there will be exceptions to the

strict scrutiny requirement, exceptions that stem from "unique

physical characteristics" and from so-called "benign" gender

classifications that benefit the class interests of women. It

should be thus clear to almost everyone that the debate over ERA

is not a debate about equal rights, but about equal results. The

requirement of a standard of proportional results, if it were

indeed to be embbdied in the ERA, would simply mean that the ERA

will be an Amendment to the Constitution which, in effect, would

"consiitutionalizem affirmative action for It iswomen.

therefore no accident that the proponents of the Amendment exempt

gender classifications promoting affirmative action from the

reach of ERA. The ERA will undoubtedly be read by the Court as

providing class remedies for "historic" class injuries. Whatever

one may think of remedies for "historic"
discrimination, these

remedies can be more appropriately formulated and applied in

specific legislative acts. Legislation is the appropriate place

for flexible responses to particular problems, and Can be

repealed when the specific problems are met.9 These remedies, of

course, will become permanent class entitlements if ERA becomes a

part of the Constitution. In an unprecedented burst of candor,

the California Commission on the Status of Women remarked that

"(title touchstone of ERA commitment is the comfort with which one

can envision a totally 50-50 sharing of every occupation. . . "

91 3
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Comparable worth, an idea that is already receiving the

imprimatur of the federal courts, is a major step

direction of "50-50 sharing."

in the

I do not believe that there .exists today any constitutional

or legislative bars that prevent women from engying equal

rights. The door to equal opportunity for women has been open

for years, protected, not only by the Constitution, but by

numerous federal and state laws. Yet, we are still incessantly

admonished that it is necessary to take extreme measures to break

down sex discrimination barriers. What this argument implies is

that since equal opportunity does not automatically lead to equal

results, it must be presumed that there is widespread

discrimination. This argument is based on the notion that if

there were a truly non-discriminatory system, results would be

proportional, not only based on race and gender, but a host of

other attributes as well. The necessity for maintaining the

illusion of continued discrimination is clear: if the illusion

were not maintained, then such measures as affirmative action

would have to be seen in their true light as measures which are

demeaning and condescending to women, i.e., as constitutionally

unsound for "stigmatizing" women as a class by perpetuating

"stereotypical" ideas of women as inferior and not capable of

competing on the basis of individual merit. To my mind,

affirmative action, is "romantic paternalism" at its worst.1°

I don't think the citizens of America relish the idea of a

proportional society where one's rights are conditioned by the

class one inhabits, whether it be a racial class, a religious

class, or a gender class. The will necessarily enshrine this

clasp analysis in the Constitution if It requires the

disi :oportionate impact standard as the test of "equal rights."

Once the disproportionate impact test is in place the touchstone

of equa1 rights will be proportionality based on gender. A truly

9 1
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non-discriminatory law will be one that operates--not indeed

equally--but proportionately. Proportionality will not be a test

of individual rights but a test of how an individual fares as

member of a class. This is not a View that looks forward to the

protection of 'equal rights' but one which is determined to

guarantee 'equal results." As almost everyone knows, the two are

not the same.

Constitutional government is a government of'rights which

abstracts from the class status of those whose rights are to be

protected. A disproportionate impact standard conditions an

individual's rights by his or her class status. The

disproportionate impact standard resurrects the old separate but

equal doltrine under a new guise. The vague language of ERR is

open to almost any interpretation. Its language gives no

guidance for its application. It will be left for the courts to

determine its extent. The federal court; have already intruded

into almost every aspect of American life and the ERA will merely

give courts the opportunity to be more intrusive. There is

probably no aspect of American life that will remain untouched in

some way by the passage of ERA. I, for one, am not content to

give such an extensive and ill-defined power to the federal

judiciary. Matters involving gender discrimination should be

handled by particular acts of legislation. And I think everyone

must admit that Congress has not been reticent to pass

legislation aimed at protecting the right; of women. The passage

915
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of ERA vould be, in my view, an abdication of Congressional

responsibility to meet particular problems in a forthright

manner. For these reasons, and others no less cogent, I believe

the ERA shJuld be rejected by this Committee as incompatible with

the principle of constitutional government which places primary

law-making responsibility in the legislative branch.
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Senator HATCH. Senator Thurmond, do you have an opening
statement?

SENATOR STROM THURMOND, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON THE
JUDICIARY

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I do not have an opening state-
ment, but I do have a few questions.

Senator HATCH. Would you care to go ahead with your questions?
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Professor Wegner, former Senator Sam Ervin, a member of the

Judiciary Committee--from your State, by the way
Professor WEGNER. Yes, I understand that.
The CHAIRMAN rctintinuing]. Has written that the ratification of

the equal rights amendment would operate as an inexorable com-
mand of the Constitution, invalidating all existing Federal and
State laws based on the reality that there are physiological and
functional differences between the two sexes, which God created to
perpetuate human life on Earth.

Professor Wegner, do you agree with Senator Ervin's analysis,
and if not, why not?

Professor WEGNER. No, Senator; I d' agr . I very much respect
Senator Ervin. However, I disagree with is views on this particu-
lar issue.

I think that we have seen already that his prediction would not
come truethat, for example, rape laws have been upheld even
though they hae been focused on protecting women who would be
vulnerable to a unique and especially severe injury insofar as they
might be sexually assaulted by a male, I would cite that as one ex-
ample that would refute his claim.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to ask you this question. I think most
people feel that when they say "equal rights," they really mean
equal pay, equal pay for equal work. Is that your main concern on
this amendment, or do you really feel that concerns of every kind,
even combat and abortion, for example, should be provided in this
amendment?

Professor WEGNER. Senator, I can give yoil a perSonal example as
far as combat. I was in college during the Vretnam war period, and
I felt very strongly that if my male colleagues would be subject to
the draft, that I should, too, insofar as I would then be put to the
question whether I should exercise rights to object conscientiously
or so on. I think we are talking about equal rights and equal re-
sponsibilities, and those run the full gamut, hot just in employ-,
ment, but of service to the country in many different respects.

I am sure that if you were to put that same question to a man,
that he would respond as well, that there are more concerns as far
as equality goes than employmentconcerns about educational op-
portunities, concerns about being subject to criminal laws, about
rights as far as the family goes, and many other things that the
equal rights amendment would address beyond the realm of em-
ployment.

The CHAIRMAN. I certainly favor equal pay for equal work. I re-
member when I taught school, the men in the school probably
made 25 percent more than the women, arid I did not think it was
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right then, and I do not think it is right now for men to be paid

any more for the same work. But most people I talk to seem to
think that is the main thing that ought to be corrected, that is,

that women ought to be paid on the same basis as men for the

same type work.
Professor WEGNER. Well, I certainly agree that they should be,

and I am very glad that we have had action under, for example,

the Equal Pay Act, under title VII and so on, that are designed to

get at that issue. I think we need the kind of permanent protection,

however, that the ERA gives in that arena, and in addition, that

we need protection in other areas, as well.

Professor EIMER. Senator,. if I could just speak to that question, I

agree with you that equal pay for equal worth should be a princi-

ple that we should abide by, but I do not think that is precisely the

question the equal rights amendment addresses. If that were the

case, the equal rights amendment would simply be superfluous.

Unequal pay for equal work is disallowed now, under the Equal

Pay Act and under the 14th amendment.
.

The issue is not equal pay for equal worth but equal pay for com-

parable worth. A Federal district court in the State of Washing-

ton--
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe I used the wrong word.

Professor ERLER. I think the issue under the equal rights amend-

ment is not equal pay but comparable pay. If it were merely a
issue of equal pay, I think there would simply be no reason to hav

an equal rights amendment.
Senator HATCH. Why don't you just explain for a second wh

you mean by "comparable pay."
Professor ERLER. There must be equal pay, indeed, for equal

work, but work which has been deemed or designated as compara-

blefor example, the work of a secretary might be deemed compa-

rable to 'the work of a long-haul truck driver, and although it is not

equal wotek, if they are deemed to be comparable jobs, then of

course, they should receive equal pay. That is the issue of compara-

ble worth. at is the issue, I think, of the equal rights amend-

ment, not the issue of equal pay for equal work.

The CHAIRMAN. In fact, under the statutes now, that is required,

isn't it?
Professor ERLER. That certainly is required now, yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Equal pay for comparable work.

Professor ERLER. Well, under the statutes now, of course, it is
equal pay for equal work. Some of the Federal courts are interpret-

ing title VII to mean equal pay for comparable worth. I think that

that happens to be a mistake. But I think if the equal rights

amendment were passed, the Federal courts would almost be

obliged to rule that equal rights requires equal pay for comparable
worknot equal work, comparable work.

Senator HATCH. Excuse me, Senator. Would you yield for one

question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that, Professor Wegner, that

conclusion?
Professor WEGNER. I think, without looking at the specifics of the

nature of the job classification, that we perhaps do not have a full
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picture here. I think there is a critical evidentiary issue about the
comparability of the jobs. I think if indeed the jobs are comparable,
that if there were not adequate justification, that yes, there would
need to be equal pay.

Senator HATCH. -You are saying if we could divine economic,
social, or other analysis that allowed that a secretary's job is com-parable to a long-haul truck driver's job, then they should be paidon an equal basis?

Professor Wao Nita. Yes, I do, Senator. I should point out, howev-
er, that that equation is a fairly complicated one to make.

Senator HATCH. I agree with that.
Professor WEGNER. I think, if I remember correctly, there is atleast one case under a State equal rights amendment which looked

at the jobs of two classes of police officer, cue of whom basically
handed out parking tickets and another of whom had duties inother respectsarrests, I think, and things of that sortand found
that those were not equivalent, and that they therefore could besustained as independent classes.

Senator HATCH. Well, there are difficult evidentiary _problems,
but the principle is one that you agree with, the prnciple of com-parable worth'?

Professor Wr.oriza. Yes.
Senator HATCH. And you would agree with Professor Erler that

the principle of comparable worth is a distinctly separate principle
from the principle of equal pay for equal work.

Professor Wxamni. Yes. I think it is an expansion of the notion
of equal pay for equal work.
. Senator }Dam Generally, the law is equal pay for equal worktoday. There are only a few isolated decisionsGunther, for exam-plewhere the comparable worth issue has been isened?

Professor WEGNER. Weli, as he said, that is a breaking areawhich is now being litigated. The Supreme Court case in Guntherin 1971 had touched on that, and I think the ongoing litigation willbring further light on that question.
Professor ERLER. Excuse me. If I could just say a word here, Sen-ator.
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Professor ERLER. I think that equal pay for comparable worth is

an extension of equal pay for equal work, only insofar as we allowthe ingredient of disparate impact to come into play. As the matter
is being currently regarded, any job classifications where womenpredominate is simply assumed to be predominantly women be-cause of discrimination. It almost establishes a prima fade case ofdiscrimination.

Senator HATCH. You are saying that is not necessarily the case.
Professor ERLER. That is not necessarily the case, and compara-ble pay is being widely touted as a remedy for gender discrimina-

tion based upon a disparate impact analysis.
Senator HATCH. For something that may not involve intentional

discri m nation.
Professor ERLER. nat is truecertainly, may not involve pur-

poseful and intentional discrimination.
Senator HATCH. I see.
Thank you, Senator.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind giving, Professor Er ler, a practi-
cal example of equal pay for equal work which you do favor, as
compared with equal pay for comparable work, which you do not
favor.

Professor ERLER. Well, I think those who do equal jobs should be
paid equally.

Senator HATCH. Well, you agree with equal pay for equal work.
You disagree with equal pay for comparable work.

Professor ERLER. Yes. If a man is a long-haul truck driver and a
woman is a long-haul truck driver, they should be paid equally for
equal work. I have no problem about that. But the difficulties of
deciding what jobs, what occupations, are comparable to one an-
other is an almost insurmountable task. How can you say that the
job of a secretary, for example, is equal to the job of a long-haul
truck driver? And not only is the difficulty in determining which
jobs are comparable, but the assumption that those jobs in which
women predominate, that that is prima facie evidence of discrimi-
nation, simply does not seem to me to be a very good way of consid-
ering the issue.

The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, isn't the pay question the
paramount 9uestion with both of you? Isn't that really the para-
mount question?

Professor WEGNER. No, Senator. I would stand by what I had said
earlier, that there are broader areas of concernthat is one, but
that is not the exclusive one.

Professor EIMER. I think it is a major area of concern, but as I
said in my opening remarks, I think the issue of the equal rights
amendment is not to the issue of equal rights, but the issue of
equal results. That is why many of the proponents of the equal
rights amendment are advocating the acceptance or the adoption of
this disparate impact standard. Disparate impact is a view that
takes its point of departure from proportion& results.

Professor WEGNER. Senator, if I might clarify something that
Professor Erler said, it seems to me that a statement that the equal
rights amendment would require every job class to include 60 per-
cent women and 50 percent men, or in light of the somewhat great-
er than that proportion of women in society-

The CHAIRMAN. These microphones are not too good, so if you
could speak right into it a little louder.

Professor WEGNER. All right. I think that the notion of a dispar-
ate impact standard does not require 50 percent men and 50 r-
cent women in every job class, because a facially neutral classifica-
tion scheme may well be upheld if justified by the needs in ques-
tion, the needs of the job. I do not think that if it could be shown
that strength is required to perform certain functions on the job,
and if women were not able, as a class, to have the same level of
strength as men, that there would be 50 percent women in that job.
So, I would disagree with his statement that we are simply looking
at some sort of mandated result in this fashion without looking at .

the level of justification. ."

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Now, I have several questimis I would like to prof andund to each of

you
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Professor Er ler, section 2032 of title 18 of the United States Code
makes it a criminal offense for a man to have carnal knowledge of
a female under the age of 16 who is not his wife. S. 501, a bill re-
cently forwarded to the full Senate by the Judiciary Committee,
would amend this section so that it would apply to both sexes and
make it possible for a female to be charged with statutory rape of amale youth less than 16 years old.

Ostensibly, under a ratified equal rights amendment, this provi-
sion, amended in this way, would not be invalidated because it
would apply equally to both sexes. Assuming that the offense of
rape consists of sexual intercourse with another person by meansof force, and without the other's consent, and that, as a practical
matter, a woman is physically incapable of perpetrating such anact upon a man, what effect, if any, would the ERA have upon
such an offense and the laws creating it?

Professor ERLER. Well, that is a rather involved question, Sena-tor, but let me see if I can't begin.an answer to it.
This bill, of course, would specifically overturn the Supreme

'owl decision of Michael "M" v. Sonoma County Superior Court, in
which the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a California law which pro-
vided criminal liability for the male but not for the female in cases
of statutory rape.

Statutory rape law., as well as rape laws generally, I think, have
a disparate impact upon women: If that is the case, and if it. is true
that the disproportionate impact standard will trigger a strict scru-tiny test under the equal rights amendment, I think that laws of
the kind that you describe will have to be invalidated under the
equal rights amendment. I think the Court would be forced into
overturning its decision in the Michael "M" case.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Professor Wegner, assuming that such
gender-based Code provisions as 18 U.S.C. 2032 were never amend-
ed. and the ERA were to eventually be ratified, would such provi-
sions, which are obviously under-inclusive of the total class of per-
sons who could benefit from special protection be made all-inclu-
sive of those individuals in need of protection, or would they simply
be struck down by the Federal courts as being unconstitutional?

Professor WEGNER. Senator, I am sorry to say that 1 do not re-
member the text of section 2032 of title 1S, whether it is facially
neutral or whether it refers specifically to a man's conduct.

Could you help me on that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, it refers specifically to men.
Professor WEGNER. It refers specifically to men. I think that we

fq.1 NV in the Supreme Court's Michael "M ' decision that the statuto-
ry rape law that specifically applied to conduct by a male and not.
his female coparticipant was upheld, using the Craig v. Boren test,
The Court was sharply divided in a 5-to-4 decision.

Let me clarify something again that Mr. Eder suggested. I have
not said that a facially discriminatory gender classification wouldhe subj -,c in the Craig v. Boren standard. I firmly believe this--I
think generally. proponents of the ERA do--that a compelling
state interest or a qualified absolute view would obtain as to facial-
ly discriminatory classifications.

Wiyq. I have suggested is that as to a facially neutral standard,
should that statute he adopted to apply in a facially flel'fral way to
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both men and women involved in such conduct., that indeed it
might be upheld in the same way that it was upheld under Michael

di Pt

1 am not familiar with the particular Senate bill that you have
alluded to, so I am not sure whether you indicated that it would be
applied so that either a man or a woman could be involved in the
rae of a younger individual, or whether you are saying that both,
aspn the Michael "M" case, the woman who was under age, as well
as the man, would be penalized for that act. Could you clarify that
point?

The CHAIRMAN. We take the position that the perpetrator could
be of either gender.

Professor 1VEGNER. The perpetrator could be of either gender.
think that many State statutes have been expanded in that

fashion and that that is wholly consistent with the approach being
urged in connection with the ERA, that where conduct could be
perpetrated either by a man or a woman, that they should equally
be liable to criminal punishment for it. I think that that would be
the case under not simply a disparate impact standard, but that
would be the case where you had a statute that was facially, appli-
cable only to one sex. So I think that is not changed by what we
are talking about today.

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Erler, do you want to comment on
that'?

Professor EMIR. Yes, if I could, please, Senator.
I think that the general issue that is involved here is simply that

a law which is gender-neutral on its face is rot enough, because
when we confront the issue of disparate impact, we have to see
how the law affects one gender or the other gender.

Now, I know that Professor Wegner differs a little bit from other
advocates of the equal rights amendment, but if a law has a dispar-
ate impact, a disproportionate impact, upon one gender, I think
that the courts are going to have to treat that law as if it had a
facial classification, that is to say, as if it classified on its face on
the basis of gender.

Now, we can argue about which test the court is likely to adopt
once it is faced with a disparate impact situation. I happen to
think, and I think most proponents of the ERA think, that the
court should and would require the strict scrutiny test. Professor
Wegner believes that it will require only the intermediate test,
under which it suffices to show that there is an important govern-
mental interest and that the classification is substantially related
to the effectuation of that purpose.

Hut even this intermediate test is a very stringent test. As the
court recently said, there have to be "exceedingly persuasive argu-
ments" put forth ir. order to sustain any kind of gender classifica-
tion, and I take that to mean any kind of gender classificatior that
is inferred from a disparate impact.

Si, the issue here is not whether the law merely classifies on its
face. but whether the disparate impact, or the effect of the law, is
such as to infer a classification.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Professor Erler, assume for a moment that
you are a Member of Congress, strongly opposed to the practice of
abort iiin Taking into c,irimideration the additional factop_=, of an
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alrrost certain ratification of the ERA and the strong likelihood
thar. the Supreme Court would apply the "but for" test, reaffirmed
in . l'ewport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company v. EEOC,
age !1st an anti-abortion law should it be challenged in court.
Wo..id you as a member of Congress today push for the amend-
ment of the ERA so that it is clear that the passage of the ERA is
not intended to have the effect of strengthening abortion rights for
women?

Professor ERLER. That is a rather difficult question, Senator, but
I think that I would be in favor of such an amendment.

Of course, again, in certain respects, the proponents of the ERA
would like to have the best of both possible worlds: that insofar as
the laws might classify on the basis of gender, many proponents
say it should be tested by strict scrutiny. Yet they say that there
are some exceptions to the strict scrutiny test, and those would be
exceptions based upon unique physical characteristicsinsofar as
women have unique physical characteristics, laws should not be
tested by strict scrutiny, but by some other standard, or again, the
exceptions go to so-called benign classifications or benign quotas
that benefit the class interests of women.

So I think that probably the court in this instance would say, as
they have said, that abortion rests within the zone of privacy and
is somehow exempt from the equal rights amendment.

So I think that I would favor your suggestion to have an amend-
ment to the Equal Rights Act restricting its reach on the question
of abortion.

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Er ler, the authors of the now-famous
1971 Yale Law Journal article on the equal rights amendment
state that the proposed amendment would allow no exceptions inso-
far as the military is concerned, and that me. and women must
therefore be treated exactly the same, with one exception. They
suggest that pregnancy would justify slightly different conditions of
service for women.

Assuming that the effects test would be applied by a court re-
viewing a challenge to regulations providing different conditions of
service to pregnant members of tne armed services, would there be
any way that such disparate treatment could be continued under a
ratified ERA?

Professor ERLER. Well, Senator, this brings up the question that I
,just addressed, and that is in the sense that proponents of the ERA
want to have no exceptions, but then they turn around at the same
time and say there should be some exceptions. Now, what principle
this establishes is beyord me. Pregnancy, of course, is one of those
unique physical attributes that I mentioned a moment ago.

I know that the 1971 Yale Law Review article said that there
would be no exceptions for military, that women should serve in
cornea% roles and in all kinds of military units.

It would seem that the equal rights amendment, if taken in its
most absolute language, or if taken in its literal language, would
prohibit such exceptions. But the proponents of ERA seem to say
that there are except ons that are engendered by unique physical
characteristics How this comports with the principle of the ERA
is, mviin, Niy(mr1 me

9 2 3
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Senator HATCH. It does not usually comport with arguments for
the lowering of standards.

Professor ERLER. No, it does not comport with the argument for
the lowering of standards, because, as I mentioned earlier, the ERA
is not an amendment to the constitution that looks forward to
equality of rights, in the sense of equality of opportunity, but looks
forward to equality of results. That is why the proponents say that
there are certain exceptions, exceptions based upon the unique
physical characteristics of women. So that if the strength require-
ments, for example, for getting into the military impact dispropor-
tionately upon women, those standards will have to be changed.

Senator HATCH. That is my point. They will want to lower the
standards, so there will be equal results as a result of those low-
ered standards.

Professor ERR. I agree, yes.
Professor WEGNER. Senator, if I might interject, I think perhaps

tailoring would be a preferable descriptive term, rather than nar-
rowing it. I think there is really quite a difference between the
two.

Senator HATCH. Well, I said lowering.
Professor WEGNER. When I say tailoring, I think what I am

saying is that there is a problem in assuming that everyone needs
to be 6-feet tall to be able to lift a certain amount of weight, when
that is not necessarily the case. I think we all have seen articles in
popular magazines about women who have engaged in 'weight
training of late, and you might have a woman who is extremely
strong and who could pass the relevant strength standard, if
strength was what was required in order to perform a function
either in the military or otherwise. I think that is what is being
asked, to avoid maintaining some sort of proxy based on height or
weightthat is personal weight- and to move instead to some sort
of test based on strength that is the capacity to perform the job.
think that is what is being asked.

Senator HATCH. We are not talking about women weightlifters.
We are talking about women across-the-board having to serve in
the military and perhaps in combatwomen who may not be able
to carry, for example, the weight presently required of men.

Professor WEGNER. What I ampardon me.
Senator HATCH. Under those circumstances, there may be a drive

to reduce those standards so that women will also be equally repre-
sent in serving in the military.

Professor WEGNER. I think that the ERA would only require that
whatever strength standardif the standard were that one needs
to carry 100 pounds to be an effective person dealing in the infan-
try, something of that sort, that that would be sustained if one
could show that 100 pounds weight lifting in order to function in
combat was required, that that, would indeed be sustained.

What I would object to would be if one assumes that you need to
be 6-feet tall in order to carry 100 pounds of weight, because I
think the correlation there is subject to question

Senator 11frarit. The question is who is going to decide these cor-
relations. Supervisors or the courts?

92,1
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The CHAIRMAN. Professor Wegner, I just have a few more ques-
tions, and then I will have to windup. T do not want to take too
much time.

According to the 1971 Yale Law Journal article on the Equal
Rights Amendment, under a ratified ERA there could still exist
valid laws which treat one sex differently from another. Supposed-
ly, if a law took into account physical characteristics unique to one
sex, it could still withstand constitutional analysis. In adopting the"but for" test in the cases brought under title VII of the Civil
Rights Act, has the Supreme Court eliminated all such "unique
characteristic" exceptions as were once contemplated by the au-thors of the Yale Law Journal article?

Professor WEGNER. I do not believe so, Senator. I think the
theory behind that unique characteristic exception is that if thereis a unique characteristic of one or the other sex, that one simply
needs to recognize that there needs to be some modification in how
the equality principle is applied, and that would be the case.

Now, you are referring to the Newport Beach case which in-
volved title am not sure if I heard sou correctly.

The CHAIRMAN. The 1971 Yale Law Journal article.
Professor WEGNER. I am not sure that I caught the reference tothe Supreme Court case you were referring to, but I think that,

very clearly, the unique characteristics aspect that was contended
to exist in that Yale Law Journal article and was seemingly very
well-discussed at the last round of hearings, and when the ERA
was discussed back in the early seventies, would continue to be ob-served.

The CHAIRMAN. I just have one more question of each.
Professor Erler, under the effects test, would a statute having a

conscience clause allowing physicians and nurses to refuse to par-
ticipate in abortions on the basis of religious conviction be allowed
to stand? .

Assume that a woman is seeking an abortion in a State-support-
ed medical facility and is deprived of medical treatment that she
might have otherwise gotten but for the fact that she is a woman.

How vould you analyze this situation?
Prole sor ERLER. Under the effects test, I think that that abor-

tion could not be denied, Senator. If there were State action in-
volved here, it would be action that had a disproportionate adverse
effect upon women.

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Wegner, while the Supreme Court has
rendered numerous decisions invalidating legal distinctions be-
tween men and women on the basis of equality of the sexes, the
decisions in the abortion cases have continued to be based upon one
of the Court's own inventionsthe right to privacy.

What prediction would you have for the future of the right to
privacy as applied to abortion cases if the equal rights amendment
becomes the law of the land?

Professor WEGNER. Senator, I think that the Court would contin-
ue to analyze the abortion cases under its existing theory. I think it
has been clear in the history of the ERA deliberations that we are
talking about a broad array of rights quite apart from abortion and
that that would continue to he the case, that the ERA would deal
with problems quite apart from abortion.

9 2
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Professor ERLER. Senator, could I say a word about your ques-
tion?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Professor ERLER. We often hear from the proponents of ERA that

a curtain range of activities will be protected by the right to priva-
cy, as you mentioned, the right to privacy that has been estab-
lished by the Supreme Court. But I am not persuaded that the
right to privacy will stand over and against the equal rights
amendment. After all, the equal rights amendment will become a
part of the constitution. The right to privacy is only a right which
has been manufactured by the Supreme Court, as it said, inferred
from other provisions of the Constitution. It is not itself a part of
the constitutional text. ,

One of the places that it said that the right of, privacy may be
inferred is from the right to freedom of association contained in
the first amendment. But we know that the right to associate
cannot be a pretext for racial discrimination, that the 14th amend-
ment certainly takes precedent over any associational rights that
involve racial discrimination. The Equal Protection Clause of the
14th amendment certainly takes precedent over any freedom to as-
sociate which is merely a pretext for racial discrimination.

I do not believe that the right to privacy after the passage of
ERA will have any limitation upon what will be required by the
equal rights amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Now I want to ask you a very practical question,
and you both can answer it.

My State has dower rights for women. If the equal rights amend-
ment is passed, would dower rights be destroyed for women?

Professor WEGNER. Senator, I think many States have changed
their existing statutes so that there would be equivalent rights for
men and women. Whether that is seen literally by amending the
Dower Act itself, or whether that is found by seeing some sort of
forced share or other equivalent rights for men and women, that
has generally been the movement in legislative action to date.

I am not specifically familiar with the South Carolina provisions,
but there have been cases under State ERA's i 1 which courts have
found where there is an equivalent or comparable right for men
and for women, even though one might be called dower and the
other called curtesy or other use of forced share language of some
sort, that that would be upheld if there is equivalent rights for
both sexes.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, we have no similar provision that gives a
man such a right; it is for woman only. Dower rights for women
amount to a one-third interest in their husband's kind for life.

Professor WEGNER. t;enator, that might well be ,,ubject to attack
under the existing interpretation of thk.: 14th amendment. I think
there has been litigation in various States on matters such as that.

The CHAIRMAN. Repeating the luestion, if the ERA passes, are
the ,!,,wer rights affiirded women in my State going to be de-
stroyed? What it; your answer.

Professor ERLER. My answer, Senator, would be yes, definitely.
Professor WEGNER. Senator, mine would be yes, and it probably

would he subject to challenge whether or not the ERA were passeci.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you both very much for your presence
here and for your contributions.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator.
Now, let me start with you, Professor Wegner.
Just for the record, let me ask each of you if you could very

briefly summarize your own understanding of what is meant by the
concept of an intent test for identifying discrimination, and what is
meant by the effects or disparate impact test.

i will start with you, Professor Wegner.
Professor WEGNER. An intent test would require some demon-

stration of purposeful discrimination. It could be found either by a
demonstration of facial discrimination based on gender, or indica-
tion such as in the Yick W. v. Hopkins case, that a statute is being
applied in a discriminatory fashion.

In addition, the Supreme Court has recognized that intent can be
shown by a variety of other factors, including impact. In most of
the sex discrimination cases, though, there has not been an accept-
ance of impact, at least, impact alone, as grrdunds for showing
intent.

Senator HATCH. But it would not have to be facial or overt dis-
crimination to be identified as discrimination?

Professor WEGNER. That is correct, but as it has been applied to
date, we do not have much precedent suggesting that the Court is
willing to go as far as they have, for example, in the race context,
in which they have looked to the fabric of circumstances in recog-
nizing the evidence of intent.

As far as an impact standard, I believe I spoke of that earlier,
that adverse impact could entail either a disproportionate portion
of the class affected under a neutral. classification scheme, so that
perhags you would have 80 percent of that class being men and 20-
permit women. For example, with the height or weight standards
that I have referred to, it might be something like 30-to-1, the pro-
portion of men who could satisfy a 6-foot height requirement as op-
posed to women. Disparate impact could also arise where a classifi-
cation might be more severely burdensome upon women in some
fashion.

Senator HATCH. It could be 55-45, or 49-51? The principle is the
same, isn't it?

Professor WEGNER. I think I indicated that the Court has recog-
nized, in talking about substantial impact, even in the title VII
context, that it is not every marginal impact any more than 47 and
53 or something like that, that would satisfy a disparate impact
test. But I think something like 80-20 percent clearly would.

Senator HATCH. Professor Eder?
Professor ERLER. I think that that is an accurate statement of

the difference. Let me just say that the intent standard requires
some showing of intention to discriminate on the part of the law-
maker.

Senator HATCH. Before somebody will be found guilty of discrimi-
nation.

Professor ERLER. Yes, of course, that there has to be some show-
ing of an intention or purpose to discriminate. This is the standard

u4) sr r. 9 2 7
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that is currently in effect with respect to the equal protection
clause of the 14th amendment.

It is true that the intent does not have to be expressed on the
face of the law, but that it can be inferred from the totality of the
circumstances, which might include the impact or the effect of the
law.

The effects test, on the other hand, merely assumes that a dis-
proportionate impact, whether it is an impact upon one racial
group or gender group is evidence of discrimination.

Senator HATCH. Whether or not there is any intent or purpose to
discriminate?

Professor ERLER. Despite the fact that there is no shoWing of
intent or purpose to discriminate.

Where a law has a disproportionate impact on some recognizable
class, it is simp;; assumed that the impact is evidence or probative
of intent to discriminate. And I think under the effects test that
the ultimate touchstone will be the idea of proportionality. We
might say that an 80-20 disproportionate impact is evidence of
severe disproportionality, but how are we to say that 53-47 is not
evidence of disproportionality?

Wherever you want to draw the line for practical purposes, the
ultimate test under the effects standard will be some notion of pro-
portionality.

Senator HATCH. That 'gets to my next question. What would be
the respective role of statistical types of evidence under these com-
peting tests for identifying discrimination?

Professor ERLER. I think that in the case of the intent test, statis-
tical evidence can be used, but it is not proof; that it can be used to
infer intention to discriminate-- .

Senator HATCH. It could be part of the overall circumstantial evi-
dence used to---

Professor ERLER. It could be part of what the Court has called
the totality of the circumstances.

Under the effects test, however, I think that statistical evidence
is diapositive, that if you can show that there is an 80-20 mix, for
example, that in and of itself would be proof of discriminatory pur-
pose.

Senator HATCH. Do you disagree, Professor Wegner?
Professor WEGNER. Senator, I think thatwell, I have two things

to observe. First, we have to show, even under a disparate impact
test, that the classification is somehow based on sex, and that that
will therefore require some-

Senator HATCH. At least, that the results can be differentiated on
the basis of sex. There is no difference thereyou both are in
agreement on that statement.

Professor WEGNER. That it has to be shown to be because of sex,
and that evidence--

Senator HATCH. Under the ERA.
Professor ERLER. Under the ERA, yes.
Senator HATCH. OK. Go ahead.
Professor WEGNER [continuing,. And that evidence of a statistical

nature, therefore, I think again, has to be better than 53-47, be-
cause that is not strong enough to indicate that there is indeed a
gender correlation, in my opinion.

928
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Senator HAwU. And more importantly, do you agree with him I \
that the statistical evidence, then, would become dispositive, to use
his terms?

Professor WEGNER. Well, that is the second point. I would dis-
agree with his use of the word "dispositive," insofar as he would
suggest that it is dispositive of the outcome.

I would say I agree that it would be grounds for establishing a
prima facie case that would require justification, but again, as I
have tried to say repeatedly here, justification is in my mind the
critical question, and depending on the legitimacy and fit, that
indeed, something could be upheld; so dispositive insofar as creat-
ing a prima facie case, but not as to the ultimate result.

Senator HATCH. But both of you would agree, then, that the ex-
istence of the statistical evidence would then put the burden of
proof on the defendant under the effects test?

Professor WEGNER. If it were adequate
Senator HATCH. Under the ERA, right.
Professor Etusa. Yes, I think that is certainly true, that the

burden of proof would be upon the lawmaker in that instance--
Senator HATCH. Which, under the intent test, purestatistical evi-

dence alone would not result in that--
Professor ERLER. That is right, Senator.
Senator HATCH [COntiflU;Hg]. In that shifting of the burden.
Professor ERLER. That is true, yes.
I think that we might pursue the question of what the standard

would be if under the effects test, let us say we find a dispropor-
tionate impact. Let us say we find a disproportionate impact of 80-
20. What would then be the test of the rationale or the reasons
that could justify such a disproportionate impact?

I think that that is really the question. I have said that most pro-
ponents of the ERA advocate that once there is a disproportionate
impact, that that will trigger the strict scrutiny test.

Senator HATCH. Again, just for the record, I wonder if each of
you could vet y briefly distinguish between the intent versus effects
controversy r.nd the equally important cont oversy over the appro-
priate standard of judicial review for sex-based classifications.

As I am sure both of you know, there are many who confuse
these two difficult issues. To what extent, if any, are these issues
related?

Professor Wegner?
Professor WEGNER. The Supreme Court has indicated that, under

the 14th amendment, only if there is a demonstration of discrimi-
natory intent will enhanced scrutiny be triggered under whichever
of these standards we are talking about. In the ( ase of sex, it is the
middle tier standard. In the case of race, it is the strict scrutiny
stardard. Therefore, the test that we are talking about is really the
level of inquiry that will be applied to a given zone of protection.

As it currently stands, only intentional discrimination is within
that zone that will trigger enhanced scrutiny, whereas what we are
talking about, under the ERA, as far as increasing that extent of
protection is adoption of a disparate impact approach which will in-
clude a broader range of cases within the zone of those which
would be subject to enhanced scrutiny.

Senator HATCH. That is what the ERA would rmult in.
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Professor Er ler, do you disagree?
Professor ERLER. I think that what Professor Wegner says is

true, that disproportionate impact will trigger some standard of en-
hanced scrutiny, or heightened judicial solicitude.

Senatot' HATCH. Which, to put in common terms, means that
almost all sex classifications would be stricken by the Supreme
Court as unconstitutional because of the enhanced scrutiny or
strict scrutiny standard.

Professor ERLER. I think that either one of the tests that the
Court would choose to use to test laws that have a disproportionate
impact are likely to have a radical effect upon the nature of Ameri-
can society.

Professor Wegner talks above the middle tier test, the important
governmental interest test, that is currently in place for testing
gender classifications. That is a very strict test. Very few laws can
survive that test. If a law has a disproportionate impact based upon
gender, and the middle tier test is used, very few laws are going to
survive there. That is a very strict test.

Professor WEGNER. But we have examples in which they have,
for example, Michael "M" and the recent Heckler decision involv-
ing the Social Security Act pension arrangement. So I think again
that that test, if it is applied to facially neutral classifications
which result in adverse, disparate gender-based impacts, provides a
good compromise in which there is careful inquiry. However, if
there are indeed good choices made and close fit as far as the par-
ticuler classification adopted in meeting the appropriate and legiti-
mate aid important governmental ends, then that could be upheld.

So, by no means will everything be struck down in this increased
zone of protection. What we are talking about is at least a closer
inquiry into a larger number of cases, and some, but not all, of
them being struck down potentially.

Senator HATCH. Professor Wegner, am I correct that there are a
variety of different tests for identifying discrimination that go
under the general nomenclature of the effects or the disparaW.-
impact test? Which specific effects test do you believe would be
read into the Constitution by the ERA. Could you describe the
workings of this test briefly for us?

Professor WEGNER. I am not certain that I am aware of exactly
what you are touching on as far as specific alternative tests. There
have been different-

Senator HATCH. Let me see if I can restate it. What precisely
would be the responsive burden that would have to be born by the
defendants under the ERA given evidence of a statistically dispar.
at( impact? Would it be a burden to demonstrate that (a) there
was, in fact, no disparate impact; (b) there were legitimate nondis-
criminatory reasons for their actions; (c) there were legitimate rea-
sons and no alternative approaches likely to result in a lesser dis-
parate impact, or (d) there were compelling reasons for such action.

Profes or WEGNER. That is a thoughtful question, Senator. First,
I think it would definitely be in the realm of defendant's preroga-
tive to dispute the prima facie showing as far as the sufficiency of
the evidence on the existence of disparate impact. If, for exam-
ple -,

Senator IIATeti. The sufficiency of the statistical evidence?

9 3
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Professor WEGNER. Yes, that there could be a refutation of the
existence even of disparate impact sufficient to trigger any en-
hanced scrutiny.

Senator HATCH. But the burden does shift with regard to--
Professor WEGNER. On that point, the burden to show the exist-

ence of disparate impact would be the plaintiff's burden. So that, if,
for example, plaintiff brought in evidence showing that 80 percent
of women were foreclosed by a height standard, defendant could
turn around and say he had evidence to show that, no, it was only
50 percent who were foreclosed, and they could debate on that ini-
tial point.

Assuming, however
Senator HATCH. But assuming that the plaintiff was able to show

80-20, then--
Professor WEGNER. Assuming, however, that that had in fact.

been shown, I think that, as I said, there would be inquiry into the
importance of the government interest and the fit.

Now, that has been applied, for example, in the title VI con-
textthe NAACP v. Medical Center case is a good example of this.
It has been applied in ways that indicate that there may be various
alternatives, as you suggested. One would be to at least require the
Government to have considered a variety of different alternatives,
and I think that very likely vi Auld be an appropriate one to expect
to see applied, tliat if there would be alternatives that could, in
fact, be ?Hied that would have a lesser impact, that at the very
least, those would have to be considered.

I think if there is a close call between those competing alterna-
tives, the court would very likely not second-guess which, in fact,
should be adopted. But if there were readily available alternatives
that did have' a better fit, that might well, in fact, be required.

Senator HATCH. Let me just ask you this. Professors Freedman
and Emerson say at this point that the defendant would have to
satisfy the strict scrutiny standard. Do you disagree?

Professor WEGNER. Senator, they were writing in 1971, before the
Craig v. Boren-- -

Senator HATCH. They testified this Congress on it.
Professor WEGNER. OK, fine. 1 have not seen that testimony, al-

though I had inquired about it. In my mind, the Craig v. Boren
standard can very closelycan require a court very closely to in-
quire into matters and in mai / instances will strike down a classi-
fication without even getting to the level of compelling or strict
scrutiny. So I think that you could see the same result on this
Craig v. Boren standard in many instances, without even having
reached the question to which those two would have to be applied.

Senator HATCH. Well, if the Craig v. Boren standard is the stand-
ard today, why do we need the ERA?

Professor WEGNER. Again, here, I am talking about facially neu-
tral classifications which are not currently applied towhich are
not currently subjected to increased scrutiny beyond the rational
basis test under the existing law.

I would agree with them that a compelling State interest or a
qualified absolute standard. as is described in the Yale article
should be applied where we are talking about facially discriminato-
ry conduct, because that, just on the surface, is generalizing in a

9
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way that is requiring us to look at the whole class of men or
women rather than to their individual situations, and that that
calls for the strictest sort of inquiry.

What I am suggesting is that a court might well, where we are
dealing with facially neutral classifications, which nevertheless
have substantial impact, adverse impact, might well decide that
there should be a slightly lesser test, but one that is searching
test nevertheless, as a means of getting to possible over eadth or
underinclusion of such facially neutral standards.

Senator HATCH. But you do, then, disagree with Professor Freed-
man on the standard of judicial review, assuming that I 'ii ye
quoted her correctly today.

Professor WEGNER. If I understand you as saying that as far as
disparate impact, I guess I would disagree; if what she was address-
ing was disparate impact where we have facially neutral classifica-
tions. If we were dealing with facially discriminatory or purposeful
discrimination, I would say corn, Aling State interest or qualified
absolute standard.

Senator HATCH. I see. One of the difficulties I have with the ERA
is that we have much conflicting testimony on what it does mean,
what changes it will result in, how it will affect our judicial and
legislative systems, our system of values, our whole constitutional
structure.

Professor WEGNER. Senator, if I could just make one more point
on that, it seems to me in talking about what standard is to be ap-
plied, that is a question that we come up against many times as far
as any future decisions by court§ in whatever arena we are talking
about. I do not think that the ERA is really that different in that
regard as far as questions of the approach a court might take some-
time in the future.

It seems to me that what we are suggesting isI am sure, Pro-
fessor Freedman, as well as Ithat there would be closer inquiry
here, and I think in a large number of cases, which of those two
standards were adopted in this area might well not make ;3 differ-
ence in the results.

Senator HATCH. O. If each of you are correct, that discrimina-
tion under the ERA would be identified by some form of disparate
impact test, it would be accurate, would it not, to conclude that the
ERA would alter the present test for identifyiag sex discrimina-
tion.

Now, is that a correct conclusion? The present constitutional
test, as I underst nd it, articulated in the Feeney case and else-
where, is the intern. test, is it not?

Professor WEGNER. Yes; the current test under the 14th amend-
ment is the intent test.

Senator HATCH. So that would be changed by the ERA?
Professor Wn:GNER. That is what I am suggesting, that it could be

interpreted ir. hat way, yes.
Professor ERI.ER. I think it is certainly true that the ERA will

change the inttnt test to one of effects.
If I could just say something about .Professor Wegner's last re-

marks, the reason that the advocates of ERA are moving to an ef-
fects test is simply because of the alleged difficulty in showing pur-
poseful or intentional discrimination. It is said that the effects test
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is simply a good way of ferreting out laws which are neutral on
their face, bat which are merely subterfuges for some kind of dis-
crimination.

So it seems to me that the necessary analysis is that where there
is a disproportionate impact, the law must be treated as if it made
a classification based on gender on its face. Now, any law that clas-
sifies on the basis of gender on its face, under ERA, will be subject
to the strict scrutiny test. I do not think it is going to be any differ-
ent here. I think as a theoretician of the equal rights amendment
that Professor Freedman is more accurate here. After all, the
impact test is a way of showing that laws neutral on their face are,
in fact, discriminatory. Any law which classifies on its face on the
basis of gender will be subject to strict scrutiny, and I must simply
assume that any law which hits a disproportionate impact will be
subject to the strict scrutiny tea as well.

'Senator HATCH. Professor Wegner, in your opinion, what would
be the greater contribution of the ERAthe elevation of the inter-
mediate scrutiny standard to a strict scrutiny standard, or the
transformation of the intent test for defining discrimination to an
effects test.

Would the ERA be nearly as important a reform if either of
these constitutional contributions were absent?

Professor WEGNER. I think they are both very important contri-
butions. I hesitate to say which is more important. I think I would
have to say in my mind, they are equally important.

Senator HATCH. They are equally important.
Professor Barbara Brown, as you know, a leading scholar of the

equal rights amendment, has stated in her textbooks on women's
rights that the Supreme Court's holding in Washington v. Davis,
applying the intent test to the 14th amendment "will not be an ap-
propriate standard under the ERA."

Professor Wegner, do you agree with Professor Brown's obsek va-
tion on the applicability of Washington v. Davis?

Professor WEGNER. Yes; I think we are dealing with a different
amendment with a different legislative history, and I think that it
well may be the case that the courts would recognize, in the light
of that unique history and context, that there should be an applica-
tion of an impact standard.

2,anator HATCH. We!l, could each of you define for the record how
you interpret Washington v. Davis?

Professor WEGNER. Washington v. Davis held that as far as racial
discrimination was involved under the equal protection clause, that
only intentional racial discrimination would trigger a compelling
interest test under strict scrutiny.

Senator llovrot. Do you agree?
Professor ERLER. There, the court specifically rejected the dispro-

portionate impact test of racial discrimination, noting that without
some showing of a purpose or'intention to discriminate, tie equal
protection clause did not protect against that kind of discrimina-
tion.

Senator HATCH. Professor Wegner, I am a little bit confused
here. If I understand you correctly, you are saying that despite the
fact that the 11th amendment and the equal rights amendment use
extremely sim;lar la,iguave, the Supreme Court holding in the
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Washington v. ihivis case, defining what constitutes discrimination
under the 14th amendment, will not be al:likable to the equal
rights amendment.

Professor WEGNER. Yes.
Senator HA'rcH. How can this be so? Isn't there a presumption

that similar language, whenever it is used in the Constitution,
means something similar?

Professor WEGNER. Senator, as I said in my written testimony, I
think there is definitely a question of construction here. I think
that an argument can be made that first, because of the similarity
in language, and second, because of the evidence of congressional
intent to extend to gender the protections currently afforded race
under the 14th amendment, that then an intent standard might be
said to be incorporated within the ERA.

I would say on balance, though, my view is that the better con -
ruction would be to take into account the full legislative history

ofThe equal rights amendment, as the court will do, looking beyond
the literal language of the amendment itself, and in, light of hear-
ings such as this one and statements in that Yale article and so on,
that there is sufficient evidence to indicate that an impact stand-
ard should be applied here. I think the court will look at the ERA
on its own terms.

Senator HATCH. Assume that the ERA has been ratified, Profes-
sor Wegner, as part of the Constitution. And assume that a munici-
pal police department offers an employment examination along the
line of the examination which was involved in the Washington y.
Davis case. Assume that, as in that case, there is no evidence what-
soever of purposeful discrimination. Assume also that not only do
black applicants fare poorly in the exam, as in the Davis case, but
that women applicants fare equally poorly in the examination.

Now, am I cot rect that the black applicants would continue to be
unable to litigate a 14th amendment claim because of Davis, but
that the female applicants 'could litigate an equal rights amend-
ment claim?

In other words, the women applicants could claim discrimination,
but the black applicants could not, if the equal rights amendment
were passed.

Professor WEGNER. I am glad you asked that question, Senator,
because something that Mr. Erler said rose in my mind to touch on
that point as well. Yes, in short. But I think the committee has to
bear in mind that they are dealing with a particular problem
herethat is, the problem of gender discriminationand I think
the committee should not hesitate to fully redress that problem, de-
spite the fact that the problem in the context of racial discrimina-
tion may not have been fully answered, at least in some people's
view, to their satisfaction in view of the Washington v. Davis case.

I think I would take issue in any event with the statement Pro-
fessor Frier had made concerning the history of discrimination on
the basis of gender. He said there had not been anything compara-
ble to racial discrimination as far as unfortunate history of dis-
crimination. And I would cite, for example, the Bradwell case, in
which the Supreme Court had said that women could not be law-
yers. I think that is just one small example of the kind of history of
discrimination we have faced, something that the ERA is attempt-
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ing to correct and I think needs to be addressed and fully addressed
on its own terms.

Senator HATCH. But if I understand you correctly, Professor
Wegner, you are saying that the ERA will introduce into the Con-
stitution a more rigorous standard for identifying sex discrimhia-
tion than for identifying race discrimination.

Professor WEGNER. You are using the term, "standard." I do not
believe you are referring to the choice of scrutiny, but instead, to
the zone of situations protected, and I would agree that indeed,
impact would be addressed under the ERA, even though it has not
been seen to be the trigger for enhanced scrutiny under the 14th
amendment.

Senator HATett. In other words, it would be a greater stand-ard--
Professor WEGNER [continuing]. With respect to racea broader

zone of protection; yes.
Senator HATCH. Professor Er ler?
Professor ERLER. Yes. As I said in my opening remarks, it does

not make sense to me from any constitutional point of view that
gender classifications will receive a higher level of scrutiny than
racial classifications, and the remark about the Bradwell case,
where the Court decided that the States could restrict women from
becoming lawyers is hardly the Deed Scott case, where blacks of Af-
rican ancestry were said to be ineligible for citizenship in the
United States and that they could therefore not have civil or politi-
cal rights of any kind. Again, I must say that the history of racial
discrimination in the United States bears no analogy to the history
of gender discrimination in the United States, nor do I think for
the purposes of law does gender bear any analogy to race.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree with Professor Wegner's conclusion
that if the equal rights amendment passes, that there would be a
more rigorous standard vis-a-vis effect versus intent, in sex discrim-
ination cases than in race discrimination cases?

Professor ERLER. Yes, Senator. I do not think there would be any
doubt about that. Gender classifications will have to meet a more
strict test than racial classifications.

It is interesting that the ERA would overturn the Washington v.
Davis case, but only with respect to gender classifications and not
racial classifications.

Senator HATCH. Professor Wegner, in an earlier hearing on the
matter of the ERA's impac t upon Social Security, Jane Sherburne,
a leading supporter of the ERA, argued that the disparate impact
analysis would require substantial reforms of the Social Security
system. Earlier, Dorothy Ridings, president of the League of
Women Voters, argued that a wide variety of Government pro-
grams of financial support would have to be reformed to "eliminate
any aspects which have a disproportionately negative impact on
n!'S gPX." Among the programs she alluded to were pension pro-

grams, Social Security, and welfare.
Now, in your opinion, would such economic programs be subject

to the same constitutional analysis as other governmental actions
and policies, particularly the effects test which you claim would be
incorporated into the ERA?
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Professor WEGNER. Yes, they would be subject to the same analy-
sis. I would have to say that that is such a broad question, without
looking at the specific aspects of pension or other provisions that
you are alluding to, that it is difficult to answer as far as precise
outcome's. We have seen a series of cases litigated already, concern-
ing situations in which there are requirements of dependency to be
demonstrated by one sex or the other, things like that, that have
already been struck down, so I think that is an ongoing process in
any event.

Professor ERLER. It is indeed an ongoing process, but I think that
the passage of ERA, would radicalize that to an unbearable ex-
treme.

Again, if we use impact analysis, whatever laws or governmental
actions that have a disproportionate impact upon one gender would
be subject to a heightened level of judicial scrutiny.

Senator HATCH. And to being stricken as unconstitutional.
Professor EIMER. And being stricken as unconstitutional, that is

true.
Whatever test you choose, whether it is the strict scrutiny test or

the intermediate scrutiny test, many laws will. have to give way
under the ERA.

Professor WEGNER. Again, I would simply cite the recent Heckler
case which in fact upheld what Congress had done to try to remedy
something precisely in the area of pensions.

Senator HATCH. But actually, wasn't that a transitional law?
Professor WEGNER. It was, but to say that if something is indeed

carefully tailored that it would be sustained seems to me that that
demonstrates that to be the case.

Senator HATCH. Now, when we talk a )(tut the concept of dispar-
ate impact, are we referring to the concept in the context of men
as a whole or women as a whole, or is it permissible to think of
this concept as applied to subgroups of men or women?

To whom is it proper to apply the concept of disparate impact?
Professor WEGNER. I think again, the notion is that disparate

impact could be evidence of the use of a facially neutral classifica-
tion which is, in fact, linked to gender, and that in my mind, that
is referring to the overall class of women or men as a whole. I am
not sure, again, if there is something behind your question more
specifically -I might be more responsive.

Senator HATCH. Would you agree or disagree with Judith Sher-
burne, who recently testified on the relationship between the ERA
and Social Security, and who appeared to argue that the amend-
ment would be triggered by the fact that a particular subclass of
women, homemaking; women in this case, were disadvantaged by
the ERA. Is this a proper approach in ERA analysis?

Professor WEGNER. Again, I am not sure, without a specific con-
text to put that in. I could imagine the application of a law that
would severely affect women who happen to be homemakers, but I

am not sure
Senator HATCH. I think what I am saying is do you have to look

to women as a clz.is14 in order to trigger effects analysis, or can you
look to subclasses of womenhomemakers, for example?

Prolesyer WEGNER. 1 guess wi;!iout the context to put that in, I
think you would look to women as a whole, but if there is a severe
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adverse effect on a large proportion of them who happen to be
homemakers, teat that would perhaps dive rise to this kind of an
inquiry.

Professor EIMER. Senator, I think that that is quite possible that
the courts would look to various subgroups, homemakers, perhaps
poor women atever the case might happen to be. That would
mean that Iligglat did not have a severe disproportionate impact
on women as a class could nemtheless have a disproportionate
impact on certain subgroups within the class of women.

I think that the court might 'very well use that analysis. And to
clarify a remark made by Professor Wegner, the two most recent
gender classifications to survive intermediate scrutiny--and the
only two I knowMichael "M" and Hecklerwere laws discrimi-
nating against men.

Senator HATCH. I would lika to run through a hypothetical con-
troversy in order to better understand the operation of the effects-
test.

Let us st:ppose that the ERA is ratified later this year as part of
the Constitution. Let us further suppose that next year, the Con-
gress decides that it wants to embark upon major tax reform and
ultimately enacts, after a bitter legislative fight, a flat tax rate pro-
posal, which sharply d linishas the progressivity of our present
tax system.

Suppose that a civil rights organization, the Women's Equity
Action League, for example, decides to challenge that action in
Federal court. They argue that women as a class earn approxi-
mately 60 cents for every $1 earned by men as a class, and that a
reduction in the progressivity of the tax system would naturally op-
erate for the relative benefit of the class of male workers, and the
relative detrirne at of she class of female workers.

Now, am I correct that the Women's Equity Action League, at
that point would have overcome their initial burden and demon-
strated that the flat tax proposal yielded a disparate impact upon
women''

Professor WEGNER. I suppose so. That, is not something I have
considered before. I think again it is a matter of evidence. If that
were shown to be the case for the overall class, it might be that it
would be narrowed down in some way to one particular level of
income and to women who are in some way affected by that.

Senator Multi. But the court certainly would not grant summa-
ry judgment in that case?

Professor WEGNER. No.
Senator HATCH. This would he litigation that could overrule the

legislative judgment of the entire Congress of the United States.
Professor WEGNER. I think I said that is far as the prima facie

case, there would have to be careful evidentiary consideration. As
far as ultimate justification, I would suspect that that would be
withheld, in my best judgment.

Senator IIATeti Hut they would have to go to a fullblown trial,
no mat per what, on that issue?

Professor WEGNER. I would suspect so.
Senator HATot. And that is just one issue. I can think of count-

less ones like that..
Professor Eder?

9 3 7
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Professor Fail,Etz That is a good example, Senator. I think it is
certainly true that the disproportionate impact of a nonprogressive
tax, given the fact that women earn less money as a class, that
that would establish prima facie evidence of gender discrimination.

Senator HATCH. That is just a hypothetical, but not a wholly un-
likely one, because we are talking about a flat rate tax in Congress,
which a lot of people think would b' more fair than the present
progressive tax.

Let me just suggest. a few statutes that would have an arguably
disparate impact similar to that particular hypothetical; veterans
benefits; height and weight employment requirements; prostitution
laws; rape laws; welfare benefits; Social Security laws; sales tax
laws; comparable worth; occupational licensing; licensinginsur-
ance practices; SAT and other academic testing policies; abortion
laws; affirmative action policies, protective labor laws; draft regis-
tration; military personnel policy; pension programs; health insur-
ance; research grants; athletics policies; domestic relations; proper-
ty laws; divorce and custody laws; illegitimacy laws; seniority sys-
tems; wills and estates. All of those have a variety of issues that
could b' challenged in fullblown trials because of this so-called dis-
parate impact teat.

Do either of you disagree with that conclon on my pare.'
have only listed a few.

Professor VVEGNER. Senator, I would have to say that I think that
once there began to be judicial interpretation and some decision as
far as what are acceptable justifications, that the number of cases
brought would probably settle down. I think it is wellyou have
touched upon a whole variety of areas, but there already is litiga-
tion in some of those areas dealing with facially discriminatory
standards that have been modified by the statutes--

Senator HATCH. But would not the ERA shift the burden of proof
to the Government to explain and justify its actions to Federal
courts and judges. Don't you agree that that is what is going to
happen if the ERA is prssed and ratified?

Professor WEGNER. Assuming that the initial level of proof is es-
tablished, and assuming that someone is going to, in fact, challenge
in court, then I think--

Senator HATCH. Sure.
Professor WEGNER [confining'. That would be the Government's

burden.
Senator HATCH. In other words, this burden is going to shift to

the Government, assuming you can show any statistical justifica-
tion under the disparate impact test. This presently is not our law.

ProleSMOr WEGNER. And assuming, again, that that is the Govern-
ment's burden; it is neverthele's not going to follow in every case
that the Government would lose the case.

Senator HATCH. But there will be cases brought in every one of
these areas: cases in which the burden will be shifted to the Gov-
ernment.

Professor WEGNEtt. St) your concern is litigation costs, then,
or---

Senator HATCH. My concern is that the courts are going to decide
all of these issues. In our initial hearing Senator Tsongas was very
honest when he came out and acknowledged that the courts would
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decide. You seem to he saying the same thing: that if the plaintiff
can meet the initial burden of proof of showing a significant statis-
tical disparate impact, then that burden of proof shifts to the Gov-
ernment, and the Government is going to have to de end itself
against constitutional violations. What I conclude from that is the
courts are going to be in a position, if the equal rights amendment
is passed, to be able to second-guess the judgment of the other two
branches of Government as well as the States.

Professor WEGNER. Senator, I think the courts in many instances
have displayed their concern for separation of powers and that
they still would be informed in their decisions by such fundamental
principles.

Senator HATCH. But you agree that a tremendous amount of liti-
gation would result.

Professor WEGNER. I suspect that litigation could be brought, and
I think that the courts would handle it in a reasonable fashion, is
they attempt to do.

Senator HATCH. Well, depending upon whose point of view.
Go ahead.
Professor ERLER. Well, Senator,
Senator HATCH. I personally have a great deal of difficulties with

the courts deciding all these social and economic issues. That is not
their proper role.

Now, that does not mean that everything that elected represent-
atives of the people do is right, because the courts are always em-
powered to find acts of Congress unconstitutional. But, if the dis-
parate impact test, or the results test, or the effects testwhatever
you want to call itbecomes law because of the equal rights
amendment, it would represent a radical change, in not only our
legislative processes in this country, but in our judicial processes as
well; it would open the door to massive amounts of litigation
throughout society involving these very sensitive and difficult
areas.

Professor i:IRLER. Senator, I agree with you that the primary re-
sponsibility in constitutional government for making policy belongs
with the legislative branch, the most representative branch of Gov-
ernment, and I think I share your concerns about courts ti day
taking over more and more of the policymaking functions from the
legislature, and I believe that the disparate impact standard that
will be established by the ERA will force more of these policy
issues into the courts, and it is not so much the volume of litigation
that I worry about, but the fact that the ERA will establish prima
facie cases regarding many of these laws you mentioned, and that
many of the laws, if not a majority of those laws, will have to give
way under the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. I have a lot of respect for the Federal judiciary,
but I also know that it becomes politicized from time to time. Con-
gress granted almost 300 judges for President Carter to appoint
several years ago. A lot of conservatives feel that those judges by
and large are basically liberal, activist judges who would love to be
able to employ the disparate impact test in "innovative" and "cre-
ative" ways. We now have a bankruptcy bill before both Houses of
Congress. In that bill are 85 more judges. It is no secret that some
do not want to create those judgeships because they do not want
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Ronald Reagan appointing Sf, judges. That is a pittance compared
to Carter, but nevertheless, they do not want him appointing them,
because they n lay be more moderate or conservative judges.

These judgeiare appointed subject only to their confirmation by
the U.S. Senate. They are not elected. They are appointed by who-
ever is President, and he can appoint whatever ideological mix he
desires. You can see why a lot of people simply do not want un-
elected and unaccountable judges deciding all these very difficult
issues. And yet, the one thing I find consistently throughout these
hearings is the willingness, by some, to leave these issues to the
courts, and let the judicial elite decide. That is not to say that the
Congress is right in everything it does--I know it i. notbut at
least you can turn us out of office if you do not like what we do or
stand for. You at least have that ballot box opportunity to say that
we do not like what is going on in Congress. You do not have that
with lifetime-tenured judges. That is the nub of the problem that
some of us have with the ERA.

, want to compliment both of you. I think both of you have been
as articulate as any other pair of witnesses that we have had in
these equal rights aramdment hearings.

Professor Wegner, t. ere is no question you are an authority in
this area, and I have itteat respect for you.

We have had you before this committee before, Professor Er ler,
and we have deep respect for you.

I would hope you would both be willing to come back and help us
on other constitutional issues as they arise through the years.

I just want to personally congratulate both of you for the excel-
lent statements you have made. You have helped this committee
come to a better understanding of this very difficult and complex
issue. I certainly understand your respective points of view and re-
spect both of you for them.

We will recess the hearing until our next hearing which will be
on May 23. We will then consider the impact of the ERA on homo-
sexual rights.

So with that, thank you both for coming, and we will recess until
further notice.

[Whereupon, at 11:23 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.I.

[The following material was subsequently supplied for the
ecord . I
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MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL

(From Will Wad Journal, Jan. 25, 19841

CONSTITUTION ISN'T PLACI FOR RRIIIRDIATION OF BIAS

By Carol Tyler)
I am a wife, the mother of two and consider myself a feminist. 1 have consistently

supported the Equal Rights Amendment. In recent months, however, I have begun
to wonder whether the ERA, which many in the women's movement endorse, would
grant women constitutional rights that do not exist for blacks and other "protected
classes."

To my mind, equality is achieved through the absence of discrimination. How we
define discrimination therefore becomes critically imnortant. The Supreme Court
has always defined it under the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment as a
federal or state action that intentionally creates classifications based upon race, reli-
gion, color or national origin. What feminist leaders seem to want is a constitutional
amendment that would reach far beyond the 14th Amendment by erasing laws that
have the effect of treating women differently from men.

Last November, the House of Representatives failed in its rather hasty attempt to
bring the ERA up for a vote and send it to the Senate in time for the 1984 elections.
Neither the hearing record nor the committee report has been released, so we are
left only with the words of the amendment's chief advocates to explain its otherwise
simple language.

Rep. Geraldine Ferraro ID., N.Y.) was unequivocal. The ERA, she said, not only
would strike laws that intentionally discriminate against women, but would also
lead to challenges of "sex-neutral" laws that "disproportionately impact" on women.
Similarly, Judy Goldsmith, president of the National Organization for Women, has
tried to justify a constitutional effects test by saying an intent test: which has
formed the basis for every successful equal protection claim brought under the 14th
Amendment, is "often impossible" to prove. Rep. Patricia Schroeder (D., Colo.), one
of the principal sponsors of the amendment, has played down the efforts to define
the ERA by saying simply that its adoption would establish "equal rights" and that
"everybody in America knows what that means."

It has been only within the past 25 years that blacks have begun to receive the
kind of equality that was envis ioned for them when the 14th Amendment was rati-
fied in 1868. They, along with religious and ethnic minorities, have since become
clothed in an interpretation of the equal protection clause that places all intentional
classifications against them under strict scrutiny by a reviewing court.

Since intent dearly can be established by indirect proof, as it has often been in
school busing cases in the North, any such classification is, then, subject to a two-
stage analysis: It must make a deliberate distinction on the basis of race, religion,
color or national origin, and there must be no "compelling and overriding state in-
terest" to justify its retention. Today, despite great strides brought abobt in part
through the national debate over ERA 12 years ago, gerder-based distinctions still
hove not acquired this same level of constitutional protection.

When the ERA posed the Senate Judiciary Committee in 1972, Sen. Birch Bayh
JD., Ind I suggested that if the court upgraded the constitutional status of women
then "p rt of the reason for the amendment would disappear." At that time, distinc-
tions that laws made between men and women were not subject to the. "compelling
and overriding state-interest" test, and inequities were therefore far more wide
spread nod obvious. But over the years, the constitutional status of women under
the equal protection clause has gradually improved.

The mos! recent test was advanced in 1982 by the first woe" In to sit on the Su-
preme Court. In Missitaippi University for Women vs. Hogan. Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor wrote that distinctions hired on gender may be approved only by estab-
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linhing "an exceedingly persinalive justification" for their use. This sounds a great
deal like a requirement for a "compelling and overriding state interest," but the se-
mantic difference seems designed to enable the courts to continue certain unidenti-
fied distinctions based on sex that it cannot maintain with regard to race, religion,
color or national origin.

Earlier, in 1976, the court reiterated its longstanding view that intent is a prereq-
uisite for relief under a 14th Amendment claim of discrimination. In Washington vs.
Davis, an employment test of the District of Columbia Police Department was chal-
lenged as unconstitutional because a greater proportion of blacks failed than did
whites. The court responded by once more holding that disproportionate impact, or
"effects," is not a violation of the equal protection clause. What Rep. Ferraro and
Ms. Goldsmith have made clear is that they want the ERA to reverse Washington
vs. Davis when women are Involved.

I have always considered legislation as remedial in nature. It is created by Con-
gress to meet a specific need and, when it meets that need, it will he ripe for repeal.
By contrast, the Constitution is written in indelible ink and, while it grows with us
through judicial interpretation, it forever serves to underscore our democratic devo-
tion to broad rights and privileges.

When necessary, Congress has stepped in and expanded the role of the federal
government through legislation aimed at specific problems; it has, ft-fm time to
time, also created an effects test as part of that legislation. An effects test, for exam-
ple, has been incorporated into the fair housing provisions of Title VIII of the Civil
Rights Acts, and the language of Title VII has been broadened to set tap affirmative
action procedures based on "goals and timetables." In 1982, Congrew dopted a new
effects test as part of the Voting Rights Act. What is important is that the effects
test has always been part of legislative remedies. Neither Congress nor the Supreme
Court has ever endorsed an effects test as protection from discrimination under the
14th Amendment. NOW's interpretation of the ERA would set that precedent, but
for women only.

The issue may be revived in this session of the House. Any ERA that passes Con-
gress should grant rights that are no lessand no morepervasive than those
available to others victimized by discrimination. The Constitution and the ERA are
too important to be abused on behalf of individuals who wish to prosper from the
politics of group, as opposed to individual, rights. There is no justification for provid-

iot1 women with a level of permanent protection underthe Constitution that does
. and never has, existed for anyone else.

4
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JAN 20.19 /h

A COMMENTARY ON THE EFFECT OF THE

FQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT ON STATE LAWS AND INSTITUTIONS

prepared for

The California Commission on the Status of Woman's

Equal Rights Amendment Project

by

Anne K. Singel:on

Anita Miller, Project Director; 926 J Street, Suite 1014;
Sacramento, California 95814

STATUTES WHICH ARE "NEUTRAL Oh THEIR FACE
BUT DISCRIMINATORY IN IMPACT"

It may be said generally that statutes which are drawn in
terms of sex will be absolutely prohibited after passage of the
Equal Rights Amendment. Thus, statutes such as the now
unconstitutional jury selection laws which explicitly required
all males to serve, but automatically exempted all females, alsowould have been invalidated by the Equal Rights Amendment. Thefollowing chapters in this Commentary are cuncernfd largely withthe analysis of statutes which are expressly drafted and
applicable according to sex.

There are two exceptions to the principle of absolute
prohibition of classifications based on sex. The first is theright of privacy qualification, discussed in the next section;
that- right will pormit either statutes or governmental institu-tions to make distinctions based solely on sex where necessaryto rreserve an individual's right to personal privacy in
matters relating to bcIily functions. The second exception
iniAves the "unique physical characteristics" test, discussed
separately below, That test will, in certain narrowly Refined
circumstances, permit laws to apply by their terms to one sexalone if those lawn deal with the necessary result of physicalcharacteristics found in only one sex.
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Aside from the relatively limited situations which will

satisfy either the right of privacy qualification to the

Amendment or the "unique physical characteristics" test, all

statutes or other forms of state action subject to the Amendment

must be completely sex-neutral. Thas, the Amendment will allow

statutes to be drafted and governmental actions to be taken

according to functions performed by persons of either sex, but

not by explicit reference to sex Itself. Under' this principle,

regulations of school districts or government agencies which

prescribed leaves of a specified duration for childrearing, a
function which could be performed by either sex, would have to

be drafted in completely sex-neutral terms so that leave would

be available to males and females alike.

In some instancee, however, laws which are drafted in

completely sex-neutral terms may, in particular circumstances,

bear more heavily on one sex than upon the other. Such laws

are described throughout this Commenter as law. "neutre on
their face, but discriminatory in mpact." One of many
possible examples of a seemingly sex-neutral rule which would

weigh more heavily on one sex than on the other would be a
high schoolle maintenance of only one team in each sport fielded

by ',he school, with participation on each team limiild to 20

persons. In a high school of 2,000 students, which ad 10
athletic teams limited to 20 persons each, it is obvious that

women students, because of their :mailer size and limited
athletic training, would be effectively precluded from partici-

pating in the state-sponsored athletic program of that school.

Such a school rule, although sex-neutral by its terms, would in

fact discriminate against the right of women students to
participate in high school athletics on an equal basis with men.

Thus, this hypothetical rule is an example of one which is

"neutral on its face, but discriminatory in impact."18

111. Supreme Court cases which have held statutes unconsti-
tutionsl under the fourteenth amendment as laws "neutral on their
face, but discriminatory in impact" include: Gaston County v.
United States, 395 U.S. 285 (1969); Lane v. Wilson, 307 U.S. 268
(1939); Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960); Green v.
County School Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968); United States v.
Jefferson County Board of Education, 372 P. 2d 836 (5th Cir.
1966), sort, denied, 389 U.S. 840 (1967); Sherbert v. Verner,
374 U.s. 398 (1963).

In Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 242 (1971), the Court
hold that TiLle VII prohibited an employer from imposing a test
for certain jobs where the employer could not demonstrate that the

tf'Nt WAN r-lated to ekLlls needad for the job and the test had a

diqportiolate impact on blacks. In such a setting, the Court said,
the test wan "neutral on its face, but discriminatory in impact"

and therefire violated the prohibition against racial discrimina-
tion in emiloymeut contained in Title VII.
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Mother example of such a rule is the imposition by state
statutes of criminal penalties for nonpayment of child support. '

While such a rule is sex-neutral by its terms, in fact, in 95%
of the cases women are given custody of children, with men
usually ordered to pay child support. Thus, a statute which
provides criminal penalties and imprisonment for failure to pay
child support bears much more heavily on men than upon women,
and as such must be strictly scrutinized as a law "neutral on
its face, but discriminatory in impact." 'Throplitiout this
analysis, repeated reference will be made to such lags or rules.
The concept is essential to implement fully the Equal Rights
Amendment.

It should be noted, however, that in a recent case the
United Staten Supreme Court cast doubt upon whether this
interpretation of the Amendment, put forward in 1971 by the
authors of the Yale article, will be accepted by the Court. In
Jefferson v. Hackney., 406 U.S. 535 (1974), the Court refused
tsTecogteutral on their face, but discriminatory in
impact" laws which demonstrably affected persons of whom nearly
90% were Mexican-American or black and, of whom less than 15%
were Anglo-Saxon: the Court said that mere percentages will not
serve to trigger use of the strict sc1utiny test under equal
protection.

If this recent case is extended in later cases, it is
possible that the analysis presented in this Commenter of laws
"neutral on their face, but discriminatory inTmpact will not
be accepted by the Supreme Court. In order to provide a view
of the most far-reaching effects the Amendment could possibly
have--while recognizing that the Supreme Court may interpret
the Amendment less broadly than its language and history would
permit--this analysis has assumed that statutes and regulations
"neutral= their face, but discriminatory in impact" will be
unconstitutional under the Equal Rights Amendment. However, only
subsequent litigation under the fourteenth amendment and under
the Equal Rights Amendment after its passage can finally
determine the scope of the doctrine.

4
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL. RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: HOMOSEXUAL RIGHTS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMIT= ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in room SD-562,
Dirksen Building, commencing at 9:30 a.m., Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Staff present: Dick Bowman, Committee on the Judiciary; and
Stephen J. Markman, chief counsel; Carol Epps, chief clerk; and
Leslie Leap, clerk, of the Subcommittee on the Constitution.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the eighth day
of hearings by the Subcommittee on the Constitution on the mean-
ing and the impact of the proposed equal rights amendment.

The purpose of these hearings is to establish a complete and
thorough legislative history on the meaning of the 52 words of this
highly controversial measure.

Earlier hearings by the subcommittee have focused on such
topics as the impact of the ERA upon Social Security, military
policy, private education, veterans' programs, and abortion, as well
as the constitutional and definitional issues involved with the
amendment.

Today's hearing will focus upon a particularly charged issue in-
volved in the ERA debate: Its impact on homosexual rights.

While many commentators of the equal rights amendment be-
lieve that it will have no significant impact upon homosexual
rights per se, others, including both proponents and opponents of
the amendment, believe that it may have substantial implications
for such policy.

Prof. Paul Freund of the Harvard Law School has said:
Following ratification of the ERA, if the law must be as indiscriminating toward

sex as toward race, it would follow that laws outlawing wedlock between members
of the same sex would be as invalid as laws preventing miscegenation.

Similarly, Prof. Barbara Babcock, a proponent of the ERA and
author of perhaps the leading academic text on women's rights has
remarked on the same issue:

The effect that the ERA will have on discrimination against homosexuals is not
clear. It is hard to justify a distinction between discrimination on the basis of the
sex of one's sexual partners and other sexbased discrimination

(941)
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Ladies and gentlemen, I am well aware that this subcommittee
can be accused of sensationalism in conducting today's hearings. I
would simply point out that in attempting to establish a compre-
hensive record on the meaning of the ERA, we have touched upon
both controversial and relatively dry and arcan& subject matters.
Like it or not, it is apparently the case that the ERA cannot fully,
be understood in the absence of serious and scholarly academic ex-
ploration of the pending issue.

In order to help establish a record on this.matter, we have with
us today two outstanding scholars of the Constitution.

Our first witness will be Prof. Raymond Marcin, professor of law
at the Catholic University School of Law and former staff counsel
of the Connecticut Commission on Human Rights.

Following him will be Prof. Eugene Hickok, professor of govern-
ment at Dickinson College and founder of the Center for the Study
of the Constitution at Dickinson College.

We appreciate both of you being with us as we discuss this very
difficult subject matter.

I would note for the record that a substantial number of homo-
sexual and pi-o-ERA organizations were invited to contribute wit-
nesses on this subject and they all declined. I am sorry that they
believe that silence on this issue is the best way to deal with the
serious questions that surround the ERA in this area. I personally
believe that they could have added .x lot to this hearing and we of
course have tried throughout these hearings to hear from the top
constitutional experts on both sides of the issue.

Let me emphasize that the purpose of this morning's hearing is
not to engage ourselves in the question of homosexual rights gener-
ally or in the merits or demerits of homosexual rights. That we
will leave to others.

The sole purpose of this hearing is to consider the question of
how the ERA will affect public policy in this particular area. We
are not here to make value judgments, but simply to resolve the
question of how public policy in this country will be altered by the
proposed amendment.

We feel particularly happy to have these two distinguished indi-
viduals, both of whom are experts in constitutional law. We appre-
ciate both of you being here for this particular discussion.

Why do we not begin then with Professor Marcin and then we
will turn to Professor Hickok and go from there.

STATEMENTS OF PROF. RAYMOND MARCIN, CATHOLIC UNIVER-
SITY SCHOOL OF LAW, ACCOM 'ANIED BY PROF. EUGENE W.
HICKOK JR., DICKINSON COLLEGE
Mr. MARCIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is an honor to be here

even though the subject of today's hearing is controversial, sensi-
tive, and difficult.

Answers to questions of constitutional meaning are not easy to
come by. Oliver Wendell Holtn,..8 around the turn of the century
wrote an article in the Harvard Law Review, called The Path of
the Law, in which he said that law is nothing but a prediction of
what judges will say ii is. And that article signaled a distinctly
American legal philesoriy. We mil it American realism. And my

917
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view for some time has been that Ifolmes' philsophy of realism is
perhaps the best approach to assigning meaning to constitutional
provisions. There are two modern and contemporary scholars,
whom I regard as special proponents of Holmes' American realismwith regard to constitutional interpretation. One is Alexander
Bickel, late professor at Yale Law School; the other being John
Hart Ely, professor, formerly at Harvard, now dean at Stanford.

One is tempted to simplify the matter by focusing on one central
question connected with this topic of the impact of the ERA on the
rights of homosexual citizens. One is tempted to ask a simple ques-
tion like: Does the proposed amendment render unconstitutional
all statutory prohibitions against same-sex marriages? It is a
simple question.

But one is mindful of the late Alexander BicktA's cryptic warning
about inquiring into the meaning of constitutional provisions. He
said:

`No answer is what the wrong question begets."
Asking whether the ERA mandates recognition of same-sex mar-riages is indeed the wrong question. And so it beget no answer. But

in these remarks, I am going to ask that question and I am going
to try to answer it knowing full well that it is the wrong question.
And consequently my efforts will lead to no answer. I am going to
do this not because of caprice or vagary, but because it is some-times necessary to think .through the wrong question in order to
arrive at the right question

John Hart Ely once made an observation about Alexander Bick-
el's career that seemed almost disparaging. He wrote that Bickel's
career testifies to the 'inevitable futility of trying to answer the
wrong question. He did not mean any disparagement, however. In
the same paragraph he also declared that Bickel was probably the
most creative constitutional theorist of the past 20 years. And so
there is a paradox.

The futility of trying to answer the wrong question' begets both
creative constitutional theory and no answer. Let us look at the
paradox.

Does the proposed ERA render unconstitutional all statutory pro-hibitions against same-sex marriages" If approved, the ERA be-
comes of course a constitutional provision. and a constitutional pro-
vision is legislation in the wide sense. There is more than one way
to find a meaning of legislative language

First, one is tempted to look at the language itself. the meanings
of the words used. It is easy to look at the words themselves and to
conclude that a man who wishes to marry a man or a WOO1:111 whowishes to marry a woman but cannot do so because : a statute
prohibiting smile-sex marriages is deprived of equality of right,, he
cause of his or ;ler sex. The simple truth is that were he or she ofthe opposite .4,7< the prohibition would not apply. This literal inter-pretation is cai,..v and attractive arid may be thought of as a focal
point of %vim would Hsu the celebrated precedent of tocurn v.

arr;11111I'llt Ire OW ['Wing caw, the Stimne Conri
held that .t Ida( k 1.vonion and 0 while 10111 WiT1' deprived of et #u :alltt of Ulf ;Wr011Of irrirtiO'q `qt:01111"
Intrrrowil tir)r-rtory;
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Simplistically, it might be argued that one can simply change the
names and the category of discrimination and there you have it.
We have every reason to believe that that will be the very opinion
the Supreme Court will write on the matter in question. I believe
this is the gist of the position taken by two student authors of a
1973 Yale Law Journal article on "The Legality of Homosexual
Marriage." Their position is mole varied and more thorough than
that. But the basic gist of it is a reliance on the Loving v. Virginia
case and the analogy between the ERA and the equal protection
eta use

But it' we are going to take a liteealises approach to this, then we
have to be consistent, we have to look not only at the literal mean-
ing of the words used in the ERA but at the literal meaning of the
words used in our question.

We ask about same-sex marriage. What is marriage? Has the
word marriage ever meant anything other than the legal union of
one man with one woman? By literal definition, marriage has been
a heterosexual institution When we apply this literalist approach
toour question, we reach the result reached by 'the Court. of Ap-

ails of the State of Washington in the Singer v. Nara case in 1974,
t at a statutory prohibition against same-sex marriagesthat
co helddoes nut violate the State of Washington's ERA. It dis-
tinguished the Loving case as focusing on a racial classification,
whereas in the case of homosexual marriage and the ERA, we are
focusing more on a definition of marriage.

If we stay on this semantic, definitional, literal level we are left
with a chicken or egg type of quandary. Does the heretofore accept-
ed definition cif Marriage inform the meaning of the ERA, or dot.
the language or the ERA inform the meaning of marriage? I woula
submit that anyone's answer to this question is as good as anyone
else's, And that is ..he difficulty that we come up against when we
take an excessively literal approach to the meaning of a legislative
language.

A literal approach is no answer to the wrong question, It does
not lead us anywhere.

One is next tempted to look beyond the literal words and one is
impressed with a statement that Justice Oliver Wenlell Holmes
made many years ago

-A word is not a crystal, transparent and unchanged, it is the
(4k in of a living thought and may vary greatly in color and content
according to the' circumstances and the time in which it is used,"

We might try flolnies' ideal and kink fOr the living, thought
behind tlw wore of the ERA. To put it differently, we might look
tor the legislatie intent behind the words of the ERA. What i;3 the
living thought of this Congress its to the meaning of the ERA on
the particular point in question? What is or will he' the living
thought of each of the State legislatures that will be asked to np
prove till' ERA" They are lawmakers in this setting a ki. One may
go ten thou What if4 the living thought of each of the' thow4iendi.i of

leiflator, iri Cohgre (». the St:Ile legialattire,-; who are' now pftss
Mg on in will li priosing on the' ERA? U we interpret halals'
living thought idea as the lie tuael, Fperific, intentional, !avian' pilot,

thy !Iirveitic ivAv4tinr1 and wr ors, irti ihto 11 4'M'Op11011V

19
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Perhaps we can look not to individual thoughts but to a corpo-
rate living thought, el, idences in the legislative history of the ERA
as to what it means in the context of same-sex marriages, evi-
dence!, to which we may presume assent on the part of the individ-
ual!, w,lo vote to approve the amendment.

When we interpret statutes as opposed to constitutional lan-
guage, we like this idea of looking for evidences of legislative
intent. This ekraomenon has even sparked the somewhat face-
tiousbut tie; entirely soobservation among Canadian lawyers
that Americans do not really look at the text of a statute unless
they find amhijuity in the legislative history materials.

But as accepting as we are of the evidences of legislative intent
approach it interpreting statutes, the question is: Is it a fitting ap-
proach for interpreting constitutional language? The answer is:
Sometimes yes, sometimes no.

Alexander Bickel once pointed out that if legislative intent is the
guide to the correct meaning of all constitutional provisions, then
we would probably have to jettison Brown v. Board of Education
and a good many of our Bill of Rights decisions.

Perhaps what I arn saying seems too obvious. We are all familiar
with ('hi '1' Justice Marshall s epitaet:

"We must never forget that it is a Constitution we are expound-
ing." Whether we like it or not, a Constitution changes in meaning;
its meaning evolves over the generations. So it is again, we find
that we have been asking the wrong question. The question is not:What a constitutional provision mean? When we are dealing
with a proposed constitutional provision as general and as forward-
looking as the ERA, we ask that question only at the risk of getting
no answe: at all

Professor Bickel may have hinted at Ole proper way to approach
a problem like this when he said:

it IhI :let troy that the tramyra intonded the I ith !intendment to outlaw segrega
!mu 1,1' apphilbl 14? thy States all restrictions on Ilovernment that may he
ovokyd mulct. the 11111 of Itychty But they did not forecle?it such policies and may

imVP Invited ;hero

we in this context of the ERA and the rights of homo-
,CM111 citI ens, spvcifically rights with respect to marriage, ask the
question that i'roteRr;or nickel pointed towards: What policies are
the ftioner!-; of EfiA not foreclosing? What policies are the framers
lnvtf ine

ann,we, doend largely Ilpf /i! what policies with reHpect to
marl-note and rwhts have been evolvim.: in the pamt decisions of thec,,urt A 1,1(41m-A,(1 eoestil;iii( rail gi.Ittrittlitl. as broadly

;1;, 111,1 tt !,,,Ifm-ttroined entity It is goinv. to tithe its
diary avaiwt 11:10411111111I 1/f already evolved and still evolving
tioderiandings ,-;ncial ;1;111 constitlitIMilli C111113`ptS. And it is in

;illd t`A,'111Vit const it It tonal ;nut 64tietal background that,,, ate 1,1;elv 0, find an-kveri, io (111(':-it tom; of what policies
the IF.1lre'1,-; the 1:1\ ate urvitilW and V.hid Puhrw,l'heY nry notInre;

yvirit r- thi. 0,1,,t'd al).; illtrA I! 1011111 INICkr)
to ,to. thr tw,t1tut ?HI? in;trt li:ehltott;t1

i,f. Ot 01:111;00' ;t'. ;1 ilon hotwet»
III III III Ind ,,n(. ',vfo '11m) 1? c h 0+1:
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ample, the old Reynolds v. United States decision, upheld the tradi-
tional definition of marriage, i.e., the monogamous marriage, in the
face of a ch illenge based on the claimer; constitutional right to
freely exercise one's religion when that religion demanded polyga-
my. But one would be tempted to regard the Reynolds case as at
best shaky evidence of this constitutional background understand-
ing of marriage. It is an old case, over 100 years old.

That temptation, however, has to take into account more recent
pronouncements, especial:y of Justite Douglas writing in the Gris-
wold case scarcely 20 years ago. Douglas said:

We deal wi'h a right of .rivacy older than the Bill of Rights, older thou our politi-
cal parties, older than our school system. Marriage is a coming together for better
or for worse, hopefully enduring and intimate to the degree of being sacked. The
association promises a way of life, not causes; a harmony in living, not political
faiths; a bilateral loyalty, not commercial or H. cial projects. Yet it is an association
for as noble a purpose as any invbtved in our pi or decisions.

Both Re,vnolds and Oriswiild seem Lo uphold the argument that
conqitutional provi.iions impificting on the institution of marriage
arts understood as impacting On the traditionally defined concept of
marriage.

But there is always a butjust as our scientific understandings
of the universe and the atom have evolved at a dizzying pace
within the last 20 years, so too has a similar phenomenon occurred
with respect to our social and constitutional understandings of in-
stitution:4. The Griswold stress on the privacy rights of the married
couple lasted but 7 years. Justice Brennan, writing for the majority
in the 1972 Eisenstadt case said of the Giswold stress on the tradi
i,,onal-couple understanding of marriiige and of the idea of how
fundamental constitutional rights impact on that couple's under-
4tanding of marriage

It is true that in Grisao/i/ the right of privacy in question inhered in the marital
rellitionAlip Yet the marital imply is not an independent entity with a mind and
heart of its own, but an association of two irittviduals each with a separate inteliec
to it and emotional mal<eup ft the right to privacy means anything, it is the right of
Ow individual, loamy to Is' free from unwarranted governmental intro

fa farm. :ill the EtservIcult case did wril exteed the (irisret)/d
privacy to lionmarrieil persons. But in ',alpha. z it signaled a
to tti unilerstundur of marriaw. in the background of constitutional
rhh. The ertiphri,ris 'snits 'i'routi that couple understanding, the
t mord uniierarinding in /i'cytarids and (irimuri/(/ to the individ-

HotkrAriniling in both Eisetistridt rind nel,ver curitetriporary
It i:, ll.e tvhit halve tile

'jH,raritia 1f,Itt 111 I tlllnk that 1:-; ;11 ver interestint; interpretation
I to haviiig rem) I did not eon

(Audi, that but I c:t.t) Cql-t:111111V fiiihrw yn line of reasiitill4!,. 'Very,
i. ItitvreAuw,

1 run .,iN 1001)11)o you
Nit ,MAlti IN 1 hank volt. ii;Oot Mitch
The i....t.co'r,:tufi? tiff' indiviettud cord 1111i'll in l (le

;1..s. Wilcio ill thy 11:11 tmirrrirry hod topii cotnAtiorsli the Rind;
rli.ht silo old SI,.inni.t in t hi. 19 Pr'', 111,1 itloge

(ow ,I( h:1 t, 11.11 TOO!. 1,1 twin, hindioni.till trr ow. vet v
7.."///171'1:i C1,1' 11)111,1'11 rod ',f) THI1111 slrr the
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fundamental right of nun haw; but on the fundamental right to
marry and hence we have a thesis developing: the right belongs tothe individual and the right is no longer a right in marriage as astatus, it is a right to marry.

Planned P.irenthood v. Danibrth got us further away from that
couple understanding, that h4, the states understanding of mar-riage when it prohibited States from permitting husbands to have
an equal say in the abortion decision The right is that of an indi-vidua., even in the marriage contexteven against the marriage
context.

My point is to suggest that the Supreme Court's understanding
of marriage has changed. It is no longer exclusively the old, tradi-
tional definition of a status, a covenant upon which the survival of
the human race is grounded. It seems more VA an important con-tract right. It is this understanding that is goiag to provide the
background against which the ERA is going to be superimposed.

Another part of the Liakground onto which the proposed ERA
will he superimposed is the Supreme Court's understanding ofwhat it is that is at the heart of what is wrong about discrimina-
tion on account of sex. In case after casewe need not recite
themthe Supreme Court's focus hits been not simply on a techni-
cal act of discrimination but on a deeper, root concept: ancient ca-nards, stereotypes, outmoded ways of thinking about the roles of
men and women. In dealing with sex-discrimination problems those
concepts have again and again been the focal point of the Supreme
Court. And certainly the ERA focus is not going to be different.

Failure to recognize this is, I believe the flaw in the Singer deci-
sion. The Court in Singer mentioned its belief that. at the heart of
Washington's ERA is the slogan: Equal pay for equal work. That isof course an important equal-rights concept in sex-discrimination
situations But I hope it does not take an extensive brief to justify
the suggestion that what. lies at the heart of the proposed Federal
ERA is something much more complex, far deeper than the notion
of bringing the wages of women up to par. There is a great social
movement going on and it is geographically more extensive and it
is demographically more pervasive eve than the movement for
racial equality. It affects every human being and it involves the
roles of men and women in society. It involves changing tradition:3,
routing out and rejecting ancient generalizations.

I suggested that the proper question might he Professor Bickel's
questions: What policies are the framers of the ERA not Itireclo1/4:

What policies are they inviting'? My own conclusion fig:1111
he haelreund of contemporir, social and constitutional underiandingn of and sex oiscrimination is that the ERA in.kates the new, less traditional, individuated concept of marriage,the right to marry, not so much the rights in marriage.
Moreover, the ERA invites not. a simple reexamimititai but

rathei si rejection or ancient generalizations about sex, sex roles
anti 1011.4 in general in the context of !WIC. If marriage in its consti

andcritanding is hi,l'Othillg 11'Wi tittlt11,4 Mid more toividualcontrae! anti e thus separating front Ow traditions that are the
la rldeet'iranir,l! it the Nt atie'4 concept of marriage, and if ancient ea-n:,rik about ,y rule' or'' at the what :hi' EVA
then it rtifirwt bv ;nit' orilftwt he itH!,,l't led that the framenk ot
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the ERA are foreclosing a policy of mandated recognition of same-
sex marriages.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
[The following was received /or the record:]

Or- ,)
1



THE IMPACT OF THE E.R.A. UPON

HOMOSEXUAL RIGHTS

Statement of

Raymond B. Martin, Professor of Law
The Catholic University of America

before the

Senate Judiciary Subcommittee un the Constitution

May 23, 1984

Equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any

State on account of sex.

The subject of today's hearing- -the impact of the prop Equal

Rights Amendment upon the rights of homosexual citizens--is

controversial, sensitive, and difficult. One is tempted to simplify the

matter by focusing on one central question connected with that topic:

Does the proposed amendment realer unconstitutional all statutory

prohibitions against same-sex marriages? But one is mindful of the late

Alexander Rickel's cryptic warning About inquiring into the meaning of

institutional provisions: no answer is what the wrong question

begets,'?! Asking whether the E.R.A. mandates that same-sex marriages

be permitted is the wrong question. And it beget Rg ati%hits.

In these remarks, in going to ask that question, nonetheless, and

I'm going to try to answer it. knowing full well that ft's the W01111

oumtion and that ronsequently my efforts, w'.11 beget no answer, In

,olog to purfehrm this futility, not out of caprice or vagary, I it because

its sometimes necessary to think the wrong question through in order to

Ark'1VO at the right question, .ohn Wart Ely, whose rcspect for Alexender

01440 is obvious in his writing!, once mide en observation aboot

s career that seems alt disparaging, Ilitkel's 'career.' wrnIe

Hy, °
t"Iff4"' to the i'lew(tab141 fotllitY nt irvIng to Ins,!1'
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wrong question.4/ Ely meant no disparagement. In the same paragraph

he also declared that Bickel was probably the most creative

constitutional theorist of the past twenty years.°1/ Thus the

paradox: The futility--the "inevitable* futility--of trying to answer

the wrong question somehow begets creative constitutional theory, and at

the same time somehow begets no answer.

Does the proposed E.R.A. render unconstitutional all statutory

prohibitions against same-sex me' ieoes? The proposed E.R.A., if

approved, becomes tegistation, and t,i9re is more than one way to find the

meaning of lagIslative iongoege, t.'1 is tempted, first, to look at the

langoegw itsalt, at the hourfols of th words used. It's .asy to look at

the words themsev.q and a conclude that a man who wishes to marry a

man, or c. WOMPA %.: wishes to marry a women, but who cannot do so bICAUS6

of a within prohibiting same-sex marriages is *Hied of equality of

because of his or her sex. Were he or she of the opposite sex the

pronloition would not apply. This literal interpretation is easy and ,

att'actilv aid may be thought of as the focal point of those who could

uss Lovinly. Virginialf as a precedent. In Loving, the Supremo Court

helu gia: a black woman and c white man ware deprived of equality of

rights on account of race by Virginia's statute prohibiting interracial

marr!dges Simplistically, It might be argued that one can simply change

the names god the category of discrimination and viola' We hive what we

have every rscn to believe will be the very opinion the Supreme Court

w ill write on the matter in question. This is, I believe, the gist of

tree poSilion taken by two student authors of a 1973 Yale :.aw Journai

article en TLIF LEGALITY OF HOMOSEXUAL MARRIRGE.1 Admittedly their

analylis wa mire thirouh and more varied, but their has wmItIon was

that lovtor; ruvides the fnr.work fur the decision on the quostinn.

Rot it were Ili,- to take a literalist's approach, thu we Ns( be

f:orillitent. We rust look not only at the literal meaning of the weds

o ',ed In the E.R.A., hit alto at the tIteral r!tentog of th) WOr;:i urod In

our questinn W4.! ash AIMt samm-',es ts a 'Ia-rIpr';

;11 rhp wet.; ?'Sir'lo'in" ever 111811f other 4 u' thy, 5eq41 uwlon of WIt

mad tare unmeni parr 1.111e, tty ;ttcral defI.dtIon, IF. I hnterosevull
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Institution. When we apply this literalist's approach to our sisstIon,

we reach the result reached by the Court of Appeals of the State of

Washington in the Singer v. Nara case6' in 1974, i.e., that a statutory

prohibition against same-sex marriages does not violate an E.R.A.

Washington's Court of Appeals said:

the parties were barred from entering
fritb-lblilarriage relationship because of an
Impermissible racial classification. There is no
analogous sexual classification involved in the
instant case because appellants are not being denied
entry into the marriage relationship because of their
sex; rather, they are being denied entry into the
marriage relationship because of the recognized
definition of that relationship as one which may be
entered into only by two persons who are members of
the opposite sex.?

If we stay on this sematic, definitional, literal level, we're left

with a chicken -or -egg type of quandry. Does the heretofore accepted

definition of "marriage' inform the meaning of the E.R.A., or does the

language of the E.R.A. Inform the meaning of 'marriage'? I'd submit that

anyone's answer to that question is as good as anyone else's.

Ho. the literal approach is: "no answer t%, the wrong question.'

One Is next tempted to look beyond literal words, and one is immediately

impressed with a statement Just4e Holmes made many years ago:

A word is not a crystal, transparent and unchanged, it
is the skin of a living thought and may vary greatly
In color and content according to the Orcumstances
and the time in which it is use0.8/

What is the living thought of this Congress as to the mes,:ing of the

t.P.A, t:.1 particular point in question? What Is, or will he, the

living thought each 0 the state legislatures which vote to latify. the

WhAZ in the living thought of each of thc thousands of

.ho are 01W or will he passing on the f.R.A.7 If we

ir.terprei Holrhhs's "living thought is an actual, specific, intentional,

,cant a' pu.;ition (, the question at iltue, ais') led an tiotorn

,m46[010oy, Porhaps we an look not to Individual living titou0tD, but

a Arvato liviur inought, evidences in the lerps:ative history or ru-^

t- ll,A. to what, if reanc f, tho context same-se,. sarrfwgs,

I 1 I
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evidences to which we can presume assent on the part of the individuals

who vote to approve the amendment.

We like to leak for evidences of legislative intent in interpreting

statutory language. We ;n America are so enamored of legislative-history

materials that we've sparked the only partially facetious observation

among Canadian lawyers that Americans don't look at the text of a statute

unless they find ambiguity in the legislative-history materials. But as

accepting as we are of the evidences-of-legislative-intent approach in

interpreting statutes, is it a fitting approach for interpreting

constitutional provisions? The answer is: sometimes, but nut always.

It was Alexander Bickel who pointed out that if legislative intent Is the

guide to the correct meaning of all constitutional provisions, then we'd

probably have to Jettison Brown v. Board of Education and a good many of

our 8111 of Rights' decisions. Perhaps what I' saying seems too

obvious. We're all familiar with Chief Justice Marshall's epithet: WE

MUST NEVER FORGET THAT IT IS A CONSTITUTION WE ARE EXPOUNDING. Whether

we like it or not, the meaning of a constitituional provision evolves.

And so it is that we've been asking the wrong question. The question

isn't what does a constitutional provision mean? or even what is a

constitutional provision likely to be interpreted to mean? When dealing

with a proposed constftalonal provision as general and as

fo +ard-looking or the E.R.A., we ask those questions only at the risk of

getting no answer at all. Bickel may have hinted at the proper way to

approach a problem like this when he said:

It it not true that the Framers intended the
Fourteigh Amendment to outlaw segregation or to make
applicable to the states all restrictions on
government that may be evolved under the Bill of

1,'ghts; but they did not fore lose such policies and

Ty. indeed ',Wu Invit,ad them.!!

We night. in this contoxt of the E.R.A. and homosexual rights--

specifically rights with respect to narriage--ask the questions that

Rickel potited towards. What policies are the Framers of the E.R.A. not

foreclosing What policies are the Framers tivIt.:1122? The answers depend

largely upon what policies with "aspect to marrioge and rights have been

evolving in the past decision!, of the Sup -:.a. Court. A proposed
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constititufonal guarantee as broadly worded as the E.R.A. is not a

self-contained entity. s going to take its place against a background

"r\Iof already evolved and stil evolving understandings of social and

constitutional concepts. And It's in this evolved and evolving

constftituional and social background that we're most likely to find

answers to the questions of what policies the Framers of the E.R.A. are

inviting, and what policies they are not foreclosing.

First, what is the evolved and evolving constitutional background in

the context of the institution of marriage. Traditional understandings

of the definition of marriage as the legal union between one man and

one woman were strongly upheld in the old Reynolds v. United StatesYS

Case in 1878, and most importantly in Reynolds the Supreme Court upheld

the traditional statutorily mandated cunogamous marriage in the face of a

challenge based on a claimed constitutional right--the right to freely

exercise one's religion when that religion demands polygamy. One would

be tempted to regard the Reynolds case as at best shaky evidence of the

constitutional background understanding of marriage. It's an old

case--over a hundred years old. But that temptation has to take into

account the more recent pronouncements of Justice Douglas, writing for

the majority in the Griswold case, 11/ scarcely twenty years ago:

We deal with a right of privacy older than the
Bill of Rights--older than our political parties,
older than our school system. Marriage is a coming
together for better or for worse, hopefully enduring,
and intimate to the degree of being sacred. The
association promotes a way of life, not causes; a
harmony in living, nut political faiths; a bilateral
loyalty, not commercial or social projects. Yet it is
an association for as ngble a purpose as any involved
In our prior decisions.12/

Reynolds aq0 Griswold seem to uphold the argument that constitutional

provisions impacting on the inst!tution of marriage are understood as

impacting on the traditionally defined concept of marriage.

Out, just as our scientific understandings of the universe and the

atom have evolved at a dirtying pace within the last twenty years, so too

has a similar phenomenon occurred with respect to our social and

constitutional understandings of institutions. The Griswold stress on

Al no% uf. UI f)58
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the privacy rights of the married couple lasted but seven years. Justice

Brennan, writing for the majority in the 1972 case of Eisenstadt v.

13Baird,/
said of the Griswold stress on the traditional 'couple'

understanding of marriage and of the idea of how fundamental

constitutional rights impact on the Griswold understanding of marriage:

It is true that in Griswold the right of privacy in
Question inhered in,15-iirrital relationship. Yet the

marital coop le is not en independent oily with a
WErfaid dart BT1TI own, but an assoc a loW-Uf two
IN3TviRall-licriong a separate intellectual and
emotional make-up. If the right to privacy means

anything, It is the FTILO the ladivtduar, married
or itniTe.-TebeWee f "DiWentee overneWEIT-
Tarusion iffo-iattiFs so fundamentally affecting a
rer"-s6191 the decision whether to bear or beget a

In form, all Elsenstandt did was to extend the Griswold privacy right,

which had been grounded in the marital relationship, to unmarried people;

but in !shuts Eisenstadt signaled a new understanding of marriage In

the background of constitutional rights. It's the individual who has the

rights, noL the couple, not the status entity. And it did more.

Marriage had long been regarded as a constitutional right of fundamental

importance. And it may not be Incorrect to conclude that the marriage'

that was accorded fundamental constitutional stature in earlier Supremo

Court decisions was the traditionally definied marriage. In the Loving

case itself, drawing on the earlier Skinner v. Oklahoma-15 opinion, the

Supreme Court said:

Marriage Is one of the 'basic civil rights of man,'
fundamental to our very existence and survival.16/

risenstadt signaled a change with its emphasis on inlvidual rather than

status. Its not suprising, then, that in the Zablockill/ opinion we

see, not marriage itself as the fnr? point of fundamental-rights

analysis, but rather the right to marry.

The locus of the right is In the individual, and he right itself is

a right to marry. The extent and Strength of this inJividualistic

onderstanding of the marital relationship is easily iolnd and underscored

18/
in later cases, like Planned Parenthood of Missouri v_ Danforth, in

which the Supreme Court further individuated the marriaces relationship

into rights possessed by Individuals when it prohibited states from

permitting husbands to have an equal say in the abortion decision,

9 ro
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My point In all this is to suggest that the Supreme Cour's

understanding of marriage has changed. It is no longer exclusively the

old, traditional definition of a status, a covenant upon which the

survival of the human race is grounded. It seems more like an important

contract right possessed by Indiriduals.

Another Pert of the background ante;
which the proposed E.R.A. will be

superimposed is'the 'supreme Court's understanding of what it is that is

at the heart of what's wrong About discrimination
on account of see. The

Washington Court of Appeals in Singer19/-- seemed to find the slogan

'Equal pay for equal work' as exemplifying the primary purpose of

Washington's E.R.A. I hope it doesn't take an extensive brief to Justify

the suggestion that what lies at the heart of the proposed federal E.R.A.

is something far acre complex and far deeper than the notion of bringing

women's wages up to par. There is a great social movement going on,

geographically more extensive, and demographically more pervasive, than

even the fight far racial equality. It is a movement that is changing

the roles of men and women. It is changing tradition. At its heart, and

at the heart of so many contemporary Supreme Court decisions in the area

of sex discrimination is the reaction to the ancient canard, the

overbroad generalization, the byproducts of traditional ways of thinking

about trie Sexes,.'

suggested earlier that the proper questions might be: What

policies are the Framers of the E.R.A. not foreclosing? What policies

Are the Framers of the F.R.A, invitin2? My gen conclusion, Against the

background of contemprary Social and constitutional understandings of

r3rrlage and sex discrimination Is that the (A .A. invites the new, less

traditional Individuated concept of merrin.!, marital ciglIts, And the

right to marry, floreover the A.R.A. invites not simply a re-examination,

but rather a rejection of ancient generalizations about sex, sex rol'S.

And riihil in general (N the' context of S. ft mArriav in ft.!,

nstit Ituionef understanding, is t.ecntio4 two, "status" And c..ro

loOviduAl *4:On%.rfit't," and thud separated from the traditions Heel trr

tho .1n.tocninn,ng of the .;tain; -0m-opt of 1-irridlic --Ind if nnOvni
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canards about sex roles are at the heart of what the E.R.A. rejects--then

it cannot by any fair account be asserted that the Framers of the E.R.A.

are foreclosing a policy of mandated recognition of same-sex marriages.
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Senator Awn. Thank you. That was a very thoughtful set of re-
marks.

I will have some questions for you in a few minutes but let us
now turn to Professor Hickok, and we will take your testimony at
this time, sir.

STATEMENT OF EMENE W. HICKOK, JR.

Mr. HICKOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps the most unique thing about this Nation's ongoing

debate over the equal rights amendment, it seems to me, is that it
is a debate concerning what the proposed amendment means.

Because of this, considerable disagreement about what exactly
the ERA might accomplish remains. It is sobering to realize that
for more than a decade a national dialog on the ERA has produced
neither a consensus concerning its meaning nor the measure of
support warranted to amend the Constitution.

My purpose today is not to take sides in this debate but to offer
some reflections regarding what the effect of the equal rights
amendment might have upon homosexual rights, should the
amendment ever become a part of the Constitution. Both propo-
nents and opponents of the ERA have expressed differing views on
this issue.

It is my belief that the ERA may have a considerable impact in
this area, at least calling into question, and probably overturning
existing laws which place sanctions upon homosexual conduct and
laws which limit certain actions by homosexuals, such as marriage.

At the outset it should be noted that it is my understanding that
the ERA would set up a constitutional yardstick of absolute equali-
ty between men and women in all legal relationships.

I refer to the arguments of Prof. Thomas Emerson at the Yale
University School of Law, when he argues that:

ERA means that differentiation on account of sex is totally precluded regardless
of whether a legislative or administrative agency may consider such a classification
to be "reasonable", to be "beneficial" rather than "invidious", or to be justified by
"compelling" re ens.

This i. absolutist interpretation of the ERA. I use it not only
because chink the words have meaning, that words make a differ-
ence. But also because I think that is the interpretation endorsed
by most of the proponents of the amendment itself.

Howe. r, this interpretation is at odds somewhat with the view
held by some that the amendment does not establish strict stand-
ards and that a body of exceptions to the general rule of prohibit-
ing sex classification.' will be produced as courts apply a common-
sense interpretation to the amendment.

There are severe problems, in my opinion, with this approach to
the ERA, not the least of which is the fact that it means that those
exceptions will be written by Federal judges rather than State and
national elected officials. I am reminded of Chancellor Kent's com-
ments that you will find judges roaming the trackless fields of
their imaginations.

Nevertheless, I think the ERA will have the effect of calling into
questions laws limiting any punishing homosexual conduct.
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Under the ERA, a law which made illegal some relationship be-
tween two men or two women which would be permissible if en-
tered into by a man and a woman would be brought into question.
The issue of homosexual marriage provides an 'illustration of the
possible impact of the ERA in this area.

At the present time, laws against homosexual marriage have
been consistently upheld in the courts. According to Prof. Charles
Rice:

"All the cases which have considered the question have held that
there may be no valid marriage contract between persons of the
same sex."

The courts have found that denial of a marriage license to homo-
sexuals does not abridge existing equal protection laws.

Under existing law, the dispute over denying a marriage license
to homosexuals revolves around three factors: Are homosexuals a
suspect classification; is obtaining a marriage license considered
important to homosexuals as a class; does the Government have a
compelling interest in denying a license to same-sex couples?

It seems to me that by almost any measure, homosexuals merit
serious consideration as a suspect class under the 14th amendment.
As a group, homosexuals have experienced a history of discrimina-
tion, are held suspect due to a condition that is beyond their con-
trol, and have historically been the subject of derogatory myth.

The Supreme Court has never explicated its grounds for declar-
ing certain classifications inherently suspect.

However, it seems to me that under the ERA homosexuals could
be ccnsidered a suspect class. Should this be the case, I think it
would be argued that the ERA would prohibit sex discrimination to
the same degree that the 14th amendment currently prohibits race
discrimination.

With regard to the importance of obtaining a marriage license to
homosexuals as a class, while the "courts have never held that
marriage, standing alone, is a sufficiently fundamental right to
elicit use of any strict scrutiny standard,' evidence suggests that
we may see a revision of jurisprudence in this area.

Ii you look at "Black's Law Dictionary," marriage is defined as:
The ci il status, condition, or relation of one man and one woman united in law

for life ' and traditionally courts have iefined marriage almost exclusively as a
"union of man and woman, uniquely involving procreation and rearing of children
within a Wilily."

But more recently marriage has been viewed by the courts as a
legal right, "one of the 'basic civil rights of man' fundamental to
our very existence and survival."

In Loving v. Virginia, the Court recognized marriage to be:
"' one of the vital personal rights essential to the orderly pur-
suit of happiness."

In Griswold v. Connecticut, the Court related marriage to the in-
dividual "right to association" protected through the 14th amend-
ment.

As Perkins and Silverstein point out in the Yale Law Journal:
It is unlikely, in light of these decisions and of the evolving attitudes toward mar-

riage in our society, that constitutional protections surrounding the institution of
marriage would he made dependent on the ability or willingness to hear children.
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The argument can be made and has been accepted by the courts
that marriage is an important legal right. The importance of mar-
riage to homosexuals as a class has not been addressed by the
Court. However, sanctioning of the marriage relationship carries
various legal, social, and psychic benefits that would seem as im-
portant to homosexuals as to heterosexuals.

Moreover:
Marriage ought reasonably be viewed as enhancing the stability, respectability,

and emotional depth of any relationship between two individuals, regardless wheth-
er the relationship is homosexual or heterosexual.

Studies have demonstrated that "the belief that two persons
having the same primary sexual characteristics cannot benefit
from many of the emotional, social, and legal consequences of mar-
riage" is untrue.

Traditionally the Government has supported its interest in uni-
formly denying marriage licenses to same-sex couples by arguing,
among other things, that legalizing homosexual marriage would
run counter to existing laws against homosexual acts. It would
place the States therefore in a rather awkward position.

But I think it is fair to consider that some of these statutes may
be unconstitutional anyway.

Since Griswold v. Connecticut, the courts have generally held
that the constitutional right to privacy "prevents the application of
sodomy statutes to the private, consensual acts of married cou-
ples."

Indeed, a Federal district court in Texas held in 1982, that: "Ho-
mosexual conduct in private between consenting adults is protected
by a fundamental right to privacy."

Moreover, not only are such statutes at least questionable consti-
tutionally, they are rarely enforced, bringing into question the seri-
ousness with which the Government pursues its interests.

While the balancing of competing interests under the equal pro-
tection laws has so far upheld State laws limiting homosexual con-
duct such as marriage, the equal rights amendment would seem to
present a different and stronger challenge.

A statute of administrative policy would permit a man to marry a woman, subject
to certain regulatory provisions, but categorically denies him the right to marry an-
.,t her man clearly entails a classification along sexual lines.

Under an absolutist interpretation of the ERA, such a statute I
think would be unconstitutional. The applicable analogy is Loving
v. Virginia, in which the Court ruled that Virginia's antimiscegna-
tion statutes violated the 14th amendment. Here the Court stated
that marriage is a legal right that cannot be denied to any individ-
ual on account of his race. According to the Court:

"Under our Constitution, the freedom to marry a person of an-
other race resides with the individual and cannot be infringed by
the State."

Under the equal rights amendment, one could substitute the
words "same sex" for the words "another race" in the Court's opin-
ions.

The legislative history of the ERA also supports the contention
that differentiation on account of sex is totally precluded.
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Indeed, an amendment to the ERA which would have excluded
its applicability to "any law prohibiting sexual activity between
persons of the same sex or the marriage of persons of the same
sex- tailed to gain support in the Senate.

Opponents of this interpretation might point to the case of
Singer v. Harm decided by the Court of Appeals of Washington in
1974. Here the court found that a law banning homosexual mar-
riage did not coliq with the State's equal rights amendment,
which is virtually identical to the proposed national ERA. In its
opinion, the court ruled that:

Tu accept the contention that the ERA must be interpreted to prohibit stat-
utes which refuse to permit same-sex marriages would be to subvert the purposes
tbr which the ERA was enacted by expanding its scope beyond that which was un-
doubtedly intended by the majority of this State who voted for the amendment.

The court's decision in Singer is illustrative, in the words' of the
court, of a commonsense approach to the ERA.

The court goes on to point out that the State's refuSal to grant a
marriage license to same-sex couples:

is not based upon the appellants 'status as males, but rather it is based on the
State's recognition that our society as a whole views marriage as the appropriate
and desirable "mum for procreation and the rearing of children.

I think there are several problems with the decision handed
down in Singer v. Ham not the least of which is the court's under-
standing of marriage. As stated earlier, society and the court have
moved away dramatically from the concern with procreation cited
in the Singer decision. Perhaps more importantly, the decision il-
lustrates the major problem with a commonsense understanding of
the ERA. How does the court know what was in the mind of the
voters of Washington when they ratified the State's equal rights
amendment?

Singer v. Ham is instructive in that it provides us with some in-
dication of how the ERA might be interpreted according to a com-
monsense standard. Such a standard would provide judges with the
discretion to assemble a package of exceptions to the amendment.
The question then is this: Would a commonsense approach to the
ERA have any impact upon homosexual rights?

Obviously it is difficult to predict what, if any effect the amend-
ment might have in this area until the courts have had an opportu-
nity to act. However, judicial decisionmaking since Griswold v.
Connecticut demonstrates a discernible legal and social trend
toward the practical recognition of the homosexual option as a le-
gitimate, alternative way of life.

Homosexuality is no longer automatically a sufficient ground for
dismissal as an employee, for example. And in child custody battles
the trend is for the courts to hold that the homosexuality of one
parent is not an automatic bar to that parent being awarded custo-
dy.

It is my opinion that the proposed 27th amendment to the Feder-
al Constitution would have the effect of accelerating this trend in
judicial decisionmaking as more and more interested citizens ap-
proach the courts seeking answers to the sorts of questions raised
in this analysis and judges are forced to grapple with them.
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While most of my comments have been directed at the issue of
homosexual marriage, it is my understanding that ratification of
the equal rights amendment would have the effect of caning into
question all laws that constrain or punish homosexual conduct.

The issue of homosexual marriage is but one of many that needs
to be considered. The extent to which Americans can expect to see
major changes in homosexual rights occur can only be suggested,
however, because of the curious nature of the ongoing debate.

My analysis has been premised on the belief that the amendment
should be interpreted as it is written and the belief that a less-
than-literal approach to the amendment not only calls into ques-
tion the necessity of the ERA but also raises the possibility that
judges will become even more active as propagators of public
policy. To the extent that this will alter the balance of constitution-
al powers, I find little solace in Alexander Hamilton's assertion
that the judiciary will always be the least dangerous to the politi-
cal rights of the Constitution.

The following was received for the record:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EUGENE W. HICKOK, JR.

Perhaps the most unique thing about this nation's

ongiing debAte over the Rights Amendment is that it

is a debate cohcerninq what the proposed Amendment means.

Beciu,, of this, considerable disagreement about what

exi..tly the ERA might accomplish remains. It is sobering

to realize that fot more than a decade a national dialogue

on the ERA has produced neither a consensus concerning its

moaning nor the measure of support warranted to amend the

Constitution.

purpose today is not to take sides in this debate

but. t 11.. 7 ref10.7tiDr.; re73r11.1g what effect the

Elual mtih' hive upon homosexual rights,

the .V.I.n17,ent e.er betop.e A part of the Constitution.

Both pc:n-::t,; and oppon:nts of the ERA have expressed

dif:etin4 on this It is my belief that the

ERA M.., have a considerable impact in this area, at least

calling into luestion, arol pr..)bably-overturning existing

laws which ol ace sanctions homosexual conduct and

laws which limit certain actions by homosexuals, such as

marriage.

At the outset it shoeld be notel that it is my

u lerstatylini that the ERA "would set up a constitutional

yardstick of absolute epiality between men and women in

all legal relationships.' It would require that sex-

bas..1 law. be judged with the same rigor in courts as

rac-b.ged law.; currently are judg,..A. According to

Pr)fe.,;31r Thuna.; Emerscin of the Yale University School of

Law, "ERA meins that differentiatIon on account of sex is

t piludd t0AiT,!1 Jf whether a legislative or

adt,inistritive agency may conailer such a classification to

be 'rei.4...11,1e1, to be 'beneficial' rather than 'invidious',
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or to be justified by 'compelling' reasons."2 According

to Professor Emerson

The basic principle of the Equal Rights

Amendment is that sex is not a permissible

factor in determining the legal rights of

women, or of men. This means that the

treatment of any person by the law may not

be based upon the circumstances that such

person is of one sex or another . . . only

an unequivocable ban against taking sex into

account supplies a rule adequate to achieve

the objer!tives of the Amendment.3

This "absolutist" interpretation of the ERA is at

odds somewhat with the views held by some that the Amendment

does not establish strict standards and that a body of

of exceptions to the general rule of prohibiting sex

classifications will be produced as courts apply a

"commonsense" interpretation to the Amendment. There are

severe problems, in mi opinion, with this approach to the

ERA, not the least of which is the fact that it means that

those exceptions will be written by federal judges rather

than state and national elected officials. Nevertheless,

even under a "commonsense" interpretation of the Amendment,

I believe the ERA will have the effect of calling into

question laws limiting and punishing homosexual conduct.

Ender the ERA, a law which made illegal some relation-

..;t11 ;, between two men or two women which would be permissible

if entered into by a man and a woman would be brought into

question. The issue of homosexual marriage provides an

illustritiin of the possible impact of the ERA in this

At the pres,nt time, laws against homosexual marriage

ht. ,, :on.41'1t,!ntly u7,hell in the courts. Acc riling to

Pr .fssor Charles Ric- of the Low School at Notre Dame
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Uli.vi_rsity, "all the ease,; which have considered the question

have held that there may be no valid marriage contract

between personS of the same sex."4 The courts have found

that denial of a marriage license to homosexuals does

not abridge existing equal protection law. However, the

ERA, if ratified, would almost certainly change things.

Under existing law, the dispute over denying a

marriage license to homosexuals revolves around three

factors: are homosexuals a "suspect" classification and

therefore subject to the sorts of protections afforded

minorities under the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment; is obtaining a marriage license considered

important to homosexuals as a class; does the government

have a compelling interest in denying a license to same-

sex couples?5

It would seem that by almost any measure, homosexuals

merit serious consideration as a "suspect" class under

the Fourteenth Amendment. As a group, homosexuals have

experienced a history of discrimination, are held suspect

due to a condition that is beyond their control, and have

historically been the subject of derogatory myth. If it

is true that since the Supreme Court has never explicated

its grounds for declaring certain classifications inherently

"suspect", it may well be the case that the Court might

reasonably find that discrimination against homosexuals

is not as burdensome as that affecting other groups.

under the ERA homosexuals would automatically be

cL,n_;idet..d a "suspect" class. The ERA would prohibit sex

liscrimi-atiun to the Sdrnn degree that the Fourteenth

Arndmeril presently prohibits race discrimination.

With re4ard to the importance of obtaining a marriage

lixen,w to homosexuals as a class, the "courts have never

hell that marriage, standing alone, is a sufficiently

fundamental right to elicit use ofany strict scrutiny

standird."
6

However, evidence suggests that the courts may
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be in the process of revising traditional jurisprudence

in this area.

Black's Law Dictionary defines marriage as "the civil

status, condition, or relation of one man and one woman

united in law for life . . ."
7
and traditionally courts

have defined marriage almost exclusively as "a union of

man and woman, uniquely involving procreation and rearing

of children within a family." 8
But more recently marriage

has been viewed by the courts as a legal right, "one of the

'basic civil rights of man' ft.ndamental to our very

existence and survival."9 In Lovin.9 v. Virginia, tare Court

recognized marriage to be "one of the vital personal rights

essential to the orderly pur,luit of happiness." 10 In

Griswold v. Connecticut, the Court relates marriage to an

individual "right to association" protected through the

Fourtocnth Amendment. As Perkins and Silverstein point out

in The Yale Law Journal

It is unliLt.d.y, in light of Cnurt dicta

and of the evolving attitudes tow. rd marriage

in our society, that Constitutional protections

surrounding the institution of marriage would

be made dependent on the ability or willingness

to bear children. 11

Perhaps the most pressing argument against the

recognition of homosexual marriage is the theoretical

rgument that marriage, by definition, means the union of

a man and a women. But an analogous situation confronted

the framer-3 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Certainly prior

to that Amendment, voters were by definition" white

male property-owners. indeed, the Fourteenth Amendment

was passe.' "for the express purpose of preventing the

enforcement of exclusionary cla..sifications based upon

deo;ly f.2lt beliefs which 3r.i not grounded on objective,

rite )nil listinctionJ."
12
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The argument can be made and has been accepted by the

courts that marriage is an important legal right. The

importance of marriage to homosexuals as a class has not

been addressed by the Court. However, sanctioning of the

marriage relationship carries various legal, social and

psychic benefits that would seem as important to homosexuals

as to heterosexuals. Moreover, "marriage ought reasonably

be viewed as enhancing the stability, respectability, and

emotional death of any relationship between two individuals,

regardless whether the relationship is homosexual or

heterosexual." 13
And studies have demonstrated that "the

belief that two persons having the same primary sexual

characteristics cannot benefit from many of the emotional,

social, and legal consequences of marriage is untrue." 14

Traditionally the government has supported its interest

in uniformly denying marriage licenses to same-sex couples

by arguing, among other things, that legalizing homosexual

marriage ould run counter to existing laws against

homosexual acts. However, such statutes may very well be

unconstitutional anyway. Since Griswold v. Connecticut,

tho courts have generally held that the constitutional

right of privacy "prevents the application of sodomy

statutes to the private, consensual acts of married

couples.'.15 Indeed, a federal district court in Texas

held in 1982, that "homosexual conduct in private between

consenting adults is protected by a fundamental right to

privacy. .16
Moreover, not only are such statutes question-

able t.-mr:titutimally, they are rarely enforced, bringing

int AU, it L Ser 1011S::,SS with which the government

its interests.

Whtle the balancing of competing interests under the

i.11 pt laws hag so far upheld state laws limiting

ondact such as marriage, the Equal Rights

w.0111 se-m t' present a different and stronger
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challenge to existing laws. "A statute or ad-inistrative

policy which would permit a man to marry a woman, subject

to certain regulatccy provisions, but categorically denies

him the right to marry another man clearly e: tails a

classification along sexual lines."
17

Under an "absolutist"

interpretation of the ERA, such a statute would be

unconstitution=11. The applicable analogy is Loving v. Virginia,

in which the Coact ruled that Virginia's antimiscegenation

statutes violated the Fourteenth Amendment. Here the Court

stated that marriage is a legal right that cannot be

denied to any individual on account of his race. According

to the C. "Under our Constituting, the freedom to marry,

a person of another race resides with the individual and

cannot be infringed by the state." 18
Under the Equal

Rights Amendment, one could substitute the words "same sex"

for the words "another race" in the Court's opinion; for

Just as the Fourteenth Amendment makes race a suspect

classification, the proposed Tw arty- Seventh Amendment makes

sex a suspect classification.

In light of the frequently asserted claim

that the Equal Rights Amendment was designed

to prohibit sex discrimination to at least

the degree that the Fourteentn Amendment

presently prohibits racial discrimination,

Loving would appe4r to raise a strong presum[tion

that homosexual couples could not be uniformly

denied marriage licenses after ratification of

the Twenty-Seventh Amendment.
19

The legislative history of the ERA supports the contention

fho "differenttAtion on account of sex is totally pre-

An Am,nimout to the ERA which would

hio ox21,ided its applicabl'ity to "mny law prohibiting

3.:11 a_.ttvLt., between persons of the same sex or the
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marriage of persons of the same sex" failed to gain support

in the Senate. 21

Opponents of this interpretation might point to th,

case c'Z Singer v. Hara, decided by the Court of Appeals of

Waslington in 1974. Here the court found that a law banning

homosexual marriage did aot conflict with the state's

Equal. Rights Amendment, which is virtually identical to

the proposed national ERA. In its opinion the court ruled

that "to accept . . . the contention that the ERA must be

interpreted to prohibit statutes which refuse to permit same-

sex marriages woule be to subvert the purposes for which

the ERA IS enacted by expanding its scope beyond that which

was undoubtedly intended by the majority of this state who

voted for the amendment." 22
The court's decision in Sinler.

1g ill..strativ.,, in the words of the court, of a "common-

senw.," approach to the Fr,A. The court goes on to point

out that the state's refusal to grant a marriage license

to same-sex couples "is not based upon the appellants'

stitus as males, but rther it is based on the state's

reco!nition that our society as a whole views marriage as

the ip!ropriate and desirable foru.-i for procreation and the

of children." 23

There are several problems with the decision handed

Si. g-!- v. Ra-, n ,t the Initi' of which is the .:,r1rf'6

r.tandinq of marii,c10. As, ,,,tit."! earlier, society and

the !2purt have moved a4iy lramiticlly from the concern

with pr-,croition eit0.1 in the Sinie- iecision. Perha:-5 mor

im;.q, 1:01,', the d.,ei-;loa illustrat..s the ma;or prob.em

with i undet,;t iudin l of the ERA. HOW :loos

the court know what was in the mind of the voters of Washington

when they ratfied tht statet; Equil Rights Amendment?

Singer v. Hata is instructive in that it provides us

with some indication of how the EPA might be Interpreted

according to a :;tarilird. Such a stan(!ard

wouli pc 1:1!1; with th. diwtetion to as!oible

4 1 OW 0 66 62
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package of exceptions to the Amendment. The question then

is this: Would a "commonsense" approach to the ERA have

any impact upon homosexual rights?

Obviously it is difficult to predict what, if any

effect the Amendment might have in this area until the

courts have had an opportunity to act. However, judicial

decision making since Griswold v. Connecticut demonstrates

a "discernible legal and social trend toward the practical

recognition of the homosexual option as a legitimate,

alternative way of life."
24

Homosexuality is no longer

automatically a sufficien. ground for dismissal as an

employee, for example. And in child custody battles "the

trend is for the courts to hold that the homosexuality of

one parent is not an automatic bar to that parent being

awarded custody.
"25 It is my opinion that the proposed

Twenty-Seventh Amendment to the Federal Constitution would

have the effect of accelerating this trend in judicial

decision making as more and more interested citizens

approach the courts seeking answers to the sorts of questi,Ais

raised in this analysis and judges are forced to grapple

with them.

While most of my comments have been directed at the

issue of homosexual marriage, it is my understan1ing that

ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment would have the

effect of calling into question all laws that constrain or

punish homosexual conduct. The issue of homosexual marriage

is but one of many that needs to be considered. The

extent to which Americans can expect to see major changes

in homosexual rights occur can only be suggested, however,

because of the curious nature of the ongoing debate over

the EkA. My analysis hAs been premised on the belief that

the Amendment should be interpreted as it is written and

the belief that a less-than-literal approach to the Amend-

ment not only calls into question the necessity of the ERA
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but also raises the possibility that judges will become

even more active as propagators of public policy. To the

extent that this will alter the balance of constitutional

powers, I find little solace in Alexander Hamilton's

assertion that the judiciary will always be "the least

dangerous to the political rights of the Constitution." 26
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Senator 'lATCH. Thank you so much. I think both of your state-
ments hay e been very, very good.

I do have some questions that I would like to ask you.
Could each of you share with rae your perspectives not on the

logical understanding of the text of the ERA, but on what you be-
lieve to be the intent of the framers of the amendment?

Do either of you believe that significant consideration has ever
been given by such individuals to the issue of homosexual rights?

In other words, has this issue been raised inadvertently by thewords of the ERA or has it been a conscious part of the intent of
the framers of the equal rights amendment?

Let us start with you, Dr. Marcin.
Mr. MARCIN. What I've suggested in my remarks is that neither

a literal nor an intent interpretation is going to be productive, but
if one were to use either of those methods, one would not be amiss
in concluding that the ERA. raises a problem in that area and
therefore it is incumbent upon the framers of the ERA to resolve
that question. I do not think they have resolved it.

Senator HATCH. Professor Hickok?
Mr. HICKOK. My impression, and I am afraid it is merely an im-

pression, is that the framers and the supporters of it initially prob-
ably did not consider this issue. And I think the best argument we
have to support that impression is the fact that the wording of the
amendment opens up all kinds of questions such as homosexual
rights.

Senator HATCH. They did not anticipate many of the issues
which could arise from the equal rights amendment?

Mr. HICKOK. Exactly. I think if they had thought of these issues
coming up, perhaps the wording would be different.

Senator HATCH. I see.
The Yale Law Journal article on ERA and homosexual rights

seems to adopt the fairly straightforward syllogism as follows:
First, individual A, a male, can legally marry individual B, a

female.
Second, individual A, a male, cannot legally marry individual C,also a male.
Third, hence, individual C, a male, is being discriminated against

solely on the basis of his sex in violation of the clear language of
the equal rights amendment.

Do you believe that is a fair statement of their proposition; and
how would you respond to this on legal grounds?

Let us start again with you, Professor.
Mr. MARCIN. I think it is a fair statement.
Senator HATCH. Is it a fair statement of what they meant intheir article?
Mr. MARCIN. I believe it is a fair statement of what they meant

in their article, but it is not the only possible viewpoint. Senator
Bayh once indicated that since a statute prohibiting same-sex mar-
riages would apply equally to both sexes, there cannot be any dis-
crimination. The tenor of my remarks, however, has been that the
focus of the Supreme Court is now on the individual, not on the
group. It is only individuals who have rights. And so I think that
the statement made by the authors of the Yale Law Journal article
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is accurate in that it places the locus of the rights in the individ-
ual.

Senator HATCH. Professor Hickok.
Mr. HICKOK. I remember the Emerson article and I would agree,

I think it is a fair statement of the argument.
About Senator Bayh's comments, he was relating ',oiling v. Vir-

ginia into the issue brought. up in this case, homosexual rights, and
argued that the difference is, as Professor Marcin has pointed out,
that in this case we are denying to every man and every woman.

But I think we are talking about individual rights and that the
ERA makes the difference in this case. Understanding the amend-
ment in this way, it makes sense. And, therefore, I think Senator
Bayh's argument is at least brought into question.

Senator HATCH. Some leading theoreticians of the ERA move-
ment, often suggest a number of exceptions to what they describe
as the absolute principle of the equality contained in the equal
rights amendment. I would like to raise these with you briefly in
order to determine whether the issue of homosexual marriage
might fall within any of these particular exemptions.

The first major exemption relates to what they describe as the
right to privacy.

Now, do either of you see the right to privacy as posing any sig-
nificant barrier to a constitutional requirement of homosexual
marriages in the ERA?

Mr. MARCIN. Do rights to privacy pose a barrier to homosexual
marriages?

Senator HATCH. As a principle.
Mr. MARCIN. I think the right to privacy would likely stand

behind the proposition that homosexual marriages should be recog-
n ized.

Senator HATCH. So you are saying that the right to privacy argu-
ments that have been put forward in some of the cases that have
been cited, would tend to support, if the ERA is ratified, a right to
homosexual marriages?

Mr. MARCIN. Yes, one hears the right to privacy argument made
in connection with the so-called bathroom issue. The argument is
that the ERA does not require unisex public restrooms because
that would be intruding on people's privacy.

But in homosexual marriages, where is the locus of the right? It
is in the two individuals who are seeking to marry. They are not
intruding into the space or into the marital relationship of anyone
else. And, therefore, I see the right of privacy cutting in favor of
the recognition of their rights.

Senator HATCH. That is interesting because the right to privacy
according to the understanding of those such as Professor Emerson
involves such issues as unisex restrooms and unisex dormitories. It
would not concern marital rights between consenting individuals, if
I understand him correctly.

What is your feeling?
Mr. Kok. I would tend to agree with Professor Marcin that

the right to privacy, especially if you look at the decisions since
Gristeo/d v. Connecticut on the issue of consenting adults, for exam-
ple, would stand behind and support the general movement toward
same -sex marriages.
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Senator HATCH. I see.
The next major exception lelates to what some ERA proponents

call the "unique physical characteristics exception." Do either of
you see the unique physical characteristics exception as posing any
barriers to homosexual marriage?

Go ahead, Professor, I will start with you this time.
Mr. HICKOK. I guess the argument would be that if marriage by

definition is supposed to pertain to procreation and the rearing of
children, then obviously the unique characteristic would matter
quite a bit. But I do not think if you look at the way the Court is
moving and society is moving toward the notion of marriage, rede-
fining our understanding of marriage, that concern is still central.
Therefore I do not know that the characteristic issue would pose aproblem here.

Senator HATCH. Go ahead, Professor Marcin.
Mr. MARCIN. I think we could add a little further. Even if the

traditional definition of marriage still influenced or informed the
meaning of the proposed constitutional provision, the unique-physi-
cial-characteristics exception would still be of questionable rel-
evance. It is almost an absurdity to suggest that the State would
have the power to prohibit sterile people from marrying. The State
recognizes that individuals have a right to marry independent of
their ability to procreate. The State has never recognized ability to
procreate as a prerequisite of the right to marry.

Senator HATCH. Both of you have made interesting points in this
area. If it is so that the unique physical characteristics exception
poses a significant barrier to homosexual marriage, it would haveto be on the premise that the sole purpose of the marriage is to
procreate. If that is the case, we might as well outlaw marriages
between individuals beyond child-bearing age or those otherwise
unab'e or unequipped to have children.

Assume that the ERA has been ratified. Instead of the immedi-
ate culture shock of legalized marriage of homosexuals, do you see
the possibility instead that the judiciary will increasingly afford
equal rights to homosexual partners such as survivor benefits, in-
surance benefits, property benefits, and so forth?

In other words, as a kind of transition program, do you antici-
pate a gradual extension to homosexual ,partners of the array of
legal benefits to which only married individuals are currently enti-
tled? Along these lires, for example, 1 note the recent ordinance by
the city council in San Francisco whereby homosexual couples were
legally entitled to public employee insurance benefits upon the pay-
ment of a fee legally establishing a quasi-marital relationship.

Let us start with you, professor.
Mr. MARCIN. It seems to be a trend in other contexts to recognize

rights that attend or surround the marital relationship, without
recognizing the marital relationship itself. Nonmarital cohabilita-
tion contracts, express or implied, have been gaining in recognition
among the State courts. Some of the courts recognize rights that
would otherwise adhere in married individuals.

In the case of homosexual individuals who are living under a co-
habitation agreement, courts could, influenced by the ERA, fall
into that pattern of recognizing rights that attend marriage, that
is, inheritance rights or rights to some sort of spousal support in
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the event of separation, even though they might not recognize the
marriage itself as a full legal marriage.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree?
Mr. HicKoK. I do, not only because of action such as in San Fran-

cisco but if you look at the decisions by the courts since Griswold
on the whole idea of homosexual activity and conduct and limita-
tions and constraints, you see a general liberalization in this area.

So I would anticipate that along the same lines you will see more
of this activity, certainly under the 27th amendment.

Senator HATCH. Given the virtually unanimous opinion of ERA
advocates that ERA would equate the judicial treatment of race
and sex classifications. would it be wrong to assume that the Su-
preme Court's decision in Loving v. Virginia declaring laws as you
stated against interracial marriage to be unconstitutional, would be
controlling in understanding the meaning of the equal rights
amendment?

Mr. HICKOK. I think the argument that they bring in opposition
to the argument that I made in Loving v. Virginic is that you are
talking about an individual who is a member of a group being
treated differently than other individuals and that is why Loving v.
Virginia is different from say an ERA case of a similar typea ho-
mosexual case of a similar type is that all men are denied the right
and all women are denied the right to marry someone of the same
sex, so they are not being singled out.

But the argument I think fails in that the Constitution does not
grant group rights. I think it is one of the common problems that
we have had with this whole area of jurisprudence in recent years,
the notion of group rights as opposed to individual rights.

For that reason, I think Loving v. Virginia does hold a lot of
weight.

Senator HATCH. But for the fact that the individual is a man or a
woman, they would be entitled to be married. That tends to back
up what both of you are saying.

Professor, if you have any comment on that?
Mr. MARCIN. In the Loving precedent it is not all that easy to

change the names and change the category and come up with the
automatic precedent. The law involved in Loving v. Virginia
merely prohibited interracial marriages in which a white person
was one of the parties. So there was a definite stigma attached to
the mixing of white blood, that is a definite disparagement of the
other races.

Professor Hickok has mentioned the issue of group constitutional
rights. It is true, constitutional rights inure only in the individual.
But someone who would argue that Loving is inopposite would take
the position that in a sense there are group constitutional rights
and group constitutional restrictions. In some context, one must
admit, there seem to be We tolerate benign racial preference
schemes; when they are seen as necessary to remedy past discrimi-
nation. In a sense that is a recognition of a group, of races' rights
under the Constitution.

Senator HATCH. Let us assume that a maiority of the Members of
Congress do not want to allow legal sanction of homosexual mar-
riages.
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What would you suggest should be the change of language in the
equal rights amendment to accomplish that? Have you given much
thought to that?

Mr. HICKOK. I believe it was Senator Ervin who introduced an
amendment in the Senate that would haveI quote it in my pres-
entationsaid something to the effect that this does not apply to
same-sex marriage, etc. And I think it would have to be pretty--

Senator HATCH. Are you saying it would have to be explicit?
Mr. HICKOK. I would think so.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that?
Mr. MARCIN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Both of you agree that language added to the

ERA would have to very explicitly outlaw homosexual marriages,
assuming that a majority of the Members of Congress would want
to do so in order to avoid mandating the legalization of homosexual
marriages across the country?

Mr. HICKOK. Well, at least it helps to close the door on the issue.
I am not saying that the ERA the way it presently stands in the
eyes of Members of Congress would automatically make homosex-
ual marriages constitutional, although I think it would. I do not
think everyone in Congress would necessarily agree with it. But
the only way to make sure it does not is to amend the ERA along
the line suggested in the Senate.

Senator HATCH. Professor Marcin.
Mr. MARCIN. There is an argument against putting explicit, very

specific provisions into the Constitution, that constitutional provi-
sions should be broadly worded, they should speak for the future.

Senator HATCH. Not if you want to outlaw these things.
Mr. MARCIN. But if one has a good enough reason for putting

specifics into the wording of a constitutional provision, then there
should not be any barrier.

Senator HATCH. If homosexuals are to have the same right to
marry persons of the same sex, then that ought to be made clear.
We ought to face the issue and do whatever is desired by the Con-
gress on this issue. It either ought to be made clear that Congress
did not want to give legal sanction or that it did want to give legal
sanction. That is how the Congress ought to deal with these antici-
pated controversies.

A recent analysis of the ERA homosexual issue prepared by the
Library of Congress has concluded that the resolution of this issue
is not a simple one and will require clear legislative history. And
that is what we are attempting to do here today.

The Library of Congress study also concludes that there may be
guidance contained in title VII.

I would like to know your response to this conclusion. For in-
stance, would you share with me your perspective on the signifi-
.ance, if any, of the recent Federal court decision in Ulane v. East-
ern ArrlinEN in which the ban on sex discrimination in title VII was
construed to prohibit discrimination on the basis of having had a
sex change operation.

Is that a relevant decision at all? The court in that case seemed
to suggest a certain interpretation of title VII that would cover
that kind of controversy.
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I would like to hear your comments. Let us start with you, Pro-
fessor Marcin.

Mr. MARCIN. It might be relevant but its relevance might be lim-
ited by the fact that EEOC determinations are entitled to great
weight before the Supreme Court because EEOC is the Government
agency charged with the implementation of certain portions of the
14th amendment. EEOC is not yet charged with the implementa-
tion of :.;le ERA, of course, and its positions might be considered
speculative. But to the extent that they might be relevant, I think
the case that you mentioned goes to the issue of discrimination on
account of sexual preference. One has preferred a different sexual
identity and then has taken steps to achieve that sexual identity
and one cannot be discriminated against on account of it.

If EEOC and the U.S. district courts are coming down against
that form of sexual-preference discrimination on the basis of the
protection given sex under the 14th amendment, which is not as
great as the protection given sex classifications under the ERA,
then I think it is an a fortiori argument that the courts are going
to be extending the ERA to the coverage of sexual preference.

Senator HATCH. Professor.
Mr. HICKOK. I would tend to agree. I think the most interesting

thing about that issue is the reliance upon a strict interpretation.
And I think that at least gives me the impression that we can
expect to see the ERA as far as implementation and administrative
decisions along the same lines, which points out that although
some might argue that you want to have relatively brief and open-
ended kinds of amendments, you also want to have amendments
that are pretty carefully crafted. And I think that is one of the
problems with this one.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
In the 1980 New York case, People v. Onofre, the high court in

that case in the State of New York ruled that consensual sodomy
may not be deemed criminal.

Would either of you believe that a similar decision might be
mandated by either Fed( ral or State courts under the equal rights
amendment?

Let us start with you, Professor.
Mr. HICKOK. Yes, I do. I think so.
Senator HATCH. Professor Marcin.
Mr. MARCIN. Of course the Supreme Court has avoided that ques-

tion---
Senator HATCH. But they would not be able to avoid it under

ERA, would they?
Mr. MARCIN. They could not avoid it under ERA.
Senator HATCH. They could not avoid it under ERA?
Mr. MARCIN. The question would become, can the State prohibit

sexual relations between unmarried homosexuals to the same
extent that it can prohibit sexual relations between unmarried he-
terosexuals? Laws prohibiting fornication have not yet been au-
thoritatively stricken as unconstitutional.

Senator HATCH. So this might have a tendency to outlaw sodomy
and fornication laws generally?

Mr. MARCIN. Sodomy laws, insofar as they apply to homosexual
activity, would have to be treated the same way as fornication laws
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would have to be treated. And fornication laws are still constitu-
tionally valid for the most part.

Senator HATCH. Professor Marcin, given the statements of such
leading ERA experts such as Professor Emerson and Professor
Freedman of the Yale and Rutgers law schools respectively, are
you entirely comfortable with the notion that a literalist interpre-
tation of the ERA is not entirely appropriate? Indeed, this has been
a fairly consistent theme throughout these hearings by ERA propo-
nents themselves, that the ERA ought to be understood literally.
Why should not we take them at their word?

Mr. MARCIN. I suppose we should take them at their word, it cer-
tainly is their belief. I do not think there has been a history of in-
terpreting literally any constitutional provision except perhaps
ones like that which requires the President to be at least 35 years
of age. Constitutional provisions of an individual-rights nature are
not interpreted literally. The constitutional meaning evolves with
the generations. If the equal protection clause were interpreted lit-
erally, we would have to rule affirmative action or benign remedial
racial preference schemes to be contrary to the equal protection
clause.

Senator HATCH. Do I understand you to be saying that our legal
system has increasingly viewed the marital relationship as a kind
of legal contract akin to any other kind of economic contract and
that to this extent the courts are increasingly likely to be receptive
to the simple syllogism of the Yale Law Journal article on how
laws against homosexual marriage constitute sexual discrimina-
tion.

Would that be a fair capsulization of your opinion?
Mr. MARCIN. Yes, it would.
Senator HATCH. Anita Miller, who is the former chairman of the

California commission on the status of women, has argued that the
ERA is "the singlemost significant event of this century and will
bring about a dimension of change greater than ever before."

Professor Marcin, would you agree with me that she is viewing
the ERA as something far greater than simply a vehicle for achiev-
ing equal pay for equal work?

Mr. MARCIN. Yes; that is the point I tried to make. I do not think
it could be seriously argued that that is all that the ERA is about.
The ERA is part of a genuine social resolution. Proponents of ERA
certainly view the social revolution that is going on as being a good
and advantageous thing. And it certainly goes beyond the equal
pay issue and into many, many other issues.

Senator HATCH. Let me just go into that a little bit more.
Another important analysis on ERA, Impact, ERA, published by

a number of female legal scholars concluded that the purpose of
the ERA was to transform the social order and to establish a new
and radically different period of human relations.

Now, professor, is this what you have in mind when you refer to
the ERA as challenging traditional ways of thinking about the
sexes?

Mr. MARCIN. Yes. Not only the ERA but the constitutional back-
ground onto which it is to be superimposed makes that very same
point. The focus in today's U.S. Supreme Court sex discrimination
cases is on the avoidance of the ancient canard, the traditional
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ways of thinking about women and about the roles of women in so-
ciety. A State can no longer take the Victorian viewpoint as to the
roles of husband and wife. A State is now, under Supreme Court
interpretation of the equal protection clause, prohibited from
adopting that viewpoint of a marriage relationship and certainly,
with the ERA, it will move forward from there. There may not be
much of a radical change in society, but only because the Court has
gone quite a bit in that direction already under the equal protec-
tion clause.

Senator HATCH. Professor Hickok, what is the law today and
what has traditionally been the state of the law in this country
with respect to the recognition of homosexual marriages?

Mr. HICKOK. As far as I know, consistently the courts have not
recognized it.

Senator HATCH. Consistently the courts have not recognized ho-
mosexual marriages?

Mr. HICKOK. Have not recognized homosexual marriage and have
relied primarily upon the notion that marriage is by definition a
relationship between a man and a woman. However, it seems to me
that the whole point of the ERAnot the whole pointthe effect
of the ERA is to have us rethink those kinds of definitions to the
same extent that the effect of the 14th amendment on race forced
people to rethink the definition of things such as the right to vote,
what a voter is.

Senator HATCH. Could you please elaborate for the committee on
your suggestion that homosexuals, per se, might represent a pro-
tected group or suspect class under the ERA?

Mr. HIcxorr. Well, I think I was trying to draw the argument out
that under the 14th amendment equal protection laws, for exam-
ple, the reasoning behind the courts not granting homosexuals or
same-sex couples the right to marry has been based upon this bal-
ancing of competing interests and that they have not recognized so
far homosexuals to be a suspect class the same way that they have
recognized other minorities

I think the ERA at least brings into question whether they would
not be a suspect class to the extent that it makes sex a suspect
classification.

So I do not think it is necessary to argue that they would auto-
matically be a suspect class but I think it opens up that consider-
ation.

Senator HATCH. Would you say that the greater concern with the
equal rights amendment is that the enhancement of homosexual
rights logically and naturally flows from its text or rather that it is
sufficiently unclear and unfocused so that Federal judges are likely
to read into its terms anything that they care to? What precisely
would be your own perspective?

Mr. HICKOK. Well, my perspective is that the ERA, the text of
the ERA itself I think leads logically to the conclusions that I have
reached. But I also think that those that argue it does not because
of a commonsense approach to it sort of have to face the fact that
the way the courts are acting at this time, and the ability of a
judge to exercise his discretion in putting together these excep-
tions, it seems to me that you still end up with the same kind of
conclusions.
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Mr. MARCIN. You asked whether the lower Federal judges might
read anything that they want to into the general wording of the
ERA. To some extent that is certainly true and it becomes then the
responsibility of the U.S. Supreme Court to define the meaning of
the ERA. But that just focuses on an issue that we should be focus-
ing on here today. In the first instance it should be Congress and
the framers of the ERA that clarify its meaning.

Senator HATCH. Are you saying that this really ought to be a leg-
islative function?

Mr. MARCIN. In the first instance, yes.
Senator HATCH. It is one of the contentions that if we ratify the

ERA that Congress would be abdicating a tremendous amount of
constitutional responsibility to unelected judges.

I do not believe that it is in the best interests of this Nation to
take all of this decisionmaking authority from officials who are ac-
countable and responsive and turn over that power to unelected
judges who are not, and ought not be, responsive and accountable.

Mr. HICKOK. I would only add that I think one of the great prob-
lems with this whole issue is that too many people believe that it is
up to the courts to make these kinds of definitions. I think Con-
gress has a real constitutional responsibility, that the Supreme
Court is not the sole arbiter of what the Constitution says, that the
Congress, the President have an opportunity and an obligation to
have some understanding of what the Constitution mandates or
what an amemdment means, and so forth. That is the purpose for
hearings like this, I would think.

Senator HATCH. Congress has an increasingly great tendency to
abdicate its responsibilities in some areas. For example, in the area
of economics we can say it has to be the Federal Reserve Board's
fault that we have such high interest rates. And in so much of the
legislation that we write we abdicate the responsibility to the bu-
reaucracy and allow them to make all th3 important determina-
tions.

One point that Professor Emerson has made is that the issue
under the ERA cannot be reasonable or unreasonable classifica-
tion. The constitutional mandate must be absoluteequality of
rights means that sex is not a factor at all. Do we take proponents
at their word or don't we?

Do you believe that the ERA opens up the issue of homosexual
rights in a variety of other contexts? If so, what might some of
these be?

Mr. MARCIN. Well, certainly, were I a lawyer for someone con-
cerned with homosexual rights, I would rejoice at the approval of
the ERA and would look to it as a provision that guarantees--

Senator HATCH. If you were an advocate for homosexual rights?
Mr. MARCIN. Yes. In the context of other rights of homosexual

citizens, the enactment of the ERA would have direct meaning in
what everybody admits is involved in the ERA, the equal pay for
equal work idea, and the employment discrimination area in gener-
al.

Beyond that, one must look I think to those categories--
Senator HATCH. Excuse me. Could you hold for just a second?
I Pause.]
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Senator Ilivrcti. Go ahead, Professor. I am sorry to interrupt you
like that,

Mr. MARCIN. Beyond the employment context, which is certainly
involved, I think one has to look at those categories to which the
equal protection clause has been applied. One looks to State col-
leges and universities and the rights of the individuals in those in-
stitutions, one looks at public schools and the rights of individuals
in those schools.

Senator HATCH. You mean to teach?
Mr. MARCIN. To teach, to not be discriminated against as a stu-

dent in any way.
Senator HATCH. To counsel students?
Mr. MARCIN. To counsel students.
Senator HATCH. To render medical care and treatment to stu-

dents?
Mr. MARCIN. I would certainly feel comfortable as an advocnte

arguing that the ERA guarantees the right of homosexual in.'1 .1-
uals to equal consideration for a job as a counselor in a public high
school or a college.

Senator HATCH. So what you seem to be saying is that shoeld the
equal rights amendment pass, homosexual would be invested with
new constitutional rights qua homosexuals?

Mr. MARCIN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. As a class, they should be strong supporters of

the equal rights amendment?
Mr. MARCIN. I would say ,o.
Senator HATCH. Because it will accord them rights that presently

are nonexistent? Is that correct?
Mr. MARCIN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that, Professor Hickok?
Mr. HICKOK. Yes, I do.
There is a legal trend in this area to at least overturn or bring

into question a lot of these statutes or constraints on homosexual
behavior already, so the ERA should it become a part of the Consti-
tution, at least I think will accelerate that trend as more and more
individuals seek decisions from the courts, if not completely over-
turn existing laws anyway.

So yes.
Senator HATCH. From a standpoint of homosexual rights, the

ERA would definitely accord them an array of new constitutional
rights as homosexuals?

Is that a fair statement?
Mr. HICKOK. Yes.
Mr. MArICIN. Yes; one who is concerned with the tone of society

might not want to see the ERA broadly interpreted and yet that
same person might care about certain rights for homosexual citi-
zens.

Senator HATCH. There may be people who would like to see
greater rights and freedoms given to homosexuals but still may not
want these to be mandated by the Federal courts.

On the other hand, if gaining greater rights and privileges is
their main concern then they may be for the ERA without ques-
tion, because it would apparently provide strong legal ammunition
for these rights and privileges?
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Mr. MARCIN. 1 think if they care about an immediate social--
Senator HATCH. Transformation?
Mr. MARLIN. Change, they would favor the ERA. If they cared

about recognition of rights of homosexual citi:;ens in a measured,
well thought out setting, they may prefer the legislative route
rather than the ERA route.

Senator HATCH. What you are saying is that some might think it
better to pursue a measured gradualist approach to resolve these
issues than to suddenly implement what could be a radical change
that would results in perpetual litigation.

What about national security interests? There has been an argu-
ment that owe of the problems with homosexuals is that they may
be subject to intimidation, blackmail, and a variety of other social
pressures t) the degree that they may be national security risks.
Now, I am not sure that is right or wrong. That is not the issue
here.

What effect would the ERA have with regard to the rights of ho-
mosexuais to have access to the military or national security infor-
mation ;11 this Government?

Do you want to start, Professor Hickok?
Mr. 'HICKOK. I would thirk it would make--the Government

would nav' to demonstrate a very compelling interest at stake in
this case to be able to take exceptions to the general rule.

Senator HAT !H. The Government would need to have a compel-
ling interest to be able to foreclose homosexuals generally from
having access to top Lecrets? That would be a difficult burden.

Mr. HICKOI:. I would think so.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that, Professor Marcin?
Mr. MARLIN. Yes; and more than that, I think if the Court were

to take an absolutist approach to the meaning of the ERA, a very
literal approach-

Senator HATCH. And you indicated they probably will.
Mr. MARCIN. I am not sure I have indicated that. I think I have

indicated that the Court would take a very free approach.
Senator HATCH. I understand.
Mr. MARCIN. But if the Court were to do that, it would be faced

with some difficult precedents, that is, the steel seizure case back
in the late 1940's in which the Supreme Court held that there is no
national emergency exception to constitutional provisions. You
cannot simply read into the Constitution some national emergency
exception whereby people can automatically be deprived of consti-
tutional rights simply because an emergency is going on. And if we
take an absolutist approach we are faced with that fact. There is
no exception. If we take the flexible approach, we are led into the
position that the Government can engage in discrimination on ac-
count of sex when it has a compelling reason for doing so but the
definition of "compelling" in the Supreme Court's equal protection
cases is very difficult to satisfy.

Senator HATCH. This has been a very interesting hearing.
In addition to the Yale Law Journal article, a wide number of

constitutional scholars have c..se. 'ed that the ERA may well man-
date the legalization of home metu. 1 marriage: Prof. James White,
professor of constitutional law, '..:niversity of Michigan; Prof. Paul
P'reund, professor of constitutional law at Harvard University; Rita
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Hauser, former U. S. Representative to the International Human
Rights Commission; Prof. Barbra Babcock, professor of law at Stan-
ford University; Prof. Paul Kurtz, professor of law at the Universi-
ty of Georgia; and Prof. Grover Reef;, professor at the University of
Texas Law School, to name a few of the distinguished scholars.

SO this is not simple an issue as people have thought. The
ERA involves more than simply an equal pay for equal work issue.
It is an issue that involves potentially massive transfers of power
to the judiciary in this country away from the Congress, away from
the States. It is an issue where no one truthfully knows where we
are going, except that the changes required could be radical ones.

That is why we are holding these particular hearings: To explore
the constitutional implications of the equal rights amendment and
to attempt to discern what precisely the equal rights amendment
means.

Our next hearing will be on June 22 on the subject of the impact
of the ERA on family law. We think it is a particularly important
hearing and we are looking forward to it.

In closing, I want to thank both of your for the articulate and
intelligent testimony that you have given us today.

So we are grateful to you for the efforts you have put forth and I
think that the Congress is in your deb,. Hopefully, when we debate
the ERA this time we can do so with greater enlightenment than
we have had in the past.

So I want to thank you again. We will recess until further notice.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
[The following was received for the record:]
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MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL

The Legality of Homosexual Marriage

Two men recently petitioned the Minnesota Supreme Court to com-
pel the state to grant them a marriage license.' The court rejected their
application for mandamus, and their appeal was subsequently dismissed
by the United States Supreme Court.' But the claim was far from frivi-
bus. A credible case can be made for the contention that the denial of
marriage licenses to all homosexual couples violates the Equal Protec-
tion Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment' There are serious difficul-

1. Baker v. Nelson. 291 Minn. 310, 191 N.W.2d 165 (Minn. Sup. Ct., 1971,. a
di:mimed, 41 U.S.L.W. 3167 (US. Oct. 10, 1972). Petitioners had applied for a
license under Mt't. STAT. ANN. )j 517.01 (1969). which does not specify the seat of
applicants:

Marriage, so far as its validity in law is concerned, is a civil contract, to which
the consent of the parties. capable ig law of contracting. is ease:vial. Lawful mar
riage hereafter may be contracted only when a license has been ,obtained therefor
as provided by law and when such marriage is contracted in the presence of two
witnesses and solemnized by one authorized, or whom the patties in good faith
believe to be authorised, so to do.

The clerk of the court declined to issue the license on the sole ground 'hat petitioners
were of the same sex.

2. Raker v. Nelson, 41 U.S.LW. 3167 (U.S. Oct. 10. 1972).
3. In addition to their Fourteenth Amendment argument. petitioners in Raker v.

Nelson also based their claim on a variety of other constitutional provisions, including
the FiTfl. Eighth, and Ninth Amendments. Although the arguments under them pro-
visions raise some interesting legal issues, they probably cannot be sustained under
existing court precedent.

The First Amendment right to tree speech and tree assembly, as construed by the
Supreme Court. includes a number of other rights, among them the right to engage In
free and private associations. Williams v. Rhodes. 393 U.S. 23 (1968); Elfbrandt v, R -wen,
3M U.S. 11 (1966); Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation Committee, 372 U.S. 599
(1963): NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958).

Justice Douglas, writing for the Court in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (19113),
referred to the right of association as one of the "penumbras fanned by emanations
from those guarantees [specified in the Dill of Rights] that help give them life and
substance." Id. at 484. Douglas' discussion of marriage is particularly significant:

Marriage is a coming together for better or for worse, hopefully enduring and In-
timate to the degree of being sacred. It is an association that promotes a way at
life, not ratites; a harmony in living, not political faiths; a bilateral loyalty, not
commercial or social projects. Yet it is an association for as noble a purpose as
any involved in our prior decisions.

M. at 466.
However, the Supreme Court has never specifically declare! the marriage unit to be

an association within the terms of the First Amendment. Most right of association cams
to date have dealt with associations 3rpnized for political purposes, and moreover, with
existing anociations rather than the formation of new ones.

Petitioners' Eighth Amendment claim was premised on the assertion that the dada*
of their right to marriage constituted punishment for a status or condition which
they were powerless to ch:mge. They based their argument chiefly on the Supreme
Court', decision in Robinson v. California, $70 U.S. 660 (196 in which the Coup
struck down a state law under which a narcotics addict was senenced to ninety days`
imprisonment on the ground that to condemn a person for "an illness, which may be
contracted innocently or insoluntarily" constituted cruel and unusual punishment. Id.
at 667. But Robinson concerned punishment for a "crime "; even Justice longs' liberal
interpretation of Robinson. set forth in his dissent in Powell v. Texas, 392 U.S. 514,
!,37 (1968), does not extend the holding beyond the context of criminal sanctions.

Petitioners' Ninth sine ninient claim was apparently based upon justice Goldberg's

41 Onh
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ties with this equal protection analysis, which make it questionable
whether courts will uphold it under current pi.cedent. Their claim,
however, would almost certainly be vindicated under the proposed
Equal Rights Amendment, which would establish a stricter prohibi-
tion against discriminatory treatment along sexual lines. This Note
will first examine the constitutionality of restricting marriage licenses
to heterosexual pairs under traditional equal protection doctrine, and
will then turn to the implications of the Equal Rights Amendment for
this practice.

I. The Fourteenth Amendment

It is by now well established that the Supreme Court varies the de-
gree of scrutiny to which it subjects legislative classifications according
to the groups and interests affected by any given classification.' The
so-called "strict scrutiny" standard is usually ti iggered by legislation
which either contains a classification that is suspect because of the
nature of the gkoup disadvantaged. or threatens a "basic civil right of
man. "' When this standard is employed, the government is required

concurring opinion in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 US. 479. 488.97 (1963). justice
Goldberg there contended that the Ninth Amendment was inserted into the Bill of
Rights to protect from federal infringement certain fundamental rights not otherwise
mentioned (e.g.. in Griswold, the right to marital privacy). He argued that at least
some of these fundamental rights. like some of the rights protected by the fins eight
amendments. were made applicable to the states by the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

With this interpretation in mind, it might be argued that the Ninth Amendment
shields the right to marry from governmental interference. Tangential support for
this contention ould be derived from Loving v. Virginia, 388 US. I 11987). in which
the Court held that the right to marry was fundamental and that denial of that right
on racial grounds violated the Due Process Clause. Id. at 12. However, it is doubtful
that the Ninth Amendment significantly contributes to the resolution of this consti
tutional problem. If the right to marry persons of the same sex is Ititulamental and
is not courterbalanced by important state interests, then an argument based on the
Fourteenth Amendment, infra pp. 574.83. should carry Baker and McConnell's cue.
If not, the Ninth Amendment case can hardly stand on its own.

4. See, e g.. Kant, invidious Discrimination: Justice DvnIglas and the Return of the
"Natural LawDue Process Formula." 16 U.C.L.A.L. Rev, 716, 739.46 (1969); Michelman.
Foreword: Ott Protecting the Poor Through the Fourteenth Amendment, IS HARI,, L.
Rtv 7 (1%91; Note, Developments in the LawEqual Protection, 82 HAIM L. Rev. 1063
(1969), Note, The Supreme Court, 1969 Term, 84 HA /v. L. Rtv. I, 60.71 (1970).

3. Evers classification. other than racial, which has been found to be suspect by
the Court has been considered in the contest of an Important constitutional right.
In the cases in which wealth /poverty distinctions were overturned, the rights infringed
Included toting (Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections. 383 U.S. 663 (1966)), the right
to adequate appellate review (Griffin v. Illinois. 331 U.S. 12 11956)). and the right to
representation during such te.it. (Doililst v. Calt(^t.ttif, 1'71 1,S 133 (1963)), Carrington
v. Rash. 380 U.S. 89 (1%3) in which the imperm isible classification was busses% mill
Lary and cullian members of a community, dea., with the right to sow; Shapiro v.
Thompson, 394 US. 618 (1969), outlawing discrininiation on the basis of residency for
welfare recipients, centered on the right to travel. thin, while the inherently unfair
nature of a classification against a group is important and may be sufficient inde
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to prove the presence of a "pressing public necessity" to justify such
classification.'

In actual practice, the Court has applied the full strict scrutiny
standard only rarely outside the context of racial discrimination.* In
cases involving nonracial classifications, the Court's approach can
more realistically be viewed as a balancing process, perhaps best articu-
lated by Justice Marshall in his dissenting opinion in Dandridge v.
Willianu:

In my view equal protection analysis of this case is not appreciably
advanced by the a priori definition of a "right," fundamental or
otherwise. Rather, concentration must be placed upon the charac-
ter of the classification in question, the relative importance to in-
dividuals in the class discriminated against of the governmental
benefits that they do not receive, and the asserted state interests
in support of the classification.

There are thus three basic factors to be balanced: the degree to which
legislative classilirations disfavoring homosexuals should be "suspect,"
because of legislative motivation; the importance of obtaining mar-
riage licenses to homosexuals as a class; and the interests of the govern-
ment in denying such licenses to all same-sex couples.

A. Suspect Classification

The Supreme Court has never explicated its grounds for declaring
certain classifications to be inherently suspect. However, examination
of the classifications thus far held to be suspect does reveal certain com-
mon denominators which may have motivated the Court in so desig-
nating them.

Judge J. Skelly Wright expressly articulated one relevant criterion
when he observed that classifications disfavoring "a politically voice-

'sentiently to render a classification suspect, see, e.g., McDonald v. Board of Election
Comm'n, 394 U.S. 802, 807 (1969) (dicta), the nature of the right infringed by that
classification is often metal in determining whether the Court will apply its stricter
standard. See Note, Developments in the LowEqual Protection, 82 limn. L.
1063 (1969).

6. Itorematsu v. United States. 323 U.S. 214, 216 (1944).
7. One such case is Levy v. Louisiana. 391 U.S. 60 (1968), in which the denial to

illegitimate children of the right to sue under a state wrongful death statute was held
imennuittitional. Other strict scrutiny cum while superficial:), turning upon non.racialdassifications hate easy racial overtones. See, e.g., Harper v. Virginia Board of
Llettions. 3113 U S. 663 (1966) (poll tax requirement for voting found to discriminate
against the pour); 'Takahashi v. Fish and Came Commission. 334 U.S. 410 (1948) (state
statute barring issuance of fishing licenses to persons "ineligible to citizenship" held to
%inlet,: the Fourteenth .Sittentlinent. The Court observed that the "Japanese are among
the few groups still not eligible." Id. at 412 n.1).

3137 U.S.l 471, VO 21 (1970).
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less and ins isible minority" should be subjected to "closer judicial sur-
%eillance and review."' Homosexuals as a group would appear to have
no more political influence than the black and poor minorities with
which Judge Wright was dealing.**

Classifications have also been found suspect when they are based on
attributes which are inherent in the individual and wholly, or largely,
beyond his control." Whatever the causes of homosexuality, the orien-
tation itself does not appear to be one that is freely chosen, nor in most
instances can it be changed." Groups which are the subjects of deroga-
tory myths of stereotypes are among those which have been accorded
the protection of the strict scrutiny standard, perhaps in part to insure
that such stereotypes do not become the bases for legislative classifica-

o Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401, 508 (D.D.C. 1967), remanded on other grounds
,cab nom. Smuck Hobson. 402 F2d 175 (D.C. Cir. 1969). Judge Wright's comments,
made in the context of de facto school segregation. read in full:

Judicial deference to these (legislative and administrative] judgments is predicated
in the confidente courts have that they are just resolutions of conflicting interests.
Phis confidence is often misplaced when the vital interests of the poor and racial
minorities are insolved. For these [lumps are not always assured of a full and fair
heating through the ordinary political Forams, not so much because of the chance
of outright bias, but because of the abiding danger that the power structurea
irrni which need carry no disparaging or abusive overtonesmay incline to pay
little heed to even the deserving interests of a politically voiceless and insisible
minority. Those considerations impel a closer judicial surveillance and resiew of
administrative judgments adversely affecting racial minorities, and the poor, than
would otherwise be necessary.

Id. at 507.06.
While Judge Wright mentioned specifically only two groupsthe poor and racial

minoritiesshut out by the power structure, he did not preclude the existence of
others similarly disadvantaged. Professor Karst has explicated the decision in ls'illianuon
v. Lee Optical Co., 348 U.S. 483 (1935), in which a statute requiring opticians to re.
rune written presctiptions from ophthalmologists or optometrists before duplicating or
,.placing lenses was upheld, in terns that buttress this notion:

In Williamson, the losen in the legislature were not permanently disadvantaged
minorities. The opticians might well have anticipated new legislative alliances
that would soften the Impact of this Ikgialationt by amendment.

karst, invidiatu Discrimination: Justice Douglas and the Return of the "Natural Law
Due Process Formula,' 16 U.C.L.A.L. key. 716, 724 (1969).

10. No publicly declared homosexual has been elected to any significant position
of power in the United States. In fact, hostility is manifest even to the expression of
stews espousing civil liberties for homosexuals. See, e.g., the comments of Judge
Stesenson in McConnell v. Anderson, 451 F.2d 193, 198 (8th Cir. 1971), cert. denied.
105 U.S. 1046 (1972).

II. See, e.g., Koremanu v. United States, 323 US. 214, 216 (1944) (classification dis-
favoring Japanese). See also Levy v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68 (1968) (classification dis-
fasoreng illegitimate children); Takahashi v. Fish k Came Comm'n, 334 U.S. 410 (1948)
(classification disfavoring persons "ineligible to dthersship").

While it is true that some classifications found to be suspect, such as poverty or military
maws, ate not wholly immutable or beyond the plaintiffs' control, they still represent
statuses which ate not always freely chosen or easily discarded.

12. See I. BallEll ANY AIWdAru, Howoactuaurr: A PSYCHOANALVTIC STUDY 301, 310.19
(19b2). For a recent discussion of the sociological and psychiatric debate centered on
the cuncept of homosexuality as a disease which can be cured, see A. KA111/11, SuivAurt
5.11 HOMOSEXUALITY 572.606 (1971).
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0003 Certainly disparaging misconceptions about homosexuals are
endemic in Western society."

Perhaps most importantly, a history of discrimination, both public
and pin seems to characterize the groups granted this special judi-
cial status." Discrimination against homosexuals" represents a cultural
theme in Western society which dates back to Biblical days." Such dis-

13. It is arguable that special fears born of racial prejudice encouraged the jxrcep-
lion of JapaneseAmericans as a potential threat dining the Second World War, leading
to the internment camps and Aorensatos, while Caucasians of German or Italian descent
were left relatively undisturbed. See Rostow, The Japanese-American Cases--A Disaster,
54 YALE L.J. 489. 496 (1945). Stereotypes also played a role in the controsenv over the
poll tax. which was ruled .unconstitutional in Harper v. Virginia State Board of Elec-
tions. 383 US. 663 (1966). over the dissent of Justice Black:

The Court gists no reason at all to discredit the longstanding beliefs that making
the payment of a tax prerequisite to swing is an effective was of collecting revenue
and that people who pay their taxes are likely to have a far greater interest in
their government .

Id. at 677. The Court majority, in (aiding suspect the wealthpoerty classification
in Harper, may well have been expressing its belief that the poor had suffered too
long frunt the "long-standing be 4s" mentioned by Justice Black.

14. See generally Taylor. Historical and Mythological Aspects of Homosexuality, in
St %UAL IN mtgos 11064 U Marmor ed. 1965). Common misconce.tions abound: one is
that homosexuals are disputed to pedophilia. see SCNOFIELD, SOCIoLOGICAL ASPECTS

Homosexustirs. 149 (1965); D. Wm, Hostostxuatrre 114.20 (1967). and sources
therein cited; another is that they predominate in certain social classes or professions.
see ilrruor or int Grimm's-Kt ON HOMOSEXUAL °WEENIES AND PaOrtill/TION 17 (1957)
(Iteremalicr cited as WOI IRIAN REPORT), a third is that most male 1101110SEIVAMS are
illeminate. see M. HOIF m 1%, Tilt GAY %Vous 18046 (1968), and that most female
homosexuals are over-masculine, see Martin It Lyon. The Realities of Lesbianism, in
Tut Nrw WOMEN (J. Cooke. C. BunchWeeks & R. Morgan eds. 1970). 7940.

IS. See, et, Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 US. 303 (1879) (state denial to Negro
diner's of right to serve on juries held to violate the Fourteenth Amendment):

This is one of a series oconstitutional provisions having a common purpose;
namely, securing to a lace recently emancipated, a race that through many gen-
erations had been held in slavery, all the civil rights that the superior race enjoy.

Id. at 306.
16. One of the moat serious areas of discrimination has been in the area of federal

employment. See generally Note, Dismissal of Homosexuals from Government Employ-
meta: The Developing Hole of Due Process Os Administrative Adjudications, 58 Giro.
1.). 632 (1970); Note, GovernnientCreated Employment Disabilities of the Homosexual,
82 HARP. L. Rev. 1738 (1969); Note, Is Gouenimental.Policy Affecting the Employment
of Homosexuals Rational?, 48 N.C.L. Rev. 912 (1970).

The Civil Service Commission, while tolerating other instance of "sexual misconduct"
such as adultery. once applied strict standards to homosexual behavior because of what
it perceived to be widespread public repugnance to homosexuality. See Note, Govern.
most ,Created Employment Disabilities of the Homosexual, supra, at 174143. Such
overt discrimination ha. since been modified as a result of Norton v. Macy, 417 Fad
1161 (D.C. Cir. 1969). in which the District of Columbia Court of Appeals held that
there must be a specific connection between an employee's conduct and the efhdency
of the civil sersice before such an employee could be dismissed.

17. Lady aversion to homosexuality is seen in the Torah. See Leviticus 111:22. 20:13.
'the Talmudic law codes, relying on Biblical references, further elaborated the laws of
sodomy. See. e.g., klusur:sn, SANHEDIIIN VII, 4.

1 hese codes were transmitted to the Christian church by its early leaders, particularly
SI. l'aul. A. Kissrv, W. l'ouraor, C. Marna & GERHARD, SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN ME
HI: M AN FEMALE 482 (1953). Set generally 1). BAILEY, Homosaxt:aust AND Tin Wtrrtset
1 *Arnow. (1955). By the late Middle Ages, homosexuality was identified with heresy
and often punishable by death, Modern views have modified but not erased this hostile
attitude, See A. KAMAN, supra note 12, at 1-39. 4462, 66-81. 85.99; T. Simi, THE MANL.
I AC1 Val. or MADNLIA ch. 10 (1970); Taylor. supra noi 14, passim.
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limination arguably has been at least as burdensome as that which has
itilicted several of the minorities (including aliens and the poor) which
save been shielded on occasion by the stricter judicial standard of re-
.iew. However, the Court might reasonably find that discrimination
against homosexuals has not been as burdensome as that affecting other
.ninority groups, particularly blacks.

B. The Interests of Homosexuals

With respect to the second element in the balancethe importance
marriage licenses to homosexualsCourt precedent is again of little

yelp. Even in the heterosexual context, the Supreme Court has never
,pecifically ruled that marriage, standing alone, is a sufficiently funda-
mental right to elicit use of the strict scrutiny standard. However, the
plausibility of such a holding is evident from a variety of cases. In the
ontext of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the

Court has stated that the right to marry is "one of the vital personal
rights essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men . . .

one of the 'basic civil rights of man,' fundamental to our very exist-
ence." This fact was found to be crucial to the Court's conclusion
that anti-miscegenation statutes deprive interracial couples of duo proc-
ess of law." The Court's plurality opinion in Griswold v. Connecticut"
again stressed the fundamental nature of the marriage relationship,
noting that it draws special protection from a variety of constitutional
.afeguards, including the right of association." Most importantly, in
skinner v. Oklahomo,22 the progenitor of strict scrutiny cases, the
Court held that the state's sterilization statute required use of that
snore stringent standard in an equal protection context because of the
fundamentality of "fm]arriage and procreation.""

However, even explicit judicial recognition of marriage as a funda-
mental interest to a heterosexual couple would not prove a fortiori that
homosexuals have interests of a comparable magnitude in being per-

IR. Loving v. Virkinia. 398 U.S. 1. 12 (1967).
19 Id. See also .leyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), which stated In dicta that

marriage is part of that "liberty" protected by the Due Process clause because it is
"essmtial to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men." Id. at 399. See also Boddie v.
Comiecticut 401 U.S. 371 (1971) (due process forbids denial of access to 'Infarct courts
INNalvt of 'Isabel's) to pay court fees and costs). The holding was baud in part upon
"the: basic position of the marriage relationship in this society's hierarchy of values."
Id. it 374.

2'). 351 U.S. 479 (1963).
21. Id. at 466. See note 4 suing.
22 316 U.S. 533 (1942).
2 Id. at 541. See also United States v. Xras, 41 U.S.LIV. 4117, 4121 (U.S. Jan. 10,

'97! ;dicta).
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milted to obtain marriage licenses. Skinner is not alone among Su-
preme Court cases in linking marriage with procreation when consider-
ing the importance of those rights." It is unlikely, in light of Court
dicta" and of the evoking attitudes toward niarriage in our society.
that constituti.,nal protections surrounding the institution of marriage
would be made dependent on the ability or willingness to bear chil-
dren. But it is still true that part of the importance of the marriage
license to heterosexual couples derives from the social acceptance and
legal protection whirls it guarantees for their natural children." Such
considerations would not apply to a same-sex pair.

On the other hand, state sanctioning of the marriage relationship
brings with it numerous other legal, social and even psychic benefits
which are of undiminished importance to homosexuals. Married indi-
viduals enjoy substantial tax benefits." tort recovery for wrongful.

24. Simmer states that the two rights together are "fundamental to the very ex-
Ounce of the race." 316 U.S. at 541. The Court implied a similar connection in Meyer
v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399 (1925):

The liberty thus guaranteed 'by the Fourteenth Amendment] . . denotes . . .
freedom . . to inarrt. establish a home and bring up children.
23. See the charactertiation of marriage by Justice Douglas in Griswold v. Connecticut.

381 11.5. 479. 466 (1963). set forth in note 4 supra.
26. The Minnesota Supreme Court in Maker itself recugniied that any attempt by

the state to require such intent might be both mutinkable and unconstitutional. 291
Minn. at 313.14, 191 N 211 at 187.

27. See. e.g.. 1971 Midyear Ile:sorts and Recommendations of Sloe family Law Section
to the ARA Ifouse of Delegates on the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act. 5 FAMILY
L.Q. 133 (1971), and The rnifolito Mayringe and Dimore Act. id. at 205. Note that
the present draft of the act pros ides for birth maintenance and child support. Id. at
233-33. The Baker couss's traym for denying mandamus to the petitioners was that 11 The
instillation of marriage as a union of man and auutatt. moque!) ins ohing the pro-
creation and rearing of children within a family, is as old as the book of Genesis."
291 Minn. at 312. 191 N.W.2d at 186.

28. Benefits asailable tinder the present federal income tax law, for example. in-
chide: laud Returns. INT. Nrs. Cone or 1954, § 6013ta) pimides that "A husband and
wife may make a simile return jointly of income taxes under subtitle A, esen though
one of the s p o u s e s has neither gross income nor deductions . . . ." See id. at § I for
rate of tax. In addition to the general adsantage of factoring two incomes of different
amount; into a single as return, there are instances of joint returns being 'then other
preferential treatment: Ye. e.g., id. at § 179(b) (with regard to additional first year
depreciation allowance for small business, the ordinary limitation of 510.000 is raised
to 520.000 for husband and wife filing jointly); id. at 1244,b) (with regard to loam
on small business stock, lens from the sale or exchange of au asset which is not a
capital asset shall not exceed 525,000 or 530.000 in case of husband and wife filing
joint returns); ad. at § 121 (if taxpayer has attained age of 63. gross income does not
include gain from the sale or exchange of property). Fur husband and wife filing
a joint return. esen though only one spume satisfies the ase requirement. both shall
be treated as satisfying it: id. at § 37(i) 2)(A) (similar provision for retirement income).

Deductions. Spouses are allowed deductions for each other as dependents in certain
instances. See 1.r. Rev. Coot or 1954, If 214 (when incapacitated or institutionalised);
ad. at 4 213 (for medical expenses not compensated by insurance): id. at § 151 (generally.
$730 and an additional 5710 11 one is blind).

Iloweter, certain pros mons of the Internal netentie Code potentially disfavor mar-
ried people. See. e.g.. Isr. Rt e. Coot or 1934, § 12391a) protides that the gain from the
'ale of certain property btlyteett spouses is not considered a capital gain: id. at §46(a)(4)
(with regard to pining (malt fur unestmetit in certain depreciable property, married
ludo iilnals Idmg sip.u.ite it ilimns normally lust only a 512.300 limitation per inditidual

Wig
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te.ith. intestate succession," and a host of other statutory and com-
mon 1,1,v privileges.'' They also incur special liabilities, such as the
responsibility for support" and maintenancen during 'marriage and
lot similar provision after divorce," which may on balance be viewed
is beneficial by a couple regardless of sexual orientation." Beyond
these strictly legal benefits, the formal status of marriage might reason-
.161v lie viewed as enhancing the stability, respectability, and emotional
depth of any relationship between two individuals. regardless of
whether the relationship is homosexual or heterosexual's

C. The Interests of the Government

Against the interests of homosexuals and the suspect nature of
lassifications disfavoring thin must be placed the interests of the gov-

ernment in uniformly denying marriage licenses to same-sex couples.
One possible argument against any official attempt to normalize the

instead of 323.000); id. at 411(c)(2)(5) (with regard to limitation on deductible cost of
used property there is a 525.000 ceiling for married perinea; filing separately instead of
the normal 350.000); id. at 141 (standard deduction normally shall not exceed 22.000,
but fur a married person filing separately. it shall not exceed 31,0W). See also Richards,
Discrimination Against Married Couples under Present Income Tax Laws, 49 Trams 526
(19:1); Richards, Single v. Married Income Tax Retunts under the Tax Reform Act of
1969. 48 TAUS 301 (1970).

29. Coliseum Motor Co. v. Hector, 43 Wyo. 298. 303, 3 P2d 103, 106 (1931).
30. See, e.g.. Comm Gus. Saw. Rev. 1 4612 (Supp. 19).
31. Other benefits of legally sanctioned marriage include employee's family health

cafe. group insurance. and nodal security survivor's benefits. Autotnobile insurance pre.
*mums are often lower for married people. See generally L KANOWITE, WOMEN AND THE
l.su 33.93 (1969); H. KARI, THE FAMILY IN rim .Ammucius Ecotiostr (1953); J. MADDEN,
int LAw or Pusan Aso Dow sec Murk:tea (1931). AU benefits mentioned in this
section which distinguish unfairly on the basis of sea may be subject to the effects of
the Twentsseventh Amendment if ratified Sae p. 553 et seq. infra.

12. At common law and under various statutes the husband is bound to support his
nde. See, e.g., In Re Fawcett's Estate. 232 Cal. App. 2d 770, 777, 43 Cal. Rpu. 160, 165
(1965).

33. The husband is primarily liable for necessaries furnished to his wife. See. e.g.,
Cromwell v. Anderson Furniture Co.. 193 A2d 264, 265 (DC Ct. App. 1963). See aGo
Wanderer. Family Expense Legislation as Affecting Common Law Liability o/ iltuband
for .%'ecestaries, 65 Com. L.J. 36 (1963).

M. See, e g., Rambo s. Rambo, 155 So. 2d $17 (Fla. App. 1963).
I; While some obsersers condemn the suktures of such laws, it cannot be denial

that they often act to preserve the marriage relationship or at least insure that its
break up will follow an orderly pattern. See Reports and Recommendatiotu on the
rnilorrn Marriage and Divorce Act and The Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, supra
note 27.

36. See E. GRIFFITH, NIAIMIAGE AND THR UNCONSCIOUS 12 (1957); E. IAMES, MARRIAGE
As) einem-Tr 204 (1952); A. MEARES, NIARRIACR AND PICRIONALITY 7.11 (195 ). See also New
!rm., Welfare Rights Organisation v. Cahill, 41 US.L.W. 1039 (US. Oct. 4, 1972).

%. !itch the Court obsened that noncerernonial maniaps lack "the aura of permanence
that is concomitant with ceremonial marriages and often do not provide the stability
n. ,nary (or the instillment" of proper social norms. Id. at 1059. Since few clergies arc
I' w marry a sameses couple. the state's rettisal to grant marriage li-
c, ',es to such couples electively deprives most of them of either a religious or a
SI Oar mairiage ceremony.
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homosexual relationship is that the government's approach toward
homosexuality should be one of treatment and rehabilitation rACtici
than tato-mice and legalization. However, the implied assumption that
most homosexuals can be "cured" is now widely questioned."

Another possible state interest lies in preventing an increase in the
incidence of homosexuality among adolescents. However, it is highly
questionable whether anyone can freely select his sexual orientation
on the basis of comparative legal advantages." Moreover, those coun-
tries which have legalized homosexual activity between consenting
adults have recorded no perceptible increase in the incidence of homo-
sexuality since such legalization."

Perhaps the most telling argument which the state might raise to
justify the denial of marriage licenses to homosexual couples is that
issuance of such licenses would Fun counter to the existing laws in
many states against homosexual acts." It is undoubtedly true that the
legalization of homosexual marriage would put the states in the anoma-
lous position of officially sanctioning a relationship which is very likely
to encourage the commission of illegal sex acts. However, it should be
noted that such statutesforbidding specified sexual activities between
consenting adults in the privacy of their hc.aieare very possibly un-
constitutional." In any case, they are rarely enforced, even against
homosexuals."

37. See Woutatien Reenter. supra note 14. at 25.30. For a more recent examination
of this continuing controversy and a discussion of the literature. see A. Kamm, supra
note 12. at 572.01. Even the most optimistic psychotherapists rarely pat the "sure"
rate at above one-third of the willing patienu. A. KAMM, supra WEE 12. at 572.

38. Blain AND ANOCIATES, supra note 12. at 310-11
39. H. Huse, THE Love THAT DAUS NOT &MAI In Nara 2Ni (1970). THE WOLVEN1101

Romer, supra not 14. at 24. noted that in Sweden where reforms of laws dealing with
homosexual acts had been instituted some time before, there had been no notimble
increase in homosexual activity over a ten-year period. In fact. it has been suggested
that, to the extent that legalization may lessen some of the problems of homosexual
lik and make for more stable, long-term relationships, the amount of homosexual
proselytizing of minors may well decrease in the wake of such reforms. See E. Sawa,
Camas Wrrnoor Victims Ill (1965). For the same reason, a similar decrease might
follow the legalization of homosexual marriage.

40. A similar argument was accepted in New Jersey Welfare Rights Orpnintion
v. Cahill. 41 U.S.L.W. 1039 (U.S. Oct. 4, 1972). in which the Court justified the r
arktion of "Aid to Families of the Working Poor" to ceremonially married coup!
on the ground inter alio that the state has a proper and compeWng interest in refusia.g
to subsidise a living unit that encourages the violation of laws against fornication and
adultery.

awes as Eisenstadt v. laird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972) Stanley V. CAor , 994 U.S. 557 (1989):
41. Such an argument might be based on the right to privacy as developed in such

and Griswold v. Connecticut. 381 U.S. 479 (1985). See Note, omosexuality and the
Law, 17 N.Y.L.F. 273. 29596 (1971).

42. It is estimated that there are twenty convictions for every six million homo-
sexu cal Fisher. The Sex Offender: Provisions for the Proposed New Maryland
Criminal Code: Should Private, Consenting Adult Homosexual Behavior Be Excluded?,

K511
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.1 foal state interest which should be raentioned is of a more theo-
retical nature. The vast majority of Americans view marriage to be
by definition a union of man and woman; a scarcely smaller number
,ec homosexuality as "unnatural" and morally reprehensible." The
easy answer to these propositions is that the Fourteenth Amendment
was passed for the express purpose of preventing the enforcement of
exclusionary classifications based upon deeply felt beliefs which are not
grounded on objective, rational distinctions. Not long before the
passage of that Amendment, thousands of Americans sincerely believed
that a voter was "by definition" a white, male, property owner, and
that interracial marriages were immoral. Despite this argument, how-
ever, society's basic institutional conceptions must inevitably carry
,ome weight in the balance of interests, even though they may not suf-
fice alone to justify the denial of concrete legal benefits to those whose
conceptions differ.44

D. Interests in the Balance

In light of the difficulties with the equal protection analysis, it ap-
pears doubtful that classifications infringing upon homosexual mar-
riage will recei'.e the penetrating scrutiny evidenced in cases dealing
with racial discrimination or with established fundamental interests
such as criminal justice and the vote. Discrimination against home.
sexuals, while pervasive, has not involved the degree of government
complicity which was largely responsible for the development of the
urict scrutiny standard. Similarly, the interests of homosexuals in ob-
taining marriage licenses, while not inconsiderable, are not fully com-
parable to the corresponding interests of heterosexuals, which have not
et themselves formally attained the status of a "fundamental right"

in the equal protection context.
However, even if strict scrutiny is not expressly applied to this issue,

III Alm L Rts. 91. 93 (1970). See generally Project: The Consenting Adult Homosexual
,ld the Lau. An Empirical Study cs I. Enforcement and Administration in Los Angeles

IS.
IS C.LA.L. key. 643, 649, 75442 (1966).

,s en indicator of this attitude, it should be noted that in most states, offenses
devcrIbed in the sodomy statutes are characterised by such terms as "abominable,"
detestable." or "t 'natural." Cantor, Deviation and the Criminal Law, 55 J. Caw,

I. C. St PS. 441, 446 (19641. See also note 17 supra.
II stronger position is taken in P. Occurs, Tut ENFORCEMENT or Maims 20

"[Sjoctety is justified in taking the same steps to present its moral code as
it does to preserve its government and other essential institutions." For a critique of
his position. see H L.A. Hart, Immorality and Treason, 62 Losirsta 163 (1939). The
IseslinHart controsersy has been discussed extensively. See, e.g.. Anastaplo. Law and
sturafity: On Lord Devlin, Plaio's Steno, nd Jacob Klein, 1967 Wis. L. REV. 231;
illsckshield. The Devlin Conhaveray in /965, 5 Sews's* L. Rev. 441 (1967); Dworkin,
,,rd Dnhn aria the Enlacement of Storalt, 75 YALE L.J 986 (1966).
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the Court would not be justified in falling back upon the simple "ra-
tionality" test which it developed primarily for the protection of eco-.
nomic interests." Rather, in accordance with Justice Marshall's articu-
lation, the Court should balance the conflicting interests of the state
and homosexuals, taking into consideration the danger that legislative
classifications disfavoring homosexuals may in fact be based upon
prejudice and misinformation about the nature of that condition.

II. The Equal Rights Amendment

The Court's decision that the denial of marriage licenses to homo-
sexuals does not abridge existing equal protection law would not save
that practice from attack under the proposed Twenty.seventh Amend-

- mesa. The version of the Amendment which is now before the states
for ratification" declares, in,frelevant part, that "Equality of rights
under law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by
any State on account of sex."ar The legislative history of the Amend-
ment clearly supports the interpretation that sex is to be an impermis-
sible legal classification, that rights are not to be abridged on the basis
of sew." A statute or administrative polLy which permits a man to
marry a woman, subject .o certain regulatory restrictions, but categori-
cally denies him the right to marry another man clearly entails a classi-
fication along sexual lines.

The possibility that such a classification would violate the Equal
Rights Amendmet. was raised during both the congressional hearings
and debates on that proposal." The Amendment's chief sponsor in the

43. For Ma applying the rationality test, see Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253
US. 412 (1920); Linds ley v. National Carbonic Gas Co., 220 US. 61 (1911).

46. The Equal Rights Amendment was passed by Congress on March 23, 1972. 118
Co Nu. Rec. H. 2;23 (daily ed. March 23, 1972). Less than two hours after the Senate
acted, Hawaii became the first state to ratify the amendment. Congreulonal Quarterly
692 March 25, 1972. It will become effective two years after its ratification by a
minimum of thirty.eight states.

47. H.R.J. Iles. 208, S.R.J. 8 92d Cong., lst Sess. (1971).
The first atte.npt at an equal rights amendment was the 1923 version: "Men and

women shall have equal rights throughout dm United States and in every place subject
to its jurisdiction. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation." H.R.J. Res. 7o. 68th Cont.. lu Sets. (1923).

48. See, e.g., 118 CONC. Rec. 45411 (daily ed. tlarch 22. 1972) (remarks of Senator
Stevenson. cospuitsur of the amendment);

'there is but one principle involved . . . sex, by and of itself cannot be used as a
classificatiun to deity or abridge any person of his or her equal rights under the law.
49. See 118 Cost:. Rte. 1 4372 (daily ed. March 21. 1972) (remarics of Senator Ervin):
sow, Mr President, the tdea that this law would legalize sexual activities between
persons of the same sex Of the marriage of persons of the same sex did not originate
u011 Me. I do not know what effect the amendment will hase on laws which make
homosexuality a crime or on laws which restrict the right of a man to marry
another nun or the right of a woman to marry a woman or which restricts the

583
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senate, Birch Bayh, rejected that interpretation, reasoning that a pro-
hibition against homosexual marriage would not constitute impermis-
,ible discrimination so long as licenses were denied equally to both
male and female pairs. Senator Bayh's opinion should, of course, he
Osen considerable weight in determining the legislative intent in
phrasing and passing the Equal Rights Amendment." However, it can-
not be seen as controlling unless it is at least reasonably consistent with
established constitutional doctrine and the more general interpreta-
tion of the proposed Amendment as evidenced in the !egislative history.

As Professor Paul Freund observed during the congressional debates,
the Bayh reasoning runs counter to the Supreme Court's handling of
the anti-miscegenation statutes under eat Fourteenth Amendment."
In Loving v. Virginia," the Court riled that. a marriage license can-
not be denied merely beiause the applicants are of different races S-...ch
1 denial was deemed to be an impermissible racial classification, even
though it affected the races equ; lly.3'

In light of tt,r frequently asserted claim that the Equal Rights
Amendment was designed to prohibit sex discrimination to at least

right of a woman to marry a man. But there are some very knowledgeable persons
in the field of constitutional law . . . wino take the position that if the equal
rights amendment becomes a law. it will invalidate laws prohibiting homosexuality
and laws which permit marriages between men and women.

See aim 118 Corm. Res.. gg 4373 (daily ed. March 21, 1972) (remarks of Senator Ervin,
quoting the testimony of Profane: Paul Freund before the judiciary Committee during
hnrinp on the Amendment):

Indeed. if the law must be as undiscriminating concerning sex as it is toward
race. it would follow that laws outlawing wedlock between members of the same sex
would be as invalid as laws forbidding miscegenation. Whether the proponents of
the amendment shrink from these implications i^ not clear.
SO. 1111 Costa. Rec. jy 4389 (daily ed. March 21, 1972):
'the equal rights amendment would not prohibit a State from saying that the in-
stitution of marriage would be prohibited to men partners. it would not prohibit
a State from saying the institution of marriage would be prohibited from two
women partners. All it says is that if a ittte legislature makes a judgment that it
is wrong for a man to marry a man, then it must say it is wrong for a woman
to marry a womanor if a State says it is wrong for a woman to marry a woman.
then it must say that it is wrong for a man to marry a man.

%wither of the .kmendment's principrl supporters. Professor Thomas Emerson of Yale
law School. has also expressed his belief that the Equal Rights Amendment was not
intended to force the states to grant marriage licenses to homosexual couples and
would not be so construed by the courts. Letter on file with the Yale Lou Journal.

31. Ii should be noted, however, that various legislators dispute the importance of
lepilative history as a guide to interpretation of the Equal Righu Amendment. See, e.g.,
Hewing; on H.J. Res. 35, 208 Beiore Subconorn. no. 4 of the Howe Comm. on the
fudiciary, 92d Cong.. 1st Seas. 75 (1971) (remarks of Representative Wiggins, para-
phrasing the position of Senator Ervin):

The Senator just made the point that the Court at some future time will look
at the words of the statute itself or the amendment itself and will not look to the
legislative history, one of the reasons being that the States are not ratifying legislailve
history. They are ratifying the language itself.
32 Ste note 49 supra.
31. 3N Li I (19C).
yi Itt. at IL

1S4
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the degree that the Fourteenth Amendment presently prohibits racial
discrimination.66 Lovingwould appear to raise a strong presumption
that homosexual couples could not be uniformly denied marriage
licenses after ratification of the Twenty-seventh Amendment. That
presumption can only be overcome by a showing that homosexual
marriage falls within the scope of a particular countervailing interest
or outright exception to the Equal Rights Amendment which would
not have applied to the equal protection analysis in Loving. Such a
showing cannot be made.

It was the clear intent of Congress to forbid classifications along sex
lines regardless of the countervailing government interests which might
be raised to justify such classifications. The language of the Equal
Rights Amendment, which speaks of an "equal".y" that "shall not be
denied or abridged;" is much less flexible than that of the Fourteenth
Amendment," which has been Wild to permit the consideration of
countervailing interests." Professor Emerson explained that the new
Amendment

means that differentiation on account of sex is totally precluded,
regardless of whether a legislature or administrative agency may
consider such a classification to be "reasonable," to be beneficial
rather than "invidious," or to be justified by "compelling rea-
sons.",

The legislative history supports this proposition that the new Amend-
ment represents an unqualified prohibitionan absolute guarantee."

53. See. e.g., 118 Conc. Rec. 4 4394 (daily ed. March 21, 1972) (remarks of Senator
Gurney) in which the Senator maintained that passage of the Amendment was Intended
to compensate for the fact that the Supreme Court in Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971).
had failed to subject a sex classification to the strict scrutiny routinely afforded demi.
(imams based on race.

56. Compare the language of the Equal Rights Amendment, p. 583 supra, with
the corresponding prohibition in the Fourteenth Amendment: "No State shall . . . deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." U.S. Caner.amend. XIV, 1 I.

31. See authorities listed in note 4 supra.
58. Emerson, In Support of the Equal Rights Amendment, 6 Ham Csv. RocursCiv.

Lis. L. Ray. 223, 231 (1971). Professor Freund has agreed that "the proposal evidently
contempls..es no flexibility in construction but rather a rule of rigid equality.- Hearing,
supra note 51, at 72, quoted by Senator Levin.

59. The Howe judiciary Committee Report on the proposed amendment contained
an additional section proposed by Congressman Wiggins. See p. 588 infra. Fourteen
inemhers of the Committee recorded their views separately, supporting the Amendment
but opposing the additional section. H.R. Rm.. No. 339. 92d Cong., 2d Sea. 5 (1971).
!Isis separate statement specifically cited Frokstor ?meson for the view that the
tmendment establishes "the fundamental proposition that sett shall not be a factor in
determining the legal rights of women or of men." Id. at 0. The House c- a whole
,sidentl adopted this separate statement when it rejected the Wiggins addition. Fur.
awrintitt.. the Senate Report on that body's etsion of the Equal Rights Amendment

FQ%
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Itt puler to forestall this construction, the House Judiciary Committee
recommended the following addition to the Amendment:

This article shall not impair the validity of any law of the United
States which exempts a person from compulsory military service or
any other law of the United States or of any State which reasonably
promotes the health and safety of the people."

The purpose of the adchtion was to make it clear "that Congress and
she Sine legislatures can take differences between the sexes into ac-
count in enacting laws which reasonably promote the health and safety
of the people."" The proposed addition was rejected in the House by
a vote of 87-265."

While even an absolutist interpretation would not prevent the courts
how balancing the Equal Rights Amendment against other constitu-
tional provisions which conflict with its commands," no such consid-
erations were raised in defense of the anti-miscegenation laws and none
would appear to be relevant to homosexual marriage. In discussing the
Equal Rights Amendment, the only constitutional conflict envisioned
by the commentators and legislators concerned the right to privacy,"
and it can 1 irdly be argued that the denial of a marriage license to a
same-sex couple would in any way serve the interest of the individual
in being protected from government intrusion into his private life.

The "absolute" prohibition contained in the Equal Rights Amend.
ment is subject to only one exception, or what Professor Emerson and
his associates have termed a "subsidiary principle":" the Amendment
-would not prohibit reasonable classifications based on [physical] char-
m mimics that are unique to one sex."" This exception was designed

to shield laws, such as many of those applying to pregnancy or sperm
dimation, which affect only one sex but which cannot realistically be

%wird that "the separate views of [the fourteen Committee members] in thr House
Itrport . state concisely and accurately the understanding of the Amenthrent . . . ."
S Rel. No 689, 92d Gong., 2d Sew. 11 (1972).

66. H.R. Rte. No. 92.359, 92d Cong., la Sc,.. t ((971).
61. Id. at 2.
62. 117 CONG. Ric. § 9390 (daily ed. October 12, 1971).
65. See Brown, Emerson, Falk Is Freedman, The equal Rights Amendment: A Con.

minium& liens for Equal Rights for Women, 80 Yea.,' L.J. 871. 900 (1971). Rut see 110
Ric § 4258 (daily ed. March 20, 1972), in whi..h Senator Ervin claims that the

I twat Rights Amendment is "absolute in its terms" :nd is therefore not subject to
balancing against other r 111/11 titional provisions.

6-I. Ste Brown. Emetic Falk & Freedman, supra note 63, at 900: Hearings. supra
note 51. at 40 (statement of Representative Griffiths).

65. Bronn. Emerson. Falk & Freedman, supra note 63, at 893.
qi 118 CONG. Rec. § 4585 (daily ed. March 22. 1972) (Senate Report, quoting H.R.

key 'J2 539).
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said to "discriminate" against the other." It might be argued that
heterosexual intercourse and procreation are activities which, because
of the unique physical characteristics of men and women, may only be
performed by differentsex couples, that these activities are central to
the societal concept of marriage, and that the state can therefore restrict
the granting of marriage licenses to differentsex couples.

This reasoning, however, would import into the Equal Rights
Amendment precisely those traditional societal judgments that the
Amendment was designed to circumvent. For example, a law regulat-
ing the manner in which hospitals treat pregnant persons would not
ordinarily discriminate against men, because it deals directly and nar-
rowly .vith a unique physical characteristic which men do not possess.
Hos. ver, a law which stated that persons subject to pregnancy may not
enlist in the armed services would probably be considered discrimina-
tory, because it deals not only withan objective physical characteristic
but a!so with overbroad societal judgments about the capabilities of
persons having that characteristic."

In order to guard against illegitimate use of the "unique physical
characteristics" principle, Professor Emerson and his associates have
developed a series of factors which should be weighed by a court in
determining the constutionality of a physical characteristics classifica-
tion under the Equal Rights Amendment." These factors, which are
not readily applicable to the peculiar circumstances presented by a ban
on homosexual marriage, can be restated in terms of two more general
tests: (I) are the physical characteristics upon which the classification
is based truly unique to the class being regulated, and (2) is the regu-
lation involved "closely, directly and narrowly confined to [those]
unique physical characteristic[s]. .."?70

A statute restricting marriage licenses tc heterosexuals would fail
both of these tests. While it is perfectly true that no one has the physi
cal characteristics to accomplish either procreation or heterosexual in-
tercourse with a member of the same sex, it is equally true that many
individuals, perhaps because of age or illness, are incapable of engag
Fug in these activities with members of the opposite sex. Nor is there

67. Minute. supra note at 40 (statement of Reprcsentatise Griffiths). See also
ILwi. The Nerd for the Equal nights Amendment, 48 Noss/ Rasa LAWY, 80, 81 (1972);
Drown. Emerson. Falk lc Freedman. supra note 63, at 893.Iii. See Mown, Emetson. Falk L Freedman, supra note 63, at 894.96, in which the
authors come to a similar conclusion concerning the exclusion of women from govern
men( employment because of the absenteeism which might result from their potentialto become pregnant.

69. Mown. Emerson, Falk it Freedman, supra note 63, at 993.96.
70. Id. at 894.

587
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the necessary close relationship between these activities and the insti-
tution of legal marriage as it is now permitted. As shown above, the
ability or willingness to procreate is not a prerequisite of legal marriage
in this country," nor is the legality of an existing marriage in any way
affected by the decision of both partners to forego heterosexual inter-
course. More generally, the belief that two persons having the same
primary sexual characteristics cannot benefit (.am many of the emo-
tional, social and legal consequences of the legal status of marriage is
factually untrue:" the belief that they should not so benefit is a sub-
jective conclusion beyond the scope of the unique physical characteris-
tics principle.

iVith no relevant or countervailing interests to place against the rule
of "absolute" equality of treatment, the proposed Equal Rights Amend-
ment should be interpreted as prohibiting the uniform denial of mar-
ria3e licenses to same-sex couples. If such a denial were to be permitted,
it would have to be on the basis of an analysis which was consistent
with the strict interpretation described above, and in addition, as Pro-

fessor Emerson has pointed out, in matters as important as marriage
the burden of persuaiion is on those who would impose different

treatment on the basis of sex."' In the case of laws prohibiting homo-
sexual marriage. such a burden cannot be carried.

Ill. Quasi-Marital Statusan Alternative Approach

Although private consensual homosexual activity might be legalized

in this country without creating many problems, as it was in Great
Britain, the expansion of marriage to encompass homosexual couples
would alter the nature of a fundamental institution as traditionally

conceived.
'The Supreme Court may in the future decide that such alteration is

beyond its competence and therefore that marriage should be con-
fined to its present definition absent a positive move. on the part of
individual state legislatures to broaden it." If such proves to be the

71. See p. 379 and note 16 supra.
72. See pp. 379.10 supra.
73 Brown. Emerson, Falk & Freedman, supra note 63, at 1193.

74. This was essentially the Court's approach to polygamy in Reynolds v. United
Sistes, 91 11.3. 143, 163 (1871).

Whether that nineteenth century ruling would be affirmed today is at least open
w question in light of the Loving decision. Mormons would appear to have a par.
.Icularl. strong arkrument against the Rrynolds decision based on Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406

1 3. 203 (1972) (Wisconsin's attempt to force Old Amish children to attend school

338
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case, particular legal benefits available only to married couples might
still be attacked on equal protection grounds under both the Four-
teenth and Twenty-seventh Amendments.

If the Court granted homosexuals some of these benefitswithout
compelling states to grant marriage licensesit might eventually create
in effect a "quasi-marital" status. State legislatures might explicitly
grant such a status, and specify the attendant rights." For example,
benefits such as tax advantage, wrongful death rights and intestate
inheritance camd be granted more easily to the homosexual couple
than could inclusion within the complete maintenance-divorce-alimony
complex of laws involving substantial state regulation. An analogy can
be drawn to the line of Supreme Court decisions which has given ille-
gitimate children certain rights, albeit a less-than-equal status in com-
parison to their legitimate siblings."

IV. Conclusion

In the final analysis, the Court should not avoid granting full relief
from discriminatory legislation simply because that legislation is based
on deeply held beliefs. A quasi-marital status might satisfy many of the
interests of homosexuals- in gaining marriage licenses, but it would
inevitably fall short of fully normalizing their relationships. A legis-
lative stigma of deviance would remain. The stringent requirements
of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment argue strongly for removal
of this stigma by granting marriage licenses to homosexual couples who
satisfy reasonable and non-discriminatory qualifications.

through age sixteen held an uncturdtutional infringes's:sit on freedom of refigiatt). as
noted by Justice Douglas la dissent. id. at 247. See genera, H. Foam. Marring:
"Bark Civet flight ay Alan; 37 2cososus L. Am 31 (NW

73. The possibility of such a legislatively created queskimarital status ke boor
souk was rug std in J. Commas lk J. Yawn. Tin rAmILY Arm THE SAM 1 ILI (1W).

79. "shim v. Vincent. 401 U.S. S (1971); Glom v. Maerican Gueranter h Whaley
eta. Co.. 111 U.S. 73 (INS); Levy v. Laulaism 391 U.S (116*).

41-006 0-113 --64 006
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A LEGAL ANALYSIS OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED
EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMEYT (ERA) ON HOMOSEXUALS

INTRODUCTION

Amidst the ongoing debate surrounding the proposed Equal Rights

Amendment (EPA), considerable interest has focused on laws restricting

homosexuals, such as those barring homosexual marriages, and how they

would be affected by the ERA. Both proponents and opponents of the ERA

have expressed differing views regarding this issue. In fact, even among

proponents there are diverse opinions. Those who believe that restrictive

homosexual statut.ii would not be affected argue that the ERA pertains to

sex discrimination, not to sexual preference. There are others who have

argued that the ERA will require the granting of marriage licenses to homo

sexual couples.

In considering the issue of the possible impact of the proposed ERA on

homosexuals, one must understand the nature of the arguments and concerns

eivanced. The purpose of this report is to analyse the status of homosexuals

in the context of the proposed ERA. At the very outlet, we will describe the

arguments that have been made. After this discussion, there will follow an

examination of the legislative history of the earlier 1972 proposed constitu

tional amendment and contemporaneous court decisions. In this regard, Now

the earlier legislative record for the 1972 version can only be instruc

tive and not controlling since the actions of one Congress do not bind a future

Congress.

Court decisions regarding protectable interests of homosexuals under Title

VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e et In., will

also be discussed. Title VII prohibits employment discrimination based upon

sex, race, color, religion, and national orin. While not controlling

in the ERA context, these Title VII cases pro .ide some insight into

how courts have interpreted sex discrimination and the protectable in

terests of homosexuals in a related statutory context.

o
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the ongoing debate surrounding the proposed Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA), considerable interest has focused on laws restricting homosexuals, such u
thous barring homosexual marriages, and how they would he affected by the ERA.
This report describes the varying opinions that have been expressed regarding

this issue. For example, on the one hand, some people have argued that the ERA
will have no impact because discrimination on the basis of sexual preference is
different from discrimination based on sex. While on the other hand, there are

people who have contended that there would be an impact because the ERA incor-
porates an "absolute" standard of sex discrimination, discrimination against
homosexuals is sex-based, and no distinctions based on sex are constitutionally.

permissible.
After discussing the conflicting arguments on the question of whether the

proposed ERA will affect laws restricting homosexuals, this report goes on to ex-
amine the legislative history of the earlier 1972 proposed constitutional amend-
ment and contemporaneous court decisions. This earlier legislative record is

only instructive and not controlling since the action of one Congress cannot
bind future Congresses.

This report also describes relevant state court rulings in states with
state ERA's where the question of the impact of the state ERA on laws restricting
homosexuals has -risen. In addition, case law involving homosexuals' protectehle
interests under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Right. Act, as amended, is analyzed.

This paper concludes that, in the final analysis, the impact of the cur-
rently proposed ERA will be determined by the legislative history that is es-
tablished by the Congress considering it as well as by contemporaneous court
decisions. The legislative record developed for the earlier 1972 proposal, state
court decisions involving state ERA'. and homosexuals, and the body of case Law
that has evolved under Title VII can provide guidance.

1Ofl')
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DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS VIEWS CONCERNING THE
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE ERA ON HOMOSEXUALS

A. Views Of Those Believing The ERA Will Not Affect Homosexuals

ERA proponents are not necessarily united in their opinions regarding

the potential impact of the proposed ERA on homosexuals. Some proponents

argue that the ERA would not necessarily affect homosexuals because the

proposal applies to sex-based discrimination, not to sexual preference.

They also contend that heterosexual marriage will prevail. These pro-

ponents argue that heterosexual marriage will be included in a broad
I/

"physical diffirences" exception to the amendment. They further suggest

this exception will permit regulation of such sex related activities as
2/

donation of sperm, wet nurses, and maternity leaves. The principle of

the ERA, they contend, "dots not preclude legislation which regulates,

takes into account, or otherwise deals with a physical characteristic unique
3/

to one sex.'

In 1973, one scholar pointed out that while it could conceivably be

argued that language of the proposed ERA would require same sex marriage,

this result would be unlikely given the legislative history and the concept

of equality prevalent in existing court decisions. He wrote specifically that:

1/ Eastwood, "The Double Standard of Justice: Women's Rights Under the
Constitution," 5 Val. L. Rev. 281, 313 (1971). Sae S. Rep. No. 92-689, 92d
Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1972); H.R. Rep. No. 92-359, 92d Cong. 1st Sess. 7 (1971);
Murray and Eastwood, "Jane Crow and the Law: Sex Discrimination and Title VII,"
34 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 232, 239 (1965); Brown, Emerson, Falk and Freedman, "The
Equal Rights.Amendment: A Constitutional Basis for Equal Rights for Women",
80 Yale L.J. 871, 893 (1971) (hereinafter Brown, Emerson, Falk and Freedman).

2/ S. Rep. No. 92-689 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1972); H.R. Rep. No. 92-359,
924 Cong., 1st Sess. 7 (1971). See also Bayh, "The Need for the Equal Rights
Amendment," 48 Notre Dame LawyerWIT(1971); Brown, Emerson, Falk and Freedman,
sup -a at 893.

3/ Brown, Emerson, Falk and Freedman, supra, at 893.
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When the principles of family enk procreation are
merged with heterosexual intercourse, the physical charac-
teristics 'snootier would likely apply. Only a paired male

end female can have heterosexual intercourse. Because of

the unique physical characteristics of each, the classifi-
cation would not violate the principle that the attributes
of individuals be the basis of the classification. However,

interpreting the amendment in this 'manner would grossly
violate the words of the amendment itself. There can be no

more literal exaaple of denying rights on account of sex'

than denying marriage to seam sex couples because of the
genitals of the applicants.

Will the courts nevertheless define 'physical dif-
ference' exception to the Equal lights Amendment which
will Imbrium same sex marriage? They likely will for two
reasons.

First, no matter how much equality the amendment
demands, males and resales are physically different.
Equality does not mean sameness. As Justice Frankfurter
once observed, "(tike Constitution doss not require
things which are different in tact or opinion to be
treated in law as though they were the same." only
heterosexual couples can have heterosexual intercourse
and procreate, and the amendment should not prohibit
legislation based on that existing distinction.

Secondly, it was not the intent of Congress to compel
recognition of saes sex marriage. This possibility was
raised during both the congressional hearings and debates
on the amendment, and its proponents denied that the amend-
ment would have such an effect. Wording to make this inter-
pretation explicit was not considered feasible. One recoe-
mended addition to the amendment, to allow laws "which
reasonably (prostate] the health end safety of the people,"
would perhaps include 'marriage restrictions, but might also
allow restrictions, such as mazimma hour laws for women, con-
sidered discriminatory. An addition explicitly excepting
"physical differences" could easily have the same effect,
negating the very principle of the Equal Rights Amendment.
An addition specifically excepting marriage statutes from
the application of the amendment would be too restrictive,
and entirely inappropriat, for constitutional amendment.

Thus. even though the wording of the amendment lends
merit to the argument that it would coaled renovation of

-116 same sex marries., courts are not likely to in interpret
the amendment because of the actual physical differences
of the sexes and because of the intent of Congress.

Sullivan, "Same Sex Marriage and the Constitution",
6 Legal Problems in Family Law, 275, 292-293 (1973).
(Footnote citations omitted). (Emphasis supplied).

1 0 1 1
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S. Views Of Those Believing The ERA Will Affect Homosexuals

In a 1973 NOTE in the Yale Law Journal, the two authors maintained that

the ERA would have implications for homosexual marriages. They looked at the

wording of the 1972 proposal and interpreted
the legislative intent to mean that

an absolute standard of review applied. Therefore, no classification based

upon sex could survive judicial review in their minds. They wrote:

The Court's decision that the denial of marriage
Licenses to homosexuals does not abridge existing equal
protection law would not save that practice from attack
under the proposed Twenty-Seventh Amendment...The legi-
slative history of the Amendment clearly supports the
interpretation that sex is to be an Impermissible legal
classification, that rights are not to be abridged on
th basis of sex. A statute or administrative policy
wuich permits a man to marry a woman, subject to certain
regulatory restrictions, but categorically denies him the
right to tarry another man clearly entails a classification
along sexual lines....

...The legislative history supports this proposition
that the new Amendment represents an unqualified prohibition- -
en absolute guarantee...

With no relevant or countervailing interests to place
against the rule of absolute" equality of treatment the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment should be interpreted as
prohibiting the uniform denial of marriage licenses to
sate -sex couples....

...The stringent requirements of the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment argue strongly for removal of this
stigma by granting marriage licenses to homosexual couples
who satisfy reasonable and non - discriminatory qualifications.
Perkins and Silverstein, The Legality of Homosexual Marriage,"
NOTE. 82 Yale L.J., at 583, 585, 589 (1973). (Emphasis supplied).

The foregoing position appears to be based on the idea that because

the proposed ERA prohibits sex-based classifications, it would prohibit

differential treatment with respect to homosext4ls as ell, unless, for

example, the classification applied equally to lembe.s of each sex

respectively. This theory would argue that in order to pass judicial

scrutiny under the ERA, same sex marriages alloyed between men would

also have to be permitted between women.

1012
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(1 Two prominent law professors testified before the Senate Judiciary

Committee in 1972 emphasising that the absolute wording of the amendment

would in fact compel recognition of the same sex marriage. These include
4/

Professors Paul Freund of Harvard and James White of Michigan.

In a speech delivered by Rita Hauser, the U.S. Representative to

the United Natioda Human Rights Commission, at the American Bar Association

Annual Meeting in August, 1970, Ms. Hauser remarked:

I also believe that the proposed Amendment, if
adopted, would void the legal requirement or
practice of the states' limiting marriage, which is
a legal right, to partners of different sexes.

This riquirement stems from the traditional
view that the promise or purpose of marriage, in
law, is the reproduction of the species. Some
would surely argue that such a view is no longer
acceptable in a world where over-population seems
to be the major social dilemma, rather than the
contrary, and the the legal premise of marriage
should be the happiness or well-being of the
partners. I wish to make very clear that I do not
share this view, which has been put forth in
respectable legal circle', as I believe social
policy would not be served by marriage between
people of the MN sex. In the absence of a clear
indication of legislative intent, however, it appears
that the proposed Amendment might lead to just this
result for it would prevent denial of equality of
rights on a basis of sex.

Hauser, "The Equal Rights Amendment," 1 Hum.
Rights 54, 62 (1971). (Emphasis supplied).

In sumrary, there are diverse views concerning whether the proposed

ERA would affect laws restricting homosexuals, e.g. those barring homosexual

marriages. Inos. contending that there probably would be no impact

4/ See S. Rep. Ho. 92-689, 92d Cong., 2d Seas. 47 (1972); and Houser,
"The Equal Rights Amendment, "1 Hum. Rights 54, 62 (1971). See also,

Freund, "The Equal Rights Amendment is Not the Way," 6 Hari. Civ. Rights-
Civ. Lib. L. Rev. 234, 238 (1971).
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base their position primarily on the ground that the ERA prohibits

classifications based on sex discrimination and has no application to

sexual preference as is involved in same sex marriages. These individuals

also believe that. the "unique physical characteristic" exemption to the

ERA would effectively exclude homosexual earriages from the purview

of the amendment. Others argue that the ERA would affect homosexuals

because inherent in the amendment is an absolute standard, i.e.

prohibiting all classifications based on gender. This group would

say that the ERA would require that men be allowed to marry men and mien

to marry women.

1014
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DISCUSSION OF MEANING OF CURRENT ER1 PROPOSAL

The proposed ERA, as reintroduced in H.J. Res. 1 and S.J. Res. 10, provides

that--

Section 1. Equality of rights under the Law shall not
be denied or abridged by the United States
or by any State on account of wax.

Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce,
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of
this article.

Section 3. This amendment shall take effect two years
after the date of ratification.

This wording of the amendment is identical .v that passed by the 92nd Con-

gress in 1972. In 1971, in response to objections from Senator Ervin and several

constitutional ladyers, the wording of the enforcement language contained in the

second secti3n (which had read since 1943: "Congress and the several States

shall have power within their respective jurisdictions, to enforce this article

by appropriate legislation") was changed to conform to the enforcement language

of most of the other twenty-six constitutional amendments now in effect.

The ongoing debate concerning the proposal has tended to center on the

meaning of this language. The answer depends, of course, to a great extent upon

the legislativu history the 98th Congress develops through the course of the

hearings held, reports issued, and floor debates. An extensive legislative

records exists with respect to the 92nd Congress proposal, H.J. Res. 208; however,

that history is only instructive and not controlling with respect to the current

measure because the actions of one Congress do not bind a future Congress. There-

fore, it is up to the 98th Congress to develop its own legidlative history for

H.I. Res. 1 and S.J. Res. 10.
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In addition to looking to the legislative history co determine what the pro-

posed ERA means, one can also look to contemporaneous court decisions, the ra-

tionales used, and the standard Or review applied to sex -based classifications

under the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Earlier Congresses have found little disagreement with the general intent of

the proposed amendment. A Senate Judiciary Committee report In 1972 (S. Rep. No.

92-689, 924 Congress, 2d Sees.) Interpreted the statement "Equality of rights un-

der the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State

on account of sex" to mean that sex should not be a factor in determining the

legal rights of men and women; that the amendment would affect only governmental

action, with the private actions and private relationships of men and women left

unaffected unless these rise to the level of state action; and that the only re-

quirement of the Amendment was equal treatment of individuals.

The proposed Amendment also gives Congress power to enforce these provisions

(the States already possess such authority under their general police power) and

provide, that the Amendment shall take effect two years after the date of ratifi-

cation, i.e. after three-fourths or 38 states have approved the proposal. The two

year period is provided presumaAy to give stare legislatures and the Congress

time to amend their laws to bring them into conformity with the intent of the

Proposed

The effect of the ERA, according to the 1972 Senate Report, would be to re-

quire that government at all levels, federal, state and local, treat men and

women equally as citizens and individuals under the law. It would eliminate from

the law sex-based classifications that specifically deny equality of rights or vio-

late the principle of nondiscrimination with regard to sex. Thus, federal or state

,r practi,!es that now make a discriminatory ilstinction between
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women and men would presumably be invalid under the ERA. In addition, certain

responsibilities and protections which once were, or are now, extended by the

states or federal government only to members of one sex would have to be either

extended to both sexes or eliminated entirely.

While the equal protection language in the Fourteenth Amendment is not

identical to the "equality of rights" language in the proposed ERA, the Supreme

Court's Fourteenth Amendment decisions thus far in the gender-based discrimina-

tion context are instructive in terms of the standard of review used by the Court

to determine the validity of legislative classifications. Of course, Congress

can express in the legislative history whatever standard it intends the Court to

apply under the ERA, especially if it wants a more stringent level of review

than that which is currently applied to sex-based classifications under the equal

protection clause. There are basically three standards of equal protection re-

view traditional. rational basis; intermediate (one less deferential than the

rational basis test and one less restrictive than the strict scrutiny test); sus-

pect class-fundamental interest or strict scrutiny test. The intermediate stand-

ard has been used by the Supreme Court to evaluate sex classifications. There-

fore, the sex distinction must, in order to withstand constitutional challenge,

"serve important governmental objectives and must be substantially related to

achievement of those objectives," Cella v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 197; Mississippi

vniversity for Women v. Hogan, 100 S. Ct. 3311, 3337 (19R2).

The impact, if env, of the proposed ERA on homosexuals may depend to a large

extent on the legislative history developed by the Congress proposing it and by

the standard of review the Court chooses to apply to sex-based classifications.

in indicated earlier; the legislative history of the earlier proposed ERA,

I.e. the I972 version, can only be instructive and not controlling. Senator
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Birch Bayh, the amendment's chief sponsor in the Senate, remarked in 1972 that a

prohibition against same sex marriages would be permissible if licenses were

5/
denied equally to both male and female pairs. 118 Cong. Rec. 9331 (1972).

Senatnr Bayh's conclusion is criticised in NOTE, "The Legality of Homosexual

Marriage," 82 Yale L.J. 573, 584 (1973). Authors of this NOTE contend that the

legislative history of the 1972 version of the ERA supports the interpretation

that sex is to be an impermiasible legal classification, and that rights are

not to be abridged on the heels of sex. With such an absolute standard, these

authors argue that same sex marriages would have to be allowed. They cite com-

mence on the floor by Senator Sam Ervin to support their interpretation. For

example, Senator Ervin remarked:

Now, Mr. President, the idea that this law would
legalise sexual activities between persons of the same
sex or the marriage of persons of the same sex did not
originate with me. I do not know what affect the amend-
ment will have on laws which mike homosexuality a crime
or on laws which restrict the right of a man to marry
another man or the right of a woman to marry a woman or
which restricts the right of s woman to marry a man.
But there are some very knowledgeable persons in the
field of constitutional law...who take the position
if the equal rights amendment becomes a low, it will
invalidate laws prohibiting homosexuality and laws
which permit marriages between men and women.

118 Conl. Rec. 9315 (1972)
(remarks of Senator Ervin). 6/

5/ see also S. Rep. No. 92-689, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 47 (1972); 118 Cong. Rec..
9523, 9516 (1972).

6/ See also Senator Ervin's comments quoting Professor Paul Preund's state-
ment in hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee, 118 Cong. Rec. 9315
(1972):

(continued)
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Professor Paul Freund took issue with Senator Sayh's position and argued

that his reasoning was in...onsistent with the Supreme Court's rulings concerning
7/

the anti-miscsgenation statutes under the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court held

in Loving v. Virginia, 338 U.S. 1 (1967), that a marriage license cannot be de-

vied merely because applicants are of different races. This denial was regarded

by the Supreme Court to be an unlawful racial classification, despite the fact

that it affected the races squally. 388 U.S. 1, at 8 (1967).

The authors of a 1973 Yale Law Journal NOTE, developed this example of race

discrimination in Loving and tried to draw an analogy to sex discrimination in

the marriage context. They wrote specifically:

In light of the frequently asserted claim that the
Equal Rights Amendment was designed to prohibit sex dis-
crimination to at least the degree that the Fourteenth
Amendment presently prohibits racial discrimination,
Loving would appear to raise a strong presumption that
homosexual couples could not be uniformly denied marriage
licenses after ratification of the Twenty-seventh Amend-

ment. That presumption can only be overcome by showing

that homosexual marriage falls within the scope of a par-
ticular countervailing interest or outright exception to
the Equal Rights Amendment which would not have applied

to the equal protection analysis in Loving. Such a show-

cannot be made.
It was the clear intent of Congress to forbid classifi-

cations along sex lines regardless of the countervailing
government interests which might be raised to Justify such

classifications.

(continued)

NOTE, 82 Yale L.J. 573, at
584-585 (1973).

... if the law must be as undiscriminating
concerning sax as it is toward race, it would follow
that laws outlawing wedlock between members of the
same sex would be as invalid as laws forbidding mis-

cegenation. Whether the proponents of the amend-
ment shrink from these implications is not clear.

'/ 118 Cong. Rec. 9315 (1972).
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The author of an article for the University of California, Davis, Law Re-

view argued to the contrary. He looked at the legislative history of the 1972

proposed ERA and concluded that the Congress did not intend to compel recogni-

tion of same sex marriages. See 6 University of California, Davis. L.R. 275,

at 292-293 (1973).

The Lovint v. Virginia situation could perhaps also be distinguished on

another ground. The anti-miscegenation laws were premised on black inferiority,

i.e. marriage licenses were denied to applicants of different races beCause the

white and black races were not considered to be equal in stature. In the Con-

text of treatment of the statutes herring marriage between homosexuals do

not appear to be predicated upon any preconceived notion of inferiority. Rather,

the prohibition of same-sex marriages seems to derive from the adherence to tea4Ar

tion, i.e. society's long accepted practice of heterosexual marriages.

Furthermore, the Supreme Court has already held that the right.to marry

is a fundamental right protected by the due process clause. Lovint v. Virginia,

38H U.S. 1, 12 (1967); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 486 (1965);

Cleveland Board of Education v. Lafleur. 414 U.S. 632, 639-640 (1974); Zablocki

v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 383-387 (1978). In Zablocki v. What', supra, the

majority of the Court invalidated a state statute that denied the right to marry

to someone under en obligation to support minor children when he failed to meet

that obligation. The Court's holding in Redhatl was based on the ground that the

law in question did not serve any legitimate interest which the State could assert

to be compelling enough to justify it. Under this strict standard, courts to date

have not struck down statutes barring homosexual marriages. Thus, unless a more

11)20
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heightened standard of review is utilised by the courts under Che ERA, it would

seem that laws restricting homosexuals, such as the marriage laws, would be un-
8/

effected by the ERA.

There has been at least one state court decision interpreting a state ERA

VA not requiring same sex marriages. Singer v. Kara, 11 Wash. App. 247, 522

P. 2d 1187 (1974). The equal rights provision in the State of Washington's Con-

stitution provides: "Equality of rights and responsibility under the law shall

not be denied or abridged on account of sex." In Singer, an application for a

marriage license was denied to two people of the same sex, pursuant to a state

law prohibiting same-sex marriages. The state court of appeals hold that the

law yam not violative of the state equal rights amendment because: (I) all

same-sex marriages, both male and female, were prohibited; (2) no sex-based

classification was involved since the denial was based on the 'recognized defi-

nition" of marriage as between two persons of the opposite sex ',522 P.2d at

1192); and (3) the state ERA protected only those persons who were able to

show that they had been denied an existing right or responsibility solely on

the basis of sax. The court found that the state ERA did not create any new

8/ Recently a body of case law approving homosexual behavior has been de-
veloping. See People v. °notes, 51 NY2d 476, 415 NE2d 936, 434 NYS2d 947
(1980) (consensual sodomy may not be deemed criminal); People v. Uplinger,
58 NY2d 936 (1983) (Since conduct ultimately contemplated by anti-loitering
itatuts, consensual sodomy, may not be regarded as criminal, then the State has
no basis upon which to continue punishing loitering for that purpose).

A petition for certiorari was granted by the U.S. Supreme Court on Oct. 3,
1987 in the U lin er case. N.Y. v. Uplinger, No. 82-1724. The case presents two
questions: (1 whether the New York anti-loitering statute (barring loitering
for the purpose of engaging in deviate sexual intercourse) is a valid exercise
of the state's power to control order; and (2) whether this provision in the
N.Y. Penal Law violates any rights protected by the U.S. Constitution.
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rights, e.g. same-sex marriages, which had previously been prohibited; rather, it

guaranteed that existing and future rights would be equally available to all per-

sons regardless of sex.

The holding or rationale in the Singer v. Rare case may be persdasive but

is not determinative with respect to how the Supreme Court might in the future

interpret and apply the federal ERA to homosexuals.

Similarly, a body of case law has developed under Title vii of the 1964

Civil Rights Act, as amended, which also adheres to the principle that thore

is a difference between discrimination based on sex and sexual preference, the

former being a basis for Title VII coverage, while the latter is not.

41 OK 0 146 tifi 1 22
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DISCUSSION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST HOMOSEXUALS
IN THE EMPLOYMENT CONTEXT UNDER TITLE VII

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended, contains broad language

that makes unlawful any employment practice by an employer, labor organisation,

or employment agency that discriminates against any individual because of race,

color, religion, sex, or national origin. 42 U.S.C. 20001 et !Iv The courts

and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) have uniformly relected

the contention that consideration of sexual preference in connection with appli-

cation for employment constitutes unlawful sex-based discrimination under Title

VII. Smith v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., 395 F. Supp. 1098 (N.D. Ca. 1975),

aff'd. 596 F.2d 325 (5th Cir. 1978); DeSantis v. Pacific Telephone and Telegraph

Co., 608 F.2d 327 (9th Cir. 1979). Nor is discrimination against homosexuals in

federal sector employment prohibited by any other statute or executive order. In

tact, the exclusive avenue of redress for individuals denied federal jobs not

covered by the civil service rules and regulations may be a court action to en

force their claim under the Fifth Aaandment.

An examination of Title VII's legislative history sheds little light on

whether Congress intended the law to protect homosexuals. In fact, there is no

reference to sexual preference protection in any of the floor debates. See 110
9/

Cong. Rec. 2577 (1964). Thus, there is no evidence that Congress even consid

ered whether the inclusion of sex as a protected category under Title VII was

to encompass sexual preference as well.

9/ See also, Miller, "Sex Discrimination and Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964," 51 Minn. L. Rev. 877, 880-82 (1967). The amendment adding sex as
a proscribed classification was offered on the floor of the House one day before
final passage by the House of the entire bill. It was introduced by Congressman
Howard Smith of Virginia, a staunch opponent of the 1964 Civil Rights measure.
This factor has led to the conclusion that sex was added as a last minute effort
to defeat the bill. See 20 Hastings L.J. 305, 311 (1968); 84 Marv. L. Rev. 1109,
1167 (1971).

t023
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CONCLUSION

As the foregoing highlights, there is difference of opinion concerning

whether the proposed ERA will affect discrimination against homosexuals. Some

argue that the ERA will have no impact because discrimination on the basis of

sexual preference is different from discrimination based on sex. Under this

theory, as long as all homosexuals are treated alike, regardless of whether they

are male or female, there is no gender-based discrimination. Thus, homosexual

marriages could conceivably be forbidden because heterosexual marriages serve the

state interest in procreation, family relationships and the like. It has been

argued also that the "physical uniquenese" exception to the ERA encompass.. homo-

sexuals and thus allows heterosexual marriages and prohibits same sex marriages.

Contrary views have been advanced. For example, there are those who contend

that the ERA incoporates an "absolute" standard of sex discrimination, i.e. no

distinctions based on sex are constitutionally permissible. This view conceives

of discrimination against homosexuals as sex-based discrimination so that the ERA

would void all bans on homosexual marriages.

In referring the 1972 roposed ERA, authors of a legal textbook on gender

iiscrimination have written:

The effect that the Equal Rights Amendment will have
on discrimination against homosexuals is not yet clear.
The legislative history suggests that it was not the
Intent of Congress to prohibit such discrimination. On
the other hand, it is hard to justify a distinction between
discrimination on the basis of the sex of one's sexual
partners and other sex-based discrimination.

Babcock, Freedman, Norton and Ross,
Sex Discrimination and the Law, 180
(1975). (Footnote citations omitted).

1024
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The impact of the currently proposed ERA on homosexuals will be determined

by the legislative history that is established by the Congress considering it

as well as by contemporaneous court decisions. The extensive legislative record

established for the 1972 proposal can be referred to for guidance, but it is in

DO way controlling since the action of one Congress cannot bind future Con-

g .
Similarly, any state court rulings in states with state ERA's can be

instructive in terms of the holdings and rationales, e.g., the Singer v. Hera

case, supra, decided by the State of Washington appeals court stating that the

ban in homosexual marriages was not violative of the state ERA.

Another place to look for guidance concerning how courts have interpreted

sex discrimination and discrimination against homosexuals is the body of case

law that has evolved under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Title VII,

unlike the proposed ERA is statutory rather than a constitutional proscription

against sex discrimination. Also, Title VII only applies in the employment con

text. Nevertheless, the courts interpreting Title VII have uniformly held that

it does not protect homosexuals against discriminatory treatment. In examining

the legislative history of the law, the courts have found no evidence that

Congress ever intended the ban on sex discrimination to include a ban against

discrimination against homosexuals. In short, sexual preference and sex discrim

ination are different according to courts interpreting Title VII.

The most that can be said in conclusion is that the nature of the impact of

the proposed ERA on laws restricting homosexuals, if any, will depend on the come-

pleted legislative history that evolves and the contemporaneous court decisions.

Sir6tk

2

Kars awls

Legi ve Attorney
American Law Division
October 12, 1983
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Irrttm the New York Time, Dec 10, 19821

PARTNERSHIP LAW VETOED ON COAST

(By Wallace Turner)
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 9.Mayor Dianne Feinstein today vetoed a San Francisco

city ordinance that would have extended to live-in lovers, including homosexuals,
the health insurance benefits that now go to husbands and wives of city employees.

The San Francisco Roman Catholic Archdiocese issued a statement praising the
veto as "a courageous act" in protection of family life, but Mayor Feinstein ex-
plained her veto in different terms.

"I go out all over the world and defend this city," said the Mayor, whose election
in 1979 was achieved with heavy support of the homosexual population, which has
been estimated to be 15 percent. "I must believe in what I am defending. I would
love to go out and defend a document for the changing life styles we have in our
city. This is not that document."

Mayor Feinstein said she found the ordinance to be riddled with "ambiguity,
vagueness and unclarity." But she said she hoped that discussion with other city
officials would produce a substitute to accomplish the same purpose in a way she
could accept.

HOMOSEXUAL PROPOSED LAW

The ordinance she vetoed was introduced by Harry Britt, the only publicly homo-
sexual member of the Board of Supervisors. Mr. Britt was traveling in the East
today, but his office released a statement in which he said that "by vetoing this law,
Mayor Feinstein has shown it is our nation's institutions that lack civility. She has
done serious harm to the efforts of gay men and lesbians to gain acceptance and
understanding of our life styles."

Dana van Gorder, a member of Mr. Britt's staff, said the Mayor "does not believe
in the spirit of this legislation whatsoever." The spokesman said that the homosex-
ual community "has had a sense for some time that she has viewed us with a cer-
tain moral judgment."

At dusk about 200 people, many identifying themselves as homosexuals, gathered
at the City Hall steps in response to a call for a protest. They cheered speakers who
criticized Mayor Feinstein, and they chanted "Dump Dianne."

Roman Catholic Archbishop John R. Quinn had urged the Mayor to veto the
measure, which was passed on an 1-to-3 vote last month. In a letter to the Mayor,
which his office released Tuesday, Archbishop Quinn argued that "to reduce the
sacred covenant of marriage and family by inference or analogy to a 'domestic part-
nership' is offensive to reasonable persons and injurious to our legal, cultural, moral
and societal heritage."

The ordinance provided for a system of registering domestic partnership involving
unmarried couples and a means to dissolve them, and it set fees for both services. It
would have cost $23 to register a couple and $5 to terminate the relationship's legalstanding

OVERRIDE PROSPECTS UNCLEAR

Had Mayor Feinstein not vetoed the ordinance, it would have become law without
her signature on Friday. The original margin of passage would be enough to ovEr-
ride her veto. However, Supervisor Louise Renne, who voted for the ordinance, is a
longtime supporter of Mayor Feinstein, who appointed her to the board. A member
of her staff said that Mrs. Renne, who was not available for comment, had not an-
ounced a position.
Mayor Feinstein has made it plain, without a formal announcement, that she in-

tends to campaign fur a second term next year. No formidable opposition has sur-
faced thus far. In 1979, when she defeated Supervisor Quentin Kopp, who voted
against the "domestic partner" ordinance, Mrs. Feinstein won precincts in areas
where many homose.uals live.

It was Mayor Feinstein who appointed Mr. Britt to the Board of Supervisors. He
filled the seat vacated by the murder in 1977 of Supervisor Harvey Milk, the first
declared homosexual elected to public office here. Mrs. Feinstein, who had been
president of the Board of Supervisors, had been chosen by the board to fill the term
of Mayor George Moscone, who was killed in the same shooting incident at City
Hall.

1026
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I Vrfini the New York Time., Sept 5, 1%141

HOMOSEXUAL WEDDINGS STIR DISPUTE

(By Edward A. Gargan)

SYRACUSE, Aug. :10--For nearly a year, the two dozen parishioners of the Ray of
Hope Metropolitan Community Church worshiped in undisturbed tranquility on
Sunday.

But that solitude was shattered after the Metropolitan Ccmmunity Church con-
ducted several marriages for homosexual couples. Rectors of two Episcopalian
churches have taken up theological cudgels against each other, and the Bishop of
the Episcopal Diocese of Central New York has been forced to intervene.

Too tiny to have its own building, the nondenominational church, which reaches
primarily into Syracuse's homosexual community for parishioners, has held services
since last October at the 1014-year-old, gray, stone Grace Episcopal Church. The Met-
ropolitan parishioners, who worship on Sundays after the regular Episcopal serv-
ices, have the blessing of Grace's rector, the Rev. Judith Upham.

OPPORTUNITY FOR COMMITMENT

"Metropolitan Community Church is offering an alternative to the bar scene,"
said Miss Upham, who describes Grace Church's parishioners as largely middle
class. "It is offering an oppoi unity for fidelity and commitment."

"There's quite a large gay community in Syracuse," said Ted Ewald, who founded
the church last year. "We put signs up in gay bars, and people responded." None-
theless, he said. the church was formed quietly because of fear of harassment and
vandalism.

"It's a lot more difficult to be gay in Syracuse," he said. The region is very re-
served and very conservative."

Even so, the church thrived with its small but regular group of parishioners. In
July, two parishioners participated in a marriage, which a local newspaper reporter
attended.

CEREMONY CAUSES DISPUTE

The service was conducted by a minister "from a mainstream church," said Mi-
chael Royce, a member of the Metropolitan congregation. He declined to identify the
minister or the denomination.

The next day, the headline in a local paper, The Herald-Journal, said, "Two Men
Married in Gay Church."

Several days later, the Rev. Robert F. Haskell, the rector of St. Andrew's Episco-
pal Church across town, sent a letter to Miss Upham. He sent copies to the newspa-
per and to the local Bishop, the Right Rev. O'Kelley Whitaker. The letter read in
part:

"The organization which you permit to use your church advocates homosexual
conduct as an alternative life style, and its members admit that they actively
engage in homosexual behavior without acknowledgment that such conduct is
against the word of Holy Scripture. The Scriptures clearly teach that to practice ho-
mosexual relations is a sin.

We are especially concerned that you are permitting the sanctuary of an Episco-
palian Church to be used to perform 'marriages' of homosexual persons. Marriage is
a most holy sacrament of the church involving a man and a woman. a homosexual
'marriage' is both immoral by the standard of Scripture, and illegal under both
canon and civil law

"We urge that you put an end to the meetings of this organization in your church
and that you make a clear public statement repudiating this conduct."

DUNI AND tot,CK THEOLOGY

MISS Upham said she was surprised at the tone of the letter.
"Clearly, its an issue of different theologies," she said. "Scripture is certainly the

major basis for making decision's. Then comes the question of how you read Scrip-
ture, whether you take it as a whole or you pick ;t apart. I don't know any respecta-
ble theologian that does hunt and peck theology, what we call proof-texting.

"It's also important to look at science. If, in fact, people are born homosexuals,
then we should say if God created people that way, then we should let them be ho-
mosexuals."

o 2 .7
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Into the theological fray stepped Bishop Whitaker, who issued a statement that
was read at some Episcopal churches.

"I see the action of Grace Church," the Bishop's statement read, "as an effort to
provide space for a ministry to homosexual persons, a ministry which the Episcopal
Church, by and large, is not seeking to offer itself."

NOT A "MARRIAGE"

Then, Bishop Whitaker addressed two specific issues raised by i ather Haskell's
letter.

"From our perspective, there is no such thing as a 'homosexual marriage.' " But,
he added, "it is my understanding that the Metropolitan Community Church doesnot actually speak of 'marriages' between homosexual persons of the same gender
but rather of 'unions.' " Thus, he wrote, it was "technically incorrect" to character-
ize the ceremony as a marriage.

As to the broader irsue of Siliptural sanctions of homosexuality, Bishop Whitaker
cautioned against selective readings of the Bible.

"From time to time, isolated verses of the Bible are used by Christians to justify
condemnation of homosexual activity and ostracism of homosexual persons," he
wrote. "such use of scripture is very dangerous. If one person is going to justify a
position, another person is equally entitled to do the same for quite different posi-
tions."

GREATER DIALOG

Mr. Royce said he was heartened by the Bishop's statement.
"In the New Twitament, Jesus never once mentioned homosexuality," he said.

"We don't consider homosexuality a sin. Remember, Christ was a man who taught
love and lived with the outcasts, the thieves, the prostitutes. The mainstream
churches have pushed us, the outcasts out. They have the basic belief that we are
not allowed to worship because we are sinners."

Mr. Ewald, the Metropolitan founder, said he hoped the religious contretemps
would lead to greater dialogue among churches. "Some churches are slowly begin-
ning to reanalyze their stand on homosexuality," he said "I think it's going to leadto more discussions."

Both Father Waken and Bishop Whitaker declined to discuss the dispute.
Meanwhile, Mi438 Upham said she intended to keep Grace Episcopal Church opento the MetropoEtan parishioners.
"We need a place where virtues like fidelity and commitment are promoted," she

said. "I think what we're doing is Christian. I think what we're doing is providing a
place for people who have nowhere else to go."
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The State Equal Rights Amendments
and Their Impact on
Domestic Relations Law

PAUL M. KURTZ

* *

Sehemedve Issues

A. Homosexual Marriage
In the context of equal rights amendments a question often dis-
cussed but not often litigated is the possible effect on the legitimacy
of marriage between members of the same sex. One of the more
emotional issues raised in connection with the initiation of state
ERAS is whether enactment of the amendment will automatically
authorize marriage between homosexuals.

On its =face. the question of same-sex marriages seems outside
the realm of sex discrimination problems. Presumably the state
would argue that the discrimination is not between males and
females, but rather between heterosexuals and homosexuals.
Regardless of the success or failure of a challenge to such a classifi-
cation under the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection Clause,
the argument would continue, because both men and women mien
be either homosexual or heterosexual the *sanitation is not being
based on sex discrimination. Therefore the ERA is simply not
relevant to the issue.

The problem, however, is not so easily resolved. The state which

forbids two homosexual males. A and B. to many is certainly dis-
criminating against A on the basis of his sex. Clearly, if be were a
female (and possessed all other pret-Aphites for marriage), he
would be permitted to marry B. The question is whether this

discrimination can survive enactment of an equal tights

amendment.

1 2
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Only one court to date has considered sense-sax marriages under.
a state ERA. The Court of Appeals of Washington, in Singes v.
Haro." affirmed the lower court's denial of a motion to compel sa
administrative official to grant two homosexual males a marriage
license. The appellants argued that the denialof the license violated
the state marriage laws and. in the alternative, that if the marriage
laws permitted such a denial of the license, they were unconstitu-
tional under the state's equal rights amendment.

The court summarily dismissed the statutory argument by
pointing to other sections within the marriage law which referred to
"male" and "female." As to the ERA issue, the state asserted that
since all homosexual marriages were barred by statute there was no
se: discrimination issue. Male pairs as well as female pairs were
denied a license' under the law.

The court upheld the state's denial of the license by asserting that
marriage has traditionally been conceived of as a relationship
between a man and a woman. Therefore, wrote the court, "appel-
lants are not being denied entry into the marriese relationship
because of their sex; rather they are being denied entry into the
marriage relationship because of the recognized definition of that
relationship as one which may be entered into only by two persoos
who are members of the opposite sex."" Quoting a Kentucky
deuision" which dealt with homosexual marriage in a federal con-
stitutional challenge, the court wrote that "what they propose is not
a marriage."

The Singer appellants had argued that the Supreme Court of the
United States. in Loving v. Virginia." had rejected an analogous
state argument. In Loving; Virginia had defined marriage as being
a relationship between two members of the same race. The Court
there held that this definition of the institution violated the Four-
teenth Amendment. The appellants here argued that Washington's
definition of marriage as including one member of each ass
similarly was violative of the state equal rights amendment.

46 11 Wash. Apy. 247. 322 P.2d 1187 11974/ Two maws with ERA' haw tabu can to
treat the quorum of healdletiel SillM8111111ighliatively. "Onlya num. botwoos nun sad

woman it wad in this Stan." 62 My. Coon Aim S 1 11976 Stipp.). Soo Woo VA. Conn I
213-43.2.

47. II Womb. App. at 322 P.21I at 1192.
46. lams. lidahas. 501 S.W .26 SIMI (Ky. 1973). Se* elmMerv. . Moos. 291 Mina. 310.

191 N.W 2d 185 119711. arc fitaiod. e39 U.S. 111011972).
49 386 U.S. 1 119671.
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The Washington court rejected this argument by the Singer
appellants stating that Loving did not "change the basic definition
of marriage as the legal union of one man and one woman; rather
litl merely held that the race of the man or woman desiring to enter
that relationship could not be considered by the state in panting a
marriage license."" It seems, however, that the Washington court
was simply playing word games.

There is no doubt that the institution of marriage was fundamen-
tally changed by the Loving decision. Up until the date of Loving
there was no way that a black and a white could marry in Virginia
and a number of other states. Although the antioabagenatiou
statutes was not as ancient in linage" as the one man/one woman
rule for entering marriage, they certainly defined the institution of
marriage. To say that this slur** is unlike Loving because that
case involved race and this involves sex is simply to avoid the Woe.
The question is whether the state equal rights amendment would
mandate the same kind of change with regard to sex as the Four-
tooth Amendment did with regard to ace.

This is not to say that the Slaw result was incorrect. Before we
can make any intelligent conclusion as to the question of the
legality of same-sex marriages under a state ERA, we must canvass
the innee systematically. The possible impact of a state ERA on the
asserted tight to homosexual marriage can profitably be studied
under a mode of analysis borrowed from that of the Fourteenth
Amendment's Equal Protection Clause. The right to homosexual
marriage might exist independently and, thus, be guaranteed to
members of both sexes under the Equal Rights Amendment.
Alternatively, if this independent right doesn't exist, it might
possibly come into existence by force of the ERA itself. The
argument would be that granting heterosexuals the right to marry
and denying the same right to homosexuals would be unequal treat-
ment on the basis of the sex of the individual applying for the
marriage license.

Three possible sources exist for the independent right to homo-
sexual massage. It can be asserted as an element of the right to

SO. II Wash. App. si , SZI si 11,2.
SI. P as lasmandag anew attaa IsimaryeltkaVbsoismakalsospeatIce laws. tracks

Its phew:moos to Modal days. ma Wadlaisaa. Tae Leung Cu w Vfrialies Anil*
Mbeepwatlas Swum im thoserisel llowspenks, 52 Oa. L. Rms. 11a9119651.
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privacy under the recent penumbral analysis adopted by the
Supreme Court. This claim, however, seems doomed to failure
because of the uistinction between the recent Supreme Court cases
announcing the doctrine and the homosexual marriage situation.
In all the Supreme Court cases announcing this right of privacy. the
claimants have been seeking the right to be let alone." By contrast,
in the homosexual marriage context the claimants would not be
seeking to be let alone, but instead seeking the state's endorsement
of their activity by conferral of the marriage status. It should also
be noticed that in a recent per curiae, affirmance, the Supreme
Court refused to accept, in the criminal context. the claim of homo-
sexual' that their right to privacy protected their homosexual
acts."

Another possible claim might be under the Ninth Amendment,
the argument being that this right is one reserved to the people as
against intrusion by the rms. Mr. Justice Goldberg's Griswold
concurrence, the leading recent exposition of the Ninth
Amendment, however, clearly limits its scope to those rights fund&
mental and part of the fabric of *misty." Homosexual marriage
could hardly be so charactmited.

The final possible claim of an independent right would be under
the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Skinner r.
Oklahoma" does describe marriage as part of an individual's due
process rights but does so in the context of procreation. This is
obviously inapposite to the homosexual's claim.

Aside from an independent source of the right to homosexual
marriage, the alternative analysis would be that the state, by ex-
tending the right to many B (a female) to all males, would be dis-
criminating an the basis of sex if it denied the right to all females.
In any jurisdiction applying an absolute standard of review under

S2. Pa amwspis. ties dadwdaws is Griawid 4. Casa:WM. 311 U.S. 411 (1145). was
isaldeg elm rialn to as otwerswpdvas I dm whew of tidy "wink bedratan" widlaw
isausiam at dm nine. TM daluadsat is Vaal,. Oneness. 391 U S. 557 (11691, was weldag
the data to Wiwi* parr olowswe maw Its suss kiwi a/ ualylis II appligabis se ears.
Wads, 410 U.S. 113 119731.

SI Die 4. Cawmasesslo's Amory Ow GO of Rhehmed. 423 U.S. 101. Wm/ft
&WA 425 U.S. 16311!761.

54. I. dwasixasi whisa ,tabs are tasdawawal. Wdass an sot 1st at law to dada
eras is ilebt ell *sir word sad pima aseices. Rabat. tiny maw Wok as tie leadleksas
sad (collsedw) waselssas d we mph' as dsmeadwo stadia a prbasIple is 'se rowel
Idwr) . as as be naiad w kaisammord'" Ckipraid v. Cwwwdaw. 3111 U.S. 471.493
(Goldbwa, 1.. oranowie OW).

M. 316 U.S. MS 119121.
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the ERA. this argument would seem to be a winning one. However,
if a leis encompassing standard is used, there must be an analysis
of the interests on both sides before a conclusion can be reached.

This article cannot attempt to provide a finely meshed calculus
with which to predict unerringly the result of a claim under any
particular standard of review which might be applied. What can be
done usefully is to identify the relevaet interests of each party which
should be considered in determining the impact on an equal tights
amendment on the institution of homosexual marriage. Of course,
the less restrictive the test, the less of an interest the state will need
to show to justify its ban on homosexual marriages.

What are the interests of the homosexual which ought to be con-
sidered in the determination of the tight to enter the marriage re-
lationship' One commentator has summarized these interests as
follows:

(Shen sanctioning of the assuage Medway brim. wily it senewees . .

legal. social and ern peyelsie basefits wish* me of undiminished imporunsoe to
hossosetnials. Married individuals enjoy admendal tax bthedlts, sort reeovery
for wrongful death. intestate sethessioe. sad a hod of other detutasy sad
mesas law privileges. . . . Beyond thus aridly legal broths. the fowl
status of marriage might rtheasably be viewed as 'shandy the stability,
respectability. and sesotkusal depth of any odationship bowmen two
individuals. regardless of whether the relationship is homosexual or
heterosexual."

It might be added, however, that there is some indication that the
importance of the legal benefits accruing to the homosexual enter-
ing into marriage may be diminished in the future. For example,
the Supreme Court in U.S.D.A. v. Morino." held that the federal
government could not constitutionally limit food stamp programs
to households of related people. To the extent that this type of
holding is otitpauded in the future, homosexuals will not "need" the
marital relationship in order to gain the fringe legal benefits
involved.

The interests of the state in denying the right to enter into a
homosexual marriage are not so neatly categorized. There ate two
basic interests: the interest in preserving the marital relationship
for the procreation of children and the interest in society in enforc-
ing its moral judgments through its refusal to authorize what it
views as "unnatural" activity.

56 flaw 11/4 Lapiky of Hasiumeniel Merrily*. f2 Yuen U. 513, 379-1011913).
51. 413 U.S. 5311 119/31
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The traditional role of marriage as the institution which
authorizes and legitimates the procreation of children cannot be
questioned. The state, therefore, can argue that it has an interest in
maintaining the institution for these purposes only. The argument
is severely eroded, however, by the fact that states regularly grant
marriage licenses to couples who have no possibility of procreating,
such as elderly or sterile pain. The argument that the state does not
have to bar all those marriages it could bar is not sufficient. This
kind of argument has been accepted only in the situation where
remedial legislation is involved."

A more fundamental interest of the :tate, however, is in preserv-
ing its moral code. The Judeo-Christian ethic has consistently been
adamant against homosexual behavior." Our society, because it is
a society has the right to enforce its moral code through its
marriage laws. The leading proponent of this point of view is Lord
Devlin, who stated that "(S)ficiety is justified in taking the same
steps to preserve its moral code as it does to preserve its government
and other essential institutions." Dentin wrote in the context of
the criminal law, justifying society's making criminal an act which
it found to be immoral. In the homosexual marriage context, the
argument need not be so sweeping. One can concur, for example,
with H.L.A. Hares criticism of Devlin in the criminal context," yet
still agree that society can validly refuse to authorizea relationship
which it finds immoral and against the laws of nature.

It might be suggested that the ERA itself demonstrates society's
recognition of the validity of homosexual marriage and, in effect,
removes the moral stigma attached to it. Difficult as it is to
ascertain the "moral sense" of the community, one can hardly
believe that a substantial portion of any ratifying jurisdiction
thought that it was permitting homosexual marriage by enactment
of the equal rights amendment. In fact, considerable time is often
spent by ERA proponents in denying that homosexual marriages
will be permitted automatically by the amendment."

Se. Sot at. Raoul bras Assam New York. 336 U.S. 106 (1999).
59 The Torah reacts a tualeametal objection to homosexuality. Ste LI:witless 15:22. By

the tam Maeda Aphis the Ovaries Cr*.hur honesessuality was "ilsatthed with henry and
Age palatal. by death." Note. septa Goes 56. at 577, e. 17.

60. P. Dana. Tex larmathannt ox Mutual 30 119591.
61. Parr. itia Moteaurr as muCOMtat, Law (190: Han. Inawanalry aid Trastaa.

62 Lamas 15.3119!91.
IL Tie SINOP coma elm oe yam Wpm w deceraet the tam dre neopmets al the
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Acceptance of this type of interest in preserving the moral code of
society in the homosexual marriage context will not threaten the
evisceration of the ERA generally. There is no deeply held societal
and religious ethic which bars, for example, males from having
custody of children or forbids women from paying alimony. The
question of homosexual marriage is unique and involves strong
societal emotions. Therefore, society can argue that it can deny
entrance into an institution because the sexual activity authorized
within it would be seen as immoral if practiced by homosexuals.

Before we can conclude the cataloguing and evaluating of the
state interest in refusing entry into marriage by homosexuals, we
must note a recent possible erosion of these interests. The
traditional role of marriage has ranked high in the framework of
society. As the Supreme Court of the United States recently wrote,
marriage has had a "basic position . . . in this society's hierarchy
of values."" In recent years. however. two separate developments
have indicated that the institution of marriage may not be as
revered as it once was.

Within the put decade almost all states have enacted no fault
divorce statutes permitting parties to leave the marriage without
alleging one of the traditional fault grounds for divorce." These
statutes. hailed as milestones in domestic relations law because they

remove perjury and sordid details from the divorce court, have had
the concomitant effect of making marriage an easily severed
relationship. Several recent Supreme Court of Georgia cases
illustrate the extreme ease of dissolving the marital relationship on
the grounds of "irretrievable breakdown" or incompatibility.

In McCoy v. McCoy." the husband filed for a no-fault divorc:
and, at the trial of the case, testified that there was no "conceivable
chance that he and his wife could ever get back together." He
stated that whether the court granted him his divorce or not, he
would not resume the marriage with his wife. The wife resisted the
divorce petition, asserting that there were reasonable grounds for

Washinaton ERA oossietently denied that tnatacuneat world haws say lagitnnating dint on
homosexual inartiagte. 522 P.2d is 119491. n. S.

63. Boddie r. Connecticut. 401 U.S. 371. X74 119711.
64. -(1)a 1976 there wore old, dune stew (Mimic Peunrerania. and South Dakota) which

did sot have some so-fault rend rot dhow and thaw appeared Window ern in these
three states." NJ:move. Poem Fuss. Fawn Law CASS. arm Manuuau 12d ed.
1975) (1977 Supplement) at 6.

6S. 136 Ga. 633. 225 S.E.Id 652 99761.
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reconciliation and that she still loved her husband. The Georgia
Supreme Court held that the lower court erred in denying this
divorce. "Just as it takes two consenting parties to make a
contract." the court wrote. "it takes two consenting parties to make
a reconciliation."" The same court took this Wk.- one step further
in Manning v. Manning. The divorce petitioner had filed an
affidavit along with his petition asserting that "The separation
between us is complete and permanent. . . . There is no possibility
whatever of a reconciliation ever taking place between us. The
marriage . . . is irretrievably broken." The divorce was granted as
a matter of law, citing McCoy."

The relevance of such statutes and interpretative decisions to the
law of marriage is striking. To the er.ent that the states move
Iowan, administrative divorce. they are forfeiting their right to hold
the marital relationship out as something special, sacred and
important to sociny. To the extent that parties are permitted to opt
oat of marriage. it becomes much less an impo:tat institution and
much more a contract. To the extent that it becomes easier to pt
out of marriage, the state lases its claim that marriage should be
difficult to get into.

An even more explicit move toward marriage as a contract and
an erosion in the state interest of protecting the institution of
marriage can be seen in the recent California case, Marvin v.
Marvin." Here the Supreme Court of California held that the
woman at the conclusion of an "illicit" relationship would have a
claim in quantum merutt for the difference between the reasonable
value of household services rendered and the reasonable value of
support received. This quantum meruit action may be the fore-
runner of broad treatment of parties to a marriage as parties to a
purely civil contract." If the unmarried woman is entitled to such

66. 2.36 Ga. et 634. 225 S.E.11 at 663.
67. Marne r. Meaty g. 237 Go. 746. rfle 5.E.24 611 ($976), The ceanning arks is

Mauler wrote. "1 sr bide Manage Wenn thin sad perm** ass tins pails to wage
"Ceacellod" on the eseanage lbi. s god red I to. . . ."

es. - C41.31 157 P.24 106. 134 Cal. apa. 1115 119761. Pas rearrele
annum of the Minim am gad Ns implication. re Ikon. hewn, Ilkhe of De how
Spasms hichider Thowilits ea doe Volweeflionwwookaslorwww. 10 Pao. L.Q. 101 (19761.

69. As Profaner Out ham rowdy shwa. the es, ammisse is not the same as the
arrant interim . AU Mat cam be said with nonince I that Menne son of reline-
rip berms two braider& of larnernamse dentke. lowing raw kind of maid
order. eatadias rim gannet eeeparty sad support abnegator. that .ay be found by
corer of both puttee sad dirind at die MI of *Mc" Clerk. 771s New MaMega 12
Wrumerrti L.J. 441. 451 119761.
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an action, surely the married woman would be likewise entitled.
In sum, the states purported interest in preserving the doctrine

of marriage against the onslaught of homosexuals is eroded by
developments which analogize marriage to a purely civil contract.
Insofar as it is a purely civil contract. everybody should be able to
enter into the relationship. Under this kind of analysis, the state
would retain a legitimate interest in regulating the entry into
marriage only u it regulates the entry into other contracts.
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